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^9fl^O THE MEN AND WOMEN OF CANADA. WHO
{^ IN THE HOUR OF THEIR COUNTRY'S NEED
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PREFACE.

IT is now upwards of sixteen years since the late Mr. Biggar's

Municipal Manual was published and the need of a new

manual has long been felt.

The many changes that have since been made in the municipal

laws of Ontario and of the other Provinces, as well as the numerous

cases interpreting and applying those laws which have since been

decided, and the recent recognition by the Legislature and by

the Courts of the true status and extent of the powers of municipal

bodies make that need all the more urgent.

It was because of this that the preparation of this work was

undertaken by the undersigned in collaboration with the late

John Redmond Meredith, Esquire, K.C.

Early in the progress of the work Mr. Meredith was compelled

to withdraw from further active co-operation in it owing to his

having to devote the whole of his time to his mihtary duties, in

the discharge of which he afterwards died. The result of this was

to throw much more of the labour on the editor, under whose

eye every line of the work has passed more than once.

An endeavour has been made to collect and to refer to all the

important cases in all the Provinces of Canada, and references

have also been made to leading cases in England and in the

United States and to the works of authors in both countries.

Where the authorities are conflicting, the authors have

ventured in some cases to express an opinion as to what the law

is, but in other cases they have confined themselves to giving

notes of the cases, stating the effect of them, but expressing no

opinion as to which of them are to be preferred.



VI PHEPACE.

References have been made to the provisions of the municipal

laws of other Provinces corresponding with those of the Ontario

Act, confining, however, the references to the more important

provisions.

As the book is intended for the use not only of the legal pro-

fession, but also of members of municipal councils and of mimicipal

officers, an effort has been made to avoid, as far as possible, the

use of technical terms and legal phraseology. This, it is hoped,

will not render the book less valuable to the lawyer, and it i§

believed will make it more intelligible and, therefore, more useful

to those who are not lawyers.

The forms which have been approved by the Ontario Railway

and Municipal Board, it is hoped, will be found useful.

It has not been thought desirable to deal with municipal

legislation from the historical point of view. Those who desire

to trace the course of legislation in Ontario may do so with the

aid of Mr. Biggar's work.

The authors are much indebted to Mr. J. C. Moorehouse for

valuable assistance rendered by him in the collection of cases and
the selection of those which should be noted; their thanks are

also due to Judges and members of the legdl profession of other

Provinces who have kindly supplied information as to the laws of

those provinces.

W.B.W.
TOEONTO, 1917.
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Sec. 2 (6). MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS. Chap. 192.

CHAPTER 192, R.S.O. 1914.

As Amended by 4 Geo. V. c. 33; 5 Geo. V. c. 34; 6 Geo. V c. 24,

s. 27, and c. 39; and 7 Geo. V. c. 20, s. 7 (2);

c. 42; c. 43, s. 2; c. 48, s. 5.

An Act respecting Municipal Institutions.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows:

—

PBELIMINAKY.

1. This Act may be cited as The Municipal Act. short title.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 1.

2. In this Act, interpretation.

(a) "Arbitration" shall mean an arbitration under the pro- -Arbitration."

visions of this Act.

(6) "Bridge" shall mean a public bridge, and shall inqlude "Bridge."

a bridge forming part of a highway or on, over or across

which a highway passes. '

,

"Bridge."—The essential purpose of a bridge is to carry

a road at a desired height over a river, and its channel, a chasm
or the like; that of a culvert to afford a passage for a small

stream crossing under the embankmeilt of a railway or highway,

or beneath a road where the configuration of the surface does

not require a bridge.

A circular concrete" pipe with an inside diameter of three feet

had been constructed to replace a former bridge about 8 or 10

feet in span, and it was held to be a culvert and not a bridge:

County of-Duflferin v. County of Wellington (1907), lOO.W.R. 239-

See also McHardy v. Ellice (1877), 1 A.R. 628 (a stream 30

to 40 feet in width with clearly defined banks held to be a river)

;

North Dorchester v. Middlesex (1889), 16 O.R. 658 (a creek

1—^MUN.' LAW.



Chap. 192. MUNICIPAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 2 (A).

"Caty."
"Town."
"Village."
"TowBsliip.'
"County."

"Electors.'

"Highway."

"Land."

"Local Muni-
cipality."

"Member."

requiring a bridge having a span of 67 feet and another creek

requiring a bridge 31 feet 9 inches long were held to be rivers,

but a creek where the span was only 9 feet was held not to be

a river); and Brady v. Sadler (1888), 16 O.R. 49, 55 (a stream

recognized in legislation as a river is a river)

.

"On, over or across which a highway passes," e.g., where the

highway is carried over a railway upon a bridge constructed

by a railway company.

(c) "City," "town," "village," "township," and "county"

shall respectively mean city, town, village, township or

county, the inhabitants of which are a body corporate

within the meaning and for the purposes of this Act.

See s. 8.

"County" includes two or more counties united for municipal

purposes. See The Interpretation Act, R.S.O. c. 1, s. 29, cl. (e).

(d) "Electors," when applied to a municipal election, shall

mean the persons entitled to vote at a municipal election,

when appUed to voting on money by-law shall mean the

persons entitled to vote on the by-law and when apphed

to voting on any other by-law or on a resolution or

question unless otherwise provided by the Act, by-law,

or other authority under which the vote is taken, shall

mean municipal electors.

(e) "Highway" shall mean a common and public highway,

and shall include a street and a bridge forming part of

a highway, or on, over or across which a highway passes.

(/) "Land" shall include lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments, and any estate or interest therein, and any right

or easement affecting them, and land covered with

water.

(g) "Local municipality" shall mean a city, a town, a village

and a township.

(h) "Member" or "members," referring to a member or

members of a Council, shall include the head of the
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Council, and a member or members of a Board of Con-

trol.

(i) "Money by-law" shall mean a by-law for contracting a "Money

debt or obligation or for borrowing money.
by-law.'

(j) "Municipal Board" shall mean Ontario Railway and "Munioipai

11 « • • 1 -r-. 1
Board."

Mumcipal Board,

(fc) "Municipal electors" shall mean the persons entitled to "Municipal
. . ...... electors."

vote at a mumcipal election.

(I) "Municipality" shall mean a locality, the inhabitants of "Municipality."

which are incorporated. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 2, els. (a-Q

.

See s. 8.

(m) "Population" shall mean population as determined by "Population."

the last preceding census taken under the authority of

the Parliament of Canada, or under a by-law of the

Council, or by the last preceding municipal enumeration

by the assessor whichever shall be the latest, [or by
such means as the Municipal Board may direct]. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 2, cl. (m); 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 1.

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 1, to

cover cases in which the population cannot be ascertained by
the means mentioned in the clause as it stood before the amend-
ment; e.g., the incorporation of a town in unorganized territory,

under s.- 19.

"Municipal enumeration" is provided for by The Assessment

Act, R.S.O. c. 195, s. 22 (3), col. 26.

(w) "Prescribed" shall mean prescribed by or under the "Prewnbed."

authority of this Act.

(o) "Published" shall mean published in a newspaper in the "Published."

municipality to which what is published relates, or

which it affects, or if there is no newspaper published in

the municipality, in a newspaper published in an adja-

cent or neighbouring municipaUty; and "publication" "Publication."

shall have a corresponding meaning.
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"Separated
town.'*

"Supreme
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costs of the proceedings in which the evidence is taken. 3-4 Geo.

V. 0. 43, s. 3.

This section was first enacted in The Municipal Act, 1913. The appoint-

ment of special examiner is provided for by The Judicature Act, R.S.O.

c. 56, s. 98, and stenographic reporters by s. 97 of the same Act.

4. Where registration in a registry office is prescribed or pro- RegUtration in

vided for by this Act it shall mean where The Land Titles Act is title?.

applicable, registration in the office of the Master or Local Master o. i26.

of Titles of the locahty in which the land is situate. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 4.

5. A person in the actual occupation of land under an agree- whenoccupent
deemed to be

ment with the owner for the purchase of it shall be deemed to be °'"'"-

the owner, and the unpaid purchase money shall be deemed to be

an encumbrance on the land. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 5.

This section is new, and was enacted in consequence of the decision of

the Court of Appeal in In re Flatt and the United Counties of Prescott and

Russell (1890), 18 A.R. 1 (followed in In re Dale and the Township of Blan-

chard (1910), 21 O.L.R. 497; (1911), 23 O.L.R. 69), in which it was held

that until the conditions upon which the conveyance is to be made are per-

formed and the purchaser becomes entitled to the conveyance he does not

become the equitable owner of the land or his vendor a trustee for him.

6. Where power to acquire land is conferred upon a municipal Power to
* ^

_

^' '^ Boquire includeB

corporation by this or any other Act, unless otherwise expressly •xpropriation.

provided, it shall include the power to acquire by purchase or

otherwise and to enter on and expropriate. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 6.

This section is new. Before it was enacted the power to expropriate

existed only in cases in which it was expressly conferred. As to expropriation

see ss. 321-331.

7. Except where otherwise expressly provided, this Act shall ^g?°^j

not affect the provisions of any special Act relating to a particular

municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 7.

This would have been the case had the section not been enacted, for

as a general rule the provisions of a general Act do not override those of a

special Act: see Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 27, par. 321.

Acts sot
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See also Way v. St. Thomas (1905), 12 O.L.R. 240; In re Bell-Irving

and Vancouver (1893), 4 B.C.R. 228, 300; McGuire v. Waterloo (1906),

Q.R. 29, S.C. 189.

mSScipaMM ^" "^^^ inhabitants of every county, city, town, village, and

TOr^rato*!'" township shall be a body corporate for the purposes of this Act.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 8.

Capacity of a Municipal Corporation to Contract and its Liability

ON Certain Contracts.

A corporation is as fully capable of binding itself by any contract as an
individual except as to those contracts which, from the nature or object

of the corporation or from the express or impKed terms of its constitution,

it is prohibited from making: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 8, par. 839.

This statement is in substance what is enacted by The Interpretation

Act, R.S.O., c. 1, s. 27:

Ashbury v. Riche, L.R. (1875), 7 H.L. 653, London County Council v.

Attorney-General, L.R. (1902) A.C. 165, 18 T.L.R. 298; Trustees of the

Harbour of Dundee v. Nicol, L.R. (1915), A.C. 550, 31 T.L.R. 118.

Where a corporation is, by its constitution, required to observe certain

formalities when making contracts for particular purposes, the requirements

of the constitution must be strictly carried out, e.g., in the case of incurring

debts the payment of which is not provided for in the estimates for the current

year (s. 289), and also in the case of a statutory requirement that "every
contract made by an urban authority whereby the value or amount exceeds

£50 shall be in writing and sealed with the common seal of such authority":

Hunt V. Wimbledon, L.R. (1878) 4 C.P.D. 48, approved in Young v. Leaming-
, ton, L.R. (1883) 8 A.C. 517.

At common law it was necessary that the contracts of a corporation

aggregate should be executed under its common seal, but from the very
earliest times certain exceptions to this rule were established, and in trivial

matters of daily occurrence and in matters of urgent necessity the seal was
not essential. These exceptions have been gradually extended, and it is

now settled that a seal is not necessary in the following cases :

—

(1) Contracts by a trading corporation for purposes connected with the
objects of the incorporation, without reference to the magnitude or insig-

nificance of the subject matter: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 8, par.

847; South of Ireland Colliery Company v. Waddle, L.R. (1869) 4 C.P.
617; National Malleable Castings Company v. The Smith's Falls Malleable
Castings Company (1907), 14 O.L.R. 22.

(2) In the case of municipal corporations contracts with regard to matters
of everyday occurrence or matters of convenience amounting almost to
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necessity; Wells v. Kingston-upon-Hull,L.R. (1875) 10 C.P. 402; Kettle v.

Winnipeg (1916) 31 D.L.R. 564.

(3) Contracts by corporations (including municipal corporations) wh6re

the consideration for them has been executed by the party seeking to enforce

them: Clarke v. Cuokfield Union Guardians (1852), 21 L.J.Q.B. 349, 91

R.R. 891; Nicholson v. Guardians Bradfield Union, L.R. (1866) 1 Q.B. 620;

Lawford v. Billericay Rural District Council, L.R. (1903) 1 K.B. 772, 19

T.L.R. 322; Douglass v. Rhyl Urban District Council, L.R. (1913) 2 Ch.

407, 29 T.L.R. 605; Pim v. Ontario (1860), 9 U.C.C.P. 304; Lawrence v.

Lucknow (1886), 13 O.R. 421; Bernardin v. North Dufferin (1891), 19 S.C.R-

581; Leslie v. Malahide (1907), 15 O.L.R. 4; Dominion Paving and Con-
struction Company v. Toronto (1907), 9 O.W.R. 38; Campbell v. Com-
munity General Hospital Almshouse, etc., (1910), 20 O.L.R. 467; East

Gwillimbury v. King (1910), 20 O.L.R. 510; Selkirk v. Windsor E. & L.S.R.W-

Company (1910), 22 O.L.R. 250; Beck v. York (1914), 5 O.W.N. 836, 7
O.W.N. 493 (varied by Supreme Court of Canada, 24th June, 1915, not

reported).

(4) It is not necessary that work done under an executed contract be

work "essential" for the purposes of the corporaition. It is suflBcient if it

be "beneficial" work and incidental or ancillary to the purposes for which

the corporation exists: Campbell v. Community Geneiial Hospital Alms-

house, etc. (supra); Wright v. Ottawa and Ottawa Dairy Company (1914),

7 O.W.N. 151, 19 D.L.R. 712.

(5) Contracts relating to land where there have been such acts of part

performance as would in the case of an individual entitle to specific per-

formance: Wilson V. West Hartlepool H. & R. Company (1864), 34 Beav.

187, (1865) 2 DeG. J. & S. 475, Vansickler v. MoKnight (1914), 31 O.L.R.

531, 19 D.L.R. 505, (1915) 51 S.C.R. 374, 24 D.L.R. 298; King v. Beamish

(1916), 36 O.L.R. 325, 30 D.L.R. 116.

(6) How far a corporation, which holds over, is liable upon an implied

agreement to hold as tenant from year to year, where such an agreement

would be implied in the case of an individual, is not yet settled.

In Garland Manufacturing Company v. Northumberland Paper and
Electric Company (1899), 31 O.R. 40, it was held by a Divisional Court

that such an agreement was not to be implied. The Court followed Finlay

V. The Bristol and Exeter R. Company (1852), 7 Exch. 409, 86 R.R. 704,

which it was held was not affected by South of Ireland CoUiery Company
V. Waddle (supra). The Garland case was approved by the Manitoba Court

of Appeal, in Richardson v. Urban Mutual Fire Insurance Company (1916),

28 D.L.R. 12. Cameron, J.A., dissented, and supported his view in an

elaborate discussion of the authorities.

Opposed to the view of the Divisional Court in the Garland case and to

the view of the Manitoba Court of.Appeal that Finlay v. Bristol is not over-

ruled by South of Ireland Colliery Company v. Waddle is the opinion of
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Sir Frederick Pollock (Pollock on Contracts, 8th edition, 157), which is

supported by the opinion of Garrow, J.A., in National v. Smith's Falls (supra)

p. 31, and possibly of Riddell, J., in Young v. Bank of Nova Scotia (1915),

34 O.L.R. 176, 182, 23 D.L.R. 854, 859.

It is submitted that the view of Cameron, J.A., is the better one, and

that it will ultimately prevail.

The following cases bear upon the application of the foregoing proposi-

tions in particular cases.

Ontario Cases.

Thompson v. Yarmouth (1902), 1 O.W.R. 556, in which it was held

that a municipal corporation cannot enter into a contract with ratepayers

to maintain and repair a bridge.

Rat Portage v. Citizens Electric Company (1902), 1 O.W.R. 44, in which

the facts were that a municipal corporation asked for tenders for lighting

its streets in accordance with the terms of a draft contract. The defendants

tendered, and at a meeting of the council a resolution was passed accepting

their tender and authorizing the mayor and clerk to sign the contract as

presented in draft. The mayor was absent, but the acting mayor and the

clerk signed it at the meeting, and the seal of the corporation was affixed.

Later a resolution reciting the agreement and ratifying its execution by the

acting mayor was passed, and the minutes of the meeting at which the reso-

lution was passed were read and confirmed at a subsequent meeting, when

the seal of the corporation was affixed to them. Thereafter the contract

was acted on by both parties.

An action was brought by the corporation seeking to obtain a declara-

tion that the contract was void because of the absence of a by-law authorizing

or sanctioning it and that the agreement was not drawn, signed, or sealed

in a way to bind the corporation. The action was dismissed, and the de-

fendants obtained a declaration that, as between them and the plaintiffs,

the contract was valid and binding, and that it must be carried out in all

respects by the plaintiffs.

Rat Portage v. Citizens Electric Company (supra) and Toronto v. Toronto

Electric Light Company (1904), 3 O.W.R. 825, (1905) 10 O.L.R. 621, 6

O.W.R. 442, in which it was held that a municipal corporation is bound

by acquiescence and may be estopped in like manner as any other corpora-

tion.

Toronto Electric Light Company v. Toronto (1915), 33 O.L.R. 267,

21 D.L.R. 859, in which it was held that the doctrine of estoppel does not

apply where the question is as to the action of the council in its legislative

capacity.

Bourque v. Ottawa (1903), 6 O.L.R. 287, which was the case of a person,

who had contracted with a municipal corporation to construct sewers, finding.
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in the course of his work, that the contents of other sewers of the corpora-

tion, the existence of which had not been disclosed to him, but which had

to be displaced to enable him to complete his work, flowed into the trenches

dug by him and impeded him and caused him additional expense, and it

was held that he was entitled to recover from the corporation the loss thus

sustained, because the corporation had broken the duty it owed him, to do

nothing to prevent or interfere with his doing the work.

Todd V. Meaford (1903), 6 O.L.R. 469, where an agreement was made
between a municipal corporation and the owner of land for the purchase

by the corporation and possession by a railway company of the portion of

the land required by the company, but without a price being fixed, and the

railway company deposited a plan, profile and book of reference of the land

required in the registry office (which was approved by the railway com-
mittee), showing the land, entered upon it and completed the work, it was

held that the corporation was not liable for the purchase money, and that

the landowner's remedy was against the railway company by arbitration

proceedings uuder The Railway Act, and not by action.

Thompson v. Chatham (1905), 9 O.L.R. 343, in which it was held

that an agreement entered into by a municipal corporation, under its seal

and authorized by by-law of its council, with the plaintiffs for supplying

dynamos and station systems for electric street lighting might be varied in

any unimportant matter of detail, e.g., by a modification in the mode of pay-

ment, without the necessity of passing another by-law.

Brohm v. Somerville (1906), 11 O.L.R. 588, which decided that where

under the authority of a by-law passed under The Snow Fences Act (now

R.S.O. c. 211), a council has directed the removal of a fence and that it be

replaced by a wire or other fence, and the by-law provides that, on the

removal of the fence and the erection of such wire or other fence as the council

should direct, the persons erecting such fence should be paid "out of the

general funds of the municipality" a sum not exceeding thirty-five cents per

rod of fence, if the council refuses to pay accordingly and repudiates liability

an action to recover the compensation will lie, although the Act provides

that, if the parties are unable to agree as to the compensation, the amount
shall be settled by arbitration under The Municipal Act, the by-law being

a conditional undertaking to pay, and the condition having been fulfilled.

Rogers v. Toronto (1914), 33 O.L.R. 89, 91, 21D.L.R. 475, in which

it was held, approving Kelly v. Winnipeg (1908), 12 Man. L.R. 87, 9 W.L.R.

310, that a council, in making a contract which it may lawfully enter into,

may stipulate that fair wages shall be paid to those employed in the manu-
facture of the article contracted for.

A different conclusion had been reached by the Chancellor, in Crown
Tailoring Company v. Toronto, reported in a note to Rogers v. Toronto,

pp. 92 to 96, but Middleton, J., declined to follow that case.

In stating his opinion, Middleton, J., said:

—
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"I know of no' principle which enables the Court to prevent a munici-

pality from making any contract with respect to a matter within its juris-

diction which it may see fit to make. . . . The Courts have no right

to interfere with municipal action unless the municipality proposes to tran-

scend the limits of the jurisdiction conferred upon it by the legislature."

Leslie v. Malahide (supra), in which it was held that a settlement come
to in respect of claims against a municipal corporation which had been

accepted by resolution of the council was not binding upon the corporation

because of the absence of a contract under seal.

Wright V. Ottawa and Ottawa Dairy Company (supra), in which it was
held that a municipal corporation may lawfully supply at the expense of

the corporation water where it is necessary to do so for the health and well

being of the inhabitants in an emergency caused by the practical breaking

down of the corporation's waterworks system.

Wilson V. IngersoU (1916) 11 O.W.N. 247, in which it was held that where
there is a by-law for doing the work, a by-law approving of the contract is

unnecessary.

Alberta.

Speakman v. Calgary (1908), 1 A.L.R. 454, 9 W.L.R. 264, noted under

s. 246.

Weeks v. Vegreville (1915), 9 A.L.R. 56, 25 D.L.R. 795, in which it was
held that an Act which authorized the making of contracts for the supply

of light or water for "the use of the corporation" empowered the corpora-

tion to make contracts for the supply not only for the use of the corpora-

tion, as such, but also for the use of the inhabitants of the municipality.

Blomfield v. Starland (1915), 9 A.L.R. 203, 25 D.L.R. 43, 32 W.L.R.
905, 9 W.W.R. 552, in which the cases as to contracts are considered, though
the question there was as to opening a road.

Gowans v. Assiniboia Club (1915), 25 D.L.R. 695, 33 W.L.R. 266, the
case of an executed contract.

British Columbia.

North Vancouver v. Tracy (1903), 34 S.C.R. 132, 139, affirming (1903)
10 B.C.R. 235, in which itiwas held that a resolution of a municipal council
accepting an offer made to it for the purchase of land was a mere expression
of the willingness of the council to accept the sum named and an authority
to the officers of the corporation to make the conveyance, and it was also
held that the recital of the resolution in a ccmveyance, in the statutory form
of conveyance by the reeve and clerk of a municipality upon a sale for taxes,
prepared and executed by those officers of the corporation but not delivered
did not evidence a prior binding contract between the corporation and the
person who made the ofJer.

South Vancouver v. Rae (1906), 12 B.C.R. 64, 3 W.L.R. 346, in which
it was held that where a municipal council has resolved to join in an action
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already launched, the reeve may instruct the commencement of an inde-

pendeiit action, as that is a substantial, if not a strict, compliance with

the intention of the council.

Mcintosh V. Grand Forks (1908), 9 W.L.R. 8, which was the case of

an executed contract.

Manitoba.

Kilpatrick v. Winnipeg (1887), 4 Man. L.R. 103, in which it was held

that a municipal corporation is not liable for additional work done on the

orders of the chief of police and the police committee on a police station

which was being erected by a contractor for the corporation, notwithstanding

that the corporation had taken possession and made use by its officials of

the additional work.

Curran v. North Norfolk (1892), 8 Man. L.R. 256, in which it was held

that a solicitor, who is not employed under the authority of a by-law or

resolution of the council, cannot recover for services which have not been

adopted by the council and from which it has received no benefit.

Brandon Electric Light Company v. Brandon (1912), 22 Man. L.R. 500,

1 D.L.R. 793, 20 W.L.R. 658, 2 W.W.R. 22, in which it was held that where

a settlement of a claim for water rates by a municipal corporation against

a consumer was made by unanimous resolution of the council and the terms

of the settlement were in part carried out by payment to and acceptance

by the treasurer of the corporation of successive instalments of money due

to the corporation under the settlement, there was such ratification of the

contract as to preclude a successful attack upon it by the consumer on the

ground that the settlement was not formally adopted by the council.

Nova Scotia.

Attorney-General v. Halifax (1903), 36 N.S. 177, in which it was held

that a municipal council which, having statutory authority to do so, accepted

an offer of a person to furnish money for the purpose of erecting a free library

on condition that the corporation would provide a specified sum for its main-

tenance and would also provide a free site for the building, cannot after-

wards rescind the contract it has entered into, and that an- action by the

Attorney-General, on the relation of a ratepayer, lay to restrain the cor-

poration from acting upon a resolution passed by the council purporting

to rescind its resolution of acceptance.

Neptune Meter Company v. Halifax (1909), 7E.L.R. 2. Contract under

seal for the purchase of water meters.

Chappel V. Sydney (1909), 44 N.S. 27, 7 E.L.R. 485, which was the

case of an executec^ contract.

Sydney v. Chappel (1910), 43 S.C.R. 478, 7 E.L.R. 486, in which it was

held that where a scheme for the establishment of a public library in a

municipality, conditional on the corporation procuring the site and providing
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for its maintenance, fell through, the corporation of the municipality had no

authority to enter into a contract involving the expenditure of municipal

funds in respect to the building.

Quebec.

Notre Dame de Bonsecours v. Bessette (1898); Q.R. 9 Q.B. 423, in which

it was held that where, in a case of urgency, resolutions are passed involving

the expenditure of pubUc money without a by-law having been passed, the

council merely proceeds irregularly in a matter over which it has jurisdic-

tion, and, having caused the work provided for to be done, the corporation

is liable to the persons who performed it, and can properly raise money

by a promissory note to pay them and levy on the municipality an amount

sufficient to repay the loan.

Thibault v. Montreal (1898), Q.R. 14 S.C. 151, in which it was held

that a municipal corporation, for which a building has been erected or repaired

and which has the benefit of it, cannot escape from the obligation to pay

for it because the work was not ordered or approved by the council and

on the ground that a payment is only legal when made with the approba-

tion of the council and on the certificate of the treasurer that he has funds

that can be so appropriated.

Amyot V. Quebec (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C. 14, in which it was held that the

mayor and councillors of a municipal corporation have authority to employ,

at the expense of the corporation, advocates to act in matters in which the

latter has an interest, and that a corporation, by approving of such service,

ratifies the act of those who engaged it, and that such ratification is equiva-

lent to a prior engagement made by the corporation itself.

Piton V. Stoneham and Tewkesbury (1911), Q.R. 40 S.C. 412, in which

it was held that where a municipal council appoints persons "delegates of

the municipality at the present session of the legislature" for the purpose

of opposing the adoption of a clause in a Bill, their mandate is a personal

one, and does not authorize them to employ an advocate, and the corpork-

tion is not liable for his fees.

Harris Construction Company v. Montreal (1915), Q.R. 24 K.B. 330,

in which it was held that engineers charged with the superintendence. of

public works are not agents, but salaried employees, and could not bind the

city of Montreal, by ordering, without authority in writing, changes or

increases in the work, this inability resulting from art. 1689 C.C., and from

the provisions of s. 337 of the charter of the city.

Connolly v. Quebec (1915), Q.R. 25 K.B. 29, in which it was held that

a municipal corporation is bound only by the action of its council; there-

fore, in the absence of a special mandate to that effect, an officer of the cor-

poration cannot accept for it works, the execution of which it has confided

to a contractor, reserving to itself the right to receive the works.
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In this case the contract provided that the works should be deemed to

be accepted only when the corporation had given a written declaration to

the contractor to that effect.

Quinlan v. Montreal (1916), Q.R. 25 K.B. 272, in which it was held that

where it is stipulated in a contract with plans and specifications for works

to be constructed that "no allowance shall be made to said contractors for

any extra or additional work, unless the same be ordered in writing by said

city or said architects," the acknowledgement of the architect that he ordered

the additional works, the cost of which the contractor claims, takes the place

of the prescribed writing.

Saskatchewan.

Manders v. Moose Jaw (1914), 7 S.L.R. 158, 20 D.L.R. 408, 28 W.L.R.

821, in which it was held by Newlands, J., that where the plans furnished

by a municipal corporation to a contractor for the erection of a municipal

building are faulty and the structure is built in accordance with them, sub-

ject to inspection of the work and materials by the corporation's engineer,

who is i)y the contract made a referee, whose decision is binding on both

parties, and the structure falls down, the burden not only of estabhshing

that its fall was occasioned by the fault of the contractor, but to provide

a certificate from the engineer to that effect, is upon the corporation.

Cases as to Liability Apart from Contract.

It was held in Cruise v. Moncton (1901), 35 N.B. 249, 37 C.L.J. 203,

that a Board of Health has no authority to create a liability on the municipal

corporation to pay for services rendered by a physician and surgeon in con-

nection with the outbreak of smallpox in the municipality.

The same conclusion was .reached by the Supreme Court of British

Columbia in Taylor v. Revelstoke (1907), 13 B.C.R. 211, 7 W.L.R. 39.

In Cameron v. Dauphin (1904), 14 Man. L.R. 573, it was held that,

under The PubUc Health Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 138 (32, 67, 95, 101, 102),

persons performing services as nurses or furnishing necessities for a small

pox patient are entitled to be paid at once by the municipal corporation

without proving that the parents or other persons liable are unable to pay

for the services.

In Ross v. London (1910), 20 O.L.R. 578, (1911) 23 O.L.R. 74, it was

held that it was a condition precedent to the right of a local Board of Health

to employ a physician to attend smallpox patients at the expense of the

municipaUty, under s. 93 of The PubUc Health Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 248,

that the patients should themselves be unable to pay.

Neither Cruise v. Moncton nor Cameron v. Dauphin was cited or referred

to in this case.

S. 93 is now replaced by s. 58 of The Public Health Act, R.S.O. c. 218,

which differs from s. 93.
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It was held in Johnson v. Halifax (1913), 46 N.S. 474, 9 D.L.R. 220,

12 E.L.R. 251, 49 C.L.J. 157, that a municipal corporation is primarily hable

for obligations incurred by a local Board of Health under ss. 25 and 29 of

c. 6 of the Statutes of Nova Scotia, 1910, in connection with the suppression
'

of contagious or infectious diseases, with a remedy over against the patient

or other person liable for his support if able to repay.

In this case, in which the Court was equally divided, Cameron v. Dauphin
was followed and Ross v. London was distinguished on account of the differ-

ence in the provisions in question in that case.

Ross V. London was followed in Macdonald v. Inverness (1910), 8 E.L.R.

519.

By R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 50, s. 29, any person who provides for the relief

of a pauper, not being liable for his support, is entitled, after notice to the

overseers of the poor, to recover any expenses incurred in respect of such

relief, and it was held that where a person who had done this for a pauper

not having a settlement within the municipality, and had notified the over-

seers that she could not afford relief to the pauper, and was told by them
to turn him out, which she refused to do, and no steps were taken by the

corporation to find out the pauper's settlement and remove him, as it was
its duty to do, the corporation was liable to pay a reasonable sum for the

pauper's support after the notice was given: Bushby v. North Sydney (1913),

46 N.S. 549, 9 D.L.R. 24, 12 E.L.R. 183.

The length of residence required by the Town Act, R.S.S. (1909) c. 85,

s. 171, to impose upon the council the duty of providing care and treatment

for indigent sick persons is thirty days prior to falling ill, and not thirty days
prior to admission to hospital.

The hability of the town arises when the following requisites have been
complied with:

1. If a resident falls ill.

2. If such person has been a resident for at least thirty days prior to
falling ill.

3. If such person is, for financial reasons or otherwise, incapable of pro-

curing the necessary medical attendance and treatment.

Regina v. Gull Lake (1916) 9 S.L.R. 127, 27 D.L.R. 422.

A person appointed by the Provincial Auditor, under R.S.O. 1897, c. 228,

now R.S.O. 1914, 0. 200, to audit the accounts of a municipality has no
right of action against the corporation of the municipality until three months
after the amount has been specifically determined by the Provincial Auditor,

with the approval of the Attorney-General or other Minister as provided,
by s. 16. The approval by the Attorney-General of a tariff according to
which the fees and expenses are made up and allowed by the Provincial
Auditor is not sufficient: Williamson v. Elizabethtown (1904), 8 O.L.R. 181.

See also cases noted under s. 217 as to liability to pay jfor the expense
of militia called out in case of riot.
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The right of the landowner to resume possession in default 6{ payment
of the compensation awarded conferred by s. 6 of The Corporation of Victoria

Waterworks Act, 1873 (36 Vict. o. 20), as enacted by 55 Vict. o. 64, s. 3,

is only an additional safeguard in his interest, and not his only remedy, and

he is entitled to maintain an action to recover the sum awarded: Davie v.

Victoria (1912), 17 B.C.R. 102, 2 D.L.R. 287, 20W.L.R. 544, 1 W.W.R. 1021.

Sills V. Lennox (1900), 31 O.R. 512, noted under s. 398, par. 6.

A municipal corporation is not liable for the fees of counsel not retained

by it merely because they represented some of its officers and citizens before

a Royal Commission of Inquiry: Desaulniers v. Montreal (1913), Q.R. 24

K.B. 135.

Cases as to Formalities Essential to Make a Conthact Binding on
THE Corporation.

'

Ontario.

In Waterous Engine Works Company v. Palmerston (1890), 20 O.R.

411, (1892) 19 A.R. 47, (1892) 21 S.C.R. 556, it was held that a contract

under the corporate seal of the defendant corporation for the purchase of

a fire engine, which was not authorized by by-law of the council and not

completed by the acceptance of the engine, could not be enforced against the

corporation.

The provisions of the Act under consideration in this case, R.S.O. 1887,

<j. 184, s. 480 (1), differ from the provisions of the present law, s. 398, par. 15.

The provision there was that "every municipal council shall have power

. . . to purchase or rent for a term of years or otherwise fire apparatus

of any kind and fire appliances and appurtenances belonging thereto respec-

tively," and Strong, J., in stating his opinion, pointed out that, inasmuch

as the subsection conferred a power on the councils, and by s. 282 (now

8. 249 (1) ) it was provided that the powers of the council must be exercised

by by-law, it necessarily followed that the power to purchase a fire engine

must be exercised by by-law.

It will be observed that the provision now is that the councils may pass

by-laws for the purposes mentioned in paragraph 15, and it would seem

that the reason for holding that such a power must be exercised by by-law

is stronger under this provision than it was under the legislation applicable

in that case.

A similar conclusion to that reached in the Waterous case was come

to in the Gutta Percha Manufacturing Company v. West Toronto Junction,

referred to in a note to the Waterous case in 20 O.R. at page 415.

See also Silsby v. Dunnville (1880), 31 U.C.C.P. 301, (1883) 8 A.R.

524, 530.

It is submitted with great deference that the reasoning of Gwynne, J.,

who dissented from the judgment of the Supreme Court in Waterous v.

Palmerston, is unanswerable.
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A municipal corporation is endowed by its creation with power to con-

tract (The Interpretation Act, R.S.O. c. 1, s. 27), and at common law, except

in certain cases, it must contract under its corporate seal, but save as to this

it possesses all the contractual powers which an individual possesses, except

such as are by the nature or obje.ct of the corporation or from the express

or implied terms of its constitution it is prohibited from making (supra).

The result of the decision in that case is that the common law powers of

a municipal corporation can be exercised only when its contract is entered

into under the authority of a by-law of its council, at all events in respect

to matters as to which it is by The Municipal Act authorized to pass by-

laws. What reason is there for such a restriction—a restriction which in

the case of a large city like Toronto would almost paralyze its operations?

What is intended by s. 249 (1) is, it is submitted, that such powers as are

vested in corporations by The Municipal Act, and which, without the autho-

rity which it confers, municipal corporations would not possess—and these

powers only—^must be exercised under the authority of a by-law of the

council.

The decisions in Hunt v. Wimbledon (supra) and Young v. Leamington

(supra) are not inconsistent with this view. The legislation in question in

those cases dealt expressly with the power to contract and Umited it in cer-

tain specified cases—a distinction which is pointed out by Richards, J.A.,

at pages 232,3, of the Man. L.R. in Manning v. Winnipeg (infra).

Barrie Public School Board v. Barrie (1899), 19 P.R. 33, in which it was
held that the retainer by a school board of a solicitor to bring or prosecute

an action must be under the corporate seal of the board, or, if the retainer

» is by a committee of the board, the committee must be appointed under

the seal of the board.

McDougall V. Water Commissioners of the City of Windsor (1900), 27

A.R. 566, (1901) 31 S.C.R. 326, in which it was held that commissioners

for the management of waterworks are merely the statutory agents of the

municipal corporation in carrying out the purposes of the Act under which
they are constituted, and that a contract for work to be performed in con-

nection with the waterworks not authorized by by-law of the council and
which involved an expenditure which would exceed the statutory limit was
not a binding contract.

In the Supreme Court it was held that if an action could be brought
on such a contract, the municipal corporation would have been a necessary

party, and a doubt was expressed as to whether that corporation would not

have been the only party liable to be sued.

The same conclusion as to the position of commissioners was reached in

Young V. Gravenhurst (1911), 24 O.L.R. 467; Scott v. Hydro-Electric Com-
mission 0* Hamilton (1914), 7 O.W.N. 385.

Grey v. Markdale (1905), 6 O.W.R. 978, in which it was held that an
agreement by a village corporation entered into with a county corporation
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and authorized by by-law of the council of the village corporation by which

that corporation agreed with the county corporation to furnish for ten years

electric lighting for the House of Refuge, which the lalfter corporation had
erected in the village, was invalid because the by-law had not been assented

to by the electors.

Macartney v. Haldimand (1905), 10 O.L.R. 668, in which the facts were

that a council of a municipal corporation, desiring to establish an industrial

farm, passed a by-law directing that "a farm be purchased for an industrial

farm." Tenders were called for, a committee was appointed to examine the

properties offered, and among them that of the plaintiff; the plaintiff's

tender was accepted; the title to his property searched by the corporation's

solicitor, and a conveyance to the corporation was obtained and registered;

a cheque in the plaintiff's favour for the purchase money was made out

and signed by the proper oflBcers, but before its delivery to the plaintiff a

by-law was passed rescinding the former by-law, ordering the cheque to be

cancelled, and directing the property to be reconveyed to the plaintiff, and
it was held that the transaction was an executed one, the benefit of which

the corporation had obtained, and that, notwithstanding the absence of a

by-law specifically authorizing it, it could not be rescinded against the will

of the plaintiff.

See also Nicholson v. St. Catharines Collegiate Institute Board (1916) 11

O.W.N. 236, in which, where there was no contract under seal, it was held that

there was a sufficient acceptance of the plaintiff's work (preparation of plans

for a school house) and adoption by the Board of the action of its committee

and of individual members to take the case out of Waterous v. Palmerston

(supra) and that it was rather within the lines of Bernardin v. North
Dufferin (supra) and like cases, and Campbell v. Community General

Hospital (supra).

In the latest reported case, Mackay v. Toronto (1917) 11 O.W.N. 440,

Middleton, J. followed Waterous v. Palmerston (supra) and appears to have

adopted the view taken in Manning v. Winnipeg (infra Manitoba cases) that

a mimicipal corporation is not liable upon an executed contract in the absence

of the corparate seal unless there is a by-law authorizing the contract and that

such a corporation, though it may ratify an act done on its behalf without the

statutory authority of a by-law, can do so only by by-law. He also expressed

the opinion that "the absence of a by-law afforded an answer to the plaintiff's

claim and the facts that the contract had been executed, and that the defend-

ants had received benefit from the plaintiff's services, were not sufficient to

prevent their setting up this defence."

Albbrta.

Malcolm v. Blairmore (1912), 10 D.L.R. 835, where the owner of land

made a proposition by letter to sell it to the corporation, and, after a favour-

able report by a committee of the council, the council passed a motion that

the land "be secured if possible subject to the passing of the by-law." A

2—MTTN. LAW.
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by-law for raising the money by debentures was submitted to the electors,

and the vote was in favour of it. A notice was then sent to the owner by

letter, signed by the secretary-treasurer of the corporation, informing him

that the by-law had been approved by the people, and stating that "as

soon as we can get the money for the debentures we will be in a position

tc complete the purchase of your lots as per your offer to the council." The

signing and sealing of the by-law was withheld by the mayor on the ground

that a member of the council had a personal interest in the sale. Possession

• had not been taken, it was held that a by-law was unnecessary in order to

constitute a valid acceptance of the owner's offer, and specific performance

of the contract was adjudged.

British Columbia.

Burnaby v. British Columbia Electric Railway Company (1913), 12

D.L.R. 320, 3 W.W.R. 628, in which it was held that a municipal corpora-

tion could not attack the validity of a contract between it and an electric

railway company because the by-law authorizing its execution was not sub-

mitted to the electors for its approval, as required by s. 64 of The British

Columbia Municipal Act of 1897, where the company had made large expendi-

tures as a direct consequence of its execution, if not pursuant to t^e con-

tract.

This ease was decided before it was held by the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council, in British Columbia Electric Railway Company v.

Stewart, L.R. (1913) A.C. 816, 14 D.L.R. 8, 109 L.T. 771, 25 W.L.R. 227,

5 W.W.R. 25 (infra notes to s. 249 (1) (necessity for by-law, etc.) ), that

such a by-law did not require the assent of the electors.

United Trust v. Chilliwack (1896), 5 B.C.R. 128, in which it was held

that by reason of The Municipal Act, 1892, s. 82, which provides that "each

municipal corporation shall have a corporate seal and the council shall enter

into all contracts under the same seal, which shall be affixed to all contract^

by virtue of an order of the council," a contract nqt being under seal, a person

claiming under the contractor could not recover, although the contract wa^

wholly executed and the work was accepted by the corporation and part

payment had been made, and the clerk of the corporation had acknowledged

an order by the contractor in favour of the plaintiff.

The same view as to the imperative nature of the enactment was taken

in Paisley v. Chilliwack (1896), 5 B.C.R. 132.

Manitoba.

Emerson v. Wright (1904), 14 Man. L.R. 636, in which it was held that

a by-law is not necessary to authorise the commencement of an action, but

the authority may be given by a resolution under the corporate seal.

Ponton V. Winnipeg (1908), 41 S.C.R. 18, in which it was held that

a by-law and a contract under seal are essential to bind a municipal corpora-

tion to sell land.
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Manning v. Winnipeg (1911), 21 Man. L.R. 203, 15 W.L.R. 33, 17 W.L.R.

329, in which the facts were that, a question having arisen as to the cost

of certain municipal works, the council by resolution appointed a special

committee to consider and investigate the matter; the committee reported

recommending that an investigation should take place under an enactment

similar to s. 248 (1), and that the committee should be empowered to employ-

counsel to conduct the investigation, and the report was adopted by resolu-

tion of the council. Thereupon the committee retained the plaintiff to act

as counsel, and he acted throughout the investigation, and, after it was con-

cluded, sent the account for his services to the corporation, and the council

referred it to a special committee. The action was brought to recover the

amount of the account, and was tried before Mathers, C.J., who came to the

conclusion that the council had power to employ and pay counsel, but that

the plaintiff could not recover because he had not been appointed by by-

law; that, although the services had been rendered and had been beneficial

to the corporation, the corporation was not liable because it had done nothing

since the work was completed from which a contract to pay could be implied,

that it had "neither accepted nor adopted the plaintiil's work."

In the course of his judgment, the Chief Justice reviewed the English

and Canadian cases, and expressed his disapproval of the .decision of the

Divisional Court in Campbell v. Community General Hospital Almshouse,

etc. (supra), which he said he could not reconcile with the decisions of the

Court of Appeal in England and of the Supreme Court of Canada in Waterous

V. Palmerston (supra). His view was that the case went further than any
other decided case, and came close to determining that the bare performance

of work, if within the purposes of the corporation of a beneficial character,

is sufficient to raise an implied contract to pay, and he added, "with deference

I venture the opinion that no previous case has so decided, but there is a

long and consistent current of authorities to the contrary."

This decision was affirmed by the Court of Appeal, and there the cases,

English and Canadian, were elaborately reviewed.

The Chief Justice was of opinion that the effect of the provisions of the

charter of the city of Winnipeg which correspond with ss. 10 and 249 (1)

of the Ontario Act is to require that a contract to be binding on the cor-

poration must be entered into under the authority of a by-law of its council,

and that, even where a contract, not so authorized, has been executed and
what was done under it has been accepted, the corporation is not bound
unless the acceptance is evidenced by by-law.

Richards, J.A., pointed out the wide difference in its scope between the

enactment under consideration in Hunt v. Wimbledon (supra) and Young
V. Leamington (supra) upon which the Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal

had relied in support of the conclusion to which he came, and the provisions

of the charter, but he declined to say whether "the law would graft excep-

tions on such an enactment as s. 472 (i.e., the section which corresponds

with s. 249 (1) of the Ontario Act) as the Courts in Ontario . . . have
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done." He was of opinion that that provision did not "dispense with the

common law requirement that a corporation shall ordinarily contract imder

seal," and that "the enactment of a by-law declaring the intent of the muni-

cipality to enter into a contract would not dispense with the need of the

execution under the seal of the contract so intended if it were a contract

that at common law requires a seal," and that the .action failed because

there was no contract under seal. He was also of opinion that the Campbell

case (supra), although perhaps supported by previous Ontario decisions, was

not supported by Lawfotd v. BiUericay, and that in the case of a contract

not under seal the law was that "where the work in respect of which tha

plaintiff seeks to recover is work done in respect of matters for the doing of

which the corporation was created, and the benefit of the work is accepted

by the corporation," the corporation must pay for it.

Perdue, J.A., said that it was unnecessary to decide whether the enact-

ment under consideration was "to be confined to the specific legislative and

administrative powers conferred by the various sections of the charter" or

was "to be extended to every detail of business connected with the affairs

of the city"; he doubted whether the services performed by the plaintiff

would be "designated as a work necessary for the city in carrjdng out the

purposes for which it was incorporated," and his conclusion was that, as

the corporation had not accepted or adopted the plaintiff's work, as there

was no by-law and contract under seal, and as there was nothing to warrant

the implication of a contract to pay, the action failed.

Cameron, J.A., was of opinion that, "there being no contract under seal

and no by-law of the council under seal and signed as prescribed by the

charter," the plaintiff could not recover.

He also agreed with the Chief Justice that, in order to render the cor-

poration liable as upon an executed contract, its acceptance of the work
must have been by by-law.

QtTBBEC.

Real Estate Investment Company v. Richmond (1902), Q.R. 23 S.C. 151,

in which it was held that where a contract with a municipal corporation

-requires the sanction of a by-law approved by the ratepayers, and a by-
law substantially embodying the terms of the contract was defeated by the

votes of the ratepayers, the corporation is not liable on the contract.

Citizens Light and Power Company v. St. Louis (1902), Q.R. 21 S.C.^

241, in which it was held that the council of a town has power by resolution

and without the enactment of a by-law to contract for matters pertaining

to the ordinary municipal administration of the town, the cost of which is

payable out of ordinary revenue, that a contract for the electric lighting of

the streets of a town is a matter pertaining to ordinary municipal adminis-
tration, and that where such a contract has been executed with reasonable
efiBciency for several years, with full acquiescence of the party seeking to
set it aside, it'cannot subsequently be rescinded by resolution of the council.
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This judgment was reversed by the Court of King's Bench (1903), Q.R.

13 K.B. 19, which held that a by-law was necessary, but the judgment of

the King's Bench was reversed and the judgment of the trial Judge was
restored by the Supreme Court of Canada, but on a different ground, viz.,

that the defendant had in the action confessed judgment for a pSrt of the

plaintiff's claim, and was, therefore, debarred from further impeaching the

validity of the contract: (1904) 34 S.C.R. 495.

La Compagnie des Poutres Siegwart v. Deschambault (1912), 5 D.L.R.

395, in which it was held that where a municipal corporation has, under the

authority of a by-law duly passed, entered into a contract with regard to

a matter as to which it has power and jurisdiction to contract, and the con-

tract becomes illegal owing to the failure of the council to promulgate the

by-law in accordance with the requirement of art. 335 of the Municipal

Code, the person with whom the contract is entered into is entitled to recover

damages for the loss of the profit he would have made if the contract had
been performed, and is also entitled to recover the expense of the plans and
specifications which he had prepared and were required to accompany his

tender for the work.

This would appear to be in accordance with art. 706 of the Municipal

Code, which provides that "the corporation the council whereof passed the

by-law so annulled is alone responsible for the damages and rights of action

proceeding from the putting in force of such by-law or part of a by-law."

In this case the distinction is pointed out between a contract which is

ultra vires the corporation and one which is irttra vires, but becomes illegal

owing to a failure to comply with the "inherent formalities" to the by-law

under the authority of which it was entered into.

It is also there laid down that, as respects persons entering into an intra

vires contract with public bodies and oflBcers, the by-law under the authority

of which it was entered into is "to be presumed to have been adopted with

all the inherent formalities both preliminary and subsequent to such a by-

law," and, among other authorities in support of that conclusion, Dillon

on Municipal Corporations, 5th ed., s. 1611 (the reference in the case is to

an earlier edition, in which the section is numbered 936), is referred to.

Liability op Municipal Coepoeations foe Toets (Wrongs).

A corporation aggregate is liable to be sued for any tort provided that:

(1) It is a tort in respect of which an action would lie against a private

individual; (2) the person by whom the tort is actually committed is acting

within the scope of his authority and in the course of his employment on

the corporation's behalf; and (3) the act complained of is not one which

the corporation would not in any circumstances be authorized by its con-

stitution to commit: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 8, par. 854.

Most of the reported cases in Canada as to liability for torts are cases

of trespass to person or property, negligence and nuisance, and only these

and some special cases will be referred to.
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The cases of torts arising out of failure to keep in repair the highways

and bridges are dealt with in the notes to s. 460. Many of the flooding

cases would come properly under the head of negligence as well as of

nuisance, and the eases as to negligence and nuisance are, therefore, grouped

together.

Before referring to the cases under the general heading of liability for

torts, it will be convenient to state the result of the authorities as tck-actions

for injuries to land, which would appear to be that:

—

1. Where the injury is caused in the performance of a statutory duty,

in the absence of negligence, no action lies, but the injured person must seek

compensation under the Act, and this applies whether or not what has been

done, was done under the authority of a by-law.

See notes to s. 249.

2. Subject to what is said in No. 5, where the injury is caused by the

negligent character of the work or by negligence in the doing of it, and

whether or not is is done under the authority of a by-lstw, an action lies

for the recovery of the damages sustained owing to the negligent manner

in which the work was done.

A leading case as to this is Geddis v. Proprietors of the Bann Reservoir

L.R. (1878). 3 A.C. 430.

Raleigh v. Williams L.R. (1893), A.C. 540, is not inconsistent with this

statement. It was the case of a drain constructed under the authority

of a by-law, passed under the Drainage Act, bringing to another drain a

large body of water which would not otherwise have come there, with the

result that in the time of high water and at other times the plaintiff's lands

were flooded. It had been held that an action for the recovery of the

resulting damage would lie, but the decirsion of the Supreme Court of Canada
so holding wap reversed by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

In stating the opinion of the Board, Lord Macnaghten said:

—

"It was argued on behalf of the respondents that if a drainage work
constructed under a by-law duly passed turns out in the result not to answer
its purpose by reason of the insufficiency of the outlet or by reason of some
,other defect which a cojnpetent engineer ought to have foreseen and guarded
against, or if the result of a drainage work is to damage a person's land by
throwing water upon it which would not otherwise have come there—that
is actionable negligence on the part of the municipality. This argument,
in their Lordships' opinion, is wholly untenable": p. 550.

The headnote of the case is misleading. It was not found that, in

doing what it had done, the corporation was guilty of negligence; indeed,

the view of the Board was that it had not been guilty of actionable negli-

gence, for the reafeon that, acting in good faith, it accepted the plan of the

engineer and carried it out. An engineer's report was, under the Act, an
essential preliminary to the passing and the foundation of the by-law, and
the council could not modify his plan, though it might be returned for
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amendment. The case was, therefore, one in which what was done was
lawfully done and done without negligence on the part of the corporation,

under the authority of a statute which provided for compensation to land-

owners whose lands were injuriously affected by the work, and what was
decided was that the plaintiff was, therefore, not entitled to maintain his

action, but must seek compensation.

See also Martin v. Middlesex (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1540, in which the same
view is expressed as to the effect of that case.

3. Whether what has been done was done in the performance of a statu-

tory duty or under the authority of a by-law, if unnecessary injury is'caused,

the unnecessary injury is wrongful and an action lies to recover the damages
sustained by reason of it.

This is perhaps only another way of stating what is said iq No. 2.

4. Where a by-law is necessary and the work is not done under the autho-r

rity of a by-law, the act is wrongful, and an action lies.

6. Where the basis for the passing of a by-law and a thing essential to

the authority to pass it is the report of an engineer, e.g., in the case of

a drainage by-law, an action does not lie against the corporation for injuries

necessarily resulting from the execution of the work in accordance with

the plan of the engineer, if the council in good faith acted upon his report,

but the injured person, although the injury done to him was occasioned by
an improper plan of drainage adopted by the engineer and reported by him
to the council, must seek compensation under the provisions of the Act
under the authority of which the work was done: Raleigh v. Williams

(supra).

When liable for nuisances and when not.

"Where the Legislature has authorized the exercise of the powers under

consideration" (i.e., to do specific works) "and has expressly or impliedly

directed the manner and place in which and the purpose for which the

powers are to be exercised or where, without such directions, the inevitable

or natural result of the proper exercise by the undertakers of such powers

is the creation or causing of a nuisance, no liability arises in respect of it":

Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 21, par. 878; but "where persons, whether

for the purpose of profit or for the benefit of the public, are authorized by
statute to effect a particular object and are granted powers in that" behalf,

they are bound to exercise their powers, whether in the original construc-

tion or in the subsequent maintenance of the authorized works, with due

regard to the common law rights of others, but not necessarily to provide

for every possible contingency": lb. par. 879.

The distinction between the two classes of cases is perhaps best illus-

trated by a concrete case. A statutory authority to a tramway company
to pave a street with wood paving does not absolve the company from'

liability for using a kind of wood paving that causes injury to the property
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of others, but it would have been under no liability for the injury if the

authority had been to use the kind of wood paving that was used: West

V. Bristol Tramways Company, L.R. (1908), 2 K.B. 14, 17-8 (note), 23, 24

T.L.R. 299.

See also Chadwick v. Toronto (1914), 32 O.L.R. Ill, 116. Laurentide

Paper Company v. Rex (1915) 15 Ex. C.R. 499.

Sewers.

Ontario Cases.

A municipal corporation is under no obligation to build sewers for the

drainage of houses and lots, but if it properly constructs a sewer in a street

according to the general plan of drainage adopted by the corporation, it

is not liable to the owner of a house subsfequently erected in the street

because the sewer is not sufficiently deep to allow a proper fall to the house:

Johnston v. Toronto (1894), 25 O.R. 312.

Where a system of drainage is adopted by a corporation and property

owners are allowed to use the sewers for the drainage of their premises

on payment of the cost of constructing the necessary connection, the cost

of the general drainage being defrayed out of the general revenue except

where the local improvement system is adopted, the corporation is respon-

sible only for actual negligence, and is not an insurer against any possible

accident, stoppage or overflow from the works: Noble v. Toronto (1'881),

46 U.C.R. 519, 529; but where a corporation has required the property

owners to use a sewer by connecting their private drains with it, and the

sewer is negligently or improperly constructed, or it becomes obstructed

and the corporation does not remove the obstruction within a reasonable

time after knowledge or notice of the obstruction and injury results to a

property owner from the overflow of the sewer, the corporation is liable

for it. A corporation is also liable if it brings to land by means of a drain

or s'ewer more water than would otherwise come to it, and pom» it wil-

fully upon the land, or, after bringing the water to the land, negligently

allows it to escape and flow over the land: Welsh v. St. Catharines (1886),

13 O.R. 369, 379, 380. •

A corporation is not liable for injuries sustained in consequence of the

insuflSciency of a sewer to carry off the water or sewage which comes into

it if it was constructed and is maintained of a capacity which, according

to the requirements of good engineering and the standard adopted by the

cities of Canada and the United States, is sufficient for the purposes which
the sewer is intended to serve: Faulkner v. Ottawa (1909), 41 S.C.R. 190,

and Garfield v. Toronto (1896), 22 A.R. 128.

Other Province Cases.

British Columbia.

Woodward v. 'Vancouver (1909-1911), 16 B.C.R. 457, 19 W.L.R. 297,

1 W.W.R. 70, in which it was held, reversing (1909) 14 B.C.R. 403, 12 W.L.R

.
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156, that the defendant corporation was not liable for injury done to the

plaintiffs' premises by water from its sewer, which came upon the plaintiffs'

premises through their own drain, which for their own convenience, though

with the permission of the corporation, they had connected with its sewer.

New Brunswick.

Lirette v. Moncton (1904), 36 N.B. 475, in which it was held that a muni-

cipal corporation, which, under statutory authority, constructs a sewer after

plans made by a Competent engineer and adopted by the council, is not

guilty of actionable negligence, on account of the insufficiency of the sewer

to answer its purpose, and a person thereby injured has no remedy by action

at law. It makes no difference in this respect whether the use of the sewer

is voluntary or under compulsion.

GurlesB, v. Grand Falls (1905), 37 N.B. 227, in which it was held that

hen a sewer is properly constructed, but gets out of repair, to the knowledge

of the corporation, and, in consequence of the want of repair, injury is caused

by the escape of the sewage,' the corporation is liable; it is not a case of

non-feasance.

McKay v. St. John (1908) 38 N.B. 393, 4 E.L.R. 629, in which it was
held that the defendant corporation was liable for flooding a cellar with

sewage from a corporation sewer, which, though properly constructed, got

out of repair to the knowledge of the corporation.

Nova Scotia.

Judge V. Liverpool (1916), 49 N.S. 513, 28 D.L.R. 617, in which it was
held that a municipal corporation is not liable for the consequences of an over-

flow from its sewer into a cellar where the overflow is due to an unusual rainfall.

The fact that there was some obstruction in the sewer by a stand pipe, it

appearing that if it had not been there the water would not have been carried

off by the sewer, did not render the corporation liable.

Quebec.

Papineau V. Longueuil (1896), Q.R. 11 S.C. 98, in which the defendant

corporation was held liable for injury caused by the flooding of a cellar and
the sub-soil owing to the outlet for a sewer being insufficient.

A. M. C. Medicine Company v. Montreal (1899), Q.R. 15 S.C. 594, in which
it was.i'held that a municipal corporation is not responsible, after having,

in good faith, constructed a system of sewerage in accordance with the plans

of skilled engineers, if the drains fail to keep underground cellars free from
water when the flooding does not depend on improper construction or negli-

gent maintenance of the sewers, and particularly where the premises of the

person complaining were erected after the construction of the sewerage

system.

Darra^ v. Cot6 (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 478, in which it was held that the

defendant corporation was not liable for injuries caused by the overflow of
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a sewer because of the neglect of the plaintiff to close the opening of the

sewer into his cellar.

Saskatchewan.

Brown v. Regina (1914), 7 S.L.R. 1S7, 20 D.L.R. 470, 29 W.L.R. 537,

7 W.W.R. 228, in which the defendant corporation was held liable for injuries

caused by its having overloaded its sewers.

Cases as to Negligence and Nuisance.

Ontario Cases.

This list is not exhaustive, beca'use most of the earlier cases are referred

to in those mentioned in the list, and it does not include the cases already

mentioned. The cases in which the plaintiff failed are marked with a star.

Rowe V. Rochester (1870), 29 U.C.R. 590 (flooding land).

McGarvey v. Strathroy (1885), 10 A.R. 631 (causing water to flow and

rest upon land).

Gray v. Dundas (1886), 11 O.R. 317, (1887) 13 A.R. 588, in which it

was held that a municipal corporation is not liable for the fouling of a

stream by a municipal drain, otherwise harmless, into which a factory

company permitted noxious water from its works to escape.

Van Egmond v. Seaforth (1883), 6 O.R. 599, in which the contrary was

apparently held, was distinguished.

Derinzy v. Ottawa (1887), 15 A.R. 712 (flooding land) and cases cited

there.

Connell v. Prescott, (1892) 20 A.R. 49, (1893) 22 S.C.R. 147 (injuries

caused by negligence in blasting operations).

Mackenzie v. West Flamborough (1899), 26 A.R. 198, in which it was

held that where a drain is out of repair and lands are injured by water over-

flowing from it, the municipal corporation bound to keep it in repair cannot

escape liability on the ground that the injury was caused by an extraordinary

rainfall unless it is shown that, even if the drain had been in repair, the same

injury would have resulted.

Lawrence v. Owen Sound (1902), 1 O.W.R. 559, (1903) 5 O.L.R. 369

(flooding land).

*Slinn v. Ottawa (1902), 1 O.W.R. 269 (flooding land).

Brown v. Hamilton (1902), 4 O.L.R. 249 (injury by fireworks).

Turner v. York (1902), 1 O.W.R. 723 (flooding land).

Swayzie v. Montague (1902), 1 O.W.R. 742 (flooding land).

Rogers v. Petrolia (1903), 2 O.W.R. 709 (making ditch in highway).

Mathews v. Hamilton (1903), 6 O.L.R. 198 (discharging sewage into

navigable waters).

Weber v. Berlin (1904), 8 O.L.R. 302 (causing sewage to flow on plain-

tiff's land).

Jephson v. Niagara Falls (1904), 3 O.W.R. 938 (flooding land).
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*Clipsham v. Orillia (1904), 4 O.WiR. 121, (1905) 5 O.W.R. 298, 786,

9 O.L.R. 713 (flooding land).

*Hill V. Taylor (1904-5), 9 O.L.R. 643 (collapse of municipal building in

course of erection).

Donovan v. Lochiel (1905), 5 O.W.R. 222, 785 (fouling water course).

Passmore v. Hamilton (1905), 6 O.W.R. 847, (1906) 8 O.W.R. 82 (flooding
'

land).

Taylor v. Collingwood (1905), 10 O.L.R. 182 (discharging water from a

highway on to the plaintiff's land).

Gloster v. Toronto Electric Light Company (1906), 12 O.L.R. 413, (1906)

38 S.C.R. 27 (electric wire in proximity to the highway).

The plaintiff failed against the municipal corporation, but recovered against

the electric light company.

. *Hammill v. Grand Trunk R. Co. and Hamilton (1906), 8 O.W.R. 434

(building too close to,railway tracks). »

*Burke v. Tilbury North (1906), 13 O.L.R. 225 (placing earth on plain-

tiff's land).

Campbell v. Clufif and Ottawa (1907), 9 O.W.R. 401 (fall of building left

standing after Are).

James v. Bridgeburg (1907), 9 O.W.R. 189 (flooding land):

Gallagher v. Toronto (1907), 9 O.W.R. 310, 696 (insufficiency of sewer).

Smith V. Eldon (1907), 9 O.W.R. 963 (flooding land).

•Faulkner v. Ottawa (1906), 8 O.Wv.R. 126, (1907) 10 O.W.R. 807, (1908)

41 S.C.R. 190 (water backing lip from sewer).

•Donaldson v. Dereham (1907), 10 O.W.R. 220 (flooding land).

Butler V. Toronto (1907), 10 O.W.R. 876 (negligence in maintaining

isolation hospital).

Nettleton v. Prescott (1907-6), 16 O.L.R. 538, (1910) 21 O.L.R. 561

(improper heating of lock-up).

Roberts v. Port Arthur (1907), 10 O.W.R. 1111, (1908) 11 O.W.R. 642

(insuflSciency of sewer).

Lamport v. Toronto (1908), 11 O.W.R. 537 (backing up of water owing
to insuflBfiency of culvert).

Dorst v. Toronto (1908), 11 O.W.R. 738, 12 O.W.R. 261 (flooding by
backing up of water).

Rudd V. Arnprior (1908), 11 O.W.R. 886, 13 O.W.R. 172 (flooding land

by bringing water upon it).

Methodist Church v. Welland (1908), 11 O.W.R. 429, 12 O.W.R. 153, 949

(backing steam roller on gas pipe causing Are).

Sutton v. Dundas (1908), 11 O.W.R. 501, 13 O.W.R. 126 (defective fasten-

ing fire alarm wire resulting in contact with live electric wire).

Mandley v. Monck (1909), 1 O.W.N. 271, 14 O.W.R. 65, 1222 (flooding

land)

.

Vanderberg v. Markham (1910), 1 O.W.N. 441 (flooding land).

McMulkin v. Oxford (1910), 1 O.W.N. 410, 747 (flooding land by ditches

and culverts).
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Hurd V. Hamilton (1910), 1 O.W.N. 881 (ctild injured by retaining wall

without railing).

Young V. Gravenhurst (1910), 22 O.L.R. 291, (1911) 24 O.L.R. 467 (injury

by electric current).

Carney v. Colborne (1910), 2 O.W.N. 432 (flooding land).

Boyd V. Toronto (1911), 23 O.L.R. 421, 18 O.W.R. 897 (removal of lateral

support from land).

Crowther v. Cobourg (1912), 1 D.L.R. 40, 3 O.W.N. 490, 20 O.W.R. 844

(polluting stream with sewage).

*Baldwin v. Widdifield (1912), 3 D.L.R. 880, 3 O.W.N. 1348, 22 O.W.R.
267 (flooding land).

McGuire v. Brighton (1912), 7 D.L.R. 314, 4 O.W.N. 137, 23 O.W.R. 223

(flooding land).

Moore v. Cornwall (1912), 7 D.L.R. 413, 4 O.W.N. 145, 23 O.W.R. 113

(flooding land).

Wigle V. Gosfield South (1912), 25 O.L.R. 646, 2 D.L.R. 619, 21 O.W.R.
483 (flooding land).

*Gatto V. Toronto (1912), 4 O.W.N. 356, 23 O.W.R. 350 (escape of water

from waterworks pipe).

Wood V. Hamilton (1912-3), 28 O.L.R. 214, 8 D.L.R. 825, 12 D.L.R. 451,

23 O.W.R. 627 (non-repair of market stall let to the plaintiff).

Martin v. Middlesex (1913), 12 D.L.R. 246, 4 O.W.N. 682, 1540 (flooding

of land owing to defective highway work).

*011man v. Hamilton (1913), 11 D.L.R. 1, 4 O.W.N. 1122, 24 O.W.R. 454

(flooding land).

*Gagnon v. Haileybury (1913), 5 O.W.N. 435 (damage caused by fire).

Guelph Worsted Spinning Co. v. Guelph (1914), 30 O.L.R. 466, 18 D.L.R.

73 (flooding land).

Ruddy V. Milton, (1913) 5 O.W.N. 525, (1914) 6 O.W.N. 253, 16 D.L.R.

879 (flooding land by obstructing a natiural watercourse).

Scrimger v. Gait (1914), 16 D.L.R. 867, 6 O.W.N. 75 (pollution of waters

of creek).

Till V. Oakville (1914), 31 O.L.R. 405, 20 D.L.R. 635, (1915) 33 O.L.R.

120, 21 D.L.R. 113 (injury by electric current).

*RobinBon v. Havelock (1914), 32 O.L.R. 25, 20 D.L.R. 537 (unfenced

gravel pit abutting on highway).

Chadwick v. Toronto (1914), 32 O.L.R. Ill (noise and vibration occa-

sioned in the operation of waterworks pumps by electrical power).

*Oskey v. Kingston (1914), 32 O.L.R. 190, 20 D.L.R. 959 (defective

system for supplying electric current for lighting a building).

Collier v. Hamilton (1914), 32 O.L.R. 214, 20 D.L.R. 629 (workman
killed by an explosion of gas while working in a man hole, no evidence of

negligence).

Lavere v. Smith's Falls (1915), 34 O.L.R. 216, 24 D.L.R. 866, (1915)

35 O.L.R. 98, 26 D.L.R. 346 (injury to patient in hospital).
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In re Hogan and Tudor (1915), 34 O.L.R. 571. (A municipal corporation'

may pay, but is not bound to pay, compensation, under s. 18 of The Dog
Tax and Sheep Protection Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 246, to a person whose sheep

have been killed or injured by a dog.)

Reynolds v. Windsor (1915), 8 O.W.N. 234, 9 O.W.N. 6 (dumping refuse

and filth near to and on the plaintiff's vacant land).

Lester v. Ottawa (1916), 8 O.W.N. 295, 591 (injury caused by explosion

of a dangerous substance 'removed from a burning building and placed in

proximity to a highway by a fireman).

McPhee v. Toronto (1915), 9 O.W.N. 150 (injury caused by breaking of

a bench in a public park).

Lambert v. Toronto (1916), "9 O.W.N. 452, 36 O.L.R. 269, 29 D.L.R. 36,
'

.

54 S.C.R. 200 (not properly insulating guy wires).

Ormsby v. Muhnur (1916), 36 O.L.R. 566, 31 D.L.R. 76 (sand deposited

on land).

McConnell v. Toronto (Township) (1916), 10 O.W.N. 234, 11 O.W.N. 62

(fioodingland).

Kuusisto V. Port Arthur (1916), 37 O.L.R. 146, 31 D.L.R. 670 (negligent

pperation of street railway).

See also Mayor, etc., Hamilton v. Kannuluik (1906), A.C. 105, 22 T.L.R.

38 (flooding land).

Other Pbovincb Cases.

Albbbta.

Cardston Drug and Book Company v. Cardston (1906), 3 W.L.R. 64,

in which it was held that the defendant corporation was not liable for the

floodihg of the plaintiff's land.

Purmal v. Medicine Hat (1908), 1 A.L.R. 209, 7 W.L.R. 437, in which

it was held that a municipal corporation, invested with statutory power to

develop or manufactiure a dangerous substance, e.g., inflammable gas, is not

liable in the same way as an individual without proof of negligence for damage s

occasioned by the escape or explosion of such substance.

'

Renwick v. VermiUion (1910), 15 W.L.R. 244, in which the defendant j.

corporation was held liable for injury caused by works collecting water from

surrounding lands and turning them back on the land of the plaintiff.

Harnovis v. Calgary (1912), 7 D.L.R. 789, 2 W.W.R. 312, (1913) 6 A.L.R.

1, 11 D.L.R. 3, 23 W.L.R. 847, 4 W.W.R. 263, in which it was held that,

notwithstanding the contributory negligence of the person injured, if the ^

facts establish primary negligence on the part of the person by whom the

injury was caused and the injury occurred through the latter's ultimate

negligence, he is responsible in damages for the injury.

In this case the jury found that the defendant was guilty of negligence,

that the plaintiff was guilty of negligence in not looking more sharply for

the car, and that the defendant, notwithstanding the plaintiff's negligence,

could have averted the accident by the exercise of reasonable care.
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Davidson v. Lethbridge (1912), 4 D.L.R. 523, 21 W.L.R. 273, 2 W.W.R.
317, in which it was held, citing Renwick v. Vermillion (supra) and Ashley

V. Port Huron (1877), 35 Mich. 296, that a municipal corporation is liable

for injuries sustained by water percolating into a cellar owing to the negli-

gent manner in which a trench for a sewer dug in an abutting highway had

been filled in, and the fact that the person who suffered the injuiy had him-

self filled in in the same manner part of a connecting trench does not affect

his right to recover.

In re Forster and Medicine Hat (1913), 5 A.L.R. 36, 9 D.L.R. 555, 23

W.LiR. 200, 3 W.W.R. 618,- in which it was held that the lowering of the

grade of a highway and thereby depriving an abutting landowner of access

to his property is a tortious act for which an action lies.

Clare v. Edmonton (1914), 15 D.L.R. 514, 26 W.L.R. 678, 5 W.W.R. 1133,

in which it was held that a riparian owner who suffers damage owing to a

municipal corporation discharging sewage into a river is entitled to main-

tain' an action against the corporation, and is not bound to seek compensa-

tion by arbitration.

Randall v. Calgary (1916), 33 W.L.R. 886, 9 W.W.R. 1508, in which it was

held that the erection of a ramp in front of property by a railway company,

which was bound by an agreement with the municipal corporation to erect

it, gives a right of action against the corporation for the damages occasioned

to the property.

ColUngs V. Calgary (1916), 29 D.L.R. 897, 34 W.L.R. 6, 1032, 10 W.W.R.
1, 974, in which it was held that a municipal corporation is. not Uable in

damages for a collector's delay in presenting a cheque given in payment
of taxes.

Jamieson v. Edmonton (1916), 9 A.L.R. 253, 27 D.L.R. 168, 33 W.L.R.
851, 9 W.W.R. 1287, in which it was held that a municipal corporation was
not liable for injuries sustained owing to a sidewalk being out of repair,

where the want of repair was caused by the sidewalk being driven over in

contravention of a by-law of the council, and that a municipal corporation

, is not liable for failure to enforce a municipal by-law.

British Columbia.

Earle v. Victoria (1892), 2 B.C.R. 156, in which it waS held that a muni-
cipal corporation is answerable for the damages sustained owing to a fire

alarm wire belonging to it breaking and falling upon an electric wire belonging
to a private corporation, causing injury to person or property.

New Westminster v. Brighouse (1892), 20 S.C.R. 520, in which it was
held that where a council, 'in improving a street, lowers its grade and in so
doing causes a subsidence of adjoining land, and no steps have been taken
for expropriating the right to do so, an action lies against the corporation
for the damage sustained by the landowner, notwithstanding that a by-law
has been passed for raising money for improving the street where no by-law
was passed expressly ordering the improvements that were made.
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In the same case it was held that, where a corporation, in lowering the

grade of a highway, takes no precautions to prevent the subsidence of the

adjoining land, the corporation is guilty of negligence, however lawful the

lowering of the grade may have been if skilfully executed.

Steves V. South Vancouver (1897), 6 B.C.R. 17, in which the facts were

that a municipal corporation, which had statutory authority to take from

land, without payment, gravel for its roads, let a contract for grading and
gravelling a road within the limits of its municipality, the contract con-

taining no provision as to where the gravel was to be obtained; the con-

tractor entered adjacent private property and took from a pit there in such

a manner as to undermine a large tree standing close to the highway, in

consequence of which the tree fell and killed a person who was driving on

the road; and, to be assured of its quality, the taking of the gravel was
superintended by the municipal road inspector. The jury found that the

excavation was made by the order or permission of the corporation, and
that, irrespective of who caused the excavation, the subsequent condition

of the tree was a dangerous nuisance to the highway, of which the corpora-

tion had notice, and it was held that the corporation was responsible for the

act of the contractor in undermining the tree to the same extent as if he

was a labourer acting under the orders of the road inspector or the board

of works, that one who employs a contractor to do a work not necessarily

a nuisance, but which has become so by reason of the manner in which the

contractor has performed it, and the employer accepts the work in that con-

dition, he becomes at once responsible for the nuisance.

He who knowingly maintains a nuisance is as liable for its consequences

as he who created it.

Milton v. Surrey (1903), 10 B.C.R. 296, in which the defendant corpora-

tion was held liable for flooding land by building a road culvert.

Phillifant v. Keller and South Vancouver (1910), 13 W.L.R. 293, in which

it was held that a municipal corporation is liable in damages for the act of

its contractor in negligently and improperly lighting a fire on its land for

the purpose of clearing a road, which the corporation- was opening up, from

brush, logs, etc.

British Canadian Securities v. Victoria (1911), 16 B.C.R. 441, 19 W.L.R.

242, noted under s. 406, par. 8.

O'Connor v. Victoria (1913), 11 D.L.R. 577, 4 W.W.R. 4, in which it

was held that where a municipal corporation, in the course of constructing

a roadway, removes human remains from the land wherein they are buried,

without first procuring legal authority to interfere with the bodies, it is

liable in trespass to the owner of the land, but is not liable in any way to

any one who has not title to the land, and where there is nothing in the

circumstances to justify interference with the bodies, in the way in which

they are interfered with, punitive damages should be awarded.

It is difficult from the report of this case to ascertain the exact ground

on which the decision was based or the exact circumstances of the case.
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If the bodies were buried in the soil of the highway, and, as in Ontario, the

SOU and freehold of the highway was vested in the corporation, or, as is now
the law in British Columbia, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 99, s. 5, the soil and freehold

of every public highway is vested in the Crown, and as was held, the bodies

had become part of the freehold, it is difficult to see what title the plaintiffs,

had to sue.

Loach V. British Columbia Electric Railway Company (1914), 19 B.C.R.

177, 16 D.L.R. 245, 6 W.W.R. 322, L.R. (1916) A.C. 719, 23 D.L.R. 4, 85

L.J.P.C. 23, 113 L.T. 946, 8 W.W.R. 1263, in which it was held that the

rule laid down in Harnovis v. Calgary (supra) applies although the defendant

did not commit any negligent act subsequently to the plaintiff's negligence,

but had incapacitated himself by his previous negligence from exercising

such care as would have avoided the result of the plaintiff's negligence.

Halpin v. Victoria (1915), 21 B.C.R. 14, 23 D.L.R. 333, 7 W.W.R. 1058,

in which it was held that a municipal corporation is not liable for injuries

caused by a spluttering piece of fireworks at a display held in a municipal

park under the direction of a citizens' celebration committee, although the

corporation had, under statutory authority, contributed towards the expense

of the display.

Hemphill v. McKinney (1915), 21 B.C.R. 561, 27 D.L.R. 345, 33 W.L.R.

688, in which the defendants, who were commissioners under the Drainage,

Dyking and Irrigation Act, R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 69, were held liable for the

overflow of land due to their failure to provide a proper outlet for a drainage

system formulated and carried out by them, and it was held that the fact

that another authority had turned additional water into the same drain and
increased the flow of water did not excuse them.

Manitoba.

Atcheson v. Portage La Prairie (1893), 9 Man. L.R. 192, (1894) 10 Man.
L.R. 39, in which it was held that where a ditch was dug on a highway by
the orders of a ward committee of the council of the defendant corporation,

but no resolution, by-law or motion was passed by the council providing

for the construction of it and no formal authority to execute the work had
been given, the corporation was not liable to an action by a landowner for

damage done to his land owing to the negligent construction of the ditch,

notwithstanding that a resolution had been passed by the council authorising

the treasurer to pay out money for ward appropriations on the orders of

the chairman of the ward committees and two payments had been made
on account of the work, these acts not affording sufficient evidence of the

adoption of the work by the council so as to make the corporation liable.

Foster v. Lansdowne (1897), 12 Man. L.R. 42, in which it was held on
demurrer to the statement of claim that where, owing to the negligent and
improper construction by a municipal corporation of a ditch for drainage

purposes, which under The Municipal Act the corporation has no power
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to construct except under the authority of a by-law, lands are overflowed,

an action lies by the landowner for the recovery of the damages he has sus-

tained.

It was unnecessary as the Court held to decide whether a landowner must

resort to arbitration under s. 665 of The Municipal Act for compensation

for such an injury where negligence is charged.

This case was followed in Teitelbaum v. Morris (1907), 5 W.L.R. 449.

Foster v. Lansdowne (1899), 12 Man. L.R. 416, in which it was held,

following Atcheson v. Portage La Prairie (1893), 9 Man. L.R. 192, that

where a ditch which is constructed by a municipal corporation diverts water

from its natural course and collects it in the ditch, with the result that land

is overflowed, the corporation is answerable for the injury although a by-law

had been passed authorizing the expenditure of money upon the ditch, and

it was constructed wholly upon land under the control of the corporation.

It makes no difference that the corporation exercised proper care in the

selection of its servants and agents if they acted within the scope of their

emplojonent.

This case was followed in Teitelbaum v. Morris (1907), 5 W.L.R. 449.

Baskerville v. Franklin (1906), 3 W.L.R. 547, in which the defendant

corporation was held liable for the flooding of land caused by failure to keep

drains in repair.

Chatwin v. Rosedale (1907), 6 W.L.R. 474, in which the defendant cor-

poration was held liable for flooding land by diverting a watercourse.

Rose v. Ochre River (1910), 15 W.L.R. 200, in which the defendant cor-

poration was held liable for flooding land.

Lamontagne v. Woodlands (1912), 22 Man. L.R. 495, 5 D.L.R. 524, 21

W.L.R. 881, in which the defendant corporation was held liable for flooding

and injuring the land of the plaintiff.

Mondor v. Tache (1913), 23 Man. L.R. 457, 11 D.L.R. 620, 24 W.L.R.

355, 4 W.W.R. 702, in which the defendant corporation was held liable for

flooding land by an improperly constructed ditch.

Portage Fruit Company v. Portage La Prairie (1913), 23 Man. L.R. 822,

14 D.L.R. 21, 25 W.L.R. 438, 5 W.W.R. 145, in which it was held that,

in the circumstances, the defendant corporation was not liable for injury

caused by the overflow of water from the highway.

Kenny v. St. Clements (1912-3), 24 Man. L.R. 51, 4 D.L.R. 304, (1913)

15 D.L.R. 229, 26 W.L.R. 432, 5 W.W.R. 1011, in which the defendant cor-

poration was held liable for injury caused by flooding land due to the outlet

for a ditch being insufficient.

Stott V. North Norfolk (1914), 24 Man. L.R. 9, 16 D.L.R. 48, 26 W.L.R.

774, in which it was held that a landowner, who has suffered injury owing

to his land having been flooded by the diversion.by a municipal corporation

of surface waters from their natural channel, is entitled to recover for the

damages sustained since he became the owner of the land although the wrong-

3—^MtTN. LAW.
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ful or negligent act was done before he acquired it, but not for the damages

done before he became the owner.

Arder v. Winnipeg (1914), 24 Man. L.R. 727, 28 W.L.R. 534, 6 W.W.R.

1127, 7 W.W.R. 294, in which it was held that a municipal corporation is

Uable for injuries caused to.a person using a public lavatory by the negligence

of the servants of the corporation in failing to remove the ice and snow from

the steps of the lavatory.

Thorsteinson v. North Norfolk (1915), 22 D.L.R. 34, in which the de-

fendant corporation was held liable for flooding land by constructing a dam

by which water was diverted from its natural course.

Mack V. Lake Winnipeg Shipping Company, (1916), 25 Man. L.R. 364,

24 D.L.R. 128, 8 W.W.R. 523, in which the defendants were held liable

for an injury caused by horses taking fright owing to the negligent opera-

tion of a steam waggon, which emitted smoke and cinders on the street in

close proximity to the horses, and liable to frighten them, without precautions

or warnings of its approach being taken.

In this case Kirk v. Toronto (1904), 8 O.L.R. 730, referred to in notes to

s. 460, was followed.

New Brunswick.
I

St. John V. Pattison (1880), Cameron's S.C. Cas. 637 (reversing Pattison

v. St. John (1879), 18 N.B. 636), in which it was held that a municipal cor-

poration, having statutory authority to alter and repair its streets and to

permit steps and stairways to be built on the highway for the purpose of

afJording access to the houses on it, which raises the level of a street and

supports the work in front of a house by a wall and a fence upon it, which

has the effect of cutting off a landowner's direct access to the street,. is not

liable for the damage which is occasioned to him by so doing.

The ground upon which this decision was based was that, as what was

done was done under the authority of a statute, it was not a wrongful act,

according to the well-established rule as stated by Blackburn, J., in his

judgment before the House of Lords in Hammersmith and City Railway

Company v. Brand (1869), L.R. 4 H.L. 171, 196.

Crawford v. St. John (1898), 34 N.B. 560, in which it was held that a

municipal corporation is answerable for the negligent performance of his

duties by an officer who is appointed and removable by the corporation,

even where the duties are imposed by the legislature and not by the cor-

poration, and the corporation was held liable for the negligence of an officer

the result of which was to deprive the plaintiff of his right to vote.

Collins V. St. John (1907), 38 N.B. 86, 2 E.L.R. 490, in which the cor-

poration was held liable for negUgence in operating a ferry.

Nova Scotia.

Lloy V. Dartmouth (1897), 30 N.S. 208, in which it was held that where
land is injinred by being overflowed, the owner's damages are the difference
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between the value of the land immediately before the injury and the value

as reduced by the injury, and that the damages are not to be assessed in

view of the loss of profit for the period during which the use of the land

waji lost and in relation to what it would cost to restore the land to the con-

dition in which it was before the injury.

Messenger v. Bridgetown (1900), 33 N.S. 291-2, (1901) 31 S.C.R. 379, in

which it was held that the corporation was not liable for injuries sustained

owing to a horse having stumbled while passing at night over a mound of

earth eight inches in height, which had been left in the highway after filling

up a trench which had been dug for the purpose of laying a pipe across the

highway.

James v. Bridgewater (1914), 20 D.L.R. 799, affirmed (1915) 49 N.S. 188,

24 D.L.R. 634, in which it was held that a municipal corporation is answer-

able for the damages caused by an overflow of lands where it permits the

accumulation of water in a lake after a heavy* rainfall, and later, at the end

of the rain, releases the water in large volumes on the lands of riparian owners.

Quebec.

Breux v. Montreal (1896), Q.R. 9 S.C. 503, in which it was held that

a municipal corporation was liable in damages to a person who contracted

a fever in consequence of a shed adjoining his residence having been used

for the disinfection of the clothing of the fever patients of its hospital and
for the disposal of the bodies of persons, who had died from fever, awaiting

burial.

Montreal v. Gauthier (1897), Q.R. 7 Q.B. 100, noted under s. 325.

Montreal v. Mulcair (1898), 28 S.C.R. 458, in which it was held that

an action does not lie against a municipal corporation by the proprietor

of land for damages to it occasioned by the mistake or misfeasance of the

corporation or its officers alleged to have occurred before the acquisition of

his title to the land, and that a municipal corporation is not civilly responsible

for acts of its officers or servants other than those done within the scope

of their authority as such.

Wilshire v. St. Louis du Mile-End (1899), Q.R. 8 Q.B. 479, in which

it was held that a municipal corporation which, under the Municipal Code,

grants to a company the firivilege for a term of years of fm-nishing water

to the ratepayers, who are obliged to pay for it according to the estabUshed

tariff as soon as the company elects to furnish it to them, is not responsible

because the company does not furnish to a ratepayer the quantity of water

which he needs.

Belair v. Montreal (1899) Q.R. 16 S.C. 494, in which the facts were that

a municipal corporation, without the ordinary formalities of expropriationj

laid water pipes in a strip of the plaintiff's land, removed his fences, and the

land was used by the public as part of a street, but these acts did not appear

to have been authorized by the council, and the intention to expropriate
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the property was abandoned, and it was held that these acts constituted a

mere trespass, and were not taking possession of the property so as to make

the corporation responsible to the owner for its value.

Burland v. Montreal (1901), Q.R. 19 S.C. 574, in which it was held that

where a municipal corporation has authorized the construction of a permanent

sidewalk in a street and it is laid close up to the wall of an abutting house,

occupying a small strip of the owner's land, and the placing of the sidewalk

in that position was not authorized by the corporation and it is willing to

surrender the possession of the strip to the owner, he cannot maintain an

action to recover the value of it.

Bochon V. Montreal (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 42, in which it was held that

municipal councils, in deciding upon the extension of streets and municipal

works generally into new districts, act judicially, and, when so acting in

good faith, are not responsible for damages caused to individuals by delay

in determining upon such works, especially where the delay is occasioned

by due regard to economic and prudent administration.

Dallas V. St. Louis (1902), 32 S.C.R. 120, in which it was held that a

municipal corporation which has statutory authority to regulate the con-

nection of private drains with the sewers, "owners or occupants being bound

to make and establish connections at their own cost, under the superintend-

ence of an officer appointed by the corporation," is not liable for damages

sustained through the negligence of the employees of a person in carrjring

on blasting operations while sinking trenches to connect his private house

drains with the main sewer under permits granted by the corporation.

Brunet v. Montreal (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 262, affirmed on review, in which

it was held that a municipal council has no right, in the administration of

its by-laws, to act with partiality, and where it tolerates the violation of

a by-law it is responsible for the damages so cailsed.

Ratteau v. Drosse (1905), Q.R. 28 S.C. 208, in which it was held by Curran,

J., that a municipal corporation is not liable for torts committed on its

thoroughfare in breach of a by-law of its council.

In this case the plaintiff was injured by a discharge of fireworks ii con-

travention of a by-law, and his claim was that the corporation was guilty

of gross negligence in not providing police protection on the occasion in

question, when a large concourse of persons were returning from the celebra-

tion of the French festival.

Drolet V. Montreal (1851), 1 L.C.R. 408, in which it was held that the
defendant corporation was not liable for bodily injuries received, and wearing
afjparel lost, when the plaintiff was beaten during a riot, was followed.

In that case it was laid down that, "there are two classes of obligations

affecting corporations: (1) Those arising out of their ministerial character;
and (2) such as attach to them in their high public municipal character.
The Mability of a corporation is only for acts or omissions purely ministerial,

never for cases where it is the reflective agent of the state, having to exercise
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a quasi judicial discretion. In this case the duty of the corporation was

not of a ministerial nature, but of a high judicial character."

The last two cases are in accordance with the view of the Ontario Courts:

see Brown v. Hamilton (1902), 4 O.L.R. 249.

Dubois V. St. Louis (1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 289, in which it was held that

where a by-law of a municipal council imposes on those who wish to erect

buildings the obligation to have fixed by civic officials the grade and dign-

ments according to which the foundations must be laid, an error of figures

and information furnished by the officials of the corporation makes it liable

for damages immediately and directly resulting therefrom.

Murdock v. Westmount (1908), Q.R. 33 S.C. 243, 4 E.L.R. 409, in which

it was held that a municipal corporation is liable for damages to buildings

from vibration caused by the use of explosives in the prosecution by it of

work under legislative authority, however carefully such use is made.

Belanger v. St. Louis (1909), 6 E.L.R. 277, in which it was held that

the defendant corporation was not liable for loss by fire occasioned by in-

sufficient pressure of waterworks owned and operated by a company under

the authority of a by-law of the defendant corporation, the failure to give

the necessary pressure being in contravention of the company's agreement

with the corporation.

Salois V. St. Francois du Lac (1909), Q.R. 36 S.C. 69, in which it was

held that a landowner, in default- in maintaining in repair his front road,

has no recourse against the municipal corporation which does the work for

slight damage thereby caused to his land.

Dudevoir v. Waterville (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C. 389, affirmed (1910) Q.R.

20 K.B. 306, in which it was held that the corporation of a municipality,

in which "coasting on bobsleighs" is carried on in the streets as a common
practice, that does nothing to put a stop to it, is guilty of negligence and

liable in damages for accidents to passers-by.

Roulier v. Magog (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C. 246, in which it was held that

a municipal corporation which permits children of any age to play upon

the ground around a public reservoir in which the water is deep, without

having it sufficiently protected by a fence or otherwise against the danger

of their falling into it, is guilty of negligence and liable in damages for the

death of a child drowned there.

Marbleton v. Ruel (1912), Q.R. 21 K.B. 434, 1 D.L.R. 624, in which it

was held that a municipal corporation is not entitled to place a dam at the

outlet of a lake for the purpose of raising its level when doing so diminishes

the enjoyment of the-mill owners having rights to the water flowing from the

lake by depriving them of their usual quantity of water at certain seasons.

It was also held that riparian owners have a right of action to compel

the removal of a dam that seriously interferes with their riparian rights, and
to compel the restoration of the former status in quo, so that the waters may
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escape from the lake at their natural level, and this without prejudice to

their claim for damages.

Quesnel v. Emard and Montreal (1912), 8 D^L.R. 537, in which it was

held, following Brousseau v. Quebec (1912), Q.R. 42 S.C. 91, that a muni-

cipal corporation is not liable at law for damages resulting from the destruc-

tion of the property of a ratepayer by fire as a result of an inefficient fire

department Unless the fire is the direct result of a tort formally authorized

by the corporation; that the power given to corporations of cities and towns

by a Quebec statute to establish a fire department is a facultative power,

and does not oblige them to protect the property of the ratepayers in case

of fire or make them responsible for fire losses; that a company or person

under obligation by contract to supply a corporation with all the water

"necessary for the needs of the" municipality is not bound to supply water

required to put out a fire breaking out in the municipahty, but only what

is required for the ordinary needs of the ratepayers; and that a person to

whom a franchise to supply water to the citizens of a municipality has been

granted by a municipal corporation has no larger or greater responsibility

than the corporation would have had, had the corporation itself exercised

the power delegated.

Macintosh v. Westmount (1912), 8 D.L.R. 820, in which it was held

that where a building is established or used as a hospital for all contagiqus

diseases, its establishment and user as such must be in compliance with and

governed by s. 43 (w) of the by-laws of the Board of Health of the Province

of Quebec.

In the same case the defendant corporation was restrained from the

further use of a hospital for the treatment of contagious diseases, and especially

smallpox patients, it appearing that the premises were unsuited for sugh

a pittpose and that their establishment and maintenance were in contra-

vention of law, that it was in close proximity to the dwelling-house of the

plaintiff, access to which was interfered with, if not prevented, by barriers

erected across a road and put up by the hospitfil authorities. Such a hospital

is a nuisance.

HuU V. Bergeron (1913), 9 D.L.R. 28, in which it was held that where

a statute provides for indemnity to be fixed by arbitration, such recourse

does not deprive the injured person of his common law recourse, if he has

any, and he may, therefore, sue for damages without any reference to arbi-

tration.

The law is otherwise in Ontario.

Payette v. Montreal (1915), Q.R. 47 S.C. 169, 25 D.L.R. 857, in which

it was held that a municipal corporation is not liable for injuries caused to

children skating on sidewalks in contravention of a municipal by-law.

Deschamps v. Montreal (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 351, in which the defendant

corporation was held liable for injiu-ies due to a runaway horse caused by
noise and fumes from the operation of a steam drill, which was being operated

without adopting practicable precautions to avoid the accident.
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Gelinais v. Montreal (1916) 29 D.L.R. 228 in which the corporation was
held liable for injuries caused by the bursting of one of its water mains.

Art. 1054 of the Civil Code was applied. It creates a presumption of fault

against the guardian of the article from which the damage or injury arose and
it was held that the corporation had not rebutted this presumption but on

the contrary it was guilty of imprudence in using the water-pipe after

knowledge that several of such pipes had been broken after being laid down
and put into service.

Saskatchewan.

Foley V. South Qu'Appelle (1910), 3 S.L.R. 412, 15 W.L.R. 264, in which

it was held that the entry of a road "boss" under instructions from the

reeve and one of the members of a council upon land for the purpose of making

a road diversion is a trespass, and the corporation is liable for the damages

resulting from it. The landowner is not, however, entitled to damages for

having a part of his farm separated from the rest by the road diversion where

proceedings for expropriating the land for the road are pending, as damages

occasioned by the severance will be taken into consideration in determining

the compensation to which he is entitled.

Armour v. Regina (1915), 8 S.L.R. 368, 29 D.L.R. 676, 33 WtL.R. 312,

9 W.W.R. 928, in which it was held, applying East Freemantle v. Annois,

L.R. (1902) A.C. 213, that where a corporation acting in the execution of

a public trust and for the public benefit does an act which it has statutory

authority to do, and does it in a proper manner, an individual suffering

special injury by reason of the act cannot maintain an action. He is with-

out remedy unless a remedy is provided by the statute.

Wilkes V. Saskatoon (1916) 32 D.L.R. 42, in which the corporation was

held liable for injuries sustained owing to a rope attached to a trolley

pole on the corporation's railway being allowed to hang loose and when
blown about by the wind entangling the plaintiff who was waiting to take

passage on the railway. ^

Tebritokies.

McGillivray v. Moose Jaw (1907), 7 Terr. L.R. 465, 6 W.L.R. 108, in

which it was held that the defendant corporation was liable for injuries sus-

tained owing to its neglect to guard a ditch dug in the highway.

Liability for Other Wrongs.
Surface waters.

A land owner has no right of drainage across the highway on which

his land abuts for surface water, and a corporation is not liable for closing

up a culvert which had been in existence for many years and through which

the surface water from the land had been accustomed to pass: Darby v.

Crowland (1876), 38 U.C.R. 338.

See also Williams v. Richards (1893), 23 O.R. 651, in which it was held

that, contrary to the rules of the civil law, an occupant or owner of land
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has no right to drain into his neighbour's land the surface water from his

own land. »

Art. 501 of the Civil Code provides that lands on a lower level are subject

towards those on a higher level to receive such waters as flow down from the

latter natxirally, without the agency of man. The proprietor of the lower

land cannot raise any dam to prevent this flow. The upper proprietor can

do nothing to aggravate theservitude of the lower land.

The proprietor of lower land is not bound to receive the waters from the

higher land when they do not flow down owing to the natural grade, but

are collected and turned upon the lower land by means of artificial works,

which change the natural character of the place: Lapointe v. Berthier (1896),

Q.R. 10 S.C. 24.

A municipal corporation is liable for interfering with surface waters and

thereby aggravating the servitude to which by the civil law lower land is

subject in respect of such waters: Roy v. St. Louis du Mile-End (1896),

Q.R,. 10 S.C. 503.

No one has the right to make or to aid in making on his own land a water-

course of a greater depth than is necessary for the draining of his land (M.C.,

art. 881). A proces-verbal which contravenes this provision of the law and

subjects to drainage works lands which by reason of their situation cannot

benefit by the works is illegal and void pro tanto, and the injured proprietor

has the right to a declaration of nulKty as to him.

Such a violation of the law constitutes an aggravation of servitude that

the proprietor of the lower land is always admitted to repudiate, although

he has temporarily submitted to the ultra vires provisions of the proces-verbal.

Dionne v. Drummond (1916). Q.R. SO S.C. 22.

Enfobcbment or tjltba vibes by-laws.

A municipal corporation is not liable for damages arising out of the
enforcement of an ultra vires by-law passed by the council under a miscon-
ception of its powers unless such a liability is expressly or impliedly imposed
by statute, nor where a person takes out a license under a by-law which
unlawfully restricts his rights and who is damnified by the restricted form
of the license is the corporation under a liability to him: Pocock v. Toronto
(1896), 27 O.R. 635. See also Dillon on Municipal Corporations, 5th ed.,

s. 1630.

Wheatley v. Charlottetown (1898), 18 C.L.T. Occ. N. 188 (P.E.I.).

Cushen v. Hamilton (1902), 4 O.L.R. 265; Hall v. Moose Jaw (1910),

3 S.L.R. 22, 12 W.L.R. 693.

Cushen v. Hamilton was followed in O'Grady v. Toronto (1916), 37 O.L.R.
139, 31 D.L.R. 632, a case of pajonent of taxes under a mistake of law.
Compare Royal Insurance Company v. Montreal (1906), Q.R. 29 S.C. 161,

noted under s. 249.
'
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Ditches and watebcoubses.

A corporation of a municipality within the limits of which a ditch is

constructed under the Ditches and Watercourses Act, in accordance with

the award of its engineer made in assumed compliance with the requisition

of the ratepayers interested, is not liable for damages caused to a resident

of the township by the construction of the ditch even though the requisi-

tion be defective: Seymour v. Maidstone (1897), 24 A.R. 370.

Water supply.

There is no statutory obligation on the part of a municipal corporation

to supply to a consumer water which is free from impregnation with sand,

and, in the absence of a contract to do so, the corporation is not liable for

the damages sustained by a consumer owing to his elevators, operated by

water supplied by the corporation, being so impregnated: Scottish Ontario

V. Toronto (1899), 26 A.R. 345.

Liability for acts of police constables.

The cases as to the liability of a municipal corporation for the unlawful

acts of a police constable are conflicting, but the weight of authority is in

favour of the view of the Ontario Courts that there is no liability. It was

so decided in Winterbottom v. Board of Commissioners of PoUce of the City

of London (1901), 1 O.L.R. 549, 2 O.L.R. 105, and in Kelly v. Barton (1895),

26 O.R. 608, 22 A.R. 522.

It was said by the Chancellor, in the latter case, that police officers are

not officers or agents of the corporation, but are independently appointed

by the Board of PoUce Commissioners as agents of good government for

the benefit of the municipality; that the corporation cannot be made liable

for their illegal acts unless they are ratified by the council, and that a reso-

lution to defend the officers, when sued, is not a sufficient ratification: 26 O.R.

at p. 623.

The same conclusion was reached by the Supreme Court of Canada in

McCleave v. Moncton (1902), 32 S.C.R. 106, 6 Can. Cr. Cas. 219.

cases in other provinces as to the same QnESTION.

Alberta.

Pon Yin v. Edmonton (1915), 31 W.L.R. 402, 8 W.W.R. 809, 24 Can.

Cr. Cas. 327, in which the view of the Ontario Courts was adopted and

McCleave v. Moncton (supra) was followed.

Manitoba.

Wishart v. Winnipeg (1887), 4 Man. L.R. 453, in which the same view

was adopted as that taken by the Ontario Courts, and Hafford v. New Bed-

ford (1860), 82 Mass. 297, was referred to.
'
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New Brunswick.

McCleave v. Moncton (1901), 35 N.B. 296, (1902) 32 S.C.R. 106, 6 Can.

Or. Gas. 219 (supra).

Quebec.

Tremblay v. Quebec (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 266, in which it was held that

a police officer is not the agent of a municipal corporation and the corpora-

tion is not liable for his acts unless it has authorized or adopted them,

Milton V. La Cote St. Paul (1903), Q.R. 24 S.C. 641, in which it was

held that where a writ of arrest, signed by the mayor and entrusted to special

constables for the municipality, is executed beyond its limits, the municipal

corporation is not responsible because the constables , in effecting the arrest,

did not act in the performance of the duties for which they were employed.

Bourget v. Sherbrooke (1905), Q.R. 27 S.C. 78, in which it was held that

a municipal corporation is responsible for the damages caused by an arrest

made without reasonable and probable cause by a policeman in the employ-

ment of and wearing a uniform provided by the corporation, and the fact

that, when the arrest was made, he was off duty is no defence

.

Rey V. Montreal (1910), Q.R. 39 S.C. 151, in which it was held that

members of a police force appointed by a municipal council are under obliga-

tion to enforce the provisions of the law and of by-laws issued under statu-

tory authority. They are not agents of the corporation, and it is not liable

for the consequences of their action

.

Levinson v. Montreal (1911), Q.R. 39 S.C. 259, in which it was held that

municipal corporations are liable for damages caused in the performance

of their duties by police officers, appointed, paid and dismissable by them

and subject to their orders.

Dube V. Montreal (1912), 7 D.L.R. 87, in which it was held that a muni-

cipal corporation is liable in damages to a person, arrested for drimkenness,

under the authority of a by-law of the council, for injuries sustained by him
1 owing to the negligence of a constable who had, in the performance of his

duty under the by-law, arrested him.

Chevaher v. Three Rivers (1913), Q.R. 43 S.C. 436, in which it was held

that an action lies against a municipal corporation for an illegal arrest made
by a constable appointed and paid by the corporation.

Gaudreau v. Montreal (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 388, in which it was held

that the defendant corporation was liable for the confiscation by one of its

' inspectors of meats not fit for consumption in a butcher shop without lawful

cause and without complying with the formalities required by law.

Saskatchewan.

Gibney v. Yorkton (1915), 31 W.L.R. 523, in which McCleave v. Moncton
(supra) was followed.
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Liability for acts op othee officers ok servants.

In Hesketh v. Toronto (1898), 25 A.R. 449, it was held that, although
a municipal corporation is not bound by law to establish and manage a
fire department, yet, if it do so, it is liable for injuries caused by the negli-

gence of the servants employed by it in the department while in the per
formance of their duties, and the defendant was held to be liable for injuries

sustained by a person who, while standing in the street, looking at a burning
building, was knocked down and killed by the horses drawing a steam
fire engine, which were running away, owing to the negligence of their

driver.

This case was followed in Thomas v. Winnipeg (1914), 24 Man. L.R. 106,

16 D.L.R. 390, 27 W.L.R. 314, 6 W.W.R. 170, which was a similar case,

and it was also followed in Garbutt v. Winnipeg (1909), 18 Man. L.R. 345,

in which it was held that the corporation was liable for injuries sustained

by an elector owing to defects in the compartment provided for marking
the ballot papers; and in Shaw v. Winnipeg (1909), 19 Man. L.R. 234, which
was the case of an injury caused by the negligence of a person employed
in the defendant corporation's waterworks.

In McSorley v. St. John (1882), 6 S.C.R. 531, it wais held that the de-

fendant corporation was liable in an action for false imprisonment to the

plaintiff for the damages he had sustained owing to a receiver of taxes,

appointed by the corporation, having issued his warrant for the arrest of

the plaintifl on a void assessment and his arrest upon the warrant.

It was held in Saunders v. Toronto (1898), 29 O.R. 273, that a municipal

corporation is answerable for the negligence of a licensed carter, owning his

own horse and cart, paid by the hour, who-is hired by and is under the direc-

tion of its street foreman for the purpose of removing street sweepings, but

this decision was reversed by the Court of Appeal, Moss, J.A., dissenting,

(1899) 26 A.R. 265.

A municipal corporation is responsible for the acts of its officers in illegally

placing arrears of taxes on the collector's roll and a subsequent distress for

them: Gaston v. Toronto (1898), 30 O.R. 16, affirmed, (1899) 26 A.R. 459,

(1900) 30 S.C.R. 390.

Public health.

A municipal corporation, whose board of health fails to make effective

provision by removing into a separate house or isolating them persons suffering

from an infectious disease who come from abroad into the municipality, and

sends them into another municipality, is liable to repay to the corporation

of that municipality the reasonable expenses incurred in caring for them

and preventing the spread of the disease: Logan v. Hurlburt (1896), 23

A.R. 628.

Cases not Classified.

An employee of a company which had contracted to deliver coal at a

school building went voluntarily to inspect the place where the coal was to
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be put, on the evening preceding the day upon which arrangements had

been made for the delivery, and was accidentally injured by falling into a

furnace pit on his way to the coal bin. He had not applied to the school

board or the caretaker in charge of the premises before making his visit,

and it was held that, in thus voluntarily visiting the premises for his own
purposes and without notice to the occupants, he assumed all risks of danger

from the condition of the premises, and could not recover damages: Rogers

V. Toronto PubUc School Board (1896), 23 A.R. 597, (1897) 27 S.C.R. 448.

Before a building, which was being erected by competent contractors for

a municipal corporation, had been taken over, a trap door in the roof, through

the want of fastenings, was blown off, causing injury to a persi)n on the

street below. The trap door was a necessary part of the contract, which

required all work to be done in a good and workmanlike manner and imposed

responsibility on the contractors for all accidents which might have been

prevented by them; damages were recovered against the corporation on the

findings of the jury that there was negligence on its part in that the specifica-

tions did not stipulate for fastenings. The corporation, on the same evidence,

sought to recover from the contractors, brought in as third party defendants,

on the ground that the findings should be binding on them only as to the

amount of damages and that the question of their liability should be after-

wards tried. It was held that, under the circumstances, the corporation

could not recover over against the contractors: McCann v. Toronto (1898),

28 O.R. 650.

In Gaul V. EUice (1902),3 O.L.R. 438, a municipal corporation was sought

to be made liable for maliciously enforcing an illegal warrant, but the

action failed because, as was held by a Divisional Court, there was no
proof of malice, and that, assuming knowledge by the corporation of the

illegality of the warrant and the conviction on which it was based, are solu-

tion to indemnify the constable to whom the warrant was directed for

acting upon it was ultra vires, and the corporation was not bound to make
good any costs or damages in consequence of the resolution.

An action does not lie against a municipal corporation for mere incon-

venience by having to travel two miles further resulting from the stopping

up of a highway: Logan v. Logan (1904), 3 O.W.R. 558.

The remedy of a landowner for raising the level of a street, whether the

work is done under a by-law or by the inherent authority of the municipal

council as conservator of roads, is compensation, and an action does not lie:

In re Dunn and Stratford (1905), 5 O.W.R. 65.

A comnaission appointed by the council for the control and management of

its electrical power works is the statutory agent of the corporation, and an
action for damages for personal injuries sustained owing to the negligence

of the commission does not lie against the commission, but must be brought
against the corporation: Young v. Gravenhurst (1910), 22 O.L.R. 291, (1911)

24 O.L.R. 467, Scott v. Hydro-Electric Commission of Hamilton (1914),

7 O.W.N. 385.
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A person between whose lan^s and a navigable water there intervenes

a marsh or morass is not a riparian owner and has no license by virtue of his

proprietary right to pas's over like marshy lands of another to reach deep

water, and cannot, therefore, maintain an action for interference with riparian

rights: Merritt v. Toronto (1911), 23 O.L.R. 365, 18 O.W.R. 613, (1912),

27 O.L.R. 1, 6 D.L.R. 152, (1913) 48 S.C.R. 1, 12 D.L.R. 734.

See a:lso Rickey v. Toronto (1914), 30 O.L.R. 523, 19 D.L.R. 146.

Where it is uncertain whether the injuries of which the plaintiff com-
plains were occasioned by the negUgence of a municipal corporation or of

The Bell Telephone Company, both of them are properly made defendants:

Till v. OakviUe (1913), 5 O.W.N. 443, 601.

A telephone company is properly proceeded against under third party

procedure in an action against a corporation for injuries alleged to have been

cq,used by the negligence of the corporation in the conduct of its electric

lighting, the allegation of the corporation being that the injury would not

have happened but for the negligence of the telephone company: Harker v.

Oakville (1913), 5 O.W.N. 441, 601.

It was held by Middleton, J., in Guelph Worsted Spinning Company v.

Guelph (supra), that the authority conferred by the Municipal Act on a

corporation to erect a bridge does not authorize the construction of it at a place

where it will obstruct the flow of the river or in such a way as to have the

effect of doing so, at all events where it could have been easily erected else-

where so as not to dam the stream.

Where property is injuriously affected by lowering the grade of a street,

the damage happens once and for all, and the cause of action then accrues,

and the statutory period limited for bringing an action for damages to property

begins to run from that time: Randall v. Calgary (1916), 9 W.W.R. 1508

(Alta.).

A municipal corporation is not responsible in damages either for failure

to enact ordinances, or unless, in exceptional cases of gross abuse, for failure

to enforce them: per Cross, J., in Dudevoir v. Waterville (1910), Q.R. 20

K.B. 306.

See also Roy v. Montreal (1892), Q.R. 2 S.C. 305; Brown v. Hamilton

(supra); Ratteau v. Drosse (supra).

Liability in case op buildings demolished to prevent the spkeading op

FIRES.

See notes to s. 400, par. 33.

Liabilitt under The Workmen's Compensation for Injuries Act (4 Geo.

V. c. 25).

This Act applies to the exercise and performance of the duties of:

—

(a) A municipal corporation,

(b) A public utilities commission.
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Namss ol muni-
cipal corpora-
tion9.

(c) Any other commission having the management and conduct of

any work or service owned by or operated for a municipal cor-

poration,

(d) The board of trustees of a police village,

which are for the purposes of Part I of the Act to be deemed the trade or

business of the corporation, commission or board of trustees, but the obliga-

tion to pay compensation under Part 1 applies only to such part of the trade

or business as, if it were carried on by a company or an individual, would

be an industry for the time being included in schedule 1 or schedule 2 and

to workmen employed in or in connection with it: s. 2 (2).

Th«se bodies are not bound to contribute to the accident fund, but are

individually liable to pay the compensation.

9. The name of the body corporate shall be " The Corporation

of the County [United Counties, City, Town, Village, Township (as

the case may be)], of

{naming the municipality)." 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 9.

The proper corporate name of a municipal corporation ought to be used

on all occasions and in all places; but slight variations in the use of corpor-

ate names, where substantially correct, have been held immaterial, even in

matters of contract: Trustees 6f Port Rowan High School v. Walsingham

(1873), 23U.C.C.P. 11.

CouDoil to
eiercise corpoT-
ate powera.

10. The powers of a municipal corporation shall be exercised

by its Council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 10.

It is not competent for a Council to delegate its powers unless expressly

authorized to do so. See as to this notes to s. 249. In Biggar's Municipal

Manual, p. 44, it is stated that "shall" in this section is not imperative,

and that the meaning would be clearer if "exercisable" were used instead

of "exercised," but this is open to question.

Status and Powbhs of Municipal Councils.

Following the course of decisions in England, the Courts of Ontario

assumed jurisdiction to sit in judgment upon the by-laws of councils passed

with all proper formalities and within the limits of the authority conferred

upon them by the legislature, and to declare by-laws to be invalid if, in

the judgment of the Court, they were unreasonable, and, in effect, to sub-

stitute for the judgment of the councils that of tKe Courts, and to ignore

the fundamental difference which exists between other corporations and

those whose councils are representative bodies elected by.the people to

which have been entrusted powers of legislation and are in their legislative

capacity a branch of the civil government of the province.
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It was not until 1888 that British jurists awoke to the mistake that •

had been made in the manner in which the laws passed by representative

bodies elected by the ratepayers were treated when the case of Slattery

V. Naylor, L.R. (1888) 13 A.C. 446, came before the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council, and, while the jurisdiction to set aside by-laws of such bodies

in extreme cases was not given up, the theory that a by-law could be treated

as unreasonable merely because it does not contain qualifications which

commend themselves to the minds of Judges appears to have been aban-

doned.

Another step forward was taken in 1898 when it was laid down by a

specially constituted Divisional Court of five Judges, in Kruse v. Johnson

L.R..(1898) 2 Q.B. 91, 14 T.L.R. 416, that in determining the validity of by-

laws made by public representative bodies, such as county councils, the

Court ought to be slow to hold that a by-law is void for unreasonableness,

and that a by-law made ought to be supported unless it is manifestly partial

and unequal in its operation between different classes, or unjust, or made
in bad faith, or clearly involving an unjustifiable interference with the

liberty of those subject to it.

It will be observed that, although a step in advance was taken in this

case, there remains a remnant of the old idea which Lord Sumner, in Rex

V. Broad, L.R. (1915) A.C. 1110, 1122, 31 T.L.R. 599, referred to as the well-

established rule that if by-laws "involved such oppressive or gratuitous inter-

ference with the rights of those subject to them as could find no justification

in the minds of reasonable men, the Court might well say, 'ParUament never

intended to give authority to make such rules.'
"

With great respect it is submitted that such a view is at variance

with the principles of representative government, and that it involves sub-

stituting for the judgment of municipal councils chosen by the electorate

of the municipality on which the legislature has conferred authority to

legislate, that of the Courts in matters as to which that authority extends,

and to apply to what is adjudged to be objectionable, the remedy of setting

aside the by-law instead of leaving any wrongs it may seem to inflict to

be redressed by a change in the law to be brought about by the constitu-

tional method of changing the municipal rulers.

In this province the Courts have gone far in the exercise of what has

been spoken of in a reported case as a supervisory and paternal jurisdiction

not only in quashing by-laws, but also upon the theory that municipal

corporations and their councils stand in relation to the ratepayers in the

position of ordinary trustees, by interfering with them in the management

of the corporations' afifairs and the disposition of their property.

Protests against that theory have been made by Judges, especially

in recent years, and it has been lately declared by a Divisional Court that,

while a municipal corporation or its council may be spoken of as trustees

for the inhabitants of the municipality in the sense in which the Sovereign

is spoken of as a trustee for the people, they are in no other sense trustees.
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but a branch of the civil government of the province, and, within the limits

of the powers committed to them by the legislature—at all events in the

absence of fraud—should be free from interference by the Courts: Norfolk

V. Roberts (1913), 28 O.L.R. 593, 13 D.L.R. 463.

Plain spelaking characterized the utterances of Middleton, J., in Rogers

V. Toronto (1915), 33 O.L.R. 89, 91, 92, 21 D.L.R. 475, where he said:—

"At one time the Courts assumed jurisdiction to review municipal legis-

lative action, upon the ground that the action was unreasonable. There

never was in Ontario any real foundation for such jurisdiction. The
supremacy of the municipal legislative authority within the sphere of its

delegated jurisdiction was not at first recognized. It was assumed that

the municipality occupied some subordinate position, and that the principles

applicable to the determination of the validity of by-laws of companies,

or the rules and regulations of boards exercising a delegated authority,

could be applied to municipal action.

This assumed supervisory and paternal jurisdiction of the Courts,

although founded in error, became well established. . . .

But this jurisdiction so usurped by the Courts over municipal legis-

lative action was never extended to the supervision of contracts and the

elimination of terms that might be regarded as unreasonable."

The same learned Judge had previously said in a case in which a rate-

payer sought unsuccessfully to be allowed to intervene in an action, and

an appeal where the council, after consideration, had decidednot to appeal:

—

"The council elected by a majority of the electors has determined against

an appeal. It is not open to an individual ratepayer or to a group of rate-

payers, even if they constitute a majority,ito overrule the decision of the

constitu^ied authority. The whole idea is repugnant to the established

system of municipal government. If I allowed intervention here, why
might I not allow a ratepayer to intervene in a 'damage action' where he

thought the verdict against the municipality was unjust?": Stoddart v.

Owen Sound (1912), 4 O.W.N. 171, 2.

Reference may also be made to what is said by the same Judge in dis-

missing an action brought by a. ratepayer to restrain a municipal corpora-

tion from carrying out a sale of land which it had made: Parsons v. London
(1911), 25 O.L.R. 172, 178, 179, 180; affirmed (1912), 25 O.L.R. 442, 1 D.L.R.

756, 21 O.W.R. 205.

See, also, on the same branch of the subject: Robertson v. Toronto

(1909) 1 O.W.N. 259.

Another learned Judge (Riddell, J.) has been as emphatic as Middleton,

J. He said, in In re McCracken and Sherborne (1911), 23 O.L.R. 81, 100:—

"Speaking for myself, I regret that our Courts have ever imported into

the consideration of municipal by-laws the English practice in the King's
Bench, when considering by-laws of corporations, whether common law
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and customary corporations or those deriving their being from Royal
Charter."

"I venture to think that those on the spot, elected by the people, are
better judges of what is or is not reasonable than His Majesty's Justices."

In In re Angus and Widdifield (1911), 24 O.L.R. 318, 323, he made use
of the following language:

—

"I reiterate the regret expressed in In ie McCracken and United Town-
ships of Sherborne et al. (1911), 23 O.L.R. 81, at p. 100, that 'our Courts
have ever imported into the consideration of municipal by-laws the English
practice in the King's Bench, when considering by-laws of corporations,
whether common law and customary corporations or those deriving their

being from Royal Charter.' I should be better satisfied if municipal
councils elected by the people to govern them should be treated as other
legislative bodies; then the only inquiries would be the power of the council

to pass the legislation in question, and whether that power had been exer-

cised in the manner prescribed by statute. But that is not the law—we
must, under the decisions binding upon us, go into the question of the
reasonableness of the by-law."

And what was said by the same learned Judge, in In re Simpson and
Caledonia (1912), 3 O.W.N. 503-4, 1 D.L.R. 15, 20 O.W.R. 874, was even
more emphatic :

—

"No attempt should be made by the Court to interfere with the exer-

cise by these legislative bodies (i.e., municipal councils) of their constitu-

tional functions. We have no more right to interfere with them, when
they are within their powers, than with any other legislating body, parlia-

ment or legislature."

The voices of these Judges have not been voices crying in the wilder-

ness, for what they advocated has received the approval of the legislature,

and is embodied in subsection 2 of s. 249, and s. 323.

See also in're Davis and Creemore (1916), 38 O.L.R. 240, 242, in which

Mulook, C. J. Ex. said: "The council had full authority from the Legislature

to pass the by-law in question. Doing so was a legislative act and the Court

has no more power to sit in judgment upon the reasonableness of the act of

the council than in the case of an act of the Legislature. Where the council

is acting entirely within its statutory powers the Court has no right to

interfere."

The view of the Quebec Courts as to the jurisdiction of the Courts to

supervise the regulations of municipal councils may be gathered from the

following cases:

—

Ste. Louise v. Chouinard (1896), Q.R. 5 Q.B. 362, in which it was said

that the actions of municipal corporations, though subject to the reforming

power and control of the Superior Court, will not be interfered with in

matters left by law to their discretion unless fraud or invasion of private

rights has been committed or a manifest wrong inflicted on an individual.

4—MUN. LAW.
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Pepin V. Massueville (1906), Q.R. 15 K.B. 261, in which it was said that

the power of the Court in the exercise of its jurisdiction in the supervision

and reformation of regulations of municipal councils as to highways can

be exercised only in the case of abuse and injustice arising out of bad faith

and so grave as to amoimt to oppression.

Similar language was used in Mercier v. Bellechasse (1907), Q.R. 31,

S.C. 247, in which it was said that, in the absence of fraud or an undue

invasion of private rights or of the wilful iaflictioh of palpable and manifest

wrong, the Superior Court will not use its reforming and revisory power

to interfere with municipal corporations in matters left by law to their

discretion.

In Vallieres v. St. Henri de Lauzon (19053, Q-R- 14 K.B. 16, reversing

(1904), Q.R. 26 S.C. 447j it was held that the municipal Code does not con-

fer upon municipal councils the right to sit in judgment upon the conduct

of their members and having no rights or prerogatives other than those

conferred upon them by the Code a resolution censuring the conduct of a

member of the council is unlawful and should be rescinded, and to this

effect the judgment of the Court declaring the illegality of the resolution

should be inserted in the minute book of th^ council on the margin of the

resolution; and it was also held that the corporation was liable for the

acts of the council and it was condemned to pay nominal damages.
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PART I.

FORMATION OP NEW CORPORATIONS AND ALTERATIONS OF
BOUNDARIES OF MUNICIPALITIES.

meaning of.

11. In this Part, "district" shall mean part of a township or "District,"

parts of two or more townships which it is proposed to erect into

a village or town or part of a township which it is proposed to

add to another municipality, or the part so erected or added, as

the case may be. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 11; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 2.

This section is new.

12. Under and subject to the provisions and conditions herein- Erection of

, ,
" vilkge.

after mentioned, a district may be erected into a village by the

council of the county in which it is situate, or if the district com-

prises parts of two or more counties by the council of the county

in which the larger or largest part of the district is situate. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 12.

Under the previous Act it was necessary that by-laws should be passed

by the cotmcils of the counties, parts of which it was proposed should be

embraced in the village. Under the new law the by-law is to be passed

by the council of the county in which the larger or largest part of the district

is situate.

13.—(1) Where a petition, signed, if the district or part of it Procedure

lies within one mile of the limits of a city having a population <>' village,

of not less than 100,000, by at least two-thirds and in other cases

by at least one-half of the freeholders and resident tenants of

the district whose names are entered on the last 'revised assess-

ment roll of the municipality in which the district is situate, and

in the case of tenants who have been resident in the district for

at least four months next preceding the presentation of the petir

tion, all of the petitioners being British subjects of the full age

of 21 years, and at least one-half of them freeholders, praying for
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the erection of the district into a village, is presented to the council,

the council, if the district has a population exceeding 750, shall,

within three months after the presentation of the petition, pass

a by-law erecting the district into a village, declaring the name

which it shall bear and its boundaries. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 13 (1)

;

5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 3.

"Petition."—Several petitions in the same terms had been signed. All

but the signatures was detached from all but one of them, and the parts

containing these signatures were attached to that one, and it was pre-

sented to the council. The document presented without these signatures

was not sufficiently signed. It was held that the petition was not sufficiently

signed, the ground of the decision being that the document sent to the

council was "not actually signed by thfe electors whose names were appended

to it. To that document as a physical entity they never placed their

signatures, and it was not ... a petition in writing signed by twenty-

five per cent, of the electors within the meaning of the statute;" and it

was also said by Anglin, J., that the "statute confers no discretion upon

the council, and it cannot escape the duty imposed by erroneously deciding

that the petition is in any respect insufficient' ' In re Williams and Brampton

(1908), 17 O.L.R. 398, 407, 12 O.W.R. 1235.

The same conclusion was reached by Latohford, J., in In re Carter and

Clapp (1908), 12 O.W.R. 1275, and In re Williams and Brampton was followed

in Casson v. Stratford (1911), 3 O.W.N. 443. It was also followed in the

following Manitoba cases:—Adains v. Woods (1909) 19 Man. L.R. 285, 12

W.L.R. 135, 491; and Larkin v. Poison (1909), 19 Man. L.R. 612, 12 W.L.R.
144, 491; and it was discussed in Rex ex rel. Sovereen v. Edwards (1912),

22 Man. L.R. 790, 8 D.L.R. 450, 22 W.L.R. 723, 3 W.W.R. 581. It was
also followed in In re Mead and Moose Jaw (1911), 17 W.L.R. 14 (Sask.).

See also In re Caswell and South Norfolk (1905.), 15 Man. L.R. 620, 1

W.L.R. 327, and Moore v. McKibbin (1909), 19 Man. L.R. 461, 12 W.L.R.
358, in which latter case Adams v. Woods was distinguished.

A petition to submit to the vote of the electors a local option by-law
filed with the clerk in one calendar year, with the intention that it should

be acted upon in that year, but not acted upon, may be acted upon as a

valid petition for the submission of such a by-law in the following year, even
if a part of the territory of the municipality in which some of the petitioners

resided has been in the meantime incorporated into a separate village,

provided that there still remained on the petition enough namep of persons

still resident in the municipality: Hatch v. Rathwell (1909), 19 Man. L.R.
465, 12 W.L.R. 141, 376.

"British subject," i.e., by birth or naturalization.

"We must presume the resident and assessed inhabitants of this country
to be British subjects till something is shown to the contrary from which
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the Court can determine that they are aliens": per Eobinson, C.J., Reg.
ex rel. Carroll v. Beokwith (1854), 1 P.R. 278, 284.

"It ia not, in my opinion, sufficient to swear that certain voters were
aliens without giving particular evidence to show that they were aliens
and how aliens, as by having been bom in a certain place named out of the
allegiance of the British Crown": lb. p. 284.

Where the votes of persons born out of British allegiance who had taken
the oath of allegiance at the polls are challenged, the burden of proving
naturalization is upon the supporters of the votes: The Lincoln Election
Case (1876), Hodgins, E.C. 500, 507-8.

The son of a woman who was a British subject, but was married to an
alien and domiciled out of the allegiance of the British Crown at the time
of the son's birth, is an alien: Doe dem Robinson v. Clarke (1844), 1

U.C.R. 37.

The son of a natural bom British subject is a British subject though he
was born out of and his father's residence was beyond British allegiance:

Doe dem Hay v. Hunt (18,54), 11 U.C.R. 367; see also Montgomery v.

Graham (1871), 31 U.C.R. 57.

A person, born in the United States of British subjects, who came to
Canada when he was nine months old and had resided there ever since is

a British subject: the Stormont Case (1871), Hodgins, E.C. 21, 42.

A person, born in the United States of a father who was also born there,

although he had lived in Canada for 21 years and had taken the oath of

allegiance ten years before, but had not obtained a certificate of naturaliza-

tion from the quarter sessions, was held to be an alien and not entitled

to vote: the Brockville Election Case (1871), Hodgins, E.C. 129, 137.

A person, 33 years of age, who was bom in the United States of a father

born in Canada, but had lived in Canada from infancy, is a British subject:

lb. 138.

A British subject who had become a citizen of the United States had
returned to Canada and had taken the oath of allegiance there, but had not

obtained a certificate of naturalization, is not a British subject, and the

burden of proving re-naturalization rests upon him: Reg. ex rel. Francis

V. Young (1897), 33 C.L.J. 459.

A person born in Great Britain of alien enemy parents, though by s. 1 (a)

of the British Nationality and Status of. Aliens Act, 1914, he is to be deemed
to be a British subject, is entitled, on attaining full age, to make a declara-

tion of alienage under s. 14 (1) of that Act: Sawyer v. Kropp (1916), W.N.
284, 32 T.L.R. 650.

See also Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 1, title Aliens, par. 662 et seq.

"Lies within one mile."

This distance is to be measured in a straight line on a horizontal plane:

Lake v. Butler (1855), 5 E. & B. 92, 24 L.J.Q.B. 273.
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Where there are no special controlling words, distance is not to be
measured by the nearest available mode of access, but as the crow flies

—

that is, by the shortest line that can be drawn from one place to another

"on a map without regard to the curvature or any inequalities of th6 surface

of the earth: Duignan v. Walker (1859), Johnson 446, 28 L.J. Ch. 867.

So qua an agreement not to practice as a solicitor within a stated distance

of a town, the measurement is to be taken from the solicitor's office to the

nearest part of the town and not to its centre: Cattle v. Thorpe (1900),

W.N. 83. See also Jewel v. Stead (1856), 6 E. & B. 350, 25 L.J.Q.B. 294

and Mouflet v. Cole L.R. (1872), 8 Exch. 32.

^ In Rouleau v. Pouliot (1905), 36 S.C.R. 224, it was held by a majority

of the Court that, in measuring distance in order to ascertain whether

a bridge had been erected in contravention of a statute which prohibited

the erection of a bridge within half a league above the bridge which the

statute authorized to be erected or below it, the measurements should be

made up stream and down stream from the site of that bridge as constructed.

"Freeholders."

An estate for life is the smallest freehold. An equitable estate of free-

hold is sufficient to qualify as a freeholder under this section: In re Flatt

and United Counties of Prescott and Russell (supra notes to s. 5).

"Resident tenants."

The word "reside," where there is nothing to show that it is used in

a more extensive sense, denotes the place where an individual eats, drinks

and sleeps, or where his family or his servants eat, drink and sleep: per

Biyley, J., in Rex v. North Curry (1825), 4 B. & C. 953, 959.

"Residence" has a variety of meanings according to the statute (or

document) in which it is used: per Erie, C.J., in Naef v. Mutter (1862),

31 L.J.C.P. 359. It is an ambiguous word and may receive a different

meaning according to the position in which it is found: per Cotton, L.J.,

in In re Bowie (1880), L.R. 16 Ch. D. 484, 487-8.

Powell V. Guest (1864), 18 C.B.N.S. 72, 80-1, 144 R.R. 399, 404-5; opinion

of Moss, C.J.O., on a stated case. Sessional Papers, 1879, Appendix No. 68,

p. 14; Reg. ex rel. Horan v. Evans (1899), 31 O.R. 448.

In In re Sturmer (1911), 24 O.L.R. 65, Middleton, J., had to consider the

meaning of the word. as applied to a voter on a local option by-law, and

the effect of his temporary absence from his place of residence, and refers

to several English cases, including Rex v. North Curry (supra).

In re Pitzmartin (1911), 24 O.L.R. 102, the same learned Judge had
to consider the question again as applied to a farmer's eon voter. The
voter lived with his father on a farm, 25 acres of which were in the village

of Newburgh (the mimicipality in which the voting took place), but the

dwelling-house was situate on a part of the farm lying in the township

of Camden. The question was whether the son resided within the munici-
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pality of Newburgh—and it was held that he did. The view of the learned

Judge was that the "holding" or farm could not be subdivided, and that

it could not be said that the farmer or his family resided in any one part of

it, and that the residence required is "such a residence as can be fairly

regarded as giving the voter the right to be recognized as a citizen of the

municipality in question."

This judgment was afSrmed by a Divisional Court, but there is nothing

to show whether the reasoning of Middleton, J., was approved, probably

because the objection was dealt with during the argimient of the appeal:

lb. p. 106.

In In re North Renfrew Provincial Election (1904), 7 O.L.R. 204, 8

O.L.R. 359, was not referred to in the Fitzmartin case.

The question was whether a petitioner (Wright) was assessed in the

municipality in which he resided for at least $1,000, and it was held that

he, was not. The facts were that Wright owned a farm situate partly in

the township of Wilberforce and partly in the adjoining township of Stafford.

His dwelling-house was situate in Stafford and the main part of his farm

was situate on the other side of the road dividing the townships. He was

rated on the last revised assessment roll for Stafford in respect of real

property in the sum of S750 only, but his whole assessment in the electoral

district was over $1,000.

The reasoning of the Chief Justice of Ontario (Moss) is inconsistent with

that of Middleton, J., in the Fitzmartin case, as is also his decision, unless

the cases can be distinguished on the ground that in the North Renfrew

case the farms were separated by a highway, while in the other case, as

far as appears from the report, the farm was not so divided.

A similar question arose in Reg. ex. rel. Thompson v. Dinnin (1898),

3 Terr. L.R. 112, and a similar conclusion to that come to in the North

Renfrew case was reached.

See also Stoke-on-Trent Borough Coimcil v. Cheshire County Council

L.R. (1915), 3 K.B. 699.

A person may have more residences than one: see Walcot v. Botfield

(1854), Kay 534, 101 R.R. 719; In re Moir L.R. (1884), 25 Ch. D. 605; In

re Wright L.R. (1907), 1 Ch. 231.

"Last revised assessment roll."
—"An assessment roll shall be deemed

to be finally revised and corrected when it has been so revised and corrected

by the Court of Revision or by a Judge of the County Court on appeal as by

this Act provided or when the time within which appeal may be made has

elapsed": R.S.O., o. 195, s. 2, cl. (i).

"Population."—See s. 2, cl. (m).

"Full age of 21 years."—Full age is attained at the close of the day pre-

ceding the twenty-first anniversary of his birth, and, inasmuch as the law

does not take notice of fractions of a day, a person is capable of doing a
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liOtof
pstitioner

to be deaiE-
^nated.

Presentation
of petition.

Special
census.

legal act at any time on that da;y: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 17,

par. 126.

"Shall . . . pass a by-law."—The duty to pass the by-law if the

district has a population of 750 is absolute, and, may be enforced by man-

damus.

(2) Opposite the name of every petitioner there shall be shown,

by reference to the number of the lot, the land owned or occu-

pied by him, and where it is or forms part of a lot laid down on

a registered plan, the reference shall be to the number of the lot

according to the plan, and the petition shall also show whether

the petitioner is a freeholder or resident tenant.

(3) A petition shall be deemed to be presented when it is lodged

with the clerk, and the sufficiency of the petition shall be deter-

mined by him and his certificate shall be conclusive in reference

thereto.

This subsection is new.

In re North Cypress, McRae v. Elmshurst (1908), 18 Man. L.R. 315,

9 W.L.R. 368, under an Act which contained no such provision it was held

that the receipt of a petition for a local option by-law by the clerk of the

municipality was not the receiving of it by the council.

(4) The number of the inhabitants of the district shall be ascer-

tained by a special census taken by direction of the council.

Paragraph 4 of section 398 authorizes the councils of all municipalities

to pass by-laws for taking a census of the inhabitants, but does not appear

to confer power for taking a census of the inhabitants of part of the munici- \

pality.

Subsection 4 confers this power, and authorizes the coimcil to direct

the taking of the special census of the inhabitants of the district, and this

includes those parts of it which are situate in another county.

Time for
paising
by-law.

(5) The by-law shall not be passed before the expiration of one

month after the presentation of the petition, or unless within two

months next preceding the meetiiig of the council at which it is

to be considered, notice has been given of the intention of the

council to take it into consideration.
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(6) The notice shall be published at least once a week for two Pibiioation
01 notice

successive weeks, and shall contain a description of the district ddCTauSi

sufficiently full to indicate the land which it is intended to
°"'y'*^-

embrace in the proposed village.

As to where the notice must be published, see s. 2, cl. (o). Where parts
of two or more counties are included in the district, it would seem that the
notice must be published in each of the counties. The notice should state

the time when the meeting is to be held: In re Birdsall (1880), 45 tj.C.R.

149; In re Campbell (1898), 34 C.L.J. 197.

(7) The council may require that the expenses of taking the Expenses of

census and of publishing the notice be paid by the petitioners,

or that a sum sufficient to defray them be deposited with the

clerk.

census, etc.

(8) The clerk shall forthwith, after the passing of it, transmit By-iawto

a certified copy of the by-law to the Provincial Secretary, who uf<5Stario°

shall cause notice of it to-be published in the Ontario Gazette.

This subsection is new. The object of it is to preserve an ofGlcial record

of the incorporation.

(9) After the expiration of three months from the publication Time for

of the notice of the by-law, and after the final disposition of any to quash
by-law.

application to quash it made withm that period, if the appUca-

tion is unsuccessful, the by-law shall not be liable to be quashed

on any ground, and the village thereby erected shall be deemed

to have been duly erected in accordance with the provisions of

this Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s, 13 (2-9).

This subsection is new. Its purpose is to make valid the incorporation,

if its validity is not attacked within the prescribed time or within the pre-

scribed time after the final disposition of an unsuccessful application to

quash the by-law. As to the time when the incorporation takes effect

and as to holding the first election, see s. 31.

The by-law must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O. c. 124, s. 70 (3).

"Deemed" means "adjudged" or "conclusively considered" for the pur-

poses of the legislation; In re Rogers and McFarland (1909), 19 O.L.R.

622.

See also Bell v. Burlington (1915), 34 O.L.R. 410, 619, 620, 25 D.L.R. 269.
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Area of

town or
village in a
county.

In unorgan-
ized territory.

No addition
beyond
prescribed
area.

Highways,
parks, etc.,

' not to be
included

14.—(1) Subject to subsection 2, the area of a town or village

hereafter erected shall not exceed five hundred acres for the first

thousand or less, with two hundred acres or fraction thereof added

for each additional one thousand or fraction thereof in excess of

one thousand of its population. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 14 (1)

;

4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 1.

(2) In unorganized territory, the area of a town shall not exceed

750 acres for the first 500 of its population, with 300 acres or

fraction thereof added for each additional 500 of its population

or fraction thereof. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 14 (2); 4 Geo. V. c. 33,

s. 2.

(3) An addition shall not be made to any town or village which

will have the effect of increasing its area beyond the prescribed

area. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 14 (3).

(4) Land occupied by highways, parks, and public squares and

land covered by water shall be excluded in determining the area.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 14 (4); 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 3.

Annexation of
village in

two or more
counties to
one county.

Agreement
between
councils as
to annexa-
tion of

village.

If councils
agree
notice to be
published
in Gazette.

15.—(1) Where a village comprises parts of two or more counties,

it shall be annexed to, and form part of, that one of them which

shall be agreed on by the councils, or which, failing an agreement

within six months after the presentation of the petition, the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council may by proclamation direct.

(2) If an agreement is come to, the clerk of each of the

coimcils shall forthwith notify the Provincial Secretary of it, and

if an agreement is not come to within the period mentioned in

sub-section 1, shall forthwith, after the expiration of that period,

notify the Provincial Secretary of the fact.

(3) Where the councils agree as to the county to which the

village shall be annexed, the Provincial Secretary shall forth-

with, after notice of the agreement, cause to be pubhshed in the

Ontario Gazette notice of the county to which the village has been

annexed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 15.
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16. A police village may be erected into a village in the manner Erection of

, 1 . . . ., ,. . . , . .
police village

and subject to the conditions mentioned m section 13. 3-4 «>to a village.

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 16.

As to police villages, see Part XXIII.

The by-law must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O. c. 124, s. 70 (3)

.

17. The Municipal Board may, upon the application of the Annexation
.. (. .11 ,. . . , of diatrict

council 01 a village, annex a district to it where from the proximity t° village.

of the streets or buildings in the district or the probable future

exigencies of the village, the Board deems it expedient. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 17.

This power was formerly vested in the Lieutenant-Governor. The by-
law must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O. c. 124, s. 70 (3).

18.^(1) The Municipal Board may annex land in unorganized •'V^'?*'""

territory to an adjacent incorporated township therein, and may JSonmiMed

also, on the application of two or more adjacent townships in such *»™'o'y-

territory form them, with or without additional territory, into

one township municipality, bearing such name as the Board may
direct.

This power was formerly vested in the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council

(R.S.O. 1897, c. 225, s. 64).

"Adjacent" is used in the sense of "in contact with": see Cave v. Horsell

(1912), W.N. 19, L.R. (1912), 3 K.B. 533, 28 T.L.R. 184, 543; Derby v.

Crompton (1913), 29 T.L.R. 673.

(2) The Board, on the application of the council of a city or Annexation

town in unorganized territory, may annex to the city or town oityortSwnJill , p T'" * 1 , !• "* unorganized
the whole or any part of an adjoimng unorganized township, on territory.

such terms and conditions as may be determined by the Board.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 18.

"Adjoining."—See note to subs. (1). This subsection was first enacted

by 2 Geo. V. c. 17, s. 35 (2).

The order of the Board must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O.

c. 124, s. 70 (3).
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Incoiporation
of tovnu in
onorganized
territory.

,

Ordei of
Board.

19.—(1) Subject to subsection. 2 of section 14, the Municipal

Board may, upon the application of not less than 75 male inhabi-

tants of the locaUty, each of the full age of twenty-one years, incor-

porate as a town the inhabitants of a locality having a popula-

tion of at least 500, and situate in one or more of the provisional

judicial districts, whether or not it lies within an existing town-

ship municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 19 (1).

(2) The order of the Board shall declare the name which the

town shall bear, and its boundaries, and the date when the incor-

poration shall take effect, and shall also provide for the appor-

tionment, collection and payment over of the taxes for the current

year. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 19 (2); 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 4.

This section is taken from 2 Edw. VII. c. 30, (1, 2,) as amended by

2 Geo. V. c. 17, s. 35 (1).

The order of the Board must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O.

c. 124, s. 70 (3).

Erection of
cities and
towns.

20.—(1) The Board may erect a town having a population of

not less than 15,000 into a city, and a village having a population

of not less than 2,000 into a town, and declare the name which it

is to bear.

Fart of
township
maybe
included.

(2) Where, from the proximity of streets or buildings or the

probable future exigencies of the newly erected city or town, the

Board deems it desirable that part of one or more adjacent town-

ships should be included in it, the Board may, subject to the

provisions of sub-section 6, detach such part from the township

or townships and annex it to the newly erected city or town.

These powers were formerly vested in the Lieutenant-Govemor-in-

Council.

See Bell v. Burlington (1915), 34 O.L.R. 410, 619, 620, 25 D.L.R. 269.

"Adjacent."—See note to s. 18 (1).

Division
into wards.

(3) The newly erected city or town shall be divided into wards

bearing such numbers or names as the Board may direct.
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(4) The number of wards in the town shall not be less than Number
of w&fdfl

three, and each of the wards in the city or town shall have a popu-
lation of not less than five hundred.

(5) Notice of the appUcation for the erection of the town into Notice ot
application.

a city or of a village into a town shall be published at least once

a week for three months.
See notes to s. 13 (6).

(6) Where it is proposed that part of one or more adjacent Partot
, 1 11 1 ^ . township

townships shall be embraced m the newly erected city or town, ^"1? h'd
the notice shall so state and shall designate the part proposed

to be embraced therein.

(7) The order shall be conclusive evidence that all conditions Force of
' order.

precedent to the making of it have been compUed withj and that

the city or town has been duly erected in accordance with the

provisions of this Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 20.

See notes to s. 13 (9).

The order must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O. c. 124, s. 70 (3).

21.—(1) Where the council of acity or town byresolution declares Adding ter-

that it is expedient that part of an adjacent township) should be city or

annexed to the city or town, and the majority of the municipal

electors in such part petition the Board to add the same to such

city or town, and after due notice of such resolution and petition

has been given by the council of such city or town to the council

of such adjacent township, and also, where the part is proposed

to be added to a city or to a separated town to the council of the

county in which the township is situate, the Board may, by order

to take effect upon a day to be named therein, annex such part

to the city or town upon such terms and conditions as to the

adjustment of asset's and liabilities, taxation, assessment, im-

provements, or otherwise as may have been agreed upon, or as

shall be determined by the Board.

"Adjacent."—See note to s. 18 (1).
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The power conferred by this section was formerly vested in the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council. It is difficult to say to what the powers with regard

to "the terms and conditions as to the adjustment of assets and liabilities,

taxation, assessment improvements or otherwise" that may be agreed on

or imposed by the Board, extend. It is probable that they may extend

to arranging for the division of assets and liabilities, the fixing of a rate

of taxation or of assessment for the added territory, and to special pro-

visions with regard to the making of improvements in it. The words are

very wide and somewhat indefinite, but in Barton v. Hamilton (1909),

13 O.W.R. 1118, it was held that a proclamation of the Lieutenant-Governor

in Council annexing to the city of Hamilton part of the township of Barton

on, amongst other conditions, terms as to the assessment of the added

territory, as to the supply of water to residents of the township, and as to

such residents making connection with the city's sewers, had the same

effect, being founded on the statute, as if they were contained in a statute,

and that these terms were binding on the city corporation by force of the

proclamation, and not as the result of an agreement between the two cor-

porations providing for the annexation on these terms, because, as was
held, the agreement had "no validity as an agreement": p. 1126.

The legislation in force when this case arose was R.S.O. 1897, c. 223, s. 24,

as amended by 2 Edw. VII. c. 29, s. 3.

The words, "as may have been agreed upon," were not in section 24,

but were added by 6 Edw. VII. c. 34, s. 1, and the effect of the change is

to remove the objection to the agreement qua agreement that was held

to be fatal to its validity.

In Wentworth v. Hamilton (1916), 54 S.C.R. 178, referred to in the notes

to s. 38, the opinion was expressed by the Chief Justice and two other Judges

of the Court (Idington and Duff), that the Board was not invested with auth-

ority to provide in its order extending the boundaries of the City of Hamilton,

that such rights as those reserved by s. 24 of the County by-law (i.e., the

payment per mile by the railway company to the county corporation which
was in question in that case) should on such extension of boundaries pass to

the City in whole or in part.

The view of Idington, J., with whom the Chief Justice concurred, was that

the ejusdum generis rule applied to the word "otherwise."

The legislation under consideration in that case was s. 24 of The Consoli-

dated Municipal Act, 1903, as enacted by 6 Edw. VII. c. 34, s. 1, not 7 Edw.
VII. c. 48, s. 1, as stated in the judgment, which did not contain the words
"adjustment of assets and liabilities" and it is probable that if s. 38 had been

applicable a different conclusion as to this point would have been reached.

In view of the difficulties that may arise, it is suggested that it will

be prudent to obtain a special Act validating what has been done, and con-

ferring upon the corporation the power and imposing upon it the duty to

do what it has been provided shall be done.
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In Malone v. Hamilton (1913), 4 O.W.N. 755, it was held that it was
the duty of the corporation to supply water to a district which had been
annexed to the municipality.

As to the right of a petitioner to withdraw, see notes to s. 23 (infra).

(2) The order may, before it takes effect, be amended in any Amendment
, , .

of order.

respect by a further order, and may ^.t any time when it does

not correctly set forth the terms and conditions as to the adjust-

ment of assets and liabilities, taxation, assessment, improve-

ments or otherwise agreed upon, be amended to conform with

the agreement.

Taken from 6 Edw. VII. c. 34, s. 1.

(3) The Board may direct that a vote be taken for determining Board may

whether or not the majority of the municipal electors of the part be taken,

proposed to be annexed are in favour of its being annexed, and

may fix the time and place for the taking of the vote, name the

returning officer, and make such other provisions as may be

deemed necessary. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 21.

Before this subsection was enacted, there were doubts as to how it

was to be ascertained whether the petition was signed by a majority of the

electors in the part of the township proposed to be annexed. In In re

McLeod and East Toronto (1904), 4 O.W.R. 26, affirmed lb. 220, Anglin,

J., declined to hold that a reference to the town clerk to report as to the

sufficiency of the petition under section 23 (5) was improper, but see

In re Halladay and Ottawa (1907), 15 O.L.R. 65.

In In re Medicine Hat By-law (1914), 8 A.L.R. 41, 20 D.L.R. 149, 7 W.W.R.
126, which was the case of a petition under The Early Closing Act (Alta),

it was held that careful inquiry and investigation must be made by a muni-

cipal council receiving a petition to satisfy the council that the petition

is signed by the requisite two-thirds of the tradesmen affected. It is not

enough that some person interested in the by-law makes an affidavit that,

to the best of his knowledge and belief, the signatures obtained covered

the statutory two-thirds.

The order of the Board must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O.

c. 124, s. 70 (3).

22. Where territory constituting or forming part of a local ^SSyto
municipality becomes part of a local municipality in another SSEm*^
county, it shall thereafter form part of that county except for

'=°™*y-
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the purpose of representation in the Assembly. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 22.

The object of this section is to prevent automatic changes from being

made in the electoral districts for the purpose of representation in the

Assembly.

Annexation
of town or
village to
adjacent urban

/ municipality.

Provisions
of by-law.

Division
into wards.

By-law to be
submitted on
petition of
IfiO electors.

23.—(1) The Board may annex a town or a village to an adja-

cent urban municipality, where:

(a) The councils of the town or village and of the adjacent

urban municipality by by-law assent to the annexation;

and

—

(6) The assent of the municipal electors of the town or village

is given to the by-law of the council thereof.

(2) Subject to the provisions of subsection 5, the by-law may
provide for the annexation unconditionally, or on such terms as

may be deemed expedient.

(3) If the urban municipality to which the town or village is

annexed has the requisite population, it may be erected into a

city or town bearing such name as the Board may direct.

(4) Such redivision into wards of the city or town as the annexa-

tion renders necessary shall also be made.

(5) If a petition, signed by at least 150 electors of a town or

village, praying that it may be annexed to an adjacent urban

riiunicipality, either unconditionally or on such terms as may
be stated in the petition, is presented to the council of the town

or village the council shall within four weeks after the presenta-

tion of the petition submit to the electors of the town or village

for their assent thereto, a by-law providing for its annexation on

the terms mentioned in the petition. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 23.

[As to formation of new Townships, see Rev. Stat. c. 3, s. 11.]

See note to a. 21 (3) and s. 259 as to ascertaining the sufficiency of the

petition.
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A petitioner may not withdraw his signature unless it has been obtained

by fraud.

Bannerman v. Lawyer (1900), 45 C.L.J. 484; In re McLeod and East

Toronto (supra), note to s. 21 (3); Gibson v. North East Hope (1894), 21

A.R. 604; (1895),*24 S.C.R. 707; In re Keeling and Township of Brant (1911),

25 O.L.R. 181; In re Robertson and Colbome (1912), 4 O.W.N. 274, 8 D.L.R.

149.

A different view was taken by Britton, J., in In re Halladay and

Ottawa (1907), 14 O.L.R. 458. That was the case of a petition for the

passing of a by-law under the Ontario Shops Regulations Act, R.S.O. 1897,

c. 257, and it was held that a petitioner might withdraw at any time before

the final passing of the by-law. This decision was affirmed by a Divisional

Court (1907), 15 O.L.R. 65, but only on the ground that the Council, con-

trary to the requirements of the Act, had delegated to the clerk the duty

of ascertaining whether the petition was sufficiently signed. This case

may possibly be distinguished from In re McLeod and East Toronto

(supra), because of the difference in the language of the enactments which

were under consideration.

QjiBBBc Cases.

From the time that a sufficiently signed petition asking for the incor-

poration of a village is presented, the county council is seized of the peti-

tion, and the fact that certain of the signatures are withdrawn from it, so

that the requisite number of names does not remain, does not take away
the jurisdiction of the council, and its subsequent proceedings are not ultra

vires: Martin v. Arthabaska (1902), Q.R. 21 S.C. 119, reversing (1901),

Q.R. 20 S.C. 329.

Tremblay v. Chicoutimi (1911), Q.R. 41 S.C. 333, is a decision to the

same effect.

A county council which is requested by petition to erect certain territory

into a village is not bound to give public notice of the consideration of the

request. It has no discretion to exercise, but must appoint a special super-

intendent and direct him to report on the petition: Gravel v. Lake St.

Jean (1908), Q.R. 33, S.C. 527.

"The requisite population" (see s. 20 (1).)

The order of the Board must be registered: The Registry Act, R.S.O.

c. 124, s. 70 (3).

TOWNSHIPS.

24.—(1) The inhabitants of a township in unorganized territory Formation of

1 1 • ^
i* 1 1 * r\r\ 11 • 1 . townships in

havme a population of not less than 100, and the inhabitants of unorganized

. . . .
territory.

a locality not surveyed into townships, having an area of not

more than 20,000 acres and a population of not less than 100,

may become incorporated as a township municipahty.

5—MUN. LAW.
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Petition for
incorporation.

Diatrict Judge
to call

meeting.

.
Qualification
at fiiBt

election

Chairman
of meeting.

Report
to Judge.

Declaration of
incorporation.

(2) Upon the receipt of a petition praying for incorporation,

signed by not less than 30 of the resident householders of the

township or locality, and defining the limits of the proposed muni-

cipality, and a deposit being made of a sum sufficient to defray

the expenses of the meeting to be held as hereinafter mentioned,

a Judge of the District Court of the Provisional Judicial District

in which the township or locality is situate may call a meeting of

the inhabitants of it to consider the expediency of becoming incor-

porated and to choose a reeve and four councillors for the proposed

municipality, and he shall name a fit person to be the chairman

of the meeting, and make such provisions as he may deem proper

for the conduct of the meeting and the manner of choosing the

reeve and councillors; and notice of the meeting shall be given

in such manner as the Judge shall direct. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43)

s. 24 (1-2).

(3) Every resident householder of the full age of 21 years and

a British subject shall be entitled to vote [and every resident

male householder of the full age of 21 years and a British

subject] to be elected as reeve or councillor at such meeting.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 24 (3) ; 7 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 2 (a).

The words iii brackets were inserted and the word "male" in first line

struck out by 7 Geo. V. c. 43, a. 2 (a).

(4) The chairman shall preside at the meeting and shall record

the votes given, and in the case of an equality of votes between

two candidates for the office of reeve or councillor he shall give

the casting vote, and he shall forthwith, after the close of the

meeting, make a report in writing of the result of it to the Judge.

(5) The report shall contain a statement of the votes given for

and against the proposed incorporation, and for and against each

person proposed for reeve or councillor, and shall be verified by

the oath of the chairman.

(6) If it appears to the Judge from the report that a majority

of the inhabitants present at the meeting voted in favour of incor-

poration, and that those so voting number or include not less
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than 30 resident householders and no objection to the report or

to the manner in which the meeting was conducted or the reeve

and councillors were chosen has been filed with the Judge within

10 days after the receipt by him of the report, the Judge shall

declare in writing, Form 1, the inhabitants of the township or

locality to be incorporated in accordance with the prayer of the

petition and state the persons who were elected as reeve and

councillors and fix the time and place for the first meeting of the

council, and shall forthwith transmit to the Minister of Lands,

Forests and Mines, and to the Provincial Secretary, a certified

copy of the declaration, and the Provincial Secretary shall there-

upon cause notice of it to be published in the Ontario Gazette.

(7) If such an objection is filed within the prescribed time the Hearing
objectionsa

Judge shall hear and determine the matter complained of, and

if he finds that the complaint is well founded shall call a new

meeting and perform the other duties assigned to him by sub-

sections 2 and 6.

(8) The incorporation shall be deemed to be complete when wheninoor-
poration

the Judge has signed the declaration, but shall not take effect complete,

until the 31st day of December following. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,
'

s. 24 (4-8).

This section is new. Only resident householders may vote at the first

election and only resident male householders are entitled to be elected.

A householder is an occupant of a separate portion of a house, such

portion having a distinct communication with a public road or street by
an outer door.

A statutory qualification for a municipal oflBce described in the English

version by the w ord "householder" and in the French by the words "qui

tient feu et lieu," means, as the English word expresses it, one who lives

in and is master of a house. Hence, one who lives in his father's house

and carries on business therein, having the use of one room to sleep in and

of another in which to receive customers, and who contributes to the house-

hold expenses, is not a householder within the meaning of the statute:

Provost V. M&iard, (1908), Q.R. 34, S.C. 31.

UNION OF TOWNSHIPS.

26. A union of townships shall consist of two or more town- Union ot

townships.

ships united for municipal purposes and having in common, as
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Annexation of
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of union of
townships.

Proceedings.

Union of
junior town-
ship, after
separation,
with adjoining
township.

if one township, all offices and institutions established ' by law

pertaining to township municipalities. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 25.

"Adjacent."^See notes to s. 18 (1).

26. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, by proclama-

tion, annex a township, or two or more townships lying adjacent

to one another laid out by the Crown in unorganized territory,

to any adjacent county, and may erect the same with another

township of such county into a union of townships. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 26.

27.—(1) The inhabitants of two or more townships in unor-

ganized territory, adjacent to one another, and having in the

aggregate a population of not less than 100, may become incor-

porated as a union of townships.

(2) The proceedings for and incidental to the incorporation and

the election of the members of the first council shall be the same

as provided by section 24. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 27.

28. If two-thirds of the resident freeholders and tenants of a

junior township whose names are entered on the last revised

assessment roll petition.the council of the county to be separated

from the union to which it belongs, and to be attached to another

adjoining township in the county, and the council considers that

the interest and convenience of the inhabitants of the township

would be promoted thereby, such council may separate it from

the union, and may erect it with such adjoining township into

a union of townships. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 28.

"Resident freeholders."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

"Adjoining."—See notes to s. 18 (2).

Seniority of
united

' townships,
how deter-
mined.

29. The order of seniority of townships forming a union of

townships shall be determined by the number of freeholders and

tenants thereof whose names are entered on the last revised

assessment roll, and the township having the largest number of
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them shall be the senior township, and the other or others the

junior township or townships, and where there is no such assess-

ment roll for all or any one or more of the townships their seniority-

shall be determined by the functionary or body by which the

union is formed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 29.

[As to annexation of gores, etc., to Townships, see Rev. Stat. c. 3,

SEPARATION OF JUNIOR TOWNSHIP FROM UNION.

30.—(1) When a junior township of a union of townships has Junior town-
ship containing

100 resident freeholders and tenants whose names are entered on loo freeholders,
etc., may be

the last revised assessment roll, the county council, if the union pparated
' ./ , » from union.

is not in unorganized territory, may separate the township from

the union.

"Junior township."—See s. 29.

"Resident freeholders."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

(2) If the junior township is in unorganized territory and has

a population of not less than 100, the Municipal Board, upon

the application of not less than 15 of the assessed freeholders

and tenants therein, may separate the township from the union.

(3) If a junior township has 50, but less than 100 resident separation
of junior

freeholders and tenants whose names are entered on the last tovmship
containing

revised assessment roll, and two-thirds of such residei^t freeholders so freeholders,

and tenants petition the council of the county to separate the

township from the union and the council considers the township

to be so situated with reference to natural obstructions, that its

inhabitants cannot conveniently remain united with the inhabi-

tants of the other township or townships, the council may separate

it from the union.

(4) Where a union of townships consisting of more than two Names of

townships is dissolved by the withdrawal of a junior township, seJaratiCn.*

the remaining townships shall constitute the union, which shall

be continued under its former name, omitting that of the junior

township.
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Where union
of two is

dissolved.

(5) Where a union of townships consisting of two townships

only is dissolved, the inhabitants of each of the townships shall

become a separate corporation bearing the name of the township.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,8. 30.

When new
incorporation
to take effect.

Duties of
returning
officer.

DATE WHEN NEW INCORPORATION TO TAKE EFFECT. '

31. Except where otherwise provided, where a new corpora-

tion is constituted under this Act, the incorporation shall take

effect on the 31st day of December next after the proclamation,

order of the Municipal Board or by-law by which it is effected,

and except in the case of a town being erected into a city or a

village into a town the functionary or body by which the new

corporation is constituted shall fix the place for' holding the first

election, appoint a returning officer, and otherwise provide for

the holding of the election according to law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 31 (1); 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 5.

(2) The returning officer shall perform all the duties in connec-

tion with the election which in other cases are to be performed

by the clerk of a local municipality, and shall act as clerk of the

new municipality until a clerk is appointed and has taken the

oath of office. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 31 (2).

As to registration of by-laws, etc., erecting a village, town or city,

or enlarging, diminishing or altering the boundaries of a munici-

pality, see The Registry Act, Rev. Stat. c. 124, « 70.

This section applies to incorporations under ss. 12, 26, 28 and 30.

By-laws of old
corporation to
remain in forcp
until repealed.

MATTERS CONSEQUENT UPON THE FORMATION OF NEW
CORPORATIONS.

,

32. The erection of a district into a village or town, of a village

into a town, or of a town into a city, or the separation of a town-
ship from a union of townships shall not affect the by-laws then

in force in the district or municipality but the same shall remain
in force until repealed by the coimcil of the newly erected munici-
pality, but nothing herein shall authorize the amendment or
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repeal of a by-law which the council by which it was passed could

not lawfully amend or repeal. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 32; 5 Geo. V.

c. 34, s. 6.

Where a by-law is passed by a municipal council and the municipality

is aftferwards divided and part of it, with other territory, is formed into
' a new municipality, the council of the new municipality has power to repeal

the by-law in so far as that municipality was affected by it: Doyle v.

Dufferin (1892), 8 Man. L.R. 286. By-laws for contracting debts, so long as

any part of the debt remains unpaid, and bonus by-laws, where the bonus

is founded on an agreement with the corporation, are instances of by-laws

that could not have been amended or repealed by the council by which

they were passed.

"In force" means "having the force of law" or "being in existence":

In Te Denison and Wright (1909), 19 O.L.R. 5.

The question there was whether the section extended to a local option

by-law, which had been duly passed, but would not become "operative

until after the village was incorporated," and it was held that it did so

extend.

33. Where a district or a municipality is aimexed to a munici- what by-iaws

pality, its by-laws shall extend to such district or annexed muni-
^J^l"^^^^

cipality, and the by-laws in force therein shall cease to apply to «>™'<:'pa'ity-

it, except those relating to highways, which shall remain in force

imtil repealled by the council of the municipality to which the

district or municipality is annexed, and except by-laws conferring

rights, privileges, franchises, immunities or exemptions which

could not have been lawfully repealed by the council which passed

them. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 33.

The sections providing for these annexations are ss. 20 (2), 21, 23.

"By-laws relating to highways" include by-laws for establishing and laying

out highways and by-laws with regard to planting trees on highways, and

probably by-laws prohibiting or regulating the running at large on high-

ways of cattle, etc., and by-laws

1. Prohibiting driving on sidewalks (s. 400, par. 44).

2. Relating to the erection of dwelling-houses on narrow streets (s.'480)

and in certain other cases (s. 481).

3. Relatmg to boulevards (s. 483, pars. 1, 2).

4. By-laws for the making and renting of areas (s. 483; par. 3).

5. Relating to bicycle and foot paths (s. 483, par. 4).

6. For raising money by tolls on highways (s. 483, par. 5).
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Liability Cor

debts of union.

7. Prohibiting obstructions or encroachments on highways (s. 491).

And such like by-laws.

The words, "Except by-laws conferring rights, privileges, franchises,

immunities or exemptions which could not have been lawfully repealed by
the council which passed them," were added by 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 33.

It had been held, in The Water Commissioners of the City of Windsor

V. The Canada Southern Railway Company (1893), 20 A.R. 388, that

the effect of the section before this amendment was that a by-law which

had been passed by the council of the township of Sandwich West exempting

the property of the defendants from taxation had ceased to apply after the

annexation to the city of Windsor of a part of the township in which the

property of the defendants was situate. In coming to that conclusion, the

Court of Appeal distinguished Rural Municipality of Cornwallis v. C.P.R.

Co. (1891), 19 SiC.R. 702, which it was said "would be very much in point

but for section 54 of the Municipal Act" (p. 392).

The purpose of the amendment was to remedy this state of the law and,

as applied to exemptions, to preserve the right to the exemption after the

territory to which it applied had been annexed to another municipality.

Franchises granted to electric or street railway companies^ electric

light, power and heat companies, telephone companies, and gas companies,

and fixed assessments may be referred to as matters to which the amend-
ment applies.

Assets, Debts and Liabilities.

The sections under this sub-heading differ in their arrangement from the

'sections in the earlier Acts dealing with these matters, and a more com-
pendious method of enactment has been adopted with the object of making
more uniform the law as to them than it before was.

34. Where a junior township is separated from a union of

townships the senior or remaining township or townships shall

be liable to the creditors of the union for all the debts and obUga-

tions of the union. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 35.

This separation is provided for by ss. 28 and 30.

Taxes for

current year
to belong
to senior or
remaining
townships.

35. Where a junior township is separated from a union of

townships all taxes imposed by the council of the union for the

year in which the separation takes place shall be collected and
paid over to the senior or remaining township or townships.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 35.

"Shall be collected and paid over," i.e., by the junior township.
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36. After a junior township is separated from a union of town- Disposition
01 property

ships the property of the union shall be disposed of as follows : STot^™
(a) The real estate situate in the junior township shall become Real property.

the property of that township;

(b) The real estate situate in the remaining township or town-

ships shall be the property of the remaining township or

townships;

(c) The two corporations shall be jointly interested in the other assets.

other assets of the union, and the same shall be retained

by the one, or shall be divided between them, or shall be

otherwise disposed of, as they may agree;

(d) The one shall pay or allow to the other, in respect of the Arrangement
as to property

disposition of the real and personal estate of the union, and debts,

and in respect of its debts, such sum as may be just;

(e) If the councils of the two corporations do not, within three How to be
determined in

months after the first meeting of the council of the junior caseof dis-° agreement.

township, agree as to the disposition of the personal estate,

or as to the sum to be paid by the one to the other, or as

to the time of payment thereof, the matters in dispute

shall be determined by arbitration;

(f) The amount so agreed upon or determined shall bear Amount settled
^•" t3 r- -11'° l^"^" interest.

interest from the day on which the union was dissolved;

and the same shall be provided for by the corporation

which is to pay it, as in the case of other debts. 3:4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 36.

"Determined by arbitration," i.e., by arbitration under the provisions

of Part XVI.

This section gives no guide to the arbitrators as to the principle upon

which their award is to be based, but they are to determine what may
be just to be done in respect of the matters with which they have to deal.

See In re the City of St. Catharines and the County of Lincoln (1881),

46 U C.R. 425, 430-1.

The question in that case arose on s. 22 of R.S.O. 1877, c. 174, which

was made applicable by the Act incorporating the city of St. Catharines

(39 Vict. c. 46), and it was as to the amount which the city' should pay to
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the county for the expenses of the administration of justice and the other

matters with which the section deals.

Osier, J.A., pointed out that the Act did not "lay down any princi-

ple or rule by which the arbitrators are to be governed in ascertaining

the proportion" (p. 430). His view was that "the whole question, there-

fore, rests largely in the reasonable discretion of the arbitrators" (Ibid),

and that the arbitrators were not wrong in taking, as they had done, the

populations of the county and city as the basis on which to estimate the

proportion to be paid by the city. He also pointed out that "to adopt the

comparative assessments of the city and county as a basis would, owing

to the practical difference in assessing city and county property, be entirely

illusory and unjust" (p. 431).

"Assets."

In In re Albermarle and Eastnor, Lindsay and St. Edmunds (1880),

45 U.C.R. 133, the facts were that the township of Albermarle had been

separated from the imion which had existed between it and the town-

ships of Eastnor, Lindsay and St. Edmunds, and an arbitration had taken

place under the section then in force, which corresponds with this section.

The arbitrators had credited to the remaining united townships against

the portion of a debt due to the county of Bruce, which it was determined

that these townships should pay $788.72 as their portion of the Municipal

Loan Fund Grant made in 1874.

Upon an application to set aside the award, it was held that the arbi-

trators were wrong in crediting the portion of the Municipal Loan Fund
Grant, in so far as it had been appropriated and expended before the dis-

solution of the union.

It has been held that school-houses in a town are not, but that grano-

lithic sidew^alks are, assets, and that, in valuing waterworks, mistakes in

construction, though they may reduce the value of them as an asset, the
'

'

town corporation "cannot claim any relief in that regard": In re Corpora-
tion of Southampton and the Corporation of the Township of Saugeen
(1906), 12 O.L.R. 214.

The ground upon which school-houses were held not to be assets was
that they "are vested in a separate board, and the limits of control by the
school boards may be the same limits or different limits from that of the
municipal corporation" (p. 217).

Bridges are not "property and assets": In re City of Ottawa and the
Township of Nepean (1910), 2 O.W.N. 480, reversing (1910), 2 O.W.N. 49.

The provision of article 86 of the Municipal Code for partition of property
in case of division or subdivision of municipalities refers to property under
the private ownership of a municipality and not to that forming part of the
public domain.

St. Denis Parish v. St. Denis Village (1905), Q.R. 15 K.B. 97.
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Re-opening Agreement.

An agreement was made between the two corporations, after the separa-

tion of the city of Woodstock from the county of Oxford, as to the matters
arising out of the erection of the city, and was acted upon. Several years

after, an action was brought by the city against the county to recover

the city's share of a fund standing at the credit of the county which was
the result of collections from the local municipalities comprising the county,

including the town of Woodstock, and was not taken into account in the

negotiations or in the agreement. It was held that, in the absence of

fraud or mutual mistake, the agreement was a bar to the action: City of

Woodstock V. County of Oxford (1910), 22 O.L.R. 151; (1911), 44 SCR.
603.

37. Where one local municipalityis annexed to another the Liability to
creditors and

corporation of the latter shall become and be liable to the creditors rfght to collect

taxes where

of the corporation of the former for its debts and obligations, and onemunici-
^ ° pality annexed

all the property and assets of the corporation of the annexed toa"""'*''-

municipaUty shall be vested in the corporation of the munici-

pality to which it is annexed, .and that corporation shall have the

same rights and powers as respects the collection and recovery

of all impaid taxes imposed by the council of the annexed munici-

paUty including those for the year in which the annexation takes

effect, as if such taxes had been imposed by the council of the

municipality to which it is annexed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 37.

The creditors of the corporation of the annexed municipality become,

under this section, creditors of the corporation of the other municipality.

This section must be read as subject to any terms and conditions as to

the annexation which have been agreed on or have been determined by

the Municipal Board under s. 23.

38.—(1) Where a district is erected into a village or town, or A^^ustmentot

is detached from one and annexed to another local municipaUty,
^jg^^l^^^^^

there shaU be an adjustment of assets and liabilities between the "J^^e'f^^

corporation of the municipaUty from which the district becomes '>i"°«=>pai"y-

or is detached and the corporation of the village or town or of the

municipality to which the district is annexed, as the case may

be, and if the interest of the district in the assets of the corpora-

tion of the municipality from ^hich it becomes or is detached

exceeds its proportion of the Uabilities thereof, that corporation
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shall pay to the corporation of the village or town or of the muni-

pality to which the district is annexed, as the ease may be, the

amount of the excess; but if the district's proportion of such liabili-

ties exceeds its interest in such assets the corporation of the

village or town or of the municipality to which the district is

annexed, as the case may be, shall pay to the corporation of the

municipality from which the district becomes or is detached the

amount of the excess. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 38 (1); 5 Geo. V.

c. 34, s. 7.

Arbitration.

Where district

becomes part
of another
county.

When right to
adjustment
barred.

Case ol town
erected into a
city or a town
or village
annexed to city
or separated
town.

No allowance
to city for

interest in

(2) If the corporations do not within three months after the

separation takes effect agree as to such adjustment, the matter

shall be determined by arbitration.

(3) Where a district is detached as well from a county as from

the local municipality, of which it forms part, there shall be a

similar adjustment ,of the assets and liabilities of the corpora-

tion of the county from which the district is detached between

that corporation and the corporation of the county to which the

district is annexed, and the provisions of subsections 1 and 2

shall mutatis mutandis apply.

"(4) If the corporation of the county, or of the local munici-

pality, does not within three months after the separation takes

effect, notify the corporation of the other county or local munici-

pality that it requires an adjustment of the assets and liabilities,

its right to claim an adjustment shall be barred.

(5) Where a town not being a' separated town is erected into

a city, or a town or village is annexed to a city or separated

town, there shall be a similar adjustment of the assets and lia-

bilities of the corporation of the county from which the town or

village is withdrawn between that corporation and the corpora-

tion of the city or separated town.

(6) Where a town is erected into a city the city shall not be~

entitled, in the adjustment of assets and liabilities to any allow-
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ance in respect of its interest in the court house or gaol of the court house° or gaol.

county. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 38 (2-6).

Subsections 1, 2, 3 and 4 deal with the formation of villages or towns
out of parts of one or more township municipalities and with the annexa-

tion of such parts to another local municipality.

Subsection 5 deals with the annexation of an entire local municipality to

another. See notes to s. 36.

A municipal corporation of a city to which a part of a township has been
annexed is entitled under The Public Schools Act to the school houses and
grounds situate within the annexed territory, and may sell and convey
them if they are no longer required: In re Hamilton Board of Education

and McNichol (1908), 12 O.W.R. 1015.

A county was the owner of a toll' road, which it had purchased from a

road company, and had given running rights over it to a railway company,
for which privilege the company agreed to pay to the county an annual sum
for each mile of the road which it used. Part of a township through which

the road ran was annexed to the city, and, after the annexation, the rail,

way company treated the city corporation as entitled to a proportion of

the annual sum, equal to that which the mileage of the road within the

city bore to its whole mileage, and the railway company had apportioned

the annual sum in that way between the two corporations and had made
its payments accordingly with the consent of the county corporation.

An action was brought by the county corporation against the railway

company and the city corporation, claiming to recover the annual sum
payable for 1914, and the sums which had been paid in previous years to

the city corporation.

The claim was based upon the proposition that, notwithstanding the

annexation, the part of the road which was within the city still I'emained

th.e property of the county corporation. The county succeeded at the trial

as to the year 1914, but failed as to the other years (Wentworth v. Hamilton

(1914), 31 O.L.R. 669), but, upon appeal, the judgment at the trial was

reversed and the action was dismissed ( (1916), 35 O.L.R. 434, 28 D.L.R.

110), the Divisional Court being of opinion that, inasmuch as the annual

sum was a payment per mile, the coimty was entitled to be paid only for the

mileage of the road that after the annexation remained within the limits of

the county.

Whether or not the conclusion of the Divisional Court was right depends

upon the construction which should be placed upon the words "for every

mile of railway operated on the said county roads under this by-law,'

'

which may mean for the whole mileage of the road as it existed when the

by-law was passed or may mean for the mileage of the road from time to

time situate within the limits of the county. The effect of the latter con-

struction would be that the railway company would not be bound to pay

for the mileage within the city, but that view of the extent of its liability
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does not appear to have occurred to the company. If the first of the sug-

gested constructions is the right one, it would seem that the defendants

had no answer to the plaintiffs' claim, and that the case was wrongly decided

by the Divisional Court.

Since the foregoing was written the decision of the Divisional Court has

been reversed by the Supreme Court of Canada, (1916) 64 S.C.R. 178.

Ownership of
real estate in
district erected
into Tillage or
annexed to a
municipality.

Collection
of taxes.

Powers to pro-
ceed with local

' improvements
upon lands
annexed to
another
municipality.

Rev. Stat.
cc. 198, 193.

39.—(1) Where a district is erected into a village or town or

is detached from one local municipality and annexed to another,

the real estate belonging to the corporation from which the dis-

trict becomes or is detached and situate therein, shall belong to

and be vested in the corporation of the village or town or of the

municipality to which the district is aimexed, as the case may
be, but this shall not apply to a town hall and the land on which

it is erected or which is used or enjoyed in connection with it,

but the same shall remain the property of the corporation of the

municipality from which the district becomes or is detached.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 39 (1); 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 8.

(2) Except where otherwise provided, the taxes imposed by the

council of the municipality from which the district becomes or

is detached for the year in which it is detached shall belong to

the corporation of that municipality and may be collected and

recovered by it as if the district had not been detached but still

remained part of the municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 39 (2)

;

5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 9.

40.—(1) Where a work or service comJng within the provisions

of The Municipal Drainage Act or of The Local Improvement Act

has been undertaken by a corporation, and after it has become
liable for the carrying out of the same, any land liable^ to be

specially assessed becomes a new municipality or is annexed to

another municipality, the corporation of the municipality from
which such land becomes or is detached may complete such work
or service, and may enter upon and acquire any land lying within

such new or other municipality necessary for the completion of

such work or service; and may take all such proceedings, pass
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all such by-laws, make all such special and other assessments,

impose all such special and other rates, issue and sell all such

debentures, borrow all such money, and do all such other acts

and things as are necessary to complete such work or service, and

to provide for the cost thereof in the same manner as if the land

so liable had not become a new municipality or been annexed to

another municipality.

"Has become liable for the carrying out of the same," i.e., has entered into

a contract for -the doing of it.

As to proceedings, etc., to be taken, see The Local Improvement Act,

R.S.O. c. 193.

(2) The corporation by which the work or service was under- Municipality to

1 II 1 1 -n ^ ^
which territory

taken shall be indemnified by the corporation of the municipalitv a">?eM<i to
-^ *' indemmfy

which is constituted from such land or to which such land is ™d^^Hng
annexed against all debts and liabilities incurred by it before

™''''

the formation of the new corporation or the annexation of such

land for or in respect of any such work or service to the extent

to which the land lying within such new or other municipality

was specially assessed and in adjusting the assets and liabilities

consequent on the detachment of such land the debts incurred

by the corporation of the municipality from which it was detached,

for its share of the cost of such work or service, shall be taken

into account.

(3) Where the land specially assessed lies wholly within such 4^™!^*^™°/,

new or other municipality, the corporation thereof shall be liable ^^J^/^f
'*"^

for the entire debt in respect of such work or service, and the detaoi^Bd.

clerk of the municipality from which the land was detached shall

furnish the clerk of such new or other municipality with certified

copies of all the by-laws relating to such work or service and the

rates imposed by such by-laws shall be collected by the corpora-

tion of the new or other municipality, and that corporation shall

pay the principal and interest of the debentures issued in respect

of such work or service as they become due and shall indemnify

the corporation of the municipality from which the land was

detached against the same.
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Coiieotion of (4) Where part only of the land specially assessed lies within

oSy^knd""' ^^^ ^^^ ^^ other municipality the clerk of the municipality from

Eed is
*^ which it was detached shall furnish the clerk of such new or other

etao e .

municipality with a certified copy of the by-law imposing the

special assessment, and the corporation of such new or other

municipality in each year in which a special rate upon such lands

is payable, shall collect the same and shall pay over the sums

collected to the treasurer of the municipality from which such

land was detached, when and as the same are collected, and in

the adjustment of the assets and liabilities consequent upon the

detachment of such land the debts incurred by the corporation

of the municipality from which it was detached for its share of

the cost of such work or service shall be taken into account.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 40.

Rates for pay-
ment of bonus
to railways by
part of

township.

Jurisdiction of

old council on
formation of
new corpora-
tion.

41. Where the land detached is subject to rates for the pay-

,ment of a bonus or aid granted by a part of a township in aid

of a railway, the provisions of section 40 shall, mutatis mutandis,

apply. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 41.

42. Where a district is erected into a village, or a village into

a town, or a town into a city, or a township is separated from

a union of townships, the council having authority in the district

or municipality at the time of the erection or separation shall,

until the council of the new corporation is organized, continue

to have the same powers as before such erection or separation.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 42.

"Organized."—As to when a council is organized, see s. 193 (3).

Section 62 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19 contained a further provision as follows:

"And all other officers and servants of the locality or municipality shall,

until dismissed, or until their successors, if any, are appointed, continue

in their respective offices with the same powers, duties and liabilities as

before."

This provision was not carried into the section when 3 & 4 Geo. V. c. 43
was passed probably because it was deemed better that it should be left

to the council which becomes, xmder the section, the de facto council of

the new municipality until its council is organized to appoint such officers

and servants of the new corporation as may be thought necessary.
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The returning officer appointed to hold the first election, in the case of

a new corporation, is to perform the duties which in other cases are to be
performed by the clerk of a local municipality, and is to act as clerk of the

new municipality until a clerk is appointed and has taken the oath of office:

s. 31 (2).

Officials and Sureties.

43.—(1) The separation of a junior township from a union of ESeotofsepa-

townships shall not affect the office, duty, power or responsibility pubUo offieera

of any oflnicer of the union who continues to be an ofiBcer of the ™™t>M-

remaining township or townships after such separation, or of the

sureties of such officer or their liability, further than by limiting

such office, duty, power, responsibiUty, suretyship and liability

to the remaining township or townships.

(2) Every such officer shall, after the separation, be the officer Further pro-

visions as to

of the remaimng township or townships as if he had been originally officers.

appointed an officer thereof.

(3) The sureties for such officer shall remain liable, as if they Liability oi

had become his sureties in respect only of the remaining town- puWio officers,

ship or townships, and all securities shall, after the separation,

be read as if they had been given only to or for the benefit of the

remaining township or townships. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 43.

As to the necessity for this section, see Thompson v. M'Lean (1859),

17 U.C.R. 495, in which case it was held that the sureties for a sheriff as

sheriff of the United Counties of Middlesex and Elgin were not liable for

him as sheriff of Middlesex, after the union had been dissolved.

New Division into Wards.

44. Where the council of a city or town before the 15th day Division

1 • 1 p n 1 1
*°**' wards.

of July m any year, by a vote of two-thirds of all the members,

passes a resolution affirming the expediency of a division or a

new division into wards of the city or town or of a part of it,

the Municipal Board may divide or re-divide the city or town

or part of it into wards as it may deem expedient, provided that

no ward shall have a population of less than five hundred, and

that there shall be'at least three wards in any such city or town.

5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 10.

This power was formerly exercised by the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council.

6—^MDN. LAW.
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PART II.

MUNICIPAL COUNCILS—HOW COMPOSED.

County councils*
how compoBed.

Councils
of citieg,

how composed.

It was held in Pare v. Shefford (1902) Q.R. 24, S.C. 50, that a pro' mayor

of a local municipality has no right to sit in the county council.

The new municipal code now provides (art. 88) that if the mayor of a

local municipality is absent or unable to act the pro mayor appointed under

art. 87 may represent the local municipality at all meetings of the county

council.

The provision of the Manitoba Municipal Act, Rev. Stats. 1913, o. 133,

s. 51 (3, 4) that lots shall be drawn on or before 31st January to determine

which councillor shall sit for two years and which for one year is directory

and a drawing of lots on 10th March is a suflBcient compliance with the Act.

Breckman v. Coldwell (1914), 24 Man. L.R. 1, 15 D.L.R. 504, 26 W.L.R.

728, 5 W.W.R. 1176.

Counties.

45. The council of a county shall be composed of the reeves

and deputy reeves of the towns, not being separated towns, and

of the villages and townships in the county. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 45.

As to the number of deputy reeves to which towns, villages and town-

ships are entitled, see s. 51.

Cities.

46.—(1) Subject to subsection 7 the council of a city shall be

composed of a mayor, the members of the Board of Control, if

the city has such a board, and

(a) Three aldermen for each ward, or

(6) Where the council by by-law so provides two aldermen

for each ward;

(c) In the case of a city having a population of not more than

15,000, where the council by by-law so provides, one

alderman for every 1,000 of the population.
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(2) In the case provided for by clause (c) of subsection 1, or By-iaw for

where the council of a city having a population of more than general vote.

15,000 by by-law so provides, the aldermen shall be elected by

general vote, and in the latter case the number of aldermen shall

be the same as if they were elected by wards.

(3) A by-law for the purposes mentioned in clause (6) or (c) Repeal ot

by-law.

of subsection 1 shall not be repealed until at least two annual

elections have been held under it, and a by-law imder subsection 2

shall not be repealed until at least five annual elections have been

held under it.

(4) A by-law for any of the purposes mentioned in subsections when and how

1 and 2 and a by-law repealing any such by-law shall be passed passed.

not later in the year than the first day of November and shall

not be passed unless it has received the assent of the municipal

electors.

As to by-laws requiring the assent of the municipal electors, see Part X.

(5) Every such by-law including a repealing by-law shall take when by-iaw to

effect at and for the purposes of the annual election next after

the passing of it.

(6) Subject to subsection 3 where the petition of at least one- submission of

fifth of the municipal electors is presented on or before the first petition ot

day of November in any year, praying for the passing' of a by-law

repealing a by-law for the-purpose mentioned in clause (c) of

subsection 1, or where a petition of not less than 400 electors is

presented praying for the passing of a by-law for the purpose

mentioned in subsection 2, or for the repeal of a by-law passed

imder that subsection, the council shall submit the question of

making the proposed change to a vote of the municipal electors

at the next ensuing annual election and if the voting is in favour

of the change shall without delay pass a by-law in accordance

with the prayer of the petition. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 46 (1-6).
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Council of City
of Toronto.

(7) Notwithstanding anything in any special Act the council

of the City of Toronto shall consist of the mayor and four con-

trollers to be elected by general vote, and three aldermen for each

of the Wards, Numbers 1 to 6 inclusive, and two aldermen for

Ward Number 7 imtil its population, according to the municipal

enumeration by the assessor, reaches 30,000, and after that three

aldermen for that Ward. In the event of a new division into

wards of the said city under the provisions of this Act, this sub-

section shall become inoperative. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 46 (7);

6 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 2.

"Population" is to be determined by the latest census of Canada: s. 49.

Ag to the mode of determining the sufficiency of the petition and as to

the right of a petitioner to withdraw, see notes to s. 23.

"Notwithstanding anything in any special Act."—^As to the necessity for

these words, see s. 7 and notes to it.

Councils of
towns in
unorganized
territory.

Councils of
towns over
6,000.

Tfiwns.

47.—(1) The council of a town in unorganized territory shall

be composed of a mayor and six councillors to be elected by

general vote.

(2) If the town has a population of not less than 5,000 the

council may provide that the council shall be composed of a

mayor and nine coimcillors to be elected by general vote. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 47.

"Population" is to be determined by the latest census of Canada: s. 49.

A by-law passed under this subsection must be passed not later than 1st

November, and cannot be passed without the assent of the electors

s. 48 (5), and so also as to a repealing by-law.

Councils of
towns in
counties.

48.—(1) The council of a town not in unorganized territory

having a population of more than 5,000 shall be composed of a

mayor, a reeve, as many deputy reeves as the town is entitled

to and three councillors for each ward where there are less than

five wards; or two councillors for each ward where there are five

or more wards.
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(2) Where there are less than five wards the council on the By-iawsfor
changing

petition of not less than 100 municipal electors shall provide that 0°™^°^*/°°

the number of councillors shall be two for each ward, or may
without petition provide that the number of councillors shall be

one for every 1,000 of the population to be elected by general

vote, or if the population is less than 6,000 that the number of

councillors shall be six to be elected by general votfe.

(3) Where the town has a population of not more than 5,000 Case of town
^ '^ ^ '

of not more
the council shall be composed of a mayor, a reeve, as many than 6,000.

deputy reeves as the town is entitled to and

(a) Six coimcillors to be elected by general vote; or

(6) Where the coimcil so provides one councillor for each

ward and the remaining councillors to complete the full

number of six to be elected by general vote.

(4) A by-law for any of the purposes mentioned in subsection 2 ^^g°'

of section 47 or subsection 2 or clause (b) of subsection 3 of

this section shall .not be repealed until two annual elections have

been held under it, and a by-law for the purpose mentioned in

clause (6) of subsection 3 shall not be passed until two annual

elections under clause (a) have been held.

(5) A by-law for any of the purposes mentioned in subsection 2 ^^t of

of section 47 or in subsections 2 and 3 of this section, and a required,

by-law repealing any such by-law shall be passed not later in the

year than tiie first day of November and shall not be passed

imless it has received the assent of the municipal ^lectors.

(6) Every such by-law, including a repealing by-law, shall take whenbyJaw
tiO t&KS OllOOba

effect at and for the purposes of the annual election next after

the passing of it.

(7) Subject to subsections 2 and 4, where a petition of not less submission of
^ ' • '

• questions on

than one-fifth of the municipal electors is presented on or before Pf^^^°'

the first day of November in any year praying for the passing

of a by-law for any of the purposes mentioned in this section
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or for repealing any such by-law, except a by-law reducing the

number of councillors to two for each ward, the council shall

submit the question of making the proposed change to a vote

of the municipal electors at the next ensuing annual election and

i^ the voting is in favour of the proposed change shall without

delay pass a by-law in accordance with the prayer of the petition.

SubmiBBion
of question
of repeal.

(8) Subject to subsection 4, where a by-law has been passed

for reducing the number of councillors to two for each ward, the

council, upon the petition of not less than 100 resident municipal

electors, presented not later in the year than the first day of

November shall submit the question of repealing the by-law to

a vote of the electors at the next ensuing aimual election and

if the voting is in favour of the repeal shall without delay pass

a by-law in accordance with the prayer of the petition. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 48.

"Population" is to be determined by the latest census of Canada: s. 49.

As to the mode of determining sufficiency of petition and as to the right

of a petitioner to withdraw, see notes to s. 23.

As to number of deputy reeves, see s. 51.

As to by-laws requiring the assent of the electors, see Fart X.

Population,
how deter-
mined.

Councils of
villages and
townships.

49. For the purposes of sections 46 to 48 the population shall

be determined by the latest census of Canada. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

B. 49.

Villages and Townships.

50.—(1) The council of a village and the council of a town-

ship shall consist of a reeve, as many deputy reeves as the muni-

cipality is entitled to, and a sufficient number of councillors to

make up with the deputy reeves four in all, and they shall all

be elected by general vote.

(2) The council of a township in unorganized territory shall

consist of a reeve and four councillors. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, b. 50.

As to number of deputy reeves, see s. 51.
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Towns, Villages and Townships.

51.—(1) A town, not being a separated town, and a village Deputy reeves

and a township in a county shall each be entitled where it has viiiage3,'and
townships.

more than 1,000 and not more than 2,000 municipal electors to

a first deputy reeve, or where it has more than 2,000 and not

more than 3,000 . municipal electors, to a first deputy reeve and

a second deputy reeve, and where it has more than 3,000 muni-

cipal electors to a first deputy reeve, a second deputy reeve and

a third deputy reeve.

(2) The number of municipal electors shall be determined by Number of

electors, how
the last revised voters list but in counting the names, the name determined.

of the same person shall not be coimted more than once. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 51.

The right of a local municipality to a deputy reeve may be contested

und* Part IV: see s. 161 (1).

It has been held that there is no right to a scrutiny beyond that of seeing

that the name of any elector is not counted more than once, and that

"determined," in this subsection, must mean in the first instance at least

by the council (i.e., of the local municipality), and that the onus of shewing

error is on the attacking party: Rex ex rel. Sullivan v. Church (1914),

6 O.W.N. 365, reversing the decision of the Master in Chambers reported

in the same volume at page 116.

In that case the proceeding was to set aside the election of the respondent

as deputy reeve. In Rex ex rel. Sharpe v. Beck (1909), 13 O.W.R. 457,

it was held by the Master in Chambers that .the question of the right of

a municipality to a deputy reeve could not be raised on a proceeding to

set aside the election of a person who had been elected deputy reeve. This

decision was before express power to proceed under s. 161 (1) was given.

QUALIFICATION.

52.—(1) Subject to subsection 6, no person shall be qualified Qualification

• 1 <» 1 1 • • tj. of members
to be elected a member of the council of a local mumcipality ot councils.

unless he

(a) Resides in or within two miles of the municipality where

it is situate in a county and in or within five miles of the

municipality where it is situate in unorganized territory;

(3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 52 (1), part;) 5 Geo., V. c. 34, s. 11.
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(6) Is a British subject;

A municipal councillor who was an alien at the time of his elec-

tion and at the date of issue of a writ of qvM warranto demanding

that his seat be vacated on that ground cannot by becoming

naturalized pending the proceedings obtain the dismissal of the

writ: Campeau v. Grosboillot (1899), Q.R. 17, S.C. 116.

(c) Is a male of the full age of twenty-one years;

(d) Is not disqualified under this or any other Act, and

(e) In any municipality is at the time of the election in actual

occupation of a freehold estate rated in his own name or

in the name of his wife on the last revised assessment roll

of the municipality for at least $2,000, whether or not

the same is encumbered, and of which he or she is the

owner; or

(/) Is or his wife is at the time of the election the owner or

tenant of a freehold or leasehold or partly freehold and

partly leasehold estate, legal or equitable, or partly legal

and partly equitable, in land assessed in his or her name

on the last revised assessment roll of the municipality, if

not in unorganized territory, of at least the value according

to such assessment roll over and above, in the case of an

owner, all liens, charges and encumbrances thereon, of

i. In a village, if freehold, $200; or if leasehold, $400;

ii. In a township, if freehold, $400; or if leasehold, $800;

iii. In a town, if freehold, $600; or if leasehold, $1,200;

iv. In a city, if freehold, $1,000; or if leasehold, $2,000;

Or if in unorganized territory,

V. In a township (except at the first election), if free-

hold, $100; or if leasehold, $200;

vi. In a city or town, if freehold,$400; and if leasehold,

$800. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 52 (1), part.

"Resides."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

As to distance and how measured, see notes to s. 13 (1).
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If the view adopted by Middleton, J., in In re Fitzmartin (supra, s. 13) is

correct, a person, though his dwelling-house were situate five miles away
from the municipality within two miles of which he must reside, would

be qualified to be elected. Such a case might well occur: his farm might

at the nearest point be distant no more than two miles from the munici-

pality, and yet his dwelling-house might be situate at the other extremity

of the farm, and if the farm were large eilough, the dwelling-house might

be five miles distant from the municipality, and yet, according to the deci-

sion, as he must be held to reside upon every part of his farm, it follows that

he resides within two miles of the municipality.

In an action to annul the election of an alderman for want of the required

property qualification, the fact that his name appears on the valuation and

assessment roll as "proprietor" of the property on which he qualifies is

not conclusive and does not preclude investigation of the nature of his

title, notwithstanding the final clause of 62 Vict. c. 58, s. 29, which says,

"the qualification required by this article to be established by the valua-

tion and assessment roll in force at the time of the nomination."

Where it appears that the alderman is the donee of immovable property

on which he qualifies, and that by the terms of the deed of donation he has

the mere naked ownership, the usufrvLct for life being reserved by the

donor, he is not "seized of" and does not "possess as proprietor" within

the meaning of 62 Vict. c. 58, s. 29: Archambault v. Tansey (1902), Q.R.

23 S.C. 170.

The valuation on the roll of municipal values is not conclusive to establish

the value of an immovable on which a municipal councillor claims to qualify.

In determining for this purpose the value of the' immovable over and above

all charges and hypothecs, it is necessary to deduct:

(1) The amoimt remaining due on taxes for drains payable by annual

instalments during a term of years;

(2) The additional hypothecs stipulated for by a grantor in an agree-

ment for a loan, but not a hypothec agreed to for a guarantee of compound

interest which is not due and to guarantee the repayment of insurance

premiums if they have not been paid: Chalifoux v. Goyer (1898), Q.R. 14

S.C. 170.

In an Act fixing the qualification for municipal office by ownership of

"real estate of the value of six hundred dollars ($600)," the words "the

qualification shall be established by the valuation roll" relate only to the

value of the property which confers the qualification, and one who is owner

of real estate which appears on the roll at the value prescribed is eligible,

though his name is not given as the owner: Desjardins v. Leclerc (1910),

Q.R. 37 S.C. 368.'

A person to be qualified for alderman of the city of Victoria must be the

owner, in his own right, of property of the clear and unencumbered value
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of at least five hundred dollars ($500) during the whole period of the six

months preceding nomination: Falconer v. Langley (1899), 6 B.C.R. 444.-

Where a qualification in respect of property rated in his own name on

the last revised assessment roll to at least five hundred dollars (8500) over

and above all charges, liens and encumbrances affecting it is required for

the office of mayor, a person who lives with his wife upon property owned

by her and assessed in her name ^t six hundred dollars ($600) and in his

name as occupant or tenant and not otherwise and the property is encum-

bered to the extent of five hundred and fifty dollars ($560), the person has

not the necessary property qualification; In re Morden Election, Ruddell

V. Garrett (1899), 12 Man. L.R. 563.

The value of property for the purpose' of the qualification of a candidate

for office of mimicipal councillor under s. 52 of The Manitoba Municipal

Act was held by a divided Court to mean the actual and not the assessed

value at the time of the election: Spencer v. Farthing (1915), 25 Man.

L.R. 564, 23 D.L.R. 620, 31 W.L.R. 944, 8 W.W.R. 1186.

A poll tax payer is not a ratepayer within the meaning of the Assessment

Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 73, and is not qualified to be elected or to serve as

a councillor under The Towns Incorporation Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 71,

s. 26 (3), and it is not sufficient that he has paid rates on property occupied

by him which is erroneously assessed in the name of another: In re Mack
(1906), 39 N.S. 394, 1 E.L.R. 222.

Where the qualifications for election as a municipal councillor are that

he has been a ratepayer for one year before his election and that he continues

to be a ratepayer, and it is shewn that a candidate was not a ratepayer

at the time of the election, it will be presumed that that condition con-

tinued: Rex V. Mack (1907), 41 N.S. 128, 2 E.L.R. 263.

No distinction can be made between a disqualification existing at the

time of the nomination and one existing at the time of the election: lb.

"Full age of 21 years."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

"Is not disqualified under this or any other Act," e.g., under the Ontario

Election Act, R.S.O. c. 8, ss. 182, 183, or under ss. 53, 302 (5, 8), 319 (3) of

this Act.

"Freehold."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

"Actual occupation."—It has been decided that "actual occupation"

means no more than possession: residence is not essential, and it is sufficient

if the person has control of the freehold and "no one else is in occupation

or can assert any right thereto": Rex ex rel. Sharpe v. Beck (1909), 13

O.W.R. 457, affirmed lb. 539.

Where partners are in occupation of partnership property, each is to be
deemed in actual occupation of his interest in the property: Reg. ex rel.

Harding v. Bennett (1896), 27 0. R. 314; Reg. ex rel. Joanisse v. Mason
(1897), 28 O.R. 495.
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A candidate who is the owner of an undivided one-half of a parcel of land,

the total value of which is $10,000 and which is unencumbered, is qualified

for the office of mayor under a provision requiring real estate of the value

of $1,000 or more over and above encumbrances: Demers v. Hebert, (1912)

Q.R. 42 S.C. 314, 8 D.L.R. 632.

Where, after his election, the candidate encumbered the land to such
an extent as to bring its value over and above the encumbrance to less than
$1,000, his right to the'office cannot be attacked in a proceeding to set aside

the election; the proper proceeding is that prescribed by article 109 of

The Cities and Towns Act: lb.

"Encumbrances."—A mortgage by a landlord on land leased to a tenant

is not an encumbrance on the leasehold interest of the tenant within the

meaning of this sectionr Reg. ex rel. Ferris y. Speck (1897), 28 O.R. 486.

The mortgage in that case covered land other than the leased property, and
it was held that if the result of the transaction was that the leasehold

interest was encumbered, the lessee was entitled to have the securities

marshalled so that recourse should be first had to the other land included

in the mortgage and so as to protect the leasehold interest, but that if that

were not the case the mortgage debt should be apportioned according to

the respective values of the two properties included in it. The principle

of that case was followed by Street, J., in Reg. ex rel. Burnham v. Hagerman
(1900), 31 O.R. 636, ,638.

A mortgagee can qualify on his legal estate: Rex ex rel. Morton v.

Roberts (1912), 26 O.L.R. 263, 278, 4 D.L.R. 278, 22 O.W.R. 50.

A person seeking election as a municipal councillor must be an elector

of the municipality, otherwise his election may be contested on that ground,

but he is not required to maintain this qualification during the whole time

of his membership in the council if he possesses the other required condi-

tions of eligibility: AUard v. Charlebois (1898), Q.R. 14, S.C. 310.

A person who resides in a municipality, but for five months boards with

his wife in an apartment in another municipality, for the purpose of educating

his children, all the time keeping his house in the other municipality, going

there at times and returning to live in it after the expiration of the five

months, does not change his ordinary residence there, and continues eligible

in this respect for the position of alderman of'that municipality: Latour

V. Lefebvre (1914), Q.R. 47, S.C. 261.

(2) A person who would have had the qualification prescribed when aiiena-

by subsection 1, if he or his wife had continued to be the owner aaaesaed estate
•^ ' not to dia-

or tenant of land in respect of which his or her name was entered lo^'-'y-

on the last revised assessment roll down to and at the time of

the election, if otherwise qualified, shall be qualified to be elected,

notwithstanding that he or his wife has alienated the estate in
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the land for which he or she was assessed, or, if a leasehold estate,

it has been determined by effluxion of time, surrender or other-

wise between the date of the return of the assessment roll and the

time of the election, if at the time of the election he is a resident

of the municipahty and he or his wife has at the time of the

election an estate in other land of a sufficient assessed value,

according to the last revised assessment roll, to qualify him for

election under subsection 1 if he or she had been assessed for it.

Qualification
when district

annexed to
urban munici-
pality.

"Leasehold,'
meaning of.

Qualification
in new town-
ship in

unorganized
territory.

(3) Subsections 4 and 5 of section'56 shall apply to the rating

qualifications prescribed by this section.

(4) Where territory has been annexed to an urban munici-

pality, imtil an assessment roll for the municipality, including

such territory, has been made and revised, it shall be sufficient

for the purposes of this section if the assessment is upon the last

revised assessment roll of the municipality in which the territory

before its annexation, was situate, and for a sufficient amount

to qualify him for election to the council of that municipahty.

(5) In this section "leasehold" and "leasehold estate" shall

mean a tenancy for one year or more, or a tenancy from year to

year.

(6) Where the inhabitants of a township or locality in unor-

ganized territory have become incorporated as a township or a

union of townships, the only qualification necessary at the first

election shall be that the person is a male of the full age of twenty-

one years, a British subject and a householder resident in the

municipality.

See also ss. 24 (3), 27 (2).

If not two
persons quali-

fied for each
seat in the
council.

(7) If there are not at least two persons qualified to be elected

for each seat in the council, no qualification beyond that of a

municipal elector shall be necessary. 3-4 Geo, V. c. 43, s. 52 (2-7).

"Municipal Elector."—For qualification of, see ss. 57 to 62.
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DISQUALIFICATION.

53.—(1) The following shall not be eligible to be elected a Persons

1 J. ,~ ., , .11 disqualified

member oi a Uouncil or be entitled to sit or vote therein: from being

"Eligible to be elected."—Disqualification has relation to the time of the
election, and not to the time of acceptance 6t office. The day appointed for

the nomination is the day of election, and disqualification has relation to

that day.

Reg. ex rel. Rollo v. Beard (1865), 3 P.R. 357; Reg. ex rel. Adamson v.

Boyd (1868), 4 P.R. 204; Rex ex rel. Zimmerman v. Steele (1903), 5 O.L.R.
565; Rex ex rel. O'Donnell v. Broomfield (1903), 5 O.L.R. 596; Rex ex rel.

Robinson v. McCarty (1903), 5 O.L.R. 638; Rex ex rel. Jamieson v. Cook
(1905), 9 O.L.R. 466; Kennedy v. Dickson (1915), 7 O.W.N. 769; Rex ex rel.

Mitchell V. McKenzie (1915), 33 O.L.R. 196, 21 D.L.R. 438.

"Member of a Council" includes the head of a Council and a member of

a Board of Control: s. 2 (h).

A person, though ineligible to office by reason of a legal disqualification,

may, nevertheless, be a candidate at an election to the office, and as such

is liable to the penalties and forfeitures imposed on candidates who are

guilty of bribery: Masson v. Hebert (1904), Q.R. 27 S.C. 435.

A municipal councillor who does not possess the prescribed qualification

for the office cannot act whether or not he had the qualification at the time

of his election, and, if he acts without having the prescribed qualificationj

he may be proceeded against by quo warranto: Sigouin v. Viau (1899),

Q.R. 16 S.C. 143.

(a) A Judge of any Court;

(6) A gaoler or a keeper of a lock-up;

(c) A sheriff, deputy sheriff or sheriff's baiUff;

(d) A high bailiff or chief constable of a city or town;

(e) An assessment commissioner, assessor, a collector of taxes,

a treasurer, a clerk, or any other officer, employee or

servant of the corporation of a municipality;

The persons mentioned in this clause are disqualified for election

"in any municipality." It was' so held in Reg ex rel. Boyes v.

Detlor (1868), 4 P.R. 195. In that case the words were "of any
municipality." It is submitted that the words "of a municipality"

in this clause have the same meaning.

In Regina ex rel. Richmond v. Tegart (1861), 7 U.C.L.J.O.S. 128,

it was held that a person who by by-law had been appointed an over-

seer of highways, and had accepted the office, was an officer of the

members of a
Council.
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municipality, and as such was not qualified to be elected a coun-

cillor.

Since this decision the Act has been amended, and overseers of

highways are not disqualified: see subs 2 cl. (e).

In Forsyth v. Carmifif (1890), 20 O.R. 478, it was held that a

medical health officer appointed under R.S.O. 1887, c. 20S, s. 47,

was not a servant of the corporation so as to make the corporation

liable for his acts done in the performance of his statutory duties,

and there are other cases to the same effect. He would, however,

be disqualified under this clause.

Apart from legislation there are offices which cannot be held by
the same person at the same time because the duties are incom-

patible. Reg ex rel. Boyes v. Detlor (supra) (office of clerk of a

county council and that of mayor of any municipality); Reg. v.

Owens (1859), 2 E. & E. 86 (mayor who acts as returning officer

not eligible as coimcillor); Reg. ex rel. Doran v. Haggart (1864),

1 C.L.J., N.S. 74 (offices of mayor and reeve of a town); Reg. v.

Blizard, L.R. (1866), 2Q.B. 65 (coimcillor and mayor of a borough

who presided at the election) are instances of such cases.

(/) A clerk or bailiff of a Division Court;

{g) A Crown attorney or a clerk of the peace;

(h) A registrar or a deputy registrar of deeds;

(i) A master or a local master of titles;

(j) A member of a pubUc or separate school board or of a

board of education, of a city, town or village, or a member
of a high school board, unless he has at least ten days

before the day of nomination filed his resignation with the

Secretary of the Board;

It is sufficient in other cases if the disqualificatipn has ceased

before nomination.

"At least ten days before."—In computing this time the day of

filing and the day of nomination are excluded.

The ordinary rule is that "where a certain number of days are

specified, they are to be reckoned exclusive of one of the days and
inclusive of the other, unless clear days are expressed." tlex v.

Turner, L.R. (1910), 1 K.B. 346, 26 T.L.R. 112.

The expressions, "at least . . . days," or "not less than
. . . days," or "after the expiration of . . , days," mean
"clear days."
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Regina v. The Justices of Shropshire (1838), 8 A. & E. 173; In re

Sams and Toronto (1852), 9 U.C.R. 181; In re Railway Sleepers

Supply Company, L.R. (1885), 29 Ch.D. 204, 1 T.L.R. 399; Rex v.

Turner (supra); Browne v. Black, L.R. (1911), IK.B. 975, 27T.L.R.

314, affirmed L.R. (1912), 1 K.B. 316, 28 T.L.R. 119; Redman v.

Buchanan (1913), 7 A.L.R. 35, 11 D.L.R. 389, 4 W.W.R. 85.

Where it is provided by statute that council meetings "may be

adjourned from day to day for eight days and no longer," the

council can sit only for eight days including Sunday, and the first

day of the session: Rex v. Restigouche, ex parte Murchie (1914),

43 N.B. 115.

The provision as to filing resignation was first enacted by 10

Edw. VII. c. 85, 8. 2.

The effect of the filing of the resignation is to vacate the seat:

see subs. 4.

,
In Rex ex rel. Gardhouse v. Irwin (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1097, 10

b.L.R. 844, 24 O.W.R. 466, it was held that a high school trustee

was not disqualified from being elected a Commissioner of Water
and Light. The ground of the decision was that under The Muni-

cipal Water Works Act, which was to be read and construed as

part of The Mimicipal Act, the disqualification arising from

being a high school trustee was applicable only to councillors.

This case is no longer law because The Public Utilities Act,

R.S.O. c. 204, s. 36 (4), provides that those provisions of Parts

2, 3 and 4 of The Municipal Act which are applicable to members
of a council shall apply to commissioners elected under the first-

mentioned Act, and one of these provisipns is s. 53, which dis-

qualifies a member of a High School Board from being elected

"a member of a council or sitting or voting therein."

(fc) A person licensed to sell spirituous liquor by retail;

A person licensed to sell spirituous liquors by retail, appointed

under The Canada Temperance Act by the county council, is dis-

qualified from being a member of the council under C.S.N.B.

(1903), c. 165, s. 10: Ex parte Williams, In re Dickie (1907), 38

N.B. 156, 3 E.L.R. 378.

In order to disqualify a member of a municipal council because

of his illegal sale of intoxicating liquor in contravention of The
'

Liquor License Act of New Brunswick, he must be both charged

with and convicted of having committed the offence knowingly,

such being an essential to the disqualification, although not in

all circumstances necessary to a conviction for the illegal sale!

(per White, J.) Ex parte Murchie, Rex v. Gloucester (1914), 24

Can. Cr. Cas. 228 (N.B.).
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(Z) A license commissioner or an inspector of licenses;

(m) A police magistrate.

(n) A clerk of a county or district Court.

(o) A deputy clerk of the Crown or a local registrar;

(p) A person having himself or by or with or through another

an interest in any contract with the corporation or with

any commission or person acting for the corporation or in

any contract for the supply of goods or materials to a con-

tractor for work for which the corporation pays or is Uable

directly or indirectly to pay, or which is subject to the

control or supervision of the council or of an officer of the

corporation, or who has an unsatisfied claim for such goods

or materials;

(g) A person who either himself or by or with or through

another has any claim, action or proceeding against the

corporation;

(r) A person who, either himself or by or with or through

another is counsel or solicitor in the prosecution of any

claim, action or proceeding against the corporation or in

opposing or defending any claim, action or proceeding by

the corporation;

The object of clauses (p), (q) and (r) is to prevent from being

elected or sitting or voting as a member of a council any one whose

personal interest might clash with that of the corporation.

The cases are conflicting as to the application of the maxim ie

minimis non curat lex to clause (p).

It has been held in Ontario that it does not apply: Reg. ex rel.

Bland v. Figg (1860), 6 U.C.L.J.O.S. 44; Rex ex rel. O'Shea v.

Letherby (1908), 16 O.L.R. 581; and it was also so held in Nell v.

Longbottom, L.R. (1894), 1 Q.B. 767, 10 T.L.R. 344. The contrary

view was expressed by Alderson, B., in Woolley v. Kay (1856),

1 H. & N. 307, 309, and by Bramwell, L.J., in Lewis v. Carr, L.R.

(1876), 1 Ex.D. 484, 490; and in Nutton v. Wilson, L.R. (1889),

22 Q.B.D. 744, 749, Lopes, L.J., though he expressed no opinion as

to it, said that it might be the maxim would be applicable to very

trifling matters, such as the purchase of a paint brush or a few nails.
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In the following cases persons were held to be disqualified, under
clause (p) or a similar enactment, as having or being interested in

a contract with the corporation:

—

Reg. ex rel. Davis v. Carruthers (1854), 1 P.R. 114 (a person who
had a claim against the corporation for work which had been com-
pleted); Reg. ex rel. Bland v. Figg (supra) (an ex-treasurer who had
a claim against the corporation for services performed while treas-

urer); Reg.exrel.McMullen V. DeLisle (1862), 8U.C.L.J.O.S.291 (a

person who had been road commissioner, a part of whose remunera^
tion was unpaid); Reg. ex rel. RoUo v. Beard (supra), (a member of

a firm which was owed by the corporation for coal and wood supplied

to the corporation without any arrangement as to price or terms of

payment); Reg. ex rel. Ferris v. Her (1879), 15 C.L.J. 158 (a person
to whom the corporation was indebted for a balance of the com-
mission he was entitled to as road commissioner); Whiteley v.

Barley, L.R. (1888), 21 Q.B.D. 154, 4 T.L.R. 585 (an engineer

employed by a local authority to superintend drainage works; and
who was to be remunerated by the payment of a percentage on

the outlay); Reg. ex rel. McGuire v. Birkett (1891), 21 O.R. 162

(a person to whom the corporation was indebted for work done

under a contract); Rex v. Rowlands, L.R. (1906) 2 K.B. 292 (a

member of a board of guardians who had agreed to collect rent

for them, nothing being said as to the payment of any fee or com-
mission, and who had retained out of money he received for the

board a sum which he claimed as commission); Rex ex rel. O'Shea
v. Letherby (supra) (a member of a citizens' league which had
agreed to indemnify the corporation against certain costs); Rex
ex rel. Slater v. Homan (1911), 2 O.W.N. 1221, 1334 (a person who
supplied goods for the erection of a fire hall to a contractor who
had agreed with the corporation to erect it).

Alberta Cases.

Rex ex rel. Livingston v. East (1914), 18 D.L.R. 394, 29 W.L-R-

710 (a contract with the corporation, though it has not benefitted

the candidate or even if it be unenforceable); Rex ex rel. Livingston

v. McNamara (1914), 18 D.L.R. 392, 29 W.L.R. 707, 7 W.W.R. 324

(a member of an unincorporated club in whose favour a municipal

council has passed a resolution granting its request to have an

agreement drawn up whereby the club should be allowed to drill

for gas and upon gas being found that the corporation would reim-

burse the members of the club for the amounts which they had

expended in the interest of the corporation).

British Columbia Cases.

Coughlan v. Victoria (1893), 3 B.C.R. 5Y (a person who has con-

tracted to supply to another person, who has a contract with the

corporation, materials to carry it on).

7—MUN. LAW.
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Nova Scotia Cases.

Rex ex rel. McDonald v. Robertson (1902), 35 N.S. 348 (an

inspector appointed to enforce the Canada Temperance Act by-

prosecuting offences against it to whom a small sum was due for

these services).

Quebec Cases.

Stephens v. Hurteau (1890), 6 Montreal L.R. 148 (an alderman

who undertook to supply the materials required by a contractor

for the execution of a contract he had entered into with the cor-

poration; Lapointe v. Messier (1914), 49 S.C.R. 271, 17 D.L.R. 347

(a person who was paid by a contractor with a corporation a bonus

for giving financial assistance to the contractor to enable him to

carry out his contract).

The disqualification of a municipal councillor under art. 205 of

the Quebec Municipal Code because of a contract with the municipal

corporation from which which he obtains a profit, continues after

the completion of the work contracted for and the receipt of the

payment therefor (Houle v. Brodeur (1900), Q.R. 18 S.C. 440, and

Damon v. Lamy (1913), Q. R. 44 S. C. 489, 19 Rev. de Jur. 523

doubted): Robillard v. Sloan (1913), Q.R. 45 S.C. 496, 22 D.L.R.

538, (1916) Q.R. 49 S.C. 518, 31 D.L.R. 12.

In the following cases persons were held not to be disqualified:

—

Rex ex rel. Fitzgerald v. Stapleford (1913), 29 O.L.R. 133, 13

D.L.R. 858. In this case the respondent's son and business partner

bought with partnership money on behalf of a number of villagers

a lot which was intended to be conveyed to the Crown as a site for

the erection of a Government buildingi n lieu of another lot which

the Crown was to convey to the corporation of the, village.

City of London Electric Lighting Co. v. London Corporation

L.R. (1903) A.C. 434, 19 T.L.R. 694, where it was held that a con-

tract between an Electric Lighting Company and the Commissioners
of Sewers, which would have been invalid if at its date any of the

Commissioners, or of the members of the Court of Aldermen, or of

the Common Council, were shareholders in the company, but was
not invalid for that reason, was not rendered invalid t)y the mere
fact that it was afterwards transferred with the consent of the

Commissioners to another company in which Commissioners, or

members of the Court of Aldermen or of the Common Council, were
shareholders.

Norton v. Taylor, L.R. (1906), A.C. 378, 22 T.L.R. 450, in which
it was held that a person holding a- civic office who supplied

materials to a person having a contract with the corporation

who chose to buy them from him without any sort of arrange-
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ment or understanding that he should do so, was not liable

to the penalty imposed by an Act which provided that "Any
person who, while holding any civic office under this Act,
continues to be or becomes directly or indirectly, by means
of partnership with any other person, or otherwise however
knowingly engaged or interested in any contract, agreement or
employment with or on behalf of the council, except as a share-
holder, but not being a director in any joint stock company, shall

be liable to a penalty not exceeding £100, nor less than £50, and
shall be for three years thereafter disqualified from holding any
civic office."

Alberta Cases.

Rex ex rel. Smith v. Shick (1907), 5 W.L.R. 533 (a paid official

whose duties had been completed before the nomination; Rex ex

rel. La Fleche v. Sheppard (1915), 9 A.L.R. 1, 24 D.L.R. 404,

8 W.W.R. 593, 1020 (a debt due for taxes is not such an indebted-

ness to the corporation as will by force of the Edmonton Charter
1913, c. 23, s. 22 (1), disqualify for election to the office of mayor
or alderman).

Bbitish Columbia Cases.

Mason v. Meston (1908), 14 B.C.R. 22 (a person against whom
the corporation has a judgment).

Quebec Cases.

Benard v. Brisette (1899), Q.R. 16 S.C. 30 (a municipal councillor,

authorized by a committee of the council to buy weigh scales for

the corporation, who sold to it for a proper price weigh scales

which he had had repaired and had offered for sale some time

before); Houle v. Brodeur (1900), Q.R. 18 S.C. 440 (where a mayor
of a parish, in a case of urgency, supplies to the employees of the

corporation building timber, planks and money for repairs to

municipal bridges under the direction, control and sole charge of

the corp'oration, and presents his claim, amounting to $19.38, to

the council, which approves of it and orders it to be paid at a meeting

over which he presided as mayor and received payment without

profit to himself and with no previous contract between him and

the corporation, his seat in the council is not thereby rendered

vacant).

It was also held in the same case that, assuming art. 205 of the

Municipal Code to be applicable, it would only result in the mayor's

mere incapacity to act, which could have no retroactive effect

upon his election, and would cease to exist on payment of the

amount before the issue of the writ of quo warranto and before

any notice had been given under art. 207 or any resolution adopted
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under art. 208, and that the result, therefore, was that there never

had been a vacancy in the office according to the terms of art.

337, and that the mayor was not within any of the cases provided

for by art. 205 of the Municipal Code and art. 987 C.P.Q.

Article 4215, R.S.Q., only disqualifies for municipal office those

who receive from the corporation remuneration for services ren-

dered under a contract, express or implied, producing between

them and it a binding agreement for a certain period, and not

professional men who, without being bound in advance by any

contract, render the corporation professional services for ^hich

they receive only the remuneration fixed by the tariff of fees.

The resolution of a municipal council to the effect that a person

should thereafter be the solicitor or notary of the corporation,

even if it is communicated to him and remains in force for several

years, is only a direction to the corporation's officials to apply

to such person when in need of professional services which he can

render, and does not amount to a contract which disqualifies him
from being elected a member of the council.

The position of creditor of the corporation does not work a dis-

qualification.

The fact that the agent of a candidate has witnessed without

attempting to prevent it an act of personation is not an electoral

manoeuvre which can affect the election of the candidate; Chausse

V. Olivier (1902), Q.R. 21 S.C. 387.

Finder v. Evans (1902), Q.R. 23 S.C. 229 (a municipal councillor

who represented an insurance company, and was paid by commis-

sion on the premiums, which insured through him property belong-

ing to the corporation); Gauthier v. MacDonald (1910), Q.R. 38

S.C. 439 (a sale for cash to the corporation of gravel, on the ground

that the transaction fell within the exceptions mentioned in para-

graph 3 of art. 206 of the Municipal Code); Therrien v. Descham-
bault (1911), Q.R. 40 S.C. 263 (a contractor with a municipal

corporation for the construction of a municipal work who had
completed it, but had not been paid in full); Daoust v. Valois

(1912), Q.R. 42 S.C. 318 (a gratuitous holder of a municipal office

who had resigned it, although his resignation had not been ac-

cepted); Damon v. Lamy (1913), 9.R. 44 S.C. 489, 19 Rev. de

Jur. 523 (furnishing horses to work on the roads of a canton under

the direction of a general superintendent appointed by its council

at prices fixed in advance by the council); Jacques v. Gelinas

(1913), Q.R. 45 S.C. 3 (an alderman employed by a contractor

haying a contract of hire of service with a municipal corpora-

tion who remained in the employment and assumed the super-

intendence of the work undertaken by his employer); Arcand v.
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Paquet (1913), Q.R. 45 S.C. 289 (a municipal councillor who gives

his services to a corporation for a salary is not permanently in-

capacitated tmder the Municipal Code from exercising his oflBce,

but only during the time of his service or as long as he has an
interest in the hiring contract in which he is engaged. When the

services are rendered and the salary paid, recourse cannot be
had to quo warranto proceedings to dispossess him of his office).

The R.S.Q. 1888, art. 4215, which prohibits any. person having a

contract or interest in a contract with a municipal corporation from

being appointed a member of the council of such corporation, does

not apply to sales of goods made at different times by a municipal

councillor in the course of his trade, to the corporation which he

represents.

Foster V. Currie (1915) Q.R. 48 S.C. 103, 21 Rev. de Jur. 497..

A municipal councillor who works as a labourer for the corpora-

tion at the making and repairing of roads made under the Good
Roads Act 1912, for the price fixed by the council is not disqualified

under art. 205 of the Municipal Code.

Schneider v. Petelle (1915) 21 R.L. N.S. 292, 22 Rev. de Jur. 54.

A PERSON WHO HAS A HEAL INTEREST IN THE CONTRACT, THOTJQH IT IB

IN THE NAME OF ANOTHER, IS DISQUALIFIED.

Simpson v. Ready (1844), 12 M. & W. 736; Collins v. Swindle

(1857), 6 Grant 282.

These cases were decided upon enactments less wide in their

scope than clause (p). The disqualification in such cases as these

is clearly imposed by that clause.

It is not necessary that the contract should be ENFORCEABLE

AGAINST THE CORPORATION.

Reg. v. Francis (1852), 21 L.J.Q.B. 304^5, per Lord Campbell, C.J.

"It would be monstrous to hold that the disqualification does not

attach because the corporation cannot be compelled to perform

the contract."

Reg. ex rel. Moore v. Miller (1854), 11 U.C.R. 465; Reg. ex rel.

Fluett v. Gauthier (1869), 5 P.R. 24, 29, per Wilson, J.

"I do not think it necessary that a valid contract should be

shewn binding on the corporation to disqualify the contractor from

sitting as a councillor of such corporation. If there is no contract

binding on the corporation, the danger is the greater of the party

improperly using his position to his own advantage, and to the

prejudice of the municipality. The policy of the law is that no man
shall be a member of a municipality who cannot give a disinterested

vote on a matter of dispute that may arise."
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Rex ex rel. Livingstone v. McNamara (1914), 18 D.L.R. 392, 394,

29 W.L.R. 707, 7 W.W. R., 324 per Ives, J.

"... It would also appear to be well established by judicial

decisions that whether the contract by reason of which disquali-

fication is urged be enforceable or not at law is immaterial.'.'

The DISQrALIPICATION CONTINUES DURING THE EXISTENCE OF THE

CONTBACT.

Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 19, par. 628.

"The disqualification continues so long as the contract exists

and the interest in it remains."

When the interest ceases is a question upon which there has been

much divergence of opinion. It has been doubted whether the mere

existence of a debt for goods supplied constitutes such an interest,

and in one modern case it was expressly held that it does not; but

it is submitted that such decision is not sound, and that the interest

in the contract remains so long as the contract is unfulfilled on either

side: lb. note (c).

The cases referred to in the note are : In re The Gloucester Muni-

cipal Election Petition, L.R. (1901), 1 K.B. 683, 17 T.L.R. 325;

Cox V-. Trusoott (1905), 92 L.T. 650, 21 T.L.R. 319, WooUey v.

Kay [supra]; and O'CarroU v. Hastings (1905), 2 Ir. R. 590.

Contracts with School Boards.

The trustees of a common school in Sandwich being about to

erect a schoolhouse, the respondent ofifered to supply bricks to be

used in the erection of it. They told him that if the town council

would agree to pay him for the bricks they would take them. The
respondent then proposed to the council that he would take pay-

ment for the bricks by setting off the amount against his taxes.

This was agreed to by the council, and the respondent furnished the

bricks, and it was held that he was disqualified: Reg. ex rel.

Fluett V. Gauthier (1869), 5 P.R. 24.

A councillor had done work for the school board. The work had
to be done to the satisfaction of the town engineer. The account

for it was not passed or paid until after the election. Held, that

as a member of the council he was in a position where his duty
might conflict with his interest, and was therefore disqualified:

Rex ex rel. O'Shea v. Letherby (supra).

In Rex ex rei. Martm v. Jacques (1913), 10 D.L.R. 761, 4 O.W.N.
1112, it was held by Middleton, J., that a person who had a contract

with the Public School Board for the erection of a schoolhouse was
disqualified for election as a water commissioner as having "a
contract with or on behalf of the corporation" within the meaning
of clause (p).
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It is submitted that the correctness of this decision is open

to question, in view of what was decided in In re The Toronto
Public School Board and The Corporation of The City of Tor-

onto (1901), 2 O.L.R. 727, (1902) 4 O.L.R. 468. See also Reg. ex rel.

Amott V. Marchant (1853), 2 Chamb. Rep. 189.

Stjbetibs by Bond to ok for the Corporation.

That they are disqualified as having contracts with the corpora-

tion has been held in numerous cases, of which Reg. ex rel. McLean
V. Watson (1864), 1 C.L.J. 71, and Reg. v. Kirk (1892), 24 N.S.

168, are examples. And it has been held that a surety for the

corporation in a bond for security for costs ol an appeal is disquali-

fied under this clause: Reg. ex rel. Haner v. Roberts (1878), 7 P.R.

315.

An Unsatisfied Judgment is a Contract within Clause (p).

In Re Kerr v. Smith (1874), 24 O.R. 473, 475; Rex ex rel. Mac-
namara v. Heffernan (1904), 7 O.L.R. 289.

A contrary view was, however, expressed by Hunter, C.J., in

Mason v. Meston (1908), 14 B.C.R. 22.

In several of the cases that have been referred to there would

have been no question as to the person whose right was attacked

being disqualified if what is now clause (q) had been then in force.

Where the contract has been completely performed although

there has been no formal release, there is no dis-

qualification.

Reg.exrel.Armorv.Coste(1862),8U.C.L.J.O.S.290: Reg. ex rel.

Hill V. Betts (1867), 4 P.R. 113; Reg. ex rel. Ford v. McRae (1870),

5 P.R. 309. But see Reg. v. Francis (1852), 21 L.J.Q.B. 304.

Where there has been a bona fide and complete assignment

OF THE claim AGAINST THE CORPORATION THERE IS NO DIS-

QUALIFICATION.

Reg. ex rel. Mack v. Manning (1867). 4 P.R. 73; but an

assignment will not avail if it leaves any interest in the candidate:

Reg. ex rel. Ross v. Rastal (1866), 2 C.L.J. 160. Nor will a noti-

fication by the candidate of his withdrawal from the contract unless

the corporation has assented to the withdrawal: Reg. ex rel.

McGuire v. Birkett (supra).

Clause (r).

In Reg. ex rel. Coleman v. O'Hare (1855), 2 P.R. 18, the re-

spondent who at the time of his election as councillor was employed

by t he town council as attorney and solicitor in defending suits

then pending was held to be disqualified.
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In Burnham v. Peterborough' (1862), 12 U.C.C.P. 103, the plain-

tiff, who was a member of the council of Peterborough; and em-
ployed by the corporation as solicitor, sued for services rendered by
him in that capacity, and it was held that the case came within

s. 217 of the Municipal Act then in force (Con. Stat. U.C. c. 64),

and that the plaintiff, being a trustee for the corporation, could not

recover for his services.

There was no provision in the law like clause (r) when these two
cases were decided; the ground of the decision in each of them
was that the employment created a contractual relation between

the employing corporation and the employed, which in the one case

disqualified him from being a member of the council, and in the

other disentitled him to recover for services rendered while he was
a member.

(s) A person who at the time of the election is hable for any

arrears of taxes to the corporation of the municipality;

(t) A person against the land in respect of which he qualifies

there are at the time of the election any arrears of taxes.

Clauses (s) and (t).

Reg. ex rel. Adamson v. Boyd (supra) ; Rex. ex rel. Mitchell v.
,

McKenzie (supra); Kennedy v. Dickson (supra). But see Rex ex

rel. Band v. McVeity (1914), 6 O.W.N. 369, 16 D.L.R. 874.

In that case the respondent had left with the municipal treasurer

by agreement what was considered sufiEicient to meet all the arrears,

but which afterwards turned out to be insufiScient, and no demand
had been made on him for the balance due previous to his election,

and it was held that he was not disqualified.

A candidate is disqualified if liable for arrears of taxes on nom-
ination day although they are paid before polling day: Rex ex

rel. Mitchell v. McKenzie (supra).

By B. 73 of The Municipal Act of 1866 (29-30 Vict. o. 51), which

was in force when Rex ex rel. Adamson v. Boyd (supra) was decided,

it was provided among other things that "no person not having

paid all taxes due by him shall be qualified to be a member of the

council of any municipal corporation." This provision was
dropped when the Act was consolidated in 1873, and was not re-

enacted until 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 53 (1), (s).

To be elected a member bf a municipal council it is necessary

that the ,
candidate at the time of his election, whether or not

a poll was held, shall have paid all municipal and school taxes,
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etc., assessed against him: Rokingham v. Leith (1903), 6 Que.

P.R. 77; Latour v. Lefebvre (1909), 10 Que. P.R. 336.

To invalidate a municipal election because an alderman owes
municipal taxes at the time of his election, it is necessary that

these taxes be due by him personally.

Barrette v. Gareau (1915) Q.R. 49 S.C. 173.

The disqualification for non-pajTnent of taxes extends only to

taxes payable to the school commission and to such as are payable

by ratepayers whose names are entered upon the collector's rolls,

and does not extend to taxes which a purchaser has agreed with
his vendor to pay: Gamache v. Blais (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 200.

Where a statute requires as ai) essential qualification for the

position of municipal councillor that the candidate shall have paid

all taxes due to the corporation, payment of the taxes to the muni-

cipal treasurer in due time, although it was by statute provided

that the taxes were to be paid to the collector of the municipality,

is a good payment, and is a compliance with the statute and the

person paying them is duly qualified: Cawley v. Bran'chflower

(1884), 1 B.C.R. Pt. II. 35.

It would appear that taxes are in arrear if unpaid at the

expiration of 14 days after demand or notice pursuant to section

104, 106 or 108 of The Assessment Act, R.S.O. c. 195, for by
section 109 they may be levied by distress after that time.

See as to this s. 300 and Chamberlain v. Turner (1881) 31 U.C.C.P.

400, referred to in notes to that section.

(2) Subsection 1 shall not apply to a person by reason only: shareholders in

incorporated

(a) Of his being a shareholder in an incorporated company ha™g"^iings

having dealings or a contract with the corporation, or tion, lesaees of
corporation, and

Formerly the law was otherwise. pr^Sora not

Reg. exrel. Rantonv. Counter (1855), lU.C.L.J.O.S. 68; Reg. ex
d«««»M«<J-

rel. Padwell v. Stewart et al. (1855), 2 P.R. 18.

(b) Of his being a lessee of the corporation for a term of

twenty-one years or upwards of any property of the cor-

poration, or

—

Until the passing of The Municipal Act of 1866 (29-30 Vict. c. 51,

E. 73), a lessee of the corporation, whatever the term of the lease

was, was disqualified: Reg. ex rel. Stock v. Davis (1857), 3 U.C.

L.J.O.S. 128.
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It would seem that the exception applies, however short may be

the unexpired term, if the lease is for a term of twenty-one years

or upwards.

Land of a corporation was leased for a term of 21 years to a

trustee for the respondent. The trustee was desirous of relieving

himself of the trusteeship by assigning the lease to the respondent,

but died before doing so. The respondent applied for and obtained

from the corporation a lease for 17 years, the theij unexpired time

of the 21 years. The lease for 17 years was intended to be a con-

firmation of the lease for 21 years. It was held that the respondent

was in reality a lessee for a term of 21 years: Reg. ex rel. Mack v.

Manning (1867), 4 P.R. 73.

A municipal corporation by by-law granted to the respondent

the right to build a dam and bridge across a river in consideration

of which he agreed to keep it in repair for 40 years at his own ex-

pense. The dam and bridge were built and duly kept in repair by
the respondent. Held, that although he was interested in a con-

tract with the corporation, he was not disqualified to be a member
of the council, because the contract amounted to a lease from the

corporationforatermof upwards of 21 years; Reg. ex rel; Patterson

V. Clarke (1871), 5 P.R. 337.

It will be observed that this clause applies only to a lessee of the

corporation. Where the lease is to the corporation, so long as

the reversion remains in him, the lessor is disqualified as having

a contract with the corporation: Reg. ex rel. Ross v. Bastill (1866),

2 C.L.J. 160.

(c) That part of his property is exempt wholly or in part from

taxation whether such exemption is founded on an agree-

ment with the corporation or on a by-law of the council, or,

Before the enactment of 3 Edw. VII. o. 18, s. 17, it had been held

that if the exemption was founded on a contract the exception

did not apply; Reg. ex rel. Lee v. Gilmour (1881), 8 P.R. 514.

See also Reg. ex rel. Harding v. Bennett (1896), 27 O.R. 314, in

which it was held that as the exemption was not founded on a

contract the respondent was not disqualified. The enactment re-

ferred to was passed in order to put exemptions founded on con-

tract on the same footing as those not so founded.

(d) Of his being the proprietor of or otherwise interested in a

newspaper or other periodical publication in which oflBcial

advertisements or notices which appear in other news-
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papers or periodical publications are published by the

council or for which the council is a subscriber or which

is furnished to any department or officer of a corporation

if the same are paid for at the usual rates, and he has not

agreed with the corporation to do the whole or the prin-

cipal part of its printing.

•(e) Of his having been appointed and paid for his services as

commissioner, superintendent or overseer of any highway

or of any work undertaken wholly or in part at the expense

of the corporation.

See s. 398, pars. 29 and 30, which provide for the remuneration

of these ofl&cers.

(/) Of his being a consumer or taker of anything supplied by
the corporation or any commission under The Public ^^l;.^^'-

Utilities Act or of his having entered into a contract with

the corporation or commission for the supply of it to him.

(3) A person being such a shareholder shall not vote on any Shareholder,
16SS66 or

question affecting the company or being such a lessee shall not ™"°5|^r etc

vote on any question affecting his lease or his rights or liabilities any*queatfon"

thereunder, or being so exempt from taxation shall not vote on dealing^ with
,. ™. ,. ,1 , J. 1 * T_ corporation,

any question affecting the property so exempt, or being such a

proprietor of or otherwise interested in a newspaper or other

periodical publication shall not vote on any question affecting his

dealings with the corporation.

This sub-section applies to a bonus by-law, although the by-law has

received the assent of the electoes.

In Re Baird and Almonte (1877), 41 U.C.R. 415. In that case

a by-law to grant a bonus to a manufacturing company was proposed

by a council consisting of five members, of whom four were share-

holders in the company. The by-law provided for raising that sum
on debentures. The assent of the electors to the by-law was obtained*

and thereafter the by-law was finally passed. It was held by Hagarty,

C.J., and affirmed by the full Court, that the by-law must be quashed;

that under s. 75 of The Municipal Act, 36 Vict. c. 48, a councillor
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"

cannot vote on any question affecting a company of which he is a share-

holder, even though at the time of election he was not disqualified under

that section, and that there was therefore no competent quorum to submit

or to pass the by-law.

Other Cases.

In In re Vashon and East Hawkesbury (1879), 30 U.C.C.P. 194,

on an application to quash a by-law closing up a road, it was shewn

thai the only persons interested in the maintenance or closing of the

road were the applicant and one Cardinal. The township cotmcil

consisted of five members, of whom Cardinal was one, the concur-

rent votes of three of whom were necessary to the passage of a by-law. The

by-law had received three votes, including Cardinal's, and it was held that

the by-law could not be upheld for that Cardinal's interest in its passage,

which was apart from that of the public, disentitled him from voting.

In In re L'Abb6 and Blind River (1904), 7 O.L.R. 230, a by-law

had been passed by the council allowing three tavern liquor licenses

to be issued. In reality only two licenses had been issued, one to a tavern

owned by the brother of the reeve and the other to a tavern which was held

under mortgage by the reeve to secure a sum of money. Another by-law

was subsequently introduced into the council to repeal the former by-law

and limit the number of licenses to two. This was carried by the casting

vote of the reeve; and it was held that the by-law must be quashed, for the

reeve, having a personal or pecuniary interest, was disqualified from voting

in the council upon the matter.

In New Glasgow v. Browp (1907), 39 S.C.R. 586, reversing (1907), 41 N.S.

542, the corporation had purchased pipe under the authority of a special

Act which empowered it to borrow money for the improvement of its

water system. Without authority from the council, a committee of the

coimcil sold some of the pipe that was not required for laying a new main;

and it was held that the illegal sale could not be ratified by a subsequent

resolution of the council carried by the votes of the members of the com-
mittee, and that an action would lie against the committee by the corpora-

tion for any loss incurred through the sale.

In Elliott V. St. Catharines (1908), 18 O.L.R. 57, it was held that

a member of a city council is not disqualified from voting upon a

proposed by-law to construct a sewer on a street of the mimicipality

merely because he owns property fronting on the stJreet, which gives

him a large interest in the proposed drainage. The principle that a

member of a council is not disqualified merely because he possesses an

interest in common with the other ratepayers applies as well where a local

improvement by-law being in question, the community of interest is only

with the ratepayers of a section of the municipality as where all the rate-

payers will be affected by the proposed by-law.
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The three cases last cited have no special application to subs. 3, but are

referred to here because they deal with the effect upon the action of a council

where it is brought about by the votes of members who were disqualified

from voting on the question and it would not have been determined on

without their votes.

A member of a council is not disqualified from voting upon the ques-

tion of the removal of an oiBcer whom the coimcil has the right to remove
merely because of a bias on the subject, especially where the bias has been

disclosed after the commencement of a lawsuit against him and under the

attack of opposing counsel: Gallagher v. Armstrong (1911), 3 A.L.R. 443.

Where commissioners who have authority to deal with the letting of

contracts for public works and material for a municipality are appointed

by the council, the fact that a member of the council is a shareholder in

a company which is largely interested in contracts of that nature does

not disqualify him from voting upon a motion for the dismissal of a com-

missioner: Gallagher v. Armstrong (1911), 3 A.L.R., 443.

A member of a council may not take part in the discussion of any question

in which he has a personal interest: Beauregard v. Roxton Falls (1903),

Q.R. 24 S.C. 474.

A member of a municipal council who had a personal interest in a sub-

ject of its deliberations is incompetent to take part in them, and it is im-

material whether it be an individual interest or an interest as a share-

holder in a company. In all such cases the interest exists; it is a direct

and present interest and comes within the terms of art. 4301 R.S.Q. 1888.

If the majority by which a by-law is passed is composed of councillors

so interested the by-law will be quashed: Victoriaville v. Pubuc (1903),

Q.R. 13 K.B. 109.

Page V. Genois (1908), Q.R. 34 S.C. 541 (a person who can neither read

nor write is not qualified to be elected or to sit as mayor).

Martineau v. Debien (1911), Q.R. 20 K.B. 512 (not only the usurpation

but the abusive exercise of a public charge is the subject of recourse by
quo warranto for the purpose of dispossessing the person of it).

(4) The filing of the resignation mentioned in clause (j) of Resignatio.

subsection 1 shall render vacant the seat of the member. 3-4 vacate seat

Geo. y. c. 43, s. 53.

"The Seat>f the Member," i.e., of the School Board.

54. If a member of a council in his own name or in that of Ck)ntractsby..... . .
membera

another and alone or lomtly with another enters mto a contract with
" corporation to

with or makes a purchase from or a sale to the corporation, the be™>d.
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contract, purchase or sale as against the corporation shall be void.

3-4 Geo. y. c. 43, s. 54.

"Void."—The transaction, though "void" against the corporation, would

be binding on the other party. The effect of the section is to make the

transaction voidable at the option of the corporation.

The Municipal Clauses Act (B.C.) does not prohibit the making of a

contract, and it is, therefore, not void by statute and ought not to be

declared void in equity, and therefore a member of a council who makes a

contract with the corporation and is paid what he is entitled to receive

under it is not liable to an action to compel him to refund what has been

paid to him: South Vancouver v. Rae (No. 2) (1906), 12 B.C.R. 184, 4

W.L.R. 98.

EXEMPTIONS.

PerBonB 55. The following shall be exempt from being elected as mem-
exempt.

bers of a council and from being appointed to any municipal

office

:

(a) Persons of the age of sixty years and upwards;

(6) Members and officers of the Senate, or of the House of

Commons of Canada, or of the Assembly;

(c) Coroners;

(d) Clergymen and ministers of every denomination;

(e) Members of the Law Society of Upper Canada, whether

barristers or students;

(f) Officers of Courts of Justice;

(gf) Physicians and surgeons;

Qi) Professors, masters and teachers, and the officers and ser-

vants of a university, college or school in Ontario;

(i) Millers;

0") Officers and members of a fire brigade or of an authorized

fire company. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s.' 55.

Section 53 contains the disqualifications and this section the exemptions.

A person disqualified cannot be elected or hold office, but a person exempt,

even though qualified, need not.

A qualified person duly elected who refuses to accept office and to make
the declaration of office is liable to a penalty (S. 244).
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PART III.

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.

Who to be entered on Voters' List.

66.—(1) Every person shall be entitled to be entered on the Qualification

voters' list prepared under Part I. or II. of The Ontario Voters' "P^fe""'"**;"^ ^ Rev. Stat. o. 6.

Lists Act, who is

—

Clause (a) being the words "a male, a widow, or an unmarried woman"
struck out by 7 Geo. V. c. 43, s 2 (6).

(6) Of the full age of twenty-one years;

(c) A British subject by birth or naturalization;

(d) Not disqualified under this Act or otherwise by law pro-

hibited from voting; and

(e) Rated, or entitled to be rated to the amount herein-

after mentioned on the last revised assessment roll of

the local municipality for land held in his or her own

right, or so rated or entitled to be so rated for income, or

who is entered or was entitled to be entered on such roll

as a farmer's son. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43 s. 56 (1) ; 7 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 2(6).

The words "or in the case of a male whose wife is or was entitled to be

rated" were struck out of clause (e) by 7 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 2 (6).

(2) The rating for land shall be in respect of a freehold or Amount of
^ ' ° '^

rating necessary.

leasehold, legal or equitable or partly of each to an amount not

less than

(a) In villages and townships, $100;

(6) In towns having a population not exceeding 3,000, $200;

(c) In towns having a population exceeding 3,000, $300;

id) In cities, $400.

(3) The rating for income shall be in respect of income from incbme.

a trade, office, calling or profession of not less than $400 which

has been received during the twelve months next preceding the
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final revision of the assessment roll or the twelve months next

preceding the last day for making complaint to the Judge under
Rey. Stat. o. 6. The OntaHo Voters' Lists Act.

Where owner
and occupant
seveially rated.

Where land
owned or occu>
pied jointly.

Fanners' sons.

Rev. Stat.
c. igs.

Rev. Stat,
c. 6.

Occasional or
temporary
absence.

(4) If both the owner and th^ occupant are severally but not

jointly rated, each shall be deemed to be rated.

(5) Where land is owned or occupied jointly by two or more

persons who are rated at an amount sufficient, if equally divided

between them, to give a qualification to all, each shall be deemed

to be rated within the meaning of this section, otherwise none

of them shall be deemed to be so rated.

(6) A person not entitled under The Assessment Act to be entered

on the last revised assessment roll as a farmer's son, shall be

entitled to be entered on the voters' list if he has the other qualifi-

cations of a farmer's son as prescribed by that Act and has resided

on the farm of his father or mother for the twelve months next

preceding the date of the final revision of the assessment roll or

for the twelve months next preceding the last day for making

complaint to the judge under The Ontario Voters' Lists Act.

(7) Occasional or temporary absence from the farm for a time

or times not exceeding in the whole six of the twelve months shall

not disentitle a farmer's son to be entered on the voters' list.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 56 (2-7).

"Full age of 21 years."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

"Not disqualified under this Act or otherwise by law prohibited from

voting."—See ss. 69, 60, 61, 187 (1).

"Last revised assessment roll."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

"Freehold."—See notes to s. 13(1).

"Farmer's son."—As to persons entitled to be entered on the last revised

assessment roll as a farmer's son, see R.S.O. o. 195, s. 25. See also, as to
"residence," In re Fitzmartin (supra), in notes to s. 13.

The son of an owner of land is qualified to be a voter although he may
reside elsewhere than on the immovable which qualifies his father if he
resides with him. The son of a farmer must have worked for a year on the
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lands by which his father qualifies. One who claims in his capacity of

farmer's son to be placed on the list but who has not fulfilled this con-

dition cannot be placed on it if he has not made good his title as owner's

son, which gives him a right to be there: Drouin v. Sainte Monique (1899),

5 Rev. de Jur. 243 (Que.).

"Population" is determined as provided by s. 2 (cl. (m)).

"Owner."—

A person who has applied for a homestead entry, but was not in posses-

sion nor had received his certificate, was held not to be the owner of the

land within the meaning of an enactment which provided that "owner"

includes any person who has any right,'^ title or estate whatsoever or any

interest other than that of a mere occupant in any land: In re Clark (1906),

3 W.L.R. 311._

As to the meaning of the word "owner," see Wynne v. Dalby (1913),

29 O.L.R. 62, 30 O.L.R. 67, 13 D.L.R. 569, 16 D.L.R. 710.

In a by-law which required every owner or occupant of land upon

which there was a well to cover it when it was not in use, the term "owner"

must be read "owner in occupation," and not the owner when the land is

occupied by a tenant of his: Love v. Maohray (1912), 22 Man. L.R. 505,

1 D.L.R. 674, 20 W.L.R. 505, 1 W.W.R. 925.

Subs. 5 does not apply to the qualification of candidates: Rex ex rel.

Milligan V. Harrison (1908), 16 O.L.R. 475, 479.

Unorganized Tbekitoey.

In re ^agar Voters' List (1911), 17 0,W.R. 1, in which it was held that

in an unorganized district under R.S.O. 1897, o. 225, s. 18, only male persons

assessed for less than one hundred dollars are entitled to be placed on the

voters' list, and that widows who are resident householders have no such

right, is no longer law. After the first election, the qualification of electors

in unorganized territory is the same as in territory having county organiza-

tion.

British Columbia Cases.

To qualify as a voter at a municipal election under s. 6 of The Mimicipal

Elections Act, as enacted by sec. 2 of The Municipal Elections Amend-
ment Act, 1902, with respect to real estate, it is necessary that the applicant

should be the registered owner of it under s. 74 of The Land Registry Act,

1906, c. 23: In re Kaslo Municipal Voters' List (1907), 12 B.C.R. 362.

The holder of an agreement for the purchase of land is not an owner

within the meaning of The Municipal Elections Act entitled to vote at

municipal elections: Perry v. Morley (1911), 16 B.C.R. 91, 16 W.L.R. 691.

Quebec Cases.

In Quebec there is nothing to prevent any person from buying such

property as will be sufficient to qualify him as a municipal elector in any

8—MUN. LAW.
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municipality as he pleases: Herbert v. Saint Michel (1910), 18 Rev. de

Jur. 228.

A person who sells land subject to a right of redemption divests him-

self of his rights of property in the thing sold, and retains merely the per-

sonal right to redeem it within the time stipulated. Real estate thus sold

does not confer electoral qualification upon its vendor within the meaning

of art. 5364 of the Revised Statutes of Quebec, 1909, during the time it is

held by the vendee, although the vendor remains in possession as tenant:

Levasseur v. Pelletier (1911), Q.R. 40 S.C. 490.

School teachers, professors and heads of institutions of learning should

be inscribed on the voters' list of the municipality where they have their

institution or house even when they give no instruction there if they do

give it in other places in the province: Jodoin v. St. Hyacinthe (1912),

Q.R. 43 S.C. 123.

It is necessary that the name of a real estate owner should be placed

on the valuation roll in order to be included in the list of voters'for a muni-

cipal election, although it is not required for the voters' list at an election

for the House of Commons: Hobkirk v. Lasalle (1913), 14 Que. P.R. 421.

The owner of a house in a rural municipality in which he resides each

summer for five or six months, who carries on business in another munici-

pality, in which he lives in rented premises for the remainder of the year,

has the right, on declaring that the house which he owns is his principal

establishment, to be inscribed on the list of voters of the municipality

in which it is situate: Godbout v. St. Laurent (1912), Q.R. 43 S.C. 158-

An unmarried school teacher who occupies rooms in a town near the

place where he teaches, but passes his vacation and leisure time with his

parents in another municipality, where he had formerly been domiciled

and where he has a room at his disposal, is rightly inscribed on the list

of voters of the latter municipality where he deposes that he never had

any intention of changing his domicile.

So also in the case of the owner of a house where he is domiciled who
retains the ownership of it and lives there for four months in each year,

but resides in another municipality for eight months to carry on business

there, but without any intention of changing his domicile.

Demers v. St. Nicolas (1913), Q.R. 43 S.C. 321.

See also In re Ellis (1910), 2 O.W.N. 27, (1911) 23 O.L.R. 427; The South

Perth Election Case (1899), 2 Election Cas. 144; The Port Arthur and

Rainy River Election Case (1907), 14 O.L.R. 345.

Right to Vote.

Right to vote. 57. Subject to sections 59, 60 and 61, every person whose name
- is entered on the proper voters' list shall be entitled to vote at
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a municipal election except that in the case of a tenant he shall

not be entitled to vote unless he is a resident of the municipality

at the date of and has resided therein for one month next before

the election and in the case of an income voter and of a farmer's

son, he is a resident of the municipality at the date of the election.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 57.

"Resident."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

It is not necessary that a "freeholder" be a resident of the municipality.

68. Except as to the disquahfication arising from his not residing No question ot

, , . qualification to

in the mumcipahty at the time of the election m the case of an be raised at
election.

income or farmer's son voter or from his not residing in the Exception,

municipality for one month next before the election and at the

time of the election in the case of a tenant, or from the non-

payment of taxes in the case of a voter whose name appears on

the defaulters' list, no question as to the qualification of any

person whose name is entered on the proper list of voters shall

be raised at an election. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 58.

This section differs from the corresponding section of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19,

s. 89, in that the exceptions do not appear in that section. As to these

exceptions, see s. 57 (tenant, income voter and farmer's son), s. 95 (de-

faulters' list).

Where it appears that the voters' list has been prepared and revised in

accordance with the Act, the Court will not go behind the revision and en-

quire into the qualification of the voters: In re Kerr and Gold (1914), 20

B.C.R. 58a.

See also In re Ellis, South Perth Election Case, and the Port Arthur

afflid Rainy River Election Case (supra notes to s. 56).

Where a voters' list is compiled in accordance with a practice followed

of placing the names of holders of agreements for the purchase of land

on the list as registered owners, the list is bad and an election held upon

it will be set aside: Perry v. Morley (1911), 16 B.C.R. 91, 16 W.L.R. 691.

• 59.—(1) No person whose name appears on the defaulters' list Pereonsin
* ' ^ default for non-

provided for by section 95 shall be entitled to vote in respect f*^™^^^
of income in any municipality, or in respect of real property in ™'®-

a municipality, the council of which has passed a by-law under

paragraph 9 of section 399, unless at the time of tendering his
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vote he produces and leaves with the deputy returning officer a

certificate from the treasurer, or the collector, shewing that the

taxes, in respect of which the default was made, have since been

paid.

Certifi<»to (2) The deputy returning officer shall file the certificate and

note the same on the defaulters' list. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 59.

Under art. 283 of the Municipal Code, to be eligible as a municipal coun-

cillor, it is necessary to be an elector, and to be an elector it is necessary,

amongst other things, to have paid all the municipal taxes and school

taxes due at the time: Boissonnault v. Couture (1897), Q.R. 11 S.C. 523.

A personal tax imposed upon persons taxable under the Municipal Code

only, is exigible from a man whose wife's name is on the valuation and col-

lection rolls as owner of taxable personal property and has paid the taxes on

it. A husband who, in such circumstances, has not paid this tax is not

qualified as a municipal elector.

A husband cannot qualify as an elector on land owned by his wife unless

his name is inscribed on the valuation roll.

Julien V. Bernier (1907) Q.R. 31 S.C. 481.

A municipal Council having statutory authority to declare by resolution

or by-law that the water rates should be payable by instalments passed a

resolution allowing the ratepayers to pay them for the year then current by
instalments, and this resolution was confirmed by statute. By statute no

tenant has a right to vote at an election for mayor or aldermen unless he

has paid, bef6re the first day of December preceding the holding of the

election, the amount of all taxes and assessments and of all instalments
' of water rates then due in virtue of a by-law passed under art. 260A, enacted

by 59 Vict. c. 49, s. 15 (Q.). No by-law or resolution to this effect was

adopted, but payment by instalments of water rates due on the 15th August,

October, January and March, respectively, continued to be' permitted.

Held, that the delay for the payment of water rates had been accorded

without legal authority and that a ratepayer, who, on the first day of

December preceding a municipal election, had paid only two instalments

of water rates, was not entitled to vote, and, therefore, could not con-

test the election of the candidate declared elected: Proulx v. Beausoleil

(1898), Q.R. 13 S.C. 508.

Where it was not expressly provided in The Local Improvement Act
that only electors who had paid their taxes might vote, the legislature,

having amended the declaration to be signed by voters before voting so

as to insert a declaration that their taxes were paid, must have intended
that only those who could make the declaration could vote, and, therefore,

where a majority of those voting had not paid their taxes, it was held
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that the election was irregular and it was set aside: Rex ex rel. Tobey
V. McDonald (1908), 1 S.L.R. 114, 8 W.L.R. 83.

60. The Clerk of the municipality shall not be entitled to vote cierk may give

. _ a casting vote

except to give a casting vote as provided by section 127. 3-4 only.

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 60.

The clerk, if otherwise qualified, is entitled to vote on by-laws requiring

the assent of the electors, but not to give a casting vote: s. 270.

61.—(1) No person shall be entitled to vote who, at any time, ^^""^\*'"-

before or during the election, has been employed as coimsel, agent, re°^r^J™ '^

solicitor or clerk or in any other capacity by a candidate or by ™'*-

any other person at or in reference to, or for the purpose of for-

warding the election, and who has received or expects to receive,

either before, during or after the election, from any candidate or

from any other person, for acting in such capacity, any money,

fee, office, place or employment, or any promise, pledge or security

therefor.

(2) Subsection 1 shall not apply to a person who performs any Exceptions,

official duty in connection with the election and who receives the

fees therefor to which he is entitled. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 61.

This section is the same as s. 13 (2, 3) of The Ontario Election Act

(R.S.O. 0. 8).

Before this section was enacted, "a person employed and paid by a

candidate to act as scrutineer or for any other purpose in connection with

municipal elections" was not entitled to vote: 5 Edw. VII. c. 22, s. 8.

Section 61 is wider and includes in the disqualification not only persons

employed by a candidate, but persons employed by any other person.

It was held in Rex ex rel. FitzGerald v. Stapleford (1913), 29 O.L.R.

133, 13 D.L.R. 858, that the employment and payment of a voter to act as

scrutineer, unless made in order to induce the voter to endeavour to procure

the candidate's return, was not a corrupt practice.

62. Where territory has been annexed to an urban munici- where territory

.,,..,.,.., 1 • • added to city,

pality, or a town with additional territory erected into a city, town or viiuge,
or a new city,

or a village with additional territory erected into a town, or a ^^d"i"h^^'
new town or village erected, and an election takes place before added territory,
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and no voters'

lists including
such territory.

a voters' list including the names of the persons entitled to vote

in such territory, or for the new town or village, is certified by

the Judge, all persons who would have been qualified as municipal

electors if such addition had not been niade or the new town or

village erected, shall be entitled to vote in the city, town or village

at such election. 3-4 Geo. V. ,c. 43, s. 62.

The effect of this section is that persons whose names appear on the

voters' list of the 'municipality from which the territory has been detached

or from territory of which the new town or village has been formed are en-

titled to vote, subject, of course, to the other conditions prescribed by the

Act.

Meeting for
nomination of -

mayor, reeve,
deputy reeves,

etc.

NOMINATION MEETING.

63. Subject to subsection 4 of section 64 and to section 73 a

meeting of the electors shall take place for the nomination of

candidates for mayor and controllers in cities and towns and

for reeve or reeve and deputy^ reeve or deputy reeves in towns,

at the hall of the municipality annually on the last Monday in

December, at ten o'clock in the forenoon. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 63.

"Last Monday in December."—See s. 65 as to when it is Christmas Day.

The hour is according to standard time: R.S.O. c. 132.

The appointment of an election president by resolution of a municipal

council (art. 296 of the Municipal Code) is not essential to the validity

of the election. An unanimous appointment by a meeting of the electors

is valid: Daoust v. Valois (1912), Q.R. 42 S.C. 318.

men, etc.

Meetingsin 64.—(1) Subiect to subscctions 3 to 6, and to section 73, a
cities, towns, \ / j t ^ >

tionof ai'dS^°'
meeting of the electors shall take place for the nomination of

candidates for aldermen in cities and councillors in towns, to be

elected by general vote, and for reeves, deputy reeves and coun-

cillors in villages and townships, annually at noon, on the last

Monday in December, at the hall of the municipality, or at such

place therein as may from time to time be fixed by by-law.

Place of
^

nomination.
(2) Where the election of aldermen or councillors is by wards

the meeting shall be held annually at noon on the last Monday
in 'December at such places in each ward as may from time to
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time be fixed by by-law, but the council of a town divided into

wards may provide that the meeting for the nomination of candi- Nomination ot
'' -^ *=' councillors in

dates for coimcillors for the wards shall be held at the same time *°™'-

and place as the nomination for mayor.

(3) The council of a city may by the by-law fixing the places Hour tor holding

.
nomluatlonB in

for the nomination of candidates for aldermen, provide that the <»*"<»•

hour of nomination shall be half-past seven o'clock in the after-

noon.

(4) The council of a town or village may by by-law provide in towns and
villages.

that the meeting for the nomination of all candidates may be

held at half-past seven o'clock in the afternoon.

(5) The council of a township may by by-law provide that the i" townships,

meeting for the nomination of all candidates shall be held at one

o'clock in the afternoon.

(6) Where a township adjoins an urban municipality, that
^*'^*dj^^"

•municipality may be designated as the place of meeting for the pauty.™"^''

nomination of all candidates. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 64.

The hours mentioned in this section are according to standard time:

R.S.O. 0. 132.

65. The nomination meeting shall be held on the day fixed for if nomination

it by or under the authority of this Act, except where it is Christ- chnstmaa.

mas Day, and in that case the meeting shall be held on the pre-

ceding Friday. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 65.

The nomination meeting is to be held on the days appointed notwith-

standing that'the last Monday in December is a holiday other than Christ-

mas Day or that the preceding Friday is a holiday, the contrary intention,

which excludes the application of s. 28 cl. (h) of the Interpretation Act,

R.S.O. c. 1, appearing by this section.

66. Where the incorporation of a new municipaUty takes effect Nomination and
. polling in new

on the 31st day of December as provided by section 31, the municipality,

nomination and all proceedings incidental thereto and to the

holding of the election on the 1st Monday of the January following
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may be had and taken as if the incorporation had taken effect.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 66.

Notice of nom-
ination meeting.

67. The returning officer shall give at least six days' notice of

the nomination meeting. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 67.

These are clear days. See notes to s. 53 cl (j)

Nomination and 68.—(1) At all nomination meetings, the candidates for each

inoWentthereto. office shall be proposcd and seconded seriatim, and every nomina-

tion shall be in writing, shall state the name, residence and occu-

pation of the candidate, and shall be signed by his proposer and

seconder, both of whom shall be present, and filed with the

returning officer within one hour from the time fixed for holding

the meeting.

\Non-com-
pliance,

effect of.

(2) Failure to comply with the provisions of subsection 1 shall

not invalidate the nomination if it is received and acted on by

the returning officer without objection.

Where only one (3) If uo morc Candidates are nominated for an office than are

nominated for to be elected, the returning officer, after the lapse of one hour
anofBce.

' & i f
from the time fixed for holding the meeting, shall declare such

candidate duly elected.

In what cases
poll to be held

,

(4) If more candidates are nominated for an office than are

to be elected, the retiuning officer shall adjourn the proceedings

until the first Monday in January next thereafter, when, unless

there is an election by reason of the resignation of any candidate

or candidates nominated, as in the next succeeding section pro-

vided, polls shall be opened in each ward or polling subdivision

at such place or places as have been fixed by by-law. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 68.

The requirement of sub-section 1 that the nomination paper "shall state

the name, residence and occupation of the candidate" has been held to be
directory only: Rex ex rel. Walton v. Freeborn (1901), 2 O.L.R. 165; but
if objection is taken at the time and the nomination paper is not amended
the presiding officer should then and there reject it: lb. p. 168. See also

The Two Mountains Election Case (1912), 47 S.C.R. 185, 7 D.L.R. 126.
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If the nomination is received and acted on by the returning officer with-

out objection, failure to comply with the provisions of sub-section 1 does

not invalidate the election (sub-section 2).

There is no provision similar to that contained in subs. 3 for the closing

of nominations, where more candidates than are to be elected are

proposed: In re Parke (1899), 30 O.K. 498.

A returning officer may not, where two candidates are nominated, declare

one of them to be elected because the other is disqualified: In re St. Vital

Municipal Election, Tod v. Mager (1912), 1 D.L'.R. 565, 20 W.L.R. 537,

1 W.W.R. 929 [following Pritchard v. Mayor of Bangor, L.R. (1888) 13

A.C. 241, 250, 253], ^.ffirmed (1912), 22 Man. L.R. 137, 3 D.L.R. 350, 21

W.L.R. 203, 2 W.W.R. 185.

Where three candidates are nominated to fill the places of two retiring

councillors, the chairman of election, on petition to that effect, should

declare a poll to permit the electors to elect two councillors out of the three

candidates named, and has no right, even if he considers that one of the

three candidates is certain to be elected, to address the meeting and ask

if there is any opposition to his being declared elected, and he lias no right

to proclaim him elected, especially where there is a protest against it on

the part of electors then present: Therrien v. Tisdale (1912), 18 Rev. de

Jur. 412.

A returning officer at an election for aldermen held under The Cities

and Towns Act, R.S.Q. 1909, arts. 5256 et seq., cannot reject the nomina-
tion of a candidate on the ground that he has not the qualification of land

owner required by art. 5364, but can only use this power when the nomina-
tion is not in the form required by arts. 5422 to 5428, and in such a case he

is to inscribe the word "rejected" on the back of the nomination paper,

with the reasons for the rejection, in order that another nomination can

be presented before the expiration of the time allowed for nominations:

Labadie v. Ringuet (1913), Q.R. 43 S.G. 374.

69.—(1) The returning officer shall, on the day of the nomina- Names of
.

- candidates to

tion, post up in the office of the clerk the names of the persons be posted up.

nominated for the respective offices.

This provision is directory only: In re Brandon Election (1911), 20

Man. L.R. 705, 17 W.L.R. 207.

After the names have been posted up, the clerk has no power to reject

a candidate on the ground of disqualification and to declare the other

elected: In re St. Vital Election (1912), 21 W.L.R. 203.

(2) At the nomination meeting or at any 'time before nine Resignation

o'clock in the afternoon of the following day, or, if that day is SomYn^t'd.

a holiday, before noon of the succeeding day, any person nomi-
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When resigna-
tions to be
in writing.

Candidates to
file declaration
of qualification.

nated for one or more offices may resign, or may elect for which

office he is to remain nominated; and in default he shall be

deemed to be nominated for the office for which he was first

nominated.

A person who has resigned at the nomination cannot withdraw his

resignation: In re Stoney Plain Municipal Election (1908), 8 W. L. R. 54

(Alta.)

(3) Where he resigns after the nomination meeting the resig-

nation shall be in writing, signed by him and attested by a wit-

ness, and shall be delivered to the clerk within the time herein-

before mentioned.

Where a resignation is delivered to the clerk but not in time, it is nuga-

tory and should be ignored: Rex ex rel. Pillar v. Bourdeau (1904), 3 O.W.R.

245.

(4) In an urban municipality every candidate for any muni-

cipal office, shall on nomination day, or before nine o'clock in

the afternoon of the following day, or if that day is a holiday

before noon of the succeeding day, file in the office of the clerk

a declaration, Form 2.

A candidate filed the declaration in due time, but the freehold property

mentioned in it, owing to an incumbrance upon it, was not of sufficient

value to qualify him. After his election and before taking office, he made
the declaration required by s. 311 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, in which he set

forth the freehold property, together with leasehold property, which was
sufficient to qualify him, and it'^as held that "as the first declaration was
sufficient in form, having in view its limited purpose, and the respondent,

being in fact duly qualified for the election and having been elected

. . ." it was "too late after the election to contend that the misstate-

ment regarding the qualifying property mentioned in the first declaration

is a ground for setting aside the election, which is otherwise free from

objection": Rex ex rel. Martin v. Watson (1906), 11 O.L.R. 336-7.

In Rex ex rel. O'Shea v. Letherby (1908), 16 O.L.R. 581, the declara-

tions filed omitted to state that the candidate was "not a citizen or sub-

ject of any foreign country," and that the estate in respect of which he
qualified was assessed in his name or in the name of his wife on the last

revised assessment roll of the municipality to the value specified in the

declaration as required by 6 Edw. VII. c. 34, s. 10, and it was held that

these omissions renderad the declarations invalid and could not be cured

by section 204, and that the candidates must be deemed to have resigned

and were not duly elected.
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The opinion was expressed in this case that a declaration was invalid

if made before the clerk. That it may be made before the clerk is now
clear. See s. 145 and The Interpretation Act, R.S.O. c. 1, s. 23 (2), which

provides that "any oflficer authorized to administer an oath or take an

affidavit may take any declaration authorized or required by aa Act of this

Legislature."

Section 23 (1) of The Interpretation Act provides that

"Where by an Act of this Legislature or by a rule of the assembly

or by an order, regulation or commission made or issued by the Lieu-

tenant-Governor in Council under a law authorizing him to require the

taking of evidence under oath an oath is authorized or directed to be

made, taken or administered, the oath may be administered, and a

certificate of its having been made, taken or administered may be given

by any one named in the Act, rule, order, regulation or commission,

or by a Judge of any Court, Notary Public, Justice of the Peace or Com-
missioner for taking affidavits having authority or jurisdiction in the

place where the oath is administered."

The declaration may, therefore, be made before any of the persons

mentioned in this section or before any person named in section 145.

(5) Where a candidate is unable on account of illness or absence when deoiara-
tion may be

from the municipality to make the declaration or to file it within made by
some one lor

the time prescrih^ed by subsection 4, and he appears by the last candidate,

revised assessment roll to be qualified to be elected, the declara-

tion of any person who has and states in the declaration that

he has knowledge of the facts, that the inability exists and the

nature of it and that he has reason to believe and does beUeve

that the candidate possesses the qualification prescribed for the

office for which he has been nominated and that if elected he will

accept the office may be filed in lieu of the declaration of the

candidate.

In Rex ex rel. Armstrong v. Garrett (1907), 14 O.L.R. 395, the respondent,

being about to leave for England and intending to be a candidate at the

ensuing election, made the declaration and filed it with the clerk on the

19th November. The respondent was nominated for the office of alderman,

and the declaration was filed within the time prescribed by sub-section 4,

and it was held that the requirement of that sub-section had been satisfied,

but that, if it were otherwise, what^was objected to was an irregularity,

and that the curative provisions of s. 204 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, now replaced

by s. 150, saved the election.
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Effect of

failure to make
declaration.

Election by
acclamation
when other
candidates
retire.

Kesult of

nomination
meeting.

Sub-section 5 is designed to get rid of the difficulties that may arise

if a candidate is, for the reasons mentioned in the sub-section, unable to

make the declaration in due time.

(6) If one or other of such declarations is not filed within the

time mentioned in subsection 4, the candidate in default shall

be deemed to have resigned, and his name shall be removed from

the list of candidates and shall not be printed on the ballot paper.

(7) If by reason of resignations the number of candidates

remaining for any office does not exceed the number to be elected

the returning officer, whether the event happens on or after

nomination day, shall declare the remaining candidate or candi-

dates duly elected.

(8) On the day following the nomination day, the returning

officer for each ward shall certify to the clerk the result of the

meeting. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 69.

The hours mentioned in this section are according to standard time:

R.S.O. c. 132.

fniTcttacffb"'
"'^^—(^) Where the candidates, or any of them, retire, and by

ment'ot'"'''*^ rcasou of such retirement or where from any other cause the
candidates.

requisite number of persons is not elected, the members elected,

if they equal or exceed one-half of the council when complete, or

a majority of such members, shall order a new election to be held

to fill the vacancies.

Efitirement by (2) Where less than half the members of the council are elected,
a majority of ^ ' '

council.
^jjg clerk shall cause a new election to be held; and until such

election is held, and the council is elected, the council of the pre-

ceding year shall continue in office.

New election,
when to be held. (3) The new election shall be held as soon as practicable.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 70.

No procedure for holding the new election is provided, but it would seem
reasonable that the proceedings in an analogous case, that of a vacancy
occurring, which are provided for by subsecs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 of s. 156, should

be followed.
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Section 70 appears at first sight to conflict with s. 159, but they must be
reconciled if it is possible to do so. It may be that section 70 is to be read
as applying only to cases in which the result mentioned in it flows from the
retirement of candidates or from the death of a candidate after nomina-
tion and before polling day, and section 159 to cases where the electors,

if they had chosen to do so, might have elected a full council—as they
might have done if a sufficient number of candidates had been nominated
and had remained in the field until polling day. In the other case, the
electors have not had an opportunity of electing a full council. The mode
of filling the vacancies supports this view. Where the incompleteness of

the council is'due to something which the electors could not control—as the
resignation or death of candidates—it is reasonable that a new election

should be held to fill the vacancies, but where the failure to elect is attribut-

able to the fault of the electors, it is not unreasonable that the members
elected, if their number equals one-half of the membership, or, if not, the
council of the previous year, should fill the vacancies.

71. Except in the case of the first election provided for by EieoUona to be

sections 24 and 27 and subject to section 73 the electors of every * *°""^ ^"

local municipality shall elect annually on the first Monday in

January, although it is a holiday, the members of council, the

water commisssioners, and the sewerage commissioners who are

to be elected, except such as have been elected at the nomination.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 71.

"Members of council" include head of the council and members of a

Board of Control: s. 2 cl. (t).

72. The members of a council shall hold ofiice until their suc-

cessors are elected and the new council is organized.

c. 43, s. 72 (1).

"The new Council is organized" see s. 193 (3).

3-4 Geo. V.

Term of ofBce
of membera, etc.

73. The council of a local municipality may, by by-law passed By-iawsfor

not later in the year than the 15th day of November, provide uom'oii 23rd

, . , f,
December and

that the meeting of electors for the nommation of candidates for elections on° New Year's

Mayor, Controllers, Aldermen, Reeves, Deputy Reeves, Coim- ggyg""*'**'"

cillors, and in urban municipalities, the PubUc School Board and

the Board of Education shall be held on the 23rd day of Decem-

ber, except where that day is a Sunday, and in that case on the
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following day, and that the polling shall take place on the 1st

day of January next thereafter, except where that day is a Sunday,

and in that case on the following day, and the by-law shall remain

in force from year to year until repealed. 3-4 Geo. V. c 43,

s. 73; 4 Geo. V. c; 33, s. 4; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 12.

Two years*
term for

councils may
be adopted.

74. The council of a local municipality may by by-law passed

with the assent of the municipal electors, extend the term of

office of the members of the council to be thereafter elected to

two years, and may with the like assent repeal such by-law.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 74.

]QIection to be
Held in munici-
pality.

75. Subject to subsection 6 of section 64 the election shall be

held in the municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 75.

be heid^i?"'
*° '^^' ^^ election shall not be held in a tavern or in a house of

tavern, public entertainment licensed to sell spirituous or fermented

liquors. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 76.

AOTointmentoi 77.—(1) The council of cvery local municipality in which the

pofii^d^piitT'*
election is by wards or polling subdivisions, shall from time to

offi'^^etc.
time, appoint:

(a) The places for holding nominations for each ward;

(6) A returning officer to hold the nominations for each ward;

(c) The places at which polls shall be opened if a poll is

required;

(d) A deputy returning officer and a poll clerk for each polling

subdivision.

Election
officers, how
ap^inted in

cities over
100,000.

(2) In a city having a population of not less than 100,0Q0 the.

returning officers, deputy returning officers, and poll clerks shall

be appointed on the recommendation of the clerk, and such

appointments shall be made at least one month before polUng
day, and as far as practicable the deputy returning officers and
poll clerks shall be appointed for polling places in the subdivisions

in which they reside.
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(3) If a poll clerk signifies to the returning officer in writing Poiicierk
_ - .^_ ,

refusing to

that he will not act, the returmng officer shall appoint another act, etc.

person to act in his place.

(4) If a poll clerk does not attend at the opening of the poll Appointment ot

the deputy returning officer shall appoint another person to act d-RO-

in his place.

(5) The clerk shall be the returning officer for the whole muni- cierktobe^
, returning omcer

cipaUty; and if a poll is required, the deputy returning officers dJJuy!*™™''

shall make to him the returns for their respective wards or polling

subdivisions. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 77.

"Population" is determined as provided by s. 2 cl. (m).

Where an appointment is made under sub-sections 2 and 3, it is advisable

that it should be made in writing, in which the reason for making it should

be stated.

78.—(1) In a local municipality which is not divided into Retumingand
deputy officer

poUmg subdivisions, the clerk shall be the returning officer for
J'';^?*

^'^'Sjj"

the nomination of candidates. subdivisions.

(2) The council shall from time to time appoint the place at PoiUngpUoe.

which the poll shall be opened if a poll is required. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 78.

Section 391 provides for dividing into polling subdivisions and estab-

lishing polling places in the subdivisions.

79.—(1) Where a by-law to appoint the place for holding any piacefor

meeting required to be held for the nomination of candidates is ^^^wiere
11 M <« M <

^ •. 1 - 1 11 1 council fails to
necessary and the coimcil fails to pass it the meetmg shall be fix places,

held at the place at which the nomination for the next preceding

election was held.

(2) Where the council fails to appoint all or any of the places

at which a poll is to be opened if a poll is required, as to such of

them as are not appointed, the polls shall be opened at the place

or places at which the polling took place at the next preceding

election. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 79.
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Refusal or
neglect of
returning officer

or deputy
returning officer

to perform his

duties.

When electors
may choose
returning officer.

Case ,of deputy
returning officer

not attending
at poll.

When electors

not to choose
deputy.

Where returning
officer or deputy
is unable to per-
form his duties.

80.—(1) Where the returning officer for any ward notifies the

clerk that he is unable or that he refuses to act or does not attend

at the time and place appointed by the clerk to receive his in-

structions and nomination papers, or where a deputy returning

officer does not attend at the time and place at which he is required

by the clerk to attend to receive his ballot box, voters' lists, and

other election papers, the clerk shall appoint another person to

act in his place.

(2) If at the time and place appointed for holding a nomina-

tion the returning officer does not attend to hold the nomination

within fifteen minutes after the time appointed or if no returning

officer has been appointed, the electors present at the place for

holding the nomination may choose from amongst themselves a

returning officer to hold the nomination.

(3) If at the time and place appointed for holding the poll

the deputy returning officer does not attend within one hour

after the time appointed, the clerk shall appoint another person

to act in his place and shall furnish him with a ballot box, voters'

lists and other election papers.

(4) In a city having a population of not less than 100,000 a

deputy returning officer shall not be appointed unless a poll

clerk has not been appointed or if appointed is not present, but

the poll clerk shall act as deputy returning officer and he shall

appoint some other person to be poll clerk.

(5) If, during the polling, the returning officer or the deputy

returning officer at a polling place becomes unable, through illness

or other cause, to perform his duties, the poll clerk shall act in

his place and shall perform all the duties of a returning officer

or deputy returning officer, and may appoint some other person

to act as poll clerk. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 80.

"Population" is to be determined according to s. 2 cl. (m).

Where an appointment is made under eubsecs. 1, 3, 4, it is advisable that

it should be made in writing, in which the reason for making it should

be stated.
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81.—(1) A returning officer and a deputy retiirning officer from itetuming

the time he takes the oath of office until the day after the close dgiutyretuniiiig
*' omcera to be

of the election or of the voting on a by-law shall be a conservator Jg^*^"
°'

of the peace and shall have all the powers of a Justice of the Peace.

(2) A returning officer, a deputy returning officer or a Justice Arrest of person
disturbing

of the Peace may arrest or by a verbal order cause to be arrested i««™-

and pla,ced in the custody of a constable or of any other person

a person who disturbs the peace and good order and may cause

such person to be imprisoned under an order signed by him imtil

an hour not later than the closing of the nomination, polling or

voting as the case may be, and all constables and persons present

when required shall assist the returning officer, deputy returning

officer or Justice of the Peace in the performance of his duties

under this subsection. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 81.

82. A returning officer, a deputy returning officer, or a Justice Speoiaioon-

of the Peace may appoint and swear in as many special constables ^wom in.

to assist in the preservation of the peace and order as he may
deem necessary; and any person liable to serve as constable, and

required by a returning officer, a deputy returning officer, or a

justice, to be sworn in as a special constable, if he refuses to be.

sworn in or to serve, shall incur a penalty of $20. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 82.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under the Summary
Convictions Act, R.S.O. oh. 90 (see s. 498 (1)).

Ballot Boxes.

83.—(1) Where a poll is required, the clerk shall procure as Ballot boxes to

,,. , ,. . . be furnished.

many ballot boxes as there are pollmg subdivisions.

(2) The ballot boxes shall be made of durable material, pro- How made,

vided with lock and key, and so constructed that the ballot papers

can be deposited therein and cannot be withdrawn without un-

locking the box.

9—^MTJN. LAW.
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Delivery of

to deputy
returning
officers.

(3) Two days at least before polling day the clerk shall deliver

a ballot box to every deputy returning officer.

"Two days at least" are clear days. See note to s. 53, cl. (j).

Clerk to pre- (4) The ballot boxes, when returned to the clerk after the elec-
serve boxes for ^ ^ '

future elections.
^Jqjj^ gjjaU j^g preserved by him for use at future elections; and

he shall have ready for use, at all times, as many ballot boxes

as there are polling subdivisions.

Penalty for
failure to fur-

nish boxes.

(5) If the clerk fails to provide the ballot boxes he shall incur

a penalty of $100 in respect of every ballot box which he fails to

provide.

Deputy (6) A deputy returning officer who has not been provided with
returning officers , ,, , . , . , . -i i i 11 i- i • i
to procure a ballot box withm the tmie prescribed, shall forthwith procure
boxes when not

one to be made, and he may make a requisition upon the treasurer

for payment of the cost of it, and the treasurer shall pay the same

to the deputy returning officer. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 83.

Ballot papers to
be printed.

Ballot Papers.

84. Where a poll is required, the clerk shall forthwitl^ cause

to be printed a sufficient number of ballot papers for the pur-

poses of the election. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 84.

Ballot papers
where election
is by wards.

Ballot papers
where aldermen
or councillors
elected by
general vote.

85.^(1) In cities and towns in which the aldermen or coun-

cillors are elected by wards, there shall be prepared one set of

ballot papers for all the polling subdivisions containing the names

of the candidates for mayor, another set for all the polling sub-

divisions containing the names of the candidates for reeve or

reeve and deputy reeves, and another set for each ward containing

the names of the candidates for aldermen or councillors for the

ward.

(2) In cities and towns where the aldermen or councillors are

elected by general vote, there shall be prepared for all the polling

subdivisions one set of ballot papers containing the names of the
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candidates for mayor or mayor and reeve or mayor, reeve and

deputy reeves, and another set containing the names of the candi-

dates for aldermen or councillors.

(3) In villages and townships there shall be prepared one set Baiiot papers
for townships

of ballot papers containing the names of the candidates for reeve and villages.

or reeve and deputy reeves and for councillors.

(4) There shall also be separate sets of ballot papers for con- Baiiot papers
for controllers,

trollers and pubhc utihty commissioners. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 85. ete.

Ten candidates were nominated; the clerk, in making out the certified

lists of the candidates' names, for the returning oflBcers, omitted from one

of them the name of one of the candidates. The omission was discovered

at about hal|-past one o'clock of the first polling day, and the clerk then

sent word to the returning officer to insert the omitted name in the poll

book. Upon an application to set aside the election, it was held that it

was not every irregularity that will vitiate an election; that the question

to be decided was not as to the mere abstract ground of the omission of

the name, but only what effect it had upon the final result of the election;

and that, as it did not appear that the result would have been different

if the omitted name ha,d been properly entered on the list, the election

should not be set aside: Reg. ex rel. Walker v. Mitchell (1868), 4 P.R. 218.

See also Northoote v. Pulsford (1875), L.R. 10 C.P. 476.

It is probable that failure to comply strictly with the directions con-

tained in this and the following section

—

e.g., by the use of initials instead

of the full Christian name, or in the arrangement of the names of the candi-

dates—would be cured by s. 150 if the conditions prescribed by that

section were found to exist. See also notes to s. 86.

"Public Utility Commissioners."—See The Public Utilities Act, R.S.O.

c. 204.

"Public Utility" means "water, artificial or natural gas, electrical power

or energy, steam and hot water." lb. s. 2.

86. The ballot papers shall be according to Forms 3, 4, or 5, Form of baiiot

and shall contain the names of the candidates arranged alpha-

betically in the order of their surnames, or if there are two or

more candidates for the same office with the same surname, in

the order of their Christian names. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 86.

"Where forms are prescribed, deviations therefrom, not affecting the sub-

stance or calculated to mislead, shall not vitiate them": The Interpre-

tation Act, R.S.O. c. 1, s. 28, cl. (d).

papers.
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In In re Milne (1912), 25 O.L.R. 420, 1 D.L.R. 540, it was held by the Court

of Appeal that where the form of ballot paper for the voting on a local option

by-law was "for 1;Jie by-law" and "against the by-law," instead of "for local

option" and "against local option," as in the form prescribed (The Liquor

License Act, R.S.0. 1897, c. 245, s. 141 (8) , as enacted by 9 Edw. VII. c. 54, s

.

10), the by-law must be quashed. That it lay upon the supporters of the byr
law to make it appear that it was of such a nature as not to affect the sub-

stance of the voting or to be calculated to mislead and did not affect the

result, and that the contrary was shewn.

In In re Giles (1910), 21 O.L.R. 362, a similar mistake was made, but
the Court refused to quash the by-law. In the Milne case this case was
distinguished on the ground that it was not there shewn that the mistake

was of such a nature as to affect the substance of the voting or to be calcu-

lated to mislead or that it affected the result.

An election, was set aside because ten ballot papers which were in form

"dissimilar to those ofi&cially supplied."

In re Municipality of Burnaby (1912), 7 D.L.R. 785, 1 W.W.R. 676 (B.C.)

Polling Places.

ck^ktofur- 87. Before opening the poll, the clerk shall deliver to every

with bSfiSf
^"^^ deputy returning officer the ballot papers for use in the polling

papers, etc.
_ subdivision for which he_ has been appointed, and shall furnish

him' with the materials necessary to enable voters to mark their

ballot papers, and such materials shall be kept at the polling place

by the deputy returning officer for the use of voters. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 87.

fOTmaric'S™* ®^' Every polling place shall be furnished with a compartment
ballots.

jjj 9p]ii(jii the voters can mark their ballot papers screened from

observation, and if it is not provided by the corporation the

deputy returning officer shall furnish it, and the cost of it shall

be repaid to him as provided by subsection 6 of section 83.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 88.

In Reg. ex rel. Preston v. Touchburn (1876), 6 P.R. 344, the curative

provisions of a section which corresponded with s. 204 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19

were applied, and saved the election where the provisions of a section
similar to s. 88 were violated, several voters having gone behind the com-
partment with the returning officer to mark their ballot papers.
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See, however, In re Quigley (1911), 24 O.L.R. 622, and Stoddart v.

Owen Sound (1912), 27 O.L.R. 221, in which it was held that the curative

provisions of s. 204 (s. 150 of this Act) ought not to be applied where in

the voting there has been a violation of the secrecy of the ballot.

See also In re Brandon Election (1911), 20 Man. L.R. 705, 17 W.L.R. 207.

Directions to Voters.

89. The clerk shall cause to be printed in conspicuous type Directions to
voters to be

a sufficient number of the directions for the guidance of voters, printed.

Form 6, for the purposes of the election, and shall deliver to

every deputy i-etuming officer as many of the printed directions,

but not less than five, as the clerk may deem sufficient. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 89.

90. Every deputy returning officer, before opening the poll, or P^puty retum-

immediately after he has received the printed directions from the §1*°"-^*^°

clerk, if the same were not received before opening the poll, shall

cause them to be placarded outside the polling place, and in every

compartment of the polling place, and shall see that they remain

so placarded until the close of the polling. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 90.

The provisions of ss. 89 and 90 are probably directory only, and the

failure to comply with them will not vitiate the election iinless it is shewn

that the omission to do what is prescribed has affected the result.

It has been held, however, in the case of a local option by-law, that

the omission to furnish the "directions" to the deputy returning officers

was a fatal objection: In re Salter (1902), 4 O.L.R. 51. An objection based

on this ground was abandoned in In re Brandon election (1911), 20 Man.

L.R. 705, 17 W.L.R. 207 (the case of a municipal election).

Voters' Lists, Poll Books.

91. The proper list of voters to be used at an election shall Proper voters',.._,, list to be used

be the first and second parts of the last voters ust certified by »t an election.^ Eev. Stat. o. 6.

the Judge and delivered or transmitted to the Clerk of the Peace

imder The Ontario Voters' Lists Act, with the supplementary list,

if any, under section 93 or the list provided for by section 94.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 91; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 13.

See Reg. ex rel. Black v. Campbell (1909), 18 O.L.R. 269; Carr v. North

Bay (1913), 28 O.L.R. 623, 13 D.L.R. 458.
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For first elec-

tion in new
municipality.

Where in the preparation of a voters' list names are improperly struck from

the list and an election is held on the list, it is held on a wrong principle and

should be declared void.

Dimock v. Graham (1911), 45 N.S. 166, 9 E.L.R. 417.

Where the result of an election is attacked it is not necessary for the per-

son attacking it to show that the persons whose names were struck off at-

tempted to poll their votes and were not prevented from doing so. lb.

92. For the first election in a new municipality for which there

is no assessment roll, the clerk, instead,of a voters' list, shall pro-

vide every deputy returning officer with a poll book, Form 7,

and the deputy returning ofiicer or the poll clerk shall enter in

it in the proper column, the name of every person who tenders

his vote, and, at the request of.any candidate or voter, shall note

opposite the name of such person, the property in respect of

which he claims to be entitled to vote. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 92.

The only municipalities to which this sedtion can apply are a new town

incorporated under s. 19 and a new union of townships formed under s. 26.

The case of the formation of a township or of united townships in unor-

ganized territory is provided for by ss. 24 and 27. The Act appears|[to be

defective in not making provision for the qualification of voters*and_candi-

dates in the cases to which this section applies.

Voters' lists on
formation of
new corpora-
tion, etc.

93.—(1) Where a district ias defined by section 11 has been

annexed to an urban municipality, or a town with additional

territory erected into a city, or a village with additional territory

into a town, or a new town or village is erected, and an election

takes place before a voters' fist including the names of thepersons

entitled to vote in such district, territory or for the new town

or village is certified by the Judge, the clerk of the municipality

to which the same was added, and in the case of a new town or

village the returning officer shall prepare from the last certified

voters' list of the municipality from which such district, terri-

tory, town or village was or became detached, a supplementary

list of voters containing the names of and the other particulars

relating to the persons who would have been entitled to vote in

such district or territory if it had not been so detached.
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(2) The supplementary list shall be signed by the clerk and cierk'o dutieB

attested by his declaration, and he shall deliver to every deputy me"*"y '»'=•

returning ofl&cer a copy of so much of such list as relates to his

polhng subdivision. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 93.

Before whom declaration to be made, see notes to s. 69 (4).

94. In a municipality for which there is an assessment roll, but Voters' Uat;
when clerk to

for which there is no voters' list certified by the Judge, the clerk prepare.

shall, before the poll is opened, prepare and deliver to the deputy

returning officer for every polhng subdivision, a list signed by him

and attested by his declaration, containing the names, arranged

alphabetically, of all persons appearing by the then last revised

assessment roll to be entitled to vote in that polling subdivision.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 94.

As to the declaration, see notes to s. 69 (4).

The clerk, in making out this list, would have to determine from an

examination of the assessment roll what persons appear to be qualified

voters.

Ldst of Defaulters in Payment of Taxes.

95.—(1) On or before the last Monday in December the Preparation
of list o£

treasurer of each local municipality, if the collectors' roll has been defaulters,

returned to him, or the collector, if the roll has not been so re-

turned, shall prepare and verify by his declaration and shall

deliver to the clerk an alphabetical Ust of

—

(a) All persons entered on the first and second parts of the

voters' list in respect of income only, who have not paid

the taxes on such income on or before the 14th day of

December next preceding the election; and,

(b) In mimicipalities the councils of which have passed by-

laws imder paragraph 9 of section 399, all persons entered

on the first and second parts of"the voters' list, who have

not paid all municipal taxes due by them on or before

the 14th day of December next preceding the election.
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telaoh'^oiiin'^^
^^^ Where a municipality is divided into polling subdivisions,

subdivision. guch a defaulters' list shall be made for each polling subdivision.

Certified copies
to be furnished.

(3) The person who prepares the defaulters' list shall furnish

to all persons applying for the same, certified copies of it and

of the declaration, in the same maimer as and for the same com-

pensation for which copies of the voters' list are to be furnished.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 95.

See notes to s. 69 (4) as to persons before whom declaration may be

made.

Delivery of
copies of voters'
list, poll book
and defaulters'

list to deputy
returning
officers.

96.—(1) The clerk, before the poll is opened, shall at a time

and place appointed by him deliver to the deputy returning oflScer

for every polling subdivision a list, either printed or written, or

partly printed and partly written, certified to be a correct list

of voters for the polling subdivision, together with a blank poll

book, Form 7, and also a copy of the proper defaulters' hst pre-

pared under section 95 for the polling subdivision.

Copies may be (2) The Ust of votcrs may be prepared by the clerk or may
prepared by
clerk of munici- be procured from the Clerk of the Peace; and in the latter case
pality or pro-

Clerk oTpeace *^^ Clerk of the Peacc shall be entitled to six cents for every

ten voters whose names are on the list. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 96.

Clerk to give
certificate of

dates of final

revision of
assessment roll,

etc.

Fee for

certificate.

Penalty for

neglect.

Certificates as to the Assessment Roll.

97.—(1) The clerk, before the poll is opened, shall deliver to

every deputy returning officer a certificate. Form 8, of

(a) The date of the final revision of the assessment roll, and

(&) The last day for making complaints to the judge with

respect to the voters' list to be used at the election.

(2) The clerk shall also give to any person applying for it a

like certificate upon payment of twenty-five cents.

(3) For every contravention of subsection 2 the clerk shall

incur a penalty of $200. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 97.
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The certificate is required for the purposes of the oath to be taken by

the voter. See Form 9.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under the Ontario

Summary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90). See s. 498.

In Municipalities without Polling Subdivisions.

98. In municipalities not divided into polling subdivisions, the ip municipaii-
ties not divided

clerk shall perform the duties which in other cases are performed
'g°bdiSla

by deputy returning officers, and shall provide himself with the dSs*of''depu™

necessary ballot papers, the materials for marking ballot papers, offic™"^

the printed directions for the guidance of voters, copies of the

voters' list, poll book and defaulters' list, and a certificate of the

date of the final revision of the assessment roll, and the last day

for making complaints to the judge with respect to the voters'

list; and he shall perform the like duties with respect to the whole

municipality as are imposed upon a deputy returning officer for

a polling subdivision. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 98.

Where and how often electors may vote.

99.—(1) An elector shall be entitled to vote,

(a) once only for mayor, controller, reeve, first deputy reeve Number ot

iij. JJ.T.-JJJ. ' votes which
second deputy reeve, and third deputy reeve; may be given

by each elector,

(6) where the election is by general vote once only for as many
candidates for any office as there are offices to be filled

and once only for each of them.

(2) Where the election is by general vote and an elector is where election

qualified to vote hi more than one ward or polling subdivision ^*™®™ ™

he shall vote only in that in which he resides if qualified to vote

there, or if not qualified to vote there or if he is not a resident

of the municipality, he may elect at which of such wards or pollir^

subdivisions he will vote and shall vote there only.

(3) Where the aldermen or coimcillors are elected by wards whereaWer-
^ ' "^ men, etc.,

an elector if qualified to vote therein may vote in each ward for wlrfs'f
^^
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as many candidates as there are offices to be filled and once only

for each of them. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 99.

"Resident."—See notes to s. 13 (1).

The penalty for voting oftener than the vpter is entitled to vote is pro-

vided for by s. 138, cl. (g), and is recoverable and may be enforced under

the Ontario Summary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90). See s. 498.

It is not a corrupt practice, and where a candidate had voted twice

it has been held that it is not a cause for setting aside the election: Rex
ex rel. Tolmie v. Campbell (1902), 4 O.L.R. 25.

Certificate to
entitle deputy
returning
officers, poll
clerks, and
agents to vote
where stationed.

Right to vote
on production
of certificate.

Certificate only
to entitle

officials who
act.

Who to
administer
oath.

100.—(1) The clerk, at the request of an elector, who has been

appointed deputy returning officer, poll clerk, or agent of a candi-

date, for any polling place other than the one at which he is

entitled to vote, shall give to such elector a certificate that he

is entitled to vote at the polling place where he is to be stationed

during polling day; and the certificate shall state the property

or other qualification in respect of which he is entitled to vote.

(2) On the production of the certificate such elector shall have

the right to vote at the polUng place at which he is stationed

instead of at the polhng place at' which he would otherwise be

entitled to vote; and the deputy returning officer shall attach

the certificate to the voters' list.

(3) The certificate shall not entitle the elector to vote at such

polling place imless he has been • actually engaged as deputy

returning' officer, poll clerk, or agent during polling day, or to

vote for aldermen in cities, or for councillors in municipaUties

divided into wards, except in the ward where he would otherwise

be entitled to vote.

(4) If a deputy returning officer votes at the polling place for

which he has been appointed, the poll clerk, or in his absence

any elector entitled to be present, may administer to the deputy

returning officer the oath required by law to be taken by voters.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 100.

Where electors not entitled to certificates obtained them and voted at

polling places other than those at which they were entitled to vote, but
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certificates were given without discrimination to each party, and it was
not shewn that the result had been affected, the election was upheld: In

re Thompson Local'Option By-law (1913), 23 Man. R. 361, 23 W.L.R. 786,

10 D.L.R. 493, 11 D.L.R. 247, 24 W.L.R. 199.

THE POLL.

101.—(1) The poll shall be opened at every polling place at Time for.-ioi
opening and

nine o'clock in the forenoon and shall be kept open until five closing poii.

o'clock in the afternoon of the same day.

The mere presence of electors at the polling booth at four o'clock in

the afternoon of the first day of polling is not a reason for postponing it to

the following day if they have had time to vote but showed no intention

of doing so, and the closing of the poll in such a case at four o'clock is law-

ful: Daoust V. Valois (1912), Q.R. 42 S.C. 318.

When at four o'clock of the evening of the first day of the polling there are

in the polling booth electors who have not yet voted, the election president

uses wisely his discretion in adjourning the meeting to the following day,-

although no vote has been polled during the last preceding twenty minutes.

Lamontagne v. Paquet (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 419.

After having so adjourned the meeting the election president cannot with-

draw his decision, close the election and proclaim elected the candidate who
has received the majority of the votes. lb.

(2) The council of a city may by by-law passed before the By-iawfor

15th day of November in any year extend the time for keeping time.^"""
°

open the poll until seven o'clock in the afternoon.

(3) The votes shall be given by ballot. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, vote by baiiot.

s. 101.

102. The deputy returning oflScer shall, immediately before Deputy return-

opening the poll, shew the ballot box to such persons as are present stow box empty
... 1 1 *** persons

in the polling place, so that they may see if it is empty, and he pre^nt and ften

shall then lock the box and place his seal upon it in such a manner

as to prevent its being opened without breaking the seal, and he

shall keep the box on a desk, counter or table or otherwise so

that it is raised above the floor in full view of all present, and

shall keep the box so locked and sealed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 102.

The hours are according to standard time: The Definition of Time Act,

R.S.O. c. 132.
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Proceedings by
deputy return-
ing officer on
tender of vote.

Name.

Recording.

Objection.

103.—(1) Where a person tenders his vote, the deputy returning

,

oflBcer shall proceed as follows:

(a) Except where there is no voters' list he shall ascertain that

the name of such person or a name apparently intended

for it is entered on the voters' list for the polling sub-

division.

"Except where there is no voters' list."—See ss. 92 and 94.

"A name apparently intended for it."—This provision should be

liberally construed so as not to deprive any one of his right to vote,

if the name which is entered on the voters' list is apparently in-

tended for the name of the person claiming to be entitled to vote.

Mistakes in spelling or in the Christian name or in the spelling of

it and the like are immaterial.

In re Schumacher (1910), 21 O.L.R. 522, it was decided that

Arthur S. Bashford was entitled to vote although his name was

entered on the voters' list as "Bashford Geo. S."; that Jean

Martha Dobie was entitled to vote although her name was entered

as Margaret Dobie; that Henry E. Morgan was entitled to vote

although his name was entered as Morgan Dr.; and that Elspeth

Nichols was entitled to vote although her name was entered as

Mrs. Nichols.

The fact that a voter's name is mis-spelled on the printed voters'

list does not deprive him of the right to vote if he takes the pre-

scribed oath: Rex ex rel. Sovereen v. Edwards (1912), 22 Man.
L.R. 790, 8 D.L.R. 450, 22 W.L.R. 723, 3 W.W.R. 581.

Faulty spelling or the substitution of one family name for another

e.g., "Moreau" for "Morency," does not constitute a valid objec-

tion to receiving the vote when it appears to be simply an error

of the copyist and that the identity of the person claiming the

right to vote is not open to doubt: Langlois v. Auger (1904), Q.R.

29 S.C. 373.

(6) He shall record, or cause to be recorded by the poll clerk,

in the proper columns of the poll book the name, quali-

fication, residence and occupation of such person.

(c) Where the vote is objected to by any candidate or his

agent, the deputy returning officer shall enter or cause to

be entered the objection in the poll book, by writing oppo-

site the name of such person in the proper column the
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words "Objected to," and the name of the candidate by

or on behalf of whom the objection was made.

(d) If such person takes the prescribed oath, the deputy Oath.

returning officer shall enter or cause to be entered opposite

such person's name, in the proper column of the poll book,

the word "Sworn," or "Affirmed," according to the fact.

(e) Where such person has been required to take the oath Musaitotake

and refuses to do so, the deputy returning officer shall

enter or cause to be entered opposite the name of silch

person, in the proper column of the poll book, the words,

"Refused to he Sworn," or "Refused to Affirm," according

to the fact.

(/) After the proper entries have been made in the poll book. Deputy return-
ing officer to

the deputy returning officer shall place or cause to be initial baiiot
paper and mark

placed a check or mark opposite the name of the voter 'oters'iut.

in the voters' list to indicate that he has voted, and shall

,
then put his initials on the back of the ballot paper.

(g) The ballot paper shall then be delivered to such perstin. S'vofaZ
°'

(h) The deputy returning officer may, and upon request shall, pepufar return
Ing officer to

either personally or through the poll clerk, explain to the *^j^ "^"^ °

voter, as concisely as possible, the mode of voting.

(2) The vote of a person who has refused to take the oath Penalty.

shall not be received^ and if the deputy returning officer receives

such vote, or causes it to be received, he shall incrn- a penalty of

$200. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 103.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario

Summary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90). See s. 498.

104.—(1) The only oath to be required of a person claiming to oath, etc..,

vote shall be according to Form 9. to vote.

(2) The voter shall be entitled to select any one of the forms voter may... . , . , select any form

of oath, whatever may be the description either m the voters of oath.
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.

When and how
.oaths are to be
ndzninistered.

list or assessment roll of the qualification or character in which

he is entered upon it.

(3) The oath may be administered by the returning officer or

deputy returning officer if he thinks fit, and shall be administered

at the -request of arty candidate or his agent, and no inquiry shall

.

be made of a voter, except with respect to the matters required

to be stated in the oath or to ascertain if he is the person intended

to be designated on the voters' list, or the assessment roll, as the

case may be. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 104.

The returning officer or deputy returning officer, without any request

that he should do so, may administer the oath, and he should do so where

he has a doubt as to the right of the person tendering his vote to vote,

and it is his duty to administer the oath when requested so to do by any

candidate or his agent.

Deputy return- 105. The deputy returning officer or the poll clerk shall place
ing officer to
initial names of his initials in the appropriate column of the poll book, opposite
persona voting.

the name of every person who has voted for a candidate for the

office named in that column. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 105.

Marking
ballot paper.

106.—(1) Upon receiving the ballot paper the person receiving

it shall

—

(a) Forthwith proceed into the compartment provided for the

purpose, and shall then and there mark his ballot paper

by placing a cross, on the right hand side, opposite the

name of a candidate for whom he desires to vote, or at

any other place within the division which contains the

name of such candidate;

(6) Then fold the ballot paper so as to conceal the names of

the candidates, and the marks upon the face of it, and to

expose the initials of the deputy returning officer;

(c) Then leave the compartment without delay, and without

showing the face of the ballot paper to any one, or so

displaying it as to make known how he has marked it;

and
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(d) Then deliver the ballot paper so folded to the deputy

returning officer.

(2) The deputy retiu:ning officer, without unfolding the ballot
g^^'^^J^

paper, or in any way disclosing the names of the candidates, or receipt of ballot,

the marks made by the voter, shall verify his own initials, and

at once deposit the ballot paper in the ballot box in the presence

of all persons entitled to be present and then present in the

polling place; and the voter shall forthwith leave the polUng

place. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 106.

See notes to s. 116.

The vote is not invalidated when the voter, with the approval of the

deputy returning officer, himself puts the ballot paper into the ballot box:

In re Duncan (1907-8), 16 O.L.R. 132.

107. While a voter is in a compartment for the purpose of Exclusion from

marking his ballot paper, no other person shall be allowed to enter paHment.

the compartment, or to be in a position from which he can see

how the voter marks his ballot paper. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 107.

See notes to s. 88.

108. A person who has received a ballot paper shall not take, voter not to^ r- i- ) take his ballot

and the deputy returmng officer may prevent him from taking it pajjertrom

it out of the polling place and if he leaves the poUing place with-

out defivering it to the deputy returning officer in the prescribed

manner or returns the ballot paper declining to vote he shall

thereby forfeit his right to vote' and the deputy returning officer

shall make an entry in the poll book, in the column ior" Remarks,"

to the effect that such person received a ballot paper, but took

it out of the polling place, or returned it, declining to vote, as

the case may be and in the latter case the deputy returning officer

shall immediately write the word "Declined" upon the ballot

paper and shall preserve it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 108.

109.—(1) The deputy returning officer on the application of a Proceedings in

C&S6 Ol

voter who is incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause incapacity to
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mark ballot
paper.

Oral declara-
tion.

from marking his ballot paper, or who makes a declaration,

Form 10, that he is unable to read, or where the voting is on a

Saturday that he is of the Jewish persuasion and objects on

religious grounds to mark his ballot paper in the maimer pre-

scribed by section 106, the deputy returning officer shall

—

(a) In the presence of the poll clerk and the agents of the

candidates, cause the vote of such person to be marked

on the ballot paper in the manner directed by him, and

shall place the ballot paper in the ballot box.

(6) Make an entry opposite the name of the voter in the

proper column of the poll book, that his vote was marked

in pursuance of this section, and of the reason why it was

so marked.

(2) Where the voter objects on religious grounds to mark his

ballot paper, the declaration may be made orally. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 109.

Proceedings in 110. A voter who has inadvertently dealt with his ballot paper
CASB D&llOli

paper cannot be in such a manner that it cannot be conveniently used, upon

returning it to the deputy returning officer shall be entitled to

obtain another ballot paper, and the deputy returning officer shall

immediately write the word "Cancelled" upon the first mentioned

-ballot paper, and preserve it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 110.

It is not a condition precedent to the right to vote that the declaration

should be made. The omission to make it is only an irregularity in the

mode of receiving the vote, and is covered by the curative section 204 of

3 Edw. VII. c. 19, now s. 150: In re Ellis (1911), 23 O.L.R. 427.

See also The Prescott Election Case (1883), 1 Ont. E.G. 88.

What shall be
deemed a tender
of a vote and-

a

voting.

111. A person who applies for a ballot paper shall be deemed

to have tendered his vote; and a person whose ballot paper has

been deposited in the ballot box, or who has delivered it to the

deputy returning officer or poll clerk, for the purpose of having

it deposited in the ballot box, shall be deemed to have voted.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 111.
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112. The deputy returning officer, the poll clerk, the constable who may be in

. polling place.

or constables, the candidates and their agents, and no others,

shall be permitted to remain in the polling place during the time

the poll is open or at the counting of the votes. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 112.

113. In cities in which the aldermen are elected by general vote Number ot

, agents.

a candidate shall be entitled to one agent only, and except in

such cities a candidate in any mimicipality shall be entitled to

two agents. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 113.

114.—(1) No person on the day of the polling shall use or UBeordeUvenr
. i-ii/iiT-i of election oard«,

dehver to any other person any card, ticket, leaflet, book, circular etc.

or writing soliciting votes for or against any candidate, or by-

law, or for an affirmative or negative answer to any question, or

having upon it the name of any candidate.

(2) Every person who contravenes the provisions of subsee- Penalty,

tion 1 shall incur a penalty not exceeding $20. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 114.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O. c. 90. See s. 498.

Proceedings after the Close of the Poll.

115. Immediately after the close of the poll, the deputy return- counting the

ing officer shall first place all the cancelled and declined ballot

papers in separate packets and seal them up, and shall then count

the number of yoters whose names appear by the poll book to

have voted, and cause a certificate, in the following form:^

"I eertify that the number of voters who voted at the election in this

polling place is {stating the number' in words) and that

was the last person who voted at this polling place," to be entered

in the poll book on the line immediately below the name of the

voter who voted last, and such certificate shall be signed by the

deputy returning officer, the poll clerk, and any candidate or

10—^MUN. LAW.
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agent present who desires to sign it; then, in their presence and
in full view he shall open the ballot box and count the number of

votes for each candidate, giving full opportunity to those present
to examine each ballot paper. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 115.

"Cancelled ballot papers."—See s. 110.

"Declined ballot papers."—See s. 108.

Ke^tod.*" 116. In counting the votes the deputy returning officer shall

reject all ballot papers

—

(a) Which have not been supphed by him; or

(b) By which votes have been given for more candidates than

are to be elected; or,

(c) Upon which there is any writing or mark by which the

voter can be identij&ed, or which has been so torn, defaced

or otherwise dealt with by the voter that he can thereby

be identified;

but no word, letter or mark written or made or omitted to be

written or made by the deputy returning officer on a ballot paper

shall avoid it or warrant its rejection. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 116.

Some general rules to be applied for determining whether a ballot paper

is properly marked have been laid down.

In Woodward v. Sarsons (1875), L.R. 10 C.P. 733, 748, it was said that:—

"The result (i.e., of the provisions of the Ballot Act) seems to be, as to

writing or mark on the ballot paper, that, if there be substantially a want

of any mark, or a mark which leaves it uncertain whether the voter in-

tended to vote at all or for which candidate he intended to vote, or if there

be marks indicating that the voter has voted for too many candidates,

or a writing or a mark by which the voter can be identified, then the ballot

paper is void, and is not to be counted; or, to put the matter affirmatively,

the paper must be marked so as to show that the voter intended to vote

for some one and to show for which of the candidates he intended to vote.

It must not be marked so as to show that he intended to vote for more
candidates than he is entitled to vote for, nor so as to leave it uncertain

whether he intended to vote at all or for which candidate he intended to

vote, nor so as to make it possible, by seeing the paper itself, or by refer-

ence to other available facts, to identify the way in which he has voted.

If these requirements are substantially fulfilled then there is no enact-

ment and no rule of law by which a ballot paper can be treated as void,
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though the other directions in the statute are not strictly obeyed. If

these requirements are not substantially fulfilled, the ballot paper is void

and should not be counted, and, if it is counted, it should be struck out

on a scrutiny."

In The Bothwell Election Case (1884), 8 S.C.R. 676, 696, it was said by
Ritchie, C.J. :

—

"I find it impossible to lay down a hard and fast rule by which it can

be determined whether a mark is a good or bad cross. I think that, when-
ever the mark evidences an attempt or intention to make a cross, though

the cross may be in some respects imperfect, it should be counted, unless

from the peculiarity of the mark made it can be reasonably inferred that

there was not an honest design simply to make a cross, but there was also

an intention so to mark the paper that it could be identified, in which case

the ballot should, in my opinion, be rejected. But if the mark made indi-

cates no design of complying with the law, but, on the contrary, a clear

intent not to mark with a cross as the law directs, as, for instance, by making
a straight line or a round O, then such non-compliance with the law, in

my opinion, renders the ballot null, the irresistible presumption from such

a plain and wilful departure from the terms of the statute being that it

was so marked for a sinister purpose. I am awarff that, in coming to this

conclusion, I am differing from the decision in the case of Woodward v.

Sarsons (supra), but I cannot bring my mind to the conclusion that a ballot

should be refused when there is evidence of an honest attempt to make a

cross."

The general rule was thus stated by Maclennan, J.A., in the West Elgin

Case (1898) 2 E.C. 38, 40, 34 C.L.J. 461-2, 18 C.L.T. 249, 250:—

"If a ballot is so marked that no one looking at it can have any doubt

for which candidate the vote was intended and if there has been a com-

pliance with the provisions of the Act according to any fair and reasonable

construction of it, the vote ought to be allowed."

And this, he said,

"Is the result of the authorities both here and in England."

Words or names written or mares made ttpon a ballot paper which

render it void.

In the West Huron Case (1898), 2 E.C. 38, 34 C.L.J. 461, 18 C.L.T.

247, it was held by Osier, J.A., that a ballot paper, properly marked for the

candidate Beck, was vitiated by having written on the back of it the sur-

name of the candidate; that another ballot paper so marked, but having

written the word "Joe," being an abbreviation of the candidate's Christian

name befpre his name, and that another ballot paper so marked, but having

the word "vote" written after the candidate's name, were properly

rejected.
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A different conclusion was reached by Maclennan, J.A., in the West

Elgin case (supra), though he held that a ballot paper properly marked

for a candidate, but having written on the back of it the name "John Cairns,"

was properly rejected.

In the Lennox Election Case (1902), 4 O.L.R. 378, 381, Maclennan, J.A.,

after referring to this difference of opinion, said that he had conferred

with Osier, J.A., and that the result of their conference was that:

—

"After considering all the reported cases on the subject, both here and

in England," they "were both of opinion that any written word or name
upoij a ballot, presumably written by the voter, ought to vitiate the vote

as being a means by which he could be identified."

He also said that they thought that:

—

"In general, other marks ought not to have that effect without deciding

that particular cases may not arise in which it ought to be held other-

wise."

And he held that a ballot paper, properly marked, but having in the

candidate's division the initials "S.A.," in small but legible capitals, was

properly rejected.

See also The North Victoria Election Case (1874), Hodgins' E.G. 671,

681, and The Monck Election Case (1876), Hodgins' E.C. 725, 731'.

The letters "D.F.," written on the back of the ballot paper, do not

vitiate the vote: The West Elgin Election Case (supra), p. 45; nor the

words, "Mr. McNish, West Elgin," in pencil, on the back of a ballot paper

marked for the candidate MacNish (lb.), nor the name "MacNish" on

the face, in pencil, in that candidate's division, in addition to a proper

cross (lb.).

But see what was said in The Lennox Election case (supra) as to these

rulings.

The word "for," written after the cross, does not void the ballot paper:

The South Oxford Election Case (1914), 32 O.L.R. 1, 10, 20 D.L.R. 752.

The figures "93," before the Deputy Returning Officer's initials, on the

back of a ballot paper, properly marked for a candidate, do not vitiate it:

The South Oxford Election Case (supra), p. 13; nor does a straight line

in pencil under part of the name of the candidate in whose division the

cross is placed or a line before the cross, nor does the addition of irregular

pencil markings under a candidate's name (lb. p. 12).

The West Huron Election Case (supra) was followed in The North Grey

Election Case (1902), 4 O.L.R. 286, 289, and in The Halton Election Case

(1902), 4 O.L.R. 345, 348, and ballot papers marked with the surname of

the candidate in whose division the cross was placed were rejected.

The difference between the Dominion Election Act under which it was

held that ballot papers upon the back of which the deputy returning ofiScer
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had placed numbers corresponding to those opposite the voters' names in
'

the voters' list must be rejected (The Wentworth Election Case (1905),

9 O.L.R. 201, 36 S.C.R. 497) and the Ontario Election Act, the provisions

of which are the same as those of section 116, was pointed out in the Stor-

mont Election Case (1905), 17 O.L.R. 171, 174.

Marks which are a stjppicient compliance with the bequirements of

s. 106 (1) cl. (o).

The following marks have been held to be sufficient:

—

da.^ (b) CO

VcA a /I

X . XP. yC X X
(e) (f) (g) (Ki (i)

(o) The Bothwell Election Case (supra), p. 696; The West Huron Elec-

tion Case (supra), p. 58; The North Grey Election Case (supra), pp. 290-1;

The Halton Election Case (supraj, p. 348; The South Oxford Election Case

(supra), pp. 10-12.

(6) The Prince Edward Election Case (1905), 9 O.L.R. 463, 465.

(c) The Queen's County Election Case (1883), 7 S.C.R. 247, 252.

id) The West Huron Election Case (1905), 9 O.L.R. 602-3.

(e) The Queen's County Election Case (supra), p. 254.

(/) Woodward v. Sarsons (supra), pp. 736, 749.

(g) The North Victoria Election Case (supra), pp. 678-9.

(h) lb.

(j) In the centre of the candidate's name: The South Oxford Election

Case (supra), pp. 11-12.

A star.—The Monck Election Case (supra), p. 732; The South Oxford

Election Case (supra), p. 13.

"A sprawling sort of a cross."—A cross, one of the lines of which was

indistinct at and for a very short distance on both sides of the intersection,

but still qiiite visible, and an "unusually large cross," the intersection of

which was wholly within the candidate's division, though the arms ex-

tended into that of the other candidate: The West Elgin Election Case

(supra), p. 46.

Crosses on the upper line of the candidate's division.—The Queen's

County Election Case (supra), p. 250.
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A cross, (1) although there was in the other candidate's division a thin,

faint, upright pencil mark on the upper edge not indicative of any inten-

tion to make a cross, or (2) although in the division of the candidate for

whom the ballot paper was marked there was another slight irregular

pencil marking or a series of slight, cloudy, formless pencil markings.—The
North Grey Election Case (supra), p. 290.

A cross, although there was a faint mark in the division of the other

candidate apparently unintentionally made.—The Halton Election Case
(supra), p. 348.

Clumsy and ill-made crosses.—The North Victoria Election Case (supra),

p. 679; The Halton Election Gaffe (supra), p. 348.

A mark which does not lose entirely the figure of a cross.—The Monck
Election case (supra), p. 730; The Bothwell Election Case (supra), p. 696.

Crosses made with a pen.—The Monck Election Case (supra), p. 733;

The South Oxford Election Case (supra), p. 4.

Grosses, although in another candidate's division there are marks which
otherwise would invalidate the vote where it appears that the voter has

obliterated or endeavoured to obliterate them.—The Monck Election Case

(supra), p. 734; The North Grey Election Case (supra), p. 289; The Halton

Election Case (supra), p. 345, 6; The South Oxford Election Case (supra),

p. 12.

A cross outside but near the upper line or boundary of a candidate's

division.—The Lennox Election Case (supra), p. 380. That case was

followed in The Halton Election Case (supra), p. 347; and a ballot paper

marked with a clear cross on the right margin below the lower line of a

candidate's division as defined on the ballot paper was counted for that

candidate.

Where the ballot paper is properly marked with a cross, the addition of

one or more crosses does not invalidate the vote.—The Monck Election

Case (supra), p. 734; Woodward v. Sarsons (supra), p. 749; The Bothwell

Election Case (supra), p. 696, 7; The Halton Election Case (supra), p. 348.

Marks which abb not' sufhcibnt.

The following marks have been held to be not sufficient:

—

_j{~ The Queen's Goimty Election Case (supra), p. 254.

The South Oxford Election Case (supra), p. 10.

The reason for the rejection in the first case was, no doubt, that the

loops did not touch, and for the rejection in the second case that the lines

did not touch.

'
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A single vertical horizontal or slanting line, or several such lines.—The
North Victoria Election Case (supra), p. 680; The Monck Election Case

(supra), pp. 733, ,4, 5; The Queen's County Election Case (supra), p. 253;

The West Elgin Election Case (supra), p. 45; The West Huron Election

Case (pupra), p. 62; The North Grey Election Case (supra), pp. 289, 290;

The Halton Election Case (supra), pp. 345, 6, 7.

A different view to that taken in these cases was expressed in Woodward
V. Sarsons (supra), p. 749.

A cross when put only on the back of the ballot paper.—The South

Wentworth Election Case (1879), Hodgins' E.C. 531, 536; The West Elgin

Election Case (supra), p. 44; The North Grey Ejection Case (supra),

p. 290; although it had been decided otherwise in The Monck Election

Case (supra), p. 734.

A- circle.^The Monck Election Case (supra), p. 733; The Bothwell

Election Case (supra), p. 696; The Hakon Election Case (supra), p. 347;

The Lennox Election Case (supra), p. 381.

It must be remembered, in considering the numerous reported cases,

that an important change was made in the law in 1880 by 43 Vict. c. 24,

s. 4; as the law then was (R.S.O. 1877, o. 174, s. 141), it was required that

the cross should be placed on the right hand side of the ballot paper oppo-

site the name of the candidate for whom the elector desired to. vote. The
change made was to make it suflBcient also if the cross were placed there

"or at any other place within the division which contains the name of the

candidate." Sees. 106, cl. (a).'

Ballots void pOb uncertainty.

In a South Perth election case there were three candidates. Frame,

Monteith and Moscrip, whose names appeared in that order on the ballot

papers, but, owing to a printer's error, the name "Monteith," in large

capitals, was placed above instead of below the line which separated his

division from that of Frame.

Where the .cross was placed very nearly opposite to the large name
"Monteith," but on the dividing line between the divisions of Frame and
Monteith or above it, it was held that ballot papers so marked should not

have been counted for Monteith on the ground that either they were marked
for Frame or were void for uncertainty: The South Perth Election Case
(1898), 2 E.C. 47.

Torn ob mutilated ballot papers.

Where part of the ballot paper which had the official number upon it

had been torn off, it was rejected (The West Huron Election Case (supra),

pp. 61-2); but where what had been torn off was a section of the ballot

paper about three-tenths of the whole width of it and of equal width from
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top to bottom, but having upon it none of the printed matter except perhaps

part of "the lines from left to right separating the names of the candi-

dates," it was held that the vote should be counted: The West Elgin Elec-

tion Case (supra), pp. 42-3.

See also The Monck Election Case (supra), p. 734.

Cases in Other Provinces.

Stephen v. Flemming (1908), 42 N.S. 282, 4 E.L.R. 402. A ballot paper

which had a finger mark or smudge on it. A ballot paper which had two

crosses instead of one in the space opposite the name of the candidate.

A ballot paper on which the voter had made his mark below the name of

the candidate whose name was printed last in order on the ballot paper

and below the double lines printed at the bottom of the paper, held good.

Where the ballot papers used at a municipal election were printed with

a line separating the names of the two candidates and, in addition, a line
°

above the name of the candidate first named and a line below the name of

the candidate last named, three ballot papers which were marked with

a cross at the right-hand upper corner of the ballot paper above the line

separating the title from the name but clearly disclosing an intention to

vote for the petitioner, were held to be properly counted for him; that the

line printed above his name was not an essential part of the ballot paper

which would have been good without it: McKinnon v. McNeil (1908), 42

N.S. 503.

The number on a ballot paper for voting at a municipal election relateg

to the candidate and cannot be regarded as something distinct from his

name, and, therefore, whether the number be or be not separate from the

name, it is none the less part of it, and a cross made in the place where the

number is made is deemed in favour of the candidate and is valid: Robidoux

V. Brunei (1910), 11 Que. P.R. 212.

Objections to
be noted and
decided.

Numbering
objectiona.

117.—(1) The deputy returning officer shall make a note of

every objection taken to a ballot paper, by a candidate or his

agent, and shall decide the objection subject to review on recount

or in a proceeding questioning the vaUdity of the election.

(2) Each objection shall be numbered, and a corresponding

number shall be placed on the back of the ballot paper and

initialed by the deputy returning officer. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 117.

Account to be
kept of ballot
papers.

118.—(1) All the ballot papers except those rejected shall be

counted, shall be put into a packet, and an account shall be kept
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of the number of ballots cast for each candidate, and of the

number of rejected ballot papers, and the rejected and unused

ballot papers shall be put into separate packets.

(2) Every packet shall be endorsed so as to indicate its con- Each packet to
be endorsed

tents, and shall be sealed by the deputy returmng officer, and and sealed.

any candidate or agent present may write his name on the packet

and may affix to it his seal. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 118.

In In re Ottawa Municipal Election (1895), 26 O.R. 106, 108, 109, an

application was made for a mandamus to the Judges of the County Court

of the County of Carleton commanding them to proceed with a recount

of the ballot papers cast at the annual municipal elections in two of the

city wards. The recount had begun, but both Judges had stopped because,

on opening the ballot boxes, it appeared that the different classes of ballot

papers had not been made up into separate packets, sealed and authenticated

as required by this section. The mandamus was refused by Boyd, C,
who held that the proper course had been taken by the Judges, and that

the applicant must resort to the remedy provided by what is now section 161.

Cf. Woodward v. Sarsons (1875), L.R. 10 C.P. 733.

119.—(1), The deputy returning officer shall make out a state- statement of
"

. . result to be

ment m duplicate of made by deputy

(a) The number of ballot papers received from the clerk;

(6) The number of votes given for each candidate and the

rejected ballot papers;

(c) The used ballot papers which have not been objected to

and have been counted;

(d) The ballot papers which have been objected to, but which

have been counted by the deputy returning officer;

(e) The rejected ballot papers;

(/) The cancelled ballot papers;

(gf) The declined ballot papers;

Qi) The unused ballot papers;

(i) The number of voters whose ballot papers have been

marked by the deputy returning officer under section 109.

returning
officer.
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Disposal of
statement.

Signing of

statement.

Certificate of
result of poll.

(2) One statement shall be attached to the poll book, and the

other shall be enclosed in a special packet and delivered to the

clerk.

(3) The statement shall be signed by the deputy returning

officer and the poll clerk and such of the candidates or their iigents

as are present; and desire to sign it.

(4) The deputy returning officer shall deliver to s'uch of the

candidates or tbeir agents as are present, if requested to do so,

a certificate of the number of ballot papers counted for each

candidate, and of the rejected ballot papers. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 119.

Oath of

po t clerk.

PoU book
voters' list and-
packets to be
put in ballot
box.

Delivery of

ballot box
to clerk.

120. The poll clerk, immediately after the completion of the

counting of the votes, shall take and subscribe an oath similar

to that required by subsection 3 of section 122, to be taken by

the deputy returning officer. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,s. 120.

121. The poll book, the voters' list, the packets containing the

ballot papers, and all other documents which served at the elec-

tion, except the duplicate statement shall then be placed in the

ballot box. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 121.

122.—(1) The deputy returning officer shall then immediately

lock and seal the box, and any candidate or agent present may
also affix to it his seal and the deputy returning officer shall then

forthwith deliver it personaliy to the clerk, or if he is unable to

do so owing to illness or other imperative cause, he shall deliver

it to the poll clerk, or where the poll clerk is unable to act, to

some person chosen by the deputy returning officer for the pur-

pose of delivering it, and shall on it or on a ticket attached to

it write the name of the person to whom ther ballot box has been

delivered, and shall take a receipt for it, and the poll clerk or

person so chosen shall forthwith deliver the ballot box personally

to the clerk and shall take and subscribe before him, the oath,

Form 12.
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(2) In cities and towns, the deputy returning officer, or in case ^*^™g°g*'*"°*

of his inability, as mentioned in subsection 1, the poll clerk or ^^*'"*

the person chosen, shall proceed directly from the polling place

to the office of the clerk with the ballot box, and there personally

on the same day, as soon as possible after leaving the polUng

place, deliver it to the clerk, and the poll clerk or the person

chosen shall take and subscribe before him the oath, Form 12,

and the clerk shall remain in his office on the evening of the

polUng day until all the ballot boxes have been returned to him.

(3) Forthwith thereafter the deputy returning officer shall take oath of d.e.o.

and subscribe the oath. Form 13, and shall personally deliver it

or transmit it by registered post to the clerk. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 122.

123. The clerk, upon the receipt of a ballot box, shall take Duties of oierk

, . aa to ballot box.

every precaution for its safe keeping and for preventing any other

person from having access to it, and shall immediately on the

receipt of it seal it with his own seal in such a way that it can-

not be opened without his seal being broken, and that any other

seals affixed to it are not effaced or covered. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 123.

124. A deputy returning officer in a city or town shall not d.e.o. notto
_ n 1 1 1 1 n **^® ballot box

under any circumstances take, or allow to be taken, the ballot to Ms home,

box to his home, house, office, or place of business, or to any

house or place except the office of the clerk. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 124.

For penalty for violation of this section, see s. 138, cl. (h).

125. Where the holding of the election has been interrupted, Retumby

as mentioned in section 128, the deputy returning officer shall election i^te™

delay making his return to the clerk until the polling has taken

place. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 125.

126. The clerk, after he has received the ballot papers and cierk to cast up
votes and

statements of the number of votes given at each polling place,' declare what
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candidates
elected.

without opening any of the sealed packets of ballot papers, shall

cast up from the statements the number of votes for each candi-

date; and at the town hall, or if there is no town hall, at some

other public place, at four o'clock in the afternoon in the case

of a city having a population of not less than 100,000, and at

noon in the case of other municipalities on the day following the

return of the ballot papers and statements, shall publicly declare

to be elected the candidate or candidates having the highest

number of votes; and he shall also put up in some conspicuous

place a statement under his hand shewing the number of votes

for each candidate. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 126.

"Population" is determined according to s. 2, cl. (m).

"Hours" are according to standard time: The Definition of Time Act
(R.S.O. c. 132).

The clerk's duty under this section is ministerial only. He has no

power to decide as to the qualifioation of a candidate, but is simply to

declare to be elected the candidate or candidates having the highest number
of votes: Pritchard v. Mayor, etc., of Bangor (1888), L.R. 13 A.C. 241.

In case of a tie

clerk to have a
^casting vote.

127. If, upon the casting up of the votes or upon a recount,

two or more candidates have an equal number of votes, the clerk,

or other person appointed by by-law to discharge the duties of

clerk, whether otherwise qualified or not, shall, at the time he

declares the result of the poll, or after receiving the certificate

of the result of the recount, as the case may be, give a vote for

one or more of such candidates, so as to decide the election.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 127.

Election not
commenced, or
interrupted by
reason of riot,

etc., to be
resumed.

Case of Election not held at Proper Time, etc.

128. If, by reason of a riot or other emergency, an election,

or the voting at a polling place, is not commenced on the proper

day, or is interrupted after being commenced and before the law-

ful closing thereof, the retiurning officer, or deputy returning

officer, as the case may be, shall hold or resume the election on

the following day at the hour of nine o'clock in the forenoon,

and continue the same from day to day until a fair opportunity
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for nominating candidates has been given or, in the case of polling,

until the poll has been opened without interruption and with free

access to voters for eight hours in all. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 128.

[As to postponement of an election on account of an epidemic or

contagious disease, see The Public Health Act, Rev. Stat., c. 218,

s. 115.]

No inconvenience will occur owing to the delay in holding the election

because the members of the old council remain in office until their successors

are elected and the new council is organized: s. 72.

RECOUNT.

129.—(1) If within fourteen days after the declaration by the Recount of

clerk of the result of the election, upon the application of a candi- County Judge,
where ballot

date or voter it is made to appear by affidavit to a Judge of the paps'* have

, , ,
been impioperly

county or district court of the county or district in which the
™™'J|^°'

municipality is situate, that a deputy returning officer, in counting

the votes has improperly counted or rejected any ballot paper,

or made an incorrect statement of the number of ballots cast

for any candidate, and if within that time the applicant deposits

with the clerk $25 as security for the costs in coimection with the

recount of the candidate declared to be elected, or if at any time

within four weeks after such declaration in a city having a popu-

lation of not less than 100,000, the council has by resolution de-

clared that a recount is desirable in the pubhc interest, the Judge

may appoint a time and place to recount the votes.

(2) At least two days' notice in writing of the time and place Notice to

appointed shall be given to the candidates and to the clerk, and

the clerk shall attend the recount with the ballot boxes and all

documents relating to the election.

(3) The Judge, the clerk, and each candidate and his agent who may be

appointed to attend the recount, but no other person, except ?eoSt.*

with the sanction of the Judge, shall be entitled to be present

at the recount.
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Sfkete
°^ (4) At the time and place appointed, the Judge shall recount

all the ballot papers received by the clerk, and shall in the presence

of such of the persons entitled to be present as attend, open the

sealed packets containing the used ballot papers which were not

objected to and were counted; the ballot papers objected to,

but which were counted; the rejected ballot papers; the can-

celled ballot papers; and the unused ballot papers.

??mSV°
*"* ^^^ "^^^ Judge shall, as far as practicable, proceed continuously,

proceeding. allowing Only time for refreshment and excluding, except so far

as he and the persons jwesent agree, the hours between six o'clock

in the afternoon and nine o'clock in the succeeding forenoon, and

during the excluded time the Judge shall place the ballot papers

and other documents relating to the election close under his own

seal, and the seals of such of the persons present as desire to

affix their seals, and shall otherwise take all necessary precau-

tions for the security of them.

Rules to govern (6) Subject to subscction 7 the Judge shall proceed according

ceedings. to the provisions for the counting of the ballot papers at the

close of the poll by a deputy returning officer, and shall verify

and correct the statement of the poll.

(7) If for any reason it appears desirable to do so, the Judge

upon the application of any party to the proceeding may hear

such evidence as he may deem necessary for the purpose of making

a full and proper recount of the ballot papers.

(8) Upon the completion of the recount the Judge shall seal

up all the ballot papers in their separate packets, and shall forth-

with certify the result to the clerk, who shall then declare elected

the candidate having the highest number of votes.

(9) Nothing in this section shall affect any remedy which any

person may have under the provisions hereinafter contained by

proceedings in the nature of quo warranto or otherwise. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 129.

Evidence may
be taken.

Certificate of
Judge as to
result.

Existing
remedies
not affected.
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"Fourteen days."—These dialyB are to be reckoned exclusive of the day
on which the declSiration is made and inclusive of the day on which the

application to the Judge is made.

"At least two days."—These are clear days. See notes to s. 53, cl. (j).

"Population" is to be determined according to s. 2, cl. (to). See notes

to s. 118.

On a recount in respect of a municipal election, the Judge is restricted

to the verification of the ballots in the same manner as is done by a deputy

returning oflBcer, and he cannot annul the votes of electors on the ground

of the omission of a formality required for the prevention of fraud: Ex parte

Metayer dtt Ste. Onge (1906), 7 Que. P.R. 386.

130.—(1) The costs of the recount shall be in the discretion Costs.

of the Judge, who may order by whom, to whom, and in what

manner the same shall be paid.

(2) The Clerk of the County or District Court shall tax the Taxing of.

costs and shall, as nearly as may be, follow the tariff of costs of the

County Court.

(3) Where costs are directed to be paid by the applicant, the Deposit,
disposal of.

money deposited as security fbr costs shall be paid out to the

party entitled to such costs, so far as necessary.

(4) Payment of the costs may be enforced by execution, to be Recovery
of costs.

issued from any County or District Court, upon filing therein the

order of the Judge and a certificate shewing the amount at which

the costs were taxed and an affidavit of the non-payment of them.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 130.'

Secrecy of Proceedings.

131.—(1) Every person in attendance at a polling place or at Maintaining

the counting of the votes shall maintain and aid in maintaining oletogs.

the secrecy of the voting.

(2) No person shall interfere or attempt to interfere with a interference

voter when marking his ballot paper, or obtain or attempt to

obtain at the polling place information as to how a voter is about

to vote or has voted.
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Ck>mmunicatmg (3) No person shall communicate any information obtained at
information as
to how voter g, polling place as to how a voter at such polhng place is about

to vote or has voted. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 131.

For penalty for violation of this section, see s. 142.

Inducing voter 132. No person shall, directly or indirectly, induce or attempt
to display ballot
aftet marking. ^0 induce a voter to show his ballot paper after he has marked

it, so as to make known to any person how he has voted.

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 132.

For penalty, see s. 142.

3-4

Voter not to
- display marlced
ballot.

133. Subject to section 109 a voter shall not show his ballot

paper, when marked, to any person so as to make known how he

voted. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 133.

For penalty, see s. 142.

Oath of

secrecy.
134. Every returning officer and every officer, clerk, constable,

agent and other person authorized to attend at a polling place,

or at the counting of the votes, shall, before entering on his

duties, take the oath of secrecy. Form 14. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

6. 134.

This provision is directory only, and the failure of the officers to comply

with its requirements does not invalidate the election: Wynn v. Weston

(1907), 15 O.L.R. 1; In re Brandon Election (1911), 20 Man. L.R. 705, 17

W.L.R. 207.

Proceedings 135.—(1) If a returning officer, deputy returning officer or poll
where officers

, , , , ,11.' i xi j.
aware of viola- clerk becomes aware, or has reason to believe or suspect, that
tion of secrecy.

^ ^

any provision of the law as to secrecy has been violated, he shall

forthwith communicate the particulars to the Crown Attorney.

(2) The Crown Attorney, on receiving such information from

any person, shall forthwith enquire into the matter and, if proper,

prosecute the offender. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 135.

The provisions as to secrefcy of procfeedings should be strictly observed.

The Courts are reluctant to apply the curative provisions of s. 150 where

there has been a substantial violation of any of the provisions for pro-

tecting the secrecy of the ballot. See notes to s. 150.

Crown
Attorney to
prosecute.
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136. No person who has voted at an election shall, in any legal
^°.°^f f^j.

proceeding to question the election or return, be required to state "'"s* ^'^ ™*6-

how or for whom he has voted. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 136.

This section must be construed in furtherance of the object of the Act

as absolutely excluding such testimony: The Haldimand Election Case (D)

(1888), 1 Election Cas. 529, 547-8; Rex ex rel. Ivison'v. Irwin (1902), 4

O.L.R. 192; In re West Lome Scrutiny (1911), 25 O.L.R. 267. See also In

re Orangeville Local Option By-law (1910), 20 O.L.R. 476.

On the hearing of a petition under s. 192 of The Municipal Act, R.S.M.,

1913, c. 133, setting out that the respondent was not duly elected by a

majority of the lawful voters, evidence should not be admitted to show

for which candidate any voter voted (s. 168), and, though it is shown that

a number of persons voted who had no right to vote, it cannot be assumed

that all these persons voted for respondent, and when the case depends on

such an assumption it fails: Smith v. Baskerville (1914), 24 Man. L.R.

349, 28 W.L.R. 484, 6 W.W.R. 1074, following In re Lincoln (1878), 4 A.R.

206, per Moss, C.J.O., at 212, and distinguishing In re West Lome Scrutiny

(1913), 47 S.C.R. 451.

General.

137. Every returning officer, deputy returning officer, or other
^£°;''ete..

person whose duty it is to deliver poll books or who has the
tyiJg'o^r altering

custody of a voters' list or poll book, who wilfully makes any il,™? penalty,

alteration or insertion in or wilfully omits anything from or in

any way wilfully falsifies such voters' list or poll book, shall incur

a penalty of $2,000, and shall also be liable to imprisonment for

any term not exceeding one year. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 137.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario

Summary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90): see s. 498; and the prosecution

must be before a police magistrate or two justices: s. 498 (2).

138. Every person who

—

offences
relating to

(a) Fraudulently alters, defaces or destroys a ballot paper or ballot papers.

the initials of the deputy returning officer thereon; or

(6) Without due authority supplies a ballot paper to any

person; or

(c) Fraudulently places in a ballot box a paper other than

the ballot paper which he is authorized by law to place

therein; or

11—^MTJN. LAW.
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Sec. 138 (fc).

(d) Fraudulently delivers to the deputy returning officer to

be placed in the ballot box any other paper than the

ballot paper given to him by the deputy returning

officer; or

(e) Fraudulently takes a ballot paper out of the polhng

place; or

(/) Without authority destroys, takes, opens, or otherwise

interferes with a ballot box or book or packet of ballot

papers or a ballot paper or ballot in use or used for the

purposes of an election; or

(g) Applies for a ballot paper in the name of another person

whether the name be that of a person living or dead, or

of a fictitious person, or having voted applies at the same

election for a ballot paper in his own name or votes oftener

than he is entitled to; or

See notes to s. 99.

Qi) Being a deputy returning officer, contravenes section 124,

or fraudulently puts his initials on the back of any paper

purporting to be or capable of being used as a ballot paper

at an election; or

(i) With fraudulent intent, prints any ballot paper or what

purports to be or is capable of being used as a ballot paper

at an election; or

(j) Being employed to print the ballot papers for an election,

with fraudulent intent prints more ballot papers than he

is authorized to print; or

(fc) Attempts to commit or aids, abets, counsels or procures

the commission of any offence mentioned in this section;

if a returning officer, deputy returning officer or other officer

engaged in the election, shall be liable to imprisonment for any

term not exceeding two years, and, in the case of any other person,

to imprisonment for any term not exceeding six months. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 138.
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Prosecutions for violations of this section are to be heard and deter-
mined, by a police magistrate or two justices, but in other respects the
provisions of The Ontario Summary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90) apply:
see s. 498 (2).

139.—(1) Every person who wilfully and maliciously destroys, Persons uniaw-
• • 1.1'j. i .IT, , . . ,

fully destroying,
injures or obliterates, or causes to be destroyed, miured or etc., dorfuments,

' J I J
relating to

obliterated, a warrant for holding an election, a poll book, voters' elections, etc.

list, certificate, affidavit, or other document or paper made, pre-

pared or drawn according to or for the purpose of meeting the

requirements of this Act or any of them, shall incur a penalty

of $2,000, and shall also be hable to imprisonment for any term

not exceeding one year.

(2) Every person who aids, abets, counsels or procures the com- Abettors

mission of a violation of subsection 1 shall incur the like penalty

and be subject to the like imprisonment.

(3) The pecuniary penalty shall be recoverable by action at Recovery
of penalty.

the suit of His Majesty, and the imprisonment may be directed

by the court in which the action is brought. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 139.

140.—(1) Every deputy returning officer who wilfully omits to Penalty tor

put his initials on the back of a ballot paper in use for the pur- P?^*ji''^s,^jg

poses of an election, shall incur a penalty of $10 in respect of

every such ballot paper.

(2) A deputy returning officer or poll clerk who refuses or D.R.o.orpoU
^ ^ f J a sr

^
, . , clerk neglecting

neglects to perform any of the duties imposed upon him by duties.

sections 115 to 123 shall, for each refusal or neglect, incur a penalty

of $200. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 140.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-

mary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90): see s. 498.

141. Every deputy returning officer or poll clerk who wilfully wiifuiiy mis-
J r- •'

° jrixii counting ballots,

miscounts the ballots or otherwise makes up a false statement etc.

of the poll shall incur a pemalty of $200. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 141.
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The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90): s. 498.

Penalty for

violating
secrecy.

142. Every person who acts in contravention of sections 131

to 133 shall be liable to imprisonment for any term not exceeding

six months. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 142.

Prosecutions under this section are to be heard and determined by a

police magistrate or two justices, but in other respects the provisions of

The Ontario Summary Convictions Act (R.S.O. c. 90) apply: see s. 498 (2).

Money penalty
for offences.

143. Every officer engaged in the election who is guilty of a

wilful act or omission in contravention of this Act shall in addi-

tion to any other penalty or liability to which he may be subject

forfeit to any person who may be aggrieved thereby the sum of

$400. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 143.

"Aggrieved," e.g., by being prevented from voting.

"Wilful act or omission."—A returning officer at a municipal election

"refuses at his peril to give a ballot paper to a person on the voters' list

claiming the right to vote and willing, if required, to take the prescribed

oath." The oflScer's refusal in such a case is a wilful act within the meaning

of s. 168 of The Consolidated Municipal Act (1892), and renders him liable

to the voter for the statutory penalty, without proof of malice or negli-

gence: Wilson V. Manes (1898), 28 O.R. 419, (1899) 26 A.R. 398. (Johnson

V. Allen (1895), 26 O.R. 550, was not followed.) A defeated candidate in

a municipal election is not by reason only of his being a candidate a "person

aggrieved" by a deputy returning officer committing breaches of The Elec-

tion Act where the candidate suffered no personal grievance and did not

lose his election or any votes by reason of the breaches (Atkins v. Ptolemy

(1884), 5 O.R. 366); but a defeated candidate is a "person aggrieved"

by the action of a returning officer in refusing to delay his return after

receiving notice of a recount of ballots, because he was thereby prevented

from exercising his legal right to have a recount: Hays v. Armstrong (1884),

7 O.R. 621. See also Hastings v. Summerfeldt (1899), 30 O.R. 577; Smith

V. Carey (1903), 5 O.L.R. 203.

Candidate may
undertake
duties of an
agent.

Miscellaneous Provisions,

144. A candidate may undertake the duties which his agent

might undertake, or he may assist his agent in the performance

of such duties, and may be present at any place at which his
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agent is authorized to be present; but no candidate shall be

present at the marking of a ballot paper under section 109. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 144.

145. Except where otherwise provided any oath required to be who may

taken in connection with an election may be taken before the oaths re

.... .
election.

clerk of the mumcipahty, a returmng officer or a deputy returning

officer, as well as before any other person by whom under The

Interpretation Act an oath may be administered. 3-4 Geo. V. Rev. stat.

c. 43, s. 145.

"Oath" includes an aflBrmation or declaration in the case of persons

allowed by law to afifirm or declare instead of swearing: The Interpretation

Act, R.S.O. c. 1, s. 29, cl. (w).

146.—(1) The clerk shall retain in his possession for one month Ballot papers,
how disposed

all the ballot papers, and, unless otherwise directed by an order of-

of a Judge or officer having jurisdiction to enquire as to the

validity of the election, shall then destroy them in the presence

of two witnesses, who shall make a declaration that they wit-

nessed the destruction of them.

"Month" is a calendar month: Interpretation Act, R.S.O. c. 1, s. 29,

ol. (m).

"Officer having jurisdiction."—See ss. 160, 161.

(2) The declaration shall be made before the head of the muni-

cipality and filed in the office of the clerk. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 146.

147.—(1) No person shall be allowed to inspect any ballot Ballot papers
to be inspected

paper in the custody of the clerk except under the order of a °fyM °^^^'

Judge or an officer haying jurisdiction to inquire as to the vafidity

of the election.

(2) The order may be made on the Judge or officer being satis- Grounds for

granting Older.

fied by affidavit or other evidence that the inspection is required

for the purpose of maintaining a prosecution for an offence in

relation to ballot papers, or o,f taking proceedings for contesting

the election or return.
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Order may be (3) The Order mav be made subject to such conditions as the
subject to
conditions. Judge or officer may deem proper. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 147.

Only a pterson entitled to vote can apply under this section: In re Jarvis

Local Option By-law (1915), 7 O.W.N. 751.

Production of 148. Where an order is made for the production by the clerk
documents and

balbtT™*^
°° °^ ^"^y document in his possession relating to an election, the pro-

evidence for
certain purposes. duction of it by him in such manner as may be directed by the

order shall be evidence that the document relates to the election;

and any indorsement appearing on any packet of ballot papers

so produced shall be evidence that the contents are what they

are stated to be by the indorsement. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 148.

Expressibns
referring to
agents.

Non-attendance
,
of agents.

149. Where in this Part expressions are used, requiring or

authorizing any act or thing to be done, or implying that any

act or thing is to be done in the presence of the agents of the

candidates, they shall be deemed to refer to the presence of such

agents of the candidates as are authorized to attend, and as have

in fact attended, at the time and place where such act or thing

is being done; and the non-attendance of an agent at such time

and place, if it is otherwise duly dbne, shall not invalidate the

act or thing done. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 149.

No^election to
be invalid for
want of com-
pliance with
provisions of
Act wliere prin-
ciples followed
a:nd result not
affected.

150. No election shall be or be declared to be invalid

—

(a) For non-compliance withthe provisions of this Act as to

the taking of the poll or anything preliminary thereto or as

to the counting of the votes; or

(6) By reason of mistake in the use of the prescribed forms; or

(c) By reason of any mistake or irregularity in the pro-

ceedings at or in relation to the election;

if it appears to the tribunal by which the validity of the election

or any proceeding in relation to it is to be determined that the

election was conducted in accordance with the principles laid

down in this Act, and it does not appear that such non-com-
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plianee, mistake or irregularity affected the result of the election.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 150.

This provision was first introduced, though not in its present form, into

The Municipal Act by 38 Vict. c. 28, s. 38, which was amended by 39 Vict.

0. 5, s. 16.

An important change was made by this section.

Section 204 of 3 Edw. VII. ch. 19, which this section replaced, reads as

follows:

—

"No_ election shall be declared invalid by reason of a non-compliance

with the provisions of this Act as to the taking of the poll or the counting

of the votes, or by reason of any mistake in the use of the forms contained

in the schedules to this Act, or by reason of any irregularity, if it appears

to the tribunal having cognizance of the question that the election was

conducted in accordance with the principles laid down in this Act, and

that such non-compliance, mistake or irregularity did not affect the result

of the election."

The new section enlarges the cases to which it is applicable and changes

the onus of showing that the result of the election was not affected. Under

section 204 the onus of showing this was upon those supporting the elec-

tion, but under the present section it is upon those attacking it.

There are numerous reported cases in which these curative provisions

were invoked, most of them arising under section 204.

They were applied in the following cases :

—

Reg. ex rel. Watterworth v. Buchanan (1897), 28 O.R. 352 (closing poll

for ten minutes and town clerk taking place of deputy returning officer for

two short periods during his absence, where result not affected).

In re Young (1899), 31 O.R. 108 (omission of names of voters from list

of voters) ; Reg. ex rel. Preston v. Touchbum (1876), 6 P.R. 344 ( (1) Persons

improperly allowed to he in the polling places while voters marked their

ballot papers; (2) Other persons allowed to enter with the voter into the

compartment for voters marking their ballot papers and to remain there

while he marked his ballot paper; (3) Poll book left on the returning officer's

table in such a manner that voters and others could discern in which way '

a particular voter had given his vote); Rex ex rel. Roberts v. Ponsford

(1902), 1 O.W.R. 590, 645 (voting more than once, where result not affected);

Rex ex rel. Warr v. Walsh (1903), 5 O.L.R. 268 (error as to time and place

of nomination meeting); In re Dillon (1905), 10 O.L.R. 371 ( (1) Persons

not entitled to be in polling place allowed to be there; (2) Failure of return-

ing officer to perform duties required of him at and after the close of the

poll; Rex ex rel. Cavers v. Kelly (1906), 7 O.W.R. 280, 600 (irregularities

in declaration of qualification); In re Vandyke (1906), 12 O.L.R. 211 (mis-

take in publication of notice); In re Sinclair (1906), 12 O.L.R. 488, 13 O.L.R.
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447, (1907) 39 S.C.R. 236 (failure to observe formalities not required by
the statute in express words to be observed as a condition precedent to the

right to pass the by-law); Wynn v. Weston (1907), 15 O.L.R. 1 (failure

to make declaration of secrecy); In re Duncan (1907), 16 O.L.R. 132, 142,

146 ( (1) Voter allowed to put ballot paper in ballot box; (2) Failure to

appoint poll clerks where poll clerks for the municipal election held at the

same time were appointed); In re Ryan' (1910), 21 O.L.R. 582, 22 O.L.R.

200 (County Court Judge wrongly adding two names to the voters' list);

In re Prangley (1910), 21 O.L.R. 54 ( (1) No declaration of incapacity from

blindness or other physical cause and in some cases ballot papers not marked
in the presence of the agents and no entries made in the poll book as to these

voters; (2) No poll clerk appointed; (3) Ballot paper marked according

to the direction of a voter, but not by her); In re Ellis (1910), 2 O.W.N. 27,

(1911) 23 O.L.R. 427 ( (1) Omission by illiterates to make declarations;

(2) In two cases of very elderly voters of their relatives being present

when ballot papers being marked); Re Giles (1910), 1 O.W.N. 698, 21 O.L.R.

362 (mistake in form of ballot papers where result not affected); In re

Schumacher (1910), 21 O.L.R. 522 ( (1) Same irregularity as to illiterates

as in In re Ellis; (2) Unautiiorized persons present when electors voting);

In re Wilson (1911), 20.W.N. 914, 916 (proper form of ballot boxnot used); In

re Sturmer (1911), 24 O.L.R. 65, 2 D.L.R. 501, ((1) Discrepancy between by-

law as printed and as finally passed as to the hour for the appointment of

scrutineers; (2) honest mistake in omitting to enter in poll book in two
cases that the voters had voted); Carr v. North Bay, (1913), 28 O.L.R.

623, 13 D.L.R. 458 (directions of the Act as to poUing subdivisions and polling

places not followed); In re North Gower Local Option By-law (1913), 4

O.W.N. 1177, 5 O.W.N. 249, 10 D.L.R. 662, 24 O.W.R. 489, 14 D.L.R. 443,

25 O.W.R. 224 (irregularity as to taking the votes of illiterates) ; In re Sharp

(1915), 34 O.L.R. 186, 24 D.L.R. 160 (disregard of requirements not shown
to have affected the result).

The Courts have refused to apply the section In the following cases :

—

In re Pickett and Wainfleet (1897), 28 O.R. 464 (failure to put up a copy
of by-law stating horn-, day and place for taking the votes and other irregu-

larities); In re Salter & Beckwith (1902), 4 O.L.R. 51 ( (1) Failure to post

up notices; (2) Failure to furnish deputy returning officers with "directions

to voters"); Rex ex rel. Ivison v. Irwin (1902), 4 O.L.R. 192 ( (1) Tam-
pering with ballot papers; (2) Breach of duty of deputy returning officer

by taking ballot box to his own house instead of directly to the clerk) ; In
re Bell (1906), 13 O.L.R. 80, and In re Kerr and Thornbury (1906), 8 O.W.R.
451 (omission in by-law to state the time and place where the votes

were to be summed up); In re Rickey (1907), 14 O.L.R. 587 (failure

to pubMsh by-law each week for three successive weeks); In re

Hickey (1908), 17 O.L.R. 317 (important violations of the Act, more
especially of those provisions intended to secure the secrecy of the ballot)

;

Rex ex rel. Macklin v. Thompson (1908), 11 O.W.R. 935 (disregard of direo-
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tions for the secrecy and security of election by ballot); Rex ex rel. Black
V. Campbell (1909), 18 O.L.R. 269 (use of wrong voters' list); In re

Dale (1909), 1 O.W.N. 65 (premature sitting of Court of Revision to revise

the assessment roll); In re Service (1909), 13 O.W.R. 1215 (permitting
large crowds of people to be in the polling places during polling hours)-

In re Begg (1910), 21 O.L.R. 94 (failure to put up copies of by-law at four

of the most public places in the municipality); In re Quigley (1911), 24
O.L.R. 622 ( (1) Substantial violations as to furnishing compartments where
voters could mark their ballot papers screened from observation; (2) Voters
allowed to be in polling booths and in positions where they might and
probably did see how voters were marking their ballot papers; (3) Voters
allowed to remain in voting place after voting; (4) in three cases ballo*

papers taken into the street and allowed to be marked there; (5) Pro-
visions for maintaining secrecy of the ballot violated); In re Milne (1911-12),

25 O.L.R. 420, 1 D.L.R. 640 (use of ballot papers marked "For the by-law"
and "Against the by-law," instead of "For local option" and "Against local

option"); Stoddart v. Owen Sound (1912), 27 O.L.R. 221, 8 D.L.R. 932
(entire disregard of many of the most important provisions of the Act and
particularly of those affecting the secrecy of the ballot); Rex ex rel. Yates
V. Lawrence (1916), 7 O.W.N. 819, 22 D.L.R. 699 (nomination meeting

directed to be held at 7 p.m. instead of 7.30 p.m., where there was evidence

that this prevented nominations which would have been-made if the meeting

had been held in accordance with the statute from 7.30 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.).

In In re Wall and Ottawa and In re Couillard v. Ottawa (1914), 6 O.W.N.
291, the ballot papers used for the voting upon by-laws for'the reduction

of shop licenses and tavern Ucenses, respectively, were headed, respectively,

"Plebiscite re tavern hcenses" and "Plebiscite re shop hcenses," and, instead

of voting upon a by-law, the voters were asked to vote upon a question,

"Are you in favour of limiting the number of shop licenses in the city of

Ottawa, to ten for the ensuing license year, beginning 1st of May, 1914, and
for all future UoeHse years thereafter until the by-law is altered or repealed,"

and a similar question with regard to tavern licenses, the number being

thirty-six instead of ten, and the voter was req;uired to mark his ballot paper

"Yes" or "No." and it was held that this was the substitution of an entirely

different form of ballot from that prescribed by the legislatui<e and following

In re Milne and Thorold (supra).

Of these cases the only ones decided since the change in the law are

Rex ex rel. Yates v. Lawrence and In re Sharp, in the latter of which Hodgins,

J.A., pointed out clearly what changes had been made and the effect of

them.

Some of the cases in which the section was not applied would probably

have been decided differently if the section had been in the form in which
it now is.

It is diflScult to deduce from the cases the principle upon which the

question of the application of the section is to be determined.
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Street, J., in In re Young (supra), expressed the view that "as a general

rule an election should be held to have been conducted in accord-

ance with the principles laid down in the Act, when the directions

of the Act have not been intentionally violated, and when there is no
ground for believing that the unintentional violation of them has affected

the result": p. 111.

And Anglin, J., in In re Hickey (supra), indicated his view as follows:

—

"The cardinal principles underlying the various provisions of the Act
governing municipal elections appear to me to be that the electors shall

have a fair opportunity for polling their votes and that the secrecy of the

ballot shall be preserved. If a reasonable opportunity for voting has not

been afforded, or if there has been a substantial disregard of the regula-

tions prescribed to ensure the secrecy of the ballot, the election cannot,

in my opinion, be said to have been conducted in accordance with the

principles of the Act, and it is difficult to perceive how the respondents

could satisfy the Court that the irregularity did not affect the result of

the election"^': p. 328.

Subject to the observation that it does not now rest with the peison

supporting the election to satisfy the Court that the irregularity did not

altect the result of the election, it is submitted that in. the statements of

these two Judges is to be found a good working rule for determining when
the section should be applied.

Cases in Other Pkovinces.

Manitoba.

In re Hatch and Oakland (1910), 19 Man. L.R. 692, 14 W.L.R. 309,

in which it was held that the deliberate closing of one of the polls for about

an hour upon an adjournment for lunch, though with the consent of all

persons present and in pursuance of a local custom, was fatal to the by-

law in the absence of satisfactory evidence that the result of the voting

had not been thereby affected.

In re Shoal Lake (1910), 20 Man. L.R. 36, 14 W.L.R. 302, in which it

was held that the vote of an elector who requests assistance in marking

his ballot paper cannot be taken without strict compliance with s. 119 of

The Municipal Act, and when four votes were so taken without the oath

prescribbd by that section a by-law carried by only two was quashed because,

without violating the secrecy of the ballot, it could not be shown that a

majority of the electors voted for the by-law.

In re Shaw and Portage La Prairie (1910), 20 Man. L.R. 469, 14 W.L.R.

542, 15 W.L.R. 718, in which it was held that making provision for the appoint-

ment of agents at the polling places and the summing up of the votes by the

clerk is essential to the validity of a by-law submitted to the electors

for their assent.
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In re Carman (1910), 20 Man. L.R. 500, 16 W.L.R; 380, in which it was
held that the proceedings were defective and incapable of being cured where,

in contravention of the statute, instead of one by-law complete in it-

self two were passed, one simply forbidding the receiving of any money
for a license under The Liquor License Act, which was submitted to the

vote of the ratepayers before its third reading, and another making the

usual and necessary provisions for the taking of the vote on the first as reqtiired

by The Municipal Act passed through its three readings at one session.

In re Brandon Election, Wallace v. Fleming (1911), 20 Man. L.R. 705,

17 W.L.R. 207, in which it was held that the following irregularities and
omissions were not fatal:

—

(1) That the clerk did not post up notices giving the names of the candi-

dates in all the prescribed places.

(2) That the clerk did not furnish each of the deputy retm'ning officers

with copies of the provisions of the Act as to corrupt practices or put up
one copy in his office and one in the postoffice.

(3) That most of the deputy returning officers, poll clerks and agents

failed to take the oath of secrecy, there being nothing to indicate that the

officials did not, in fact, substantially maintain the secrecy of the ballot

or that they permitted any invasion of that principle.

(4) That the clerk, as returning officer, relieved the deputy and acted

in his stead for a short time in each of three polling places on the polling

day, although the ballots initialled by him were disallowed.

(5) That, in taking the votes of a large number of persons unable to

read, the deputy returning officers went into the voting compartments with

the voters and marked their ballot papers or caused them to be marked out

of the sight of the agents of the candidates, and this without" any declara-

tions of inability to read having been made by the voters, as most of them

were foreigners, unable to understand English, and the deputies apparently

acted in good faith.

(6) That a number of the deputies failed to make the declaration as to

the proper keeping of the poll book,

and In re Shoal Lake (1910), 20 Man. L.R. 36, 14W.L.R. 302, was dissented from.

In re Thompson Local Option By-law (1913), 10 D.L.R. 493, 23 W.L.R.

786 (Man.), in which it was held that failure to post notices of the proposed

voting in four or more of the most conspicuous places and to publish notice

of the plape of voting was fatal; and Little v. McCartney (1908), 18 Man.

L.R. 323, 9 W.L.R. 448; Hall v. South Norfolk (1892), 8 Man. L.R. 430;

Hatch v. Oakland (supra) ; Shaw v. Portage La Prairie (supra), were referred

to as cases in which by-laws had been quashed because of failure to comply

with preliminaries such as those ig question.

This decision was reversed on the ground that the provisions of The

Municipal Act as to posting and publishing were not applicable to a Iqcal

option by-law: (1913) 23 Man. L.R. 361, 11 D.L.R. 247, 24 W.L.R. 199.
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Quebec.

A by-law may be passed, after discussion, at a special meeting of the

council where all the members are present if no one objects to proceeding

on that day. The penalty of nullity provided for by art. 127 of the Muni,
cipal Code only applies to the case where there are absentees to whom notice

of the meeting has not beeii given: Mongenais v. Rigaud (1897), Q.R. 11

S.C. 348.

The proceedings of a local municipal council at an adjourned special

meeting, the proces^erbal of which does not state that noticb was given to

all the m^embers, are void, and art. 16 of the Municipal Code and the absence

of prejudice do not make them valid, as the case comes within the exception

of the article respecting formalities required on pain of nullity: Desjardins

V. HebertviUe (1908), Q.R. 36 S.C. 295.

Article 118 of the New Municipal Code requires that the council, before

proceeding to business at a special meeting, must set forth in the minutes

of the sitting that notice of the meeting has been given in conformity with

the requirements of the Code to all the members of the council who are

not present at the opening of the meeting, and art. 14 provides that:

—

"No objection founded upon form, or upon the omission of any formality,

even imperative, in any act or proceeding relating to municipal matters,

can be allowed to prevail in any action, suit or proceeding respecting such

matters, unless substantial injustice would be done by rejecting such objec-

tion, or unless the formaUty omitted be such that its omission, according

to the provisions of this Code, would render null the proceedings or other

municipal acts, requiring such formaUty."

The article of the previous Municipal Code corresponding to art. 118

was art. 127, and that corresponding to art. 14 was art. 16, and they con-

tain respectively, in substance, the same provisions.

It had been previously held in Filiatrault v. Coteau Landing (1902),

Q.R. 21 S.C. 302, which was not referred to in the judgment of the Court

in Desjardins v. HebertviUe, that the absence of mention in the minutes

of the sitting of a municipal council at which a by-law is adopted that notice

of the sitting has been sent to the absent councillors, is without effect on

the validity of the by-law, if due notice has been given.

Although under the provisions of the Municipal Code respecting the

ratification of by-laws by vote of the electors, the vote should be taken pub-

Ucly and not in camera, if the mayor who presides over the taking of the

vote excludes the pubUc from the poUing booth and permits electors to vote

only one at a time, and the total vote cast in favour of the by-law represents

an absolute majority of the electors on the roll and no fraud or prejudice is

proved, the by-law should be held vaUd under art. 16 of the Municipal Code:

RobitaiUe v. Quebec (1908), Q.R. 18 K.B. 184.
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Saskatchewan.

In In re Local Improvement District Number 11 A-3, In re Jones and
- Stribell (1909), 2 S.L.R. 80, 10 W.L.R. 508, in which it was held that the

failm'B to post notice of the election, there being no evidence that, if it had
been posted, the result of the election would have been different, and it

not appearing that all the voters had not voted, was not fatal to the election.

Rex ex rel. Gunder Bjorge v. Zellickson (1910), 13 W.L.R. 433, in which

it was held that an election under The Local Improvement Act of a coun-

cillor for a local improvement district is void where the election is not held

in the manner prescribed by the statute in that persons who voted did not

make- the prescribed declaration, that the voting was by ballot, though that

was not authorized by a resolution of the council, and that the poll was open

for only half an hour.

In In re Mead and Moose Jaw (1911), 17 W.L.R. 14, the following irregu-

larities were held to be fatal :

—

(1) Alteration of petition after it was signed.

(2) Insufficient publication of notice of the voting.

(3) Failure to appoint a returning officer and to fix the time when and

the place where the votes were to be summed up.

(4) Addition to printed directions to voters of an unauthorized illustra-

tion which, in effect, invited the electors to vote in favour of local option.

(5) Different polling places from those for the voting for mayor and alder-

men.

In In re Salter and Local Improvement District No. 186 (1911), 17 W.L.R.

602, in which it was held that the omission to subscribe the year after the

names of petitioners for the by-laws, insufficient statement of the time and

place for the voting, and the alleged failure to fix the time and place for

further consideration of the by-law, were not fatal to the by-law.

151. The reasonable expenses incurred by a clerk or any other Expends in-

officer for printing, providing ballot boxes, ballot papers, materials officers to be

for marking ballot papers, and balloting compartments, and for

the transmission of packets, and reasonable fees and allowances

for services rendered under this Part, shall be paid to the clerk

, by the treasurer, and shall be paid by the clerk to the persons

entitled thereto. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 151.

Vacancies in Council.

152. The seat of a member of a council shall become vacant seat to become
. . , vacant by
if he crime, in-

(o) Is undergoing imprisonment under sentence for a criminal absaLceT'etc.

offence; or
SeeMeamsv.
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PetroUa, 1880, (b) Becomes insolvent within the meaning of any Insolvent
28 Grant 98. ^ '

. . ,
'

Rev. Stat. 0.83. Act in fopcc in Ontario; or

(c) Is in (ilose custody under The Fraudulent Debtors Arrest

Act or is discharged from close custody under section 53

of that Act; or

{d) Assigns his property for the benefit of his creditors; or

(e) Absents himself from the meetings of the couneil for three

successive months without being authorized so to do by

a resolution of the council entered upon its minutes;

and the coimcil shall forthwith declare the seat to be vacant.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 152.

"Member of a council."—See s. 2, cl. (h).

"Absents himself."—In Richardson v. Methley School Board, L.E.

(1893) 3 Ch. 510, 516, Kekewich, J., dealing with a similar provision, said:

—

"A member of the board camiot save his position by looking in casually

and taking no part in the proceedings and being present only for a few

minutes out of a long meeting. What is sufficient attendance must be

decided according to the circumstances of each particular case."

"Three successive months."—See notes to s. 460 (infra).

The time is to be counted not from the last meeting at which the member
was present, but from the first one which he failed to attend: Mearns v.

Petrolia (1880), 28 Grant 98.

Quebec Cases.

A statute providing that if the disqualification of a person holding a muni-

cipal ofHce is notorious or sufficiently estabUshed the council may by reso-

lution declare the offiote vacant does not authorize the comicil to do so when
the person unseated has made a swoi^i declaration of his property qualifica-

tion and when the grounds of disqualification are doubtful and depend upon

the interpretation of the articles of the Municipal Code, and in such a case

the council may be ordered by mfindamus to restore the ejected member
to his privileges as such officer: Pelletier v. de Lorimier (1898), Q.R. 17

S.C. 509.

A municipal councillor whose seat has been illegally declared vacant may
proceed by mandamus to have himself reinstated or he may attack the

resolution by an ordinary action, and demand and obtain its nullity: Rouleau

V. Ste. Lambert (1895), Q.R. 10 S.C. 69, 83.

In Schneider v. Petelle (1915), 21 R.L.N.S. 292, 22 Rev. de Jur. 55, noted

under s. 53, it was held that if the fact that the defendant had worked as

a labourer for the corporation and had been paid for his work were a con-
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travention of art. 205 of the Municipal Code (art. 227 (11) of the new Code),
it would result only in his incapacity to act as a councillor, but not in the
forfeiture of his office; this incapacity to act having happened after his
election would have no retroactive effect upon his election, and would have
ceased with the facts of which it was only the consequence. It would have
come to an end by payment for the work before the institution of the action
and before any notice such as that prescribed by art. 207 of the Municipal
Code or resolution such as that authorized by art. 208 had been given or
adopted, from which it follows that he never had vacated his office of coun-
cillor according to the terms of art. 337 of the Municipal Code.

Where a municipal councillor has been required to furnish the declara-
tion of qualification demanded pursuant to art. 283 of the Municipal Code
(art. 229 of the new Code), the council cannot, before the expiration of the
delay of eight days that the law allows for the production of the declaration,
declare the seat vacant and name a successor, and a resolution for the filling

of the vacancy before the expiration of that delay is premature and void.

Any ratepayer who is a municipal elector has the right to maintain an
action to obtain a declaration of the nullity of the resolution.

Bilodeau v. St. Lazare (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 37.

153. Except in the cases provided for by section 152, if a mem- ProoeedingB,i(

ber of a council forfeits his seat or his right to it or becomes dis- mem^w flua -

qualified to hold it and does not forthwith resign his seat, pro-

ceedings may be taken under sections 160 to 179 to declare it

vacant. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 153.

The fact that a municipal councillor has entered into a contract with the

corporation does not ipso facto cause a forfeiture of his seat. It must first

be declared vacant in the manner provided by art. 207 of the Municipal

Code, and until that is done a writ of quo warranto against him does not lie:

Damon v. Lamy (1913), Q.R. 44 S.C. 489.

A statutory provision that every member of a municipal council who
"authorizes any expenditure of money exceeding the amount previously

voted and legally placed at the disposal of the council or any committee''

shall incur the penalty of being personally liable for the expenditure and be

disqualified as a member of the council and for re-election as alderman for

two years thereafter, is not contravened by members of the council who
constitute its finance committee acting under the instructions of the council

authorizing the expenditure required to defray the cost of the municipaUty's

representation at the Paris fetes by its mayor if, when the provision is made
to defray the cost, the appropriation prescribed had been duly voted and

the required funds were available and legally at the disposal of the corpora-

tion: Lapointe v. Larin, L.R. (1911) A.C. 520, reversing (1909) 42 S.C.R.
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521, which had reversed (1909) Q.R. 19K.B. 146, which hadreversed a decision

of the Court of Review (1909), Q.R. 36 S.C. 249.

A member of a council who procures the purchase of something necessary

for an official of the corporation, informing him that, if the corporation will

not pay for it. he himself will do so, does not incur the forfeiture of his mem-
bership under a statutory provision which provides for the forfeiture where

a member of the council authorizes an illegal expenditure: Masse v. Ekers

(1909), Q.R. 35 S.C. 424.

See s. 302 as to disqualification for misapplication of sinking fund.

Resignation of
meniber with
consent of

council.

154. A member of a council, with the consent of the majority

of the members present at a meeting, entered upon the minutes

of it, may resign his office and his seat in the council. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 154.

See London S.R. Co. v. City of London (1903-4) 9 O.L.R. 439, 443 as to

what is a sufficient resignation and consent.

A resolution purporting to reinstate a member of the council who has

resigned is ultra vires.

The seat becomes vacant upon receipt of the resignation by the secretary-

treasurer.

In re HeasUp and Alameda (1909), 11 W.L.R. 718 (Sask.).

Besignation
of warden.

Vacancy in
office of
warden

—

how filled.

155.—(1) The warden of a county may resign his office either

by verbal intimation to the county council when in session or

by letter to the clerk when the council is not in session.

(2) Where from any cause a vacancy occurs in the office of

warden when the council is not in session, the clerk shall forth-

with notify the members of the vacancy, and if required in writing

so to do by a majority of them, he shall call a special meeting of

the council to fill the vacancy. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 155.

When new elec-

tion to be held.

See Banlcs v.
Letherby,
17 O.L.R. 304.

156.—(1) Subject to sections 157 and 158^ a new election shall

be forthwith held where

—

(a) A person elected has neglected or refused to accept office

or to make the prescribed declarations within the pre-

scribed time; or

—

It has been held that a mere delay in making the prescribed

declaration, for the purpose of obtaining legal advice as to the
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qualification of the person elected, was not a refusal to qualify
within the meaning of 22 Vict. c. 99, s. 122, the language of which
is similar to that of this clause: In re Asphodel and Sargant and
others (1869), 17 U.C.R. 593.

It was said by Lord Demnan, C.J., in Rex v. Burrell (1840),

12 Ad. & E. 460, 467, dealing with a similar question, that "in-

ability or superior force may excuse the non-performance of a duty
by one who is willing to do it."

It was said by Riddell, J., in Rex ex rel. Morton v. Roberts,

and Rex ex rel. Morton v. Rymal (1912), 26 O.L.R. 263, 275, 4

D.L.R. 278, 22 O.W.R. SO, "From very early times the refusal

to make the declaration (i.e., of qualification) was held equivalent

to a refusal of the office even if the party was incapable of making
it," citing Attorney-General v. Reid (1678), 2 Mod. 299; Starr

V. Mayor, etc., of Exeter (1683), 3 Lev. 116, affirming S.C. 2 Show
158; Rex v. Larwood (1693), Carthew 306.

This statement must be read in connection with what is said

in the preceding notes.

In the same case the respondents were permitted to njake the

declaration within ten days.

(&) A vacancy, except in the office of controller, occurs from

any cause.

S. 212 (2) provides for filling a vacancy in the office of controller.

new election.

(2) Where a new .election is to be held the head of the council, Warrant tor

or if he is absent or unable to act or there is a vacancy in the

office, the clerk, or if they are both absent or unable to act or

both offices are vacant, one of the members of the council shall

forthwith issue a warrant Under his hand for the holding of the

new election.

The Tssue of the "warrant" is essential; if none is issued, the election

will be set aside. The curative provision of s. ISO does not help: Rex ex

rel. Bawkes v. Letherby (1908), 17 O.L.R. 304.

Where the law provides that in the case of vacancies in a mimicipal

council the mayor is to fix the dates for nomination and for election where

there is a contest, a resolution of the council fixing them is void, but, though

void, if it is signed by the mayor and carried out without objection by

him, it is deemed to be ratified by him and equivalent to his order fixing

the dates: Perreault v. Levis (1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 537.

As there was a bond fide dispute on a doubtful legal question as to the

seat being vacated, the clerk was right in not assuming to determine it

12—MTJN. LAW.
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Returning and
deputy returning
officers

—

nomination
and polling.

by issuing a writ for a new election: Sexsmith v. Montgomery (1893) 9 Man.
L.R. 173.

Where a municipal councillor fails to pay his taxes when and as they be-

come due his seat becomes ipso facto vacated and an order for a new election

must be issued.

Barrette v. Gareau (1915) Q.R. 49 S.C. 173.

(3) The returning officer and the deputy returning officers

appointed to hold the next preceding election shall be the returning

officer and the deputy returning officers to hold the new election,

and the nomination shall be held and the polling shall take place

at the respective places at which the nomination was held and

the polling took place at such last election, unless the council

appoints other persons to hold the election and other places at

which the nomination shall be held and the polling take place,

which the covmcil may do.

Procedure
where new
election before
first meeting
of council.

(4) Where a new election becomes necessary before the first

meeting of the council in the year for which it is elected the duties

which by subsection 2 are to be performed by the head, clerk,

or a member of the council shall be performed by the head, clerk,

or a member of the council of the next preceding year.

Time for

holding
election.

Term of office

of members
elected.

(5) The new election shall be held at the latest within fifteen

days after the receipt of the warrant by the person to whom it

is directed, and the person issuing the warrant shall appoint a

time for the nomination of candidates and for the polling if a

poll is required, and the election shall be conducted in like manner

as an annual election.

The statutory requirement of the municipal ordinance, CO. (1898) c. 70,

s. 21, that at least six days' notice of the holding of a special election {i.e.,

a by-election) shall be given is not directory but imperative, and an elec-

tion held without giving the prescribed notice is invalid: Rex ex rel. Hogan
V. JoUinette (1912), 4 A.L.R. 233,4D.L.R.697,20W.L.R.364, 1W.W.R.829.

(6) The person elected shall hold office for the residue of the

term for which the person whose place he is elected to fill was

elected.
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(7) Notwithstanding that a new election becomes necessary
^J{,"j*^°'hoid

meetings of the council may be held if a majority of the full fi"t meeting.

number of the council is present. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 156.

157.—(1) Where a vacancy occurs in the office of alderman in vacancies in .

. Ill I ,
office ot alder-

a city where aldermen are elected by general vote, the unsuccess- man in cities

where election

ful candidate who received the highest number of votes at the '^^^"^"^^

next preceding election shall be entitled to the office upon making

the prescribed declarations within the prescribed time, and if he

fails to do so or disclaims the office one of the candidates following

in regular order according to the number of votes received shall,

as hereinafter provided, become entitled to the office on making

such declarations within the prescribed time.

(2) Where the number of votes cast for two or more of such caniidate

candidates is equal, their order of succession shall be determined assessment to
have priority in

by the amounts for which they are respectively rated upon the case ot a tie.

last revised assessment roll, the candidate having the largest

" assessment having the priority.

(3) The clerk shall immediately after the vacancy occurs give Notice of

notice in writing to the candidate who is first in succession that
™"'°°^"

he' is entitled to such vacant office if he makes the prescribed

declarations within one week after the giving of the notice, and

that if he fails to make the declarations within that time he shall

be deemed to have disclaimed the office.

(4) If a candidate fails to make the prescribed declarations Failure to take
prescribed

within the prescribed time, or disclaims the office, the clerk shall declarations.

forthwith give notice in writing to the candidate next in succes-

sion in the same terms as the notice to the first candidate, until

the vacant office has been filled or the list of candidates entitled

to take it is exhausted.

(5) The notice may be served personally or may be sent by Srayiceof
^ ^ "^ notice on

registered letter addressed to the candidate, and a record of the candidate.
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When council to
elect person to
fill vacancy.

service or of the maihng and of the address shall be preserved by

the clerk.

(6) If all the aldermen were elected by acclamation, or if no

candidate takes the vacant office under the preceding provisions

of this section, the council shall forthwith elect a person to fill

the vacancy for the remainder of the term of the member whose

seat has become vacant. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 157.

"Within one week after the giving of the notice."—^When the notice is given

by registered letter, the notice is served when it is deposited in the post

office: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 7, par. 728.

The day of the giving of the notice is to be excluded and the seventh

day after (unless a holiday) is the last day for making the declaration.

If the seventh day is a holiday, the last day for making the declaration

is the day next following which is not a holiday: The Interpretation Act,

R.S.O. c. 1, s. 28, cl. (h).

In Rex ex rel. Martin v. Jacques (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1112, 10 D.L.R. 761,

24 O.W.R. 457, it was held that s. 215 a of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, with which

this section corresponds, did not apply to a vacancy created by the un-

seating of a water commissioner of the city of Windsor, but that the vacancy

must be filled as provided by s. 233 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, which corres-

ponds with s. 174 of the present Act.

By a special Act relating to the Windsor Waterworks, it was provided

that in the case of a vacancy occurring in the office of water commissioner

during the term of his office, the vacancy should be filled in the same manner

as provided by the Act in force respecting municipal institutions at the

time of the vacancy, as to vacancies in the council of a city.

The ground of the decision was that s. 215 a applied only where the

aldermen of a city are elected by general vote and that, as in Windsor,

the aldermen were not elected by general vote, that section did not apply.

A resignation from the office of councillor does not operate as a dis-

claimer so as to vest the office in the person who received the next highest

number of votes: Rex ex rel. Hogan v. JoUinette (1912), 4 A.L.R. 233,

4 D.L.R. 697, 20 W.L.R. 364, 1 W.W.R. 829.

By the legislation under consideration in that case (municipal ordinance

CO. 1898, c. 70, s. 70) a disclaimer operates as a resignation, and the candi-

date having the next highest number of votes becomes the councillor.

Vacancy in
ofEice of mayor

jufyYsf.**' after the first day of July in any year and an election to fill the

158.—(1) Where the office 'of mayor of a city becomes vacant
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vacancy has not been ordered in a judicial proceeding, the council

shall elect one of their number to fill the office for the remainder

of the term.

(2) Where the office of mayor, reeve or deputy reeve of a town in office of
mayor, reeve

or of reeve or deputy reeve of a village or township becomes and deputy
^ "^ " ^ reeve in towns

vacant after the first day of November in any year, and an elec- »""* villages.

tion to fill the vacancy has not been ordered in a judicial pro-

ceeding, the council may elect one of its number to fill the office

for the remainder of the term.

(3) Where a vacancy occurs in the office of alderman where when vacancy
^ ' "^ need not be

aldermen are not elected by general vote or of councillor after fii'^d.

the first day of November in any year and an election has not

been ordered, in a judicial proceeding it shall not be necessary

that the vacancy be filled if the council so directs. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 158.

"Has not been ordered in a judicial proceeding," e.g., under s. 174 (2).

159. Whexe the electors do not elect the requisite number of
g|^tora''fari to

members, the members elected if they equal at least one-half of
^J^ibOT'S'^'''

the council when complete or a majority of them or if half of ""™ "^'

such members were not elected the members for the next pre-

ceding year or a majority of them shall elect as many qualified

persons as are necessary to constitute or complete the requisite

number of members. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 159.

See notes to s. 70.
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PART IV.

PROCEEDINGS TO DECLARE SEAT VACANT.

'Interpretation.

"Judtre.'

"Master in

Chambers."

Procedure.

160. In this Part,—

(a) "Judge" unless the Court is referred to by name shall

include a Judge of the Supreme Court and a Judge of

a County or District Court;

(6) "Master in Chambers" shall include any ofi&cer having

jurisdiction to sit and act for the Master in Chambers.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 160.

During the long vacation (1st July to 1st September), the Master in

Ordinary and the Registrars or the Master in Chambers have this juris-

diction: Con. Rule 181.

In case of the absence or ilhiess of the Master in Chambers or of tjie

office being vacant, his duties may be performed by such other officer as

may be designa/ted for that purpose by the Chief Justice of Ontario: Con.

Rule 760.

Who may try
validity of elec-

tion or right to
deputy reeve.

Relator—where
right to deputy
reeve contested.

161.—(1) The validity of the election of a member of a council

or his right to hold his seat, or the right of a local municipality

to a deputy reeve, may be tried and determined by a Judge of

the Supreme Court, by the Master in Chambers, or by a Judge

of the County or District Court of the county or district in which

the municipality is situate. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 161 (1).

(2)- Where the right of a municipality to a deputy reeve is con-

tested any municipal elector in the county or where the validity

of the election is contested, any candidate at the election or an

elector who gave or tendered his vote at it, or where the election

was by acclamation, or the right to sit is contested on the ground

that the member has become disqualified or has forfeited his seat

since his election, an elector entitled to vote at the election may
be the relator. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 161 (2) ; 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 5.
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"Member of a council."—See s. 2, cl. (h).

In In re Rex ex rel Snider v. Richardson (1904) 3 O.W.R. 276, it was held

that there was no jurisdiction under s. 219 of 3 Edw. VII, ch. 19 to try the

validity of the election of a controller of the City of Toronto.

This case has no application now. "Member of a council" includes a

member of a board of control, (s. 2 cl. (i) ).

"Has become disqualified or has forfeited his seat since his election."

—

See BS. 152-3.

Where the election is attacked on the ground that persons declared to

be elected were not duly elected, because they had failed to make the

prescribed declarations, proceedings to unseat them are properly taken

under this section: Rex ex rel. Morton v. Roberts, Rex ex rel. Morton v.

Rymal (1912), 26 O.L.R. 263, 273, 4 D.L.R. 278, 22 O.W.R. 50.

Where a member of a council who had resigned his seat, in writing, in

pursuance of the statute, afterwards attended a meeting of the council,

took part in the proceedings and voted on a motion to amend the minutes

of the previous meeting and declaring "that the council accepted the with-

drawal of_his resignation," and declared the motion carried by his casting

vote, the remedy for declaring the seat vacant is by petition: Sexsmith

V. Montgomery (1893), 9 Man. L.R. 173.

Quo warranto is the proper remedy for a disqualification continuing after

the election: Rex v. Mack (1907), 41 N.S. 128, 2 E.L.R. 263.

162.—(1) If within six weeks after an election, or one month Time within

, ., which proceed-

after the acceptance of office by a member oi a council a person ings to be insti-

tuted and

entitled to be a relator shows by affidavit reasonable ground for
^"""('Jy^gj

supposing that the election was not legal, or was not conducted

according to law, or that the person declared elected was not

duly elected, or for contesting the vahdity of the election, or if

within six weeks after the facts come to the knowledge of a person

entitled to be a relator he^ shows by affidavit reasonable ground

for supposing that a member of a council has forfeited his seat

or become disquahfied since his election, the Judge or the Master

in Chambers, as the case may be, shall give his fiat, authorizing

the relator, upon entering into a recognizance as hereinafter pro-

vided, and the same being allowed as sufficient, to serve a notice

of motion to determine the matter.

"Within six weeks after the facts come to the knowledge of a person en-

titled."—These words were substituted for the words "at any time" in

s. 220 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, as enacted by 7 Edw. VII. c. 40, s. 5.
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See notes to s. 53 (1), cl. (j)., as to computation of time.

The prescription enacted by art. 708 of the Municipal Code does not

apply to actions in the Superior Court, but only to proceedings taken under

the code: Beauregard v. Roxton Palls (1903), Q.R. 24 S.C. 474.

A contestation of a municipal election because of corruption or'undue

influence must be made within the delay of thirty days, but if the contes-

tation is because the occupant of the office does not possess some required

qualification or is tainted by some absolute and permanent disqualifioation^

although proceedings to contest the election might be taken within that

delay, if the delay has elapsed without contestation and the lack of qualifi-

cation continues or the disqualification exists proceedings by quo warranto

may be taken.

And in the latter case the incapacity must exist at the time the writ

issues in order that the Court may declare the occupant of the office an

usurper.

Barrette v. Gareau (1915) Q.R. 49 S.C. 173.

The twenty-one days within which a petition must be presented began

to run when the act complained of was done: Sexsmith v. Montgomery
(supra).

The entering into, the allowance and the filing of a recognizance is a

condition precedent to the entertaining of a motion to quash a municipal

by-law: In re Biurton and Arthur (1894), 16 P.R. 160.

A bond, even though allowed by a County Court Judge, cannot be effec-

tively substituted for the recognizance: In re Burton and Arthur (1894),

16 P.R. 160.

A recognizance entered into before a person who has no authority to

take it is invalid: NichoUs v. Rawding, (1908), 43 N.S. 192, 6 E.L.R. 41.

A petitioner who has filed an insufficient recognizance may substitute

for it cash security after the time for giving security has elapsed: NichoUs

V. Rawding (supra).

Where the delay for putting in security has lapsed, the Court has no

power to allow an amendment of an insufficient bond or the substitution of

another for it: St. Denis v. Mercier (1906), 8 Que. P.R. 20.

The Court has no power to allow a petitioner who has not given sufficient

security to put in a different bond and the petition received without a suffi-

cient bond must be declared null and void: Rousseau v. Pelletier (1908),

Q.R. 33 S.C. 355.

It is sufficient for an objection against an election to indicate the grounds

on which the election is attacked, and the objection will not be dismissed

merely because the particular facts on which the petitioner intends to rely

are not set out in detail, but, if the defendant demands these details, the

petitioner must supply them: Germain v. Hurteau (1899), Q.R. 15 S.C. 614.
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. In a petition to void a municipal election under the charter of the city

of Montreal, 62 Vict. c. 58 (Q.), it is not sufficient for the purpose of obtaining

a review of the decision of the Judge upon a recount to allege generally

that ballots cast in favour of a candidate have been improperly rejected by
the deputy returning officers and by the Judge, while irregular ballots

cast in favour of the candidate elected have been admitted, and that the

effect has been to change the result of the election; the petition must point

out the irregularities complained of and give the number of ballots irregu-

larly admitted: Reneault v. Gagnon (1900), Q.R. 17 S.C. 515.

An amendment cannot be allowed after the expiration of the time limited

for the service of a contestation: Brisson v. Pelletier (1903), 5 Que. P.R. 295.

After the expiration of the delay for contesting a municipal election, the

seat_of a councillor cannot be declared vacant by means of writ of quo

warranto where want of qualification not actually existing at the time

the writ issued is the grouiid of the proceeding, even though the non-quali-

fication had existed at the time of the election which the relator may have

had good grounds for contesting before a proper Court under the provisions

of arts. 346 et seq. of the Municipal Code: Allard v. Charlebois (1898),

Q.R. 14 S.C. 310.

When a municipal councillor proceeded against by quo warranto on the

ground that while councillor and mayor he had contracts with the corporation

and received money thereon, has controlled the proceedings against him and

paid the costs before entry of them in Court, and resigned his seat and his

resignation was accepted by the council and his seat declared vacant and the

contract cancelled, the disability for which he could be attacked disappeared,

the law not fixing any limit of time during which he would remain disquali-

fied. After these formalities were completed he was again eligible to be a

councillor and could be nominated by the council, and a second writ of quo

warranto issued against him, the application for it setting up the reasons

above mentioned and in addition charging fraud and connivance between the

other members of the council and him, was dismissed, especially as the alleged

fraud and connivance did not exist.

Landry v. Judd (1897) Q.R. 14 S.C. 188.

A petition invoking reasons against the validity of an alderman's claim

to hold a seat in the council and asking that he be ousted and his seat given

to the petitioner and the city clerk ordered to proclaim him elected, is

a contestation of the election, and the deposit of $200 required by 58 Vict,

c. 49 as security for the costs of the contestation must be made: Roy v.

Martineau (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 1.

Status of keiator.

In Rex ex rel. Froehlich v. Woeller (1912), 3 O.W.N. 838, 3 D,L.R. 281,

21 O.W.R. 672, the motion was dismissed. Three objections were held

to be well taken: (1) That the recognizance was not filed; (2) that the
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• application was too late, declaration of office and acceptance 8th January,

application 28tli February; (3) allegation that respondent not a British

subject made only on information and belief.

A relator is precluded from attacking an election where he had acquiesced

in what he complains of or was himself guilty of acts similar to those of

which he complains: Rex ex rel. Tolmie v,. Campbell (1902), 4 O.L.R.

25, 28; Rex ex rel. McLeod v. Bathurst (1903), 5 O.L.R. 573; Rex ex rel.

Payne v. Chew (1905), 5 O.W.R. 389, 391; 41 C.L.J. 405; In re Quigley

(1911), 24 O.L.R. 622, 642. See also Carr v. North Bay (1913), 28 O.L.R.

623, 626, 13 D.L.R. 458.

It was held in Demers v. Hebert (1912) Q.R. 42, S.C. 314, 8 D.L.R. 632,

that where a mayor, who was duly qualified at the time of his election,

afterwards ceases to possess the necessary property qualification, the pro-

cedure provided for by article 3 of The Cities and Towns Act, 3 Edw. VII.

c. 38, must be followed. It provides that, in case the mayor has ceded

or in any manner made over the property upon which he is qualified or

has mortgaged or encumbered the same so as to affect the amount required

for his qualification, any two duly qualified electors'may present a peti-

tion to the council requiring the mayor to produce his title as proprietor

of such other immovable property as he may qualify upon, together with

a sworn declaration establishing the value of it, and, in default of his so

doing within a delay of thirty days, his seat ipso facto becomes vacant. '

A person guilty of bribery at a municipal election is not thereby dis-

qualified from acting as a relator in a proceeding to set aside the election

~~
of the successful candidate: Rex ex rel. Sabourin v. Berthiaume (1913),

11 D.L.R. 68, 4 O.W.N. 1201, 24 O.W.R. 559.

An application for leave to exhibit an information by way of quo warranto

to unseat a person as school trustee should be dismissed if the relator is

a person not really interested in the matter complained of, but merely

put forward as a nominal relator by the real prosecutor because of the

latter's want of qualification to be a relator: Rex ex rel. Tuttle v. Quesnel

(1909), 19 Man. L.R. 23, 10 W.L.R. 722, 11 W.L.R. 96.

. A person who participated in the election of a councillor and himself

proposed him for election, knowing at the time that he had not the quali-

fication required by law, cannot afterwards complain of his want of qualifica-

tion: Lemire v. Neault, Lemire v. McClay, Lemire v. Turcotte (1898),

Q.R. 15 S.C. 33.

A ratepayer who is nominated as a candidate at a municipal election

may contest the election of the other candidate, notwithstanding that he

himself is disqualified from being a candidate: Tetreau v. Beaudry (1904),

6 Que. P.R. 156.

One who has not paid his school taxes cannot, under art. 4227, R.S.Q.,

be nominated for the position of municipal councillor and is not qualified
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to petition against the result of the election: Latour v. Lefebvre (1909),

10 Que. P.R. 336.

A male person of the age of twenty-one years and not otherwise taxed,

residing in a municipality, though neither a house owner nor tenant, being

liable to a personal tax not exceeding one dollar, is "a person interested"

within the meaning of art. 987, C.P.Q., and entitled to have recourse to

a writ of quo warranto against one who unlawfully holds the position of

municipal councillor: Prevost v. Parent (1911), Q.R. 40 S.C! 146.

A person who with knowledge of an irregularity at an election (in this

case the rejection of a ballot paper) concurs in it, will not be heard as relator

in a proceeding to set aside the election on the ground of the irregularity:

Rex ex rel. Park v. Street (1905), 1 W.L.R. 202 (Sask.).

The consent of the relator to violations of the law with regard to the

holding of an election cannot validate the election: Rex ex rel. Gunder
Bjorge V. Zellickson (1910), 13 W.L.R. 433 (Sask.).

Death or relator.

If the relator dies pending the proceedings they cannot be revived: per

Cartwright, M.C., Rex ex rel. Warner v. Skelton (1911), 3 O.W.N. 175-6.

(2) The recognizance shall be entered into before the Judge or Recognizance.

Master in Chambers granting the fiat or before a commissioner

for taking affidavits, by the relator in the sum of $200 and by

two sureties, to be allowed as sufiicient by the Judge or Master

in Chambers upon affidavit of justification, each in the sum of

$100; and shall be conditioned to prosecute the motion with

effect and to pay to the person against whom it is "made any

costs which may be adjudged to him against the relator.

Where a Judge of a County Court has given his fiat and has refused to

set it aside, an appeal from his refusal does not lie to a Divisional Court:

Rex ex rel. Boyce v. Porter and Rex ex rel. Boyce v. Ellis (1915), 33 O.L.R.

575, 24 D.L.R. 118.

It had been previously held that, where the Judge of the County Court

had set aside his fiat and the proceedings based upon it, his order was not

appealable: Rex ex rel. McFarlane v. Coulter (1902), 4 O.L.R. 520. Street,

J., who so decided, said that he expressed no opinion as to the power of

the County Court Judge to make the order.

Article 5551 of the Revised Statutes of Quebec, 1909, which gives the

right to review the judgment rendered on the petition to set aside a muni-

cipal election, does not authorize the review of interlocutory judgments

pronounced on the petition: Labadie v. Ringuet (1913), Q.R. 43 S.C. 374.
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AHowance of
recognizance.

Proceedings-
how to be
entitled

(3) When the recognizance has been allowed as sufficient, the

Judge or Master in Chambers by whom it is allowed shall note

upon it and upon the fiat allowing service of the notice of motion,

the words "Recognizance allowed" and shall initial the same.

Failure to make this note, where the recognizance has in fact been
allowed, is immaterial. The note may be made at any time: Rex ex rel.

Walton V. Freeborn (1901), 2 O.L.R. 165-6.

(4) , Where the proceedings are taken before a Judge of the

Supreme Court or before the Master in Chambers they shall be

entitled in the Supreme Court; and where they are taken before

a Judge of a County or District Court, they shall be entitled in

that Court. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 162.

Contents o(
notice of

motion.

163. The relator in his notice of motion shall set forth his name

in full, his occupation and place of residence, and the interest

which he has in the election, whether as candidate or as an elector,

and shall state specifically imder distinct heads all the grounds

of objection to the validity of the election complained of, and

in favour of the validity of the election of himself or of any other

person, where the relator claims that he or that such person was

duly elected, or the grounds of forfeiture or disqualification, as

the case may .be. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 163.

See notes to s. 174.

Where the notice of motion did not describe the objection (disqualifioa-

tionby having a contract for the supply of goods or materials, etc.) aptly

or in the language of the statute, 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 80 (1), the notice

was allowed to be amended: Rex ex rel. Slater v. Homan (1911), 2 O.W.N.

1334.

In Rex ex rel. Morton v. Roberts and Rex ex rel. Morton v. Rymal (1912),

26 O.L.R. 263, 4 D.L.R. 278, 22 O.W.R. 60, Riddell, J., allowed the notice

of motion to be amended by setting up the omission to maike the statutory

declaration required by 8. 311 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19. He did this for the

reason that, as he held, the corresponding section to section 163 did not

apply, because the relator did not object to the validity of the election

and made no claim for the election of some one else: p. 274. Owing to an

error in the consolidation, instead of the word "or" in the last line but

one of the section as it now reads, there was the word "on." In the con-

solidation of 1913, 3 & 4 Geo. V. o. 43, the mistake was corrected (s. 163),
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and it seems clear that this decision, except in so far as it depended on
section 168, then 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 226, is no longer law.

The practice in the Territories providing for the issue of a writ of man-
damus in the nature of a quo warranto differs from that in England. There
the question raised is the right of the respondent to use and exercise the office.

In the Territories what has to be decided is whether there was an election,

and, if so, was the respondent elected, and, if he was elected, whether his

election was valid. It is, therefore, not necessary in proceedings that the
material should show that the respondent has accepted the office or the
term for which he was elected: Rex ex rel. Park v. Street (1905), 6 Terr.

L.R. 137, 1 W.L.R. 87.

164. Before serving the notice of motion, the relator shall file Affidavits, et<-.,
' to be filed.

all the affidavits and material upon which he intends to move,

except where oral evidence is to be taken, and in that case he

shall name in the notice the witnesses whom he proposes to

examine. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 164.

It was held in Rex ex rel. Beck v. Sharp (1908), 16 O.L.R. 267, that
there was no right under 3 Edw. VII. c. 19 to cross-examine on affidavits

without special leave, and that the Rules of Court as to such a cross-

examination did not apply.

This case is no longer law, because by section 185 it is enacted that,

in cases not provided for by Part IV. or by Rules of Court made under

that section, "the practice and procedure of the Supreme Court shall be
applicable."

See also Rex ex rel. Ponsford v. Roberts (1902), 3 O.L.R. 410, 414^5;

Rex ex rel. Ivison v. Irwin (1902), 4 O.L.R. 192.

No witness can be examined unless his name is mentioned in the notice

of motion: RexexreLSabourinv.Berthiaume (1913), 11 D.L.R. 68, 4 O.W.N.
1201, 24 O.W.R. 559.

165. The notice of motion shall be served within two weeks Service of

. , notice of

from the date of the fiat, unless upon a motion to allow substi- motion,

tuted service the Judge or Master in Chambers otherwise orders,

and not less than seven clear daiys before the day on which the

motion is returnable, and shall be served personally, unless the

person to be served avoids personal service, in which case an order

may be made for substituted service. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 165.

"Two weeks."—See s. 53 (1), cl. (j).

"Seven clear days."—lb.
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A notice for "Tuesday the 24th day of February," Tuesday being the

25th, is a good notice for that day: Rex ex rel. Ponsford v. Roberts (1902),

3 O.L.R. 410.

Where service is defective, the defect will be waived by the respondent

appearing and taking part in the trial of the merits: Cameron v. Beaton

(1915), 48 N.S. 353, 21 D.L.R. 386.

Where it is made to appear that prompt personal service cannot be
effected, an order for substitutional service may be made: McLellan v.

Mclsaac (1915), 48 N.S. 299, 21 D.L.R. 429.

daiSsthathe
^^^' ^'^^'"^ ^^^ relator alleges that he or some other person

efeS''"'^^ was duly elected, the motion sha.ll be to try the vaUdity of the

election complained of and of the alleged election of the relator

or other person. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 166.

One motion
against several
persons.

167. Where the grounds of objection apply to two or more

persons elected or sitting as members of a council, the relator

may proceed by one motion against all of them. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 167.

This section applies only where the "grounds of objection"—that is, all

the grounds set out in the notice—"apply equally to two or more persons

elected": Rex ex rel. Warner v. Skelton (1911), 23 O.L.R. 182, 185.

Prior to this case the decisions were conflicting. In Reg. ex rel. Burn-

ham V. Hagerman (1900), 31 O.R. 636, Street, J., had interpreted the section

as it was interpreted by Middleton, J., in Rex ex rel. Warner v. Skelton,

but the Chancellor had come to a different conclusion in Reg. ex rel. St.

Louis V. Reaume (1895), 26 O.R. 460.

The view of Street, J., and Middleton, J., appears to be the better one.

Hearing of
motion.

168. On the hearing of the motion the relator shall not be

allowed to object to the election of the person complained of or

to support the election of himself or of any person alleged to have

been duly elected or to attack the right of any member to sit on

any ground not specified in the notice of motion; but the Judge

or the Master in Chambers may entertain any substantial ground

of objection to or in support of the vaUdity of the election of

either or any of the parties which may appear in evidence before

him. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 168.

See note to s. 165.
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169. Where more motions than one are made to try the validity who to hear
•^ motions when

of the election, or the right to sit of the same person, all of them ">°™ t'^" °™-

shall be made returnable, and unless otherwise directed by a Judge

of the Supreme Court, shall be heard and determined by the Judge

or Master in Chambers before whom the motion, notice of which

was first served, is returnable, and one order upon all, or a separate

order upon one or more of them may be made, as he may deem
proper. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 169.

Inasmuch as a County Court Judge has equal and concurrent jurisdiction

In respect of proceedings under this section with the other named officials,

a Judge of the Supreme Court sitting in Chambers carmot prohibit him
from proceeding with the trial.

In this case two motions by different relators to try the validity of the

same election were made returnable, the first of them before the Master-

in-Chambers and the other before the County Court Judge.

In re Reg. ex rel. Hall v. Gowanlock (1898), 29 O.R. 435.

170. The Judge or Master in Chambers may require the clerk ^2u^-^t^
of any municipality to produce before him or to forward under

Sts'eto**"'

seal to the clerk of the county or district court for the purpose

of production, such assessment rolls, collector's rolls, ballot papers,

books, voters' and other lists, and other records of the election

and papers in his hands connected with or relating to it as the

Judge or Master in Chambers may deem proper. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 170.

171. Where the motion is returnable before a Judge of the Taking of evi-" dence to be used

Supreme Court he may direct that the evidence to be used on <"> motion,

the hearing of the motion be taken orally in the presence of counsel

for or after notice to all parties interested before a special examiner

or a Judge of a County or District Court, who shall return the

evidence so taken to the proper officer of the Supreme Court.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 171.

172.—(1) The Judge or Master in Chambers, at any stage of ?£™g,.,

the proceedings, may— Zlny.'^^'^
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Person entitled
to be a relator
may prosecute
or defend.

Costs.

(a) Add the returning officer or any deputy returning officer

or other person as a party to the proceedings.

(6) Allow any person entitled to be a relator to intervene and

prosecute, or to defend, and may grant a reasonable time

for that purpose.

(2) An intervening party shall be liable for or entitled to costs

Uke any other party to the proceedings. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 172.

It had been held that there was no power to compel a relator to go on
if he desires to withdraw and no power to substitute a new relator: Reg.
exrel. Matson v. Butler (1897), 17 P.R. 382.

The language of the section then in force, s. 196 of 55 Vict. c. 42, was
"to intervene and defend." The change to the present form was made
in the revision of 1897, in which the section is 231 of c. 223, though, oddly

enough, in 60 Vict. c. 15, which contains the amendments made with a

view to the revision, s. 196, was amended so as to read "to intervene and
iSrosecute" (Schedule C (49) ), and it is probable that the change to the

present form was made by the Commissioners under the authority of 60

Vict. c. 3, s. 3.

Unless it is otherwise provided by law, an elector may intervene in a

contestation of an election where it is alleged that the plaintiff has mani-

fested the intention of abandoning the proceedings, and he may do so not-

withstanding that by reason of the delay elapsed since the election he

would be precluded from instituting direct proceedings to contest the elec-

tion: Moreau v. Lamarche (1900), 3 Que. P.R. 301.

The lapse of the delay allowed for contesting a municipal election will

not prevent a qualified person from intervening in a proceeding instituted

in due time for the purpose of continuing it if the plaintiff fails to do so

;

Larin v. Nault (1907), 8 Que. P.R. 205.

An elector has no right to intervene in the contestation of a municipal

election merely to watch the proceedings and continue them in case the

petitioner should abandon them: Charpentier v. Hebert (1915), Q.R. 48

S.C. 13.

Mode ot trial. 173.—(1) The Judge or Master in Chambers shall, in a sum-

mary manner, without formal pleadings, hear and determine the

questions raised by or upon the motion, and, subject to sub-

section 2, may inquire into the facts on affidavit, by oral testi-

mony, or by an issue framed by him and sent to be tried by a
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jury in any Court named by him, or by one or more of those

means.

It is not necessary that the evidence should be read over and signed by
the witnesses: Rex ex rel. Sabourin v. Berthiaume (1913), 11 D.L.R. 68,

4 O.W.N. 1201, 24 O.W.R. 559.

(2) Where a question is faised as to whether the candidate or Evidence ot
corrupt practice

any voter has been gmlty of any violation of sections 187 to 189, ^^ '"•'en

aflSdavit evidence shall not be used to prove the offence, but it

shall be proved by oral evidence taken before the Judge or before

^ special examiner or a Judge t)f a County or District Court, upon

an order of reference to him for that purpose by the Judge of

the Supreme Court, if the motion is returnable before a Judge

of the Supreme Court, or before the Master in Chambers or the

Judge of the County or District Court if the motion is returnable

before him.

All the evidence, both pro and con and not merely the evidence adduced

by the relator in support of the charge, must be taken viva voce, and

affidavits in answer to oral evidence cannot be received: Rex ex rel. Carr

v. Cuthbert (1901), 1 O.L.R. 211.

It was held that under R.S.O. 1887, o. 184, s. 212, as by Con. Rule 30,

the Master in Chambers had "the same jurisdiction in quo warranto that

a Judge of a High Court sitting in Chambers has," he had power to direct

a reference to a County Court Judge to take evidence in the cases to which

the section corresponding to this subsection applied (Rex ex rel. Whyte
V. McClay (1889), 13 P.R. 96), and the same conclusion was reached under

3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 248; Rex ex rel. O'Shea v. Letherby (1908), 160.L.R.

582, 587.

These cases are no longer law, owing to changes in Part IV. and especially

to the provision of this subsection that the oral evidence is to be taken

"before the Master in Chambers or the Judge of the County or District

Court if the motion is returnable before him," and to the fact that a refer-

ence to take such eyidence is provided for only if the motion is returnable

before a Judge of the Supreme Court.

(3) Where the seat is claimed for any person, if a candidate fj^s"^
is" proved to have been guilty, himself or by any person on his

behalf, of bribery or of a corrupt practice with respect to a voter

who voted at the election, or if a voter, who is employed on behalf

of such candidate and is disqualified under subsection* 1 of sec-

votea.

13—HUN. LAW.
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tion 61, is proved to have voted, there shall be struck off the

nxunber of votes given for such candidate one vote for every such

voter. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 173.
'

Where a candidate by whom the seat is claimed is largely indebted to

the corporation, a new election will be ordered: Rfeg. ex rel. Duncan v.

Laughlin, Reg. ex rel. Stevenson v. Blanohard (1885), 2 Man. L.R. 78.

If election
invalid, order
for removal
from office of
.person unduly
elected, etc.

Order for new
election.

Order for new
election to be
directed to
sheriff.

174.—(1) Where the election complained of is adjudged to be

invalid, the order shall provide that the person found not to have

been duly elected be removed from the office, and if it is deter-

mined that any other person was duly elected that he be admitted

forthwith to the office.

(2) Where it is determined that no other person was duly

elected, or that a person duly elected has become disqualified or

has forfeited his. seat, the order shall provide for the removal

from office of such last mentioned person and, except as provided

by section 157, for the holding of a new election. 3-4 Geo. V.

p. 43, s. 174.

A relator is not entitled to the seat where he neither objects to the dis-

qualification of the respondent at the nomination nor gives any notice on

election day to the electors that they are throwing away their votes: Rex

ex rel. O'Donnell v. Broomfield (1903), 5 O.L.R. 596, and cases there cited.

The seat cannot be awarded to an unsuccessful candidate, though his

successful opponent is unseated on the ground that he was not qualified,

where no objection was taken to his qualification at the nomination, "so

that the electors might have an opportunity of nominating another candi-

date": Rex ex rel. Robinson v. McCarty (1903), 5 O.L.R. 638, 641-2.

175. Where the election of all the members of a council is

adjudged to be invalid, or where it is determined that all of them

have become disqualified or have forfeited their seats, the order

for their removal, and for the election of new members in their

places or for the admission of others adjudged to be legally elected,

and for an election to fill the remaining seats in the council, shall

be directed to the clerk of the municipality or where there is no

clerk to the sheriff of the county or district in which the munici-

pality is situate, who shall have all the powers for causing the
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election to be held which a municipal council or any member or

oflBcer of it has in order to fill a vacancy in it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 175.

176.—(1) Where an election is adjudged to be invalid owing to
j^^f^el'^i^^yd

the improper refusal of the returning ofi&cer or of a deputy return- J^l^tt'^l
ing'oflicer to receive a ballot paper tendered by or to give a ballot

fie^pe™°™*°

paper to an elector, or owing to such ofiicer having put into the

ballot box a ballot paper which was not laTvfuUy received from

an elector, the Judge or Master in Chambers may order that the

costs of the proceedings to unseat the person declared elected,

or any part of them, be paid by such returning officer or deputy

returning officer.

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect any right of action Right of action

against the returning officer or deputy returning officer or relieve ^ramved.
™"

him from any penality to which he may be liable- under this Act.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 176.

177.—(1) After the adjudication an order shall be drawn up, order.

stating concisely the ground and effect of the decision.

(2) The order may be at any time amended by the Judge or Amendment

1 Ti 1
of order.

Master in Chambers in any matter of form, and shall have the

same force and effect as a writ of mandamus formerly had in the

like case. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 177.

The dismissal of a motion owing to defects in the recognizance is not a

baz to another motion being made.

Rex ex rel. Ingoldsby v. Spiers (1909) 13 O.W.R. 611.

178. The Judge or Master in Chambers forthwith after render- Judgment to be
° letiirnea to

ing his decision shall return the same with all things had before pj^' "^"^^ <>'

him touching the proceeding, to the proper officer of the Court,

there to remain of record as a judgment of the Court; and the

judgment may be enforced for the costs awarded by execution
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and in other respects in the same manner as an order of mandamus.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 178.

Appeals from 179.—(1) The decision of a Judge of the Supreme Court shall
Master jn ^ ' °

_
_'

Co™t''jiid"e
^^ final, but an appeal shall lie from the decision or order of the

Master in Chambers or of a Judge of a County or District Court

to a Judge of the Supreme Court whose decision shall be final.

One of several co-relators cannot without the sanction of the Court with-

draw on the ground that his adhesion to the proceeding was procured by
false representations: Gamache v. Blais (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 200.

Rex ex rel. Craig v. Ego (1910), 15 W.L.R. 506 (B.C.). An appellant in

a quo warranto proceeding has no right to withdraw the appeal without

the consent of the Court, and consent will not be given where the rights

of the profjerty owners and ratepayers of a whole district are affected.

Procedure on (2) The practice and procedure on and in relation to the appeal

shall be the same, as nearly as may be, as in the case of an appeal

from a decision of the Master in Chambers in an action or pro-

ceeding in the Supreme Court. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 179.

See notes to s. 162.

tiOTof^didate
^^' "^ Candidate elected who ,is found to have been guilty

^t practice. °^ bribery, or of a corrupt practice, shall forfeit his seat, and shall

be ineligible as a candidate at any election for two years there-

after.

SldeL*°ei«k. (2) The Judge or Master in Chambers shall report to, the clerk

of the municipality in which the offence was committed the name
of every candidate who has been so found guilty, and the clerk

shall enter his name in a book to be kept for that purpose. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 180.

Disclaimer.

Srforl^eotion
181.—(1) Any person elected may. at any time after the elec-

oompiained of.
^.j^^j ^^^ heioTe it is Complained of, deliver to the clerk of the

municipality a disclaimer signed by him, to the effect following:—
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"I, A.B., hereby disclaim all right to the office of

for the of , in the county (or

district) of , and all defence of any right I

may have to the same.

Dated day of , 19 .

a.b:'

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 181.

It was held in Reg. ex rel. Mitchell v. Davidson (1881), 8 P.R. 434, that

a document signed by the person elected and addressed to the mayor and
council in these words,

"Gentlemen,—I beg to disclaim my seat at the Council Board,"

was not sufficient and did not relieve him from costs under s. 184 (2).

Notwithstanding s. 215 of The Municipal Act, an election petition should

not be filed complaining of the return of a candidate for a municipal office

after he has handed ia a disclaimer under s. 249 unless the seat is claimed

for the petitioner or some other candidate: Paterson v. Brown (1897),

11 Man. L.R. 612.

182. A person whose election is complained of, unless it is com- Srai^'Sm.""

plained of on the. ground of bribery or corrupt practices on his

part, or a person whose seat is attacked on the ground that he has

become disqualified or has forfeited his seat, may, within oi^e

week after service on him of the notice of motion, transmit by

registered post, or deliver, if the proceedings are in the Supreme

Court, to the Clerk in Chambers, at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, or

if the proceedings are in a County or District Court to the Judge

of that Court, and to the relator or his solicitor, a disclaimer

signed by him to the effect following:

—

"I, A.B., upon whom a notice of motion, in the nature of

a quo warranto has been served for the purpose of contesting

my right to the office of

for the of , in the county {or

district) of , hereby disclaim the said

office, and all defence of any right I may have to the same.

Dated day of , 19 .

A.B."

3-4 Geo. v., c. 43, s. 182.
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Duplicate of
disclaimer to be
delivered to
clerk,

183. A person disclaiming shall deliver a duplicate of his dis-

claimer to the clerk of the municipality, and the clerk shall forth-

with communicate it to the council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 183.

Disclaimer to
operate as
resignation.

Costs.

When costs not
to be awarded.

184.—(1) A disclaimer in accordance with section 181 or 182

shall operate as a resignation.

(2) A disclaimer in accordance with section 181 shall relieve

the person making it from all liability for costs.

, See notes to s. 181.

(3) Costs shall not be awarded against a person disclaiming

under section 182, unless he consented to his nomination or

accepted the office. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 184.

Rex ex rel. Mooney v. Robertson (1910) , 1 D.W.N. 455.

Judges to make
rules, etc.

RULES OF PRACTICE.

, 185. The Judges of the Supreme Court may make rules regu-

lating the practice and procedure in relation to proceedings under

this Part, including the costs of and incidental to them, and as

to matters not provided for in it, or by Rules of Court, the prac-

tice and procedure of the Supreme Court shall be applicable.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 185.

The latter Part of this section is new and makes an important change in

the law. The practice and procedure of the Supreme Court will now be

applicable except in matters provided for in this part or by rules made
under the authority of the first part of the section. Before the change it

was otherwise.

See as to this, Rex ex rel. Boyce v.' Porter, Rex ex rel. Boyce v. Ellis

(1915), 33 O.L.R. 575, 681, 24 D.L.R. 118.

A relator may be required to give security for costs where his proceedings

are not in truth taken by him, but he is put forward by others who are the

real actors: In re Sturmer (1911), 2 Q.W.N. 1053.

Procedure sub- 186. Proceedings for the removal from office of a person whose
«tltuted tor quo ° ^

raedkg^
"^"^ election is alleged to have been undue or illegal, or who is alleged

not to have been duly elected, whether or not the seat is claimed
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by or on behalf of the relator or any other person, and proceedings

to have the right of a person to sit in a council determined shall

be had and taken under the provisions of this Part .and not by
quo warranto proceedings or by an action in any court. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 186.

See also The Judicature Act (R.S.O. c. 56, ss. 146-7-8, 150).

It was held in Rex ex rel. McFarlane v. Balment (1915), 8 W.W.R. Ill,

that s. 92 of R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 71, does not apply where the election is not
contested on any of the grounds mentioned in it, and that the old form
of relief by way of quo warranto is still open in such a case.

A Court of equity will not upon an injunction bill try the validity of an
election of mayor or councillor even though the custody of the books and
papers of the Corporation be ia question, at all events not unless there

are others claiming the right to hold the office: Fairbanks v. Douglas

(1887), 5 Man. L.R. 41.

Where there has not been an actual vote, s. 217, cl. (c), of The Municipal

Act does not apply, and the remedy by quo warranto is open to a person

who desires to question the return of a candidate who has been declared

elected at the nomination meeting: In re St. Vital Municipal Election,

Tod V. Mager (1912), 20 W.L.R. 537, 1 W.W.R. 929, affirmed (1912), 22

Man. L.R. 137, 21 W.L.R. 203, 2 W.W.R. 185.

Where a person not properly qualified ihas been elected and continues

to act, the proper procedure for his removal is an information in the nature

of a quo warranto: In re Mack (1906), 39 N.S. 394, 1 E.L.R. 222.

In Penny v. Brent (1908), 4 E.L.R. 437 (N.S.), Drysdale, J., said that

it was open to much doubt whether, where the time for questioning the

election under The Municipal Controverted Elections Act has expired, an

action is the appropriate proceeding for obtaining a declaration that the

election of a member of a council is void, and to vacate the seat and an,

injunction to restrain the member from being sworn or sitting and voting

as a member of the council, and an interim injunction was refused.

A member of a town council, having made an abandonment of his property

for the benefit of his creditors, his seat was declared vacant by the council,

but at the election to fill the vacancy he was re-elected, and it was held

that his right to occupy the seat could not be contested on the ground of

his insolvency by way of quo warranto without recourse to contestation

of the election under arts. 4275 et seq.: R.S.Q., Riendeau v. Dudevoir

(1897), Q.R. 12 S.C. 273.

A municipal councillor who during his term of office has sold with right

of redemption (vente a remere) the immovable upon which he qualified

for election may be removed from office by writ of qm warranto. Such a
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sale if made under a resolutory condition taking effect from the date of

the contract subject to be resileated on the happening of the stipulated

event, and it makes no difference that after the issue of the writ the council

exercises the right of redemption reserved: Berthiaume v. Pilon (1898),

Q.R. 14 S.C. 524.

The qualification of a municipal councillor may be contested by pro-

ceedings in quo warranto under the provisions of art. 987 et seq., C.C.P.,

notwithstanding that the cause of disqualification existed at the time of

the election.

An objection against an election, which is the remedy under arts. 427

et seq. of The Municipal Corporations Act, does not prevent recourse to

the writ of qito warranto.

Lemire v. Neault, Lemire v. McClay, Lemire v. Turcotte (1898), Q.R.

15 S.C. 33.

The remedy by quo warranto under the Code of Procedure is not affected

by arts. 4275 et seq. of R.S.Q. : Roy v. Martineau (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 1.

Quo warranto proceedings under art. 987, C.P., lie to oust a person from

the office of mayot pn the ground that he can neither read nor write. This

incapacity not only makes him ineligible, but disqualifies him from holding

the office. It is, therefore, not merely a ground of contestation in the manner

and within the delay specially prescribed, but may be urged at all times

by the above proceeding, although it existed at the time of the election:

Page V. Genois (1908), Q.R. 34 S.C. 541.

The proceedings authorized by section 338 of the Charter of the City of

Montreal against aldermen who have voted for the illegal expenditure of

money to compel them to reimburse the money and to disqualify them is a

special remedy which should be exercised by an ordinary civil action.

Lapointe v. Larin (1909) 10 Que. P.R. 346.
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PART V.

BRIBERY AND CORRUPT PRACTICES.

187.-(1) Every person who :- ^^^0^*^°

(o) Directly or indirectly, himself or by any other person on
o/p'^oe^urf"*"

his behalf, gives, lends or agrees to give or lend, or offers ^n|^
^^

or promises any money or valuable consideration, or

promises to procure, or to endeavour to procure any money

or valuable consideration to or for any voter, or to or for

any person on behalf of any voter, or to or for any person

in order to induce any voter to vote, or refrain from

voting or corruptly does any such act on account of any

voter having voted or refrained from voting at an elec-

tion; or

—

The employment and payment of a scrutineer is not a corrupt

practice unless the payment is made for the purpose of influencing

his vote: Rex ex rel. Fitzgerald v. Stapleford (1913), 29 O.L.R.

133, 13 D.L.R. 858.

The making by supporters of a local option by-law publicly and

to iildividual voters the statement that the "temperance party" had
provided a fund with which they intended, in the event of the

by-law being passed, to erect a building to be used as a temperance

hotel, and that, in connection with it, there were to be stables

free for the use of those desiring that accommodation, and that

there would also be, in connection with the hotel, a free reading-

room and game.s, does not constitute bribery: In re Leahy and

Lakefield (1906), 8 O.W.R. 743.

(6) Directly or indirectly, himself or by any other person on By gift or offer

, .\ 1 t ,r • \ , • <" promise of

his behalf, gives or procure^ or agrees to give or procure, employment.

or offerfe or promises any office, place or employment, or

promises to procure or to endeavour to procure any office,

place or employment to or for any voter, or to or for any

other person in order to induce any voter to vote, or

refrain from voting or corruptly does any such act on
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To induce any-
one to procure
return of candi-
date or en-T

deavor to
procure.

Receiving bribe
to procure
return of

candidate.

Advancing
inoniajr to be
spent in corrupt
practices.

Applying for

money or em-
ployment in
conelderation
6t voting.

Receiving
money, o£Eioe.

etc., for having
voted.

account of any voter having voted or reframed from voting

at an election; or

(c) Directly or indirectly, himself or by any other person on

his behalf, makes any siich gift, loan, offer, promise, pro-

curement or agreement, to or for any person, in order to

induce such person to procure or endeavour to procure

the return of any candidate, or the vote of any voter at

an election; or

(d) Upon or in consequence of any such gift, loan, offer,

promise, procurement or agreement, procures or engages,

promises or endeavours to procure the return of any candi-

date, or the vote of any voter at an election; or

(e) Advances or pays, or causes to be paid, money to or to

the use of any other perk)n, with the intent that such

money or any part of it shall be expended in corrupt

practices at an election, or who knowingly pays or causes

to be paid money to any person in discharge or repayment

of money wholly or in part expended in corrupt practices

at an election; or

(/) Directly or indirectly, himself or by any other person on

his behalf, on account of, and as payment for voting or

for having voted, or for illegally agreeing or having agreed

to vote for any candidate at an election, or on account

of, and as payment for having illegally assisted or agreed

to assist any candidate at ain election,, applies to such

candidate, or to his agent, for the gift or loan of any

moriey or valuable consideration, or for the promise of

the gift or loan of any money or valuable consideration,

or for any office, place or employment, or the promise of

any office, place or employment; or

{g) Before or during an election, directly or indirectly, him-

self or by any other person on his behalf, receives, agrees

or contracts for any money, gift, loan or valuable con-

sideration, office, place or employment, for himself or any
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other person, for voting or agreeing to vote, or for re-

fraining or agreeing to refrain from voting at an elec-

tion; or

' Qi) After an election, directly or indirectly, himself or by any ^°^y^,.
other person on his behalf, receives any money or valuable efeotion!**'

consideration for having voted or refrained from voting,

or for having induced any other person to vote or refrain

from voting at an election; Or.

(i) In order to induce a person to allow himself to be nominated ^o™ifi^ office

as a candidate, or to refrain from becoming a candidate, ^tetS'^tSlJr

or to withdraw if he has become a candidate, gives or pro-
^

cures any oflBce, place or employment, or agrees to give

or procure or offers or promises to procure, or endeavours

to procure any office, place or employment for such person,

or for any other person,

shall be guilty of bribery, shall be disqualified from voting at ainy Penalty.

election for two years, and shall incur a penalty of $200, and

shall also be liable to imprisoimaent'for any term not exceeding

six months.

This section is new. It was first enacted by 3 and 4 Geo. V. c. 43, and

corresponds with the first eight clauses of s. 167 of The Ontario Election

Act (R.S.O. c. 8) except as to the penalty.

See notes to s. 284.

Giving on election day by a person standing in close relationship to a

candidate drink to a voter who had "changed" from the other candidate

three days before the election was held to be sufficient to render the elec-

tion of the first-mentioned candidate void: Kaulbach v. MoKean (1905),

38 N.8. 364.
'

,

,

Payment by a candidate on the day of the election for the dinners of

several electors who took their dinner at the same house with him, where
the payment was not made in pursuance of any previous intention or arrange-

ment or with the intention of corruptly influencing the voters, is not a
payment made on account of the voters having voted or being about to

vote and is not a corrupt practice within the meaning of The ilunicipal

Controverted Elections Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 72: Stephen v. Flemming

(1908), 42 N.S. 282, 4 E.L.R. 402.
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A charge which involves disqualification should be proved beyond
reasonable doubt to warrant a finding adverse to the successful candidate:

per Russell, J., in Cameron v. Beaton (1915), 48 N.S. 353, 21 D.L.R. 386.

Corrupt practice, treating: McLellan v. Mclsaac (1915), 48 N.S. 299,

21 D.L.R. 429.

Promises, gifts, favours or threats, which can influence the electors for

votes for a candidate, are fraudulent acts, the effect of which is to avoid

the election whatever may be the number of voters which are so corrupted,

but votes which are illegal by reason of want of qualification in the elector^

do not avoid the election if, on such votes being struck out, the candidate

still has a majority of the legal votes: L'abbe v. Morin (1903), Q.R. 23

S.C. 407.

Payment of an elector's taxes or his travelling expenses made with the

sole intention of qualifying him is not fraudulent; to constitute it a fraudu-

lent device under the common law and the Municipal Code it is necessary

that it be made, to corrupt the votes, to induce him to vote for a particular

candidate: Laframboise v. Ladouceur (1904), Q.R. 26 S.C. 85.

When a candidate who is disqualified for election withdraws because

of his disqualification, the giving and accepting of a sum of money to and

by him to defray the expenses incurred by him to the time of his withdrawal
is an act of bribery: Masson v. Hebert (1904), Q.R. 27 S.C. 435.

The corruption contemplated by 36 Vict. c. 9, s. 33, as a ground of con-

testation of an election must amount to that recognized by the common
law of England, and not that defined by the federal and provincial laws

in Canada. It exists only where, by agreement between the person com-
mitting the act of corruption and the elector, the latter, in consideration

of some advantage given or promised, agrees to vote in a certain manner.

The offer or proposition to give by the one without acceptance by the

other does not constitute the offence: Langlois v. Auger (1904), Q.R. 29

S.C. 373.

An isolated act of corruption by a candidate is sufficient to avoid the

election. It is otherwise in regard to acts done by third persons for his

advantage. Such acts, in order to have the same effect, must by their

number amount to general corruption, and render it doubtful that the

election was the result of the free tod honest vote of the electors, but rather

that of the corrupt practices. lb.

Members of a county council sitting in appeal from a decisionof a local

council are not bound to observe the dignified conduct of magistrates. They
may with propriety conduct themselves in a manner that legislative repre-

sentatives do in respect of their electors. Therefore the providing at the

expense of interested parties a few glasses of liquor and a twenty-five cent

dinner is not a sufficient reason for setting aside their decision on the ground

of corrupt practices: St. Christophe v. Arthabaska (1906), Q.R. 29 S.C.

493.
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Charges of corrupt practice which, if proved, would result in disquali-

fication should be dealt with in the same way as if the charges were criminal

ones,' and must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt: In re Rosthem
Election Petition, Hamm v. Bashford (1915), 31 W.L.R. 184, 8 W.W.R.
793 (Sask.).

It was held by Newlands, J., in In re Rosthern Election Petition, Hamm
V. Bashford (1915), 31 W.L.R. 184, 8 W.W.R. 793 (Sask.), that the keeping

by an agent of a candidate of liquor in a stable at the polling place and

giving drinks of it to voters after voting is such a corrupt practice as to

avoid the election, and not one of a trivial, unimportant and limited charac-

ter, but his decision was reversed (1916), 9 S.L.R. 68, 26 D.L.R. 573, 9

W.W.R. 1044, the Court being of opinion that tlie drink was not given to

the voter "on account of his being about to vote or having voted" within

the meaning of The Election Act, R.S.S. 1909, c. 3, s. 227.

(2) The actual personal expenses of a candidate, his reasonable ^""^^^f .

expenses for actual professional services performed, and bona fide
'^''^^^

payments for the fair cost of printing and.advertising and other

lawful and reasonable expenses in coimection with the election,

incurred by the candidate or any agent in good faith and with-

out any corrupt intent, shall be deemed to be expenses lawfully

incurred, and the payment thereof shall not be a contravention

of this Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 187.

188.—(1) A candidate who himself or by any other person on Conveying
^ ' .

J J f
voters to poll.

his behalf and every other person who :

—

(a) Hires or promises to pay or pays for a conveyance to carry

a voter to or near or from or on the way to or from a

polling place; or

(6) Pays the travelling or other expenses of a voter in going to

or returning from a polling place;

and every person who for a valuable consideration provides or

furnishes a conveyance knoTving that it is to be used to carry

a voter other than the hirer to, or near, or from, or on the way

to or from a polling place shall be guilty of a corrupt practice

and shall incur a penalty of $100, and, if a voter, shall be dis-

qualified from voting at the election; but this subsection shall
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Furnishing
transportation
to voters.

* 'Conveyance,"
meaning of.

not apply to the carrying of voters to the poll in a conveyance

used by the candidate personally on polling day.

(2) Every person who provides or furnishes transportation free

of charge or at a diminished rate to a voter to, or near, or from,

or on the way to or from a polling place, and whether passes or

tickets or the like are or are not supplied, shall be guilty of a

corrupt practice and shall incur a penalty of $100, and, if a voter,

shall be disqualified from voting at the election.

(3) "Convfeyance," for the purposes of this section, shall in-

clude a horse, team, carriage, cab, vehicle, boat or vessel. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 188.

Where a "rig" for conveying electors to the polls is ordered from a

livery stable keeper and there is nothing to show that it was not to be

paid for, the presumption is that it was hired: Rex ex rel. Sabourin v.

Berthiaume (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1201, 11 D.L.R. 68, 24 O.W.R. 559.

This subsection was passed in consequence of the decision in the Saulf

Ste. Marie Election Cas3 (1903) , 10 O.L.R. 356, that transportation by public

steamboat did not come within the words "hire a horse, cab, cart, waggon,

sleigh, carriage or other conveyance . . . for the . . . transporta-

tion of voters in s. 165 of The Ontario Election Act, R.S.0. 1897, c. 9, making
illegal the hiring of such vehicles by candidates to convey electors to or

from the polls.

Undue influence. 189.—(1) Every persou who, directly ot indirectly, himself, or

by any other person on his behalf, uses or threatens to use force,

violence, or restraint, ar inflicts or threatens to inflict injury,

damage, harm or loss, or in any manner practises intimidation

upon or against a voter in order to induce or compel him to vote,

or refrain from voting, or on.'accoimt of his having voted or re-

frained from voting, or who, by abduction, duress, or false or

fraudulent pretence, device or contrivance, impedes, prevents or

otherwise interferes with the free exercise of the franchise of a

voter, or thereby compels, induces or prevails upon a voter to

vote or refrain from voting shall be guilty of a corrupt practice

and shall be disqualified from voting for two years and shall
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incur a penalty of $200, and shall also be liable to imprisonment Penalty.

for any term not exceeding one year.

(2) It shall be a false pretence within the meaning of this
^^fi^^t""*'

section to represent to a voter, directly or indirectly, that the ™"*'-

ballot to be used, or the mode of voting at an election is not

secret. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 189.

The influence exercised by a Roman Catholic curl and priests, appointed

by him to conduct a retrait or mission, by means of menaces from the

pulpit, punishment temporal or spiritual, exclusion from the sacraments,

imputations of mortal sin and refusal of absolution to penitents who will

not promise to vote in a certain way, which materially affects the vote

at an election, is undue influence, and makes the result of the vote void:

Boily V. La Baie Saint Paul (1913), Q.R. 43 S.C. 272.

This penalty is recoverable and may be enforced imder The Summary
Convictions Act, R.S.O., c. 90, but the prosecutions are to be heard and

determined by a police magistrate or two justices of the peace: s. 498 (2).

190. The clerk shall furnish every deputy returning officer with Posting of pro-

at least two copies of sections 187 to 189, and the deputy returning rup°prMti^.°''

officer shall post the same in conspicuous places at the polling

place. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 190.

191.—(1) No person shall be excused from answering any witneaaeanot

question put to him in an action or proceeding touching or con- °^®i^5™iyi.
ceming an election, or the conduct of any person thereat, or in '°*®' **"

relation thereto, on the groimd of any privilege, or on the ground

that the answer will tend to criminate him, or subject him to any

penalty imder this Act.

(2) No answer given by any person claiming to be excused on Answers of wit-
^ ' <=./..* ^ neaanottobe

the ground of privilege, or on the ground that such answer will jf^f/f'^^^
tend to criminate him or subject him to any penalty under this

<^'^^'^*^-

Act, shall be used in any proceeding thereimder against such

person, if the Judge or officer before whom he is examined gives

to the witness a certificate that he claimed the right to be excused
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on either of such grounds, and made full and true answer, to the

satisfaction of the Judge. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 191.

See s. 136 and notes to that section as to person who has voted not being

required to "state how or for whom he voted."

When penalty
for corrupt
gractice not to
e recoverable.

WHEN NO PENALTY EECOVERABLE.

192. No pecuniary penalty shall be recoverable for bribery or

a corrupt practice if it appears that the person charged and

another person or other persons were together guilty of the act

charged, either as giver and' receiver, or as accompUces or other-

wise, and that the person charged has previously bona fide prose-

cuted such other person or persons or any of them for the offence;

but this provision shall not apply if the Judge before whom the

person claiming the benefit of it is charged, certifies that it clearly

appears to him that the person so charged took the first step

towards the commission of the offence, and that he was in fact

the principal offender. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 192.
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PART VI.

MEETINGS OF MUNICIPAL COUNCILS.

First Meeting of Council.

193.—(1) The first meetmg of every coimcil, except a county ^"^^ff*"*
coimcil, shall be held on the second Monday in January of the

year for which the council is elected, at eleven o'clock in the fore^

noon; and the first meeting of every county council shall be held

on the fourth Tuesday of the same month, at two o'clock ia the

afternoon [but the council of any county may by by-law, provide

that the first meeting shall be held at half-past seven o'clock in

the evening instead of two o'clock in the afternoon]. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 193 (1); 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 1.

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 1.

(2) No business shall be proceeded with at the first meetiag ^cUrationsof

until after the declarations of office and qualification have been bnamess.

made by all the members who present themselves for that pur-

pose.

(3) A council shall be deemed to be organized within the whenMunoU
^ ^ ° deemea orga-

meaning of this Act when the declarations of office and qualifica- ''™'*-

tion have been made by a majority of the members, and it may
be organized and business may be proceeded with notwithstanding

the failure of any of the other members to make such declarations-

3-4Geo. V. c. 43, s.J93(2, 3).

In municipalities governed by The Cities and Towns Act, art. 5265 et

seg., R.S.Q. 1909, in which the mayor is elected by the council pursuant to

a by-law for that purpose, the election may take place at the first meeting

of the council after a general election. It is not prevented by the fact that

in one of the polling places the delay for counting the votes has not expired:

Ouelette v. Cantin (1911), Q.R. 40 S.C. 92.

See also Lemire v. Faucher (1911), Q.R. 40 S.C. 363.

14—MUN. LAW.
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Certificate of

election.
194. A member of a county coimcil shall not take his seat until

he has filed with the clerk of the county coimcil a certificate,

Form 15, under the hand of the clerk of the municipaUtyior which

he was elected and the seal of the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 194.

Warden,
election of.

Cleric to
preside.

Conduct of

election.

Case of equality
of votes.

195.—(1) In each year at the first meeting of a county council

at which a majority of all the members is present they shall

organize as a council and elect one of the members to be warden.

(2) The clerk shall preside, or if there is no clerk the members

present shall select a member to preside, and the person so elected

may vote as a member.

(3) Subject to subsection 4 and to sectioh 206 the warden shall

be elected in the manner provided by resolution of the council

passed prior to the election.

(4) In case of an equality of votes the reeve, or in his absence

the deputy reeve, or if there are more deputy reeves than one the

first deputy reeve, of the mimicip^ality which for the preceding

year had the largest equahzed assessment, shall have a second or

casting vote. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 195.

Place of Meeting.

Place of first 196. The first meeting of a county council shall be held at the
meeting of

, . , . ^ , .

county council, couuty hall if there IS one, and if there is none, at the court house.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 196.

Subsequent
meetings.

197. The subsequent meetings of the county council, and all

meetings of every other coimcil shall be held at such place as the

council from time to time appoints. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 197.

Before the passing of The Municipal Amendment Act, 1894, of British

Columbia, s. 83 (o), a municipal council had no power to hold meetings for

the transaction of any administrative, legislative or judicial business of the

corporation at a place beyond the territorial boundaries of the municipality,

but by that section meetings may be held outside the limits of a municipality
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when the cduncil has unanimously resolved that it would be more convenient

to so hold them: Anderson v. South Vancouver (1911), 45 S.C.R. 426, 20

W.L.R. 434, reversing (1910), 13 W.L.R. 226.

A meeting is not properly called if a member not in attendance has not

been given notice of it: O'DonneU v. Widdifield (1912), 3 O.W.N. 597,

1 D.L.R. 271, 21 O.W.R. 1.

This does not mean that notice is necessary where the meeting is held

pursuant to an adjournment of a previous meeting at which the member was
present.

When a municipal council fixes the first Tuesday of the month for the

usual meetings of the council, it is only at the first session held on that day
after the general election that the mayor can be appointed.

An appointment made at a meeting of four councillors held on a Monday
and without notice calling a special meeting is null and may be set aside.

Lemire v. Faucher (1911), Q.R. 40 S.C. 363.

198.—(1) The council of a county in which an urban munici- Location of

county and

pality lies may hold its meetings, keep its public offices and trans- townsliip offices,

act all the business of the corporation and of its officers and ser-

vants within such municipality, and may acquire or rent and hold

such real estate therein and erect such buildings thereon as may
be convenient for such purpose.

(2) The coimcil of a township shall have the like power in

respect of an adjacent urban municipality or township in the same

county. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 198.

See notes to s. 197.

199.—(1) The ordinary meetings of every council shall be open, ordinary

,
. . meetings to be

and no person shall be excluded therefrom except for improper open.

conduct.

(2) The head or other presiding officer may expel or exclude Emiuoionof
^ ' X tj

certain persons.

from any meeting any person who has been guilty of improper

conduct at such meeting. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 199.

200.—(1) A majority of the whole number of members required Quorum.

to constitute a coimcil shall be necessary to form a quorum.
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Where council
consists of five
members.

(2) Where a coiincil consists of only five members, the con-

current votes of at least three of them shall be necessary to carry

any resolution or other measttre. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 200.

A municipal councillor appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor under art.

327 of the Municipal Code (art. 320 of the new Code), whose appointment

is afterwards revoked as provided by art. 329, retains the position and is

qualified to form part of a quorum at a sitting of the council so long as notice

of the cancellation has not been served in the manner provided in the case

of an appointment by art. 328: Laterreur v. Blais (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C. 412.

Head of council

to preside.

Special
meetings.

201.—(1) The head of the council shall preside at all meetings,

and may at any time summon a special meeting; and it shall

be his duty to do so when requested in writing by a majority of

the merabers.

(2) In the absence of the head of the coimcil or if his office

is vacant, a special meeting may be summoned by the clerk upon

a requisition signed by a majority of the members. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 201.

Notice calling a special meeting of a municipal council, at which two

by-laws were passed regarding the number of tavern and shop licenses to

be granted in the municipality, which stated that it was "for the considera-

tion of a by-law relating to tavern licenses," was held to be a sufficient notice:

In re Jones and London (1899), 30 O.R. 583.

Resolutions passed at a special meeting of a municipal council, the notice

of which did not in any way spedify the business to be taken up as required

by ss. 284, 288, of The Municipal Act, are invalid and will be quashed: In re

Macdonald (1894), 10 Man. L.R. 294.

At the close of the first meeting of the year and of each meeting after-

wards, the council adjourned to meet again at the call of the reeve, and sub-

sequent meetings throughout the year were held after notices given by direc-

tion of the reeve whenever it was necessary to call a meeting. No mention

was made in the notices of the business to be taken up at the meetings.

Held that these meetings were special meetings, and, following In re

Macdonald (1894), 10 Man. L.R. 294, that resolutions passed at them were

invalid.

In re Macdonald (1895), 10 Man. L.R. 382.

A by-law may be passed after discussion at a special meeting of the Council

where all the members are present if no one objects to proceeding on that

day. The penalty of nullity provided for by art. 127 of the Municipal Code
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(art. 116 of the new Code) only applies to the case where there are absentees

to whom notice of the meeting has not been given: Mongenais v. Higaud

(1897), Q.R. 11 S.C. 348. '

There must be a delay of at least twenty-four hours between the day on

which notice is given for a special meeting of a town council and the time fixed

for holding the meeting, and resolutions adopted at a meeting not properly

convoked may be annulled on the appUcation of any councillor not present:

Farwell v. Sherbrooke (1904), Q.R. 25 S.C. 203.

Art. 119 of the new Municipal Code requires 10 days' notice in the case

of a county council and two days' notice in the case of a local council.

In this case 24 hours' notice was prescribed by the Charter of the munici-

pality.

Inasmuch as art. 127 of the Municipal Code prescribes on whom notice

of a special meeting of a municipal council shall be served, an irregularity

as to notice oaUing a special ^meeting is ground for quashing a resolution

passed at the meeting: Lavoie v. St. Alexis (1908), Q.R. 36 S.C- 7.

The proceedings of a local municipal council at an adjourned special

meeting, the proces-verhdL of which does not state that notice was given to

all the members, are void, and art. 16 of the Municipal Code and the absence

of prejudice do not make them valid, as the case comes within the exception

of the article respecting formalities required on pain of nullity: Desjardins

V. HebertviUe (1908), Q.R. 36 S.C. 295.

Art. 118 of the New Municipal Code requires that the council, before pro-

ceeding to bus'ness at a special meeting, must set forth in the minutes of the

sitting Jihat notice of the meeting has been given in conformity with the

requirements of the Code to all the members of the council who are not

present at the opening of the meeting, and art. 14 provides that;

—

"No objection founded upon form, or upon the omission of any formaUty,

even imperative, in any act or proceeding relating to municipal matters, can

be allowed to prevail in any action, suit or prOjCeeding respecting such matters,

unless substantial injustice would be done by rejecting such objection, or

unless the formality omitted be such that its omission, according to the pro-

visions of this code, would render null the proceedings or other municipal

Acts requiring such formality."

The article of the previous Municipal Code corresponding to art. 118 was
art. 127, and that corresponding to art. 14 was art. 16, and they contain

respectively in substance the same provisions.

It had been previously held in Filiatrault v. Coteau Landing (1902), Q.R.

21 S.C. 302, which was not referred to in the judgment of the Court in Des-

jardins V. HebertviUe, that the absence of mentiod in the minutes of the

sitting of a municipal council at which a by-law is adopted that notice of the

sitting has been sent to the absent councillors, is without effect on the validity

of the by-law, if due notice has been given.
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When the notice has been given for a special meeting for the adoption of

a by-law it is not necessary to renew the notice if the by-law is not adopted

at the special meeting, but it is adopted at a subsequent general meeting.

Stuart V. NapierviUe (1916) Q.R. SO, S.C. 407.

Place of
special meeting.

202, If there is no by-law or resolution fixing the place of

meeting, a special meeting shall be held at the place where the

then last meeting was held, and a special meeting may be either

open or closed as in the opinion of the council expressed by reso-

lution in writing the public interest requires. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 202.

'

Apppintmeiit ot 203. In the absence of the head of the council, or if his office is
presiding otncer

head^™°*°' vacant, the council may, from among the members, appoint g,

presiding officer, who during such absence or vacancy shall have

all the powers of the head of the council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 203.

Casual absence
of presiding
officer.

204. If the person who ought to preside at any meeting does

not attend within fifteen minutes after the hour appointed, the

members present may appoint a presiding officer from among
themselves, and he shall have the same authority as the absent

person would have had if present. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 204.

Head or pre.
siding officer

may vote.

Equality of
votes to nega-
tive question.

205. The head of the coimcil, or the presiding officer, except

where he is disqualified to vote by reason of interest or otherwise,

may vote with the other members on all questions; and, except

where otherwise expressly provided by this Act, any question on

which there is an equahty of votes shall be deemed to be nega-

tived. 3-4 Geo; V. c. 43, s. 205.

Voting to be
open and to be
recorded.

206.—(1) Where a division is taken upon the election of a

warden or other presiding officer, upon the appointment of an
officer of the corporation or upon a by-law, resolution or for any
other purpose, each member present shall announce his vote

openly and individually, and the clerk shall record it.
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(2) No vote shall be taken by ballot or by any other method ^°^^^^*^^y

of secret voting, and every vote so taken shall be of no effect.

3-4 Geo. V. c, 43, s. 206.

207. No member of a council shall vote on any by-law appoint- Prohibition aa
to member

ing him to any oflBce in the gift of the council or fixing or pro-
™J^t|j2J*ii ^

viding his remuneration for any service to the corporation; but °^'^-

this shall not apply to allowances for. attendance at meetings of

the council or its committees. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 207.

208. A council may adjourn its meetings from time to time. Adjournment.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 208.

A meeting of a municipal council may be adjourned temporarily without

a formal motion to adjourn by consent of the majority of a quorum present:

In re Jones and London (1899), 30 O.R. 583.

Where, on account of an appb'cation for a recount of the votes, the council

postpones the further consideration of the by-law until after the result of

the recount is known, there must be a formal adjournment for such further

consideration to a named day, or the council must afterwards give such

notice of the time and place when the third reading is to be moved that

the parties opposed to it may be in a position to attend and m-ge their views,

and, if the third reading takes place without the notice being given, the

by-law will be quashed: In re Cross and Gladstone (1905), 15 Man. L.R.

528, 2 W.L.R. 40.

A by-law of a municipal council respecting elections provided that

an elector might file a protest against the election of a councillor with

the county secretary within twenty days after ,the election, that the protest

so filed should be read before the council on the first day of the first session

after the election, and in case a majority of the council considered there was

sufficient ground of complaint it should appoint a committee of three members

to examine into the matter and report to the council. The by-law also pro-

vided that the council might adjourn the investigation from time to time.

The fact that the counoQ adjoiurned without receiving a report from the

committee or adjourning the investigation is no reason for prohibiting the

council from hearing and determining the protest at a special meeting called

for that purpose: Ex parte Murchie, In re Kerr (1914), 42 N.B. 475.

Where a special meeting of a council is called and the council meets and

the meeting breaks up without any adjournment being made and the members

afterwards agree to continue the meeting and pass resolutions, the resolu-

tions, having been adopted by a council sitting in an irregular manner and
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contrary to law, are illegal and void: Scbambier v. Halifax South (1897),

Q.R. 12 S.C. 197.

Where a regular session of a municipal council is adjourned for want of

a quorum to a subsequent day, notice of the adjournment to the absent

councillors required by art. 139 of the Municipal Code may be given verbally.

Although service of the notice must be established at the resjimed session,

it is not essential that a mention that this was done should be entered on the

minutes: Hudonv. Roy (1909), Q.R. 19, K.B. 68.
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PART VII.

BOARDS OF CONTROL.

209.—(1) There shall be a Board of Control for the City of Board of
^ ' ^ Control in City

Toronto consisting of the Mayor and four controllers to be elected of Toronto,

by general vote.

(2) The council may by by-law fix the salaries of the members Salary.

of the board, not exceeding for each member $2,500 per annum-

3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 209.

As to attaching for payment of debts the salaries of controllers, see notes
to 3. 425a.

209a.—(1) In cities having a population of not less than
^"JJ^^,?^

100,000 and not more than 200,000 inhabitants, there shall be a ""tain^ties.

Board of Control, consisting of the mayor and four controllers to

be elected by general vote.

(2) The coimcil may, by by-law, fix the salaries of the members

of the board, not exceeding for each member $1,500 per annum.

(3) This section shall be deemed to have been in force from

and after the 1st day of July, 1913. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 14.

210.—(1) The council of any city having a population of less Board of
Control in

than 100,000, but more than 45,000, may by by-law provide for
5|*j,^(,'3

the election by general vote of four controllers, who with the <™d« loo."'"'-

Mayor shall constitute the Board of Control.

(2) The by-law shall not, nor shall a by-law repealing it, be
-^i^™*"'

passed imtil it has received the assent of the municipal electors. «quired.

(3) The council may by by-law fix the salaries of the members salary.

of the board, not exceeding for each member $1,500 per annum.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 210.
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Bepeal
of by-law.

(4) A by-law passed under subsection 1 shall not be repealed

until at least five annual elections have been held under it, and

no repealing by-law shall be passed later in any year than the first

day of November. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 15.

Presiding officer 211. Durfng the absence of the Mayor or if there is a vacancy

absence of j^ ^f^Q office the persou appointed as presiding officer of the council

shall act as a member of the board. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 211.

Quorum.

Maj^or to
preside.

Filling

vacancies.

212.—(1) Three members of a Board of Control shall form a

quorum, and the Mayor shall preside at the meetings of the

board, and in his absence the members shall appoiut one of their

number to preside.

(2) If a vacancy occurs ia the office of controller the coxmcil,

at a meetiag called for that purpose, shall elect a person to fill

the vacancy for the unexpired term of the member whose seat

has become vacant. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 212.

Duties of
Board.

To prepare
estimates.

To award
contracts.

To inspect
municipal
works.

To nominate
officers of

corporation.

213.—(1) It shall be the duty of the Board of Control

—

(a) To prepare an estimate of the proposed expenditure of the

year and certify it to the council for its consideration.

(6) To prepare specifications for and award all contracts and

for that purpose to call for all tenders for works, material

and supplies, implements, machinery, or other goods or

property required and which may lawfully be purchased

for the use of the corporation, and to report its action to

the council at its next meeting.

(c) To inspect and report to the council monthly or oftener

upon all municipal works being carried on or La progress.

(d) To nominate to the council all heads of departments and

sub-departments in case of a vacancy and, after a favourable

report by the head of the department, any other officer

of the corporation required to be appointed by by-law or

resolution of the council, and any other permanent officers.
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clerks or assistants, and to reconunend the salaries of all

officers and clerks,

(e) To dismiss or suspend any head of a department and forth- to suspend
^ ^ A or dismiss.

with to report such dismissal or suspension to the council.

(2) The council shall not appropriate or expend, nor shall any S'*"3''*'?P^

officer thereof expend or direct the expenditure of any sum not
™™^jJ.th°j®|J

provided for by the estimates or by a special or supplementary ™'®-

estimate certified by the board to the council, without a two-

thirds vote of the council authorizing such appropriation or ex-

penditure, but this prohibition shall not extend to the payment

of any debenture or other debt or liability of the corporation.

(3) When opening tenders the board shall require the presence Head of depart-
ment to be

of the head of the department or sub-department with which the present when
^ tenders are

subject matter of them is coimected, and when requisite the op^ed.

presence of the city sohcitor.

(4) The head of such department or sub-department may take Discussion as

part in any discussion at the board relating to the tenders.

(5) The council shall not, without a two-thirds vote, reverse
^™if^f'"'

or vary the action, of the board in respect of the tenders, when a^t'o" <>' board,

the effect of such vote would be to increase the cost of the work,

or to award the contract to a tenderer other than the one to

whom the board has awarded it.

The effect of this provieion is that "while the board is to take action in
,

the first instance in the awarding of contracts yet whatever their action may
be it is subject to review by the council, and in the two cases specified re-

quires a two-thirds vote to reverse or vary it;" In re Brundle and Toronto

(1910) 2 O.W.N. 35.

A council may by a two-thirds vote reverse the action of the Board of

Control in deciding to accept the lowest tender and accept another tender

at a higher price: .West v. Montreal (1911), Q.R. 21 K.B. 289.

(6) No head of a department or sub-department or other per-
^li^fll^l°l

manent officer, clerk or assistant shall be appointed or selected
"on oFbSarf!"*"

by the council in the absence of the nomination of the board as

provided by clause (d) of subsection 1, without a two-thirds vote.
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Two-third vote (7) Where a head of a department has been dismissed by the
of council to - ' -^ "^

of'Te'^artmOTt
hoard, he shall not be reappointed or reinstated by the council

dismissed. without a two-thirds vote.

Controlling
appointment
and duties of

subordinate
oflEicers.

(8) In the absence of a by-law of the council prescribing the

mode of appointing, engaging or employing any officers, clerks,

assistants, employees, servants and workmen not included in

clauses (d) and (e) of subsection 1, the board may direct by whom
and in what manner they shall be appointed, engaged or employed.

(9) The board may submit proposed by-laws to the council.

(10) The board, where in its opinion it is desirable, may amal-

gamate departments or sub-departments.

(11) The board may appoint a secretary or clerk who shall

keep minutes of its proceedings, prepare its reports and perform

such other duties as may be assigned to him by the board or by

the mayor or the council.

(12) The council may by by-law ox resolution assign to the

board such other duties as the council may deem proper.

Copie.9 of (13) The board, when so required by resolution of the council,
minutes, when

. p i n p . i
to be furnished and upou ouc Week s uotice thereof, shall furmsh to the council
to council.

copies of the minutes of its proceedings and any other information

in its possession which the council may require.

Referring back (14) The coxmcil may refer back to the board any report^
matter for recon- • i. ,• j.j. j?

'j* j.-

sideration. nomination, question or matter tor reconsideration.

Submission of

by-laws, etc.

Amalgaxtiation
of departments.

Secretary of
board.

other duties
assigned by
council.

Recording
votes on action
of board.

School Boards
to send in

-estimates.

(15) Where it is sought in council to reverse, set aside or vary

the action of the board, or where a two-thirds vote is required,

the vote by yeas and nays shall be recorded in the minutes of the

council.

(16) The public, the high and separate school-boards, the

board of education, the board of commissioners of police and the

public library board and every other board whose estimates are
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to be provided for, shall furnish to the board on or before the

first day of March in each year their annual estimates.

(17) Clause (d) of subsection 1 shall not apply to a member Certain officers
^ '

.
^^ "^ not to be nomi-

of the fire department, except the head of it, or to an assessor,
g^o^ni'"'

except the assessment commissioner, or to a representative of the

council upon the board of a harbour trust, or of a corporation on

the board of which the coimcil is entitled to elect a representative,

or to a member of the Court of Revision.

(18) Nothing in this section shall deprive a head of a depart- Powers of head

ment of the, power which he possessed on the 7th day of April, before 7th April,

1896, under any by-law or otherwise, to dismiss any subordinate

officer, clerk or employee.

(19) Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the duties assigned
^["gJl'^^^J^

"'^*^

to the board shall be discharged exclusively by the board, excepb

in the case mentioned in subsection 9. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 213.
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PART VIII.

OFFICERS OF MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

Who to be head
of council.

Duties of head
of council.

THE HEAD.

214. The warden of a county, the mayor of a city or town,

and the reeve of a village or township, shall be the head of the

council and the chief executive officer of the corporation. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 214.

215. It shall be the duty of the head of the council to

—

(a) Be vigilant and active in causing the laws for the govern-

ment of the municipality to be duly executed and obeyed;

(6) Oversee the conduct of all subordinate officers ih the

government of it and, as far as practicable, cause all negli-

gence, carelessness and violation of duty to be prosecuted

and punished; and

—

In In re West Nissouri Continuation School (1916), 38 O.L.R.

207, 33 D.L.R. 209, reference was made to clauses (a) and (b) and

to the application of them to the duty of the head of the council

as to filling vacancies in the school board.

(c) Communicate from time to time to the council such in-

formation, and recommend to it such measures as may
tend to the improvement of the finances, health, security,

cleanliness, comfort and ornament of the municipality.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 215.

When an a^ement authorized by by-law of the council is altered by the

mayor without authority, an action will lie by a ratepayer to obtain a declara-

tion of the nuUity of the document or its cancellation and requiring the

mayor to execute an agreement in the form authorized by the council and

also to restrain the corporation from acting upon the unauthorized agree-

ment: Black V. Ellis (1906), 12 O.L.R. 403.

A municipal corporation may lawfully undertake the defence of a motion

for prohibition to prevent the mayor from hearing and determining proseou-
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tions for offences against a local option law where the corporation was in

effect the prosecutor and interested in the fines, and the corporation may
obligate itself to the advocate defending for the costs of opposing the motion

for prohibition: Gaudet v. Megantic (1913), Q.R. 46, S.C. 300, 10 D.L.R. 553.

The mayor of a town cannot, in opposition to a resolution of the council'

instruct a solicitor to enter an appearance in an action brought against the

corporation: Corning v. Yarmouth (1912), 9 D.L.R. 275, 12 E.L.R. 205

(N.S.).

In general and more particularly, where the mayor refuses to sign a con-

tract which the council has decided to enter into the council may by resolu-

tion authorize the sealing and deUvery with the counter-signature of any

designated person: Wilson v. IngersoU (1916), 38 O.L.R. 260.

216. The head of the council of a county and of an urban Remuneration
•' of head.

municipality may be paid such annual or other remimeration as

the coimcil may determine. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 216.

217. The mayor of a city or town may call out the posse comi-
J^t^pJ,,"*''

™"

tatiis to enforce the law within the municipality under the same """"''*•"

circumstances in which the sheriff of a county may now by law

do so. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 217.

As conservator of the King's peace, it is the duty of the sheriff to suppress

unlawful assemblies and riots and apprehend offenders and to defend his

country against invasion by the King's enemies, for which purposes he may
take with him the posse comitaius. Any person who without physical im.

possibility refuses to assist in the suppression of a riot may, if it was reason-

ably necessary to call on him for assistance, be indicted, and it is no ground

of defence that, owing to the number of rioters, his assistance would have

been ineffectual : Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 25, par. 1407.

It is these powers of the sheriff that are by s. 217 conferred on the mayor

of a city or town.

A municipal corporation is liable to pay the expenses incurred in calling

out, under the terms of The Mihtia Act, local troops for the purpose of quelling

a riot: Rex v. Sault Ste. Marie (1910), 1 O.W.N. 1144.

It was held in Attorney-General v. Sydney (1913), 46 N.S. 527, 9 D.L.R.

282, 12 E.L.R. 448, 49 C.L.J. 119, that where the active mihtia was called

out in aid of the civil power under The Militia Act by one who is not "the

senior officer of the active militia present at any locaUty," the corporation

is not liable to repay the amount advanced out of the Consolidated Fund of

Canada to pay the expense incurred, and that the words, "senior officer of

the active miUtia present at any locaUty," mean the senior officer at
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or ne9.rest the place where the riot has occurred or is anticipated, and not

the senior officer of the military district.

This decision was reversed by the Supreme Court of Canada (1914), 49

S.C.R. 148, 16 D.L.R. 726, 50 C.L.J. 233, the Court holding that the "senior

officer present at any locality" is not necessarily the senior, officer of a corps

stationed at the place where the riot occurs or is likely to occur, and that

the justices, in their discretion, may requisition the senior officer of any

available force.

Appointment of
clerk, and his
duties.

THE CLERK.

218. Every council shall appoint a clerk, whose duty it shall be:

(a) To truly record in a book, without note or comment, all

resolutions, decisions and other proceedings of the council;

(6) If required by any member present, to reconi the name

and vote of every membet voting on any matter or ques-

tion;

(c) To keep the books, records and accounts of the council;

(d) To preserve and file all accounts acted upon by the council;

(e) To keep in his office or ia the place appoiuted for that

purpose, the origLaals of all by-laws, and of all minutes of

the proceedings of the council; and

(/) To perform such other duties as may be assigaed to him

by the council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 218.

Minutes, etc.,

to be open to
inspection.

Copies to be
furnished, and
charges there-
for, etc.

219.—(1) Any person may, at all reasonable hours, inspect any

of the records, books or documents mentioned in the next pre-

ceding section and the minutes and proceedings of any com-

mittee of the council, whether the acts of the committee have been

adopted or not, and the assessment rolls, voters' lists, poll books,

and other documents ia the possession or under the control of

the clerk, and the clerk shall, within a reasonable time, furnish

copies of them, certified under his hand and the seal of the cor-

poration, to any applicant on payment at the rate of ten cents

for every hundred words, or at such lower rate as the council may
fix.
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(2) A copy of any record, book or document in the possession
°°Sfi?db°

or under the control of the clerk puirportihg to be certified under Svlbu in

hJis hand and the seal of the corporation, may be filed and used e""!™"*-

in any Court in lieu of the original, and shall be received in evi-

dence without proof of the seal or of the signature or official

character of the person appearing to have signed the same, and

without further proof, unless the Court otherwise directs. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 219.

The reporters of a newspaper are entitled at reasonable times to access to

the oflaces of the clerk of a municipality for the purposes mentioned in this

section and to the proper offices for the purpose of inspecting the statement

of the auditors under s. 237 and inspecting any record or document the

inspection of which is expressly authorized by The Municipal Act or by any
other statute, and are entitled to inquire at reasonable times from the heads

of departments whether they have any information which they are ready

to give for publication, but are not entitled to remain in any municipal office

when requested by the officer in charge of it to retire: Journal Printing

Company v. McVeity (1915), 33 O.L.R. 166, 21 D.L.R. 81.

This decision means, shortly stated, that a newspaper reporter has no

higher rights than any other citizen.

A clerk cannot excuse himself for refusing a demand by a ratepayer to

allow him to inspect the minutes of meetings of the council and to obtain

certified copies of resolutions, tendering the proper fee, on the ground that

the reeve had taken away the books for use in certain litigation against the

corporation, and that he could not get the books or papers so as to comply

with the demand, and a mandamus was granted: In re Cuddy (1895), 10

Man. L.R. 422.

The ground of this decision was that it was the duty of the clerk to keep

the books and records of the corporation and of the council in his office or in

the place appointed by the council, and that neither the reeve nor any other

person had authority to take any of them out of the custody of the clerk.

220. Where the clerk is absent or incapable through illness of Provision for

absence, etc.,

performing his duties, the cbuncil may by resolution provide that °' ='"''

some other person, to be named in the resolution or to be ap-

pointed under the hand of the clerk, shall act in his stead and

the person so appoiated shall have all the powers of the clerk.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 220.

15—MUN. LAW.
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Returns to be
made to Bureau
of Industries.

Penalty.

Return to
Assembly.

221.—(1) The clerk of every local municipality shall in each

year, within one week after the final revision of the assessment

roll, make a return to the Secretary of the Bureau of Industries,

on forms approved by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council and

fm-nished by the secretary, of such statistics or information as the

assessment roll or other records of his office afford, and the forms

call for; and every such return shall be transmitted by registered

post.

Section 9 (3) of The Bureau of Municipal Affairs Act, 7 Geo. V. c. 14,

. requires returns to be made to the Director of the Bureau of Municipal

Affairs, instead of to the Secretary of the Bureau of Industries!

(2) For every contravention of this section, the clerk shall

incur a penalty not exceeding $40.

(3) The secretary shall cause to be prepared a tabulated state-

ment of the returns which the Minister of Agriculture shall lay

before the Assembly. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 221.

THE TREASUSEP..

Treasurer to be
appointed.

To give
security.

Annual inquiry
as to sufficiency
of.

222.—(1) Every council shall appoint a treasurer, who may be

paid- either by salary or by a percentage, and may also appoint a

deputy treasurer to act in the absence of the treasurer or in case

of a vacancy in the office.

(2) The treasurer and the deputy treasurer, before entering on

the duties of their offices, shall give such security as the council

directs for the faithful performance of such duties, and for duly

accoimting for and paying over all money which comes into tbeir

hands.

(3) It shall be the duty of every coimcil, in every year, to

inquire into the sufficiency of the security given by the treasurer,

and to cause to be entered in its minutes the result of the inquiry.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 222.

It is no answer to an action against a surety of a municipal treasurer

that, while the treasurer was actually in default to a large amount, the council,
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acting in good faith, adopted reports of its auditors which, owing to the

fraudulent manipulations of his books by the treasurer, did not disclose the

true state of his accounts or that statements were made to the surety in good

faith by a member of the coimcil and some of the corporation's officials that

the treasurer's accounts were correct: Simooe v. Burton (1898), 25 A.R. 478.

A treasurer has no authority to bind the municipal corporation by a con-

tract to pay the cost of advertising his list of lands for sale for the arrears

of taxes. In selling lands for arrears of taxes, he is a statutory officer desig-

nated by the legislature, and the corporation cannot interfere with him in

the discharge of his duties: Canadian Bank of Commerce v. Toronto Junction

(1902), 3 p.L.R. 309, approving "Warwick v. Simooe (1900), 36 C.L.J. 461.

A treasurer pro tern, was appointed in 1899 and given an order expressed to

be on "the treasurer of the township of Malahide" for $5,799.52, the balance

in hand of the previous treasurer at the time of his death. The treasurer

pro tern, carried forward this balance in his cash book, though he had not

received the money, and went on honouring orders drawn upon liim by the

corporation. Although before the end of 1899 the estate of the deceased

treasurer proved to be insolvent, he continued from year to year to follow

this course, showing balances in favour of the corporation which were non-

existent, except upon the footing that he had received the $5,799.52. He
proved the debt against the estate in the name of the corporation and re-

ceived three dividends. He did not bring the facts directly to the notice

of the corporation until 1905, and the corporation was ignorant of them.

On this state of facts it was held that he was entitled to recover the balance

which was due to him and that he was not chargeable with the $5,799.52.

LesHe v. Malahide (1906), 13 O.L.R. 97.

The sureties of the treasurer are not entitled to compel the cancellation

of their bond although the treasurership has come to an end, the treasurer's

accounts have been audited, and the audit adopted by the corporation and
payment over to the new treasurer duly made accordingly: Shewfelt v
Kincardine (1915), 35 O.L.R. 39, 344, 26 D.L.R. 700.

223.—(1) In case of the death of the treasurer of a county, the Appointment of
county treasurer

warden may, by warrant un^er his hand, appoint for such special p" *»«».

purpose as he may deem necessary, a treasurer pro tempore, who

shall hold ofEce until the next meeting of the council; and all

acts authorized by the warrant which are performed by him shall

be as valid and binding as if perfoirmed by a treasurer.

(2) The warden shall, by the warrant, direct what security ^^'^*"^
shall be given by^he treasurer pro tempore for the faithful per-

formance of his duties, and for duly accoimting for, and paying
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over, all money which comes into his hands, and before entering

upon his duties he shall give such security, but he shall not inter-

fere with the books, vouchers, or accoimts of the deceased treasurer

until a proper audit of them has been made. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 223.

To receive and 224.—(1) The treasurer shall receive, and safely keep, all money
take care of and
disburse money, of the Corporation, and shall pay out the same to such persons

and in such manner as the laws of Ontario and the by-laws or

resolutions of the council direct.

His liability

limited.

(2) Except where otherwise expressly provided by this Act, a

member of the council shall not receive any money from the

treasurer for any work or service performed or to be performed.

(3) The treasurer shall not be liable for money paid by him in

accordance with a by-law or resolution of the council, unless

.another disposition of it is expressly provided for by statute.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 224.

Treasurer to
open account in

name of cor-

poration.

225. The treasurer shall open an account in the name of the

corporation in such of the chartered banks of Canada or at such

other place of deposit as may be approved of by the council, and

shall deposit to the credit of such accoimt all money received by

him on account of the corporation, and he shall keep the money

of the corporation entirely separate from his own money. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 225.

A municipal corporation, having contracted with a bank to "keep its

current account there," is not bound to deposit there all its money, especially

a sum borrowed for a special purpose, e.g., the construction of a bridge: La
Caisse d'Eoonomie v. Quebec (1913), Q.R. 23 K.B. 207.

Half-yearly
statement of

226. Every treasurer shall prepare and submit to the council,

half-yearly, a statement of the money at the credit of the cor-

poration; and in local mimicipalities which have passed by-laws

requiring it to be done, shall, on or before the 20th day of Decem-

ber in each year, prepare and transmit to the clerk a list of all
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persons who have not paid their municipal taxes on or before Annual Ust of^ ^ persons in

the 14th day of that month. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 226. to^""'"

227.—(1) The treasurer of every municipality shall, on or Returns to be
^ ' J t- J I made to Bureau

before the first day of April in each year, transmit by registered "' industries-

post to the Secretary of the Bureau of Industries, on forms ap-

proved by the Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil and furnished by

the secretary, such information or statistics regarding the finances

or accounts of the corporation as the forms call for. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 227 (1); 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 16.

Section 9 (3) of The Bureau of Municipal Affairs Act, 7 Geo. *V. c. 14,

requires returns to be made to the Director of the Bureau of Municipal

Affairs instead of to the Secretary of the Bureau of Industries.

(2) For every contravention of this section the treasurer shall Penalty

incur a penalty not exceeding $40.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O., c. 90, (see s. 498 (1)).

(3) The Secretary shall cause to be prepared a tabulated state- J^^^^i
ment of the returns, which the Minister of Agriculture shall lay etuma.

before the Assembly. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 227 (2, 3).

228.—(1) Every treasurer, on or before the 7th day of January Treasurer

in each year, shall transmit by registered post to the head of every
™^'i*^||J^^'

municipality to whose treasurer he has made any payment during
meat's to'hrad.

the year ended on the 31st day of the next preceding December,

a statement signed by him setting forth every such payment and

the date of it.

(2) The head of the municipality shall cause every such state-
l**^'®'^^?'"

'°

ment received by him to be read at the next meeting of the
deu'^^'e^t)

council after the receipt of it, and to be delivered to the auditors auditors.

before the audit of the accoimts for the year to which the state-

ment relates. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 228.

229. Where a treasurer is removed from office, or absconds, the ^^^f gon,

council shall forthwith give notice to his sureties, and his sue- o®™.
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cesser may draw any money of the corporation which may have

been deposited by the treasurer to his credit. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 229.

ASSESSORS AND COLLECTORS.

Assessors and
collectors,

appointment of.

When appoint-
ments to be
made.

Regulations as
to duties of.

Ertent of
jurisdiction.

Who not to be
assessor or
collector.

Returns as to
tax defaulters.

230.—(1) The coimcil of every local municipaUty shall annually

appoint as many assessors and collectors for the municipality as

may be deemed necessary.

(2) The appointment shall be made as soon as practicable after

the organization of the council

.

(3) The council may assign to an assessor or collector the dis-

trict within which he is to act, and may make regulations for

governing him in the performance of his duties.

(4) In a city, town or township the same person may be

appointed assessor or collector for more than one ward or polling

subdivision.

(5) A member of the coimcil or the clerk or treasurer of the

municipality shall not be appointed assessor or collector.

(6) The collector of a municipality, the coimcil of which has

passed a by-law requiring the taxes to be paid on or before the

14th day of December, shall, on the 15th day of December in

each year, return, upon oath, to the treasurer the names of all

persons who have not paid their taxes. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 230.

A tax collector paid by cominission on all arrears of taxes collected is

not entitled to commission when lands offered for sale for arrears of taxes

are bid in by the corporation' because the amount offered for them is less

than the arrears of taxes and, costs: North Vancouver v. Keene (1903),

10 B.C.R. 276.

Commissioner
^^^-—^^^ "^^^ couucil of a city or town, instead of appointing

towM*'
"""^ assessors, may appoint an assessment commissioner, who, in con-

junction with the mayor, shall appoint such assessors as may be

nec^sary, and the assessment commissioner and the assessors
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shall constitute a board of assessors, and shall have all the powers

and perform all the duties of assessors appointed under the next

preceding section.

(2) The council of a city or town, having a population of less Duties of in

than 20,000 may provide that all the duties of an assessor shall and towns.

be performed by the assessment commissioner, and in that case

it shall not be necessary to appoint assessors.

(3) It shall not be necessary to appoint the assessment com- Tenure ot office.

missioner, assessors or collectors of a city annually.

(4) In a city or town which has an assessment commissioner. Notices,

all notices in matters relating to assessment which in other muni-

cipalities are required by this or any other Act to be given to the

clerk shall be given to the assessment commissioner. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 231.

"Population."—See s. 2, cl. (m).

AUDITORS AND AUDIT.

232.—(1) Subject to sections 233 and 240, every coimcil shall. Auditors,

at its first meeting in every year, appoint two auditors.

(2) No person who is or during the next preceding year was Disquauacation
for office of.

a member of the council, or the clerk or treasurer of the mimici-

pality, or who has, or during the next preceding year had, directly

or indirectly, alone or in conjunction with any other person, a

share or interest in any contract or employment with or on behalf

of the corporation, except as auditor, shall be appointed an auditor.

(3) If a person appointed auditor for a county refuses, or is Case of county
auditor refusing

unable to act, the head of the council shall appoint another person *« act.

not in the emplojTnent of such head to be auditor in his stead.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 232.

233. The council of any mimicipality may provide that the .J'S^'"*''

auditors shall be appointed ia November or December in each ow^be/."
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year for the next succeeding year, and thereafter while the by-

law remains in force the council shall appoint the auditors in

accordance with its terms, instead of at its first meeting. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 233.

Duty oC
auditors. 234.—(!) The auditors appointed under section 233 shall, at

the end of every month, beginning with the first month in the

year following that of their appointment/ examine and report upon

all accounts affecting the corporation, or relating to any matter

under its control, or within its jurisdiction, and after the examina-

tion of every account, voucher, receipt and paid debenture sub-

mitted for audit, shall stamp on it, in indelible letters, the word

"audited," and initial it.

(2) The auditors appointed imder section 233 shall also perform

the duties of auditors appointed under section 232 with respect

to the accounts and transactions of the year in which they are

appointed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 234.

Auditors may
administer
oaths.

235. An auditor may administer an oath to any person con-

cerning any accoimt or other matter to be audited. 3-4-Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 235.

FilliuE
vacancies.

236. Where an auditor of a city dies, or resigns, or his office

becomes vacant from any cause, the coimcil may fill the vacancy,

and the persoin appointed shall hold office for the remainder of

the year for which the original appointment was made. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 236.

Duties of
auditors.

To prepare
abstract and
detailed state-

237.—(1) The auditors appointed under section 232 shall

examine and report upon all accounts affecting the corporation or

any commission managing a public utility work or relating to any

matter under its control or within its jurisdiction for the year

ended on the 31st day of December preceding their appointment.

(2) They shall annually prepare in duplicate an abstract of the

receipts, expenditure, assets, and liabilities of the corporation or
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commission and a detailed statement in duplicate of the same ment of recMpts
^ and expendi-

for the next prefceding year in such form as the council may direct, *""»• »"=•

and shall report on all accoimts audited by them, and make a

special report of any expenditure made contrary to law, and shall

transmit by registered post one copy of the abstract and one copy

of the detailed statement to the Secrfetary of the Bureau of Indus-

tries, and shall file the other abstract, the other detailed state-

ment, and their reports, in the office of the Clerk not later than

the 1st day of March.

Section 9 (3) of The Bureau of Municipal Affairs Act, 7 Geo. V. c. 14,

requires returns to be made to the Director of the Bureau of Municipal

Affairs, instead of to the Secretary of the Bureau of Industries.

(3) Where the auditors are appointed under section 233, or

where they have been required to make their audit under the pro-

visions of section 240, the abstract, statements, and reJ)orts men-

tioned in subsection 2, ^all be, with respect to the year for which

they are appointed, and shall be made and filed within one month

after the expiry of that year and the auditors shall be deemed to

continue in office during that period for the pmpose only of pre-

paring and filing such statements and reports.

(4) For every contravention of subsection 2 or 3, an auditor Penalty,

shall incur a penalty not exceeding $40.

(5) A resident of the municipality may inspect the abstract, inspection of
'• ' .

r ^ ^ jr , abstract state-

statements and reports at all reasonable hours, and may, by him- "e"'- «*"•

self or his agent, at his own expense, make a copy of or extracts

from them.

(6) The auditors of every municipality shall also make a report Keporton

upon the condition and sufficiency of the securities of the treasurer; sureties.

and such report shall ghqw what cash balance, if any, was due

from the treasurer to the corporation at the date of the audit,

and where it is deposited and what security there is that the same

will be available when required; but this shall not relieve the

council from the performance of the duty imposed by section 222.
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Clerk to publish
abstracts and
statements.

Inspection of
books of bank
or company.

Publication of

statements of
assets and
liabilities.

Publication of

statements.

Posting up
atateiiients.

Delivery of
' copies to
electors.

(7) The clerk shall publish the abstract, statements and reports

in such form as the council may direct; and in the case of a local

municipality shall transmit a copy of the abstract and statements

to the clerk of the council of the county, and the same shall be

kept in his office.

(8) The auditors may make a written requisition upon the

treasurer for a request to any bank or company with which the

money is or has been deposited, or with which the treasurer has

kept an account, to exhibit the account and details thereof to

them; and it shall be the duty of the treasurer, within twenty-

four hours after the delivery to him of such requisition, to comply

with it.

(9) The council of every town, village and township shall hold

a meeting on the 15th day of December in each year, and shall

immediately thereafter publish a detailed statement of the receipts

and expenditures of the corporation for the portion of the year

ended on that day, together with a statement of assets, liabilities

and uncollected taxes, and a similar statement respecting the last

15 days of the next preceding year.

(10) The statements shall be signed by the head of the council

and by the treasurer, and shall be published.

(11) Instead of publishing the statements the council may

cause them to be posted up, not later than the 24th day of Decem-

ber, in the office of the clerk and of the treasurer, at all post

offices, and at not less than 12 other conspicuous places in the

municipality.

(12) The clerk shall procure to be printed not less than one

hundred copies of the statements, and shall deliver or transmit

by post one of them to every elector who requests him to do so,

not later than the 24th day of December in each year, and shall

also see that copies of the statements are produced at the nomina-

tion meeting.
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(13) The next preceding four subsections shall not apply to Subsections »-i2
^ ' . .

-^ ° ^^ •' not to apply to

a township municipality in a provisional judicial district, or in ?3J^""™°''
the electoral district of North Renfrew, or in the Provisional

County of Haliburton.

(14) A member of a council or an officer of a corporation, or Making untrue
entries in

any other person, who knowingly makes or causes or procures to financial state-

be made, any untrue entry in the statements, or who knowingly

omits or causes to be omitted from them anything which should

be included, shall incur a penalty of not less than $5 or more than

$40. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 237.

The penalties are recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O., c. 90 (see. s. 498 (1)).

The standard of duty of a municipal auditor is at least as high as that of

an auditor of an incorporated company.

Referring to the duty of such an auditor, it is said in Halsbury's Laws of

England, vol. 5, par. 438:—

"It is the duty of an auditor not merely to verify the arithmetical accuracy

of the balance-sheet, but its substantial accuracy, to see that it includes the

particulars required by the articles or by statute and contains a correct

representation of the state of the company's affairs. While therefore . . .

it is not his duty to consider whether the business is prudently conducted,

he is bound to consider and report to the shareholders whether the balance-

sheet shows the true financial position of the company. To do this, he must
examine the books and take reasonable care that their report is true."

The auditor must shew reasonable skill, care and caution in the perform-

ance of his duties, but he is not bound to be a detective, and is "a watchdog,

but not a bloodhound" : per Lopes, L.J., in In re Kingston Cotton Mill

Company (No. 2), L.R. (1896) 2 Ch. 279, 288.

238. The cotmcil of a city or town may provide that all accotmts Audit of

shall be audited before payment. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 238. payment.

239. The council shall, upon the report of the auditors, finally Tiie council to

audit and allow the accoimts of the treasurer and collectors, and etc.

all accounts chargeable against the corporation; and where

charges are not regulated by- law, the council shall allow what is

reasonable. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 239.
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Auditors
appointed as
permanent
officers.

Money payable
by province to
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returns not
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Declaration of
qualification.

Declaration of
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Declaration of

person appointed
to more than
one office.

Declaration of

returning
officers and
others.

Administration
of oaths to
deput:^
returning
officers and
poll clerks.

240. Instead of appointing two auditors annually as provided

by section 232, the council may by by-law provide for the appoint-

ment of one or more auditors to hold office during pleasure, who
shall daily or otherwise examine, audit and report on the accounts

of the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 240.

241. The Treasurer of Ontario [may in his discretion] retain in

his hands any money payable to a corporation, if it is certified to

him by the Secretary of the Bureau of Industries that any officer

of the corporation whose duty it is to make returns to the Bureau

has not done so. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 241; 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 2.

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s.'2.

See notes to s. 237 (2)

.

DUTIES OF OFFICEBS BESPECTING OATHS AND DECLARATIONS.

242.—(1) Every person elected as a member of the council of

a township or as trustee of a police village, before he takes the

declaration of office or enters upon his duties, shall make and

subscribe a declaration of qualification. Form 2.

(2) Every member of a council, trustee of a police village, every

pubUc utility commissioner and commissioner of industries, and

every clerk, treasurer, assessment commissioner, assessor, col-

lector, engineer, clerk of works and street overseer or commis-

sioner, before entering on the duties of his office, shall also make

and subscribe a declara.tion of office. Form 16.

(3) Every person elected or appointed to two or more muni-

cipal offices may make one declaration of office as to all of them.

(4) Every returning officer, deputy returning officer, poll clerk,

constable and other election officer, before entering upon the

duties of his office, shall make and subscribe a declaration, Form

17.

(5) Where by this Act any oath or declaration is required to

be made by a deputy returning officer, or by a poll clerk, and no

special provision is made therefor, the same, in the case of a
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deputy returning officer, may be made before the returning officer

for the municipality or ward, or before the poll clerk, or before

any person authorized to administer an oath; and, in the case

of a poll clerk, before any such person, or before the deputy

returning officer.

(6) Every auditor, before entering upon his duties, shall make ^„^^t^„
and subscribe a declaration, Form 18.

(7) Except where otherwise provided the person by whom the Fiimg of
^

oath or declaration is made shall file the same in the office of the

clerk within 8 days after it is made. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 242.

243. Except where otherwise expressly provided, in addition Certain officers

_

r- -- X- 7 may administer

to the persons authorized by law to administer an oath, the head certain oaths.

of a coimcil, a controller, an alderman, a reeve, or the clerk of

a municipality may, within the municipality, administer an oath,

or take any declaration imder this Act or relating to the business

of the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 243.

"Persons authorized by law to administer an oath."f—See The Interpreta-

tion Act, R.S.O., c. 1, s. 23.

244. Every quahfied person duly elected to be a member of a Penalty for

refusing to

council, a trustee of a police village, or a public utility commis- accept office^

sioner, and every person appointed as assessment commissioner, Won, etc.

commissioner of industries, assessor or collector, who refuses the

office to which he has been elected or appointed, or does not,

within twenty days, after knowing of his election or appointment,

make and file the declaration of office and in the case of a member

of the coimcil of a township or of a trustee of a police village,

the declaration of qualification and every person authorized to

take any such declaration, who upon reasonable demand, refuses

to take it, shall incur a penalty of not less than $8, or more than

$80, which, when recovered,, shall be paid over to the corporation.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 244.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario

Summary Convictions Act, R.S.O., c. 90 (see s. 498).
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Salaries of
officers.

SALARIES, TENURE OF OFFICE AND GRATUITIES.

245.—(1) When the remuneration of any officer of a corpora-

tion is not fixed by law, the council shall fix it.

A statutory provision which requires a two-thirds vote of the members
of a council present for rescinding previous actioi^ of the council does not

apply to a resolution altering the salary payable to an officer whose engage-

ment may be terminated by one month's notice on either side: Tetley

V. Vancouver (1897), 5 B.C.R. 276.

Bemuneration
of clerk for

(2) The council shall give to the clerk, for services and duties

R^'stlt"^'*''
performed by him, under The Ditches and Watercourses Act, a

fair and reasonable remuneration, to be fixed by the council.
c. 260.

Fees for copies
of awards, etc.

Remuneiation
not to be
settled by
tender.

(3) The council shall fix the sum to be paid to the clerk by

any person for copies of awards or other documents, or for any

other services rendered by him, other than such as it is his duty

to perform under that Act.

(4) Where an appointment to an office or an arrangement for

the discharge of the duties of an office is to be made, the coimcil

shall not invite or require applicants to name a sum for which

they will discharge the duties of the office, or give the appoint-

ment to, or make the arrangement with, the person who offers to

perform the duties at the lowest salary or remimeration.

whenmunioi- (5) Notwithstanding that a corporation employs a solicitor or

saL™''ma"*** * counsel whosc remuneration is wholly or partly paid by salary,

annual or otherwise, the corporation shall have the right to

recover and collect lawful costs in all actions and proceedings,

in the same manner as if the solicitor or counsel was not so remu-

nerated, if the costs are, by the terms of his employment^ pay-

able to the solicitor or counsel as part of his remuneration in

addition to his salary. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 245.

It was held in Ottawa v. Ottawa Electric Company (1904), 3 O.W.R,
588, 796, that this subsection did not apply so as to entitle the corporatwo
to collect costs incurred before the subsection was enacted.

It was held in Stephens v. Calgary (1909), 2 A.L.R. 331, 12 W.L.R. 379,
that, in the absence of evidence that the costs, as ordinarily allowable,

ary may
recover costs.
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would more than indemnify the corporation against the salary paid to its

solicitor, the corporation was entitled to the usual costs. The principl'e

of the case of Henderson v. Merthyr Tydfil, L.R. (1900) 1 Q.B. 434, was
applied.

This subsection applies to costs incurred in the Supreme Court of Canada
as well as to those incurred in a provincial Court: Ponton v. Winnipeg

(1909), 41 S.C.R. 366, which was a decision on a corresponding provision

of a Manitoba statute.

246. All officers appointed by a coxmcil shall hold office during Tenure of

the pleasure of the council, and shall, in addition to the duties Duties,

assigned to them by this Act, perform all 'other duties required

of them by any other Act, or by by-law of the coimcil. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 246.

The chief constable of a municipal corporation can only hold ofl&ce during

the pleasure of the council although he may have been appointed for one

year by by-law, Vernon v. Smith's Palls (1891), 21 O.R. 331.

Where a committee of the council had reported recommending that a

constable be dismissed, but the cotmcil had not adopted the report sim-

pliciter but had recommended that he should be employed in another

capacity, it was held that this did not constitute a dismissal: Ward v.

Toronto (1908), 12 O.W.R. 134, 394, 396.

A judgment requiring a corporation to do or abstain from doing an act

is an injunction that must be obeyed by all officers of the corporation, and

proceedings for disobedience of the judgment may be taken against them

by attachment or committal: In re Bolton and Wentworth (1911), 23

O.L.R. 390-393.

The term "officers," as used in this section, includes the members of

the council. lb.

It was held in Speakman v. Calgary (1908), 1 A.L.R. 454, 9 W.L.R. 264,

that a city engineer is an employee or servant, not an "officer," and that

a by-law which enacted that "all officers appointed by the council shall

be deemed to hold their respective offices during pleasure, unless other-

wise provided by ordinance or by-law, and office hours, except for the

mayor, city solicitor and auditor, shall be, etc.," did not extend to

the city engineer; that, while he may be termed an "official," he is not

an "officer," which latter word was intended to apply to such officers as

the city clerk, treasurer, assessor, etc., whose powers and acts are primarily

and for the iliost part of an executive and coercive, or quasircoercive^

character, and are binding upon and affect the rights of the inhabitants

and ratepayers of the municipality.
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Under The Towns Act, 3. 69, a municipal corporation has power to dis-

miss or suspend a member of its police force even where there is a contract

in writing between the corporation and the dismissed officer and the term

of employment has not been completed and no cause exists for the ter-

mination of it: Irwin v. Blairmore (1914), 6 W.W.R. 1032 (Alta.).

A person duly elected at a meeting of a municipal council to municipal

office, pursuant to a statute giving the. corporation power so to appoint its

officers, becomes thereby the servant of the corporation without further

evidencing or ratification of the contract of hiring either by writing under

the corporate seal or otherwise: Tuck v. Victoria (1892), 2 B.C.R. 179.

A stipendiary magistrate is a town officer within the meaning of The
Towns Incorporation Act, R.S.N.S. 1900, c. 71, s. 121, although appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council and not by the council, and he is

entitled to the remedies provided by that section where his salary is reduced

by resolution of the council: In re Pelton (1913), 47 TST.S. 103, 11 D.L.R.

623, 12 E.L.R. 540, reversing (1912), 7 D.L.R. 465, 11 E.L.R. 556.

A municipal corporation may be compelled by mandamus to restore to

office an assistant assessor who has been dismissed without personal notice

of the council meeting called to consider the question of his dismissal.

Notice of the meeting must be served personally and not merely by leaving

a copy of it with some one at the place of residence of the person served:

Rex v. Halifax, In re Stevens (1915), 49 N.S. 289, 25 D.L.R. 113.

There was a statutory provision that every officer, including assessors,

should hold office until death or resignation, but that they might be dis-

missed from office for good cause by a two-thirds vote of the whole council

at a meeting called to consider the question.

In Nova Scotia a town solicitor holds office during good behaviour, and

cannot, therefore, be dismissed by the council unless due cause is alleged

and shewn, and a dismissal is subject to review by a Judge in a summary
manner: Chesley v. Lunenburg (1916), 28 D.L.R. 571.

The dismissal from office of the secretary-treasurer of a municipal cor-

poration results from the adoption by the council of a resolution appointing

another person to the office and another resolution directing the retired

officer to prepare his official statement and the fact that he has abstained

since the passing of the resolutions from acting as secretary-treasurer and

attending the meetings of the council: Coteau Landing v. Filiatrault

(1895), Q.R. 7 S.C. 407.

A town council may dismiss its officers without notice and without cause

(R.S.S. 1909, c. 86, s. 126): Newby v. Brownlee (1916), 9 S.L.R. 207, 27

D.L.R. 509, 34 W.L.R. 278, 10 W.W.R. 249.

Gratuities. 247. A council may grant to any officer who has been in the

service of the corporation for at least twenty years, and, who,
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while in such service, .has become incapable, through illness or

old age, of efficiently discharging the duties of his office, a sum
not exceeding the aggregate of his salary or other remimeration

for the next preceding three years of his service, as a gratuity

upon his ceasing to hold the office. 3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 247.

A pension tO a retired stipendiary magistrate payable out of the revenues

of a municipal corporation may be made available for the payment of his

debts by appropriate legal proceedings: Imperial Bank v. Motton (1897),

29 N.S. 368.

INVESTIGATION OF CHAKGES OF MALFEASANCE, ETC., OH JUDICIAL

INQUIRY IN RELATION TO MUNICIPAL MATTERS.

248.—(1) Where the council of a municipality passes a reso- by^^JSy™
lution requesting a Judge of the County or District Court of the Si™ of

county or district in which the municipality is situate to investi-

gate any matter relating to a supposed malfeasance, or breach

of trust, or other misconduct on the part of a member of the

council, or an officer, or a servant of the corporation, or of any

person having a contract with it, in regard to the duties or obliga-

tions of the member, officer, servant, or other person, to the cor-

poration, or to inquire into or concerning any matter connected

with the good government of the municipality, or the conduct

of any part of its public business, the Judge shall make the in-

quiry, and shall for that purpose have all the powers which may
be conferred upon Commissioners under The Public Inquiries Act, Rev. stat.

and he shall, with all convenient speed, report to the council the

result of the inquiry and the evidence taken.

This subsection was first extended to servants by 3 Edw. VII. c. 18,

s. 69 (1).

The Judge does not act judicially in holding the inquiry. He is in no

sense a Court and has not power to pronounce judgment imposing any legal

duty or obligation on any person, and he is not, therefore,- subject to control

by prohibition: In re Godson and Torohto (1889), 16 A.R. 452, (1890), 18

S.C.R. 36.

It had been held by Robeitson, J., in In re Godson and Toronto (1888),

16 O.R. 275, that prohibition would he, and he expressed the opinion that

. 18.

16—MUN. LAW.
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Feea payable
to Judge.
Rev. Stat.
«. 56.

if the Judge, in the course of his investigation, took evidence in the United

States, "any oath administered by him would ha,ve no legal significance,

and any false statement by a person sworn before him under such circum-

stances would not have attached to it the consequences of perjury": p. 292.

The Godson case was followed in In re Thomas' License (1895), 26 O.R.

448, and in Chambers v. Winchester (1907), 15 O.L.R. 316.

There is power under this section to order an inquiry into an election for

members of the council and board of education at which it is alleged that

corrupt practices had prevailed, the election being a "matter connected with

the good government of the municipality" within the meaning of the sec-

tion: Lane v. Toronto (1904), 7 O.L.R. 423.

The Court will not, in an action by a ratepayer for an injunction, inter-

fere with the conduct of the inquiry by the Judge in regard to the admission

or rejection of evidence, the examination of ballot papers, the compelling

of witnesses to answer incriminating questions, etc. : Ih.

In In re Berlin (1914), 33 O.L.R; 73, 22 D.L.R. 296, it was held that, as

affairs relating to the police force are placed in the hands of Police Commis-
sioners, whose authority with respect to matters over which they have juris-

diction is paramount, there was no power in the council under this section

to direct an inquiry into charges of misconduct and lack of harmony in the

police force of the city.

The inqxiiry should be conducted as in open Court, but in exceptional

cases "the Commissioner will exercise a wise discretion in excluding wit-

nesses (while one is being examined) or in excluding the general public where
the disclosures are of a nature unfit for publication, but evidence should not

be taken behind the back of the person chiefly interested": per Boyd, C,
in Chambers v. Winchester (supra), p. 317.

(2) The Judge shall be paid by the corporation the same fees

as he would be entitled to if the inquiry had been made by him

as a referee under The Judicature Act.

Section 66 (3) of the Judicature Act, R.S.O., o. 56, provides that the fees

of an official referee are to be the same as are payable to a Local Master,

viz., $1.50 per hour.

Kngaging
eounsel. (3) The council may engage and pay counsel to represent the

corporation, and may pay all proper witness fees to persons sum-

moned to give evidence at the instance of the corporation, and

any person charged with malfeasance, breach of trust, or other

misconduct, or whose conduct is called in question on such inves-
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tjgation or inquiry, may be represented by counsel. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 248.

This subsection was first enacted by 3 Edw. VII. c. 18, s. 69 (2). Before

this amendment there was no authority for paying compensation to wit-

nesses: East Nissouri v. Horseman (1858), 16 U.C.R. 556, 567.

It was held in In re Macdonald (1894), 10 Man. L.R. 294, that it is not

within the power of a municipal council to provide for the payment of counsel

and witnesses in attending upon a Royal Commission of Inquiry into the

financial affairs of the corporation; but it may properly authorize the employ-

ment of counsel and payment of other expenses in opposing a bill to abolish

the corporation and apportion its territory among adjoining municipalities.

In the later case of Manning v.' Winnipeg (1911), 21 Man. L.R. 203,

15 W.L.R. 33, Mathers, C.J., appears to have been of a different opinion

as to the power of a municipal council to employ and pay counsel to repre-

sent the corporation before a commission appointed under a provision similar

to s. 248 (1) to investigate as to the cost of a municipal work, but he held

that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover because a by-law appointing

him to act had not been passed. This judgment was afiSrmed by the Court

of Appeal (1911), 21 Man. L.R. 203, 17 W.L.R. 329, but it was not decided

whetlier or not the council had power to employ and pay counsel. That it

had not the power would appear to have been the opinion of some of the

Judges. '

A municipal corporation is not liable for the fees of counsel not retained

by it merely because they represented some of the ofiScers and citizens before

a Royal Inquiry Commission: Desaulniers v. Montreal (1913), Q.R. 24 K.B.

135.
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PART IX.

GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL

MUNICIPALITIES.

JURISDICTION NATURE AND EXTENT.

Jurisdiction 249.—(1) Except where otherwise provided, the jurisdiction of
of councils. . . 1 1 "J.

every council shall be confined to the municipality which it repre-

sents and its powers shall be exercised by by-law.

The only other province in wh^ch it is enacted that, except where other-

wise provided, the powers of the council shall be exercised by by-law, is

Manitoba: R.S. Man., 1913, c. 133, s. 327.

In British Columbia certain named powers are required to be exercised

by by-law: R.S.B.C, 1911, c. 170, s. 53. Others may be exercised by by-law

or resolution: lb. s. 186; and others by resolution: lb. s. 190.

In Quebec certain powers may be exercised by resolution. The Municipal

Code, arts. 355 to 358 (inclusive), and provision is made by arts. 390 to 413

and 415 to 429 (inclusive) that by-liaws may be passed for certain specified

purposes, and by art. 413 every local corporation is empowered to pass "in the

interest of the inhabitants of the municipality any other by-law for any

object of a local municipal nature only, not specially provided for by this

Code."

A corporation may have a seal, but the use of it is not obligatory: art.

5 (6).

"Shall be confined to the municipality which it represents."—This pro-

vision, but for the exception, would prevent a corporation from acquiring

land situate beyond the limits of the municipality. Power to do that is

conferred in various Acts and by certain provisions of this Act. It is con-

ferred by s. 198, s. 379, par. 4; s. 398, pars. 7, 11, 32, 33; s. 399, par. 46; s. 400,

par. 10; s. 411, par. 6; s. 447, s. 483, pars. 9, 10.

"Shall be'exercised by by-law."^For cases as to contracts, see notes to

s. 8.

It will be convenient to -deal here with by-laws generally, where a by-law

is necessary and where it is not, and with oases in which by-laws have been

attacked on various grounds.

The cases are grouped under what is hoped will be found to be appropriate

headings. Though some of the cases mentioned under one heading fall also

under another or other headings, it has been thought unnecessary to place
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them under more than one heading as the notes show in each case all the

questions dealt with and how they were dealt with.

Constitutionality op legislation undek the authority op which by-

laws WERE passed.

A by-law of the London County Council provided that "no person shall

frequent or use any street or other public place on behalf of himself or of

any other person for the purpose of bookmaking or betting or wagering or

agreeing to bet or wager with any person or paying or receiving or selling

bets" was within the powers conferred by s. 23 of The Municipal Corpora-

tions Act to make by-laws for the "good rule and government" of the county,

and was not repugnant to s. 23 of The Metropolitan Streets Act, 1867, and

was reasonable and therefore valid: Thomas v. Sutters, L.R. (1900), 1 Ch.

10, 16 T.L.R. 7.

It was argued unsuccessfully that, as by The Metropolitan Streets Act,

1867, Parliament had directed its attention to betting in streets and had
regulated it in the mode which it was thought best, there ought to be no

further by-law on that subject except possibly one for the better carrying

out of that provision, and it was pointed out that the whole purpose of the

Act was to regulate street traffic in the metropolis, and that this did not

prevent the county council from regulating their streets with a reference to

a,nother matter—betting without obstruction.

Ontario.

Formerly the councils of cities, towns and villages had power to pass

by-laws "for regulating the assize of bread" except "bread or the sale of

it in -loaves to which are attached labels shewing the weight to be not more

than the actual weight of the same": 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 583, par. 1; and

it was held that that provision was not ultra vires as creating a criminal

offence or otherwise: In re Nasmith and Toronto (1883), 2 O.R. 192; Rex.

v. Chisholm (1907), 14 O.L.R. 178.

That Act was, however, repealed by 8 Edw. VII. c. 48, s. 10, and The

Bread Sales Act, R.S.O. c. 224, now regulates the assize of bread, but the _

power is conferred by the Municipal Acts of other provinces.

In Reg. V. Wason (1890); 17 A.R. 221, it was held, reversing (1889),

17 O.R. 58, that the "Act to provide against frauds in the supplying of milk

to cheese or butter manufactories," 51 Vict. c. 32 (Ont.), though penal in

its nature, does not deal with criminal law within the meaning of s. 91 (27)

of The British North America Act, but merely protects private rights, and

is intra aires.

In Rex V. Horning (1904), 8 O.L.R. 215, it was held that the "Act to Pre-

vent the Fraudulent Entry of Horses at Exhibitions," R.S.O., 1897, c. 25-1,

now R.S.O. c. 226, was intra vires of a provincial legislature.
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In In re The Bread Sales Act (1911), 23 O.L.R. 238, 245, Meredith, J.A.,

expressed a doubt as to the power of a provincial legislature to pass the Act.

The exclusive legislative authority conferred by s. 91 of The British North

America Act upon the Parliament of Canada in relation to the criminal law,

including the procedure in criminal matters, does not deprive the provincial

legislatures of the right to legislate for the better protection of the rights of

property by preventing fraud in relation to contracts or dealings in a par-

ticular business or trade: per Moss, C.J.O., in Rex v. Lee (1911), 23 O.L.R.

490, 493-4.

In In re McCoubrey and Toronto (1913), 9 D.L.R. 84, 4 O.W.N. 573,

23 O.W.R. 553, it was held, following Beauvois v. Montreal (infra), that

The Ontario Shops Regulation Act was iriira vires of the Ontario legislature.

, Albbrta.

In In re Brown and Calgary (1906), 5 W.L.R. 576, it was held that a

Shop Regulation Act is not ultra vires of a provincial legislature.

In Upton v. Brown (1912),' 3 W.W.R. 626, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 190, it was

held that a municipal by-law passed under the authority of a provincial Act

prohibiting disorderly houses and providing for the punishment of the in-

mates and frequenters of them was ultra vires as being legislation on criminal

« law so far as it attempted to create criminal offences and provide punish-

ments for them.

The mere fact that a by-law passed under the authority of provincial

legislation making it compulsory for bakers to deliver bread in wrappers

incidentally affects the mode in which persons engaged in trade and commerce

shall supply containers or wrappers for certain classes of goods does not

make the subject matter one of trade and commerce, which is placed exclu-

sively under federal juiisdiction by The British North America Act: In re

Shelly (1913), 10 D.L.R. 666, 24 W.L.R. 285, 4 W.W.R. 741.

British Columbia.

A provincial statute which confers upon a municipal corporation power

to issue licenses for the purposes following and to levy and collect by means

of si'oh licenses the amounts following "from every person who, either on

his own behalf or as agent for another or others, sells, solicits or takes orders

for the sale by retail of goods, wares or merchandise to be supplied or fur-

nished by any person or firm doing business outside the province, and not

having a permanent and licensed place of business within the province, of

a sum not exceeding fifty dollars ($50) for every six months,'' is not uLira

vires of a provincial legislatiu-e, but the imposition of the license tax is within

the authority of provincial legislatures under s. 92 (16) of The British North
America Act.

A by-law passed under the authority of this statute, which followed the

language of it except that the words " permanent or licensed place of busi-

ness" were substituted for ''permanent and licensed place of business," was.
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held to be valid, as the word "and" in the statute should be construed "or"

:

Poole V. Victoria (1892), 2 B.C.R. 271.

Where a statute creates offences and provides the necessary machinery

for carrying out its provisions, a by-law to put it in force is unnecessary and
bad: Hayes v. Thompson (1902), 9 B.C.R. 249.

It was held in Rex v. Waldon (1914), 19 B.C.R. 539, 14 D.L.R. 893, 26

W.L.R. 316, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 122, 5 W.W.R. 1209, affirmed (1914), 19 B.C.R.

539, 18 D.L.R. 109, 28 W.L.R. 46, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 405, 50 C.L.J. 621,

6 W.W.R. 860, that Parliament alone can delegate power to local bodies to

adopt by by-law criminal laws to meet local ideas, and that, therefore, sub-

sections 129 and 130 of s. 53 of The Municipal Act of British Columbia,

R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 170, authorizing municipal councils to pass by-laws "for

the regulating of public morals, including the observance of the Lord's Day,
commonly called Sunday," are %dtra vires, and a by-law passed pursuant

to them is of no effect.

Manitoba.

A "gambling house" is the same thing as a "common gaming house."

Keeping a gambling house is an offence against the general criminal law,

consequently it can be dealt with only by the Parliament of Canada, and
cannot be made an offence by a provincial Act or by a, municipal by-law

passed under the authority of such an Act.

Reg. V. Shaw (1891), 7 Man. L.R. 518.

The provisions of The Manitoba Shops Regulations Act, R.S.M. 1902,

c. 156, are intra vires of the provincial legislature under s. 92 of The British

North America Act as dealing with a matter of a merely local and private

nature, and not interfering with the regulation of trade and commerce assigned

to the Dominion Parliament to as great an extent as the legislation in ques-

tion in Ontario v. Attorney-General of Canada, L.R. (1896) A.C. 348, 12

T.L.R. 388, and Attorney-General of Manitoba v. Manitoba License Holders'

Association, L.R. (1902), A.C. 73, 18 T.L.R. 94.

Rex V. Schuster, Stark v. Schuster (1904), 14 Man. L.R. 672, 8 Can. Cr.

Cas. 354.

A municipal by-law, which purports to provide a penalty for the identical

offence which is already subject to a penalty under a provision of the Criminal

law, is vltra vires: Rex v. Laughton (1912), 22 Man. L.R. 520, 6 D.L.R. 47,

22 W.L.R. 199.

This was the case of the rescue of cattle from the poundmaster, made a

criminpi offence by 6 and 7 Vict. c. 30 (Imp.), which by force of s. 12 of The

Criminal Code (Can.) is part of the criminal law of Manitoba.

New Brunswick.

The sale of cigars on Sunday may be prohibited by an Act of a provincial

legislature or by a municipal by-law; it is a mere police by-law, the violation

of which. does not constitute a criminal offence: In re Green (1900), 35 N.B.

137, 4 Can. Cr. Cas. 182.
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An enactment authorizing the making of by-laws regulating the assize of

bread in a municipality is not ulira vires: Rex v. Kay, Ex parte Le Blanc

(1909), 39 N.B. 278, 7 E.L.R. 209.

Nova Scotia.

Where a municipal council passes a by-law with respect to loitering in

the streets, in which the provisions of the criminal law are duplicated, but

a lesser penalty is imposed in proceed'ngs before a magistrate for the offence,

he w'U be governed by the explicit terms of the statute rather than by the

by-law: Rex v. Sweeny (1910), 44 N.S. 359, 8 E.L.R. 16.

In In re McNutt (1912), 47 S.C.R. 259, it was held that a trial and con-

viction for keeping liquor for sale contrary to the provisions of The "Nova

Scotia Temperance Act ' are proceedings on a criminal charge.

Quebec.

Within the hmits prescribed by the Constitution, the authority of the

Parliament and of the legislature is absolute, and their power to impose

taxation is not restricted by the rules, the mode, and the procedure to which

municipal corporations are subject. A provincial legislature has, therefore,

the right to impose taxation upon all callings exercised in a municipality

without naming and specifying them: Quebec v. Grand Trunk Railway Com-

pany (1898), Q.R. 8 Q.B. 246, affirmed (1899) 30 S.C.R. 73.

A provincial statute which authorizes a municipal corporation to impose

a tax on laundries is within the competence of the legislature. A by-law

which imposes this tax and provides a penalty for every infraction of the

by-law, without mentioning costs, and directs that, in default of payment

of the fine, again not mentioning costs, the delinquent shall be imprisoned

for two months, such imprisonment to cease on payment of the fine and the

costs, does not authorize the condemnation of the dehnquent to pay the

costs or the demand that he pay them with the fine to avoid imprisonment

or to obtain his release.

Where there is a statutory provision that the imprisonment of a delinquent

shall cease as soon as the fine is paid, without mention of costs, payment of

costs cannot be exacted as a condition of rele&,se from prison.

Lee V. DeMontigny (1899), Q.R. 16 S.C. 607.

It was held in Wilder v. Montreal (1906), Q.R. 14 K.B. 139, that a pro-

vincial legislature cannot confer upon municipal councils authority to pass

by-laws prohibiting classes of trade not in themselves contrary to good morals

or public policy, and that a provincial legisla,ture has no constitutional

authority to permit the prohibition of the business of furnishing trading

stamps to merchants to be distributed by them to their customers, and which

entitle the holders to prizes to be given by the person carrying on the busi-

ness, such a business being neither immoral nor contrary to public policy.

This is now a criminal offence, made so by 4-6 Edw. VII. c. 9, a. 1, now

s. 506 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. c. 146, and the distribution of trading
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stamps by the person who receives them from the issuer of them is also made
a criminal offence: s. 506.

See also the Criminal Code, s. 335, ol. (a), for a definition of "trading

stamps," and Rex v. Pollock (1916), 36 O.L.R. 7, 28 D.L.R. 545 (the case

of a conviction under s. 505).

It was held in Beauvais v. Montreal (1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 427, affirmed

(1908) Q.R. 17 K.B. 420, 4 E.L.R. 551, that a by-law of a municipal council

requiring shops to be closed at stated hours is not founded on or authorized

by the common law power vested in municipal councils to make police or

other regulations for good government and the maintenance of pubhc order,

and that such a by-law is not authorized by the good government clause of

the charter of the city of Montreal (s. 140), and it was also held that a pro-

vincial legislature cannot confer power to pass by-laws for the closing of shops

during stated hours.

Authority to enact such legislation does not fall under any of the heads

enumerated in s. 92 of The British North America Act, and is, therefore,

ultra vires.

Tb's case was reversed by the Supreme Court of Canada (1909), 42 S.C.R.

211, by which it was held that the Act was intra vires.

A by-law of a municipal council authorizing the sale on Sunday of fruits

or cigars does not fall under the criminal law of Canada: Kennedy v. Couillard

(1910), 17 Can. Cr. Cas. 239.

Ouimet v. Bazin (1911), 46 S.C.R. 502, 3 D.L.R. 593, 20 Can. Cr. Cas., 458

in which it was held, reversing (1910) Q.R. 20 K.B. 416, that in the "Act

respecting the observance of Sunday," 7 Edw. VII. c. 42, as amended by
9' Edw. VII. 0. 51, the provisions prohibiting theatrical performances on

Sunday are not of the character of local, municipal or police regulations,

and that on the proper construction of the legislation, treated as a, whole,

they purport to create offences against criminal law, and, consequently, are

not, as determined in Attorney-General for Ontario v. The Hamilton Street

Railway Company, L.R. (1903), A.C. 524, 19 T.L.R. 612, within the legis-

lative competence of a provincial legislature under The British North America

Act, 1867.

An Act of the legislature of the late Province of Canada, which conferred

special powers upon a municipal council to pass by-laws "for the better

observance of the Sabbath," not having beeti repealed by Dominion legis-

lation since Confederation, a by-law of the council prohibiting a tradesman

from selling goods on Sunday, which was a mere continuation of a by-law

passed prior to Confederation, is not ultra vires: Bishinski v. Montreal (1915),

Q.R. 47 S.C. 176, 28 D.L.R. 381.

It was held in Dupuis v. Blouin (1916), 26 D.L.R. 127, that art. 4466,

R.S.Q., preserves, subject to certain restrictions, all such Uberties as are recog-

nized by the custom of the Province of Quebec as to Sunday trading, and on

a prosecution in that province under The Lord's Day Act, R.S.C. 1906,
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c. 153, for selling by retail fruits and tobacco on a Sunday at a place where

there is no municipal by-law prohibiting such sales, it may be shewn by
parol evidence in defence of the charge that such sales of which there is no

express prohibitipn in either federal or provincial Acts are customary in the

Province of QUebec, and, therefore, lawful under the exception contained

in the federal Act of matters provided in any provincial Act or law.

Saskatchewan.

The provisions of 2 Geo. V. c. 17 (Sask.) containing a prohibition against

the' employment of white female labour in places of business and amusement
kept or managed by Chinese, sanctioned by fine and imprisonment, are. intra

vires of the provincial legislature: Rex v. Quong Wing (1913), 6 S.L.R. 242,

12 D.L.R. 656, 24 W.L.R. 913, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 326, 4 W.W.R. 1135, (1914)

49 S.C.R. 440, 18 D.L.R. 121, 6 W.W.R. 270, 23 Can. Cr. Cas. 113.

Tekritoribs.

In Reg. v. Keefe (1890), 1 Terr. L.R. 280, it was held that the evident

purpose of R.O. (1888) c. 38, s. 5, which enacts that: "Every description of

gaming and all playing of faro, cards, dice, or other game of chance, with

betting or wagers for or stakes of money, or other things of value, and all

betting and wagering on any such games of chance, is strictly forbidden

in the Territories, and any person convicted before a justice of the peace,

in a summary way, of playing at, or allowing to be played at on his premises

or assisting, or being engaged in any way in any description of gaming as

aforesaid, shall be liable to a fine for every such offence, not exceeding one

hundi-ed dollars, with costs of prosecution, and on non-payment of such fine

and costs forthwith after conviction, to be imprisoned for any term not

exceeding three months," was to create an offence in the interest of public

morals, and not for the protection of private rights, and that it was, therefore,

ultra vires of a provincial legislature.

An ordinance empowering a municipal council to pass by-laws "for con-

trolling, regulating and licensing . . . insurance companies, offices and
agents . . and collecting license fees for same" is intra vires the legis-

lative assembly of the Territories: English v. O'Neill (1899), 4 Terr. L.R. 74.

Acts op de facto bodies.

In this country (i.e., the United States of America) the doctrine is every-

where declared that the acts of de facto officers, as distinguished from the

acts of mere usurpers, are valid, and the principle extends not only to muni-
cipal officers generally, but also to those composing the council or legislative

or governing body of a municipal corporation : Dillon on Municipal Corpora-

tions, 5th ed., s. 518.

See also Brice on Ultra Vires, 3rd ed., pp. 613-4.

In Quebec this is expressly provided by art. 78 of the New Municipal Code,
"

which enacts that:

—
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"No vote given by a person illegally holding office as member of a council
and no act in which in such capacity he has participated can be set aside
with respect to persons who have acted in good faith solely by reason of the
illegal exercise of such office."

The true meaning of art. 120 of the Municipal Code, now art. 78, which
enacts that no vote given by a person filling illegally the office of member
of the council and no act in which he participates in such election can be set

aside solely by reason of the illegal exercise of such vote, is that if the cor-

porate body or the individual corporators—^the mandators of the municipal
council—allow a man to act as councillor who is not legally such, it is only
right that they should be bound by his acts in so far as they affect persons
who have in good faith thought him to be the rightful holder of the office,

but the article does not vah'date for all purposes and as respects everyone
the official acts of a councillor whose nomination was pubUcly known to be
illegal: Lacasse v. Labonte (1896), Q.R. 10 S.C. 97, 104.

In Martin v. St. Catharines (1909), 13 O.W.R. 559, 560, Anglin, J., ex-

pressed the opinion that the Court should not enjoin the acts oi a, de facto

council "though the legaUty of the election Ls questioned in pending pro-

ceedings."

Construction of by-laws.

Where a by-law is capable of two constructions, one of which would make
it invalid and the other good, the latter construction will prevail: Halsbury's

Laws of England, vol. 8, par. 762, and cases there cited.

Ontario.

Want of clearness of expression in or difficulty in construing or applying

the provisions of a by-law does not afford ground for quashing it for illegality:

In re Smith and Toronto (1860), 10 U.C.C.P. 225, 228.

An early closing by-law providing that certain shops should be closed

at a certain hour every day "excepting . . . the days during which the

Central Canada Exhibition is being held" is not void for uncertainty, because

the days on which the Exhibition is to be held are fixed by by-law of the

Association under statutory authority: Reg. v. McMillan (1896), 28 O.R. 172.

It is a general principle of legislation, at which superior legislatures aim

and by which inferior bodies clothed with legislative powers, such as boards

of directors, municipal councils, etc., are bound, that all laws shall be definite

in form and equal and uniform in operation, in order that the subject may
not fall into legislative traps or be made the victim of caprice or of favouritism

—^in other words, he must be able to look with reasonable effect before he

leaps: per Garrow, J.A., in In re Good y. Jacob Y. Shantz, Son & Company

(1911), 23 O.L.R. 544, 552, citing Jonas v. GUbert (1881), 5 S.C.R. 356;

Reg. V. Flory (1889), 17 O.R. 715.
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Alberta.

In Brown v. Calgary (1906), 5 W.L.R. 576, a by-law passed under the

authority of an Early Closing Act excepted from the days on which the

shops were to be closed New Year's Day, Good Friday, Arbor Day, Victoria

Day, Christmas Day, the day fixed by proclamation for the celebration of

the birthday of the reigning sovereign. Dominion Day, Labour Day, Thanks-

giving Day, and any other day proclaimed by proper authority a public

holiday within the municipality. It was objected that the by-law Was invalid

because several of the excepted days were not fixed dates, but it was held

that the objection was not well taken. The Court distinguished In re Cloutier

(1896), 11 Man. L.R. 220, because in that case the excepted days were to

be fixed by the Exhibition Board, while in the case under consideration the

days were to bp fixed by proclamation by competent authority.

By the Liquor License Amendment Act of 1907, s. 42 (Alta.), the fee

payable to the province in respect to a liquor license in the city of Calgary

was raised from S200 to $400. The Act was passed on the ISth of March,

1907, but did not come iiito force untibthe first day of July following. In

anticipation of its coming into force, the municipal council of the city passed

a by-law on the 3rd of June, 1907, increasing the liquor license fee payable

to the corporation from $200 to $400, and before the 1st of July insisted

on payment of $400 before granting a certificate that the license had been

paid for, for the year ending June 30th, 1908. Held, that the by-law was

intra vires, and was authorized by a provision of the Interpretation Act

somewhat similar to R.S.O. c. 1, s. 6 (Ont.): Stephens v. Calgary (1909), 2

A,L.R. 296.

' British Columbia.

Where a by-law contains a clerical error, which renders it, when read

literall}', senseless, the by-law should be read so as to give it a sensible meaning

and that which was intended "unless the language used is absolutely un-

manageable": Esquimalt Water Works Co. v. Victoria (1904), 10 B.C.R.

193.

In this case, by reading certain words of the by-law as a parenthetical

expression, the by-law had a sensible meaning.

The effect of reprinting a municipal by-law was to alter the position of

the last word in the first line of a section—a word occurring five times in the

section.

An amendment was subsequently passed intending the insertion of another

word before the word so changed in position. It was 'held that the amend-

ment should be placed and read in the position to which only it could sensibly

relate.
"

Victoria v. Belyea (1906-7), 13 B.C.R. 5, 5 W.L.R. 161, 428.

Manitoba.

A by-law requiring boot and shoe shops to close at a specified hour every

day except, among other days, the days on which the Exhibition of the
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' Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition Association is being held is bad for uncer-
tainty, and is also ultra vires because it delegates the power conferred on the
council to the Association: In re Cloutier (1896), 11 Man. L.R. 220.

Quebec.

A by-law, sanctioned by the electors, for borrowing money for the con-
struction of roads and drains, not stating in detail the nature and extent of

the works or the division of the loan between the two classes of construction

indicated, is not open to objection for want of precision where the council,

a few days after its passage, had passed a general,by-law for the construc-

tion of roads and drains with all necessary details and precision. The earUer

by-law formed one with the general by-law, which was only the execution

of the former: Hadley v. St. Paul (1897), Q.R. 13 S.C. 88.

The word "person" in a municipal by-law which enacts that no person

shall cause any excavation to be made in the streets without the permission
in writing of the Council and payment of a fee does not include a member of

the council acting within his administrative rights, and the word "excava-
tion" does not include the removal and replacing of snow by him to obtain

information to guide him in the performance of his municipal duties: Therrien

V. St. Paul (1902), Q.R. 23 S.C. 248.

The corporation of a town has power to borrow money and issue deben-
tures for the repayment of it only for the specified matters provided by
statute, and, therefore, a resolution by a town council which has authorized

improvements without specifying the cost and the purchase and installation

of an engine for $10,000, providing for a loan of 150,000, "to cover these dis-

bursements and if there be a surplus over any matter of public interest pro-

vided for by statute," does not sufficiently indicate the object of the use to

be made of the sum, and for that reason is a nullity: Mtoard v. Bordeaux

(1908), Q.R. 34 S.C. 335, affirmed (1909) Q.R. 37, S.C. 259.

An action will not lie to annul a proces-verbal on the ground that clauses

in it relating to some of the work to be performed are drawn in obscure or

even unintelligible language. The proper course for the persons interested

is to have the instrument amended and its meaning made clear in the manner

provided by law: Vinet v. St. Louis de Gonzague (1909), Q.R. 19 K.B. 222.

Saskatchewan.

In Saskatchewan the Municipal Act authorizes a council to pass by-laws

to regulate the assize of bread, and it has been decided that this power means

to make by-laws regulating the standard of quantity or measurement of

bread, and that a by-law providing that no person should sell or dispose of

any loaf of any size or weight but of two or four pounds is not unreasonable

as prohibiting the sale of a loaf weighing more than the standard, because

it is evident that the evil which the legislature intended to remedy is the sale

Of bread under weight, and not bread weighing more than the standard,

and the enactment should be so construed: Harwood v. Williamson (No. 2)

(1908), 1 S.L.R. 66.
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By-laws hestbicting common law bights as to tbading, etc.

It is settled by numerous authorities that a by-law restricting the carrying

on of a lawful business or calling or the doing of an otherwise lawful act is

to be strictly construed: In re Glover and Sam Kee (1914), 20 B.C.R. 219,

22 Can. Cr. Cas. 297, 27 W.L.R. 886, 5 W.W.R. 1276.

But through all these cases the general principle may be traced that a

municipal power of regulation or of making by-laws for good government

without express words of prohibition does not authorize the making it un-

lawful to carry on a lawful trade in a lawful manner: per Lord Davey in

Toronto v. Virgo, L.R. (1896) A.C. 88, 93-4, 12 T.L.R. 46.

Merritt v. Toronto (1895), 22 A.R. 205, 210, in which Osier, J..A, referred

to the strict construction which should be given to by-laws which interfere

with the carrying on of a legitimate business.

See also the observations of Maclennan, J.A., at p. 213.

In re Taylor and Winnipeg (1896), 11 Man. L.R. 420, in which it was

held that by-laws for licensing, inspecting, and regulating of dairies and

vendors of milk and for preventing the sale or use of milk or other food pro-

ducts until compliance with regulations was invalid, and that all such by-

laws should be construed strictly and that any ambiguity or doubt as to the

extent of the powers conferred on municipal councils to make by-laws is to

be determined in favour of the general public as against the grantee of the

power, especially where the by-law affects the rights of Uberty or property

of a citizen.

It was also held that the following provisions of the by-law were objec-

tionable and invalid:

—

(1) The by-law being so worded that some carriers of milk from points

outside the city, as railway companies, might be required to procure -licenses

as vendors of milk, or otherwise they would be subject to the penalties imposed.

(2) The provision that in case any animal is found to be affected with

tubercular disease, it is to be separated from all others, and kept apart until

it' is proved by inspectionJ;hat the animal has recovered, and, in the mean-

time, the owner is prevented from selling the milk from the other cows in

the dairy until a further inspection shows that they have not contracted

the disease. This further inspection is to be made not less than two weeks,

nor more than eight weeks, after the first, which puts it in the power of the

inspector arbitrarily to keep the dairy closed for eight weeks.

(3) The provision for an inspection of dairies and a report as to whether

the regulations have been complied with or not, but a license is to be issued

only if the Market, License and Health Committee gives no contrary order

to the health officer, which puts it in the power of that committee arbitrarily

to deny a license even when there is a favourable report.

(4) The provision that in no case where the regulations have not been

complied with shall the health officer issue a license, and the provision that
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the council may override all that and direct a license to issue, which opens

a wide door to favouritism, and makes the by-law unequal in its provisions.

(5) The imposition of a special tax, charging so much for licenses and
a further fee of fifty cents for every cow contrary to the provisions of ss. 333

and 334 of the Municipal Act.

(6) The provision that if a licensee adds any cow to his stable, he must
bring it to the inspector's stable to be inspected, and pay a fee of fifty cents,

whether he intends to sell her milk or not.

(7) The provision that the inspector may inspect any cows or cattle in

the city, whether the owner is or is not selling milk or any other food pro-

ducts of these cows or cattle, ajud may collect from the owner a fee of fifty

cents per head for such inspection, which is ultra vires of the Act.

The powers of a municipal council to pass by-laws restricting common
law rights can only be found in language clear and distinct: Doble v. Cana-

dian Northern Railway Company (1916), 27 D.L.R. 115, 34 W.L.R. 298,

10 W.W.R. 427 (Man.).

Repeal and abrogation of by-laws.

British Columbia.

A by-law of a municipal council cannot be altered by a mere resolution

of the council: Victoria v. Meston (1905), 11 B.C.R. 341, 2 W.L.R. 384.

This is expressly provided by art. 370 of the new Quebec Municipal Code.

Quebec.

The repeal of an enactment which empowered municipal councils to levy

a tax by by-law abrogates ipso facto any by-law passed in the exercise of the

power conferred, and sums paid under such a by-law after the repeal of the

enabling Act may be recovered by action against the corporation: Royal

Insurance Company v. Montreal (1906), Q.R. 29 S.C. 161.

A similar conclusion as to the effect of the repeal was reached in Reg. v.

Hiscox (1879), 44 U.C.R. 214.

By-laws good in part and bad in part.

A by-law which is void in part is void altogether, except when the void

part can be severed from that which is good, and the latter can be enforced

independently: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 8, par. 762, and cases

there cited.

British Columbia.

A by-law may be good in part and bad in part, but the part that is good

must be clearly distinguished from the part that is bad, so that, if the invalid

portion is eliminated, there will still remain a perfect and complete by-law

«apable of being enforced : Reg. v. Jim Sing (1895), 4 B.C.R. 338.
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Where a by-law provides for one general scheme combining two purposes,

as to one of which the assent of the electors is necessary and has not been

obtained, unless the one as to which the assent is not necessary can be segre-

gated from and given effect to independently of the other, the by-law must

fail as a, whole: Meldrum v. Black (1916), 27 D.L.R. 193, 34 W.L.R. 314,

10 W.W.R. 619.

Quebec.

A by-law or resolution may be valid in part and void as to the rest if the

valid part has no connection with the part which is void, otherwise the

nullity of one part makes the whole void: Brunet v. Montreal (1913), Q.R.

22 K.B. 188.

Right to repair and improve highways without by-law.

A landowner has, by common law, no vested right to the continuance-

of a highway at its existing level: Pratt v. Stratford (1887), 14 O.R. 260, 263.

A corporation can, without passing a by-law, exercise and perform its

statutable powers and duties in repairing highways and bridges and in

erecting a new bridge instead of an old and unsafe one, and, in doing so,

may raise the level of the highway for the purpose of providing approaches-

to the bridge, and, 'where lands are injuriously affected by what is done,

the owner cannot maintain an action, but must seek compensation under

the Act: Pratt v. Stratford (1888), 16 A.R. 5; Foster v. Reno (1910), 22

O.L.R. 413^ 416; Shawinigan v. Shawinigan (1912), 45 S.C.R. 585, per

Idington, J.^atp. 603, 4 D.L.R, 502, 10 E.L.R. 521.

In BilHngs v. Ottawa and Carleton (1916), 10 O.W.N. 450, it was held by

Sutherland, J., that the defendants were liable in trespass to the owner of land

upon which they, in replacing a bridge, had encroached besides interfering

with the access to the land; that the work could not be considered a work of

repair which could be undertaken "without a preliminary by-law" aind that

the landowner was not confined to his remedy under sec. 325, and judgment

was given accordingly for the recovery of damages for the trespass, but the

judgment was reversed by a Divisional Court (1916), 11 O.W.N. 148, by which

it was held that the corporations must pay for any land taken beyond the

66 feet line (i.e., beyond the limits of the highway), and a reference was directed

to the proper local officer to fix the compensation if the parties were unable to

agree as to it, and it was also held that the remedy of the plaintiff for inter-

ference with the access to his land by the work which had been done was to

seek compensation under sec. 825.

The alteration of the grade of a highway is not in all cases and under all

circumstances a ;(vork of repair which may be done without a by-law: Taylor

V. Gage (1913), 30 O.L.R. 75, 85, 16 D.L.R. 686, in which case what was-

said by Maoaulay, C.J., in Croft v. Peterborough (1856), 5 U.C.C.P. 35,

45-6, 141, 148-9, 150, followed in Perdue v. Chinguacousy (1865), 25 U.C.R.

61, is referred to as well stating "the Une of separation between acts which-
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a municipal corporation may do in the discharge of its duty to keep in repair

a highway under the jurisdiction of its council without passing a by-law

authorizing them to be done and acts done for the iinprovement of the high-

way for which a by-law is necessary."

In the earlier report, Macaulay, C.J., said:

—

"1 am at present disposed to think it (ie., the raising of the level of

a street several feet higher than it was before) within the general and inci-

dental powers of the defendants to maintain and repair and to improve the

public streets of the town placed under their charge, and, in doing so, to

raise or lower them as may be found necessary, judicious or convenient for

the pubUc use not exceeding what is reasonably requisite and proper. . . ."

And in the later report what he said was:

—

"I entertain a strong impression that a by-law ought to have been passed

to sanction the acts complained of. If what was done could be regarded

as necessary to maintain and keep the road in proper repair and therefore

incumbent upon the defendants as a duty cast upon them by the statute

. . . I have no doubt it could be justified without a by-law, but if the

defendants possess no implied powers . . . but must derive and trace

all their powers from the statutes, and the facts do not make a case within

13-14 Vict. c. 15, and 12 Vict. c. 81, s. 60 (1), and other sections formerly

mentioned only authorize the municipality to make by-laws for (among

other things) raising any road or street without in substantive terms con-

ferring upon them power so to do, I am unable to point out where the legal

authority for doing it exists or whence it is derived. . .
" "Raising

a long line of a public street in a town is not one of those oft-repeated little

things, the frequency and exigencies of which supersede the necessitj' of

formal proceedings, but when serious injury may be thereby inflicted on

persons having property and living in houses abutting on such street, it

becomes a very grave matter, and the protection of both the public ease-

ment and the contiguous properties seems to demand that the powers con-

ferred should be exercised in strict accordance with the statute, and I see

no particular difficulty or inconvenience in conforming thereto . . . for,

in my present impression, if that be done by the corporation without a by-

law which no statute authorizes or directs otherwise than through the medium
of a by-law and damage be occasioned to private individuals in respect of

their property, I do not see how a Court of law can hold it nevertheless

justifiable, however great the damage may be."

It is observed with regard to the latter of these observations that, in the

then state of the law, if the alteration of the grade of the highway were law-

fully made and the work was done without causing unnecessary injury to

property owners, they were without remedy, however much their property

may have been injuriously affected. The law in this respect was changed

by the Municipal Act of 1873 (36 Vict. o. 48, s. 373), and the property owners

are entitled in such a case to compensation under the Act: In re Yeomans

and WeUington (1878), 43 U.C.R. 522, (1879) 4 A.R. 301.

17—MDN. LAW.
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In In re Yeomans and Wellington the highway had been raised about

four feet to make it level with a bridge, which it was the defendant's duty

to build and maintain, and it had also been widened and protected with

a railing on both sides, and this had been done without any by-law.

See also Reid v. Hamilton (1854), 5 U.C.C.P. 269, 287, in which Macaulay,

C.J., said that his present impression was: "That whenever the acts to be

done by the municipality will invade private rights which may be so invaded

legally through the medium of by-laws and for whiehf if not legalized by the

statutes creating or the powers conferred upon the corporation, the party

injured may maintain an action against the wrongdoer, a by-law is essential

to enable the municipahty to justify the act unless it can be shown to be

a repair of the highway," and Reg. y. Perth (1856), 14 U.C.R. 156, in which .

the highway had been raised from five to twelve feet under the authority

of„a by-law, and it was held that a property owner whose land was injuriously

affected was not entitled to compensation.

In Ayres v. Windsor (1887), 14 O.R. 682, a pavement was laid as a local

improvement, and, in the course of the work, the highway in front of the

plaintiff's property was lowered about four feet. The by-law made no pro-

vision for this nor was it authorized by any other by-law, and Rose, J., held

that the work, being one which the defendant could not have been com-

pelled to do, it was unlawfully done. The only reported cases in which

Ayres v. Toronto has been referred to are Pratt v. Stratford (1888), 16 A.R.

at p. 10, where Hagarty, C.J., made the observation, "In Ayres v. Corpora-

tion of Windsor, 14 O.R. 682, my brother Rose considered that a by-law

was necessary," and Taylor v. Gage (supra), where the fact of this observa-

tion having been made is mentioned (p. 82).
*

It is to be observed that by 12 Vict. c. 81, referred to by Macaulay, C.J.,

power was conferred on townships to pass by-laws "for the opening, con-

structing, making, levelling,rpitching, raising, lowering, gravelling, macadam-
izing, planking, repairing, planting, improving, preserving and main-

taining of any new or existing highway. . .. .": s. 31 (10); and this

power was by subsequent sections also conferred upon other municipalities.

In the same section the power is given "to pass by-laws for stopping up,

pulling down, widening, altering, changing or diverting any such high-

way. . . ."

It would seem that the latter power had reference to a change in the

alignment or course of the highway, and not to changes of the character

mentioned in the earUer part of the section. The earlier part of the section

does not appear in the present Act, but s. 482, which deals with the powers

of councils as to highways, confers upon them power to pass by-laws "for

widening, altering or diverting any highway or part of a hi^way."

If, as has been suggested above, this power has relation only to changes

in the alignment or course of the highway, one of the reasons for thinking
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that a by-law was necessary to authorize an alteration in the grade of a
highway in the cases in which it was thought to be necessary no longer exists.

It is submitted that:

—

(1) A by-law is not necessary where the grade of a highway is altered in

the course of making repairs to it; or,

(2) Where it is altered in the doing of something which it is the duty

of the corporation to do;

(3) Where the alteration cannot reasonably be deemed to be a work of

repair or is not one that it is the duty of the corporation to make or incidental

to the performance of such a duty a by-law is necessary;

(4) Any alteration of the grade that the council may deem to be neces-

sary to make a highway more safe or convenient for public use is a work

of repair.

By-laws not passed in the public interest.

In re Vashon and East Hawkesbury (1879), 30 U.C.C.P. 194; In re

Morton and St. Thomas (1881), 6 A.R. 323; Pells v. Boswell (1885), 8 O.R.

680; In re Pelot and Dover (1902), 1 O.W.R. 792; In re Waterous and

Brantford (1903), 2 O.W.B. 897, (1904) 4 O.W.R. 355; In re Knudsen and

St. Boniface (1905), 15 Man. L.R. 317, 1 W.L.R. 281; In.re Mills and Hamil-

ton (1907), 9 O.W.R. 731; In re Loiselle and Red Deer (1907), 7 W.L.R.

42; and In re Weir and Calgary (1907), 7 W.L.R. 45, are cases in which by-

laws for stopping up or altering highways were attacked as not having been

passed in the pubUc interest, but to subserve the interests of private persons,

and in all of them, except in In re Knudsen and St. Boniface and in In re

Mills and Hamilton, the attack was successful.

In re Peck and Gait (1881), 46 U.C.R. 211, in which the by-law to close

part of a public park was quashed.

The power of a council having statutory authority to regulate the mode

of user of the highways by telephone companies must be exercised in

good faith in the interests of the public and the municipaUty, and not for

ulterior purposes, and when not so exercised the by-law will be quashed;

Bell Telephone Company v. Owen Sound (1904), 8 O.L.R. 74.

In In re Inglis and Toronto (1905), 9 O.L.R. 562, referred to in note to

s. 396, it was held that the fact that the council, in serving the interest of

-the public, is at the same time serving that of a private person is not an

objection to a by-law.

What is or is not in the pubKc interest in the case of stopping up a high-

way is a matter to be determined by the judgment of the council, and what

it determines, if, in reaching its conclusion, the council acts honestly and

within the limits of its powers, is not open to review in any Court: Jones

V. Tuckersmith (1915), 33 O.L.R. 634, 23 D.L.R. 569.
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The fact that benefit will accrue to private persons from the closing of

a lane does not affect the validity of the by-law where the council acts in

good faith in determining that it is in the public interest that it should be

closed: United Buildings Corporation v. Vancouver (1913), 18 B.C.R. 274,

13 D.L.R. 593, 3 W.W.R. 908, 4 W.W.R. 1108, 24 W.L.R. 825, 25 W.L.R.

403, L.R. (1915) A.C. 345, 111 L.T. 693, 83 L.J.P.C. 363, 19 D.L.R. 97^

.

28 W.L.R. 787, 6 W.W.R. 1335.

In Mongenais v. Rigaud (1897), Q.R. 11 S.C. 348, it was held that a by-

law which divided a municipality into quarters was passed without necessity,

and was unjust, partial and oppressive, and the by-law was quashed.

The reason for the decision was that there was no motive of general interest

for so dividing the municipality, that the by-law was passed in order to

favour the majority of the council to the detriment of the minority, whose

mandate would not expire until after the elections of the following January,

and of controlling by means of the division the general elections which would

become necessary, and that the division of the municipality into quarters

had the effect of destroying the equality between the electors by assuring

the control of the affairs of the council to the representatives of one quarter

to the detriment of two others.

By-laws passed in breach op aqrbbmbnt and by-laws interfering with

vested rights.

Ontabio.

While a by-law prohibiting cabs, carts, express wagons and other vehicles

kept for hire to stand upon or in any street while waiting for hire or engage-

ment or while unengaged upon and in the streets except at stands assigned

for the purpose was in force, an agreement was made between the municipal

corporation and railway companies that part of a street dedicated by one

of the railway companies should, at the request of the railway companies,

be dedicated for cabs or express wagons, and the council afterwards, with-

out the request of the railway companies, passed a by-law authorizing cabs,

carriages and express wagons to stand on the street, and it was held that

the by-law, having been passed in breach of the agreement, was illegal, and

it was quashed: Canadian Pacific Railway Company v. Toronto (1902),

1 O.W.R. 255.

Under the authority of a by-law passed on the 5th June, 1899, under

s. 542 par. 17, R.S.O. 1897, c. 223, and pars. 17o, 176, 17c, 17d, as

enacted by 62 Vict. c. 26, s. 34, a council passed a by-law on the 6th July,

1908, granting license and permission to a company to erect a magazine

for the storage of gunpowder, etc., the license to be in force for five years

and the renewal of it to be wholly in the discretion of the council. The
by-law was acted upon by the company, which acquired for the purpose

of its btisiness the lease of valuable property and expended in the erection

of its magazine over $1,000 and expended other sums amounting to at least
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$1,300. On the 12th August, 1908, the council passed a by-law repealing

the by-law of the 6th July, and it was held that this by-law was bad, and it

was quashed: In re Hamilton Powder Company and Gloucester (1909),

13 O.W.R. 661.

See also, upon the same point. Great Western Ry. Company v. North

Cayuga (1873), 23 U.C.C.P. 28, 31; Alexander v. Huntsville (1894), 24

O.R. 665.

An Act authorizing the passing of by-laws to prohibit, regulate and con-

trol the location on streets of, among other things, garages to be used for

hire or gain, was held not to empower the passing of a by-law which would

apply to a garage located before tie by-law was passed: Toronto v. Wheeler

(1912), 3 O.W.N. 1424, 4 D.L.R. 352, 22 O.W.R. 326.

Bbitish Columbia.

Where, under the authority of a by-law passed by a municipal council,

a company has for many years exercised the powers which the by-law pur-

ported to grant, the council cannot repeal the by-law: Cunningham v. New
Westminster (1912), 18 B.C.R. 188, 14 D.L.R. 918.

u'nbbasonablb or oppressive by-laws.

Ontario.

In In re Dinnick and McCallum (1912), 26 O.L.R. 551, 5 D.L.R. 843,

22 O.W.R. 546, a by-law which provided that no building should be "bmlt

or erected on the lots fronting or abutting on both sides of, Avenue Road"
(a residential street) "from St. Clair Avenue to Lonsdale Road within a

distance of forty feet from the east and west lines of said road" Was

held not to be discriminating in its operation or an unreasonable exercise of

the powers conferred on municipal councils by s. 541a, of 3 Edw. VII. u. 19,

as enacted by 4 Edw. VII. c. 22, s. 19, and a mandamus for the issue of a

permit for the erection of a building which, as the Court held, would be

built in contravention of the by-law was refused.

This decision was reversed, but only on the ground that the erection of

the proposed building would not be a contravention of the by-law, as it

would not front on Avenue Road, and that the by-law was ultra vires in so far

as it applied to buildings abutting on that street: (1913), 28 O.L.R. 52,

11 D.L.R. 509.

British Columbia.

' Acts within the discretionary powers of a municipal council are not sub-

ject to judicial control except where fraud is shewn or there is a manifest

invasion of private rights. An injunction to restrain a corporation from

proceeding with a contract awarded 'to another than the lowest tenderer

was refused, and the action dismissed: Haggerty v. Victoria (1895),- 4 B.C.R.

163.
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Where a statute confers upon a municipal council power to determine

upon the expediency of measures relating to its affairs, its judgment upon

matters thus committed to it, while acting within the scope of its authority,

cannot be controlled by the Courts, and the decision of the council is, in the

absence of fraud, final and conclusive: In re Glover and Sam Kee (1914),

20 B.C.R. 219, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 297, 27 W.L.R. 886, 5 W.W.R. 1276.

Manitoba.

A by-law which is in strict accordance with the powers conferred by the

legislature by the Act under the authority of which it is passed cannot be

held to be unreasonable, uncertain or oppressive so as to render it invalid

or unenforceable: Rex v. Schuster, Stark v. Schuster (1904), 14 Man. L.R.

672, 8 Can. Cr. Cas. 354.

A by-law which amended a by-law prohibiting the erection of buildings

on a residential street within fifteen feet of the street line, by permitting a

landowner to erect a building on the corner of that street and an intersecting

business street within six feet of the street line on condition that he would

convey the six feet and a small triangle at the corner to the corporation,

was held to be within the powers of the council and neither unreasonable

nor discriminatory: In re Wood and Winnipeg (1911), 21 Man. L.R. 426,

17 W.L.R. 220, 19 W.L.R. 366.

A by-law passed by the council of a city corporation, in the exercise of

its legislative authority, which prohibits the erection of an apartment block

within a defined area, should not be held to be unreasonable or discriminating

and therefore invalid because there are already several apartment blocks in

the same neighbourhood, and the applicant who seeks to quash the by-law

had bought a lot within the area with the intention of erecting an apartment

block on it or of selling the site to someone who would do so.

The discretion of the council bond fide exercised in giving such a by-law

three successive readings at one sitting, under a rule of procedure providing

that that might be done on urgent and extraordinary occasions, should not

be interfered with, and the by-law should not be quashed for irregularity

on that account. '
,

In re Maycock and Winnipeg (1914), 24 Man. L.R. 646, 29 W.L.R. 182,

6 W.W.R. 1430, distinguishing Stiles v. Galinski, L.R. (1904), 1 K.B. 615,

20 T.L.R. 219.

Quebec.

A by-law which provided that no proprietor, tenant,, head or manager

should allow any employee under his control to frequent any manufacture,

industrial establishment, factory, works, etc., unless such employee had a

certificate shewing that he had been vaccinated, or that vaccination wa»

not necessary, was held to be unreasonable and oppressive, because it did

not apply merely to places of business under the control of the persons to

whom the prohibition extended, but to any place of business: Montreal v. ~

Garon (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 363.
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A,mumcipal corporation having power to construct public works may,

in its discretion, construct them all at once, or in portions, or by territorial

districts, and it may, therefore, enact a by-law to establish a system of sewers

in the municipality excepting one of the wards: Juneau v. Levis (1905),

Q.R. 14 K.B. 104.

Unless a by-law, enacted in good faith, is so unreasonable, unfair or oppres-

sive as to be a plain abuse of the powers conferred upon the municipal council,

it should not be set aside: Montreal v. Beauvais (1909), 42 S.C.R. 211.

By-laws which discriminate.

Ordinances should be general, or, at all events, not discriminating in their

operation: Dillon on Municipal Corporations, 5th ed., s. 593 (note, p. 931).

As it would be unreasonable and unjust to make, under the same circum-

stances, an act done by one person penal and if done by another not so,

ordinances which have this effect cannot be sustained. Special and un-

warranted discrimination or unjust or oppressive interference in particular

cases is not to be allowed. The powers vested in municipal corporations

should, as far as practicable, be exercised by ordinances general in their

nature and impartial in their operation: Dillon on Municipal Corporations,

6th ed., s. 693.
Ontario

A by-law which permits the council to suspend its operation in individual

cases is bad: In re Nash and McCracken (1873), 33 U.C.B,. 181; Milk Farm
Products v. Buist (1916), 36 O.L.R. 326, 336, 26 D.L.R. 459.

A by-law prescribing the width of tires which excepted wagons carrying

lumber or goods from the miU or manufactory thereof into the municipality

if distant more than two miles from its limits, or vehicles loaded with such

articles passing through the municipality, was held to discriminate against

residents of the municipality in favour of others: Reg. v. Pipe (1882),

1 O.R. 43.

Reg. V. Levy (1899), 30 O.R. 403, noted under s. 413, par. 1.

A municipal corporation owning waterworks has power to discriminate as

to non-residents of the municipality and to supply water to them on special

terms in a manner which might not obtain as to resident consumers: Mac-

kenzie V. Toronto (1904), 4 O.W.R. 467.

The rate for water supplied to any class of customers must be an equal

rate to pU members of the class, and a by-law providing for a higher rate

on certain manufactiwers than that paid by others is, therefore, illegal:

Hamilton Distillery Company v. Hamilton (1905), 10 O.L.R. 280, (1906)

12 O.L.R. 76, (1907) 38 S.C.R. 239, following Attorney-General v. Toronto

(1893), 23 S'C.R. 514.

British Columbia.

In Tai Sing v. Maguire (1878), 1 B.C.R. Pt. 1, 101, it was held that The

Chinese Tax Act, 1878, was idlra vires of the legislature. Section 2 pro-
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vided that "Every Chinese person over twelve years of age shall take out

a license every three months, for which he shall pay $10 in advance unto

and to the \ise of Her Majesty;" the view of the Court was that the by-

law was not intended to coneot revenue, but to drive the Chinese from the

country, thus interfering with the authority reserved to the Dominion Parlia-

ment as to the regulation of trade and commerce, the rights of aliens and

the treaties of the Empire.

It is not competent for a provincial legislature or a municipal council to

deprive, generally, particular nationalities or individuals of the capacity to

take out municipal trade licenses, and a Chinaman has the right to apply

for a Ucense: Reg. v. Victoria (1888), 1 B.C.R. Pt. II. 331.

Reg. V. Mee Wah (1886), 3 B.C.R. 403.

The Municipal Act, 1886, s. 10, authorized municipal councils to license

and regulate wash-houses and laundries, and s. 11 "to levy and collect from

every person who keeps or carries on a public wash-house or laundry such

sum as shall be fixed on by by-law, not exceeding S575.00 for every six months."

On appeal from a conviction for carrying on a pubKc laundry without

a license, it was held that:

—

(1) Taxation by means of license fees and the tax in question was indirect

taxation.

(2) Indirect taxation except as provided by s. 92 (9) of The British North

America Act is ultra vires of a provincial legislature.

(3) The words, "other licenses," in s. 92 include only industries' e/Msde/n

generis with those specified, and do not include wash-houses, and that s. 11

was ultra vires.

(4) If it appears that a tax is not bond fide within the purpose provided

for, but is imposed with the purpose of discriminating against a class, it is

not within the justification of the enabUng statute, and that, on the facts,

the tax was intended not to raise revenue, but as a restriction on the Chinese.

A by-law which provides a different license fee for vehicles drawn by horses

from that for other vehicles used for hire is not invalid: Rex v. Forshaw
(1910), 15 B.C.R. 322.

In re Vancouver Incorporation Act (1916), 10 W.W.R. 1362, in which

it was held that a resolution instructing the license inspector to refuse to

accept the bonds of any insurance or casualty company not holding a

Dominion license was invahd. The council has not the right to create

a monopoly or arbitrarily exclude from the position of bondsman any person,

company or class.

This case was decided under a statute which gave the council authority

to pass by-laws regulating motor vehicles and for requiring a bond or security

from drivers and chauffeurs against damages.
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New Brunswick.

In Jonas v. Gilbert (1881), 5 S.C.R. 356, it was held, reversing (1880)

20 N.B. 61, that a by-law imposing a license tax of 120 on resident traders

and $40 on non-resident traders was invalid. '

Quebec. *

A by-law which required that certain stores should be closed during

certain hours at night, but excepted from its operation, among others, stores

where fruit, confectionery, tqbacco and liquor .were sold by retail, was held

to be arbitrary and oppressive in so far as it made an unjust discrimination

between different classes of merchants selling the same articles, and ordered,

without lawful cause, the closing of stores a,t hours when trade could be

carried on without violating the police regulations concerning order, health,

morality and the public good, and restrained the freedom of trade, and the

by-law was declared null and void: Rasconi v. Montreal (1896), Q.R. 10

S.C. 278.

A municipal corporation has the right to impose on traders carrying on

business within the municipality the obligation of taking out licenses for

their business, but cannot impose this obligation only on persons who carry

on a particular kind of business to the exclusion of others: Saint Ambroise

v. Godin (1898), 5 Rev. de Jur. 321.

St. Pierre de Broughton v. Marcoux (1908), Q.R. 17 K.B. 172, noted

under s. 283 (1), in which it was held that an application to the civil Courts

to quash a by-law is open only in case of illegality or tdlra vires, and that

the recourse of a person who objects to a by-law as being unjust or dis-

criminating is by appeal to the county council.

Saskatchewan.

In re Pierce (1916), 31 D.L.R. 753, 33 W.L.R. 554, 9 W.W.R. 1184. A
by-law requiring commercial travellers for non-resident firms to pay a three

hundred dollar license fee is ultra vires, because it discriminates between those

who have and those who have not a place of business in the municipality.

Teeritories.

Jonas v. Gilbert (supra) was followed in Rex v. Pope (1906), 7 Terr.

L.R. 314, 4 W.L.R. 278, in which it was held that a by-law which fixes one

fee for an auctioneer's license in the case of residents and a higher fee in

other cases is invalid. '
.

Delegation of powers of the council.

The exercise of a discretionary power vested in a council cannot, in the

absence of statutory authority, be delegated.

A council may, however, delegate to an officer or functionary merely minis-

terial matters.
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Ontakio.

In re Mackenzie and Brantford (1884), 4 O.R. 382, in which it was held

that a by-law which delegated to persons not members of the council—^the

Board of Health—powers which, as municipal matters, belonged exclusively

to the council, was invalid.

Reg. V. Webster (1888), 16 O.R. 187, in which it was held that a by-law,

which excepted from its prohibition the carrying on of manufactures or trades

where the owners of neighbouring buildings consented to and the chairman

of the Board of Works approved of their being carried on, was invaUd, because,

by requiring their consent, it made the owners of th« neighbouring buildings

judges, and divested the council of the power it should personally exercise,

and by requiring the approval of the chairman of the Board of Works it

permitted favouritism, and all persons who desired to follow the same trade

were not placed on the same footing, and because the by-law delegated in

part the exercise of the judgment and discretion that should be exercised

by the enacting body alone.

This case followed in In re Kiely (1887), 13 O.R. 451, noted under s. 407,

par. 4.

A municipal council cannot delegate to a Board of Health power to cancel

a license which the council has granted under a statutory authority to pass

by-laws "tor licensing and regulating milk vendors": In re Foster and

Hamilton (1899), 31 O.R. 292.

Albbeta.

The legislature has power to delegate to a municipal council the power to

make by-laws for the issuing of licenses and payment of license fees, and

the council has power to place the executive work of issuing the licenses

in the hands of commissioners: Elves v. McCallum and Edmonton (1916),

28 D.L.R. 631, 34 W.L.R. 669, 10 W.W.R. 696.

British Coltimbia.

Where a municipal council has statutory authority to pass by-laws for

licensing, regulating and governing, it is not competent for the council by
by-law to provide that the amount of the license fee may be from time to

time fixed and regulated by resolution of the council, and such a by-law is

bad because it does so and also for uncertainty: Reg. v. Jim Sing (1895),

4 B.C.R. 338.

Power to hcense and regulate does not authorize the limiting of licenses

to such persons as obtain a certificate of good character from the chief of

police: Rex v. Sparks (1913), 18 B.C.R. 116, 10 D.L.R. 616, 21 Can. Cr.

Cas. 184, 23 W.L.R. 613, 3 W.W.R. 1126.

Manitoba.

In re EUiott (1896), 11 Man. L.R. 358, in which it was held that a by-
law requiring the owners of all dairies whose milk was sold in the munici-
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pality to submit to an inspection and to take out a license, whether their

dairies were in the municipality or not, was vltra vires and illegal so far as

it applied to the owners of dairies who did not sell their milk in the munici-

pality, but to other persons who might or might not sell it there.

It was also held in the same case that a provision of the by-law requiring

applicants for licenses to satisfy the health officer of the milniicipality before

a license could issue, and left it in his power to decide who should have a

license and who should not, wa|S tdtra vires as an illegal delegation of authority

which the council itself should exercise.

Nova Scotia.

The exercise of the power of a town council to determine the height at

which electric wires shall be suspended above its streets cannot be delegated

to an official: Attorney-General v. ChS,mbers Electric Light and Power Com-
pany (1913), 14 D.L.R. 883, 13 E.L.R. 443.

Quebec.

Article 65 of the new Municipal Code of Quebec provides that "the council

must directly exercise the powers conferred upon it by this Code: it cannot

delegate them."

It is, however, provided by the same article that committees may be

appointed to study any question, but that the report of a committee is not

to have any effect until adopted by the council at a regular sitting.

Article 96 of the former Code provided that a council might delegate to-

committees "its powers respecting the management of any business or par-

ticular kind of business or for the execution of certain duties," but the same

article provided that no report or order of any cominittee should have any

effect until adopted by the council at a regular session, save in the case of

an inquiry or investigation provided for by art. 98. There was no provision

against delegation such as is contained, in art. 65 of the new Code.

A municipal council has power to investigate and inquire into an account

rendered to the corporation, and may lawfully delegate its power so to do

to a committee named by it, and, in order to empower the committee to

lawfully inquire into an account, it is not necessary that any charge or

accusation, specific or other, should be made against the person presenting

the account: Lussier v. Maisonneuve (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 45.

A municipal council cannot delegate its power to select subjects in respect

of its statutory right to impose taxation, but must itself determine them:

Quebec v. Grand Trunk Railway Company (1898), Q.R. 8 Q.B. 246, affirmed

(1899) 30 S.C.R. 73.

A municipal council has no power to delegate to a committee the authority

vested in it by statute to prescribe standing places or stations for cabs:

Samson v. Montreal (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 500.

A county municipal corporation which has decided to build a county

bridge.and has adopted a proces-verbd enumerating the works to be done,
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without determining the cost, cannot delegate to a local corporation the
adjudication of the enterprise and the execution of the works. In making
this delegation it acts ultra vires.

One of the ratepayers called upon to pay the cost of the bridge has an
interest sufficient to entitle him to attack in nuUity by direct action the

proceedings both of the county and of thelocal corporation.

The provision of the Municipal Code relating to the appeal to the county
council or the Circuit Court do not apply in such a case, for there is a dis-

tinction in these contestations between acts illegally done by a corporation

in the exercise of its powers and acts beyond its powers

—

ultra vires acts.

Forest v. L'Assomption (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 151.

Saskatchewan.

In Hall V. Moose Jaw (1910), 3 S.L.R. 22, 12 W.L.R. 693, it was held

that a by-law which required, as a condition precedent to the granting of

a cab or hack license, that the granting of it should be previously recom-

mended by the chief of police, and that he should certify as "to the good
conduct and ability of the applicant to fill the position of a hack driver,"

was invalid.

Necessity fob By-law and Other Cases.

Ontario.

In Gooderham v. Toronto (1890), 21 O.R. 120, 134-5, it was held by
Ferguson, J., that a by-law is necessary to authorize the opening up of a

highway, created by dedication by a registered plan, the situs of which

remains in the possession of the person by whom the dedication was made
or those claiming under him.

The Municipal Act then in force conferred power on the council of all

municipalities to pass by-laws for "opening" roads, etc. (R.S.O. 1887, c. 184,

s. 550 (1) ). i

"Opening" roads is not mentioned in the corresponding provision of the

present Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 192, s. 472 (1), cl. (c), the words "establishing

and laying out" haying been substituted for it.

A by-law which authorizes the raising of a loan fol: the purpose of mining

and supplying the municipality with natural gas is not an authority for

making a contract for the mining work to be done; a by-law providing for

it is necessary: Wigle v. Kingsville (1897), 28 O.R. 378.

A by-law passed to raise money to pay for the opening of a street without

any settled plan shewing the exact position of the intended street or of the

land to be taken or of the cost of the expropriation, and without a by-law

having been passed providing for the expropriation of the land, was quashed;

In re Caldwell and Gait (1899), 30 O.R. 378.

Where an original road allowance not cleared and opened up for public

travel and not used as a public road, which crosses a line of railway, is ob-
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structed by fences on both sides of the line, and the corporation is desirous

of opening the road and making it fit for travel, the corporation is entitled

to an injunction restraining the company from obstructing the road and
to a mandatory order for the removal of the fences, and a by-law for opening

the road is not necessary, but it is sufficient if the council directs its officers

to open it: Gloucester v. Canada Atlantic Railway Company (1902), 3

O.L.R. 84, 4 O.L.R. 262, 1 O.W.R. 485.

A by-law for borrowing money for the erection of a school-house was
quashed because (1) the site had not been determined by the School Board
and (2) no application had been made by it to the council for the borrowing

of the money: In re McGloghlon.and Dresden (1909), 1 O.W.N. 74.

It was held in In re Sandwich and Sandwich, Windsor and Amherstburg

Railway Company (1910), 2 O.W.N. 93, that permission for an electric

railway company to use the highways need not be conferred by by-law, and

that it might even be acquired by acquiescence, referring to Pembroke v.

Canada Central Railway Company (1882), 3 O.R. 503, and that there is

no power to recall a permission once granted.

Where a municipal council has power without petition to pass a by-law

to provide for the closing of shops between 7 p.m. and 5 a.m., and is required

on petition to pass a by-law requiring shops to be closed "at the times and

hours mentioned in that behalf in the apphcation," and the council passes

a by-law requiring the shops to be closed between 7 p.m. and 5 a.m., the

by-law is valid, and will be presumed to have been passed under the authority

which the council possesses to p^ss by-laws without petition, although in-

suflScieritly signed petitions have been presented for the passing of it: In

re Simpson and Caledonia (1912), 3 O.W.N. 503, 1 D.L.R. 15, 20 O.W.R.

874.

A township council has no authority under The High Schools Act, R.S.O.

c. 268, to pass a by-law for raising money for the purpose of acquiring a site

and the erebtion of a school-house in a high school district consisting of the

township and a village where there is a high school in the village: In re

Dougherty and East Flamborough (1914), 6 O.W.N. 487.

The consent of a corporation to the exercise of rights by a company,

which is authorized by the legislature to exercise them on obtaining that

consent, should be given by some corporate or legislative act: Toronto

Electric Light Company v. Toronto (1915), 33 O.L.R. 267, 21 D.L.R. 859,

followed in Calgary v. Canadiafa Western Natural Gas Company (1916)>

25 D.L.R. 807, 809, 32 W.L.R. 558, 9 W.W.R. 252.

Reid V. Sault Ste. Marie (1916), 10 O.W.N. 283, which was the case of

land injuriously affected by raising the grade of a highway for the purpose

of making a proper approach to a bridge; there was no by-law authorizing

it, but it was held that an action did not lie, and that the landowner must

seek compensation under the Act.
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Alberta.

It was held in Speakman v. Calgary (1908), lA.L.R. 454, 9 W.L.B. 264,

that in a statute providing that municipal corporations may pass by-laws

in relation to enumerated matters the word "may" is permissive only, and
does not prohibit the corporations from exercising their jurisdiction other-

wise than by by-law, and, therefore, that, although a statute provided that

"the council may pass by-laws for (inter alia (7)) appointing such officials

under such names as the council may deem necessary for the carrying out

of work of the corporation, defining their duties and providing for their

remuneration," this did not render necessary either a by-law or a contract under

seal for the engagement of such an official or employee as the city engineer.

Where, as by subs. 17 of s. 163 of The Towns Act of Alberta, power is

conferred on a council to pass by-laws for closing highways, the power must
be exercised by by-law, and a resolution is not sufficient: In re Bassano

(1912), 7 D.L.R. 601, 3 W.W.R. 189.

A municipal corporation in Alberta may authorize the transfer of its real

estate by resolution. A by-law is not essential: In re McEwan and Calgary

(1913), 6 A.L.R. 136, 13 D.L.R. 791, 25 W.L.R. 401, 5 W.W.R. 87.

A resolution authorizing the corporation's solicitor to take all "proceed-

ings" and the mayor and clerk to sign all documents necessary to transfer

the corporation's estate in land will be given effect to though part of the

"proceedings" is the bringing about of provincial legislation as a condition

precedent to a legal transfer: lb.

A petition for the passing of a by-law, under The Early Closing Act,

Alta., for the closing of all retaU mercantile shops does not warrant the

passing of a by-law closing certain classes of retail mercantile shops, but

the by-law must exactly conform with the petition: In re Medicine Hat
By-law (1914), 8 A.L.R. 41, 20 D.L.R. 149,7 W.W.R. 126.

It was held in Calgary v. Canadian Western Natural Gas, etc.. Company
(1915), 25 D.L.R. 807, 32 W.L.R. 558, 9 W.W.R. 252, that to provide in

express terms in a contract granting a franchise that it should be operatiye

in any new territory annexed to the municipality whatever and wherever

such addition might happen to be made, and binding from the execution of

it, is beyond the powers of a municipal corporation, and a franchise so granted

does not extend to the added territory, and it was held a,lso that the grant

of the franchise should be given by some corporate or legislative Act.

This decision was reversed on appeal, though the judges differed as to the

reasons for holding that the franchise extended to the added territory (1917)

1 W.W.R. 756, 32 D.L.R. 797, 33 D.L.R. 385.

Section 196 (5) of The Riu'al Municipalities Act, empowering councils to

pass by-laws for the opening and maintaining temporary roads, is permissive

and not imperative, and the power may be exercised by resolution, and a

resolution is not bad for uncertainty although the reference is to the opening

of an existing "trail" Without a more definite description: Blomfield v.

Stariand (1915),' 9 A.L.R. 203, 25 D.L.R. 43, 32 W.L.R. 905, 9 W.W.R. 552.
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British Columbia.

Where a corporation lowers the grade of a highway and, in so doing,
causes a subsidence of adjoining land, the land must be regarded as having
bfeen taken and used for the purpose of the work Oh the highway, and should
be acquired under the authority of a statute empowering municipal councils
to pass by-laws for acquiring land for the purpose of opening or extending
streets, etc. : New Westminster v. Brighouse (1892), 20 S.C.R. 520.

A person summarily convicted of an infraction of a municipal by-law is

estopped from contending, on appeal, that the by-law is vUra vires unless
the objection was taken before the magistrate: Reg. v. Bowman (1898),

6 B.C.R. 271, 2 Can. Cr. Cas. 89.

A by-law for borrowing money for the purchase of an electric light plant
belonging to a company is not invalid merely because the mayor is president

of the company at the time of the passing of the by-law and of the comple-
tion of the contract: In re Arthur and Nelson (1898), 6 B.C.R. 323.

A by-law framed under one provision of a statute cannot be supported
under other and different provisions of the same Act, e.g., a by-law framed
under a subsection for regulating the keeping of wild animals in captivity

cannot be supported under provisions dealing with public health and san-

itation: In re French and North Saanich (1911), 16 B.C.R. 106, 18 W.L.R.
160.

An electric railway company had statutory powers to construct and operate

a street railway or tramway in certain districts in British Columbia along

such streets and roads as might be specified by the council of any munici-

pality through which the railway or tramway might be constructed, and
the council might fix the location and terms of- user over such streets or

roads. The company obtained an agreement from the corporation of a

municipaUty within these districts consenting to the company constructing

a tramway along specified roads and upon certain conditions operating it

for forty years, and by the same agreement it was provided that, if the cor-

poration or other persons should thereafter desire to construct a tramway
along other roads, the company should have, upon certain conditions, a prior

right to construct and operate it. The affixing of the corporate seal to the

agreement was authorized by by-law.

It was held by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, reversing

the decision of the British Columbia Court' of Appeal (1911), 16 B.C.R.

374, 19 W.L.R. 638, that the agreement and by-law did not amount to a

charter bestowing a "right, franchise or privilege" on the company within

the meaning of s. 64 of The Municipal Clauses Act, 1896, which prohibits

the granting of "any charter bestowing a right, franchise or privilege" with-

out the assent of not less than three-fifths in number of the electors entitled

to vote upon a by-law to contract a debt: British Columbia Electric Rail-

way Company v. Stewart L.R. (1913), A.C. 816, 14 D.L.R. 8, 109 L.T. 771,

2.5 W.L.R. 227, 5 W.W.R. 25.
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It was held that the agreement did not confer upon the company any
authority or power to make any tramway or railway in any street; that

the company already possessed all necessary power and authority for that

purpose (p. 828); that the powers of the corporation were of a restrictive,

not of a donative, character; they did not enable the corporation to giVe,

grant or confer any right, power or privilege whatsoever upon the company,
and that their only function was to circumscribe or impose conditions upon
the exercise by the company of the rights, powers and privileges already con-

ferred upon it by the legislature (p. 824).

Manitoba.

Where a municipal council has statutory authority to pass by-laws for

regulating or prohibiting the passage of certain classes of vehicles over high-

ways and bridges, it has no power to provide that they shall not pass over

them except at the sole risk of their owners. Such a by-law is not a bond fide

exercise of the power conferred by the statute, as it neither regulates nor

prohibits the passage of such vehicles, and it is uUra vires McMillan v.

Portage La Prairie (1896), 11 Man. L.R. 216.

Qtjebec.

The statutory provision that municipal by-laws shaU come into opera-

tion and have the force of law fifteen days after promulgation does not render

invalid a by-law by which it is provided that it shall come into force on the

day of its promulgation, but the by-law will be effective at the expiration

of the period prescribed by the statute: Brosseau v. St. Lambert (1897),

Q.R. 11 S.C. 425.

A municipal by-law imposing in advance a tax for the cost of the future

maintenance of a winter road is void: Dudswell v. Quebec Central Railway

Company (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 113.

A municipal corporation cannot by resolution confer the exclusive power

of maintaining an aqueduct within its limits. Such a privilege can be con-

ferred only by by-law: Marchildon v. Societe Baril & Cie. (1898), Q.R. 15

S.C. 499.

Municipal corporations have, without a by-law, the right and duty under

art. 535 of ttie Municipal Code (art. 522 of the new Code) to keep in con-

dition the streets and dther municipal works and also to proceed against

every person who by his fault has caused the deterioration : Compagnie du

Pulpe de Megantic v. Agnes (1898), Q.R. 7 Q.B. 339.

By-laws, unless otherwise expressed, come into force fifteen days after theit

promulgation, and a notice given by the secretary-treasurer that a by-law

will go into force thirty days after the notice does not delay the coming into

force of the by-law; Piliatrault v. Coteau Landing (1902), Q.R- 21 S.C. 302.

Where a special law prpvides that a by-law shall come into force only

after it has been approved by a majority of the electors entitled to vote for
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the election of a member of the municipal council, it is necessary that there
shall be an actual majority of such electors and noi merely a majority of those
who vote: Mercier v. Warwick (1903), 6 Que. P.R. 78.

A by-law is necessary to authorize the expropriation of land for widening
a street: Marsan v. Guay (1905), Q.R. 28 S.C. 145.

The decision of the Superior Court was reversed, (1906) Q.R. 16 K.B. 6,

on the ground that under the special provisions of the charter of the munici-
pality whrft was done could be authorized by a resolution.

In the absence of special provisions as to the procedure to be followed,

a municipal corporation desirous of purchasing land for administrative pur-

poses may do so on resolution of its council, as in ordinary cases of adminis-

trative functions: Birchenough v. Montreal (1912), Q.R. 21 K.B. 467, 3

D.L.R. 299.

A resolution of the 5th May, 1915, adopted by a county council abrogating

a by-law of the 16th of the preceding March voted by the same council pro-

hibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors and the issue of Ucenses for that object

within the county and a new by-law of prohibition adopted at the same sitting

must both be declared null and illegal for the following reasons: (1) because

the notice of the meeting of the council was not given to one of the members
of the council, (2) because the notice of the meeting did not mention the

hour at which the meeting would take place, (3) because the repeal of the

first 43y-law could not be effected by a simple resolution, but only by by-law,

(4) because by the provisions of art. 1325 of R.S.Q. 1909 "no such by-law is

revocable during the current year counting from the day on which notice of it

had been communicated to the receiver of the revenues:" Loiselle v. Temis-

caming (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 387.

Saskatchewan.

The city of Regina has, under R.S. Sask. c. 84, s. 184, power to construct

a subway beneath a railway track, and a by-law to authorize its construction

is not necessary. So held in Armour v. Regina (1915), 8 S.L.R. 368, 29

D.L.R. 676, 33 W.L.R. 312, 9 W.W.R. 928, dissenting from Forster v. Medi-

cine Hat (1913), 5 A.L.R. 36, 9 D.L.R. 555, 23 W.L.R. 200, 3 W.W.R. 618.

Terkitobies.

In Rex V. Doll (1907), 7 Terr. L.R. 472, 6 W.L.R. 512, a by-law passed

under the authority of an Act which authorized the passing of by-laws for

taxing, altering and regulating the hours of opening and closing retail stores,

provided that, before any person should be convicted under it, it must be

proved that he transacted business during the prohibited hours, and it was

held that the by-law was invalid.

Presumption as to validity of by-laws.

Dickson v. Kearney (1888), 14 S.C.R. 743, Cameron's S.C. Cas. 53,

reversing (1887) 20 N.S. 95; Palmatier v. McKibbon (1894), 21 A.R. 441;

18—MUN. law.
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By-Law not to
be quashed be-
cause unreason-
able.

General power
to make regu-
lations.

and Emsley South v. Miller (1905), 6 O.W.R. 726, noted under s. 432 (pre-

sumption in favour of validity of by-laws).

(2) A by-law passed by a council in the exercise of any of the

powers conferred by and in accordance with this Act, and in

good faith, shall not be open to question, or be quashed, set

aside, or declared invalid, either wholly or partly, on account of

the unreasonableness or supposed unreasonableness of its pro-

visions or any of them. 3-4 Geo. V, c. 43, s. 249.

See notes to s. 10 (Status and powers of Municipal Councils).

250. Every council may pass such by-laws and make such

regulations for the health, safety, morality, and Welfare of the

inhabitants of the municipality in matters not specifically pro-

vided for by this Act, as may be deemed expedient and are not

contrary to law, and for governing the proceedings of the coimcil,

the conduct of its members, and the calling of meetings.' 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 250.

It will be observed that the generality of the language of this section is

limited by the words, "in matters not specifically provided for by this Act,"

and, therefore, with regard to any subject as to which express power to pass

by-laws is conferred by the Act, the limit of the authority to legislate by by-
law is the authority conferred by the Act in the particular case.

The Municipal Acts of the following provinces contain a provision some-

what similar to the good government part of this section:

—

,

Alberta, Stat. 1911-2, c. 2, s. 163 (90).

Manitoba, R.S. 1913, o. 133, s. 328.

New Brunswick, R.S. 1903, c. 165, s. 95 (7).

Nova Scotia, R.S. 1900, c. 70, s. 134 (71).

Quebec, The Municipal Code, arts. 390, 414.

Saskatchewan—Cities, Stats. 1915, c. 16, s. 203; Towns, Stats. 1916,

c. 19, s. 193.

Laws and ordinances relating to the comfort, health, convenience, good
order and general welfare of the inhabitants are comprehensively styled

"Police Laws or Regulations": Dillon on Municipal Corporations, Sth ed.,

s. 301.

See notes to s. 249 (1), undei: heading "Constitutionality."

This provision does not authorize the enactment of a by-law which abso-

lutely prohibits a "particular occupation not in itself unlawful and only a
nuisance from its abuse": per Draper, C.J., in In re Davis and Clifton

(1859), 8 U.C.C.P. 236.
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A by-law not authorized under the special power conferred by the municipal
law, requiring all coal in a municipality to be weighed on the corporation's
scales before being sold, cannot be supported under the general power con-
ferred by the municipal law to pass by-laws for the peace, order, good govern-
ment and welfare of the municipality: Rex v. Frankfeldt (1910), 13 W L R
108 (Alta.).

A by-law making it compulsory for bakers to dehver bread in wrappers,
intended to keep it clean, is a health by-law within the meaning of an enact-
ment empowering the council to pass by-laws "for providing for the health
of the 'municipality' and against the spreading of contagious or infectious
diseases": In re Shelly (1913), .10 D.L.R. 666, 24 W.L.R. 285 (Alta.).

In Tookey v. Edmonton (1914), 16 D.L.R. 795, 28 W.L.R. 98, 6 W.W.R.
690 (Alta.), it was held that, under a power to make by-laws and regula-
tions for the "peace, order, good government and welfare" of the munici-
pality, a by-law for the establishment of a ''municipal gazette" or municipal
pubUcation dealing exclusively with the details of the city's government
might be passed.

A building regulation not authorized expressly by The'Municipal Act can-
not be supported under this section: Loo Gee Wing v. Amor (1909), 10
W.L.R. 383 (B.C.), noted also under s. 400, par. 4.

The council of the city of Montreal is entitled, under the welfare or good
government clause of its charter, to grant by resolution a sum of $400 to

be paid to the representatives of the press who occupy a room in the city

hall, for contingencies: Montreal v. Tremblay (1906), Q.R. 15 K.B. 425.

reversing (1905) Q.R. 28 S.C. 411.

A by-law of a municipal council requiring shops to be closed at stated

hours is not founded on or authorized by the common law power vested in

municipal councils to make police or other regulations for good government
and the maintenance of pubUc order. Nor is such a by-law authorized by
the good goverlmient cl£|.use of the charter of the city of Morrtreal (s. 140)

:

Beauvais v. Montreal (1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 427, affirmed (1908) Q.R. 17 K.B
420, but reversed by the Supreme Court of Canada (1909), 42 S.C.R. 211,

by which it was held that the by-law was authorized by the Shop Regula-

tion Act.

Enright V. Montreal (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C. 448. Indemnity to heirs of

firemen kUled in the peirformance of their duties, noted under s. 400, par. 15.

This section does not confer power to prohibit any particular caUing not

in itself illegal. Such a power must be expressly conferred: Hall v. Moose
Jaw (1910), 3 S.L.R. 22, 12 W.L.R. 693.

A by-law requiring that every owner of a dog shall take out a license

for him and obtain a tag, which shall be secjnrely fixed to the coUar of the

dog; that no person shall allow a dog to rim at large in a public place unless

led on a chain; that any dog found running at large shall be liable to be
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captured, killed or otherwise disposed of, is not vlira vires, and may properly

be passed under the good government section of The Municipal Act: Zeats

V. Johnston (1910), 3 S.L.R. 364.

Failure to conporm with the kules of pbocedtjee of the council as

to passing of by-laws.

A person dealing in good faith with a corporation or its agents is not

bound to see that the private internal regulations of the corporation are

duly carried out; Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 8, par. 808, and oases

there cited.

That failure to conform does not invalidate the by-law was decided in

In re Jones (1899), 30 O.R. 583; In re Kelly and Toronto Junction (1904),

8 O.L.R. 162; London Street Railway Company v. London (1903), 90.L.R.

439, 448; In re Dewar (1905), 10 O.L.R. 463; In re Caldwell (1905) 10

O.L.R. 618, 620; In re Brewer (1909), 19 O.L.R. 411, 418; and Bourgon

V. Cumberland (1910), 22 O.L.R. 256, Wilson v. IngersoU (1916), 38 O.L.R.

260.

In re Wilson (1894), 25 O.R. 439, in which the contrary was held, must

be taken to be overruled.

See also In re Cameron and Victoria (1905), 2 W.L.R. 387, 395.

Section 251 of the charter of the city of Winnipeg contains a provision

that "no question, once decided, shall be reversed without notice from at

least one meeting to another and without a majority of the whole council

voting in favour of such reversal."

A by-law was read a first and second time, but, under the provisions of

the city by-laws for governing the proceedings of the council, could not be

read a third time at the same meeting, save on urgent and extraordinary

occasions or upon a vote of two-thirds of the members present. A motion

to suspend the rules was put and lost. Later on, at the same meeting, a

motion to suspend the rules was again put and was carried by a sufficient

vote, and the by-law was then read a third time.

Macdonald, J., quashed the by-law, holding that it was never duly passed;

that the motion for the suspension of the rules first put having been lost, the

provision of s. 251 which has been quoted applied, and it was not competent

for the council to give the third reading to the by-law at the meeting at

which the council purported to read it a third time.

On appeal, this decision was affirmed on an equal division, Richards and

Perdue, JJ.A., agreeing with it. The Chief Justice and Cameron, J.A.,

dissented, being of opinion that "the question," as used in s. 251, meant

"a, matter of substance, a by-law or resolution dealing with some matter

within the authority of the council"; that a motion to suspend the rules

was not a "question" within the meaning of the section, but "a matter of

procedure, a matter of domestic economy," and that there was nothing to

prevent it coming up a dozen times at one meeting: In re Reaman v. Winni-
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peg (1914), 24 Man. L.R. 567, 17 D.L.R. 582, 20 D.L.R. 226, 27 W.L.R.
807, 28 W.L.R. 849, 6 W.W.R. 576, 1329.

Thirty days' notice is not required to enable the municipal council of

Montreal to suspend the rule forbidding more than one reading of a by-law
at a sitting, such suspension on consent of three-fourths of the members
being authorized by the rules and by-laws of the council: Society of Quebec
Schools for Poor Children v. Montreal (1901), Q.R. 19 S.C. 148.

251. Proceedings begun by one council may be continued and Council a osn-
•' timiing body.

completed by a succeeding council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 251.

The provision of the former Acts which this section replaces was enacted

in consequence of the decision in Canada Atlantic Railway Company v.

Ottawa (1884), 8 O.R. 183, 201, (1885) 12 A.R. 234, (1886) 12 S.C.R. 365,

in which it was held that, where it was provided that a by-law should be
passed by the council which submitted it to the ratepayers, the by-law could

not be passed by the council of the succeeding year.

A municipal council cantiot bind succeeding councUs by the appointment

of a fiscal agent with the exclusive right to sell municipal bonds: Wood,
Gundy & Co. v. South Vancouver (1915), 10 W.W.R. 928 (B.C.).

252. The council of a local municipality shall not, after the Certain acts not

, to be done by
31st day of December m the year for which its members were counoiia after

•' •'
3l8t December.

elected, pass any by-law or resolution for, or which involves,

directly or indirectly, the payment of money, or enter into any

contract or obligation on the part of the corporation, or appoint

to or dismiss from office any officer imder the control of the council,

or do-any other corporate act, except in case of extreme urgency,

or unless the act is one which the coimcil is required by law to do.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 252.

253.—(1) The power to hcense any trade, calling, business or power to Ucense

,..,,,,., J includes power
occupation or the person carrying on or engaged m it shall mclude to prohibit.

the power to prohibit the carrying on of or the engaging in it

without a license.

See Tai Sing v. Maguire (1878), 1 B.C.R. Ft. I. 101; Jonas v. Gilbert

(1881), 5 S.C.R. 356; Reg. v. Mep.Wah (1886), 3 B.C.R. 403; Reg. v. Vic-

toria (1888), 1 B.C.R. Pt. II. 331; In re Pierce (1916), 31 D.L.R. 753,

33 W.L.R. 554, 9 W.W.R. 1184 (Sask.); noted under s. 249 (1) (By-laws

which discriminate).
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Elves V. McCallum and Edmonton (1916), 28 D.L.R. 631, 34 W.L.R.

669, 10 W.W.R. 696 (Alta.); Rex v. Sparks (1913), 18 B.C.R. 116, 10 D.L.R.

616, 21 Can. Cr. Cas. 184, 23 W.L.R. 613, 3 W.W.R. 1126; Hall v. Moose

Jaw (1910), 3 S.L.R. 22, 12 W.L.R. 693; noted under s. 249 (1) (Delegation

of powers of council).

ISomtof (2) Except where the power of fixing the sum to be paid for
iiceaae fee.

^j^^ license is expressly conferred on a Board of Commissioners of

Police, the coxmcil of the municipality, where by this or any other

Act the council or the board is authorized to pass by-laws for

Ucensing any trade, calling, business or occupation or the person

carrying on or engaged in it may, subject to the limitations con-

tained in the Act, fix the sum to be paid for the license and the

time for which it shall be in force and may provide for enforcing

payment of the license fee.

A by-law imposing a license fee of $200 on the sale of cigarettes in stores

and shops was held to be uLtraMres and in effect prohibitive and not merely

regulative, the evidence shewing that the fee exceeded the annual profits

which any shop within the municipality could make in a year on the sale

of cigarettes: In re Talbot and Peterborough (1906), 12 O.L.R. 358.

The council of a town, having a population of about seven thousand,

with the electors' approval, passed a by-law increasing the amount to be

paid for tavern Ucenses from $450 to $2,500. It was held that the validity

of the by-law was dependent on the good faith of the council in passing it,

and, it being apparent that the object was not with regard to the continuance

of the business, but either altogether to prohibit it or to so restrict it as to

create a monopoly, the by-law was bad and must be quashed; In re Rowland
and CoUingwood (1908), 16 O.L.R. 272.

A license fefe of $100 for keeping a billiard table is not so large as to be

in its nature prohibitive: In re Foster and Raleigh (1910), 22 O.L.R. 26, 342.

It was held in Crookston v. Miller (1912), 7 D.L.R. 771 (Alta.) following

In re Talbot and Peterborough (supra), that a by-law of the councO of a

municipaUty having a population of 1,100, fixing the license fees for pool

rooms at $300 for the first table and $200 for each additional table, was

unreasonable and was in effect an absolute prohibition.

A provincial statute which confers upon a municipal corporation power

to issue licenses for the purposes following and to levy and collect by means

of such licenses the amounts following "from every person who, either on

his own behalf or as agent for another or others, sells, solicits or takes orders

for the sale by retail of goods, wares or merchandise to be supplied or fur-

nished by any person or firm doing business outside the province and not
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having a permanent and licensed place of business within the province, of

a sum not exceeding fifty dollars ($50) for every six months," is not ultra

vires of a provincial legislature, but the imposition of the Uoense tax is within

the authority of provincial legislatures under s. 92 (16) of The British North
America Act.

A by-law passed under the authority of this statute, which followed the

language of it except that the words "permanent or licensed place of busi-

ness" were substituted for "permanent and licensed place of business," was
held to be. valid, as the word "and" in the statute should be construed "or"

:

Poole v. Victoria (1892), 2 B.C.R. 271.

Where a mimicipal council has statutory authority to pass by-laws for

licensing, regulating and governing, it is not competent for the council by
by-law to provide that the amount of the Ucense fee may be from time to

time fixed and regulated by resolution of the council, and such a by-law is

bad because it does so and also for uncertainty: Reg. v. Jim Sing (1895),

4 B.C.R. 338.

One appearance in the town where a barrister has his office as counsel

for a client is sufficient to constitute the offence of "practising without a

license" in contravention of a municipal by-law, although, following Apoth-

caries Company v. Jones, L.R. (189l3), 1 Q.B. 189, acting in several instances

would constitute only one offence in respect of which but one penalty could

be imposed: Victoria v. Belyea (1906), 12 B.C.R. 112, 5 W.L.R. 161, affirmed

(1906-7) 13 B.C.R. 5, 5 W.L.R. 428.

A municipal council empowered to collect a license fee "from any retail

dealer not exceeding twenty dollars ($20) for every six months," the license

to be granted "so as to terminate on the 15th day of July or the 15th day

of January," may not stipulate that the applicant for the license shall con-

fine his trading to week days during the period of the license and may not

withhold the license if he refuses to agree to such a condition: Vasilatos v.

Victoria (1910), 15 B.C.R. 153, 14 W.L.R. 141.

A by-law which provides a different license fee for vehicles drawn by

horses than that for other vehicles used for hire is not invalid: Rex v. For-

shaw (1910), 15 B.C.R. 322.

Where a municipal council has statutory authority to regulate the sale

of beer of all kinds within the municipality, a by-law providing for a license

, fee of one hundred dollars ($100) is not ultra vires as imposing such an exces-

sive tax as to be in effect prohibitive and not merely regulative: Rex v. Dib-

blee. Ex parte Smith (1907), 38 N.B. 350, 4 E.L.R. 226.

It was held in Pigeon v. Recorders Court and Montreal (1890), 17 S.C.R.

495, that a by-law fixing the fee for a license to sell meat, fish or in a private

stall or shop outside the public market, meat, fish, vegetables or provisions

usually sold in markets, at $200, in addition to the 7J^ per cent, business

tax levied upon all traders under another by-law, was not invalid.
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Within the limits prescribed by the Constitution, the authority of the

Parliament and of the legislature is absolute, and their power to impose

taxation is not restricted by the rules, thfe mode, and the procedure to which

municipal corporations are subject. A provincial legislature has, therefore

the right to impose taxation upon all calhngs exercised in a municipality

without naming and specifying them: Quebec v. Grand Trunk Railway

Company (1898), Q.R. 8 Q.B. 246, affirmed (1899) 30 S.C.R. 73.

A statutory authority to empower persons to sell elsewhere articles usually

bought and sold on pubUo markets by granting a license upon pajonent of

,
such sum as shall be fixed by by-law is equivalent to authority to levy a

special tax and justifies the exaction of a license fee or tax from such persons:

Montreal v. Hatton (1901), Q.R. 21 S.C. 68.

A by-law which fixed one fee for an auctioneer's license in the case of

residents and a higher fee in other oases is invalid: Rex v. Pope (1906),

7 Terr. L.R. 314, 4 W.L.R. 278.

How far some of these oases would be followed in Ontario, in view of the

provisions of s. 249 (2), is open to question.

See also notes to s. 254.

License fee may (3) The Ucense fee may be in the nature of a tax for the privi-

lege conferred by it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 253 (1-3).

This subsection was added on account of a question having been raised

in In re Foster and Raleigh (1910), 22 O.L.R. 22, 342, as to whether a power

to license and regulate includes a power to exact a license fee for revenue

purposes.

The repeal of an enactment which enabled a municipal corporation to

levy a tax by by-law abrogates ipso facto a by-law passed in the exercise

/ of the power conferred, and money paid under such a by-law after the repeal

of the enabling Act may be recovered by action: Royal Insurance Com-

pany V. Montreal (1906), Q.R. 29, S.C. 161.

It has, however, been recently held that statutory authority to regulate

by licensing does not confer the right to impose a license fee for revenue

purposes: Rex v. Dimock (1916), 44 N.B. 124, 30 D.L.R. 217.

Discretion aa to (4) (Subjcct to the provisioiis of The Theatres and Cinemato-

uwS^" grap/is Ad,) the granting or refusing of a license to any person to

carry on a particular trade, calling, business or occupation, or of

revoking a license under any of the powers conferred upon a

council or a Board of Commissioners of Police by this Act, or

any other Act, shall be in its discretion, and it shall not^be bound
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to give any reason for refusing or revoking a license and its action

shall not be open to question or review by any Court. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 253 (4); 6 Geo. V. c. 24, s. 27 (1).

The words in brackets were inserted by 6 Geo. V. c. 24, s. 27 (1).

Under this subsection no such question as was raised in Merritt v. Toronto

(1894), 25 O.K. 256, (1895) 22 A.R. 205, can now be raised, and that case

is no longer law.

Power to pass by-laws for revoking certain classes of licenses is conferred

by ss. 413, par. 1; 417, par. 5; 419, par. 2; 420, pars. 1, 3.

See In re Foster and Hamilton (1899), 31 O.R. 292, noted under s. 249 (1)

(Delegation 'of powers of the council).

(5) Where a license is revoked the licensee shall be entitled to Refund when
license revoked.

a refund of a part of the license fee proportionate to the unex-

pired part of the term for which it was granted. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 253 (5).

See annotations to In re Crabbe and Swan River (1913), 9 D.L.R. 405.

254.—(1) Subject to section 255, and to section 7 of The °™°*"g^

Ferries Act and to section 8 of The Ontario Telephone Act, a council p^i^iMted.
'

_
Rev. Stat.

shall not confer on any person the exclusive right of exercising, co. 127, i28.

within the municipality, any trade, calling or business, or impose

a special tax on any person exercising it, or require a license to

be taken for exercising it, unless authorized or required by this

or any other Act so to do; but the council may require a fee,

not exceeding $1, to be paid to the proper officer for a certificate

of compliance with any regulations in regard to the trade, calling

or business. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 254.

In In re Robinson and St. Thomas (1893), 23 O.R. 489, it was held that

a by-law gi-anting to the Bell Telephone Company the exclusive right for

five years to use the streets of the municipality for the purposes of its bus-

iness created a monopoly and was invalid.

A by-law of a township council, passed in good faith, under s. 20 of The

Liquor License Act (R.S.O. 1897, c. 245), was quashed because it limited

the number of tavern licenses to one, and thus gave to one Ucensee an exclu-

sive right of exercising within the municipality a trade or caUing contrary

to the provisions of this section: In re McCracken and Sherborne (1910-1),

23 O.L.R. 81.
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The Court, in this case, followed In re Barclay and Darlington (1854),

12 U.C.R. 86, and In re Greystock and Otonabee (1855), 12 U.C.E. 458,

but Riddell, J., dissented and elaborately reviewed the cases.

See also La Compagnie pour I'Eclairage au Gas de St. Hyacinthe v. La
Compagnie des Pouvoirs Hydraliques de St. Hyacinthe (1895), 25 S.C.R.

168, noted under s. 289 (3).

A municipal corporation cannot by resolution give an exclusive privilege

of maintaining an aqueduct within the limits of the municipality; such a
privilege can be conferred only by by-law: Marchildon v. Societe Baril &
Cie. (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 499.

A by-law according the exclusive privilege to a company to operate elec-

tric tramways for a term of years within a liiunicipaUty comes within the

scope of the authority of a town corporation which has been vested with the

right to authorize the construction and operation of tramways upon such

terms as it shall see fit: Bell v. Westmount (1899), Q.R. 15 S.C. 580.

See also Lariviere v. Richmond (1901), Q.R. 21 S.C. 37, noted under

s. 396.

A by-law of a municipal council, passed under the authority of art. 615

of the Municipal Code, granting the exclusive right for 25 years to lay water

pipes within the municipality and of entering into contracts for supplying

water, together with the right to use the roads and highways of the munici-

pality for laying the pipes, was held to be invalid because it created a monopoly

for 25 years, and there was no provision enabling the council ta exercise

proper control of the rates charged to the customers of the grantee, nor was

there anything which obhged the grantee to supply water to the ratepayers;

Peclet V. Marchand (1907), 4 E.L.R. 65 (Que.).

See also In re Vancouver Incorporation Act (1916), 10 W.W.R.
noted under s. 249 (1) (By-laws which discriminate).

1362,

Limiting
number of pool
and billiard
tables and
licenses.

(2) This section shall not prevent the council under the powers

conferred by paragraph 1 of section 420 from limiting the number

of licenses and the number of tables to such number as the council

may deem fit even if the number be limited to one, and this sub-

section shall have effect as if it had been passed on the 13th day

of April, 1909. 6 Geo. V. c. 39, s.,3.

Before the enactment of subsection 2, it was held that a by-law of the

council of a town having a population of 4,000, limiting the number of billiard

and pool rooms to one, was "not obnoxious" to this section (In re Stewart

and St. Mary's (1915), 34 O.L.R. 183, 24 D.L.R. 26), and subsection 2 was

added to make this clear.
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255.—(1) The council of a city may grant to a^y person, upon £""^'X?."«''*

such terms and conditions as may be deemed expedient, the exclu- 7"** p*p"

sive right to place and maintaia for any period not exceeding ,»*'«>*»

ten years, iron waste-paper boxes on the street corners or else-

where in the city, imder and subject to the direction of the city

engineer and the approval of the council.

(2) The location of the boxes shall be subject to change from Location of

time to time at the expense of the grantee, by whom the boxes

shall be kept clean and painted, and the collections therein

removed, to the satisfaction of the city engineer, and as often as

he may direct. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 255.

256. The council of a city may establish and carry on the com storage

business of cold storage in connection with or upon the market ''™'°™°-

property of the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 256.

257.—(1) Subject to the limitations and restrictions contained
Borrowing

in this Act, a council may borrow money for the purposes of the powers,

corporation, whether under this or any other Act, and may issue

debentures therefor.

Arthur v. Nelson (1898), 6 B.C.R. 323, noted under s. 249 (1) (Necessity

for by-law and other cases).

A corporation may, with the assent of the electors, borrow money to repay

money unlawfully borrowed when the expenditure, although not included in

the estimates, was for purposes within the general powers of the corporation:

FitzGerald v. Molson's Bank (1898), 29 O.R. 105.

Authority to borrow for the extension of an esplanade, "provided the

owners of the property north of the contemplated extension give and con-

vey to the city the necessary land required for such extension," does not

authorize the borrowing unless the owners of the property have given and

conveyed it to the city.

The word "provided" is an apt word to create a condition, being synony-

mous with "if," "when" and "as soon as."

Hart V. HaUfax (1902), 35 N.S. 1.

See also Hadley v. St. Paul (1897), Q.R. 13 S.C. 88; Menard v. Bordeaux

(1908), Q.R. 34 S.C. 335, (1909) Q.R. 37 S.C. 259, noted under s. 249 (1)

(Construction of by-laws).
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s^^'i^raiiwayB. (2) A debt contracted by the corporation of a city for the con-

struction or maintenance of a street railway shall not be included

as part of its debt for the purpose of determining whether the

limit of its borrowing power as fixed by any special Act has been

reached. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 257.

Subsection 8 of section 18 of The Power Commission Act, as enacted by

section 6 of The Power Commission Act, 1917, provides as follows:

—

(8) Notwithstanding anything in The Municipal Ad or any general

or special Act contained, debentures issued, or purporting to be issued,

by a municipal corporation, which has entered iiito a contract with the

Commission for a supply of electrical power or energy from the Com-

mission for the purpose of carrying out such contract, or for constructing

or equipping works for the development, transmission and distribution

of electrical power or energy so supplied, shall not be included in ascer-

taining the limits of the borrowing powers of the corporation as pre-

scribed by The Municipal Act, or such other general or special Act.

AUTHENTICATION OF BY-LAWS.

How by-lawB to

cated.
beTuthentr 258.—(1) Every by-law shall be under the seal of the corpora-

tion, and shall be signed by the head of the council, or by the

presiding officer at the meeting at which the by-law was passed,

and by the clerk.

A resolution of the council, entered in the minute book and containing a

contract at full length and having the seal of the corporation attached to it,

cannot be considered a by-law because not signed as provided by this sec-

tion: Wigle V. Kingsville (1897), 28 O.R. 378.

The affixing of a schedule read at the meeting at which a by-law is passed

and the signing and sealing of the by-law need not be done at the meeting;

they are ma,tters of routine only, and can be done by the proper officers at

a later date: In re Robertson and Colborne (1912), 4 O.W.N. 274, 8 D.L.R.

149, 23 O.W.R. 325. See also Brock v. Toronto and Nipissing Railway Com-

pany (1870), 17 Grant 425, 434; McLellan v. Assinoboia (1888), 5 Man.

L.R. 127, 265.

Section 336 of The Municipal Act, R.S.M. c. 100, is imperative, and an

instrument not sealed with the seal of the corporation or not signed by its
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head or the person presiding at the meeting at which it is passed is no by-
law: In re Vivian and Whitewater (1902), 14 Man. L.R. 153.

In In re Davis and Creemore (1916) 11 O.W.N. 217, Mulook, C.J., refused

to quash a by-law because not signed and sealed as required by this sub-

section. His view was that it was not proper to quash the by-law and
so defeat a possible motion for a mandamus to compel the head of the muni-

cipality or presiding officer at the meeting at which the by-law was passed

to perform his duty.

A by-law signed by the mayor outside a council meeting is valid if it is

shewn that no alteration has been made in it during the interval: Moiigenais

V. Rigaud (1897), Q.R. 11 S.C. 348.

A by-law is passed when the final action of the council enacting it is done

and where provision is made as to the time when, or within which, a by-law

is to be passed, it has reference to this, and the omission to sign the by-law

and affix the seal to it within that time will not invalidate the by-law: In re

Local Improvement District No. 189 (1911), 4 S.L.R. 522, 18 W.L.R. 648.

(2) Every by-law purporting to be so sealed and signed, when Proof of seal or

produced by the clerk or any officer of the corporation charged requited,

with the custody of it, shall be received in cAddence in all Courts

without proof of the seal or signature.

(3) Where, by oversight, the seal of the corporation has not
2ffi!i°seai!*°

been affixed to a by-law, it may be affixed at any time afterwards,

and, when so affixed, the by-law shall be as valid and effectual

as if it had been originally sealed.

Where the seal is affixed under the authority of this subsection, the effect

is to validate the by-law from the beginning; the sealing relates back, and

the by-law is to be treated as a good and valid by-law from the beginning:

Rex V. Faux (1914), 6 O.W.N. 663, 17 D.L.R. 718, 23 Can. Or. Gas. 75.

In that case the seal was affixed after objection was taken before the magis-

trate on the hearing of a prosecution for an infraction of the by-law.

(4) A copy of a by-law, purporting to be certified by the clerk, certified copy

• 1 11 1 • 1 of by-law.

under the seal of the corporation, as a true copy, shall be received

in evidence in all Courts, without proof of the seal or signature.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 258.
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CERTIFICATE OF CLERK AS TO APPLICATION FOR BY-LAW.

Certificate of 259.—(1) Where by this or any other Act it is provided that
clerk that appli-

cation £or by- a by-law may be passed by a council upon the application of a

prescribed number of electors or inhabitants of the municipality

or locality, the by-law shall not be finally passed imtil the clerk,

or, where there is an assessment commissioner, the assessment

commissioner has certified that the application was sufficiently

signed.

Rev. Stat. (2) For the purposes of this section, the clerk and the assess-

ment commissioner shall have all the powers of the clerk under

section 16 of The Local Improvement Act.

teMnoittd^ ^^^ Where the clerk or assessment" commissioner has so certi-

fied, his certificate shall be conclusive that the application was

sufficiently signed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 259.

It was held by Middleton J., in In re Greig and London (1915), 8 O.W.N.
177, 22 D.L.R. 595, that this section did not apply to a petition under s. 16

of The Liquor License Act, R.S.O. c. 215.
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PART X.

VOTING ON BY-LAWS.

260. In this Part,—

(a) "By-law" shall include a resolution and a question upon interpretatk

which the opinion of the electors is to be obtained.

(6) "Electors" shall mean the persons entitled to vote on the

by-law.

(c) "Judge" shall mean Judge or Junior Judge of the Coimty
or District Court of the county or district in which the

municipality, the council of which submits the by-law, is

situate.

(d) "Proposed by-law" shall mean a by-law submitted for the

assent of the electors. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 260.

261. This Part shall be subject to the provisions of The Liquor Hev._^stat.

License Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 261.
0. 215.

262. All the provisions of this Act prohibiting the doing of any Bribery seo-

act or making it an offence against this Act, and prescribing penal- a^iy to voting

ties therefor, applicable to the election of members of municipal or question,

councils shall apply mutatis mutandis to the voting upon a by-

Ikw, whether the submission of it to the electors is optional with

or compulsory upon the council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 262.

263.—(1) Where a by-law requires the assent, or is submitted naby-iaw re-

to obtain the opinion, of the electors, except where otherwise pro- offtiweiectore,

vided, the council shall, by a separate by-law, appoint the day ingeame.

for taking the votes of the electors, the places where the votes

are to be taken, and a deputy returning oflBcef to take the votes

at every such place.
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Date ol taking
vote.

(2) The date appointed shall not be less than three, or more

than five, weeks after the first publication of the notice herein-

after mentioned. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 263 (1-2).

Sunday and holidays are not to be excluded in computing the weeks : In
re Armour (1907), 14 O.L.R. 606, 611; In re Duncan (1907), 16 O.L.R. 132,

142-3, at pp. 142-3.

It is a fatal objection to a by-law that the voting has taken place sooner

or later than the time fixed by the statute. The cases as to this are numerous,

but it seems unnecessary to refer to any but the more recent ones

.

In re Armstrong (1889), 17 O.R. 766; In re Henderson (1907), 9 O.W.R-

599; In' re Duncan] (supra), where many of the earlier cases are referred

to; In re Vandyke (1909), 19 O.L.R. 402, 404.

SubmisBion of
by-IawB on
election day.

Time and place

for summing up
votes by clerk,

etc.

Publication
of b.v-law.

(3) A proposed by-law may and in cities having a population

of not less than 40,000 shall, where it provides for the purchase

or acquiring of any public utility or street railway or for entering

into any agreement for that purpose, or for disposing of any

public utility or granting any public franchise, be submitted only

on the day fixed for taking the poll at the annual municipal elec-

tion. 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 6.

(4) The by-law for taking the vote shall also appoint a time

when, and a place where, the clerk will sum up the number of

votes given for and against the proposed by-law, or in the afiirma-

tiVe and the negative on the question and a time and a place

for the appointment of persons to attend at the polling places,

and at the final siunming up of the votes by the clerk, on behalf

of the persons interested in, and promoting or opposing the by-

law or voting in the affirmative or the negative on the question.

(5) A copy of the proposed by-laV, or a statement of the ques-

tion submitted, as the case may be, shall be published once a

week for three successive weeks, together with a notice signed

by the clerk stating that the copy is a true copy of a proposed

by-law, or a correct statement of the question submitted, as the

case may be, and in the case of a by-law that, if the assent of the

electors is obtained to it, it will be taken into consideration by
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the council after the expiration of one month from the date of

the first publication, which date shall also be stated, and ib. the

case of a money by-law stating that a tenant who desires to vote

must deliver to the clerk not later than the tenth day before the

day appointed for taking the vote the declaration provided for by

subsection 3 of section 265.

A by-law creating a debt, valid on its face, will not be quashed because

in the published copy the dates of payment were left blank: In re Caldwell

and Gait (1898), 30 O.R. 378.

A notice published on the 6th, 13th, 20th, 23rd, 27th and 30th days of April

is not published at least one month before the 10th day of May of the same
year. There must be one publication in each week of the month before the

vote is taken, and for the purpose of reckoning week? it is necessary to begin

with the day of the first publication, and not with the first day of an ordinary

week: Hall v. South Norfolk (1892), 8 Man. L.R. 430.

Notice of the consideration of a by-law after taking the vote of the electors

upon it is insufficient if it does not state the hour of the day upon which the

final reading will be given: Hall v. South Norfolk (supra).

Notice given by the council, under s. 66 of The Jiiquor License Act, R.S.M.

1902, 0. 101, must, among other things, state that the by-law or a true copy

of it can be seen at the office of the clerk until the day of the taking of the

vote, and the absence of such a statement in the notice is fatal to the by-law

:

In re Cross and Gladstone (1905), 15 Man. L.R. 528, 2 W.L.R. 40.

First publication of the notice of voting on a local option by-law on the

14th of October was held not to be ''as soon as possible" after the second

reading, which had taken place on the 5th day of the preceding June, and the

by-law was quashed: In re Hatch and Oakland (1910), 19 Man. L.R. 692,

14 W.L.R. 309.

Publication Of the notice on the 16th, 23rd, and 30th days of October and

the 6th and 13th days of November satisfies the requirements of publication

for at least one month, as provided by The Municipal Act, R.S.M. 1902,

0. 116, s. 376 (now s. 355, cl. (6), R.S.M. 1913^ c. 133): In re Shaw and

Portage La Prairie (1910), 20 Man. L.R. 469, 14 W.L.R. 542, 15 W.L.R. 718.

In In re Smith and North Cypress (1913), 23 Man. L.R. 508, 12 D.L.R. 269,

14 D.L.R. 397, 24 W.L.R. 141, the requirement of the statute was that the

by-law should be published within two weeks after the first and second

reading and before its third reading and passing, the first and second read-

ings took place on 12th October and the first publication of the notice was

on the 1st November, and it was held that the notice did not comply with

the statute and the by-law was quashed.

In the case of a municipal by-law imposing prohibition, publication of the

requisition and of the notice asking for the by-law must cover four full weeks.

19—MT7N. LAW.
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Publishing it once a week upon any day of the week during four consecutive

weeks is insufficient: Moir v. Huntingdon (1910), 11 Que. P.R. 319.

In re Mead and Moose Jaw (1911), 17 W.L.R. 14 (Sask.), in which it was

held that publication on the 6th, 13th aid 20th days of October was not a

publication for at least three weeks.

In In re Salter and Local Improvement District No. 186 (1911), 17 W.L.R.

602 (Sask.), it was held that publication on the 18th and 25th days of

November and the 2nd day of December was a publication for three weeks

before the 12th December, which was the day fixed for the voting, was a

sufficient publication for three weeks.

Publication on 10th, 17th and 24th November and 1st December, where

the voting is to take place on 12th December, is publication for three weeks

before the vote is to be taken: In re Little and Local Improvement District

No. 189 (1911), 4 S.L.R. 522, 18 W.L.R. 648.

Notice. (6) The notice shall also state the day and places appointed

for taking the votes, except where the votes are to be taken at

the same time as the annual election, and, in that case, shall state

that the votes will be taken at the annual election, and shfl,ll also

state the time and place for the a^ppointment of persons to attend

at the polling places and at the final summing up of the votes by

the clerk.

Synopsis of
by-law may be
published.

One ballot for
several by-laws.

(7) Instead of publishing a copy of the proposed by-law, the

council may publish a synopsis of it, containing a concise state-

ment of its purpose, the amoimt of the debt or liability to be

created or the money to be raised by it, how the same is to be

payable, and the amount to be raised annually for the payment

of the debt, and the interest, or the instalments, if the debt is to

be paid by instalments. See R.S. Man., c. 116, s. 376 (&).

(8) Where more money by-laws than one are submitted at the

same time, they may be all placed upon one ballot paper. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 263 (4-8).

p1?Sto'"*°' 264.—(1) The head of the council, or a member of it

polling Biaoes appointed for that purpose by resolution, shall attend at the time

summing up of and place appointed, and, if requested so to do, shall appoint, by

writing signed by him, two persons to attend at the final summing
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up of the votes by the clerk, and one person to attend at each

polling place on behalf of the persons mterested in, and desirous

of promoting, the proposed by-law, or voting in the affirmative

on the question, and a like number on behalf of' the persons

interested in, and desirous of opposing, the proposed by-law, or

voting in the negative on the question.

(2) Before any person is so appointed, he shall make and sub- beciaratioii.

scribe a declaration, Form 19.

(3) A person so appointed, before being admitted to the polling be??od^d**°

place, or to the summing up of the votes, shall, if so requested,

produce and shew his appointment to the deputy returning officer.

(4) In the absence of a person so appointed, or if no person has when elector
may act.

been appointed, any elector, upon making and subscribing, before

vv the returning officer or deputy returning officer, a declaration,

Form 20, may be presteiit at a polling place, or at the final summing

up of the votes, as the case may be. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 264.

265.—(1) The persons qWlified to vote on a money by-law Persons quau-

shall be those entitled to vote at an election with the following money by-iaws.

exceptions:

(a) Tenants, other than those mentioned in subsection 3.

(6) Farmers' sons.

(c) Income voters.

(2) The nominee of a corporation assessed upon the last revised

assessment roll of the municipality which, if it had been a male

person, would have been entitled to have been entered on the

voters' list from which the list of voters mentioned, in section

266 is to be prepared or in the case provided for by section 94

would, had it been a male person, have been entitled to be

entered on such list of voters, shall also be qualified to vote.

(3) A tenant, whose lease extends for the time for which the QuaUfication of
N / J tenanta.

debt or liability is to be created, or in which the money to be
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K.S.C. c. 45.

Appointment of
nominee of cor-
poration to be
filed with clerk.

raised by the proposed by-law is payable, or for at least twenty-

one years, and who has by the lease covenanted to pay all muni-

cipal taxes in respect of the property other than local improve-

ment rates, if he makes and files with the clerk not later than

the tenth day before the day appointed for taking the vote, a

declaration, under The Canada Evidence Act, so stating, shall be

entitled to have his name entered on the list of voters prepared

by the clerk, imder section 266.

(4) Where a corporation entitled to appoint a nominee to vote

on its behalf desires to vote on a money by-law it shall not later

than the tenth day before the day appointed for taking the vote

file with the clerk of the municipality an appointment in writing

of a person to vote as its nominee and on its behalf, and the name

of every such nominee shall be included in the list. 3-4 Geo. V,

c. 43, s. 265.

Preparation of
list of voters.

Eev. Stat.
c. 6.

From last
revised voters'
list or assess-
ment roll.

266.—(1) Where the proposed by-law is a money by-law or one

on which all the municipal electors are not entitled to vote, the

clerk, after the passing of the by-law for taking the vote, and

not later than the tenth day before the day appointed for taking

the vote, shall prepare a libt of the persons entitled to vote on

the proposed by-law, and, subject to section 267 and to section 24

of The Ontario Voters' Lists Act, the list so prepared shall be

final and conclusive as to the right of every person named therein

to vote, except in the case of a local option by-law where he is

not at the time of the taking of the vote thereon, and has not

been for the three months before that time a hon& fide resident

of the municipality, and that no person not named therein is

entitled to vote.

(2) The clerk shall prepare such list from the last revised voters'

lis't, and in the caise provided for by section 94 from the last,

revised assessment roll, omittin'g from hlis list the names of all

persons whos^ names are entered on such voters' list or assess-

ment roll, but are not entitled as appears by such liWt or roll to
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vote on the by-law, and in the case of money by-laws including

in the list the nominees of corporations who are entitled to vote

oh the by-law.

(3) When the votiiig is to take place a.t the same time as the Designating
tenants entitled

annual municipal elections, it shall be sufficient in the case of *° ^°te-

persons whose names are entered on the voters' list as tenants,

if there is written on the voters' list used for the purpose of the

election opposite to the name of such of them as are entitled to

vote on the by-law the words "entitled to vote on the by-law, "-

and it shall be deemed that the names of all others of such persons

are omitted from the list within the meaning of subsection 2.

(4) The list prepared by the clerk shall be certified by him to cierk to

be a true and correct list of all persons entitled to vote on the

proposed by-law, and shall be forthwith posted up in his office.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 266.

267.—(1) At any time not later than five days before the day Revision of Ust

appointed for talking the vote, a Judge, upon the application of

any person whose name is entered on the list of voters prepared

by the clerk, or of any person entitled to be entered on that list,

may strike from the list the name of any person who is dead or

whose name has been wrongly entered on it, and may add to the

list the name of any person whose name has been wrongly omitted

from the list, or who, if a tenant, though he had not made the

declaration prescribed by subsection ^ of section 265, establishes

that he has the qualification prescribed by that section.

(2) For the purpose of proving a death, the certificate of the Proof ot death.

Registrar-General, or of the Division Registrar, shall be sufficient

evidence, but if the identity of the person who is dead with the

person whose name is sought to be struck off is disputed,

or open to reasonable doubt, proof of the identity shall be

required.
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Rev. Stat.

c. 6.
(3) The proceedings shall be the same, as nearly as may be, as

prescribed by subsection 2 of section 23 of The Ontario Voters'

Lists Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 267.

Voters' liBt

where all muni-
cipal electora
Tote.

268. Where all the municipal electors are entitled to vote on

the proposed by-law the same lists shall be used in taking the vote

as would be the proper voters' hst to be used at a municipal

election, and such lists shall be as final and conclusive as to the

right to vote as when used at a municipal election. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 268.

Where rate- 269. In a municipality divided into wards^ a voter shall be
payers qualified .i, ii«. i i.i.iii
in more than one entitled to vote ou a moncy by-law m each ward m which he has
ward. "

the prescribed qualification, but shall not be entitled to vote more

than once on any other by-law or on any question submitted to

the electors unless it is otherwise expressly provided by the Act,

by-law, or other authority under which the vote is taken. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 269.

Cleric not to
have casting
vote.

270. The clerk, if otherwise qualified, shall be entitled to vote,

but not to give a casting vote. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 270.

"If otherwise qualified," i.e., if he would be qualified If he were not the

clerk.

There had been much difference of opinion as to the right of the clerk to

vote. See In re Schumacher and Chesley (1910), 21 O.L.R. 522, which settled

the law in accordance with this section, and was followed in In re Sturmer

1911), 24 O.L.R. 65, and in In re Fitzmartin, lb. 102.

Form of

ballot papers.
271. The ballot papers shall be according to Form 20 when the

voting is on a by-law, and according to Form 21 when it is on

a question. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 271.

See cases noted under s. 150.

Directions
to voters.

272.—The printed directions to voters shall be according to

Form 22. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 272.
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273.—(1) Where all the municipal electors are entitled to vote voter's oath
_^ where all muni-

the voter's oath shall be the same mutatis mutandis as at a mimi- "'p?' electors

vote.

cipal election where the members of the council are elected by

general vote.

(2) In the case of a money by-law a voter shall not be entitled
J^^^j^J"^

to select the form of oath he will take, but the oath to be taken ^'^"^h"™

by him shall be that applicable to his qualification as a freeholder

or tenant, as it appears in the list of voters. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 273.

274. Except as otherwise in this Part provided, Part III. shall Application^ -^ '
of Part in.

apply mutatis mutandis to voting on a by-law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 4,

s. 274.

275. After the clerk has summed up the number of votes cast cierk to certify
result to council.

he shall declare the result of the voting and shall forthwith certify

to the council the number of votes cast for and against the by-law.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 275.

276. Subject to section 278, a by-law shall be deemed to have Assent of

been assented to by the electors if a majority of the votes cast what deemed

is in favour of the by-law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 276.

A by-law for granting aid to a railway company was quashed because

a sufficient number of unqualified persons to overcome the majority in favour

of the by-law had voted: In re Dale and Blanchard (1910), 21 O.L.R. 497,

(1911) 23 O.L.R. 69, 18 O.W.R. 360.

Where a by-law is submitted to the electors for their absent, the votes

of persons not qualified to vote who voted must be rejected: MaoLean v.

Fernie (1906), 12 B.C.R. 61, 3 W.L.R. 512.

Under art. 4529 of the Revised Statutes of Quebec, money by-laws for

loans by town corporations require the approval of the majority both in

number and in value of the municipal electors who are proprietors of real

estate within the municipality as ascertained from the municipal rolls:

Chicoutimi v. Price (1898), 29 S.C.R. 135 (Que.).

Where by a special law it is provided that a by-law shall come into force

only after it has been approved by a majority of the electors entitled to vote

for the election of a member of the municipal council, it is necessary that

to be.
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there should be an actual majority of such electors and not merely a majority

of those who vote: Mercier v. Warwick (1903), 6 Que. P.R. 78.

Where a municipal by-law has to be approved by the vote of a majority

of a class of ratepayers, e.g., the owners of property in a locality or in certain

streets, and the notice is for a general vote of all ratepayers of the munici-

pality, it is a nullity. The by-law, though it has received the sanction of

the Lieutenant-Govemor-in-Council, must be declared a nullity for want of

the observance of an essential formality: Aubertin v. Boulevard Ste. Paul

(1908), Q.R. 33 S.C. 289.

Where a by-law was carried by a majority of ten of the votes actually

cast and it appeared that twelvfe of t^e persons who voted had no right to

do so, the by-law was quashed: In re O'Flynn and Davidson (1911), 17 W.L.R.
153 (Sask.), following In re Cleary and Nepean (1907), 14 O.L.R. 392.

Procedure in
case of a county
by-law.

277. Where the by-law is proposed to be passed by a county

council the proceedings shall be similar to those in the case of a

by-law proposed to be passed by the council of a local munici-

pality except that the list of voters for each local municipality

shall be prepared by the clerk of it and not by the clerk of the

county council, and that the declaration and appointment pro-

vided for by subsections 3 and 4 of section 265 shall be filed with

the clerk of the local municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 277.

Vote required
to validate
bonuses to
railway,
waterworks
CO., etc.

To manu-
facturing
industries.

To iron works,
gr^in elevators,

etc.

REQUISITES OF BONUS BY-LAWS.

278.—(1) In the case of a by-law for granting a bonus in aid

of a railway, or to a waterworks or water company, or for taking

stock in, or for lending money to, or for guaranteeing the pay-

ment of money borrowed by a railway company, the assent of

one-third of all the persons entitled to vote, as well as of a

majority of all those voting shall be necessary.

(2) Subject to subsection 3, in the case of a by-law for granting

a bonus in aid of a manufacturing industry, the affifmative vote

of three-fourths of all the members of the council and the assent

of two-thirds of the electors who vote on the by-law shall be

necessary. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 278 (1-2).

(3) In the case of a by-law for granting a bonus for the pro-

motion of iron works, rolling mills, works for refining or smelting
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ore or for the establishment of grain elevators, or in aid of a

beet sugar factory, an arena, a sanitarium, or a hospital, the

assent of one-third of all the persons entitled to vote, as well as

of a majority of those voting shall be necessary. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 278 (3); 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 17.

(4) In the cases provided for by subsections 1 and 3 the clerk statement
by clerk.

shall add to the prescribed certificate of the result of the voting '

a statement of the total number of persons entitled to vote upon

the by-law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 278 (4).

Where an elector deposits a ballot at the voting on a by-law submitted

to the electors, if the ballot is afterwards rejected he has not voted within

the meaning of s. 63 of The Liquor License Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 101, and
he should not be counted among those who voted in ascertaining whether

the necessary three-fifths of those who voted have voted in favour of the

by-law: In re Swan River Local Option By-law (1906), 16 Man. L.R. 312, 3

W.L.R. 546.

SCRUTINY.

279.—(1) Within two weeks after the clerk has declared the sorutinymaybe
had on applica-

result of the voting, anjy person who was entitled to vote upon tion to County

the by-law or the council, after giving notice of the application ^"''e*-

to such persons _as the Judge directs, may apply to a Judge of

the County or District Court of .the county or district in which

the municipality is situate for a scrutiny of the votes, and if it

is shewn by affidavit that there are reasonable grounds for the

application, and, if the application is by a person entitled to vote

on the by-law, he enters into a recognizance before the Judge

and to be allowed by him, in the sum of $100, with two sureties

in the sum of $50 each, conditioned to prosecute the application

with effect, and to pay to any person to whom costs may be

awarded, the costs awarded to him, the Judge may order a scrutiny

of the votes to be had, and shall appoint a time and place, within

the municipality, for proceeding with it.

(2) At least one week's notice of the time and place appointed Notice p£ time

shall be given by the applicant to such persons as the Judge ° ^^ ^'

directs, and to the clerk.
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Fioceedinga.

Striking off
votes for corrupt
practices.

Powers of
Judge.

Costs.

No appeal.

(3) At the time and place appointed, the clerk shall attend

before the Judge with the ballot papers, and the Judge, after

hearing such evidence as he may deem necessary, and the parties,

or such of them as attend, or their counsel, shall, in a summary
maimer, determine whether the by-law has been assented to as

required by this Act, and shall forthwith certify the result to the

council.

(4) Where it is proved that any person interested in, and pro-

moting or opposing the by-law, was guilty of bribery or of a
corrupt practice in respect of a voter who voted on the by-law,

or if any person who is disqualified under subsection 1 of section

61 from voting at an election or is disqualified under clause (a)

of section 396, is proved to have voted there shall be struck off

the number of votes given for the by-law, if the person guilty

or so disqualified was promoting the by-law, or given against the

by-law if the person guilty or so disqualified was opposing the

by-law, one vote for every ballot cast by such voter.

(5) The Judge shall have the like power and authority as to

all matters arising upon the scrutiny, as would be possessed by

him upon a trial of the validity of the election of a member of

a council, but shall not have power to set aside the voting on

the ground of general bribery or corrupt practices; and the costs

shall be in the discretion of the Judge, who may direct by whom,

to whom, and in what manner they shall be paid.

(6) The decision of the Judge shall be final and not subject to

appeal. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 279.

It has been decided that the vote of a married woman, whose name ap-

peared on the proper list, in which she was described as a widow, is not to

be disallowed (In re Ellis (1911), 23 O.L.R. 427), but the correctness of the

decision is perhaps open to question.

It has also been decided that no inquiry can be made, on a scrutiny, as

to voters being under the age of twenty-one or being aliens, as the voters'

lists are final and conclusive: The South Perth Election Case (1899), 2 Elec-

tion Cas. 144; The Port Arthur and Rainy River Election Case (1907),

14 O.L.R. 345.
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A person who demands a scrutiny of the votes polled at a municipal

election, under The Cities and Towns Act of 1903, art. 5489, R.S.Q. 1909,

though the scrutiny results in a change in his favour of the result of the

election, must indemnify the retiwuing officer and the secretary appointed

by the Judge for the scrutiny for their travelUng expenses and loss of time-

Gaudet v. Simpson (1911), 12 Que. P.R. 333.

PASSING BY-LAWS BY boUNCIL.

280.—(1) Where a proposed by-law, which the council has been
^^a'^^'i'"''

legally required by petition or otherwise to submit for the assent SnteS'tT

of the electors has received such assent, it shall be the duty of ''y «'°'''*'"-

the council to pass the by-law, within six weeks after the voting

took place.

Subsections 1 and 2 formed one section (373) in 3 Edw. Vll. c. 19, and
read as follows:

—

"A by-law which is duly carried by the vote of the qualified electors shall

within six weeks thereafter be passed by the council. Provided, however,

that where a by-law which the council has been legally required by petition

or otherwise to submit to a vote of the electors is duly carried, it shall be •

the duty of the council within six weeks thereafter to pass the said by-law."

In In 're Dewar and East WilUams (1905), 10 O.L.R. 463, 466-7, Anglin,

J., expressed the opinion that under that section it was not incumbent on

the council to pass the by-law, though it had been assented to by the electors,

unless the council had been legally required by petition or otherwise to sub-

mit it to a vote of the electors.

It will be seen that any doubt upon this point is now removed, and that

the section has been amended so as to express clearly what Anglin, J., was

of opinion that the previous enactment meant.

A council is justified in refusing to pass a by-law for taking stock in a

railway company and to pay for it by issuing debentm-es where the by-law

does not recite that "the debt is created on the security of the special rate

settled by the by-law and on that security only," as was required by s. 385

of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19: In re Blenheim (1910), 1 O.W.N. 363.

It should not be overlooked that s. 385 was repealed by 2 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 55 (1).

The provisions of The Manitoba Shop Regulation Act requiring that a

by-law be passed within one month after the receipt of a petition signed by

three-fourths of the occupiers of shops of the same kind, and that the by-

law shall be published before the date on which it is to take effect, are directory

and not imperative: In re Cloutier (1896), 11 Man. L.R. 220.
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Discretion of (2) - In Other cascs it shall not be incumbent on the council to
council in other
"ass^- pass the by-law, but if the council determines to pass it, it shall

be passed within six weeks after the voting took place and not

afterwards.

Time witliin

wliich by-law
cannot b^

(3) The by-law in either case shall not be passed until the

expiration of two weeks after the result of the voting has been

declared, or if within that period an order for a scrutiny has been

made, until the result of the scrutiny, has been certified by the

Judge.

Where a by-law which has received the requisite assent is passed before

the expiration of two weeks after the clerk has declared the result of the

voting, it will not, because so passed, be quashed:- In re Duncan (1907),

16 O.L.R. 132.

That case was followed and applied although when the by-law was passed

a scrutiny had been applied for: In re Copeman (1910), 1 O.W.N. 624, 805-

In re Duncan was followed in In re Joyce (1908), 16 O.L.R. 380, and in

In re Coxworth (1908), 17 O.L.R. 431, and the latter case was followed in

In re Shaw and Portage La Prairie (1910), 20 Man. L.R. 469, 14 W.L.R.

542, 15 W.L.R. 718.

A local option by-law may be given its third reading without waiting

for the time for applying for a recount to elapse: In re Hatch and Oakland

(1910), 19 lyian. L.R. 692, 14 W.L.R. 309.

Time occupied (4) The time which intervenes between the making of an
by Bcrutiny not °
to be counted, application for a scrutiny and the final disposition of it shall not

be reckoned as part of the six weeks. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 280.

Extension of

time foi' passing
by-law.

(5) Provided that The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board

may in the case of any by-law heretofore passed, or hereafter

to be passed, upon the application of the Council extend the time

for passing the by-law beyond such period of six weeks, and such

extension of time may be made although the appUcation for the

same is not made until after the expiration of such period of six

weeks, and in such case the by-la;w may be passed within such

extended time. 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 7.
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PROMULGATION OF BY-LAWS.

281.—(1) The promulgation of a by-law shall consist in the of'b^Jaws'™

publication of a true copy of it, with a notice, Form 23, appended

thereto, at least once a week for three successive weeks. Publication.

(2) If an application to quash the by-law, or part of it, is not « "ot moved
.

•> > 1. I against witmn
made within three months after the first pubUcatibn, the by-law, f^^^t^ ^e

or so much of it as is not the subject of, or is not quashed upon "^^^

any such application, shall be valid and binding, according to its

terms, so far as the same ordains, prescribes or directs anything

within the proper competence of the council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 281.

The provision of s. 377 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, which this subsection replaces,

was that the by-law, "notwithstanding any defect of substance or form
either in the by-law itself or in the time or manner of passing the same,"

should be a valid by-law so far, etc.,

A somewhat similar provision was Jield, in Gesman v. Regina (1909),

2 S.L.R. 50, 10 W.L.R. 136, not to validate a by-law for closing a road passed

without notice to a property owner affected; that a by-law so passed was
passed without jurisdiction, and that the want of notice was not a want of

substance or of form within the meaning of the enactment.

In Canada Atlantic Railway Company v. Cambridge (1887), 14 A.R.

299 (reversing (1886) 11 O.R. 392), (1888) 15 S.C.R. 219, it was held that

a by-law, which required, but had not received, the assent of the electors,

was not vaUdated by s. 348 of 46 Vict. c. 18, which was substantially the

same as s. 377 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, that the by-law was not one within the

competence of the council to pass, or, as was said by Gwynne, J., it was
"in fact, no by-law."

This case was followed in In re Lamb and Ottawa (1904), 4 O.W.R. 408,

410.

A by-law passed for improper purposes is not cured by promulgation:

Knudsen v. St. Boniface (1905), 15 Man. L.R. 317, 1 W.L.R. 281.
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PART XI.

QUASHING BY-LAWS.

Interpretation. 282. In this Part "by-law" shall include an order or resolu-

tion. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 282.

Proceedings to
quash by-law.

283.—(1) The Supreme Court, upon application of a resident

of the municipality, or of a person interested in a by-law of its

council, may quash the by-law, in whole or in part, for illegality.

There was at first great diversity of judicial opinion as to the meaning

and scope of this enactment, but it now settled that:

—

(1) The remedy is not restricted to by-laws which on their face are bad,

but may be applied where the illegality of the by-law is shewn by extraneous

evidence: In re Fenton and Simcoe (1885), 10 O.R. 27; In re Scott and

Tilsonburg (1886), 13 A.R. 233; In re Ostrom and Sidney (1888), 15 A.R.

372; Connor v., Middagh (1889), 16 A.R. 356; In re Campbell and Lanark

(1893), 20 A.R. 372; In re Alexander and HuntsviUe (1894), 24 O.R. 665.

(2) Unless the illegality appears on the face of the by-law, the Court has

a discretion to refuse to quash, and where there has been long delay in moving,

even in the case of a by-law which required but had not received the assent

of the electors, the discretion will be exercised against quashing it.

In re Sheley and Windsor (1864), 23 U.C.R. 569, followed in In re

Bann and BrockviUe (1890), 19 O.R. 409, and cited with approval in In re

Richardson and The Board of Commissioners of Police of Toronto (1876),

38 U.C.R. 621, 630, by Harrison, C.J., who, though he held that the by-law

in question in that case was not open to the objection urged against it, said

that if he had come to a different conclusion he "would not have exercised

the discretion which the Court has to refuse to quash by-laws after long

and unejcplained delay, and where the effect of quashing a by-law after such

delay may be to cause great inconvenience and confusion in the affairs of

the municipality, and especially where . . . the by-law is almost spent

in its operation."

In support of his statement as to the practice, the Chief Justice referred

to a long list of decided cases.

It was said by Wilson, J., in In re Revell and Oxford (1877), 42 U.C.R.

337, 347, that "where the power is conferred without any expressed limita-

tion, except as regards the necessity for the preliminaries to the exercise of
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the power being regular, it is not possible to lay down a rule which will be

found to work equally well in all cases or even in a majority of cases."

See also in In re Cameron and Victoria (1905), 2 W.L.R. 387.

(3) In re Ostrom and Sidney (1888), 15 A.R. 372, fully established the

principle that "whenever a statute forbids the passing of a by-law inter-

fering with provate property except on certain stated conditions as to notice,

etc., the conditions must be strictly fulfilled. . . The same rule must
. . . . apply where any proceeding is directed in express terms as a

condition precedent to jurisdiction": per Hagarty, C.J., in In re Huson and
South Norwich (1892), 19 A.R. 343,,350.

(4) "The Courts, from the earliest date, have striven to avoid undue

strictness in the insistence of exact performance of statutable formalities

where they could see that the objection did not reach either to the clear

omission of some condition precedent required to be performed—^where a

mistake had been made in perfect good faith and with an honest purpose

of obeying the law, although unintentionally deviating from its strict formal

observance—where the objection was wholly technical and nothing had
occurred to create a suspicion of unfair dealing, and there was no reason

whatever to believe that the result of the whole proceedings had been affected"

:

per Hagarty, C.J., in In re Huson and South Norwich (supra).

In In re Pang Sing and Chatham (1910), 1 O.W.N. '238, 1003, it was

held that evidence as to the earnings of persons keeping laundries was inad-

missible on a motion to quash a by-law imposing a license fee of 850 on such

persons, especially as the real objection to the by-law was a provision of it

which, it was said, rendered it necessary for laundrymen to live elsewhere

than in their laundries. The evidence was offered for the purpose of shewing

that the license fee was unreasonable.

In In re Henderson and West Nissouri (1911), 23 O.L.R. 651, a ratepayer

was allowed to intervene in support of a by-law which it was sought to quash.

There was reason to believe that the township councU would not support it

before the Court of Appeal, and it was held that the School Board, on account

of its 'Substantial interest in the money to be raised under the by-law, was

a proper, if not at necessary, party to the application to quash.

In In re Major Hill Taxicab Company and Ottawa (1915), 33 O.L.R.

243, 21 D.L.R. 495, it was held that the Court has no power to quash a by-

law of a Board of Police Commissioners, but see In re Richardson and The
Board of Commissioners of Police of Toronto (supra,) not cited in which

it appears to have been assumed that there was the power.

A by-law which is void in part is void altogether, except when the void

part can be severed from that which is good, and the latter can be enforced

independently: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 8, par. 762, and cases therfe

cited.

A by-law or resolution may be valid in part and void as to the rest if

the valid part has no connection with the part which is void. Otherwise
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the nullity of one part makes the whole void: Brunet v. Montreal (1913),

Q.R. 22 K.B. 188.

Where proceedings to quash a municipal by-law are taken at the instance

and on behalf of a number of interested ratepayers, who combine to make
the necessary deposit- and put forward as applicant one of their number,

who launches the application, but afterwards gives notice of discontinuing

it, the application not, however, being dismissed, and, after the expiry of

the three months, one of the remaining ratepayers applies to be added or

substituted as an applicant, he will be allowed to continue the proceedings in

the original applicant's name on the terms of indemnifying him against costs:

In re Ritts and New Hamburg (1902), 4 O.L.R. 639.

Generally speaking, a by-law which may be validated by registration

ought not to be quashed unless irregularities in respect of it affected or might

have affected the passing of it: In re Cartwright and Napanee (1905), 11

O.L.R. 69.

The by-law in question was subsequently validated by legislation, and the

case is again reported in (1906) 8 O.W.N. 86, where the Court of Appeal

dealt with the question of the costs of the proceedings, which, by the Act,

was left to be dealt with by the Court.

There is no proceeding by which a proposed or inchoate by-law can be

quashed or set aside or be declared invalid. Such proceedings can be taken

only with respect to something that has, at all events, primd facie the force

of law: In re LiquOr License Act (1913), 29 O.L.R. 475, 15 D.L.R. 473.

When an alleged by-law purports to be passed in accordance with

the local option clauses of The Liquor License Act, R.S.M. c. 90, but is not

sealed with the seal of the corporation, or not signed by its head, or by the

person presiding at the meeting at which it was passed, the applicant is

entitled to a definite order quashing it, so that the council of the

municipaUty may know whether to receive hcense fees or not: In re Vivian

and Whitewater (1904) 14 Man. L.R. 153.

An order to quash a by-law should not affect territory detached from the

mimicipality whose council originally passed it and now forming parts of

new municipalities the corporations of which were not served with notice

of the application: lb.

This case was not followed in In re Houghton and Argyle (1903), 14 Man.
L.R. 526.

The authority conferred by s. 1 of title XXIV. of the Charter of Medicine

Hat to apply to quash a by-law or resolution of the council for illegaUty

entitles an elector to bring an action for that purpose and to obtain relief

based upon and incidental to the illegality alleged: So held in Howson v.

Medicine Hat, Yuill v. Medicine Hat (1915), 22 D.L.R. 72, 30 W.L.R. 319

(Alta.).
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Only the applicant and the corporation have a status before the Court

on an application to quash: Maclean v. Fernie (1906), 12 B.C.R. 61, 3 W.L.R.

512.

On a vote by ratepayers for accepting or rejecting a by-law authorizing

the construction of an aqueduct and the issue of a loan, it is irregular for

the president of the voting to withdraw names after they have been placed

on the list of voters and the vote has been taken.

On, proceedings to have the by-law declared null because of the irregu-

larity, the Court has jurisdiction to examine the question of the voting and

the validity of the votes cast before deciding whether the by-law has or has

not been adopted by the electors according to law.

Lajeunesse v. St. Jerome (1898), 5 Rev. de Jur. 369 (Que.).

A municipal council has no authority to permit an individual to construct

a reservoir in the gutter of a highway even if it causes no inconvenience, and
a resolution authorizing it will be declared unlawful: Roy v. St. Anselme

(1899), Q.R. 19 S.C. 119.

A resolution passed by a municipal council composed of six members,

two of whom had been replaced by others at a recent annual election, is

void: Laroche v. Ste. Emilie de Lotbiniere (1900), QJl. 17 S.C. 352.

The fact that an appeal has been previously made to the county council

which confirmed the by-law does not deprive the landowner of the right

to bring an action nor does the remedy given by the Municipal Code by
petition to quash exclude the right of action: Therriault v. St. Alexandre,

(1901), Q.R. 20 S.C. 45.

Proces-verhaux and resolutions of a municipal council may be quashed on

petition to the Superior Court or may be attacked by action :> Farwell v.

Sherbrooke (1903), Q.R. 24 S.C. 350. '

A municipal council may not pay newspaper reporters for their contingent

expenses; a resolution providing that that shall be done is uLlra vires and

null and void.

A ratepayer has the right to bring an action to have such a resolution

annulled, but he cannot obtain a condemnation against persons who have

received liioney under the authority of it to refund. i

Tremblay v. Montrfeal (1905), Q.R. 28 S.C. 411.

A municipal elector who has taken proceedings to have a by-law quashed,

when the proceedings abate in consequence of the conveyance by him of his

immoveables, cannot afterwards proceed, and the' subsequent acquisition of

an immoveable of the value required by law does not restore to him the

status he has lost. It is necessary that his name be placed again upon

the list of electors, that of his vendor on it being of no avail: Boivin v. St.

Johns (1908), Q.R. -34 S.C. 256.

A by-law requiring ratification by the vote of the electors is onty a project

until the vote is taken, and proceedings to have it quashed during the interval

are premature; Boivin v. St. Johns (supra). '

20—MtJN. LAW.
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,
Service of

notice.

Judgment quashing a resolution of a municipal council appointing a

mayor or a councillor in the cases provided for by the Municipal Code is

chose jugee as to the persons appointed, and, therefore, where the resolu-

tion is attacked, they must be parties and be served with the petition: Lavoie

V. St. Alexis (1908), Q.R. 36 S.C. 7.

The recourse of a person who objects to a municipal by-law as being

unjust and discriminating is by appeal to the county council. An applica-

tion to the civil courts to have it quashed is only open in case of illegality

or uUra vires: St. Pierre de Broughton v. Marcoux (1908), Q.R. 17 K.B. 172.

See also Pease V. Moosomin (1901), 5 Terr. L.R. 207, noted under s. 349,

in which it was held that a section such as this is merely permissive.

In Ex parte Doyle (1911), 41 N.B. 138, 11 E.L.R. 548, the Court refused

to order a certiorari to bring up the proceedings of a county council which

had directed a poll to be taken on the question whether liquor licenses should

be issued, which was applied for upon the ground of irregularities in the

petition which rendered it insufficient, the Court being of opinion that

what the council had done was not a judicial act.

An injunction to restrain the passing of a by-law giving a bonus without

obtaining the assent of the electors will not be granted. The proper course

is to await the passing of the by-law, and then to move to quash it: Keay
V. Regina (1912), 5 S.L.R. 372. 6 D.L.R. 327, 22 W.L.R. 185, 2 W.W.R.
1072.

Forest v. L'Assomption (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 151, noted under s. 249 (1)

(Delegation of powers of council).

The provisions of the Municipal Code relating to the appeal to the county

council or the Circuit Court do not apply to a proceeding attacking a proces-

v6rbal of a county coimcil which has decided to build a county bridge where,

the proces^erbd enumerates the works to be done without determinipg the

cost, and delegates to a local corporation the adjudication of the enterprise

and the execution of the works, because such a delegation is ultra vires.

See also notes to s. 24)9 (1).

It has been held recently that the question of "highway or no highway"

cannot be determined on a motion to quash: In re Sanderson and Sophias-

burgh (1916), 38 O.L.R. 249.

(2) Notice of the application shall be served at least seven days

before the return day of the motion.

These are clear days. See notes to s. 53 (1), ol. (j).

Recognizance.
(3) Before the application is made, the applicant, or, if the

appUcant is a corporation, some person on its behalf, shall enter

into a recognizance before a Judge of the County or District
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Court of the county or district in which the municipality is situate,

himself in the sum of $50, and two sureties each in the sum of

$50, conditioned to prosecute the application with efifect, and to

pay any costs which may be awarded against the applicant.

Misconduct of the applicant dehors the proceeding or not closely con.
nected with it is not a ^und for depriving him of the costs of a successful

application: In re Davis and Beamsville (1910), 2 O.W.N. 423.

The Court has power to award costs: In re Sturmer and Beaverton (1911),

25 O.L.R. 190, (1912) lb. 566, 2 D.L.R. 501.

(4) The Judge may allow the recognizance upon the sureties Allowance of

1 • rr* 1 • !•••/». 1
recognizance.

making proper affidavits of justification, and after it is allo'wed,

the recognizance with the affidavits shall be filed in the Central

Office of the Supreme Court.

(5) In lieu of the recognizance, the applicant may pay into Deposit in court

Court $100, and the certificate of the payment into Court shall recognizance,

be filed in the Central Office.

(6) After the determination of the proceedings, the Judge may Application

order that the money paid into Court be applied ia payment of

costs, or be paid out to the applicant. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 283.

284. A by-law, in respect of the passing of which a violation Quashing by-

.
la^ for corrupt

of any of the provisions of sections 187 to 189 has taken place, practice,

may be quashed. 3-4 Geo. y. c. 43, s. 284.

This section is new. It replaces s. 381 of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, which pro-

vided that:

—

"Any by-law the passage of which has been procured through or by
means of any violation of the provisions of sections 245 and 246 of this Act

shall be liable to be quashed upon an appUcation made in conformity with

the provisions hereinbefore contained."

Where a cattle drover, not a "temperance man" or an agent in any way
of the "temperance people," who were promoting the passage of a local

option by-law, having a grudge against a local hotel keeper, took an active

interest in the passing of the by-law, by treating freely as he passed through

the township, with the view, as he admitted, of influencing the electors to

vote for the by-law, but there was no general drunkenness, and it was not

proved definitely that any one elector had been treated, and the by-law was
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cabled by a majority of 205 in a vote of over 1,200, it was held that, in th ^

circumstances, such treating and conduct were not the means of the passing

of the by-law in violation of the two sections mentioned in section 381: In

re Gerow and Pickering (1906), 12 O.L.R. 545.

See also notes to s. 187.

Application to
quash by-law
affecting
another munici-
pality.

No secuiity re-

quired from
municipality.

Inquiry by
County or Dis-
trict ;Judge
where corrupt
practices
alleged.

Return of
evidence to
officer of
Supreme Court.

No act to be
done under by-
law pending
inquiry.

285.—(1) Where it is alleged that a by-law injuriously affects

another municipality or any ratepayer of it, and that the by-law

is illegal, in whole or in part, the corporation of such other muni-

cipality or any ratepayer of it may apply to quash the by-law.

(2) Where the application is made by a municipal corporation,

security for costs shall not be required.

(3) Where the application is based upon an allegation of a vio-

lation of any of the provisions of sections 187 to 189, either alone

or in conjimction with any other ground of objection, the Supreme

Court may direct an inquiry as to the alleged violation to be

had before a special examiner or a Judge of the County or District

Court of the county or district in which the municipality is situate,

and the witnesses upon the inquiry shall be examined upon oath.

Where probable grounds for quashing a municipal by-law are shewn, an
inquiry should be directed: In re St. Boniface By-law (1912), 22 Man. L.R.

733, 1 D.L.R. 366, 20 W.L.R. 332.

(4) After the completion of the inquiry, the special examiner

or the Judge shall return the evidence taken before him to the

proper officer of the Supreme Court, and the same may be read

in evidence upon the motion to quash.

(5) Where an order, directing an inquiry, under subsection 3,

has been made, a&d a copy of it has been left with the clerk of

the municipality, nothing shall be done under the by-law unless

the Supreme Court otherwise orders, until the application is dis-

posed of.

(6) In other cases the Court may direct that nothing shall be

done under the by-law until the application is disposed of. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 285.
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286. An application to quash, in whole or in part, a by-law Time tor^^ ^ J X- 7 ./ making applica-

which has not been promulgated or registered under the pro- *'°'' *° '»'^''-

visions of section 296, shall not be entertained unless the applica-

tion is made within one year after the passing of the by-law,

unless it required the assent of the electors, and had not been

submitted for, or had not received their assent; but in that case Exception.

an application may be made at any time. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 286.

Failure to file the affidavits in support of the motion to quash within the

year owing,to a slip in the soUcitor's office is an irregularity only, and does

not render the proceedings void: In re Arthur and Meaford (1915), 34 O.L.R.

231, 24 D.L.R. 878.

Ontario.

In the case of a by-law for opening a highway upon private property,

the application to quash must be made within one year after the passing of

it by the council, and it is not sufficient that it be made within one year

after its registration, although the by-law does not become efifectual until

registered: Harding v. Cardiff (1882), 2 O.R. 329.

An application is "made" within the meaning of this section when. the

affidavits are filed and the notice of motion is served; and it is not necessary

that the motion .be brought on for hearing within the year: In re Shaw
and St. Thomas (1899), 18 P.E. 454. See also Reg. v. McGauley (1887),

12 P.R. 259, and In re Sweetman and Gosfield (1889), 13 P.R. 293, 297.

In- Kean v. Edwards (1888), 12 P.R. 625, the notice of motion, which was
to set aside an award, was dated before, but not served until after, the expira-

tion of the time limited for the application, and it was held not to be in time.

An appl^catioji to quash a by-law of the council of a local municipality

for closing a road, which, to be 'operative, requires to be assented to by the

council of the county, ought not to be made until it has been assented to:

In re Cameron and United Townships of Hagarty, Sherwood, Jones, Richards
and Burns (1907), 10 O.W.R. 357^

British Columbia. •

Where a statute requires that "before any by-law . . . shall be
valid or come into effect, the council shall cause it to be published once in

evety week for four weeks . . . after which the by-law may be recon-

sidered by the council, and, if reconsidered and finally adopted by the council

within thirty days from the termination of the four weeks of publication

aforesaid, it shall come into effect after seven days from its final adoption

by the council, unless the date of its coming into effect is otherwise post-

poned by such by-law" (Municipal Act, 1892, s. 278); and by s. 279 of the
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same Act it is provided that, unless quashed, "the by-law shall, notwith-

standing any want of substance or form either in the by-law itself or in the

time or manner of passing the same, be a valid by-law," a by-law which was
not reconsidered and finally adopted by the council within the thirty days

mentioned in s. 278, where no motion to quash it had been made, within

the time limited for that purpose, is validated by s. 279 notwithstanding the

failure to comply with the provisions of s. 278: Belrose v. Chilliwack (1893),

3 B.C.R. 115.

A motion to quash a by-law may be made within a month after the publica-

tion of it in the Gazette, although more than a month had elapsed since it

was passed. So held in Kane v. Kaslo (1896), 4 B.C.R. 486, upon a con-

sideration of ss; 122, 126 and 128 of The Municipal Act of 1892 (B.C.)

An application to quash a by-law made on the day next following the

time limited, which expired upon a holiday, is in time : In re Nelson City

By-law No. 11 (1898), 6 B.C.R. 163.

A landowner was held to be disentitled to attack by-law for dyking flat

lands owing to his laches and acquiescence in the work being carried out in

the manner in which it was done: Delta v. Wilson (1911), 17 W.L.R. 680,

affirmed L.R (1913) A.C. 181, 8 D.L.R. 881, 22 W.L.R. 981 (B.C.); also

on the ground that the claim was barred by The Municipal Clauses Act,

ss. 243, 244, or one of them, now R.S. 1911, c. 170, ss. 512, 513.

This was not the case of an application to quash the by-law, but of a

counterclaim for damages for the alleged unlawful flooding of the defendant's

land, and bj the sections referred to such actions are barred, under s. 512,

after the lapse of six months, and, under s. 513, after the lapse of one year,

after the cause of action arose.

The case is noted under this section because there is no other section to

which it is at all germane.

Mawitob.\.

By the provisions of the charter of the city of Winnipeg it is provided

that any person dissatisfied with a by-law of the council, closing a street, and
determining what persons or classes of persons, if any, are injuriously affected

by the by-law, may appeal from the determination of the council "within

ten days after the passage of the by-law,',' i.e., the by-law so determining.

A by-law was passed which was not to come into force until the hap-

pening of a subsequent event and a landowner appealed within ten days

after tjie by-law came into force, which was more than ten days after it was

passed, and it was heljd that tihe appeal was in time: Winnipeg v. Brock

(1911), 20 Man. L.R. 669, 18 W.L.R. 28, 45 S.C.R. 271, 20 W.L.R. 243,

1 W.W'.R. 435, reversing (1910) 16 W.L.R. 45.

Quebec.

An appliqation to the Superior Court or a Judge thereof or to the Circuit

Court to quash a by-law for illegality may be made within three months
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from the time it was brought into force, but after that delay an action or

petition to have it quashed is prescribed: Prevost v. St. Jerome (1898),

5 Rev. de Jur. 395.

A petition to quash a proces^erbal is not prescribed by the lapse of more

than 30 days between the date of its coming into force and the date of pre-

sentation to the Court of the petition if it has been served within 30 days:

Comeau v. Ste. Edwidge de Clifton (1899), Q.R. 15 S.C. 405.

The annulment of a resolution of a municipal council may be demanded

by action as well as by petition: Patry v. Levis (1899), Q.R. 16 S.C. 310.

The rules of prescription laid down in the Municipal Code do not apply

to proceedings taken in the Superior Court attacking a resolution passed

by a municipal council: Roy v. St. Gervais (1900), Q.R. 17 S.C. 377.

When a petition to quash a proces-^ierbal determining the location of a

by-road has been served within 30 days following the promulgation of the

proces-verbed, it is not necessary that the petition should be presented within

that time: St. Aubin v. St. Jerome (1901), 5 Que. P.R. 317.

The right to attack a municipal by-law for illegality is prescribed by

30 days, counting from its coming into force: Art. 708, Municipal Code;

now, by art. 433 of the new Code, three months "from the date of the act

or proceeding attacked for illegality": Filiatrault v. Coteau Landing (1902),

Q.R. 21 S.C. 302.

The prescription of three months for applying to annul municipal by-laws

provided for by art. 304 of the charter of the city of Montreal applies only

to the case of relative nullity, and not to an absolute nullity where it can

be said that no by-law is in existence : Bell Telephone Company v. Montreal

(1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 157.

Under the Municipal Code any. ratepayer may move to quash a by-law

or resolution of the municipal council. The ordinary right of action is not

taken away, but it is given only to one who has an interest or contingent

interest peculiar to himself. The interest in common of ratepayers in the

proper administration of municipal affairs is not sufficient: Emard v. Boule-

vard St. Paul (1907), Q.R. 33 S.C. 155.

An ultra vires municipal by-law may be quashed either on petition under

the Municipal Code or in a direct action: Lennon v. Westmount (1909),

10 Que. P.R. 410.

The right to contest a municipal by-law in a town is not limited to pro-

ceeding by petition as provided by art. 368 and following of the statute of

1903 concerning cities and towns, but may also be exercised by a direct

action: AUard v. St. Pierre (1909), 10 Que. P.R. 433.
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"Debt."

"Rateable"
property."

Rev. Stat.

c. 195.

PART XII.

MONEY BY-LAWS.

287.—(1) In this Part "Debt" shall include liability and the

borrowing of money.

(2) "Rateable property" when used in this Act or in any by-

law heretofore or hereafter passed which directs the levying of

a rate on the rateable property in the municipality or any part

of it, shall include income and business assessment as defined by

The Assessment Act, 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 287.

Where the raising and expenditure of money for a particular purpose is

authorized by the electors, the council has no power to vary or depart from

that purpose: Smith v. Raleigh (1882), 3 O.R. 405; Dillon v. Raleigh (1886),

13 A.R. 53, 64, (1887) 14 S.C.R. 739; Gleary v. Windsor (1905), 10 O.L.R.

333, 335.

A by-law subniitted for the assent of the electors, which provides for the

raising Of one entire sum for the purpose of several works, is invalid unless

the money to be raised is for the purpose of carrying into effect a compre-

hensive scheme, the carrying out of each detail of which is essential to the

success of the scheme as a whole. So held in TapreU v. Calgary (1913),

5 A.L.R. 377, 10 D.L.R. 656, 23 W.L.R. 498, 3 W.W.R. 987.

Where the amount' which a corporation is authorized to borrow for the

purpose of a work is limited; a by-law, which commits the corporation to

the construction of work the cost of which will exceed the amount it

is authorized to borrow, is invalid: In re Cleai'y and Ottawa (1913), 5 O.W.N.
370, 673, (1914) 6 O.W.N. 116, 16 D.L.R. 876; In re Ottawa and the Pro-

vincial Board of Health (1914), 33 O.L.R. 1, 4, 20 D.L.R. 531.

Recitals.

Amount to be
laised annually.

The value of

the rateable

'

property.

288.—(1) A money by-law shall recite:

(o) The amount of the debt intended to be created, and, in

brief and general terms, the object for which it is to be

created;

(b) The amoimt of the whole rateable property of the munici-

pality according to the last revised assessment roll, or, in

the case of a county, the last revised and equalized assess-
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ment rolls of the local municipalities of which the county

is composed;

(c) The amoimt of the debenture debt of the corporation, and Amount of
^ ' '^

, existing debt.

how much (if any) of the principal or interest is in arrear.

An important change in' the law as to money by-laws was made in the

Act, 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43.

Before that enactment it was provided by 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 384 (1)

[first enacted by 22 Vict. c. 99, b. 222], that no by-law for contracting a debt

should be valid "which is not in accordance with the following provisions

and restrictions except . . ." One of these provisions was that the by-

law should contain the recitals mentioned in.this subsection, and it has been

dropped in the new Act. The effect of this is that subs. 1 is only directory.

See In re Sells and St. Thomas (1853), 3 U.C.C.P. 286, 291; Ward v. Welland

(1899), 31 O.R. 303, 305.

(2) The whole debt and the debentures to be issued therefor whendeben-,,.,., . .11. ,.
tures to be made

shall be made payable withm the respective periods hereinafter payable.

mentioned at furthest from the time when the debentures are

issued.

(a) If the debt is a bonus in aid of a railway or for the promo-

tion of iron works, rolling mills or works for refining or

smelting ores, or is for railways, harbour works or improve-

ments, sewers, gas or waterworks, the purchase or improve-

ment of parks or the erection of high, continuation or

pubhc school houses, and the acquiring of land therefor, or

for electric light, heat or power works or water privileges

or land used in connection therewith, or for acquiring

land for a drillshed or armoury; in thirty years.

(6) If the debt is for the establishment of a system of public

scavenging or for the collection and disposal of ashes,

refuse and garbage, in ten years.

(c) If the debt is for the purchase of road-making machinery

and appliances, in five years.

(d) If .the debt is for any other purpose, the whole debt, and

the debentures to be issued therefor, shall be made payable

in twenty years.
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Amounts to be
raised annually.

(3) Where the principal of the debt is made payable at a fixed

date with interest payable annually dx semi-annually, the by-law

shall provide for the raising in each year during the currency of

the debentures, or of any set of them, of

—

(a) A specific sum, sufficient to pay the interest on the deben-

tures, or on any set of them, when, and as it becomes

due; and

(6) A specific sum, which, with the estimated interest, at a

rate not exceeding 4 per cent, per annum, capitalized

yearly, will be sufficient to pay the principal of the deben-

tures, or of any set of them, when, and as it becomes due.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 288(1-3).

It is no objection to a by-law that the enacting clause omits to settle

, specific sums for the payment of the debt and the interest where a recital

and the enacting clause read together make clear what is to be done: In re

Caldwell and Gait (1899), 30 O.R. 378.

This case was decided when the law was that no by-law should be valid

unless such specific sums were settled by it.

See note to subs. 1.

Where a by-law was passed by the council of a township authorizing the

raising of a sum by issuing debentures, to be met by a special rate, to pro-

vide a bonus in aid qf a railway company payable upon its compliance with

certain conditions, no time for compliance being limited, and the debentures

were duly executed, but remained unissued in the possession and under the

control of a corporation, it w,as held that until the sale or negotiation of the

debentures there was no debt incurred, and that the special rate settled by
the by-law was not leviable though the time fixed for payment of some of

the debentures had passed: Bogart v. King (1901), 1 O.L.R. 496.

It was held in In re Holmested and Seaforth'(1910), 2 O.W.N. 464, that

the giving of a guaranty of the payment of debentures of a manufacturing

company was not contracting a debt within the meaning of s. 384 of 3 Edw.
VII. c. 19, so as to require that the by-law for the giving of the guaranty

should provide a rate for the payment of the liability.

The amendment made by 2 Geo. V. c. 40, s. 70, which is now s. 320, sup-

ports this view, aid was probably suggested by the question raised in that

case. ^

Equal annual
inEftalments of
principal and

' interest.

(4) Instead of the principal being made payable at a fixed date,

with interest, payable annually or semi-annually, the by-law may
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provide that the principal and the interest shall be combined,

and be made payable in, as nearly as possible, equal annual instal-

ments during the period for which the debentures are to run, or

that, without combining the principal and interest, the instal- ^
/

ments of principal shall be of such amounts that, with the uiterest

in respect of the debt, payable annually or semi-annually, the

aggregate amount payable for principal and interest in each year

shall be, as nearly as possible, the same. Provided, that each in-

stalment of principal may be for an even $100, $500, or 81,000, or Multiples

multiple thereof, and notwithstaiiding anything herein contained,

the annual instalments of principal and interest may differ in

amount suflSciently to admit thereof. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 288 (4).

7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 3 (1).

The proviso was added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 3 (1).

(4a) Instead of the, principal being made payable as herein- Equal,-.,. . -11111 .11 Instalmenta of

before in this section provided the by-law may provide that the principal with
. interest on

principal may be repaid in equal annual instalments with interest ba'anoos.

annually or semi-annually upon the balances from time to time

remaining unpaid. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 3 (2).

(5) In the cases provided for by subsection 4 and subsection 4a fS^Tlm^ny.
the by-law shall provide for raising in each year in whidi an in-

stalment becomes due, a specific sum sufficient to pay it when and

as it becomes due. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 288 (5) ; 7 Geo. V. c. 42,

s. 3 (3).

The words "and subsection 4a" were adaed by 7 Geo. V. c. 42,

s. 3 (3).

(6) In the case of a by-law heretofore or hereafter passed, the By-iaw to
change mode of

council may by by-law, without the assent of the electors, autho- issuing deben-

rize a change in the mode of issue of the debentures, and may
provide that the debentures be issued with coupons, instead of

in amounts of combined principal and interest or vice versa, and

where any debentures issued under the by-law have been sold,

pledged or hypothecated the council, upon again acqiliring them.
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Debentuies,
when to be
dated and
issued.

Date of
debentures.

Extension of

time for issue.

Say when by-
w to take

effect.

or at the request of any holder of them, may cancel them, and

issue one or more debentures in substitution for them, and make

such new debenture or debentures payable by the same or a

different mode on the instalment plan, but no change shall be

made in the amount payable in each year.

(7) All the debentures shall be issued at one time and within

two years after the passing of the by-law, unless on account of

the proposed expenditure, for which the by-law provides being

estimated or intended' to extend over a number of years, and of

its being undesirable to have large portions of the money in hand

unused anduninvested, in the opinion of the council it would be

of advantage to so issue them, and in that case the by-law may
provide that the debentures may be issued in sets of such amounts,

and at such times, as the circumstances require, but so that the

first of the sets shall be issued within two years, and all of them

within five years, after the passing of the by-law.

(8) All the debentures shall bear the same date, except where

tjiey are issued in sets, and in that case every debenture of the

same set shall bear the same date.

(9) The Municipal Board, on the application of the council or

of any person entitled to any of the debentures, or of the pro-

ceeds of the sale thereof, may extend the time for issuiag the

debentures beyond the two years, or the time for the issue of any

set beyond the time authorized by the by-law.

(10) The extension may be made, although the application is

not made until after the expiration of the two years or of the '

time provided for the issue of the set.

(11) Unless the by-law names a later day when it is to take

effect, it shall take effect on the day of its passing. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43; s. 288 (6-11).

A statement in a by-law that it is to come into force "on or after" a cer-

tain day is a sufficient compliance with R.8.B.C. (1897), o. 144, s. 68 (1),
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which requires that the by-law shall name a day in the financial year on which

it shall become operative: In re Arthur and Nelson (1898), 6 B.C.R.' 323.

289.—(1) Except where otherwise provided by this or any ^™'/'

other Act, a corporation shall not inctir any debt the pajTnent of when required,

which is not provided for in the estimates for the current year,

unless a by-law of the council authorizing it has been passed with

the assent of the electors. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 289 (1). ^

What the effect of this section, read with ss. 297-8, is, it is difficult to say.

While it might be easy, in the case of a small village or rural municipality,

for a person who was maMng arrangements to supply something required

by the corporation, or to do work for it, to ascertain whether the debt to

be incurred was provided for in the estimates for the current year, it would

be difficult for him to do so in the case of towns and cities, and in the case

of a large city practically impossible. The practice, and it is the only prac-

ticable way of dealing with such matters, is to provide in the estimates hunp

sums for various services without, in many cases, giving or being able to

give minute details as to the purposes for which the lump sum is to be applied.

It is difficult for one to imagine a tradesman to whom an order had been

given for, say, 10,000 feiet of Imriber, wending his way to the City Hall and

instituting a series of inquiries in qrder to ascertain whether provision for

the discharge of the contemplated liability had been made in the estimates

of the year. While theoretically it may be, as was said by Wilson, C.J.,

in Potts V. Dunnville (1876), 38 U.C.R. 96, 102, of the man who supplied

the lumber for the price of which his assignee was suing, "Mr. Smith need

have run no risk. He had a right to demand money for the lumber as it

was delivered. As he did not do that, he must bear the consequence of

his own default," as a business matter that would be impracticable, and

what would be the result if, upon inquiry from the proper officials, he were ,

informed and honestly believed f^iat provision had been made in the esti-

mates for enough to pay for the lumber, and, acting upon the faith of what

he had been told, he had supplied it, and it should turn out that the informa-

tion he had received was inaccurate?

The suggestion is ventured that the provisions of s. 289 (1) are directory,

and that, at all events, unless the person dealing with the corporation has

notice that the liability to him is being incurred in contravention of the

law, he would be entitled to recover the consideration he was to receive for

what he had suppUed or for the services he had rendered.

A liability incurred in one year to be met in a succeeding year would,

of course, stand on a different footing. In such a case the person dealing

with a corporation must be taken to know the law, and he would, therefore,

know that the corporation had no right to incur a debt not to be met dining
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the year in which it is inpurred unless authorized by by-law assented to by
the electors.

The view that haslbeen'expressed is opposed to that entertained and

given effect to in the early years after the establishment of municipal institu-

tions. Their establishment was deemed to be an experiment, and was thought

by some, perhaps by many, to be a dangerous one, and it was not strange
'

that in those years Judges, most of whom before going on the bench had enter-

tained that view, should be disposed to limit as far as possible the powers

conferred by the legislature upon municipal bodies and to assume to exer-

cise a paternal control over their actions.

What has been said as to the status and powers of municipal councils

(supra, notes to s. 10) shows the great change that has taken place in the

view of the Courts and of the legislature as to municipal bodies and the

exercise by them of the powers conferred upon them by the legislature, and

as to the jurisdiction of the Courts over their actions when there is neither

an absence of jurisdiction norbad faith.

The following cases may also be referred to:

—

Scott V. Peterborough (1860), 19 U.C.R. 469.

Cross V. Ottawa (1864), 23 U.C.R. 288.

Frontenac v. Kingston (1871), 30 U.C.R. 584.

It is suggested that an amendment to the Act might well be made pro-

viding that a person supplying goods to or performing work for a municipal

corporation, to be paid for during the current year, should not be bound to

inquire whether the corporation had money in hand to discharge its obliga-

tion or had provided for it in the estimates for the then then current year,'

and that in such a. case the liability is a debt for the payment of which the

council must provide in that or the succeeding year.

Other Cases.

Ontario.

A corporation may with the assent of the electors borrow money to repay

money unlawfully borrowed when the expenditure, although not included

in the estimates, was for purposes within the general powers of the cor-

poration: FitzGerald v. Molsons Bank (1898), 29 O.R. 105.

In Horrigan v. Port Arthur (1909), 1 O.W.N. 216, 14 O.W.R. 1087, it

was held that a contract for the supply of electric power and energy by the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario under the authority of 7 Edw.

VII. o. 19, and the amendments to it, being a contract which would create

a liability on the part of the corporation for money not required for its ordi-

nary expenditure and not payable within the year, could not be entered

into except under the authority of a by-law assented to by the electors.

Quebec.

Where the law governing a municipality directs that all resolutions con-

cerning payments not provided for by votes of credit must first be sub-
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mitted to the finance committee, the direction must be observed pn pain of •

nullity: Farwell v. Sherbrooke (1904), Q.R. 25 S.C. 203.

The prohibition against authorizing an expenditure "until the particular

price thereof and the cost have been submitted to the council and approved

by two-thirds of its members," is not violated by the purchase of some-

thing required for a department, e.g., tlie water service, if the price can be

taken out of an amount already properly voted for the enlargement, improve-

ment, unforeseen expenses, inspection, etc., of the service: Masse v. Ekers

(1909), Q.R. 35 S.C. 424.

A resolution of a municipal coimcil to cancel a contract for the con-

struct.ion of a building that has been commenced and to indemnify the con-

tractor for expenses, labour and damages, is intra vires and valid even though

there are no disposable funds for the purpose and no provision is made to

levy them by a special assessment during the year. The contractor may,

therefore, recover the amount of promissory notes signed by the mayor and

secretary-treasurer under the authority of the resolution: Ethier v. Ste.

Rose (1911), Q.R. 39 S.C. 458.

(2) Subsection 1 shall not apply to a by-law passed

—

Exceptions.

(a) Under section 290; or

(b) Under The Local Improvement Act; or
'^bs®***"

(c) By the council of a county, or of a city which forms part

of a county for judicial purposes, for raising money for

erecting, rebuilding, enlarging, furnishing and equipping

court house and offices to be used in connection therewijth,

a gaol, a gaolor's residence and a registry office, and for

acquiring such land and buildings as may be necessary

or convenient for such purposes. This clause shall be

deemed to have been in force from the 1st day of July,

1913; ,.

(d) By the council of a city or a separated town for raising

such sum as is required to pay its share of the debt of the

county as agreed upon or determined by arbitration; or

(e) By the council of a city with the approval of the Municipal

Board for raising such sum as may be required to pay its

share of the cost of constructing or reconstructing a bridge

over any stream which constitutes a dividing line between

the city and any other municipality or of reconstructing
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.

any existing bridge within the municipality; but the

aggregate amount to be raised for all of such purposes in

,
any one year shall not be more than $10,000 where the

city has a population of not more than 20,000; or $15,000

where the city has a population of more than 20,000 and

not more than 100,000; or $20,000 where the city has a

population of more than 100,000; or

(/) By the council of any municipality, with the approval of

the Municipa;l Boards for raising such sum as is required

to pay the share ordered to be paid by the corporation

of the cost of any work constructed under the order of

the Board of Railway Commissioners of Canada or of the

Municipal Board or of any work or improvement which,

in the opinion of the Municipal Board, has been rendered

necessary or expedient, owing to the construction of any

work ordered by either of the boards; or

(fif) By the council of an urban municipality for raising such

sum as may be required for the purchase of a site in the
,

municipality for an armoury or drill-shed for any militia

or volunteer corps having its headquarters in the munici-

pality, if the by-law is passed by a vote of two-thirds of

all the members of the council; or

{h) By the council of a county for guaranteeing debentures

of a local municipality; or

Before the enactment of this provision it was held that the assent

of the electors was not necessary: In re Kerr and Lambton (1896),

27 O.K. 334.

/

(i) By the council of a town or village for purchasing fire

engines, appliances, apparatus and appurtenances as pro-

vided by paragraph 1 of section 407; or

Rev. Stat. (j) For borrowiug money for any of the purposes mentioned

Kev. Stat. in sections'^43 or 44 of The Public Schools Act, or section 3&
c. 268.

'

fMQ^*"*'
°^ '^^^ ^'''^^ Schools Act, or subsection 2 of section 3 of

The Continuation Schools Act; or
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(k) For.borrowing a sum not exceeding $5,000 for the purpose

of making a grant to the University of Toronto; or

(l) Under paragraph 11 of section 483; or

(m) For borrowing any sum or incurring any debt which rnider

the provisions of The Public Health Act may be borrowed
J'^jis^'**'

or incurred without the assent of the electors. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 289 (2) ; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 18; 6 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 4.

subs. 1 does not apply also to a by-law passed under s. 500, or to

by-laws passed under s.s. 517, and 519.

(3) A municipal corporation may enter into any contract for ContraotBtor
•^ •' supply of a

the supply of a public utility as defined by The Public Utilities ^^'^^^y-
Act, to the corporation or to the iohabitants thereof for any period "• ^''*-

not exceeding 10 years in the first instance and fpr renewing such

contract from time to time for further periods not exceediag 10

years at any one time if a by-law setting forth the terms and con-

ditions of such contract has been first submitted to and has

received the assent of the municipal electors in the manner pro-

vided by this Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 289 (3).

An agreement between a corporation and a company, authorized by by-

law, whereby the company "agreed to supply" the corporation "with elec-

tric arc lights, to supply and maintain electric current, lamp poles, con-

ductors, attachments and all plant and apparatus required in connection

with the said lights and with electric current for power and lighting for

municipal purposes," and to furnish electric current for power to private

users in and near Brantford at prices not to exceed a stated minimum, is

not open to objection on the ground that the by-law was not sanctioned

by the electors or as being a by-law for raising money not required for the

ordinary expenditure of the municipality and not payable within the same

municipal year," within the meaning of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 389. The
agreement was also held to be authorized by s. 568 of 3 E^w. VII. c. 19,

which enabled a council to contract "for a supply of gas or electric light

for street lighting and other public uses for any number of years not in the

&st instance exceeding ten, and for renewing such contract from time to

time for such period not exceeding ten' years as the council may desire"

:

Hogan V. Brantford (1909), 1 O.W.N. 226, 14 O.W.R. 1117. This case was

decided under the law as it stood before 9 Edw. VII. c. 75, which made it

necessary, as does subs. 3 of s. 289, that such a by-law should be assented

to by the electors, came into force.

21—MUN. LAW.
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Where a person having in his hands for sale debentures of a municipal

corporation under an arrangement with him entered into by a committee

of the council, to which the matter had been referred, with power to act,

paid, on orders signed by the mayor and the secretary-treasurer, and sealed

with the seal of the corporation, a debt of the corporation to a bank which

was pressing for payment, it was held that, notwithstanding that the council

had adopted the report of the transaction by the committee, the amount
paid could not be recovered from the corporation; that the transaction was,

in eiltect, a loan of money, and the corporation was restricted by statute

from borrowing except under the authority of a by-law: MacArthur v.

Portage La Prairie (1893), 9 Man. L.R. 588.

A resolution of a council to purchase land for municipal purposes, to be

paid for by applying the future taxes of the vendor for that- purpose, is illegal.

A by-law assented to by the electors is necessary to authorize such a con-

tract to be entered into according to the provisions of The Town Act of

Alberta, c. 2 of 1911-2: Manning v. JBergman (1915), 25 D.L.R. 797, 32

W.L.R. 519, 9 W.W.R. 220 (Alta.).

In the same case a mandatory order to the corporation to carry out the

terms of the arrangement and requiring the mayor to put to the council a

resolution purporting to provide for the purchase money in the estimates

of the current year was refused.

Where a company which had, under a municipal by-law, confirmed by

statute, the exclusive privilege of manufacturing and selling gas in the munici-

paUty for a term of years, was authorized by statute, in substitution for gas

or in connection with or in addition to gas, to manufacture, use and sell

electric, galvanic or other artificial light and to manufacture, store and sell

heat and motive power derived either from gas or otherwise . . . with

the same privilege and subject to the same liabilities as are applicable to

the manufacture, use and disposal of illuminating gas under the Act which

confirmed the by-law, the company has not the exclusive right to .manu-

facture and sell electric light. The right granted by the Act did not confer

such a monopoly, but a new privilege as to electricity wholly unconnected

with the former purposes of the company: La Compagnie pour I'Eclairage

au Gaz de St. Hyacinthe v. La Compagnie des Pouvoirs Hydrauliques de

St. Hyacinthe (1895), 25 S.C.R. 168.

A municipal corporation which lets a contract for lighting the munici-

pality for a period of ten years, with an agreement that it •will give the con-

tractor the preference over any other person tendering at the end of the

term at the rates quoted in the competing tender for another period of ten

years, is a contract for a period not of twenty years, but of ten only, at the

expiration of which it ceases and is determined, and will not prevent the

corporation, at the end of the first term, establishing its own lighting system

under the statutory powers which it possesses: Ricard v. Grand'Mere (1913),

Q.R. 23 KB. 97, (1914) 50 S.C.R. 122, 20 D.L.R. 768.
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290.—(1) A coimty coimcil may in any year borrow any sum Specwi^^wer of

or sums not exceeding in the whole $20,000 over and above what borrow,

is required for its ordinary expenditure and over and above any

sum which the council is by this Act or any other Act expressly

authorized to borrow without the assent of the electors.

(2) Subject to subsection 3 the by-law shall be passed at a Passing of
by-law.

meeting specially called for the purpose of considering it, and

held not less than six weeks after the first publication of a notice

of the day appointed for the meeting which shall be published

once a week for four successive weeks, and shall state the amount

to be borrowed, and the purpose for which it is to be borrowed.

(3) The by-law may be passied at any regular or special meeting

to which the consideration of it may be adjourned. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 290.

291. Where, owing to an advance in the rate of interest between when rate of
' ^ uterest may be

the passing of a money by-law heretofore or hereafter passed, and increased,

the sale or other disposal of the debentures, they or any of them

caimot be sold or disposed of, except at a discount involving a

substantial reduction in the amount required to be provided, the

council may, with the approval of the Municipal Board, and with-

out submitting the same for the assent of the electors, pass a

by-law to amend the first-mentioned by-law, by providing for an

increased rate of interest, and for a corresponding increase in the

amount to be raised annually. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 291.

In Saskatchewan, where there does not appear to be a provision that

a power such as that conferred by this section may be exercised without

submitting the by-law- for the assfent of the electors, it was held, in Canadian

Agency v. Tanner (1913), 6 S.L.R. 152, 11 D.L.R. 472, 24 W.L.R. 71, 4

W.W.R. 467, that it was unnecessary to submit a by-law increasing the

rate of interest for the assent of the electors.

292.—(1) Where part only of a sum of money provided for by Repeal of by-
i 1 -L T_ 1

^'^' ^^6n part

a bv-law has been raised, the coxmcil may repeal the by-law as only of money
"^ raised.

to any part of the residue, and as to a proportionate part of the

amovmts to be raised annually.
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When to take (2) The repcialing by-law shall recite the facts on which it is

founded, shall be appointed to take effect on the 31st day of

December in the year of its pas3ing, shall not affect any rates

due, or penalties iacurred before that day and shall not take

effect until approved by the Municipal Board. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 292.

Mrtiiifb^-i^s'^
^®^' Subject to the next preceding section, ,after a debt has

SpeSld.* been contracted under a by-law, the council shall not, until the

debt and interest have been paid, repeal the by-law or any by-

law appropriating for the payment of the debt or the interest, the

surplus income from any work or any interest therein, or money

from any other source; and shall not alter any such by-law, so

as to diminish the amount to be raised annually, and shall not

apply to any other purpose any money of the corporation which

has been directed to be applied to such payment. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 293.

Penalty for 294. Any officer of a corporation, whose duty it is to carry into
neglect of officer - , . .

to carry out effect any of the provisions of a money by-law who neglects or

refuses to do so, under colour of a by-law illegally attempting

to repeal or amend it, so as to diminish the amount to be raised

aimually under it, shall incur a penalty not exceeding $100.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 294.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O. c. 90: see s. 498 (1).

AppUoationfor 295.—(1) The council of a municipality which has heretofore
approval of bjr-

'^Tsrard"'""'' P^^^^" ^^ ^"^11 hereafter pass a money by-law, or a by-law im-

posing a special assessment or a special rate imder this or any

other Act, or the holder of any debenture issued imder any such

by-law or any person entitled to receive any of such debentures

or of the proceeds of the sale thereof, may apply to the Municipal

Board for a certificate approving the by-law.

toi^^^°d* (2) A certificate shall not be granted while any action or pro-

S^"?endS''" ceeding in which the validity of the by-law is called in question.
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or by which it is sought to quash it, is pending, or until thirty-

days after the final passing of the by-law, unless notice of the

application shall be given in such manner and to such persons,

if any, as the Board may direct.

(3) The Board may grant the certificate notwithstanding any Board may

irregularity in the proceedings prior to the final passing of the uponp?^fof
, _ substantial com-

by-law or in the by-law itself, or where the by-law has been pUaneewith
law.

amended by the council to conform with the provisions of the

Act under the authority of which it was passed, and except in •

the case provided for by section 291, the burden on the ratepayers

is not increased by the amending by-law, if in the opinion of the

Board the provisions of the Act under the authority of which

the by-law was assumed to be passed have been substantially

compUed with. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 295 (1-3).

(3a) In the case of a by-law for raising money for any of the Approval of by-

works or purposes mentioned in sections 89 and 94 of The Pvblic requiring
approval of

Health Act, the Board may, upon the presentation of a certificate Board of

of the Provincial Board of Health approving the said works, grant

a certificate approving the by-law, notwithstanding that the cer-

tificate of approval by the Provincial Board of Healtfh was not

obtained prior to the passing of the by-law, or that the by-law

does not contain a recital of such approval. This subsection shall

be deemed to have been in force since 24th March, 1911. 4 Geo.

V. c. 33, 8. 8.

(4) Every by-law approved by the Board and the debentures By-iawand

issued or which may thereafter be issued in substantial conformity to be open to
queation after

with its provisions, shall be valid and binding upon the corpora- approval,

tion and upon the property liable for the rate imposed by or under

the authority of the by-law, and the validity of the by-law and

of every such debenture shall not thereafter be open to question

in any Court.

This subsection is to be interpreted as meaning that the Court catmot

question a by-law which has been approved by the Municipal Board if the

approval is in existence when the Court is called upon to decide.
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When the motion was launched, the by-law in question stood approved,

but an order approving it had been rescinded by the Board before the motion

was heard, and, the Court being of opinion that the by-law was invalid,

quashed it: In re Harper and East Flamborough (1914), 32 O.L.R. 490,

22 D.L.R. 647.

Approval of
debentures.

(5) Where a by-law has been approved the Board may also

approve the debentures issued or which may thereafter be issued

under the authority of the by-law, and every debenture so ap-

proved shall be valid and binding upon the corporation and upon

the property liable for the rate imposed by or under the authority

of the by-law and the validity of any debenture so approved shall

not be open to question in any Court.

Form of
certificate. (6) The certificate may be in the following form:

"Id pursuance of The Municipal Act, the Ontario Railway and Municipal

Board hereby certifies that the within by-law {or debenture) is valid and

binding, and that its validity is not open to be questioned in any Court on

any ground whatever.
'

' Dated Chairman.'

'

(Seal.)

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 295 (4-6).

Under s. 207 of The City Act, R.S. Sask. 190^ c. 84, the discretion of the

minister of municipal affairs to grant a certificate approving a by-law autho-

rizing the borrowing of money is absolute, and the validity of the by-law

cannot be attacked in any Court: Canadian Agency v. Tanner (1913),

6 S.L.R. 152,, U D.L.R. 472, 24 W.L.R. 71, 4 W.W.R. 467.

The provisions of The Saskatchewan Act under consideration in this case

were substantially the same as those of subsections 3 and 4.

Money by-laws
to be registered.

REGISTEATION OF MONEY BY-LAWS.

296.—(1) Within four weeks after the passing of a money by-

law the clerk shall register a duplicate original or a copy of it

certified under his hand and the seal of the corporation, in the

case of a county, in the registry division in which the county

town is situate, and, in the case of a local municifiality, in the

registry division in which it is situate, or if the municipality com-

prises parts of two or more registry divisions in either of them.
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(2) A clerk who neglects to perform within the prescribed
,

Penalty.

period the duty imposed upon him by subsection 1 ^all incur

a penalty of $200, recoverable by action, and, in default o*f pay-

ment, shall be liable to imprisonment for sSich period not exceeding

twelve months, as the Court may direct.

(3) Notice, Form 24, of the registration of every such by-law, Publication

except a by-law which has received the assent of the electors,

or a by-law mentioned in subsection 4, ^all immediately after

its registration be published at lea^t once a week for three succes-

sive weeks.

(4) It shall not be obligatory to register a by-law for the issue Exception as to
'

7 XN . i
certain by-Ia-ws.

of debentanres passed under The Municipal Drmnage Act or under Rev stat.

The Local Improvement Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 296 (1-4).
f^igj^'**-

(5) Every by-law registered in accordance with the provisions Application to

of subsection 1, or before the s&.le or other disposition of the ^fj*^ to^jj^''"

debentures issued under it, and the debentures shall be valid and ™*'*^-

binding, accorditaig to the terms thereof, and the by-law shall not

be quashed, unless withibi one month after the registration in the

case of by-laws to which subsection 4 applies, and in the case of

other by-laws, within three months after the registration or where

publication of the notice provided for by subseption 3 is required

within three months after the first publication of the notice, an

application or action to quash the by-law is made to or brought

in a Court of competent jurisdiction, and a certificate under the

hand of the proper officer of the Court and its seal, statiQg that

such application has been made or action brought is registered

in such registry office within such period of three months, or one

month as the case may be. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 296 (5); 5 Geo.

V. c. 34, s. 19 (1).

(6) After the expiration of the period prescribed by subsection b^iT^e
5, if no application or action to quash the by-law is made or b^ln™
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brought, the by-law shall be valid and binding according to its

terms.

This subsection applies to a by-law which has been submitted to the

electors as well as one which has not been submitted: In re McClelland and

Sutton (1904) 3 O.W.R. 278.

(6a) If an application or action to quash the by-law is made

or brought within the period prescribed by subsection 5, but part

only of the by-law is sought to be quashed, the remainder of it,

if no application or action to quash it is made or brought within

that period, shall after the expiration of that period be valid and

binding according to its terms.

(66) If the application or action is dismissed in whole or in

part a certificate of the dismissal may be registered, and after

such dismissal and the expiration of the period prescribed by sub-

section 5, if it has not already expired, the by-law or so much of

it as is not quashed, shall be valid and binding according to its

terms. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 19 (2).

a'^^^'iid'ted'' ^^^. ^o^^^^^S ^^ ^^^^ scction shall make valid a by-law, which

requires, but has not received, the assent of the electors, or a by-

law where it slppears on the face of it that any of the provisions

of subsections 2, 3, 4 and 6 of section 288 have not been sub-

stantially complied with. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 296 (7).

Before the enactment of this provision the law was otherwise: George-

town V. Stimson (1892), 23 O.R. 33.

(8) Failure to register a by-law or to publish notice of the regis-

tration of a by-law, as prescribed by this section, shall not in-

validate it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 296 (8) ; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 19 (3).
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PART XIII.

YEARLY RATES AND ESTIMATES.

297.—(1) Subject to subsection 13 of section 397, the council of ^^'f^^^
every municipality shall in each year assess and levy on the whole ™SteSy-°'^
rateable property withm the municipality, a sum sufficient to

abjj'"'*^ *>>«

pay all debts of the corporation, whether of principal or interest,

falling due within the year, but shall not assess and levy in any Limit of rates,

year more than two and a half cents in the dollar on the assessed

value of such property according to the last revised assessment

roll, exclusive of school and loc^l improvement rates. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 297 (1); 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 4.

The words "two cents" were struck out and the words "two and a half

cents" substituted by 7 Geo. V. c-. 42, s. 4.

(2) If the aggregate amount of the rates necessary for pay- where aggre-
^ jT ./ gate rates

ment of the current annual expenditure of the corporation, and ™iiffioient.

the principal and interest of such debts exceeds the rate men-

tioned in subsection ,1, the coimcil shall assess and levy such

further sum as may be necessary to discharge such debts, but

shall not contract any futher debt until the annual rates are ,

reduced to that rate. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 297 (2).

See McDougall v. The Water Commissioners of the City of Windsor

(1900), 27 A.R. 566, (1901) 31 S.C.R. 326, referred to in notes to s. 8.

See also notes to s. 289 (1).

Where there is no deliberate intention on the part of a School Board

to postpone 'the payment of debts in one year to the next, but an obligation

arises from an insufficient estimate, and the board has had to borrow to

pay the necessary expenses for maintaining the school, that money may be
regarded during the next year as a sum required for the maintenance of the

school "for the ensuing twelve months" within the meaning of this Act:

In re Athens High School Board and Rear of Yonge and Escott (1913),

29 O.L.R; 360, 14 D.L.R. 543, following Attorney-General v. Lichfield (1848),

17 L.J. Ch. 472; Jones v. Johnson (1850), 5 Ex. 862; and Haynes v. Cope-
land (1868), 18 U.C.C.P. 150.

See also notes to s. 257 (2).

298.—(1) The council of every munitoipality shall, in each year, Estimates to be

prepare estimates of all sums required for ihe purposes of the
°" ^a™"* y-
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By-laws for
levying rates.

municipality during such year, making due allowance for the cost

of collection, and for the abatement of taxes and for taxes which

may not be collected.

See notes to s. 289 (1).

(2) One by-law or several by-laws for assessing and levying the

rates may be passed as the council may deem expedient. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 298.

If the amount
collected falls

short.

Estimates may
be reduced.

When sums col-

lected exceed
estimate.

299.—(1) Where the amount collected falls short of the sum
required, the council may direct that the deficiency be made up

from any unappropriated fund, or, if there is no such fund, the

deficiency mdy be deducted proportionately from the sums esti-

mated, or from any one or more of them.
a

(2) Where the amount collected exceeds the estimates, the sur-

plus shall form part of the general funds, and shall be at the dis-

posal of the coimcil, unless otherwise specially appropriated. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 299.

^jlnuar^'^^t'*
300. The rates imposed for any year shall be deemed to have

been imposed and to be due on and from the 1st day of January

of such year unless otherwise expressly provided by the by-law

by which they are imposed. 3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 300.

In Chamberlain v. Turner (1881), 31 U.C.C.P. 460, referring to section 347

of R.S.O. 1877, c. 174, which provided that the taxes of the year shall be

considered to, have been imposed and to be due on and from the first of

January, etc., Wilson, C.J., said "the section referred to cannot be given

effect to in the terms in which it is expressed. The taxes may be considered

to have been imposed and to be due on and from the first of January, etc.,

after they have been ascertained and declared, but not before, for until then

they have no existence—that is, the taxes, when imposed, shall have a retro-

active effect and be due at that antecedent period, and that may be so con-

sistently and properly enough in computing the time for the sale of lands

in arrears for taxes as in . . or in arrangements between landlord

and tenant, vendor and purchaser and perhaps in other cases.

"But when the statute says that the taxes shall not only be considered to

have been imposed, but to be due on and from the first of January, etc., it

cannot mean that, because not only are there no taxes, until they are fixed,

but because they cannot be sued or distrained for until a demand has been

made for them by the collector": pp. 470-1.
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PART XIV.

RESPECTING FINANCES.

Surplus revenues from a municipal waterworks system which have been

paid over to the treasurer of the municipality under s. 43 of The Public Utili-

ties Act, R.S.O. c. 204, must remain at the credit of the special account until

the commissioners determine that they are not required for the purpose of

the system, and then and then only may they be used for other municipal

purposes. In re Berlin and Breithaupt (1914), 6 O.W.N. 423.

ACCOUNTS AND INVESTMENTS.

301. Every council shall keep a separate account of every debt t^b^fpt^°^

and shall also keep two additional accounts in. respect thereof,

one for the interest and the other for the sinking fund or the

instalments of principal, and both to be distinguished from all

other accounts by a prefix designating the purpose for which the

debt was contracted; and the accounts shall be kept so as to

exhibit at all times the state of every debt, and the amount of

money raised, obtained, and appropriated for payment of it. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 301.

302.—(1) If, in any year, after paying the interest, and appro-
^^"{jlf^""

°'

priating the necessary sum to the siokiag fimd, or in payment of

the instalments there is a surplus properly appUcable to such

debt, is shall so remain until required in due course for the pay-

ment of interest or for the sinking fund, or in payment of the

principal.

(2) No money collected for the purpose of a sinking fimd shall
^^^^Jkiil'*

be applied towards paying any part of the current or other expendi- divlrted*"
^^

ture of the corporation.

(3) If the council applies any of such money in paying current Liability of

^

or other expenditure, the members who vote for such apphcation
^jffn'"" °d

shall be personally iable for the amount so applied, which may

be recovered in any Court of competent jurisdiction.
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Action by-

ratepayer.

Disqualifica-
tion,

Statement of
treasurer as to
amount re-

quired for
smking fun'd.

Penalty.

Penalty where
council neglects
to levy for
sinking fund.

In Seymour v. Plant (1904), 7 O.L.R. 467, it was held that subs, 2 and
3 do not apply to debentures payable in annual instalments, there being in

such a case "no sinking fund."

This provision was applied in Reg. ex rel. Cavanagh v. Smith (1895),

26 O.R. 632.

(4) If the council, upon the request m writing of a ratepayer,

refuses or neglects for one month to bring an action therefor, the

action may be brought by any ratepayer on behalf of himself and

all other ratepayers.

(5) The members who vote for such application shall be dis-

qualified from holding any municipal office for two years.

(6) The treasurer of a municipality in which any sum is required

by law to be raised for a sinking fund, shall prepare and lay before

the council in every year, previous to the striking of the aimual

rate, a statement showing what amount will be required for that

purpose.

(7) For every contravention of subsection 6, the treasurer shall

incur a penalty not exceeding $25.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O. c. 90. See s. 498 (1).

(8) If the council neglects in any year to levy the amount

required to be raised for a sinking fund, each member of the council

shall be disqualified from holding any mimicipal office for two

years, unless he shows that he made reasonable efforts to procure

the levying of such amount. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 302.

Members of a municipal council who, acting in good faith and under a

misapprehension as to the effect of a statute, unlawfully apply money of

the corporation in defraying the cost of a work which ought to be met by
a special assessment under the local improvement provisions of The Municipal

Act, were held to be not liable to repay the money so applied, and the opinion

was expressed that 62 Vict. (2) c. 16, s. 1, applied, but that, if it did not,

they should not be more hardly dealt with than ordinary trustees, and should

be treated as within the equity of that statute: King v. Mathews (1903),

5 O.L.R. 228.

Investment of
sinking fund.

303. Subject to the provisions of sections 304 and 305, the

council shall invest the sinking fund in such securities as a trustee
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may invest in under The Trustee Ad, or with the approval of the ^^j^**'-

Municipal Board in any debentures of the corporation. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 303.

304. The Municipal Board, on the application of a council, may Redemption of

debentures with

direct that any part of the sinking fund, instead of being invested sinking fund.

as hereinbefore provided, shall, from time to time, be applied to

the redemption of any of the debentures, to the payment of which

such sinking fund is applicable, to be selected as provided by the

order of the Board, at. such value as may be agreed on by the

council and the holders of the debentures. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 304.

305.—(1) A council may provide by a money by-law that the Paypientot
sinking fund

annual amount to be levied on account of the sinking fund shall
™J^"™"'"''

be paid by the treasurer of the mimicipality to the Treasurer of

Ontario, and if the by-law does not provide for such payment the

council may pass a by-law providing therefor.

(2) Where a council avails itself of the right conferred by the Treasurer may
allow interest

next preceding subsection, the Treasurer of Ontario may receive g?/^^
from the treasurer of the municipality the annual amounts so

levied on account of the sinlcing fund and allow and credit the

municipality with iaterest thereon at the rate of four per cent.

per annum, compoimded yearly until the time when the deben-

tures to which the sinking fund is applicable become payable and

the sinking fund is required for their redemption.

The provisions of subsection 2 as to the rate of interest to be allowed

- are superseded by section 2 of The Current Rate of Interest Act, 7 Geo. V. c. 8,

which is as follows:

—

2. Notwithstanding anything in any Act contained fixing the rate

of interest to be paid or credited to any municipal or school corporation

by the ^Treasurer of Ontario upon municipal or school securities, sinking

funds or debentures deposited with or in the hands of the Treasurer of
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Ontario, either as an investment by the Province or for investment on

behalf of a municipal or school corporation, the rate at which interest

shall be allowed to, paid by, or credited to a municipal or school cor-

poration, upon any such securities, sinking funds or debentures here-

after deposited with or purchased by the Treasurer of Ontario shall be

! the current rate of interest as fixed from time to time by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, to be based upon the average rate of interest

actually payable upon the moneys borrowed on behalf of Ontario as

a Provincial loan and then outstanding.

Money so (3) All monev received by the Treasurer of Ontario under the
received to form

§^dated™" provislous of this scction shall form part of the Consolidated
Revenue. Revenue Fund, and a statement of the amount at the credit of

each municipality shall be set forth annually in the Public Accounts

of Ontario.

Sinking fund (4) The Treasurer of Ontario may invest the amount at the

in the deben- credit of a municipality or any part thereof in the debentures of
tureatobe

_

^ •'.
•' ^

redeemed. gudi municipality, to redeem which such sinking funds were paid

to the Treasurer.

Amount pay- (5) The amouut payable in any year into the sinking fund

dnwSfundto which Under the provisions of the by-law is to be paid to the
be a d^bt to the ,

*

treasurer. Treasurer of Ontario shall be deemed a debt due to him, and in

default of payment thereof he may sue therefor in his own name

as for a debt due to the Crown in any Court of competent juris-

- diction. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 305.

f

Disposition of (6) Upou the maturity of the debentures to redeem which a

paid to
™ sinking fund has been paid to the Treasurer, the amount to the

treasurer.

credit of the sinking fund shall' be payable out of the Consoli-

dated Revenue Fund upon the order of the Treasurer to the

holder of the debentures or to his agent or into a bank or other-

wise according to the tenor of the debentures or as the Treasurer

may direct. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 20.
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306. Every corporation the council of which shall hereafter Moneyby-iaws
to 06 SCIlb t(0

pass a money by-law shall within thirty days after the final tj°™^*'

passing of the by-law transmit a certified copy of it to lihe

Treasurer of Ontario. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 306.

307. Where by any by-law heretofore or hereafter passed pro- Amuai return

vision is made for raising a sinking fund to meet the debentures '™<^-

to be issued under the authority of the by-law the council in each

year in which a sinking fund is required to be raised shall trans-

mit to the Treasurer of Ontario a return showing whether the

sinking fund for the year has been raised and how it has been

applied or dealt with, and the state of the investment of any

part of the sinking fund theretofore collected, which return shall

be verified, by the affidavit or statutory declaration of the head

and the treasurer of the municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 307.

308. A corporation the council of which does not comply with Penalty.

the i)rovisions of the next two preceding sections shall incur a

penalty not exceeding $100. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 308.

This penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O. o. 90. See s. 498 (1).

309.—(1) Where a corporation has surplus money derived from Certain money
may bo set

"The Ontario Municipalities Fund," or from any other source, apart for educa-
tional purposes.

the council may set it apart for educational purposes and may
invest it as well as any other money held by the corporation for,

or appropriated by it to such purposes, in the securities men- investment

tioned in section 303, or may lend the same to any board of

public school trustees in the municipality for such term and at

such rate of interest as may be agreed upon, or may apply any

part of such money in aid of poor school sections in the munici-

pality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 309.

310. The council of a townshi'p may apportion, among the
o/"^bUo°T"*i

public school sections in the township, the principal or interest ^hSoTSoM
of any investments for public school purposes, according to the

™*°™=1"p«-
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salaries paid to the teachers, or the average attendance of pupils

in the respective school sections during the next preceding year,

or according to the assessed value of the property in the section,

or by an equal division among the sections. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 310.

Prohibitionas 311. A member of a coimcil shall not take part in, or be a
to imauthonzed '

investment. party to, the investment of any such money, otherVsdse than as

authorized by this Act; and, if he does so, he shall be personally

liable for any loss sustained by the corporation in respect of the

" investment. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 311.

Coimcil to make 312.—-(1) Evcry Corporation shall, on or before the 31st day
annual report of

'*ffcdi^trie^°'''
January in each year, transmit to the Secretary of the Bureau

of Industries in such form as may be prescribed by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council a statement as to the debts of the corpora-

tion, as they stood on the preceding 31st day of December,

specifying, in regard to each debt of which any part remained

unpaid on that day—
Section 9 (3) of The Bureau of Municipal Affairs Act, 7 Geo. V. o. 14,

requires returns to be made to the Director of the Bureau of Municipal

Affairs, instead of to the Secretary of the Bureau of Industries.

(a) The original amount of the debt;

(6) The date when it was contracted;

(c) The time fixed for its payment;

(d) The interest payable;

(e) The amoimt to be raised aimually for the payment of the

debt and interest, or the instalments of them;

(/) The amount actually raised in the year ended on the 31st

day of Decejnber;

{g) The part (if any) of the debt redeemed or paid during that

year;

(h) The amount of interest (if any) unpaid on that day; and

(t) The amount of principal still unpaid.
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(2) For every contravention of subsection 1 the corporation Penalty.

shall incur a penalty not exceeding S40. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 312.

The penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O. c. 90. See s. 498 (1).

COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO FINANCES.

313.—(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Comucil, on the applica- whenacomniB-
^ ' ' ^'^ 81011 of inquiry

tion of one-third of the members of a coimcil or of thirty mvmi- "^^ issue,

cipal'electors, may issue a commission to iiiquire into the financial

affairs of the corporation and any matter connected therewith

and the commissioner shall have all the powers which may be con-

ferred on commissioners appointed under The Public Inquiries
f"is[^*^*"

Act.

(2) The expenses of and incidental to the execution of the com- ^^iSoa.
mission shall be determined and certified by the Treasurer of

Ontario, and shall thereupon become a debt due by the corpora-

tion to the commissioner, payable within three months after

demand therefor. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 313.

See notes to s. 248.

DEBENTURES.

314.—(1) Subject to subsection 2a a debenture or other like Debentures,
how to be

instrument shall be sealed with the seal of the corporation, and executed,

signed by the head of the council, or by some other person autho-

rized by by-law to sign it, and by the treasurer. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 314 (1); 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 9 (1).

(2) A debenture may have coupons for the interest attached Execution
^ ^ J X- Qf coupons.

to it which shall be signed by the treasurer, and his signature

to them may be written, stamped, lithographed or engraved. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 314 (2).

(2a) In a city having a population of not less than 200,000, the Execution of

signature of the head of the coimcil of the said corporation to all

debentures or other like instruments issued by the said corpora-

tion may be written, stamped, lithographed or engraved. 5 Geo.

V. c. 33, s. 9 (2).

22

—

uvn. LAW.
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Full amount of
debentures sold
at a discount
recoverable.

(3) A debenture may be made payable to bearer or to a named

person or bearer and the full amount of it shall be recoverable

notwithstanding its negotiation by the corporation at a discount.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 314 (3).

The lender of money to a municipal corporaition on its debentures is bound
at his own risk to see that the proceedings leading up to their creation and
issue ai-e legal and regular: Wiltshire x. Surrey (1891), 2 B.C.R. 79.

Where, after the issue of debentures, new townships were added to a

.municipality and a town was detached from it, the corporation remains liable

on the debentures notwithstanding the alteration of the boundaries: Gillespie

V. Westbourne (1888), 10 Man. L.R. 656.

A county corporation empowered to issue, under its corporate seal and

signed by the warden and secretai'y-treasurer, bonds to be wholly chargeable

on a parish, the proceeds to be used for a designated purpose, issued the

bonds accordinigly. The bond was in the form of a certificate that the parish

was indebted to the purchaser of the bond pursuant to the statute, and it

was held that, notwithstanding the declaration that the parish was the

debtor, the county corporation was liable to pay the amount dufe on the

bonds: Grimmer v. Gloucester (1902), 32 S.C.R. 306, reversing (1901), 35

N.B. 255.

The purchaser of debentures is bound to examine the statute under the

authority of which they were issued: Hart v. Halifax (1902), 36 N.S. 1.

A sale of debentures at a price below par which has the effect of'increasing

the rate of interest beyond five per cent, is invalid, as it is, in substance,

but a borrowing at the increased rate.

Where such a sale is made, the debentures cannot be invalidated in the

hands of a holder in good faith and for value: R.S.Q. art. 4631. Viau v.

Maisonneuve (1908), 4 E.L.R. 559 (Que.).

Debentures on
which payment
has been made
for one year to
be valid.

315. Whiere the interest for one year or more on the deben-

tures issued under a by-law heretofore or hereafter passed and the

principal of any debenture which has matured has been paid by

the corporation the by-law and the debentures issued under it

shall be valid and binding upon the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 315.

The effect of this section is to make one payment of interest validate the

debenture in respect of which it is paid and one payment of principal validate

the series in respect of which it is made: Standard Life v. Tweed (1903),

2 O.W.R. 747, affirmed (1903) 6 O.L.R. 653.

In that caste the sum authorized to be raised was $5,000, and five deben-

tures of $1,000 each had been issued and were purchased by the plaintiffs;
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all the interest had been punctually paid, and the time for payment of the

principal had elapeed, but no rate for the payment of the principal was
imposed by the by-law, and the decision was that all the debentures were

validated.

316.—(1) Where a debenture contains or has endorsed upon it Mode of transter

may be pre-

a provision to the following effect:

—

aeribed.

"This debenture, or any interest therein, shall not, after a certificate of

ownership has been indorsed thereon by the treasurer of this corporation, be

transferable, except by entry by the treasurer or hie deputy in the Debenture

Registry Book of the Corporation at the of ."

the treasurer, on the appUcation of the owner of the debenture

or of any interest in it, shall endorse upon the debenture a certifi-

cate of ownership aiid shall enter in a book, to be called the

Debenture Registry Book, a copy of the certificate and of every °*?'™*^ot

certificate which is subsequently given and shall also enter in

such book a memorandum of every transfer of such debenture.

(2) A certificate of ownership shall not be endorsed on a deben- Requirementa
^ ^ ^

as to endorsing:

ture, except by the written authority of the person last entered "^j,^^®"'

as the owner of it, or of his executors or administrators, or of his

or their attorney, which authority shall be retained and filed by

the treasurer.

(3) After a certificate of ownership has been endorsed the
"^^^^^li^^^y

debenture shall be transferable only by entry by the treasurer ''°°''-

or his deputy in the Debenture Registry Book, as and when a

transfer of the debenture is authorized by the then owner of it

or his executors or administrators or his or their attorney. 3-4

Geo. 4. c. 43, s. 316.

317.—(1) A council, pending the sale of a debenture, or in lieu .
B°"°™8^^y

of selling it, may, by by-law or resolution authorize the head and of debentures,

treasurer to raise money by way of loan on such debenture and

to hypothecate it for the loan.

(2) The proceeds of every such loan shall be applied to the
^,pp'^^'°?i°'„.

purposes for which the debenture was issued, but the lender shall
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not be bound to see to the application of the proceeds, and, if the

debenture is subsequently sold, the proceeds of the sale shall be

applied first in repayment of the loan. ,
3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 317.

Debentarea,
etc.. not to be
(or leas siuns
than tlOO.

Proviaoaalto
debentures
issued for sums
which include
principal and
interest.

318.—(1) Subject to subsection 2 a corporation shall not make

or give any bond, bill, note, debenture or other undertaking for

the payment of a less amount than $100; a^d any such bond,

bill, note, or debenture, shall be void.

This provision appears to indicate that it was intended that a municipal

corporation should have the right to draw bills of exchange and make promis-

sory notes, and it is submitted that they may do so.

It wa^, however, held by Brown, J., in Pigott v. Battleford (1913), 12

D.L.R. 171, 24 W.L.R. 365 (Sask.), that a town corporation had no authority

to make promissory notes even though in payment for services rendered

and sealed ahd Signed by the mayor and secretary-treasurer of the corpora-

tion on its behalf.

Formerly the right to become parties to bills and notes was almost restricted

to commercial corporations; the modern tendency is to extend it to cor-

porations generally: Maclaren on Bills, Notes ahd Cheques, 5th ed., p. 140.

See also In re Peruvian.Railways Company, L.R. (1867), 2 Ch. 617.

The Quebec cases as to the right of municipal corporations to make notes

or accept bills are conflicting. In Pacaud v. Halifax South (1866), 17 L.C.R.

56, and in Martin v. Hull (1878), 10 R.L.,232, it was held that they have

not that right. The contrary was held in Ledoux v. Mile End (1878), 2

L.N. 37; Grantham v. Couture (1879), 24 L.d.J. 105; La Societe de Con-

struction du Canada v. La Banque Nationale (1880), 3 L.N. 130; Iberville

V. Banque du Peuple (1895), Q.R. 4 Q.B. 268; and Ethier v. Ste. Rose (1911),

Q.R. 39 S.C. 458, 461-2.

In the United States the Courts have laid down the broad rule that,

whenever a corporation can contract a debt for a certain object, it may give

a negotiable note or accept a bill of exchange for the amount: Daniel on

Negotiable Instruments, 6th ed., pars. 381-3.

(2) A debenture heretofore or hereafter issued under the

authority of any by-law, providing for payment of principal and

interest together yearly so computed and apportioned that the

sum of both principal and interest is an equal annual sum of not

less than $100, whether the debenture is issued with or without

coupons, shall be deemed to be a debenture of not less than $100
within the meaning of this section, and all debentures heretofore
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01? hereafter so issued imder such a by-law and otherwise legal

shall be valid. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 318.

TEMPORARY LOANS.

319.—(1) A council may either before or after the passing of Borrowing ouma
.

{oTCOTTent

the by-law for imposing the rates for the current year, authorize expenditure,

the head and treasurer to borrow on such security, if any, as the

by-law may authorize, such sums as the council may deem neces-

sary to meet the current ordinary expenditure of the corporation,

and the sums required to be raised in the current year for High

and Public School purposes imtil the taxes are collected.

" Current ordinary expenditure."—^An outlay not contemplated when the

estimates are prepared and for which no provision "either special or as a

possible contengency" is made in the estimates for the year cannot be treated

as part of the ordinary expenditure to meet which a loan may be effected:

Holmes v. Goderioh (1902), 5 O.L.R. 33.

See also In re Cartwright and Napanee (1910), 1 O.W.N. 502.

The provisions of the Municipal Code which prohibit municipal corpora-

tions from borrowing otherwise than by by-law do not apply to temporary

loans for small amounts to provide for immediate wants: Giroux v. Coteau

Landing (1899), Q.R. 17 S.C. 271.

Notwithstanding a provision in its charter of incorporation prohibiting

loans for general purposes beyond a stated amount or a stated proportion

of the assessment of the rateable property within the limits of the munici-

pality, the corporation may make special loans under the, provisions of a

statute which gives it that power: Juneau v. Levis (1905), Q.R. 14 K.B. 104.

(2) The amount so borrowed and outstanding shall not at any Limit of.11 borrowing

time exceed m the case of a county the amount required to be power,

provided for by the county rate for the current year, and in the

case of a local municipality the following percentages of its ordi-

nary expenditure for the next preceding year, together with the

amount required to be raised for High and Public School pur-

poses for the current year;

(a) In the case of a town, village or township, any part of

which is situate within 2 miles of a city having a popula-

tion of not less than 100,000—80 per cent.

;
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(B) [In the case of a city and of any other town, village or town-

ship—90 per cent.

DiaquaUfioar (3) If the council authorizes the borrowing of any larger sum,

voting to exceed every member who votes therefor shall be disqualified from holding

any municipal office for two years.

Subsection 3 was applied in Rex ex rel. Moore v. Hamill (1904), 7 O.L.R.

600.

Lender not put
oa inquiry.

(4) The lender shall not be bound to establish the necessity of

borrowing the sum lent. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 319.

It was held in Fitzgerald v. Molsons Banlc (1898), 29 O.R. 105, that the

lender, although not bound to inquire as to the necessity for borrowing,

was bound, notwithstanding a provision similar to this, to inquire as to the

amount of the taxes authorized to be levied to meet the current expenditure,

the percentage which was permitted to be borrowed under the legislation

then in force being based upon the amount of these taxes.

Temporary
advances to
meet cost of
works.

319a. Where by this or any other Act power is conferred on

a municipal corporation to borrow money for any purpose with-

out the assent of the electors, it shall include not only the power

to borrow money by the issue of debentures, but also the power

to agree with any banlc or person for temporary advances to meet

the expenditure incurred from time to time for such purpose.

4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 10.

Power to
borrow to meet
guarantee of
debentures.

320. When a corporation has heretofore guaranteed or here-

after guarantees the payment of the principal or interest of any

bonds or debentures and default is made in payment of the

principal or interest by the person primarily liable therefor, the

council of such corporation may agree with any bank or person

for temporary advances to meet the amount in default in any one

year pending the collection of such amount by a rate on all the

rateable property in the municipality, or where the guarantee is

by or on behalf of a section or portion of a township, by a rate on

all the rateable property in such section or portion. 3^ Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 320.

See notes to s. 288 (3).
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PAiaT XV.

ACQUISITION OF LAND AND COMPENSATION.

LAND TAKEN OR INJURIOUSLY AFFECTED.

321. In this Part: interpretation.

(a) "Expropriation" shall mean taking without the consent ^-^^Rf"""*'

of the owner, and "Expropriate" and "Expropriating"

shall have a corresponding meaning.

(6) "Land" shall include a right or interest in, and an ease- "Land."

ment over, land;

(c) "Owner" shall include mortgagee, lessee, tenant, occu- "Owner."

pant, and a person entitled to a limited estate or interest

in land, a trustee in whom land is vested, a committee of

the estate of a lunatic, an executor, an administrator, and

a guardian;

(d) "The Judge" shall mean, in the case of an arbitration as "The Judge."

to the compensation for land expropriated, or for injuriously

, affecting land, [or where leave to-^nter on such land is de-

sired under section 324] a Judge of the County or District

Court of the coimty or district in which the land or any

part of it is situate, and in the case of any other arbitra-

tion, if the corporation of one municipality only is a

party to it, a Judge of the County or District Court of

the county or district in which the municipality, if it is

a local municipality, is situate, or, if it is a county, of that

county, and if the corporations of two or more municipalities

are parties to the arbitration, a Judge of the Supreme Court.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 321; 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 5.

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 5.

When a donor declares that he gives a lot of land "less the part expro-

priated for the enlargement" of a street and when no expropriation has then
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been made, this clause is null and all the lot belongs to the donor. These

words are to be taken in their grammatical sense, that is to say, as referring to

the past and not in the sense ot "to be expropriated:" Vautelet v. Montreal

(1915), Q.R. 49 S.C. 160.

Archibald, J., dissented, being of opinion that when the plaintiff received

his deed he did not expect to receive the whole lot as shewn by the exception

of the part said to have' been expropriated and did not know that there had
been an expropriation, and that the exception applied to a part of th^ lot

which the corporation had taken possession of for a street, though legal meas-

ures for expropriation were not proved to have been taken. It could not be

doubted, said the learned Judge, that "the plaintiff believed at the time that

the City had expropriated that portion of the said lot of which it had taken

possession and in that case the plaintiff did not expect that he was buying

anjrthing in the possession of the City," and his view was that "some inter-

pretation must be given to the clause excepting the part expropriated" and

that the proper interpretation was that the exception was to be read as except-

ing the part appropriated and taken possession of by the City."

Payer to 322.—(1) The council of every corporation may pass by-laws

^'SJriate for acquiring or expropriating any land required for the purposes

of the corporation, and for erecting buildings thereon, and may
sell or otherwise dispose of the same when no longer so required.

COHRESPONDING PROVISIONS IN OtHBR PROVINCES.

Alberta.

Towns, Stats. 1911-2, c. 2, s. 227, R.S. 1915, p. 963.

Villages, Stats. 1913, c. 5, s. 63, par. 50, R.S. 1915, p. 1280.

Rural Municipalities, Stats. 1911-2, c. 3, s. 196, par. 10, R.S. 1916, p. 1060.

British Columbia.

Sfcats. 1914, c. 52, s. 54, (156-7), (176-7), (186) ss. 357-378.

Stats. 1916, c. 46, ss. 11, 53. Stats. 1916, c. 44, ss. 14, 16.

Manitoba.

Rev. Stats. 1913, c. 133, s. 712.

New Brunswick.

There is in this province no authority conferred by The Municipal Act to

expropriate.
Nova Scotia.

Towns Incorporation Act, Rev. Stats. 1900, o. 71, s. 206.

Chapter 76, Rev. Stats. 1900, ss. 5, 6 (as to roads).

Quebec.

Expropriations for municipal purposes are provieed for by arts. 787 to

802 (inc.) of the new Municipal Code.
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Saskatchewan.

Cities, Stats. 1915, c. 16, s. 355.

Towns, Stats. 1916, c. 19, s. 339.

Villages, Stats. 1916, c. 20, s. 163, pars. 1, 11.

Rural Municipalities, Rev. Stats. 1909, c. 87, s. 198, par. 13.

" Acquiring or expropriating any land" "There appears to be no incom-

patibility in the legitimate expropriation by the city of land owned by the

railway when that land is not essential to the purposes of„the undertaking.

That the land may be convenient for the railway purposes would not be, I

conceive, an answer to the bond fide action of the city in employing its exprcc-

priating powers": per Boyd, C, in Toronto Railway Company v. Toronto

(1906), 13 O.L.R. 533, 537.

In Abbott v. Trenton (1909), 1 O.W.N. 218, 14 O.W.R. 1101, the de-

fendant corporation had agreed with the Government of Canada for a lease

of surplus water derived from a dam on the River Trent, and afterwards

entered into an agreement with a company for the transfer to it of the lease

in order that the water might be used for supplying the corporation and the

inhabitants of the municipality with electricity. The agreement was not

sanctioned by the electors, and the action was brought by a ratepayer to

set aside a by-law that had been passed authorizing the entering into of the

agreement and to restrain the company from erecting the works contem-

plated by it, and that relief was awarded, the Court being of opinion that

both s. 565 of The Municipal Act then in force, 3 Edw. VII. e. 19, and s. 2

(1) of 9 Edw. VII. c. 75, now R.S.O. c. 197, made it necessary to the validity

of the agreement that it should be entered into under the authority of a

by-law assented to by the electors.

Section 565 and s. 564 also were repealed by 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43. By both

of them municipal corporations were authorized to acquire water privileges,

and by s. 565 they were empowered to use them or to lease the whole or

any parts of them and otherwise deal with them as an individual might,

but no sale was to be made except under the authority of a by-law assented

to by the electors entitled to vote on money by-laws, and no lease was to

be granted for more than 30 years "with right of renewal and renewals."

It is probable that these sections were repealed per incuriam. However,

under the ample powers conferred by s. 322, the right to acquire water privi-

leges is, no doubt; possessed by municipal corporations, but it may be doubt-

ful whether that section confers as wide powers of disposition as s. 665 gave_

The fact that s. 287 (1), cl. (o), authorizes borrowing for 30 years in the

case of incurring a debt for acquiring "water privileges or land used in con-

nection therewith" indicates that it was not intended to deprive municipal

corporations of the power to acquire them, but it would seem to be desirable

to re-enact, the repealed sections, with some raodifications and changes in

form, especially as s. 664 extended to water privileges, etc., within three

miles of the municipality, which s. 322 does not, and as The Public Utilities
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Act, R.S.O. c. 204, does not confer power to acquire water privileges beyond
the limits of the municipality except for waterworks purposes.

In Edmonton v. Macdonald (1907), 7 W.L.R. 201 (Alta.), it was held

that the effect of the charter of the city of Edmonton is that, where it is

desired to expropriate land, a by-law assented to by the majority of the

burgesses voting is requisite.

Section 190 (17) of the Act incorporating the city of New Westminster,

51 Vict. c. 42, which dispenses with the formalities required by former sub-

sections, apphes only to cases where land is injuriously affected by access

to it being interfered with, and where land is taken or used for the purposes

of work on a highway the corporation must comply with the formaUties

prescribed by subs. 3: New Westminster v. Brighouse (1892), 20 S.C.E,.

515 (B.C.).

It is not necessary that an expropriating by-law should provide for the

payment of compensation to the landowner: Esquimalt Water Works Com-
pany V. Victoria (1904), 10 B.C.R. 193.

Filing* plans and specifications and serving notice to treat in an expro-

priation by a municipal corporation for the purpose of opening a lane con-

stitutes a "taking" of land in the statutory sense entitling the owner to

claim compensation under s. 399 of The Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. (1911),

c. 170: Hanna v. Victoria (1915), 24 D.L.R. 889, 32 W.L.R. 916, 9 W.W.R.
761, (1916), 27 D.L.R. 213, 34 W.L.R. 307, 10 W.W.R. 457.

It was held in Winnipeg v. Cauchon (1884), Man. L.R. temp. Wood 350,

that a municipal corporation, having statutory authority to construct a

bridge, but no express power to expropriate lands, has no implied power to

do so, even though the lands are absolutely necessary for the purposes of

the bridge.

It was held by Mathers, C.J.K.B., that statutory authority for a special

survey "for the purpose of fixing the location or width of any road or high-

way" does not authorize the expropriation of land to widen a highway:

Peterson v. Bitulithic and Contracting Company (1912), 23 Man. L.R. 136,

7 D.L.R. 586, 22 W.L.R. 398, 3 W.W.R. 377; but his decision was reversed,

on other grounds, (1913) 23 Man. L.R. 136, 12 D.L.R. 444, 24 W.L.R. 19,

4 W.W.R. 223.

A municipal corporation, in expropriating from a ratepayer, should observe

the formalities prescribed by the Municipal Code, and the proces-verbal in

expropriation should describe the land to be expropriated.

Where expropriation is ordered, the municipal authorities should make
an agreement with the owner to indemnify him or cause the land to be valued,

according to law, by valuators, who act as a court, hearing the parties and

their witnesses and giving their award in writing. This course should be

pursued even when the value of the expropriated land is offset by the advan-

tage resulting from the expropriation, for the matter should be judicially

determined.
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Even if the land is taken for a front road {"chemin de fronte"), it is neces-

sary, in order that the corporation should be reheved from paying the indem-

nity for the expropriated land by virtue of art. 906 of the Municipal Code,

that the existence of the road should be established by writing, a resolution

or a proces-verbcd.

Godbout V. St. Damien de Buckland (1898), Q.R. 14 S.C. 67.

Where the charter of a municipality contains general provisions respecting

the expropriation of an immovable and special provisions authorizing it to

make a plan of the municipality, indicating streets and their ahgnment, and
imposing upon the corporation the duty of giving effect to such indications

after the homologation of the plan by the Court, the special provisions are

to be deemed to be an exception to the general provisions, and the council

can by a mere resolution authorize payment for the land indicated and

negotiations with the owners pursuant to the resolution without observing

the formalities prescribed by the general provisions: Guay v. Marsan (1906),

Q.R. 16 K.B. 6, reversing (1905) Q.R. 28 S.C. 145.

A provision of The Town of Vonda Act, Stats. 1908, o. 17, s. 236 (3)

(Sask.), that, before taking land, the council . . . shall deposit with

the secretary-treasurer plans and specifications showing the lands to be taken

or used and the work to be done thereon, 'and the names of the owners or

occupants according to the last revised assessment roll, was held to make
this a condition precedent to the exercise of the right to expropriate; In re

Vonda and Mantyka (1909), 12 W.L.R. 222 (Sask.).

"Purposes of the corporation."—The words were, before the Act of 1913)

"for the use of the corporation," and it was held that they did not mean
"for the benefit of," and that a municipal corporation had no authority to

purchase land to be presented to the Government as a site for a post office:

Jones V. Port Arthur (1888), 16 O.R. 474.

Where a municipal corporation takes possession of land for street widening

under an agreement with the owner, the fact that the price to be paid remains

subject to be fixed by commissioners under a statute which provides for their

appointment is not inconsistent with the validity of the cession of the land,

and the corporation is bound within a reasonable time to apply for the appoint-

ment of commissioners to fix the amount of the indemnity to be paid, to levy

assessments for it, and to pay it over to the owner, and, where it fails to do

so, the owner has a right of action to recover indemnity for his land: Fairman

V. Montreal (1901), 31 S.C.R. 210 (Que.).

Whether a municipal corporation, with power to purchase and hold real

estate for certain piu-poses, has acquired and is holding such property for

other purposes is a question which can only be determined in a proceeding

at the instance of the State: Dillon on Municipal Corporations, 5th ed., par. 990.

This was accepted as a correct statement of the law by Middleton, J.,

in Verner v. Toronto (1912), 3 O.W.N. 586, 1 D.L.R.- 530, 21 O.W.R. 170.

It was also held in the same case that the consent required by s. 104 of
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The Public Health Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 248, of the council of the corporation

of a municipality, in which land which the corporation of another munici-

pality desires to acquire as a site for an isolation hospital is situate, is not

a condition precedent to the right to make the purchase.

Under the present Public Health Act, R.S.O. c. 218, permission to estab-

lish, maintain or keep an isolation hospital is to be obtained from the local

Board of Health of the municipality in which it is proposed to establish,

maintain or keep it, and, if permission is refused, there is an appeal to a

Board of Appeal: ,s. 45 (5).

The statutory power of the council of a city or town to pass by-laws "for

acquiring any estate in landed property, within or without the city or town,

for an industri_al farm," is not exhausted where land has been acquired,

but may be exercised for the purpose of acquiring additional land whenever

it becomes necessary to do so.

The Interpretation Act, R.S.O.' c. 1, s. 28, cl. (/), provides that "if a

power is conferred . . . the power may be exercised . . . from time

to time as occasion requires," and the substantial effect of this provision is

to rebut the presumption that the power is exhausted by a single exercise:

In re Boyle and Toronto (1913), 5 O.W.N. 97, 25 O.W.R. 67.

The power to acquire land for an industrial farm is now contained in The
Industrial Farms Act, R.S.O. o. 292, s. 2 (1).

Sections 223 and 227 of the City Charter. (Edmonton, Alta.) prevent the

council of the city from committing the corporation to a lease of natural

gas rights unless With the assent of the majority of the burgesses: Living-

stone V. Edmonton (1915), 24 D.L.R. 191, 31 W.L.R. 609, 8 W.W.R. 976

(Alta.).

This case was affirmed (1915) 9 A.L.R. 343, 25 D.L.R. 313, 33 W.L.R.

107, 9 W.W.R. 794, on the ground that the contract was not authorized by
the resolution of the council in pursuance of which it purported to be executed,

and had not been ratified by the council.

A by-law authorizing the borrowing of money "to pay for widening,

'improving and grading certain streets," not naming them, will not support

a purchase of land for a Street not -within the limits of the municipality at the

time the by-law was passed.

Nor will by-laws authorizing borrowing "to pay for grading and gravelling

streets and pin-chasing road construction plant and machinery."

So held in Howson v. Medicine Hat, Yuill v. Medicine Hat (1915), 22

D.L.R. 72, 30 W.L.R. 319 (Alta.).

A municipal corporation may acquire the undertaking of a railway under

Dominion jurisdiction, but may not operate it, except under the authority

of the Minister of Railways and Canals and subject to the obligation of

applying for an enabling Act at the next session of Parliament: In re Grand
Valley Railway Company (1915), 18 Can. Ry. Gas. 430.
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A conditional offer by the owner of land to donate it to a corporation

for the purpose of enabling a street to be widened must be accepted during

the lifetime of the person making the offer: Montreal v. O'Flaherty (1916),

Q.R. 49 S.C. 521, 28 D.L.R. 713 (Que.).

"Sell or otherwise dispose of."—A corporation was authorized by statute

to pass by-laws for leasing or selling such portions of a public square as it

might not require "for the purpose of a market square or other public pur-

pose." The Public Library Board desired a site for its library building,

and, the land being unproductive and not wanted by the corporation, a

by-law was passed for convejdng a part of the square to the board, and it

was held that this was lawfully done; that the board was entitled to a site,

and the corporation was bound to furnish it, and that there was nothing

wrong in taking the course that was adopted, instead of, as the corporation

might have done, selling the land and acquiring another site for the library

building: In re McKenzie and Teeswater (1914), 6 O.W.N. 32, 16 D.L.R. 865.

A resolution of a mimicipal council authorizing the sale of land to a named
person for a stated amount, which is entered in the nunutes, and they are

afterwards signed by the mayor and clerk, is not a sufficient memorandum
in writing to satisfy the provisions of the Statute of Frauds: per Howell,

C.J.A., in Ponton v. Winnipeg (1908), 17 Man. L.R. 496, 7 W.L.R. 702.

The making by a municipal corporation of a contract for the sale of its

land must be authorized by by-law: Ponton v. Winnipeg (1907), 6 W.L.R.

730, (1908) 17 Man. L.R. 496, 7 W.L.R. 702, 41 S.C.R. 18.

The fact that the statutory authority of a municipal corporation was in

terms to continue the market theretofore established and to estabUsh and

regulate "other markets" does not debar the corporation, in case of the

destruction by fire of the market building so continued, from building a

new market in another and more fitting location within the municipality

to the exclusion of the former site or from using the former site for other

purposes: Steeves v. Moncton (1914), 42 N.B. 465, 17 D.L.R. 560, 14 E.L.R.

321.

Where land is vested in a municipal corporation to be used as a public

landing, street and square for a court and market, and for no other purpose,

the corporation may lawfully erect upon the land public weigh-scales, such

structures being necessary or reasonably convenient or useful for the purpose

of the market: Fredericton v. York (1898), 1 N.B. Eq. 556.

Where land is conveyed to a munioipal corporation, the consideration for

it being, as recited in the conveyance, the agreement of the corporation to

build and maintain on the land its muniqipal hall, but the conveyance con-

tains no condition subsequent or resulting trust, and there is nothing to

warrant its reformation, the grantor is not entitled, if the building, having

been erected and used for the purpose of a municipal hall, is no longer used

for that purpose, to get back the land: Powell v. Vancouver (1913), 17

B.C.R. 379, 8 D.L.R. 24, 49 C.L.J. 77, 23 W.L.R. 104, 1 W.W.R. 1022,

3 W.W.R. 108, 161.
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.

Where a municipal corporation owns land upon a statutory trust to lay

out and maintain it as a public park or pleasure ground for^the enjoyment
and recreation of the inhabitants, the corporation cannot convey any of it

free from the trust.

Cattle lairs, an agricultural hall for the exhibition of farming implements

and products, and an emigrant's home are not within the objects of the trust.

An individual inhabitant tfannot sue to restrain a misuse of the park unless

specially injured thereby, but the Attorney-General must join.

Anderson v. Victoria (1884), 1 B.C.R. Pt. II. 107.

A municipal council in Alberta may authorize the transfer of the cor-

pration's estate in realty by resolution. A by-law is not essential: In re

McEwan and Calgary (1913), 6 A.L.R. 136, 13 D.L.R. 791, 25 W.L.R. 401,

5 W.W.R. 87.

A resolution authorizing the corporation's solicitor to take all " proceedings"

and the mayor and clerk to sign all documents necessary to transfer the

corporation's estate in land will be given effect to, though part of the "pro-

ceedings" is the bringing about of provincial legislation as a condition prece-

dent to a legal transfer: lb.

A committee of a municipal council cannot, unless authorized by the

council, sell corporate property, and, if the committee does so, an action by
the corporation lies against the members of it for any loss incurred thereby.

Such an illegal sale cannot be ratified by resolution of the council carried by

the votes of the members of the committee: New Glasgow v. Brown (1907),

39 S.C.R. 586, reversing (1907), 41 N.S. 542.

The municipal corporation of a city to which a part of a township has

been annexed is entitled, under The Public Schools Act, to the school houses

and grounds situate within the annexed territory, and may sell and convey

them it they are no longer required: In re Hamilton Board of Education

and McNichol (1908),' 12 O.W.R. 1015.

The purchaser of property which is subject to a mortgage, having several

years to riln, is not entitled under s. 19 of The Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act (R.S.O. c. 109) to deduct from the purchase money the differ-

ence between three per cent, and the rate of interest provided for in the

mortgage for the whole period for which the mortgage has to run: In re

Kingston Xight, Heat and Power Company and Kingston (1904), 8 O.L.R.

258.

Where the title to land is vested in a municipal corporation by Act of the

legislature, the repeal of the vesting Act will not affect its operation unless

it is expressly mentioned so to do: Piotou v. New Glasgow (1915), 48 N.S.

424, 23 D.L.R. 600.

TttMngmore (2), Where in the exercise of its powers of acquiring or expro-

reqnired. priating land it appears to the council that it can acquire a larger
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quantity of land from any particular owner at a more reasonable

price and od terms more advantageous than those upon which

it could obtain the part immediately required for its purposes,

the council may acquire or expropriate such lariger quantity and

may afterwards sell and dispose of so much of it as is not so

required.-

(3) A by-law for entering on or expropriating land shall con- Land.tobe

tain a description of the land, and, if it is proposed to expropriate by-iaw, etc.

an easement or other right in the nature of an easement, a state-

ment of the nature and extent of the easement to be expropriated.

3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 322.

323. The determination of a council as to the time when, the
g^igodandb

manner in which, the price for which or the persou to whom any SoiuobeopBnto

property of' the corporation, which the council may lawfully sell,
i"'"''"''-

shall be sold, shall not be open to question, review, or control

by any Court, if the purchaser is a person who may lawfully buy,

and the council acted in good faith. 3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 323.

This section was passed in consequence of attempts that were made, some-

times successful, to induce the Courts to assume jurisdiction to review and

to control the exercise by municipal councils of their discretion as to the

matters mentioned in the section. Instances of this are to be found in

PhiUips V. Belleville (1905), 9 O.L.R. 732, (1906) 11 O.L.R. 256, and Parsons

V. London (1911), 2 O.W.N. 1483, 25 O.L.R. 172 (1912) lb. 442, 1 D.L.R. 756.

In Hubley v. Halifax (1909), 7 E.L.R. 360 (N.S.), the question was as

to the right of the defendant corporation to sell land which it had expro- •

priated for "the extension and improvement" of its water system. What
was proposed was the sale for the original cost of all the land except a strip

reserved where the pipeline was laid, and an injunction restraining until the

trial the defendant corporation from carrying out the sale was granted by
Meagher, J.

This case is referred to because of the observations of the learned Judge

as to the jurisdiction of the Courts to review the action of a municipal council

in such matters.

Whether or not the price paid by a municipal corporation for an immovable

is justified by the necessity of the case is a matter of pure discretion, and
should be left entirely to the Board of Control and the council, unless there

is positive proof of conspiracy to defraud the public: Birchenough v. Montreal

(1912), Q.R. 21 KB. 467, 3 D.L.R. 299.

See also notes to s. 10, (Status, and Poniers of Municipal Council),
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Powerto^OTter 324.—(1) At any time after the passing of a by-law for entering

b3^u^^?»M?d. ^^ °^ expropriating land, the corporation, by leave of the Judge

and upon payment into the Supreme Court of a sum sufficient,

^
in the opinion of the Judge, to satisfy the compensation, may
enter upon the land, and, if any resistance or forcible opposition

is made to its so doing, the Judge may issue his warrant to the

sheriff of the county or district in which the land lies to put the

corporation in possession, and to put down such resistance or

opposition which the sheriff, taking with him sufficient assistance,

shall accordingly do.

When leave and (2) Leavc of the Judge and payment into Court shall not be
payiaentinto tit.i. -ii. .

Coifftnot necessary where the land is bemg expropriated for or m connec-

tion with the opening, widening, altering or diverting a highway

unless upon application by the owner a Judge of the Supreme

Court otherwise directs. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 324.

Owners of lands 325.—(1) Where land is expropriated for the purposes of a cor-

oorpoiation, poratiou. Or is injuriously affected by the exercise of aiay of the
eto., to be oom-

. -.i t ,. i i
pensated. powers of a Corporation or of the council thereof, under the

authority of this Act or under the authority of any general or

special Act, unless it is otherwise expressly provided by such

general or special Act, the corporation shall make due compensa-

tion to the owner for the land expropriated, or where it is in-

juriously affected by the exercise of such powers for the damages

necessarily resulting therefrom, beyond any advantage which the

owner may derive from any work, for the purposes of, or in con-

nection with which the land is injuriously affected.

Arbitration. (2) The amount of the compensation, if not mutually agreed

upon, shall be determined by arbitration.

Fencing. (3) Where fencing or additional fencing will become necessary,

owing to land having been expropriated, the cost of it shall be

included in the compensation.

reaSSSTfrom
^'^^ Where part only of the land of an owner is expropriated,

severance. there shall be included in the compensation a sum sufficient to
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compensate him for any damages directly resulting from severance.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 325.

Provision for compensation for injurious affection was first made in The <

Municipal Act of 1873, 36 Vict. c. 48, s. 373.

All that the early cases decided, as Gwynne; J., pointed out in In re

Yeomans and Wellington (1878), 43 U.C.R. 522, 529, was that "An action

on the case as for a wrong did not lie against a municipal corporation at the

suit of a person injured in his property by an act done within its jurisdiction,

and that, however much the proprietor of land abutting upon a highway

might be prejudiced by the act of the municipality having jurisdiction over

the highway in raising or sinking of the level of the highway, the law, as it

then stood, provided no pompensation for the injured person, however just

it might be that he should receive compensation," but it was held that the

change made by s. 373' had the effect of entitling the landowner in such

cases to compensation. That decision was affirmed by the Court of Appeal

(1879) 4 A.R. 301.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by the Chief Justice (Moss)

in an elaborate opinion, in which the cases, Enghsh, Canadian and American,

are reviewed.

The opinion of the Court was that the corporation had no inherent right

to interfere with highways, and that, but for the statute, its officers would

be mere trespassers in executing the works which in that case had injuriously

affected the land of the claimant. That by its operations in the exercise

of that power the claimant's land had been injuriously affected, and that,

while the law prevented her from bringing an action against the corporation,

it was no longer so unjust as to refuse her compensation.

COHRBSPONDING PbOVISIONS IN OtHER PROVINCES.

Alberta.

- Towns, Stats. 1911-2, c. 2, s. 228, R.S. 1915, p. 964.

Villages, Stats. 1913, e. 5, s. 63, par. 50, R.S. 1915, p. 1280.

Rural Municipalities, Stats. 1911-2, o. 3, s. 196, par. 10, R.S. 1915, p. 1050.

British Coliimbia.

Stats. 1914, c. 52, s. 357.

Manitoba.

Rev. Stats. 1913, c. 133, s. 684.

New Brunswick.

Cities only have power to expropriate.

There is in this province no authprity conferred by The Municipal Act to

expropriate.
Nova Scotia.

Towns Incorporation Act, Rev. Stats. 1900, c. 71, s. 209.

Chapter 76, Rev. Stats. 1900, ss. 5, 6 (as to roads).

23—MUN. LAW.
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Quebec.

Expropriations for municipal purposes are provided for by arts. 767 to

802 (inc.) of the new Municipal Code.
i

Saskatchewan.

Cities, Stats. 1915, c. 16, s. 356.

Towns, Stats. 1916, c. 19, s. 340.

Villages, Stats. 1916, c. 20, s. 163, pars. 1, 11.

Rural Municipalities, Rev. Stats. 1909, c. 87, s. 198, par. 13.

Right to compensation where lands a^b bxpkopkiated.

If the legislature authorizes the doing of an act (which, if unauthorized,

would be a wrong and a cause of action) no action can be maintained for

that act, on the plain ground that no Court can treat that as a wrong which

the legislature has authorized, and, consequeritly, the person who has sus-

tained a loss by the doing of the act is without remedy unless in so far as the

legislature has thought it proper to provide for compensation to him. . . .

He suffers a private loss for the public benefit: Hammersniith and City

Railway Company v. Brand, L.R. (1869) 4 H.L. 196.

In Gefldis v. Proprietors of Bann Reservoir, L.R. (1878) 3 A.C. 430,

455-6, it was said by Lord Blackburn, "I take it, without citing cases, that

it is now thoroughly well established that no action will lie for doing that

which the legislature has authorized, if it be done without negligence, although

it occasions damage to anyone."

This principle was reaffirmed in Freemantle v. Annois, L.R. (1902) A.C.

213, 18 T.L.R. 189.

Art. 407 of the Civil Code provides that no one can be compelled to give

up his property except for public utility and in consideration of a just indem-

nity previously paid.

Cases.

England.

Land upon which a theatre was situate was expropriated, and a claim

for compensation was made by persons who sold refreshments in the theatre,

but, the Court having come to the conclusion that they had not an interest

in the land, but mere privilege or license, it was held that they were not

entitled to compensation: Warr v. London County Council, L.R. (1904),

1 K.B. 713, 73 L.J.K.B. 362, 20 T.L.R. 346.

Ontario.

A survey was confirmed by statute which provided that houses built

before a named date need not be removed although they encroached upon
a highway, but that this should not apply to "any fence, steps, platform,

sign Dorch or projection attached to any dwelling house."

The exception was held not to apply to a verandah of wood, resting on
stone pillars, having its own roof and firmly attached to such a house, which
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was held not to be a porch or projection attached to the house, but an integral

part of it.

It was also held that the right to maintain the house in its then position

was an interest in land, and that the owner was entitled to claim compensa-

tion for its having been injuriously affected by lowering the grade of the

highway in front of the house.

Williams v. Cornwall (1900), 32 O.R. 255.

The expense of lowering the pipes of a gas company, the necessity for

which is caused by the construction by the, corporation of a sewer, is to be

borne by the corporation: Toronto v. Consumers' Gas Company (1914),

32 O.L.R. 21, 19 D.L.R. 882, affirmed L.R. (1916) 2 A.C. 618, 37 O.L.R. 586,

30 D.L.R. 590.

The soil occupied by the pipes is land within the meaning of this section,

and, as the gas company was, therefore, entitled to be compensated for the

damage necessarily resulting from the exercise of the powers of the corpora-

tion', the corporation was not entitled to be repaid what it had expended on

lowering the pipes. See also Metropolitan Railway Company v. Fowler,

L.R. (1893) A.C. 416, 425, 9 T.L.R. 610, followed in Consumers' Gas Com-
pany V. Toronto (1897), 27 S.C.R. 453.

'

Alberta.

A statutory provision empowering municipal Councils to pass by-laws to

open and maintain temporary roads is permissive and not imperative, and
a resolution to that end is sufficient to render the corporation liable to pay
compensation for the use of the temporary road: In re Blomfield and Star-

land (1915), 9 A.L.R. 203, 26 D.L.R. 43, 32 W.L.R. 905, 9 W.W.R. 552.

British Columbia.

Jackson v. North Vancouver (1913), 19 B.C.R. 147, 14 D.L.R. 16,

4 W.W.R. 1208. A landowner is entitled to have the compensation deter-

mined by arbitration notwithstanding that his title depends upon an unregis-

tered agreement for the sale of it to him, and he, therefore, under s. 104 of

The Land Registry Act, has no estate or interest in this land.

Nova Scotia.

In Rex V. Courtney (1911), 27 D.L.R. 247, which was the case of the

expropriation of land upon part of which was a liquor store, Cassels, J., said

he was not called upon to deal with the case as if the sole question were: "Is a

license of the character of the one in question an interest in real estate for

which compensation can be allowed?" and he took as the basis of the com-

pensation the value of the premises to the land owner and the loss of his

business.

Quebec.

Where an abattoir is erected under the authority of a by-law which grants

the privilege for fifteen years, the council may, nevertheless, pass another
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by-law absolutely prohibiting abattoirs within the municipality, but, if it

, does so, and thereby repeals /the original by-law, the corporation is bound

to compensate the owner of the abattoir for the loss of his vested right to

the fifteen years' term under the original by4aw: Beaudoin v. De Lorimier

(18&8), Q.R. 13 S.C. 477.

A municipal corporation, without the- ordinary formalities of expropria-

tion, laid water pipes in a strip of the plaintiff's land, removed his fences,

and the land was used for the public as part of a street. These. acts did not

appear to have been authorized by the council, and the intention to expro-

priate the property was abandoned. Held, that these acts constituted a

mere trespass, and were not taking possession of the property so as to makes

the corporation responsible to the owner for its value: Belair v. Montreal

(1899), Q.E,. 1,5 S.C. 494.

/
,
"Due compensation."—^The principle of compensation is indemnity to

the owner, and the basis on which all compensation for lands required or

taken should be assessed is their value to the owner as at the date of the

notice to treat, and not their value, when taken, to the promoters. The
question is not what the persons who take the land will gain by taking it,-

but what the person from whom it is taken will lose by having it taken from

him: Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., p. 102.

"In treating of that value" (i.e., for thfe purpose of compensation) "the

value under the circumstances to the person who is compelled to sell (because

the statute compels him to do so) may be naturally and properly and justly

taken into account, and when such phrases as 'damages for loss of business'

or "compensation for the goodwill' taken from the person are u^ed in a loose

and general sense, they are not inaccurate for the purpose of giving verbal

exprfession to what e-verybody understands as a matter of business, but, in

strictness, the thing which is to be ascertained is the price to bo paid for the

land—^that land, -wdth all the potentialities of it, with all the kctual use of

it by the person who holds it, is to be considere(i by those who have to assess

the compensation": per Lord Halsbury, L.C., in Commissioners of Inland

Revenue v. Glasgow and South-Western Railway Company, L.R. (1887), 12

A.C. 315, 321, 66 L.J.P.C. 82.

The compensation payable to the owner is the amount which a prudent

man, in the position of the owner, would haye been willing to give sooner

than fail to obtain it: Pastoral Finance Association v. The Minister, L.R.

(1914) A.C. 1083.

The special Suitability of the land for a business which the owner carried

on elsewhere, but intends to transfer to the land, and the sa-vings and addi-

tional profits which he -will derive from so doing, are elements in assessing

the compensation, but the owner is not entitled to- have the capitalized valije

of these savings added to the market value of the land: lb.

The compensation is the value to the owner, and not the value to the

expropriator: In re Harvey and Parkdale (1889), 16 A.R. 468; In re Fitz-

patrick and New Liskeard (1909), 13 O.W.R. 806; 7.
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The, arbitrator has power to include in his award compensation for injury

to the land during the progress of the work by interference with the means

of access to it, and also the cost of work done to afford such access: In re

Burnett and Durham (1899), 31 O.R. 262.

Due compensation simply means a full indemnity in respect of all the

pecuniary loss suffered, and the only subjects of such loss are: (1) The land

actually taken, and (2) the injury to what is left: In re Macdonald and

Toronto (1912), 27 O.L.R. 179, 8 D.L.R. 303.

Where land is taken for the purpose of widening a highway, the land-

owner, is not entitled to have taken into consideration, in determining the

compensation, the fact that a street railway line will be brought nearer to

his residence, and to receive additional compensation because of the con-

sequent injury to his land: lb.

Nor is the fact that the cost of the street widening is borne by the land-

owners benefitted by the work under the local improvement plan an element t

of damage to be considered by the arbitrators: lb. [Followed as to this in

Okell V. Victoria (1914), 19 B.C.R. 121, 16 D.L.R. 363, 27 W.L.R. 403, 6

W.W.R. 354. The same conclusion was reached by the Manitoba Court of

Appeal in In re McNichol and Winnipeg (1912), 22 Man. L.R. 305, 4 D.L.R.

379, 21 W.L.R. 351, 2 W.W.R. 470.]

Nor is depreciation caused By the change of the general character of the

street an element to be considered: lb.

Special 'VALtrE.

Where property expropriated is, owing to its location and adaptability

for business, worth more to' the owner than its intrinsic value, ho is not

entitled to have a capital amount representing the excess added to the market

value of the property. His proper compensation is the amount which a

prudent man, in the position of the owner, would be willing to pay: Lake

Erie and Northern Railway Company v. Schooley (1916), 53 S.C.R. 416,

30 D.L.R. 289, reversing (1915) 34 O.L.R. 328, 25 D.L.R. 537.

The added worth to the owner for the actual and particular use to which

the land is put and for which it is specially fi(t is spoken of by Hodgins, J.A.,

as its "special value" : In re Schooley and Lake Erie and Northern Railway

Company (1915), 34 O.L.R. 328, 333, 25 D.L.R. 537.

In In re Logan and Toronto (1916), 10 O.W.N. 319, which was a case

of compensation for the re-arrangement of the buildings of a brick manufac-

turer necessitated by the expropriation of part of his land.

In assessing compensation for real property expropriated by the Crown,

primarily only such damages may be allowed as are referable to the land

itself, and not such as purely and simply affect the person or business of the

owner, but where the whole of tjie owner's property upon which he has been

carrying on business is taken and the property has a special value for the

purposes of his business, then its special value as a business site becomes an
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element in the market value of the land, and must be considered in assessing

the value: Rex v. Richards (1912), 14 Ex. C.R. 365 (N.B.).

Where the land expropriated has not been entered upon or used by the

corporation, the compensation should be based on the value of the land at

the date of the award, and not that of the by-law: In re Byerley and Winni-

peg (1911), 20 Man. L.R. 438, 17 W.L.R. 192.

In assessing compensation for the expropriation of land taken for the

enlargement of a street, it is the value of the land at the time that the assess-

ment roll is made up that is to be considered, and not its value at the time

of the expropriation: Belanger v. Montreal (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 43.

In expropriating vacant land, a separate indemnity cannot be granted

for the fence surrounding it nor the trees within it. It is the value of the

land including these accessories that the landowner is entitled to, and he

cannot have, in addition to that, indemnity for the fence or the trees or have

the land without the fence and trees and the fence and trees valued and

allowed for separately: Montreal v. Baxter (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 149.

When land subject to restrictions as to its use is expropriated, the amount

of compensation to the person interested in it is to be assessed with reference

to the value of his interest, and not to its value to the persons taking it.

Where, therefore, a churchyard in which burials were prohibited by order-

in-council was expropriated, it was held that the rector of the parish was
entitled to compensation only for the loss th3,t he had sustained by being

deprived of his interest in the churchyard, and not according to the value

which the land would be to the expropriating body after it had been acquired:

Stebbing v. Metropolitan Board of Works, L.R. (1870), i6 Q.B. 37, 40 L.J.Q.B.

1, 23 L.T. 530.

Referring to this case, it is said in Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed.,

p. 103, "It is scarcely probable that an instance would again occur in which

the sterilisation is so permanently attached to ownership as to deprive the

owner of all claim to compensation."

The Government of Queensland granted land to the trustees of the

Acclimatisation Society of Queensland, to be used only for the purposes of

the society, and with a provision that the Government might resume posses-

sion, paying "the value of the land." The trustees had power by statute

to sell' the land, but only to the local authority or to a certain agricultural

association, the proceeds to be inyested and the income applied to the pur-

poses of the society, and it was held that, upon resumption of the land by
the Government, the trustees were not entitled to be paid the unrestricted

freehold value of the land, but, in accordance with the ordinary rule as to

compensation, the value of the land to the trustees under the condition upon
which they held it: Corrie v. MacDermott, L.R. (1914), A.C. 1056.

In this case Stebbing v. Metropolitan Board of Works (supra) was referred

to, and it was said that "strictly the rector was entitled to have valued

his chance of ever getting the land in his hands in such a condition as could
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bring pecuniary value, but the valuation under the circumstances might well

be nil": p. 1064.

Special adaptability.

An owner is entitled to have the price of his land fixed in reference to the

probable use which will give him the best return, and the term, "special

adaptability," only denotes that the probable use from which the best retvirn

may be expected is special in its character: Cripps on Compensation, 5th

ed., p. 117.

The same principle applies where the land of the claimant, though not

in itself adaptable for the use, e.g., for use as a reservoir, is so adaptable

in conjunction with other adjacent lands belonging to other owners: lb.,

p. 118, citing In re Tynemouth Corporation and Duke of Northumberland

(1903), 89 L.T. 657, 67 J.P. 425, 19 T.L.R. 630. In that case it was held

that the arbitrator rightly took into consideration, as enhancing the value

of the land expropriated for the purpose of a reservoir, its natural character

and position as rendering its combination with lands belonging to other

persons, for the purpose of forming a reservoir, a reasonable probabiUty.

It appears from the report of the case that the property of the other

persons was also being expropriated for the same purpose.

The fact that the land taken has a special adaptability for a particular

use is an element of value to be taken into consideration in determining

the compensation, although the land could not be utilized for that purpose

unless statutory powers for its compulsory purchase were first obtained.

In determining the value arising from such special adaptabiUty, regard

to the contingent value arising from the possibility of the land coining into

the market for the particular purpose, and not to the value of the realized

possibUity arising from the fact of the expropriating body having obtained

statutory powers which enabled it to use the land for that purpose: In re

Lucas V. Chesterfield Gas and Water Board L.R. (1909), 1 K.B. 16, 24 T.L.R.

868.

Any special adaptabiUty which property may have for some use or pur-

pose is to be treated as an element of market value: Sidney v. North-Eastern

Railway Company, L.R. (1914), 3 K.B. 629, Raymond v. Rex (1916), 16

Ejc.C.R. 1, 29 D.L.R. 574, Rex v. Hearn (1916), 16 Ex.C.R, 146.

In Metropolitan Water Board v. Assessment Committee of Chertsey

Union, L.R. (1916), A.C. 337, 362-3, 32 T.L.R. 168, Lord Parker, referring

to what was said in the Court below, said, "If this only means that, in valuing

a hereditament, you must take into account its position and its fitness or

adaptability for all purposes for which it can be used, including that for

which it is used, it is obviously correct." See also the observations of Lord
Atkinson at p. 360.

In ascertaining the amount of compensation, the actual use of the property

and its potentialities to the owner must be taken into account: In re
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Humphreys and Victoria (1911), 17 B.C.R. 258, 19 W.L.R. 615, 1 W.W.R.
227 (B.C.), reversed (1912) 17 B.G.R. 258, 5 D.L.R. 294, 21 W.L.R. 555,

2 W.W.R. 566, because the arbitrators had allowed interest on the sum
awarded for injurious affection and a higher rate than five per cent, on that

sunl and on the sum awarded for the land taken, the view of the Court be-

ing that, although the landowner consented to abandon the first mentioned

of these sums and the interest in excess of five per cent., there was no power

to alter or amend the award.

In Rex V. Moncton Land Company (1912), 13 Ex. C.R. 521, it was held

that, in assessing compensation for lands taken for the purposes of a public

work, primd facie, the market price governs, but the "prospective capa-

bilities" of the property must be taken into account, and that usually they

form an element in fixing the market price.

The arbitrators, in determining the compensation for a strip of land

taken to widen a highway, may properly take into consideration: (1) The
damage suffered by the owner in. being precluded from erecting commercial

buildings on the expropriated strip; (2) that, although the property had
been declared by by-law residential and the erection of buildings within a

specified distance from the street line was prohibited, the by-law might be

repealed, and the land become suitable for commercial buildings: In i-e

Gibson and Toronto (1913), 28 O.L.R. 20, 11 D.L.R. 529.

In this case In re City and South London Railway Company and St.

Mary Woolnoth, L.R. (1903) 2 K.B. 728, 19 T.L.R. 363, 72 L.J.K.B. 936,

L.R. (1905) A.C. 1, 21 T.L.R. 127; In re Lucas and Chesterfield Gas and
Water Board, L.R. (1909) 1 K.B. 16, 24 T.L.R. 858; Cunard v. Rex (1910),

43 S.C.R. 88; and In re South Twelfth Street (1907) 217 Pa. St. 362, were
specially referred to.

Where islands situated in rapids and rights, including water rights over

a promontory at the foot of the rapids, are expropriated by a company
empowered to develop water powers and to expropriate lands required for

that development, in assessing the compensation payable it is not proper

to treat the value to the owners of the lands and rights as a proportional

part of the value of the undertaking which the company was proposing to

carry out. The proper basis for compensation is the amount for which the
I expropriated property could have been sold had the company, with its acquired

powers, not been in existence, but with the possibility that that company
or some other company or person might obtain those powers: Cedar Rapids
Manufacturing and Power Company v. Lacoste, L.R. (1914) A.C. 569, 30
T.L.R. 293, 16 D.L.R. 168.

In Rex V. Trudel (1914), 49 S.C.R. 501, 19 D.L.R. 270, it was held that

the prospective potentialities of the land should be taken into account in

determining the compensation to be paid for land which is expropriated,

but it is only the existing value of such advantages at the date of the expro-
priation that falls to be determined.
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In assessing the compensation to the owner of upland property, with

riparian rights incident to it, which has been expropriated, the possibility

of obtaining a license to use the foreshore is to be taken into account: per

Anglin, J., in Tweedie v. Rex (1915), 52 S.C.R. 197, 221, 27 D.L.R. 53.

What is called by some its "potential value," but generally its "special

adaptability", is spoken of by Hodgins, J.A., in In re Schooley and Lake
Erie and Northern Railway Company (1915), 34 O.L.R. 328, 333, 25 D.L.R.

537, as "special or exceptional adaptability," referring to "an apparent but

future use to which the property may be but is not now put and for which

it is particularly adapted."

See also In re Ontario and Minnesota Power Company and Fort Frances

(1916), 35 O.L.R. 459, 467, 28 D.L.R. 30.

There is some conflict of judicial opinion as to whether the hope or expecta-

tion of obtaining the approval of a third person, whose action the landowner

has no right or power to control, which, if obtained, would enhance the

value of the expropriated property, is an element in fixing the compensa-

tion.

In Rex V. Wilson (1914), 15 Ex. C.R. 283, 22 D.L.R. 585, Cassels,

J., expressed the opinion that it was not, and referred to many cases

in support of his view, and, among them, to Central Pacific Railroad

Company of CaUfornia v. Pearson (1868), 35 Cal. 247, which was

the case of the owner of land having riparian rights on the Sacramento

River and a suitable site for wharf purposes, and his claim was that

compensation should be allowed on the basis that a wharf franchise

might be given to the owner of the land. Dealing with this contention,

the Court said (p. 262), "The testimony in relatioH to the value of wharf

privileges on the shore of the Sacramento River, where the tide ebbs and

flows, given for the purpose of enhancing the value of some of the land sought

to be appropriated, was also improperly received, for the obvious reason

that the party claiming the compensation had no wharf franchise. The
mere fact that the party might at some future time obtain from the State

a grant of a wharf franchise, if allowed to remain the owner of the land, is

altogether too remote and speculative to be taken into consideration. The
question for the commissioners to ascertain and settle was the present value

of the land in its then condition, and not what it would be worth if some-

thing more should be annexed to it at some future time": pp. 291, 2.

The case of Lynch v. City of Glasgow (1903), 5 Court of Sess. Cas. 1174,

is also referred to (pp. 289-290), and the language of the Lord President,

in giving judgment, at page 1180, is quoted as follows: "I think that the

Lord Ordinary is correct in saying that there is no reported case, since the

Act of 1845 was passed, in which the chance of a tenant, or his successor,

obtaining a renewal of his lease, after its natural expiry, has been taken into

account in assessing compensation, although the case must have occurred

very frequently, and, if this be so, the present case involves a new departitte

of great importance and of far-reaching consequences. It appears to me
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that such a claim could only prevail if it was established that the chance

or hope of obtaining a renewal of a lease, after its expiry, is an 'interest in

the lands,' in the sense of the statutes, and I am unable to find any warrant

either in the statutes or in the decisions for adopting this view. A lease

during its currency has some of the attributes of a real right or interest in

lands, but the chance of its being renewed by the personal volition of the

lessor does not seem to me to be in any reasonable sense an interest in land,

for the purposes of such a question as the present."

The language of Lord McLaren is also quoted (p. 290) :

—

"And I am satisfied that there is no judicial authority in support of the

present claim—no authority for holding that it is an element, in awarding

compensation to a tenant, that he may possibly .have Ms lease renewed.

. . ., In the present case, I agree that the language of the section is broad

enough to cover a claim of expectancy, biit then it must be an expectation

founded on legal right. . . Now, in the present case the contingency

which the arbiter proposes to value is the chance that, at the termination

of the lease, two persons, who are free to renew their relation and are equally

free to decline to renew it, might agree to enter into a new relation for the

same or a different term of years. That is not a contingency founded on

any right, for it is admitted that there is no obligation to renew the lease,

and, therefore, I am of opinion that the chance of renewal is not an element

which can be taken into account in valuing the tenant's interest in terms of

the statute."

The same view is entertained by Audette, J., and was giveii effect to by

him in Rex v. Canadian Pacific Lumber Company (1915), 15 Ex. C.R. 350,

26 D.L.R. 80, and he there said (p. 356): "It must be held that the right

to that approval provided by the statute (i.e., the erection of "wharves and

booms in navigable waters on which the suppliant's land abutted) is too

remote and speculative to form a legal element for compensation."

No reference was made by Cassels, J., to City and South London Rail-

way Company v. St. Mary Woolnoth (supra), which seems directly opposed

to his view. It was the case of church lands, and it was held that the arbi-

trator was entitled to award compensation upon the basis that the site of

the church might, by a scheme under the Union of Beneficies Act, 1860,

or otherwise, at some future time cease to be the site of the church and become

available for building.

As the learned Judge points out, it was assumed in Cunard v. Rex (1910),

43 S.C.R. 88, 8 E.L.R. 94, that the hope or expectation that a riparian owner

of a water lot in a public harbour might obtain authority from the Crown to

erect structures on the lot formed an element in fixing the compensation,

and the opinion expressed by Anglin, J., in Tweedie v. Rex (supra) and the

decision in In re Tynemouth Corporation and the Duke of Northumberland

(supra) are also opposed to his view.
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On principle there woiild appear to be no reason why the landowner should

not have the benefit of any added value given to his land on account of its

special adaptability for a particular purpose if combined with another con-

tiguous property. That potentiality would, in all probability, add to the

market value of the land expropriated, the extent of the addition, of course,

depending on the probability of its being possible to effect the combina-

tion. In many cases the probability would be so small that nothing should

be added, but in some oases to deny the right would work grave injustice.

It is well known that the practice of the Crown in Ontario is to give to the

owners of land abutting on navigable waters the right of pre-emption of the

water lot in front of it, and, though this is not founded on any legal right,

it would seem that it would be a grave injustice to such a landowner if the

pojientialities of his land iii combination with the water lot were not to form

an element in determining the compensation he is to be entitled to receive.

In assessing the price to be paid for land compulsorUy acquired the value

to be ascertained is the value of the property to the seller in its actual con-

dition at the time of expropriation with all its existing advantages and possi-

bilities, excluding any advantage due to the carrying out of the scheme for

which it is compulsorily acquired, the question of what is the scheme being

a question of fact for the arbitrator: Fraser v. Fraserville (1917), 33 T.L.R. 179.

See also Secordv. Edmonton (1916), 32 D.L.R. 698 (Alta).

Otheh Cases in which Claims on Account op Special Abaptability

WERE Allowed.

In fixing the compensation, it is proper to regard the effect upon the value

of an unrealized possibility, such as that a spring would within a reasonable

time probably be sought as a source of water supply by a neighbouring town
or village: In re Fitzpatrick and New Liskeard (1909), 13 O.W.R. 806-7.

In re Tynemouth Corporation and Duke of Northumberland (supra).

Cases in which Claims on Account of Special Adaptability were
Disallowed.

A claim for compensation for special adaptability of property expro-

priated for harbour purposes was disallowed because there was no evidence

to show that there was any competition of purchasers for the purpose for

which the land had been taken by the Crown, or that there was any possi-

bility of the landowner obtaining a purchaser who would use the land for

that purpose: Rex v. Inverness Railway and Coal Company (1909), 12

Ex. C.R. 383, 7 E.L.R. 291.

Lands which fronted on a public harbour owned by the Crown were expro-

priated for the purpose of forming the shore end of a wharf extending out

into the harbour. The landowner had no grant and claimed no title to the

beach or to the land covered with water at medium high tide, but claimed
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that, in assessing compensation, the special adaptability of the lands for

wharf purposes should be considered as adding a very large value to them,

but it was held that, as the landowner did not own the land covered by
water nor the beach, the special adaptability claimed was not to be con-

sidered: Gillespie v. Eex (1909), 12 Ex. C.R. 406, 7 E.L.R. 299, affirmed by
the Supreme Court (unreported).

Where water lots, which could have been made more valuable by the

erection of wharves and piers, for which it would be necessary to obtain a

license, are expropriated, the owner is not entitled to compensation based

on the enhanced value that would be given to the lots by the erection of the

wharves and piers and the expectation that a license would be granted for

their erection, where the obtaining of the license is practically impossible,

except perhaps to the extent of adding a nominal sum: Cunard v. Rex (1910),

43 S.C.R. 88, 8 E.L.R. 94, aflSrming (1909) 12 Ex. C.R. 414.

Where water side property is expropriated before the owner has asked

for or obtained statutory permission to build wharves or other erections upon

the solum below low-water mark in the absence of evidence to shew that the

possibility of obtaining such permission had increased the value of the property

in the market, such possibility ought not to be taken into consideration in

assessing the compensation: Raymond v. Rex (1916), 16 Ex. C.R. 1, 29 D.L.R.

.574..

Market value.

In the Canadian cases it is again and again stated that the market value

or market price of the land expropriated is the basis upon which compensa-

tion to the landowner is to be assessed, and what is spoken of sometimes

as its " special adaptabiUty'' and sometimes its "potentialities" is treated

as but an element entering into the fixing of its market price.

In Browne and Allan on Compensation, 2nd ed., 97, it is said that;

—

"The fundamental principle in assessing compensation js to discover what

the person will lose by having his land or his interest in it taken from him.

It is the value of the land to the qwner that is the subject of compensation,

not merely its market value, nor its value to the promoters taking it, but

its value to him. His interest may be subject to restrictions which lessen

that value or -it may be held together with rights which are beneficial or

other advantages which enhance the value to him. It is the value of the

land, with all its patentialities and with all the actual use of it by the person

who holds it, that is to be considered in assessing the compensation."

Care must be taken not to overlook the fact that, where land is used for

a special purpose by the owner, there must be added to its market price a

reasonable allowance measured by that use, or, at all events, the value of

it to the owner and the damage done to his business carried on there conse-

quent on his being turned out of possession: Dodge v. Rex (1906), 38 S.C.R.

419, 155.
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"The market price of lands taken ought to be the primA facie basis of

valuation in awarding compensation for land expropriated. The compensa-
tion, for land used for a special purpose by the owner, must usually have
added to the usual market price of such land a reasonable allowance measured
by possibly the value of such use, and, at all events, the value thereof to the
using owner, and the damage done to his business carried on therein, or
thereon, by reason of his being turned out of possession": Dodge v. Rex
(1906), 38 S.CR. 149, 155.

See also Rex v. Condon (1909), 12 Ex. C.R. 275, 279; Rex v. Hayes (1909),

12 Ex. C.R. 396; Rex v. Murphy (1909), 12 Ex. C.R. 401; Brown v. Rex
(1909), 12 Ex. C.R. 463; Rex v. Moncton Land Company (1912), 13 Ex. C.R.
521; Rex v. Richards (1912), 14 Ex. C.R. 365; National Trust Company v.

Canadian Pacific Railway Company (1913), 29 O.L.R. 462, 15 D.L.R. 320;

Rex V. Macpherson iWU), 15 Ex. C.R. 215, 20 D.L.R. 988; Rex v. Manuel
(1915), 15 Ex. C.R. 381, 25 D.L.R. 626.

Where a highway is widened and lands required for the widening are

expropriated, the landowner is entitled to the market value of his land and
to the cost and loss which the removal of a building upon the land expro-

priated inwards from the widened highway will entail: In re Brown and
Ottawa (1916), 10 O.W.N. 403.

Where land is taken for the purpose of using the gravel on it, the owner
is entitled to compensation for the land taken only as farm land where there

is no market for the gravel: Vezina v. Reg. (1889), 17 S.CR. 1.

In Demers v. Rex (1915), 15 Ex. C.R. 492, that case was distinguished,

and it was held that where land is taken for a gravel pit for a government

railway, the price paid for the land three years after the expropriation of

the right of way, where the land had been enhanced in value by the opera-

tion of the railway, was the "best test and starting point" for determining

the market value of the land.

In Brown v. Rex (1909), 12 Ex. C.R. 463, a claim was made by the land-

owner for the flooding of his hay lands by a dam constructed by the Crown.

Proceedings for the expropriation of the land were taken by the Crown
while the other proceedings were pending, and it was arranged between the

parties that the evidence adduced under the petition of right should be

treated as if also adduced in the expropriation proceedings.

The landowner claimed damages for the loss of hay up to the time of trial.

It was held that he was not entitled to damages for the loss of the hay;

that, in assessing compensation, the whole of the property should be con-

sidered as comprising 2,080 acres suitable for ranching purposes, and the

market value (an element of which was its potential value), together with

that of the house and barn on it, ascertained as at the date of the expro-

priation, theh, ascertiiining the market value of what was left and deducting

that from the value of the part expropriated, the difference would represent

the owner's loss.
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Compensation for the expropriation of a wood lot is to be ai-rived at by
seeking the market value of it as a whole as it stood at the date of the expro-

priation, and not by calculating the profits that might be realized out of

the sale of the timber on the land: Rex v. Woodlock (1915), 15 Ex. C.R.

429, 32 D.L.R. 664.

Where there is a lake on the property suitable for watering cattle and

other general purposes, that will be taken into consideration as an additional

element of value in respect of its use for agricultural pin-poses : lb.

Special adaptability for railway purposes is nothing more than an element

to be considered in determining the market value of the property: Rex v.

Roy (1916), 15 Ex. C.R. 472, 33 D.L.R. 52.

The market value of property may be enhanced by the statutory right of

the owner of a water lot to continue to use and enjoy his property and moor-
ing rights as he did when the statute was passed until . . . and it was
held to have been increased in the particular case: Rex v. Power (1916), 16

Ex. C.R. 104.

Intrinsic value.

By s. 818 of the charter of the City of Winnipeg it is provided that, in

fixing the compensation where a part of the property only is expropriated,

the arbitrators are to determine: (1) The intrinsic value of the part of the

property taken; (2) the increased value (if any)^ of the residue of the property

caused by the proposed improvement; and (3) the damage or depreciation

that may be caused to such residue by reason of the expropriation of a part

of it, and that the difference between 1 and 2 or 1 and 3, added together,

shall constitute the price or compensation to be paid to the property owner,

and it is further provided that, when the arbitrators determine and award
that the increased value is equivalent to or in excess of the intrinsic value

of "the part of the property and premises required," they are not to award
any price or compensation for the part so required or liable to expropriation.

This section was considered and applied in In re McNichol and Winnipeg

(1912), 22 Man. L.R. 305, 4 D.L.R. 305, 21 W.L.R. 351,, 2 W.W.R. 470,

and in In re Winnipeg and Battaglia (1914), 7 W.W.R. 206 (Man.), and
in the former case Cameron, J.A., referred to the difference between s. 818

and The Ontario Act.

In In fe Winnipeg and Battaglia (supra), it was said that "intrinsic value"

means the ordinary or normal as distinguished from the speculative value.

In Rex V. Manuel (1916), 15 Ex. C.R. 381, 25 D.L.R. 626, which was
the case of the expropriation of a gentleman's residence, it was held by
Audette, J.:

—

(1) That the owner was entitled to have the compensation assessed at

its market value in respect of the best uses to which it could be put, e.g.,

where a property has its chief value as a gentleman's residence, commanding
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a good view and with a fairly desirable location, that is the value upon which

the compensation should be assessed.

(2) That the compensation for property taken under the authority of The
Expropriation Act, R.S.C. c. 143, is to be assessed upon the market value of

the property, and not upon its intrinsic value.

"Intrinsic value," he said (p. 384), "is the value which does not depend

upon any exterior or surrounding circumstances. It is the value embodied in '

the thing itself. It is the value attaching to objects or things independently

of any connection with anything else," and he illustrated his meaning by
referring to the case of a discarded shipyard and the case of wharves and
piers built for the square timber trade, now no longer in existence, and said

that these may perhaps be of great intrinsic value, but, if the property were

thrown on the market, would have very little commercial or market value.

This was again stated by the same learned Judge in Rex v. The Carslake

Hotel Company (1915), 16 Ex. C.R. 24, and he also held that an appraisal of

a building by the quantity survey method while it may disclose the intrinsic

value of the property does not necessarily estabUsh its market value.

Goodwill.

The probable diminution in the value of the claimant's goodwill in his

trade consequent on the taking of the premises in which the trade is carried

on is alsQ to be taken into consideration.

Goodwill is the proba,bility of the continuance of a business connection

and its value is fixed at a certain number of years' purchase, according to

the nature of the particular trade or business. When lands are taken under

compulsory powers, the goodwill is not purchased by the promoters, but

remains the property of the trader, and the loss he suffers is the diminution

in its value in consequence of his compulsory ejectment from the premises

he is occupying. There are many cases in which the diminution in its value is

hardly appreciable, although the trade premises have compulsorily been taken.

In other cases the diminution in the value of a goodwill may practically

equal the entire value of the goodwill. This is the case where a business

is retail and local, depending on neighbouring customers, and no suitable

premises can be found in the locality within which the business connection

extends.

The goodwill of trade premises which depen(te on the personal skill of

the owner does not pass to the mortgagee of the trade premises, and the

owner is in such a case entitled to compensation for the probable diminution

in its value consequent upon the expropriation of the premises: Cripps on

Compensation, 5th ed., pp. 107, 8.

Where lands upon which the owner is carrying on trade are expropriated

or injured, damages to the goodwill, in addition to the damages to the property,

are a proper subject for compensation: In re McCaulay and Toronto (1889),

18 O.R. 416.
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Where the profits of a business carried on upon land which is expropriated

depended not only on the specially suitable location, environment and equip-

ment, but also on the application to it of the personal exertions and talents

of the proprietor, and, were, therefore, subject to the contingencies of death,

failing health, bankruptcy, or the falling away of business, the damages are

not properly arrived at by capitalizing the profits and adding an allowance

for the possible enlargement of the business by the use of further portions

of the owner's land.

Profits that are being earned are an element to be considered in deter-

mining the value of land and as demonstrating the uses to which it may
reasonably and advantageously be put, and as giving it unique or special

value.

There is no practical difference between the destruction of the goodwill

of a business carried on in a particular property where there is no similar

place to which the owner can go and the destruction of the goodwill when
the owner can move elsewhere. In both cases the goodwill attached to or

affecting the value of the property is wholly gone, and whatever goodwill

is thereafter acquired is new and is attributable to a different property.

In arriving at the amount of profits, salaries for the owners of the busi-

ness, a fair rental and an allowance for depreciation are properly chargeable

against the business.

An allowance of three years' profits for the termination of the business

was, in the circumstances, sufficient, the value of the land and buildings

having been based really on the amount of the annual profit.

In re Meyer and Toronto (1914), 30 O.L.R. 426, 19 D.L.E. 785.

See also Rex v. Courtney (1916), 27 D.L.R. 247 (supra)

.

Reinstatement.

There are some cases in which the income derived or probably to be
derived from land would not constitute a fair basis in assessing the value

to the owner, and then the principle of reinstatement should be apphed.

This principle is that the owner cannot be placed in as favourable a position

as he was in before the exercise of compulsory powers unless such a sum is

assessed as will enable him to replace the premises or lands taken by premises

or lands which would be to'him of the same value. It is not possible to give

an exhaustive catalogue of all cases to which the principle of reinstatement

is applicable. But we may instance churches, schools, hospitals, houses

of an exceptional character, and business premises in which the business can

only be carried on under special conditions or by means of special licenses.

In a case heard at Edinburgh it was sought to extend the principle of rein-

statement to a case in which a portion of a public garden had been taken,,

but such a contention was rightly set aside by the arbitrator (Lord Shand) i

Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., pp. 118-9.
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The principle of reinstatement, which means assessing the amount of the

compensation according to the cost of acquiring an equally convenient site

and erecting equally convenient premises, applies when land is used for a

particular purpose, such as for a public park or for a church or for a school:

Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 6, par. 39.

See In re Brantford Golf and Country Club and Lake Erie and Northern

Railway Company (1914), 32 O.L.R. 141, 144, 5 (1916), 32 D.L.R. 219,

which was the case of the expropriation of the land of a golf club.

The doctrine of reinstatement does not apply to the ordinary cases of

expropriation of lands consisting merely of isolated dwelUngs and the lands

upon which they are situate: Rex v. Wilson (1914), 16 Ex. C.R. 283, 294.

The principle of reinstatement was held not to be appUcable to the case

of a mill which had not been in operation for ten or eleven years before the

expropriation, but the landowner was allowed compensation based upon the

market value, taking into account its potential capabiUties for industrial

purposes: Rex v. Peters (1915), 15 Ex. C.R. 462, 32 D.L.R. 692.

See also In re Brown and Ottawa (1916), 10 O.W.N. 403, noted under

"market value."

Buildings and erections.

In Rex V. McDonald (1908), 5 E.L.R. 431, a barn, resting on the ground

on boards placed on the top of some boulders, was treated and allowed for ^

as part of the land expropriated.

These words in a lease do not include the filling in and piling of land covered

with water in order to convert it into dry land and prepare it for building

upon: Adamson v. Rogers (1895), 22 A.R; 415, (1896) 26 S.C.R. 159.

In Sleeth v. St. John and Gordon v. St. John (1908), 39 N.B. 56, 5 E.L.R.

391, (1909) 6 E.L.R. 129, that case was distinguished, and it was held that

the lessees were entitled to be allowed for such piling and earth filling as

formed part of the foundation of the buildings they had erected.

These words include fixtures and machinery which would have been fix-

tures but for the right of the tenant to remove them : In re Brantford Electric

and Power Company and Draper (1896), 28 O.R. 40, (1897) 24 A.R. 301.

But see Long Eaton, etc., v. Midland Railway Company, L.R. (1902)

2 K.B. 574, 18 T.L.R. 743, in which it was held that a railway embankment
was a building within the meaning of a restrictive covenant designed to pre-

vent the land from being used for any other purpose than for the erection

of private buildings.

See also Waite's Executors v. Inland Revenue Commissioners, L.R. (1914),

3 K.B. 196, 30 T.L.R. 568, and Morrison v. Inland Revenue Commissioners,

L.R. (1915), 1 K.B. 716, 31 T.L.R. 176.

24—MUN. LAW.
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Loss ARISING FROM USER OF AUTHORIZED WORKS.

"An owner is not entitled to compensation for loss arising from the user

of authorized worlcs, but only for loss caused by their construction. The

principle is, that promoters are not bound to pay compensation for damage

necessarily resulting from the use of their works for the purposes authorized

by the legislature": Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., p. 147.

* Land taken under powers of expropriation and applied to any use autho-

rized by the statute cannot by its mere use, as distinguished from the con-

struction of works upon it, give rise to a claim for compensation, but where

part of an owner's land is taken from him and the future use of the part taken

may damage the remainder of his land, 'such damage may be an injurious

affecting of his other lands, although it would not be injurious affecting of

the land of neighbouring proprietors from whom nothing had been taken

for the purpose of the intended works: Cowper Essex, v. Acton, L.R. (1889),

14 AiC. 153, 161, 58 L.J.Q.B. 594, 5 T.L.R. 395.

In the same case it was said by the Lord Chancellor (Halsbury): "That

if works are not carefully and properly conducted, they could be restrained

by injunction as often as any annoyance arose to the neighbourhood from the

improper mode of conducting them," is not aji answer to a claim for com-

pensation for "liability to occasional and exceptional annoyances, is a real

injury to property and not fanciful or imaginary": p. 160 of the report in

14 A.C.

Reversionary interests.

The present value of his land to the owner of a reversionary interest, who
is receiving no present benefi,t, can be calculated by one of the following

methods:

—

,

Take the case of an owner entitled to a property of ihe annual value of

£100 on the expiration of a term of twenty years. On the 4 per cent, table

he would be entitled to £2,500 at the end of twenty years as the then value

of an annuity of £100 in perpetuity. The present value of £2,500 deferred

for twenty years on the four per cent, table is £1,141.

The slame result would be arrived at by subtracting from the £2,500 the

present value of an annuity of £100 payable for twenty years. Taking again

the 4 per cent, table, the present value of the annuity is £1,859, which,

being deducted from the £2,500, leaves £1,141.

See Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., pp. 110, 111.

Compensation to a lessee or tenant. i

The compensation payable to a lessee or tenant depends on the difference

between the actual rental paid by him and the improved annual rental that

the property is worth: Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., p. 109.

A mere expectancy, however reasonable, of a renewal of lease has been

held not to constitute an interest in land: Lynch v. Glasgow Corporation
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(1904), 5 F. 1174 (Court of Session S. Cas.); Rex v. Liverpool, etc., Railway

Company (1835), 4 A. & E. 650, 43 R.R. 454, 111 E.R. 931.

A lessee of expropriated land has a recourse against the expropriator for

indemnity independently of the proprietor: Verdun v. Grand Trunk Ry. Co.

(1898), Q.R. 7 Q.B. 185.

Lessees under a renewable lease, which gives the lessors an option of

renewing or paying for improvements, or their assigns who remain in posses-

sion after the expiration of the term, but to whom no renewal lease is granted,

although demanded, are occupants as tenants at will merely, and are not

"persons interested" in the land within the meaning of The Railway Act,

R.S.C. c. 37, 8. 155, and are, therefore, not entitled to compensation for

the expropriation of any part of the land demised: Canadian Pacific Railway

Company v. Alexander Brown Milling and Elevator Company (1908-9),

18 O.L.R. 85, (1910) 42 S.C.R. 600.

It is open to question whether in view of the interpretation of the word

"owner" by s. 321, cl. (c), this decision is applicable to a case arising under

this section.

In re Perram and Hanover (1916), 36 O.L.R. 582, 31 D.L.R. 142, which

was the case of compensation where a factory and water power leased from

the corporation were expropriated by the corporation, and it was held that

the lessee was entitled to be compensated for the value of the unexpired

term and a reasonable sum for the expense of removing his business to other

premises, and that there could not be set off against this the loss he would

sustain if he continued to use the premises for the business he was carrjdng

on there.

As to the method of assessing compensation where there are claims by the

owner, tenant and subtenant of land expropriated, see In re O'Neill and

Toronto (1916), 37 O.L.R. 446, 32 D.L.R. 775.

Expenses of removal.

If the owner is in occupation of premises, compensation for damages,

incurred through the necessity of removal, are to be allowed. These include,

the cost of the removal of furniture and goods and the consequent depre-

ciation in the value of furniture which has been specially fitted, but which

is not a fixture attached to the freehold, and if the claimant is a trader, his

damages will also include any diminution in the value of his stock conse-

quent on its removal, or, in the alternative, on a forced sale if that is shown
to be the only practicable course: Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., pp.

106, 7.

Expenses incurred in obtaining other premises.

Where the claimant incurs a Uability to an increased rental or other reason-

able expenses in taking equally convenient new premises for the purpose
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of carrying on his business, the increased rental and other expenses should

be taken into account in assessing the compensation, and this principle applies

though the business is not being carried on at a profit: Cripps on Com-
pensation, 5th ed., p. 107.

Interest.

The owner of land which has been expropriated is entitled to interest

on the amount of the compensation from the date of the passing of the expro-

priating by-law: In re Usher and North Toronto (1911), 2 O.W.N. 851,

following In re Leak and Toronto (1898), 29 O.R. 685, (1899) 26 A.R. 351

(1900) 30 S.C.R. 321.

Where the compensation awarded to the owner for land expropriated has

been increased on an appeal from the award, interest is payable on the amount

of the increase from the date on which the corporation took possession:

Grand Trunk Railway Company v. Montreal (1900) Q.R. 18 S.C. 534.

Where there has been no interference with the possession of the land-

owner and there is no provision in the by-law for entry upon his land, interest

should not be allowed on the amount awarded: In re Hislop and Stratford

(1915), 34 O.L.R. 97, 23 D.L.R. 753.

Compensation for the injurious affection of la^ds in the exercise of muni-

cipal power is in the nature of damages, and interest should not be allowed

on it before the liquidation of the damages by making an award : In re Leak

and Toronto (1899), 26 A.R. 351, (1900) 30 S.C.R. 321, reversing (1898)

29 O.R. 685.

' In re Leak and Toronto (1899), 26 A.R. 351, as to interest on the com-

pensation for injurious affection, was followed in In re Humphreys and

Victoria (1911), 17 B.C.R. 258, 5 D.L.R. 294, 19 W.L.R. 615, 21 W.L.R.

555, 1 W.W.R. 227, 2 W.W.R. 566, noted under "Special Adaptability."

Additional allowance for compulsory taking. '

It should be noticed also that there is no provision, either in this or in

any other section of this Act (i.e., The Lands Clauses Consolidation Act,

1845), to the effect that anything is to be added in respect of compulsory

purchase. In practice a percentage is regularly added to the market price,

and this is usually right, for the sum to be ascertained is not the market

price, but the value of the land to the owner. . . The point as to whether

any percentage should be added was raised but not decided in Jervis v.

Newcastle and Gateshead Water Company (1896, 7), 13 T.L.R. 14, 312:

Browne and Allan on Compensation, 2nd ed., 97.

The fact that lands have been taken under compulsory process does not

alter the principle of valuation, and the customary addition of 10 per cent,

can only be justified as a part of the valuation and not as an addition thereto.

In practice the 10 per cent, is applied to the value of lands only, and not to
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incidental damage; this percentage may be taken to cover various incidental

costs aiid charges to which an owner is subject whose land has been taken,

and, if no percentage were added, such incidental costs and charges would

have to be considered in assessing the amount of the compensation. In

In re Athlone Rifle Range (1902), 1 Ir. R. 433, an addition of 20 per cent,

was disapproved. In Jervis v. Newcastle and Gateshead Water Company
(supra), an amount added for compulsory purchase was disallowed on the

ground that the purchase was not compulsory: Cripps on Compensation,

5th ed., p. 111.

In Arnold on Damages and Compensation, p. 230, this statement is

adopted.

The practice of making this addition is probably one of those "formulce"

of which Lord Watson, referring to "certain so-called principles of valua-

tion," spoke of in North and South Western Junction Railway Company
V. Brentford Union, L.R. (1888) 13 A.C. 592, 594, and with reference to which

the Lord Chancellor (Lord Loreburn), in Great Central Railway Company
V. Banbury Union, L.R. (1909) A.C. 78, 85, 25 T.L.R. 143, 78 L.J.K.B.

225, 100 L.T. 89, said: "No doubt this method is not ordered by the statute.
'

It is, to use Lord Watson's phrase, a 'formula.' Nevertheless, though Courts

of law have never said that it must be adopted, it is in ordinary cases a sound

way of fixing the true value."

In In re Athlone Rifle Range (supra), p. 438, it was said that something

for the annoyance of being disturbed in the possession and the difficulty

and delay of procuring other suitable premises was usually allowed by arbi-

trators.

In Symonds v. Rex (1903), 8 Ex. C.R. 319, it was held that where the

actual value of the land can be closely and accurately determined, a sum
equivalent to 10 per cent, of the actual value should be added to it for the

compulsory taking, but where that cannot be done and the price allowed is

liberal and generous, nothing should be added for the compulsory taking.

In Dodge v. Rex (1906), 38 S.C.R. 149, Idington, J., spoke of a per-

centage being usually added to "cover contingencies of many kinds" : p. 166.

It was said by Britton, J., in In re Herriman and Owen Sound (1910),

1 O.W.N. 759, 16 O.W.R. 98, that there is no ground for an arbitrary addi-

tion of 10 per pent, to the value of the land because it is compulsorUy taken.

In Rex V. New Brunswick Railway Company (1913), 14 Ex. C.R. 491,

497, Audette, J., added 10 per cent, for compulsory taking.

In Rex V. Macphersbn (1914), 15 Ex. C.R. 215, 232, 3, 20 D.L.R. 988,

it was said by Cassels, J., that "it has been usual in most cases to make an
allowance of some kind in order to recoup the purchaser for certain contingent

items which cannot be taken into account," and, after referring to what
is said on the subject by the three text writers which have been referred to,

he went on to say: "I may say that, having regard to the decisions in our
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Courts, there seems io be no doubt that the principles enunciated in the

cases decided under The Lands Clauses Compensation Acts have been adopted

by our Courts. I fail to see, however, that any hard and fast rule as to a

fixed allowance should be adhered to," and he allowed in that case 5 per cent.

In an earlier case. Rex v. Condon (1909), 12 Ex. C.R. 275, 282, 3, the

same Judge had said: "Next comes the indefinable allowance for com-

pulsory expropriation, in other days computed at about 60 per cent, on the

value, nowadays at about 10 per cent. I do not understand the theory of

the allowance. If it is intended to cover expense of moving, etc., I do not

see why it should be added to the value of the land. There seems, however,

to be an allowance of this character recognized."

Mr. Justice Hodgins referred to the question in In re National Trust

Company and The Canadian Pacific Railway Company (1913), 29 O.L.R.

462, 474, 15 D.L.R. 320, 330, but does not express any opinion as to it beyond

saying that "it (i.e., the practice of making the allowance) does not seem

to be accepted as settled law."

The question came before the Supreme Court of Canada in the recent

case of Rex v. Hunting (1916), 32 D.L.R. 331, and there was a difference of

opinion as to it. The Chief Justice and Idington, J., treated it as well settled

that the landowner was entitled to have the 10 per cent, added, though the

Chief Justice said that "perhaps there might be cases in which it ought not

to be allowed."

Anglin, J., said that "the authority for fixing the 'additional allowance'

at 10 per cent, depends entirely upon practice," and was of opinion that

as, where the owner is in actual occupation, the additional allowance is

limited to 10 per cent., a substantial reduction might well be made "when
such an important item of inconvenience and possible loss as disturbance

in occupation, involving the finding of other suitable premises, is wholly

absent," and he was of opinion that 4 per cent, should be allowed for "dis-

tin-bance in actual occupation, including the inconvenience of finding other

suitable premises, and 6 per cent, to cover all other expenses, damage and

inconvenience to the deprived owner entailed by the taking of his property."

Brodeur, J., was of opinion that the allowance should not be made where

"the price allowed is liberal and generous," and that it should not be made
in the case before the Court because (1) the owners were receiving a very

large and hberal compensation for their lands taken; (2) they Were not

occupying their lands and will not suffer any damage by removal; (3) the

amount which they are receiving will give them an immediate return larger

than the rents they were receiving, and they do not in that regard suffer any

damages.

Duff, J., was of opinion that the appeal to add the 10 per cent, should

be dismissed, but gave no reasons.

It is hazardous, in view of all this, to express an opinion upon the ques-

tion, but the suggestion is ventured that the effect of the cases is that it will
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be proper to make the allowance save in exceptional cases, and that in them
it may be reduced, and it is probable that some such mode as that favoured

by Anglin, J., will be found to be a satisfactory method of dealing with the

question, and it must be taken to be the law, as laid down by the Supreme
Court of Canada, because the judgment of the Court was entered in accordance

with his view.

It has, however, since been held by Audette, J., in Raymond v. Rex
(1916), 16 Ex. C.R. 1, 29 D.L.R. 574, that the allowance ought not to be

made when the property was acquired for the open purpose of speculating

on the chances of its being expropriated; and in In re Watson and Toronto

(1916), 38 O.L.R. 103, 111,- 2, 32 D.L.R. 637, the Chief Justice of the

Common Pleas expressed the opinion that it is not proper, where full com-

pensation has been allowed, to add, any arbitrary amount to the sum fixed by
the arbitrator, and Masten, J., appears to have been of a different opinion, and

to think that the " 10 per cent, rule" has received the sanction of the Supreme

Court of Canada.

"Injuriously affected."—"When no land has been taken, the words

"injuriously affected," or words of similar import, are limited to loss or

damage under the following heads:

—

"1. The damage or loss must result from an act made lawful by the

statutory powers of the promoters.

"2. The damage or Ipss must be such as would have been actionable

but for statutory powers.

"3. The damage or loss must be an injury to lands, and not a personal

injury or an injury to trade.

"4. The damage or loss must be occasioned by the construction of the

authorized works, and not by their user."

Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., p. 136.

" (1) Statutory compensation is given only for acts authorized to be done

in the exercise of statutory powers. If an act which the promoters are

authorized by law to do is done in a proper manner, though the act so done

works a special injury to a particular individual, the individual injured can-

not maintain an' action, and his only remedy is by compensation. If damage

is caused by an act which, notwithstanding the statute containing or incor-

porating the compensation clause, is not made lawful, the remedy by action

is not taken away, and is open to the person injured": lb. p. 137.

"(2) An owner is not injuriously affected or entitled to compensation

unless the damage is such that, but for the statutory authority, it would

have been actionable. Since no action can be brought where damage has

resulted from the authorized use, without negligence, of statutory powers,

the right to compensation is the substituted remedy which the legislature

has provided. Where a local authority had a general implied right of access

to sewers, and such access had not been prevented, but only rendered less
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easy and convenient, it was held that there would have been no right of

action by the local authority, supposing the company had not been pro-

tected by the powers of their Act, and that, consequently, no claim to com-
pensation could be sustained": lb. p. 138-9.

"The third principle—that compensation is only given to the extent that

the value of property as property, in its then state and condition, and inde-

pendently of its particular use, is depreciated—^has only a modified applica-

tion, even if it applies at all, when compensation is claimed for injm'y done

to lands held with lands taken. Where the damage complained of has arisen

from acts done on the lands taken, the measure of compensation for damage
done to lands held therewith is the fuU consequential loss which the owner

has sustained by reason of the severing of the lands taken from the other

lands of such owner, or otherwise injuriously affecting such other lands by
the exercise of statutory powers": lb. p. 150.

"The fourth principle—that an owner is only entitled to compensation

for damage done by the construction of the authorized works, and not for

damage done by their user—is not appUoable where the lands injured are

held with lands taken. In this case, the measure of compensation is the

depreciation in value of the premises damaged, assessed not only in reference

to the loss occasioned by the construction of the authorized works, but also

in reference to the loss which may probably result from the nature of their

user. In other words, the use for which works have been constructed is

an element in determining the amount of compensation payable to an owner,

so far as such use has a tendency to depreciate the value of the lands which
are affected": lb. p. 152.

There is no injurious affection within the meaning of this section unless

"some damage has been occasioned to the land itself in respect of which,-

but for the statute, the" claimant "might have maintained an action. The
injury must be an actual injury to the land itself, as by loosening the founda-

tion of buildings on it, obstructing its light or its drains, making it inaccess-

ible by lowering or raising the ground immediately in front of it, or by some
such physical deterioration: per Lord Cranworth in Ricket v. Metropolitan

Railway Company, L.R. (1867) 2 H.L. 175, 198, 36 L.J.Q.B. 205.

In Metropolitan Board of Works v. McCarthy, L.R. (1874) 7 H.L. 243,

43 L.J.C.P. 385, Lord Chelmsford accepted, subject to a qualification after-

wards mentioned, as a guide for the decision of compensation cases, the

definition relied on by Mr. Thesiger, Q.C., in his argument, which Lord
Chelmsford stated to be:

—

"Where by the construction of works authorized by the legislature there

is a physical interference with a right, whether pubhc or private, which an
owner of a house is entitled by law to make use of, in connection with the

>, house, and which gives it a marketable value apart from any particular use

to which the owner may put it, if the house, by reason of the works, is

diminished in value, there arises a claim to compensation" : p. 256.
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The qualification subject to which this definition was accepted was that

"where the right which the owner of the house is entitled to exercise is one
which he possesses in common with the pubUc, there must be something
peculiar to the right in its connection with the house to distinguish it from
that which is enjoyed by the rest of the world."

The Lord Chancellor (Cairns) also accepted Mr. Thesiger's definition:

p. 253.

The compensation in respect of lands "injuriously affected" embraces

only such damage as would have been recoverable by action if the work
causing it had been executed without statutory authority: In re Collins and
Water Commissioners of Ottawa (1878), 42 U.C.R. 378, 385.

A municipal corporation, at whose instance a subway was ordered to

be constructed, the efifect of which was to lower the grade of the highway
in front of property, is not liable to the landowner for the injury done to his

property notwithstanding that it is provided by the order-in-council requiring

the subway to be constructed that the corporation should pay all land

damages, there being no jurisdiction in the Governor-in-Council to impose

that Uability: Burt v. Sydney (1913), 47 N.S. 480, 15 D.L.R. 429, (1914)

50 S.C.R. 6, 16 D.L.R. 853, 50 C.L.J. 467.

It was held in Hull v. Bergeron (1913), 9 D.L.R. 28 (Que.) that where

a statute provides for indemnity to be fixed by arbitration, that does not

deprive the injured person of his common law recourse, if he has any, and

he may, therefore, sue for damages without any reference to arbitration.

In delivering the judgment of the Court, Archambeault, C.J., referred, in

support of the conclusion to which the Court came, to what was said by
Patterson, J., in WilUams v. Raleigh (1892), 21 S.C.R. 103, 131, but it seems

to have been overlooked that that learned Judge went on to say: "But if

the act that injures you can be justified as the exercise of a statutory power,

you are driven to seek for compensation in the mode provided by the statute

if, as has sometimes happened, no such provision is made you are without

remedy."

That was the exact case in HuU v. Bergeron, for by the charter of the

city the corporation was given power to do the very thing which resulted

in injury to the plaintiff "provided that if any person suffer thereby any '

real damages he be indemnified a dire d'arbitre."

There is no right to compensation where property is injuriously affected

in the exercise of statutory powers and no provision is made for compensa-

tion: Laurentide Paper Company v. Rex (1915), 15 Ex. C.R. 499.

According to the civil law, a municipal corporation which, in the exercise

of its powers, causes injury to any one is responsible for the resulting damages:

Bedard v. Lochaber West (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 459, 29 D.L.R. 312.

Where a corporation, acting in the execution of a public trust and for

the pubHc benefit, does an act which it has statutory authority to do, and does

it in a proper manner, an individual suffering special injury by reason of
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the act cannot maintain an action. He is without remedy unless a remedy
is provided by the statute: Armour v. Regina (1915), 8 S.L.R. 368, 29 D.L.R.

676, 33 W.L.R. 312, 9 W.W.R. 928, applying East Freemantle v. Annois,

L.R. (1902) A.C. 213, 18 T.L.R. 199, which was the case of a municipal

corporation, under statutory authority, in order to improve a street, reducing

the gradient opposite a landowner's house so that it was left on the edge of

a cutting, with a drop of about six or eight feet to the road.

In Laurentide Paper Company v. Rex (1916), 15 Ex; C.R. 499, the right

for the injurious affection of which the claim for compensation was made
was a right which the claimant shared only in common with the rest of the

public, and it was held that there was no liability.

In this case a bridge had been built under statutory authority over a
river down which the claimant drove its logs, also under statutory authority,

and the claim was for reimbursement of what the claimant had paid to break

a jamb of logs caused by the manner in which the piers had been built.

It was also laid down that where property is injuriously affected by a

railway company, in the exercise of powers conferred upon it by Act of Parlia-

ment, the company is not liable in damages for the injury unless Parliament '

has so provided.

Damage of a tbmpokary character.

The fact that damage which would have been actionable but for the

statutory powers is of a permanent or temporary character does not affect

the right of an owner to claim compensation, and is material only in con-

sidering the amount to be assessed: Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., p. 144.

In Ricket v. Metropolitan Railway Company, L.R. (1867) 2 H.L. 175,

196, 36 L.J.Q.B. 205, Lord Chelmsford, L.C., expressed the opinion that

the temporary obstruction of a highway which prevents the free passage of

persons along it, and so incidentally interrupts the resort to a place of busi-

ness, is not the subject of an action at common law as an individual injury

sustained by the person carrying on the business distinguishing his case

from that of the rest of the pubhc.

This dictum was dissented from in Ford v. Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany, L.R. (1886) 17 Q.B.D. 12, 55 L.J.Q.B. 296, 2 T.L.R. 281, and was

there stated not to be the law.

A mere temporary obstruction of access to premises, causing considerable

inconvenience and loss of business to the occupier, may constitute damage

in respect to which he is entitled to compensation: Lingke v. Christchurchi

L.R. (1912) 3 K.B. 595, 28 T.L.R. 536, in which Herring v. The Metropolitan

Board of Works (1865), 19 C.B.N.S. 510, 147 R.R. 683, was distinguished,

and Fletcher Moullon, L.J., was of opinion that it should be overruled:

p. 606.
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Remoteness of d4.mage.

In fixing the compensation the ordinary principles of law as to remoteness

of damage apply: Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., p. 108.

The following two cases are referred to:^

In In re Clarke and Wandsworth (1868), 17 L.T.N.S. 549, the plaintiff

was a seedsman, having an office in Covent Garden, at which he kept his

stock, and a market garden at Wandsworth, in which he sowed small quan-

tities of all the seeds in his stock-in-trade, after which he sold each parcel

at a higher price by reason of his giving a warranty based on his experience

of these trial crops. The Board of Works, in constructing a sewer, entered

on his market garden, and so carried on their operations that it became
impossible to identify the trial crops With the seed in bulk, in consequence

of which he was unable to warrant his seeds, and they were depreciated in

value, and the arbitrators awarded him a sum to cover this depreciation,

but it was held, upon an application to set aside the award, though with

some doubt, that the damage was too remote.

In In re Tynemouth Corporation andthe Duke of Northumberland (1893),

89 L.T. 657, 67 J.P. 425, 19 T.L.R. 630, in which a claim for expenses which

might be incurred by the landowner for educating the children of workmen
employed in the construction of a reservoir for the purpose of which the

land was being compulsorily taken was disallowed.

See also In re Ejlworth Rifle Range (1899), 2 Ir. R. 305, in which it was

held that; in assessing the value of the land taken, the arbitrator was not

entitled to take into account the existence of arrears of rent due by lessees

or tenants which the taking had rendered irrecoverable.

Intbbfehbncb with bight of access to public thohoughparb.

"The right of access frorn private property to a public thoroughfare is

a right recognized by law as incident to the ownership of land, and any
interference with this right, causing damage, entitles an owner to claim com-
pensation.

"If an owner has suffered no injury to his rights of ownership through

the obstruction of a pubUc highway, he would have had no right of action

in respect of his interest in lands even if there had been no statutory powers

and he cannot maintain a claim to compensation.

"If the physical access from lands or premises to a public highway or

a navigable river on which the lands or premises immediately abut is taken

away or rendered less convenient, and the value of such lands or premises

is depreciated thereby, the owner is subjected to an interference with his

proprietary rights and is entitled to compensation. There is no distinction

between a tidal river and the sea, and where an owner has a right of access

and this right of access is interfered with, he is entitled to compensation.

"If, through the obstruction or narrowing of a pubhc highway or navigable

river, the right of physical access incident to the ownership of lands or premises
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is taken away or made less convenient, and, in consequence, the value of.

such lands or premises is diminished, the owner is entitled to compensation

although his lands or premises do not immediately abut upon the pubUc

highway or navigable river where the alteration in question has been made."

"If the obstruction of a pubhc highway or navigable river does not inter-

fere with a legal right attached to the lands or premises, but merely causes

an inconvenience diverting the public and occasioning a loss of custom in

trade, the dajnage thereby occasioned to the owner is not an injury to lands

or premises, and does not entitle him to claim compensation. Even if works

carried out under statutory powers are unnecessarily or unreasonably delayed,

the person injured by the diversion of traflSc or custom has no right of action

unless he can prove that the obstruction complained of affects him in a

direct and substantial manner, so as to cause a special injury different from

that which is common to the rest of the pubhc. Compensation can be

claimed when a diversion of traffic depreciates the market value of premises

for all purposes, although evidence of actual loss of trade or of the decreased

number of years' purchase should not be admitted."

Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed., pp. 142-3-4.

Cases as to Interference with Access, etc.

House of Lords.

In Caledonian Railway Company v. Walker's Trustees, L.R. (1882)

7 A.C. 259, the respondents were possessed of a spinning mill, ninety yards,

from an important main thoroughfare in Glasgow, having parallel accesses

on the level from two sides of the mill to the thoroughfare. A railway com-
' pany, under its special Act, cut off entirely one access, substituting for it

a deviated road over a bridge with steep gradients, and the other access

they diverted and made less convenient, but none of the operations were

carried on ex adverso the premises. When the Bill was before Parliament,

the respondents withdrew their opposition in consideration of an agreement

by which the company undertook that, in the event of the land of the re-

spondents and of others being injuriously affected by the construction of

any of the works proposed by the Bill, their claim to compensation should

not be barred by reason of the company not taking part of their land, and

it was held that, though the agreement gave no right to compensation, the

trustees were entitled to it under the Railways and Land Clauses Consolida-

tion (Scotland) Acts, 1845.

Lord Selborne, L.C., in his speech, at pp. 284-5, said:

—

"It was argued for the appellants that these authorities (i.e., the authori-

ties cited in support of the claim for compensation) ought not to be extended

to any case of the obstruction of access to private property by a public road,

when such obstruction is not immediately ex adverso of the property. This

limitation, however, seems to me arbitrary and unreasonable, and not war-

ranted by the facts either of" (referring to two of the cases). "A right of
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access by a public road to particular property must, no doubt, be proximate
and not remote or indefinite, in order to entitle the owner of that property

to compensation for the loss of it; and I apprehend it to be clear that it

could not be extended, in a case like the present, to all the streets in Glasgow
through which the respondents might from time to time have occjasion to

pass for purposes connected with any busineps which they might carry on
upon the property in question. But it is sufficient for the purposes of the

present appeal to decide that the respondents' right of access from their

premises to Eglinton Street, at a distance of no more than ninety yards,

was direct and proximate, and not indirect or remote."

Cases.

Ontario.

An arbitrator to whom is referred a claim for compensation for injury

to land caused by lowering the grade of an adjoining highway hap no power

to direct a municipial corporation to maintain a retaining wall: In re Burnett

and Durham (1899), 31 O.K. 262.

It was held in In re Medler and Arnot and Toronto (1902), 4 Can. Ry.

Cas. 13, that a landowner, whose land was distant 125 feet from a highway,

was not entitled to compensation for the devia,tion aid stopping up of part

of it.

In Rex V. McArthur (1904), 34 S.Q.R. 570, the suppliant, in common
with all others, was cut ofif from one access to Prescott by what is known
as "the old highway," though all other methods of access or egress to or from

the village remained the same, but another road was substituted in Ueu of

it, so that the suppliant still had access to Prescott, although not by so con-

venient a road, and it was held that the suppliant was not entitled to com-

pensation on account of the closing of the old highway. In stating the

opinion of the Court, Nesbitt, J., said that he did not think that any case

could be found which, under the EngUsh law, holds that for such an obstruc-

tion an action could be maintained, and that it was absolutely clear from

all the authorities that mere inconvenience of a person or loss of trade or

business is not the subject of compensation: p. 575.

The remedy of a landowner for raising the level of a street, whether the

work is done under a by-law or by the inherent authority of the municipal

council as conservator of roads, is compensation, and an action does not lie:

In re Dunn and Stratford (1905), 5 O.W.R. 65.

Where a highway which starts from another highway, running at right

angles to the highway on which the residence of a landowner fronts, at a

point directly opposite his residence, is stopped up by a by-law of the muni-
cipal council, the landowner is entitled to compensation for the injurious

affection of his land by the stopping up: In re Tate and Toronto (1905),

10O.L.R. 651.

Where proximity of property to a highway, a portion of which is stopped

up, enhances its value, and it is depreciated by the stopping up of the high-
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way, the landowner is entitled to compensation although the property does

not abut or front upon the highway which is closed: In re Taylor and Belle

River (1910), 1 O.W.N. 609, 15 O.W.R. 733, affirmed (1910) 2 O.W.N. 387,

17 O.W.R. 815.

In In re Neal and Port Hope (1914), 6 O.W.N. 701, 7 O.W.N. 264, the

landowner was held to be entitled to compensation for stopping up a street

upon which his land abutted, though it did not abut upon the part of it

that was stopped up. '

British Columbia.

The owner of land abutting on a highway, the grade of which has been

lowered by the corporation, is entitled to have the compensation determined

by arbitration: Roman Catholic Bishop of New Westminster v. Vancouver

(1908), 14 B.C.R. 136, 9 W.L.R. 587.

Where a part of the width of a highway required for the construction of

a, railway is closed by a mupicipal by-law, which does not merely authorize

the railway company to construct the railway along the street, a landowner

whose access to his land abutting on the highway is thereby, interfered with

is entitled to compensation from the corporation as for damages occasioned

by altering the highway under The Municipal Act, R.S.B.C, (1911), c. 170,

S. 53 (176): Ramsay v. West Vancouver (1915), 21 B.C.R. 401, 22 D.L.R.

826, 31 W.L.R. 415, 8 W.W.R. 835.

Quebec.

A municipal corporation which exercises its right to close a street or public

way is liable for damage caused to adjoining owners by increasing the diffi-

culty of access to their lands. When the injury caused results in additional

expense, varjdng from time to time, of conducting a business, but without

destroying it, the owner can recover only this excess in expense thus incurred.

He cannot demand a round sum for depreciation in value of his property

and trade which is uncertain and impossible to determine: Montileal v.

Montreal Brewing Company (1909), Q.R. 18 K.B. 404, varying (1906) Q.R.

30 S.C. 280.

A municipal corporation which raises the level of a street, public place,

park, etc., is liable to pay to the owners of land fronting on it, as indemnity

for a partial expropriation, the damages caused to their buildings: Paquet

V. Montreal, (1913) Q.R. 22 KB. 353.

In Quebec a municipal corporation is liable in damages to abutting owners

where the level of a street or sidewalk is raised, causing depreciation of their

property, and such a change of level may be considered a partial expropria^

tion of the owner's rights: Hull v. Bergeron (1913), 9 D.L.R. 28; D'Ambrosio

V. Montreal (1914), Q.R. 45 S.C. 282.

In Houle v. St. Louis-De-Gonzague (1915), Q.R. 49 S.C. 136, it was held

by the Court of Review, reversing the judgment of the Superior Court of
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the district of Beauharnois, that the plaintiff's ingress to and egress from
his property, his view and his light, were not interfered with by the raising

of the level of a bridge and a connecting highway, but the Court of King's

Bench reversed the judgment, upon the ground that the evidence established

that the plaintiff had suffered a special damage, and that what had been

done imposed upon him a servitude which was not imposed upon the rate-

payers at large: (1916) Q.R. 25 K.B. 256.

In delivering the judgment of the Court of King's Bench, Carroll, J.,

said that he was of opinion that if a municipal corporation makes improve-

ments to its roads or its bridges, a person who does not suffer any special

injury has not on that account recourse in damages against the municipal

corporation, but if he suffers a special damage, which constitutes for him
a permanent servitude that the other ratepayers have not to submit to, he

is entitled to an indemnity.

A municipal corporation may demolish a bridge which connects land on

the north with a public road, and open another road to the north-west, but

if, in making these changes, it causes injury, direct and immediate,* to a

landowner by the loss of his harvest in the operation of his farm, and obliges

him to construct another bridge, it is bound to indemnify him: Bedard v.

Lochaber West (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 459, 29 D.L.R. 312.

Saskatchewan.

The work of grading streets which a municipal corporation has statutory

authority to do is a work done in the "exercise of powers under the Act,"

and the owner of.land which is injuriously affected is entitled to compensa-

tion for the injurious affection, though no part of the land itself is taken:

Prince Albert v. Vachon (1916), 27 D.L.R. 216, 33 W.L.R. 470, 34 W.L.R.

107, 9 W.W.R. 1128, 10 W.W.R. 359.

A right of access to property from a pubUc road at a distance of not more

than seventeen yards is direct and proximate, and interference with that

right may give rise to a claim for compensation for closing the road: Cassidy

V. Moose Jaw (1915), 9 W.W.R. 794.

Where part of the foreshore between high and low water mark, belonging

to a riparian owner, is expropriated for the purposes of a government work,

he is entitled to compensation for the land taken, and where the owner's

riparian rights as to the remainder of his land are injuriously affected by the

construction of the work, he is entitled to compensation on the basis that

those rights were peculiar to him and distinct from those held in common
by him with the rest of the pubUc: Pickels v. Rex (1912), 14 Ex. C.R. 379,

7 D.L.R. 698.

"Beyond any advantage which the owner may derive from any work,

etc."—In cases under The Imperial Land Clauses Acts where lands have
been taken, it has never been contended that a purchasing company can claim

to set off against the value of such lands any enhanced value consequent
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on the construction of the authorized works to the adjoining lands of the

same owner. Where lands have not been taken, but only injuriously affected,

the claim has been made and disallowed: Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed.,

p.> 104, citing Senior v. Metropolitan Railway Company (1863), 2 H. & C.

258, 32 L.J. Ex. 225, and Eagle v. Charing Cross Railway Company, L.R.

(1867), 2 C.P. 638, 36 L.J.C.P. 297.

" Advantage " is not limited to the increase in value from the contem-

plated work as direct and peculiar to the particular property, but includes

such as may be shared by that property in common with other lands bene-

fitted by the work: In re Pryce and Toronto (1889), 16 O.R. 726, (1892)

20 A.R. 16; In re Richardson and Toronto (1889), 17 O.R. 491.

In Toronto Junction v. Christie (1895), 25 S.C.R. 551, 561, 2, it was
said by Gwynne, J. :

—

"What the statute contemplates and the utmost it authorizes, is that

the value of any benefit, if any there be, which the injured property, that is

to say, which the property in its injured condition, may derive from the

work which causes the injury, if it can be ascertained and is not wholly

speculative, may be deducted from the amount which; apart from the value

of such benefit, would be required to afford due compensation for the injury.

"If, for example, property be injured in such a manner that it is necessary

that the injury caused should be repaired before any benefit could accrue,

the statute is not open to a construction so at variance with common justice

and common sense as that the prospective speculative estimate of the value

of such benefit should be deducted from the amount necessary to repair

the injury and to put the property into a condition to receive such benefit.

Such benefit could not be said to be derived from the work causing the injury,

but from the outlay expended to repair the injury. In the present case there

is no suggestion whatever in the evidence that the plaintiff's property in

the condition in which it was when injured, has derived or could derive any
benefit from the work which has caused the injury; all that is suggested

is that if the plaintiff's property had been quite different from what it was,

that is, if it had been a vacant lot; it would in that case have derived some
benefit from the work, the value of which benefit was so wholly speculative

and unsubstantial and unreal that no attempt even was made to estimate

it, but as to the plaintiff's property in the condition in which it was, being

house property, the evidence is that nothing but injury resulted to it from
the corporation work, which injury must continue until repaired or until

due compensation as required by the statute shall be given therefor."

The case was one of raising the grade of a street on which the plaintiff's

property abutted, and it is difficult to follow this reasoning. One would
have thought that, if it were practicable, as it, no doubt, was, to raise the

level of the land and raise the house to the level of the street, the measure
of the damage sustained was the cost of doing that, to which would bfe added
any depreciation in the value of the house occasioned by the raising of it

and any loss resulting from the building having to be vacated while the
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raising of the level of the lot and of the house was going on, and that it was
proper to deduct from the amount of the damage thus ascertained the amount
of any increased value which the property derived from the improvement
of the street.

"Beyond any advantage from the contemplated work" means from the

contemplated work alone, and does not authorize the setting off against the

damages the enhancement of the value of the land of the owner which will

accrue from stopping up a road as part of a scheme for granting facilities

to a lumber company: In re Brown and Owen Sound (1907), 14 O.L.R. 627.

This case was followed by Kelly, J., in In re Neal and Port Hope (1914),

6 O.W.N. 701, affirmed 7 O.W.N. 264.

In In re Fowler and Nelson (1914), 6 O.W.N. 409, 7 O.W.N. 265, the

advantage to the landowner from the substitution of a new road for an old

one was set off, but the disadvantage from severance exceeded it.

Construction op lavatory in highway.

In In re J. F. Brown Company, Limited, and Toronto (1916), 36 O.L.R.

189, 29 D.L.R. 618, the Divisional Court was equally divided in opinion

as to the right of landowners to compensation under this section for the

injurious affection of their land upon which they had built and were carrying

on the business of a departmental store, by the erection and maintenance

by the municipal corporation upon and under a city street on which the

land abutted, not opposite to but within eight or ten feet of it, of pubUc

conveniences (lavatories, urinals, etc.), no land of the claimants having

been taken and the highway not having been obstructed.

The Chief Justice of the Common Pleas and Riddell, J., were of opinion

that the landowners were not entitled to compensation because: (1) the act

which caused the injurious affection, if any, for which they claimed was not

made lawful only by the enactment which provides for compensation {i.e.-,

The Municipal Act); (2) that the construction and maintenance of the

conveniences would not have been actionable if the statutory power had not

been conferred, because the highway was not obstructed; (3) that the in-

jurious affection complained of was really an injury to the claimants' busi-

ness, not to their property; (4) that as compensation is limited to damages

necessarily resulting from the work, no compensation should be paid for

alleged "seepage," smoke, and odours, and the misconduct of men using the

conveniences, for injury done by such matters is actionable, and the first

two might have been and might be easily prevented, but for the landowner's

objection and obstruction.

In the view of Riddell, J., the "seepage" did not necessarily result from

the corporation building the conveniences, but from the manner in which

they were built, and damages for such a cause could not be claimed in arbi-

tration. So, too, with regard to the smoke and odours, which could be

avoided by a standpipe sufficiently high or by other means. The alleged

nuisance caused by men arranging or disarranging their clothing in the street

2.5—MUN. LAW.
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was not a necessary consequence. A couple of policemen could put a stop

to that indecency in short order; tiiat the access to the property of the land-

owner was not interfered with.

The view of Lennox, J., was that the fact of the conveniences being where

they were injuriously affected and greatly depreciated the value of the

claimants' property for any purpose.

Masten, J., quoted with approval the summary of the legal principles

applicable in such cases in Cripps on Compensation, 4th ed., p. 123:

—

"When no land has been taken, the words 'injuriously affected' or words

of similar import are limited to loss or damage under the following heads:

"(1) The damage or loss must result from an act made lawful by the

statutory powers of the promoters.
" (2) The damage or loss must have been such as would have been action-

able but for the statutory powers.

"(3) The damage or loss must be an injury to lands, and not a personal

injury or an injury to trade.

"(4) The damage or loss must be occasioned by the construction of the

authorized works and not by their user."

The learned Judge was of opinion that the claimants' land was injuriously

affected, and that section 32S applied to the exercise of the power conferred

on municipal corporations by The Municipal Act to erect lavatories on public

highways, that, but for the conferring of that power, the claimants would

have been entitled to maintain an action for the damages occasioned, to their

land by the construction of the lavatories, and were, therefore, entitled to

compensation.

This case contains a very full citation and discussion of the authorities; it

is now in appeal and is standing for judgment in the Supreme Court of Canada.

Cases as to Necessity op Compensation being Fixed or Paid before

Entry on the Land.

A corporation must compensate the owner of land through which it is

proposed to lay a sewer before entering on the land" for the purpose of con-

structing the sewer: Arnold v. Vancouver (1903), 10 B.C.R. 198.

It is not necessary, under the provisions of The Rural Municipalities Act
(Alta.), s. 196 (5), that the amount of the compensation and damage should

be ascertained and fixed before the corporation actually takes the land:

In re Blomfield and Starland (1915), 9 A.L.R. 203, 25 D.L.R. 43, 32 W.L.R.
905, 9 W.W.R. 552, distinguishing Saunby v. London Water Commissioners,

L.R. (1906) A.C. 110, 22 T.L.R. 37.

Effect of awabd.
An award of arbitrators appointed under s. 133 of The Vancouver Incor-

poration Act, 1900, cannot be enforced summarily under s. 13 of The Arbi-

tration Act, because all that has been determined is the amount payable,

and not the right to compensation: In re Northern Counties Investment
Trust and Vancouver (1901), 8 B.C.R. 338.
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The view of Irving, J., by whom this case was decided, was that under a

section similar to this it was not for the arbitrators to determine whether
or not any compensation was payable, but only to determine the amount
payable on the assumption that the landowner was entitled to compensation

—

"in other words, to fix the quantum of compensation."

This ruling is in accordance with the law in England, where it is held

tnat questions of title or of the validity of the claim are not within the juris-

diction of the assessing tribunals, but are left to be determined in subsequent

proceedings: Cripps on Compensation, Sth ed., p. 102.

This is provided in Ontario by s. 337.

Severance.

"Lands injured are not held with lands taken, if they are not otherwise

connected than by being held under the same title. When lands injured

are held by the same ov/ner, and for the same common object as lands taken,

they are held therewith . . . although they are not held under the same
title and are not in physical contiguity": Cripps on Compensation, 5th ed.,

p. 148.

Upon the expropriation of lands under The Railway Act of Canada, the

owner is not entitled to compensation for severance from other lands owned
by him unless the lands taken are so connected with or related to the lands

left that he is prejudiced in his ability to use or dispose of the latter, and,

therefore, where the landowner had subdivided a tract of land into building

lots and registered a plan of the subdivision, and had from time to time

sold a great number of them, but they were scattered all over the tract,

and sold them out and out without taking any restrictive covenants from

the purchasers, and there was no building scheme other than the lay-out

shown on the registered plan, which derived its fixity from the legislation

affecting it, and not from any notice to the purchaser or any private obliga-

tion entered into by him, and the landowner had made an end of the unity of

the tract (other than bare unity of ownership), and had elected once for all

to treat the lots as a commodity to trade in, it was the case of one owner

of many holdings but not one holding, nor did the unity of ownership "con-

duce to the advantage or protection" of them all as one holding, and the

landowner was not entitled to compensation for the severance of the expro-

priated lots from the remainder of the lots owned by him: Holditch v. Cana-
dian Northern Ontario Railway Company (1914), 50 S.C.R. 265, 20 D.L.R.

557, L.R. (1916) 1 A.C. 636, 27 D.L.R. 14, 32 T.L.R. 294.

It would seem that a narrow view was taken in this case. Compare what
was said by Lord Watson in Cowper Essex v. Acton (supra), p. 167: "I

shall not attempt to lay down any general rule upon this matter. But I am
prepared to hold that where several pieces of land, owned by the same person,

are so near to each other and so situated that the possession and control

of each gives an enhanced value to all of them, they are lands held together
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within the meaning of the Act, so that if one piece is compulsorily taken

and converted to uses which depreciate the value of the rest, the owner

has a right to compensation.''

In estimating compensation where part of a residence is taken, leaving

the rest of it, and the remaining land of little value for residential purposes

in a locality that has become a business district, it is improper to allow, in

addition to the value of the land for commercial purposes, compensation

for injury to the house because of the severance of part of it: Hawkins v.

Halifax (1913), 47 N.S. 233, 10 D.L.R. 747, 12 E.L.R. 167, following Ossa-

linsky v. Brown, cited in Browne and Allan on Compensation, 2nd ed.,

Appendix, p. 659.

See also cases noted under s. 460 (8).

Miscellaneous Cases.

The right of a landowner to compensation is a vested right, and is not

disturbed by the subsequent ahenation of the land: In re Dunn and Strat-

ford (1905), 5 O.W.R. 65.

The assessment of damages by taking the average of estimates of the

witnesses is wrong in principle: Fairman v. Montreal (1901), 31 S.C.R. 210

(Que.), following Grand Trunk Railway Company v. Coupal (1898), 28 S.C.R.

531 (Que.).

Sales of adjoining properties afford a safe primd facie basis for the valua-

tion of lands in assessing the compensation for expropriation of land: Rex

V. Murphy (1909),' 12 Ex. C.R. 401.

In assessing compensation for lands taken by the Crown for a public

work, sales made by the landowner to the Crown of other lands for the pur-

poses of the work in the neighbourhood of those taken may be relied on as

establishing the market value of the lots expropriated: Rex v. Bickerton

(1913), 15 Ex. C.R. 01.

Opinion evidence of persons competent to speak on the subject is admiss-

ible to prove the general course of values of what has been shown to be a

certain class of land in the vicinity, and its reception does not contravene

the rule prohibiting proof of collateral issues as to separate properties in the

neighbourhood: In re Billings and The Canadian Northern Railway Com-
pany (1914), 31 O.L.R. 329, 336-7, 19 D.L.R. 840, approving Levin v. New
York Elevated R.R. Company (1901), 165 N.Y. 572.

The prices paid for" properties purchased in the immediate neighbourhood

of land expropriated afford the best test and the safest starting point for an

inquiry into the true market value of the land taken: Rex v. McLaughlin

(1915), 15 Ex. C.R. 417, 26 D.L.R. 373.

Taking as the criterion of the value of land expropriated the price of a

single lot sold in a different locality, then making an imaginary subdivision

of the land expropriated into small lots and an imaginarv sale of all of the
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lots to workmen at one-haif of the standard price, and making a deduction

of 25 per cent, from the imaginary total purchase price of these imaginary
lots for "slowness with which the lots would be disposed of, increased taxes

to be paid during the sales, interest which would not be obtained during

the sales," and "commission on the sales and other incidental expenses,"

is not a proper method of arriving at the compensatior, although such matters

may be taken into consider.ation in ascertaining the fair value of the land.

Ordinarily the market price should govern: In re Slater and Ottawa (1916),

10 O.W.N. 401, 28 D.L.R. 360. '

326.—(1) Except where the person entitled to the compensa- ciaUnfor

tion is an infant, a luna'tic, or of unsound mind, a claim for com- wSMd*h°ow

pensation for damages resiilting from his land being injuriously °™*
^'

affected shall be made in writing, with particulars of the claim,

within one year after the injury was sustained, or after it became

known to such person, and, if not so made, the right to compensa-

tion shall be forever barred.

The time within which claims for damages for injurious affection must
be made runs from the completion of the work by which it is caused: Winni-

peg V. Toronto General Trusts Corporation (1911), 20 Man. L.R. 545, 16

W.L.R. 213, affirmed (1911) 20 Man. L.R. 545, 18 W.L.R. 50.

It was held in PHnce Albert v. Vachon (1916), 27 D.L.R. 216, 33 W.L.R.

470, 34 W.L.R. 107, 9 W.W.R. 1128, 10 W.W.R. 339 (Sask.), that a sunilar

provision to this enacted after the year had elapsed did not apply to a claim

which arose upwards of a year before the enactment came into effect.

A claim made before the passing of a law prescribing new formalities in

bringing such claims, which would have invalidated the claim if made after

passing of the enactment, is not affected by the change in the law: Passmore

V. Edmonton (1916), 33 W.L.R. 470, 9 W.W.R. 1078 (Alta.), following Glynn
V. Niagara Falls (supra notes to s. 8).

(2) In the case of an infant, a lunatic, or a person of unsound q^^ „, ^^^^^

mind, the claim shall be so made within the same period, or within '™**"'' ®"=-

one year after he ceased to be under the disability, whichever

shall be the longer, or in case of his death while under the dis-

ability within one year after his death, and, if not so made, the

right to compensation shall be forever barred.

(3) This section shall not apply where the expropriating by- Exception as to

law provides for acquiring an easement or right in the nature of ment.
'"" "^^"'
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an easement, and the damages arise from the exercise of such

easement or right. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 326.

The right of access from private land to and from a highway is "an ease-

ment or other right in the nature of an easement" within the meaning of

this subsection: Twin City Ice Company v. Ottawa (1915), 34 O.L.R. 358,

24 D.L.R. 873.

327.—(1) If the owner of the land is unknown, or cannot be

found, or if there is no person competent to contract with the

corporation for the sale to it of the land, and to convey it to

the corporation, the Judge may, on the application of the cor-

poration, appoint a person to act for the owner, and all acts done,

contracts made, and conveyances executed by such person, shall

be as valid and effectual as if the same were done, made or executed

by the owner, and he were of full age and competent to do the

act, make the contract or execute the conveyance.

(2) In the cases provided for by subsection 1, the amount of

the compensation agreed upon or awarded shall be paid into the

Supreme Court, with the privity of the Accountant of the Supreme

Court, subject to further order. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 327.

328. The compensation shall stand in the place of the land,

and shall be subject to the limitations and charges, if any, to

which the land was subject; and any claim to or incumbrance

upon the land, or any part of it, as against the corporation, shall

be converted into a claim upon the compensation. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 328.

329.—(1) Where it is made to appear to a Judge of the Supreme

Court that for any reason it is proper that the compensation

should be paid into Court, the Judge may give leave to the cor-

poration to pay it into Court, with interest at the rate of six

per cent, per annum for six months.

(2) Notice of the payment into Court, and calling upon all

persons entitled to the land, or any part of it, to file their claims

to the compensation, or any part of it, shall be published in such

newspaper and for such time as the Judge may direct.
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(3) All claims to or upon the compensation shall be determined claims, how
.

^ ^ determinea.

by a Judge of the Supreme Court or in such manner as he may
direct.

(4) The costs of the proceedings, including allowances to wit- '^°^'^-

nesses, shall be paid by the corporation or by such person as the

Judge may direct;

As a general rule the costs of the motion for payment of money out of

Court should be paid by the expropriating body: In re Scott (190S), 12

O.W.R. 1162, following In re Toronto and Niagara Power Company and

Webb (1907), 10 O.W.R. 402. .

•
,

These decisions were under an Act which provided that "the costs of the

proceedings or any part thereof shall be paid as the Court deems it equitable

• to order."

Where the Court has a discretion as to awarding costs in expropriation

proceedings, the principle is that, when the proceeding is entirely for the

benefit of the expropriating body and no factious opposition has been raised

by any one, it should pay the costs as part of the price of the land: In re

Linden and Toronto (1915), 7 O.W.N. 681.

(5) If an order for distribution is obtained in less than three Refund of
interest.

months from the payment into Court the Judge may direct a

proportionate part of the interest to be returned to the corpora-

tion.

(6) The payment into Court shall discharge the corporation Payment into

from all liability in respect of the compensation. 3-4 Geo. V. charge corpora-

c. 43, s. 329.

330. After payment into Court of the compensation, a Judge
j^nd^i'n^o^j'f,^^.

of the Supreme Court may, upon the appUcation of the corpora- *'™-

tion, inake an order, vesting in the corporation the land in respect ,

of which the compensation was payable, and the order shall have

the same effect as a vesting order made under the provisions of

The Judicature Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 330. ^m".^''''

The adoption of a by-law ordering the expropriation of land for municipal

purposes does not operate as a conveyance of it; it is only on pajTnent of

the indemnity and deUvery of the receipt to the secretary-treasm'er that the

legal title passes to the corporation: Price v. Tremblay (1909), Q.R. 18

K.3. 375.
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331.— (1) Where the council of a city or town is desirous of

entering upon any work or undertaking, for which land is required

to be expropriated, or, in the execution of which, land may be

injuriously affected, the council may file, in the office of the

clerk, plans and specifications of the work or undertaking, which

shall show the names of the owners of the land to be affected,

the land to be expropriated, and the nature and extent of any

easement, or right in the nature of an easement, to be acquired,

or certified copies of such plans, and specifications.

(2) The clerk shall cause to be served upon every owner of

land to be expropriated, or which may be injuriously affected,

a notice of the council's intention to proceed with the work or

undertaking, and to expropriate the land necessary therefor, and

that such plans and specifications may be inspected at his office,

and that any claim for compensation on account of the land being

injuriously aifected must be filed in his office, with a statement

of the amount claimed, within sixty days, or, if the person served

resides out of Ontario, within ninety days, from the service of

the notice.

(3) If a claim is not so filed within the period mentioned in sub-

section 2, it shall be forever barred, unless, upon application to

a Judge of the Supreme Court, made not later than one year from

the service of the notice, and, after seven days' notice to the

corporation, the Judge allows the claim to be made.

(4) Either party may appeal from the decision of the Judge

to a Divisional Court.

(5) Nothing in this section shall have the effect of barring a

claim, if the plans and specifications filed do not disclose or

sufficiently disclose that the injury in respect of which the claim

is made will be caused by the work or undertaking.

(6) This section shall not apply to the claim of an infant, a

lunatic or a person of unsound mind, or where the expropriating

by-law provides for acquiring an easement or right in the nature

if an easement and the land is injuriously affected by the exercise

of such easement or" right. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 331.
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PART XVI.

ARBITRATIONS.

In Patchell v. Raikes (1904), 7 O.L.R. 470, 479, referred to in notes under

"Actions by and against municipal corporations," "Ratepayers," preceding

s. 348, Garrow, J.A., said that a corporation may not refer to arbitration

a question of law, though it may be that it may refer a question of fact.

See observations as to this in those notes.

332. The provisions of this Part shall be subject to The Muni- Application df

cipal Arbitrations Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 332. Rev. stat.
0. 199.

333. Except where otherwise provided, The Arbitration Act e«v. stat.

shall apply to an arbitration under this Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 333.

Where, in constructing a bridge over a river which forms the boundary

Une between a township and a city, owing to the raising of the approaclies

on the township side, land is injuriously affected for which the owner is

entitled to compensation, the county only can be compelled to arbitrate in

respect of the compensation.

Section 391 of 55 Vict. c. 42 did not apply to permit an arbitration between

the landowner and the city and county together, nor is such an arbitration

otherwise provided for by law.

In re Cummings and Carleton (1894), 26 O.R. 1.

In Saunby v. London Water Commissioners, L.R. (1906) A.C. 110, 22

T.L.R. 37, it was held, reversing (1904) 34 S.C.R. 650, that under The London

Water Works Act, 36 Vict. c. 102 (Ont.), the arbitration clauses only come

into operation on disagreemeflt as to the amount of the purchase money^

valjue, or damages arising after definite notice of expropriation and treaty

or tender relative thereto.

That case was followed in Arnold v. Vancouver (1903), 10 B.C.R. 198.

Where an owner of land, upon the sale of it, reserves the right to com-

. pensation for the injurious affectio,n of it by the closing of a highway, he is

entitled to have the compensation determined by arbitration: In re Cod.

ville (1907), 16 Man. L.R. 426, 5 W.L.R. 140.

It is not necessary that there should be a disagreement as to compensa-

tion resulting from negotiations between the parties before arbitration can

be resorted to: Saunby v. Water Commissioners of London, L.R. (1906)

A.C. 110, 22 T.L.R. 37, distinguished. Winnipeg v. Toronto General Trusts
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Corporation (1911), 20 Man. L.R. 545, 16 W.L.R. 213, affirmed (1911) 20

Man. L.R. 645, 18 W.L.R. 50.

It is not necessary under the provisions of The Rural Municipalities Act

(AltaO,s. 196 (5), that the amount of the compensation and damage should

be ascertained and fixed before the corporation actually takes the land: In re

Blomfield and Starland (1915), 9 A.L.R. 203, 25 D.L.R. 43, 32 W.L.R. 905,

9 W.W.R. 552, distinguishing Saunby v. London Water Commissioners, L.R.

(1906) A.C. 110, 22 T.L.R. 37.

The arbitration provisions of The Municipal Act, Part XVI., apply to

expropriation under The PubUc Utilities Act, R.S.O. 1914, c. 204; In re

Perram and Hanover (1916), 36 O.L.R. 582, 31 D.L.R. 142.

In case several 334, Jq gase of an arbitration as to compenssttion where more
persons inter- ^

takenret™''^'*^ persons than one are interested, but have distinct interests in the

land, whether or not they are all interested in the same parcel,

or some or one in one part of it, and some or one in another part,

the council may by the expropriating by-law or by any subse-

quent by-law provide that the claims of all such persons shall

be determined by one and the same arbitration. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 334.

Appointment of
arbitrators.

Service of co_py
. of expropriating
by-law.

Manner of ap-
pointing arbi-
trator.

335,—(1) Subject to section 339 and to subsection 7 of this

section where an arbitration is directed or authorized by this

Act, either party may appoint his arbitrator, and give notice

thereof in writing to the other party, calling upon him to appoint

his arbitrator.

(2) Where the arbitration is as to compensation and the notice

is given by the corporation there shall be served with it a copy

of the expropriating by-law, certified under the hand of the clerk

and the seal of the corporation to be a true copy.

(3) The appointment of an arbitrator shall be in writing, and,

in the case of a municipal corporation, shall be by by-law of the

council, or by the head,,or a member of the council, if authorized

by by-law to make the appointmeat.

Under 1 & 2 Edw. VII. c. 77, s. 796, the appointment by the council of

an arbitrator to determine the compensation to be paid for land to be expro-
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priated must be under the corporate seal and signed by the mayor or acting

mayor and the clerk or acting clerk, and it is not sufficient that a regularly

signed by-law has been passed authorizing the mayor to appoint a named
person as arbitrator, and that the appointment has been signed by the mayor
alone under the corporate seal: Devitt v. Winnipeg (1906), 16 Man. L.R.

398, 4 W.L.R. 369.

(4) The party notified, except in the case provided for by sub- Appointment by

section 5, shall within seven days after service of the notice on

him appoint his arbitrator and give notice to the other party of

the appointment.

(5) In the case provided for by section 334 the persons inter- where sevemi
^ ^

,
^ ^ ^ persons inter-

ested shall within 21 days after service of the notice on them ^^*^^-

agree up6n and appoint their arbitrator and give notice to the

other party to the arbitration of the appointment.

(6) The arbitrators shall, within seven days from the appoint- Appointment ot
third arbi- -*

ment of the last appointed of them, appoint by writing a third tratorbyap^^

arbitrator. • trators.

(7) Where more than two municipal corporations are inter- where more
than two muni-

ested, each shall appoint an arbitrator, and, if there is an equality
^'Jl^'""^

'"'"''

of arbitrators, the arbitrators so appointed shall appoint another

arbitrator, or in default at the expiration of twenty-one days

after the last of such arbitrators was appointed, the Municipal

Board may, on the application of any one of the corporations

interested, appoint the other arbitrator. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 335.

336.—(1) Except in the case provided for by subsection 7 of Appointmant ot

• 1 1 1 • (^ 1 arbitrator by
section 335, if an arbitrator is not appointed by the party notified Judge.

within seven days, or in the case provided for by section 334

within twenty-one days after notice to appoint an arbitrator, or,

if the two arbitrators appointed do not, within seven days from

the appointment of the last appointed one of them, appoint a

third arbitrator, the Judge, on the application of either party,

and on notice to the other, shall appoint as arbitrator, or third

arbitrator, a fit person to act for the party who has failed to

appoint, or as such third arbitrator.
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When resident (2) Where the arbitration is as to compensation the arbitrator
of municipality ^ ^ ^

pointed.^*""
appointed by the Judge shall not be a resident of the municipality

in which the land is situate. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 336.

The limitation of one year prescribed by section 244 of The Municipal

Clauses Act for commencing actions against a municipal corporation applies

to mandamus proceedings to compel the corporation to appoint an arbitrator

to determine the compensation for land taken for road purposes: Reg. v.

Mission (1900), 7 B.C.R. 513.

In In Re Walker and South Vancouver (1913), 18 B.C.R. 480, 14 D.L.R.

446, 25 W.L.R. 824, 5 W.'W.R. 389, it was held that The Arbitration Act

did not apply to proceedings to compel the appointment of an arbitrator,

but that The Municipal Act "aided by proceedings by way of mandamus
to compel the selection of an arbitrator furnishes a code which . . . must

be adhered to.''

North Vancouver v. Loutet (1914), 19 B.C.R. 157, 16 D.L.R. 395, 27

W.L.R. 237, 6 W.W.R. 139. Where a municipal corporation fails to appoint

an arbitrator, an arbitrator may be appointed under s. 8 (e) of The Arbi-

tration Act. It is not proper to make an order requiring the corporation

to appoint its arbitrator.

An application to a Judge to appoint an arbitrator is merely a step in the

statutory proceedings to determine the compensation, and not an action

within the meaning of s. 513 of The Municipal Act, R.S.B.C. (1911), c. 170,

which bars actions against a municipal corporation if not commenced within

a year from the accrual of the cause of action: Hanna v. Victoria (1915),

24 D.L.R. 889, 32 W.L.R. 916, 9 W.W.R, 761, (1916) 27 D.L.R. 213, 34

WL.R. 307, 10 W.W.R. 457 (B.C.).

The distinction between the cases of Hanna v. Victoria and Reg. v. Mission

(supra) is that in the latter case the application was for a mandamus and

the limitation section applied. In the former it was simply an application

for the appointment of an arbitrator, as to which there was no limitation.

Appointment of 337. The appointment of an arbitrator by a municipal corpora-

aSmissionof
"" ^^^^ shall uot be deemed to be an admission of any liability on

liability.
j|.g pg^j.^^ g^j,(j g^jj defences and objections that would be open in

an action, shall be open to either party. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 337.

Persons dis- 338. No member, officer, or person in the employment of a
qualiiied from . , . , ,

, .

acting as arbi- corporation which, and no person who, is conoeriied or interested
trators.

. ,

in an arbitration, shall be appointed or act as an arbitrator, but

no person shall be disqualified by reason merely that he is a rate-
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payer of a municipality concerned or interested in the arbitration.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 338.

An aldennan is disqualified from acting as an arbitrator for the corpora-

tion to determine, with other arbitrators, the value of property expropriated

by the corporation: In re_AbelI (1901), 2 N.B. Eq. 271.

A ratepayer of the municipality is disqualified from acting as arbitrator

to determine the compensation: In re Bessie B. Wilkins (1911), 41 N.B. 141.

The fact that an arbitrator is a brother of one of the parties to arbitration

proceedings is ground for setting aside the award: In re TurnbuU and Pipe-

stone (1915), 24 D.L.R. 281, 31 W.L.R. 595, 8 W.W.R. 982, (1916) 29 D.L.R.

75, 34 W.L.R. 1073, 10 W.W.R. 1133 (Man.).

339. Where the arbitration is as to compensation and the Arbitrator when
claim under

amount claimed does not exceed $1,000, the same shall be deter- Ji.ooo-

mined by the Judge or by such person as he on application to

him by either the corporation or the claimant upon at least seven

days' notice to the other, may appoint. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 339.

PROCEDUEE.

, 340.—(1) Every arbitrator, before proceeding with the refer- Oathotarbi-

ence, shall take and subscribe the following oath

:

"I (jl. B.) swear (or affirm) that I will well and truly try the matters

referred to me by the parties, and a true and impartial award make in the

premises, according to the evidence and my skill and knowledge."

(2) The omission of an arbitrator to take th-e oath shall not Effect ot
^ ^ omission to take

affect the validity of the award, unless, before the reference is "»"'•

begun objection -is made to its being proceeded with on that

account. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 340.

Before this enactment it was held, in In re Burnett and Durham (1899),

31 O.R. 262, that the failure of the arbitrator to take the oath was fatal to

his award, but that when an award is moved against on that ground it must

be clearly shown that the applicant was not aware of the omission until
"

after the making of the award.

341.—(1) The arbitrators shall, within twenty days after the Timeoi

appointment of the last appointed arbitrator, meet at such place
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Filing copy of
award.

Particulars of
claim to be
delivered.

Amendment of
claim.

as they may agree upon, and proceed with the reference, but may
adjourn from time to time.

The provision of subs. 1 is directory only: In re Smith and Plympton
(1886), 12 O.R. 20; In re Turnbull and Pipestone (1915), 24 D.L.R. 281,

31 W.L.R. 595, 8 W.W.R. 982, (1916) 29 D.L.R. 75, 34 W.L.R. 1073, 10

W.W.R. 1133 (Man.).

The omission of the arbitrators, at their first meeting, to-fix a date on or

before which the award will be made, as provided by s. 204 of The RaUway
Act, R.S.C. c. 37, does not invalidate the proceedings: In re Horseshoe
Quarry Company and St. Mary's and Western Ontario Railway Company
(1910), 22 O.L.R. 429.

Where an arbitration has failed owing to an award not having been made
in due time, an arbitrator appointed is functus officio, and it is necessary

that a new appointment be made: In re Bennetto and Winnipeg (1908),

18 Man. L.R. 100, 7 W.L.R. 561.

An arbitrator is not "functus officio" until he has published his award,

and several arbitrators may, therefore, before that has been done, revise

their conclusions and decrease or increase the compensation to be awarded

:

Hampson v. Dupuis and Montreal (1912), 8 D.L.R. 500.

In In re White and Toronto (1917), 38 O.L.R. 337, it was held that

either under s. 10, cl. (c), of The Arbitration Act, R.S.O. c. 65, or s. 2 (2),

cl. (e), of The Municipal Arbitrations Act, R.S.O. c.l99, the arbitrator had
power, after the hearing had been concluded and the award made, to amend
it so as to conform with the written reasons for it which he had filed and in

which he stated that the claimant was entitled to interest from the date of

the expropriating by-law and the corporation to the rents from that date,

and it was also held that the arbitrator was right in so determining.

The award may be made by a majority of several arbitrators: The Arbi-

tration Act, R.S.O. c. 65, schedule A, cl. {k); The Interpretaion Act, R.S.O.

c. 1, s. 28, cl. (c); In re Fowler and Nelson (1914), 6 O.W.N. 409.

(2) A copy of the award shall be filed with the clerk of every

municipality interested. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 341.

342.—(1) In the case of a claim for compensation for damages

for injuriously affecting land, the claimant, before the taking of

evidence is begun, shall deliver to the corporation, and file with

the arbitrators, particulars of his claim.

(2) The arbitrators shall have the same power to amend the

claim or the particulars as a Court would have in an action. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 342.
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343. Where the arbitration is as to compensation, the arbi- pmit of oumu-
.

^ ' lative evidence.

trators, in their discretion, may refuse to hear further evidence

of a cumulative character upon any matter or question. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 343.

344.—(1) The arbitrators may award a fixed sum for costs or Coate.

may award costs on the scale of the Supreme Court, or of the

County Court, in which case they shall be taxed by the proper

officer of the Court in the county or district in which the first

meeting of the arbitrators was held, without any further order,

and the amount shall be payable within one week after it is finally

determined.

The arbitrators have power to direct by whom the costs are to be paid:

In re Scott (1908), 12 O.W.R. 1162.

The discretion of the arbitrators may be exercised by disallowing costs

to the landowner: In re Hislop and Stratford (1915), 34 O.L.R. 97, 23 D.L.R.

753.

(2) The taxation except where the costs are taxed by one of Taction of

coats

.

the taxing officers of the Supreme Court, shall be subject to

revision by one of them, upon one week's notice, and such revision

shall be subject to appeal, as in the case of an appeal from a

taxation of costs in an action. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 344.

345.—(1) An appeal shall lie from every award in like manner when an appeal

as an appeal lies under The Arbitration Act, where the submission award.^^
Kev. Stat.

provides for an appeal from the award. "• 65.

Section 17 of The Arbitration Act provides that:

—

"17. (1) Where it is agreed by the terms of the submission that there may
be an appeal from the award, the reference shall be conducted and an appeal

shall lie to a Judge of the Supreme Court and to a Divisional Court in the

same manner, and subject to the same restrictions, as in the case of a reference

under an order of the Court.

" (2) The evidence of the witnesses examined upon such reference shall

be taken down in writing, and shall, at the request of either party, be trans-

mitted by the arbitrator or umpire, as the caSe may be, together with the

exhibits, to the Central OflBoe at Osgoode Hall.

"(3) Where the arbitrators proceed wholly or partly on a view or any

knowledge or skill possessed by themselves or any of them, they shall also
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put in writing a statement thereof sufficiently full to enable a judgment to

be formed of the weight which should be attached thereto."

The provision as to appeals in case of references is contained in s. 67

of The Judicature Act, R.S.O. c. 56, which provides that:

—

"The Referee shall make his findings and embody his conclusions in the

form of a report, and his report shall be siibject to all/the incidents of a report

of a Master on a reference as regards filing, confirmation, appealing there-

from, motions thereupon and otherwise, including appeals to a Divisional

Court."

Consolidated Rule 503 provides that:

—

"An appeal from the report or certificate of a Master or Referee shall be

to the Court upon seven clear days' notice and shall be returnable within

one month from the date of service of notice of filing of the report or certifi-

cate."

The period, within which an application to set aside an award is to be

made, runs from the pubUcation to the parties of the award: In re Burnett

and Durham (1899), 31 O.R. 262.

Where the parties agree that the reference shall include matters not within

the scope of an arbitration as to compensation, and the award does not enable

it to be ascertained what was awarded as compensation, unless the agree-

ment provides for an appeal, an appeal does not lie: In re Field-Marshall

and Beamsville (1906), 11 O.L.R. 472.

Where a municipal corporation, for the purpose of extending its water-

works, expropriated land, this section applies: In re Herriman and Owen

I
Sound (1910), 1 O.W.N. 759, 16 O.W.R. 98.

It is proper that, when there is an appeal from the award, the arbitrators

should state for the opinion of the Court how they dealt with the claims made
and the reasons on which the award is based: James Bay Railway Company
V. Armstrong. (1909), A.C. 624, 631, 26 T.L.R. 1; In re Peterborough and

Peterborough Electric Light Company (1915), 8 O.W.N. 564; In re Clarkson

and Campbellford Lake Erie and Western Railway Company (1916), 35

O.L.R. 345, 6, 26 D.L.R. 782.

In In re Parsons and Eastnor (1915), 34 O.L.R. 110, 23 D.L.R. 790, it

was held, on a full review of the authorities, that where error in law is shown
by the reasons given by the arbitrator in a memorandum accompanying hi&

award, the award should be set aside.

Where arbitrators have taken a view of a property and do not, as required

by s. 17 (3) of The Arbitration Act, R.S.O. c. 65, state in their award whether

or not they have proceeded upon anything learned upon the view, it is proper

to refer back to the arbitrators, in order that they may certify in accordance

with the provisions of the Act: In re Myerscough and Lake Erie and

Northern Railway Company (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1249, 11 D.L.R. 458, 15 Can.

Ry. Cas. 168, 24 O.W.R. 535; In re Watson and Toronto (supra).
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The effect of The Municipal Act, s. 306, is to make the award final, except

where there has been misconduct on the part of the arbitrators or they have

assessed the compensation on a wrong basis: In re Laursen and South Van-

couver (1913), 14 D.L.R. 241, 25 W.L.R. 431 (B.C.).'

Rulings on points of law can be reviewed only on a case stated by the arbi-

trators made before the award: lb.

There is no appeal from an award made under the expropriation clauses

of The City Act, s. 253 (Sask.) : Yager v. Swift Current (1915), 22 D.L.R.

801, 34 W.L.R. 1213, 7 W.W.R. 978 (Sask.).

In In re Sweinsson and Charleswood (1916), 31 D.L.R. 203, 35 W.L.R.

293 (Man.), where the failure to move against the award in time was due

solely to the mistake of the solicitor and counsel of the corporation as to the

time within which the motion must be launched, an extension of the time

for moving was refused.

In Swift Current v. Leslie (1916), 9 S.L.R. 19, it was held that the prac-

tice and procedure to be followed in Saskatchewan for setting aside an award

is the practice and procedure as it was in England on January 1st, 1898,

and that the jurisdiction of the Court is to be exercised according to that

practice and procedure. It is not proper to bring an action to set aside an

award, but the proceeding should be my motion under The Arbitration Act.

(2) Subsection 1 shall not apply where the submission is in

writing, and it is not agreed by the terms of it that there may be

an appeal from the award.

(3) On an appeal from an award the Supreme Court may call Power of
^ ' t-f f J

Supreme CoMt
for and receive additional evidence to be taken in such manner on appeal,

as the Court directs, and may set aside the award or remit the

matters referred or any of them, from time to time, for re-con-

sideration and determination by the arbitrators, or may refer

such matters or any of them to any other person, and may fix

the time within which the further or new award shall be made,

or may increase or diminish the amount awarded, or otherwise

modify the award, as may be deemed just, and a Divisional Court

shall have the like power and authDrity. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 345.

It is very difficult, in view of the decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada

in cases arising under The Railway Act, R.S.C. c. 37, to express an opinion

as to the effect of this provision.

These cases seem to show that practically there is no appeal from the

decision of the arbitrators upon questions as to the amount allowed as com-

26—MUN. LAW.
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pensation (the quantum) unless they have adopted a wrong basis or perhaps

where the amount allowed is so great or so small as to shock the conscience,

especially where the arbitrators have viewed the property and acted wholly

or partly upon the effect of it on their minds.

It would seem that in these cases the Court has taken a narrower view of

its functions than is taken by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,

for, in dealing with the case of an appeal from an award of compensation

under The Railway Act, in Atlantic and North-West Railway Company v.

Wood, L.R. (1895) A.C. 257, 11 T.L.R. 257, Lord Shand said:—

"The Court dealt with the award as one which it was their province to

review on the facts as appearing on the evidence adduced before the arbitrators,

and, in so doing, in the opinion of their Lordships, they acted rightly and

in accordance with the statute. It would be a strained and unreasonable

reading of the words of the statute 'as in a case of original jurisdiction' to

hold that the evidence was to be taken up and considered as if it had been

adduced before the Court itself in the first instance, and not before the arbi-

trators, and entirely to disregard the judgment of the arbitrators and the

reasoning in support of it. Such a reading of the statute would really make
the Coittt the arbitrators and the sole arbitrators in every arbitration in

which an appeal on questions of fact was brought against an arbitrator's

award. It appears to their Lordships that this was not the intention of the

legislature, and that what was intended by the statute was not that the

Court should thus entirely supersede and take the place of the arbitrators,

but that they should examine into the justice of the award given by them
on its merits, on the facts as well as the law. Previously to this enactment

the Court had power only to approve of or set aside the award of arbitrators.

This might often cause much expense and inconvenience in renewed pro-

ceedings before the arbitrators, and the purpose of the legislature seems to

,
have been, to enable the Court to avoid this, by giving power to make, or,

rather, to reform, the award by correcting any erroneous view which the

arbitrators might have taken of the evidence; that, in short, they should

review the judgment of the arbitrators as they would that of a subordinate

court, in a case of original jurisdiction, where review is provided for": pp.

262-3.

The cases to which reference has been made are:

—

In re Canadian Northern Railway Company and Ketcheson (1913), 29

O.L.R. 339, 13 D.L.R. 854, 32 D.L.R. 629 (Sup. C. Can.).

In re Canadian Northern Railway Company and H. B. Billings (1913),

29 O.L.R. 608, 15 D.L.R. 918, 16 Can. Ry. Cas. 375, 32 D.L.R. 351 (Sup.

C. Can.).

In re Canadian Northern Railway Company and C. M. Billings (1914),

31 O.L.R. 329, 19 D.L.R. 841, 19 Can. Ry. Cas. 193,-31 D.L.R. 687 (Sup.

C. Can.).
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In re Lake Erie and Northern Railway Company and Brantford Golf and
Country Club (1914), 32 O.L.R. 141, 32 D.L.R. 219 (Sup. C. Can.).

In re Lake Erie and Northern Railway Company and Muir (1914), 32

O.L.R. 150, 20 D.L.R. 687, 32 D.L.R. 252 (Sup. C. Can.).

The decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada in these cases have not

been (unfortunately perhaps) reported in the reports of that Court.

The question of how far, if at all, these cases are to be applied to appeals

under this section has not been dealt with in any reported case except In

re Watson and Toronto (supra), in which case Masten, J., said (p. 118),

that, in his opinion, the principles laid down in these cases "apply at least

as strongly, and perhaps more strongly, to an appeal under the Act respecting

Municipal Arbitrations" (R.S.O. c. 199), and the Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas said, "No Court would be justified in giving effect to the arbitrator's

judgment without exercising its own judgment on all points involved in the

case. No Court could be justified in failing to hear the case as carefully

and fully as if it were being heard for the first time; but that in no way pre-

vented or is inconsistent with giving due weight to any advantages the arbi-

trator may have had over those which the Court may have in coming to

a right conclusion, nor from declining to interfere with the award unless well

convinced of some error in it."

346.—(1) Each of the arbitrators shall file with the clerk of Arbitrators to
file certificate

the municipality a certificate, showing the number of hours showingtime
^ ,

*^ ' ^ occupied and

actually occupied by him in the reference, the number of hours 'eeaohareed.

occupied at each sitting, and the date of and the fees charged

by him for each sitting.

(2) Any party to the reference may pay to the Clerk of the ^^^™^jjf ^^^

County or District Court of the county or district in which the
"^^Jj"'"*

first meeting of the arbitrators was held, the fees demanded by

the arbitrators, together with $10 as security for the costs of the

taxation of such fees, and the clerk shall give a receipt in duplicate -

for the same, and shall enter the payment in a book to be kept

by him for the purpose, and he shall be entitled to receive to

his own use from such party, when the sum paid does not exceed

$50, a fee of fifty cents, and when the sum paid exceeds $50 a

fee of $1, and upon production and delivery of one of the dupli-

cates the arbitrators shall deliver the award to the person pro-

ducing the duplicate. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 346.
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Award not to be 347.— (i) Where the arbitration is as to compensation, if the
binding in cer-

Ido tS°b™'^^^
expropriating by-law did not authorize or profess to authorize any

by-law. entry on or use to be made of the land before the award,, except

for the purpose of survey, or if the by-law gave or professed to

give such authority, but the arbitrators by their award find that

it was not acted upon, the award shall not be binding on the

corporation, unless it is adopted by by-law, within three months

after the making of the award [or after the determination of any

appeal therefrom], and if it is not so adopted, the expro-

priating by-law shall be deemed to be. repealed, and the cor-

poration shall pay the costs between solicitor and client of the

reference and award, and shall also pay to the owner the, damages,

if any, sustained by him in consequence of the passing of the

by-law, and such damages if not mutually agreed upon shall be

determined by arbitration [and if the by-law has been registered

or a caution in respect of it has been filed the corporation shall

forthwith cause a certificate signed by the mayor and clerk and

sealed with the corporation's seal, stating that the by-law stands

repealed, to be registered in the proper registry office, or the

caution to be removed as the case may be]. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 347; 7 Geo. V. c. 42, ss. 6, 7.

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, ss. 6, 7.

Power to repeal (2) Subject to the provisions of subsection 3, where the expro-
by-law before ..iitt i. p t.
award. priatmg by-law did not authorize or profess to authorize any entry

on or use to be made of the land except for the purpose of survey,

or if the by-law gave or professed to give such authority but it

has not been acted on, the council may at any time before the

making of the award, and whether or not arbitration proceedings

have been begun, repeal the by-law and if that is done the re-

peaUng by-law shall, if the expropriating by-law has been regis-

tered, be forthwith registered by the corporation in the proper

registry office or if the land is under The Land Titles Act and a

caution has been filed, the corporation shall forthwith remove the

caution and the costs and damages mentioned in subsection 1

shall be paid by the corporation as therein provided.
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(3) Subsection 2 shall not in any way affect or apply to the

rights of any person under an award heretofore made. 7 Geo. V.

c. 42, s. 8.

Before this section was amended by the provision as to paying damages,

a corporation was not liable for such damages.

A by-law repealing an expropriation by-law may be passed without waiting

for the completion of the award and the lapse of the three months.

Grimshaw v. Toronto (1913), 28 O.L.R. 512, 13 D.L.R. 247, following

In re McColl and Toronto (1894), 21 A.R. 256.

The same ruling as in Grimshaw v. 1 oronto (supra) was made in Guest

V. Hamilton (1913), 5 O.W.N. 310, 25 O.W.R. 274, (1914) 5 O.W.N. 889,

although the officers of the corporation had gone upon the land and con-

structed a small ditch. This, it was held, might give a cause of action,

but, as the expropriating by-law "did not authorize or profess to authorize

any entry or use to be made of the property before the award has been made,"

the council had the right to repeal it.

A by-law passed for expropriating land for the purpose of opening a Street

sannot be repealed as to a portion of the land included, when the by-law

authorizes entry upon the land and the raising of the money required to pay

for it has been provided for by a by-law which has received the assent of the

electors and has been registered: In re Usher and North Toronto (1911),

2 O.W.N. 851.

Where it is not alleged that the financial limit will be overrun, a lapd-

owner is entitled to judgment for the amount awarded to him under c. 20

of the British Columbia Statutes of 1873, and c. 64 of the British Columbia

Statutes of 1892, as compensation for land taken possession of by the cor-

poration notwithstanding that the corporation proposed to abandlon the arbi-

tration and take a smaller quantity of land, the corporation not being entitled

to withdraw where land has been once expropriated and taken possession of:

Davie v. Victoria (1912), 17 B.C.R. 102, 2 D.L.R. 287, 20 W.L.R. 544, 1

W.W.R. 1021, distinguishing Reg. v. Commissioners of the Woods, etc.

(1850), 19 L.J.Q.B. 497.

The right which the landowner has, on default in the payment 4f the

compensation, to resume posfeession, in which case all his rights revive, is

intended only as an additional safeguard to secure payment of the compensa-

tion awarded, and is not the exclusive remedy available to him: lb.

A municipal corporation upon which a statutory duty to enlarge and
extend a street rests is responsible for loss of rent of an immovable, a part

of which was to be expropriated, caused by the delay and refusal of the

corporation to execute the work, notwithstanding that it had been ordered

by a peremptory writ of mandamus to fulfil its obligation and had paid the

penalty incurred by failure to comply with the writ.
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In arriving at the amount of the damages, the proper method is to compare
the rents received after the reduction with those produced by the immovable
before the works were ordered, and not to take the revenue which, according

to its value, it should have produced and deduct from it the rents received

during the reduction.

Montreal v. Gauthier (1897), Q.:^. 7 Q.B. 100.

A municipal corporation is not liable for damages caused by its failure

to expropriate land, the expropriation of which has been authorized by
statute, but is liable in law for damages caused by failure to proceed with

expropriation proceedings commenced under the statutory authority: Guerin

V. Montreal (1899), 2 Que. P.R. 159.

Where a corporation commenced expropriation proceedings and forthwith

took possession of land, constructed works on it, and incorporated it with

a public street, but subsequently, under the authority of a statute, giving

permission to do so, abandoned the expropriation proceedings without paying

indemnity or returning the land, the landowner is entitled to have his land

returned to him in the state in which it was at the time it was taken pos-

session of and to compensation for the illegal detention of it. The measure

of the damages as representing the rents, issues and profits of the land should

be the interest upon the value of it during the period of its illegal detention:

Montreal v. Hogan (1899), Q.R. 8 Q.B. 534, (1900) 31 S.C.R. 1.

Where, under statutory authority to extend a street, a servitude for public

utility is estabUshed on private land, which is not expropriated and the

extension is subsequently abandoned, the owner of the land is not, in the

absence of any statutory authority therefor, entitled to damages for the loss

of proprietary rights while the servitude existed: HoUester v. Montreal

(1899), 29 S.C.R. 402.

A petition for expropriation is not an offer to purchase land, but an institu-

tion of a real action, which may be begun and carried on without the owner's

consent. A municipal council has, therefore, an absolute right to discon-

tinue its proceedings for expropriation so long as the award is not delivered:

Montreal v. Lafontaine Park (1909), 11 Que. P.R. 170.

An owner put en demeure by notice from a municipal corporation that it

intends to expropriate his immovable, and who is thereby prevented from

renting it, has the right to recover, as indemnity for a partial expropriation,

the damages incurred by loss of tenants and an unnecessary removal even

when the notice has not been followed up: Paquet v. Montreal (1913), Q.R.

22 K.B. 353.

In Quebec, if a municipal oorjDoration gives notice of expropriation to

a landowner and afterwards abandons the proceedings to expropriate, it is

answerable to him for the loss sustained by his being deprived of the use of

his property as the result of the imminence of the expropriation, e.g., for the

loss of rentals while the property, because of it ,waB lying idle: Robillard

v. Montreal (1913), 13 D.L.R. 680.
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According to the civil law, damages resulting from the imminence of the

expropriation, such as the fact that the property becomes useless, the near

ejectment of the tenants, the difficulty of obtaining new ones, the advan-

tageous sale of the property, the loss of customers, the moving expenses of

the owner, must be taken into account: Picard on Expropriation, p. 117.

Where expropriation proceedings have been commenced and before the

indemnity to be paid has been ascertained the proceedings are abandoned,

no special damage having been sustained by the landowner, who has had
unhmited user of the land, in assessing the amount to be paid as compensa-

tion to him there can be no allowance for interest either upon the estimated

value of the land or upon the amount tendered for it by the expropriating

body, but the landowner "is entitled to be fully indemnified for" his "costs

as between solicitor and client and for all legitimate and reasonable charges

and disbursements made in consequence of the proceedings which have been

taken": per Cassels, J., in Quebec Jacques-Cartier Electric Company v.

Rex, reported in appeal (1915) 51 S.C.R. 594, 24 D.L.R. 424.

This was a case of an expropriation under The Expropriation Act, R.S.C.

c. 143.

Gibb V. Rex (1914), 15 Ex. C.R. 157, (1915) 52 S.C.R. 402, 27 D.L.R.

262, was a case in which the surrounding properties had been temporarily

enhanced in value by reason of a projected government work subsequently

abandoned, and it was held that the owner of property, no part of which

had been taken, had no claim to compensation because of the abandonment
of the proposed scheme, but that, on the other hand, where property has

been taken and returned, all damages arising out of any interference with

the owner's right in respect of it during the period in which the espropriation

was effective is a proper subject of compensation.

Where expropriation proceedings are abandoned and the landowner has

not been disturbed in his possession and no loss has been sustained by him

between the time of the taking and of the abandonment, even nominal damages

will not be allowed, but the landowner is entitled to his costs of and incidental

to making his defence to the information, to be taxed between soUcitor and

client, including all legitimate and reasonable charges and disbursements:

Rex v. Frontenac Gas Company (1915), 15 Ex. C.R. 438, 51 S.C.R. 594,

24 D.L.R. 424.

Yager v. Swift Current (1916), 30 D.L.R. 564 (Sask.). Where all that

was done by the council was to pass a resolution authorizing proceedings for

expropriation to be taken and to give notice to the landowner of the inten-

tion to expropriate, no action lies upon an award for compensation unless

or until it has been adopted, as provided by Rev. Stat. c. 84, s. 258.
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PART XVII.

ACTIONS BY AND AGAINST MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

There is no section under which miscellaneous cases as to the liability

of municipal corporations to actions and their right to maintain actions;

as to the right to the remedy by mandamus, or as to the right of ratepayers

to maintain actions, can appropriately be noted, and it has been thought

most convenient to note them under this general heading.

Actions by Corporations.

A municipal corporation may maintain an action to restrain the obstruc-

tion of a public highway.

Fenelon Falls v. The Victoria Railway Company (1881), 29 Grant 4.

St. Vincent v. Greenfield (1887), 15 A.R. 567.

Toronto v. Lorsch (1893), 24 O.R. 227, 229.

Gloucester v. Canada Atlantic Railway Company (1902), 3 O.L.R. 85, 91,

(1902) 4 O.L.R. 262.

The principle of Fenelon Falls v. The Victoria Railway Company was

applied in Barton v. Hamilton (1889), 18 O.R. 199, 204, in which the defendant

•corporation was restrained from constructing a sewer in an adjoining munici-

pality.

The rule that there is no contribution between wrongdoers has not been

qualified to the extent of entitling one who is himself a wilful or negligent

wrongdoer to indemnity from another involved with him in causing the

injury or wrong in respect of which judgment has gone against them: Sutton

V. Dundas (1908), 17 O.L.R. 556.

Where an Act provides that if any person shall lay a pipe or main to com-

municate with any pipe or main of the waterworks or in any way obtain or

use any water thereof without the assent of the commissioners, he shall

forfeit and pay to them for waterworks purposes fifty dollars ($50) and a

furthersum of five dollars ($5) for each day or part of a day or night or part of a

night during which the pipe or main shall so remain, to be recoverableby civil ac-

tion in any Court in the province having civil jurisdiction to the amount, this is

the only remedy for the unlawful acts of taking water or maintaining pipes

in contravention of the statute: Guelph v. Guelph Paving Company (1903),

2 O.W.R. 587.

In Lambert v. Toronto (1916), 9 O.W.N. 452, 36 O.L.R. 269, 29 D.L.R.
56, aflBrmed (1916;, 54 S.C.R. 200, the corporation claimed indemnity under an
agreement, but it was refused, because the jury had found that the injury

complained of was caused by the negligence of the corporation.
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There is an implied obligation upon the holder of a franchise from a muni-

cipal corporation to render and supply to each inhabitant of the municipality

such services and commodities as the franchise was granted for on request

and without unfair discrimination, provided the inhabitant is ready and

willing to pay in advance therefor and the place at which the obUgation is

required to be performed Ues within the sphere of the franchise holder's opera-

tions, and provided he accords to the franchise holder all reasonable facilities

to admit of the convenient performance by the franchise holder of its obUga-

tions, and the corporation is entitled to obtain a mandamus to compel the

holder of the franchise to perform the obUgations of it as to the supply to

the inhabitants of such services and commodities as the franchise was granted

for: Red Deer v. Western General Electric Company (1910), 3 A.L.R. 145,

14 W.L.R. 657.

In Delta v. Vancouver Victoria and Eastern Railway and Navigation

Company (1908), 14 B.C.R. 83, 9 W.L.R. 236, 467, 8 Can. Ry. Cas. 362,

afiGirmed (1909) 11 W.L.R. 208, it was held that a municipal corporation is

not entitled to bring an action to redress the public wrong done by obstructing

a highway.

That case was followed in Hope v. Surrey (1914), 20 B.C.R. 434, 20 D.L.R.

540, 29 W.L.R. 525, 7 W.W.R. 175, in which it was said by Clement, J.,

that a municipal corporation cannot undertake to abate a nuisance by obstruct-

ing a highway vi et armis.

It was held in Oak Bay v. Gardner (1914), 19 B.C.R. 391, 17 D.L.R.

802, 27 W.L.R. 960, 6 W.W.R. 1023, that a municipal corporation cannot

maintain an action except as relator on an information by the Attorney-

General for a mandatory injunction where a person neglects to perform a

duty to the public under a municipal by-law, and thereby creates a public

nuisance, and Attorney-General v. Campbell (1872), 19 Grant 299, was referred

to as a precedent for bringing the action in the name of the Attorney-Genpral.

In that case the defendant, who had been twice fined for an infraction of the

by-law, persisted in building in violation of it, and an appUcation was made

for an injunction. Strong, V.-C, expressed a doubt as to whether the infrac-

tion of a municipal by-law constituted a nuisance.

St. John V. Barker (1906), 2 E.L.R. 20 (N.B.), in which it was held that

a municipal corporation which owns lots bordering on a river is entitled to

have enjoined the pollution of the waters of the river, which flow into a

reservoir constructed by the corporation under statutory authority for the

purpose of its waterworks system.

Ste. Agathe des Monts v. Reid (1903), Q.R. 24 S.C. 461, in which it was

held that a mimicipal corporation may proceed by injunction against a

person who, in violation of a by-law of its council, erects a steam mill within

the limits of the municipality.

A person who agrees to furnish land to a corporation for a road cannot

plead, in answer to an action for the specific performance of the agreement,
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that the proces^erbal of the municipal inspector is null and has been set

aside by the Court, that the county council have not been advised on the

subject of the opening of the road, and that he has taken a possessory action

against the corporation: Ste. Julie v. Malo (1903), 5 Que. P.R. 217.

Rights acquired under a statute can be revoked only for the reasons stated

in the statute as being grounds for revocation, and not for the violation of

rights acquired by parties by subsequent agreements subsidiary and accessory

to the statute, e.g., in the case of waterworks where the grounds for revoca-

tion are the violations of obligations entered into by the company with the

corporation of the municipahty in which its operations are carried on: St.

Johns V. Malleur (1907), 4 E.L.R. 175 (Que.).

See also s. 501.

Actions Against Corpohations.

Royal Insurance Company v. Montreal (1906), Q.R. 29 S.C. 161, in which

it was held that license fees collected under the authority of a by-law which

had been abrogated by the repeal of the Act under the authority of which

the by-law was passed may be recovered from the corporation by action.

In McAuliffe v. Welland (1905), 6 O.W.R. 819, (1906) 8 O.W.R. 523,

the defendant corporation was held liable for injuries sustained by a tug

running upon sunken piles, which had been cut off below the water and left

in a navigable river when a highway bridge was being constructed across the

river. '

A contract was entered into between the plaintiff and the defendant cor-

porations by which the plaintiff corporation became bound to the other

corporation to furnish it, during the period of twenty years, with the water

which it required at a stipulated rate per 1,000 gallqns, and to provide a

hydrometer and to keep it in good order, under the supervision of the engi-

neer of the plaintiff corporation.

An action was brought by the plaintiff corporation alleging that, in the

course of the execution of this contract, the defendant corporation had taken

away the hydrometer and replaced it by pipe connection between the two

aqueducts, and in that way permitted the supplying waters from the aque-

duct of the plaintiff corporation without any control of the quantity so drawn

off, and that for six months prior to the institution of the action the plaintiff

corporation had not received any compensation for the water it had fur-

niphed to the defendant corporation, and for these causes the plaintiff cor-

poration claimed a rescission of the contract and damages. The defence

was that, in the end of January, the hydrometer haying been broken, the

engineer of the defendant corporation arranged with the engineer of the

plaintiff corporation, vvrho was authorized by the chairman of the aqueduct

committee to that end, that the hydrometer should be replaced by a J^ inch

connecting pipe, with valves, which should be opened only by the two engi-

neers, and that the quantity of water furnished to the defendant corpora-
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tion should be calculated on the basis of 25,000 gallons per day; that from

the 1st to the 28th February the valves were opened as arranged on several

occasions, and that the plaintiff corporation had sent its account for the

water furnished charged for on the agreed basis; that the hydrometer having

been replaced on the 10th March, it was again broken, and it was agreed

between the two engineers that the previous arrangement should remain in

force; that from 24th July to 31st August a certain quantity of water was
taken for which an account was sent to the defendant corporation, and that

from that time until the spring of 1915 the defendant corporation had not

required any water and had not -taken any; that on the 21st May, 1915,

the defendant corporation had been by a letter of the engineer of the plaintiff

corporation mise en demeure to replace the hydrometer, and that it had been

replaced four days before the institution of the action.

The Court awarded damages to the plaintiff corporation, but dismissed

its claim for the rescission of the contract.

The Court was of opinion that the arrangement made with the engineer

of the plaintiff corporation, though sanctioned by the chairman of the aque-

duct committee, not having been authorized by the corporation, was not

binding on it; and that the state of things created by the acts of the de-

fendant corporation constituted a violation of the contract in one of its

essential stipulations; that even the plaintiff corporation could not sanction

without amending the by-law which had authorized the contract, but that,

as the defendant corporation had before the action replaced the hydrometer,

it was not proper to rescind the contract. .

Levis V. Bienville (1915), Q.R. 49 S.C. 156.

In Champion and White v. Vancouver (1916), 31 D.L.R. 22, it was held

that an action did not lie to restrain the defendant corporation from erecting

a sea wall which it was by statute authorized to erect, although the effect

of constructing it would be to interfere with a private right of access to a

wharf, and no compensation was provided for by the statute.

A municipal corporation which permits a cheese manufacturer to drain

his factory into a watercourse established by proces^erbal, which abuts and
traverses the land of a propertj' owner, is responsible for the damages that

he suffers from the bad odours from it, but he cannot demand a round sum
for damages past, present and future, and is entitled only to his damages
actual, certain, direct and immediate down to the date of the institution

of the action: Sevigny v. St. David (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 291.

Mandamus.

One of the consequences of the creation of a body corporate is that it

may sue and be sued: The Interpretation Act, R.S.O. c. 1, s. 27.

One of the remedies against a municipal corporation that is available is

that of mandamus. It is the appropriate relief to compel the performance
of a duty of a public nature, but not to enforce a contractual obligation:
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Benson v. Paull (1856), 6 E. & B. 273, 106 R.R. 596; Norris v. Irish Land
Company (1857), 8 E. & B. 511, 112 R.R. 673; Fotherby v. MetropoUtan
Railway Company, L.R. (1866) 2 C.P. 188, 195; In re London Huron and
Bruce Railway Company and East Wawanosh (1875), 36 U.C.R. 93; In re

North Simcoe Railway Company and Toronto, lb. 101 ; Kingston v. Kingston

Portsmouth and Cataraqui E.R. Company (1897), 28 O.R. 399, (1898) 25

A.R. 462. The prerogative writ is available where there is no other remedy:

Bush V. Beavan (1862), 1 H. & C. 500, 130 R.R. 624, 32 L.J. Ex. 54, but a

mandamus may be granted under The Judicature Act, R.S.O. c. 56, s. 17,

to enforce a statutory duty where the person claiming the mandamus has the

right to have the duty performed and is personally interested in it and there

is no other adequate remedy: Fotherby v. Metropolitan Railway Company
(supra); Morgan v. Metropolitan Railway Company, L.R. (1868), 4 C.P. 97.

The prerogative writ of mandamus is not obtainable by action, but only

by motion: Kingston v. Kingston Portsmouth and Cataraqui E.R. Com-
pany (supra); Smith v. Chorley District Council (1897), 1 Q.B. 532, 678,

13 T.L.R. 327, followed in Reg. v. Mayor, etc., of Eastbourne (1900), 16

T.L.R. 546, 83 L.T.N. S. 338, 64 J.P. 724.

A mandamus will not be granted for the performance of a long series of

continual acts involving personal service and extending over an indefinite

period: Kingston v. Kings|;on Portsmouth and Cataraqui E.R. Company
(supra) ; Bickford v. Chatham (1889), 16 S.C.R. 235; nor will it be granted

to compel the opening for travel of an original road allowance: Hislop v.

McGillivray (1888), 15 A.R. 687, (1890) 17 S.C.R. 479, nor to enforce a

general duty to repair a highway, as to which see cases noted under s. 460 (1).

See also Toronto Public Library Board v. Toronto (1900), 19 P.R. 329;

Peterborough v. Grand Trunk Railway Company (1900), 32 O.R. 154, (1901)

1 O.L.R. 144; Pettigrew v. Baillarge and Quebec (1901), Q.R. 20 S.C. 173;

In re Rex v. Meehan (1902), 3 O.L.R. 567; In re Denison, Rex v. Case

(1903), 6 O.L.R. 104; Hanley v. Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway

Company (1905), 11 O.L.R. 91; Rex v. Campbell (1905), 10 Can. Cr. Cas.

326 (Yukon Terr.); Hull v. Gatineau Macadamized and Gravelled Road

Company (1906), Q.R. 29 S.C. 354; Nelles v. Windsor, Essex and Lake

Shore Rapid Railway Company (1908), 16 O.L.R. 359; Rich v. Melancthon

Board of Health (1912), 26 O.L.R. 48, 2 D.L.R. 866.

The following cases, in 4|ldition to those noted under various sections

may also be referred to:

—

Ontario.

In re West Nissouri Continuation School (1912), 25 O.L.R. 550, 1 D.L.R.

252, in which it was held that a formal demand and refusal is not necessary

to entitle an applicant to a mandamus; all that is necessary, in order that

a mandamus may issue, is to satisfy the Court that the party complained

of has distinctly determined not to do what is demanded.
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The same conclusion was reached in In re West Nissouri Continuation

School (1916), 38 O.L.R. 207.

In re Ottawa and the Provincial Board of Health (1914), 33 O.L.R. 1,

20 D.L.R. 531, in which it was held that a provincial Board of Health, which

has power to withhold its approval from plans and specifications for a system

of municipal water supply, is not justified in refusing its approval because

it does not approve of the scheme of bringing the water from the source

from which it is proposed to bring it.

It was also held that the board, under The Public Health Act, R.S.O.

c. 218, and under a special Act, was not to be regarded as a mere emanation

from the Crown, but as a body created for the discharge of important adminis-

trative and quasi-judicial functions—a public authority performing a statu-

tory duty, and was subject to have its action controlled by mandamus.

Where a municipal corporation fails to obey a mandatory order of the

Court, the members of the council may properly be punished for the con-

tempt: In re Bolton and Wentworth (1911), 23 O.L.R. 390.

The members of a township council were ordered to indemnify the cor-

poration against all its costs between solicitor and client and all the costs

it was obliged to pay in consequence of the council's disobeying an order

of the Court (a mandamus) : In re West Nissouri Continuation School (1917),

38 O.L.R. 207.

British Columbia.

Reg. V. Mission (1900), 7 B.C.R. 513, noted under s. 336.

Moffet V. Ruttan (1911), 16 B.C.R. 342, in which it was held, following

Reg. V. Eastbourne Corporation (1900), 83 L.T.N.S. 338, 64 J.P. 724, 16

T.L.R. 546, that a mandamus will not be granted to compel the mayor of

a municipaUty to approve a plan' of a subdivision where he has refused to

sanction it on the ground that the subdivision does not comply with the law,

and has not exercised unreasonably the discretion which he has under the

statute.

In re Walker and South Vancouver (1913), 18 B.C.R. 480, 14 D.L.R. 446,

25 W.L.R. 824, 5 W.W.R. 389, noted Under s. 336.

Manitoba.

Noble v. Turtle Mountain (1905), 15 Man. L.R. 514, 2 W.L.R. 144, in

which it was held that a mandamus to replace a bridge on a public highway,

which has been carried away by a flood, should not be granted, as there is

another adequate remedy—by indictment.

Holmes v. Brown (1908), 18 Man. L.R. 48, 8 W.L.R. 459, in which it was

held that one who has a valid legal claim against a municipal corporation

is not entitled to a mandamus to compel the mayor to sign a cheque for the

amount of the claim, although the council has passed a resolution approving
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payment over the mayor's veto, because the claimant has another adequate

remedy, namely, to proceed by action against the corporation.

Frankel v. Winnipeg (1913), 23 Man. L.R. 296, 8 D.L.R. 219, 22 W.L.R.

597, 3 W.W.R. 405, in which a mandamus to a building inspector to issue

a building permit was refused, and the opinion was expressed by Gait, J.,

that what was sought to be enforced was a mere private right.

New Brunswick.

A municipal council whose duty it was, upon complaint and a demand
of investigation as to the propriety of the return of the mayor, to assemble

and determine the matter, and which had refused to do so upon the ground

that a proper complaint and demand of investigation had not been made,

was required by mandamus to proceed with the investigation, the Court

being of opinion that a sufficient complaint and demand of investigation had

been made: In re Farrell (1914), 42 N.B. 478.

Nova Scoha.

Rex v. Halifax (1915), 49 N.S. 289, 25 D.L.R. 113. ' A municipal corpora-

tion may be compelled by mandamus to restore one to the office of assessor

who has been dismissed without personal notice of the council meeting called

to consider his dismissal.

Quebec.

Page v. Longueuil (1897), Q.R. 7 Q.B. 262, in which it was held that the per-

formance by a municipal corporation of an agreement made with persons

who conveyed lands to it that the corporation would maintain them as public

streets, which the corporation would open and extend to a named point as

they were built upon, being a simple contractual obligation of a private

nature will not be enforced by mandamus, more especially as there is an
effectual remedy at common law, and because, under the charter of the

municipality, the opening of new streets is entirely a matter of discretion.

The legal recourse for a municipal councillor who is deprived of his seat

is by mandamus, and not by qUo warranto: Gosselin v. St. Jean (1898),

Q.R. 16 S.C. 449.

A cabman who' claims that his license has been taken away unlawfully

cannot obtain a mandamus against the corporation to compel it to re-issue

the license: Laberge v. Montreal (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 473.

Perron v. Beloeil (1904), 6 Que. P.R. 408, in which it was held that a
municipal corporation cannot be compelled by mandamus to take proceedings

for the contravention of a .by-Iaw of its council when an interested ratepayer

has the right to do so.

Gatineau Point v. Hull (1906), Q.R. 15 K.B. 354, in which it was held

that recourse to the writ of mandamus to compel a municipal corporation

to perform a legal duty is not open to another municipal corporation which
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is equally bound to the performance of the same obligation and is also in

default, and, therefore, where two municipal corporations are under a duty
to maintain in different proportions a bridge which connects their munici-

palities and is in need of repairs, the one cannot proceed against the other

if it has not furnished'its own share of the cost of maintenance.

Municipal Homes and Investment Corporation v. Legare (1909), Q.R. 37

S.C. 417, in which it was held that a resolution of a municipal council auth-

orirang the mayor and secretary to have an authenticated deed prepared and
to sign it on behalf of the corporation- is a simple mandate, and does not

impose upon them an official duty pertaining to their functions of which

third persons having an interest can demand the performance by mandamus.

Unless there is a special by-law requiring a municipal corporation to repair

a road, a mandamus does not lie to compel it to repair either a front road or a

by-road; Lichtenheun v. Pointe-Claire (1909), 11 Que. P.R. 89.

Farly v. Montreal (1910), Q.R. 39 S.C. 13, in which it was held that a

mandamus does not he to compel a municipal corporation to repair a part

of a street more particularly where it appears that repairs to the street have

teen begun, if no wrong is shown calling for immediate redress and other

and adequate remedies exist to cure the wrong complained of.

Actions by Ratepayers.

A plaintiff may sue without joining the Attorney-General where an inter-

ference with a pubUc right involves interference with some private right of

the plaintiff and where no private right of the plaintiff is interfered with,

but he, in respect of his public right, suffers special damage peculiar to him-

self from the interference with the public right: Boyce v. Paddington Borough

Council, L.R. (1903) 1 Ch. 109.

An action will lie by a ratepayer alleging an illegal ipisapplication of the

funds of the corporation, with which the council refuses to interfere: Paterson

V. Bowes (1853), 4 Grant 170. .

Where a municipal council illegally pays away money of the corporation

to one of its officers, if the council refuses to allow its name to be used, an

action to recover it back may be brought by a ratepayer suing on behalf

of all the ratepayers, and need not be in the name of the Attorney-General

:

Maclb-eith v.' Hart (1908), 39 S.C.R. 657.

The same rules apply to actions to restrain threatened vltra vires acts of

a municipal council, to actions to recover for the corporation money or

prdperty illegally misapplied, and to actions to restrain a threatened mis-

application of them.

The following additional cases may be referred to:—

A ratepayer or an elector can demand the annulment of a by-law by a

•direct action only if he proves that it has caused or will cause him injury:

Stuart V. Napierville (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 407.
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Ontario.

Hope V. Hamilton Park Commissioners (1901), 1 O.L.R. 477, in which

it was held that ratepayers affected by resolutions as to the management
of a park, only to the same ejctent as all other ratepayers of the municipality,

are not entitled to bring an action to set them aside, and that such an action

must be brought by the Attorney-General.

Jarvis v. Fleming (1896), 27 O.R. 309, in which it was held that a muni-

cipal corporation may not contribute to the costs of carrying on" an action

brought by a ratepayer against a gas company operating in the municipality

for the purpose of obtaining a reduction in the price of gas, and that the

. plaintiff, as a ratepayer, was entitled to an injunction to restrain the cor-

poration from so doing.

Thompson v. Yarmouth (1902), 1 O.W.R. 556, in which it was held that

a person interested only as a ratepayer cannot maintain an action against

a municipal corporation to compel it to maintain and repair a bridge which

it has agreed with him and other ratepayers to maintain.

Where a municipal corporation pays an unfounded claim, the payment

is illegal, and, notwithstanding that it was not made until after counsel,

on an incomplete statement of facts, had advised that it was proper to make
it, the amount paid may be recovered from the person to whom it was paid

in an action by a ratepayer suing on behalf of himself and all other ratepayers:

Patchell V. Raikes (1904), 7 O.L.R. 470.

In the same case it was said that a corporation may not refer to arbitration

a question of law, though it may be' that it may refer a question of fact:

p. 479.

In this case the Court took a very narrow view as to the powers of muni-

cipal corporations and their councils, and its view as to the members of a

council occupying the position of ordinary trustees was, in the light of sub-

sequent cases, erroneous.

Abbott v. Trenton (1909), 1 O.W.N. 218, 14 O.W.R. 1101, noted under

s. 322 (acquiring or expropriating any land).

Ward V. Owen Sound (1910), 1 O.W.N. 512, in which it was held that

there is "no warrant for an action at law by a ratepayer who, without peti-

tion or appUcation to the council and without knowing what, if any, action

the council intends to take, finds some flaw in what the council has done,"

and seeks by his action to obtain a mandatory order requiring the council

to submit to the electors a by-law for the repeal of a local option by-law.

Roohford v. Brown (1911), 25 O.L.R. 206, in which it was held that a

tenant, in the absence of evidence that he is bound to pay the taxes on the

leased premises, is not such a ratepayer as may bring a class action on behalf

of the ratepayers of the municipality.

Wright V. Ottawa and Ottawa Dairy Company (1914), 7 O.W.N. 151,

19 D.L.R. 712, in which it was held that a ratepayer is not entitled to main-
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tain an action to restrain a municipal corporation from paying the agreed

consideration under an executed contract, although the contract was not

formally entered into under the corporate seal.

See also Black v. ElUs (1906), 12 O.L.R. 403.

British Columbia.

Anderson v. Victoria (1884), 1 B.C.R. Pt. II. 107, in which it was held

that an individual, unless specially injured, cannot sue to restrain an improper

use being made of land held by the corporation upon trust to lay out and
maintain it as a public park or pleasure ground for the enjoyment and recrea-

tion of the inhabitants of the municipality.

Elworthy v. Victoria (1896), 5 B.C.R. 123, in which it was held that

where a corporation proposes to expend money which has been appropriated

by resolution to a work which it afterwards becomes unlawful to undertake,

a ratepayer, suing on behalf of himself and all other ratepayers, is entitled

to maintain an action to restrain the application of the money to any further

construction of the work, and the Provincial Attorney-General is not a

necessary party to the action, but the corporation and the members of the

council responsible for the illegal action should be parties defendants.

Arbuthnot v. Victoria (1910), 15 B.C.R. 209, 14 Wi.R. 440, in which

it was held that where a municipal council had passed a by-law for the con-

struction of a macadam pavement on the local improvement plan and was

not building a macadam road or performing the work in accordance with

the report referred to in the by-law, but was doing it in a defective and un-

workmanlike manner, an action by a ratepayer, suing on behalf of himself

and all other ratepayers for a mandatory injunction, should not be dismissed

on a summary application.

Manitoba.

Shrimpton v. Winnipeg (1900), 13 Man. L.R. 211, in which it was held,

following Smith v. Raleigh (1882), 3 O.R. 405, and Wallace v. Orangeville

(1884),, 5 O.R. 37, that a ratepayer may maintain an action to restrain a

municipal corporation from acting upon a resolution for the expenditure of

money in a case where the assent of the electors is necessary and it has not .

been obtained, and that it is not necessary that the action should be brought

in the name of the Attorney-General.

Brock V. Robson (1914), 25 Man. L.R. 64, 19 D.L.R. 197, 29 W.L.R.

897, 7 W.W.R. 544, in which it was held that where a statute provides that

a petition for the passing of a by-law shall be accompanied by an affidavit

proving the signatures to it and setting forth the names of the petitioners,

and the council is proceeding to submit a by-law for the assent of the electors

without the petition having been thus verified, a license holder is entitled

to maintain an action to restrain the submission of the by-law.

27—MUN. LAW.
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In a similar case, Stephenson v. Cowan (1914), 25 Man. L.R. 67, 20 D.L.R.

605, 30 W.L.R. 297, 7 W.W.R. 772, it was held that an elector and ratepayer

who will not suffer special damage by reason of the by-law, if passed, is not

entitled to have the proceedings enjoined.

New Brunswick.

Steeves v. Moncton (1914), 42 N.B. 465, 17 D.L.R. 560, 14 E.L.R. 321,

in which it was held that where the Crown is not directly interested, a rate-

payer has the right, on behalf of himself and the other ratepayers, to main-

tain an action against a municipal corporation to restrain ultra vires acts.

Nova Scotia.

Chipman v. Yarmouth (1913), 47N.S. 257, 12 D.L.R. 415, in which a

^ ratepayer was allowed to intervene, and defend an action which the council

refused to defend.

Corning v. Yarmouth (1913), 9 D.L.R. 277, 12 E.L.R. 208, affirmed 12

D.L.R. 683, 13 E.L.R. 78, in which a ratepayer was allowed to intervene

and defend an action which the council refused to defend.

Prince Edward Island.

Tanton v. Charlottetown (1906), 1 E.L.R. 282, in which it was held that

a ratepayer may not sue to restrain the misapplication by a municipal council

of the funds of the corporation, but in Macllreith v. Hart (supra) it was

held, affirming (1907) 41 N.S. 351, 2 E.L.R. 468, which had reversed (1907)

2 E.L.R. 118, 158, that a ratepayer may sue on behalf of himself and of

all other ratepayers where the council refuses to allow the name of the cor-

poration to be used.

Quebec.

Samson v. Montreal (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 500,' noted under s. 400, par. 5.

Robertson v. Montreal (1914), Q.R. 23 K.B. 338, (1916) 52 S.C.R. 30,

26 D.L.R. 228, in which it was held, Idington and Anglin, JJ., dissenting,

that a shareholder in a street railway company, who is also a ratepayer,

has no locvs standi to attack the validity of an agreement of a municipal

corporation granting to a company the exclusive privilege of operating auto-

bus lines on certain streets of the municipality on the ground that such

a privilege could not lawfully be granted, and that, if it might be granted,

that could not be done except by means of a by-law, and that in any case

a provision of the agreement by which the corporation was entitled to shares

in the company was ultra vires.

This case was followed in Warner-Quinlan Asphalt Company v. Montreal

(1915), Q.R. 25 K.B. 147, 27 D.L.R. 540, and it was there laid down that

not merely the interest of a ratepayer, but a special and distinct interest,

is required to entitle a person to demand that a contract awarded by a muni-

cipal corporation be cancelled unless it is established that the transaction
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is fraudulent or vltra vires, and that the interest of an unsuccessful bidder,

to whom the contract would not be awarded if the one attacked were set

aside, is not sufBcient to entitle him to intervene.

Forest v. L'Assomption (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 151, noted under s. 249 (1),

in which it was held that one of the ratepayers called upon to pay the cost

of a bridge has an interest sufiScient to entitle him to attack in nullity by
direct action the proceedings both of the county and of the local corporation.

P6rodeau v. Richard (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 165, in which it was held that

a ratepayer cannot contest the payment of an account by the secretary-

treasurer of a municipal Corporation because the account is not attested

under oath according to the constant usage of the corporation.

Tebritobies.

Pease v. Moosomin (1901), 5 Terr. L.R. 207, in which it was held that

an action may be brought by a ratepayer, suing on behalf of himself and

all other ratepayers, to restrain the unlawful application of the funds of the

corporation and to have the money which has been unlawfully applied repaid,

and that it is not necessary that an action for the latter purpose should be

brought in the name of the corporation or of the Attorney-General.

348. Where a duty, obligation, or liability is or has been here- Right of action•''".' "
^

of municipal

tofore imposed by statute upon flny person in favour of a muni- g^"™"™***

cipal corporation, or the inhabitants, or some of the inhabitants ™™''' ^^

of a municipality, or where a contract or agreement is or has

heretofore been entered into, which imposes such a duty, obliga-

tion, or liability, the corporation shall have the right by action

to enforce it, and to obtain as complete and as full relief and

remedy as could be obtained in an action by the Attorney-General,

as plaintiff, or as plaintiff on the relation of any person interested,

or in an action by such inhabitants or one or more of them, on his

or their own behalf, or on behalf of himself or themselves and of

such inhabitants. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 348.

See also s. 501.

349. An action shall not be brought for anything done under Corporation to

,
be liable for

a bv-law, order or resolution of a coimcil which is invalid, in acts done under
J I '

Illegal by-law.

whole or in part, until one month after the by-law, order, or

resolution, or so much of it as is invalid, has been quashed or
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repealed, and every such action shall be brought against the cor-

poration alone, and not against any person acting under the by-

law, order or resolution. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 349.

The corresponding provision to this section in The Municipal Acts of

other provinces is:

—

. Alberta, Rev. Stats. 1915, c. 2, s. 361, c. 3, s. 325.

,
British Columbia, Rev. Stats. 1911, c. 170, s. 212.

Manitoba, Rev. Stats. 1913, c. 133, s. 353.

Nova Scotia, Towns Incorporation Act, Rev. Stats. 1900, c. 71, s. 212 (1).

Saskatchewan, Stats. 1916, c. 16, ss. S24-5, o. 19, ss. 507-8, c. 20, ss. 241-2;

Rev. Stats. -1909, c. 87, ss. 328-9.

The cases as to the effect of this section are conflicting, but the result

of them appears to be that it applies only to actions brought for the recovery

of damages: Connor v. Middagh (1889), 16 A.R. 356, 378, 388; Traves

v. Nelson (1900), 7 B.C.R. 48, referred to infra.

It is settled law that the section does not apply where a by-law is advanced

as a vaHd by-law to support a claim under it, and does not dispense with

the necessity of the person claiming under it proving that all conditions

precedent to the exercise of the power to pass the by-law were complied

with, e.g., in the case of a by-law to sto'p up a highway, that the prescribed

notices of the intention to pass it were given.

See as to this Laflferty v. Stock (1853), 3 U.C.C.P. 1; Wannamaker v.

Green (1886), 10 O.R. 457, followed in In re Rogers (1915), 7 O.W.N. 717,

22 D.L.R. 590.

It was said by Macaulay, C.J., that if a by-law is valid on its face, "all

proceedings had under it . . . may be justified under it," and that

a, by-law which is illegal and void on the face of it, though it has not been

quashed, may be so adjudged in a collateral proceeding, and it cannot be

set up in justification of acts done under it: Barclay v. Darlington (1856),

6 U.C.C.P. 432, 438.

This statement is wide enough to cover the case of a by-law set up as a

defence to an action for the recovery of damages for acts done under it,

but the subsequent cases estabhsh that that is not the law : Connor v. Middagh
(supra), where the cases are considered.

The section does not apply to taking proceedings in replevin: Wilson

V. Middlesex (1859), 18 U.C.R. 348, 352, .though A. Wilson, J., in Haynes

V. Copeland (1868), 18 U.C.C.P. 150, would seem to have been of a contrary

opinion.

See also Lewis v. Teale (1871), 32 U.C.R. 108, an analogous case, in which

it was held that notice of action was unnecessary in the case of replevin.

See as to presumption as to validity of by-laws, notes to s. 432 under that
heading.
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The section does not apply to prevent questioning the vaUdity of a by-

law on a motion to quash a conviction under it: Reg. v. Osier (1872), 32

U.C.R. 324; Reg. v. Belmont (1874), 35 U.C.R. 298; Reg. v. Johnston

(1876), 38 U.C.R. 549; or in an action to restrain a breach of a by-law or

an action to restrain the corporation from taking proceedings under it:

Malott V. Mersea (1885), 9 O.R. 611; Alexander v. Howard (1887), 14 O.R.

22; Rose v. West Wawanosh (1890), 19 O.R. 294; Bannan v. Toronto (1892),

22 O.R. 274, 279 (though in that case the Chancellor seems to have limited

the right to the case of a by-law invalid on its face); Smith v. Ancaster

(1896), 27 O.R. 276, 23 A.R. 596; Petman v. Toronto (1897), 24 A.R. 53;

or in an action .'to obtain a declaration that a by-law is invaUd: Malott

V. Mersea (supra); Pease v. Moosomin (1901), 5 Terr. L.R. 207; Gesman
V. Regina (1909), 2 S.L.R. 50, 10 W.L.R. 136; HaU v. Moose Jaw (1910),

3 S.L.R. 22, 12 W.L.R. 693; or incidentally upon the trial of an action:

Roberts v. CUmie (1881), 46 U.C.R. 264.

In Dick v. Calgary (1914), 16 D.L.R. 415, 27 W.L.R. 678 (Alta.), it was
held that, under the charter of the city of Calgary, which contains a provision

(s. 123) similar to s. 349, and another section, 125, which provides that one

month's notice in writing shall be a condition precedent to all suits and
actions against the city from whatever cause they may arise, failure to give

the notice was fatal to an action brought to restrain the corporation from

purchasing land under the authority of a by-law, the validity of which was
attacked, but had not been quashed.

In Traves v. Nelson (1900), 7 B.C.R. 48, it was held that ss. 91 and 92

of The Municipal Clauses Act, which are similar to this section, do not pre-

vent an action from being brought to restrain a municipal corporation from

proceeding under a by-law which has not been quashed, but only prevent

an action for damages already suffered until the by-law is qiiashed, and

that the validity of such a by-law may be determined in certiorari proceedings.

In Plested v. McLeod (1910), 3 S.L.R. 374, 15 W.L.R. 533, it was held

that a constable, who arrests without warrant a person alleged to have been

guilty of a contravention of a by-law which does not authorize an arrest,

is not within the protection of a section similar to this.

In Pease v. Moosomin (1901), 5 Terr.. L.R. 207, it was held that the pro-

visions of a municipal ordinance similar to s. 283 were merely permissive,

and that a section similar to s. 349 did not oust the jurisdiction Of the Court

to declare by-laws, orders or resolutions invalid, or to quash them on cer-

tiorari, and did not apply where the by-law, order or resolution is invaUd

on its face and the action is to enjoin proceedings under it.
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PART XVIII.

RESPECTING THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

Certain persons
to be ex-rofficio

Justices of the
Peace.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.

350. The head of every council, the reeve of every town, and

every deputy reeve, after he has made the declarations of office

and qualification, shall, ex officio, be a justice of the peace for

the whole county, and every controller and alderman in a city,

after he has .made such declarations, shall be, ex officio, a justice

of the peace for the city. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 350.

Justice may act 351. A justicc of the pcacc shall not be disqualified from acting
although mem- * -^

i

^ °
ber of council, j^ ^jjg p^gg of ^ prosccutiou for a breach of a by-law of a council,

(a) By reason of his being a member of th^ council; or

(6) Because the penalty or part of it goes to the corporation

of a municipality of which he is a ratepayer. 3^ Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 351.

Police office.

Police magis-
trate to attend
daily.

Mayor to attend
where no police
magistrate.

POLICE OFFICE IN CITIES AND TOWNS.

352. The council of every city and town shall establish and

maintain therein a police office. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 352.

353.—(1) The pohce magistrate, or, if he is absent or ill, or

if there is a vacancy in the office, the deputy police magistrate,

shall attend at the pol ce office daily, for such period as may
be necessary for the disposal of the business to be done.

(2) In a town for which there is not a police magistrate, the

mayor shall attend at the police office daily, or at such time,

and for such period as may be necessary for the disposal of the

business that may be brought before him as a justice of the

peace.
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(3) In a city or town for which there is a police magistrate,
atoeno'e'ofMiiCT

if he is absent or ill, and there is no deputy police magistrate, "Mgistrate.

or if the deputy police magistrate is also absent or ill, the mayor

shall attend La the place of the police magistrate, but shall have

only the powers of a justice of the peace.

(4) A justice of the peace having jurisdiction in a city or town when justice

may, at the request of the mayor, act in his stead.

(5) The coimcil shall provide all necessary and proper accom- Accommoda-

modation, fuel, light, stationery and furniture for the police police office.

office, and for the officers connected with it.

(6) The clerk of the council of the city or town, or such other cierk of police

. - 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 office and his

person as the council appoints for that purpose, shall be the clerk duUes.

of the police office, and shall perform the same duties and receive

the same fees and emoluments as a clerk of a justice of the peace.

(7) Where the clerk of the council is paid by a salary, the fees it paid by >

salary, tees to

and emoluments shall be paid over by him and belong to the beioni? to cor-

corporation.
poration.

(8) Where there is a police magistrate, the clerk of the police cierk to be
^ ' r- i o ; jr under control of

office shall be under his control. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 353. magistrate.

"Police Magistrate"—See The Police Magistrates Act, R.S.O. c, 88.

The Lieutenant-Governor has power under that Act to appoint a police

magistrate for a town having a population of less than 5,000, situate in unor-

ganized territory, where the appointment is made before a council for the

town has been elected: Rex v. Reedy (1908), 18 O.L.R. 1.

BOARDS OF COMMISSIONERS OF POLICE AND POLICE FORCE
IN CITIES AND TOWNS.

364.—(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of any special Act, ^^j'"''"""'

there shall be for every city, and there may be constituted by

the council thereof for every town having a police magistrate, a

Board of Commissioners of Police.

(2) The Board shall consist of the mayor, a Judge of the County who to be
members.

or District Court of the county or district m which the city or

town is situate, and the police.magistrate.
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'Designating
Judge where
more than one.

Absence of

police magis-
trate

(3) If there are two or more Judges for the county or district,

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council shall designate the Judge

who is to be a member of the board.

(4) If the police magistrate is absent from Ontario, the deputy

police magistrate shall act in his stead during his absence.

trate.

(5) If the office of Judge or that of police magistrate is vacant,

the council shall fill the vacancy on the board by appointing a

resident of the municipality to act during the vacancy.

Illness or
absence of
mayor. ^

Remuneration
of Judge, etc.

(6) In case of the illness or absence from Ontario of the mayor,

or of the office being vacant, the person appointed as presiding

officer of the council shall act instead of the mayor. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 354 (1-6).

(7) The council of a city may provide for the payment of a

reasonable remxmeration for his services as a member of the

board to the Judge, [or the Police Magistrate] or to any person

appointed to fill the vacancy while the office of Judge or police

magistrate is vacant. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 354 (7); 7 Geo. V. c.

42, s. 9.

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 9.

i^''TOn8titatiji« (8) "^^^ by-law of the council of a town may at any time be
''°"'*'

repealed, and, if repealed, the board shall, on the first day of

January next after the passing of the repealing by-law, be dis-

solved.

(9) Subsection 8 shall also apply to a board constituted before

the 24th day of March, 1874,|_and existing on that day. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 354 (8-9).

Note—The following section, numbered 354a, for convenience

only, was enacted by section 24 of The Statute Law Amendment
Act, 1914. Although not enacted as an amendment to any par-

ticular Act, The Municipal Act would seem to be the proper

place for it.
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354a.—(1 ) The council of every county having a police magis- County board of

11-1 . ^ f y-H • ' p police commis-
trate may by by-law constitute a Board of Commissioners of sioners.

Police consisting of the warden, a Judge of the County Court

and a police magistrate.

(2) If there are two or more Judges for the county or two or where there are

1 X • i-^ • *-^ ! 1 n two or more
more police magistrates, the Lieutenant-Governor m Council shall magistrates or

designate which Judge or police magistrate is to be a member of

the board.

Judges.

vacancies.
(3) If any person named as a member of the board is ill or Fining

absent from Ontario or if the office is vacant, the council may
fill the vacancy on the board by appointing a resident of the

municipality to act during the vacancy.

(4) The by-law may at any time be repealed, and, if repealed, E«peai of

the board shall on the first day of January next after the passing

of the repealing by-law be dissolved.

(5) Sections 355, 356, 357, 360, 361, 362 and 363 of The Muni- AppUeation of

Rev. Stat.

dpal Act shall apply mutatis mutandis to the board, and the *'-^^?2,--

board shall have the powers which are by said sections conferred 360-363.

on Boards of Commissioners of Police in cities and towns. 4 Geo.

V. c. 21, s. 24.

355.—(1) The board shall have the same power to summon Board may
,

examine wit-

and examine witnesses on oath as to any matter connected with nesses on oath,

the execution of its duties, to enforce their attendance, and to

compel them to give evidence, as is vested in any Court of law

in civil cases.

(2) It shall be the duty of every person served with a notice Force ot notice

, I**' attend before

to attend before the board, signed by a member of it, to attend board,

pursuant to the notice, and the notice shall have the same effect

as a subpoena. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 355.

356.—(1) The board shall, in each year, at its first meeting Chairman.

held after the mayor has made the declarations of office and

qualification, elect a chairman.
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Quorum. (2) A majority of the members of the board shall constitute

a quorum.

Meetingain (3) The meetings of the board shall be open to the public,
cities to be open \ / o
to public. unless otherwise directed by the board. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 356.

How by-law of 357.—(1) A by-law of the board shall be sufficiently authenti-
board authentl- \ / ./ i

"roved"''
cated, if signed by its chairman or acting chairman, and a by-

law purporting to be so signed shall be received in evidence in

all Courts, without proof of the signature.

As to jurisdiction to quash by-laws of the board, see In re Major Hill

Taxicab Company and Ottawa (1915), 33 O.L.R. 243, 21 D.L.R. 495, and

In re Richardson and The Board of Commissioners of Police of Toronto

(1876), 38 U.C.R. 621, noted under s. 283.

(2) A copy of a by-law purporting to be certified by a member

of the board to be a true copy, shall be received in evidence in

all Courts, without proof of the signature. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 357.

HIGH BAILIFF AND POLICE FORCE.

High bailiffs. 358. The council of every city shall appoint a high bailiff, but

may provide that the offices of high bailiff and chief constable

shall be held by the same person. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 358.

Police force in 359. The police force in cities and iti towns having a Board
cities and towns. ,

of Commissioners of Police shall consist of a chief constable and

as many constables and other officers and assistants as the council

may deem necessary, but, in cities, not less than the board reports

to be absolutely required. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 359.

Appointment of 360. The members of the police force shall be appointed by
members of

police force. and hold officc during the pleasure of the board, and shall take
Rev. Stat. and subscribe an oath similar to that set out in section 20 of

The Constables Act. 3A Geo. V. c. 43, s. 360.

As to liability of municipal corporations for acts of police constables, see

notes to s. 8, under that heading.
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361. The board may miake regulations for the government of Board to make
' ° ^ regulations.

the police force, for preventing neglect or abuse, and for rendering

it efficient in the discharge of its duties. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 361.

362. The members of the police force shall be subject to the ^°";§jeS°to"he

government of the bpard, and shall obey its lawful directions.
^°"'^'

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 362.

^63.—(1) The council shall appropriate for and pay such ^^S^'^i°^„. ,

remuneration to the members of the police force as the board may
determine, and shall provide and pay for all such offices, watch-

houses, watch-boxes, arms, accoutrements, clothing, and other

things As the board may deem requisite and require for the accom-

modation, use, and maintenance of the force.

(2) The council may pay any sum required for the protection, ^5*^^.
defence, or indemnification of any member of the police force,

where an action or prosecution is brought against him, and costs

are necessarily incurred- or damages are recovered, if the board

certifies that the case is a proper one for such payment or indem-

nity. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 363.

Where there is no such provision as that contained in subs. 2, a municipal

corporation may not apply its funds in indemnifying a constable, appointed

by the council, who has arrested a person for a criminal offence, and for so

doing has an action brought against him: Pease v. Moosomin (1901), 5 Terr.

L.R. 207.

364. The council of every town not having a board shall, and o>nstabie8in

the council of every village may, appoint one chief constable and ^"ae«s-

one or more constables. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 364.

365. The council of a county and of a township may appoint
J^^nship""^

one or more constables. In the case of a township, the remunera- <'™=t»'''=^-

tion of such constable or constables may, .if the council deems

proper, be paid by a general rate levied on any defined section

or area of the township. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 365; 7 Geo. Y. c.

42, s. 10.
.

The last sentence was added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 10.
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offiMra otS?"™
^®®'

—

^^^ "^^^ members of a police force, the high bailiffs and
stables, etc. ^jjg coiistables appointed under the authority of this Part shall

have the same powers and privileges, be subject to the same

liability, perform the same duties, be subject to suspension in

the same manner, and may act withta the same limits, as a con-

stable appointed by the Court of General Sessions of the Peace.

(2) The provisions of subsection 1, as to suspension, shall not

apply to a member of the police force of a city or town which

has a Board of Commissioners of Police. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 366.

Duties of police 367. Thc members of a police force, a high bailiff, a chief con-
omcers, con- ^ raj
stables, etc. stable and the constables appointed under this Part shall be

charged with the duty of preserving the peace, preventing rob-

beries, and other crimes and offences, including offences against

the by-laws of the municipality, and of apprehending offenders,

and laying information before the proper tribunal, and prose-

cuting and aiding in the prosecution of offenders. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 367.

[As to appointment of High Constable by county, see The Con-

stables' Act, Rev. Stat. c. 94, s. 8.]

Salary and
remuneration.

Fees of salaried
constable.

368.—(1) The council by which a high bailiff, chief constable

or a constable is appointed imder the authority of this Part may
provide for the payment to him of such salary or remuneration

as the council may determine.

(2) The council may agree with a salaried constable appointed

either by the council or by the Board of Commissioners of Police

that he shall keep for his own use the fees of his office, or may
require them to be paid to the treasurer for the use of the cor-

poration. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 368.

wS?lntlJ"'TOn-
^®^' ^'^^'^ ^^y person^complains to the chief constable or a

Iifege^taeachei constablc of a city or town that a breach of the peace has been
of the peace.

committed, and that officer has reason to believe that it has been
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committed, though not in his presence, and that there is good

reason to apprehend that the arrest of the person charged with

committing it is necessary to prevent his escape, or a renewal of

the breach of the peace, or immediate violence to person or

property, if the person complaining gives satisfactory security to

the oflftcer that he will, without delay, appear and prosecute the

charge, the officer may, without warrant, arrest or cause to be

arrested the person charged, in order to his being brought as soon

as conveniently may be before the police magistrate or a justice

of the peace to be dealt with according to law. 3^ Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 369.

370.—(1) If there is no Board of Commissioners of Police for when mayor or
^ ' police maipB-

a town, the mayor or the police magistrate may suspend from ^"*|™^Jt^
office, for any period in his discretion, the chief constable or any

constable of the town, and may appoint some other person to

the office during such period; and, if he considers the suspended

officer deserving of dismissal, he shall, immediately after sus-

pending him, so report to the council, and the council may dis-

miss such officer, or may direct him to be restored to Tiis office

after the period of suspension has expired.

(2) During suspension, the officer shall not act except with the ^ST&Ief\a
written permission of the mayor or police magistrate who sus- s^*^y ^ ^ease.

pended him, or be entitled to any salary or remuneration. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 370.

COURT HOUSES, GAOLS, ETC.

Establishment.

371. Until otherwise provided by law the existing county and ^^^^^^™^^

district towns shall continue to be the county and district towns
J?™i"°°"

of the coimties and districts in which they are respectively situate.

3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 371.

372.—(1) The corporation of every county shall provide and county to pro-

^
vide court house

maintain a coimty court house and a county gaol. andgaoi.



Rev. Stat,
c. 293.
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Sufficient for (2) The court house and the gaol shall be sufficient for the
county and city.

purposes of every city and separated town, which forms part of

the county for judicial purposes as well as for the purposes of

the county.

Maintenance of (3) Thc gaol shall bc providcd and maintained in conformity

with the provisions of The Gaols Act, and to the satisfaction of

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

I

(4) Subsection 2 shall not apply to the court house if the city

has a court house of its own, or to the gaol if the city has a gaol

of its own. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 372.

Sr^'^b""''
^'^^'—^^^ "^^^ coimcil of a county or of a city may pass by-laws

lomt^^bSid- t°^ erecting, enlarging or improving a court house, or gaol, and
'"^

shall keep the same in repair and provide the food, fuel, and other

supplies required therefor.

Acquiring land (2) The Corporation of a county may acquire land within a city

or separated town, which is the county town for the purpose of

erecting and nmy erect thereon a court house, a gaol, and buildings

for use as a county hall and for offices for the county officials.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 373.

Gaols and court 374. The court housc and gaol of the county in which a city
houses m

riS'^trnot
°'' separated town is situate, shall, except where the city has pro-

separated. vidcd One for itself, be the court house or gaol, as the case may
be, of the city or town, and the sheriff and gaoler shall receive

and safely keep, imtil duly discharged, all persons committed to

the gaol by any competent authority of the city or town. 3-4

Geo. V, c. 43, s. 374.

Care of Court Houses and Gaols.

c^i^dyof 375.—(1) The sheriff shall have the care of the county gaol,

gaol offices and yard, and gaoler's apartments, and the appoint-

ment of the gaoler and officers of the gaol, whose salaries shall

Keepers. be fixcd by the county council, subject to the revision or require-

ment of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities.
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(2) The appointment or dismissal of a gaoler shall be subject
^''|°j?'^™ai „(

to the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil. 3-4 eao'e™.

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 375.

376. A gaoler or an officer of the gaol shall not demand or ^p^°^^°
receive any fee, perquisite, or other payment from any prisoner.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 376.

377.—(1) The county coxmcil shall have the care of the court county council
^ ^ 'J to nave care of

house and of all offices, rooms and grounds connected therewith,
^J^'

^°'^^-

whether the court house is a separate building or is connected

with the gaol, and the appointment of the caretakers thereof,

and shall, from time to time, provide all necessary and proper

accommodation, fuel, light, stationery, and furniture for the Pro-

vincial Courts of Justice, other than the Division Courts, and

for the library of the Law Association of the county, such last-

mentioned accommodation to be provided in the court house, and

proper offices, together with fuel, light, stationery, and furniture,

and, when certified by the Attorney-General to be necessary, with

typewriting machines, for all officers connected with such Pro-

vincial Courts, other than the Crown Attorney of the city of

Toronto. [As to Division Courts, see Rev. Stat. c. 63.]

See Mitchell v. Pembroke (1889), 31 O.R. 348, as to duties in respect of

police magistrates.

The requirement of The Police Magistrates Act, R.S.O. c. 88, s. 28, that

the council shall furnish a police magistrate for the county with a proper

office, together with fuel, light and furniture, extends to a police magistrate,

whether appointed under s. 13 (on the initiative of the council) or s. 14 by
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, without actiop by the council, and
although he may have a private office of his own as a barrister or solicitor:

Holmested v. Huron (1915), 24 D.L.R. 561.

A local master has no right to be furnished with a copy of Holmsted and
Langton's Judicature Act and Rules, which he claimed was part of the furni-

ture of bis office: In re Local Offices of High Court (1906), 7 O.W.R. 316.

The county council is not bound to provide accommodation for the clerk

of the peace and Crown Attorney elsewhere than in the county town: Rodd
V. Essex (1909), 19 O.L.R. 659, (1910) 44 S.C.R. 137.
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(2) The council of the Corporation of the city of Toronto shall

provide proper offices, with fuel, light, stationery, and furniture

for the Crown Attorney of the city.

Sture Jot UBB (^) ^ Corporation shall not be liable to pay for furniture, unless

o^fciats.''' it has been ordered by the council or by some person authorized

by it so to do. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 377.

S^ia^^' by
^ ^"^^^ "^^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^ S^°^ °'' court housc of a city shall be regu-

^iiitli°''^^^ lated by by-law of its council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 378.

Costs and Expenses of Court Houses arid Gaols.

Stiei'lSi"'
^''^^'—^^^ ^ ''^^y °'' ^ separated town shall, as part of the

InmcomS'*'* county for judicial purposes, so long as the county court house

SlSte^c^f or gS'Ol is also that of the city or separated town, bear and pay
cour ouae,

-^^ j^^^ share or proportion of all charges and expenses from time

Rev. Stat. to time incurred for the purposes mentioned in section 23 of The

Registry Act, and m erectmg, enlargmg, improving, repairmg or

maintaining such court house or gaol, and of their proper lighting,

cleaning, and heatiag; of drafting, selecting, enrolling and paying

jurors; in providing the accommodation and other matters men-

tioned in subsection 1 of section 377, and of all other charges

relating to the administration of justice, except such as the county

is entitled to be repaid by the province and except charges con-

nected with coroners' inquests and constables' fees and disburse-

ments.

No compensation can be awarded to a county corporation in respect of

the use by a city separated from the county of a court house and gaol unless

the question is specifically referred by a by-law of each municipality.

A claim for compensation for the care and maintenance of prisoners stands,

as far as the meaning to be given to the word "city" is concerned, upon

the same basis as a claim for compensation for the use of the court house

and gaol.

The controlling element in determining the contributibn to be paid by
the city corporation for the use of the court house and gaol is the number
of prisoners sent up by the city authorities, and perhaps, though this is very

doubtful, for offences committed in the city.
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There is no warrant for making a charge for user based upon the cost of

the site, erection of buildings, etc.

In re Carleton and Ottawa (1897), 24 A.R. 409, (1898) 28 S.C.R. 606.

A county corporation, bound by law to provide and keep constantly in

perfect repair a suitable and ample metal safe or fireproof vault in the registry

oflSce of the county, has no authority to bind a city or town corporation

within the county for the cost of a building part of which is to be used as

a registry office and part as a hall for the meetings of the council and for

the sittings of the district magistrates' court. If it is desired to erect, a

building for such purposes, the cost of the different parts should be established

by the tenders received for the construction or by other sufficient evidence,

and in that case the city or town corporation would be liable for the cost

of the part absolutely required for the registry office and fireproof vault or

safe: Comte de Richelieu v. Sorel (1899), Q.R. 8 Q.B. 526.

In conferring upon the councils of certain local municipalities the powers

of county councils (art. 1081 of the Municipal Code)', the law does not detach

them from the counties of which they form part, and they are, therefore,

subject to the requirements of by-laws passed by the county council for

defrajdng the cost of the court houses, registry office, etc.: He aux Coudres

v. Charlevoix (1910), Q.R. 19 K.B. (Second Division) 302.
I

(2) The use of the court house for the sittings of a Division

Court of a division which comprises the whole or a part of a

city or separated town, may be taken into account in determining

the amount to be paid by tlie city or town for the maintenance

of the court house.

Allowance to
county for use of

court house for
Division Courts.

(3) If the council of the city or separated town and the council l^'fS?nn°

of the coimty are unable to agree as to the amount to be paid

by the city or town, the same shall be determined by arbitration

arbitration in
case of disagrC'

ment.

(4) The council of a county and of a city or separated town Purchase ot, land
and erection of

situate in the county may agree

:

(o) To acquire land within the county town for the purpose

of erecting thereon buildings for the joint use of the county

and city or town, for municipal and judicial purposes;

(b) For the erection, maintenance, use, management, and con-

trol of such buildings;

(c) For fixing the amount which each corporation shall pay

or contribute for such purposes;

buildings for

municipal and
judicial pur-
poses.

28—MUN. LAW.
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(d) For the subsequent disposition of such land and buildings,

and of any insurance or other money that may be received

in respect thereof;

and may pass all such by-laws as may from time to time be

necessary for acquiring the land, and carrying out the agreement.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 379.

[As to payment of expenses of shorthand writer and interpreter,

see The County Judges Act, Rev. Stat. c. 58, ss. 18 (5), 19.]

[As to payment by city or separated town of proportion of certain

expenses under The Registry Act, see that Act, Rev. Stat. c. VTA, s. 8.]

What arbi-
trators to take
into account.

380. Where the court house, gaol or registry ofiB.ce was erected

before the city or town ceased to be part of the county for muni-

cipal purposes the arbitrators may take into account in deter-

mining the amount to be paid by the city or town the value of

the respective interests of the coimty and of the city or town in

such building and the extent of the use of it by them respectively.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 380.

Insurable in-

terests of cor-
porations in cer-

tain cases.

381. The corporation of a county, city, or separated town shall

have, respectively, insurable interests iri the coimty court house

and gaol, and the furniture thereof, ia the proportions in which

they are, for the time being, liable to contribute uiider section 379.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,,s. 381.

Liability of city
to contribute to
cost of erecting
court bouses
and gaols.

382. Where a city is required to contribute to the cost of

erecting, enlarging or improving a county court house or gaol,

such city shall not be bound to pay for any part of the expendi-

ture, unless it has been concurred in by its coimcil, or, if the

council does not concur, the propriety and the amount of the

expenditure has been determined by arbitration. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 382.

Site for court
house or gaol.

383. The site of the court house or gaol shall be determined

by arbitration, unless the councils of the county and city agree

as to the site. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 383.
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384.—(1) A city which uses the county court house or gaol, Compensation
' ' ° ' by city or town

and a separated town shall pay to the county such compensa- '^o^°l^°^
tion therefor, and for the care and maintenance of prisoners, as

may be mutually agreed upon, or determiued by arbitration.

(2) In determining the compensation to be paid for the care ^^1!"^^
and maintenance of prisoners, the arbitrators shall, so far as they Mm^^on.
deem the same just and reasonable, take into consideration the

brigioal cost of the site and erection of the gaol and gaol buildiags

and of repairs and insurance, so far as they have been borne by

one or other of the municipalities, and the cost of maintaining

and supporting the prisoners, as well as the salaries of all officers

and servants connected therewith. 3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 384.

385. After five years from the time when the amount of the when the
^ amount of com-

compensation was agreed upon or determined by arbitration, g^°^™i^r^d.

either under section 379 or after a direction by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Coimcil under the authority of this section, the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council, upon the application of either

corporation may direct that the existing arrangement shall cease

after a day to be named and that the compensation to be paid

from that day shall be settled by agreement or be determined by

arbitration. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 385.

386.—(1) The council of every local municipahty may estab- Lo^t-np housea.

lish, maintain, and regulate lock-up houses for the detention and

imprisonment of persons sentenced to imprisonment therein for

not more than ten days, and of persons detained for examination

on a charge of having committed any offence, or for transfer to

any common gaol for trial, or in the execution of any sentence;

and such persons may be lawfully received and so detained in

the lock-up.

(2) Two or more local municipalities may unite in establishing, ^"^'^1°°''""

maintaining and regulating a lock-up house, and such lock-up

house shall be deemed to be the lock-up house of each of them.
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ck>natabie in (3) Every lock-up house shall be placed in the charge of a con-
charge.

stable appointed for that purpose.

^^^y- (4) The council may provide for and pay the salary or other

remuneration of the constable in charge of a lock-up. 3-4 Geo. V.

e. 43, s. 386.

A small rural township in British Columbia is not bound to have a watch-

man constantly on duty to guard against the risk of fire in a wooden cell

used for the custody of prisoners, in which there is no fire and matches are

not allowed: McKenzie v. ChilJiwack (1909), 15 B.C.R. 256, 10 W.L.R.

118, L.R. (1912) A.C.'888, 8 D.L.R. 693, 29 T.L.R. 40.

In this case it was assumed by the Judicial Committee, for the purposes

of the appeal (but without pronouncing any decision on the point), that

the corporation was responsible for the appointment of the gaoler for the

lock-up, and" that, if the appointment was not fitly or carefully made, it

would be liable for any reasonably probable consequence.

A municipal corporation which maintains a lock-up is not liable to prisoners

who complain of negligence of those in charge of it, e.g., in causing illness

through lack of proper heating. In maintaining such a lock-up a corpora-

tion is not exercising its corporate powers for the benefit of the inhabitants

of the municipality in their local and particular interest, but is performing

a public service entrusted to it in the interests of general government. A
constable in charge of such a lock-up, though appointed by the council, is

not to be regarded as the servant or agent of the corporation, but is a public

official, for whose acts or decisions civil responsibility does not attach to the

corporation: Nettleton v. Presoott (1907-8), 16 O.L.R. 538, (1910) 21 O.L.R
561.

Payment' to be 387.—(1) If a couuty towu has not a lock-up house, approved
made to county

•' r ; i-j-

S^™ *otu™*"^
^^ *^® Inspector of Prisons and Public. Charities, the county gaol

may be used for the purposes of a lock-up house, and if so used

the corporation of the county town shall pay yearly to the county

treasurer for the use of the county a resonable sum for the use ,

of the gaol as a lock-up house, and for the expenses incurred by

such use; and, in case of disagreement, the amount to be paid

to the county shall be determined by arbitration.

(2) This section shall not apply to cities or separated towns.

3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 387.

S'''™S>Sira^T ^^^' '^^® °°^* °^ conveying a prisoner to, and of keeping him
look-up. in a lock-up house, shall be defrayed in the same manner as the
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expense of conveying a prisoner to and keeping him in a common
gaol of the coimty. 3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 388.

Section 409 of 29-30 V. c. 51 {See 36 V. c. 48, s. 367, R.S.O.

1877, c. m, s. 449, 46 V. c. 18, s. 476, and R.S.C. 1896, Sched. B.),

v>hich is not repealed, is as follows:—
409. Any justice of the peace of the county may direct by warrant in when liable to

writing under his hand and seal, the confinement in a lock-up house within J^^^™™'
'"

his county, for a period not exceeding two days, 'of any person charged on

oath with a criminal ofTence, whom it may be necessary to detain until

-examined, and either dismissed or fully committed for trial to the common
gaol, and until such person may be conveyed to such gaol; also the confine-

ment in such lock-up house, not exceeding twenty-four hours, of any person

found in a public street or highway in a state of intoxication or any person •

•convicted of desecrating the Sabbath; and generally may commit to a lock-up

house instead of the common gaol or other house of correction, any person

<!onvicted on view of the justice, or summarily convicted before any justice

or justices of the peace of any offence cognizable by him or them, and liable

to imprisoimient therefor under any statute or municipal by-law. 29-30 V.

c. 51, s. 409.

INEBRIATE ASYLUMS. x

389.—(1) The coimcil of a city having a population of not less insututiona tor

I
reclamation of

than 50,000 may: d^kafds
(a) Establish, erect and maintain within the city an institu-

tion for the reclamation and cure of habitual drunkards; ^

(6) Provide that the mayor, police magistrate, or any justice

, of the peace having jurisdiction in the municipality, may
send or commit to such" institution an habitual drunkard,

with or without hard labour.

(2) Sections 62 to 70 of The Private Sanitarium Act shall apply, Rev. stat.

to such institution. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 389.
c. 296.

COMMITTAL TO INDUSTRIAL FARM.

390.—Where a person is convicted of being foimd drunk or committal m
disorderly in a public place contrary to a municipal by-law, }^^'^''"'='"»™

Tvithin three months after a prior conviction for a like offence, period,

he may be committed by the police magistrate or justice of the

peace, before whom he is convicted, to an industrial farm of the

locahty in which the order for committal is made for an indeter-

jninate period not exceeding two years. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 390.
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PART XIX.

POLLING SUBDIVISIONS AND POLLING PLACES.

Polling 8ub-
divisiooB and
places. <

Boundaries of
polling sub-
divisions.

Number of

electors' in a
subdivision.

Not to be in

more than one
clectorfil dis-

trict.

Alteration of

subdivisions.

Duty of clerk
when population
exceeds limit.

Changes made
after voters' list

made up.

391. By-laws may be pasfeed by the councils of local munici-

palities for dividing the wards of the city or town, or the village

or township into two or more convenient polling subdivisions, and

for establishing polling places therein.

(a) Except in cities, every polling subdivision shall have well-

defined boundaries, such as streets, side-lines, concession

lines or the like, and shall be formed in the most convenient

manner, and so that the number of electors in each polling

subdivision shall be as nearly as possible equal.

{b) Such polling subdivisions shall be made or varied when-

ever the number of the electtors in any polling subdivision

in a city having a population of not less than 100,000

exceeds 200, and in any other mimicipality 300, in such,

a maimer that the number in any polling subdivision shall

not exceed 300.

(c) Where a municipality embraces parts of two or more elec-

toral districts, a polling subdivision shall include territory

in one electoral district only.

(d) Subject to clause (/), any alteration of polling subdivisions,,

or creation of new polling subdivisions, shall be made

before the publication of the voters' lists.

(e) Whenever the clerk finds that the number of electors in

a polling subdivision exceeds 200 in a city having a popu-

lation of not less than 100,000, or 300 in any other munici-

pality, he shall notify the council of the fact.

(/) Where such alterations have not been made before the

publication of the voters' lists, they shall.be made forth-

with thereafter, but shall not take effect until the next

voters' lists are being prepared.
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(fl) Whenever the council is of opinion that the convenience Newaubdivi-
*• sion to be made

of the electors will be thereby promoted the council may when necessary.

make a redivision into polling subdivisions, and such re-

division shall be made in conformity with this section.

(h) The number of electors shall be determined by the last Determining

revised assessment roll of the municipality. electors.

(i) The polling subdivisions shall be numbered consecutively, subdivisions to

and a copy of the by-law, by which they are established,

certified under the seal of the corporation and the hand

of the clerk to be a true copy, sball, forthwith after the

passing thereof, be filed by the clerk in the office of the

Clerk of the Peace of the county or district in which the

municipality is situate.

(j) Any 5 electors may at any time within two months after Appcii.

such fifing appeal in respect of any polling subdivision to

the Judge of the County or District Court of the county

or district, who shall have power to amend the by-law

so as to make it conform with the provisions of this sec-

tion, and the procedure on the "appeal shall be the same

as on a motion to quash a by-law, except that no recog-

nizance or deposit shall be required.

(k) An election shall not be irregular or void or voidable for Election not to
be voided if sub-

the reason that a polling subdivision which contains more di™ion is^ ° wrongly formed.

than the prescribed number of electors has not been

divided, if in the case of a city having a population of

not less than 100,000 it does not contain more than 300,

or in the case of any other municipality more than 400

electors.

(I) Where a polling subdivision in a city, having a population subdivision tor

election about to

of not less than 100,000 contains more than 300 electors, *>» i^e'd-

or a polling subdivision in any other local municipality

contains more than 400 electors, or where a local munici-

pality is not subdivided into polling subdivisions the
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council shall for the purpose of an election about to be

held or a vote about to be taken subdivide it into as many

subdivisions as may be necessary to provide in the case

of such a city one for every 200 electors, and in the case

of any other local municipality one for every 300 electors.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 391.

Dnitin^ polling
subdivisionB.

392. By-laws may be passed by the councils of urban munici-

palities for uniting for the purpose of any municipal election,

including the election of school trustees, or the voting on a by-

law or on a question submitted to the electors, any two adjoining

polling subdivisions with one polling place therefor. '3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 392.

Using public
school for

polling places.

Payment
therefor.

Consent of
Public School
Board.

Constable to
attend each
such polling

place.

393. By-laws may be passed by the councils of cities for pro-

viding that a pubUc school house or a public building belonging

to or controlled by the corporation in, or conveniently near to a

polling subdivision, shall be used as the polling place of such

subdivision.

(a) Where a school house is so used the council shall forth-

with pay to the Board of Education a; sum sufficient to

cover any damage done to it and any expense for cleaning

or otherwise caused by such use.

(&) No school house shall be so used without the consent of

the BoArd of Education.

(c) The Board of Commissioners of Police or the chief con-

stable shall cause a constable to attend at each polling

place in a school hou^e or public building in which an election

is being held there to perform the duties required by this

Act of a constable appointed by the returning officer.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 393; 7 Geo. V. c. 42, g. 11.

The, section applied only to cities having a population of not less

than 100,000, but the words "having a population of not less than 100,000"

were struck out by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 11.
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394. Where a polling place has been appointed for holding an \^^^ "^'^

election, or for taking a vote in a local municipality, and it is ^5'^'^"°""'^

afterwards found that the building cannot be obtained, or is un-

suitable for the purpose, the clerk may select in lieu of it .the

nearest suitable building which is available, and he shall post up

and keep posted up a notice on the building named in the by-

law, and in two other conspicuous places near by, directing the

voters to the place so selected. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 394.
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PART XX.

POWERS OF MUNICIPAL COUNCILS.

INTERI'EETATION

.

Bonus defined. 395. "Boiius" where it occurs in sections 278, 288, 396 and

397 shall include:

(o) A grant of money as a gift or a loan, either conditionally

or unconditionally.

Before the case of a loan was expressly provided for, it was held

in Scottish American Investment Company v. Elora (1881), 6 A.R.

628, that a municipal corporation may lend money for the encourage-

ment of a manufacturing establishment and that "bonus" does not

necessarily import a gift.

(6) The guaranteeing of the repayment of money loaned to

or the payment of a debt contracted by the person to

whom the bonus is granted and the interest thereon.

In Quebec a by-law authorizing a municipal corporation to guaran-

tee debentures issued by a company is not valid until approved by

a vote of the ratepayers arid by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council:

Hanson v. Grand'Mere (1902), Q.R. 11 k.B. 77, (1902) 33 S.C.R.

50, L.R. (1904) A.C. 789, 20 T.L.R. 772.

(c) The gift or the leasing at a nominal rent of land owned

by the corporation or the purchase of land as a site for

buildings or works or as a means of access or for any other

purpose connected with the manufacturing business to be

aided.

A lease at a nominal rental of valuable property of a corporation

is, in effect, a bonus to the lessee: Keay v. Regina (1912), 5 S.L.R.

372, 6 D.L.R. 327, 22 W.L.R. 185, 2 W.W.R. 1072.

(d) The stopping up, opening, widening, paving or improving

of a highway or public place or the undertaking of any

work or improvement which involves the expenditure of
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money by the corporation for the use or benefit of the

manufacturing business to be aided.

The fact that the council, in serving the public interest, is at

the same time serving that of the grantee of the bonus, is not an
objection to a by-law for stopping up a highway and convejdng it

to a manufacturing company as a bonus: In re IngUs and Toronto

(1905), 9 O.L.R. 562.

(e) The supplying of water, light or power by the corpora-

tion either free of charge or at a less rate than that charged

' to other persons.

(/) The total or partial exemption from municipal taxation

or the fixing of the assessment of any property.

A by-law passed under the authority of s. 44 of 31 Vict. c. 30,

which exempted from taxation new manufactures only in preference

to those of the same kind already estabUshed, and only those persoas

doing a specified amount of business, was held to be bad and was
quashed; In re Pirie and Dundas (1869), 29 U.C.R. 401.

In re Scott and Tilsonburg (1886), 10 O.K. 119, (1886) 13 A.R.

233, in which it was held that a by-law exempting from taxation,

valid on its face, was in the circumstances the granting of a bonus,

and was invalid.

The facts were that the corporation was desirous of having con-

nection with the Canada SoutBern Railway and that the company
was willing to put in a spur line if the corporation would provide

the right of way and contribute to the cost of the construction of

the line. The council was unwilling to submit a by-law to the

electors, but, having power to pass the exempting by-law without,

as is now required, having it assented to by the electors, arranged

with a ratepayer to give him the exemption in consideration of his

furnishing the right of way and building the spur line.

The view of the Court was that this was an evasion of the pro-

visions of The Municipal Act which required that a bonus by-law

should be passed only with the assent of the electors.

Where a company carried on both a manufacturing or milling

business and a general grain merchant business, the first only of

which the council had power to exempt from taxation, a by-law

exempting both businesses from taxation was held to be bad.

It was held also that the by-law was bad because it exempted all

the land leased by the company, and not the mill only, as other
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buildings suitable alone for the grain business naight be erected on

the land.

It was also held to be bad upon the ground that it discriminated

against other large milling establishments within the municipality.

In re The People's MilUng Company and Meaford (1885), 10

O.R. 405.

A by-law purporting to be passed under the authority of s. 368

of The Municipal Act of 1883, as amended by 47 Vict. c. 32,, s. 8,

which provided that the aggregate assessment of the properties of

a company should be and remain for ten years at $50,000 and re-

quiring the assessors to assess them at that sum, notwithstanding

'the erection of any buildings thereon, was held not to be a by-law

within that enactment, and that it was opposed to public policy

and morality in directing the assessors from time to time to limit

their assessment: In re Denne and Peterborough (1885), 10 O.R.

767.

A by-law exempting from taxation a manufacturing establish-

ment ceases to be operative when business is not carried on in it:

Poison V. Owen Sound (1899), 31 O.R. 6.

Where a by-law provided for the leasing of property of a, cor-

poration and granted an exemption from taxes for a term of years,

the exemption is a bonus within the meaning of this clause: In re

Lamb and Ottawa (1904), 4 O.W.R. 408.

The by-law was held to be invalid for the further reason that the

exemption included school taxes.

It would seem, though the report of the case does not so state,

that the exemption was for the term of the lease, and there would

appear to be much reason in the contention that the transaction

was, in effect, a lease at a rental, with no obligation on the part of

the tenant to pay the taxes, and, therefore, not open to the objec-

tion which was held to be fatal.

In Lamontagne v. Levis (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 293, referred to

in the notes to s. 396, cl. (c), it was contended that the corporation

had not the right to give the company the fixed assessment for

which the resolution provided, but it was held that, as the council

had power to exempt from taxation, it had a fortiori power to exempt

from part of the taxation for which the company would have been

liable.

{g) Generally the doing, undertaking or suffering on the part

of the corporation of any act, matter or thing which in-

volves or may involve the expenditure of money by it.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 395.
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BONUSES IN AID OF MANUFACTURES.

396. By-laws may be passed by the councils of all municipalities ^^^^'
for granting a bonus for the promotion of manufactures in the

municipality, or for the promotion of iron works, rolling mills,

works for refining or smelting ore, or the establishment of grain

elevators, or aiding a beet sugar factory, an arena, a sanitarium,

or a hospital, within the municipality or an adjacent munici-

pality, to such person, in respect of such branch of industry or.

undertaking, and on such terms and conditions as to security and

otherwise as may be deemed proper.

See s. 146 (8) of The Ontario Temperance Act, 6 Geo. V. c. 50, giving

power to grant total or partial exemption from taxation except school and

local improvement taxes. This power apparently can be exercised without

the assent of the electors, but would apply only to taxes of the current year.

A by-law, valid 09 its face, purporting to provide for the purchase of a

water power privilege for electric lighting purposes, but really intended to

aid the owfler of the water privilege in rebuilding a mill, is a by-law granting

a bonus, and, in the absence of statutory authority to grant bonuses, the

by-law is invalid: In re Campbell and Lanark (1893), 20 A.R. 372.

At this time municipal corporaitions had no power to grant a bonus for

promoting any manufacture, that power having been taken away by 55 Vict.

c. 43, s. 21.

The power was subsequently restored subject to new conditions as to

its exercise.

A municipal corporation may pass a by-law granting a bonus to a person

who will undertake to construct an acfueduct within the municipality, and

may, under art. 637 of the Municipal Code, give him the exclusive privilege

for 25 years. '

If the privilege is limited to the exclusive right to lay pipes in the streets,

it is not unconstitutional, and does not constitute an illegal monopoly.

If the terms in which the privilege is granted are such as to extend it

beyond 25 years, that does not make the contract arid by-law totally void,

and the bonus can be claimed.
,

Lariviere v. Richmond (1901), Q.R. 21 S.C. 37.

A bonus to a factory must be granted, not by a resolution, but by by-law

approved by the municipal electors and by the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council: Beauregard v. Roxton Falls (1903), Q.R. 24 S.C. 474.

The directors of a company to which a bonus is granted may, without

the authority of the shareholders, grant a hypothec upon the company's
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real estate to secure the performance of the conditions on which the bonus
was granted: Commercial Rubber Company v. St. Jerome (1907), 4 E.L.R.

56 (Que.).,

The corporation of a village may grant the exclusive privilege of placing

pipes in all its streets for the purposes of an aqueduct for the period of 25

years.

When a by-law granting such a privilege does not give any bonus or

impose any tax or oblige the ratepayers or residents of the municipality to

take the water of the aqueduct, it is not necessary that the by-law should

be approved by the electors or by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

Stuart V. Napierville (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 407.

Breaches of Conditions on which Bonus Granted.

Ontario Cases.

A bonus of $5,000, and a further bonus of $5,000 by way of loan, were

agreed to be granted to a manufacturing company on conditions as to carrying

on its business and employing a stated number of men in it, and a mortgage

was to be given by the company to secure the loan and ihe performance of

these conditions.

The by-law was attacked in an action, and a settlement was made by
which the bonus of $5,000 by way of loan was relinquished and the number
of men to be employed in the business was reduced. By mistake the mort-

gage which was afterwards executed contained all the provisions originally

agreed upon.

The company did not employ the number of men that it was stipulated

it should employ (i.e., the reduced number), and an action was brought

by the municipal corporation to recover $500 which the company had by

the mortgage covenanted to pay if it should make default in keeping that

stipulation. The company counterclaimed for the $5,000 that it had been

agreed to be loaned, and set up that if the later agreement was binding upon

the parties, the covenants "in the mortgage did not properly represent the

true agreement, and that the mortgage was, therefore, null and void."

It was held that the mortgage might be reformed, and that, as the com-

pany did not offer to repay the $5,000 it had received, it was not open to it

to set up that a mortgage according to the new terms was not authorized

, by the shareholders: New Hamburg v. The New Hamburg Manufacturing

Company (1910), 1 O.W.N. 495.

A bonus was granted to an automobile manufacturing company on terms

as to the employment of a stated number of workmen in each year for seven

years, and a mortgage was taken for the amount of the bonus ($3,500),

which was to be paid off to the extent of $500 in each year in which these

terms were fulfilled. The company made an assignment for the benefit of
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creditors, and the mortgaged premises were sold to a furniture manufac-

turing company, which claimed to be entitled to credit on the mortgage in

respect of the employment of the stipulated number of workmen in its busi-

ness, but it was held that it was not so entitled: Woodstock v. Woodstock

Automobile Manufacturing Company (1913), 5 O.W.N. 540, 25 O.W.R. 427,

(1914) 6 O.W.N. 403.

Other cases as to breach of conditions on which bonuses were granted

and as to the right to damages for the breach and the elements to be con-

sidered in assessing them: Brussels v. Ronald (1882), 4 O.R. 1, (1885) 11

A.R. 605, St. Thomas v. Credit Valley Railway Company (1888), 15 O.R.

673; Brighton v. Auston (1892), 19 A.R. 305; Whitby v. Grand Trunk

R'aUway Company (1902), 3 O.L.R. 536.

Quebec Cases.

In Three Rivers v. Banque du Peuple (1893), 22 S.C.R. 352, it was held

that a condition to keep in operation a bonused industry for the space of

"four consecutive years" had not been complied with.

In that case the four years were to run from the establishment and putting

in operation of the works, including a box factory, and, although that was

done, the operation of the works ceased within the four years.

Where a bonus by-law contains a condition that the persons to whom it

is granted shall employ a stated number of persons in each year, it is sufficient

if there are employed and paid in each year the stated number of persons,

and it is not necessary that they should be employed 'every day during the

time: Levis v. King (1899), Q.R. 9 Q.B. 1.

Where a resolutory condition precedent to the payment of a bonus under

a municipal by-law has not been fulfiEed within the time limited on pain

of forfeiture, an action wiU lie for the annulment of the by-law at any time

after default, although there may have been part performance by the grantee

of the bonus and a part of it may have been advanced to him: Sorel v. Quebec

Southern Railway Company (1905), 36 S.C.R. 686.

(a) No person to whom, or who is interested in or holds shares shareholders
^ ' ^ ' not to vote on

in a company and no nominee of a corporation to which '•y-'*''-

a bonus is to be granted shall be entitled to vote on the

by-law.

The "nominee" referred to is the person appointed by a cor-

poration to vote as its nominee on a money by-law: s. 265 (4).

(6) No by-law shall be passed granting a bonus in respect of be^^SwIfere

a branch of industry of a similar nature to one established Mtoe'Steb-

in the municipality unless the person by whom it is carried
'"*'"^'

on consents in writing to thfe granting of the bonus.
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Bonus not to be
granted to in-
dustry already
established
elsewhere in

Ontario.

(c) No by-law shall be passed granting a bonus in respect of

a business established elsewhere in Ontario, or which

has been removed to the municipality from anothfer

municipality in Ontario, whether the business is to be

carried on by the same person or by a person deriving

title or claiming through or under him or otherwise or

by such person in partnership with another person or by

a joint stock company or otherwise.

"Established elsewhere in Ontario."—^Where the bonus is grant-

ed in respect of a business established elsewhere in Ontario, the fact

that the person to whom the bonus is to be granted had already

decided to remove his business from the place where it is carried

on is immaterial, and the granting of the bonus is unlawful: In re

Markham and Aurora (1901-2), 3 O.L.R. 609, (1902) 32 S.C.R. 457.

"Kstablished" does not mean "set up on a secure and permanent

basis," and a business which had been carried on for ten months,

though carried on in rented premises, is an "industry already estab-

lished" in the place where the business is carried on: In re Black

and OriUia (1913), 5 O.W.N. 67, 25 O.W.R. 17.

The prohibition extends to, the granting of a bonus to a company
carrying on business elsewhere in the province in aid of a branch of

its business to be established in the bonusing municipality: In re

Wolfenden and Grimsby (1914), 5 O.W.N. 901.

In Lamontagne v. Levis (1916), Q.R. ^9 S.C. 293, referred to in

the notes to s. 401, par. 1, it was objected that the resolution in

question was invalid because, by art. 5930, R.S.Q. 1909, municipal

corporations are prohibited from giving a bonus for the purpose

of bringing into the municipality an industrial establishment already

established in the province, and that one of the conditions upon
which the bonus was given being that the company should remove
the Quebec factory to Levis was in contravention of the statute.

The bonus was given to a company which had for several years

carried on the manufacture of cigars in the municipality. The com-
pany had also in the city of Quebec an establishment for the pre-

paration of the tobacco leaf. This work occupied three of the

winter months, and the workmen engaged in it were in part work-
men employed in the manufactory at Levis and partly men engaged

for the occasion. During the remainder of the year the Quebec
establishment was closed, the reason for doing this part of the work
at Quebec being that there was not room for it at the Levis factory.

It was held that the resolution was not open to this objection,

that what the company did at Quebec was only an accessory of the
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manufactory at Levis, and without the latter the Quebec manu-
factory would be without its raison d'etre, and that the corporation

had the right to stipulate for its removal to Levis—to say, choose

between Quebec and Levis—it is not for the purpose of bringing

you here that we require that all the work be doneliere, but, because

our bonus may not go out of our city, we wish to bonus only an

industry which will be entirely carried on there.

It was also held that, after the destruction of the Levis factory

by fire, the bonused industry was not an established industry within

the meaning of the statute.

The object of the legislation is to eUminate entirely competing

bonuses, and any device by which such a bonus is sought to be

given is a contravention of this provision.

In re AUiston and Trenton (1917), 11 O.W.N. 288, 394,

(d) No such by-law shall be passed where the granting of the ^o^' ^"bonaB

bonus would for its payment and the payment of bonuses

already granted require an annual levy for the payment

of principal and interest exceeding 10 per cent, of the

total amount required to be raised by taxation for the

year next preceding the passing of the by-law, but if the

bonus is by way of loan or guarantee, any amount to be

repaid annually by the person or company so aided shall

be taken into account and deducted from such annual levy

for the purpose of ascertaining whether the limit of 10

per cent, will be exceeded.

(e) Where the bonus is exemption from taxation or a fixed Period of

, .11 exemption or

assessment the same shall not be for a longer period than fixed assess-

ment.

ten years, but may be renewed from time to time for

further periods not exceeding ten years at any one time,

and the by-law shall not apply to or affect tax:ation for

school purposes.

(/) Where the bonus is by way of loan, the by-law may pro- Appiybg pay-

vide that all money received on account of the loan shall ^rsoL'Sonused

be deposited to a special accoimt in a chartered bank, and debentures and

that such money, or a sufficient part of it, shall be applied

in payment of the amount falling due in such year for

interest.

29—MUX. LAW.
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principal and interest on account of debentures issued to

pay the bonus. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 396; 5 Geo. V. c. 34,

ss. 21, 22 (1).

In London v. Newmarket (1912), 3 O.W.N. 565, 2 D.L.R. 244,

it was held that an injunction ought not to be granted to restrain

the final passing of an invalid bonus by-law which had received the

assent of the electors.

An injunction to restrain the passing of a by-law giving a bonus

without obtaining the assent of the electors will not be granted.

The proper course is to await the passing of the by-law and then to

move to quash it: Keay v. Regina (1912), 5 S.L.R. 372, 6 D.L.R.

327, 22 W.L.R. 185, 2 W.W.R. 1072.

An injunction to restrain the submission to the electors of a bonus

by-law alleged to contravene s. 396 (c) was refased, the application

being made eight days before the day on which the vote was to be

taken: Fitzbridges v. Windsor (1914), 5 O.W.N. 969.

BONUSES IN AID OF RAILWAYS.

—(1) In this section

—

"Railway" shall include a railway operated by steam,

electrical or other motive power and a street railway;

"Railway company" shall include a person authorized by

a special Act to construct a railway, and shall also include

a railway company incorporated by or under the authority

of the Parliament of Canada or of the late Province of

Canada or of this legislature.

Power to aid (2) By-laws may be passed by the councils of all municipali-
railwaya.

ties for granting a bonus to a railway company for the purpose

of securing the construction of a railway in the construction of

which the. inhabitants of the mimicipality are interested or

through any part of or near to which the railway will pass or the

works of the company be situate.

See notes to s. 280 (1), In re Blenheim (1910), 1 O.W.N. 363.

Petition to (3) Upou presentation to the coimcil of a petition expressing

submission o! the desire to aid the railway company and stating in what way

Interpretation.
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and to what amount signed by a majority of the members of the by-iaw to

council, or in the case of a county by at least fifty resident free-

holders quahfied to vote on the by-law, of each of the local munici-

palities in the county, or in the case of a local municipality by

at least 50 resident freeholders thereof qualified to vote on the

by-law, the council shall, within six weeks after the receipt of

the petition by the clerk, take the requisite proceedings for sub-

mitting, in the manner provided by this Act, a by-law for granting

the bonus for the assent of the electors qualified to vote thereon.

(4) Where the aid is proposed to be given by a county, if a mSpI! Board

petition signed by 50 resident freeholders of the county against ^StSmis-
submitting the by-law on the ground that certain of the local

°'°''° ^"*'''

municipalities or parts of them would be injuriously affected

thereby or on any other ground ought not to be iricluded therein,

and if a sum sufficient to defray the expense of the reference is

deposited by the petitioners with the treasurer of the county, the

council shall forthwith refer the petition to the Municipal Board.

(5) The board may direct that the prayer of the petition be
borrfto require

not granted, or that any of the local municipalities or any part by-!aw?eTc'.
"'

of them or any of them shall be excluded from the operation of

the by-law, and that the by-law be amended accordingly.

(6) Where the board directs that the by-law be amended by ^e°part of

excluding the whole or any part of a local municipality from the from'opSaUon''

operation of it, the by-law shall be amended by imposingthe rate ° ^'
^^'

to provide for the payment of the bonus or of the principal and

interest of the debentures issued therefor on the rateable property

within that part of the county not so excluded and that only,

and the assent to the by-law of those persons qualified to vote

on it in that part of the county not so excluded shall be sufficient,

and they shall be the only persons entitled to vote on the by-law.

(7) The bv-law as confirmed by the board or amended by its Option of oom-
\ y J ^ '' panyas to sub-

direction shall, at the option of the railway company, be sub- ""issiohot
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Extension of
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mencement or
completion of

railway.

mitted^by the council for the assent of the electors qualified to

vote thereon.

(8) If the prayer of the petition is not granted by the board,

the expense of the reference shall be borne by the petitioners,

and if the board directs the by-law to be amended by excluding

any part of the county from the operation of the by-law shall

be borne by the railway company or by the corporation of the

county or in such proportions between them as the board may
direct.

(9) The council may require that before submitting the by-

law for the assent of the electors the railway company shall

deposit with the treasurer of the municipality a sum sufficient

to defray the expense of its submission.

(10) If the by-law receives the assent of the electors, the

council shall, within four weeks from the day on which the vote

was taken, pass the by-law.
,

(11) Unless otherwise provided by the by-law, the debentures,

the issue of which is provided for by it, shall be issued and dis-

posed of or delivered to the trustees appointed to receive them

as hereinafter provided.

(12) Where the period within which the construction of the

railway or other work is to be commenced or to be completed is

provided for in the by-law, the council may by by-law or resolu-

tion from time to time extend such period, but no extension shall

be for longer than one year at a time.

ceSs'not to'in-
^^^"^ ^ bouus may be granted or shares may be subscribed for

Say™'*° under the authority of this section notwithstanding that the

yearly municipal taxation may be thereby increased beyond the

limit provided for by section 297, if it does not require the levying

of an annual rate for all purposes, exclusive of school rates, greater

than three cents in the dollar.
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(14) By-laws may be passed by the councils of townships for Bonuses by sec-
tions of town-

granting a bonus for any of the purposes mentioned ia sub- »"»•

section 2 by a section of the township, and in that case the rates

imposed by the by-law to ]^rovide for the payment of the bonus

or the principal and interest of the debentures issued therefor

shall be imposed upon the rateable property within such section

and that only.

(15) In the case of a by-law to which the next preceding sub- Petition for sub-
^ '

"^ f o mission of by-

section applies, the petition shall be by a majority of the members
reqji^^d^*,

of the council or at least fifty freeholders of the section quahfied

to vote on the by-law, and shall define the section by metes and

bounds or by lots and concessions, and the assent to the by-law

of those persons qualified to vote on it in the section shall be

sufficient, and they shall be the only persons entitled to vote on

the by-law.

(16) In all other respects the provisions of subsections 1 to 13

shall apply.

(17) By-laws may, with the assent of the electors qualified to Subscribing for

vote on a money by-law, be passed by the councils of all munici-

palities for subscribing for any number of shares in the capital

stock of a railway company.

Where a municipal corporation is empowered to subscribe for and obtain
'

shares in a company, it has power to transler the shares to individuals to

hold as trustees for the corporation: Lucas v. North Vancouver (1913),

18 B.C.R. 239, 12 D.L.R. 802, 24 W.L.R. 966, 4 W.W.R. 1381..

(18) Clauses (a), (e) and (/) of section 396 shall apply to a

by-law passed under the authority of this section.

(19) Where a by-law is passed under the authority of this sec- PfJ'^f °'

tion for granting a bonus to a railway company, the debentures ti^™ trustees,

"therefor shall, within six months after the passing of the by-law,

be (delivered to three trustees, all of whom shall be residents of

Ontario, who shall be named, one by the Municipal Board, one
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Appointment of

trustees in case
of failure to
appoint in first

instance.

Removal of
trustee by
board.

by the railway company, and one by the head of'the municipaUty,

or if bonuses have been granted by the councils of more munici-

palities than one by the majority of ihe heads of the mimicipalities

by which the bonuses have been granted.

(20) If the head of the municipality or the heads of the munici-

palities, as the case may be, do not within one month after notice

in writing of the appointment of the railway company's trustee

name their trustee, the company may name him, and if the board

does not name a trustee within one month after notice in writing

to the board of the appointment of the other two trustees, the

company may name the third trustee.

(21) The board may remove a trustee and may appoint a new

trustee in his stead, and if a trustee dies or resigns his trustee-

ship or goes to reside out of Ontario, or otherwise becomes in-

capable of acting, his trusteeship shall become vacant, and the

board may appoint a trustee in his stead.

Trusts on which
debentures to be
'«'''^- trust

(22) The trustees shall receive and hold the debentures in

(a) Under the direction of the railway company, but subject

to the conditions of the by-law as to the time or manner

of so doing, to convert the sikme into money or otherwise

dispose of them;

(b) To deposit the debentures or the amount realized from

the sale of them in a chartered bank having an office in

Ontario, in the name of "The Railway

Municipal Trust Account" {designating the name of the

railway).

(c) To deliver the debentures or pay the proceeds of the sale

of them to the company from time to time as it becomes

entitled thereto under the conditions of the by-law on

the certificate of the chief engineer of the railway com-

pany. Form . .%

.
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(23) The certificate shall be attached to the cheque or order Certificate of

. engineer to be
drawn by the trustees for such delivery or payment.

ohe^°ue^^
*°

(24) If the chief engineer wrongfully grants any such certificate ^™^!Sj,'°''

he shall incur a penalty of $500, recoverable by any person who
^J™*'"^

''^'^''^'

may sue therefor.

(25) The act of any two of the trustees shall be as valid and
fj^'tMs to°bind.

binding as if they had all joined therein.

(26) The trustees shall be entitled to their reasonable fees and ^«" °' trustees.

charges from the trust fund. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 397.

398. By-laws may be passed by the Councils of all

Municipalities.

Amateur Athletic and Aquatic Sports.

1. For aiding amateur athletic or aquatic sports. Spoft^.

Bands of Music.

2. For aiding the establishment or maintenance of bands of b*"'^^ °' """sic.

music by any corps of .active militia within the county, or any

other bands of music.

Bathing Houses.

3. For estabhshing and maintaining, or for granting money to l^^^l
*'='<'>'"«

aid in the construction of public bathing houses.

Census.

4. For taking a census of the inhabitants. i-"™' census.

Charitable Institutions, etc.

5. For granting aid to any charitable institution or out-of-door "^"^ *" "'«"''«»•

relief to the resident poor.

Crimes—Discovery of.

6. For offering and paying rewards for the discovery, appre- Rewards for
.-• ^ I X ^

apprehension of

hension and conviction of persons who nave or are believed or criminals.
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R.S.C. c. 6

Rev. Stat.

Conatruction of
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sewage disposal
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and bridges.

Prohibiting
racing on high-
ways.

suspected to have committed flagrant crimes or to have contra-

vened clause (g) of section 138, or to have been guilty of persona-

tion as defined by The Dominion Election Act or by The Ontario

Election Act within the municipahty.

A county corporation is liable to pay for special services, not covered by
the ordinary tariff, performed by a constable or other person under the

direction of the warden and the Crown Attorney, which were, in their opinion,

necessary for the detection of crime or the capture of persons beUeved to

have committed serious crimes, and it is not necessary that the account be
certified by the warden and the Crown Attorney: SiMs v. Lennox (1900),

31 O.R. 512.

The authority of the warden and the Crown Attorney was conferred by
R.S.O. (1887), c. 101, s. 12, now R.S.O. (1914), c. 96, s. 11 (1).

Drainage.

7. For constructing, maintaining, improving, repairing, widen-

ing, altering, diverting and stopping up draiiiSj isewers or water-

courses; providing an outlet for a sewer or establishing works

or basins for the interception or purification of sewage; making

all necessary coimections therewith, and acquiring land in or

adjacent to the municipality for any of such purposes.

A municipal corporation having power to construct public works may,

in its discretion, construct them all at once or in portions or by territorial

districts, and, therefore, may lawfully enact a by-law to establish a system

of sewers in the municipality excepting one of its wards: Juneau v. Levis

(1905), Q.R. 14 K.B. 104.

Driving or Riding on Roads and Bridges.

8. For regulating the driving of horses or cattle and the riding

of horses on highways and bridges.

9. For prohibiting racing, immoderate or dangerous driving or

riding on highways or bridges.

[See section 404, par. 3, as to setting apart streets in cities of

100,000 population for fast driving.]

Electors—Submitting Questions to.

^Sest^B™"' ^^- -^^^ submitting to the vote of the electoi's of any mimicipal

lSl;tore!'°'"'^
*° question not specifically authorized by law to be submitted.
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Before the enactment of this provision there was no authority for sub-

mitting questions to the electors: Helm v. Port Hope (1875), 22 Grant 273;

King V. Toronto (1902), 5 O.L.R. 163.

A by-law for submitting questions was quashed on the ground that the

endeavour was "by the substitution of a tricky and adroitly drawn question

practically to preclude any true expression of the views of electors upon

the question proposed to be submitted": In re GauUn and Ottawa (1914)>

6 O.W.N. 30, 16 D.L.R. 865.

Exhibitions.

11. For acquiring land within or without the municipality as a fo^'i^^'icuiS

place for holding agricultural, horticultural or industrial exhibi-
«'*'''^«°"»' sta-

tions and for erecting and maintaining buidlings thereon for that

purpose and for the management of the same.

12. For leasing for any period not exceeding three years from ^o^er to lease.

the making of the lease, any part of the land acquired under

paragraph 11, which is not immediately required for the purposes

for which it was acquired.

Fat Stock and Other Shows and Exhibitions.

13. For granting or lending money or granting land in aid of Aid to fat or Uye
stock shows.

any association, for the holding of a fat stock or live stock show
or exhibition or any exhibition for the promotion or improvement

of farming in any of its branches or departments.

Ferry Boats and Ferries.

14. For making an annual grant towards the maintenance and Grants to

operation of ferry boats or other appliances used at any ferry

over a stream or other yyater separating a part of the municipality

from another part of it, or separating it from another munici-

pality in Ontario.

Fire Engines and Appliances.

15. For purchasing or renting for a term of years or otherwise, Purchasing or
_ ,

renting fire

lire engmes, fire apparatus, and fire appliances and their appur- engines, etc.

tenances.
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Worka for pre-
vention of
damage by
flooding.

See Waterous Engine Works Company v. Palmerston (1890), 20 O.R,

411, (1892) 19 A.R. 47, (1892) 21 S.C.R. 556; and Silsby v. DunnviUe (1880).

31 U.C.C.P. 301, (1883) 8 A.R. 524, 530, noted under s. 8 (Cases as to for-

malities essential to make a contract binding on the corporation).

Flooding—Prevention of.

16. For the purpose of preventing daihage to any highway or

bridge or to any property within the municipality by floods

arising from the overflowing or damming back of a river, stream

or creek flowing through or in the neighbourhood of the munici-

pality, for acquiring land in the municipality or in any adjoining

or neighbouring municipality, and for constructing such works as

may be deemed necessary for that purpose, and for deepening,

widening, straightening, or otherwise improving such river, stream

or creek in the land so acquired, or removing from it islands, rocks

or other natural obstructions to the free flow of the water.

Free Libraries.

piibiie libraries. 17. For granting moncy or land in aid of any public library

established under any Act in the mimicipality or in an adjacent

municipality.

A grant may be made under this paragraph without the sanction of a

by-law assented to by "the electors: Hunt v. Palmerston (1902), 5 O.L.R'

76, 1 O.W.R. 791.

Foxes and Other Wild Animals—Destruction of.

18. For gi'V'ing bounties not exceeding $5 per head for the

icti

poultry.

Bounties for

destruction Of
foxes, etc. destruction of foxes and other wild animals which kill or destroy

Aid for con-
struction of har-
bours, wharves,
etc.

Harbours, Wharves, Beacons, etc.

19. For granting aid for the construction of harbours, wharves,

docks, slips and beacons on any river, lake, or navigable water

passing in, through, or forming any part of the boundary of the

county, on such terms and conditions as to security and otherwise

as may be deemed expedient.
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20. For making, improving and maintaining public wharves,
^^^^l^^^l'^^J

docks and slips, and for preserving shores, bays, harbours, rivers ^to.

or waters and the banks thereof.

21. For regulating harbours.
tare."""*''"'

22. For prohibiting the injuring, fouling, filling up or incum- '"^"j?*
,,^ haf.

bering of a public wharf, dock, slip; drain, sewer, water or suction '"'"'^'' w^"™'-

pipe, shore, bay, harbour, river or water.

23. For erecting and maintaining beacons. Beacons.

24. For erecting and renting wharves, piers and docks in har-
levators

'''"'''^'

hours, and floating elevators, derricks, cranes and other'machinery

for loading, discharging or repairing vessels.

A corporation which, under the authority of a provision of the Municipal

Act then in force, which is the same as this paragraph, builds a dock on a

river and passes a by-law for the collection of wharfage fees from those using

the dock, including persons using it for loading and unloading bricks, is

answerable for the damages sustained by a person who unloads bricks upon

the dock, owing to its being, by reason of a structural defect, incapable of

sustaining their weight, and the consequent collapse of the dock and the

loss of the greater part of the bricks: Thompson v. Sandwich (1901), 1

O.L.R. 407.

25. For regulating vessels, crafts and rafts arriving in a harbour, Vessels, etc.

and for imposing and collecting such reasonable harbour dues

thereon as may serve to keep the harbour in good order, and to
jj^^bour dues

pay a harbour master.

"Rafts."—"Rafts" includes lumber and sawlogs coming into a harbour:

Bogart V. BeUeville (1857), 6 U.C.C.P. 425.

26. For requiring the owner or occupant of the land in connec- Removal of

doorsteps, rail-

tion with which the same exist, to remove door-steps, porches, ings, projeotipg

. . . .
°^'^'^ wharf,

railings, or other erections or obstructions projecting into or over dock, etc.

any public wharf, dock, slip, shore, bay, harbour, river or water.

Hospitals, etc.

27. For granting aid to any incorporated society or any asso- 4c'!!°lf°hos-""'"

ciation of individuals for the erection, establishment or equip-
'"*°^'^
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ment of public hospitals for the treatment of persons suffering

from disease or from injuries.

Indigent Persons—Aid of.

28. For aiding in maintaining any indigent inhabitant of, or

person foimd in the municipality, at a house of refuge, hospital

or institution for the insane, deaf and dumb or blind, or other

public institution of a like character.

(a) Where money is advanced by way of charity or relief to

or expended for the benefit of a person who, although in

destitute circumstances, is the owner of or interested in

land the retention of which is necessary for a dwelling for

him, the corporation may take a conveyance of or security

on such land for the amount advanced or expended, and

on the death of such person, or the surrender of the land

by him to the corporation, the corporation may sell or

dispose of the land and apply the proceeds in payment of

the amount so advanced or expended, with interest thereon

at the rate of six per cent, per annum, and the costs of

the sale and the residue of such proceeds, if any, shall be

paid to the executors, administrators or assigns of such

person on demand.

Municipal Officers.

29. For appointing such pound-keepers, road commissioners,

pathmasters, fence-viewers, overseers of highways, road surveyors,

inspectors of sheep worried or killed by dogs, and other officers

in addition to those specially mentioned in this Act and such

servants as may be deemed necessary for the purposes of the cor-

poration, or for carrying into effect the provisions of any Act of

this legislature or by-law of the council.

Speakman v. Calgary (1908), 1 A.L.R. 454, 9 W.L.R. 264, and other

cases referred to in notes to s. 246.

See notes to s. 8 as to police constables.

A pathmaster is a servant of the corporation: Stalker v. Dunwich (1888),

15 O.R. 342.
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Members of a municipal councU, appointed a committee to perform work
for the council, are servants of the corporation while in the performance of

the work, as well as persons employed by them to do the work: McDonald
V. Dickenson (1897), 24 A.R. 31.

A medical health officer is not an employee or servant of the corporation

:

Macfie v. Hutchinson (1887)," 12 P.R. 167; Forsyth v. Cannifif (1890), 20

O.R. 478; though he may be an officer of the corporation in respect of duties

imposed upon him by by-law of the council: per Gait, C.J., lb. p. 479.

The fact that they belong to any Hterary, religious, scientific or political

organization does not justify a municipal corporation in dismissing or repri-

manding its employees, and a corporation will be restrained from holding

an inquiry and making a report upon an accusation that can be of no benefit

to matters within its jurisdiction or the administration of municipal business:

Fortier v. Guerin (1910), 12 Que. P.R. 108.

30. For fixing their remuneration and prescribing their duties, SSrai^'

and the security to be given for the performance of them.
security of.

Ontario Municipal Union.

31. For the corporation becoming a member of any union of ^OT^oPmuici-

Ontario mtmicipalities for furthering the interests of municipali- p*''*'^-

ties and paying the fees for suclj membership and making con-

tributions for the expenses of the union, and paying the expenses

of delegates to any meeting of it or upon its business.

Public Parks and Drives.

32. For acquiring land for and establishing and laying out public t^r'p^rk"^ e^^

parks, squares, avenues, boulevards and drives in the munici-

pality or in any adjoining local municipality, and where there is

no Board of Park Management for exercising all or any of the ^203^*"*-

powers which are by The Public Parks Act conferred on Boards

of Park Management.

(a) A corporation which expropriates land in another munici- where land ex-
^ ^ ^ tr ^ propriated is in

pality, under the powers conferred by this paragraph, shall
ma^^jjaiitl.

put the land in an efficient state to be used, and open the

same to the general public, for the purpose for which it

was acquired, within a reasonable time after such expro-
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priation, and shall maintain and keep the same in an

efficient state of repair and shall provide police protection

therefor.

A municipal corporation which owns a public park and building in it is

not liable to a mere licensee for personal injuries sustained owing to want

of repair of the building—at all events where knowledge of the want of repair

is not shown: Schmidt v. Berlin (1894); 26 O.R. ^4; Moore v. Toronto

(1893), 26 O.R. 59 (n); Marshall v. The Industrial Exhibition Association

and Toronto (1900-1), 1 O.L.R. 319, (1901) 2 O.L.R. 62; Soulsby v. Toronto

(1907), 15 O.L.R. 13, 9 O.W.R. 871.

See also McPhee v. Toronto (1915), 9 O.W.N. 150, noted under s. 8;

Halpin v. Victoria (1915), 21 B.C.R. 14, 23 D.L.R. 333, 7 W.W.R. 1058,

also noted under s. 8.

In Hope V. Hamilton Park Commissioners (1901), 1 O.L.R. 477, it was

held that ratepayers who are affected thereby only to the same extent as

all other ratepayers could not bring an action ageinst the Park Commis-
sioners of a city to set aside resolutions as to the management of a city park,

and that such an action must be brought by the Attorney-General.

33. For accepting and taking charge of land, within or without

the municipality, dedicated as a public park for the use of thfe

inhabitants of the municipality.

Rifle Associations—Militia.

34. For aiding any regularly organized' rifle association or any

association or corporation having for its object or one of its objects

the promotion of military art, science or literature.

35. For adding to the sum paid, during the period of annual

or other authorized drill or when on active service, to any enlisted

member of any corps of Active Militia organized within the muni-

cipality.

36. For providing military outfit or equipment for the members

of such corps.

Sidewalks, etc.—Vehicles on.

37. For prohibiting carriages, waggons, bicycles, sleighs and

other vehicles and conveyances of every description, and what-
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ever the motive power, or any particidar kind or class of such

vehicles or conveyances being upon, or being used, drawn, hauled

or propelled along or upon any sidewalk, pathway or footpath,

used by or set apart for the. use of pedestrians, and forming part

of any highway or bridge, boulevard or other means of public

commimication, or being in or upon any highway, boulevard, park,

park-plot, garden or other place set apart for ornament or em-

bellishment or for public recreation.

Victorian Order of Nurses.

38. For granting aid to the Victorian Order of Nurses. oidafoTNSs"

Water for Fire Purposes.

39. For contracting for a supply of water within the mimici- SS>*yo'°water,

pality for fire purposes and other public u3es, from hydrants or

otherwise as may be deemed advisable; and for renting hydrants

for any number of years not, in the first instance, exceeding ten;

and for renewing the contract from time to time for periods not

exceeding ten years, as the coimcil may deem proper; or for pur-

chasing or erecting hydrants necessary for any of such purposes.

A water company which, in the case of a fire, does not supply water for

fire purposes of the pressure stipulated for by its contract with a municipal

corporation is not liable to a property owner in the municipality for loss

occasioned by the fire, Ijut, whatever liability the company is under, it is

a liability to the corporation alone: Belanger v. St. Lojuis (1912), 8 D.L.R.

601.

Watering Streets.

40. For contracting with a street railway company for watering ^^l^^^l^
any of the highways for any number of years, not exceeding five, S^wateriSg.

and for renewing such contract from time to time for a period

not exceeding five years. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 398.

399. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils oe Local
Municipalities.

Bathing in Public Waters.

1. For prohibiting or regulating the bathing or washing of the Bathing,

person in any public water in or near the municipality.
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Charivaries.

Conveniences to
be provifled by
builders.

Charivaries.

2. For prohibiting charivaries and other like disturbances of the

peace.

Closet Accommodation for Workmen.

3. For requiring the owners, contractors or master workmen

engaged in the erection or construction of buildings or public

works to provide, for the use of the workmen employed in such

erection or construction, closet accommodation, to be approved

of by the medical health officer, in connection with them.

Keeping of cows
and other
animals.

Contagious

Cruelty to
animals.

Disorderly
houses, etc.

Cows and other Animals—Keeping of.

4. For regulating the keeping of cows, goats, swine and other

animals.

5. For prohibiting the keeping of cows, goats, swine or other

animals, except horses or mules, within the municipality or within

defined areas of it.

Contagious Diseases.

6. For providing blank forms for recording and reporting cases

of contagious or infectious disease; for placarding houses wherein

such cases exist, and for taldng such measures as may be deemed

necessary for preventing the spread of such diseases.

Cruelty to Animals, etc.

7. For preventing cruelty to animals and the destruction of

birds.

Disorderly Houses.

8. For suppressing disorderly houses and houses of ill-fame.

It is open to question whether this provision is intra vires of a provincial

legislature, as the subject is dealt with in the Criminal Code: See notes to

s. 249 (1) (Constitutionality).

Disqualification of Electors not Paying Taxes.

Disqualifying 9. For disqualifying from voting an elector who has not on or
electors in arrear
for taxes. before the 14th day of December next preceding the election paid

all municipal taxes due by him.
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Drainage of Cellars, Privy Vaults, etc.

10. For regulating the construction of cellars, sinks, cess-pools,
^en°ara7dratas°'

water closets, earth closets, privies and privy vaults; for requiring
^"^

and regulating the manner of the draining, cleaning and clearing

and disposing of the contents of them.

A by-law passed to regulate the cleansing of privy-vaults and imposing

a fine of not less than $1 or more than 850 for a breach of its provisions,

was held to be valid, as it was one under The Municipal Act, and not under

The Public Health Act, which restricted the penalty to $20: In re Mackenzie

and Brantford (1884), 4 O.R. 382.

11. For requiring the use within the municipality or a defined ^^^e^^^^

area of it of dry earth closets.

12. For providing that the cleaning and disposing of the con- ^iSrofosets.

tents of cesspools, water closets, earth closets, privies and privy
**°"

vaults shall be done exclusively by the corporation.

(a) For such purpose the corporation, its officers and servants

shall have all the powers of the Local Board of Health

and its officers and servants, and such expense shall be

recoverable in the manner provided by sectioa 500.

13. For requiring and regulating the filling up, draining, clean- drSg,''kc.,

ing, clearing of any grounds, yards and vacant lots and the altering, U?"""^'
''*''''''

relaying or repairing of private drains.

A municipal by-law which makes the owners of houses responsible for

the unsanitary condition of yards leased by them is intra vires: Beauchamp

V. Montreal (1905), 7 Que. P.R. 174.

• 14. For making any other regulations for sewerage or drainage
^^^""^^l"^

that may be deemed necessary for sanitary purposes. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 399, pars. 1-14.

Egress from Buildings.

15. For regulating, subject to the provisions of The Egress from ^^11°^^"^^"

Public Buildings Act {The Theatres and Cinematographs Act) and ^^isHm. 229.

The Ontario Factories Acts:

30—MUN. LAW.
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(a) The size and number of doors, aisles, halls and stairs in

and other means of egress from hospitals, schools, colleges,

churches, theatres, halls, or other buildings used as places

of worship, or of public resort, or amusement, or for public

meetings, and street gates leading to them;

(&) The construction and width of stairways in such buildings,

and in factories, warehouses, hotels, boarding and lodging

houses;

(c) The materials of which and the manner in which stairs

and stair railings shall be constructed, and the strength

of walls, beams and joists and their supports in all such

buildings; and

(d) For requiring the production of the plans of the buildings

mentioned in this paragraph now erected or which it is

proposfed to erect, and for prohibiting the use or erection

of them until the provisions of the by-law are complied

with to the satisfaction of the architect of the corpora-

tion or an officer appointed for the purpose. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 399, par. 15; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 23.

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 23.

haii8™isi™ etc
^^' ^^^ prohibiting and preventing the obstruction by persons

or things of the halls, aisles, passage-ways, alleys or approaches

in or leading to any such building during the occupation of it

by a pubhc assemblage.

oSra ai t°''°* iC') While any building mentioned in clause (a) of paragraph 15

UwJenforadr in a city or town is occupied by a public assemblage, the

chief constable or any constable of the city or town may
enter it to see that the by-law is not being violated, and

may require the removal of any obstruction or of any>

person standing, sitting, or otherwise occupying any hall,

aisle, passage-way, alley or approach, except for passing

to and fro.
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Electricity—Transmission of.

17. Subject to The Municipal Franchises Act for authorizing ^^^^1^^^^
any person supplying electricity for light, heat and power, to lay ^v.1tat.

down pipes or conduits for enclosing wires for the transmission Ti^Sramssion of

of electricity under the highways or public squares, or to carry
**'"'"''•

wires for the transmission of electricity or to erect telegraph, and

telephone poles and wires across or along any highway or public

square, on such terms and conditions as the council may deem

expedient.

(a) A by-law shall not be passed under this paragraph iu

violation of any agreement of the corporation.

See also notes to pars. 50-1.

Where authority is conferred by, the legislature upon a company to use

streets, highways and public places of a municipality for conveying Ught,

heat or power "only upon and subject to such agreement in respect thereto

as shall be made between the company and the said municipalities respec-

tively, and under and subject to any by-law or by-laws of the councils of

the said municipalities passed in pursuance thereof," the power vested in

the corporation of the municipahty cannot be effectively exercised other-

wise than by a corporate act, that is, by an act done by the corporation

itself under the authority of its municipal council, not necessarily by by-law,

and the acquisition by a company by mere active or passive acquiescence

on the part of the oflBcials or servants of the municipality of the right to

use the streets, highways and public places without the consent or per-

mission of the corporation or the making of the agreement was not contem-

plated by the legislature: Toronto Electric Light Company v. Toronto

(1915), 33 O.L.R. 267, 21 D.L.R. 859, (reversing (1914) 31 O.L.R. 387),

affirmed by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, (1916) 38 O.L.R.

72, 31 D.L.R. 677. In this case Ghee v. Northern Union Gas Company

(1899), 158 N.Y. 610, 513, was approved and applied.

See also Calgary v. Canadian Western Natural Gas Company (1916),

25 D.L.R. 807, 809, 32 W.L.R. 568, 9 W.W.R. 262, in which it was said by

Ives, J., dealing with a somewhat similar provision as to consent, that "the

effect of the clause is to make necessary the city's approval to the exercise

of the defendants' right upon or along the city's property, and such approval

should be given, I believe, by some corporate or legislative act."

Explosives—Keeping, Manufacturing and Storing of.

18. For regulating the keeping, stormg and transportmg of: ^^*^'
' .,,...,. J transportation

(a) Dynanute, dualm, nitro-glycerme, or gunpowder; of explosives.
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Fees for support
of magazines.

Erecting and
maintaining
magazines.

Limiting Quan-
tity to be kept.

(5) Petroleum, gasoline or naphtha; and

(c) Other dangerous or combustible, inflammable or explosive

substances;

See also par. 27.

A city by-law provided that no larger quantity than three barrels of rock-

oil, coal oil or other similar oils, nor any larger quantity than one barrel of

crude oil, burning fluid, naphtha, benzole, benzine, or other combustible

or dangerous material, should be kept at any one time in a house or shop

in the city except under certain limitations. The by-law was passed under

the authority of subs. 17 of s. 542, R.S.O. 1897, c. 223. The section was
headed "Storing and Transporting Gunpowder," and provided "for regu-

lating the keeping and storing of , gunpowder and other combustible or

dangerous materials," and was one of a group of sections under division 6

of the Act, headed "Protection of Life and Property," and subdivision 3

of the division, which included s. 542, was under the heading "Prevention of

Fires."

The defendant was convicted of a breach of this -by-law in keeping more

than the prescribed quantity of petroleum or naphtha at one time in a house

or shop in the city, and it was held (1) that the words "other combustible

or dangerous materials" were not limited by the ejusdem generis rule to gun-

powder or other similar substances, but would include the substance set out

in the by-law; and (2) that this legislation was not superseded by The
Petroleum Inspection Act (1899), 62 & 63 Vict. c. 27 (D), dealing with the

subject, being expressly made conformable to that Act.

Rex V. McGregor (1902), 4 O.L.R. 198.

19. For regulating and providing for the support by ,fees of

magazines belonging to private persons for the storage of the sub-

stances mentioned in clause (o) of paragraph 18, and for requiring

them to be stored in such magazines.

20. For erecting and maintaining within or without the limits

of the municipality magazines for the storage of the substances

mentioned in clause (a) of paragraph 18, and for acquiring the

land necessary for that purpose, and for requiring such substances

to be stored in such magazines.

21. For limiting the quantity of the substances mentioned in

clause (a) of paragraph 18, which may be kept in any place other

than such a magazine, and for regulating the manner in which

the same are to be kept or stored.
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22. For prohibiting or regulating the establishment within the ProUbiting^ o ° o manufacture of

municipality of factories or other places for the manufacture or e^iorfves.

storage of any of the substances mentioned in clause (a) of para-

graph 18.

23. For requiring the submission of plans of the premises, pianspf
premises.

including the buildings upon or in which it is proposed that such

manufacture or storage shall take place, and the approval of them

by the coimcil before the manufacture or storing is commenced.

24. For requiring such buildings to be surrounded by walls or dLlmptfoli of

fences and for regulating the height and description of such walls bdSdmgs.

or fences and their distance from such buildings, and also the

distance from' any other building, at which such manufacture or

storage may be carried on.

25. For regulating the carrying on of the business of manufac- ^fclfma^u"''"

turing or storing such substances, whether the business has been sivm™^
^'^ °'

heretofore or shall be hereafter established, and prescribing the

precautions to be taken for the prevention of fires and accidents

from the combustion or explosion of such substances.

26. For granting licenses for the carrying on of the business J^^°|^°'

of manufacturing such substances or for storing them in quan- business,

titles of more than twenty-five pounds, and prescribing the time,

not exceeding five years, during which the licenses shall remain

in force.

(a) The license fee shall not exceed $25 a month for every

month in which such business shall be carried on.

27. For prohibiting or regulating the keeping or storing of gaso-
^^J^^j^l^f

Jme or benzme, and prescribing the -materials of which the vessels easoii^e, etc.

containing it shall be composed, and the classes of buildings in

which it may be stored or kept for sale, and for making regula-

tions for the prevention of fires and accidents from the combustion

or explosion of such substances.

See note to par. 18.
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Height and kind
of fence.

Along
highwaya.

Division fences,

apportionment
of cost.

Bev. Stat,
e. 90.

Rev. Stat.
c. 259.

Fences.

28. For prescribing the height and description of lawful fences.

29. For prescribing the height and description of, and the

manner of maintaining, keeping up and laying down fences along

highways or parts thereof; and for making compensation for the

increased expenses, if any, to persons required so to maintain,

keep up or lay down any such fence.

See Brohm v. SomerviUe (1906), 11 O.L.R. 588, 7 O.W.R. 721, noted

under s. 8 (Capacity of a municipal corporation to contract and its liability

on certain contracts).

30. For determining how the cost of division fences shall be

apportioned; and for providing that any amount so apportioned

shall be recoverable under The Ontario Summary Convictions Act;

(a) Until a by-law is passed. The Line Fences Act shall apply.

Barbed wire
fences.

31. For requiring proper and sufficient protection against injury

to persons or animals by fences constructed wholly or partly of

barbed wire or any other barbed material to be provided by the

owner of the land; and in towns and cities for prohibiting the

erection along the highways of fences made wholly or partly of

barbed wire or any other barbed material.

In Hillyard v. Grand Trunlt Railway Company (1885), 8 O.R. 583, it

was held that, in view of the provision then in force corresponding with

this paragraph, which seemed to sanction them and empower munioipalitiea

to provide against injury resulting from them, barbed wire fences constructed

by the defendants upon an ordinary country road along the line of their

railway could not be treated as a nuisance, no by-law of the locality in which

the accident complained of in this case having been passed respecting fences

of the kind, and that evidence of the common use of fences of the kind in

other townships, and that otl;er municipalities held out inducements to erect

them, was admissible as showing that they were not considered dangerous-

or a nuisance.

See also articles in 28 C.L.J. 169 and 39 Sol. Jour. 757, and Fenna v.

Clare, L.R. (1895) 1 Q.B. 199, 11 T.L.R. 119, in which a row of sharp spikea

on the top of a wall, 18 inches high, adjoining a highway, was found by the;

jury to be undoubtedly » dangerous nuisance.
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32. For requiring the owners of land to erect and maintain a Water gates,

water gate where a fence crosses an open draia or watercourse.

Fire—Prevention of Accidents by.

33. For securing against accident by fire the inmates and a^Mt""^'

employees and others in factories, hotels, boarding-houses, lodging-

houses, warehouses, theatres, music halls, opera houses, and other

buildings used as places of public resort or amusement..

Fire Escapes.

34. Sulbject to the provisions of any other Act requirmg fire S^Seei^le"^^

escapes, for compelling the owners and occupants of buildings

more than two storeys in height, except private dwellings, to pro-

vide proper fire escapes therefor in such places, of such pattern

and mode of construction as may be deemed proper; and for pro-

hibiting the occupation of any such building unless or until such

fire escapes are provided.

See Birch v. Stephenson (1915), 33 O.L.R. 427, 22 D.L.R. 404, affirmed

by Supreme Court of Canada, 2nd May, 1916, and see also as to presumption,

in case of death, that it was the result of the failure to provide fire escapes,

etc., The Kre Accidents Act, 1915, 5 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 2, which was passed

in consequence of the decision in that case.

Fires in Open Air.

i35. For prescribing the times during which fires may be- set
^l^'j^j'"^

in the open air, and the precautions to be observed by persons pr"^tiras!
^'"^

setting out fires.

Firearms and Fireworks.

36. For prohibiting or regulating the discharge of guns or other §j^affi?^
firearms; and the firing and setting off of fireballs, squibs, crackers,

™"''"'«*«-

or fireworks.

Where an infraction of a by-law forbidding the setting off of fireworks

in the public streets is violated, the corporation, not being bound to see to

its enforcement, is under no Uability to a person who has suffered injury

owing to a breach of the by-law having been committed : Brown v. Hamilton

(1902), 4 O.L.R. 249.
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See also Jamieson v. Edmonton (1916), 9 A.L.R. 253, 27 D.L.R. 168,

33 W.L.R. 857, 9 W.W.R. 1287, noted under s. 460 (1); and Ratteau v.

Drosse (1905), Q.R. 28 S.C. 208, noted under s. 8.

Food.

^Iiw^r*"^^ 37. For regulating the delivery and exposure for sale upon a

of'mlat! etc.°*'* highway or in a market or public place of meat, poultry, game,

flesh, fish or fruit, or the carcass of any animal.

miSfand" ro-
^" ^^^ appointing inspectors, and for providing for the inspec-

viaions. tion of meat, poultry, fish and natural products offered for sale

for human food, whether on the streets or in public places, or in

shops.

Seizing tainted 39_ Pq^ authorizing the seizing and destroying of tainted and

imwholesome articles of food. 3-4 Geo. V. c.' 43, s. 399, pars.

16-39.

Food and Fuel.

MTseiHud and 39a. With the approval of the Municipal Board and within the
^°°^'

limitations and restrictions and under the conditions prescribed

by order of the board.

i. For buying and storing fuel and such articles of food

as may be designated by order of the board and for

selling the same to dealers and residents of the muni-

cipahty;

ii. For acquiring land, erecting buildings, establishing, con-

ducting and maintaining depots, stores, warehouses

and yards and purchasing machinery, plant, appli-

ances and equipment necessary for such purposes;

iii. For appointing officers, clerks and servants to manage

and conduct such businessefs;

iv. For making rules and regulations and doing all such

other acts and things as may be necessary for the full

and proper carrying out of such powers.
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V. For borrowing from time to time by the issue of deben-

tures payable in not more than ten years from the

date of issue the money necessary for such purposes.

(a) The by-law need not be assented to by the electors but

shall require a vote of two-thirds of all the members of

the council.

(6) After the by-law has been approved by the Muxiicipal

Board it shall also be approved by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council and may then be finally passed by

the Council. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 12 (2).

Gambling Houses, etc.

40. For suppressing gambling houses, and for seizing and <^»™'"s-

destroying faro-bank, rouge et noir, or roulette tables, and other

devices for gambling found in them.

It is open to question whether this provision is intra vires of a provincial

legislature, as the subject is dealt with in the Criminal Code.

This paragraph is pointed at houses where gaming or gambling is prac-

tised and the house is kept for that purpose, and a by-law purporting to be

made under the authority of the paragraph which provided that no person

should permit any game of chance or hazard with cards to be played for

money within any house was held to be ultra vires: Rex v. Spegelman (1905),

9 O.L.R. 75, 9 Can. Cr. Cas. 169.

No question seems to have been raised in this case as to the legislation

being tdtra vires as dealing with criminal law.

See also cases referred to in notes to s. 249 (1) (Constitutionality).

Gas Works, Tanneries, Distilleries, etc.

41. For prohibiting or regulating the erection or continuance of
tinlri^ay^c.'^'^'

gas works, tanneries, or distilleries or other manufactories or

trades which in the opinion of the coui^cil may prove to be or

may cause nuisances.

Graves—Protection of.

42. For prohibiting the violation of cemeteries, graves, tombs, ^"^'""^

tombstones, or vaults where the dead are interred.
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Construction
of hoists,

scaffolding, etc.

Hoists, Scaffolds, etc.

43. For regulating and inspecting the construction and erection

of hoists, scaffoldings and other apparatus and appliances used

in erecting, repairing, altering or improving buildiags, chimneys,

or other structures; and for making regulations for the protec-

tion and safety of workmen and others employed thereon; and

for appointing inspectors of scaffolding.

[As to appointment of inspectors under The Buildings Trades

Protection Act and as to additional scaffold regulations, see Rev.

Stat. c. 228, ss. 3 and 7.]

Noxious manu-
factures and
trades.

Manufactures and Trades.

44. For regulating manufactures and trades which in the opinion

of the council may prove to be or may cause nuisances.

Kinging of bells,

etc.

Noises.

45. For prohibiting or regulating the ringing of bells, the

blowing of horns, shouting and unusual noises, or noises calcu-

lated to disturb the inhabitants.

"Calculated to disturb the inhabitants" is not synonymous with "creating

a disturbance." "Calculate is a word which, it is said, must refer to the

future, and it is frequently used with the meaning to intend or to expect

a certain event, or act. It is in this latter or irregular sense the word is used

in the statute; or perhaps it was used as meaning the making of a noise

which would be likely to disturb the inhabitants, whether so intended or

not by the performer": per Wilson, C.J., in Reg. v. Martin (1886), 12 O.R.

800, 802-3. See also Reg. v. Nunn (1884), 10 P.R. 395.

Nuieances.

Nuisances.

46. For prohibiting and abating public nuisances

.

Article 404 of the new Municipal Code of Quebec empowers local corpora-

tions:

—

"To define what constitutes a nuisance, to suppress the same, and to

impose fines upon persons who create nuisances or allow them to continue

to exist."

In the other provinces which authorize municipal councils to legislate with

regard to nuisances and their abatement, the enactments are similar to par. 46.
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The council of a town has no power under s. 631 (a) of The Manitoba

Municipal Act, which is substantially the same as this paragraph, to define

what constitutes a nuisance: In re Dupuis (1908), 17 Man. L.R. 416, 7 W.L.R.

699.

A by-law of a council imposing penalties for sending out smoke and noxious

odours has no force outside the limits of the municipahty, and the penalty

cannot be enforced against a person carrying on a manufactiuing business

in an adjoining municipality: St. Paul v. Cook (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 498.

In the same case it was held that the plaintiffs had a right of action to

prohibit any person from allowing emanation of smoke or unwholesome

odours, even when the establishments objected to are in adjacent munici-

paUties, if such municipalities refuse or neglect to abate the nuisance.

Authority under The Highway Act (1896), 59 Vict. c. 21, s. 22, to sell

the work of removing an obstruction upon a pubUc road is not limited to

a case where the owner of an obstruction is unknown: Winslow v. Dalling

(1899), 1 N.B. Eq. 608.

Under a similar law of British Columbia, it was held that a municipal

council may impose penalties for obstructing public 'thoroughfares by con-

gregating on them in crowds and for refusing to disperse when so requested

by the police, for such an obstruction is a public nuisance at common law:

Rex V. Taylor (1909), 14 B.C.R. 235, 11 W.L.R. 20.'

Where a municipal council had statutory authority to declare by resolu-

tion or by-law any building, structure or erection of any kind a nuisance

and dangerous to the pubUc safety or health, and, as might by the by-law

or resolution be directed, order that the same should be removed, pulled

down or otherwise dealt with by the owner, agent, lessee or occupant as the

council might determine, and after a prescribed public notice and service

on the owner, agent, lessee or occupant in default of compUanoe with the

order within a prescribed period to order such removal, pulling down
or other dealing with the same by any officer of the corporation at the cost

of the owner, it is not necessary that two resolutions should be passed, and

that an order for the removal, pulling down or otherwise dealing with the

building in case of default might be incorporated in the resolution declaring

the building to be a nuisance and ordering that it be pulled down by the

owner: Home v. Vancouver (1911), 19 W.L.R. 654 (B.C.).

Where a municipal by-law provides that if, after notice by a municipal

officer, the owner of a dangerous structure fails to comply with the requisi-

tion in the notice, the municipal officer may order its demolition, and, upon

default of demolition within the time specified in the order, that the officer

may cause it to be demolished, it is necessary that all conditions precedent

to the exercise of the power of demolition be strictly complied with, and,

therefore, where the notice of the officer failed to give definite orders with

regard to the nature of the demolition required, a subsequent entry by him
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Hauling dead
horses, etc.,

through the .

streets in day-
light.

upon the property and demolition of the building is unlawful: Riopelle v.

Montreal (1911), 44 S.C.R. 579 (Que.).

See also as to barbed wire fences, Hillyard v. Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany (1885), 8 O.R. 583, and other references in notes to par. 31.

47. For prohibiting the hauling of dead horses, offal, night soil

or any other offensive matter or thing along any highway during

the hours of daylight.

Indecent
placards, etc.

Immoral plays
in theatres.

Electric light,

etc., poles and
wires.
Eev. Stat.

c. 197.

By-laws lor

laying pipes or
conduits for

electric wires.

Placards, etc.—Indecent.

48. For prohibiting the posting or exhibition of placards, play

bills, posters, writings or picture^ or the writing of words, or the

making of pictures or drawings, which are indecent or may tend

to corrupt or demoralize, on any wall or fence or elsewhere on

a highway or in a public place.

Plays—Immoral or Indecent.

49. For prohibiting the production or giving of an immoral or

indecent play or performance in any theatre, hall or other pubhc

place of amusement or entertainment, and for authorizing the

chief constable, the deputy chief constable or any inspector of

police, or any officer or person specially detailed for that purpose,

to enter any theatre, hall or other place of public amusement or

entertainment, and if at his request such play or performance is

not forthwith stopped, to apprehend the performers without

warrant, and to take them as soon as practicable before a police

magistrate or a justice of the peace.

Poles and Wires.

50. Subject to The Municipal Franchises Act for regulating the

erection and maintenance of electric light, power, telegraph and

telephone poles and wires and poles and wires for the transmission

of electricity upon the highways or elsewhere within the munici-

pality.

51. Subject to The Power Commission Act for constructing or

laying down pipes or conduits for enclosing wires for the trans-
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mission of electricity under, or for erecting towers or poles for

the support of wires for such purpose across or along any high-

way or public place, and for entering into agreements with electric ^gj;
®'**'

light or power, telegraph or telephone companies for the use by

them of such pipes, conduits or poles, for such consideration and

on such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon.

See also notes to par. 17.

In Toronto v. Bell Telephone Company (1902), 3 O.L.R. 465, 1 O.W.R.
192, (1903) 6 O.L.R. 335, 2 O.W.R. 750, L.R. (1905) A.C. 52, 21 T.L.R. 45

it was held that the council of a municipaUty had not, under 45 Vict.

c. 95 (D), the right to refuse the company access to streets through which
it may propose to carry its hne or lines, but that the Act may give the council

a voice in determining the position of the poles in streets selected by the

company and possibly in determining whether the line in any particular

street is to be carried overhead or underground.

Since this decision new provisions have been made with respect to the

right of telephone companies, as well as telegraph companies and companies

for the conveyance of light, heat, power or electricity, to break up and open

highways, squares or other public places for the purposes of their systems,

except for the construction, maintenance or operation of long distance lines

or services or trunk hnes or services connecting two or more exchanges in

a city, town or village: R.S.C. c. 37, ss. 247, 248; q,nd now there is no right

to construct, maintain or operate lines of telephone upon, along, across or

under any highway, square, or.other public place within the limits of any
city, town or village incorporated, or otherwise, without the consent of the

municipal council having jurisdiction over them, or, if that consent cannot

be obtained, without the leave of the Board of Railway Commissioners for

Canada.

The powers of a municipal council under 43 Vict. c. 64 (D) and 45 Vict,

c. 95 (D) to regulate the mode of user of the streets must be exercised in

good faith in the interests of the public and of the municipality, and not

for ulterior purposes: Bell Telephone Company v. Owen Sound (1904),

8 O.L.R. 74.

The power to permit the erection of electric power poles and wires does

not give or imply the legal power to interfere with the property of others

upon the streets, and the addition of the power to regulate such erection and

maintenance confers no such right: Canadian Pacific Railway Company v.

Falls Power Co. (1907), 10 O.W.R. 1125, 1130.

An electric light company placed poles upon a highway without the per-

mission of the council. The council passed a by-law allowing them to

remain on payment of a rental, the execution of a bond to indemnify the

corporation against actions for damages, and payment of the cost of obtaining
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legislation to confirm the by-law. This the company failed to do, and it

was held that the company had no rights upon the highways without legis-

lative sanction: Bucke v. New Liskeard (1909), 1 O.W.N. 123, 14 O.W.R.
841.

A power company, having legislative authority to erect its poles and wires

across highways, may lawfully erect them over a canal vested in a municipal

corporation so long as its_ usefulness for the purpose of navigation is not

impaired: Dundas v. Hanailton Cataract Power Company (1911), 2 O.W.N.
517.

Where a power company has statutory authority to construct, maintain

and operate lines of wire and poles, and therewith convey power through,

over, along or across any public highway, the company may go upon high-

ways for the purpose of their undertaking without permission from the

municipal corporation having control of such highways: Toronto and Niagara

Power Company v. North Toronto (1911), 24 O.L.R. 537, (1912) 25 O.L.R.

475, 5 D.L.R. 43, 32 C.L.T. 826, 23 O.W.R. 85, L.R. (1912) A.C. 834, 28

T.L.R. 663.

This power is now subject to ss. 247-8, R.S.C. c. 37.

It was held in Haldimand v. Bell Telephone Company (1911-12), 25

O.L.R. 467, 2 D.L.R. 197, 21 O.W.R. 194, that the Bell Telephone Company
had not the right, without the consent of the municipal corporation, in the

case of local lines, and without a week's notice or the direction of the cor-

poration or its officer, in the case of long distance or trunk lines, to erect

its poles and wires upon a bridge forming part of a highway and built by
the corporation.

An electric light company having authority under a by-law of a council

to erect poles and wires along the streets, on obtaining the consent by resolu-

tion of the council, and to erect them on lanes, in which case the location

of the poles was to be subject to the direction and approval of the council.

Held, that the company might string wires" across a street without the

consent of the council and that the direction and approval should not be

unreasonably withheld, and that, having been so withheld, the company
might proceed with the erection of its poles without such direction and
approval: Walkerville v. Walkerville Light and Power Company (1913),

5 O.W.N. 429.

A corporation, which has under a general by-law granted permits to a

company to erect poles in its streets and public places, cannot, after the

permits have been acted upon, require the removal of the poles on the ground

that the permits were void because issued without the adoption of a by-law

in each instance: Winnipeg Electric Railway Company v. Winnipeg, L.R.

(1912) A.C. 355, 4 D.L.R. 116, reversing (1910) 20 Man. L.R. 337, 16 W.L.R.

62.

The consent of a municipal council to enter and place poles upon a high-

way, required by the Railway Act, R.S.C. c. 37, s. 247, may be presumed
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from long usage in the absence of objection: Young v. Brandon (1915),

25 Man. L.R. 810, 815, 25 D.L.R. 296, 32 W.L.R. 231, 9 W.W.R. 62, 914.

On the termination of the "franchise" of a company for an electric light

system, the company must cease to do business in the municipality, and

remove its plant and appliances from the streets and other places, public

and private, and, if it fails to do so within a reasonable time, the corpora-

tion may either take proceedings to enforce the removal of them or, at all

events, of such of them as interfere, with the reasonable uge of the streets

and other pubhc places by itself or the pubUc, and may itself remove them,

doing no unnecessary damage: Weeks v. Vegreville (1915), 25 D.L.R.

795, 32 W.L.R. 450, 9 W.W.R. 165 (Alta.), citing City Railway Company
v. Citizens Street Railway Company (1898), 62 N.^E.R. 157, Plymouth v.

Chesnut Hill, etc., R. Company (1895), 168 Penn. St. 181, 32 Atl. R. 19;

Louisville Trust Company v. Cincinnati (1896), 76 Fed. R. 296; CKnton
V. Clinton and Lyons Horse R. Company (1873), 37 Iowa 61; Laighton v.

Carthage (1909), 175 Fed. R. 145; Cleveland Electric R. Company v. Cleve-

land (1906), 204 U.S. 116; Dillon on Municipal Corporations, 5th ed., s. 1315,

36 Cyc. pp. 1275 (n. 7), 1376 (n. 14).

Pounds, etc.

52. For providing sufficient yards and enclosures for the safe Prodding

keeping of such animals as it may be the duty of the pound-

keeper to impound.

53. For prohibiting or regulating the running at large or tres-

passing of animals, other than dogs, and for providing for im-

pounding them and for causing them to be sold, if they are not

claimed within a reasonable time, or if the damages, fines and

expenses are not paid according to law.

A by-law passed by a township council prohibited the running at large

of cattle, horses, sheep, swine or geese, and it was amended by a by-law

which permitted milch cows, heifers and steers to graze on the highways

on payment of an annual fee of $2 for each animal.

A motion was made to quash the amending by-law, and it was dismissed,

the Court being of opinion that, as the council had jurisdiction over the

highway, it had the right to let cattle graze on them and to "make a charge

therefor." The Chancellor, in stating the opinion of the Court, referred to

Coverdale v. Charlton L.R. (1878), 4 Q.B.D. 104, 121-3, as an English

authority precisely in point.

Ross v. East Nissouri (1900-1), 1 O.L.R. 353.

A by-law which prohibited the running at large of certain animals, but

allowed milch cows and cattle, with certain exceptions, to run at large and

Animals running
-at large.
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to loiter or stop on the roads and highways, was held to be valid in so far

as it allowed the running at large upon the roads and highways: Fensom

V. C.P.R. Co. (1903-4), 7 O.L.R. 254, (1904) 8 O.L.R. 688.

In Nova Scotia it is not lawful to suffer cattle to run at large upon the

public highway. The common law rule on the subject is still in force, and

has not been afifected by the provincial statutes in respect to fences and

the impounding of cattle or the establishment of closed districts. A "closed

district" is a district as to which a by-law of the council may be passed

prohibiting cattle from going at large: Dickie v. Gordon (1905), 39 N.S. 311.

Statutory authority to pass by-laws "for limiting the right to recover

damages for any injury done by cattle . . . trespassing on land, or for

the trespass, to cases in which the land is enclosed by a fence of the nature,

kind and height required by the by-law," does not extend to cases where

cattle trespass from a highway when they are not lawfully there: Jack v.

Stevenson (1910), 19 Man. L.R. 717, 13 W.L.R. 486; and where, under

the same statutory authority, a by-law was passed depriving the owner of

land of the right to damages "unless he shall have surrounded his lands and

premises with a lawful fence, as defined by by-law of this municipality,"

and no by-law was proved which showed what should constitute a lawful

fence, it was held that the owner was entitled to recover his damages, although

his land was entirely unfenced: Dalziel v. Zastie (1910), 19 Man. L.R. 353,

13 W.L.R. 488.

It is not a negligent or wilful act or omission, within the meaning of s.

294 (4) of The Railway Act, R.S.C. c. 37, that cattle are running at large

where by the by-law of the municipality they are permitted to run at large:

Greenlaw v. Canadian Northern Railway Company (1913), 23 Man. L.R.

410, 12 D.L.R. 402, 24 W.L.R. 509, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 329, 49 C.L.J. 552,

4 W.W.R. 847.

Where horses are at large upon a highway within half a mile of its intersec-

tion with a railway at rail level, contrary to s. 29 of The Railway Act, R.S.C.

c. 37, and having got at large through the negligence of the owner, he cannot

recover for an injury done to the horses by the railway company, notwith-

standing that there is a by-law of the municipality permitting horses to run

at large: Koch v. Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company (1916), 9 S.L.R.

256, 32 D.L.R. 393, 34 W.L.R. 876, 10 W.W.R. 1115.

A by-law providing that animals shall not be allowed to run at large

during certain hours of the day must not be read as enacting, by implication,

that they are permitted to run at large during other hours of the day : Doble

V. Canadian Northern Railway Company (1916), 27 D.L.R. 115, 34 W.L.R.

298, 10 W.W.R. 427 (Man.).

A similar conclusion was reached in Watt v. Drysdale (1907), 17 Man.
L.R. 15, 6 W.L.R. 234, which was the case of a by-law prohibiting the running

at large of certain animals, which it was contended, by implication, per-

mitted all other animals to run at large.
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In the same case it was held that a municipal council had no power to

provide by by-law that there should be no liabiUty for a trespass to unfenced

lands by cattle running at large.

54. For appraising the damages to be paid by the owners of Appraising the

animals impomided for trespassing, contrary to law or the by-

laws of the municipality.

55. For determining the compensation to be allowed for ser- Compensation

, , . . , . . « . . ,
for impounding

Vices rendered m carrying out the provisions of any Act, with animals,

respect to animals impounded or distrained and detained in the

possession of the distrainor. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 399, pars. 40-55.

/Seeds

—

Purchase and Donation of.

55a. For purchasing suppUes of any or all kinds of vegetable ^^^^^5°*^

and root seeds and donating them to residents of the municipality roo^^^™''

on such terms and conditions as may be fixed by the by-law, for

the purpose of promoting and aiding the production of crops from

the planting of such seeds. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 13.

Sewers—Extension of.

56. Where a local municipality is so situate that it is neces-
^^Jf'^""'

sary, in order to procure an outlet for a sewer or to connect it e^fmy.^
""""''

with a sewage farm, to extend it into or through an adjacent

municipality, for so extending it, or for extending and connecting

it with any existing sewer of such adjacent municipality, upon

such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon, or in case of

failure to agree, as may be determined by arbitration.

(a) Where the council of the adjacent municipality objects to Arbitrators to

. determine con-

allow such extension or connection, the arbitrators shall ditions on which
connections may

determine not only the terms and conditions upon which be made,

the extension'or connection is to' be made, but also the

location of the sewage farm, filtermg plant or artificial

means of sewage disposal which is contemplated, and

whether the extension or connection should be allowed to

be made.

31—MTTN. LAW.
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Rev Stat. (5) Nothing in this paragraph shall authorize the making of

an open drain or sewer, or affect the provisions of The

Ditches and Watercourses Act, or limit any of the powers

conferred on townships by that Act.

Signs, 'etc.

Posters. 57. For prohibiting or regulating the erection of signs or other

advertising devices, and the posting of notices on buildings or

vacant lots.

Pulling down of 58. For prohibiting the pulling down or defacing of signs or

notices. other advertising devices and notices lawfully afiixed.

Slaughter Houses.

Establishing 59. For establishing and maintaining public slaughter houses.
slaugliter

houses.

Prohibiting and 60. For prohibiting or regulating and inspecting the erection
reguating

^^ contiuuance of slaughter houses, and for prohibiting the

slaughter of animals intended for food, except in slaughter houses

designated in the by-law.

(a) In towns, villages and townships this clause shall not apply

to the slaughter of animals for the use of the person killing

them or of his family.

A by-law prohibiting the keeping of a slaughter-house within the limits

of a municipality without the special resolution of the council is bad (In re

Nash and McCracken (1873), 33 U.C.R. 181), the reason for the decision

being that the by-law permitted favouritism by the council, and might be

exercised in restraint of trade or used to grant a monopoly, and all persons,

therefore, who followed or desired to follow the trade were not placed or

might not be placed or were liable to be not placed on the same footing.

See also Milk Farm Products and Supply Company v. Buist (1915-6),

35 O.L.R. 325, 333, 336, 26 D.L.R. 459, in which that case was treated as

well decided.

Snow and Ice—Removal of.

mw"andTce''
^l- For requiring the occupants of buildings adjoining a high-

rid^llta.""^ way in the municipality or in any defined area of it to clear away
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and remove the snow and ice from the roofs of such buildings

and from the sidewalks adjoining their premises, and for regu-

lating the times when and the maimer in which the same shall

be done.

Article 417 of the new Municipal Code of Quebec contains a provision

somewhat similar, to this paragraph.

The cases in the United States and in Ontario are conflicting as to the

liability at common law of the owner or occupant of a building abutting on
a highway for injuries caused to a person lawfully using the highway, by
snow and ice falling from the roof of the building into the highway.'

In Massachusetts the rights of a traveller on the highway are held to be
the same as if he owned. the soil in fee simple, and the liability for injuries

sustained by a traveller, in consequence of snow or ice falling from the roof

of a building abutting on the highway, is held to depend on the same rules

and is to be decided on the same principles as if it raised a question between
adjoining proprietors in which the lands or buildings of one were injured

by the manner in which the other had seen fit to occupy or use his own lands

and buildings.

Shipley v. Fifty Associates (1869), 101 Mass. 261, 253, (1870) 106 Mass.

194, 197.

It was held in this case that by maintaining a building with a roof con-

structed so that snow and ice collecting on it from natural causes will naturally

and probably fall into the adjoining highway, the owner of the building is

liable without other proof of negUgence to a person injured by such a fall

upon him while travelUng on the highway with due care.

In Bellows v. Sackett (1853), 15 Barb. (N.Y.) 96, the eaves of the de-

fendant's building came within about two feet of a dweUing house erected

by the plaintiff upon his adjacent lot, and, owing to a want of suitable repairs

to the gutter of the defendant's building, the water from his roof fell between

the two buildings—^it was assumed, for the purpose of the decision, ofl his

own land—and by percolation found its way into the plaintiff's cellar through

the wall, to the injury of the wall and the lower timbers of his house.

The plaintiff recovered, apparently on the ground that, "owing to a want

of suitable repairs, the water falling upon an area of twenty-five feet by
thirteen is collected at a single point and precipitated in an unnatural and

unusual quantity and manner so near to the plaintiff's premises as neces-

sarily to cause him an injury:" p. 102.

In a later New York case, Walsh v. Mead (1876), 15 N.Y. 387 (8 Hun),

it was held that where the roof of a building in a large city is so constructed

as to render the snow falling upon it liable to be precipitated upon the side-

walk, and there is no adequate guard at the edge to retain it, it is, in judg-

ment of law, a nuisance, for it imperils the safety of persons passing below

it in the lawful use of the street upon which it fronts.
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In Garland v. Towne (1874), 55 N.H. 55, it was said by Ladd, J. (pp.

58,9):—

"If a man must, at all hazards, keep upon his own premises the snow
which is arrested in its natural fall to the earth by the roof of his house, it

seems to me some very inconvenient, not to say absurd, consequences may
follow. We all know that in this cUmate a heavy fail of snow is not unfre-

quently followed immediately by wind; and, when that happens, it is a

probable, if not an inevitable, consequence that the snow, which has been

arrested in its natural fall, and accumulated on roofs, will be carried off and

deposited by the wind in a different place from where it would have finally

rested but for the roof; hence, in very many instances, the act of the land-

owner in maintaining his building, concurring with the natural operation

of the elements, will oast upon the premises of an adjoining proprietor snow
with which, otherwise, such adjoining proprietor would not have been annoyed,

incumbered, or damaged. I do not see why such a doctrine, if carried to

its logical results and strictly applied, would not practically prevent the

building of cities. I think the injury which results in such a way, from a

customary and reasonable use by the landowner of his property, he using

due care (which would, doubtless, be a very high degree of care) to guard

against damage to his neighbour, does not furnish a legal cause of action, but

must be regarded as damnum absque injuria."

Gushing, G.J., expressed the opinion (p. 60) that the defendant was not

liable unless there had been a want of due care, and Foster, G.J.C.G., agreed

that, in the absence of negligence, the defendant was not liable.

Ladd, J., thought that "it was the general duty of the defendant to pre-

vent the sliding of snow and ice from her roof upon the sidewalk; she was

bound to guard against such a result by the exercise of due care" : p. 56;

and he also said that he supposed "the fact that ice slid from the roof upon
the sidewalk, on this particular occasion; is evidence to be considered on the

general question of the defendant's negligence," and he added, "I see no

reason why the jury might not legally find negligence from that circumstance

alone, if unexplained": lb.

In Underwood v. Waldron (1876), 33 Mich. 232, the question was as to

the liability of the defendant for injury caused to the plaintiff's building by
water flowing from the defendant's roof against it.

The judgment of the Gourt was delivered by Cooley, C.J., who, referring

to Rylands v. Fletcher (1866), L.R. 1 Ex. 265, (1868) 3 H.L. 330, said there

was in it some strong language "as to the duty of one man to protect another

against water flowing from his reservoir," but the case had no analogy to

the case he was considering in its effects and that the governing principle

should perhaps be different, and he went on to say that the injury "in that

case was from the bursting of a reservoir, into which defendant had gathered

water on his grounds, and it was thought that, under the peculiar circum-

stances, which need not here be mentioned, the party should at his peril
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have kept the water from inflicting injury to his neighbours. That was an
exceptional case, but this was the ordinary case. Here are adjoining pro-

prietors in a town mutually improving their property with buildings. This

is their right, and the policy of the law favours it. Neither pf them is under

obligation to permit his lot to remain vacant because putting up a building

will possibly throw water upon his neighbour. The respective duties of the

parties to each other are those which the requirements of good neighbour-

hood in such «, town would impose. Each must so use his own as not to

injure his neighbour. But this means only that he shall use all due care

and prudence to protect his neighbour; not that he shall, at all events and
under all circumstances, protect him. Any injury that may result, notwith-

standing the observance of proper caution, must be deemed incident to the

ownership of town property and can give no right of action. Undoubtedly

the defendants were bound to put proper eave troughs or gutters upon their

building and to keep them in proper order, if the neglect to do so would be

likely to injvire the plaintiff, but, if they did this and were guilty of no negli-

gence in that regard, the plaintiff can have no legal complaint against them.

Injuries from extraordinary or accidental circumstances, for which no one

is in fault, must be left to be borne by those on whom they fall" : pp. 238, 9.

Underwood v. Waldron was followed in Barry v. Severen Peterson (1882),

48 Mich. 263, and it was there held that damages cannot be recovered on

account of water dripping from a house on adjacent premises without proof

that it was caused by some neglect of duty on the part of the house owner.

The English case of Hurdman v. The North-Eastern Railway Company,

L.R. (1876) 3 C.P.D. 168, may also be referred to. That was the case of

the surface of the defendant's land having been artificially raised by earth

placed on it, in consequence of which rain water which fell on the defendant's

land made its way through the defendant's wail into the adjoining house

of the plaintiff and caused substantial damage, and it was held that the

defendant was liable.

Delivering the judgment of the Court, Cotton, L.J., said (p. 173) :

—

"The heap or mound on the defendant's land must, in our opinion, be con-

sidered as an artificial work. Every occupier of land is entitled to the reason- v

able enjoyment thereof. This is a natural right of property, and it is well

established that an occupier of land may protect himself by action against

any one who allows any filth or any other noxious thing produced by him

on his own land to interfere with this enjoyment. We are further of opinion

that ... if any one by artificial erection on his own land causes water,

even though arising from natural rain fall only, "to pass into his neighbour's

land, and thus substantially to interfere with his enjoyment, he will be liable

to an action at the suit of him who is so injured."

The question in this case arose upon' demurrer to the statement of claim,

and the nature of the artificial work does not appear, but it is probable that

it was a railway embankment.
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If a dwelling house is an artificial work within the meaning of this case,

it would seem to follow that, where snow or ice accumulates on the roof of

a building and fall from it on to a neighbour's property, causing damage,
the owner or occupant of the building is liable for the damage so done.

The climatic conditions of Ontario are such as to make such an obligation

very onerous, and if seems reasonable that, in this country, the obligation

should be limited to providing reasonably sufficient means to guard against

ice or snow falling from the roof.

The Ontario cases leave the law in a state of some uncertainty. Lazarus

V. Toronto (1869), 19 U.C.R. 1, was the case of an action to recover damages
sustained by a pedestrian owing to the fall of snow from a house which abutted

on the highway on which he was walking, and it was held that, in the absence

of evidence of fault or negligent construction of the house or roof or of a
municipal by-law requiring the owners of buildings to remove the snow from
^he roofs, there was no hability either against the owner or the tenant of

the building.

In stating his opinion, Robinson, C. J., said (p. 13) :

—

,

"The Municipal Act, 22 Vict. c. 99, s. 290 (12), provides that the muni-
cipal council of every city may pass by-laws for compelling persons to remove
the snow from the roofs of the premises owned or occupied by them. It

was not shewn that any by-law had been made by the corporation of Toronto

and that the defendants had infringed it, and I do not see in the evidence

such proof of negligence as should render the owner or occupier of the house-

from which the snow fell liable to an action. What occurred here was such

an accident as may occasionally happen and be attended with serious results,

but I do not think that, in the absence of any public regulation on the sub-

ject, people are compelled to keep the roofs of 'their houses clear of snow
or to detain the snow on the roofs, so that the snow cannot slide from them
into the street. There may be in a particular case something so evidently

faulty in the construction of a roof as to make it more likely to occasion

accident from this cause than roofs in general are, but I do not see any proof

that such was the case here."

Burns, J., said (p. 17): "I know of no obligation imposed at common,

law where people use their property in a manner similar to all others to do

any act to guard other persons against the acts of nature. This count

assumes, from the fact of snow having fallen from the roof and the plaintiff'

having sustained a severe and serious injury, that it was the duty of the-

defendants to have removed the snow from the roof of the house."

Skelton v. Thompson (1883), 3 O.R. 11, was the case of an injury sus-

tained by a pedestrian owing to her having sUpped upon ice which had formed

from the freezing of water that had been brought down from the roof

of the defendant's house by means of a down pipe, and it was held that, ia

the absence of evidence that the defendants knew or ought reasonably to.

have known that the ice had formed there, the defendants were not liable.
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Hagarty, C.J. (p. 14), referring to the head note in Shipley v. Fifty Asso-

ciates (1869), 101 Mass. 251, which is as follows:

—

"For an injury resulting from the sliding of a mass of ice and snow
from a roof upon a person travelhng with due care in a highway, the owner
of the building is liable, if the roof was subject to his use and control,

and he suffered the ice and snow to remain there for an unusual and un-

reasonable time after he had notice of its accumulation and might have
removed it." ,

Said: "This seems reasonable enough. When the owner knows that

ice or snow is accumulated on a sloping roof, liable, of course, at any change
of atmosphere or otherwise to fall into the public street, he may properly

be held responsible if in reasonable time he do not take steps to prevent

injury to passers-by."
*

Armour, J., dissented, being of opinion that

"The pipe and spout were wrongfully upon the street, and were kept

there wrongfully by the defendants, and the conducting of the water

from the roof of their building on to the street was a wrongful act on
their part, and ice formed thereby, being the natural, certain and to

them well-known result of their wrongful acts, they were just as much
responsible for the obstruction so formed as they would have been if

they had carted ice from the bay and placed it there."
,

In Landreville v. Gouin (1884), 6 O.R. 455, Lazarus v. Toronto was com-

mented on and distinguished.

The action was for injuries sustained by a pedestrian being struck by
snow and ice which fell from the roof of a building owned by the defendant,

which sloped towards the street, and was covered with tin, and there was
evidence that the defendant had been notified half an hour before the acci-

dent that there was danger of the ice and snow falling from the roof.

Cameron, C.J., was of opinion that the Lazarus case did not preclude

the Court from leaving the question of negUgence to the jury, and pointed

out that there was in the notice that had been given to the defendant an

element of negligence that there was not in that case.

Skelton v. Thompson was also distinguished, upon the ground that "the

principle on which" it "was decided was that the act complained of was not

the causa causans, and that, without neglect or unreasonable delay in removing

ice formed upon the sidewalk by reason of water flowing in a harmless way
on to the sidewalk from the waterspout of a house and then freezing, the

owner was not liable for an injury to a person slipping upon the ice so formed,

whereby he sustained injury": p. 461.

The Chief Justice also said (pp. 461-2) :

—

"I presume, if the defendant had had a cartload of snow and ice placed

upon his roof, and it had fallen, he could not avoid responsibiUty to any

one using the highway injured thereby, if it were found a negligent act

to so place it. I do not then, on principle, see how he can avoid such
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responsibility when he constructed his roof, or used the building with

a roof so constructed by others, so as to cause the snow to slide and pack

and overhang the highway, or to be precipitated thereon, when he has

had reasonable notice of the dangerous condition of his roof from the

snow and ice accumulated there."

Rose, J., concurred in granting a new trial, though he could not see if, as he

thought, had been decided in the Lazarus case, "there is no common law

duty oast upon the defendant to 'keep the roof of his house clear of snow,

or to detain the snow on the roof, so that the snow on the roof cannot slide

from it into the street,' and no statutory obUgation of which the plaintiff

desires to avail himself, the mere giving of notice to do that which, as against

the plaintiff, it was not his duty to do, can give a cause of action to the plaip-

tiff."

In Roberts v. Mitchell (1894), 21 A.R. 433, 439, Maclennan, J., referring

to cases which illustrate the duty of a landowner in respect of his neigh-

bour's land, mentioned as one of them that "he may not shed the water

from his roof upon his neighbour's land."

It is submitted that the law will be found to be that the owner or occu-

pant of a building, the roof of which is so constructed that from natural

causes the snow and ice which falls or collects upon it will naturally and

probably slide from the roof, is bound, apart from any obligation imposed

upon him by a municipal by-law, to take -all reasonable means to prevent

the snow or ice from falHng upon the adjoining property or an adjoining

highway and causing damage to person or property there, and that that

is the extent of the duty which the law imposes upon him, and it has been

so held by a Divisional Court in Meredith v. Peer (1917) 12 O.W.N. 97

There is also considerable difference of judicial opinion as to whether

failure to remove the snow from the roof of a building, in contravention of

a municipal by-law, will render the owner or occupant of the building liable

for the consequences of its falUng and causing injury where he would not

be liable at common law.

In Lazarus v. Toronto (supra), Robinson, C.J., seems to have thought

that it would, but Hagarty, C.J., in Skelton v. Thompson (supra), doubted

whether "injury to a passer-by from non-compliance with the by-law" could

"be recoverable from the owner or occupant neglecting to obey the by-law":

(p. 15).

Gushing, C.J., in Garland v. Towne (supra), appears to have been of the

same opinion as Robinson, C.J.

The question as to when a person who has sustained injury owing to a

breach of a statutory duty imposed upon another has a right of action against

that other and when he has not has been the subject of consideration and
decision in cases subsequent to those that have been mentioned, and it is

suggested that, according to the prmoiples established by Groves v. Wim-
borne (1898), 2 Q.B. 402, 14 T.L.R. 493, the breach of such a by-law resulting
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in injury to a traveller upon the highway would give him a right of action

against the person whose failure to obey the by-law has caused the injin-y,

although at common law he might not be answerable for it. Looking at

the purview of the Act (i.e., the Act conferring upon municipal councils

power to pass such by-laws), the duty the imposition of which it authorizes

is a duty in the interests of a particular class of persons, viz., travell^s upon

highways, and there is nothing to lead to the conclusion that the imposi-

tion of fines for the, neglect of the duty which the councils have statutory

power to impose should be the only remedy for breach of that duty.

A by-law passed by statutory authority has the force of a legislative

enactment—Hopkins v. Swansea (1839), 4 M. & W. 621, 640—in which

Lord Abinger said: "The by-law has the same effect within its limits and

with respect to the persons upon whom it lawfully operates as an Act of

Parliament has upon the subjects at large, and the dictum of Lord Holt,

which has been cited and which seems reasonable, that it would be absurd

to say an Act of Parliament should pass to give a man a benefit and that

he should not have an action, for it is equally applicable to the case of a

by-law confining it to the persons on whom it is intended to operate."

62. For clearing away and removing snow and ice from the cwe ot unoccu-

roofs of unoccupied buildings adjoining a highway and from the and vacant

.
_ land.

sidewalks adjoining the premises and adjoimng vacant land^in

the municipality or in any defined area of it at the expense of

the owner, and for collecting or recovering the expenses incurred

in so doing in the manner provided by section 500.
^

Sparring Exhibitions, etc.

63. For prohibiting sparring exhibitions and boxing matches, spaning exM-

where an admission fee is charged, without the written permission tag mitohra!"'''

of the chief constable in a city or town, or of the reeve in town-

ships and villages.

Steam Transmission.

64. For authorizing any person supplying steam for heat or Transmitting

power to lay down pipes or conduits for transmitting steam under fS^^"
the highways or public squares, on such terms and conditions as

the council may deem expedient.

(a) A by-law shall not be passed under the authority of this

paragraph in violation of any agreement of the corpora-

tion.
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Vagrants, etc.

Vagrants. 65. For restraining and punishing vagrants, mendicants, and

persons found drunk and disorderly in any highway or public

place.

Rex V. Keenan (1913), 28 O.L.R. 441, 13 D.L.R. 125, 21 Can. Cr. Cas.

467, was the case of a person who had been convicted of having been drunk

in a public place, contrary to a municipal by-law. No question was raised

as to the by-law being vltra vires, because it dealt with a matter which was

the subject of legislation in the criminal law by the Parliament of Canada,

and it seems to have been assumed that. the by-law was valid.

Vice, drunken-
ness, etc.

Obstruction of

drains.

Vice—Preventing.

66. For preventing vice, drunkenness, profane swearing, in-

decent, obscene, blasphemous or grossly insulting language, and

other immorality and indecency, and the indecent public exposure

of the person.

Watercourses and Drains—Obstruction of.

67. For prohibiting the obstruction of any drain or watercourse,

and for permitting and regulating the size and mode of construc-

tion of culverts and bridges which cross any drain or watercourse

situate on a public highway.

Closing and
filling up cess-
pools, etc.

Water Closets, Privy Vaults, etc.—Filling up.

68. For requiring owners, lessees and occupants of land in the

municipality or any defined area of it to close or fill up water

closets, privies, privy vaults, wells or cesspools, the continuance

of which may, in the opinion of the council or the medical health

officer, be dangerous to health.

Prevention of

growth of

thistles and
weeds.
Appointment of

inspector to en-

force by-law.

Weeds.

69. For prohibiting the growth of Canada thistles and other

weeds detrimental to husbandry and for compelling the destruc-

tion thereof; for appointing an inspector to enforce the by-law,

and for prescribing his duties and fixing his remuneration.
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In Flitton v. Stange (1913), 12 D.L.R. 266, 24 W.L.R. 275, 4 W.W.R-
686 (Alta.), it was held that a contravention of The Noxious Weeds Act

renders the person guilty of it liable to an action for damages sustained by
a, landowner by reason of the seeds spreading to his land.

' There is no such liability at common law: Giles v. Walker, L.R. (1890),

24 Q.B.D. 656.

See also Osborne v. Kingston (1893), 23 O.R. 382, in which it was held

that the corporation was not liable for injuries caused by the spread of noxious

weeds because it had not appointed an inspector under The Noxious Weeds
Act, now R.S.O. c. 353, and was not, as to the highways, the owner or occu-

pant of land within the meaning of that Act, and, therefore, was under no

obUgation to out the weeds growing on them.

Wells and Water.

70. For establishing, protecting, regulating and cleaning public
^^^'biting'"'

and private wells, reservoirs and other public and private con- fo^iinsofweiis,

veniences for the supply of water; for prohibiting the fouling of

them, or the wasting of the water, and for procuring an analysis

of such water, and providing for the payment of the expense

thereof, and for making reasonable charges for the use of public

water.

71. For the closing or filling up of public or private wells. Fii'ine "p weiis.

72. For compelling the use within the municipality or any ^^^rllmhr-
defined area therein, for drinking and domestic purposes, of

water supplied from the waterworks of the municipality or of a

waterworks company; and for prohibiting the use within the

municipality or such area of spring or well water for such pur-

poses. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 399, pars. 56-72.

Mackenzie v. Toronto (1904), 4 O.W.R. 457; Hamilton Distillery Com-
pany V. Hamilton (1905), 10 O.L.R. 280, (1906) 12 O.L.R. 75, 38 S.C.R. 239,

noted under s. 249 (1) (by-laws which discriminate).

The effect of section 464 of The Consolidated City Charter (1907), (Halifax)

,

is to authorize the corporation to place meters on the service-pipe of a water-

taker within his premises: Dennis v. Halifax (1910), 45 N.S. 74, 9 E.L.R.

189, 360.

Where a municipal corporation, having statutory authority to provide

for the municipality a good and sufficient supply of water for domestic, fire
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Infection of
bathing and
boat houses.

Prevention of
begging, etc.

Borrowing
money for exten
aion of water,
gas^ electric
light works, etc

and other purposes, and to do all things necessary therefor, established a

water system and supplied water to the inhabitants of the municipality for

all purposes, the corporation is not bound to supply water for industrial pur-

poses at any and all times, but has a right to cut off the supply whenever,

in the bona-fide exercise of its discretion, the council deems it best in the

interests of the municipality: Crockett v. Campbellton (1910), 39 N.B. 573,

8 E.L.R. 504.

See also Scottish Ontario v. Toronto (1899), 26 A.R. 345, noted under s. 8

(liability for other wrongs).

400. Bt-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Urban
Municipalities.

Bathing and Boat-Houses—Inspection of.

1. For inspecting public bathing-houses afld boat-houses or

premises wholly or partly used for boat-house purposes; and for

prohibiting their use for illegal or immoral purposes.

Begging.

2. For prohibiting common begging or persons from impor-

tuning, in the highways or public places, others for help or for

aid in money, and deformed, malformed, or diseased persons from

exposing themselves, or being exposed there, to excite sympathy

or for the purpose of obtaining help or assistance. 3^ Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 400, pars. 1, 2.

Borromng Money for Certain Purposes Without

Assent of Electors.

3. Where the corporation of an urban municipality has hereto-

fore constructed, purchased or acquired, or hereafter constructs,

purchases or acquires gas, electric light, power or waterworks or

works for the development of a water power for generating, or

works for producing, transmitting or distributing electrical power

or energy or sewerage works or works for the' interception, purifi-

cation or disposal of sewage, at the- expense of the corporation

at large, for borrowing such further sums as may be necessary

to extend or improve such works (or to meet the cost of extensions

or improvements already rnade to such works).
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(a) The by-law shall not require the assent of the electors if ^J^^^*"'
it passed by a vote of three-fourths of all the members of reii^ed.

the council and is approved by the Municipal Board.

(6) Such approval may be given if it is shown to the satis- Approval of° Board, condi-

faction of the board that the extension is necessary, and tions precedent

that a sufficient additional revenue will be derived there-

from to meet the annual payments in respect of such debt

and the interest thereon, or in the case of the extension

or improvement of sewerage works or works for the inter- ,

ception, purification or disposal of sewage, that such exten-

sion or improvement is approved of by the Provincial

Board of Health.

(c) This paragraph shall not apply to works required by the

Provincial Board of Health to be established, improved,

extended, enlarged, altered or renewed or replaced. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 400, par. 3; 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 11.

The words in brackets were added by 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 11.

Paragraph 3 must be read in" connection with the provisions of section

9 of The Power Commission Act, 1917, which are as follows:

—

24o.—(1) A municipal corporation which has entered into a contract

with the commission for the supply of electrical power or energy

shall not pass any by-law for the issue of debentures for any ex-

tension or improvement to an electrical light, heat or power system

without having first obtained the assent of the commission to the

amount of such issue and the purposes to which the same is to be

applied.

(2) Every member of the council of the municipal corporation passing

a by-law in contravention of subsection 1 shall be personally res-

ponsible for any loss or expense occasioned to the corporation by

such action unless he shows that he voted against the passing of

such by-law or did everything in his power to prevent the passing

of the same.
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(3) Every by-law passed in contravention of subsection 1 shall be

illegal and void and the commission may take the same proceedings

for quashing such by-law or restraining the corporation from issuing

debentures thereunder as might be taken by a ratepayer of the

municipality.

(4) This section shall have effect, notwithstanding the provisions of

any other general or special Act heretofore enacted relafing to any

municipal corporation.

Buildings—Strength of Walls, Beams, etc.

ftrenShof
^' ^'^^ regulating the size and strength of brick, stone, cement

production of"'
and concrete walls, and of the beams, joists, rafters, roofs and

p'™^- their siipports of all buildings to be erected, altered dr repaired,

and for requiring the production of the plans of all buildings, and

for charging fees for the inspection and approval of such plans,

and fixing the amount of the fees. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 400,

par. 4.

It was held in In re Ryan and McCallum (1912), 4 O.W.N. 193, 7 D.L.R.

426, 23 O.W.R. 193, that there is nothing in The Municipal Act which autho-

rizes the passing of a by-law requiring the obtaining of a building permit,

and a provision of a by-law which requires that the erection of a building

must not be commenced until the owner obtains a permit from the city

architect is ultra vires, but it has been since held that this paragraph autho-

rizes a by-law to require plans to be produced and approved, which is what

is meant by the granting of a building permit. The paragraph applies also

to alterations in the plans, which must be produced and approved: Toronto

v. Ryan (1914), 7 O.W.N. 89.

It was held in Loo G«e Wing v. Amor (1909), 10 W.L.R. 383 (B.C.), that

a municipal council had no authority to regulate the alteration of buildings

or to require that a permit should be obtained before proceeding with the

alteration; noted also under s. 250.

It was held in Rex v. Nunn, In re Rogers and Nunn (1905), 15 Man. L.R.

288, 1 W.L.R. 559, that provisions somewhat similar to s. 400, pars. 4, 16,

17, 18, 19, did not authorize a by-law being passed requiring the submission

of plans and specifications of proposed repairs to a building inspector and the

obtaining of his certificate before commencing repairs to any building, and
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that repairs to a building do not constitute a re-erection of it, and it was
ultra vires of the council to enact that, if the repairs should cost forty per

cent, of the actual value of the building, repairing it should be considered

a re-erection of it.

It was also held that the amendment by the council of other provisions

of the same by-law, under powers conferred by legislative amendments of

the section in question made after the passing of the by-law, had not the

effect of re-enacting the provisions, which were held to be invalid.

A corporation is entitled to impose a reasonable fee for this service; Mont-
real V. Walker (1885), Montreal L.R. 1 Q.B. 469, followed in Frankel v.

Winnipeg (1912), 23 Man. L.R. 296, 8 D.L.R. 219, 22 W.L.R. 597,

3 W.W.R. 405.

The legislation in question, in the latter case, must have made no pro-

vision for charging a fee such as par. 4 contains.

Buildings—Removing or Wrecking

4a. For regulating the removing or wrecking of buildings, and Regulating
. removal and>

the spraying thereof during such work so as to prevent dust or wrecking of

rubbish arising therefrcten. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s.

Cab Stands and Booths.

5. For authorizing and assigning stands on the highways and Cabstands.

in public places for vehicles kept for' hire; and for authorizing

the erection and maintenance of covered stands or booths on the

highways and in public places, for the protection or shelter of

the drivers of such vehicles.

(a) No such covered stand or booth shall be placed upon the

sidewalk withdut the consent of the owner and occupant

of the adjoining land.

See Canadian Pacific Railway Company v. Toronto (1902), 1 O.W.R.

255, noted under s. 249 (1) (by-laws passed in breach of agreement, etc.).

The council of Montreal has not power to prevent a licensed cabdriver

stationing himself on the private property of an innkeeper with the consent

of the latter: Desmarais v. Samson (1902), 5 Que. P.R. 167.

The council of Montreal has no power to delegate to a committee the

authority vested in it by the charter of the city to prescribe standing places

or stations for cabs: Samson v. Montreal (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 500.
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A licensed cabman has as such no special or individual interest sufi5cient

to justify an action for the annulment of a resolution of a committee of a

municipal council establishing cab stands: lb.

Police Commissioners may, by resolution, establish a cab stand in the

vicinity of an hotel for the convenience of its guests, and may prohibit the

use of it by cabmen other than those designated by the keeper of the hotel.

Such a resolution does not amount to a usurpation of the legislative powers

conferred on the municipal council, but is merely an act of police administra-

tion.

Samson v. Montreal (1905), Q.R. 14 K.B. 461.

A Every stable keeper, who, under an agreendent with the proprietor of

an hotel, keeps carriages in attendance at the hotel for the immediate use

oi its guests, but to be deemed as hired by the proprietor from the time of

attendance until dismissed or engaged by a guest, at the rate of one cent

an hour, and these fares, chargeable to the guests, the proprietor is to be

responsible for, does not violate a by-law which provides that "no cab, cart,

express waggon or other vehicle kept for hire shall stand upon or in any
street while waiting for hire or engagement or while unengaged except . .

."

Rex V. Maher (1905), 10 O.L.R. 102.

Ascertaining
levels of cellarB,

etc.

Cellars—Plans of.

6. For requiring owners and occupants to furnish the council

with the levels, with reference to a line fixed by by-law, of their

cellars heretofore or hereafter dug or constructed, and for takiiig

such other means as may be deemed necessary for ascertaining

such levels.

Compelling the 7. For requiring to be deposited with an officer named in the

^™nd^r block by-law, before the erection of a building is commenced, a ground
plan of build-
inga to be or block plan of the building, with the levels of the cellars and
erected.

basements, with reference to a line fixed by by-law.

Prohibiting
children from
riding behind
waggons, etc.

Coasting and
tobogganing.

Children Riding Behind Vehicles.

8. For prohibiting children from riding on the platforms of

cars, or riding behind or getting on waggons, sleighs or other

vehicles while in motion, and for preventing accidents arising from

such causes.

Coasting and Tobogganing.

9. For prohibiting or regulating coasting or tobogganing on the

highways. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 400, pars. 5-9.
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It is held in Quebec that the corporation of a municipality in which "coast-

ing on bobsleighs" is carried on in the streets as a conunon practice, that

does nothing to put a stop to it, is guilty of negligence and Uable in damages

for accidents to passers-by: Dudevoir v. WatervUle (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C.

289, (1910) Q.R. 20 KB. 306.

Cross, J., deUvering judgment in the King's Bench, said that "there is

scarcely any rule more generally accepted than that a municipal corporation

is not responsible in damages either for failure to enact ordinaces or, unless

in exceptional instances of gross abuse, for failure to enforce them" : p. 309.

He based his judgment on the ground that the streets being vested in the

corporation, and it being, therefore, the owner of a place of public resort,

the corporation was guilty of negligence in having tolerated in it a cause

of damage from which the plaintiff suffered.

Dogs—Licensing of.

9a. For licensing and requiring the registration of dogs and for ^'''?^"? *''^,

imposing a license fee on the owners, possessors or harbourers of ''°^-

them, with the right to impose a larger fee in the case of bitches

or for each additional dog or bitch where more than one is owned,'

possessed or harboured by any one person or in any one house-

hold.

(a) Where the license fee is equal to or exceeds the amount

of the tax imposed by The Dog Tax and Sheep Protection

Act, sections 3 to 8 of that Act shall not apply while the

by-law remains in force, and it shall not be necessary to

enter any particulars as dog taxes on the collector's roll.

5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 25.

A by-law requiring that every owner of a dog shall take out a license for

him and obtain a tag, which shall be securely fixed to the collar of the dog;

that no person shall allow a dog to run at large in a public place unless led

on a chain; that any dog found running at large shall be liable to be cap-

tured, killed or otherwise disposed of, is not ultra vires, and may properly be

passed under the good government section of The Municipal Act: Zeats v.

Johnston (1910), 3 S.L.R. 364.

Drainage Purposes^—Acquiring Land in Another

Municipality for.

10. For acquiring, with the consent of the council thereof, land Acquiring land
in another mimi-

in any other municipality required for preventing such urban o'pa'ityfor

32—MUN. LAW.
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drainage pur-

Site tor drill

shed or
armoury.

Erection oF
hoists and
elevators.
Rev. Stat.
c. 229.

Right of way on
streets for fire

reels.

Establishing
fire companies,
etc.

Rewards to fire-

men and persona
distinguishing
themselves at
fires.

municipality or any part of it from being flooded by surface or

other water flowing from such other municipahty or for an out-

let for such water; and for constructing, maintaining and im-

proving drains, sewers and watercourses in the land so acquired.

Drill Sheds and Armouries.

11. For acquiring land in the municipality for a drill shed or

armoury for any militia or volunteer corps having its headquarters

in the municipality.

Elevators, Hoists, etc.

12. Subject to The Ontario Factories Act and any other Act

relating to cranes, elevators and hoists, for regulating the con-

struction of and for inspecting cranes, hoists and elevators, and

for regulating the maimer in which elevators and hoists which

are to be operated automatically or otherwise in buildings, shall

be constructed and operated, and for licensing elevators and hoists

used by the public or by employees.

' Fire Engines, etc.—Right of Way on Highways.

13. For providing that the reels, engines and vehicles of the

Fire Department shall have the right of way on the streets and

highways while proceeding to a fire or answering a fire alarm call.

Firemen, etc.

14. For appointing fire wardens, fire engineers and firemen and

for promoting, establishing, and regulating fire, hook-and-ladder,

and property saving companies.

See Enright v. Montreal, referred to in notes to par. 15.

Firemen, etc.—Medals, Rewards and Gratuities to.

15. For providing medals or rewards for persons who distin-

guish themselves at fires; and for granting gratuities to the

members of the fire brigade who have become incapacitated for

service on account of injuries or ill-health caused by accident or
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exposure at fires, or from old age or inability to perform their

duties, and for granting pecuniary aid or other assistance to the

widows and children of persons killed by accident while in the

discharge of their duties at fires, or who die from injuries received

or from illness contracted while in the service of the corporation

as firemen.

A resolution of a municipal council for the payment of an indemnity of

a thousand dollars to the heirs of firemen killed in the performance of their

duties is valid either under a general power to make by-laws for the "peace,

order, good government and general welfare" of the municipality or an

authority to pass by-laws to hire firemen as being a condition to the hiring:

Enright v. Montreal (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C. 448.

Fires—Prevention of.

A property owner cannot maintain an action to enforce by injunction a

municipal fire limit by-law: Tompkins v. Brockville (1899), 31 O.R. 124,

McBean v. Wyllie (1902), 14 Man. L.R. 135.

The principle of these decisions was applied in the case of an appUcation

for an injunction to restrain the granting of a permit for the erection of

a building, the erection of which, it was alleged, would contravene the pro-

visions of a residential street by-law: Mackenzie v. Toronto (1915), 7 O.W.N.
820.

16. For regulating the construction, alteration or repairs of bi?i^^°eto

buildings.

17. For prohibiting the erection of wooden buildings or wooden Wooden
Duilduigs.

additions, and of wooden fences, or the removal of any such

building or fence from one place to another in defined areas of

the municipality.

"Erection."—In Reg. v. Howard (1884), 4 O.R. 377, it was held that

re-shingUng an old house, as it had been shingled, was not an "erection"

within R.S.O. (1877) c. 174, s. 467 (6); and in Reg. v. Copp (1889), 17 O.R.

738, it was held that R.S.O. (1887) o. 184, s. 496 (10), did not authorize

the regulation of the mode of construction of the interior walls of an existing

building that was being subdivided.

These cases are not now applicable, owing to amendments that have been

made since they were decided, and particularly to the amendment made by
1 Geo. V. c. 57, s. 9, to what is now paragraph 16, by the addition of the

words, "or alterations or repairs to," to what was then 3 Edw. VII. c. 19,

s. 542 (1), cl. (a), which read "for regulating the erection of buildings."
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The Municipal Act (1881), c. 16, s. 104 (58, 78) (B.C.), does not authorize

the passing of a by-law to regulate mere alterations in existing buildings:

Reg. V. On Hing (1884), 1 B.C.R. Pt. II. 148.

Under the charter of the city of St. Henri, the council may by by-law

prohibit the construction of buildings of less than two stories which are not

cottages: St. Pierre v. St. Henri (1902), 5 Que.P.R. 362.

ICnd of walls.
18. For prphibiting the erection or placmg within defined areas

of buildings or additions to them with main walls other than of

brick, cement, concrete, iron or stone, and roofing of other than

incombustible material.

This paragraph does not authorize the passing of a by-law requiring "all

buildings damaged by fire, if built or partially rebuilt," to be made fireproof

at the peril of the building being removed at the expense of the owner : Quinn

V. Orillia (1897), 28 O.R. 435.

It is probable that this case is still law, notwithstanding the wide language

of par. 16, the generaUty of which may not cover the cases specifically dealt

with in this paragraph.

Where an enabling statute empowers a municipal council to impose building

restrictions within certain fixed limitations, but the statute is not intended

of itself to prohibit anything, the council may, by its by-law, stop short of

the limit in the exercise of its discretion, and impose only a part of the autho-

rized restrictions: In re Coleman and McCallum (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1127,

11 D.L.R. 138.

A by-law which prohibits the erection within a defined area of any building

"the outside and party walls" of which are not constructed of "brick, stonei

concrete or other approved of incombustible material" goes beyond this

section, which authorizes the passing of by-laws prohibiting the erection of

any building the "main walls" of which are not of "brick, iron or stone":

Toronto v. Rogers (1914), 31 O.L.R. 167, 19 D.L.R. 75.

It was said by Mulock, C.J. (p. 172), that the effect of the by-law was

to prohibit "the erection of a building whose main walls are to be of iron,"

and that this defect was not cured by the words "or other approved of incom-

bustible material," because they permitted the withholding approval where

iron was to be used. Magee, J.A., was of the same opinion, and thought

that the by-law was open to objection because (I) it did not prohibit all

wooden buildings, but expressly permitted "wooden sheds," and what is

called a wooden stable, if the latter be covered with roughcast or iron sheeting;

(2) the statute allows prohibition of buildings other than with main walls

of brick, iron or stone and roofing of incombustible material. The by-law

permits roofs of shingles if laid on asbestos paper; (3) the statute refers to

main walls; the by-law only speaks of outside and party walls; (4) the by-
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law permits walls of "concrete," which is not mentioned in the statute, and
also permits "other approved-of incombustible material."

The view of Magee, J.A., was that, if the powers conferred by the statute

were exercised, the prohibition must extend to everything mentioned in the

enactment under which the by-law is passed: for instance, that in a by-law
passed under clause (c) the prohibition must extend to buildings other than
with main walls of brick, iron or stone and roofing of incombustible material;

and that, if it does not, it is open to objection, or, as he expressed it, "the
power to prohibit given by this statute did not, however, in my opinion,

give power to discriminate so as to prohibit some things while permitting

others over which the power extended": p. 176. The correctness of that

view is open to serious question, and it would seem that a more reasonable

view of the meaning of the enactment is that it fixes the Umit of the power
to prohibit, but does not prevent the council from making its by-law less

onerous than it would be if the power were exercised to the full extent of the

authority conferred, and it is difficult to see why these numbered objections

should prevail.

None of the other Judges expressed any opinion as to this aspect of the
case.

See upon this point In re Coleman and McCallum (supra).

19. For regulating the repairing or alteration of roofs or the S|'bjii(^^*'

external walls of existing buildings within such areas, so that the

buildings may be as nearly as practicable fireproof.

20. For authorizing the pulling down or removal, at the expense f^'^uuff

'

of the owner, of any building or erection constructed, altered, el^^I.

repaired or placed in contravention of the by-law.

21. For authorizing the pulling down or repairing or renewing, f^'ls^
''"'.'"'

at the expense of the owner, of any building, fence, scaffolding or r™"™ state,

erection, which, by reason of its ruinous or dilapidated state,

faulty construction or otherwise is in an unsafe condition as regards

danger from fire or risk of accident.

See Home v. Vancouver (1911), 19 W.L.R. 654 (B.C.), noted under s. 399,

par. 46.

22. For prohibiting or regulating the use of fire or lights in ^o J" stabiea,

factories, stables, cabinet makers' shops, carpenters' shops, paint

shops, dye and cleaning works, and places where their use may
cause or promote fire.
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Dangerous
manufactures. 23. For prohibiting or regulating the carrying on of manufac-

tures or trades which may be deemed dangerous in causing or

spreading fire.

In Reg. V. Webster (1888), 16 O.R. 187, a by-law prohibiting the carrying

on of manufactories of a certain class within 300 feet of any other building

unless with the consent in -writing of the owners of the buildings within the

300 feet, "such consent, however, to be submitted for approval by the Chair-

man of the Board of Works," was held to be invaUd. The view of the Court

was that "the by-law was unjustifiable on the ground that it delegates in

part the exercise of the judgment and discretion that should be exercised

by the enacting body alone, and does not place all the inhabitants in the

same position in regard to the matters affected by the enactment": p. 192.

In the same case a provision of another by-law which excepted from the

prohibition it contained cases in which the leave of the council was obtained

was also held to be bad.

Inspecting and
regulating elec-

tric wires, etc.

Construction of
chimneys, fire-

places, etc.

24. For regulating aiid inspecting wires and other apparatus

placed or used for the transmission of electricity for any purpose

in or along any highway or on o'r in any building, and for requiring

any such wire or other apparatus Which is deemed unsafe or

dangerous to be removed or repaired at the expense of the person

to whom it belongs or who is using it.

25. For regulating the construction of chimneys, flues, fire-

places, stoves, ovens, boilers or other apparatus or things which

may be dangerous in causing or promoting fire, a;nd for removing

at the expense of the owner any of them constructed in contra-

vention of the by-law.

Dimensions and 26. For regulating the construction as to dimensions and other-
cleamng of

^ ^
chimneys. wise, and for enforcing the proper cleaning of chimneys.

This provision does not authorize a by-law requiring that aU chimneys

shall be swept only by chimney inspectors appointed by the council: Reg.

V. Johnston (1876), 38 U.C.R. 549.

Removal of 27. For regulating the mode of removal and safe keeping of

ashes.

party walls. 28. For regulating and enforcing the erection of party walls.
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29. For requiring the owners and occupants of buildings to have Scuttles, lad-

scuttles in the roof, with approaches, or stairs or ladders leading houses.

to the roof.

30. For requiring buildings and yards to be put in a safe con- Sgsal^nst fi«!

dition to guard against fire or other dangerous risk or accident.

31. For requiring each inhabitant to provide as many fire Fire buckets,

buckets, in such manner and at such time as may be prescribed;

and for regulating the inspection of them and their use at fires.

32. For authorizing appointed ofl&cers to enter at all reasonable iMpection of .

premises.

times upon any property, in order to ascertain whether the pro-

visions of the by-law are obeyed, and to enforce or carry into

effect the same.

I

33. For suppressing fires, and for pulling down or demolishing Srel™n^1,f

buildings or other erections when deemed necessary to prevent

the spread of fire.

See notes to s. 8 (liability for torts).

Liability in case op btjildings demolished to prevent the spreading
OP PIRE.

A municipal corporation is not liable to an action for anj^thing lawfully

done under the authority of this enactment, but the corporation would be

liable to pay compensation under s. 325, because, by the pulling down or

demolishing of the building or erection, land was injuriously affected by the

exercise of a power of the corporation or of its council under the authority

of the Act within the meaning of that section.

At common law there was no liability for pulling down a house, to save

a city or town, if the next house were on fire, which every man might do

without being Uable to an actjon: 12 Coke's Rep. 13. The power conferred

by par. 33 is wider. It is not confined to cases in which the next house is

on fire, but may be exercised "when deemed necessary to prevent the spread

of fire."

The law of Quebec would appear to be the same as that of Ontario: Quebec

V. Mahonfey (1901), Q.R. 10 K.B. 378; Guardian Assurance Company v.

Chicoutimi (1915), 51 S.C.R. 562, 25 D.L.R. 322.

Article 4426 of the Revised Statutes of Quebec, 1888, provid0s that town

corporations may pass by-laws "to authorize certain persons to cause to be
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blown up, pulled down or demolished such buildings as may appear necessary

in order to arrest the progress of any fire, saving all damages and indemnity

payable by the corporation to the proprietors of such buildings, to an amount
agreed upon betw'een the parties or on contestation to an amount settled by
arbitrators. In the absence of any by-law under this article, the mayor
may, during the course of any fire, exercise this power by giving a special

authorization."

This article is better than par. 33, in that it authorizes the power to be

conferred on certain persons, and, in so doing, obviates complications that

may arise under the Ontario Act owing to questions being raised as to the

right to delegate the authority to determine whether it is necessary to exer-

cise the power which par. 33 confers. It is probable that, as in the cases

in which it would be proper to exercise the power, it would be manifestly

impracticable for the council, as a body, to act, the power to appoint persons

to act is included in the authority which par. 33 confers.

The law on this subject, as stated in Dillon on Corporations, 5th ed.,

^s. 1632-3-4-5, is that upon the principle salus populi suprema est lex, "In

cases of imminent and urgent public necessity, any individual or municipal

officer may raze or demolish houses and other combustible structures in a

city or compact town to prevent the spreading of an existing conflagration.

This he may do independently of statute and without responsibility to the

owner for the damages he thereby sustains," and that there is no liability

to compensate unless it is imposed by statute.

In Vallieres v. Montreal (1908), Q.R. 33 S.C. 250, which was the case of

damage done to a building by water thrown upon a burning building for the

purpose of extinguishing the fire, it was held that the measures taken by
their officers and overseers authorized by law to fight fires do not render

municipal corporations Uable for any of the damages to burned properties

and those adjoining. They are deemed to be the effect of force majeure.

Enforcing assist-

ance at fires.

Regulations.

34. For regulating the conduct and enforcing the, assistance of

persons present, and for thr preservation of property at fires.

35. For making such other regulations for preventing fires and

the spread of fires as the council may deem necessary.

B«movaI of

sunken vessels,

etc., from har-
bours, etc.

Harbours, yVharves, Waters, etc.—Removal of Obstructions from.

36. For requiring and regulating the removal from any public

wharf, dock, slip, drain, sewer, shore, bay, harbour, river or water,

of all sunken, grounded or wrecked vessels, barges, crafts, cribs,

rafts, logs or other obstructions or incumbrances, by the owner,
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charterer or person in charge, or any other person who ought to

remove the same.

Milk and Bread Tickets, etc

ing the use of tickets, che

vendors of or dealers in milk, bread, or other articles of food,

37. For regulating the use of tickets, checks or coupons by ^i\^ and bread

Naming and Surveying Streets.

38. To provide for surveying, settling and marking the boundary tSSfiM ot

lines of highways and giving names to them or changing their stoeeteret?

names, and for affixing the names at the comers thereof, on public

or private property:

(a) A by-law for changing the name of a highway shall not cSSn/^ines

have any force or effect unless passed by a vote of at least

three-fourths of all the members of the council, or until

a copy of it certified under the l^and of the clerk and the

seal of the corporation has been registered in the registry

office of the proper registry division.

(6) A by-law for changing the name of a highway in a city

or town shall state the reason for the change, and shall

not be finally passed until it has been approved by a Judge

of the Coujity or District Court of the county or district

in which the municipality is situate.

(c) The Judge, on the application of the council, shall appoint

a day, hour and place for considering the by-law, and for

hearing those advocating and opposing the change. *

(d) A copy of the by-law and of the appointment shall be

served on the registrar of the registry division in which

the municipality is situate at least two weeks before the

time appointed, and a notice of the application in such

form as the Judge may approve shall be published once

in the Ontario Gazette at least two weeks before the time

so appointed, and at least once a week for four successive
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Numbering
bouses, etc.

Record of

streets, num-
bers, etc.

Fits and
quarries.

Importuning
travellers.

weeks in such other newspaper or newspapers as the Judge

may direct.

(e) If the Judge approves of the change he shall so certify,

and his certificate shall be registered with the by-law, and

the change shall take effect from the date of the regis-

tration.

Numbering Houses and Lots.

39. For numbering the buildings and lots along the highways

and for affixing numbers to the buildings, and for charging the

owner or occupant with the expense incident to the numbering

of his building or lot.

(a) Such expense may be collected in the same maimer as

taxes, and if paid by the occupant, subject to any agree-

ment between him and the owner, may be deducted from

the rent payable to the owner.

Numbers and Record of Streets.

40. For keeping (and every such council shall keep) a. record

of the highways and of the numbers of the buildings and lots, and

for entering therein (and every such council is hereby required

to enter therein) a kiivision of the streets with boundaries and

distances for public inspection.

Pits and Quarries.

41. For prohibiting the making of pits and quarries in the muni-

cipality or regulating the location of them.

(o) The making or locating ofia pit or quarry in contravention

of the by-law in addition to any other remedy may be

restrained by action at the instance of the corporation.

Runners.

42. For prohibiting persons from importuning on a highway or

in a public place others to travel in or employ any vessel or vehicle,
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or to go to any tavern or boarding house, or for regulating persons

so employed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, pars. 10-42.

The provisions of this paragraph were first enacted by 22 Vict. c. 99,

s. 287 (27). Before that Act the corresponding provision did not extend to

importuning to go to a tavern or boarding-house nr to regulating persons so

employed.

Sewer Rents.

43. For charging all persons who own or occupy land drained, Sewer rents,

or which by by-law of the council is required to be drained, into

a common sewer, a reasonable rent for the use of it; for regulating

the time and maimer in which the rent is to be paid; for pro-

viding for the payment of a commutation of such rent or charging

a gross sum in lieu of rent and for the payment of such commuta-

tion or gross sum either in cash or by instalments with interest.

(a) This paragraph shall not apply to a sewer constructed as

a local improvement. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 400, par. 43.

(6) All sewer rents shall form a lien and" charge upon the real
^^^^^^ on^iand

estate upon or in respect of which the same have been

assessed and rated or charged and shall be collected in

the same manner and with the like remedies as ordinary

taxes on real estate are collected under the provisions of Rev. stat.^
c. 195.

The Assessment Act. 6 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 5.

Sidewalks—Horses and Cattle upon.

44. For prohibiting the leading, riding or driving of horses or
°o,^'"i|'g°*°iis

cattle upon sidewalks or in other places not proper therefor. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 400, par. 44.

Smoke Prevention.

45. For requiring the owner, lessee, tenant, agent, manager or Smokepre-
, ., . .

vention.

occupant of any premises m, or of a steam boiler m connection

with which a fire is burning and every person who operates, uses

or causes or permits to be used any furnace or fire, to prevent

'

the emission to the atmosphere from such fire of opaque or dense
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smoke for a period of more than six minutes in any one hour, or

at any other point than the opening to the atmosphere of the

flue, stack or chimney.

(a) This paragraph shall not apply to a furnace or fire used

in connection with the reduction, refining, or smelting of

ores or minerals or the manufacture of cement, or to

dwelling houses, except apartment houses;

(&) No person shall incur a penalty for an infraction of the

by-law (until 90 days after notice from the corporation of

the existence of such by-law and such notice may be given

by publication of the by-law in the Ontario Gazette and in

a daily newspaper published in the municipality for four

successive weeks). 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, ,s. 400, par. 45;

5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 26.

The words in brackets were inserted by 5 Geo. V. o. 34 s. 26.

A Dominion railway company, in the operation of its locomotive engines,

is not subject to a by-law passed under the authority of this paragraph.

So held by Middleton, J., in Rex v. Canadian Pacific Railway Company
(1914), 33 O.L.R. 248. On appeal to a Divisional Court, his judgment was

affirmed on the ground that the by-law did not apply to a locomotive engine,

and it was said by the Chief Justice that the Court expressed no opinion as

to the reasons given for the judgment of the Court below: (1916) lb. 25

D.L.R. 444, 24 Can. Cr. Cas. 226.

The ventilating flue in a round-house, constructed for the purpose of

carrying away smoke or fumes from the round-house and conducting them
to a place where they would be less objectionable, is not "a flue, stack or

chimney" within the meaning of this paragraph: Rex v. Grand Trunk Rail-

way Company (1916), 10 O.W.N. 374.

This case is now in appeal.

Spitting on Sidewalks, etc.

waiks"pubifii''°'
^^- ^°^ prohibiting spitting on sidewalks and pavements, and

buildings, etc.
jj^ ^j^g passages and stairways of and entrances to public buildings,

and in buildings, halls, rooms and places to which the public

resort, in street cars and public conveyances, and in such other

public places as may be designated in the by-law.
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Stables, etc.

47. For regulating the location, erection and use of stables, Location of

garages, bams, outhouses and manure pits. **"

In addition to this power, councils of cities, having a population of not
less than 100,000, have power to prohibit or to regulate and control the
location or erection of garages as provided by s. 410, par. 1.

Trading Stamps, Coupons, etc.

48< For prohibiting the giving, selling, or distributing of or the Trading stamps

deialing with trading stamps, coupons, or other similar devices,

by any person engaged in trade or business or the receiving of

them.

(o) The by-law shall not apply to a merchant or manufactmrer Merchants'

'

^ •' premium
who places in or upon packages of goods, or delivers to <^<'p°^-

purchasers of goods sold or manufactured by him at the

time of the purchase, tickets or coupons, which state upon

their face the place of delivery thereof, and the cash or

merchantable value of them, and are redeemable at any

time, but only by the merchant or manufacturer giving

them and at the place where such goods were sold or pur-

chased.
'

See notes to s. 249 (1) (constitutionality), referring to Wilder v. Montreal

(1905), Q.R. 14 KB. 139.

Traffic on Highways, etc.. Driving of Cattle, etc.

49. For regulating traffic in the highways and the width of the Regulating
traffic on streoti

tires and wheels of all vehicles used for the conveyance of articles ^^^ mdth of

of burden, goods, wares or merchandise; and for prohibiting heavy

traffic and the use of traction engines and the driving of cattle,

sheep, pigs and other animals in certain highways and public

places named in the by-law, and for prohibiting traffic in any but

one direction in highways which in the opinion of the council are

too narrow for the passing of one vehicle by another.

See McMillan v. Portage La Prairie (1896), 11 Man. L.R. 216, noted

under s. 249 (1) (necessity for by-law and other cases).

wheels.
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Sec. 400(50) (&).

Reg. V. Pipe (1882), 1 O.R. 43, noted under s. 249 (1) (by-laws which

discriminate).

Canadian Pacific Railway Company v. Toronto (1902), 1 O.W.R. 255,

noted under s. 249 (1) (by-laws passed in breach of agreement, etc.).

Rex V. Maher (1905), 10 O.L.R. 102, noted under par. 5.

The power of a council to regulate the mode of user of the highways must

be exercised in good faith in the interests of the public and the municipality,

and not for ulterior purposes, and, when not so exercised, the by-law will

be quashed: Bell Telephone Company v. Owen Sound (1904), 8 O.L.R. 74.

Allowing a boy under the age of sixteen to be in charge of a vehicle driven

upon the streets, in contravention of a by-law passed under the authority

of this paragraph, does not render the employer of the boy liable for an

injury caused by the horse having run away, the object of the legislation

being not for the protection of the driver, but of the public: Milligan v.

Thorn (1914), 32 O.L.R. 195.

For a review of the cases bearing on the question of the reciprocal duties

of the motorman and the drivers of vehicles crossing the tracks of a street

railway, see Carleton v. Regina (1912), 5 S.L.R. 90, 1 D.L.R. 778, 20 W.L.R.

395, 1 W.W.R. 953, and the annotations to that case in D.L.R. and B'alke

V. Edmonton (1912), 4 A.L.R. 406, 1 D.L.R. 876, 21 W.L.R. 22, 2 W.W.R. 8.

See also 7 Geo. V. c. 48, s 3.

Appointment of

night-watch-nigl

men,

Special rate for

expenses.

Petition by
ratepayers.

Proof of signa-

tures.

Watchmen.

50. For employing and paying one or more watchmen to patrol

at night, or between certain hours of the night, any highway or

part of a highway, to be defined by the by-law and to guard and

protect property; and for levying and collecting in the same

manner and at the same time as taxes are levied and collected,

by special rate, according to its assessed value, upon the land

abutting on such highway or part of a highway within the limits

defined by the by-law, except vacant lots, the expenses of or inci-

dental to the employment of such night-watchmen.

(a) The by-law shall not be passed except upon petition of

two-thirds of the assessed owners and tenants of the land

liable to be charged with the expenses, representing at

least two-thirds of the assessed value of such land.

(6) A petition shall not be acted on unless the signatures to

it, and that the contents of it were made known to each

person before signature, are proved by affidavit.
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(c) As between the landlord and tenant, in the absence of any Liability of
' tenant.

express agreement to the contrary, the tenant shall be

liable for the expenses for the period of his occupation.

(d) When land is occupied by a tenant the owner shall ;Qot be
J^'"™;"™"'

''°*

entitled to petition.

Vacant Lots—Enclosure of.

51. For requiring vacant lots to be properly enclosed. 3-4 Geo. Vacant iota.

V. c, 43, s. 400, pars. 46-51.

Water Tanks and Towers.

52. For regulating the construction, erection, alteration or re- Water tanks and

pairing of water tanks and water towers whether on buildings

or elsewhere, and for prohibiting the coiistrudtion, erection, alter-

ing or repairing of same contrary to such regulations. 6 Geo. V.

c. 39, s. 6.

Markets, etc.

401. Subject to the Next Succeeding Section By-laws Market by-iaws.

MAif,BE Passed by the Councils op Urban Munici-
palities.

1. For establishing, maintaining and regulating markets.

It is not ultra vires a council, which has passed a by-law establishing a

market, to amend the by-law so as to provide that the market square may
be put, from time to time, to such uses as to the council may seem best in

the interest of the public, and a by-law providing that a portion of a market

should be used for the holding of shows, exhibitions, meetings and assemblies

is within the authority and jurisdiction of the council to pass: Godden v.

Toronto (1908), 12 O.W.R. 708.

A municipal council for the purpose of retaining in its municipality a

manufacturing establishment, which had been destroyed by fire, passed a

resolution, which was subnutted to and approved by the ratepayers, by which

the use was given to the proprietors, of a building which served as a public

market and the land surrounding it for ten years, and, after the expiration

of that period, they were to be the owners of the building and land on certain

conditions. The resolution also provided for a fixed valuation for the pur-

pose of taxation during the ten years.

The validity of this resolution was attacked upon the ground that the

building and land, being a public market, were inalienable, or at least that

Establishing
markets.
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Regulating
vending in
streets, etc.

the destination of them could not be changed, but it was held that the council

had power to change the destination of the market, and that that was what
was done by the resolution.

Lamontagne v. Levis (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 293.

See BoUander v. Ottawa (1898), 30 O.R. 7, (1900) 27 A.R. 335, in which

it was held that a provision similar to par. 1 did not give power to prevent

an auctioneer from exercising his calling in the markets in respect of any
commodities which may be properly sold there.

2. For prohibiting or regulating the sale by retail in the high-

ways or on vacant lots adjacent to them of any meat, vegetables,

grain, hay, fruit, beverages, smallware's and other articles, and

for regulating traffic in and preventing the blocking up of the

highways by vehicles or otherwise.

Sale of grain,

meat, farm pro-
duce, small-
wares, etc.

3. For regulating the place and manner of selling and weighing

grain, meat, vegetables, fish, hay, straw, and other fodder, wood,

lumber, shingles, farm produce, smallwares and all other articles

exposed for sale, and prescribing the fees to be paid therefor.

Leased butchers' stalls in a market are not part of the market within the

meaning of regulations making all articles sold or exposed for sale in the

market liable to pay toll. An agreement made in such a stall for the sale

of vegetables to be subsequently delivered at the stall is not an offence against

a by-law requiring all persons carrying articles for sale into the market to

report to the deputy clerk of the market and pay toll, and forbidding all

persons from selling or offering for sale any article without having a stand

assigned and at any place- except at the stand so assigned: Rex v. Man-
chester (1908), 3S N.B. 424, 4 E.L.R. 538.

Criers and
vendors of
smallwares.

4. For prohibiting criers and vendors of smallwares from prac-

tising their calling in the market place, or on the highways, or

on vacant lots adjacent to the market place or to a highway.

In Rex V. Sang Chong (1909), 11 W.L.R. 231 (B.C.), it was held that a

by-law providing that "no pedlar shall peddle any dairy produce except

milk or garden or field produce or fruit in any part of the city before the

hour of ten o'clock on any market day . . . and no person other than

a consumer buying for his own use shall buy or bargain for any goods exposed

in the market before the said hour of ten o'clock a.m." was not authorized

by subs. 63 or subs. 66 of s. 125 of The Act of Incorporation of the City of

Vancouver.
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Subsection 63 authorized the passing of by-laws "for establishing markets
and stock yards and for regulating the same, and subs. 66 authorized the
passing of by-laws "for preventing or regulating criers and vendors of any
vegetables . . . from practising their calling in any public markets,
pubhc sheds and vacant lots and the streets and lanes adjacent to the market."

It will be observed that subs. 66 gives much less power than par. 2 does.

It limits the power to prohibit, as far as streets and lanes are concerned, to

those adjacent to the market,- while par. 2 extends to all highways.

5. For prohibiting the forestalling, regrating or monopoly of
fy'gt'^iujj'* ,t„

grain, wood, meat, fish, fruit, roots, vegetables, poultry, dairy

products, eggs and all articles for family u*se, which are usually

sold in the market, and for prohibiting or regulating the purchase

of such things by hucksters, grocers, butchers, runners or whole- Hucksters, etc.

salers, or by persons who directly or indirectly purchase or acquire

them for re-sale.

(a) Farmers and other producers may nevertheless sell such Proviso,

things at stores and shops at any time.
V

6. For regulating the measuring or weighing of lime, shingles, Measuring, etc.,

laths, cordwood, coal and other fuel.

Where there has been a complete sale of any of the articles mentioned

in this paragraph made beyond the limits of the municipality, and the only

act done within it is the delivery, there is no right to require that the article

shall be weighed upon the market scales and be subject to the fees for weighing

fixed by the by-law, and a by-law which assumes to require that to be done

is invalid: Rex v. Woollatt (1906), 11 O.L.R. 544.

Under subs. (/) of s. 654 of The Municipal Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 116,

the council of a town may pass a by-law requiring that^ all coal in the town
shall, before delivery, be weighed on the public weigh scales, which the town
,is authorized by subs, (i) of s. 632 to establish, and that the person delivering

such coal shall, at the time of delivery, hand to the purchaser a certificate

of the true weight signed by the public weigh master. The power to regu-

late the sale of coal enables the council to make these provisions. They
cannot be regarded as in restraint of trade. The by-law is not in contra-

vention of s. 368, as creating a monopoly in the weighing of coal, being only

part of the machinery for the administration of the public affairs of the town:

In re Miller and Virden (1906), 16 Man. L.R. 479, 5 W.L.R. 49.

A by-law requiring all coal sold in the municipaUty to be weighed on the

corporation's scales before being sold is invalid, the powef conferred by muni-

33—M0N. LAW.
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Penalties for

Hght weight;
etc.

oipal ordinance R.O. c. 70, s. 91 (16), n6t extending beyond compelling

dealers in coal to weigh on the municipality's scales when requested by the

purchaser.

Where there was authority to compel dealers in coal to weigh on the cor-

poration's scales, if requested by the purchaser, and there was no request by
the purchaser, a conviction under the by-law was quashed: Rex v. Frank-

feldt (1910), 13 W.L.R. 108.

, 7. For imposing penalties for light weight or short count or

measurement in anything marketed.

ofli'ht weSt^ ^- ^^^ seizing and forfeiting any articles, except bread, of light

^^- weight or short measure.

^^iM'uled in
^- "^^^ regulating vehicles, vessels, and other things in which

market vending, anything is exposed for sale or marketed and for imposing a reason-

able duty thereon, and establishing the mode in M'hich it shall be

paid.

Sale of meat
diBtrained.

10. For selling, after six hours' notice, butchers' meat distrained

for rent of a market stall. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s 401.

In the notes to this section only such cases ^s appear to be likely to be

helpful under present conditions have been mentioned. Earlier cases of

little or no practical importance are not referred to, but any one desiring

to consult them will find them noted in Biggar's Municipal Manual, pp. 713

to 729 (inc.), under ss. 579, 580-1.

No market fees

to be imposed
on certain pro-
ducts.

402.—(1) No 'market fee shall be imposed, levied or collected,

in respect of wheat, barley, rye, corn, oats, or any other grain,

hay or othelr seed, wool, lumber, lath, shingles, cordwood or other

firewood, dressed hogs, cheese, hay, straw or other fodder, brought

to market, or upon the market place, for sale or other disposal.

(2) No market fee shall be imposed, levied or collected inWhen fees may
be charged on

bimihtu," respect of butter, eggs, poultry, honey, celery, small fruits or other
market.

^rticles in hand baskets, brought to market, or upon the market

place, for sale or other disposal, unless a convenient and fit place

affording shelter in summer, and shelter and reasonable protec-

tion from the cold in winter, in which to expose them for sale is

provided by the corporation.
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(3) Where the vendor of an article brought withm the mimici- f^ °o* ^ be^.

pality in pursuance of a prior contract for the sale of it proceeds ^^^^^t
directly to the place of delivery, without hawking it upon the p™' <»>'t™'=t-

highways or elsewhere in the municipality, no market fee shall

be imposed, levied, or collected in respect of it.

(4) No market fee shall be imposed, levied or collected in Nor on articles

brought into

respect of any article brought into the municipaUty after ten mumoipauty

o'clock in the forenoon, unless it is offered or exposed for sale upon

the market place.

(5) No by-law shall require hay, straw or other fodder to be when articles

need not be
weighed, or wood to be measured, where iieither the vendor nor weighed or

/ ^ measured.

the purchaser desire to have it weighed or measured.

(6) A person who has exposed or offered for sale an article Time after
which attend-

in the market place and has paid the prescribed fee, if any, in ance on

espect of it may, after nine o'clock in the forenoon, between the required.

1st day of April and the 1st day of November, and after ten o'clock

in the forenoon, between the 1st day of November and the 1st

day of April, sell such article elsewhere than in the market place.

(7) No market fees may be imposed, levied or collected, higher Scaie of market
fees.

than those contained in the following scale:

—

On a motor vehicle or a vehicle drawn by more than

one hors6 or other animal in which articles are '

brought to the market place 10 cents.

If the vehicle is dra\vn by one hotse or other animal 5 cents.

Upon a vehicle propelled or drawn by hand or a

basket or vessel in which articles are brought to

the market place 2 cents.

Upon the person briagiag articles to the market

place by hand and not in a vehicle, basket, or

vessel 2 cents.

Upon live stock brought to the market place for sale:

—

,

A horse, mare, or gelding 10 cents.

A head of homed cattle 5 cents.

A sheep, calf, or swine 2 cents.
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wdgh^iOT^'" (8) No fees may be imposed, levied or collected for weighuig
measuring.

^^ measuring, greater than those contained in the following

scale:

—

For weighing a load of hay 15 cents.

For weighing slaughtered meat, or grain, or other

articles exposed for sale, if weiring less than one

hundred poimds 2 cents.

If weighing more than one hundred and less than

one thousand pounds 5 cents.

If weighing more than one thousand pounds. ... 10 cents.

For weighing live animals, other than sheep or

swine, per head 3 cents.

For weighuig sheep or pigs, if more than five, per

head 1 cent.

If less than five, for the lot 4 cents.

For measuring a load of wood 5 cents.

Subsection 1 not (9) gubsectiou 1, shall uot apply to a municipality in which
to appljr where ^ ' ' '^'^ ' f J

aiio'SS ^sa'Pe
°° there is in force a by-law providing that vendors of articles in

Mo'epTatThe respect of which under the provisions of paragraph 3 of section 401,
market; ^ market fee may be imposed, may, without paying market fees,

offer for sale and sell or otherwise dispose of such articles, at any

place within the municipality, excepting only at the market place.

fawmaympose (10) Subjcct to subsection 2, the council of a municipality to

^uStST"™ which subsection 9 applies, may by by-law provide for ifhposing,

and on others levying and collecting market fees from such vendors who volun-
selling within
100 yards of tarilv use the market place for selling such articles or from any
market.

.

person who or whose vehicle remains upon that part of a high-

way which is within 100 yards of the market place, for the pur-

pose of selling any of such articles other than grain, seeds, dressed

hogs or wool upon such highway, but driving through or across

Exoe tion as to
^^^^ P^^^ °^ ^ highway shall not authorize the imposition of any

OTre^g"^™"' market fee; nor shall any market fee be imposed in respect of

maS^"^' an article sold to a person carrying on business and having a
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bona fide store, shop or other similar place of business on such

part of a highway.

(11) Where a highway is used as a market place or market, Feeanottobe
charged where

or part of a market place or market, no market fees shall be highway used^ -^ '
as market.

imposed, levied or collected upon articles brought to that part

of the highway which is so used, but this subsection shall not

apply to so much of a highway as adjoins or abuts upon a market

square established as a market place.

(12) Subsections 9 to 11 shall not apply to any mimicipahty Case of mumci-

where no market fees were charged or imposed on the 10th day posing market
lees.

of March, 1882, but subsections 1 to 8 and 13 and 14 of this

section shall apply to such municipality in the event of market

fees being thereafter charged or imposed therein.

(13) Nothing in the preceding subsections contained shall pre- Power to regu-

, ..1.,-,. t , I* . 1 l^te sales when
vent any municipality wherein no market fees are .imposed or- no fees are

charged.

charged from regulating the sale and the place of sale of any

articles within the municipality to the samq extent as it might

do before the 10th day of March, 1882;

(o) Market fees within the meaning of this subsection shall proviso,

not include fees for weighing or measuring;

(6) After nine o'clock in the forenoon, between the 1st day Proviso,

of April and the 1st day of November, and after ten

o'clock in the forenoon between the 1st day of November
and the 1st day of April, no person shall be compelled to

remain on, or resort to, any market place with any articles

which he may have for sale, but may, after the expira-

tion of such hour, sell or dispose of such articles elsewhere

than in or on said market places.

(14) Whenever subsections 1 to 8 or subsections 9 to 11 of this fioonaistent

section are in force in any municipality, so much of any Act or tTapSyr °
^

law as may be contrary to, and as conflicts with the same, shall

not be in force in or apply to such municipaUty.
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Eight to sell or
lease market

(15) A corporation may sell or lease its market fees with the

right to collect them. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 402.

403. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties,

Cities ANb Towns.

Giants to imi-

versitieSt col-

leges, historical

societies, etc.

Educational Institutions—Aid to.

1. For making grants in aid of the University of Toronto or of

Upper Canada College, or of any other university or college in

Ontario, or of any historical, literary, or scientific society.

(a) Such grants may be made from time to time, and may be

either by one payment, or by an annual payment for a

limited number of years, and upon such terms and con-

ditions as may be agreed upon and may include supplying

Upper Canada College with water from the waterworks

of the city of Toronto, without charge.

Endowing
fellowships, etc.,

in universities
and colleges.

Aid to art
schools.

Endowing Fellowships.

2. For endowing fellowships, scholarships or exhibitions, and

other similar prizes, in the University of Toronto, or in Upper

Canada College, or in any other university or college in Ontario,

for compeitition among the pupils of the collegiate institutes and

high schools in the municipality.

3. For granting aid to art schools, approved by the Department

of Education.

Aid to industrial 4. For granting aid, for the erection, establishment or equip-
pchoois.

ment of an industrial school, to any philanthropic society, within

Eev. Stat. the meaning of The Industrial Schools Act, upon the board of/

which the council is represented.

Supporting Pupils at High Schools, Universities and Colleges.

Supporsing cer- 5- For making permanent provision for defraying the expenses

ptpii^lt'iShrCT- of the attendance at the University of Toronto or at Upper Canada
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College, or at any other university or college in Ontario, of such sUiea, colleges,

of the pupils of any collegiate institute or high school of the munici-

pality as are unable to incur the expense, but are desirous of, and

in the opinion of the head master thereof possess competent attain-

ments for, competing for any scholarship, exhibition or other

similar ptize offered by such university or college.

6. For making similar provision for the attendance at any
fjj^ojffo?'^"'

collegiate institute or high school, for the like purpose, of pupils higr^hOTis.'

of public schools of the municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 403.

404. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Towns,

Villages and Townships.

Education.

1. For making grants in aid of, or to build, preserve, enlarge Grant3 to high

or improve any collegiate institute or high school in another

municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 404.

405. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties

AND Cities.

Horse Thieves.

1. For paying on the conviction of the offender and on the order Reward for

of the Judge or poHce magistrate before whom the conviction is peraoiis^™y°of

1 I. 1 1 im
horsestealing.

had a reward of not less than $20 to any person who pursues

and apprehends, or causes to be apprehended, any person horse

stealing within the municipality.

(a) The amount payable as the reward shall be in the discre- Proviso,

tion of the Judge or police magistrate, but shall not exceed

the amount fixed by the by-law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 405.
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Release without
trial of persons
arrested for
drunkenness.

Removal of
ashes, gaibage,
etc.

406. By-laws may be passed by the Councils of Cities and
Towns.

Bicycles, etc.

Par. 1 was repealed by 7 Geo. V. c. 48, s. 5.

This paragraph gave power to regulate use of bicycles and other vehicles

not drawn by horses on the highways.

The Highway Travel Act as amended by 7 Geo. V. c. 48 takes the place

of the repealed paragraph.

Par. 2 was repealed by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 27, see now par. Qa

of sec. 400.

Drunk and Disorderly Person.

3. For providing tliat the chief constable or any member of

the police force in charge of a police station to which a person

is brought charged with being drUnk without - being disorderly-

may release him without bringing him before a justice of the peace

or police magistrate. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 406, par. 3.

Fuel Yards.

Par. 4*'u)as repealed by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 12 (1).

See s. 399, par. 39a.

Garbage Collection.

5. For establishing and maintaining a. system for the collec-

tion, removal and disposal at the expense of the corporation [of

garbage or of garbage and other refuse or] of ashes, garbage and

other refuse, and with the approval of the Provincial Board of

Health for erecting and maintaining such buildings, machinery

and plant as may be deemed necessary for that purpose, or for

contracting with some person for the collection, removal and dis-

posal by him of the ashes, garbage and other refuse upon such

terms and conditions and subject to such regulations as may be

deemed expedient.
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(a) Where the amount required for the erection of such

buildings, machinery and plant and for acquiring the

requisite land exceeds $5,000, the by-law shall not be

finally passed without the assent of the electors entitled

to vote on money by-laws. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 406,

par. 5; 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 14 (1).

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. e. 42, s. 14 (1).

6. For the collection, removal and disposal by the corporation Special rate tor

[of garbage or of garbage and other refuse or] of ashes, garbage

and other refuse throughout the whole municipality or in defined

areas of it at the expense of the owners and occupants of the

land therein, and for imposing upon such land according to its

assessed value a special rate to defray the expense of such collec-

tion, removal and disposal.
,

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 14 (2).

(a) Subject to clause (c), no land shall be exempt froni the no land exempt.

special rate, anything in any general or special Act or in

any by-law to the contrary notwithstanding.

The words "Subject to clause (c)" were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 15.

(b) The special rate may be collected or recovered in the Heooveryof
Bpecial rate.

manner provided by section 500. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 406,

par. 6; 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 14 (2) and s. 15, part.

(c) In the case of a place of worship the council may by by- special rate

law provide that the special rate shall be imposed upon

the land according to its assessed value exclusive of the

assessed value of the buildings. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 15,

' part.

A by-law which prohibits householders from disposing of their productive

waste, such as table waste, is bad: In re Jones and Ottawa (1907), 9 O.W.R.

323, 660.
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licensing, etc.,

oflaundnes.

In In re Knox and BeUeville (1913), 5 O.W.N. 237, 25 O.W.R. 201, a by-

law passed under this section, which seemed only to contain a direction to

the garbage collector and delegated authority to the Sanitary Inspector and

the Board of Health as to matters purely ministerial, was held be not

open to objection.

Councils of villages have the powers conferred by pars. 5 and 6: sec 3.

411a, par. 2.

Laundrymen.

7. For licensing, regulating and governing laimdrymen and

laundry companies and for inspecting and regulating laundries;

(a) The by-law shall not apply to or include women carrying

on a laundry business in private dwelling houses, and

employing female labour only, or to -such dwelling houses.

(6) The by-law may provide that a license shall not be granted,

if it is deepaed that the location of the laundry is an un-

desirable one.

It has been held that authority to pass by-laws for controlling, regulating

and licensing certain businesses ''and all other business industries or callings

carried on or to be carried on within the municipality" does not authorize

the passing of a by-law imposing a Ucense fee of $25 per annum on every

person carrying on a laundry business, inasmuch as it would be unreason-

able and oppressive, as many women in destitute circumstances, who earn

a meagre support by taking in washing, would be included in its terms: In

re Song Lee and Edmonton (1903), 5 Terr. L.R. 466.

Maintaining
public conveni-
ences in cities

and towns.

Lavatories, etc.

8. For constructing and maintaining lavatories, urinals, water

closets and like conveniences, where deemed requisite, upon the

highways or elsewhere, and for supplying them with water, amd

for defraying the expense thereof and of keeping them in repair

and good order.

In an action to restrain a municipal corporation froiii constructing a public

convenience on municipal property, brought by the owners of an adjoining

lot, on which they contemplated building, on the ground that substantial

and special injury would be suffered by them (apart from that suffered by

the general pubUc by the convenience), in that the odours from the con-

venience would be offensive and that the building, being on an alleged public
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highway, would obstruct the approach to the plaintiff's proposed building,

it was held that such a public convenience was not per se a nuisance, and,

in any event, it could not be so considered, as the building was not yet erected,

and the action was, therefore, premature: British Canadian Securities v.

Victoria (1911), 16 B.C.R. 441, 19 W.L.R. 242.

See also In re Brown and Toronto (1916), 36 OTL.R. 189, 29 D.L.R. 618,

noted under s. 325 (claim for compensation for injurious affection by erection

of lavatory in highway)

.

Lifeboat Associations.

9. For granting aid to any organization owning, manning and
^og^t'oj''"*'

working lifeboats or other apparatus for life saving purposes. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 406, pars. 5-9.

Massagists, Massage Parlours.

9a. For licensing, regulating and govetning massagists and for l'^^^^/^^

inspecting and regulating massage parlours, and such by-laws ^assagiBta, etc.

may provide for the enforcement thereof through the Medical '

Health Department or Police Depiartment of the city or town.

6 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 7.
'

,

Residential Streets and Building Line.

10. For declaring any highway or part of a highway to be a
p^^^f^Mi"'

residential street, and for prescribing the distance from the line ^^gbaiiding

of the street in front of it at which no building on a residential ,

*"*

street may be erected or placed.

(a) It shall not be necessary that the distance shall be the

same on all parts, of the same street.

(6) The by-law shall not be passed excej)t by a vote of two-

thirds of all the members of the council.

In In re Dinnick and McCaUum (1913), 28 O.L.R. 52, 11 D.L.R. 509,

the question was as to whether a building fronted on a residential street as

to which there was a building line prescribed by by-law. It was to be erected

on a corner lot, which fronted on another street, but abutted on one side on
the residential street, and the front of the building was on the former of

these, and it was held, reversing (1912), 26 O.L.R. 551, 5 D.L.R. 843, that
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Commiaaionera
to manage
sewerage
syatem

.

Rev. Stat.
0. 204.

a building so erected would not, within the meaning of this provision, front

on the residential street.

It was also held, in the same case, that a by-law which prohibited the erec-

tion of buildings fronting or abutting on a street, as to which there was a

building line prescribed, was as to the word "abutting" unauthorized.

This case was folloTved in In re Charlton and Toronto (1914), 7 O.W.N.

174.

Where a building is well within the building Une prescribed by a by-law

passed under the authority of this paragraph, the erection of steps in front

of it for use as a means of access to the front door and extending beyond the

building Une, the steps not being more than four feet six inches above the

ground level, is not a contravention of the by-law: In re Masonic Temple

Company and Toronto (1915), 33 O.L.R. 497, 22 D.L.R. 458.

Councils of villages have the power conferred by par. 10: see s. 411a,

par. 1.

See also In re Wood and Winnipeg (1911), 21 Man. L.R. 426, 17 W.L.R. 220,

19 W.L.R. 366, noted under s. 249 (1) (unreasonable or oppressive by-laws).

"Properties fronting" on the line of a street include properties adjoining

or contiguous to the line of the street on any side, although the buildings

thereon front on a street intersecting the other, and the properties are only

bounded on the side line by the street first mentioned: Watson v. Maze

(1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 268.

In the same case it was held that the word "widening," in reference to a

street, having been used in a statute evidently by inadvertence for "opening,"

the statute should be interpreted so as to give effect to the intention of the

legislature.

Sewerage System—Management of by Commissioners.

11. Where the sewerage system includes the disposal or puri-

fication of sewage upon a sewage farm by filtration or other arti-

ficial means, for placing the management of it under a commission

established under The Public Utilities Act.

(a) The by-law shall not be passed without the assent of the

municipal electors.

Swperannuation and Benefit Funds.

Superannuation 12. For granting aid for the establishment and maintenance of
ana benefit

. ncii.i i f -i i*
funds for fire superaimuation and benefit fxmds for the members of the police
and police force.

force and of the fire brigade, and of other officers and employees
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of the corporation, and of their wives and families. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 406, pars. 10-12.

Surveyors and Engineers.

13. For appointing an Ontario land surveyor as surveyor for Corporation sur-

, . ,
veyor and engi-

the corporation and for appointing one or more engineers. ,3-4 ™era.

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 406, par. 13, part.

(a) An engineer so appointed and his assistants shall in the Power of engi-
neer.

performance of their duties possess all the powers, rights

and privileges which a surveyor possesses under the pro-

visions of section 6 of The Surveys Act. 4 Geo. V. c. 33, ^i^g®***-

s. 12.

406a. By-laws may be Passed by the Council of Cities.

The section applied only to cities having a population of not

less than 200,000, but the words "having a population fo not less

than 200,000" were struck out by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 16.

1. (a) Requiring all residents in the municipality owning and o/^J^f/^*"

using any wheeled vehicle to obtain a license therefor before using ™^'''^-

the same upon any highway of the city.

(6) Regulating the issuing of such licenses and the collection

of fees therefor.

- (c) Fixing an annual fee not exceeding $1.00 for such licensees,

which shall be approved of by the Ontario Railway and

Mimicipal Board.

(d) Fixing a scale of fees for different vehicles.

(e) Imposing penalties not exceeding $5.00 exclusive of costs

upon all persons who contravene any such by-law.

(/) Providing that such penalties may be recoverable in the

maimer provided by this Act.

2. For allowing any person owning or occupying any building Case of building° >j .- <= encroaching on

or other erection which by inadvertence has been wholly or highway.
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partially erected upon any highway t(| maintaia and use such

erection thereon and for fixing such annual fee or charge as the

' council may deem reasonable for such owner or occupant to pay

for such privilege.

(a) Such fee or charge shall form a charge upon the land used

in connection therewith and shall be payable and payment

of it may be enforced in like manner as taxes are payable

and the payment of them may be enforced, but nothing

herein contained shall effect or limit the liability of the

municipality for all damages sustained by any person by i

reason of any such erection upon any highway.

Use oi highway 3. (a) For permitting the use of a portion of any highway or
or boulevard for

bmidingpur- boulevard by the owner or occupant of land adjoining such high-

way or boulevard during building operations upon such land for

the storage of materials for such building or for the erection of

hoardings.

, (&) To fix a fee or charge for such use according to the area

occupied and the length of time of such occupation and to

collect the same.

(c) To regulate the placing of such materials or hoardings,

the restoration of such highway or boulevard to its original

condition, the payment of such fee or charge, and the

givLag of permits for such privilege.

A permit of the engineer to obstruct a street for building purposes, given

under the authority of a municipal by-law, is a justification for the obstruc-

tion: Coulstring v. Nova Scotia Telephone Company (1909), 7 E.L.R. 113

(N.S.).

4. For licensing and regulating the owners of public garages,

and for fixing the fees for such licenses, and for imposing penalties

for breaches of such by-law and for the collection thereof.'

(a) For the purpose of this paragraph, a public garage shall

include a garage where motor cars are hired or kept or
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used for hire, or where such cars, or gasoline, oils, or other

accessories are stored or kept for sale. 4 Geo. V. c. 33,

s. 13. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 16.

"Regulating." See notes to S. 416 (1).

407. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Towns and
Villages.

Fire Engines, etc.

1

.

For purchasing fire engines, and (for purchasingand installing) f^™ '^'""'

apparatus or appliances and appurtenances for fire protection at ^^^^
a cost not exceeding $5,000, and for the issue of debentures there-

for, payable in equal annual instalments of principal and interest

during a period not exceeding ten years.

(a) It-shall not be necessary to obtain the assent of the electors

to the by-law if it is passed by a two-thirds vote of all

the members of the council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 407,

par. 1; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 28.

"Two-thirds vote." See s. 2 cl. (5).

The words in brackets were inserted by S Geo. V. c. 34, s. 2S.

Vehicles Used for Hire, etc.—Livery and Boarding' Stables.

2. For licensing, regulating and governing teamsters, carters and
^^^Sbera etc"

dray men, drivers of cabs and other vehicles for hire, and regu-

lating the charges for the conveyance of goods or for other services

by them.

Where a license is issued to an owner or driver of a cab, and, while the

license is current, a by-law is passed providing that no owner or driver shall

loiter about the streets with his cab, the Ucensee is not, during the currency

of his existing license, subject to the provisions of the byJaw. So held by
Lennox, J., in Rex v. Aitcheson (1915), 9 O.W.N. 65, 25 Can. Cr. Cas. 36.

3. For licensing, regulating and governing the keepers of livery Licensing Uvwy

stables, and of horses and cabs, carriages, omnibuses and other etc. '
°* *'

vehicles used or kept for hire; for regulating the fares to be
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Prohibited
areas.

charged for the conveyance of goods or passengers, and for en-

forcing payment therof

;

4. For defining districts within which a liveiy or boarding stable

shall not be established. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 407, pars. 2-4.

It has been held that a by-law which prohibited the establishment or

keeping of a livery stable unless the applicant for a Ucense procured the con-

sent of the majority of the owners and lessees of property situate within

500 feet of the stable was ultra vires (In re Kiely (1887), 13 O.R. 451), the

reason for the decision being that the effect of this requirement was to con-

stitute these persons the judges of the right for which the applicant asked,

and divested the enacting body of the power which they were required per-

sonally to exercise.

This case was followed in Reg. v. Webster (1888), 16 O.R. 187, noted under

s. 400, par. 23.

408. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties.

Protecting
booms.

» Booms—Protection and Regulation of.

li. For protecting and regulating booms on any stream or river

for the safe keeping of timber, saw-logs and staves.

Fences.
Rev. Stat.
c. 211.

Fences.

2. For the exercise in respect of fences along highways under

the jurisdiction of the council, of the powers conferred upon the

councils of local municipalities by paragraph 29 of section 399

and by The Snow Fences Act.

Guaranteeing
debentures.

Regulating erec-
tion of poles,

towers, wires,
etc., on county
roads.

Rev. Stat.
c. 197.

Guaranteeing Debentures.

3. For guaranteeing debentures of any local municipality in the

county.

Poles and Wires.

4. Subject to The Municipal Franchises Act for permitting and

regulating the erection and maintenance of electric hght, power,

telegraph and telephone poles, towers and wires on, and the laying

of pipes or conduits for the conveyance of water, gas or sewage

under, the highways, under the jurisdiction of the council.

See notes to s. 399 pars. 17, 50 and 51.
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Publicity Purposes.

5. For expending for the purposes mentioned in section 428 and ^"JSi^^^g
for diffusing information respecting the advantages of the county "Jo™"'*''"'-

as an agricultural centre a sum not exceeding in any year $3,000.

Traffic—Regulation of; Licensing Livery Stables, etc.

6. If there are gravel or macadamized highways imder the Regulation of

traffic on certein

jurisdiction of the council, and imder its immediate control, which """"ty ^°^^-

are being kept up and repaired by municipal taxation, and upon

which no toll is collected;
,

(a) For licensing, regulating and governing the keepers of Licensing livery

livery stables, and of horses, cabs, carriages, omnibuses

and other vehicles used or kept for hire, and teamsters;

(b) For regulating the fares to be charged for the conveyance Rates ot fare,

of goods or passengers;

(c) For regulating the traflBc on such highways and the width Tires,

of the tires on the wheels of vehicles used for the con-

veyance of articles of burden, goods, wares, or merchan-

dise on such highways; and

(d) For regulating the use of lock shoes on vehicles used on Lock shoes,

such highways. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 408.

See also 7 Geo. V. o. 48, s. 3.

(Seeds

—

Refuse from Cleaning of.

7. For compelling the destruction or regulating the disposal of Refuse from

the refuse obtained in the process of cleaning grass or clover seed, o'"'™'^ =«^-

7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 17.

409. By-laws mat be Passed by the Councils of Cities.

Commissioner of Industries.

1. For the establishment and maintenance of a department of Commiflsioner
of Industries.

industries and for appointing a Commissioner of Industries to

34—MUN. LAW.
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bring to the notice of manufacturers and others the advantages

of the city as a location for industrial enterprises, summer resorts,

residential, educational and other purposes.

Location of StaUes, etc.

UTO^^'stebies, 2. For regulating and controlling the location, erection and use

of buildings as livery, boarding or sales stables, and stables in

which horses are kept for hire or kept for use with vehicles in

conveying passengers, or for express purposes, and stables for

horses for delivery purposes, laundries, butcher shops, stores, fac-

tories, blacksmith shops, forges, dog kennels, hospitals or in-'

firmaries for horses, dogs or other animals and for prohibiting the

erection or use of buildings for all or any or either of such purposes

within any defined area or areas or on land abutting on any defined

highway or part of a highway;

(a) The by-law shall not be passed except by a vote of two-

thirds of all the members of the coimcil;

(6) This paragraph shall not apply to a building which was

on the 26th day of April, 1904, erected or used for any

of such purposes, so long as it is used as it was used on

that day. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 409, pars. 1, 2.

In this paragraph "stores" is used as synonymous with "shops." The
broad meaning of "shop" is : (1) A building appropriated to the selling of

wares at retail; and (2) a building in which making or repairing of an article

is carried on, or in which any industry is pursued, e.g., machine shop, repair

shop, barber's shop. A building for the purpose of storing machinery, fur-

' niture, etc., for safe keeping is not a store within the meaning of this para-

graph: In re Hobbs and Toronto (1912), 4 O.W.N. 31, 6 D.L.R. 8, 23 O.W.R.8.

The use of a room in a dwelling-house as a sewing-room for three or four

persons, who make up clothes for customers who furnish the material, does

not constitute the premises either a "manufactory" or a "store" within the

meaning of a by-law which prohibits the location, erection or use of manu-
factories or stores in certain districts: Toronto v. Foss (1912), 27 O.L.R.

264, 5 D.L.R. 447, 8 D.L.R. 641, (1913) 27 O.L.R. 612, 10 D.L.R. 627.

Where a council is empowered to pass by-laws defining the limits within

which laundries or wash-houses may be established, maintained or operated

a by-law providing that no building or structure of any kind shall be "con-
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structed and used" for a laundry or wash-house within a specified part of

the municipality is ultra vires: In re Glover and Sam Kee (1914), 20 B.C.R.

219, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 297, 27 W.L.R. 886, 5 W.W.R. 1276. -

Under this paragraph "the council is to act and determine in a general

way and by by-law and not in a particular instance and by permit'^i per

Riddell, J., in Beamish v. Glenn (1915-6), 36 O.L.R. 10, 18, 28 D.L.R. 702,

and the .permission of the council granted for the erection of a blacksmith

shop, or the fact that the shop is not upon a place forbidden by by-law, is not

an answer to an action to restrain the carrying on of blacksmithing in it so

as to cause a nuisance.

2a. Paragraph 2 of this section shall also apply to plumber Regulation, etc.,

shops, machine shops, tinsmith shops, moving picture or other shops, etc.

theatres and buildings used for the storage of builder's plant; but

this paragraph shall not apply to a building which was on the

1st day of May, 1914, erected or used for any of such purposes

so long as it is used as it was used on that day. 4 Geo. V. c. 33,

s. 14.

26. Paragraph 2 of this section shall also apply to private Regulating loca-

hospitals, public dance halls and undertakers' establishments, and homitat, dance
halt and under-

for the purpose of this paragraph, any hall, room, or building in te^^^'^*®''"

which dancing is carried on for which a fee is charged or to which

any admisfeion fee is demanded or paid, shall be deemed a public

dance hall, but this paragraph shall not apply to a building which

was on the 1st day of May, 1916, erected or used for any of such

purposes nor to any building the plans for which have been

approved of by the city architect prior to the 1st day of May,

1916. 6 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 8.

2c. The passing of a by-law under this section shall not pre- Not to prevent-,..,. T- exteniiouof

vent the extension or enlargement of any bmldmg used tor any buUding.

of the purposes mentioned in this section at the time of the passing

of the by-law.

2d. For prohibiting the sale of goods, wares and merchandise Prohibiting

on any private lands within any defined area or areas, or on lands

abutting on any defined highways or part of a highway, to which
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any by-law passed under paragraphs 2, 2a, or 26 of this section

applies. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 18.

Sidelights on Vehicles.

Vehicles to 3. For requiring all vehicles using the public streets after dusk
carry sideliglits

i i. i i • i -i^t
at night. and before dawn to carry lighted side lights plainly visible from

in front of and from behind such vehicles.

Destruction of
tussock moths.

Tussock Moths.

4. For requiring persons to destroy all tussock moths and the

cocoons thereof on trees or elsewhere upon the premises owned

or occupied by them. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 409, pars. 3, 4.

Location of
apartment
houses and

410. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Cities

HAVING A population OF NOT LESS THAN 100,000.

Apartment Houses, Tenement Houses and Garages.

1. For prohibiting or for regulating and controlling the location

or erection within any defined area or areas or on land abutting

on defined highways or parts of highways of apartment or tene-

ment houses and of garages to be used for hire or gain.

. (a) For the purposes of this paragraph an apartment or tene-

ment house shall mean a building proposed to be erected

or altered for the purpose of providing three or more siepa-

rate suites or sets of rooms for separate occupation by

one or more persons.

In addition to the powers conferred by this paragraph, councils of urban

municipalities have power to regulate the location, erection and use of garages:

s. 400, par. 47.

A similar power to that conferred by this paragraph as to "the location

on certain streets to be named in the by-law of garages to be used for hire

or gain" was given by 2 Geo. V., c. 40, s. 10, which came into force on the

16th April, 1912. Before it came into force the defendant had entered into

treaty for the purchase of land, on which to erect a garage of the character

mentioned in the section, and had submitted plans of his proposed building

to the city architect, and on the 17th April he had obtained a building permit
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authorizing the construction of the building in accordance with the plans

and specifications submitted. He then completed his purchase of the land

and entered into contracts for the erection of the building, and, when a motion

for an injunction came on to be heard, the excavation was well under way.

A by-law in the terms of the statute was passed on the following 13th May, and

an action was brought by the corporation to restrain the erection of the

bmlding. The action was dismissed, the view of the trial Judge being that,

in the circumstances, what had been done before the passing of the by-law

constituted a complete "location" of the garage. He also expressed the

opinion that "location" was used in some sense differing from "erection

and use": Toronto v. Wheeler (1912), 3 O.W.N. 1424, 4 D.L.R. 352, 22

O.W.R. 326.

It will be noticed that since this decision the section had been amended

by including "erection."

A different view as to the meaning of "location" was taken by a Divisional

Court, in Toronto v. Williams (1912), 27 O.L.R. 186, 8 D.L.R. 299, and

it was there held that the location "was not completed by the obtaining of

the permit, coupled with'the design or intention" to build, "and that the

permit could not be regarded as an estoppel," and that case was approved

by a Divisional Court in Toronto v. Ford (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1386, 12 D.L.R.

841, 24 O.W.R. 717.

A garage to be used by the tenants of an apartment house is not a garage

"to be used for hire or gain" within the meaning of this paragraph: Toronto

V. Delaplante (1913), 5 O.W.N. 69, 25 O.W.R. 16.

The staking out of a site for a building, entering into contracts with builders,

and the commencement of the work of excavation, particularly the making

of a trench for the foundation walls, is a "location" within the meaning of

this paragraph: Toronto v. Stewart (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1027, 10 D.L.R. 193

24 O.W.R. 323.

See also In re Maycock and Winnipeg (1914), 24 Man. L.R. 646, 6 W.W.R.
1430, noted under s. 249 (1) (unreasonable or oppressive by-laws).

Building Restrictions—Deviation from.

2. For authorizing the city architect, or other officer, appointed Deviation from
' i JT by-law legu-

for that purpose to permit in special cases, which in his judgment ^*^ij^'°''

warrant it, such deviation from the by-laws regulating the erec-

tion of buildings as he may deem proper.

Speedways,

or more hig

be ridden or driven more rapidly than is permitted upon other driving.

3. For setting apart one or more highways on which horses may Setting apart" ^ o J J
streets for faat
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Seizure of cattle,

etc., unfit for
food.

highways, and for regulating the use for such purpose of any such

highway.

(a) If a majority of the property owners on any such street

petition against such by-law it shall be repealled.

University of Toronto.

4. For granting aid to the University of Toronto.

Unslaughtered Cattle.

5. For authorizing the seizing, in order to prevent their use as

food, of unslaughtered cattle, sheep, calves and hogs which have

died within the municipality, and for disposing of the carcasses

so as not to endanger the public health, and so as to secure to

the owner such value as rematas over and above the expenses

incurred in disposing of them. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 410.

Prevention of
fires.

411. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Townships.

Fires—Prevention of.

1. Within defined areas, where the number of the inhabitants

or this proximity of buildings in any part of the township renders

it expedient to do so, for exercising the powers conferred on the

councils of urban municipalities by paragraphs 16 to 35 of sec-

tion 400. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 411, par. 1.

Removal of
ashes, garbage,
etc., by town-

Portable steam

'

Garbage, Ashes, etc.—Removal of.

la. For exercising the powers conferred on cities and towns by

paragraph 6 of section 406, with reference to the collection, removal

and disposal by the corporation of ashes, garbage and other refuse.

7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 19.

Portable Steam Engines.

2. For prescribing the distance from a highway within which

imenclosed portable steam engines may not be used for running

a saw-mill or a shingle mill.
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Sleighing—Keeping Open Highways During Season of.

3. For providing for keeping open the -highways during the Keeping roads
open in winter.

season of sleighing in each year; and for the application of so

much of the commutation of the Statute Labour Fund, as may
be necessary for that purpose.

4. For requiring the overseers of highways or the pathmasters Requiring over-

to make and keep open the highways during the season of sleighing, wlys to keep
open highways.

' (o) Such overseers and pathmasters may require the persons powers,

liable to perform statute labour to assist in keeping open

such highways, and shall give to any person so employed

a certificate of his having performed statute labour and of

the number of days' work done, for which he shall be

allowed on his next season's statute labour.

Streams, Creeks and Watercourses—Prohibiting Obstruction of.

5. For prohibiting the obstruction of streams, creeks and water- Prohibiting

,
obstruction of

courses, by trees, brushwood, timber or other materials, and for streams, etc.

requiring the clearing away and removing of the obstructions by

the person causing the same.

Weighing Machines. '

6. For erecting and maintaining weighing machines within the Erecting and
. . ,. T • T .11 1

maintaining

municipahty or within an adjacent village, and charging fees for weighing
' <= <= machines. ,

the use thereof, not being contrary to the limitations prescribed

by subsection 8 of section 402.

Wet Lands.

7. For purchasing any wet land in the township, the price of Purchase of wet
'^

'

^ lands from

which, in case of Crown lands, shall be fixed by the Lieutenant- Government,

Governor in Coimcil, and for draining such land. 3^ Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 411, pars. 2-7.

Naming Streets and Numbering Houses.

8. In the case of townships bordering on cities having a popu- Naming street*,

lation of not less than 50,000 for naming (and changing the names
**"'
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of) and surveying streets and for numbering houses and lots under

and in conformity with paragraphs 38 and 39 of section 400. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 411, par. 8; 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 15.

The words in brackets were inserted by 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 15.

Residential
streets and

B«moval of

ashes and
garbace.

411a. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Villages.

1. For exercising the powers conferred on cities and towns by
bttiiding Une. paragraph 10- of section 406 with reference to residential streets

and building line. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 29.

2. For exercising the powers conferred on cities and towns by

paragraphs 5 and 6 of section 406. 6 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 9.

412. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties,
Separated Towns and Towns in Unorganized
Territory and of Cities having a Population of
Less than 100,000 and by the Board of Commis-
sioners OF Police of cities having a Population
OF not less than 100,000.

licensing, etc.,

auotioneers.

Auctioneers.

1. For licensing, regulating and governing auctioneers and other

persons selling or putting up for sale goods, wares, merchandise

or effects by public auction, and for prohibiting the granting of a

license to an applicant who is not of good character, or whose

premises are not suitable for the business of auctioneer or are

upon a residential or other highway in which it is deemed not

desirable that the business should be carried on; for ascertaining

by suph means as the by-law may provide whether an applicant

is not of good character or his premises are not suitable for the

business; for determining the time the license shall be in force;

(a) No such by-law shall apply to a sheriff or bailiff offering

for sale goods or chattels seized under an execution or dis-

trained for rent. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 412, par. 1.
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A by-law which fixes one fee for an auctioneer's license in the case of resi-

dents and a higher fee in other cases is invalid: Rex v. Pope (1906), 7 Terr.

L.R. 314, 4 W.L.R. 278.

See also notes under s. 249 (1) (by-laws which discriminate), and notes

under s. 416 (1) (regulating).

Par. 2 was repealed by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 30. See new

sec. 412a.

"Reeulating." See notes to s. 416 (1).

412a. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties
AND Towns, and of Cities having a Population of
LESS than 100,000 and by Boards of Commissioners
OF Police of Cities having a Population of not
LESS than 100,000.

Bill Posters.

1. For licensing, regulating and governing bill posters, adver- pceMdng.regu-

tising sign painters, bulletin board painters, sign posters and bill
^osfOT?°MM"

distributors, and for prohibiting the posting up or distributing ?»"»««.»*«•

of posters, pictures or hand bills which are indecent or tend to

•omipt morals.

(a) A by-law of a county passed under this paragraph shall

not have force in a town which has passed a by-law for

a similar purpose. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 31.

"Kesulating." See notes to s. 416 (1)

.

413. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties,
Separated Towns and Towns in Unorganized
Territory and by Boards of Commissioners of
Police of Cities.

Junk and Second-hand Shops, etc.

ling, regulating and governing ji

lops and dealers in second-hand

revoking and cancelling the license of any person convicted of

1. For licensing, regulating and governing junk shops, and Lioenaingand

second-hand shops and dealers in second-hand goods, and for ohopa, etc.
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a second offence against the by-law or of an offence against sec-

R.S.C. .. 146. tions 399 to 401 of The Criminal Code.

(a) "Dealers in second-hand goods" shall include persons who

go from house to house or along highways for the purpose

of collecting, purchasing or obtaining second-hand goods.

(6) "Second-hand goods" shall include bottles, bicycles, waste

paper, rags, bones, old iron or other scrap or junk.

(c) The fee to be paid for the license shall not exceed $20 for

one year. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 413.

Statutory power to "license and regulate second-hand stores and junk

stores" does not authorize a by-law to the effect that "no keeper of a second-

hand store shall receive, purchase or exchange any goods, articles or things

from any person who appears to be under the age of eighteen years." Such
a by-law is bad, as partial and unequal in its operation as between different

classes and involving oppressive or gratuitous interference with the rights of

those subject to it without reasonable justification: Reg. v. Levy (1899),

30 O.R. 403; but see s. 421,, par. 2.

414. By-laws may be Passed by the CotmciLS of Counties,
Separated Towns and Towns in Unorganized
Territory.

• Public fairs (or

sale of cattle,

etc.

Rules for
governing same.

^Notice of pass-
ing of by-law.

Public Fairs.

1. For authorizing, on petition of at least fifty electors, the

holding at one or more of the most public and convenient' places

in the municipality public fairs restricted to the sale, barter and

exchange of cattle, horses, sheep, pigs and articles of agricultural

production or requirement.

(a) The by-law shall prescribe rules and regulations for the

government of the fairs, and appoint a person to see that

they are carried out, and shall also fix the fees to be paid

to him by persons attending the fair, and public notice

of the passing of the by-law shall be forthwith given by

the council.
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Surgeons.

2. For appointing one or more surgeons of the gaol and other Appomting'gaoi

institutions under the control of the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 414.

415. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties,

Cities, Separated Towns and Towns in Unorgan-
ized Territory.

Tanneries.

1. For defining areas within which tanneries, rag, bone, or junk Defining areas.°
in which certain

shops, or industries of a noxious or unhealthy character, may not
J,™^™ "l^^""'

be carried on.

(a) This paragraph shall not apply to a tannery erected before

the 7th day of April, 1890. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 415.

416. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties
AND Towns, and of Cities having a Population
OF LESS than 100,000, AND BY THE BoARD OP COM-
MISSIONERS OF Police of Cities having a Popula-
tion PF NOT LESS THAN 100,000.

Hawkers and Pedlars.

1. For licensing, regulating and governing hawkers, pedlars and LiceMing, ete.^

petty chapmen, and other persons, carrying on petty trades, or chapmen,

who go from place to place or to other men's houses, on foot, or

with any animal, vehicle, boat, vessel, or other craft, bearing or

drawing goods, wares, or merchandise for sale, or otherwise carry-

ing goods, wares or merchandise for sale (or who go from place to

place or to other men's houses to take orders for coal oil or other

oil which is to be delivered afterwards from a tank car moved on

a railway line or who go from place to place or to a particular

place to make sales or deliveries of coal oil or other oil from such

tank car).
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wbepKceiiseiiot (a) No such license shall be required for hawking, peddling or

selling goods, wares or merchandise to a retail dealer, or

for hawking, peddling or selling goods, wares or mer-

chandise, the growth, produce or manufacture of Ontario,

not being liquors within the meaning of The Ldquor License

Rer.stat. Act, if the same are hawked or peddled by the manufac-
e. 225.

,

turer or producer of them, or by his bona fide servants or

employees having written authority to do so;

"Regulating."—A power to make by-laws for the regulation of

trade may be given by statute. Such a power, however, does not

confer or imply a power to prohibit or prevent trade; for the latter

power can only be conferred by express words. By-laws which

cramp and harass trade are void: Halsbury's Laws of England,

vol. 8, par. 763, and cases there cited.

Power to "regulate," in the absence of an express power of pro-

hibition, does not authorize the making it unlawful to carry on a

lawful trade in a lawful manner, and, therefore, a by-law which pro-

hibits hawkers from plying their trade in an important part of a,

municipality, no question .of apprehended nuisance having been

raised, is invalid: Toronto v. Virgo, L.R. (1896), A. C. 88, 12 T.L.R.

46.

A statutory power to pass by-laws regulating a trade does not

authorize the prohibition of the trade or the making it unlawful to

carry on a lawful trade in a lawful manner: Rex v. Sung Chong
(1909), 14 B.C.R. 275, 11 W.L.R. 231 (peddling before 10 a.m. on

a market day). See also Reg. v. Jim Sing (1895), 4 B.C.R. 338;

notes to s. 417, pars. 4, 5; BoUander v. Ottawa (1898), 30 O.R. 7,

(1900) 27 A.R. 335; and In re Blomberg and Nelson (1910), 15

W.L.R. 375 (B.C.).

Hawker is defined to be "an itinerant trader, who goes about

from place to place, carrying with him and selling wares," "one who
sells his wares by proclaiming them on the street."

Pedlar, "a hawker in small wares," "one who travels the country

with small commodities": per Rose, J., in Reg. v. Coutts (1884),

5 O.R. 644, 649.

A person who, besides keeping a shop, goes about from house to

house with a sewing machine, soliciting orders to be afterwards

filled, is not guilty of hawking and peddling; Reg. v. Phillips (1898),

35 N.B. 393, 7 Can. Cr. Cas. 131.

DeUvering judgment. Tuck, C.J., said: "My own idea of a

'hawker' has always been that of a man who goes through the streets
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or roads of the city or country calling out his wares for sale. A
pedlar, in the olden times, was one who went through the country

with a pack on his back, peddling his small wares from door to door

and from farm house to farm house."

A by-law passed under the authority of this paragraph is invalid if

it does not contain the exception mentioned in this clause: Reg.

V. Smith (1899), 31 O.R. 224.

A person in the employment of a trade corporation, having a

place of business and paying the usual business and other taxes,

who sells by wholesale to retail dealers and not to consumers, is not

a pedlar. The calling of a pedlar carried with it the idea of petty

trade or of sale by outcry or itinerancy: Montreal v. Emond (1903),

Q.R. 23 S.C. 77.

One selling goods from a sample to be afterwards delivered is not

a hawker: Rex v. Wolfe (1906), 4 W.L.R. 553 (Sask.).

It was held by a police magistrate, in Rex v. Prosterman (1909),

11 W.L.R. 141 (Sask.), that the words, "goods, wares and mer-

chandise," do not include fish, citing Co. Litt. 118.

(b) Such servant or employee shall exhibit his authority when Production ot

• J J. J u • • 1 £c authority of
required so to do by any municipal or peace omcer; servant.

(c) In a prosecution for a breach of the by-law the onus of onus of proof

proving that he does not for either of the reasons men- required,

tioned in clause (a) require to be licensed shall be upon

the person charged.

(rf) Nothing in this paragraph shall affect the powers to pass certain powers

by-laws, under sections 401 and 402, paragraph 1 of sec-

tion 419, and paragraphs 6 and 7 of section 420.

(e) "Hawkers" in this paragraph shall include agents for "Hawkers,"

persons not resident within the coimty, who sell or offer

for sale tea, coffee, spices, baking powder, dry goods,

watches, plated ware, silver ware, furniture, carpets, uphol-

stery, millinery (coal oil, tinware, carpet sweepers and elec-

trical appliances), or jewellery, spectacles or eyeglasses, or

who carry and expose samples or patterns of any such

article, which is to be afterwards delivered within the

county to a person not being a wholesale or retail dealer

in such article.

meaning of.
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Force of by-law
of town not
separated.

Fees.

License to be
produced on
demand.

" Dry goods."—The term "dry goods" does not include clothing

ordered to be manufactured from cloths, samples of which are ex-

posed, with a view to soliciting orders: Reg. v. Bassett (1886),

12 O.R. 51.

" Agents."—A member of a firm, carrying and exposing samples,

or making sales himself, is not "an agent" within the meaning of this

paragraph: Reg. v. Marshall (1886), 12 O.R. 55.

"Hawkers."—The definition of "hawkers" in this paragraph is

not intended to be exhaustive. Though the defendant made only

one sale, he went from place to place, with horses and conveyances,

drawing ranges for sale, and that was forbidden by the statute;

Rex v. Van Norman (1909), 19 O.L.R. 447, 14 O.W.R. 659.

"Carpet Sweepers."—It had been held that "carpet sweepers,"

not being mentioned in the section, were not within it: Wright v.

Jarvis (1914), 7 O.W.N. 608.

" Sell."—Where an agent of an oil company obtained from a pur-

chaser orders on the company to ship to the purchaser stated quan-

tities of oil to be delivered at the places named in the orders, cash

on delivery, this did not constitute a sale within the meaning of this

section: In re Garnham's Conviction (1915), 34 O.L.R. 545, 35

O.L.R. 54, 26 Can. Cr. Cas. 114.

(/) Where the council of a town not separated from a county

has passed a by-law under this paragraph a by-law of the

county shall not be in force in the town while the by-law

of the town remains in force.

(g) The fee to be paid for the license under by-laws passed

under this paragraph may be lower in the case of persons

who have resided continuously within the municipality for

which the license is sought for at least one year prior to

the application therefor than in the case of persons who

have not so continuously resided, but in cities having a

population of not less than 100,000, the fee shall not be

more than $50 for a motor vehicle or a two-horse waggon,

$30 for a one-horse waggon, $15 for a push-cart, $10 for

one carrying a pack, and $1 for one carrying a basket.

(h) The licensee shall at all times whilst carrying on his busi-

ness have his license with him and shall upon demand

exhibit it to any municipal or peace officer, and if he fails
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to do so shall, unless the same is accounted for satisfac-

torily, incur a penalty of not less than $1 or more than $5.

This penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under the Ontario

Summary Convictions Act, R.S.O. c. 90: see s. 498 (1).

(i) If a peace officer demands the production of a license by Pe-^'ty-

any, person to whom the by-law applies and the demand

is not complied with, it shall be the duty of the peace

officer, and he shall have power to arrest such person with-

out a warrant and to take him before the nearest justice

of the peace, there to be dealt with according to law.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 416, par. 1; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, ss. 32, 33.

The words in brackets in par. 1 were inserted by 5 Geo. V. c. 34,

s. 32, and the words in brackets in clause (e) were inserted by 5

Geo. V. c. 34, s. 33.

A sale of eleven hundred business cards is a sale by wholesale and

not a sale by retail within the meaning of The Municipal Act, 1891,
'

54 Vict. 0. 29, s. 166 (B.C.) : Health v. Victoria (1892), 2 B.C.R. 276

A person who, without a license, solicits orders as a restorer or

mender of unbrellas does not contravene a by-law which provides

that every umbrella mender must be licensed: Cardoni v. Robitaille

(1904), Q.R. 25 S.C. 444.

A colporteur of the. British and Foreign Bible Society, who sells

bibles, cannot be said to be trading within the meaning of The
Municipal Clauses Act (B.C.). The seUing is a minor incident to

the main object of the society, which is to distribute the bibles among
the people: Duncan v. Gairns (1916), 10 W.W.R. 789 (B.C.).

A wholesale merchant, whose commercial traveller takes orders

in a neighbouring municipality for the purchase of goods and delivers

the goods there on the next day to the purchasers, does not carry

on business in that municipahty: Giffard v. Dupuis (1916), Q.R.

50 S.C. 257, in which the principle of the decisions in Magann v.

Auger (1901), 31 S.C.R. 186 [reversing a decision of the Court of

Queen's Bench, appeal side, which had affirmed the judgment of

the Superior Court (1899), Q.R. 16 S.C. 22], and Bigelow v. Craigel-

lachie-Glenlivet Distillery Company (1905), 37 S.C.R. 55, affirming

(1905) 37 N.S. 482, was appUed.

It was held in Rex v. Hamilton (1913), 5 O.W.N. 58, 265, 13

D.L.R. 898, 15 D.L.R. 150, 25 O.W.R. 33, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 57,

where the place at which what is alleged to have been an infraction
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of the section took place was on the boundary Une between the

counties of Huron and Perth, that the offence was not committed

within the county of Huron, the by-law of which was invoked.

This case has since been provided for by s. 416a.

Suppiyins 2. For providing the treasurer or clerk of the county, or the

clerk of any municipality within the county with licenses under

by-laws passed under paragraph 1 of section 412 and paragraph 1

of this section, to be issued under such regulations as may be

prescribed to persons applying for them.

Prohibiting aaie 3. For prohibiting the sale of fruit, candy, peanuts, ice cream
of fruit, etc., on ^ ° > J i r- '

pnbBotreets, qj- [qq cream cones from a basket, or a waggon, cart or other

vehicle upon any highway or part of it, or in any public park or

other public place.

ProviK). (a) The by-law shall not apply to a farmer, market gardener

or other person selling or delivering goods at any place of

business or residence upon such highway or part thereof.

3-1 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 416, pars. 2, 3.

licemiing, etc., 4. For licensing, regulating and governing the businesses of dry
dry cleaners,

pressera, et*. cleancrs, pressers and persons engaged in those and similar busi-

nesses in which gasoline or benzine is used. 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 16,

boundary line.

County by-law 4:16a. A by-law passed by a coimcil of a county imder the pro-

on^ty/* visions of section 416 shall whether the same is mentioned or not

cover and include the boimdary line or highway between such

county and an adjoining county, and a sale made on said boimdary

line or highway to a resident of a county in which such by-law

is in force shall be and constitute a breach of such by-law in the

same manner and with like consequence and effect as if made
wholly within the said county. 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 17.

See Rex v. Hamilton (1913), 5 O.W.N. 58, 265, 13 D.L.R. 898, 15 D.L.R.

150, 25 O.W.R. 33, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 57, ^oted under s. 416.
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417. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Counties,

Towns, Villages and Townships and of Cities hav-
ing A Population of less than 100,000, and by the
Boards of Commissioners of Police of Cities hav-
ing A Population of not less than 100,000.

Intelligence Ojffices.

1. For licensing and governing suitable persons to keep intelli- '^jj^^^j^g®"'"

gence offices; for registering the names and residences of servants,

workmen, clerks and other persons seeking employment; for pro-

curing employment for them and giving information to them and

to persons in want of them, and for fixing the fees to be charged

by the keepers of such offices, and the duration of the license.

2. For regulating such intelligence offices; Regulation.

3. For revoking any such license. Sr"""
"'

(a) The license fee shall not exceed $10 for one year. ^^

Victualling Houses, etc.

4. For limiting the number of and licensing and regulating vie- Limiting num-

tualling houses, ordinaries, and houses where fruit, fish, oysters, tiSSiJ^\^4,

clams or victuals are sold to be eaten therein, and places not being ^^_ st^t.

a tavern or shop licensed imder The Ldquor License Act for the °' ^'^'

lodging, reception, refreshment or entertainment of the public.

5. For revoking the license. license!^"™
°

' (a) The sum to be paid for the license shall not exceed $20. ^e^-

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 417.

"Regulating."—See notes to s. 416 (1).

A municipal by-law which provided that no eating house within the munici-

pality should be open 'nor an3rthing sold therein between 1 a.m. and 7 a.m.

and also that on Sunday no such eating house should be open nor anything

sold therein after 7 p.m., was held to be a good and valid by-law as regu-

.lating eating houses within the authority of this section: In re Campbell

and Stratford (1907), 14 O.L.R. 184, 9 O.W.R. 115, 345. This cas^e was
followed in In re Karry and Chatham (1909), 20 O.L.R. 178, (I9l0) 21 O.L.R.

566.

35—MUN. LAW.
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Electrical
workers.

See also In re Fisher and Carman (1905), 16 Man. L.R. 560, 562; Hodge
V. Regina (1883), 9 A.C. 117; In re Baker and Paris (1853), 10 U.C.R. 621;

In re Greystock and Otonabee (1855), 12 U.C.R. 458.

A by-law which requires lodging-house keepers to take out a hcense, but

does not define what is meant by keeping a lodging-house, does not apply

to a person not engaged in that occupation for profit: In re Gun Long (1900),

7 B.C.R. 457.

418. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Towns and
Cities having a population of less than 100,000,

AND BY Boards of Commissioners of Police op
Cities having a Population of not less than
100,000.

Electrical Workers.

1. For examining, licensing and regulating electrical workers.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 418.

"Regulating."—See notes to s. 416 (1).

Regulating sale
of meat.

Proviso.

419. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Towns and
Villages and of Cities having a Population of
less than 100,000, AND BY THE BoARDS OP COM-
MISSIONERS OF Police of Cities having a Popula-
tion OF NOT LESS THAN 100,000.

Sale of Meat,

1. For granting annually, or oftener, licenses for the sale of

fresh meat in quantities less than by the quarter carcass, and

fixing and regulating the places where such sale shall be allowed,

and for prohibiting the sale of fresh meat in less quantity than

the quarter carcass, unless by a licensed person and in a place

authorized by the caimcil;

(a) The power conferred by paragraph 1 shall not be affected

or restricted by anything in section 402.

(b) Nothing in paragraph 1 shall affect the powers conferred

by paragraphs 3 and 4 of section 401.

(c) The fee to be paid for the license shall not exceed $50 in

a city and $25 in a town or village.
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Tobacconists.

2. For licensing, regulating and governing keepers of stores and Licensing and

shops other than taverns and shops licensed under The Ldquor
^J™°'tor8s

Liicense Act where tobacco, cigars or cigarettes are sold by retail
^'^jf***"

and for revoking any license granted. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 419.

"Regulating."—See notes to s. 416 (1).

See In re Talbot and Peterborough (1906), 12 O.L.R. 358, referred to in

notes to s. 254.

420. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Towns,
Townships, Villages and Cities having a Popula-
tion OF LESS than 100,000, AND BY BoARDS OF COM-
MISSIONERS OF Police in Cities having a Popula-
tion OF NOT LESS THAN 100,000.

Bagatelle and Billiard Tables.

1. For licensing, regulating and governing persons who for hire Billiard, pool
and bajEatelle

or gain, and proprietary clubs which directly or indirectly keep, tabiea.

or have in their possession, or on their premises any billiard, pool

or bagatelle table, or keep or have any such table, whether used

or not, in a house or place of public entertainment or resort; for

limiting the number of licenses to be granted and the number of

such tables which shall be licensed and for revoking any license

granted. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 420, par. 1, part.

(a) "Proprietary club" shall mean and include all clubs other

than those in which the use of any such table is only inci-

dental to the main objects of the club.

(6) The License Commissioners having jurisdiction in the

license district may when authorized by order of the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council determine whether any

club in such district is within the provisions of the clause

(a) and any certificate given by the commissioners in

respect thereto shall be final and conclusive. 5 Geo. V.

c. 34, s. 35.
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"Regulating."—See notes to s. 416 (1).

"Proprietary Club."—A club was incorporated by letters patent to en-

courage and promote billiard playing and other athletic and amateur sports.

. . . The members were all shareholders in the capital stock of the club,

and no person could be a member unless be subscribed for and became the

,
holder of one or more shares, and no persons other than members were per-

mitted to have the use of the club premises. Premises were leased by the

club, on which there were bowhng alleys and billiard tables, and fees, which

went into the funds of the club and were used for carrjring it on, were paid

by the members for playing on them. By resolution the directors were

empowered to apply these fees in payment of the shares subscribed.

It was held that the club was not a proprietary club as defined by this

paragraph, and that the tables and alleys were not kept or in possession for

hire or gain, directly or indirectly, and that the place where they were kept

was not a house of public entertainment or resort within the meaning of the

Rex V. Dominion BowUng and Athletic Club (1909), 19 O.L.R. 107, 14

O.W.R. 468, 15 Can. Cr. Cas. 105.

This case was decided before the amendment made by 5 Geo. V. c. 34,

s. 35, was enacted.

See also notes to s. 253 as to license fees being so large as to be in their

nature prohibitive.

A council has the right to revoke a pool-room license for an infraction by
the licensee of a by-law where the by-law existed at the time of the applica-

tion for the license and the infraction was expressly made ground for revoca-

tion at the time of the application: In re Crabbe and Swan River (1913),

23 Man. L.R. 14, 9 D.L.R. 405, 49 C.L.J. 271, 22 W.L.R. 860, 23 W.L.R. 372,

3 W.W.R. 1047.

See also annotations to the report of this case in 9 D.L.R.

Dogs.,

Prohibiting 2. For prohibiting or regulating the running at large of dogs;

of dogs. for seizing and impounding and for killing, whether before or after

impounding, dogs running at large contrary to the by-law; and

for selling dogs so impounded at such time and in such manner

as may be provided by the by-law.

(a) For the purposes of this paragraph, a dog shall be deemed

to be running at large when found in a highway or other

public place and not under the control of any person.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 420, par. 2.
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A by-law of a township council which provided that: "It shall not be

lawful for any dog to run at large unaccompanied by its owner or by some
member of such owner's family, and any dog ... found so running at '

large at a greater distance than one-half mile from the premises of its owner

and unaccompanied therewith may be killed by any resident ratepayer of this

municipality," was held to be authorized by this section: McNair v. Collins

(1912), 27 O.L.R. 44, 6 D.L.R. 510, 22 O.W.R. 891.

Exhibitions, Places of Amusement, etc.

3. For regulating and licensing (subject to the provisions of bwi^g aneye,

The Theatres and Cinematographs Act), exhibitions held for hire
**"

or gain, theatres, music halls, bowling alleys, moving picture

shows and other places of amusement, and for prohibiting the

location of them, or a particular class of them, on land abutting

on any highway or part of a highway to be named in the by-law

and for revoking any Ucense granted. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 420,

par. 3; 6 Geo. V. c. 24, s. 27 (2).

The words in brackets were inserted by 6 Geo. V. c. 24, s. 27 (2).

The anticipated use of a building as a music hall or other place of amuse-

ment, in contravention of a by-law, is not a ground for the granting of an

injunction to restrain the i sue of a permit for the erectioii of the buil ing.

A ratepayer and an adjoining landowner has no locus standi to maintain an
action for that purpose: MacKenzie v. Toronto (1915), 7 O.W.N. 820,

citing Tompkins v. Brockville (1899), 31 O.R. 124, and Mullis v. Hubbard,
L.R. (1903) 2 Ch. 431.

A municipal council may not issue a license for an exhibition of wild

animals where there is an existing by-law prohibiting the keeping of wild

animals within the municipality: Saanich v. French (1912), 8 D.L.R. 637,

3 W.W.R. 270 (British Columbia).

Plumbers.

4. For licensing, regulating and governing plumbers, master Plumbers,

plumbers and journeymen plumbers;

(o) For the purposes of this paragraph "master plumber" piS"."

shall mean a person who is skilled in the planning, super-

intending and installation of plumbing, is familiar with the

laws, rules and regulations governing the same, has a regu-
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lar place of business in the municipality and who himself

or by journeymen plumbers in his employ performs plumb-

ing work.

(5) A "journeyman plumber" shall mean a person other than

a master plumber who has been in the employ of a master

plumber for not less than one year and desires to follow

plumbing as his calling. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 20.

Exhibitions of
wax work,
shows, etc.

Licenses not to
be granted for
certain times
and places.

Shows.

5. For prohibiting or regulating and licensing exhibitions of

wax work, menageries, circus-riding and other like shows usually

exhibited by showmen, and for regulating and licensing roller

skating rinks and other places of like amusement, and merry-go-

roimds, switchback railways, carousals, and other like contriv-

ances; and for imposing penalties not exceeding the amount of

the license fee on offenders against the by-law; and for levying

the same by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the

showman or proprietor, or belonging to or used in such exhibition

or show whether owned or not owned by such showman or pro-

prietor.

(a) A license shall not be granted for any such exhibition or

show to be held on the days of the exhibition of any dis-

trict or township agricultural society, within 300 yards

from the grounds of the society or for any such exhibition

or show in or in connection with which gambling is carried

. on or goods, wares or merchandise are sold or trafficked in.

(6) The fee to be paid for the license shall not exceed $500.

Licensing and
regulating
transient
traders.

Transient Traders.

6. For hcensing, regulating and governing transient traders and
other persons whose names have not been entered on the assess-

ment roll in respect of income or business assessment for the then

current year; and who offer goods, wares or merchandise for sale
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by auction, conducted by themselves or by a hcensed auctioneer

or otherwise, or who offer them for sale in any other manner.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 420, pars. 5-6.

"Regulating."—See notes to s. 416 (1).

"Transient traders."—The words "transient trader" may include a

butcher or dealer in meat: Rex v. Meyers (1903), 6 O.L.R. 120.

"Other persons."—"Other persons" means other trading persons, and

does not include a farmer selling his own produce from a railway car, by

which it had l?een transported to the town: Rex v. Geddes (1915), 35 O.L.R.

177, 28 D.L.R. 378.

The words, "who occupy premises," in the corresponding provision of

the former Municipal Acts are now omitted, and the decisions in Reg. v.

Caton (1888), 16 O.R. 11, and Reg. v. Appelbe (1899), 30 O.R. 623, are no

longer applicable.

In Rex V. Preston (1910), 1 O.W.N. 983, it was held that, in the absence

of evidence that the person charged occupied the premises for a temporary

period only, he cannot be convicted of an infraction of a by-law passed under

this section.

In this case the fact that the provision as to occupying premises for tem-

porary period was struck out of pars. 30 and 31 of s. 583 by 6 Edw. VII.

0. 34, ss. 29, 30, does not appear to have been called to the attention of the

Court.

This enactment does not authorize the passing of a by-law in respect to

a person living at an hotel and taking orders there for clothing to be made
in a place outside the municipality out of material corresponding with samples

exhibited: Rex v. St. Pierre (1902), 4 O.L.R. 76.

That case was followed in Rex v. Pember (1912), 3 O.W.N. 957, 1216,

2 D.L.R. 542, 3 D.L.R. 347, 21 O.W.R. 915, 20 Can. Cr. Cas. 60.

One sale is not sufficient: Rex v. Ogle (1910), 15 W.L.R. 325 (B.C.).

Where goods are consigned by the owner to be sold on commission, and

are sold by the consignee by auction in premises rented by him, the owner

is not an occupant of the premises or a transient trader within the riieaning

of The Municipal Clauses Act, R.S.B.C. 1897, c. 144, s. 171 (23), as amended

by the Statutes of 1898, B.C., c. 35, s. 19: Reg. v. Wilson (1900), 7 B.C.R.

112.

The defendant arranged with retail merchants that each of them should

receive from him trading stamps, the property in which was to remain in

the defendant, and should pay him fifty cents per hundred stamps, and give

one of them to each customer for every ten cents of cash purchases; that

the defendant should a'dvertise the merchants in certain directories and other-

wise; that every customer who brought to the defendant one of the direc-

tories with a fixed number of stamps pasted in a blank space left for that
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purpose was to be entitled to receive in exchange any article he might select

out of an assortment of goods kept in stock by the defendant; and, apart

from this, the goods were not for sale. It was held that these transa,ctions

did not constitute selling or offering for sale by the defendant within the

meaning of a municipal by-law passed under a section of R.S.O. (1897), c. 223,

which in that respect corresponds with this paragraph : Reg. v. Langley (1899),

31 O.K. 296.

See s. 400, par. 48, and Wilder v. Montreal (1905), Q.R. 14 Q.B. 139, and

notes to that case under s. 8 (constitutionality).

A municipal corporation has the right to impose on traders carrying on

business within the municipality the obUgation of taking out licenses for

their business, but cannot impose this obligation only on persons who carry

on a particular kind of business to the exclusion of others: St. Ambroise v.

Godin (1898), 5 Rev. de Jur. 321 (Que.).

Requirement a
to obtaining
license before
doing business.

Stock of
insolvent.

Meaning of

words "tran-
sient traders.'

Fees.

7. For requiring transient traders and other persons whose

names are not entered on the assessment roll or are entered on

it for the first time, in respect of income or business assessment,

and who so offer goods, wares or merchandise for sale, to pay

a license fee JDefore commencing to trade.

(a) A by-law passed under paragraphs 6 or 7 shall not apply

to the sale of the stock of an insolvent which is being sold

or disposed of within the county or district in which he

carried on business therewith at the time of the issue of

an attachment or of the execution of an assignment.

In the absence of evidence that an agent of a company has not

obtained a license or is not entered upon the assessment roll in such
a manner as to exempt him from the provisions of par. 7, he can-

not be convicted of an offence under it, although the company may
not be enfered upon the assessment roll or have a license: In re

• Lang (1914), 6 O.W.N. 629.

(b) "Transient traders" shall include any person commencing
business who has not resided continuously in the munici-

pality for at least three months next preceding the time

of his commencing such business there.

(c) The fee to be paid for a license imder paragraph 7 shall

not exceed in a city or town $250, in a village in unorgan-

ized territory $200, and in other local municipalities $100.
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In Rex V. Laforge (1906), 12 O.h.U. 308, the defendant, being

convicted of an infraction of this section, objected that the by-law,

though professedly for Hcensing and regulating, was, in reality,

passed at the instance of the retail merchants of the town, who
had the license fees made so high as to be in fact prohibitive. It -

was held that, as the Court was not trying the defendant or hearing

an appeal from the conviction and this not being a motion to quash

the by-law, the finding of the magistrate "that the license fee is not

prohibitory in its nature," based upon a consideration of the

evidence, could not be impeached.

Where the by-law provides for a larger license fee than is autho-

rized, it is bad: In re Borror's Conviction (1915), 8 O.W.N. 601,

28 D.L.R. 377.

(d) The sum paid for a license shall be credited to the person

paying it, on account of taxes thereafter payable by him.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 420, par. 7; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 34.

The amendment made by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 34, was the correction of a

clerical error in clause (c), where the reference was to par. 8, instead of par. 7.

421. By-laws may be Passed by the Councils of Towns and
Villages and Boards of Commissioners of Police
in Cities.

,
Bands and Musical Instruments.

1. For regulating or prohibiting the playing of bands and of Bands of music,

musical instruments in any highway, park, or public place except

by a military band attached to any regular corps of the Militia

' of Canada when on duty, under the command of its regular officer.

Junk Stores—Purchasing or Receiving Pledges from Minors.

2. For prohibiting keepers of second-hand shops or junk stores Junk shops, buy-
,

jng from minors.

or shops, directly or indirectly purchasing from, ex)Changing with,

or receiving in pledge from any minor appearing to be imder the

age of 18 years, without written authority from a parent or

guardian of such minor, any metals, goods, or articles. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 421.

"Regulating."—See notes to s. 416 (1).
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See Reg. v. Levy (1899), 30 O.R. 406, noted under s. 413 (1), which was

decided before this paragraph was enacted.

422. By-laws may be Passed by Boards of Commissioners

OF Police of Cities.

Cab Drivers—Licensing of.

drWeS"^"*^ 1. For licensing drivers of cabs.

Children in Certain Occupations.

SuSeli"' 2- ^^^ regulating and controlling children engaged as express

or despatch messengers, vendors of newspapers and small wares

and bootblacks.

Fares for Conveyance of Goods and Passengers.

Hates of fare tor 3. For estabhshing the rates of fare to-be taken by the owners
conveyance of

goods or pas- or drivers of vehicles for the conveyance of goods or passengers,

either wholly within the city, or from any point within the city

to any other point not mofe than three miles beyoi|ad its limits,

and providing for enforcing payment of such fares.

Livery Stables, etc.—Hours of Labour.

Regulating 4. For regulating the hours of labour of persons employed in

of persons em- livery Or boarding stables as drivers of motor vehicles, cabs,
ployed in livery
stables, etc. carriages, or sleighs kept for hire, or by the owners of horses, carts,

trucks, omnibuses, and other vehicles kept for hire.

Livery Stables, etc.—Licensing of.

regJte^*g!fvery ^- ^^^ Uceusing and regulating the owners of livery stables and
stables, cabs,

q£ horses, cabs, carriages, carts, trucks, sleighs, omnibuses, and

other vehicles regularly used for hire within the city, whether

such owners reside within or without the city.

A by-law of a Board of Police Commissioners of a city requiring persons

and companies engaged in the business of letfes to hire of automobiles,

motor oars and carriages and vehicles of all kinds and their drivers to take

out licenses and imposing a fee of five dollars ($5) and one dollar ($1) Tespec-

tively, for the license is valid: per Lennox, J., In re Major Hill Taxicab and
Transfer Company and Ottawa (1915), 33 O.L.R. 243, 21 D.L.R. 495.
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An injunction to restrain a municipal corporation from proceeding with

prosecutions for operating motor cars and trucks for hire without a license,

in contravention of a by-law of the Board of Police Commissioners, the

validity of which it was desired to call in question, wUl not be granted: Major

Hill Taxioab and Transfer Company v. Ottawa (1915), 8 O.W.N. 446.

Parades and Traffic on Highways.

6. For regulating parades or processions on highways, and from ^^^^|
time to time, and as occasion may require, prescHbing the routes p*™"**^-

of travel to be observed by all vehicles, horses and persons upon

the highways, and preventing the obstruction of the highways

during public processions or public demonstrations, and for giving

directions to the police constables for keeping order, and preT

venting any collision or obstruction of traffic at the intersections

or other frequented portions of the highways, on all occasions

when the highways are thronged, or liable to obstruction.

(a) This paragraph shall not affect the right, if any, of a street

railway company to regulate the routes of its cars and no

• regulation or direction which may affect a street railway

company shall be made or given until the company has

been afforded an opportunity of being heard. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 422.

"Regulating."—See notes to s. 416 (1).

See also 7 Geo. V. c. 48, s. 3.

Destitute Insane Persons—Support of.

423, The council of every county shall make provision for the County council

whole or partial support within the county of such insane desti- dSStutoinrane.

tute persons as cannot be admitted to a Provincial Asylum, and
shall determine the sums to be paid for such support, and the

persons to whom the same shall be paid. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 423.
,

Members of the Council—Payment of.

424, By-laws may be passed by the councils of counties and R«muneratioii

, . , ,
to councillors

townships for paymg the members of the council for their attend-
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and committee- aiice at meetings of the council or of its committees, at a rate

not exceeding 15 a day, and five cents for each mile necessarily

travelled in going to and from such meetings. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 424.

See note to s. 425a.

Before the enactment of this section, it was held that municipal councillors

were not officers of the corporation within the meaning of an enactment

which authorized the settling of the remuneration of township officers: In

re Wright and Cornwall (1852), 9 U.C.R. 442; In re Daniels and Burford
' (1853), 10 U.C.R: 478; East Nissouri v. Horseman (1859), 16 U.C.R. 576.

It was not until 1858 (22 Vict. c. 99, s. 262) that provision was made for

paying any but county councillors.

Remuneration
of aldermen in
certain cities.

425. By-laws may be passed by the councils of cities having

a population of not less than 100,000, for paying an annual allow-

ance, not exceeding $300 to aldermen, and an additional allowance

not exceediag $100 to each chairman of a standing committee

and to the chairman of the Court of Revision and the Local Board

of Health.

(a) The by-law shall provide for the deduction from such

allowance of a reasonable sum to be fixed by the council

for each day's absence from meetings. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 425.

See notes to s. 425a.
/

"Population."—See s. 2, ol. (m).

Payment of
aldermen and
chairman of
committees.

Members of Certain Councils may be Appointed Commissioners.

425a. By-laws may be passed by the councils of cities having

a population of not less than 200,000 with the assent of the muni-

cipal electors for paying an annual allowance not exceeding $1,200

to aldermen and an additional allowance not exceeding $100

to each chairman of a standing committee and to the chairman

of the Court of Revision and the Local Board of Health. 4 Geo.

V. c. 333, s. 18.

"Population."—See s. 2, cl. {m).
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The,allowance to members of a council under ss. 424, 425, and 425a can-

not be attached for payment of their debts: Wickett v. Graham (1903),

2 O.W.R. 402.

426. A member of th6 coimcil of a county, village or township ^^^g^"^* °'

may be appointed commissioner, superintendent or overseer of ^mmisrio"erf

any highway or of any work undertaken wholly or in part at the
*'""

expense of the corporation and may be paid the like remunera-

tion for his services as if he were not a member of the council.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 426.

In New Rockland v. Torrance (1902), Q.R. 21 S.C. 165, it was held that

a municipal corporation which had knowingly and voluntarily paid a member
of the council for his services as road inspector, which office, under the pro-

visions of the Code (art. 114), he was incapable of filling, was not entitled

to repayment of the sum paid, it having been made without any mistake

as to fact or law, but with the entire knowledge both as to fact and law.

There does not appear to be a provision similar to art. 114 in the new
Municipal Code.

Expenses of Reception of Distinguished Guests and Travelling

Expenses.

427.—(1) The council of a city, town, village, county or town- ^^JJJf|^

ship may pay for or towards the reception or entertainment of b*?e!iS'^oli°'

persons of distinction or the celebration of events or matters of

national interest or importance, or for or towards travelling or

other expenses incurred in respect to matters pertaining to or

affecting the interests of the corporation, a sum not exceeding in

any year in the case of

(a) a city having a population of not less than 100,000 . $20,000

(b) a city or town having a population of not less than

20,000 2,500

(c) a city or town having a population of not less than

10,000 t 1,000

(d) a coimty 1,500

(e) other municipalities 500

4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 19.

civic business.
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A municipal corporation cannot, in the absence of statutory authority,

expend money for the entertainment of distinguished guests : Maollreith v.

Hart (1908), 39 S.C.R. 657, affirming (1^07) 41 N.S. 351, 2 E.L.R. 468,

which had reversed (1907) 2 E.L.R. 118, 158; Davis v. Winnipeg (1914),

24 Man. L.R. 478, 17 D.L.R. 406, 28 W.L.R. 93, 634, 6 W.W.R. 703.

"Population."—See s. 2, cl. [m).

Appropriation
for diffusing
information re
advantages of

municipality.

Publicity Purposes.

428. The council of every city may expend a sum not exceeding

in any year $3,000 and the council of every town having a popu-

lation of not less than 5,000 may expend a sum not exceeding in

any year $500, in diffusing information respecting the advantages

of the municipality as a manufacturing, business, educational or

residential centre, or as a desirable place in which to spend the

summer months, and the councils of other municipalities except

counties may expend for the like purpose a sum not exceeding in

any year $100. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 428.
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PART XXI.

HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.

-The law of Quebec with respect to highways and bridges differs so much
from the law of Ontario that it is impracticable always to note the cases

under the sections, and it has been thought most convenient to deal with

them under this general heading.

County Roads.

Under art. 755 of the Municipal Code a road between two local munici-

palities is a county road, and when, under art. 758, the county council has

declared a local road to be under the control of one of these municipalities,

it has no longer jurisdiction to amend its by-law so as to declare anew that

it is a local road, but under the control of the corporations of the two local

municipalities jointly, but it has the right to make it a county road, and

then, under art. 758, par. 3, it can distribute the work by a special declara-

,tion as to the land of the owners in each municipality bound to maintain

the road: Nelson v. Megantic (1901), Q.R. 20 S.C. 334, following St. Andre-

Avellin v. Ripon (1895), Q.R. 4 Q.B. 167.

The council of a parish is incompetent raiione maiericB to cause to be pre-

pared and homologated a proces-verbal respecting a road situate between two

counties, and the proces-verbal is absolutely null: St. Joseph de Chambly v.

Aibec (1897), Q.R. 21 S.C. 80.

A road extending over more than one municipality is not a county road,

but is merely a local road for each municipality according to the situation of

the respective parts: Mondoux v. Yamaska (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 148.

Where one side of a road runs along the boundary line between two muni-

cipalities, but is wholly situate in one of them, it is a county road under

art. 755 (par. 2) of the Municipal Code: Walsh v. St. Anicet (1903), Q.R.

25 S.C. 319.

Where a proces-verbal charges the maintenance of a road upon certain

ratepayers of a local municipality, and the order homologating it, at the

same time, declares the road to be a county road, it is the duty of the county

corporation to see to the execution of the proces-verbal and to directly levy

upon the ratepayers, in the manner provided by art. 941 of the Municipal

Code, without reference to or the aid of the corporation of the local munici-

pality in which the road is situate: St. John v. St. Jacques le Mineur (1905),

Q.R. 14 K.B. 343.
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Opening and Maintaining Roads.

A proces-verbal providing for the opening of a road complies with the

law if it states where the road will be opened and that ditches and trenches

will be provided where necessary, even though it does not mention the par-

ticular places where they will be made or anything more than their size:

Mondoux V. Yamaska (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 148.

A municipal council, applied to for the homologation of a proces-verbal,

may amend it by adding details the absence of which would have made' it

a nulUty: Mondoux v. Yamaska (supra).

A municipal corporation, when it has authorized the opening of a street,

must keep it in good condition, whatever may be its importance or the amount

of taxes levied on the adjoining owners, and may be compelled by mandamus

to fulfU its obligation: Goulette v. Sherbrooke (1904), Q.R. 25 S.C. 387.

A proces-verbal for the opening of a road, made and homologated before

62 Vict. c. 27, remains in force untU abrogated by a subsequent proces-verbal

or by-law, and a municipal council has, therefore, power by resolution to

order the performance of the work provided for by a proces-verbal which has

been allowed to remain in abeyance for over forty years: Ste. Justine de

;!^ewton v. Leroux (1906), Q.R. 15 K.B. 159.

A proces-verbal can only impose the cost of opening and maintaining a

road upon the interested ratepayers, not upon the whole municipality; to

do that a by-law is necessary: Gregoire v. Deronee (1907), 4 E.L.R. 74.

A proces-verbal for the opening and maintaining of a road is null and void

for all or any one of the following omissions or inforniaUties: (1) When the

resolution of the council appointing the special superintendent does not pre-

scribe a delay for making it; (2) when the special superintendent has not

been sworn before making it; (3) when the special superintendent omits to

give notice of the time and place of the public meeting to interested rate-

payers; (4) when no notice is given of the time and place at which the council

is to make the examination of the proces-verbal.

A proces-verbal that imposes an obligation on a ratepayer to maintain

fences on a third front road, when he already has two such roads to maintain

at a distance of less than thirty arpents from that in question, is illegal,

unjust and oppressive, and gives him a right of action in the Superior Court
to have it quashed.

Meredith v. Onslow (1909), Q.R. 36 S.C. 243.

Only the municipal council which has caused a proces^erbal to b'e pre-

pared and homologated has the power to have an amendment to it prepared

and homologated, and, therefore, a county council cannot have made and
homologated a proces-verbal which modifies or annuls any made and homolo-
gated by the board of county delegates of the county and the adjoining

county for the construction and maintenance of work situate partly in each.
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The board of delegates of two counties can, in the order for homologation
of a proces-verbal, direct that one portion of the work provided for shall be
done by the corporation of the local municipality in which it is situate and
be maintained at its expense.

Senecal v. Beauharnois (1909), Q.R. 36 S.C. 337.

A county council has power to have drawn up and homologated a proces-

verbal for opening a road situate partly within one municipality and partly

within another within the county: Giguere v. Beauce (1910), Q R- 19 K.B.
353.

Maintenance op Roads.

A municipal corporation cannot compel oontribijtion according to area

from lands which have their own front road at a distance of less than thirty

arpents, for the opening and maintenance of a road which is of no benefit

to such lands, and is only for the advantage of others: Therriault v. St.

Alexandre (1901), Q.R. 20 S.C. 45.

Municipal councils have no power to create servitudes on lands; they

can only give effect to those already created by law.

Only those lands which have an interest in the work can be charged with

a servitude of road work.

The interest required by law is not the personal interest of the owner of

the lands, but that arising from the situation of them.

Article 795 of the Municipal Code does not give to municipal covmcils

power arbitrarily to charge lands with road work irrespective of any legal

interest arising from their situation.

Therriault v. Notre Dame du Lac (1903), Q.R. 24 S.C. 217.

A proces-verbal which imposes the duty of maintaining more than one
front road on the same lot of thirty arpents depth affords no ground for

the annulment of the proces^erbal, but only ground for an application to

the municipal authorities to shift the burden in conformity with art. 825
of the Municipal Code: Ste. Justine de Newton v. Leroux (1906), Q.R. 15
K.B. 159.

A proces-verbal which lays the maintenance of a road on ratepayers who
have little or no use for it, and which is necessary and almost essential to
other ratepayers of a different range of the municipality as an outlet, and
who are not made to contribute to-it, is unjust and oppressive and will be
quashed: Beauchemin v. Roxton (1907), Q.R. 31 S.C. 86.

The appointment of a, special superintendent and inspection of the premises
is not required for passing by-laws amending the proces^erbaux for the

establishment of roads. Article 774 of the Municipal Code, respecting fences

and ditches on front roads, is intended to cover cases not otherwise provided
for, and municipal councils may derogate from its provisions by by-law or

proces-verbal. A by-law which, in establishing a front road, has the effect

36—MON. LAW.
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of placing the obKgation to repair more than one such road on owners of

land of less than thirty arpents in width is not void for that reason. The

owners can demand that the new road be maintained as a highway for the

portion for which they are charged, and, failing a declaration in that respect,

they are only liable for work on the road in nearest proximity to their respec-

tive residences (art. '825 of the Municipal Code). The Courts should only

interfere with the exercise' of their discretionary powers by a municipal

council when it works injustice or is clearly illegal: Blanchard v. St. David

(1908), Q.R. 35 S.C. 277.

There is no statutory provision that a range shall be only thirty ajpents

in depth. It is merely provided that the ratepayer is not obliged to keep

in repair on land of thirty arpents in width more than one front road. There

is no limit to the extent of land or number of lots in a range, and the fact

that one range considerably exceeds another in depth does not justify the

Court in imposing on ratepayers the burden of maintaining the highway

in repab: Goulet v. Ste. Anne (1908), Q.R." 35 S.C. 289.

A provision of an Act for dividing a municipality into two part^that

"the ratepayers are released from liability for road work and other municipal

charges in the municipality from which they are severed, notwithstanding

the proces-verhaux to the contrary,'' applies to works and charges which by

the effect of the separation would be imposed upon each division so as to

release the other, and a ratepayer is none the less liable for roadwork within

the limits of his new municipality under the proces^erbal in force at the

time of the division. The corporation of each new municipality can amend

its proces-verbal and make by-laws respecting roads in this territory. An
Act which distinguishes local from county work and defines the latter as

"works, etc., made or maintained at the expense of one or more counties

or of the inhabitants of more than the local municipality in a county" does

not convert local works provided for by proces^erbaux into county worlcs by

the mere fact of the division into two of the municipality in which they are

situated: Cote v. Ste. Cecile de Milton (1908), Q.R. 18 K.B. 211.

An appeal lies to the county council from the decision of the council

of a local municipality rejecting a petition to "place the roads under the

control of the council of the parish." The county council seized by way
of appeal, of the petition can, if the majority of the members of the council

of the local municipality have a personal interest in the matter, exercise all

the powei's of the latter council which are applicable (art. 136 of the Municipal

Code). A council which in such a case passes a by-law placing the main-

tenance of roads upon the municipal corporation in the mode prescribed

by art. 535 of the Municipal Code exercises administrative functions, and
need not hold an enquete to establish the facts which are known to its members.

A by-law providing that the roads of the municipality shall be under

the immediate control and charge of the corporation according to the pro-

visions of that article "sufficiently conforms to the demand of the interested
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parties to place all the roads . . . under ~the control of the council of

the parish as to all works to be done in future for the better maintenance

of said roads." It cannot be annulled on the ground that it provides for

something that was not demanded.

St. Charles des Grondines v. Portneuf (1909), Q.R. 18 K.B. 380.

A municipal corporation charged with the maintenance of roads by virtue

of art. 535 of the Municipal Code cannot by by-law make any exceptions

other than those specified in that article. It cannot, therefore, except from

the maintenance of fences a road opened up by the Government (and handed
over to the corporation) under a special Act by which the adjoining owners

had received an indemnity for the maintenance for all time by them and
their heirs of the fences upon it.

A road which crosses obliquely and divides into two parts land bounded
by a front road is not a front road for the part of the land beyond, which

has become a distinct property on being acquired by a new owner.

Garden v. St. Michel de Rougemont (1909), Q.R. 38 S.C. 42.

Roads in village municipalities being front roads, the county council

cannot by a proces-verbal order them to be maintained nor can it order that

the road to which the proces^erbdl refers be maintained by each municipality

through which it passes. Where a county council declares that a local road

shall be a county road, it can impose upon the local municipalities the burden

of its maintenance. It cannot by a proces-verbci compel them to perform

the work of opening them. Proces-verbaux so made do not impose on a local

municipality an imperative duty which it can be compelled by mandamus
to perform: Beaudet v. Leclercville (1910), Q.R. 38 S.C. 77, reversing (1909),

37 Q.R. S.C. 276.

A proces-verbal which imposes on a single ratepayer nearly the whole cost

of opening and maintaining a road which is of no benefit to him, and which

is declared to be a front road for the manifest purpose of so imposing the

cost, is unjust and oppressive and will be quashed: St. Louis du Ha! Ha!
v. Thomas (1912), Q.R. 22 K.B. 303.

A front road is one which runs across the lots of a range and does not

lead from one range to another. The first part of art. 801 of the Municipal

Code (art. 581 of the new Code), which provides that if, by reason of special

circumstances, the work to be done on a front road by a ratepayer exceeds

by more than one-half the average of the work to be done upon the same
road by the proprietors of lots of equal value, that ratepayer can be exempted

from a part of the work upon or cost of such road, confers upon municipal

councils a discretionary power which it can exercise without contravening

the law. If, on account of the refusal of the council to exercise this power

in the adoption of a regulation, an injustice results, the injured person can

appeal to the council of the county, but it is a well established rule that the

Superior Court can intervene in such a matter only when there is an injustice

so grave that it is equivalent to an oppression or manifests bad faith equiva-

lent to fraud: Caoouna v. Thibault (1914), Q.R. 25 K.B. 2lS.
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Winter Roads. '

In laying out a winter road outside the bounds of a summer route, a muni-

cipal council can exercise only the powers conferred by art. 840 of the Muni-

cipal Code, and an owner of land facing the summer route cannot attack

the road chosen by the council : Pesant v. St. Leonard (1905), 7 Que. P.R. 220.

Pkbsckiptions.

The prescription of six months under art. 2558, R.S.Q., does not apply

to an action by a municipal corporation to recover from a ratepayer his

proportion of the cost of keeping in repair a ditch on the side of the road:

Tounnlle v. St. Francois de SaUes (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 67.

The prescriptions of the Municipal Code respecting appeals to the county

council or to the Circuit Court do not apply to acts which are ultra vires:

Forest v. L'Assomption (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 151, O.R. 25 K.B. 508.

Joint Rural Inspectors.

Where two rural inspectors are appointed "joint superintendent,'' they

must act together in giving notices, holding meetings, etc. : Comeau v. Ste.

Edwidge de CUfton (1899), Q.R. 15 S.C. 405.

Penalties for Neglect to Maintain Roads.

The inspector of roads may recover from a municipal corporation having

control of a road the penalty imposed by art. 793 of the Municipal Code

for neglect to maintain the road, especially where the bad state of it was

not caused by the fault or negligence of the inspector. The corporation

cannot escape the penalty by showing that the road was repaired with a

due diligence and that its bad condition was due to causes for which it could

not be blamed: Leroux v. St. Marc de Cournoyer (1896), Q.R. 10 S.C. 297.

Right to Attack Proces-Verbaux.

If a proces-verbal states that a road will pass at a place where there is

a cheese factory or at any other place where it cannot pass without the con-

sent of the owner of the land, or if it imposes the duty of erecting fences on

persons who cannot be obliged to erect them, the owner or person illegally

subject to the burden can alone attack the proces-verbal on that ground:

Mondoux v. Yamaska (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 148.

Rigorous precision is not required in the language of a proces-verbal describ-

ing work to be done; inaccuracies which render it obscure are not reasons

for setting it aside. The council can at any time amend the text so as to

render it intelligible: St. Christophe v. Arthabaska (1906), Q.R. 29 S.C. 493.

Sidewalks.

Road commissioners in Quebec are entrusted with the management of

making and repairing of roads. This trust comprises the roadbed only, and
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does not extend to the construction and maintenance of sidewalks, which

fall exclusively under the jurisdiction of the corporation of the municipalities

within which they are situate: Raby v. Road Commissioners a Barriere de

Montreal (1912), Q.R. 42 S.C. 26, 2 D.L.R. 511.

Other Cases.

Where a power company builds a dam across a river and thereby causes

a rise in the level of it, resulting in the erosion and eating away of the banks

of the river, the company should protect the banks along which highways

run by means of revetment walls and guard rails, so as to insure the safety

of pedestrians and vehicles using the highway: Richelieu v. Montreal and

St. Lawrence Light and Power Company (1912), 3 D.L.R. 145.

Beidqes.

A municipal corporation which is charged by a by-law with the control

and maintenance of a bridge constructed by private persorus, and has, at

the same time, assumed the obligation of opening and maintaining the two

ends of a road leading to it, may subsequently, after the prescribed formali-

ties have been complied with, abrogate the by-law and abolish such bridge,

which in the meantime had been destroyed after the by-law was passed:

Daigneau v. East Farnham (1897), Q.R. 6 Q.B. 258.

A by-law passed by a county council, even with the prescribed formali-

ties, is illegal if it charges two municipal corporations with the entire cost

of a bridge which" the county corporation has taken under its responsibility

and declared to be a public bridge: Megantic v. Nelson (1899), Q.R. 17

S.C. 87.

A by-law charging two municipal corporations with the cost of recon-

structing a bridge in iron without designating the land of the proprietors

assessed for the work is null, and a by-law passed for the maintenance only

of a wooden bridge, entailing comparatively small cost, will not serve with-

out other formalities for the reconstruction of the same bridge in iron costing

more; lb.

When a county council has declared a local bridge to be a county bridge,

it is for the local corporation responsible, for its maintenance to determine

by proces-verbal which of its ratepayers should contribute to its maintenance,

the effect of the action of the county council not being to impose upon all

the local ratepayers that obligation.

Though it may be irregular to subject, for work on a bridge, all the owners
of lots designated on the cadastre by different numbers without indicating

the number of the lot on which the land drained is situate, the irregularity

does not make the proces^erbal a nullity when it is shown that the lots,

though they bear different numbers, form one and the same tract.

As a municipal bridge should be a charge on all the ratepayers of the

•concession (rang) in which it is situate, certain ratepayers cannot by proces-
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verbal be exempted from liability for it? maintenance- on the ground that

they are already liable to maintain other bridges constructed on the water-

courses which they have made to drain their own land and in their exclusive

interest.

Dupuis V. St. Isidore (1900), Q.R. 17 S.C. 482, affirmed on review 28th

April, 1900.

A municipal corporat'on cannot, under art. 1027- et seq. of the Municipal

Code, raise by assessment on the ratepayers responsible for the maintenance

of the bridge the amount of a judgment recovered against it in an action

brought in consequence of an accident resulting from failure to maintain

the bridge. Such a debt resulting from a quasi delit is due jointly and
severally from all charged with its maintenance, and cannot be apportioned

among them according to the area of their lands and in the proportion in

which they are severally responsible for the work on the bridge: Pinson-

nault V. St. Jacques the Less (1900), R. 18 S.C. 385.

A bridge which has been deemed and treated as a county bridge under

former proces-verbaux can be declared local, although that is its situation,

only by a resolution adopted or a proces-verbal homologated for the purpose;

a mere notice of the taking into consideration of a proces-verbal where such

declaration is made does not meet the requirements of the law.

A local corporation which, if it were declared to be a local bridge, would

be obliged to maintain it in the state required by law ^nd by the proces-

verbaux and by-laws governing it has a sufficient interest to demand the

setting aside of the proces-verbal which gives the bridge a local quality.

St. Ignace du Coteau Landing v. Soulanges (1903), Q.R. 25 S.C. 153.

A county council which has decided to construct a county bridge and
has adopted a proces-verbal stating the work to be done, but without deterr

mining the cost of it, cannot delegate to a local corporation the adjudica-

tion of the enterprise or the construction and execution of the work: Forest

V. L'Assomption (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 151, Q.R. 25 K.B. 568.

Watbbcotjbses.

A road bridge over a river situate in territory which becomes a city sepa-

rated from the county of which it formed part passes to the corporation of

the city, and the county council has no jurisdiction over it. It is other-

wise where the bridge is necessitated by the establishment of a watercom'se

over which the county council has jurisdiction, and the county council has

jurisdiction to regulate the construction and maintenance of it though it is

situate in a municipality which has ceased to form part of the county: Bale

St. Paul V. Second Division of the County of Charlevoix (1916), Q.R. 50

S.C. 380.

A county corporation cannot, unless public notice for the purpose has.

been given, declare a watercourse, formerly under the control of a local cor-

poration and covered by proces-verbal of the latter, to be a watercourse of
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the county and failure to give the notice is not an informality such as art. 16

of the Municipal Code permits the Court to pass over without notice, but

is a fatal informality which produces an absolute nulhty: McCabe v. Vau-

dreuil (1894), Q.R. 15 S.C. 22.

Where a part only of land is drained by a watercourse, the proces-verbal

imposing a work of construction and maintenance of the supply on the pro-

prietor of the land should designate specifically the part drained, and where

it does not do so, the proces-verbal is illegal.

The proces-^ierbcd imposing upon land a burden of works for a water supply

creates a permanent charge upon the land which has the character of a servi-

tude.

McCann v. Hinchinbrook (1898), Q.R. 8 Q.B. 149, following Barretts v.

St. Barthelemy (1895% Q.R. 4 Q.B. 92.

By art. 881 of the Municipal Code no one is bound to make or to aid in

making on his own land a watercourse of a greater depth than is necessary

for the drainage of it.

A proces-verbal which contravenes the provisions of this law and adds

to the drainage works of the ratepayers, who, in consequence of their situa-

tion, cannot benefit by the works, is illegal and null pro tanto, and an injured

proprietor may take proceedings to have declared the nullity as to him.

Such a contravention of the law constitutes an increase of the servitude

that the proprietor of the land is always allowed to repudiate, and he cannot

be met with the objection that he has submitted temporarily to a resolution

which is ultra vires.

Dionne v. Drummond (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 22.

Highways and Bridges.

Powers and Duties as to.

429.-(l) In this Part- mteipretatio..

(a) "County bridge" shall mean a bridge under the exclusive •county

jurisdiction of the council of a county.
* " ^'

(2) Except as provided by section 445 this Part shall not apply

to a provincial road or bridge under the control of the Crown.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 429.

430. Where by this Part power is conferred upon a council to powertoac-

pass by-laws for acquiring or for assuming a highway it shall SSway.
°
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include the power to pass by-laws for acquiring or for assuming

part of a highway. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 430.

Srdseiiowera* ^^^' Where powcr to pass by-laws in respect of a highway or

brid&™''°*'"* bridge is by this Act conferred on a council, unless otherwise

expressly provided, it shall be exercisable only by the council

having jurisdiction over the highway or bridge, or if the highway

or bridge' is under the joint jurisdiction of two or more councils

only by the joint action of such councils, and a by-law by all of

them shall be necessary for the exercise of such power. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 431.

What shall con- 432. Except in so far as they have been stopped up according

highways. iq jg,^ aH allowances for roads made by the Crown surveyors, all

highways laid out or established under the authority of any

statute, all roads on which public money has been expended for

opening them, or on which statute labour has been usually per-

formed, all roads passing through Indian lands, all roads dedi-

cated by the owner of the land to public use, and all alterations

and deviations of and all bridges over any such allowance fpr

road, highway or road, shall be common and public highways.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 432.

"Except In so far as they have been stopped up according to law."

—

The right of the public to the use of land dedicated as a public highway

and used by the public as such for a number of years cannot be extinguished

by the act of the owner, nor can the right to use it be lost to the public by

non-user of the highway: Winslow v. Dalling (1899), 1 N.B. Eq. 608.

A public highway does not cease to have that character unless it has

been closed or abolished and the rights of the public to it renounced by some

act of a duly constituted and competent authority qualified to act on behalf

of the public, or at least there has been such a total cessation of the use of

it by the publib as a public highway and such a conversion of it to other

uses acquiesced in by competent authority as would constitute a total aban-

donment by the public and such competent authority of all right to it as

a public highway: Meloche v. Davidson (1902), Q.R. 11 K.B. 302, affirming

(1901), Q.R 20 S.C. 26.

Montreal v. Tiffin (1910), Q.R. 20 K.B. 430, in which it was held that a

power given by statute to a municipal corporation to cause a plan to be
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drawn of streets to be laid out or widened, with a proviso that no indemnity

shall be allowed for any building or improvement made after confirmation

by the Court of the plan, on the land shown therein, if not a charge on real

estate in the nature of a servitude and extinguished by non-user during

thirty years (art. 522 C.C.), is at least a "right" subject to the thirty years'

prescription provided for in art. 2242 C.C.

The diversion under the authority of a municipal by-l^w of a part of the

highway to run on a different course and the granting of the use of it to a *

mill owner—public travel on it still continuing—does not operate as an aban-

donment of it or to change its public character so as to entitle a person through

whose land it runs to fence it in or to erect any barrier on it: Nolin v. Gosselin

(1912), IS Rev. de Jur. 306 (Que.).

Seealso, as to abandonment, Mills v. Freel (1912), 3 O.W.N. 1240, 4

O.W.N. 79, 2 D.L.R. 923, 5 D.L.R. 679, 23 O.W.R. 45.

A highway established by dedication does not cease to be a highway on

account of the council having by resolution approved of a plan of a subdivi-

sion upon which the highway was not shown: Larcher v. Sudbury (1913),

4 O.W.N. 1289, 11 D.L.R. Ill, 24 O.W.R. 659.

" All highways laid out or established under the authority of any statute."

—Among these are highways laid out or established by the Quarter Sessions,

as well as those laid out or established under the authority of the Municipal

Acts from time to time in force, and highways laid down on registered plans,

though with regard to the latter it is provided by another Act, The Surveys

Act, R.S.O. c. 166, s. 44, that they shall be public highways.

Pbesumption in pavoue of validity op by-laws.

Where land has been used as a public highway for many years and there

was an old statute authorizing its expropriation for pubhc purposes, but

the records of the municipality, which would contain the proceedings for the

expropriation, if any had been taken, were lost, in the absence of evidence

of dedication, it must be presumed that proceedings under the statute were

rightly taken: Dickson v. Kearney (1888), 14 S.C.R. 743, Cameron's S.C.

Cas. 53, reversing (1887) 20 N.S. 95.

Where a by-law was passed, many years before, for opening a highway,

but no evidence is available to show that the notices which were required

to be given of the intention to pass it were given, and without objection

since the passing of the by-law the road has been used by the public and
public money has been expended and gtatute labour performed upon it, it

will be presumed that the by-law was legally passed: Elmsley South v. Miller

(1905), 6 O.W.R. 726.

A similar conclusion had been reached before by the Court of Appeal in

Palmatier v. MoKibbon (1894), 21 A.R. 441.
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" On which statute labour has been usually performed."—Proof that a

path master had, in two years, directed the statute labour to be done on a

road does not amount to proof that statute labour has been usually performed

on it: Reg. v. Plunkett (1862), 21 U.C.R. 536, 541.

Nor is it sufficient that statute labour has been performed, not continuously

but at intervals, and only on parts of a road that ran diagonally across four

concessions: Reg. v. Hall (1866), 17 U.C.C.P. 282.

In the revision of 1913, 3-4 Greo. V. o. 43, a change, and perhaps an im-

portant one, was made in the language of this section.

Before then the language of the section was, "shall be deemed common
and pubhc highways"; not as the section now reads, "shall be common and

public highways."

It had been held under the previous enactment that the effect of it was

that, where statute labour has been usually performed on a road, a pre-

sumption arose that it was a public highway, but that that presumption

might be rebutted by evidence to the contrary, and, therefore, that where

the origin of a road was known and it was in its inception a trespass road

or where the circumstances were such as to rebut any inference of a dedica-

tion which might be drawn from the performance of statute labour, the con-

tinued performance of statute labour upon it did not make it a public. high-

way: per Osier, J.A., in St. Vincent y. Greenfield (1887), 15 A.R. 567, 571;

or where the road was intended to be established by public authority with-

out the will of the owner of the land, in which case it was said that it had

become a road by the authority of the county council or it was not "legally

a road at all. The fact of the public using it for ten years or expending

labour and money upon it between 1846 and the present time is not sufficient

to estabUsh it as a lawful highway against the will of the owner of the soil

where there is no sufficient ground for presuming a dedication": per Robin-

son, C.J., in Reg. v. Rankin (1858), 16 U.C.R. 304, 310. This would seem

to be a narrow view as to the meaning and effect of the enactment, and but

for these decisions one would have thought that the object of the legislation

was to make the fact that statute labour had been usually performed on a

road conclusive evidence both of dedication and acceptance.

The view that the word "deemed" means presumed merely, and that

it, therefore, raised only a rebuttable presumption, is opposed to the view

of a Divisional Court in In re Rogers and McFarland (1909), 19 O.L.R.

622, in which it was held that the word "deemed" means "adjudged" or

"conclusively considered" for the pui-pose of the legislation: p. 631.

In view of the change that has been made in the language of the section,

it is open to question whether these cases are any longer authorities upon

the construction of the present enactment.

In Andrews v. Packenham (1904), 4 O.W.R. 6, the plaintiff failed to

establish that what he contended was a highway had been established under

a by-law of the council of the municipality, and the statute labour permitted
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by the council to be done on the alleged highway was "so insignificant in

amount and performed under such circumstances as would not . . .

weigh in establishing a highway" : p. 8.

"All roads passing through Indian lands."—It is difficult to understand

to what roads these words apply.

The difficulty was referred to by Robinson, C.J., in B3TDes v. Bown (1851),

8 U.C.R. 181, 184, who said:—
" But it never could have been meant by that clause that every by-road

or short cut used by the Indians across the plains or the flats was to be estab-

lished as a permanent highway, even though they should be roads only left

open during the winter.

"The meaning of that clause, I think, is that roads which under the pro-

visions of that Act" (50 Geo. III. c. 1) "were to acquire the character of

legal highways should have that same legal character where they passed

through Indian lands as in other parts of their course, although they might

not be (as to such portions of them) public allowances made in any original

survey nor had any public money been expended or statute labour performed

on them."

The suggestion is ventured that the intention may have been to avoid

any question as to road allowances made by the Crown in townsliips that

were or might become Indian lands, losing their character when they passed

through Indian lands.

As will have been noticed, this provision comes down from ante-con-

federation days, when no question could arise as to the jurisdiction of the

legislature to enact it. Now that the British North America Act confers

exclusive legislative authority as to "Indians and lands reserved for the

Indians" upon the Parliament of Canada, it is submitted that such legis-

lation would not be intra vires of a provincial legislature in so far as it applies

to anything done since the British North America Act came into force,

though, no doubt, as to roads in existence before then, if they had become
public highways, they would continue to have that eharacter, subject probably

to the paramount authority of the ParUament of Canada to legislate as to

them and to put an end to them.

The existence of "pubUc roads laid out or used in or through or abutting

upon an Indian reserve," as well as the liability of the Indians when so directed

by the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, or any officer or person by
him thereunto authorized to perform statute labour on these roads, is recog-

nized by The Indian Act, R.S.C. c. 81, s. 44, and by s. 45 provision is made
for the keeping in repair of the roads, bridges, ditches and fences within the

reserve.

" All roads dedicated by the owner of the land for public use."—The law

as to the dedication of highways is well and compendiously stated in O'Neil

V. Harper (1913), 28 O.L.R. 635, 10 D.L.R. 433, 13 D.L.R. 649, where it
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is laid down, though not for the first time, that land dedicated for the pur-

pose of passage becomes a public highway when accepted for that purpose

by the pubKc; there must be the intention to dedicate. Acceptance may
be inferred from public user, and no formal act of adoption is necessary.

Open and unobstructed user by the public for a substantial time is, as a rule,

evidence from which both dedication and acceptance may be inferred, but

an intention to dedicate can only be inferred against a person who is absolute

owner in fee simple and sui juris, all of which propositions are supported

by citation of the authorities.

This form of dedication must be distinguished from dedication by a regis-

tered plan, which by statute makes roads and streets shown on it common
and public highways, although the obligation to repair them does not arise

until they have been established by by-law of the council or otherwise assumed

for public use by the corporation: s. 460 (6).

Ontario Cases.

Where it is alleged that a fence encroaches upon a public highway, long

and undisturbed possession by the landowner ought not to be interfered with,

except upon very clear proof of the liinits of the highway: Rex v. Meyer

(1902), 1 O.W.R. 780, 781.

In Holland v. York (1904), 7 O.L.R. 533, a road laid out by a private

person, used for many years, and a sidewalk built upon it by the corporation,

under the supervision of its path master, and paid for out of money appro-

priated by by-law for the purpose, was held to be a pubUc highway.

In Piper v. Paipoonge (1905), 6 O.W.R. 287, dedication and acceptance

was held to be established by: (1) The use of the road by the public, the

building by the corporation of a bridge connecting at each end with the

road, and the ditching and grading of the road along its whole length; (2)

all these things having been done to the knowledge and with the acquiescence

of the landowner, who had erected his fence on the Hne of the road.

By an order of the Quarter Sessions, made in 1834, a highway was opened

through several lots, the title to one of which was in the Crown, and it was

occupied by a licensee from the Crown. The highway was never opened,

but, shortly afterwards, another which followed the same general direction

was opened across the located lot and other lots, and was ever afterwards

regularly travelled and used as a highway, fenced off from the located lot,

improved from time to time by statute labour and public money, and was

treated by the locatee and his successors in title as a public highway. Letters

patent were issued to a successor in title of the locatee, in which no reserva-

tion or mention of any road was made. On this state of facts it was held

that there was eviderce of dedication by the equitable owner, acquiesced

in by the Crown, and that the road had become established as a public high-

way: Fraser v. Diamond (1905), 10 O.L.R. 90, 5 O.W.R. 436.
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Grand Trunk Railway Company v. Toronto (1906), 37 S.C.R. 210. The
owner of land, inconveying it, described it as bounded on » road allow^ance,

and subsequent conveyances also recognized it as a road allowance. Thus

-describing the land was held to be a dedication of the street as a pubKc high-

way. The first conveyance and a plan produced at the trial showed that the

street extended across the railway track and down to the river Don, but at

that time the portion between the track and the river was a marsh. The

evidence established the use of the street by the public ,down to the marsh.

. The use of this portion was held to be applicable to the whole road down to

the river and the evidence of user to be sufficient to show an acceptance by

the public of the highway.

A street shown on a plan registered before, but practically contempor-

aneously with the incorporation of a village, is a public highway, and sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of the council of the village: McGregor v. Watford

(1906), 13 O.L.R. 10, 8 O.W.R. 479.

The owner of land adjoining part of a road called the River Road,

which had been continuously travelled by the public since the district was

first established, agreed with the municipal corporation that the corpora-

tion should close the road and convey it to him in consideration of his dedi-

cating to the public and opening up for traffic two other streets; a by-law

was then passed by which it was enacted that the landowner should have

the right to close up the part of the River Road mentioned in the agreement

as soon as the two streets were opened for public use and travel. For several

years one of the two streets was unfit for travel, and the pubhc continued to

use the River Road, and did so even after that street was opened and used,

and no attempt was at any time made to close it, and it was continuously

used by the pubhc without objection, and public money was from time to

time spent upon it. Upon this state of facts it was held by the Court of

. Appeal, in Macomb v. Welland (1907), 13 O.L.R. 335, 9 O.W.R. 143, re-

versing the decision of the trial Judge, (1906) 12 O.L.R. 362, 7 O.W.R. 876,

that the evidence was not sufficient to establish dedication of the part of

the River Road which had been stopped up.

la this case there is a very full review of the authorities, English and

Canadian, bearing upon the question of dedication.

The location of a street upon a registered plan in 1856 and its use as

a public road ever since was held to be a dedication of it as a public high-

way: Watson V. Kincardine (1908), 11 O.W.R. 669, (1909) 13 O.W.R. 327.

A lane is not a road or street within the meaning of the words, "roads,

streets or commons," as used in The Surveys Act, R.S.O. 1897, c. 181, s. 39,

now R.S.O. c. 166, s. 44 (1), nor is it within the purview of the section: Brett

V. Toronto Railway Company (1909), 13 O.W.R. 552, 14 O.W.R. 74, 604.

Intention to dedicate must be shewn. Though there may be facts indi-

cating an intention to dedicate, yet if, in the light of all the circumstances,

there appears to be an absence of intention to dedicate, dedication is not
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established: Peters v. Sinclair (1912), 3 O.W.N. 1045, 4 O.W.N. 338, 8

D.L.R.. 575, 23 O.W.R. 441, (1913) 48 S.C.R. 57, 13 D.L.R. 468, affirmed

by P.O. 18 D.L.R. 754.

See also Rideout v. Hewlett (1913), 13 D.L.R. 293, 12 E.L.R. 527, 15

D.L.R. 634 (N.B.).

Land conveyed to a municipal corporation as a highway and taken over

by the corporation as a highway, and in which a sewer had been constructed

by the corporatiop, is a pubhc highway, and cannot be closed by an amend-
ment to the registered plan, but only by appropriate action by the council

of the municipality: In re City of Toronto, Plan M 188 (1913), 28 O.L.R.

41, 11 D.L.R. 424.

A registered plan, showing a street fifty feet wide, had attached to it a

memorandum, under the seal of the corporation, and signed by the mayor,

treasurer and clerk in the words, "The consent of the Corporation of the

. . . is hereby given to the registration of this plan showing . . .

(the street) as having a width throughout of fifty feet . . . and the

said avenue is accepted as a public highway," and it was held that this memo-
randum amounted within the meaning of s. 44 of 1 Geo. V. c. 42, as amended
by s. 32 of 2 Geo. V. ». 17 (now The Surveys Act, R.S.O. c. 166, s. 44), to

an assumption by the corporation of the avenue for public use, and that

the corporation had thereby, in the most formal way, accepted the avenue

as a public highway: lb.

In Larcher v. Sudbury (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1289, 11 D.L.R. 111, 24 O.W.R.

659, it was held that the evidence established the intention to dedicate and

the acceptance of the dedication by the municipal corporation. When the

intention to dedicate was evidenced by the landowner no patent had been

issued, but the intention to dedicate continued after it was issued and the

acts which constituted acceptance were also continuous.

In Beveridge v. Creelman (1877), 42 U.C.R. 29, referred to by the trial

Judge, the landowner had, before the patent issued, done acts which, had the

title to the land been in him, would have been sufficient to establish dedica-

tion, but the title was then in the Crown, and it was held, following Reg. v.

Wismef (1850), 6 U.C.R. 293, that his acts done before the patent did not

bind the Crown, but that what was done after the patent was issued was

sufficient to establish by dedication the road as a public highway.

In Rae v. Trim (1880), 27 Grant. 374, also referred to by the trial Judge,

it was held that persons in possession of Crown lands cannot, before the patent

issued, dedicate any part of them, but may so far bind themselves by their

acts as that, when a patent has issued to them, the lands granted would be

bound by any right or easement. to which their sanction had been obtained.

The fact that the owner of land obtained from the Crown a confirmatory

grant of it, in which a plan was referred to and public streets within the

tract as described in the grant were excepted, one of these shown on the
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plan being a street which the corporation claimed to be a public street, was
held to be a recognition and acceptance of the existence of the street, and

it was also held that thereafter neither the patentee nor any successor in

title could set up that it was not a public street as shown on the plan: Niagara

Navigation Company v. Niagara (1913, 4), 31 O.L.R. 17, 25 O.W.R. 42.

A municipal council has no power, by declaring that land is a public high-

way, to make it a public highway, and so declaring is not eqiuvalent to the

establishment of a new highway: Niagara v. Fisher (1914), 5 O.W.N. 881.

A similar conclusion had been before reached in Rex ex rel. McMullen
and Caradoc (1872), 22 U.C.C.P. 356.

In Reaume v. 'Windsor (1915), 7 O.W.N. 647, 8 O.W.N. 505, affirmed by
the Supreme Court of Canada, 2nd. May, 1916, dedication was proved, and
it was held that acceptance by the corporation was established by the con-

struction and maintenance of pavements and sidewalks by the corporation

at its own expense, although no by-law signifying acceptance was in evidence.

A street laid down on a registered plan of a survey of a part of a town-

sh'p lot, made after thfe provisions as to plans weie extended to townships, -

is a public highway, and the council of the township may stop it up by passing

a by-law for that purpose: Jones v. Tuokersmith (1915), 33 O.L.R. 634, 23

D.L.R. 569.

Alberta.

In the absence of acceptance by the municipal corporation of a street

shewn on a registered plan and evidence of user of it by the public or of

the sale of land in the subdivision, the street is not a public highway: Marsan
v. Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company (1909), 2 A.L.R. 43, 10 W.L.R.
465, 9 Can. Ry.'Cas. 341.

Land traversed by an old trail was surveyed under Dominion authority,

and the trail surveyed and laid out on the ground more than sixty-six (66)

feet wide, but the plan had not been approved by the Surveyor-General, and

it was held that s. 108 of The North^West Territories Act, 60 & 61 Vict,

c. 28, s. 19, gave the surveyor no power to increase the width of the highway,

that the approval of the plan by the Surveyor-General, and the filing of it

in the Land Titles Office were necessary conditions to the transfer of the

trail as a public highway, and that the land comprised in the augmentation

of the highway remained vested in the landowner: Rowland v. Edmonton

(1915), 50 S.C.R. 520, 21 D.L.R. 33, reversing (1914), 20 D.L.R. 36,

28 W.L.R. 920, 6 W.W.R. 1498.

British Columbia.

Victoria v. Silver Spring Brewery (1910), 14 W.L.R. 626, was a case of

dedication being established by the street being shown on a map registered

under statutory authority, which the Act required should exhibit all roads,

streets, etc., set apart for public use.
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Manitoba.

A survey, which was not originaEy legal and binding, is not made so by
a Dominion Order-in-Council, and the Crown, after granting the patents

for the lands, cannot interfere with the private rights of persons holding

under them: Heath v. Portage La Prairie (1909), 18 Man. L.R. 693, (1908)

9 W.L.R. 512, (1909) 11 W.L.R. 99, following Pockett v. Poole (1897), 11

Man. L.R. 508.

Where a road, which was only sixty-six feet wide for many years prior

to a survey made by a Dominion land surveyor, under the direction of the

Surveyor-General, who had instructed him to make the road ninetj'-nine feet

wide, it was held that this did not affect an alteration in the width of the

road; that the Survej'or-General had no authority to make it of a greater

width than it had been or to deprive the landowner of any of his land by

giving the direction which he gave: St. Vital v. Mager (1908), 9 W.L.R. 161,

(1909) 19 Man. L.R. 293.

The right of the public in a street over a railway right of way is not limited

to the part planked and gravelled for traffic, because no by-law has been passed

under 7 & 8 Edw. VII c. 57, s. 705, cl. (6) (Man. ), after the crossing was ordered

by the Board of Railway Commissioners, where, before the application to

the Board, a by-law was passed authorizing the extension of the street across

the right of way and the railway company had acquiesced in the opening of

the street for its full width and had subsequently recognized its existence:

Campbell v. Canadian Northern Railway Company (1913), 23 Man. L.R.

385, 12 D.L.R. 272, 24 W.L.R. 447, 15 Can. Ry. Cas. 357, 4 W.W.R. 914,

reversing (1913) 9 D.L.R. 777, 23 W.L.R. 156, 3 W.W.R. 874.

New Brunswick.

.. Where a landowner accepts public money for improving a road over his

land, although neither dedicated nor recorded a-s such, it becomes a public

highway by virtue of 49 Vict. c. 6, and 52 Vict. u. 12: Rideout v. Howlett

(1913), 13 D.L.R. 293, 15 D.L.R. 634.

See also Moore v. Woodstock Woollen Mills Company (1899), 29 S.C.R.

627, in which, notwithstanding the finding of the jury that there had been

no public user, judgment had been entered for the plaintiff, who claimed

that the locus in quo was a pubhc highway, and the judgment was affirmed

by the Supreme Court of New Brunswick, but was revised by the Supreme
Court of Canada.

,

Nova Scotia.

The existence of a public highway is not necessarily confined to a place

that is a thoroughfare, and a cul-desac may properly exist as a highway,

and may be established by dedication: De Young v. Giles (1915), 26 D.L.R. 5

(N.S.), following Bateman v. Bluck (1852), 18 Q.B. 870, 88 R.R. 813.
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Open and unobstructed user of a way by the public for a substantial

time is evidence from which both dedication and acceptance may be inferred

and where there has been established for a number of years a travelled track,

with a fence on one side and a gutter on the other, passing over the lands

of others, on which statute labour is performed under municipal supervision

and which is otherwise used for municipal purposes, dedication and accept-

ance of it as a pubUc highway is estabUshed: lb.

Quebec.

The designation by the owners of land on a plan of a lot as a street where

the street is never opened does not effect such a dedication as to give the

public any rights on it or relieve the corporation from the obligation to

pay compensation for it when required as a public street: Warminton v.

Heaton (1897), Q.R. 7 Q.B. 234.

The fact that a corporation has laid drains in a private lane is not equiva-

lent to an acceptance of the lane as a pubUc street, nor does the corpora-

tion, by so doing, incur any responsibility for an accident caused by a person

falling on a sidewalk in the lane: Tougas v. Montreal (1897J, Q.R. 12 S.C.

532.

Dedication of a highway is established by the following facts:

—

(1) Registration by the landowner of a subdivision plan and deposit of

book of reference on which the highway is indicated and described as a road

or street.

(2) The opening and laying out of the land by the owner as a street and

placing sidewalks on it.

(3) The free and uninterrupted use of the street by the public for more

than ten years.

(4) Exploiting the adjacent land by the owner and selUng lots as bounded
by a public street.

(5) Use of the highway by the public as the only direct access to the
railway station.

(6) Acceptance of the dedication by the public and the municipal cor-

poratior, the uninterrupted use of the street being a sufficient acceptance.

Shorey v. Cook (1904), Q.R. 26 S.C. 203.

A road originally opened as a private road on private property will not

be presumed to have become a public road in the possession of the corpora-

tion of the municipality in which it lies merely because the owner has allowed

the public to use it for six years without objection: Onslow v. McGough
(1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 256.

A strip of land extending from a public road to the River St. Lawrence
formed part of a beach lot granted by the Crown, in 1854, on condition that

in case of its subdivision into building lots, "a sufficient number of cross

streets shall be left open so as to afford easy communication between the

37—^MTTN. LAW.
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public high-road, in rear of the said beach lot and low water mark in front

thereof." Prior to 1865 the lot was subdivided, and on the plan the strip

of land was shown as a lane or passage. Reference to this lane or passage

was made in a deed of sale executed bythe owner in 1865, and the cadastral

plan of the municipality made in 1879 for registration purposes showed it

as a public road. In 1881, in connection with the registration of charges

on the land, the owner made a statutory declaration, and gave a notice to

the registrar of deeds, as required by The Cadastral Act, describing the

strip as a road twenty feet wide. During more than thirty years prior to

the action the strip had been used as a lane or passage. These circum-

stances, it was held, constituted complete, clear and unequivocal evidence

of the intention of the owner of the beach lot to dedicate the strip for the

purposes of a public highway, and that no formal acceptance by the cor-

poration of the municipality of the dedication was necessary to render the

dedication effective: Rhodes v. JPerusse (1908), 41 S.C.R. 264, affirming

(1907) Q.R. 17 KB. 60.

when a road is bordered by a ditch there is no presumption that a space

between the ditch and the fences of the adjoining owners forms part of it

arid, therefore, an action for possession against an owner who has built a

wall on the space only lies in favour of the municipal corporation when
the latter can show possession of the land for a year. The existence of a

sidewalk on the strip is no proof of possession by the public when it appears

that it was placed there by the adjoining owner or his auteurs to give to cus-

tomers a better access to their shop: St. Francois Xavier de Brompton v.

Salois (190S), Q.R. 34 S.C. 238.

An ofjfer by a landowner to give to a iiunicipal corporation land for widen-

ing a highway does not constitute a donation to the pubhc without accept-

ance and taking possession by the municipal corporation during the life-

time of the donor: Montreal v. O'Flaherty (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 521, 28

D.L.R. 713.

Terkitories.

The issue of letters patent describing lands in accordance with a regis-

tered plan is an adoption of it, and has the effect of dedicating to the public

highways as shown on it: Edmonton v. Brown (1893), 1 Terr. L.R. 454,

(1894) 23 S.C.R. 308.

The right of the public to the free and unobstructed use of a street can-

not be t^iken away by the existence of an obstruction when the street was

dedicated, and the municipal corporation is entitled to a mandatory injunc-

tion for the removal of a building which causes such an obstruction: lb.

See also Robertson v. ffigh River (1907), 6 W.L.R. 281, 767.

A highway may be dedicated subject to permanent obstructions, and,

when so dedicated, the pubUc must take it as it is: Halsbury's Laws of

England, vol. 16, par. 65.
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Edmonton v. Brown must have been a case of dedication by a registered

plan, and have been decided on the ground that a dedication of that character,

where the streets laid down upon the plan are by statute made public high-

lyays, is an unqualified dedication.

Board of Railway Commissioneks of Canada.

Where an application was made to expropriate a strip of land from a

municipal corporation, which the applicant contended to be private property,

and not, as contended by the corporation, a public lane or highway, and
it appeared that a; portion of the land had been leased by the corporation

to a railway company for its right of way, and in the lease there was a recital

that the lane was no longer necessary for public purposes, it was held that

this declaration could not be regarded as evidence of the acceptance of the

dedication of the strip of land, and, it not having been otherwise accepted

or dedicated as a public lane, it was not in fact a pubUc lane: Grand Trunk
Railway Company v. Guelph (1911), 12 Can. Ry. Cas. 371 (Board of Rail-

way Commissioners of Canada).

Other Cases op Dedication.

Hay V. Bissonnette (1909), 14 O.W.R. 279, 1231, 1 O.W.N. 287, (I910)

2 O.W.N. 189 (the case of a road laid out upon a registered plan and assumed
by by-law of the council).

McLean v. Rowland (1910), 1 O.W.N. 1036 (public highway held to be
estabb'shed by sale of the land to the corporation and by other acts).

Peake v. Mitchell (1913), 4 O.W.N. 988.

In re Sanderson and Sophiasburgh (1916), 38 O.L.R. 249, 33 D.L.R. 452.

Baldwin v. O'Brien (1916),. 10 O.W.N. 304.

Leclerc v. Phillips (1894), Q.R. 4 Q.B. 288.

Lavertu v. St. Romauld'(1896), Q.R. 11 S.C. 254.

See also cases noted under s. 460 (6).

Highways on Public Waters when Fbozen.

The Bay of Quinte is a highway and open to the public, and upon its

waters, when frozen, any person may travel on foot or driving an animal.

The right to cut the ice is subordinate to the right of travel: Little v. Smith

(1914), 32 O.L.R. 518, 20 D.L.R. 399.

433, Unless otherwise expressly provided, the soil and freehold Highways
. .

veatecL.in oor-

01 every highway shall be vested in the corporation or corpora- poraUonhaving

tions of the municipality or municipalities, the council or councils over them.
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of which for the time being have jurisdiction over it under the

provisions of this Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 433.

In Quebec "the land occupied by any municipal road belongs to the cor-

poration having the control of such road" (art. 466 of the new Municipal

Code),.

In the other provinces, except in Nova Scotia, under The Towns' Incor-

poration Act, Rev. Stats. 1900, c. 71, as amended by Stats. 1902, c. 21,. s. 1,

the soil and freehold of the highways are vested in the Crown, and under that

Act the highways are "absolutely vested in the town."

A statute which vests in a municipal corporation the public streets of the

municipality, subject to any right in the soil which the individuals who laid

out a street may have reserved, vests not merely the surface, but the freehold

as well: Cotton v. Vancouver (1906), 12 B.C.R. 497, following Roche v.

Ryan (1891), 22 O.R. 107.

According to the principles of the municipal law of Quebec, the land of an

abolished road returns to the lot from which it was detached, or, if it has

not been taken from the adjoining lot, it belongs to the lots between which
it is situate, half of it to each lot: Cormier v. Vaillant (1913), Q.R. 24 K.B.

161.

This is provided by art. 467 of the new Municipal Code.

See Ross v. East Nissouri (1900-1), 1 O.L.R. 353, noted under s. 399,

pars. 52, 53, 54.

MundWe"' ^^' ^^''^P* where jurisdiction over them is expressly conferred
highways. upon another council, the council of every municipality shall have

jurisdiction over all highways and bridges within the municipality.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 434.

road'oTOed°b°
^^^' "^^^ ^^^^ preceding two sections shall not apply to roads

company, etc. or bridges owned by Companies or individuals. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 435.

Jurisdiction of
county cpunoils
over roads and
bridges.

436.—(1) The council of a county shall have jurisdiction over

every

(a) Highway, bridge and boundary line assumed by the

council;

A bridge crossing a river which formed the boundary line between
a township and a town in the same county was built by private
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persons. It was repaired in 1875 by a committee of the county

council, and the lepairs were paid for by the county corporation in

the following year, but no repairs were afterwards made by the

county, and the bridge was kept in repair by private subscriptions,

and had been constantly used by the public, the road of which it

formed part being a public highway accepted and used as such for

40 years.

Held, that the bridge had been assumed in 1875 as a county

bridge, but, whether or not it was ever formally assumed by the

county, it was the duty of the county to maintain it.

In re Pembroke and Renfrew (1910), 21 O.L.R. 366.

(6) Bridge crossing a river, stream, pond or lake forming or

crossing a boundary line between local mimicipalities other

than a city or separated town in the county: and

(c) Bridge crossing a river or stream over 100 feet in width

within the hmits of a village in the coimty where the bridge

forms part of a main highway leading through the county.

How WIDTH TO BE DBTBBMINBD.

In determining the liability under this subsection the width of the river

at the level attained after heavy rains and freshets in each year should be

taken into consideration; the width at ordinary high water mark is not the

test of liability: New Hs,mburg v. Waterloo (1893), 22 S.C.R. 296, followed

and applied in In re Caledonia and Haldimand (1912), 3 O.W.N. 1654.

. A river, which, where passing through a village, divides into two channels,

which reunite, enclosing an island, and is more than 100 feet wide above and

below the island, is a river over 100 feet in width within the meaning of this

jiubsection at points where it is divided into two channels if the two channels

together are more than 100 feet wide, although each of them is of less width.

In re Newburgh and Lennox and Addington (1907), 10 O.W.R. 541. In

that case it was also held that the width is to be determined with reference

to the width of the river and not to the length of the bridge.

(2) The council may provide that the jurisdiction conferred Power to Umit
jurisdiction.

upon it by clause (&) of subsection 1 shall not extend to bridges

over rivers, streams, ponds or lakes, less than 80 feet in width,

•or of such width less than 80 feet, as may be specified in the by-

law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 436.
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Jurisdiction
over bridges on
county
boundaries.

437. The councils of the corporations whose duty it is to erect

and maintain bridges over rivers, streams, ponds or lakes forming

or crossing a boundary line between counties shall have joint

jurisdiction over such bridges. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 437.

Over bric^ges on
boundaries be-
tween county
and city, etc.

438. The councils of the corporations whose duty it is to erect

and maintain bridges over rivers, streams, ponds or lakes forming

or crossing a boundary line between a county and a city or sepa-

rated town shall have joint jurisdiction over such brjdges. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 438.

Over boundaries
between local

~

municipalities.

439. The coimcils of the local municipalities between which

they run shall have joint jurisdiction over all boundary lines,

whether or not they form also county boundary lines, which have

not been assumed by the council of the county, and over the

bridges on them except such bridges crossing rivers, streams,

ponds or lakes forming or crossing such boundary lines as by the

provisions of this Act are under the jurisdiction of another council

or other councils. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 439.

Jurisdiction
' wliere corpora-
tion owns
bridge, etc.,

in another
municipality.

440. Where a boulevard, drive or highway or a public avenue

or walk is owned or has been opened and laid out or is under

the authority of this Act assumed, or a bridge is owned or has

been constructed or is under the authority of this Act assumed

by the corporation of a municipality other than that in which

it is situate the council of that corporation shall have jurisdiction

over it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 440.

Assumption by
villages of
bridges under
control of
county.

Effect of

by-law.

441.—(1) The council of a village may pass by-laws for the

assumption by the corporation of the village, with the consent

of, and on such terms and conditions as may be agreed on with,

the council of the county, of any bridge within the limits of the

village and under the jurisdiction of the council of the county.

(2) When the by-law takes effect the bridge shall cease to be

under the jurisdiction of the council of the coimty and shall come
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ff

and thereafter remain under the jurisdiction of the council of the

village, and shall be and remain toll free. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 441.

442. The council having jurisdiction over a bridge shall have ^^J^^^^
jurisdiction over the approaches to it for 100 feet next adjoining

each end of the bridge. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 442.

See notes to s. 449 (1).

It was held in Traversy v. Gloucester (1888), 15 O.R. 214, that the word

"approaches," in s. 530 of 46 Vict. c. 18, meant "such artificial structures

as may be reasonably necessary and convenient for the purpose of epabUng

the public to pass from the road to the bridge and from the bridge on to

the road," and does not include the highway to the distance of 100 feet from

each end of the bridge—at all events unless the artificial structures extend

so far. The opinion, which was, however, only an obiter dictum was expressed

that the effect of s. 530 was not to relieve the local municipality from its

liabiUty under s. 531 of the same Act, but that that liability still continued

notwithstanding the provisions of s. 530.

It is open to question whether this dictum, if it correctly stated the law

as it then stood, is applicable to the provisions of the present Act.

Section 442 of the present Act is substantially the same as s. 530, but

s. 460 (1) differs from s. 531, which it replaces. It imposes the duty of

keeping in repair the highways and bridges upon the corporations, the councils

of which have jurisdiction over them. Section 531 provided that they should

"be kept in repair by the corporation," which was taken to mean the cor-

poration in which they were vested, and, as the highways were, with certain

exceptions, vested in the corporation of the municipality in which they were

situate, the road in question in Traversy v. Gloucester was vested in the

defendant corporation and the duty of keeping it in repair rested upon it.

Under the present Act, if approaches to bridges are included in s. 460 (1)

as being a highway or bridge, the duty of keeping them in repair rests, not

upon the corporation of the local municipality, but upon the corporation

the council of which has jurisdiction over it, and by s. 442 the council having

jurisdiction over a bridge has jurisdiction over the approaches to it for 100

feet next adjoining each end of the bridge.

443. Where land annexed to a city or town under this Act abuts Joint main-
tenance of roads

on a highway the highway shall be under the joint jurisdiction ^,1" t*°'Jt™OT

of the councils of the city or town and the adjacent municipality *°™-

or municipalities. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 443.
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Agreemeats be-
tween adjoining
municipalities
as to main-
tenance of
boondary road.

Agreement to be
registered.

Effect of.

444.—(1) The corporations of adjoining municipalities may-

enter into an agreement for the maintenance and repair of any

highway forming the boundary between such mimicipalities, in-

cluding the bridges thereon which it is their duty to maintain and

repair, whereby each of them may undertake, for a term of years

not to exceed ten years, to maintain and keep in repair any por-

tion of such highway for its whole width, and to indemnify and

save harmless the other from any loss or damage arising from the

want of repair of such portion.

(2) When the agreement is confirmed by by-law of the coimcil

of each of the municipalities, the by-law shall be registered in

the registry office of the registry division in which the highway is

situate.

(3) After the registration of the by-law, each corporation shall

have jurisdiction over that portion of the road which it has under-

taken to maintain and keep in repair, and shall be liable for the

damages incurred by reason of neglect to maintain and keep the

same in repair; and the other corporation shall be relieved from

all liability in respect of its maintenance and repair. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 444.

Proclamation
bringing govern-
ment road or
bridge under
jurisdiction of

muoioipality.

445. Where the Lieutenant-Governor in Council by proclama-'

tion declares, which it shall be lawful for him to do, that any

public road or bridge under the control of the Minister of Public

Works shall not be imder his control after a day named in the

proclamation, such road or bridge shalll after that day cease to

be under the control of the Minister and no tolls shall be collected

thereon and the road or bridge shall be imder the jurisdiction

of the council of the local municipality in which it is situate, or

if it is partly situate in two or more municipalities shal. be under

the jurisdiction of the councils of such mimicipalities, each having

jurisdiction over the part which lies within its municipality, or

if it lies between two or more municipalities shall be under the

joint jurisdiction of their councils. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 445.
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446.—(1) The council of a county may by by-law assume as a Assumption by
^ ' J J J J county councils

county road any highway, or as a county bridge any bridge, brw|*™^°'

within a town, not being a separated town or within a village or
boundary imes.

township.

(2) The by-law shall not take effect tmtil assented to by the

council of the town, village or township.

(3) The council of a county may also by by-law assume as a

county road any county or township boundary line.

(4) The council of a county may also by by-law assume as a

county road any highway in a town, not being a separated town,

or in a village or township which coimects with a county road.

(5) Where a highway is assumed under this section the bridges

thereon shall also be assumed as county bridges.

(6) A by-law passed under the authority of this section may Repeal of

be at any time repealed by the council of the coimty.

(7) After the repeal of the by-law such highway or bridge shall ESect of

repeal.

cease to be under the jurisdiction of the council of the coxmty

*nd shall fall and be under the jurisdiction of the council or

councils which had jurisdiction over it at the time of the passing

of the by-law for assuming it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 446.

A road company incorporated under The Road Companies Act, C.S.U.C.,

c. 49, which takes from a county corporation a conveyance of a road upon
terms requiring the company to keep and maintain it in repair, is not thereby

debarred from exercising its statutory right to abandon the whole or part of

the road: Ottawa and Gloucester Road Company v. Ottawa (1913), 4 O.W.N.
1015, 10 D.L.R. 218, 24 O.W.R. 344, 984, 5 O.W.N. 67, 13 D.L.R. 944,

citing Reg. v. Haldimand (1876), 38 U.C.R. 396.

In the same case it was held that a bridge is not an intermediate part of

a road within the meaning of The Road Companies Act when the terminus

of the road, including one end of the bridge, is assumed by a municipal cor-

poration which has extended its boundaries, and a road company may aban-

don the remainder of the bridge, without the consent of the corporation

in whose territory it lies, by passing a by-law to that effect and giving notice

of it under the Act.
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Assuming high- 447.—(1) The council of a city or town may pass .by-laws for
way in adjacent *^ '^

. ^

r™biiol!vCTU6
^'Ssumiiig for the purpose of a public avenue or walk any high-

orwaik. ^^y j^ ^^ adjacent local municipality and for acquiring so much
land on either side of such highway as may be required to increase

its width to not more than 100 feet.

Assent of other
council.

(2) The by-law shall not take effect unless or until it is assented

to by by-law of the council of the adjacent municipality. 3-4

Geo.V. c. 43, s. 447.

Abandonment
by county of
roada.

Clerk to trans-
mit copies of

by-law.

Approval of

Municipal
Board.

Jurisdiction
after abandon-
ment.

Bxception.

448.—(1) The council of a county may by by-law abandon the

whole or any part of a toll road owned by the corporation of the

county or of any other road owned by it, whether the road is

situate wholly within the county or partly within it and partly

within an adjoiaing coimty.

(2) Forthwith after the passing of the by-law the clerk shall

transmit by registered post to the clerk of every local munici-

pality through or along or on the border of which the road runs

a copy of the by-law certified under his hand and the seal of the

corporation to be a true copy.

(3) The by-law shall not take effect unless or imtil it is approved

by the Municipal Board, nor shall it take effect as to the part

of the road lying within or along or on the border of a local munici-

pality whose council does not by by-law assent to the by-law.

(4) From and after the taking effect of the by-law the council

of a municipality within which any part of the road so abandoned

lies shall have jurisdiction over that part of it which lies within

the municipality, and where any part of a road so abandoned

lies between or on the border of two or more local municipalities

the councils of such municipalities shall have joint jurisdiction

over that part of it.

(5) Nothing in this section shall extend or apply to a bridge

which under the provisions of this Act is to be maintained wholly
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or partly by the corporation of the county. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 448.

449.—(1) A bridge of a greater length than 300 feet in a town ^jj^fpfn^^Lh

having an equaUzed assessment of less than $1,000,000 or in a andTSam^

township may, on the application of the council of such town deXreTcounty

or township, be declared to be a county bridge where— bridges.

'The section is not limited to bridges crossing rivers, streams, ponds or

lakes to the exclusion of bridges crossing ravines: In re Mud Lake Bridge

(1906), 12 O.L.R. 159.

" Greater length than 300 feet."—A structure, for crossing a lake, consist-

ing of a wooden section, 243 feet long, spanning the waters at low water, and

embankments at either end, 140 and 260 feet in length respectively, the

whole width being covered at high water, is a bridge over 300 feet in length

within the meaning of this section: In re Mud Lake Bridge (supra).

In In re Casselman Creek Bridge (1908), 15 O.L.R. 586, it was held on

the evidence that the embankments at the end of a wooden structure, 44 feet

long, crossing Casselman Creek, were not to be regarded as forming part of

the bridge. The distinction between this case and the Mud Lake Bridge

case was that in the latter case the embankment was within the limits of

the lake, and there had been a bridge 643 feet long, and, except where the

wooden structure stood, the embankment had been built upon this bridge,

so that what had taken place was practically but a change in the character

of the bridge. In the Casselman Creek Bridge casp the embankment was
built not within either the limits of the creek or of the river St. Lawrence,

into which it flowed, at high or low water mark, but upon land that was
boggy or swampy, that condition of which did not arise from the overflowing

of the water, which was only occasional, and there was nothing to show it

would have prevented the road from being a serviceable one if the embank-
ments had not been made."

In In re Maidstone and Essex (1908), 12 O.W.R. 1190, it was held that the

bridges in question over a river were over 300 feet in length, and that, in

determining their length, as to one of them, approaches made by raising the

grade of the highway several feet "by the deposit of logs and slabs, sawdust

and earth," and, as to the other, embankments made by filling in with earth,

sawdust and logs, which in high water were covered by the waters of the

river, were to be included.

The earthen embankments formed for the purpose of making approaches

to a bridge are not to be included in computing the length of the bridge for

the purpose of this section: In re Ashfield and Huron (1917), 11 O.W.N. 369.
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©rder of Judge.

Notice of appli-

cation.

The section .does not apply to a bridge which it is proposed to erect, but

which has not been erected: In re Malahide and Elgin (1917), 11 O.W.N.
403.

In this case there had been a bridge less than 300 feet in length, but it

had fallen down, and it was proposed to replace it by a bridge more than

300 feet long.

The view was expressed that, if there had been a bridge more than 300

feet long in actual existence, and if, after having been declared a' county

bridge, it had fallen, the word "maintain" in the section would be sufficient

to impose on the county corporation a duty to rebuild or to share in the

cost of rebuilding, and to such a situation the words of Patterson, J.A., in

In re Townships of Moulton and Canborough and County of Haldimand

(1885), 12 A.R. 503, at p. 506, apply.

(a) It is used by the inhabitants of other municipalities;

"Used."—The user mentioned in •this clause need not be by the

inhabitants of municipalities within the county; the material point

is its extensive use for travel by neighbouring municipaUties, whether

in or out of the county, nor is it necessary that the road which affords

such means of communication should be either a line of road extend-

ing through the municipalities referred to or a main trunk road with

branches into different municipalities; all that is necessary is that

it should be an important road connected with other roads or ways

forming a means of communication by which the inhabitants of

such municipalities may pass and repass over the bridge: In re

McNab and Renfrew (1905), 11 O.L.R. 180.

(b) It is situate on an important highway affording means of

communication to several municipalities; and

(c) On account of its length, and for the reasons mentioned

in clauses (a) and (6), it is unjust that the burden of main-

taining and repairing it should rest upon the corporation

of the town or township.

(2) An order declaring the bridge to be a county bridge may
be made by a Judge of the County Court of the county in which

it is situate, on the application of the council of the town or town-

ship.

(3) Notice of the application shall be served on the corpora-

tion of the county, at least thirty days before the day on which

it is to be made.
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(4) Each corporation shall be entitled to be represented by Hearing,

counsel on the hearing of the application, and the evidence may,

if the Judge sees fit, and shall if either party so requests, be given

under oath.

(5) If the Judge is of opinion jthat, for the reasons mentioned Power of judge.

in subsection 1, the bridge should be declared to be a county

bridge, he shall by his order so declare, and in that case he shall '

determine whether the expense of maintaining and repairing the

bridge shall be borne by the corporation of the county or partly

by it and partly by the corporation of the town or township,

and if he determines that it should be borne partly by each, he

shall fix the proportions in which the expense is to be' so borne,

and his declaration and determination shall be embodied in the

order.

(6) If the order declares the bridge to be a county bridge it Registration of

shall be registered in the registry office of the registry division

in which the. bridge is situate.

(7) An appeal shall lie from the order of the Judge to a Divi- Appeal,

sional Court and the proceedings upon and incidental to the appeal

shall be the same as in the case of an appeal from a Judge of that

Court, sitting in Court.

(8) If the order is reversed or varied by the order of the Divi- R^stration of
^ ' order of Divi-

sional Court, or if an order declaring the bridge to be a county aionai court.

bridge is made by the Divisional Court, the order of that Court

shall be registered as provided by subsection 6.

(9) Where the order of the Judge of the County Court declares Effect of order
siLer regis-

the bridge to be a county bridge, except where it is reversed, and tration.

subject to any variation of it on appeal, from and after the regis-

tration of the order, or where the order has been reversed and

an order declaring the bridge to be a county bridge has been made

by the Divisional Court from and after the registration of the

order of the Divisional Court, the bridge shall be a county bridge.
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Payment to (IQ) Whenever any expenditure is made by the corporation of

tenaii™"^"*'""
*^® county in maintaining or repairing the bridge a proportion

of which the corporation of the town or township is by the order

required to bear, that proportion of the expenditure shall be

payable by the last-named corporation to the corporation of the

county on demand. •

ratkTn ml ^be""
^^^'^ Where the appUcation is dismissed, either by the order

made. of the Judgc of the County Court or by the order of the Divi-

sional Court, a new appUcation shall not be made until five years

have elapsed from the date of the order, and any new applica-

tion thereafter made may be dealt with without regard to the

former order, and the preceding subsections shall apply mutatis

Mutandis to the application. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 449 (1-11).

Approaches,
when to form
part of bridge.

Application of
section to con-
struction and
renewal of
bridge.

Determination
by Judge as to
length of bridge
required.

(Ha) In the case of a bridge crossing a river, stream, ^ond, or

lake the approaches to the bridge whether consisting of embank-

ments or other artificial works to the extent to which they are

rendered necessary on account of the waters of the river, stream,

pond or lake overflowing the highway on one or on both sides of

the river, stream, pond or lake in times of freshets or at any.other

time, shall be deemed for the purpose of this section to form part

of the bridge.

(116) This section shall also apply to a bridge which it is pro-

posed to construct, including a bridge to replace an existing one

and a bridge to replace one that has been carried away or destroyed

or so damaged that it is necessary to rebuild it, and the applica-

tion may be made before the work of construction is begun.

(lie) In the case of an apphcation to which the next pre-

ceding subsection applies it shall be -the duty of the Judge to

consider and determine whether a bridge of the length of that

which it is proposed to erect is necessary for the purpose for which

it is to be erected and if he is of opinion that a bridge of 300 feet

or less will be sufficient for that purpose it shall be the duty of
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the Judge so to determine and to refuse to make an order under

this section.

(lid) Where an appUcation has been made under this section Provision tor
' ^*^ new application

within twelve months before the enactment of subsections 11a, " "=*'^"'' '=^^-

11& and lie and has been refused but ought to have been granted

if those subsections had then been in force notwithstanding the

provisions of subsection 11, a new appHcation may be made at

any time. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 21 (1).

(12) In the case provided for by this section the councils oi
'^^^''J°^^f'^^

the town or township and the council of the county may at any *«"»"•=»•

time enter into an agreement as to the proportions in which the

cost of maintaining the bridge and keeping it in repair shall be

borne by their respective corporations [or in a case to which sub-

section 116 applies as to the proportions in which the cost of con-

structing and maintaining the bridge and keeping it in repair shall

be borne by their respective corporations]. 3-4 Geo. V. c. .43,

s. 449 (12); 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 21 (2).

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 21 (2).

(13). The agreement shall provide that the bridge shall there- what agreement
to provide.

after or after a day to be named be under the exclusive juris-

diction of the council of the county or remain under the juris-

diction of the council of the town or township.

(14) The terms of the agreement shall be embodied in an order Order ot judge
embodying

of the Judge of the County Court which may be made upon the agreement,

application of either corporation, and the order so made shall

supersede any former order made by him.

(15) If the agreemeht provides that the bridge is to come under

the exclusive jurisdiction of the council of the county the order

made under the next preceding subsection shall so declare.

(16) The order made under subsection 14 shall be registered Registration of

as provided by subsection 6, and shall have the same effect as
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an order upon an application made under subsection. 2, but the

order shall not be subject to appeal. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 449

(13-16).

The notes to this section were made before the ppssing of 7-Geo. V. C. 42,

s. 21, which was created in consequence of the decis'ons mentioned in the

notes.

^'Highways
aaaumed by
county to bo
planked,
gravelled, etc.

450. The council of a county which assumes as a county road

or bridge, any highway or bridge within a township, shall with

as little delay as reasonably may be, and at the expense of the

county, cause the highway to be graded and drained and gravelled,

macadamized, or surfaced or paved with other permanent material,

or the bridge to be built in a good and substantial manner and

shall maintain and keep the same in repair. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 450.

County to build 451. The council of the county shall cause to be built and main-
and maintain

, * i ^ i- ^ ,-. ii>i
certain bridges, tamed at the expensc of the corporation of the county the bridges

mentioned in clauses (6) and (c) of section 436.

s. 451.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

Maintenance of
bridges on
county
boundary lines.

452. Where a river, stream, pond or lake forms or crosses a

boundary line between two or more counties, it shall be the duty

of the corporations of the counties, and where it forms or crosses

a boundary line between a county and a city or a separated town,

it shall be the duty of the corporations of the county and the

city or separated town to erect and maintain bridges over such

river, stream, pond or lake. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 452.

See notes to s. 325 (1) as to compensation where land injuriously affected:

In re Cummings and Carleton (1894), 26 O.R. 1.

A bridge over the river Rideau, which divides the township of Gloucester

from the city of Ottawa, is a river crossing a boundary line within the meaning
of this section, although the bridge consists of two sections, one extending

from the city side to the island and the other from the island to the township:

Reg. V. Carleton (1882), 1 O.R. 277; In re Ottawa and Carleton (1914),

6 O.W.N. 615.
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See also Ottawa and Gloucester Road Company v. Ottawa (1913), 4

O.W.N. 1015, 1018, 6 O.W.N. 57, 10 D.L.R. 218, 13 D.L.R. 944, 24 O.W.R.
344, 984.

Part of an original road allowance between two townships is not a boundary
line between a county and a city within the meaning of this section, although

a cemetery owned by a city abuts upon it, and by the provisions of the Act

in force when it was acquired (29 and 30 Vict. c. 51, s. 269 (3)) it was pro-

vided that "the land, although without the municipaUty, shall become part

thereof and shall cease to be part of the municipality to which it formerly

belonged": In re Harwich and Kent and Chatham (1914), 31 O.L.R. 654.

The provision referred to is no longer to be found in The Municipal Act.

The Cemetery Act, R.S.O. c. 261, s. 36, is now the only enactment which

authorizes a municipal corporation to acquire land for a cemetery, and it

contains no such provision.

It is probable that the decision in the case referred to may be supported

on the additional ground that the provision contained in s. 269 (3) being no

longer in force, the cemetery land did not form part of the city, but was part

of the township.

453.—(1) Boundary lines between local municipalities, includ- Maintenance of
boundajy lines.

ing those which also form county boundary lines, shall be main-

tained by the corporations of such mimicipalities, and they shall

also erect and maintain all necessary bridges on such boundary

lines.

(2) Subsection 1 shall not apply to boundary lines assumed by Exceptions,

the council of the county or .to such bridges as are under the pro-

visions of this Act to be erected or maintained by another cor-

poration. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 453.

454. Where the council of a county passes a by-law imder sub- Local munioi-

section 2 of section 436 it shall be the duty of the councils of the ^d mainteiT'

local municipalities to erect and maintain all necessary bridges

from the erection and maintenance of which the council of the

county is relieved by the by-law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 454.

455. All boundary lines, and all bridges over rivers, streams, Maintenanoe of

ponds or lakes forming or crossing a boimdary line between two aSSViXesSf

38—MTJN. LAW.
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fudTdif^itriot
^^ morc local municipalities in a provisional judicial district shall

be erected and maintained by the corporations of such mimici-

palities and their councils shall have joint jurisdiction over them;

and if the councils fail to agree as to the proportion of the expense

to be borne by each corporation the same shall be determined by

arbitration. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 455.

Driftwood in Streams.

Keying rivers 456.—(1) Where a river or a stream forms a boundary line
free from dnft- ^ ' •'

wood. etc. between two or more municipalities in a county, the corporation

of the county shall keep it free from all accumulations of drift-

wood or fallen timber.

vvhat corpora- (2) Where the river or stream forms a boundary line between
tiona to perform ^ ' "^

a''mTtionment
*^° °'' ™ore counties, the duty mentioned in subsection 1 shall

of expense. ^g performed by the corporations of the counties, and where the

river or stream forms the boundary line between a county and

a city or separated town, shall be performed by the corporation

of the county and the corporation of the city or separated town,

and in case of failure to agree in either case, as to the share or

proportion of the expense incurred in performing the duty to be

borne by them respectively, the same shall be determined by arbi-

tration. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 456.

Keeping stream 457.—(1) Where a Stream or creek is cleared of all logs, brush
free from lo^, ° '

to^hf^"
'" °^ other obstructions to the boundary line between a township

and an adjoining township into which the stream or creek flows,

the council of the township in which the stream or creek has been

so cleared may give notice in writing to the corporation of such

adjoinuig township requesting its council to clear such stream or

creek through the municipality.

Notice reqairing (2) It shall be the duty of such last-mentioned corporation,
other townships
toremove withiu six months after the service of the notice, to enforce the
obstructions

.

'

removal of all obstructions in such stream or creek within the
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municipality, to the satisfaction of any person whom the council

of the county in which the municipality whose coimcil gave the

notice is situate, appoints to inspect the same.

(3) If the corporation receiving the notice neglects to perform Effect of wiure

such duty, and by reason of its neglect any highway or bridge

in either of the townships becomes out of repair, the corporation

in default, and that corporation only, shall be responsible for the

damages sustained by any person by reason of such want of repair.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 457.

458. Where, on accoimt of physical difficulties or obstructions Deviations of
' ^ •' boundary lines.

existing on a boundary line between municipalities, and in order

to obtain a better line of road, a road has been heretofore or is

hereafter laid out and opened which does not follow the course

of such boundary line throughout, but in some place or places

so deviates from it as to lie wholly within one of the municipaUties,

such road shall nevertheless be deemed to be, for the purposes

of this Act, the boundary line between the mxinicipalities; and

a river, stream, pond or lake which crosses it where it so deviates

shall be deemed to be a river, stream, pond or lake crossing a

boundary line within the meaning of this Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 458.

The original boundary line, unless stopped up under the provisions of

the Act, remains a highway, and it may be opened under the provisions of

s. 468: Euphrasia v. St. Vincent (1916), 36 O.L.R. 233, 30 p.L.R. 506.'

It is by no means certain what the eflect of this section is. It has been

held that the result of the changes which were made by 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 458, is that the earlier cases are no longer applicable: Euphrasia v. St.

Vincent (supra). In that case it was held by the Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas and Lennox, J., that if the section refers to a permanent change of

locality, the road in question could not be a deviation, because it was never

intended to be a permanent substitute for the town line, and that if the

section embraces a temporary deviation, the road might be regarded as a

deviation, but the time had come to an end, because the defendant corpora-

tion, within its rights, insisted upon opening the original road allowance

and ending the temporary deviation. Riddell and Masten, JJ., were of

opinion that a substantial change was made in the original provision (originally
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enacted by 48 Vict. c. 39, s. 22) by the present section, and that the law
is now more inclusive in that the provision is effective for all purposes of

the Act and not simply of the section, less inclusive in that only such roads

are provided for as have been or may be "laid out and opened" on account

of ph3^ical difficulties or obstructions, and in order to obtain a better line

of road, and they were of opinion that the road in question was not "laid

out and opened" with the intention of following the boundary line even

in part, and that it did not and was not intended "in some place or places"

to deviate from the boundary line, and, therefore, was not a deviation.

What was claimed to be a deviation was originally a trail through the

bush, used because the town line was not open. In 1860 a mill was built,

and in 1865 the owner of it had the "present road surveyed or blazed" and
practically built it, and it followed practically the same line as the old trail.

It was not laid out by any municipal authority, but was built for the con-

venience of the mill owner and the customers of his mill. Later on—^the

precise time did not appear—the plaintiff corporation adopted the part of

the road within the borders of its municipality as a township road and had

statute labour done on it, repaired it, laid it in part with metal, and made
a reasonably good road of it.

The view of Riddell, J., concurred in by Hasten, J., was that the cases

of Victoria v. Peterborough (1889), Cameron's Supreme Court Cases 608;

Fitzroy v. Carleton (1905), 9 O.L.R. 686, 5 O.W.R. 615; and Wentworth

v. West Flamborough (1911), 23 O.L.R. 583, (1912) 26 O.L.R. 199, 3 D.L.R.

479, 21 O.W.R. 876, had no application now, because under the provisions

of the Act, as it then stood, it was immaterial why the deviation came into

existence, but that under the present section the question of its origin is all-

important.

His view was that "the section necessarily implies that some competent

authority must be laying out and opening a road intended to follow in the

main the course of the boundary line, that in the course of such laying out

and opening the road 'does not follow the course of the boundary Une through-

out,' but 'phy^cal difficulties or obstructions' appearing on part of the

boundary line, 'in order to obtain a better line of road' it is laid out and

opened deviating so 'as to lie wholly within one of the municipalities.' It

is, the road that may deviate . . . that is to say, the road that was

intended to run on the line may (accidentally by reason of inaccurate sur-

veying or) purposely, in order to shun some obstacle (or for some other cause),

get off the line" . . . that "it was plain that it" (i.e., the road)"waB

not laid out and opened with the intention of following the boundary line

even in part; that it did not and was not intended in some place or places

to deviate from the boundary line. It was not a deviation, whatever else

it might be, even assuming that the adoption of the road by the township

could be considered a ratification of Walters' "(i.e., the mill owner) "action":

pp. 243-4.
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The result in this case was, no doubt, right. Upon the facts the road in

question was not a deviation, whether the question fell to be determined
under the former law or under s. 458. Having been adopted by the council

of the township of Euphrasia, as it was, it was only a local road, and it would
seem to be clear that, even if it had been a deviation, it would cease to be
a deviation when the town line should be opened, as the council of St. Vincent

had a right to insist that it should be opened.

The decision of the Divisional Court has since been affirmed by the

Supreme Court of Canada (not yet reported).

It is open to qufestion whether, if the road constituted a deviation under

the former law, it would have lost that character by the change in the law

which Riddell and Masten, JJ., thought had been effected by s. 458.

It would seem also that they put too narrow a construction upon the

section, and that, when the question as to its meaning comes to be finally

determined, it will be found that it is wide enough in its scope to cover the

case of such a road as that in question, provided that it had been built or

adopted by the councils of the two municipalities as part of the town line.

What the section means, it is suggested, is not that the "deviation" shall

be partly on and partly off the boundary Une, but what is intended is

that, though the road that is opened may in places deviate from the town
line, it shall throughout its length be deemed to be the boundary line although

part of it lies wholly within one of the municipalities.

In the Euphrasia and St. Vincent case it seems plain that the councils

of the two municipalities, on account of the physical difficulties that existed,

had not opened part of the road allowance between the two municipalities,

and there would seem to be no reason why, if, to avoid these difficulties,

the road in question had been opened by the two councils, it would not have
been a deviation within tlje meaning of s. 458.

• The earlier cases determined that it was not essential that, after departing

from it at one point, the deviation should return to the boundary line at some
other point, and a road which had been opened paralleUng the boundary
line was held to be a deviation; Wentworth v. West Flamborough (supra).

In an unreported case of Ashton v. Elgin (22nd May, 1894) it was held by
a Divisional Court (Q.B.) that a diagonal road made through one of the

municipalities which, after leaving the boimdary line at one point, did not

return to it, but which enabled it to be reached by a road allowance between

concessions at a point where the town line had been opened, was a deviation; '

and in In re Normanby and Carrick (1906), 8 O.W.R. 908, the road in ques-

tion, which was held to be a deviation, returned to the boundary line only

by "a side road already travelled."

Section 469, which was not referred to in Euphrasia v. St. Vincent, would

seem to throw some light on the question as to what is or may be made a

deviation, and to indicate that when another highway is used it does not

•constitute a deviation, but is used in lieu of one.
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Specifications
for certain
bridges.

Duplicate plans
to be submitted.

459.—(1) Every iron, steel, concrete or stone bridge constructed

by the corporation of a county, and every such bridge exceeding

twenty feet (20) clear span constructed by the corporation of a

township shall be designed and built in accordance with general

specifications approved by the Department of PubUc Highways.

(2) Plans in duplicate for any such bridges may be submitted

by the council of any coimty or township to the Department of

Public Highways, and if they are found to be in accordance with

such approved general specifications the certificate of the depart-

ment shall be attached, and one of such plans shall be returned

to the clerk of such county or township. 6 Geo. V. c. 39, s. 10.

Liability for

repair of public
roads, etc.

460.—(1) Every highway and every bridge shall be kept in

repair by the corporation the council of which has jurisdiction

over it, or upon which the duty of repairing it is imposed by this

Act, and in case of default, the corporation shall be liable for

all damages sustained by any person by reason of such default.

LAWS OF OTHER PHOVINCES.

In the Provinces of British Columbia, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

the Municipal Acts contain no such provision as this, but in some special

cases the duty of keeping the highways and bridges in repair is imposed

upon municipal corporations, and, except in those cases, municipal corpora-

tions are not Liable for non-feasance, but only for misfeasance.

In Prince Edward Island the roads are kept in repair by the Provincial

Government, except in the case of some towns incorporated by special Acts.

Albbkta.

The duty of village corporations is prescribed by s. 73, Stats. 1913, 1st

session, c. 5 (R.S. 1915, p. 1283), which enacts that:

—

"Every council shall keep in repair all bridges, roads, culverts and ferries

and the approaches thereto which have been constructed or provided by
the village, or by any person with the permission of a council, or which,

if constructed or provided by the province, have been transferred to the

control of the council by written notice to that effect,- and, in default of

the council to keep the same in repair, the village shall be liable for all

damages sustained by any person by reason thereof."
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The duty of town corporations is prescribed by s. 350 (1) of the Stats.

1911-12, c. 2 (R.S. 1915, p. 999), which enacts that:—
"Every public road, street, bridge, highway, square, alley or other

public place subject to the direction, management and control of the council,

including all crossings, sewers, culverts and approaches, grades, sidewalks

and other works made or done therein or thereon by the town or by any

person with the permission of the council, shall be kept in repairby the town,

and, on default of the town so to keep the same in repair, the town, besides

being subject to any penalty provided by law, shall be liable for all damage
sustained by any person by reason of such default."

The duty of rural corporations is prescribed by s. 219, as enacted by
s. 14, c. 21, of the Stats. 1913, 2nd session (R.S. 1915, p. 1058), which enacts

that:

—

"Every council shall keep in repair all bridges, roads, culverts and

ferries and the approaches thereto which have been constructed or pro-

vided by the municipality or by any person with the permission of the

council, or which, if constructed or provided by the province, have been

transferred to the control of the council by written notice thereof; and,

in default of the council so to keep the same in repair, the municipality shall

be liable for all damage sustained by any person by reason of such default."

Manitoba.

The duty of municipal corporations is prescribed by s. 624 of R.S. 1913,

c. 133, which enacts that:

—

"Every public road, street, bridge and highway, and every portion

thereof, shall be kept in repair by the municipality within which it lies."

And s. 625, which enacts that:

—

"Subject to the provisions of the next succeeding section, if a munici-

pality makes default in keeping in repair that portion of a public road,

street, bridge or highway on which work has been performed or public

improvements made by the municipality, it shall ,besides being subject

to any punishment provided by law, be civilly responsible for all damages

sustained by any person by reason of such default."

Quebec.

The obligation to repair municipal roads is imposed by arts. 453 Cformerly

art. 793) and 478 (formerly art. 788). Art. 453 provides that "every cor-

poration is bound, to have the roads, bridges, watercourses and sidewalks

under its control maintained in the condition required by law, by the proces-

verbaux and by the by-laws which govern them, under penalty of a fine

of not more than twenty dollars for each infraction thereof.

"It is further responsible for all damages resulting from the non-execu-

tion of such proees-verbaux, "by-laws or provisions of law saving its recourse

against the ratepayers or officers in default as the case may be."
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This article further provides that "no action for damages nor penal

action may be taken against any such corporation without 15 days' written,

notice of such action being given to the secretary-treasurer of the corpora-

tion," and that the notice may be given by registered letter.

It also provides that if the corporation makes the repairs within the
'

15 days it cannot be prosecuted for the penalty, but is responsible for the

costs of the notice.

Provision is also made that, where the road, bridge or watercourse is

under the control of several county corporations, they are to be bound

jointly and severally.

Art. 478 provides that "every mimicipal road must at all times be kept

in good order, free from all holes, cavities, ruts, slopes, stones, encum-

brances or impediments whatsoever, with hand rails at dangerous places

in such manner as to permit of the free passage of vehicles of every descrip-

tion, both by day and night, except in the case mentioned in art. 553"

(formerly art. 389).

"The sidewalks must also be kept in good repair, free from all holes,

obstacles and impediments whatsoever, with hand rails at dangerous places."

Art. 553 authorizes the municipal inspector to permit upon "any road,

ford, ferry, sidewalk, bridge or watercourse which is under the control of the

corporation the performance of any work which may have the effect of ob-

structing, impeding or rendering inconvenient the passing over such road,

ford, ferry, sidewalk, bridge, or watercourse."

In the course of performance of any such work "excavations and other

dangerous places must be indicated, both by day and night, in such a manner

as to prevent accident": art. 554 (formerly art. 390).

Saskatchewan.

(1) The duty of city corporations is prescribed by s. 610 (1) of the City

Act, Stats. 1915, c. 16, as amerided by Stat. 1916, c. 18, s. 28, which enacts

that:

—

"Every public road, street, bridge, highway, square, alley or other public

place subject to the direction, management and control of the council, in-

cluding all crossings, sewers, culverts and approaches, grades, sidewalks and

other works made or done therein or thereon by the city or by any person

with the permission of the council, shall be kept in repair by the city, and,

on default of the city so to keep the same in repair, the city, besides being

subject to any punishment provided by law, shall be civilly responsible for

all damage sustained by any person by reason of such default."

(2) The duty of town corporations is the same as that prescribed in the

case of cities: Stats. 1916, c. 19, s. 493.

(3) The duty of village corporations is prescribed by s. 167, Stats. 1916,

0. 20, which enacts that:

—
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"Every council shall keep in repair all sidewalks, bridges, culverts and

ferries and the approaches thereto which have been constructed or provided

by the village, or which, if constructed and provided by the province, have

been transferred to the control of the council, and, in default of the council

so to keep the same in repair, the village shall be civilly liable for all damage

sustained by any person by reason of such default."

(4) The duty of rural corporations is prescribed by s. 220 of R.S. 1909,

c. 87, which enacts that:

—

"Every council shall keep in repair all bridges, culverts and ferries and

the approaches thereto which have been constructed or provided by the

municipality or by any person with the permission of the council, or which,

if constructed or provided by the province, have been transferred to the

control of the council; and, in default of the council so to keep the same in

repair, the municipality shall be civilly liable for all damage sustained by

any person by reason of such default."

Cases.

Alberta.

In Touhey v. Medicine-Hat (1912), 7 D.L.R. 759, 2 W.W.R. 715, (1913)

5 A.L.R. 116, 10 D.L.R. 691, 23 W.L.R. 880, 4 W.W.R. 176, the view of the

Ontario Courts as to the nature of the duty to "keep in repair" was followed.

Tweeddale v. Calgary, (1914), 20 D.L.R. 277, in which it was held that

a corporation is not absolved from responsibiUty for the unsafe condition

of a sidewalk where it must be inferred from the nature of the work on it

and the length of time it was carried on before the accident in respect of

which the action was brought, that the officials of the corporation having

the supervision of the streets must have been aware of the work, although

it was not done under their authority, but by persons interested in adjacent"

lands without a perpait, w^hich, by the terms of the corporation's charter,

was required.

, A municipal corporation is not liable for negligence in not repairing a

defect in a sidewalk with sufficient promptness where the- defect was caused

by a heavy coal waggon passing over the sidewalk a few hours before and

the existence of the defect had not come to the knowledge of the corporation.

Since the corporation can be made liable only for breach of a corporate

duty, the making and enforcing of ordinances regulating the use of streets

brings into exercise governmental and not corporate powers, and, in the

absence of a statute providing otherwise, a mere failure to enforce a municipal

by-law requiring abutting owners to keep a sidewalk used as a crossing in

a proper state of repair will not render the corporation liable for injuries

to a pedestrian in consequence of a defect occasioned by its unsuitable con-

dition for the purpose for which it was used.

Jamieson v. Edmonton (1916), 9 A.L.R. 253, 27 D.L.R. 168, 33 W.L.R.

851, 9 W.W.R. 1287, citing 28 Cyc. 1356, and Dillon on Municipal Corpora-

tions, 5th ed., s. 1627.
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British Columbia.

No action can be maintained at common law for an injury arising from
'

the non-repair of a highway, but a duty may be cast by statute upon a cor-

poration to repair, and, if that is clearly done, the corporation will be answer-

able in an action for negligence: Lindell v. Victoria (1894), 3 B.C.R. 400.

In the same case it was held that the Municipal Act of British Columbia

(Stats. 1892, c. 33, s. 104 (90) ), which empowered a municipal corporation

to raise money by way of road tax and to pass by-laws respecting roads,

streets and bridges, did not cast upon the corporation the duty of keeping

streets in repair.

In Gordon v. Victoria (1897), 6 B.C.R. 653, the accident was occasioned

by the collapse of a bridge built by the Provincial Government and after-

wards brought within the Umits of the municipality. The jury found that

the cause of the collapse was the breaking of a hanger supporting one of the

floor beams. The corporation had substituted stirrup hangers with welds,

made by its orders, on some of the beams in place of unwelded straight hangers.

The jury was of opinion that a missing stirrup hanger must have broken at

the welds, although there was no evidence that it had done so, and the jury

also found that the corporation was blameable for the accident "because,

having been made aware of the bad- condition of the bridge, through the

report of the engineer and otherwise, they attempted repairs, but the work

was not done sufficiently well to strengthen the structm-e," and said that,

in the opinion of the jury, "it was their duty to first ascertain the carrying

capacity of the bridge before allowing such heavy traffic to pass over it."

Upon motion for judgment, it was held that there was no finding of action-

able negligence "whereby" the disaster was caused, and that the acts of

negligence to which the jury attributed the disaster were mere non-feasance-

The act of a corporation in de facto taking over the care and control of

'

a bridge under statutory authority is primd facie a competent corporate act.

It lies on the corporation to show clearly that acts done by its officers under

their direction were ultra vires and illegal, and that conclusion cannot be

reached merely by reason of the council not having passed a by-law vesting

the bridge in the corporation. An act done by an officer of the corporation

having materially weakened a beam of the bridge, which afterwards broke

renders the corporation liable for an injury caused by the consequent collaps(

of the bridge: Victoria v. Patterson, and Victoria v. Lang, L.R. (1899), A.C

615, affirming (1897) 5 B.C.R. 628.

It had been held by the Court below that a municipal corporation is

liable for damages caused by a dangerous nuisance created by it on a high-

way within the limits of its control, and that the misconduct will be treated

as misfeasance and not mere non-feasance if the injury arises from a com-

bination of acts and omissions on the part of the corporation—in the

particular case the boring of a beam rendering it more liable to rot and its
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suhsequent non-removal—^though the acts without the omissions would not

have caused the injury.

A culvert constructed of cedar covered with a few inches of earth, placed

on a public road sixteen years previously, "which had never been inspected,

repaired or renewed during that time, became rotten, in consequence of

which a horse stumbled through it and threw out the persons in the vehicle

and they were injured, and it was held, following Bathurst v. Macpherson,

L.R. (1879) 4 A.C. 266, that the municipal corporation had been guilty of

misfeasance in allowing the culvert to become a nuisance, and was, there-

fore, liable to an action for the damages sustained: Cooksley v. New West-

minster (1909), 14 B.C.R. 330, 11 W.L.R. 476, reversing (1909), 10 W.L.R.

106.

In McPhalen v. Vancouver, (1910) 15 B.C.R. 367, (1911) 45 S.C.R. 194,

the action was for the recovery of damages for an injury sustained owing

to a sidewalk being out of repair.

The Act incorporating the defendant provided that every such public

street, road, square, land, bridge, and highway shall be kept in repair by the

corporation, but there was no such provision giving a right of action for

default in performing this obligation, as is contained in s. 460 (1) of the

Ontario Municipal Act, and the sole question was as to the right of the

plaintiff to maintain the action. He had succeeded at the trial, and the

verdict was sustained by the Court of Appeal on an equal division among
the Judges, and was upheld on appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada.

In stating his opinion. Duff, J., said that there could be little doubt "that

the common law rule under which the inhabitants of a parish through which

highways passed were responsible for their repair was never introduced into

British Columbia," p. 221, but it was nevertheless held that where, as in

this case, a municipal corporation is guilty of negUgent default by non-per-

formance of the statutory duty imposed on it to keep its highways in good

repair and adequate means have been provided by statute for the purpose

of enabling it to perform its obligations in that respect, persons suffering

injuries in consequence of the omission may maintain civil actions against

the corporation to recover compensation in damages although no such right

of action has been expressly provided for by statute, unless something in

the statute itself or in the circumstances in which it was enacted justifies

the conclusion that no such right of action was to be conferred.

In the opinions of the Judges of the Supreme Court all the most important

cases bearing upon the question in issue are collated and reviewed.

This decision is in accord with the view of Mr. Justice Dillon, who speaks

of the liability which the Supreme Court declared to exist as an "implied

liability:" Dillon on Municipal Corporations, 5th ed., 1638, where it is said

that "it is a general principle of law, founded in reason, that where one suffers

an injury by the neglect of any duty of perfect obligation owing to another,

the person injured has his action. This broad statement must be read sub-
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ject to what is provided in s. 460 (8) of the Ontario Act, and should be quali-

fied, as it is in Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 27, par. 942, by limiting

it to cases in which it appears to be within the purview" of the statute that

there should be a right of action.

After the decision in the IVIcPhalen case, the Act of incorporation of the

City of Vancouver was amended so as to remove all doubt as to the inten-

tion of the legislature to give a right of action to persons who suffered from

the corporation's default in fulfilling its duty to repair, and the decision in

Vancouver v. Cummings (1912>, 46 S.C.R. 457, 2 D.L.R. 253, 22 W.L.R.

164, 2 W.W.R. 66, in which the appellant corporation was held to be liable

for injuries caused by a defect in a sidewalk, was under the amended Act.

Vancouver v. Cummings was followed in Tweeddale v. Calgary (1914),

20 D.L.R. 277 (Alta.).

Where a statute vests in a corporation the public roads within the

boundaries of a municipality and empowers the corporation to repair, but

does not purport to impose a duty to repair or to create a liability on failure

to do so, the corporation is not liable for injuries sustained owing to lack

of repair due to non-feasance: Von Mackensen v. Surrey(1915), 21 B.C.R.

198, 22 D.L.R. 253, 8 W.W.R. 541.

M'ANITOBA.

It was held in Wallis v. Assinoboia (1886), 4 Man. L.R. 89, that a statute

which provided that "all the roads and road allowances within the province

shall be held under the jurisdiction of the municipality within the limits

of which such roads and road allowances are situated, and such municipality

shall be charged with the maintenance of the same, with such assistance

as they may receive from time to time from the Government of the Province,"

did not impose upon the corporation any liability for damages occasioned

by defective highways or bridges.

Where a municipal corporation performs work on a public road to facili-

tate travel between points on both sides of the place where the work is done

so as to provide a completed road between those points for public use, the

corporation is hable under the Municipal Act, R.S.M. 1902, c. 116, s. 667

(now R.S.M. 1913, c. 133, s. 625), in case an accident happens by reason

of non-repair of the road at any place between these points, although no

work has been done at or near that particular place: Couch v. Louise (1907),

16 Man. L.R. 656, 5 W.L.R. 482.

In Davies v. Winnipeg (1910), 19 Man. L.R. 744, 15 W.L.R. 22, where

injury was caused to a person by tripping over a loose plank in a sidewalk,

and it was shewn that the sidewalk had been constructed ten years before

and that the naUs in the plank had been broken, but there was nothing to

shew how that happened or how long the plank had been loose, and there

was evidence that there was an inspection every seven or ten days, it was
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held that, although the sidewalk was out of repair, it was not shewn that

it was so to the knowledge of the corporation, and that the evidence did

not raise the presumption of knowledge of the existence of the defect for

any stated length of time, that the method of inspection was reasonable,

and that there was no evidence upon which negligence could be found.

New Brunswick.

In the absence of a statute imposing liability for non-feasance a municipal

corporation is not liable in damages for personal injury caused by reason

of a sidewalk having been raised to a higher level than a private way or

having been allowed to get out of repair: St. John v. Campbell (1896), 26

S.C.R. 1, reversing (1895), 33 N.B. 131.

In an action against a municipal corporation for the recovery of damages

sustained in an accident caused by an obstruction on a sidewalk, a pleading

which contains an allegation that the corporation wrongfully and negUgently

allowed the sidewalk to be obstructed and wrongfully and negligently allowed

the obstruction to remain there for an unreasonable time without lights or

other signals on it discloses a case of non-feasance only, there being no allega-

tion that the corporation had knowledge of the obstruction: Rolston v. St.

John (1904), 36 N.B. 574.

Nova Scotia.

A municipal corporation under no statutory duty to light the streets,

but which has contracted with a company to light them, is not liable for

injuries caused by the negligence of the company in performing the service.

The relation between the corporation and the company is not that of master

and servant, but that of employer and independent contractor: Lordly v.

Halifax (1892), 20 S.C.R. 505, reversing (1891), 24 N.S. 1.

Where injuries are caused by the negligence of a contractor employed

by the Dominion Government to construct a concrete sidewalk around a

post office, and there is no evidence that the municipal authorities partici-

pated in the doing of the work or that they were applied to for or gave per-

mission for, the opening up of the sidewalk, although they had knowledge that

the work was being done, the corporation is not liable for any act of mis-

feasance on the part of the contractor or his principal: Hirtle v. Lunenberg

(1910), 44 N.S. 277, 8 E.L.R. 187, following Maguire v. Liverpool (1905),

1 K.B. 767, 21 T.L.R. 278.

In the absence of a statutory obligation imposed on municipal corpora-

tions an action does not lie against a corporation for injuries caused by mere

non-feasance, and, in the absence of evidence that a sidewalk was defectively

or negligently constructed in the first instance, the corporation is not liable

to an actipn because of its failure to keep the sidewalk in repair: CuUen
v. Glace Bay (1911), 46 N.S. 215.
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Where a corporation, in laying a concrete sidewalk, breaks up a portion

of the asphalt sidewalk of a crossing street and replaces it with earth and

ashes, and the rain washes away the filling, it is misfeasance, and the cor-

poration is liable to a person injured by stepping into the hole: Halifax

V. Tobin (1914), 50 S.C.R. 404, 51 C.L.J. 109, affirming (1914), 47 N.S. 498,

14 E.L.R. 143.

There is no liability under the charter of the City of Halifax, s. 632, for

injuries caused by mere want of repair: Coleman v. Halifax (1915), 48 N.S.

442, 22 D.L.R. 781.

Quebec.

Vaudry v. Montreal (1898), Q.R, 13 S.C. 531. (Where a lane had been

used by the pubUc as a thoroughfare for more than twenty years, was inscribed

on the homologated plan of the municipality, and the houses on it had been

numbered by the corporation,' and the council had changed its name and

inscribed the new name on the corporation's books, the corporation is bound

to keep in repair a footway on the lane.)

A municipal corporation, when it has authorized the opening of a street,

must keep, it in good condition whatever may be its importance or the amount
of taxes levied on the adjoining owners, and may be compelled,by mandamus
to fulfil its obligation: Goulette v. Sherbrooke (1904), Q.R. 25 S.C. 387.

A town corporation subject to public law under the provisions of art. 356

of the Civil Code is civilly responsible for the consequence of an accident

due to the improper conditions-of a road left open to traffic during the night

where the lack of light enhances the risk: St. Louis v. McCray (1909), Q.R.

19 KB. 333.

Municipal corporations are obliged to maintain their streets and side-

walks in a. safe state of repair so as to allow of their use without danger;

default in so doing renders them liable for damages which result from the

neglect: Leblanc v. Fraserville (1912), Q.R. 42 S.C. 539, 9 D.L.R? 299.

A muiiicipal corporation is not responsible for dangers naturally resulting

from the fact that its roads extend along precipices or end at them, and

is not bound to erect solid walls capable of resisting the shook of an auto-

mobile conducted or drawn out of the waiy.

The corporation is not bound to do more than to erect barriers or ordinary

palisades to protect persons passing at the dangerous places.

Fafard v. Quefeec (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 226.

Saskatchewan.
.

'

It was held by Elwood, J., in Carlton v. Sherwood (1915), 32 W.L.R.
177, 8 W.W.R. 662 (Sask.), that it was misfeasance on the part of a cor-

poration, in repairing a hole in the road, to put manure in it, stamping it

down and filling it up to the height of a foot or so above the hole, if such
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repair fails to sustain vjhicles passing over it, by reason of which an acci-

dent happens. This decision was reversed (1915), 25 D.L.R. 66, 32 W.L.R.

936, 9 W.W.R. 611, the Court being of opinion that the action was brought

for a default in keeping in repair of the highway, and not having been brought

within the period prescribed by the statute the cause of action was barred,

following Pearson v. York (1877), 41 U.C.R. 378.

The use by a municipal corporation on its street railway, at street inter-

sections, of a grooved rail is not unlawful or negligent, such a rail being in

common use and necessary for the purpose for which it was used—to pre-

vent cars leaving the track on the curves. The legislature, in authorizing

the building and operating of the railway, must be taken to have authorized

the use of such rails as were necessary for its reasonable operation: Regina

Cartage Company v. Regina (1916), 29 D.L.R. 420, 34 W.L.R. 1141, 10

W.W.R. 1299.

Tereitokies.

Where a municipal corporation has by statute jurisdiction over the roads

and has oast upon it the duty of maintaining them and is authorized to abate

nuisances and is afforded means for raising money for corporate purposes,

the corporation is liable for injuries caused to a person falling upon a side-

walk, constructed by the corporation, upon which snow and ice had accu-

mulated and had not been removed within a reasonable time: Cuzner v.

Calgary (1888), 1 Terr. L.R., 162.

It waa held in Clark v. Calgary (1907), 5 W.L.R. 292, 6 W.L.R. 622,

6 Terr. L.R. 309, that a corporation in which the hghways were vested and

which was required to keep them in repair was not liable to an action for

a default in keeping them in repair.

See also McGillivray v Moose Jaw [1907] 7 Terr. L.R. 465, 6 W.L.R. 108.

The LiABiLnr undee this section is not confined to liability for acci-

dents.

The liability extends to damage to property or business: Noble v. Turtle

Mountain (1905), 15 Man. L.R. 514; Cummings v. Dundas (1907), 13 O.L.R.

384, (1907) 9 O.W.R. 624; Strang v. Arran (1913), 28 O.L.R. 106, 12 D.L.R.

41.

, In a recent case of Dick v. Vaughan, (1917), 12 O.W.N. 65 a Divisional

Court has held that the owner of a traction engine was not entitled to

recover damages for the loss he had sustained through not being able to

drive his engine over a highway bridge owing to its being out of repair; the

view of the Court being that the damage,which the plaintiff had sustained

was too remote- and was not different in kind from that which all of His

Majesty's subjects suffered, and Arran v. Strang (supra) was distinguished

on the ground that in that case the access to the plaintiff's property was

affected by the want of repair.
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"Kept in repair."—The duty of keeping in repair requires that the high-

way or bridge be kept in-such a condition as to be reasonably safe for the

purposes of travel, including travel by means of such vehicles as are ordi-

narily in use. This obligation, which extends equally to a highway or bridge

in a newly surveyed and organized township and to a crowded street in

the business part of a city, is satisfied by keeping the highway or bridge

in such a state as is reasonably safe and sufficient for the requirements

of the public, and, in determining whether a corporation is in default, regard

must be had to the means at the command of the council and the nature of

the ordinary traffic of the locality. A corporation performs this "duty

when the travelled way is without obstruction or structural defects which

endanger the safety of travellers and is suflSciently level and smooth, guarded

by railings where necessary, to enable persons, by the exercise of ordinary

care, to travel with safety and convenience": Dillon on Municipal Cor-

porations, 5th ed., sec. 1694. Although this statement is made with refer-'-

ence to the statutory enactments in force in the New England States, it

applies also to the enactment contained in this section.

The duty imposed by subs. 1 applies only to roads which have been

formally opened and used, and not to those which a corporation, in its dis-

cretion, has considered it inadvisable to open: Hislop v. McGillivray (1890)>

17 S.C.R. 479; Taylor y. Gage (1913), 30 O.L.R. 75, 86, 16 D.L.R. 686.

A municipal corporation is under no obligation to repair the approaches

from the highway to private property constructed by the owner of the

property: Hopkins v. Owen Sound (1895), 27 O.R. 43.

A mandatory order requiring the performance of a general duty to repair

will not be granted: Hislop v. McGillivray (1886), 12 O.R. 749, (1888) 15

A.R. 687, 17 S.C.R. 479; Hubert v. Yarmouth (1889), 18 O.R. 458; Attorney-

General V. Staffordshire L.R. (1905), 1 Ch. 336, 2i T.L.R. 139; Cummings

V. Dundas (1907), 13 O.L.R. 384, 395-6.

The law in Quebec appears to be different: Goulette v. Sherbrooke (1904)j

Q.R. 25 S.C. 387, noted under "Actions by and Against Municipal Corpora-

tions," Part XVII.

In Reg. V. London (1900), 32 O.R. 326, it was held that proceedings

against a municipal corporation for neglecting to repair and keep in repair

one of its streets, thereby committing a common nuisance, should be by

indictment, and prohibition was granted to restrain a prehminary investiga-

tion of the charge before a police magistrate.

Since this case was decided, provision (s. 2 (13) ) has been made in the

Criminal Code which has been held to have the effect of enabling the prose-

cution of a corporation to be initiated in the same way as a prosecution of

an individual: In re Scholfield and Toronto (1913), 5 O.W.N. 109, 14 D.L.R.

232, 22 Can. Cr. Cas. 93, 50 C.L.J. 30, 25 O.W.R. 331.

The trustees of a police village not created a body corporate under s. 529

are not a corporation separate from the corporation of the township in which
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the police village is situate, and the township corporation is liable under

8. 460 (1) for default in keeping in repair the highways within the limits

of the village, although the want of repair is in respect of a sidewalk con-

structed by the trustees of the police village: Smith v. Bertie (1913), 28 ,

O.L.R. 330, 12 D.L.R. 623.
-

The following cases bear upon the same question:—

England.

Attorney-General v. Great Northern Railway Company, L.R. (1916), 2

A.C. 356, in which the question was as to whether it was the duty of a rail-

way company which was under a statutory obligation to maintain a bridge

to improve and strengthen the bridge to make it sufficient to bear the ordinary

traffic of the district which might reasonably be expected to pass over it

according to the standard of the present day, and it was held that the rail-

way company was not so bound.

The Lord Chancellor (iord Buckmaster) said:
—"I have avoided expressing

any opinion upon the question as to how far traffic of an unusually heavy

character placed for the first time upon a road constitutes a lawful user of

the highway. Traffic may well be of such a nature that its presence would

constitute a nuisance, and the use of the highway thereby would be unlawful.

But, apart from this, there may be unusually heavy traffic which, originally

extraordinary traffic, upon a particular road become's ordinary owing to the

changed circumstances of the district through which the road runs" : p. 366.

Earl Loreburn said that he expressed no opinion upon the point: p. 368.

Viscount Haldane said it "was not seriously questioned, in the argument

for the respondents, that the body which is charged with the duty of main-

taining a highway has to maintain it in a condition which will enable it to

carry the ordinary traffic on that highway in whatever form that ordinary

traffic may develop": p. 371.

Lord Sumner said that "in the course of the argument a good deal was

contended for as to the duties of road authorities in regard to new traffic

over a bridge forming part of a highway to which I should not be disposed

to assent without further consideration": p. 381.

^Ontario.

Davis V. Usborne (1916), 36 O.L.R. 148, 28 D.L.R. 397, in which it was

held that the defendants' duty to keep a highway in repair was not fulfilled

by providing a road reasonably safe for the purposes of travel upon it before

the advent of motor vehicles, that it might be that it would have been un-

reasonable to require a corporation at once after motor vehicles came into

use to make its roads, otherwise sufficient, safe for travel under the changed

conditions, but that, having regard to the fact that motor vehicles had been

in use for several years and were a common means of transportation in general

use throughout the province, the statutory duty imposed upon the defendants

39—MUN. LAW.
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required them to make the road in question reasonably safe for the purposes

of travel and so safe from any additional danger incident to the use of it

by motor vehicles.

See also Indiana Springs Company v. Brown (1905), 74 N.E.R. 615-6,

in which the same view was expressed.

British Columbia.

The owner of a motor car which is not registered and Ucensed is not en-

titled to recover damages for injuries sustained owing to a highway being

out of repair due to misfeasance, as an unlawful use was being made of the

highway: Greig v. Merritt (1913), 24 W.L.K. 328.

Manitoba.

A municipal corporation was held liable for damages caused by a traction

engine breaking through rotten timbers in the approach to a bridge on its

highway where, to the knowledge of the officials of the corporation, the

engine had been passing over the bridge for the previous two years, and

no attempt had been made to stop such traffic or to warn those in charge

of the engine of any danger: Curie v. Brandon (1905), 15 Man. L.R. 122,

1 W.L.R. 176, affirming (1904), 24 C.L.T. Occ. N. 279.

Nev/ Bbunswick.

In Portland v. Griffiths (1885), 11 S.C.R. 333, which reversed (1884),

23 N.B. 559, Ritchie, C.J., and Fournier, J., expressed the opinion that a

municipal corporation owed no duty, as to keeping in repair the highway,

to a woman standing on a sidewalk and engaged in cleaning windows, but

in Ricketts v. Markdale (1899), 31 O.R. 180, 616, that view was not enter-

tained by a Divisional Court, and the corporation was held liable for injuries

to a child playing upon a highway, the Court being of opinion that a muni-

cipal corporation is liable for damages, occasioned by its negligence, to children

playing upon a highway where there is no general law limiting this liability

in that regard and no local law prohibiting their playing on the highway,

and when their presence is not prejudicial to the ordinary uses of the street

for traffic and passage.

See also, as to what is a reasonable user of a lane, McLean v. Crown
Tailoring Company (1913), 29 O.L.R. 455, 15 D.L.R. 353, in which it was

held that using it for unhitching horses was a reasonable use.

Quebec.

In Deguise v. Notre Dame des Laurentides (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 31, it

was held that the existing laws oblige municipal corporations only to make
roads for the means of transport existing at the time of theadoption of those

laws. If the municipal roads are built and maintained according to these

laws, the fact that the municipal authorities have not appropriated them
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to the use of automobiles and have not provided against the dangers inherent

to that new mode of looomdlion cannot be attributed to them as a fault.

A municipal corporation is not answerable for an automobile accident hap-

pening in one of its roads, otherwise in perfect order, because of the fact

that the road turns there at a right-angle at the summit of a. little hill.

A HIGHWAY IS OPEN TO ALL SUITABLE AND PROPER USES.

Dillon on Municipal Corporations, 5th ed., s. 1165.

"The removal of a building along a highway is a legitimate use of the

highway not requiring, in the absence of an'ordinance or by-law, the assent

or permission of the municipal authorities: lb. s. 715.

This latter statement was referred to with approval by Hagarty, C.J.O.,

in Toronto Street Railway Company v. Dollery (1886), 12 A.R. 679, 682,

where he said, "The moving of a house along public streets may not be

designated as an unlawful user of the highway. . . . It is only, I pre-

sume, a question of degree between a frame building and a huge van of

merchandise, beams of timber, etc."

An engine constructed so as to be able to move itself and draw its tender,

containing fuel and water for its own use, may lawfully use the highways:

Pattison v. Wainfleet (1902), 1 O.W.R. 407.

This must be read subject to the provisions of The Traction Engines

Act, R.S.O. c. 212.

See also notes to "kept in repair" under heading "The following cases

bear upon the same question."

Obstructions on highways.

Where .there is an obstacle to the safe user of the highway on or near to

it, though placed there by a wrongdoer, if the corporation has notice,

express or implied, of its existence and does not remove it or cause it to

be removed, the highway is not within the meaning of this, subsection

kept in repair aiid the corporation is liable for the damages sustained by
any person by reason of its default.

It was held in an early case—Maxwell v. Clarke (1879), 4 A.R. 460—
that there could be no recovery where the injury was caused by a horse,

which was being ridden on a highway, having taken fright at a pile of wood
that had been thrown down a declivity on the side of the road and some

of which lay on the bed ,of the road, and without coming into contact with

the wood having, in consequence of the fright, shied and thrown his rider

off and injured him.

The view of the Court was that where the object does not block the way
of travellers, or even if it obstructs part of the statutory highway, is yet

permissible in the locality, its being on the highway does not render the

road out of repair.
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InO'Neillv. Windham (1897), 24 A.R. 341, which was the case of ahorse
being driven along a highway taking fright at ties which had been piled

on the untravelled part of the highway by a man whose waggon, on which
they were, broke down, the Court followed Maxwell v. Clarke. Osier,

J.A. (p. 350), after stating what was the effect of the decision in that case,

said that "the decision . . . would have been different had the plain-

tiff suffered in consequence of having come into actual collision with the

wood, thus showing that the way had been actually obstructed and damage
sustained by reason thereof," and, while he agreed that the case should

be followed, said that it was not necessary to say whether he agreed with

the decision.

Macdonald v. Yarmouth (1897-8), 29 O.R. 259, was a somewhat similar

case, but the tiles which caused the horse to take fright had been piled

on the side of the highway by the defendant corporation for the purpose

of being used in repairing a culvert. There was a fill of about fourteen feet,
'

with railings on each side, and the tiles were piled in a slight hollow behind

the railing, and some boards had been thrown over them and a board which

had been nailed between the two boards which formed the railing, so as

to further hide the tiles from view. The decision was that this did not

constitute evidence of negligence on the defendant's part so as to render

it liable to the plaintiff.

,

In Rice v. Whitby (1898), 25.A.R. 191, which was also a case of a horse

taking fright at an obstacle in the highway—a house that was being moved
along it—although Maxwell v. Clarke was referred to and as, in that case,

there was no impact, it is somewhat singular that the case was not dis-

posed of on that ground, but on the ground that it was not shown that

sufficient notice of the obstruction had been given to the corporation nor

had a sufficient time elapsed to impose liability upon it.

Colquhoun v. Fullerton (1913), 28 O.L.R. 102, 11 D.L.R. 469, is the last

reported case, and in it the Court appears to have followed Maxwell v. Clarke.

It was the case of a horse taking fright at a milk stand on the side of the high-

way, and the plainfiff's action might well have been dismissed on another

ground, which it was held was fatal, viz., that notice to the defendant corpora-

tion that the milk stand was there was not proved. While Riddell, J., was of

opinion that Maxwell v. Clarke and O'Neil v. Windham were' binding on

the Court, he said that he was "not satisfied with the reasoning or result"

of them: p. 105.

The decision in Maxwell v. Clarke and the reasoning on which it is

based are unsatisfactory and lead to anomalous results. If, as was said

by Osier, J.A., in O'Neil v. Windham, the corporation would have been

liable had there been contact with the wood, it must be because there

was default in keeping in repair the highway, and it would seem to follow,

if that be the case, that the result should be the same although there was
no contact, for ex hypothesi the highway was out of repair, and the injury

was sustained owing to the want of repair.
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It is probable tliat if and when Maxwell v. Clarke comes to be con-

sidered by a Court which is not bound by it, the more reasonable rule

which Mr. Justice Dillon deduces from the authorities will be adopted,

viz.;

—

"For an object in a public street calculated to frighten horses ordinarily

gentle, and which causes an accident resulting in an injury, municipal cor-

porations have been held liable, if they have been guilty of negligence in

allowing it to remain for an imreasonable time. The decisions to this

effect generally rest upon statutory provisions and involve a construction

thereof. But such objects may come within the notion of a public nuisance,

which it is the duty of the municipality to remove as incident to its duty

to keep its streets in a safe condition, for failure to discharge which it may
be liable to any one specially injured thereby. Where there is a defect

or object in a street which is calculated to frighten horses and an injury

occurs by reason thereof without the fault of the driver, the corporation,

if it has been negligent in respect thereof, is liable; but objects outside the

travelled way, and not near enough to the line of public travel to interfere

with or incommode travellers, are not defects in the highway. It is not

requisite, as we have already seen, that a highway, in its whole width

as located, should be fitted for travel. It is sufficient if it be of suitable

width, and in good condition for the needs of the public": Dillon on Muni-

cipal Corporations, 5th ed., s. 1702.

See also Macfarlane v. Colam (1908), Court of Sessions Cas. 56, 45 So.

L.R. 47; Mclntyre v. Coote (1909), 19 O.L.R. 9.

The unreasonableness of holding the corporation liable where a horse

takes fright at objects on or neilr the highway such as are mentioned by

Patterson, J.A., in Maxwell v. Clarke and in the American cases to which

he referred, and as were referred to by Hagarty, C.J., in Rounds v. Strat-

ford (1876), 26 U.C.C.P. 11, must be admitted, but it is clear that in many
of the cases referred to by way of illustration it would be held that the

risk of a horse taking fright was one of those risks which Blackburn, J.,

in Rylands v. Fletcher (1866), L.R. 1 Exch. 265, 286, spoke of as inevitable .

to which persons going upon a highway ar6 subject and the consequences

of which they must suffer.

It may be difficult to decide on which side of the line a particular- case

falls, but the question being one of fact must be determined by the applica-

tion of sound common sense to the facts in evidence.

The reported cases on subsection 1 are very numerous.

The following is a list of Ontario cases, not exhaustive, but containing

the most important and the latest of them. The list does not include those

mentioned {infra) in dealing with liability for obstructions, or those men-

tioned {infra) when dealing with cases under subsection 3. In this list '

the cases in which the plaintiff failed are prefixed by a star:

—

*Ray V. Petrolia (1874), 24 U.C.C.P. 73 (defect in sidewalk).
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Toms V. Whitby (1874), 35 U.C.R. 195, (1875) 37 U.C.R. 100 (no barrier

on embankment).

Sherwood v. Hamilton (1875), 37 U.C.R.^410 (defective barrier on hill).

Boyle V. Dundas (1876), 27 U.C.C.P. 129 (defective sidewalk).

Lucas V. Moore (1878), 43 U.C.R. 334, (1879) 3 A.R. 602 (unguarded ditch

in highway).

Walton V. York (1879), 30 U.C.C.P. 217, (1881) 6 A.R. 181 (unguarded

ditch).

*Bleakley v. Prescott (1886), 12 A.R. 637, reversing (1885) 7 O.R. 261

(injury sustained in crossing from one side to the other of a sidewalk over

an accumulation of hard-beaten snow where there was a slight declivity in

the sidewalk).

*Goldsmith v. London (1889), 16 S.C.R. 231 (abrupt rise from crossing

to sidewalk).

Johnson v. Nelson (1890), 17 A.R. 16 (absence of guard rail or other

protection on the approach to a bridge.

Durochie v. Cornwall (1893), 23 O.R. 355, (1894) 21 A.R. 279, (1895)

24 S.C.R. 301 (depression in sidewalk in which water lodged and ice gathered.

Badams v. Toronto (1896), 24 A.R. 8 (non-repair of a sidewalk extending

beyond the line of the street over adjoining private property so as ostensibly

to form part of the highway).

Foley V. Flamborough (1899), 26 A.R. 43 (large stump at the edge of the

travelled way).

Madill V. Caledon (1901-2), 3 O.L.R. 66, 555 (injuries sustained owing

to a sidewalk on a highway, bmlt by voluntary subscriptions and statute

labour, although the corporation never assumed any control over it nor was

the statute labour expended with the knowledge of the corporation, being

out of repair where the corporation had knowledge of the existence of the

sidewalk and there was opportunity and time to repair it). •

Luton V. Yarmouth (1902), 1 O.W.R. 40 (washout and other defects in

highway).

Summers v. York (1902), 1 O.W.R. 137 (want of guard).

Pattison v. Wainfleet (1902), 1 O.W.R. 407 (unsound bridge).

•Be'lling v. Hamilton (1902), 3 O.L.R. 318 (hole in pavenjent, injury by

foot-passenger while crossing).

McGarr v. Prescott (1902), 4 O.L.R. 280 (hole in sidewalk).

Johnston v. Point Edward (1903), 2 O.W.R. 687 (failure to warn of removal

of bridge).

*Rogers v. Petrolia (1903), 2 O.W.R. 709 (improper bridge over ditch).

Dickson v. Haldimand (1903), 2 O.W.R. 969, (1904) 3 O.W.R. 52 (want of

guard).

Garner v. Stamford (1903), 7 O.L.R. 50 (stone in footpath).

Mclnnes v. Egremont (1903), 5 O.L.R. 713 (want of guard to bridge).

*Evans v. Huntsville (1904), 3 O.W.R. 108 (defective sidewalk).

Galloway v. Samia (1904), 3 O.W.R. 361, 5 O.W.R. 458 (defective side-

walk).
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Boyle V. Guelph (1904), 3 O.W.R, 322, 4 O.W.R. 220 (open ditch).

Cochrane v. Hamilton (1904), 3 O.W.R. 739 (no provision for getting rid

of overflow from gully and water freezing)

.

Holland v. York (1904), 7 O.L.R. 533 (highway covered with water).

Anderson v. Toronto (1904), 4 O.W.R. 485 (defective sidewalk).

O'Connor v. Hamilton (1904), 8 O.L.R. 391, (1905) 10 O.L.R. 529 (caving

in of sewer).

Thomas v. North Norwich (1905), 6 O.W.R. 13, reversing (1904) 4 O.W.R.
517 (not sufficient warning of bridge having been removed).

McNiroy v. Bracebridge (1905), 10 O.L.R. 360 (defective sidewalk).

Dodds V. Aurora (1905), 6 O.W.R. 510 (defective street-crossing).

McKay v. Port Dover (1905), 6 O.W.R. 878, (1906) 7 O.W.R. 292, 758

(defect in sidewalk)

.

Plant V. Normanby (1905), 10 O.L.R. 16 (want of guard).

Turner v. Eustis (1906), 7 O.W.R. 238 (alleged defective highway).

Armstrong v. Euphemia (1906), 7 O.W.R. 552 (defective highway).

Campbell v. Brooke (1906), 8 O.W.R. 292 (want of guard).

Hobin V. Ottawa (1906), 8 O.W.R. 589, reversing (1906), 8 O.W.R. 101

(defect in sidewalk)

.

Morrison v. Toronto, (1906), 7 O.W.R. 547, 607, 12 O.L.R. 333 (open

space in sidewalk)

.

Kew V. London (1907), 9 O.W.R. 224 (defective sidewalk).

Prue V. Brockville (1907), 10 O.W.R. 359 (danger from electric current).

Burns v. Toronto (1907), 10 O.W.R. 723 (opening not guarded).

Breault v. Lindsay (1907), 10 O.W.R. 890 (defect in sidewalk).

Pow V. West Oxford (1908), 11 O.W.R. 115, 13 O.W.R. 162 (defective

roadway)

.

Gallagher v. Lennox & Addington (1908), 13 O.W.R. 227 (pitch-holes

and ridges).

Anderson v. Toronto (1908), 15 O.L.R. 643 (sunken granolithic block

in sidewalk)

.

Sangster v. Goderich (1909), 13 O.W.R. 419 (hole in roadway).

Bouttete v. Tilbury North (1910), 1 O.W.N. 623 (non-repair of high-

way).

Stillwell V. Houghton (1910), 2 O.W.N. 185 (township road too narrow

and ditch not guarded).

Innis V. Havelock (1910), 2 O.W.N. 205, 17 O.W.R. 310, (1911) 2 O.W.N.

871, 18 O.W.R.. 508 (defect in sidewalk).

Jackson v. Toronto (1910), 2 O.W.N. 461 (sidewalk slightly raised at

crossing).

Young V. Bruce (1911), 24 O.L.R. 546, 20 O.W.R. 87 (unguarded embank-

ments).

• Kelly V. Carrick (1911), 2 O.W.N. 1429, 19 O.W.R. 796 (ditch not guarded).

•Brown v. Toronto (1911), 2 O.W.N. 982, 18 O.W.R. 996, (1911) 3 O.W.N.

84 (surface of boulevard below curb).
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*Armstrong v. Barrie (1912), 4 O.W.N. 64, 6 D.L.R. 851, 23 O.W.R. 243

(hole in highway).

Strang v. Arran (1913), 28 O.L.R. 106, 12 D.L.R. 41 (failure to replace

bridge).

Barclay v. Ancaster (1913), 4 O.W.N. 764, 10 D.L.R. 363, 24 O.W.R. 60

(absence of guard).

Armstrong v. Peel (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1031, 10 D.L.R. 169, 49 C.L.J. 336,

24 O.W.R. 372 (defective bridge).

Patterson V. Aldborough (1913), 4 O.W.N. 1346, 11 D.L.R. 437, 24 O.W.R.
638 (excavation not guarded).

Roach V. Port Colborne (1913), 29-0.L.R. 69, 13 D.L.R. 646 (defect in

sidewalk).

*Egan V. Saltfieet (1913), 29 O.L.R. 116, 13 D.L.R. 884, 49 C.L.J. 698

(hole in the road).

Glynn v. Niagara Fall's (1913), 29 O.L.R. 617, 15 D.L.R. 426, (1914)

31 O.L.R. 1, 16 D.L.R. 866 (electric shock from pole in street).

Connor v. Brant (1913-4), 31 O.L.R. 274 (hole in highway).

*Miller v. Wentworth (1913), 5 O.W.N. 317, 25 O.W.R. 270, (1914) 5

O.W.N. 891 (insufficient guard-rail).

Ackersviller v. Perth (1914), 32 O.L.R. 423, (1915) 33 O.L.R. 598, 22

D.L.R. 666 (unguarded ditch).

Kinsman vfMersea (1914), 6 O.W.N. 597, 7 O.W.N. 101 (unguarded ditch).

Robinson v. Dereham (1915), 8 O.W.N. 173, 23 D.L.R. 321 (absence of

guard rail).

Bradish v. London (1915), 9 O.W.N. 296, (1916) 10 O.W.N. 161 (defect

in highway).

Huth V. Windsor (1915), 34 O.L,R. 245, 542, 24 D.L.R. 875 (defect in

sidewalk).

Poulin V. Ottawa (1916), 9 O.W.N. 454 (steam roller left on highway).

Wallace v. Windsor (1916), 36 O.L.R. 62, 28 D.L.R. 655 (defect in side-

walk).

McKinnon v. Wellington (1916), 9 O.W.N. 486 (ridges of ice and dirt in

roadway).

Davis v. Usborne (1916), 36 O.L.R. 148, 28 D.L.R. 397 (unguarded ditch).

Cranston v. Oakville (1916), 10 O.W.N. 175, 316 (pitch-hole on highway).

Tremblay v. Peterborough (1916), 11 O.W.R. 62 (injury caused by tripping

upon a cap of a water cut-off pipe set in the sidewalk and projecting above

it aboixt three-quarters of an inch).

*Ellis V. Toronto (1917), 12 O.W.N. 128.

OTHER PROVINCE CASES.

Albebta.

Lusk V. Calgary and Wheatley v. Calgary (1915), 22 D.L.R. 50, (1916)

28 D.L.R. 392, 33 W.L.R. 935, 10 W.W.R. 37 (injury caused by a horse
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taking fright and falling over an embankment where there was no railing

along the side of the road, which was narrow at the point where the accident -

occurred).

Beitish Columbia.

Smith V. Vancouver (1897), 5 B.C.R. 491 (constructing a sidewalk and

street crossing in such a manner that the crossing is of less width than the

sidewalk and considerably lower, constitutes misfeasance, and the corpora-

tion is Uable to a pedestrian, walking at night on the sidewalk, with reason-

able care, who stepped over the outer edge of the crossing and was thereby

injured).

Manitoba.

Taylor v. Winnipeg (1898), 12 Man. L.R. 479 (falling on ice formed near

public wells, of which there were a large number).

Kennedy v. Portage La Prairie (1899), 12 Man. L.R. 634 (pitch holes in

a winter road).

Taylor v. Portage La Prairie (1906), 4 W.L.R. 404 (injury caused

by a contractor leaving the highway in bad repair and dangerous condition

while constructing sewerage and water works for the corporation).

Forrest v. Winnipeg (1909), 18 Man. L.R. 440, 10 W'.L.R. 307 (injury

caused by stepping on the end of a loose plank in a comparatively new side-

walk, where the plank had been loose for two or three weeks before the, acci-

dent, but there was no evidence that any of the city servants or officials had

knowledge of it, and many persons, including the inspector of sidewalks in

the employ of the city, had walked over it without noticing that there was
.

any defect there).

Quebec.

*Legault v. Cote St. Paul (1896), Q.R. 12 S.C. 479 (injury caused by

a horse taking fright at a small tree lying on one side of a ro^d, which had

been dropped there from a waggon on the previous day, and no evidence

that the corporation had knowledge, prior to the accident, that the tree

was on the road)

Preyost v. Montreal (1898)^ Q.R. 15 S.C. 39 (where a municipal corpora-

tion permits a railway company to place rails upon a public street upon

which there is much traffic, and the rails, which are on sleepers, are raised

above the level of the street eight or nine inches and end abruptly without

any guard or protection at the extremity of the line, and in winter the rails

are not in use and, are covered over with snow, the corporation is liable for

an injury to a person who, not knowing of the presence of the rails, drives

his waggon against them at the end, and cannot escape liability by claiming

that the recourse should be against the railway company).

Rousseau v. St. Nicholas (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 214 (where there is on

a front winter road a single track of about three feet wide and the fences
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are left standing on both sides of the road, which is curved, and no meeting
place has been provided for, as required by law, the corporation is liable

for injuries caused to a person who, when meeting a sleigh on the road, was
obliged to put his horse into the deep snow, and the horse, in plunging in

it, was injured).
|>

*Brunet v. St. Joachim de la Pointe Claire (1898), Q.R. 14 S.C. 278
(injury occurring on a road within the limits of the municipality which is

under the control of a turnpike company)

.

Gaffney v. Montreal (1899), Q.R. 16 S.C. 260 (injury due to a sidewalk

being in a bad and dangerous condition where that condition had existed

for a period sufficient to allow the municipal authorities to put it in a safe

and proper state).

Wong Ling v. Montreal(1913), Q.R. 44 S.C. 339, 10 D.L.R. 558 (injury

caused by want of repair of a part of a street used as a crossing place, though

not a continuation of a sidewalk).

Spedding v. Montreal (1915), Q.R. 47 S.C. 493, 23 D.L.R. 681 (injury

to a pedestrian caused by falling into manhole in a highway, the cover of

which had been removed and improperly replaced by persons unknown).

Maltais v. Pointe au Pic (1915), Q.R. 48 S.C. 87 (injury to a horse caused

by. stepping on debris consisting of rusty rails and other waste from the

demolition of a sidewalk, deposited by the corporation in the course of repairing

a highway).

*Coaticook v. Laroohe (1915), Q.R. 24 K.B. 339 (injury caused by the

fall of an unsound branch of a tree situate upon a slope at the edge of a side-

walk).

Villani v. Montreal (1916), 29 D.L.R. 321 (the verdict of a jury find-

ing a municipal corporation guilty of negligence in allowing a flagstone in

a sidewalk to protrude three-quarters of an inch higher than the others

was upheld).

Saskatchewan.

Hutsbn V. Regina (1913), 6 S.L.R. 126, 14 D.L.R. 372, 25 W.L.R. 628,

5 W.W.R. 395 (injury caused by a broken grating in a sidewalk).

Quebec cases more fully noted.

It is not necessary, to fix responsibility on a municipal corporation for

injuries caused by a defective sidewalk, that it should be notified of its defec-

tive condition, nor can the corporation escape liability because it was caused

by an infraction by a third party of its by-laws, and it is not liable for failure

to carry such by-laws into operation: Beech v. .Montreal (1897), Q.R. 13

S.C. 187.

Although municipal corporations are bound to maintain the roads under

their control in the condition required by law and are responsible for all
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damages resulting from failure to perform this obligation, Courts are not

disposed to apply literally the provisions of the law and to hold that a cor-

poration must at all times, regardless of the season of the year and of special

circumstances, keep and maintain the roads under their control in perfect

condition, but the spirit of the law must be observed.

Where a road is repaired in May or June, and a hole which caused an

accident was allowed to form in the course of the summer and to increase

in size until under the effect of the fall rains it had reached proportions which

made it dangerous, this is evidence of negligence, and the corporation will

be held responsible.

Duclos v. Ely (1898), 5 Rev. de Jur. 177.

A winter road, open to the general public, over which a large, number
of persons are accustomed to pass and on which there is nothing to indicate

that it is private, is a public road, and the corporation of the municipality

in which it is situate is liable for accidents happening owing to neglect to

keep it in repair: Duchene v. Beauport (1903), Q.R. 23 S.C. 80.

Corporations of rural municipalities are liable in damages for injuries

sustained by reason of the want of repair of roads used by the mere permission

of the owners of lands. Such roads have the character of municipal roads

under the provisions of art. 749 of the Municipal Code (art. 464 of the new
Code) : Lalonge dit Gascon v. St. Vincent de Paul (1905), Q.R. 27 S.C. 218.

*The owner of a house in a municipality whose by-laws require him to

maintain the street and sidewalk opposite to it in a specified manner is liable

in damages for injury to a passer-by caused- by the defective condition of

the street or sidewalk. When the by-law states what means are to be used

to obviate danger to passers-by, it is not sufficient to conform with its letter.

It is necessary, in .addition, to employ the usual means for safety, e.g., if

there is glare ice, to cover it with salt, ashes, sawdust or other proper material:

Vidal V. The John D. Ivey Company (1912), Q.R. 42 S.C. 509.

Notwithstanding the provisions of art. 849 of the Municipal Code, where
a municipal corporation lays out a winter road over a river at a place where
the ice is too thin and an accident results therefrom, the corporation is liable

in damages for the accident: Morenoy v. L'Ange-Gardien (1913), Q.R. 43
S.C. 537.

Art. 849 provided that "corporations are not liable for accidents or damages
occasioned by the breaking of the ice on roads laid out and maintained by
them on rivers or other pieces of water."

In Bedard v. Beaulieu (1916), 32 D.L.R. 250, it was held that the cor-

poration was not Uable for injuries caused by the breaking of the ice on a
road laid out and maintained by it'on the River St. Lawrence and art. 849
was referred to.

This article does not appear in the new Code.
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The cases as to the liability of the corporation for non-repair caused
BY obstructions, EXCAVATIONS, OPENINGS OR OTHER THINGS ON OR NEAR
THE HIGHWAY RENDERING IT UNSAFE FOR PUBLIC TRAVEL ARE NUMEROUS,
AND MAY BE CONVENIENTLY GROUPED UNDER TWO HEADS:—

-

(1) When placed or made by the corporation or its officers or servants

or by its authority:

—

Rowe V. Leeds & Grenville (1863), 13 U.C.C.P. 515 (unguarded heaps of

gravel for repair left on road).

*Pearson v. York (1877), 41 U.C.R. 378 (unguarded hole and heap in

highway)

.

Cook V. CoUingwood (1903), 2 O.W.R. 966 (unguarded trench).

Kirk V. Toronto (1904), 8 O.L.R. 730 (steam roller negligently operated

in highway).

Biggar v. Crowland (1906), 13 O.L.R. 164 (stake planted in highway).

Keech v. Smith's Falls (1907), 15 O.L.R. 300 (heaps of dirt raked up by
street cleaners).

Reid V. Toronto (1910), 1 O.W.N. 450, 699 (scantling and boards on side-

walk).

Bateman v. Middlesex (1911), 24 O.L.R. 84, 25 O.L.R. 137, 6 D.L.R.

533, 535, (1912) 27 O.L.R. 122 (unlighted barricade across highway).

Breen v. Toronto (1911), 2 O.W.N. 690 (scoria blocks on footpath).

O'Neil V. London (1911), 3 O.W.N. 345 (weigh scales on highway).

Weston V. Middlesex (1913), 30 O.L.R. 21, 16 D.L.R. 325, (1914) 31 O.L.R.

148, 19 D.L.R. 646 (gravel heaps on highway).

Mcintosh V. Simcoe (1914), 5 O.W.N. 793 (object calculated to frighten

horses).

Poulin V. Ottawa (1916), 9 O.W.N. 454 (steam roller left on highway).

OTHEB PROVINCE CASES.

British Columbia.

Macpherson v. Vancouver (1909), 14 B.C.R. 326, 11 W.L.R. 501, affirmed

(1912), 17 B.C.R. 264, 2 D.L.R. 283, 20 W.L.R. 926, 1 W.W.R. 1114 (injury

caused by stepping on a wooden grating in a sidewalk which, when put in,

was structurally defective, and was put in by the owner of abutting property

by the permission of the corporation).

In this case it was held by Morrison, J., that it was a case of misfeasance

but that, if it was not, s. 219 of the Vancouver Incorporation Act, as amended

in 1909, imposed upon the corporation liability for non-repair. The Court

of Appeal treated the case as one of misfeasance and said nothing as to the

effect of the Act.

Tait V. New Westminster (1911)7 18 W.L.R. 470 (injury caused by a

section of a water-main pipe lying for many months upon a street in a city.
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and projecting a foot at least into the macadamized and travelled portion

of it at an acute angle, so that it was difficult to see it).

Skewis V. Kamloops (1911), 19 W.L.R. 612, 1 W.W.B. 241 (faUing into

a manhole placed in a highway by the corporation in the exercise of its power

to instal and maintain water works, the manhole being structurally defec-

tive).

New Brunswick.

Glidden v. Woodstock (1895), 33 N.B. 388 (hydrant with two posts

around it against which a person after night-fall struck and was injured

—

there was no light and the street was narrow and irregular and no line of

demarcation between the street and the sidewalks).

Nova Scotia.

Messenger v. Bridgetown (1900), 33 N.S. 291-2, (1901) 31 S.C.R. 379

(injuries sustained owing to a horse having stumbled while passing at night

over a mound of earth 8 inches in height, which had been left in the high-

way after filling up a trench which had been dug for the purpose of lajdng

a pipe across the highway).

McDonald v. Sydney (1912), 46 N.S. 436, 8 D.L.R. 99, 12E.L.R. 163 (faU-

ing into a trench left open in the highway by servants of the corporation).

Saskatchewan.

Williams v. North Battleford (1911), 4 S.L.R. 75, 16 W.L.R. 301, reversing

(1910) 14 W.L.R. 684 (a sidewalk in a not thickly populated municipality,

constructed across a street and raised about twelve inches above a ditch

on one side so aa to constitute an obstruction on that side of the stre'et where

there was ample room to pass in the centre of the road without going on the

obstructed portion).

(2) When placed or made by others than the corporation, its servants or

agents, or by its authority:

—

*Vespra v. Cook (1876), 26 U.C.C.P. 182 (lumber on highway).

*Castor V. Uxbridge (1876), 39 U.C.R. 113 (telegraph poles lying on high-

way and encroaching on travelled part)—the plaintiff failed because of con-

tributory negligence.

Maxwell v. Clarke (1879), 4 A.R. 460 (wood on highway, but not en-

croaching on travelled part).

Howard v. St. Thomas (1889-1890), 19 O.R. 719 (house being moved on

highway).

Howarth v. McGugan (1892), 23 O.R. 396 (pile driver and iron hammer

left on highway by contractor)—new trial ordered.

O'Neil v. Windham (1897), 24 A.R. 341 (milk stand on highway).
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*Ewing V. Toronto (1898), 29 O.R. 197 (defect in sidewalk).,

*Rice V. Whitby (1898), 25 A.R. 191 (house being moved on highway).

Homewood v. Hamilton (1901), 1 O.L.R. 266 (open and unguarded area

under sidewalk)

.

*Minns v. Omemee (19ai), 2 O.L.R. 579, (1902) 8 O.L.R. 508 (trap door

in sidewalk left open and unguarded).

Gaby v. Toront9 (1902), 1 O.W.R. 440 (unguarded hole dug by con-

tractor) .

Mclntyre v. Lindsay (1902), 4 O.L.R. 448 (unguarded trench dug by gas

company).

*Hemphill v. Haldimand (1904), 3 O.W.R. 605, (1904) 4 O.W.R. 163 (stones

unlawfully placed on highway). (The plaintiff failed in this case because

it was not shown that the accident was caused by the stones being on the

highway.)

Holland v. York (1904), 7 O.L.R. 533 (materials placed on highway).

Vassar v. Brown (1904), 3 O.W.R. 6, 4 O.W.R. 490 (excavation in high-

way).

Labombarde v. Chatham (1905), 10 O.L.R. 446 (loose live electric wire)

—

the plaintiff succeeded as to the Chatham Gas Company.

Kelly v. Whitchurch (1905), 11 O.L.R. 155, (1906) 12 O.L.R. 84 (logs on

highway).

Gignec v. Toronto (1906), 11 O.L.R. 611 (planks on sidewalk).

*Gloster v. Toronto Electric Light Company (1906), 12 O.L.R. 413, 38

S.C.R. 27 (improperly insulated electric wire close to bridge)—^the plaintiff

succeeded as to the electric light company.

*Everett v. Raleigh (1910), 21 O.L.R. 91 (uncovered iron pipe of gas com-
pany in highway)

.

*Howse V. Southwold (1912), 27 O.L.R. 29, 5 D.L.R. 709 (telephone pole

in highway).

SiS *Colquhoun v. FuUerton (1913), 28 O.L.R. 102, 11 D.L.R. 469 (milk stand

in highway). ^

other province cases.

Manitoba.

Mitchell V. Winnipeg (1907), 17 Man. L.R. 166, 6 W.L.R. 31, 7 W.L.R.

120 (accident caused by leaving a pile of lumber on the highway). '

Couch V. Louise (1907), 16 Man. L.R. 656, 5 W.L.R. 482 (where a barbed

wire fence had been allowed to remain across part of a highway for more
than three months at the season of the year during which road repairs would

be naturally made, notice of its existence will be imputed to the municipal

corporation whose duty it is to keep the road in repair).

Smiley v. Oakland (1916), 31 D.L.R. 566 (personal injuries sustained

while travelling in an automobile on ^ road which was out of repair owing
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to a wash-out of the earth covering a culvert which it was the duty of the

corporation to keep in repair).

Prince Edward Island.

It was held in Mclnnis v. Charlottetown (1897), 33 C.L.J. 297, that

the corporation was not liable where a sidewalk was properly constructed,

but the owner of abutting land, without the knowledge of the corporation,

placed over the space between the sidewalk arid the steps of his house a

plank which projected four inches on the sidewalk and was an obstructioni

and a person passing along the street struck her foot against the projecting

plank and was injured.

In the foregoing four lists the cases in which the plaintiff failed are marked

with a star.

The provisions of subsection 7 must be taken into consideration when
dealing with the liability of a corporation.

Liability where defect arises from an act or omission of an independent

contractor.

An "independent contractor" is one who merely undertakes to produce

a specified result, employing his own means to produce that result, and is

entirely independent of any control or interference by the person with whom
he contracts: Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 1, par. 327.

An authority which employs a contractor to carry out work involving

interference with a highway does not thereby absolve itself of its duty

towards other persons. Although not responsible for his negligence or that

of his servants so long as such negligence is merely "casual" or "collateral,"

the authority is responsible if the contractor fails to do or to get done

what it is its duty to do or to get done, i.e., to take the necessary pre-

cautions to protect the public from the danger which its operations entail:

lb. vol. 16, par. 238, and cases there cited.

See also Ballentine v. Ontario Pipe Line Company (1908), 16 O.L.R.

654; Dorst v. Toronto (1908), 11 O.W.R. 738, 12 O.W.R. 261; Mcintosh
V. Simcoe (1914), 5 O.W.N. 793,4, 15 D.L.R. 731; Dillon on Municipal

Corporations, 5th ed., ss. 1722-3.

A company which had- furnished the blocks to a contractor employed

by a corporation to lay a block pavement in a stre'et, and who was under

the obligation to keep it in repair, was engaged in making repairs to the

pavement. Pitch heated to a high degree was used in the work. It was
heated by means of a furnace, which was placed on a nearby street, about

three feet from the sidewalk. A workman of the company who had charge

of the furnace and the heating of the pitch was not supplied with a proper

ladle, but made use of a wooden one for ladling the pitch out of a cauldron
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into pails. When the ladle got partly filled with pitch, the workman put

it into the fire to melt it out, and this practice burned the handle and

weakened it. In pulling the ladle out of the fire, the handle broke off,

and the ladle was dashed upon a he!:p of sand and the boiling pitch was
splashed on a child who, attracted by what was going on, was standing

near the furnace, and his face was burned severely. No precaution was
taken to prevent any one from going near the furnace and boiling pitch

or to protect children who would be attracted by what was going on. On
this statement of facts it was hold by Leitch, J., and by a Divisional Court

that the corporation was liable for the injuries sustained by the child:

Waller v. Samia (1912), 4 O.W.N. 403, 890, 8 D.L.R. 629, 9 D.L.R. 834,

23 O.W.R. 831. The ground upon which the decision was based was that

"there was a statutory duty on the part of the defendants to keep the

street in repair. The defendants themselves could have undertaken the

work of repairing the pavement in question, and, if so, would have been

under the obligation of taking such precautions in doing it as not to expose

the public to danger of injury. The work of heating the pitch and handling

it when heated was necessarily dangerous and required care and precau-

tion. Under such circumstances a duty was cast upon the defendants, the

responsibility for which they could not escape by delegating it to an inde-

pendent contractor." It was also held that what had occurred was not

of a casual and collateral character, but was something necessary to be

done in furtherance of the work of repair.

This case is very near the line, and it may be open to question whether

it was rightly decided. While the heating of the pitch was necessary for

the purpose of the worfe, it was not necessary that it should be heated and

handled in the manner in, or at the place at, which it was heated and

handled, and it would seem that the negligence of the contractor was merely

casual or collateral. The result reached was probably right for another

reason than that on which the decision was based. What was done in

boiling and handling the pitch was done on the highway and was a nuisance

for which the defendants were responsible if, as no doubt was the case,

they had knowledge of what was being done and permitted it to, be done.

In Quebec a municipal corporation is not liable for the acts of a contractor,

but is guilty of negligence and is liable for injuries caused by the condition

of a highway if it leaves it open for traffic while a contractor is doing work

on it if he produces a condition of danger, e.g., by making an excavation in

it: Scott V. Quebec (1913), Q.R. 44 S.C. 184.

Liability foe injuries sustained by the breaking down of a bridge when
A traction engine is being taken OVER IT.

See The Traction Engines Act, R.S.O. c. 212.

It was held in Goodison v. McNab (1909), 19 O.L.R. 188, (1910) 44 S.C.R.

187, that where planjsing to protect the bridge as required by this statute

is not laid down, the corporation is not liable.
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In Linstead v. Whitchurch (1916), 35 O.L.R. 1, 27 D.L.R. 770, affirmed

(1916), 36 O.L.R. 462, 30 D.L.R. 431, where the collapse of the bridge was

not directly due to the failure to comply with the requirements of the statute,

the defendant was held to be liable.

Goodison v. McNab, 44 S.C.R. 187, was followed in Marion v. Mont-
calm (1915), 34 W.L.R. 683 (Man.).

©VEKHANGING BRANCHES OF TREES AND FALLING TREES.

Where the overhanging branches of a tree extend over the line of travel

so as to interfere with the reasonable use of the highway, the highway is

out of repair.

Ferguson v. Southwold (1895), 27 O.R. 66, in which Embler v. Wallkill

(1890), 57 Hun (N.Y.) 384, was approved, and it was laid down that any-

thing which exists or is allowed to remain above a highway interfering

with its ordinary and reasonable use constitutes want of repair and a breach

of duty on the part of the municipal corporation having iurisdictio9 over the

highway.

It had been said before by Hagarty, C.J., in Gilchrist v. Garden (1876),

26 U.C.C.P. 1, 5, 6: "I incline to think that the law which imposes the

liability to keep in repair requires the municipality to guard in certain

cases against overhanging trees likely to fall upon the road which might

naturally imperil the passers-by."

Liability where the disrepair is due to climatic conditions.

The leading case upon the question of the liability of a municipal cor-

poration to answer in damages for injuries occasioned by defects of this

kind in a highway under the control of its council is Caswell v. St. Marys

(1869), 28 U.C.R. 247, 254, and the observations of the late Sir Adam Wilson

(then a Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench) have been accepted in sub-

sequent cases as a correct statement of the law. He there said: "It must

be a question of fact altogether for the jury to say whether the place alleged

to have been out of order was dangerous, and, if so, from what cause, and,

if from a natural cause or process, whether the persons liable to repair the

road could reasonably and conveniently, as regarded expenditure and labour,

have made it safe for use. If the obstruction or danger could properly

and reasonably have been removed, then the persons on whom the burden

lay to keep the road in order should be held to the fulfilment of their duty

to make it safe and useful for the public, at whatever season of the year

or from whatever cause the impediment or difficulty may have happened.'-

See also Organ v. Toronto (1893), 24 O.R. 318; Durochie v. Cornwall

(1893), 23 O.R. 355, 359, (1894) 21 A.R. 279, 282, (1895) 24 S.C.R. 301, 303;

Hogg V. Brooke (1904), 7 O.L.R. 273, 284; Wallace v. Ottawa and Gloucester

Road Company (1905), 6 O.W.R. 652; Huth v. Windsor (1915), 34 O.L.R.

40—MUN. law.
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245, 250, 24 D.L.R. 875; McKinnon v. WeUington (1916), 9 O.W.N. 486;

Cranston v. Oakville (1916), 10 O.W.N. 175, 315.

ElijGLISH AND OTHER PROVINCE CASES.

England.

Where a tramway company is under a statutory obligation to "at all

times maintain and keep in good condition" so much of the road on which

the tramway is laid as lies between the rails and eighteen inches beyond
on either side, the company is not bound to remove the snow unless the

fall is of such a depth as to render the road impassable. The fact that the

removal of the snow will render the passage over the road more convenient

is not enough to bring the case within the meaning of the statute: Acton

V. London United Tramways, L.R. (1909) 1 K.B. 68.

Where the snow has fallen to such a depth as to create a distinct obstruc-

tion to the traffic, the duty of repairing the road includes the duty of removing

the snow: Amesbury v. Wilts, L.R. (1883) 10 Q.B.D. 480.

Manitoba.

The mere allowance of the formation and continuance of obstructions

or dangerous spots in a highway due to accumulation of snow may amount

to non-repair for which the corporation would be liable, but in every such

case the question to be determined is whether, taking all the circumstances

into consideration, it is reasonable to hold that the corporation should have

removed the danger: Taylor v. Winnipeg (1898), 12 Man. L.R. 479.

Nova Scotia.

Where a highway was in bad repair owing to the snow being thrown

from the sidewalks into the roadway, causing deep pitch holes, and this

condition was aggravated owing to severe storms during the winter, the

municipal corporation was held liable for injuries caused by the condition

of the highway. It was held that the statutes of Nova Scotia imposed

upon the corporation the duty of repairing the streets and liability if the

duty was not performed to an action by a person who has suffered any par-

ticular injury owing to the neglect to perform the duty: Halifax v. Walker

(1885), Cameron's S.C. Cas. 569, affirming (1883), 16 N.S. 371.

In stating his opinion, Strong, J., answering the argument that the duty

to repair does not include keeping the streets in good order during the winter

season, when the natui'e of the climate renders this impossible, said:
—"I see

no reason why the streets which have to be used for traffic whilst the snow

is on the ground, as well as at other times, should not be kept in a reasonable

state of repair in the winter season as well as at other times. The question

of what is reasonable repair is one for the jury, and this includes the removal

of snow as well as other obstructions."
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The plaintiff, who was the proprietor of an omnibus line plying in cer-

tain streets in the municipality under a license, recovered damages for the

loss sustained by the wrecking of his carriages, the straining of his horses,

the breaking of harness, etc., as well as loss of profits through the diminu-
tion qf traffic on his omnibus lines.

Quebec.

When the bad condition of a street is the result of climatic conditions

that the municipal corporation cannot reasonably control, it is not responsible

for damages resulting from that condition, especially if the injury could

have been avoided by ordinary prudence: Sherbrooke v. Short (1887), 15

Rev. L. 283.

The fall of an unusual quantity of snow does not constitute jmce majeure

if it is allowed to remain on a leading thoroughfare for five or six days and
no path is cleared on the sidewalk: Leclerc v. Montreal (1898), Q.R. 15

S.C. 205.

A municipal corporation in Quebec is not obUged to remove the snow
from a narrow street, its removal being impracticable, and the occurrence

of slopes from the centre of the street to the sidewalk being a necessary

consequence to the non-removal of the snow and climatic conditions, the

corporation is not liable for an injury caused by falling on a crossing under

these conditions: Bonin v. Montreal (1899), Q.R. 15 S.C. 492.

To render a municipal corporation responsible for the bad state of a side-

walk, it is necessary that it should have continued sufficiently long for the

presumption to arise that the corporation knew of it, especially when it is

the case of a sidewalk usually well maintained and of ice having formed

in a short time by reason of a sudden frost: Gunlack v. Montreal (1900),

Q.R. 17 S.C. 294.

A municipal corporation is bound to keep roads at all times in good order

and can be relieved only by proof of jcerce majeure. Young v. Stanstead

(1902), Q.R. 21 S.C. 148. ,

This was the case of the blocking of road owing to a severe snowstorm

where no steps had been taken to break up or clear the road.

The obligation imposed on municipal corporations to keep the streets and

roads in condition suitable for traffic may be affected by climatic conditions,

and implies a respective reciprocal obligation on the part of the public to

use them with care. Therefore a carter who, in full dayUght, drives a heavy

cart down a hill which he sees is covered with ice, and who, when the cart

has begun to slip, adds to the impetus by an improper direction to the horse,

is alone responsible for the accident which results therefrom, and has no

recourse against the corporation: Gougeon v. Montreal (1908), Q.R. 34

S.C. 324.
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Rtjnawat horses.

Where two causes combine to produce the injury both in their nature

proximate, the one being the defect in the highway and the other some

occurrence for which neither party is responsible, the corporation is liable

provided the injury would not have been sustained but for the defect in

the highway, and, therefore, where the accident of a horse running away
beyond control and the defect in the highway combine to produce the

injury, the corporation is liable if the injury would not have been sustained

but for the defect in the highway: Sherwood v. Hamilton (1875), 37 U.C.R.

410.

Price V. Cataraqui Bridge Company (1874), 35 U.C.R. 314, and Steinhoff v.

Kent (1887), 14 A.R. 12, which may seem to be opposed to this statement

of the law, are distinguishable on the ground mentioned by Osier, J.A.,

in the latter case that the plaintiff could not "complain of the absence

of a guard, because at the time of the accident he was not making use of

the road in the ordinary way, and that the defendants were only bound

'to provide against the ordinary contingencies of travel,' within which the

running away of the horse under the circumstances proved did not come":

p. 18.

These cases may also be distinguished on the ground that it did not

follow that if the draw of the bridge had been guarded, the accfdent would

have been prevented.

See also Thomas v. North Norwich (1905), 9 O.L.R. 666, and Little v.

Smith (1914), 32 O.L.R. 518, 20 D.L.R. 399, where the cases bearing on this

question are discussed and the rule laid down in Sherwood v. Hamilton
(supra) was approved.

In Bell Telephone Company v. Chatham (1900), 31 S.C.R. 61, it was
held that a person driving on a public highway, who sustains injury to person

and property by the carriage coming in contact with a telephone pole law-

fully placed there, cannot maintain an action for damages if it clearly appears

that his horses were running away and that their violent, uncontrollable speed

was the proximate cause of the accident.

"Default."

"The ground of the action is either positive misfeasance on the part

of the corporation, its ofiScers or servants, or by others under its authority

in doing acts which cause the streets to be out of repair, in which case no
other notice to the corporation of the condition of the street is essential

to its liability, or the ground of the action is the neglect of the corporation,

to put the streets in repair or to remove obstructions therefrom, or to

remedy causes of danger occasioned by the wrongful acts of others, in

which cases notice of the condition of the street or what is equivalent to

notice is necessary ... to give the person injured a right of action

against the corporation:" Dillon on Corporations, 5th ed., s. 1712.
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The "equivalent to notice" referred to is notice of "facts froin which

notice . . . may reasonably be inferred or proof of circumstances from

which it appears that the defect ought to have been known and remedied

by it": lb. s. 1717.

This is the,view as to the liability of a corporation under The Municipal

Acts which has been uniformly adopted by the Courts of Ontario^ and when
actions were tried with a jury, the instructions to the jury were always

given in accordance with it.

However, in the recent case of Vancouver v. Cummings (1912), 46 S.C.R.

457, 2 D.L.R. 253, 22 W.L.R. 164, 2 W.W.R. 66, a dififerent view was expressed

by Icjington, J. After referring to oases where "the forces of nature have sud-

denly destroyed or put out of repair a road or some one has maliciously or negli-

gently wrought the same result," he went on to say:—" I am, despite dicta

to the contrary, prepared to hold that, unless in some such case as I have

suggested, the question of notice or knowledge does not arise, and that

in all cases where the accident has arisen from the mere wearing out or

apparent wearing out or imperfect repair of the road there arises upon

evidence of accident caused thereby a presumption without evidence of

notice that the duty relative to repair has been neglected."

Although if a rule were to be laid down for the first time, such a construc-

tion of the statute as this learned Judge adopts would appear to be sounder

than that which has prevailed in Ontario, when so careful and experienced

Judges as the late Mr. Justice Ferguson and Osier, J.A., as well as other

members of the Court of Appeal, treated it as not open to question that

in the class of case to which Idington, J., referred it was necessary, in order

to establish liability, to prove notice to the corporation or facts from which
notice was to be presumed or implied, and the late Mr. Justice Maclennan
was of opinion that the plaintiff should fail because notice had not been

proved (McGarr v. Prescott (1902), 4 O.L.R. 280), it would not be prudent

for a plaintiff's counsel to depart from the well-settled and uniform practice

of the Ontario Courts.

See also McNiroy v. Bracebridge (1905), 10 O.L.R. 360; Kew v. London

(1907), 9 O.W.R. 224; Rushton v. Galley (1910), 21 O.L.R. 135.

Knowledge by the person injured op the defect.

Knowledge by the person injured of the defective condition of the high-

way does not necessarily disentitle him to recover. He had the right to

use it, and the question is whether, under the circumstances, he exercised

such care as a prudent person would reasonably exercise in using it, knowing

its condition: Gordon v. Belleville (1887), 15 O.R. 26; Galloway v. Samia

(1904), 3 O.W.R. 361, (1905) 5 O.W.R. 458; Kew v. London (1907), 9 O.W.R.

224; Roach v. Colborne (1913), 29 O.L.R. 69, 13 D.L.R. 646. See also

Copeland v. Blenheim (1885), 9 O.R. 19.
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But a corporation is not liable to a person familiar with the locality

and having the knowledge that thefe is close at hand a safe passage-way

across a plainly visible shallow trench lawfully and necessarily in the street

at the time (in this case in connection with the laying of the ties of a street

railway) who is injured while endeavouring to cross the trench in broad

daylight: Keachie v. Toronto (1895), 22 A.R. 371, followed in Atkin v.

Hamilton (1897), 24 A.R. 389, though it had been distinguished in the

Court below as reported in (1896) 28 O.R. 229, where the case is reported

as Aikin v. Hamilton.

See also Belleisle v. Hawkesbury (1904), 8 O.L.R. 694, where the plain-

tiff, who was injured in jumping, in daylight, from a cart on to the com-

pleted portion of a sidewalk, which was then to his knowledge in course

of construction and Unfinished, failed to recover; and Burns v. Toronto

(1907), 10 O.W.R. 723.

Gordon v. Belleville (supra) was followed in Touhey v. Medicine Hat

(1912), 7 D.L.R. 759, 2 W.W.R. 715, (1913) 5 A.L.R. 116, 10 D.L.R. 691,

23 W.L.R. 880, 4 W.W.R. 176, but a different view was taken in Gunlack

V. Montreal (1900), Q.R. 17 S.C. 294, in which it was held that a person

who sees before him a sidewalk covered with glare ice, ahd does not turn

aside for fear of losing time, has no recourse against the corporation if he

falls when passing over it.

FORGETFULNESS OF A KNOWN DANGEE.

Mere forgetfulness of a known danger does not disentitle the person

injured to recover: Peart v. Grand Trunk Railway Company (1884), 10

A.R, 191; Copeland v. Blenheim (1885), 9 O.R. 19; Scriver v. Lowe (1900), '

32 O.R. 290; Keech v. Smith's Falls (1907), 15 O.L.R. 300.

Where non-repaie is not the proximate cause op the injury.

It has been held that where a highway is out of repair, but the proximate

cause of the injury is the, negligence of a railway company, the company

and not the corporation is liable: Marsh v. Hamilton (1903), 2 O.W.R. 480,

(1904) 3 O.W.R. 525;

Liability where highway destroyed.

Where by the forces of nature a highway is so destroyed that it is im-

practicable to form a permanent and passable road along the old track at
'

a reSsoiiable expense and it is impossible in a commercial sense to repair

it—that it "would cost more than the subject-matter of repair is reasonably

worth"—the body upon which the duty to repair rests is relieved from that

duty.

This is in accordance with the statement of the law made by Blackburn,

J., in Reg. v. Greenhow, L.R. (1876) 1 Q.B.D. 703, 708.
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This question was considered by a Divisional Court in Cummings v.

Dundas (1907), 13 O.L.R. 384, and the law was thus stated by the Chief

Justice:—"Such physical injury to a highway as deprives its former owner
of ally title to it and of the right to repair it, whether the injury be called

destruction or not, must necessarily relieve such owner of the obligation to

repair; but when, as in the case of Regina v. Greenhow (supra), the ques-

tion is free from the element of change of ownership, then it becomes a ques-

tion of fact whether the injury does or does not amount to destruction." >

See also Rex v. Landulph (1834), 1 Moo. & R. 393; Reg. v. St. Paul

(1840), 2 Moo. & R. 307;^ Reg. v. Bamber (1843), 5 Q.B. 279; Reg. v. Horn-
,

sea (1854), Dears C.C. 291, 302; McCormick v. Pelfe (1890), 20 O.R. 288.

Penalty under the Quebec Code.

The action for the penalty and that for damages mentioned in art. 793

of the Quebec Municipal Code (art. 453 of the new Code) are independent

actions, and the fact that a plaintiff has sued for the penalty for the default

in repairing a highway is no bar to an action for damages for the same de-

fault: Pageau v. St. Ambroise (1908), 10 Que. P,R. 208.

Necessity for by-law.

See notes to s. 249 (1).

(2) No action shall be brought against a corporation for the Limitation
of actions.

recovery of damages .occasioned by such default, whether the

want of repair was the result of nonfeasance or misfeasance, after

the expiration of three months from the time when the damages

were sustained. '

COEEESPONDING PROVISIONS IN OTHEB PROVINCES.

Alberta.

The corresponding provision to subsections 2, 4 and 5 of the Alberta Village

Act is s. 74, which enacts that:

—

"No action shall be brought under the provisions of the next preceding

section except within six months from the date upon which the cause of

action arose and unless notice in writing of the accident shall have been

mailed to or served upon the secretary-treasurer of the village within one

month after the date upon which the cause of action arose.

"Provided that in case of the death of the person injured or if the Court

or Judge before whom the action is tried considers that there is a reasonable

excuse for the want or insufficiency of such no.tioe and that the defendants

have not thereby been prejudiced in their defence, the want of notice required

under this section shall be no bar to the maintenance of this action."
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The corresponding provision to subsections 2, 4 and 5 of the Alberta Town
Act is s. 350 (2), which is similar to s. 74 of the Village Act.

The corresponding provision to subsections 2, 4 and 5 of the Rural Munici-

pality Act is s. 220, which is similar to s. 74 of the Village Act.

Manitoba.

The corresponding provision to subsections 2 and 4 in Manitoba is s. 627,

R.S. 1913, c. 133, which enacts that:—"Subject to the provisions of the

next succeeding section, no action shall be brought to' enforce a, claim for

damages under either of the two preceding sections unless notice in writing

of the accident and the cause thereof has been served upon or mailed to

the clerk or mayor (or reeve) of the municipaUty within seven days after

the happening of the accident in a case coming within section 626, and within

one month after the happening of the accident in any other case, and in no

case unless the action be commenced within three'months after the receiving

of such notice."

Saskatchewan.

The corresponding provision of the Saskatchewan City Act is s. 512, which

enacts that:—"No action shall be brought against a corporation for the

recovery of damages occasioned by defa,ult in its duty of repair as mentioned

in section 510, whether the want of repair was the result of non-feasance

or misfeasance, after the expiration of three months from the time when
the damages were sustained," and the corresponding provision of the Sas-

katchewan Town Act is the same (s. 495).

The provision of the Saskatchewan Village Act which corresponds with

subsections 2 and 4 is s. 168, which enacts that:—"No action shall be brought

under the provisions of the next preceding section except within six months

from the date upon which the cause of action arose and unless notice of

such action shall have been given to the secretary-treasurer of the village

within one month after the date upon which such damage was caused."

The provision of the Saskatchewan Rural Municipality Act which corres-

ponds with sub. sections 2 and 4, is s. 221, which is similar to s. 168 of the

Village Act.

Cases under the cokbesponding provision of the Quebec Code.

No action for damages or for a penalty based on failure to keep municipal

roads in repair can be brought against a municipal corporation before fifteen

days' previous notice in writing has been given to the secretary-treasurer,

and an action brought without such notice will be dismissed: Belanger v.

, Boucherville (1910), 11 Que. P.R. 361.

See art. 453 of the new Municipal Code.

If a landowner is under a direct liability to a person injured owing to

neglect to keep sidewalks adjacent to his property on the public street in
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repair or free from snow or ice, as required by a municipal by-law, the neglect

of that duty, is at the most only a quasi-delU of omission on the part of the

municipal corporation and the landowner jointly and severally, and the

latter may set up the same defence as would be available to the corporation,

including the prescriptive limitation by which action against a municipal

corporation must be taken within six months after the accident: Batsford

V. Laurentian Paper Company (1912), Q.R. 41 S.C. 367, 5 D.L.R. 306, 18

Rev. de Jur. 70.

An action to recover damages from a municipal corporation governed by

The Cities and Towns Act, R.S.Q. 5864, will be dismissed on exception to

the form, if the notice of suit previously given did not contain the particulars

of the plaintiff's claim, or state the place of his residence: Potter v. St.

Lambert (1916), 17 Que. P.R. 295.

"Whether the want of repair was the result of non-feasance or misfeasance."

These words were introduced by 3 and 4 Geo. V. c. 43, and have effected

an important change in the law. Before this amendment, it had been

settled by decision that the subsection did not apply where the condition

of the highway was caused by the corporation's misfeasance. In deciding

what was misfeasance and what non-feasance, some very fine distinctions

were drawn, and it was often difficult to say within which class a particular

case fell. As an illustration of the fine distinctions that were drawn, two

cases may be referred to—Rowe v. Leeds and Grenville (1863), 13 U.C.C.P.

515, and Pearson v. York (1877), 41 U.C.R, 378. In the former the de-

fendants, for the purpose of repairing their road, placed on the side of it

heaps of earth, stones and gravel, and took no precautions to prevent persons

passing along the road fjrom running against them, and the plaintiff's waggon
ran against one of them and was broken, and for the damages thus sus-

tained he brought the action, and it was held that what he complained of

was misfeasance and that the limitation proVision did not apply. In the

other case, the defendants made a hole in the road in order to ascertain

whether repairs were required there, but did not replace the materials

or fill up the hole or place there any light or means to warn persons using

the rbad, and the plaintiff, while crossing the road, in the evening, struck

his foot on some of the materials taketi out of the roadbed and fell and
was injured. He did not bring his action within three months, and it was
held tha,t his claim was barred.

See also Keech v. Smith's Falls (1907), 15 O.L.R. 300, where some of

the cases illustrating the distinction ajre referred to.

The change in the law does hot affect cases in which the actioli was begun
before the change came into effect: Gl3mn v. Niagara Falls (1913), 29

O.L.R. 517, 15 D.L.R. 426, (1914) 31 O.L.R. 1, 16 D.L.R. 866.

This subsection does not apply to actions for negligence in operating

a street railway, but the limitation section of The Railway Act applies:

Reid V. Sault Ste. Marie (1916), 10 O.W.N. 283.
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As the distinction between misfeasance and non-feasance obtains in other

( provinces, it seems desirable that reference to some of the cases illustrating

the distinction should be made.

The leading English cases are :— >

Bathurst v. Macpherson, L.R. C.1879) 4 A.C. 256; Pictou v. Geldert, L.R.

(1893) A.C. 524, 9 T.L.R. 638; Sydney v. Bourke, L.R. (1895) A.C. 433,

11 T.L.R. 403; Bull v. Shoreditch (1901), 18 T.L.R. 171, (1902) 19 T.L.R.

64, (1904) 20 T.L.R. 254; Maguire v. Liverpool, L.R. (1905) 1 K.B. 767,

781, 21 T.L.R. 278; and the following Ontario cases may also be referred to:

—

Dickson v. Haldimand (1902), 2 O.W.R. 969; Kirk v. Toronto (1903),

7 O.L.R. 36; Clemens v. Berlin (1904), 7 O.L.R. 33; Read v. Toronto (1904),

4 O.W.R. 310; Armom v. Peterborough (1905), 10 O.L.R. 306; Burns v.

Toronto (1906), 13 O.L.R. 109; Biggar v. Crowland (1906), 13 O.L.R. 164;

Brown v. Toronto (1910), 21 O.L.R. 230; James v. Toronto (1912), 3 O.W.N.
1007; in addition to the cases noted elsewhere under this subsection.

Computation of the times mentioned in the section.

The three months mentioned in subsection 2 are calendar months (R.S.O.

c. 1, s. 29, cl. (u), and are to be computed from the day on which the injury

was met with, though the extent of it cannot be estimated until afterwards.

(Miller v. North Fredericksburgh (1865), 25 U.C.R. 31), and exclusive of

that day, but inclusive of the last day of the three months—for instance,

if the injury occurred on the 5th January, the action must be commenced
on or before the 5th April following.

The law of Quebec appears to be the same: Quebec v. Howe (1887),

13 Q.L.R. 315; Hunter v. Montreal (1889) 12 Leg. News 187; Featherston

V. Lachine (1895), Q.R. 9 S.C. 37.

The days mentioned in subsection 4 are to be computed without ex-

cluding Sundays or other holidays, and are exclusive of the day on which

the injury occurred, but incl'usive of the last of the thirty dayte or of the

seven days (as the case may be).

Where the last day of the three months or of the days mentioned in

subsection 4 falls on a Sunday or a holiday, the last day is the day next

following which is not a Sunday or other holiday: R.S.O. c. 1, s. 28, cl. (h);

Ellis v. Toronto (1916), 10 O.W.N. 146.

When the period ptescribed is a calendar month running from any arbi-

trary date and not coinciding with any particular month in the calendar

the period ca,nnot exceed in length the number of days in the month in

which it starts, and where the second of the two months in which the period

falls is a month containing fewer days than those contained in the first

month, the number of days in the period may be less than that of those

in the first month. Such a period can never extend into a third month:

Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 27, par. 867.
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A similar rule is applicable where the period is more than one calendar

month. If, therefore, the period is three months and the injury occurred

on the 29th or 30th of November, they would end on the last day of February,

whether it happened to be the 28th or, as in leap year, the 29th.

Where a corporation is added as a defendant after the commencement
of the action, the commencement of the action qua the corporation is when
it is made a defendant: Burrows v. Grand Trunk Railway Company (1915),

34 O.L.R. 142, 23 D.L.R. 173, 18 Can. Ry. Cas. 183.

The limitation in this subsection doSs not apply to an action to recover

damages for injuries sustained owing to the negligence of a municipal cor-

poration in operating its street railway, but the limitation section of The

Railway Act applies: Kuusisto v. Port Arthur (1916), 37 O.L.R. 146, 31

D.L.R. 670.

(3) Except in case of gross negligence a corporation shall not
Ide'^aJja™™

be liable for a personal injury caused by snow or ice upon a side-

walk.

corresponding provisions in other provinces.

Manitoba.

The corresponding provision to this subsection in Manitoba is s. 626>

R.S. 1913, c. 133, which enacts that:
—"A municipality shall not be liable

for accidents arising from persons falling owing to snow or ice upon the side-
'

walks, unless in cases of gross negligence on the part of the municipality."

Saskatchewan.

The corresponding provision of the Saskatqhewan City Act is s. 511, which
enacts that:—"Except in case of negligence a corporation shall not be liable

for personal injury caused by snow or ice upon a sidewalk," and the corres-

ponding provision of the Saskatchewan Town Act is the same (s. 494).

"Gross negligence."

This term has been the subject of much unfavourable judicial comment,
and is not adopted in Halsbury's Laws of England, vol. 21, par. 628, note (i).

It is impossible to define "gross negligence," but the Legislature, when
it adopted the term, intended that, in the cases to which subsection 3

applies, something more should be proved than is necessary to establish

a cause of action under suI?section 1.

In Drennan V. Kingston (1897), 27 S.C.R. 46, the meaning of the term
was considered, and at page 60 Sedgewick, J., says that, as used in this

subsection, he would give it the meaning of "very great negligence."
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In the same case the trial Judge, in his charge to the jury, which was
approved by the Supreme Court (p. 60), thus dealt with the question:

—

"If you think that owing to the condition of that crossing—the snow
upon the slope, the condition of the snow, if you think it was dangerous

—

that that danger was a manifest danger to anybody who was caring to

look—if that state of things had existed in a central portion of the city

where many people were passing—in one of the most frequented parts of

the city—if that condition had existed for many days; if the means of

preventing that condition of things was simple; if the corporation neglected

to discharge the duty of applying that simple remedy^—then I think the

case would be one of gross negligence. I will ask you, therefore, to say

whether you think there was negligence on the part of the corporation

or whether you think there was gross negligence": p. 54.

Perhaps what was said in that case and in the cases afterwards referred

to may afford a guide as to the application of the subsection.

"Snow or ice upon a sidewalk."—A change in the wording of this sub-

section as it stood in 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, as s. 606 (2), has been made. That
subsection read :

—"No municipal corporation shall be liable for accidents

arising from persons falling owing to snow or ice upon the sidewalks unless

in case of gross negligence by the corporation," and its provisions were first

enacted by 57 Vict. c. 50, s. 13, which came into force on 1st September, 1914.

The meaning of the subsection has been considered and it has been

applied in several cases. The list which follows is not exhaustive, but

contains the principal cases, and those in which the plaintiff failed are

marked with a star:

—

Drennan v. Kingston (1896), 23 A.E. 406, (1897) 27 S.C.R. 46.

McQuillan v. St. Marys (1899), 31 O.K. 401.

*Ince V. Toronto (1900), 27 A.R. 410, (1901) 31 S.C.R. 323.

Stevens v. Chatham (1902), 1 O.W.R. 199.

*Mann v. St. Thomas (1902), 1 O.W.R. 480.

*Mahoney v. Ottawa (1904), 3 O.W.R. 695.

Ludgate v. Ottawa (1906), 8 O.W.R. 257, 865.

*Lynn v. Hamilton (1907), 10 O.W.R. 329.

Merritt v. Ottawa (1908), 12 O.W.R. 561.

Bell V. Hamilton (1910), 1 O.W.N. fe44, 784.

Joncas V. Ottawa (1910), 1 O.W.N. 737, 2 O.W.N. 168.

Yates V. Windsor (1912), 3 O.W.N. 1513, 3 D.L.R. 891.

*Gauthier v. Caledonia (1914), 7 O.W.N. 171, 19 D.L.R. 879.

Edwards v. North Bay (1915), 8 O.W.N. 119, 22 D.L.R. 744.

*Palmer v. Toronto (1916), 38 O.L.R. 20, 32 D.L.R. 541. Affirmed by
Supreme Court of Canada, 1st May, 1917 (not yet reported).

Killeleagh v. Brantford (1916), 38 O.L.R. 35, 32 D.L.R. 457. •

'German v. Ottawa (1917), 11 O.W.N. 331, since reversed by a Divisional

Court (1917) 12 O.W.N. 64.

*Ems V. Toronto (1917), 12 O.W.N. 128.
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See also Carlisle v. G.T.R. Co. (1912), 25 O.L.R. 372, 1 D.L.R. 130, where

the meaning of "gross negligence" is considered and explained.

"Sidewalk."—^A street crossing for the purpose of passing from one side-

walk to another is a "sidewalk" within the meaning of subsection 3 : King-

ston V. Drennan (supra), pp. 59, 60.

(4) No action shall -be brought for the recovery of the dam- ^J^™°'
ages mentioned in subsection 1 unless notice in writing of the

claim and of the injury complained of has been served upon or

sent by registered post to the head, or the clerk of the corpora-

tion, in the case of a county or township within thirty days, and

in the case of an urban municipality within seven days after the

happening of the injury, nor unless where the claim is against

two or more corporations jointly liable for the repair of the high-

way or bridge, the prescribed notice was given to each of them

within the prescribed time.
'

CORRESPONDING PROVISIONS IN OTHER PROVINCES.

As to Alberta and Manitoba, see notes to subs. 2.

Saskatchewan.

The corresponding provision of the Saskatchewan City Act is s. 513, as

amended by Stats. 1916, c. 18, s. 28, which enacts that:—"No action shall

be brought for the recovery of such damages unless notice in writing of the

claim and of the injury complained of has been served upon or sent by regis-

tered post to the mayor or city clerk within thirty days after the happening

of the injury," and the corresponding provision of the Saskatchewan Town
Act is the same (s. 496).

As to Villages and Rural Municipalities, see notes to subs. 2.

OTHER PROVINCE CASES UNDER PROVISIONS SIMILAR TO SUBS. 4.

Manitoba.

In Iveson v. Winnipeg (1906), 16 Man. L.R. 352, 4 W.L.R. 53, 5 W.L.R.

118, a notice which stated that an action would be brought to recover for

injuries sustained through the omission and default of the corporation to

keep in repair a public sidewalk on the east side of Main Street between Poison

and Bannerman Avenues, the accident having happened at a point between

Poison Avenue and Atlantic Avenue, which is between Poison and Banner-

man Avenues, was held to be sufficient.
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In MitcheU v. Winnipeg (1907), 17 Man. L.R. 166, 6 W.L.R. 31, 7 W.L.R.
120, a notice delivered to the chairman of the Board of Works, which came
to the hands of the clerk in due time, was held tb be sufficient.

Quebec.

In Pageau v. St. Ambroise (1908), 10 Que. P.R. 208, it was held that,

in an action for damages occasioned by default in repairing a highway, it

is not necessary to allege that the notice required by art. 793 of the Muni-
cipal Code (art. 453 of the new Code) has been given.

A right of action for damages against the corporation of the city of Mont-
real, being based primarily on the sufficiency of the notice as to the place

where the accident occurred according to art. 536 (a) of the charter of that

city, a notice stating that the accident occurred on a sidewalk on the corner

of two streets, when, in fact, it occurred on the crossing between those two

streets, is insufficient: Seybold v. Montreal (1909), 10 Que. P.R. 377.

In Batsford v. Laurentian Paper Company (1912), Q.R. 41 S.C. 367,

5 D.L.R. 306, 18 Rev. de Jur. 70, it was held that the failure to give notice

to the clerk of the municipality within sixty days of an injury sustained

on a defective sidewalk without an explanation sufficient to justify the Court

in permitting the maintenance of the action after that period or the failure

to begin action for the injury against the corporation within six months
of the date of the accident, as required by art. 5864 of The Cities and Towns
Act, R.S.Q. 1909, will bar an action not only against a municipal corpora-

tion, but also against a property owner who is answerable to the corpora-

tion under subs. 20 of art. 5641 of the same Act for failure to maintain the

sidewalk in a safe •condition, as required by a by-law of the municipal council,

whether the liabihty created by that subsection renders the property holder

liable to the public as well as to the municipal corporation or only gives

the right to the municipal corporation to call him in as a warrantor.

In order to entitle a person injured owing to the failure of a municipal

corporation to keep a highway in repair to maintain an action for the recovery

of damages for the injury, notice of claim containing particulars as to time,

place and date must be served on the corporation within a fixed delay from

the date of the accident. A notice had been served stating that the injured

person had fallen opposite a public building fronting on twp streets, the

name of one being added after the designation of the building, and after the

expiry of the time allowed for serving the notice it was amended by stating

that the injured person fell opposite the same building, but on the other

street, and it was held that the corporation, not having, been prejudiced,

could not escape liability by pleading irregularity in the notice, espedially

as it had obtained full possession of the facts and had proceeded "in warranty

for indemnity" against the owners of the building opposite to which the

injured person fell.
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The statute requiring notice of action against a municipal corporation

was not enacted to allow corporations to escape liability on technical grounds,

but to enable them by investigation to come into possession of all facts so as

either to compromise or properly prepare their defence.

West V. Montreal (1912), 9 D.L.R. 9.

Scott V. Quebec (1913), Q.R. 44 S.C. 184, in which it was held that failure

to give notice of action should be invoked by a preliminary plea. Filing

a defence to the action is a waiver of want of notice.

In Robertson v. Montreal (1916), Q.R. 50 S.C. 208, 30 D.L.R. 312, it

was held that in a notice of action slight variations as to the exact spot where

the accident took place are not sufBcient to render the notice null if the

corporation is suflBciently informed as to the place where the accident hap-

pened, that the word "vis-(M!is" or "opposite" includes by its natural

meaning both sides of a street, and, therefore, a notice which described the

place where the accident happened as being opposite {"vis-a-vis") 56 Welling-

ton Street, which number was on the south side of the street, and the place

where it actually happened was on the north side of the street, and there

was no number opposite on the north side of the street, was sufficient.

In the same case it was said by Archibald, J., acting Chief Justice, delivering

the judgment of the Com-t: "The object of giving notice to the city of these

accidents is to give the city the opportunity of an early investigation, so

that it may be in a position to meet the evidence produced on the part of

the plaintiff. It has been held over and over again that slight variations

as to the exact spot where the accident happened will not be sufficient to

nullify a notice, providing the object of giving the notice is sufficiently accom-

plished—that is to say, that the city is sufficiently informed as to the place

where the accident happened": p. 211.

Ontario cases under subs. 4.

The requirement of notice is not limited to the cases mentioned in sub-

section 3; it is required in all cases to which subsection 1 applies: Aldis

V. Chatham (1897), 28 O.R. 525, 527.

The notice is sufficient if it affords reasonable information to enable

the council to investigate: Young v. Bruce (1911), 24 O.L.R. 546. It should

state the time and place with reasonable particularity so as to identify

the occasion: per Street, J., in Mclnnes v. Egremont (1903), 5 O.L.R
713, 715. "It is not necessary to state the cause of action, but only that

which will enable" the corporation "to have substantial notice of what
has occurred, soHhat" it "taay make proper inquiries and may come to '

trial prepared to meet the plaintiflf's case": per Field, J., in Clarkson v.

Musgrave (1882), 9 Q.B.D. 386, 390, quoted by Middleton, J., in Young
V. Bruce (supra), p. 550.

^

The notice is sufficient if it is plain and intelligible to an ordinary under-

standing: Davignon v. Stanbridge Station (1899), Q.R. 14 S.C. 116; Jones
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V. NichoUs (1844), 13 M. & W. 361, 153 E.R. 149, referred to by Ritchie,

C.J^, in St. John v. Christie (1892), 21 S.C.R. 1,
7.'

Notices have^been held to be sufficient:

—

(1) Although the date of the accident was stated to be the 7th when
it should have been 8th May, but the place where it occurred was clearly

described: Mclnnes v. Egremont (supra).

(2) Where the place was described as "between Underwood and Port

Elgin," the road between those places being 10 miles in length: Young v.

Bruce (supra).

(3) Where the notice gave the name of the street, but not the particular

side of it: per Boyd, C, in Breault v. Lindsay (1907), 10 O.W.R. 890, 892.

(4) Where the notice was of claim "for smashing plaintiff's automobile

by car No. 46 on Cumberland Street North this morning" : Kuusisto v. Port

Arthur (1916), 37 O.L.R. 146, 31 D.L.R. 670.

(5) Where there was a mistake as to the exact place where the accident

happened and the date of it was not given: Killeleagh v. Brantford (1916)

38 O.L.R. 35, 32 D.L.R. 457.

See also Pipher v Whitchurch (1917), 12 O.W.N. 87.

It would be safer, notwithstanding these decisions, to state with accuracy

the date when the injury was met with, the place where the accident

occurred, giving the name of the road and the place on it described so as

to enable the corporation to identify it, and it would be well to add what
the defect was.

The following form may be safely used :

—

Take notice that on the day of 19

I met with an accident on street

in the {or on the road allowance between the

and concessions of the township of ) at

{slating the spot where the accident happened with reference to houses or

distances with as much particularity as practicable) and that the accident

was occasioned by {stating the nature of

the defect, e.g., an unguarded ditch, a broken plank in the sidewalk, a hole

in the roadway, an obstruction consisting of inthe road-

,way {or on the sidewalk), etc.).

Dated 19

A. B.

To the Corporation of

the of

// the notice is given by someone else on behalf of the injured person,

as it may be, there should be substituted for the word "I" in the form

the name of the injured person.
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(5) In case of the death of the person injured, failure to give
^^/i^^j,

the notice shall not be a bar to the action, and, except where the

injury was caused by snow or ice upon a sidewalk, failure to give

or insufficiency of the notice shall not be a bar to the action, if

the court or Judge before whom the action is tried is of the opinion

that there is reasonable excuse for the want or insufficiency of

the notice and that the corporation was not thereby prejudiced

in its defence.

CORRESPONDING PROVISIONS IN OTHER PROVINCES.

Alberta.

See notes to subs. 2.

Manitoha.

The corresponding provision of the Manitoba Act is s. 628, which enacts

that:
—"When death results from any such accident as aforesaid, the want

of the said notice shall not be a bar to an action, and in all other cases the

want or insufficiency of the notice shall not be a bar to an action if the Court

or Judge before whom the action is brought considers that there was reason-

able excuse for such want or insufficiency, and that the municipality has

not thereby been prejudiced in its defence."
'

Saskatchbw.^n.

The corresponding jirovision to this subsection of the Saskatchewan City

Act is s. 514 (1), which enacts that:
—"In case of the death of the persoj*

injured, failure to give such notice shall not be a bar to the action; and,

except where the injury was caused by snow or ice upon a sidewalk, failure

to give or insufficiency of the notice shall not be a bar to the action, if the

Court or Judge before whom the action is tried is of opinion that there is

reasonable excuse for the want or insufficiency of the notice, and that the

corporation was not thereby prejudiced in its defence," and the corresponding

provision of The Saskatchewan Town Act is t' o same, omitting the excep-

tion as to injury caused by snow or ice (s. 497).

Ontario Cases under Subs. 5.

Reasonable excuse foh the want on insufficiency of the notice.

The cases as to what will constitute such an excuse are very unsatis-

factory and no principle can be extracted from them.

In the latest reported case, Wallace v. Windsor (1915-16), 36 O.L.R. 62, 28

D.L.R.655, thgDivisionalCourt was equally divided upon the question. There

41—MUN. LAW.
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the notice which should have been given within seven days was not given until

nearly a month after the injury was received, and the excuse for the failure

to give due notice was that the person injured believed that the injury

was only a sprained ankle, and, although she suffered great pain, which

she alleged incapacitated her from giving noticS, she did not contemplate

bringing an action until more than three weeks after, when ste consulted

a doctor, and, having found that there was a fracture of the fibula and

another injury, at once gave the notice. This was held by the trial Judge

not to be a reasonable excuse within the meaning of the subsection, and

his view was upheld by a Divisional Court upon an equal division, Mere-

dith, C.J.C.P., and Hasten, J., being of opinion that it was right and Riddell

and Lennox, JJ., being of contrary opinion. Many of the cases under the

subsection and under analogous provisions of other statutes were referred

to and commented on.

It would appear to be unnecessary to- refer to all the cases on the subject.

It will suffice to mention the principal ones, and the following is a list of

them—in it those in which the reasonable excuse was held not to have

been shown are marked with a star:

—

Drennan v. Kingston (1896), 23 A.R. 406, (1897) 27 S.C.R. 46.

*Biggart v. Clinton (1903), 2 O.W.R. 1092, (1904) 3 O.W.R. 625.

O'Connor v. Hamilton (1904), 8 O.L.R. 391, (1905) 10 O.L.R. 529 (though

ithe plaintiff failed on another ground also).

Morrison v. Toronto (1906), 12 O.L.R. 333, 7 O.W.R. 547, 607.

*Anderson v. Toronto (1908), 15 O.L.R. 643.

Young V. Bruce (1911), 24 O.L.R. 546.

*Egan V. Saltfleet (1913), 29 O.L.R. 116, 13 D.L.R. 884.

It must be borne in mind that cases in which the injury was caused by
snow or ice upon a sidewalk (subs. 3) are excepted, and that in them,

except in case of the death of tbe person injured, failure to give the pre-

scribed notice is fatal.

The conflict of judicial opinion which has been mentioned affords reason

for the suggestion, not now made for the first time, that the requirement .

of reasonable excuse should be eliminated from the subsection, and that

a municipal corporation wouM be amply protected if all that was required

were that it should appear that it was not prejudiced in its defence by the

want or insufficiency of the notice. The object of requiring the notice

is to enable the corporation to investigate and to be prepared to meet
the injured person's case. If the subsection were amended in a case where
no notice or an insufficient notice had been given and the corporation was
not in possession of the information which the notice is required to give,

it would, no doubt, be held that the corporation was thereby prejudiced

in its defence. As the subsection stands, it is a pitfall, and has often

worked serious injustice, as it undoubtedly does when the corporation has
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knowledge of the defect and of the injury, but there is no reason beyond
that for the failure to give the notice or for the insuflSciency of it, because

mere knowledge by the corporation -of the accident is, standing alone, not

enough to excuse the want of the notice: per Osier, J.A., in O'Connor v.

Hamilton (1905), ID O.L.R., at p. 536.

Such a change in the law as is suggested would not be an unreasonable

one, not only for the reasons that have been mentioned, but also because

the three months' limitation is a departure in ease of corporations from the

general law as to the limitation of actions.

(6) This sectidn shall not apply to a road, street or highway Towhatroads}j

laid out or to a bridge built by a private person or by a body

corporate until it is established by by-law of the council or other-

wise assumed for public use by the corporation.

corresponding provisions in other provinces.

Alberta.

The corresponding provision of The Alberta Town Act is s. 351, which

enacts that:
—"The last preceding section shall not apply to any road, street,

bridge, alley or square, crossing, sewer, culvert, sidewalk or other work made
or laid out by any private person until the same has been established as

a public work by by-law or has been assumed for public use by the council."

Manitoba.

The corresponding provision of the Manitoba Act is s. 630, which enacts

that:
—"Section 624 shall not apply to any road, street, bridge or highway

laid out by any private person; and the municipality shall not be liable to

keep in repair any such last mentioned road, street, bridge or highway, until

established by by-law or otherwise assumed by public user by such munici-

pality."

Saskatchewan.

The corresponding provision of The Saskatchewan City Act is s. 510 (2),

which enacts that:—"This section shall not apply to any road, street, bridge,

alley Or square, crossing, sewer, culvert, sidewalk or other work made or

laid out by a private person until the same has been established as a public

work by by-law or otherwise assumed for public use by the corporation,''

and the corresponding provision of The Saskatchewan Town Act is the same
(s. 493 (2) ).

Ontario Cases.

It was held in Reg. v. Yorkville (1872), 22 U.C.C.P. 431, that the corres-

ponding provision of The Municipal Act of 1866 (s. 399) did not apply so
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as to relieve the corporation from the duty of keeping in repair a bridge

connecting two highways, which was dedicated to the public and in public

use for nine or ten years, during which time it had been repaired by and at

the expense of the corporation, although no by-law had been passed estab-

lishing or assuming it.

The language of the provision then was: "This section shall not apply

to any road, street, bridge or highway laid out without the consent of the

corporation by by-law until established and assumed by by-law."

See also cases noted under s. 432 ("all roads dedicated by the owner of

the land for public use").

OTHER PROVINCE CASES.

Albeeta.

The obligation of the corporation under s. 168 of the Calgary (Alta.)

Charter of keeping in repair highways and bridges "belonging to the city"

extends to a bridge forming part of a highway, notwithstanding the statutory

obligation of a railway company under The Irrigation Act (R.S.C., c. 61,

s. 25) for its safe maintenance and the failure of the corporation to provide

the bridge with proper railings renders it liable for injuries sustained by

a traveller owing to the absence of such railings: Lusk v. Calgary, and

Wheatley v. Calgary (1915), 22 D.L.R. 50, (1916) 28 D.L.R. 392, 33 W.L.R.

935, 10 W.W.R. 37.

Quebec.

In order that a street may be considered public so as to render the cor-

poration liable for injuries resulting from the failure to keep it in a safe con-

dition, it is not necessary that it should be indicated on the plan or the registry

of the municipaUty. It is sufficient that it is free for public passage and

that the pubUc use it for that purpose: Montreal v. Gamache (1915), Q.R.

24 K.B. 312, 25 D.L.R. 303.

Saskatchewan.

It was held in Jones v. Swift Current (1915), 8 S.L.R. 310, 23 D.L.R. 11,

31 W.L.R. 899, 8 W.W.R. 1100, under a similar provision of The Town Act,

R.S. Sask., c. 85, s. 384, that a municipal corporation is not bound to keep

in repair a highway laid out by a private person unless it has been assimied

by the corporation.

In this case the plaintiff failed to recover because he was driving an un-

broken team of horses in contravention of a by-law, and the injuries he

sustained by reason of a defect in the highway were met with while so doing.

See also as to other Province Cases, cases noted under s. 432 ("all roads

dedicated by the owner of the land for public use").
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(7) Nothing in this section shall imposie upon a corporation any f^^^'^^^.
obligation or liability in respect of any act or omission of any o£^^"'**°*

person acting in the exercise of any power or authority conferred

upon him by law, and over whicLthe corporation had no control,

unless the corporation was a party to the act or omission, or the

authority imder which suchperson acted was a by-law, resolu-

tion or license of its council.

It was held before the enactment by 59 Vict. c. 51, s. 22, of what is now
this subsection that a corporation whose duty it was to maintain a highway

or bridge was not absolved from its liability to maintain a bridge and its

approaches by means of which the highway is carried over a railway although

the duty of keeping them in repair is cast upon the railway company: Mead
V. Etobicoke (1889), 18 O.R. 438; Fairbanks v. Yarmouth (1897), 24 A.R.

273.

The effect of this subsection is that in such a case the corporation is not

liable, except in the circumstances mentioned in the last three lines: Holden

V. Yarmouth (1903), 5 O.L.R. 579.

In Caity v. London (1889), 18 O.R. 122, it was held that a municipal

corporation was liable for injuries caused by the want of repair of a high-

way, although it was occasioned by the default of a street railway company,

operating its railway under the authority of a by-law of the council, in

keeping in repair that part of the highway which was out of repair which it

had contracted to keep in repair.

The decision in that case probably would have been the same if the pro-

visions of this subsection had been in force when the plaintiff's injuries were

sustained.

COHRESPONDING PROVISIONS IN OTHER PROVINCES.

Saskatchewan.

The corresponding provision of the Saskatchewan City Act is s. 510 (4),

which enacts that:
—"Nothing herein contained shall oast upon the city any

obligation or liability in respect of acts done or omitted by persons exer-

cising powers or authorities conferred upon them by law, and over which
the city has no control, where the city is not a party to such acts or omissions

and where the authority under which such persons proceed is not a by-law,

resolution or license of the council," and the corresponding provision of the

Saskatchewan Town Act is the same (s. 493 (4) ).

(8) A corporation shall not be liable for damages imder this when corpora^
uon not liable

section unless the person claiming the damages has suiferedjby for damages.
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reason of the default of the corporation a particular loss or

damage beyond what is suffered by him in common with all other

persons affected by the want of repair.

COEBESPONDING PEOVISIONS IN OTHER PROVINCES.

Saskatchewan. _.

The corresponding provision of The Saskatchewan City Act is s. 510 (3)

which enacts that:
—"The city shall not be liable for damages under this

section unless the person claiming the same has suffered by reason of the

default of the corporation a particular loss or damage beyond what is suffered

by him in common with all other persons affected by the want of repair,"

' and the corresponding provision of The Saskatchewan Town Act is the same
(s. 493 (3) ).

Ontabio Cases.

A landowner who suffers a peculiar and specific injury from an obstruction

of a highway which prevents free egress to and regress from his land may,

without making the Attorney-General a party, maintain an action against

the wrongdoer to have the locus in quo declared to be a public highway and
to obtain the removal of the obstruction: CNeil'V. Harper (1913), 28 O.L.R.

635, 13 D.L.R. 649.

. See also Drake v. Sault Ste. Marie Pulp and Paper Company (1898),

25 A.R. 251; Peake v. Mitchell (1913), 4 O.W.N. 988, 10 D.L.R. 140, 24

O.W.R. 291.

A municipal corporation is liable for damages caused to an owner of

abutting land by interruption to his business where the corporation does

not exercise reasonable expedition in completing the restoration of a high-

way after the putting in of a sewer and the damages are occasioned by its.

failure to do so: Rickey v. Toronto (1914), 30 O.L.R. 523, 19 D.L.R. 146.

Laying the rails of an extension of a street railway on the streets of a

municipahty under the authority of a municipal by-law without the sanction

of the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board having been obtained is unlaw-

ful, and an action lies by a person the access to whose house and lot is rendered

difficult and who is otherwise inconvenienced in the use of them by such

acts to restrain the continuance of them: Mitchell v. Sandwich, Windsor

and Amherstburg Railway Company (1914), 32 O.L.R. 594, 611, 22 D.L.R.

531.

See also Strang v. Arran (supra); and Dick v. Vaughan (supra).
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OTHEE PROVINCE CASES.

British Colttmbia.

The right of ingress from and egress to a public highway passing a person's

land is a private right differing not only in degree but in kind from the right

of the public to pass and repass along the highway, and any disturbance

of the private right may be enjoined in an action by the landowner:

Harvey v. British Columbia Boat and Engine Company (1908), 14 B.C.R.

121, 9 W.L.Rr415.

QrEBBC.

A municipal corporation has no right to change the natiiral level of the

ground to the injury of an abutting landowner, except for a reason of public

utility, and then subject, to the obligation of indemnifjdng him for any loss

therefrom: Audet v. Quebec (1896), Q.R. 9 S.C. 340.

A person owning land abutting on a highway, who is deprived of the

direct access which he has to it, suffers special damage by the closing and

obstruction of the road, and has, in (\onsequence, a right of action in his own
name to compel the removal of the obstruction: Meloche v. Davidson (1902)i

Q.R. 11 KB. 302, affirming (1901) Q.R. 20 S.C. 26.

A municipal corporation is not liable to pay damages for the decrease

in the volume of business of a merchant which he attributes to the fault of

the corporation in obstructing the street in which he carried on his business

at a distance of more than 1,000 feet from his place of business. The loss

in such a case is not the direct or immediate consequence of the action com-

plained of: D'Ambrosio v. Montreal (1914), Q.R. 45 S.C. 282.

A municipal corporation having power to close a bridge forming part of

a highway is responsible for the immediate damage caused by the closing -

of it to an abutting owner, who is entitled to be indemnified for the loss

of access and the losses directly resulting from the closing of the road: Bedard

V. Lochaber West (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 459, 29 D.L.R. 312.

(9) Where a bridge which it is the duty of a corporation to
^^f^^^™™^

repair is destroyed or so damaged that it is necessary to rebuild •ebniid.

it the Municipal Board may, upon the appUcation of the corpora-

tion, reUeve it from the obligation to rebuild the bridge, if the

Board is satisfied that it is no longer required for the public con-

venience or that the re-building of it would entail a larger expendi-

ture than would be reasonable, having regard to the use that

would be made of the bridge if it were re-built.
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Conditions of

granting relief.

Costs of pending
actions.

(10) The relief may be granted on such terms and conditions

as the Board may deem just, and such notice of the application

shall be given as the Board may direct.

(11) The next preceding two subsections shall not affect the

costs of any pending action. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 460.

EXAMINATION OF PERSONS INJURED.

Manitoba.

In Manitoba provision is made for the examination before a special

examiner of persons injured: s. 629, R.S. 1'913, c. 133.

The provision is as follows :

—

"The municipality may, at any time after it has received notice of any

such claim for damages or become aware that an accident has taken place,

and either before or after an action has been begun, examine the claimant

or person who met with the accident concerning the accident and the injury

complained of and the damages claimed, before a special examiner of the

Court of King's Bench or a County Court clerk or a police magistrate, who
shall administer the appropriate oath to such claimant or person.

"Provided that if a duly qualified medical practitioner, not being the

medical health officer of the municipality, certifies that the person who met
with the accident is not in a fit state to be examined owing to personal injuries,

he shall not be compelled to be examined.
" (2) The proceedings leading up to such examination and in the con-

duct thereof shall be, as far as practicable, the same as those prescribed for

examination for discovery under 'The King's Bench Act.'
"

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF PERSONS INJURED.

Ontabio.

S. 70 of The Judicature Act, R.S.O., c. 56, makes provision for the physical

examination by a duly qualified medical practitioner of any person for

or in respect of whose bodily injury an action is brought to recover damages
or other compensation.

The section is as follows :

—

"(1) In any action or proceeding for the recovery of damages or other

compensation for or in respect of bodily injury sustained by any person,

the Court which, or the Judge, or the person who, by consent of parties,

or otherwise, has power to fix the amount of such damages or compensa-
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tion, may order that the person in respect of whose injury damages or com-
pensation are sought shall submit himself to a physical examination by a

duly qualified medical practitioner who is not a witness on either side, and
may make such order respecting the examination and the costs of it as may
be deemed proper.

" (2) The medical practitioner shall be selected by the Court, Judge, or

person making the order, and may afterwards be a witness on the trial unless

the Court, Judge or person before whom the action or proceeding is tried

otherwise directs."

461. A corporation shall, in the absence of an asreement to Repair of oross-
' ° inga, etc., mada

the contrary, keep in repair all crossings, sewers, culverts and
m^ii^i'lut

approaches, sidewalks and other works made or constructed by *°" "»<*»•

it or by any person with the permission of its council, upon any

toll road in or passing through the municipality, and in case of

default shall be liable, as in the case provided for by section 460.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 461.

462,—(1) Where two or more corporations are jointly liable for Apportionment
of damages.

keeping in repair a highway or bridge, there shall be contribu-

tion between them as to the damages sustained by any person

by reason of their default in so doing.

(2) Any action by any such person shall be brought against Action to be

all such corporations, and any of them may require that the pro- porat'ons-

portions ia which such damages and the costs of the action are

to be borne by them shall be determined in the action.

(3) In settling such proportions, either in the action or other- what to b«

wise, regard shall be had to the extent to which each corporation amount,

was responsible, either primarily or otherwise, for the act or

omission by reason of jfhich the damages became payable or are

recoverable and the damages and costs shall be apportioned

between them accordingly. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 462.

A corporation against which an action is brought to recover damages for

injury to land caused by drains built by it on a township boundary b'ne is

not entitled to have the other township added as a defendant: Donaldson
V. Dereham (1906), 7 O.W.R. 617.
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Before the enactment of this section it was held that a corporation against

which there had been a recovery for non-repair of a highway which it and

another corporation were jointly liable to keep in repair was not entitled

under what is now s. 464 to a remedy over against the other corporation:

Sombra v. Moore (1892), 19 A.R. 144.

Members ot

council and
employees not
liable for non-
repair of high-
ways.

463.—(1) Where an action may be brought against a corpora-

tion by a person who has sustained damages by reason of its

default in keeping in repair a highway or bridge," no action shall

be brought by him in respect of it or to recover such damages,

or any part of them against any member of the council or officer

or employee of the corporation personally, but the remedy there-

for shall be against the corporation.

Contractors not
deemed
employees.

(2) A mere contractor with the corporation or an officer or

employee who is such contractor, by reason of whose act or omis-

sion the damages were caused, shall not be deemed an employee

within the meaning of subsection 1. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 463.

Before the enactment of this provision Bui-ton, J.A., held this to be the

law as respects members of the council. McDonald v. Dickenson (1897),

24 A.R. 31, which was the case of a committee consisting of two members

of the council being engaged in an act which was in itself lawful, and he

held that they must be regarded only as servants of the corporation, and

that the maxim respondeat superior applied. Osier, J.A., was of a different

opinion.

Remedy over,
for damages
caused by non-
repair against
persons causing
same.

464.—(1) Where an action is brought to recover damages sus-

tained by reason of any obstruction, excavation or opening in or

near a highway or bridge placed, made, left or maintained by

any person other than the corporation or a servant or agent of

the corporation, or by reason of any negligent or wrongful act

or omission of any person other than the corporation or a servant

or agent of the corporation, the corporation shall have a remedy

over against such other person for, and may enforce payment of

the damages and costs which are recovered against the corpora-

tion.
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In Baines v. Woodstock (1905), 10 O.L.R. 694, 6 O.W.R. 601, it was

held that the corporation and the person who causes injury by an obstruction

of the highway are not joint wrongdoers. ,

In Sutton V. Dundas (1908), 17 O.L.R. 556,'it was held that a municipal

corporation, which is one of two joint wrongdoers against whom judgment

has been recovered, is not entitled to indemnity from its co-defendant.

In Gamble v. Vaughan and Markham (1910), 2 O.W.N. 285, where judg-

ment was recovered against the corporation of two townships for personal

injuries sustained owing to an explosion of dynamite in a gravel pit near the

injured person's house, it was held that the corporation of the township of
,

Vaughan, the negligence of whose contractor caused the explosion, was liable

to indemmfy the other corporation.

In Macpherson v. Vancouver (1912), 17 B.C.R. 264, 2 D.L.R. 283, 20

W.L.R. 926, 1 W.W.R. 1114, it was held that a property owner does not

"leave" or "maintain" an excavation under an adjoining sidewalk within

the meaning of sections 149-154 of The Vancouver Incorporation Act (1900)

c. 54, so as to render him liable over on a judgment against a municipal cor-

poration for injuries sustained by falling through an old defective grating

placed in the sidewalk by the servants or agents of the corporation over an

opening therein, notwithstanding that such excavation was for his use and
convenience.

It being settled by the jurisprudence that the right to bring an action in

warranty on an action for tort {quasi delit) fully exists, the corporation has

a recourse in warranty against the proprietor opposite whose property an

accident occurred owing to failure to provide a meeting place in a narrow

road: Rousseau v. St. Nicholas (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 214.

In the same case it was held that the road on which the accident occurred

being a front road, the primary duty of laying it out rested on the proprietor

liable for the work on it, and not on the municipal officers, and the defendant

in warranty was, therefore, not exempted from liability by saying that he

was not under obligation to construct any meeting place according to law

until it had been locahzed by the municipal officers. Persons liable to per-

form work required by the provisions of tlje municipal law are always con-

sidered in mora to perform suoh work.

The action in warranty, in case of proceedings for damages through acci-

dents caused by defective sidewalks, etc., given by 62 Vict. c. 58, s. 300 (92),

to the city of Montreal, against owners or occupants under obligation to keep
them in repair, lies only when there is a default on the part of the latter to

conform with the requirements of the statutes and the city by-laws or non-

performance of their duty in that respect, therefore an owner or occupant

sued in warranty can plead that at the time of the accident the sidewalk

in question was in good repair and in the condition prescribed by the statute

and by-laws. He is only obliged to intervene and defend the principal action

or indemnify the city against which judgment has been given after having
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been judicially declared garant: Montreal v. Le Cure, etc., de Ste. Agnes de

Montreal v. Montreal (1908), Q.R. 18 K.B. 258, 10 Que P.R. 242, affirming

(1908) 9 Que. P.R. 383.

The obligation of owners and occupants of property adjoining the public

streets of the city of Montreal imposed by 62 Vifct. c. 58, s. 300 (92), to

guarantee the city against hability for damages in consequence of accidents

caused by defects in their sidewalks arising only from the provisions of that

Act (art. 1057 C.C.), not from a idU or quasi delit, the recourse in warranty

which it provides does not fall within the terms of art. 421 C.P.so as to give

aright to a jury trial: Le Cure, etc., de Ste. Agnes de Montreal v. Montreal

(1908), Q.R. 18 KB. 263.

Where the owner of land situated on a street, public way, etc., established

in a municipality is under obligation created by by-law of the municipal

council passed under statutory authority to make and maintain a sidewalk

in front of his property and is by statute responsible towards the municipal

corporation for the damages resulting from his neglect and may be called

in warranty by the municipal corporation in all cases brought against it for

damages, the owner is not only liable in warranty to the corporation, but also

to the public, but can be so only jointly and severally with the corporation,

and, therefore, no action for injury to a person resulting from a defective

sidewalk can be maintained against him alone: Batsford v. Laurentide Paper

Company (1912), Q.R. 41 S.C. 367, 5 D.L.R. 306, 18 Rev. de Jur. 70.

Where a-mimicipal corporation and a power company have been jointly

condemned to pay damages to the heirs of a person who is drowned in a river

owing to a defective guard rail, the company will be condemned to pay the

entire amount so found to the plaintiff in warranty when it is estabhshed

that the municipal corporation has for years been requesting the company

to take proper precautionary measures to insure the safety of the highway

and of the banks of the river and the company was under a legal duty in that

regard, the neglect of which was the cause of the death: Richelieu v. Montreal

and St. Lawrence Light and Power Company (1912), 3 D.L.R. 145.

The following are some of the other cases as to the right to the remedy

over. The oases in which there was held to be no remedy over are marked

with a star.

Ontario.

*Vespra v. Cook (1876), 26 U.C.C.P. 182. (Lumber on highway.) This

case was before the enactment of s. 464.

Balzer v. Gosfield South (1889), 17 O.R. 700. (Ditch dug by^township

corporation in a highway under the jurisdiction of the council of the county.)

Carty v. London (1889), 18 O.R. 122. (Want of repair due to street

railway company's acts.)

McKelvin v.. London (1892), 22 O.R. 70. (A boulder placed in the high-

way was the cause of an accident for which the corporation was held liable.)
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Organ v. Toronto (1893), 24 O.K. 318. (Non-repair of sidewalk due to

ice formed from water discharged from a down pipe of a building, there

being default in removing the ice in contravention of a by-law, remedy over

claimed as to both the owner and the occupant, but allowed only as to the

former.) -
'

In this case Wenzler v. MoCotter (1880), 22 Hun. (N.Y.) 60, was followed.

Homewood v. Hamilton (1901), 1 O.L.R. 266. (Insufficiently guarded

area in sidewalk left open when in use for bringing in beer.)

Gaby v. Toronto (1902), 1 O.W.R. 440, 606, 635, 711. (Unguarded hole

dug by a contractor for the corporation.)

Mclntyre v. Lindsay (1902), 4 O.L.R. 448. (Unguarded trench dug by

a gas company.)

Holland v. York (1904), 7 O.L.R. 533. (Ashes and cinders spread upon

the highway.)

Gignec v. Toronto (1906), 11 O.L.R. 611, 7 O.W.R. 696. (Planks on side-

walk.)

Toronto v. Peel (1913), 5 O.W.N. 632. (Claim by the corporation of a

county to be indemnified for damages paid for injuries sustained owing to

the want of repair of a highway assumed by the corporation under The
Highway Improvement Act, 2 Geo. V. o. 11.)

Lambert v. Toronto (1916), 36 O.L.R. 269, 29 D.L.R. 56, affirmed by the

Supreme Court of Canada 54 S.C.Il 200, 33 D.L.R. 476. (Injury caused by the

negligent arrangement of an electric Ught company's wires.) The remedy

over was refused because the finding of the jury was that the injury was due

to the negligence of the corporation as well as of the company.

British Columbia.

Tait V. New Westminster (1911), 18 W.L.R. 470. (Water main pipe on

highway.)

Manitoba.

Taylor v. Portage La Prairie (1906), 4 W.L.R. 404. (Injury caused by

a contractor leaving the highway in bad repair and dangerous condition while

constructing sewerage and water works for the corporation.)

Couch V. Louise (1907), 16 Man. L.R. 656, 5 W.L.R. 482. (Barbed wire

fence across highway.)

Mitchell V. Winnipeg (1907), 17 Man. L.R. 166, 6 W.L.R. 31, 7 W.L.R.

120. (Pile of lumber on highway.)

Saskatchewan.

Hutson V. Regina (1913), 6 S.L.R. 126, 14 D.L.R. 372, 25 W.L.R. 628,

5 W.W.R. 395. (Grating put in a sidewalk by a property owner and not

kept in repair.)
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Remedy over in

same action.
(2) The corporation shall be entitled to such remedy over in

the same action, if the other person is a party to the action, and

it is established in the action as against him that the damages

were sustained by reason of an obstruction, excavation, or opening

so placed, made, left or maintained by him.

Adding party
defendant.

(3) The corporation may in such action have the other person,

if not already a defendant, added as a party defendant or third

party for the purposes of the remedy over; and such person may
defend the action as well against the plaintiff's claim as against

the claim of the corporation.

In Robertson v. Toronto (1908), 12 O.W.R. 870, 932, it was held that a

third party notice will not be set aside upon an allegation by the third party

that, under an agreement between it and the corporation, the obUgation

to keep the streets in repair was assumed by the corporation. That is a

matter to be determined in the action.

Where person
causing damage
has not been
made a party.

(4) If such person is not a party defendant, or is not added

as a party defendant or third party,or if the corporation has paid

the damages before an action is brought to recover the same, or

before a recovery thereof in an action against the corporation,

the corporation shall have the remedy over, by action against

such person, but he shall be deemed to admit the validity of the

judgment obtained against the corporation, only where a notice

has been served on him, pursuant to Rules of Court, or where

he has admitted, or is estopped from denying the validity of such

judgment. '

When a fresh
action is neces-
sary.

(5) Where such notice has not been served, and there has been

no such admission or estoppel, and such person has not been made

a party defendant or third party to the action against the cor-

poration, or where the damages have been paid without action,

or without recovery of judgment agaiust the corporation, the

liability of the corporation for such damages, and the fact that

the damages were sustained under such circumstances as to

entitle the corporation to the remedy over, must be established
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in the action against such person to entitle the corporation to

recover in the action. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 464.

465.—(1) Whenever there is a dispute between the councils of Dotermination
^ 01 disputes as to

any two or more corporations as to the corporation on which the ^^maiSn
obligation to build and maintain or to build or maintain a bridge hj^hwa?"!

""*"

or to keep in repair a highway rests, the Supreme Court may
upon the -application of any or either of the corporations deter-

mine the matter in dispute on an originating motion; or the

Court, if of opinion that the matter in dispute cannot satisfac-

torily be determined on an originating motion, or that for any

other reason it ought not to be so determined, may direct that

an action may be brought or that an issue be tried for the pur-

pose of determining the matter in dispute, and the Court may
in either case compel by mandamus the performance of the

obligation by the corporation upon which it is found to rest.

(2) Except in the cases provided for by section 468, where the Disputes as to,

> apportionment

dispute is as to the proportions in which the corporations should P' ^st of ereot-
^ '- ^ ing or main-

contribute to the cost of erecting and maintaining or of erecting *a™ne-

or maintaining a bridge or of keeping in repair a highway, the

matter in dispute shall be determined by arbitration. 3-4 Geo-

V. c. 43, s. 465.

Under this section as it stood in 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, as s. 618, a corporation

whose duty it was to build and maintain or to maintain a bridge and which
failed to keep it in repair might be compelled by mandamus to repair it:

per Middleton, J., in In re Pembroke and Renfrew (1910), 21 O.L.R. 366,

373. The expressions which he thought were "not entirely clear" have been

eliminated, and as the section now reads the remedy by mandamus is clearly

provided for.

466.—(1) Where an allowance for road was not reserved in the Laying out ugh-
. ,

way where no

original survey on a township boundary or part of it, the coimcils °"^^i aiiow-

of the townships may establish and lay out a highway on such

boundary or part of it.

(2) The councils of any or either of the municipalities may Passing by-iaw

pass a by-law for establishing and laying out such a highway and
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for acquiring the land requisite for the one-half of it which lies

within the limits of its municipality.

Copy of by-law (3) The clerk shall within four days after the passing of the

other town- by-law transmit by registered post to the clerk of each of the

other townships a copy of the by-law certified under his hand

and the seal of the corporation to be a true copy.

Arbitration.

Power of

arbitrators.

Duties of other
townships when
arbitrators
determine that
highway should
be laid out.

(4) If the other council or councils do not within six months

after such notice pass a by-law or by-laws in similar terms, the

council by which the by-law was passed may require the ques-

tion of establishing and laying out the proposed highway to be

determined by arbitration.

(5) The arbitrators shall determine whether or 'not the pro-

posed highway shall be established and laid out, and if they deter-

mine that it shall be established and laid out they shall also

determine in what proportions the cost of the site of it shall be

borne by each of the corporations.

(6) If it is determined by the arbitrators that the proposed

highway shall be established and laid out, the other councils

shall forthwith after notice of the award pass the necessary by-

laws for establishing and laying out the proposed highway and

for acquiring the land requisite for the one-half of it which will

lie within the limits of their respective municipalities, and for

otherwise carrying out the provisions of the award, and shall pro-

ceed with all reasonable despatch to carry into effect the pro-

visions of the by-law.

Effect of deter-
mination
against laying
out highway.

(7) If it is determined by the arbitrators that the proposed

highway shall not be estabhshed and laid out, no further pro-

ceedings shall be taken under this section within two years from

the date of the award or within such time not exceeding in all

four years, as the arbitrators may by their award determine.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 466.
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467.—(1) Where a highway or bridge is under the joint juris- P^P"*^=%^,^

diction of the councils of two or more municipalities and they ^^^^^ ^®
^,,1-

are unable to agree as to any action which one or more of them trat'""-

desire to be taken in the exercise of slich joint jurisdiction, any

of them may require that the matter in dispute shall be deter-

mined by arbitration, and in that case shall prepare a draft by-

law for carrying into effect what it is desired shall be done, and

serve a copy of it on the clerk of the other municipalities with a

notice that it is its desire that such a by-law shall be passed.

(2) If it is determined by the arbitrators that what is proposed Award,

ought to be done, they shall by their award so direct, and in

that case each council shall forthwith after notice of the award

pass a by-law in accordance with the draft by-law and shall,

without unnecessary delay, do all things which on its part are

necessary for carrying into effect the objects of the by-law. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 467.

468.—(1) Where the councils of the townships having joint Determination
by county >

jurisdiction over a township boundary line fail to agree as to the council of die-

character of the work to be done in opening, maintaining or re- SSS?tow™hi^

pairing it, or as to the proportions in which the cost of the work bo"'"**'^ '"'«'•

is to be borne by the corporations of the townships respectively,

any or either of such councils may apply to the council of the

county to determine the matters, in dispute.

(2) Where the township councils having the joint jurisdiction
^°'°"^™*°*en-''

over it neglect or refuse to open up and make, maintain and keep
OT^p^titton'ST"

in repair any such boundary line, a majority of the ratepayers r='*«paye"-

resident on land abutting on it may apply to the council of the

county to enforce the opening up and the making, maintaining

and keeping in repair of such boimdary line.

(3) The application shall be by petition and the couiicil of the
b?det"mked*°

county after notice to all the corporations interested and after ^„^™*^

hearing them and the petitioning ratepayers, if the petition is by

42—MXIN. LAW.
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ratepayers, or such of thelm as desire to be heard, shall determine

in the case provided for by subsection 1, what work shall be done

and the proportions in which the cost of it shall be borne by the

corporations of the townships respectively, and in the case pro-

vided for by subsection 2 whether the boundary line shall be

opened up and the proportions in which the corporations of the

townships shall respectively bear the cost of opening up, makingt

maintaining and keeping in repair the boundary line, and in

either case may direct that the statute labour or part of it shall

be applied by each of the corporations for such purposes.

Appointment of (4) The determination and direction of the coimcil of the county
commissioners
to enforce order, shall be embodied in an order or resolution, and the council shall

appoint one or more commissioners to execute and enforce any

direction so made.

Townships to (5) If the couucils of the townships intimate to the council of
have oppoi
tunity ot d
tlie work.
tunity o?doinE the county or to the commissioners their intention to proceed with

the work directed to be done and to conform to the direction of

the council of the county, the commissioners shall delay pro-

ceedings to carry out the work directed to be done for a reason-

able time to enable the township coimcils to do it, but if the work

is not pi;oceeded with with such despatch as the commissioners

deem necessary they shall themselves complete the work.

o^'fnd'oonSon ^^^ '^"^^ '^^^^ °^ ^^y work done by the commissioners shall be

rf TOmmis""'' ^y them apportioned between the corporations of the townships

in accordance with the order or resolution of the council of the

cotmty, and the commissioners shall certify to the treasurer of

the county the amount payable by each of such corporations,

and the treasurer shall retain the same out of any money in his

hands belonging to the corporation, but if there is not in the

hands of the treasurer any such money or not sufficient to pay

the amoimt payable by the corporation, the amount payable or

the amount of the deficiency, as the case may be, shall be added

to the coimty rate payable by the corporation in default.

sloners.
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(7) This section shall not apply to a township boundary line ^^^^ea
which is also a county boimdary line. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 468. not affected.

469. Where the councils of the townships having joint juris- "y m™;^^™
diction over a county boundary line are unable to agree as to— puteL^re dela-

tion of county

(a) The necessity for a deviation of the road from the boundary boundary lines.

line, or

(6) The location of the deviation, or

(c) The use of an existing highway in lieu of a deviation, or

(d) The proportions in which the cost of opening, making and

maintaining the deAaation or the existing highway to be

used in lieu of a deviation, is to be borne,

any of the councils may apply to the Municipal Board to deter-

mine the matter in dispute, and the board or any member of it,

after notice to the corporations interested and hearing such of

~ them as desire to be heard, shall determine the matter in dispute

and may make such order as may be deemed just, and such order

shall be final and not subject to appeal. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 469.

See notes to s. 458.

470.—(1) The Ontario Motor League may at its own expense
oStario°Motor

and subject to such regulations as the council of the municipality ^^|Jd "fie*

may prescribe, erect and maintain guide posts at road inter- >"'*= e*°-

sections and mile posts on the highways to indicate distances and

danger signals at hills which may be deemed to be dangerous or

unsafe for travellers.

(2) Every such guide post, mile post and danger signal shall 2^^^™°'°''®

be so placed as not to obstruct the highway or to endanger the

safety of travellers, and nothing shall appear on or be affixed of

attached to it, but a notice indicating the purpose which the

guide post, mile post or danger signal is designed to serve.

(3) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions or Penalty,

subsection 2 shall incur a penalty of $5 for every such contra-

vention.
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^Defacing posts
erected.

(4) No person shall cut or throw down or injure or deface any

such guide post, mile post or danger signal, and for every contra-

vention of this subsection the person offending shall incur a penalty

not exceeding |50. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 470.

The penalties are recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Sum-
mary Convictions Act, R.S.O. c. 90, see s. 498 (1).

posts, etc.

Powers of 471, The Canadian Wheelman's Association of the Dominion
C.W.A. as to .

_

Dmrts'°etc
'
^^^ ^^ Canada shall have the like power as is by the next preceding

section conferred on the Ontario Motor League, and all the pro-

visions of that section shall apply to guide posts, mile posts and

danger signals erected or maintained by the Association; but

where either the League or the Association has exercised the powers

conferred upon it upon any part of a highway the other shall

not have the right to exercise its powers thereon. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 47L

Establishing,
widening, stop-
ping up, etc.,

highways, lay-
ing out boule-
vards, etc.

472.—(1) The council of every municipality may pass by-laws,

(a) For establishing and laying out highways;

Gooderham v. Toronto (1890), 21 O.R. 120, 134, 5, and Gloucester

V. Atlantic R. Co. (1902), 3 O.L.R. 85, 4 O.L.R. 262, 1 O.W.R. 485

and other oases noted under s. 249 (1) ("necessity for by-law and
other cases,") and under same subsection (by-laws not passed in

the public interest).

The expressions "laying out", and "opening" a road are used
in 50 Geo. III. c. 1 in an equivalent sense, and actual work on the

ground is not required before the road becomes a public highway:
per Maclennan, J.A., in Palmatier v. McKibbon (1894), 21 A.R.
441, 451. f

A by-law for opening a highway which has not been registered

is not effectual in law, and a subsequent by-law providing for the

cost of opening it is, therefore, invalid : In re Henderson and Toronto
(1898), 29 O.R. 669.

See also Harvey v. Galvin (1916), 11, O.W.N. 38.

f

The provision as to by-laws for opening highways not becoming
effectual until registered is now contained in The Registry Act,

R.S.O. c. 124, s. 70 (1).
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In re Blomfield and Starland (1915), 9 A.L.R. 203, 25 D.L.R.

43, 32 W.L.R. 905, 9 W.W.R. 552, noted under s. 8.

Where a municipal council has jurisdiction to deal with the sub-

ject of opening a new road mere irregularities in the procedure can-

not be relied on by way of collateral attack. The task of locating

the new road belongs, in the first place, exclusively to the commis-

sioner. Objection to the project as a whole or as to the location

of the road or payment of damages, etc., may be urged when the

council is asked to confirm or adopt the proceedings, and where

such objections are not then urged they cannot afterwards be raised

as grounds for invahdating the prior proceedings. The municipal

authorities having entered or being entitled to enter have the right

especially after notice to remove obstructions from the way: Carr

V. Ferguson (1911), 45 N.gr 132, 9 E.L.R. 218.

A proees-verhal of a municipal council for the opening of a road

is not null and void because it does not provide for the expropriation

of the land on which the road is to pass : Ste. Louise v. Chouinard

(1896), Q.R. 5 Q.B. 362.

A municipal by-law allowing the owners of timber lands to open

a winter road along the whole length of a cultivated tract in per-

petuity and without indemnity to the owner of the land is illegal

as having the effect of creating, without indemnity, a permanent

servitude upon the land over which the road will pass. Such a by-

law is also illegal if it permits all or any of the owners of the timber

lands to open a road themselves without requiring the supervision

of a municipal officer. The third paragraph of art. 840 of the

Quebec Municipal Code, which authorizes the council to pass by-

laws "in order to permit the opening of winter roads across all fields

or woods," does not authorize the opening of permanent winter

roads upon the whole length of a lot, but only temporary roads

traversing the fields to reach the woods where work is to be done:

Beauchemin v. Beloeil (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 174.

In proceedings for the opening of first front roads for which reserva-

tions have been made in the grant of lands by the Crown, the pro-

visions of the Municipal Code requiring a description of the lands

appropriated for the highway and the owners of them are impera-

tive, and not merely matters of form that may be cured by the pro-

visions of art. 16 of that Code, and failure to comply with these

requirements nullifies the proceedings: King's Asbestos Mines v.

South Thetford (1909), 41 S.C.R. 585, reversing (1908) Q.R. 17

1C.B. 566.

A land company conveyed to a municipal corporation a plot of

land sub-divided into lots, with avenues and streets, under the
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following, among other conditions:
—"The opening and grading of

the . . . avenues lying between . . . Western Avenue and

Cote Street, Antoine Road, shall be undertaken by the town in the

present year and commenced on or about the 20th instant and con-

tinued with due diligence until completed, and the remainder of

the . . . avenues shall be graded by the said town when neces-

sary," and it was held that, as the facts did not estabHsh an imme-

diate necessity for opening and grading a public street, the corpora-

tion was not bound to do that under the terms of the agreement:

Hutchison v. Westmount (1912), 3 D.L.R. 333, affirmed (1914)

49 S.C.R. 621, 16 D.L.R. 853.

A landowner conveyed land to a corporation for a public street

upon condition that no special assessment should be levied Upon

the remainder of his land to defray "the cost of the opening" of

the street, but that this condition should not extend to special

assessments for drains and macadamizing the street. It was held

that "cost of {he opening" included all the work necessary to render

the street fit to be used by the pubUc for the traffic usual in that

community and that the landowner was exempt from assessments

for grading, filling in, rock cuttings and levelling undertaken by

the corporation in respect of it: Outremont v. Joyce (1912), 9 D.L.R.

499 (P.C), affirming (1910) Q.R. 20 KB. 385.

A municipal corporation may demoUsh a bridge which connects

land on the north with a public road, and open another road to the

north-west, but if in making these changes it causes injury, direct

and immediate, to a landowner by the loss of his harvest, in the

operation of his farm, and obUges him to construct another bridge,

it is bound to indemnify him: Bedard v. Lochaber West (1916),

Q.R. 49 S.C. 459, 29 D.L.R. 312.

Armour v. 'Regina (1915), 8 S.L.R. 368, 29 D.L.R. 676, 33

W.L.R. 312, 9. W.W.R. 928, noted under s. 249 (1), (necessity

for by-law, etc.).

(6) For widening, altering or diverting any highway or part

of a highway;

Highway commissioners altering the course of a highway are held

to an exact compliance with their statutory authority: Winslow v..

Dalling (1899), 1 N.B. Eq. 608.

It was held in Marsan v. Guay (1905), Q.R. 28 S.C. 146, that

a by-law is necessary to authorize the expropriation of land for

widening a highway, but that decision was reversed (1906) Q.R.
16 K.B. 7, on the ground that the general law was inapplicable, and
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that, under the special provisions of the charter of the municipality,

a resolution was sufficient.

A municipal corporation has not the right to change and remove

a public road by a simple resolution: Daoust v. Ste. Jeanne De
Chantal de L'lle Perrot (1913), Q.R. 46 S.C. 386.

(c) For stopping up any highway or part of a highway and

for leasing or selling the soil and freehold of a stopped up

highway or part of a highway.

See In re Pelot and Dover (1902), 1 O.W.R. 792; In re Waterous

and Brantford (1903), 2 O.W.R. 897, (1904) 4 O.W.R. 365, noted

under s. 249 (1) (by-laws not passed in the public interest), and

other cases under that heading.

See also In re Bassano (1912), 7 D.L.R. 601, 3 W.W.R. 189,

noted under s. 249 (1) (necessity for by-law and other cases).

The power conferred by this clause was, in the Act of 1903,

3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 637 (par. 1), Umited to public roads, etc.,

"wholly within the jurisdiction of the council."

It was held under that enactment that the word "wholly" referred

not to the locality of the road, but to the jurisdiction of the council

over it, and that a council had jurisdiction to pass a by-law closing

the part of a continuous highway passing through the municipaUty

and extending into other municipalities, which lay within the munici-

pality: In re Taylor and Belle River (1909), 18 O.L.R. 330, 13

O.W.R. 778.

The same conclusion had been previously reached in In re Falle

and Tilsonburg (1873), 23 U.C.C.P. 167.

Rose, J., in the subsequent case of In re Hewison and Pembroke

(1884), 6 O.R. 170, 1, suggested a doubt as to the power of a muni-

cipal council to "interfere with a section of a road running through

more than one municipaUty."

The roads which under The Municipal Clauses Act may be closed
'

by by-law are not only roads which are wholly situate within the

municipality, but also highways or trunk roads leading into districts

beyond its boundary: Styles v. Victoria (1899), 8 B.C.R. 406.

It was held in In re Weir and Calgary (1907), 7 W.L.R. 45 (Alta.),

where the consent of two-thirds of the owners of the land facing a lane

intended to be stopped up was required as a condition precedent to

the passing of a by-law to close it, that it was not sufficient that

the owners of two-thirds of the lots consented.
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Under the provisions of The British Columbia Municipal Act,

R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 170, s. 53 (176, 193), empowering municipal cor-

porations to alter, divert or stop up public thoroughfares and to

exchange them for adjacent land, a municipal corporation has power

by by-law to close up a portion of a highway and dispose of a strip

so taken from its width in exchange for adjacent or contiguous land

to be used in lieu of it, although the effect should be to cause the

narrowing of the highway. Such a by-law is valid although passed

without the assent of the ratepayers previously obtained: West
Vancouver v. Ramsay (1916), 53 S.C.R. 459, 30 D.L.R. 602 (B.C.),

approving West Vancouver v. Ramsay (1915), 21 B.C.R. 401, 22

D.L.R. 826, 31 W.L.R. 415, 8 W.W.R. 835.

The power of municipal councils to sell highways stopped up by
them is restricted to original road allowances and to public roads

which have been duly dedicated as such and over which the council

has established its jurisdiction, and does not extend to streets simply

shown on a private plan of subdivision which the council has not

improved or assumed any liability to repair.

In re Knudsen and St. Boniface (1905), 15 Man. L.R. 317, 1

W.L.R. 281.

Where an owner, who has made a subdivision and registered a

plan of it, cannot himself stop up a street shown on the plan, the

council cannot do it for him by passing a by-law for that purpose. lb.

Where a by-law is shown to have been passed for an improper

purpose, it should be quashed as being an abuse of the powers con-

ferred on the council by The Municipal Act. lb.

The approval by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council pursuant

to s. 694 (c) of The Municipal Act has not the effect of making valid

a by-law unauthorized by the Act. lb.

The promulgation of a by-law cannot have the effect of validating

a by-law which the council had no authority to pass; it simply
cure^ defects in the substance and form of the by-law and in the

steps leading up to the passing of it. lb.

Where there is a statutory right to appeal from a by-law closing

a highway within ten days after the passage of the by-law, the time
is to be computed from the day on which the by-law comes into

force or effect, and not from the day on which the by-law is finally

passed if it is provided that it shall not take effect until a later day:
Winnipeg v. Brock (1910), 16 W.L.R. 45, (1911) 20 Man. L.R. 669,

18 W.L.R. 28, 45 S.C.R. 271, 20 W.L.R. 243, 1 W.W.R. 435.

Municipal corporations are liable for damage caused to riparian

owners by making access to their immovables very difficult by closing

highways or public places: Montreal Brewing Company v. Montreal
(1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 280.
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The jurisdiction of the Board of Railway Commissioners for

Canada as to the closing of highways is limited to the extinguish-

ment of the public right to cross the railway, and is ordinarily exer-

cised by first granting permission to divert the highway and after-

wards making an order to close it within the limit of the railway

company's right of way after the construction of the new grade

crossing on the diverted highway: In re Applications to Close High-

ways at Railway Crossings (1913), 12 D.L.R. 389 (Board of Rail-

• way Commissioners for Canada).

A highway cannot be sold until it has been stopped up : In re

Choate and Hope (1858), 16 U.C.R. 424, 428.

That case was distinguished in Pirie v. Parry Sound Lumber
Company (1907), 11 O.W.R. 11 (1909), 13 O.W.R. 319, in which

it was held that a by-law to stop up the highway wafi not necessary

where the abutting landowner is entitled under a provision corres-

ponding with s. 493 to a conveyance of it.

(d) For setting apart and laying out such parts as maybe
deemed expedient of any highway for the purpose of

carriage ways, boulevards and sidewalks, and for beau-

tifying the same, and making regulations for their pro-

tection;

(e) For permitting subways for cattle under and bridges for

cattle over any highway.

(2) Nothing in subsection 1 shall authorize a coimcil to inter- Exceptions as to
^ ' o exercise oi

fere with any public road or bridge vested in the Crown in right
'"'™'''

of Ontario or in any public department, board or officer of Ontario.

(3) A by-law passed under the authority of clause (6) or clause Approval of

(c) of subsection 1 in respect of an allowance for road reserved ^'b'Xw
in the original survey along or leading to the bank of any river

or stream or on the shore of any lake or other water shall not

take effect until it has been approved by the Lieutenant-Governor

in Council.

(4) The powers conferred by subsection 1 shall not be exer-
q5^™^J'°'

cised without the consent of the Governor-General in Coimcil in byjiw'
'°

respect of,
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(a) Any street, lane or thoroughfare made or laid out by His

Majesty's Ordnance or the Principal Secretary of State in

whom the Ordnance estates became vested xmder the Act

of the late Province of Canada passed in the 19th year

of the reign of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, Chapter

45, or under Chapter 24 of the Consohdated Statutes of

Canada, or made or laid out by the Government of Canada;

(6) Any land owned by the Crown ia right of the Dominion

of Canada;

(c) Any bridge, wharf, dock, quay or, other work vested in

the Crown in right of the Dominion of Canada;

or so as to interfere with any land reserved for military purposes

or with the integrity of the pubUc defences, and the consent of

the Governor-General in Council shall be recited in the by-law,

but the by-law shall not be quashed or open to question because

of the omission to recite it if the consent has been in fact given.

Limitation of

power of county.

Approval of

District Judge
or county
council to town-
ship by-law.

(5) The powers conferred by clause (c) of subsection 1 shall

not be exercised by the council of a coimty in respect of a high-

way or part of a highway within the limits of a city, town or

village in or adjoining the county.

(6) A by-law of the council of a township, passed under the

authority conferred by clause (c) of subsection 1, in the case of

a township in xmorganized territory, shall not have any force

unless and until approved by a Judge of the District Court of

the~ district in which the township is situated, and in other cases

unless and until confirmed by a by-law of the council of the

county in which the township is situate passed at an ordinary

meeting of the council held not sooner than three months or later

than one year after the passing of the by-law of the council of

the township. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 472.

See in re Cameron and United Townships of Hagarty, Sherwood, Jones,

Richards and Burns (1907), 10 O.W.R. 357, noted under s. 286, as to the
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time from which runs the one year within which an application to quash

a by-law which requires confirmation by the county cotmcil must be made.

See also annotations to In re Seguin and Hawkesbury in 9 D.L.R. 490 to

498 (inc.).

See as to presumption with respect to compliance with formalities, Dickson

V. Kearney (1888), 14 S.C.R. 743, Cameron's S.C. Cas. 53, reversing (1887)

20 N.S. 95; Palmatier v. McKibbon (1894), 21 A.R. 441; and Emsley South

V. Miller (1905), 6 O.W.R. 726, noted under s. 432 (presumption in favour

of validity of by-laws).

473.—(1) A by-law shall not be passed for stopping up, altering j[^Eht "'J^sreM

or diverting any highway or part of a highway if the effect of by^iosSigTrad

the by-law will be to deprive any person of the means of ingress

and egress to and from his land or place of residence over such

highway or part of it unless in addition to making compensation

to such person, as provided by this Act, another convenient road

or way of access to his land or place of residence is provided.

The onus of showing that another convenient road is open to the applicant

is upon the corporation: In re Adams and East Whitby (1882), 2 O.R. 473.

In In re Seguin and Hawkesbury (1912), 4 O.W.N. 521, 523, 9 D.L.R.

487, 489, 23 O.W.R. 857, the Divisional Court appears to have thought

that it was necessary that the by-law should provide for the compensation

being paid.

This view is contrary to the decision of the Court of Appeal in In re

McArthur and Southwold (1878), 3 A.R. 295, and to what was held by
Teetzel, J., in In re McLean and North Bay (1906), 7 O.W.R. 169.

The change in the wording of subs. 1 from that of the provision under

consideration in the earlier of these cases strengthens the reasoning on

which the decision was based. Where the words "in addition to compen-
sation" occurred, it- is now "in addition to making compensation to such

person as provided by this Act."

Where access to private property by a public highway ... is inter-

fered with . . . and the value of the property, irrespective of any par-

ticular use which may be made of it, is so dependent upon the existence of

that access as to be substantially diminished by its obstruction, the owner
is entitled to compensation for such interference: Caledonian Railway Com-
pany V. Walker's Trustees, L.R. (1882) 7 A.C. 259; In re Neal and Port

Hope (1914), 7 O.W.N. 264.

The obstruction of access to a private property need not be ex adverso,

but it must be proximate and not remote or indefinite to entitle the owner
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to' compensation for the loss of it: Caledonian Railway Company v. Walker's

Trustees (supra); In re Tate and Toronto (1905), 10 O.L.R. 651, 6 O.W.R.
670; In re Taylor and Belle River (1910), 1 O.W.N. 609, 15 O.W.R. 733,

2 O.W.N. 387; In re Neal and Port Hope (supra). In the last of these cases

the Caledonian Railway Company case was followed and Rex v. McArthur

(1904), 34 S.C.R. 570, was distinguished on the ground that in that case

the injury which the landowner suffered, he suffered as one of the public.

All these cases are noted under s. 325.

It was held in In re Falle and tilsonburg (1873), 23 U.C.C.P. 167, that

a person who was not the owner of any land abutting on the part of a road

which was stopped up, although he had land on another part of the road,

had no right to raise any question under 29-30 Vict. c. 51, s. 320, which

corresponds with this subsection.

Where a farm lot, occupied by the owner as one farm, is divided by a rail-

way into two separate parcels, having a farm crossing provided giving access

from one parcel to the other, and, in addition to a road which affords access

to the parcel where the residence is, there is another road which gives access

to the other parcel and which, except the farm crossing, is the only mode
of access to it, the latter road cannot be stopped up unless, in addition to

compensation, another road or way is provided in lieu of it: In re Martin

and Moulton (1901), 1 O.L.R. 645.

A road need not actually form a boundary of land if there is ingress to

and egress from it over the road: In re Brown and Owen Sound (1907),

14 O.L.R. 627.

Where there is a public highway in front of a lot, the owner is not excluded

within the meaning of this section from ingress and egress by the closing of

a highway running along the rear of the lot: Hanley v. Brantford (1910),

1 O.W.N. 1121, 16 O.W.R. 812.

A landowner who owns and occupies a parcel of ISnd, consisting of two
small lots situate between two streets, and never makes use of one of the

streets, but uses the other as his means of access to his property, will not

be excluded from ingress to and egress from his land or place of residence

within the meaning of this section by the stopping up of the unused street:

Jones V. Tuckersmith (1915), 33 O.L.R. 634, 23 D.L.R. 569.

It is not a condition precedent to the passing of a by-law for stopping

up a highway that compensation should be given or provided for by the by-

law: White V. Louise (1891), 7 Man. L.R. 231.

Sd^^'eTt"'"
*° ^^^ '^^^ by-law shall not take effect until the sufficiency of

such road or way of access has been agreed upon or unless and

until, if not agreed upon, its sufficiency has been determined by

arbitration as hereinafter mentioned.
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(3) If such person disputes the sufficiency of the road or way
^'J''*™.''"" '^

of access provided, the sufficiency of it shall be determined by oiencyofroad.

arbitration under this Act, and if the amount of compensation

is also not agreed upon both matters shall be determined by one

and the same arbitration.

(4) If the arbitrators determine that the road or way of access By-law void if

road insu^-

provided is insufficient they may by their award determine what oient.

road or way of access should be provided, and in that case, unless

such last-mentioued road or way of access is provided, the by-

law shall be void and the corporation shall pay the costs of the

arbitration and award. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 473.

474.—(1) A person in possession of and having enclosed with Possession ot
. unopened road

a lawful fence that part of an original allowance for road upon allowance,

which his land abuts which has not been opened for public use

by reason of another road being used in lieu of it or of another

road parallel or near to it having been estabUshed by law in lieu

of it shall as against every person except the corporation the

council of which has jurisdiction over the allowance for road be

deemed to be legally possessed of such part until a by-law has

been passed by such council for opening it.

(2) No such by-law shall be passed until notice in writing of Notice of by-
law to be given*

the intention to pass it has been given to the person in possession,

at least eight days before the meeting of the council at which the

by-law is to be taken into consideration. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 474.

It was held under the corresponding section of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, s. 641 (1),

that when the municipal council proposes to open the original allowance for

road, the owner of the abutting land is entitled to compensation: Lister v.

Clinton -(1909), 18 O.L.R. 197, 13 OTw.R. 582.

In this case the by-law was quashed upon the ground that it did not pro-

vide for the compensation to which the landowner was held to be entitled.

This would not seem to be a good ground for quashing the by-law. It is

not essential that such a by-law should provide for the compensation. See

notes to s. 473(1).
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Publication of 475.—^(1) Before passing a by-law for stopping up, altering,

widening, diverting, selling or leasing a highway or for establishing

or laying out a highway,

(a) Notice of the proposed by-law shall be pubUshed at least

once a week for four successive weeks, and in th§ case

of a village or township shall be posted up for at least

one month in six of the most public places in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of the highway or proposed highway;

and

See as to presumption with respect to compliance with formali-

ties, Dickson v. Kearney (1888), 14 S.C.R. 743, Cameron's S.C.

Cas. 63, reversing (1887) 20 N.S. 95; Palmatier v. McKibbon (1894),

21 A.R. 441; and Emsley South v. Miller (1905), 6 O.W.R. 726,

noted under s. 432 (presumption in favour of vaUdity of by-laws).

Ontario Cases.

In In re Birdsall and Asphodel (1880), 45 U.C.R. 149, followed

in In re Campbell and Southampton (1898), 34 C.L.J. 197, 18 C.L.T.

Occ. N. 119, the by-law was quashed because the notice did not

state the day on which it was to be considered.

In re Birdsall and Asphodel was also followed in In re Rogers

(1915), 7 O.W.N. 717, 22 D.L.R. 590.

In re Laplante and Peterborough (1884), 5 O.R. 634, in which

it was held that a notice given on 28th March for the following 28th

April was not a sufficient notice. That case was followed in In re

Ostrom and Sidney (1888), 16 O.R. 43, 15 A.R. 372.

A notice that any person, whose land, etc., and who petitions

within one month to be heard, will be heard in person or by counsel

or solicitor, by the council before the by-law is passed, is sufficient:

per Boyd, C, in In re Martin and Moulton (1901), 1 0.L.R. 645, 6, 7.

Unless the applicant to quash such a by-law was misled by the

failure to state in the notice of the intention to pass it the hour,

although the day was stated, on which the by-law would be taken
into consideration, the by-law will not be quashed.

Where the person interested attends the meeting of the council

and is heard, the insufficiency of a notice is immaterial.

Lister v. CUnton (1909), 18 O.L.R. 197, 13 O.W.R. 582.
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Manitoba.

A by-law for closing an original allowance for road and selling it

to one of the abutting landowners was passed after notice of the

intention to close the road allowance, but no notice was given of

the intention to sell it.

Held, that this was fatal, and that the applicant to quash the

by-law, by having attended the meeting at which the by-law was
passed, and objecting, was not estopped from taking exception to

the want of notice.

White V. Louise (1891), 7 Man. L.R. 231.

Quebec.

Under art. 238 of the Municipal Code, seven clear days must
elapse between the date of pubhcation of notice of a meeting of

the council to consider a proces-^ierbci with respect to roads or water-

courses and the day of the meeting: Comeau v. Ste. Edwidge de

Clifton (1899), Q.R. 15 S.C. 405.

Article 350 of the new Municipal Code is the same as art. 238

of the former code.

A notice given by a municipal body for the amendment of a by-

law or the passing of another relating to a pubUc road without

identifying the road or specifying the proposed amendment or the

nature of the new by-law is not sufficient: Nelson v. Megantic

(1901), Q.R. 20 S.C. 334.

A pubUc notice addressed to "all whom it may concern," stating

that at a named time and place a municipal council will pass a by-

law which will affect a person who is not otherwise notified and who
has had no opportunity of being heard, is not sufficient: Bouchard

T. St. Alexandre (1904), Q.R. 25 S.C. 415, affirmed on review, 31st

October, 1904.

A resolution of a municipal council which orders a road to be

closed without previous notice to the public is void: Bedard v.

Quebec (1909), Q.R. 37 S.C. 186.

Saskatchewan.

Until notice is given to the registered or assessed owners of all

land abutting upon a street or lane which it is proposed to close by
'by-law under the provisions of the Ordinances of 1903, c. 28, s. 5,

a municipal council has no jurisdiction to pass a by-law closing the

street or lane: Gesman v. Regina (1909), 2 S.L.R. 50, 10 W.L.R. 136.
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Notices.

(b) The council shall hear in person or by his counsel, solicitor

or agent any person who claims that his land will be
prejudicially affected by the by-law and who applies to

be heard.

(2) The clerk shall give the notices upon payment, by the

applicant, if any, for the by-law, of the reasonable expenses to be

incurred in so doing. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 475.

When publica-
tion of by-law
not required.

476. Where the owners of and other persons interested in the

land required to be taken for the highway consent in writing to

the passing of the by-law for establishing and laying it out, or

where such land has been acquired by the corporation, section 475

shall not apply to the by-law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 476.

Side lines in

double front
concessions.

Termol
by-law.

Appointment of

another sur-

veyor by Judge.

Application for

appointment.

477.—(1) Where an allowance for a sideline road between lots

in a double front concession in a township was so run in the

original survey that the line in the front half of the concession

does not meet the line in the rear half, the council of the town-

ship may open and lay out a road to connect the ends of such

lines where they do not so meet.

(2) The by-law shall provide that the road shall be opened and

laid out in accordance with a survey to be made by an Ontario

land surveyor named in the by-law.

(3) A Judge of the County or District Court of the county or

district in which the township is situate, on the application of

any person over whose land the connecting road will pass who
objects to the surveyor appointed by the by-law may appoint

another Ontario land surveyor in the place of the one so appointed.

(4) The application shall be made within one month after the

service of the copy of the by-law on the applicant and at least

five days' notice of the time when and the place where it will be

heard by the Judge shall be served upon every other person over

whose land the connecting road will pass and upon the clerk of

the municipality.
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(5) The surveyor appointed' by the by-law or, if another is Compensation.

1 1 1 T 1 . 1 1 I 1 -1 determination

appointed by the Judge m his place, the surveyor so appointed a^to.

shall determine the compensation to be paid to the persons whose

lands are taken for the connecting road, and the amount so deter-

mined shall be paid to them by the corporation of the township.

(6) The determination of the surveyor as to the compensation Determination,

shall be final. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 477.
''"^'•

478.—(1) Where the council of a municipality desiring to open Mistakesin

an original allowance for road has by mistake opened a road which afiowlnceJ!

was intended to be, but is not wholly or partly, upon such allow-

ance, the land occupied by the road as so opened shall be deemed

to have been expropriated under a by-law of the corporation, and

no person on whos'e land such road or any part of it was opeiied

shall be entitled to bring or maintain an action for or in respect

of what was done or to recover possession of his land, but he sihall

be entitled to compensation under and in accordance with the.

provisions of this Act as for land expropriated under the powers

conferred by this Act.

(2) The right to compensation shall be forever barred if the when right to
-

^ ^
compensation

compensation is not claimed within one year after the land was tarred,

first taken possession of by the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 478.

The corresponding provision to this section in the Municipal Act of

Manitoba, R.S. 1913, c. 133 ss. 631-632 and the limitation for making

claims in two years.

There is no similar provision in the Municipal Act of the other provinces.
,

479.—(1) No highway shall be laid out in any municipality sanction of

with^out the sanction of the council of the municipality. out of highways.

(2) No highway less than 66 feet in width or except in a city ™*'^°">'8''-

or town more than 100 feet in width, shall be laid out by the

council of the municipality without the approval of the Municipal

4,?—MUN. LAW.

ways.
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Board or by any owner of land without the approval of the council

of the municipality and of the Municipal Board.

Rev^stat. (3) Nothing in this section shall affect the provisions of The City

and Suburbs Plans Act.

This Act is repealed by The Planning and Development Act, 7 Geo.

V. c. 44, s. 18, and this section is now subject to the provisions of that Act,

which will be found printed infra.

OT Judge'
°°™''"

(4) Subsection 2 shall not apply to a township in unorganized
required.

territory, and a highwaj^ less than 66 feet in width may be laid

out by the council of any such township subject to and in accord-

ance with the regulations of the Department of Lands, Forests

and Mines. 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 20.

"Unorganized territory." See s. 2 cl. (i).

OT^ninow'^'"'^''^ ^^^- "^^^ couucil of an urban municipality may pass by-laws
streets.

, f^j. fegu'latiug the erection or occujpation of dwelling houses on

narrow stteets, lanels ot alleys or in crowded or imsanitary dis-

tricts. 3-4 Geo. v. c. 43, s. 480.

"Urban municipality.", See s. 2 cl. («).

b,trind°pro?"' *81.—(1) The couiicil of a city having a population of not less

dwiuiuyh^ses' than 50,000 may pass by-laws for

(a) Prohibiting the erection or occupation of dwelling houses

on highways, lanes or alleys of less width than that pre-

scribed by the by-law;

(b) Prescribing the minimum area of vacant land which shall

be attached to and used with any dwelling house there-

after erected, as the courtyard or cuttilage of it;

(c) RegulatiQg the manner in which buildings intended to be

occupied as dwelling houses are to be constructed within

the municipality or within any defined area of it.
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(d) Prohibiting the erection of dwelling houses or the altera-

tion of other buildings for the purpose of adapting them

for use as dwelling houses, if the same frojnt o*n a high-

way less than 40 feet ia width, unless the street has been

established as a highway by by-law of the cojuncil or othter-

wise assumed for public use by the corporatioii. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 481 (1).

Subsection 2 of section 481 repealed by 4 Geo. V. c. 33,

8. 21, which declared that no by-law passed under section 481 should

be deemed to be invalid by reason of any omission to comply with the

provisions of subsection 2.

"Population." See s. 2 ol. (m).

482. By-laws may be passed

—

(1) By the council of every municipality for granting aid to Granting aid toi

the corporation of any immediately adjouung municipality
gf'J^^^'*'

towards openiag, widening, maiutainiag or improving any

highway within such municipality or constructing, maintaining

or improving any bridge therein.

(2) By the council of every local municipality for granting aid Byiooai munici-
palities to

to the corporation of the county ia which the municipality is county.

situate towards opening, and maldng any new road on the

boundary of the municipality or constructing any new bridge on

such, boundary.

(3) By the coimcils of cities and towns for granting aid to the By cities and
towns to town-

corporation of a township in the covmty in which the city or »•"?•

town is territorially situate or in an adjoining coxmty towards

opening, widening, maintaining or improving any highway in such

township which constitutes or is to constitute or fotms or is to

form part of a highway leading to such city or toW, or towards

constructing, maintaining or improving any bridge forming or

which is to form part of such highway.
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to^l^i^^ W By the councils of counties for granting aid towardsmaking,
and townshipa, improving OP maintaining any county or township boundary line.

(5) By the councils of counties for granting aid to the corpora-

tion of any town, village or township towards,

(a) Opening any new highway or constructing any new bridge

in the municipality;

(6) Opening, widening, maintaining or otherwise improving

any highway leading from or passing through the munici-

pality into a county road, or constructing, maintaining or

improving any bridge fbrming, or which is to form, part of

such highway.
,

By townships to (6) By the councils of townships

—

(a) For granting aid to the corporation of a county adjoining

that in which the township is situate towards opening,

widening, maintaining or improving any highway lying

between the township and another municipality in the

adjoining county, or towards constructing, maintaining or

improving any bridge on such highway;

(6) For granting aid for the like purposes to the corporation

of the county in which the township is situate in respect

of any highway or bridge within the township assumed as

a county road or bridge or agreed to be so assumed on

condition that such aid sliall be granted.

Mor^'^S''^"' (^) -^y ^^^ council of a township in unorgahized territory for

temtory. opening, widening, maintaining or improving any highway or con-

structing, maintaining or improving any bridge in an adjoining

municipality or in a municipality situate in such adjoining munici-

pality or in an adjoining unorganized township or in adjoining

uns'urveyed territory or for granting aid to any adjoining munici-

pality or to any municipality situate in such adjoining mimici-

pality for any of such purposes.
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(8) The aid may be granted by way of loan or otherwise. 3-4 25?'"'°'^ ^'

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 482.

"Adjoining." • See notes to s. 18 (2).

"Unorganized territory." See s. 2 cl. (t).

"Or in a municipality situate in such adjoining municipality."

These words are intended to cover the case of a highway or bridge in a

local municipality situate in a county which adjoins the township the

council of which desires to exercise the power conferred by siibs. 7.

483. By-laws may be passed by the council of every munici-

pality

1. For setting apart portions of the highways at or near the Boulevards,

sides of them for the purpose of boulevards, and for permitting

the owners of land abutting on a highway to construct, make

and maintain at their own expense boulevards on that part of

the highway which may be set apart for that purpose, but not

so as unreasonably to confine, impede or incommode public

traffic.
'

2. For regulating the construction, maintenance and protec- Regulations,

tion of such boulevards. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 483, pars. 1, 2.

3. For permitting the owners of land to make, maintain and ^"^j'^rhiSl

use areas under and openings to them in the highways and side- ™y'-

walks [and for permitting the owners of land abutting on one

side of a highway to construct, maintain and use a bridge or other

structure across the highway for the purpose of access to land

owned by such owners on the other side of the highway], for pre-

scribing the terms and conditions upon which the same shall be

made, [constructed], maintained and used, and for making such

annual or other charge for the privilege conferred by the by-law

as the council may deem reasonable.

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 22 (1).

(a) Such annual or other charge shall be payable and pay- Annual charge
,

for.

ment of it may be enforced m like manner as taxes are

payable and payment of them may be enforced.
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Liability of

corporation for
(6) The corporation shall be liable for any want of repair of

the highway which may result from the construction,

maintenance and use of any such area or opening, [bridge

or structure], but shall be entitled to the remedy over pro-

vided for by section 464 against the person by whoSe act

or omission the want of repair is caused. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 483, par. 3; .7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 22 (1-2).

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 22 (2).

Bicycle and foot
pathe.

4. For setting apart so much of any highway as the council

may deem necessary for the purposes of a bicycle path or of a foot

path.

(a) Any person who rides or drives a horse or other beast of

burden or a motor vehicle, wagon, carriage or cart over

or along any such path shall incur a penalty of not less

than $1 or more than $20.

This penalty is recoverable and may be enforced under the Summary
Convictions Act R.S.O. c. 90. See s. 498 (1).

Tolls on high-
ways and
bridges.

Granting right
to take tolls.

5. For raising money by toll on any highway, bridge or other

work to defray the expense of making, maintaining or repairing it.

6. For granting to any person in consideration or part con-

sideration of planking, gravelling or macadamizing a highway, or

of building a bridge, the tolls fixed by by-law to be levied on the

work for a period of not more than twenty-one years after the

work has been completed, and after such completion has been

declared by a by-law of the council;
*

(a) The grantee of the tolls shall, during such period, main-

tain and keep in repair the highway or bridge.

Selling timber
on road allow-
ance.
Rev. Stat.
c. 29.

7. Subject to the rights of a Crown timber licensee imder The

Crown Timber Act, for preserving or selling the timber or trees

on any original allowance for road.

The paragraph in 3 Edw. VII. c."19 (par. 7 of s. 640) included "stone,
sand and gravel," but these words were left out in 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43.
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In Taylor v. Gage (1913), 30 O.L.R. 75, 16 D.L.R. 686, which was decided

under the law in force before that change was made, where a landowner was
given permission by the council having jurisdiction over the highway to

remove for his own use on his land the gravel from a part of an unopened

road allowance on condition that he would gravel portions of other nearby

highways, and in removing the gravel the landowner interfered with a means
'

of access to and from the road allowance of another landowner, it was held

that what was done in removing the gravel, because it was not done under the

authority of a by-law, could not be justified, and was not a work of repair

undertaken by the landowner under the authority or by the direction of the

council, and was a work which could lawfully be done by the corporation

itself only under the authority of a by-law, and that the transaction was

a sale of the gravel, and to authorize it a by-law was necessary.

8. For making regulations as to pits, precipices and deep waters RBguiationsre
pita, preoipiceBi

and other places dangerous to travellers. etc.

9. For acquiring either alone or jointly with the corporation stone and

of another municipality such land in either municipality as may
be deemed necessary for procuring therefrom stone or gravel for

use in making, maintaining or repairing the highways under the

jurisdiction of the council or councils.

10. For entering upon and searching for and taking from land Power to enter
upon land to

within the municipality, or with the consent of the council of an ^^^i^^-
adjacent municipality expressed by by-law or resolution from land

in such mtmicipality, such timber, gravel, stone or other material

as may be necessary for constructing, maintaining and keeping

in repair the highways and bridges;

In Cook V. North Vancouver (1911), 16 B.C.R. 129, 18 W.L.R. 349, it

was held, under a provision similar in some respects to par. 10, that the entry

by a municipal council on land and taking timber, stone, gravel or other

material from it for the construction or repairing of roads is unlawful; that

before exercising the right the council must give information to the land-

owner of its intention to do so and as to the extent of the right intended to

be exercised, and that it is only when that has been done and the parties

are unable to agree as to the compensation that the arbitration provision

comes into play.

No such question can arise under this paragraph, because of the provision

of clause (a) that the power to take cannot be exercised until the compensa-

tion has been agreed upon or has been determined by arbitration.
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Compensation

—

how deter-
mined.

(a) The compensation to be paid to the owners of and other

persons interested in the land for the timber, gravel, stone

or other material shall be agreed upon or determined by

arbitration before the power to take it is exercised.

(b) The compensation may be a lump sum for the privilege

of taking as much timber, stone, gravel or other material

as may be required, or a sum determined by the quan-

tity taken, or a price by the cubic yard or otherwise for

what may be taken, as may be agreed on or be determined

by the arbitrators.

(c) Where it is necessary ta the exercise of any of the powers

conferred by the by-law to pass through or over the land

of another person, the corporation may do so as occasion

may require, doing no unnecessary damage, but before

doing so the compensation to be paid for the exercise of

such power shall be agreed upon or determined by arbi-

tration. -

"Adjacent." See notes to s. 18 (1).

As to the powers under The Highway Improvement Act, see 7 Geo. V. c.27,

s. 58.

Purchasing or
renting road
making
machinery.

11. For purchasing conditionally, or otherwise, or for renting

for a term of years or otherwise, roadmaking machinery and

appliances for the purposes of the corporation, and for borrowing

money for the purpose of paying the purchase price for any period

not exceeding five years and for issuing debentures for the money

so borrowed, or for issuing to the vendor debentures payable

within that period in payment of the purchase money.

(a) The debentures issued under this paragraph shall be on

the instalment plan. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 483, pars. 4-11.

"Instalment plan." See s. 284 (4).

It is not necessary that the by-law be assented to by the electors

s. 289 (2) cl. (Z).
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484. The council of every municipality miay pass by-laws for Taking stock in

bridge com-
subscribmg for any number of shares in the capital stock of or for pany-

lending money to or guaranteeing the payment of any money

borrowed by a bridge company incorporated for the purpose of

erecting and maintaining any bridge within, or partly within, the

municipality or between it and another municipality. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 484.

See notes to s. 397 (17) as to the right of a council to put the shares in

the name of a trustee for the corporation.

485. The council of every municipality through or adjoining power to agree

which any toll road passes may enter into an agreement with toil road as to

f 1 1 T'CT'i ic *^® expenditure

the owner oi the road to expend on it tor a limited number of of statute labour

years, such statute labour or sum of money as may be agreed

upon and that at the end of the term of years agreed upon such

road shall be toll free and shall become the property of the cor-

poration of the municipality in which it is situate. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 485.

thereon.

486. The council of a local municipality may pass by-laws for Joint works with
other munici-

' entering into and performing any agreement with any other paiitiea.

council in the same county for executing, at their joint expense

and for their joint benefit, any work within the jurisdiction of the

council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 486.

"Local municipality." See s. 2 el. (g).

TREES—PLANTING, PKOTECTION AND REMOVAL OF.

487. The council of every municipality may pass by-laws— Removal of
,

trees.

1. For causing any tree, planted or growing on any highway,

square, lane or other public communication, to be removed if

and when deemed necessary for any purpose of public improve-

ment; but

—
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Planting trees.

Ornamental
trees.

Authority to
plant, trim and
cut down, etc..

trees.

(a) The owner of the adjacent land shall be entitled to ten

days' notice of the intention of the council to remove such

tree, and to be recompensed for his trouble in planting

and protecting it, but neither he nor the occupant of the

land shall be entitled to any further or other compensa-

tion.

^ (6) Neither the owner of the adjacent land nor any pathmaster

or other public officer, nor any other person, shall remove

or cut down or injure any such tree without the express

permission of the council.

"Adjacent." See notes to s. 18 (1).

2. For planting and preserving shade and ornamental trees upon

any highway, and for granting to any person or association of

persons money to be expended for such purposes.

Trees planted on a highway with the consent of the municipal authorities

and in accordance with municipal by-laws become appurtenant to the owner-

ship of the immovable in front and for the advantage of which they were

planted, and the owner of the immovable may maintain an action for com-
pensation against his neighbours when, by reason of an industry carried on

by them, the trees have been destroyed: L'Hussier v. Brosseau (1901), Q.R.

20 S.C. 170.

Section 2 (2) of The Tree Planting Act, R.S.O. c. 213, provides that such

trees shall be the property of the owner of the land adjacent to the high-

way and nearest to them; and in Douglas v. Fox (1880), 31 U.C.C.P. 140,

a similar conclusion was reached as to his right to maintain an action against

a wrongdoer for destroying or injuring them.

3. For prohibiting the injuring or destroying of trees or shrubs

on the highways, planted or preserved for shade or ornament.

4. For authorizing the P.,ark Commissioner or any officer

appointed for that purpose or a committee of the council to,

(a) Plant or cause to be planted trees in the highways of the

municipaUty;

(b) Trim or cause to be trimmed all trees on private property

the branches of which extend over a highway;
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(c) Cut down or remove or cause to be cut down or removed

all decayed trees;

(d) Remove or transplant or cause to be removed or trans-

planted any tree planted or growing in any highway,

square, lane or other public communication after 48 hours'

notice in writing to the occupant of the land opposite to

which the tree is planted or growing, but no live tree,

unless within 30 feet of another tree, shall be removed

without the consent of such occupant.

A resolution of the couacil is not a suflBcient authority for the

exercise by a committee of this power, but it must be conferred by
by-law: In re Allen and Napanee (1902), 4 O.L.R. 582.

(la) The notice mentioned in clause (d) may be given by Service oi

notice.

leaving it with a grown-up person resident upon the land,

or if the land is unoccupied by posting it in a conspicuous

place on the land. /

(1&) Neither the corporation nor any person acting under the Non-iiabjuty

authority of a by-law for the purposes mentioned in this

paragraph shall incur any liability by reason of anything

done under the authority of the by-law if reasonable

care, skill and judgment are exercised in the doing of it,

nor shall the corporation be liable to make compensa-

tion to the owner or occupant of the land further than

as provided by this section.

(Ic) Nothing in this paragraph shall limit the powers con- ^™®^'p°?®"

ferred by paragraphs 1, 2 and 3. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 487.

The provision of section 2 (4) of The Tree Planting Act, R.S.O. c. 213, as

to trees, shrubs or saplings left standing means left standing by a municipal

corporation: Wolff v. Kehoe (1902), 1 O.W.R. 78.

488.—(1) The council of a county or a township may pass by- Cutting down.,»,., trees on either

laws for requirmg that on each or on either side of a highway side of highway.

or part of a highway which passes through a wood the trees,
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Failure of

owner or occu-
pant to cut down,
etc.

except such as are reserved by the owner for ornament or shelter

shall for a ppace not exceeding 25 feet from the limits of the high-

way or part of it be cut down and removed by the owner or

occupant of the land within a time to be appointed by the by-

law, and if he fails to do so, authorizing such person as may be

named in the by-law to cut down and remove them.

(2) Where the owner or occupant fails to cut down and remove

such trees in accordance with the requirement of the by-law the

person named in the by-law for that purpose may cut down and

remove them, and the trees may be used for the construction,

improvement or repair of any highway or bridge in the road divi-

sion in which the land is situate or may be sold by him to defray

the expenses incurred in carrying out the provisions of the by-

law. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 488.

Expenditure lor 489.—(1) The couucils of United counties may pass by-laws for
worka in any
county of a raising or borrowing money to be expended exclusively in any one

of the counties forming the union.

(2) None of the members of the council but those representing

local municipalities in the county in which the expenditure is to

be made shall vote upon the by-law except in the case of an equality

of votes, when the warden shall have the casting vote.

(3) The sums to be raised by taxation for the purpose of making

any such expenditure and the sums required to be raised to pay

the principal and interest of any money borrowed for that pur-

pose shall be assessed and levied only upon the rateable property

in the county in which the expenditure is to be made.

• (4) Every debenture issued under the authority of the by-law

shall be issued as the debenture of the corporation of the united

counties, but it shall be stated in the body of it that the pay-

ment of the principal and interest is to be provided for by a

special rate upon the rateable property in the county in which

What,members
to vote on by-
law.

Wfiat property
assessable for
rates.

Debentures,
issue of.
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the expenditure is to be made and upon that property only. 3-4

Geo. V. c: 43, s. 489.

490. The council of a township may pass by-laws for granting
^ft^oadsWe*

a prize not exceeding $10 for the best kept roadside, farm front *'"

and farm house surroundings, in each public school section in the

township, and for prescribing the conditions upon which such

prizes may be competed for and awarded. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 490.

491. The councils of all municipalities may pass by-laws

—

1. For prohibiting or regulating the obstructing, encumbering, obstruction oi
highways.

injuring or fouling of highways or bridges;

In Forster v. Medicine Hat (1914), 17 D.L.R. 391, 28 W.L.R. 685, 6

W.W.R. 548 (Alta.), it was held that where a corporation, by mere license

and voluntary concession, permits a landowner to put steps on the highway
as an approach to his property, it has the right at will to withdraw the license

without the owner's consent or concurrence.

It is difficult to see what right the corporation had to permit such a use

of the highway.

In Scott V. Barron (1903), 2 O.W.R. 124, the defendant was restrained

from erecting a platform up6n land set apart for a lane.

See also notes preceding s. 348, under the heading "Actions by Corpora-

tions."

2. For requiring doorsteps, porches or other erections or things Removal of

doorsteps, etc.

projecting into or over any highway to be removed by the owner

or occupant of the land in connection with which they exist.

3. For prohibiting the building or maintaining of fences on any Prohibiting
building or

highway or the placing or depositing of firewood or any other maintaining

thing calculated to obstruct it or to obstruct or interfere with ''^y^-

pubUc travel on it, on any highway or bridge, and for requiring

the removal of them by the person by whom the same are or

were so built, maintained, placed or deposited.

(a) Unless the by-law otherwise provides, a by-law passed Worm fences,

under the authority of paragraph 3 shall not extend or
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Prohibiting
throwing dirt,

glass, etc., on
highways.

apply to a worm fence which is not for more than half its

width upon the highway, or to materials to be used for

the construction or repair of a highway or bridge, if they

do not interfere with the use of it for pubUc travel.

4. For prohibiting the throwing, placing or depositing on any

highway or bridge of dirt, filth, glass, handbills, paper, or other

rubbish or refuse, or the carcass of any animal. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 491.

Selling origittal

road allowance.

Prior right of
owners of
abutting lands.

Bale by council
to other persons.

492.—(1) Where a highway for the site of which compensation

was paid has heretofore or shall hereafter be established and laid

out in place of the whole or any part of an original allowance

for road, or where the whole or any part of a highway has hereto-

fore been or shall hereafter be legally stopped up, if the council

determines to sell such original allowance or such stopped up

highway, the price at which it is to be sold shall be fixed by the

council, and the owner of the land which abuts on it shall have

the right to purchase the soil and freehold of it at that price.

(2) Where there are more owners than one, each shall have

the right to purchase that part of it upon which his land abuts,

to the middle line of the stopped up highway.

(3) If the owner does not exercise his right to purchase within

such period as may be fixed by the by-law or by a subsequent

by-law, the council may sell the part which he has the right to

purchase to any other person at the same or a greater price. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 492.

A mortgagee of land is an "owner" within the meaning of this section,

and entitled to insist upon the right to have the sU^ls of a road which is stopped

up sold to him as mortgagee subject to redemption by the mortgagor or to

have it sold to the mortgagor subject to his mortgage if the mortgagor prefers

"having the matter in that shape": Broun v. Bushey (1894), 25 O.R. 612,

617.

A council has no authority to sell the sitvs of a stopped up road without

. first offering it to the abutting owners at a price fixed by the council. The
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council, is not bound to sell, but, if it determines to do so, it must proceed

in accordance with the provisions of the Act: Jones v. Tuekersmith (1915),

33 O.L.R. 634, 23 D.L.R. 569.

. 493.^—(1) Where a highway for the site of which compensation where owner ot..111 i-i 1.1 (.1 ^^^ taken for

was not paid has been laid out and opened m the place oi the highway
entitled to'

whole or any part of an original allowance for road, the owner • onginai road

of the land appropriated for the highway or his successor in title

if he owns the land which abuts on such allowance shall be entitled

to the soil and freehold of it, and if it has not already been con-

veyed to him or his predecessor in title, to a conveyance of it.

(2) Where the land which so abuts is owned fey more persons When more than
one owner.

than one each shall be entitled to and to a conveyance of the

soil and freehold of that part of the allowance upon which his

land abuts to the middle line of the allowance.

(3) If the owner of the land appropriated for the highway or where owner of
^ ' i'i' ±- &

.

J
land taken owns

his successor in title does not own any land abutting on the allow- no land abutting
^ ^ on allowance.

ance and the allowance is sold by the council, he shall be entitled

to a part of the purchase money which bears the same proportion

to the whole purchase money as the value of the part of the site

of the new highway which belonged to him bears to the value

of the whole site. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 493.

See Pirie v. Parry Sound Lumber Com.pany (1907), 11 O.W.R. 11, (1909)

13 O.W.R. 319, in which it was held that it was not necessary under the

corresponding provision which was applicable to the case that the highway
should be stopped up before the conveyance of it could be made.

Where the owners of land adjoining original allowances for road laid out

roads on their lands which were used as public roads for many years, the

original allowances being all the time in their occupation and used and treated

as their own property, and there is nothing to raise a presumption that com-
pensation had been paid to them for the roads so laid out, the presumption

is that the original road allowances had been taken and used in lieu of the

roads laid out by the owners through their lands, and a by-law to open up
the original road allowances as of right is invalid: In re Beemer and Grimsby

(1885), 8 O.R. 98, (1886) 13 A.R. 225.

In that case In re Burritt and Marlborough (1869), 29 U.C.R. 119, was
approved, and Cameron v. Wait (1877), 27 U:C.C.P. 475, (1878)-3 A.R. 175,
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(1879) Cassels' Digest 332 (S.C.R.), was distinguished on the ground that

in that case the road was not laid out in heu of the original allowance, nor

could it bp held that the land for the new road had been appropriated for

it/without compensation to the owner and that the case did not fall within

what is now s. 493 (1).

When person in

possession
entitled to
original

allowance.

494.^—(1) A person in possession of the whole or any part of

an original allowance for road in place of which he or any of his

predecessors in title has laid out and opened a new road or street

without receiving compensation for the site of it, shall be entitled

to the soil and freehold of such allowance or part of it, and if

it has not already been conveyed to him or to his predecessor in

title to a conveyance of it.

Where several'
persons in

possession.

(2) Where there are more persons than one in such possession

each shall be entitled to and to a conveyance of the soil and free-

hold of that part of the allowance upon which his land abuts to

the middle line of the allowance.

Requirement as (3) If the road has not been adopted by by-law of the council
to assumption of ^ ^ ,

jr .7 ./
^

poration""^"
^^ otherwise assumed for public use by the corporation, this sec-

tion shall not apply until the new road or street is adopted by

by-law of the council, and the council by by-law declares that

the original allowance is in its opinion useless to the public.

Application of
section.

(4) This section shall apply to roads and to streets hereafter

laid out and opened and to such as have been heretofore laid out

and opened. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 494.

stone Of gravel
on Toads during
sleighing.

495. Stone, gravel or other material shall not be put on any

highway for the purpose of rebuilding or repairing it during the

winter months so as to interfere with the use of sleighs, unless

another convenient highway is provided while the rebuilding or

repairing is being done. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 495.

The words, "unless another convenient highway is provided while the

rebuilding or repairing is being done," ^ere added by the Act 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43.
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496.—(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may stop up, stopping up
highways in

alter, widen or divert any highway or part of a highway in a undrgamzed

Provisional Judicial District not being within an organized munici-

pality, and may sell or lease the soil and freehold of any such

highway or part of a highway which he has stopped up or which

in consequence of an alteration or diversion of it no longer forms

part of the highway as altered or diverted.

(2) The council of a township in unorganized territory sur- opening up Ugh-
^ ' jT o ./ ways where five

veyed without road allowances, but in which 5 per cent, of the ^^^*^

area is reserved for highways, may pass by-laws for opening and

making highways where necessary and the provisions of this Act

as to compensation for lands taken or injuriously affected by the

exercise of the powers conferred by this section shall not apply.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 496.

(3) In cases of deviations from road allowances and of roads Filing pUnoi
roads in Depart-

laid out where there are no road allowances as provided in sub- mentofLwids,^ Forests and

section 2 the corporation shall cause a plan thereof, so far as the ^"'^

same affects imgranted lands of the Crown, to be made by an

Ontario land surveyor and shall file the same in the Department

of Lands, Forests and Mines. 61 V. c. 26, s. 3.

44—MtJN. LAW.
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PART XXII.

PENALTIES AND ENFORCEMENT OF BY-LAWS.

Power to impose 497.—(1) By-laws may be passed by the councils of all muni-

cipalities and by Boards of Commissioners of Police for imposing

penalties not exceeding $50, exclusive of costs, upon every person

who contravenes any by-law of the council or of the board passed

under the authority of this Act.

Recovery of. (2) Every such penalty shall be recoverable under The Ontario
Rev. Stat. \ J J f j

f- SO- Summary Convictions Act, all the provisions of which shall apply,

except that the imprisonment may be for any term not exceeding

six months for the breach of a by-law,

(a) Of the council oi the Board of Commissioners of Police

of a city,

(&) Of the council or board of any other municipality for the

suppression of houses of ill-fame,

and in all other cases for any term not exceeding twenty-one days.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 497.

Any person may prosecute for an infraction of a by-law, although the fine

belongs to the corporation: Reg. v. Chapman (1897), 5 B.C.R. 349.

Statutory authority to provide for imprisonment in default of pasonent

of fines imposed for contraventions of by-laws, the imprisonment to cease

if and when the fine is paid, does not authorize the passing ol a by-law which

provides that the imprisonment shall cease when the costs as well as the

fine are paid: Ex parte Lon Kai Long (1897), Q.R. 6 Q.B. 301.

Under art. 1046 of the Municipal Code (art. 807 of the new Code) any
person of full age may, in his own name, claim the fine imposed by art. 793,

and in such a case the affidavit required by art. 5716 R.S.Q. is not necessary:

Tourigny v. St. Paul de Chester (1902), 5 Que. P.R. 199.

It is idlra vires for a municipal corporation under the sole authority tjf

57 Vict. c. 50 to pass a by-law requiring the early closing of shops, and im-

posing for infraction of the by-law a penalty with the alternative of imprison-
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ment, there being no Bpecific provision in its charter authorizing the passing

of such a by-law: Coaticook v. Lothrop (1902), Q.R. 22 S.C. 225.

A municipal councillor, who is chairman of the road committee of the

council, does not exceed the limits of his duty by causing the snow to be

temporarily removed from some of the manholes for the purpose of having

the depth of the drains measured: Therrien v. St. Paul (1902), Q.E. 23

S.C. 248.

In this case the plaintiff had been prosecuted for a contravention of a

municipal by-law which prohibited the making of any excavation in the

streets without the permission in writing of the council and the payment of

a fee, the alleged contravention consisting in what is mentioned in the fore-

going note of the case, and the action was for malicious prosecution.

Contraventions of by-laws in Quebec may be -punished by fine or imprison-

ment, but not by both for the one offence: Bigaouette v. La Petite Riviere

(1904), Q.R. 25 S.C. 220.

A municipal council, having statutory authority to impose a fine not

exceeding a stated sum or imprisonment not exceeding a stated number of

days, cannot impose a fine and imprisonment in default of payment of the

fine: St. Laurent v. Roy (1906), Q.R. 30 S.C. 333.

498.—(1) Except where otherwise expressly provided, the Recovery of

penalties imposed by or under the authority of this Act or under
''°°* '"'

the authority of a by-law of a municipal council or of a Board

of Commissioners of Police passed under the authority of this

Act, shall be recoverable and may be enforced under The Ontario Rev. stat.
' '

o. 90.

Summary Convictions Act.

(2) Prosecutions for offences against sections 138, 142, 187 or Proseeutions.

189 shall be heard and determined by a police magistrate or two

justices of the peace, and in other respects the provisions of The

Ontario Summary Convictions Act shall apply.

In Rex V. Durocher (1913), 28 O.L.R. 499, 9 D.L.R. 627, 13 D.L.R. 243,

21 Can. Cr. Cas. 382, it was held that a person charged with having fraudu-

lently put into a ballot box a ballot paper other than that which he was
authorized by law to put in, contrary to the provisions of s. 193 (1), cl. (6),

of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19, might be proceeded against by indictment, there being

no provision in the Act as to the procedure to be adopted.

Section 193 (1), cl. (6), is now s. 138, cl. (c), and provision is now made
by subs. 2 as to the procedure to be adopted.

(3) Where the prosecution is brought by a peace officer or Application ot

pouftitiics p

employee of the corporation or of the local Board of Health, the
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whole of the penalty shall belong to the corporation, andIn other

cases shall belong one-half to the corporation and the other one-

half to the prosecutor. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 498.

Convictions not 499.—(1) A conviction for a contravention of any such by-law
invalidated for

b*w' """^ °' ^^^^ •'^°* ^^ quashed for want of proof of the by-law before the

convicting justice, but the Court or a Judge hearing the motion

to quash may dispense with such proof or may permit the by-law

to be proved by affidavit, or in such other manner as may be

deemed proper.

Requirement as (2) Nothing in this section shall relieve a prosecutor from the
to proof.

^
. .... . .

duty of proving the by-law or entitle the justice to dispense with

such proof. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 499.

fomanras^' ^^' ^^^^^ ^ couucil has authority to direct or require by by-

tobfdonemder ^^ ^r otherwise that any matter or thing be done, the council

^y-^^^^- may by the same or by another by-law direct that in default of

its being done by the person directed or required to do it, such

matter or thiag shall be done at his expense, and the corporation

may recover the expense incurred in doing it by action, or the

same may be recovered in like manner as municipal taxes, (or the

coimcil may provide that the expense incurred by.it, with interest,

'

shall be payable by such person in annual instalments not exceed-

ing ten years and may, without obtaining the assent of the elec-

tors, borrow money to cover such expense by the issue of deben-

tures of the corporation payable in not more than ten years).

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 500; 5 Geo.,V. c. 34, s. 36.

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 36.

Power to re- 501. Where a building is erected or used or land is used in con-
strain by action.

travention of a by-law passed imder the authority of this Act,

in addition to any other remedy provided by this Act, and to

any penalty imposed by the by-law, such contravention may be

restrained by action at the instance of the corporation. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 501.

See notes preceding s. 348 and that section.
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PART XXIII.

POLICE VILLAGES.

Formation of.

502.—(1) Under and subject to the provisions and conditions Formation of
^ '

. . .
pouoe village.

hereinafter mentioned, a locality may be erected into a police

village by the council of the county in which it is situate, or if it

comprises parts of two or more counties by the coimcil of the

county in which the larger or largest part of the locality is situate.

(2) Where a petition signed by a majority of the freeholders Petition of free-

.
holdera and

of the locality whose names are entered on the last revised assess- tenants
' required.

ment roll and by a sufficient number of the resident tenants of

the locality whose names are entered on such roll to make .up;;*

with such freeholders a majority of the whole number of free-

holders and tenants whose names are so entered, praying for the ^i^^^?'^"''
erection of the locality into a police village, is presented^ to the IStdMtfoS'

council, the council, if the locality has a population of not less
*'°"

than 150, and an area of not mbre than 500 acres, may pass a

by-law erecting the locality into a police village to take effect

from a day to be named in the by-law, declaring the name which

the police village shall bear and its boundaries, fixing a time and

place and naming the returning officer for holding the first elec-

tion of trustees and fixing a time and place for the first meeting

of trustees. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 502.

See notes to s. 13. •

(3) Where a petition has been presented as provided by sub- Power of Muni-
cipal Board to

section 2 and is sufficiently signed, and the council of the county «|«' poUce

does not at its next meeting after the presentation of the petition °' <»™ty-

pass a by-law erecting the police village, application may be

made to the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board for an order
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erecting the locality described in the petition into a police village,

and the board upon being satisfied that the petition has been

duly signed and presented to the council, and that the council

has neglected to act, and that the locality contains a population

of not less than one hundred and fifty and has an area of not

more than five hundred acres, and that the convenience of the

inhabitants of the locality requires the erection of the police

village, may make an order erecting the locality into a police,

village, the order to take effect at a date to be named therein,

declaring the name the police village shall bear and its boxmdaries,

fixing the time and place and naming the returning officer for

holding the first election of trustees and fixing the time and place

for the first meeting of trustees. 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 37.

Annexation of
territory to
police village.

503.^—•(!) When the population of a police village exceeds 500,

the council of the county by which it was established may, on

petition of two-thirds of the freeholders and tenants of the village,

whose names are entered upon the last revised assessment roll,

and of the majority of the resident freeholders and tenants of

the territory proposed to be added, whose names are entered on

the last revised assessment roll of the mvmicipality, may by by-

law increase the area of the village by adding to it any adjoining

land, but not exceeding 20 acres for each additional 100 of its

population over 500. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 503 (1).

Extension of
limita of police
village.

(la) In the case of a police village haying a population of less

than five hundred and an area of less than five hundred acres

the council of the county, on petition as required by subsection 1,

may by by-law increase the area of such village by adding to it

any adjoining land so that the total area shall not exceed five

hundred acres. 4 Geo. V. c. 33, s. 22.

(2) Land in another county shall not be included in the increased

area without the consent of the council of that county. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 43, s. 503 (2).
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504. Subsections 2, 3, 5, 6 and 9 of section 13 shall apply to Application of
' ' ' ^^ "^ proceedings as

the proceedings under the next two preceding sections, and the ofvnu^"™*'""

population of the locality shall be determined in case of dispute

in such manner and by such means as the council shall determine.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 504.

Trustees—Election of, etc.

505.—(1) There shall be three trustees for every police village.
^iSf^^?^

(2) The trustees may contract and may sue and be sued, and General powem.

may pass by-laws by and in the name of the trustees of the police

village of {naming it) but they shall not be personally Uable upon

their contracts. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 505.

506.—(1) Except where other provision is made in this Part AppUration of

provisiona as to

and except as proAdded by subsections 2 to 6, the provisions of election, etc., of
^ r" J If township coun-

Parts 2, 3 and 4, which are applicable to coimcillors of townships, "'"''"

shall apply mutatis mutandis to trustees of police villages.

(2) The trustees shall appoint the returning officer and the Appointment of

returning

place within the village for holding the nomination and for the ofBcei--
^ o o nomination and

polling for every election except the first.
poiuog.

(3) The clerk of every township, a part of which is comprised ^^^ "ifto"'

in the village, not later than the day before that on which the ?"^^ifst.

polling is to take place, shall deliver to the returning officer of

the village a copy of so much of the voters' Ust as relates to the

village, attested by his declaration in writing as a true copy

thereof.

(4) The return of the ballot box provided for by section 122 ^t"" of ballot

shall be made,

(a) Where the village lies wholly within the township to the

clerk of that township;

(6) Where the village comprises parts of two or more town-

ships in the same coimty to the clerk of that coimty;
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(c) Where the village comprises parts of two or more town-

ships in different counties to the clerk of the county in

which the larger or largest part of the village is -situate.

Duties o£ clerk
(-5) -phe clerk to whom the ballot box is returned shall perform

the duties which under sections 126 and 127 are to be performed

by the clerk of a municipality.

on receiving
ballot box.

Qualification
of trustee.

Qualification
o( elector.

(6) No person shall be qualified to be elected a trustee unless

he has the prescribed qualification in respect of land situate in

the village and resides in or within two miles of the village.

"Resides." See notes to s. 13 (1).

"Two miles." See notes to s. 13 (1).

(7) No person shall be qualified to vote at an election of trustees

unless he has the prescribed qualification in the village.

f^bS"*""*"' (8) The first meeting of the trustees after the annual election

shall be held at noon on the 3rd Monday in January, or on some

date thereafter at noon. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 506.

Vacancies

—

how filled.
507. If a vacancy occurs in the office of trustee the remaining

trustees or trustee shall, by writing, appoint a trustee to fill the

vacancy. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 507.

Appointment of

inspecting

Requirement as
to filing ap-
{nintment of
inspecting
trustee, etc.

508.—(1) The trustees shall, by writing, appoint one of their

number to be inspecting trustee.

(2) Forthwith after the making of an appointment under sub-

section 1 or under section 507, the writing by which the appoint-

ment is made shall be filed with the clerk to whom the ballot box

is to be returned as provided by subdfection 4 of section 506. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 508.

Roquisition 509.—(l)' The trustecg may at any time before the first day of

council to raise June in any year by a requisition in writing require the council
eums to meet
expenditure. of the towusMp in which the village is situate to cause to be levied,
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along with the other rates upon the rateable property in the

village, such sum as the trustees deem necessary to defray the

expenditure of the trustees for the current year.

(2) Where the village comprises parts of two or more town- Case of village
situate in more

ships the requisition shall be made on the council of each town- than one town-

ship for its proportion of the whole amount to be levied as ascer-

tained in the manner provided by section 510.

(3) The amount which the trustees may require to be so levied L'™'* °' ^t**-

shall not in any year exceed a sum which a rate of one cent in

the dollar on the rateable property in the village will provide,

but this shall not apply to a rate imposed or to be levied under

sections 516, 517, or 519. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 509.

510.—(1) Where a village comprises parts of two or more town- Apportionment
of rate among

ships the proportion of the amount required to be levied in each townships by
* * ^ ^ assessors.

township shall be determined by the assessors of the townships.

(2) Where a police village is hereafter erected, the assessors Time for meet-
^ " ing of assessors.

shall meet forthwith after the election for the purpose of deter-

mining and shall determiae the proportion to be levied hi each

township.

(3) Thereafter and in the case of all other poHce villages the

meeting shall be held in every second year.

(4) Except in the case of a newly erected police village the t vo

years shall be reckoned from the respective times when the last

determination was made by the assessors.

(5) If the assessors differ, notice of the fact shall be forthwith Determination

given to the inspecting trustee, who shall act with the assessors differ.

ia determining the proportions, and the decision of a majority

shall be final and conclusive.

(6) The determination of the assessor or of the assessors and Notice ot deter-
^ ' mmation to be

the inspecting trustee shall be forthwith communicated to the tiXwp"'"'"''

clerk of each of the townships.
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meetkg'^f'
^'^) ^^^ meeting of the assessors shall be called by the assessor

of the township in which is situate the larger or largest part of

the rateable property of the village.

mmation to
govern
m?iilt^on^(i^'°'^ (8) The proportions as determined under this section shall

govern until the next determination is to be made as provided

by subsection 3. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 510.

Reduction of 611. T]ie ratepayers of the village shall be entitled to such
township rates

—

r ^ o
determination deduction from the township rate payable by them as may be

agreed on between the trustees and the coimcil of the township,

or if the village comprises parts of two or more townships, by the

councils of the respective townships, or if they are unable to agree

as shall be determined by a Judge of the County Court of the

coxmty in which the village, or if it comprises* more counties than

one, the larger or largest part of the village is situate. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 511.

* It is evident that the words "parts of" have been inadvertently

omitted.

SSwS?!"'' 612.—(1) The trustees shall be entitled to have the statute

labour to be performed by the ratepayers of the village performed

in the village.

J^h™ council (2) If the trustees request the council of a township to com-
commute. mutc the statute labour payable by the ratepayers in that part

of the village which is situate in the township, the coimcil shall

provide for such commutation at such rate not exceeding $1 per

day, as may be requested by the trustees.

app'So"" of (3) The amount of the commutation money shall be collected

by the collector of the township and be placed to the credit of

the trustees in the b6oks of the treasurer of the township. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 512.

commutation
money.
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Powers of
trustees.513. The trustees may

—

j

(a) Construct sidewalks and culverts and make, improve,

drain and repair the highways in the village;

The trustees of a police village, not created a body corporate

under s. 529, are not a corporation separate from the corporation

of the township in which the police village is situate, and the town-

ship corporation is liable under s. 460 (1) for default in keeping in "^

repair the highways within the limits of the village, although the

want of repair is in respect of a sidewalk constructed by the trustees

of the police village: Smith v. Bertie (1913), 28 O.L.R. 330, 12

D.L.R. 623. , X

(h) Make contracts for the supply of ligljt, heat or power by

any person to the trustees for the purposes of the village

or to the residents thereof;

and do all things necessary for any of such purposes. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, S.513.

. 514.—(1) The treasurer of a township shall, if he has money Payment by

of the corporation in hand and not otherwise appropriated, from trrasurer of

time to time pay any order of the inspecting trustee or of any two t™«t«8s.

of the trustees to the extent of

—

(a) The sum required by section 509 to be levied by the

council of the township and any sum which the council

is required by the provisions of this Part to place to the

credit of the trustees, although the same have not been

then collected;

(6) Any money received for Ucense fees under any by-law of

the trustees and for penalties for breaches of any such by-

law or of sections 524, 525 and' 526; and

(c) Any money placed to the credit of the trustees imder the

authority of section 515. r"

(2) An order shall not be given 'under this section except for when orders sot
^ ' ° '^ to be given.

work actually performed or in payment in pursuance of an

executed contract. 3-4 Geo. V. c.*43, s.pl4.
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'

Sec. 516 (2).

fup totay™ ^^^' "^^^ council of a township in which the whole or a part

mS^^lrSved of a policc village is situate may by by-law provide that the whole

Hranresretc, OT any part of the money received by the corporation of the town-

Rev. Stet.' ship for Ijcenses issued imder The Liquor License Act for premises

situate in the village or for penalties imposed for offences against

that Act committed in the village shall be placed to the credit

of the trustees in, the l)ooks of the treasurer of the township.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 515.

mra^y-Wa ^^^'—(^) Upou the application of the trustees the council of

p'S^S^" ^ township in which a police village is situate shall submit for

the assent of the electors of the village, and if it receives snch

assent shall pass a by-law for borrowing money for

—

(o) The construction of sidewalks of cement, concrete, brick

or other permanent material;

(6) The purchase of fire engines and other appliances for fire

protection and the supply of water therefor;

(c) Lighting the highways in the village; and

(d) Supplying water, light, heat or power to the trustees for

the purposes of the village or to the residents thereof;

(e) (Acquiring land as a site for and erecting thereon a Police

Village Hall).

and for the issue of debentures of the corporation of the township

for the money borrowed, payable on the instalment plan, at such

time within ten years and in such manner as the trustees may
request. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 516 (1) ; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 38 (1)

;

7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 23.

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 38 (1).

The word "water" in dause (d) was added by 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 23.

"Instalment plan." See s, 288 (4).

Special rate.
(2) The special rate for the payment of the principal and

interest shall be imposed upon the rateable property in the village.
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(3) The money borrowed shall be retained in the hands of the Expenditure of

money bor-

treasurer of the township, and he shall pay out of it the orders rowed,

of the inspecting trustee or of any two trustees in payment for

work actually performed or of an executed contract with respect

to the work or service for undertaking which the by-law was

passed.

(4) When the by-law is passed, the trustees may undertake the undertaking of

work.

work or service. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 516 (4).

(5) The trustees shall have the control, care and management Control of fire

engines, etc.

of the fire engine and appliances, and of the plant and appliances

for the supply of hght, heat or power, (and of the Police Village

Hall). 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 516 (5) ; 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 38 (2).

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 38 (2).

(6) The trustees shall in each year before the striking of the statecaent to be
furnished to

rate by the council of the township furnish to the clerk a state- o'erk o' town-
*^ ^ ship, of amount

ment showing in detail the amount required to be levied upon
"^'^*,ot'°o^,!

the rateable property of the village for the current year for any ^in purposes,

such work or service which-has been imdertaken and for the care

and maintenance of any fire engine and appliances purchased and

for providing water therefor and for the maintenance and opera-

tion of the plant and appliances for the supply of light, heat or

power (and of the PohceVillage Hall) . 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 516 (6)

;

5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 38 (2).

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 34, s. 38 (2).

517.—(1) The trustees may, with the consent of the council Purchase of are
eoginea and

of the township in which the village is situate expressed by by-law appliances with

or resolution, purchase fire engines and appliances for fire pro- to^Bhip

tection at a cost not exceeding $3,000, and pay therefor in instal-

ments within ten years.

(2) Upon the purchase being made the coimcil of the township Township to

111 11I...1 i-i 1
"*** debenture

snail pass a by-law for raismg the amount of the purchase money ty-iaw.
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by the issue of debentures of the corporation of the township on

the instahnent plan, payable within ten years.

Special rate. (3) The Special rate imposed for the payment of the deben-

tures shall be imposed upon the rateable property in the village.

^Sra°not ^^) "^^^ assent of the electors to the by-law shall not be neces-

required. sary.

(5) Subsections. 5 and 6 of section 516 shall apply to a 'fire

engine and appliances purchased imder the authority of this sec-

tion. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 517.

Agreement for 518. The trustees may contract with the corporation of a town-
use by township -,. i.ii ii pi •1^ ••
ot fire engine, ship m which the whole or any part of the village is situate for

the use by the corporation of a fire engine and appliances pur-

chased under the authority of this Part upon such terms as to

payment for the use of them and otherwise as may be agreed

upon. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 518.

S. 518o was repealed by 7 Geo. V. c. 20, s. 7 (2), and a somewhat similar

provision added to s. 19 of The Power Qommission Act by 7 Geo. V. c. 20, s.-

7 (1), as follows:

—

(4) Where the trustees of a police village have entered into a contract

with the Commission for the supply of electrical power or energy

and have heretofore constructed, purchased or acquired or here-

after construct, purchase or acquire works for distributing electrical

power or energy, and the trustees of the police village desire to

extend or improve such works, they may apply to the council of

the township for the passing of a by-law for the issue of debentures

for such extension or improvement, and the council may pass the

necessary by-law for borrowing such further sums as may be

necessary for such extension or improvement and for levying by

an annual special rate upon the ratable property in the police
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village, the sums required for the payment of the debentures

issued for the extepsion or improvements.

(o) The by-law shall be approved by the Commission before the

final passing thereof, but shall not require the assent of the

electors.

(fe) Such approval may be given if it is shown to the satisfaction

of the Commission that the extension is necessary or desirable

and if suflScient additional revenue will be derived therefrom

to meet the annual payments in respect of the debt and the

interest thereon.

Establishment of Parks, Gardens, etc.

519.—(1) Upon the petition of three-fourths of the electors Aoquirmgiani

qualified to vote upon money by-laws the council of a township Mtions, etc.

in which a police village is situate may pass a by-law for acquiring

land within or without the limits of the village for a highway or

for a public park, garden or place for exhibitions, and for the

erection thereon of such buildings and fences as the coimcil may
deem necessary for the purposes of such highway, park, garden

or place for exhibitions and may dispose of such land when no

longer required for such purposes.

(2) The trustees shall have the care, control, and management Control and
management of

of such highway, park, garden or place. v^^- »*<=

(3) The council of the township may provide that, fup oonSci^M""
to levying coat

(o) The money required for the purpose mentioned in subsec- ° ""'

tion 1 shall be levied upon the rateable property in the

village, or,

(6) Such money be raised by the issue of debentures of the

corporation of the township on the instalment plan pay-

able within 10 years.
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Special rates.
(4) -pjjg by-law shall imposc the special rate for the payment

of the debentures upon the rateable property in the village.

fm^re'qSir^ (^) "^^^ trustces shall annually before the striking of the rate

oTpSk^'lt*™* ^°^ ^^^ y^^r by the comicil of the township, furnish to the council

a statement showing in detail the amount required to be levied

for the current year for managing and maintaining the highway,

park, garden or place of exhibitions, and the same shall be levied

upon the land in the village.

^Mtora°Lt (6) The assent of the electors to a by-law passed under this
require ..

gection shall not be necessary. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 519.

mra^byJa^' 520.—(1) Where the village comprises parts of two or more

StSTit^or townships a by-law for the purposes mentioned in sections 516,
more wna p

. ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ passcd by the trustees, with the assent of

the electors of the village qualified to vote on money by-laws;

and for the purposes of such by-laws the trustees shall have all

the powers of the council of a village, except the power to issue

the debentures for the payment of the principal and interest.

t^^f dlb^'to (2) The by-law shall fix the proportion of the debt, for payment

parta°™village, of which the Special rate is to be imposed, which is to be borne

by the part of the village situate in each township, and such pro-

portion shall be the same as that ia which the annual sum to be

levied as provided by section 509 is to be levied according to the

then last determination of the assessors or of the -assessors and

the inspecting trustee under section 510.

fofraichtom^ (?) If the by-law receives the assent of the electors, the trustees,
"

after passing it, shall serve a certified copy of it upon the clerk

of each of the townships.

BiHp forraS' (4) The council of each township shall forthwith thereafter pass

a by-law for raising the amount which is to be borne by that part

of the village situate in the township by the issue of debentures

of the corporation of the township, payable as provided by the
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by-law of the trustees, and it shall not be necessary that such

by-law shall receive the assent of the electors or impose any rate

for the pajrment of the debentures.

(5) The special rates imposed by the by-law of the trustees special rates,

shall be levied and collected by the councils of the townships

within which the property upon which they are imposed is situate.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 520.

621.—(1) The trustees may appoint a constable for the village Appointment oi

who shall have the same powers and perform the same duties

within the village as a constable appointed by the council of a

village.

(2) The constable may be paid by salary or may keep for his Salary.

own use the fees of his office as the trustees may determine.

(3) Where the constable is paid by salary the trustees may
^^J^'^^

require that the fees of his office be paid to the treasurer of the ^?[te*°

township in which the village is situate or where the village com-

prises parts of two or more townships to the treasurer of any or

either of them for the use of the village. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 521.

Special Powers.

522.—(1) The trustees shall have the like power to pass by- fj^le^""*
laws as is conferred on the council of a village with respect to

the matters under the following^ sub-headings,

—

(a) Driving or riding on roads and bridges; ^- ^'^' p*"- ^- '•

(6) Free libraries;

(c) Sidewalks—Vehicles on

;

S 399

(d) Pounds; para. 52-55.

S 399
(e) Snow and Ice, removal of

;

pars. 61, 62.

(/) Sidewalks—Horses and cattle upon; s- *™- "" **

S. 398, par. 17.

S. 398, par. 37.

(g) Spitting on .sidewalks;

45—MUN. LAW.

S. 400, par. 46.
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S. 400, par. 49.

S. 419, par. 2.

S. 420, par. 1.

S. 420, par. 3.

(h) Traflic on highways, etc., driving of cattle, etc.;

See as to this 7 Geo. V. c. 48, s. 3.

(i) Tobacconists;

(J) Bagatelle and billiard tables; and

(k) Exhibitions, places of amusement, etc.

Firing amount (2) Where powcr is conferred to license, the license fee shall
01 IIC6IIS6 f66

be fixed by the trustees, and subsections 1, 3, 4, and 5 of section 253

shall apply.

tomishi^MT to
^^^ While a by-law passed under the authority of subsection 1

apply to village,
jg j^ force, uo by-law of the council of the township applicable

to the same subject matter shall apply to or be in force in the

village. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 522.

Authentication
oE by-laws.

Certified copies
to be sent to
clerk of town-
ship.

For providing
ladders, etc.

Penalty.

Fire buckets.

Penalty.

As to furnaces,
etc

523.—(1) Every by-law of the trustees shall be signed by at

least two of them.

(2) A certified copy of every such by-law shall within seven

days after it is passed be transmitted to the clerk of every town-

ship a part of which is comprised in the village. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 523.

Prevention of Fire.

524. —(1) Every proprietor of a house more than one storey

high shall place and keep a ladder on the roof of such house near

to or against the principal chimney thereof, and another ladder

reaching from the ground to the roof of such house, under a

penalty of $1 for every omission; and a further penalty of $2

for every week for which such omission continues.

(2) Every householder shall provide himself with two buckets

fit for carrying water in case of accident by fire, under a penalty

of $1 for each bucket not so provided.

(3) No person shall build any oven or furnace unless it adjoins

and is properly connected with a chimney of stone or brick at
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least three feet higher than the house or buildmg in which the Pena'^y-

oven or furnace is built, under a penalty not exceeding $2 for non-

compliance.

(4) No person shall pass a stove-pipe through a wooden or stove pipes, etc.

lathed partition or floor, unless there is a space of four inches

between the pipe and the woodwork nearest thereto; and the pipe

of every stove shall be inserted into a chimney; and there shall

be at least ten inches in the clear between any stove and any Penalty.

lathed partition or woodwork, imder a penalty of $2.

(5) No person shall enter a mill, barn, outhouse or stable, with Lights in

stables, etc.

a lighted candle or lamp, unless it is well enclosed in a lantern,

nor with a lighted pipe or cigar, nor with fire not properly secured. Penalty.

under a penalty of $1.

(6)' No person shall light or have a fire in a wooden house or cumneys.

outhouse, imless such fire is in a brick or stone chimney, or in

a stove of iron or other metal, properly secured, under a penalty Penalty,

of $1.

(7) No person shall carry fire or cause fire to be carried into Securing fire
^ "^ earned through

or through any street, lane, yard, garden or other place, unless streets, etc.

such fire is confined in a copper, iron or tin vessel, under a penalty Penalty,

of II for the first offence, and of $2 for every subsequent offence.

(8) No person shall light a fire in a street, lane or public place Lighting fires

under a penalty of $1. Penalty.

(9) No person shall place hay, straw or fodder, or cause the Hay, straw,

same to be placed, in a dwelling house, imder a penalty of $1 for

the first offence, and of $5 for every week the hay, straw or fodder Penalty,

is suffered to remain there.

(10) No person, except a manufacturer of pot or pearl ashes. Ashes, etc.

shall keep or deposit ashes or cinders in any wooden vessel, box

or thing not lined or doubled with sheet-iron, tin or copper, so Penalty.
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Lime.

Penalty.

Charcoal
furnaces.
Penalty.

as to prevent danger of fire from such ashes or cinders, under a

penalty of $1.

(11) No person shall place or deposit any quick or unslacked

lime in contact with any wood of a house, outhouse or other

buildiag, under a penalty of $1, and a further penalty of $2 a

day until the lime has been removed, or is secured, so as to pre-

vent any danger from fire, to the satisfaction of the inspecting

trustee.

(12) No person shall erec.t a furnace for making charcoal of

wood, under penalty of $5.- 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 524.

Gunpowder,
how to be kept.

Penalty.

Not to be sold
at night.

Gunpowder.

625.—(1) No person shall keep or have gunpowder for sale,

except in boxes of copper, tin or lead, under a penalty of $5 for

the first offence, and $10 for every subsequent offence.

(2) No person shall sell gunpowder, or permit gunpowder to

be sold in his house, storehouse or shop, outhouse or other building,

at night, under a penalty of $10 for the first offence, and of $20

for every subsequent offence. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 525.

Certain
nuisances
prohibited.

Nuisances.

526. No person shall throw, or cause to be thrown, any filth

or rubbish into a street, lane or public place, under a penalty of

$1 , and a further penalty of $2 for every week for which he neglects

or refuses to remove the same after being notified to do so by

the inspecting trustee or by some other person authorized by him.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 526.

Trustees re-

quired to
prosecute .

Penalty for
neglect to
prosecute.

527.—(1) It shall be the duty of the trustees to see that the

provisions of the next preceding three sections are not contra-

vened, and that offenders are prosecuted for breaches of them.

(2) Any trustee who wilfully neglects or omits to prosecute an

offender against any of the provisions of sections 524, 525 or 526,
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when requested so to do by a resident householder of the village

who offers to adduce proof of the offence, and a trustee who wil-

fully neglects or omits to fulfil any other duty imposed on him

by this Part, shall incur a penalty of $5. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 527.

528. The penalties imposed by or under the authority of this Penalties—how
recoverable.

Part shall be recoverable imder The Ontario Summary Convictions

Act, all of the provisions of which shall apply except that pro-

ceedings for the recovery of penalties for contraventions of sec-

tions 524 to 527 shall be commenced within ten days after the luv. stat.

commission of the offence, or if it is a continuing offence, within

ten days after it has ceased and not afterwards. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 528.

Incorporation of Trustees.

529.—(1) Where a police village has a population of not less lacorooration oi

than 500, the trustees may be created a body corporate and when Tmateea.

incorporated the corporation shall be styled "The Board of

Trustees of the Police Village of " {naming it).

(2) The provisions of this Part as to the erection of a police iProcedureasto

.11 1 11 1 • * T J i" J- (. 11 incorporation of

Village shall apply mutatis mutandis to an apphcat on for the board,

incorporation of the trustees of a police village with the excep-

tion that the petition for incorporation shall be signed by not

less than 50 resident freeholders of the village whose names are

entered on the last revised assessment rolls of the municipality

or municipahties of parts of which the village is composed. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 43, s. 529.

"Resident freeholders." See notes to s. 13 (1).

530.—(1) At its first meeting in each year the board shall Aptmintment of
^ ' o ./ chairman and

appoint one of its members to be the chairman, and shall also secretary.

appoint a secretary.

(2) The chairman shall, if present, preside at all meetings of ^^^^
the board and in his absence the board shall appoint one of its
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members to act as chairman during such absence. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 530.

ot"by*£t^*"''
531.—(1) The by-laws of the board shall be signed by the

chairman or acting chairman and shall be sealed with its seal.

(2) The provisions of this Act as to the proof of by-laws of a

council shall apply to the by-laws of the board. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 531.

See s. 258.

Repair and
maintenance of

improvements
and works.

532. The expenses of repairing and maintaining all works, im-

provements and services undertaken by the board under the

authority of this Act, shall be borne by the board, and such

expenses shall be levied and collected by the councils of the town-

ships on the requisition in writing of the board, in like manner

as the money to be levied as provided by section 509. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 43, s. 532.

Remedy over of
township
against board
for damages
occasioned by
non-repair.

Special rate for

collection of
amount of

damages.

Apportionment
of special rate.

533.—(1) If the board makes default in maintaining and keeping

in repair any such work, and the corporation of a township becomes

liable under section 460 for damages suffered by or occasioned to

any person in consequence of such default, the corporation shall

be entitled to the remedy over against the board provided for by

section 464.

(2) The amount required to satisfy the liability of the board

shall be levied and collected by a special rate on the rateable

property in the village, and it shall be the duty of the board to

make a requisition in writing to the council of the township to

levy and collect the same.

(3) Where the village comprises parts of two or more town-

ships the special rate shall be apportioned between the townships

in the manner provided by section 510, and shall be levied and

collected by the councils thereof in accordance with the requisi-

tion of the board. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 533.
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534.—(1) The board shall have the like powers as the council ^^^1™""
of a village for constructing, purchasing, improving, extending, {jfwerand'gas

Qiaintaining, managing and conducting water, light, heat, power
"'"''''•

and gas works.

See the Public Utilities Act, R.S.O., c. 204.

(2) A copy of every by-law passed under the authority of sub- Copy ot by-iaw
J to be filed with

'

section 1, shall be filed with the clerk of every township m which township clerk.

any part of the village is situate.

(3) Where the village is situate in one township, the council Special rates,

of that township shall levy and collect the amount required to

be raised imde'r any such by-law by a special annual rate upon

the rateable property in the village, and where the village com-

prises parts of two or more townships, the council of each town-

ship shall leAry and collect the proportion of the amount to be

raised by it by a special annual rate on the rateable property in

that part of the village situate in such township.

(4) The proportion to be raised by each township shall be deter- Proportion ot

.
^

,
^

/
•'. ^

each township.

mined under the provisions of section 510. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43,

s. 534. ^

See The Power Commission Act, 1917, ss. 7 (1), quoted after s. 518, and

s. 9, quoted in notes to s. 400, par. 3.

535.—(1) The powers expressly conferred on boards of trustees Board to have

of police villages shall be in addition to the powers conferred by trustees ot a

this Part on trustees of a police village, and except where other

provision is made by this Part with respect to such boards all

the provisions of this Part relating to trustees of police villages

shall apply to such boards.

(2) Section 497, subsection 2 of section 498, and sections 499 Power to im-
' pose penalties..

and 500 shall apply mutatis mutandis to. by-laws passed under the »'<=•

authority of this Part by a board of trustees of a police village.

3^ Geo. V. c. 43, s. 535.
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PART XXIV.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Forms of by-
laws, notices,

etc.

536. Where the forms therefor are not prescribed by this Act

the Municipal Board may approve of forms of by-laws, notices

and other proceedings to be passed, given, or taken under or in

carrying out the provisions of this Act, and every by-law, notice

or other proceeding which is in substantial conformity with the

form so approved, shall not be open to objection on the ground

that it is not in accordance with the provisions of this Act applic-

able thereto, but the use of such forms shall not be obligatory.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, s. 536.

Repeal of

3 Edw. VII.
0. 19, s. S66.

537. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may by proclama-

tion declare that section 566 of The Consolidated Municipal Act,

1903, shall cease to have effect on and from a day to be named in

such proclamation and on and from that day the section shall be

deemed to be repealed.

No proclamation has yet been issued under this Section.

Section 566 of The Consolidated Municipcd Act, 1903, contains what are

popularly known as the "Conmee Clauses."
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FORM 1.

Declaration of Incorporation.

Townships in Unorganized Territory.

I, Judge of the District ; ^ ,

Court of the Provincial Judicial District of

hereby certify:

1. That the inhabitants of the township of

in the said district (or of that part of the said district described

as follows [describing it]), or of the townships of

and in the said district

{as the case may be), are incorporated as a township municipality

{or as a union of townships municipality, as the case may be), by

the name of the Corporation of the township of

{or of the united townships of ^ , as

the case may be).

2. That was elected reeve

and

were elected councillors for the mimicipality.

3. The first meeting of the council shall be held on the

day of at

Dated at this day of

,19 .

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 1.

FORM 2.

Declaration of Qualification by Candidate.

I, A. B., declare that

1. I am a British subject by birth {or naturalization), and not

a citizen or subject of any foreign country.

2. I have to my own use and benefit in my own right (or my
wife has, as the case may be) as owner {or tenant, as the case may be)

,
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such estate as qualifies me for the ofiice of (naming the office) for

which I am a candidate (a), (d).

3. Such estate is (state the nature of the estate as a legal estate

of freehold or otherwise, as the case may be) in

(designate the land by its local description or otherwise).

4. The land is assessed in my own name (or in the name of my
wife, as the case may be) on the last revised assessment roll of

this mimicipality at the sum of $ (6) which exceeds by at least

$ the amount of all liens, charges and encmnbrances thereon(c)

.

5. I am not liable for any arrears of taxes to the corporation of

this municipality.

fi. There are no arrears of taxes against the land in respect of

which I qualify.

Declared before me at

the day of

19

A.B.

(a) Where the candidate qualifies under suhsedion 2 of section 52,

substitute far paragraphs 2 and 4 the following:

2. I had to my own use and benefit (or my wife had, as the case

may be), as owner (or tenant, as the case may be), at the time of

the return of the last assessment roll of this mimicipality such

an estate in land rated on that assessment roll in my own name

(or in the name of my wife as the case may be), as would have

qualified me for the office of (naming it).

4. I have (or my wife has, as the case may be) an estate in land

(describing it) assessed on the last revised assessment roll of this

municipality for $
, which exceeds by at least $ the

amoimt of all liens, charges and encumbrances thereon, and is

sufficient to qualify me for such office if I (or my wife, as the case

may be) had been assessed for it.

(b) Where the candidate qualifies on a leasehold estate omit the

remainder of this paragraph:

(c) Where the candidate qualifies under clause (e) of subsection

1 of section 52, substitute for paragraph 4 the follomng:
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4. The land is assessed in my own name {or in the name of my
wife, as the case may be) on the last revised assessment roll of this

mmiicipality for at least $2,000, and I am in actual occupation

of such land.

(d) In the case of a person elected as a member of a township

council substitute for the words "for which I am a candidate" the

words "to which I was elected," and change paragraphs 2, 5 and 6

so as to refer to the tim£ of the election.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 2. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 24.

FORM 3.

Ballot Paper fob Cities and Towns.

form for mayor.

ooooo
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FORM 5.

Ballot Paper fob Townships.

OOOOOoooooooooo
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Note.—Where the election is to fill a vacancy, the ballot papers are

to contain only so much of the form as is required; and the counter-

foils shall bear, instead of the words appearing on the form, the words

"Election of , to fill a vacancy in the office of ,

Ward No , Polling Subdivision No , day of ,

19 "

Where controllers, or commissioners, or members of the Board of

Education are to be elected, the ballot papers are to be similar in

form.

FORM &.

Directions for the Guidance of Voters in Voting.

The voter will go into one of thie compartments, and with the

pencil provided in the compartment, place a cross, thus X on the

right-hand side, opposite the name jot names of the candidate or

candidates for whom he votes or at any other place within the

division which contains the name or names of such candidate or

candidates.

The voter will fold up the ballot paper so as to show the name

or initials of the Deputy Returning Officer (or Returning Officer,

as the case may be) signed on the back, and leaving the compart-

ment will, without showing the front of the paper to any person,

deliver such ballot paper so folded to the Deputy Returning Officer

{or Returning Officer, as the case may be) and forthwith quit the

polling place.

If the voter inadvertently spoils a ballot paper, he may return

it to the Deputy Returning Officer {or Returning Officer, as the

case may be) who will, if satisfied of such inadvertence, give him

another ballot paper.

If the voter votes for more candidates for any office than he is

-entitled to vote for, his ballot paper will be void as far as relates

to that office, and will not be counted for any of the candidates

for that office.
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If the voter places any mark on his ballot paper by which he

may afterwards be identified, or if the ballot paper has been torn,

defaced, or otherwise dealt with by the voter so that he can

tjiereby be identified, it will be void, and will not be counted.

If the voter takes a ballot paper out of the polling place, or

•deposits in the ballot box any other paper than the one given to

him by the Officer, he will be subject, to imprisoimient for any

term not exceeding 6 months, with or without hard labour.

In the following forms of ballot paper, given for illustration,

the candidates are: For Mayor, Jacob Thompson and Robert

Walker; for Reeve, George Jones and John Smith; for Deputy

Reeve, Thomas Brown and William Davis; for Councillors, John

Bull, Morgan Jones, AUister McAlUster and Patrick O'Connell;

and the elector has marked the first ballot paper in favour of

Jacob Thompson for Mayor, the second -ballot paper in favour

of George Jones for Reeve, the third ballot paper in favour of

William Davis for Deputy Reeve, and the fourth ballot paper

in favour of John Bull and Patrick O'Connell for Councillors.

ooooo
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ooooo
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FORM 8.

Certificate as to Assessment Roll and Voters' List.

Election to the Municipal Council of the

of 19

I , A. B., Clerk of the Municipality of in the

. county of hereby certify that the assess-

ment roll for this municipality upon which the voters' list to be

used at this election is based was finally revised on the

day of 19 , and that the last day for making

complaint to the Judge with respect to the list was the

day of 19

/ Dated this day of 19

A. B.,

[Seal.] Clerk.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 8.

FORM 9.

Oath to be Administebed to a Voter.

You swear (o)

1. That you are the person named or intended to be named by

the name of in the list (or

supplementary list) of voters (&) now shown to you.

2. That you are a natural born {or naturalized) subject of His

Majesty, and of the full age of twenty-one years.

3. That you are not a' citizen or subject of any foreign country.

4. (In the case of an unmarried woman or widow) That you are

unmarried {or a widow, as the case may be).

5. That (c)

6. {In the case of a municipality not divided into wards) That

you have not voted before at this election at this or any other

polling place.

7. {Where the municipality is divided into wards and the election

is not by general vote) That you have not voted before at this
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election at this or any other polling place in this ward, {or if the

.

election is by general vote) -that you reside in this polling sub-

division {or are not entitled to vote in the polling subdivision

in which you reside or are not resident within the municipality,

as the case may be), and that you have not voted before or else-

where at this election, and will not vote elsewhere at this election

(d).

8. That you have not directly or indirectly received any reward

or gift, nor do you expect to, receive any, for the vote which you

tender.

9. That you have not received anything, nor has anjrthing been

promised you, directly or indirectly, either to induce you to vote

at this election, or for loss of time, travelling expenses, hire of

team, or any other service coxmected with this election.

10.- That you have not directly or indirectly paid or promised

anything to any person to induce him to vote or to refrain from

voting at this election.

(a) If the voter is a person who may by law affirm in civil cases,

substitute for " sweax," "solemnly afllrm."

(6) In the case of a new municipality in which there has not been

any assessment roll, instead of referring to the list of voters, the oath

is to state the land in respect of which the person claims to vote.

(c) In the case of a person claiming to vote in respect of a free-

hold estate, insert here, "At the date of this election you are in

your own right, or your wife is^ a freeholder within this polling

subdivision {or, where the ward is not divided into polling sub-

divisions, "vfifidn. this ward"); 1

In the case of a person claiming to vote in respect of a leasehold

estate, insert here "That you were {or your wife was) actually and

truly in good faith possessed to your {or her) own use and benefit

as tenant of the land in respect of which your name is entered

on such list. That you are {or your wife is) a tenant within this

mimicipality, and that you have been a resident within it for

one month next before this election;" {or, in the case of a new

municipality for which there is no assessment roll, instead of the
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words "have been a resident within it for one month next before

the election," insert "You are a resident of this municipality."

(7/ the person claims to vote in respect of income, insert

/lere); That on the day of 19

{the day certified by the clerk as the date of the final revision of the

assessment roll upon which the voters' list is based, or, at the option

of the voter, the day certified by the clerk as the last day for making

complaint to the Judge with respect to such list) you were, and

thenceforth have been continuously, and still are, a resident of

this municipality, and that at that date and for the twelve months

previously you were in receipt of an income from your trade, office,

calling or profession of not less than four hundred dollars;

In the case of a person claiming to vote as a farmer's son, insert

here That on the day of

19
,
(the day certified by the, clerk as the date of the final revision

of the assessment roll upon which the voters' list is based, or, at the

option of the voter, the day certified by the clerk as the last day for

making complaint to the Judge with respect to such list) A. B.

{naming him or her) was actually, truly and

in good faith possessed to his {or her) own use and benefit as

owner {or as tenant under a lease the term of which was not less

than five years), as you verily believe, of the land in respect of

which your name is entered on the voters' list; That you are a

son {or a stepson) of the said A. B., and that you resided on the

said land for twelve months next before the said day, and were

not absent during that period except temporarily, and for not

more than six months in all, and that you are still a resident of

this municipality.

Where the voter or his wife is a leaseholder, and the voting is on

a by-law under section 51 of The Local Improvement Act, add

That you have {or your wife has), by the lease under which you
{or she) holds, contracted to pay all municipal taxes, including

local improvement rates.

(d) If the by-law is for creating a debt substitute for paragraph 7.
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{In the case of a municipality divided into wards, if the by-law

is one for creating a debt) : 7. That you have not voted before on

the by-law at this or any other pollmg place in this ward; {or in

the case of any other by-law) : 7. That you reside in this polling

subdivision or are not entitled to vote in the polling subdivision

LQ which you reside, or are not resident within the municipality

{as the case may be), and that you have not voted before elsewhere,

and will not vote elsewhere on the by-law.

{Where the voter or his wife is a leaseholder, and the voting is on

a by-law for creating a debt, add the following paragraph:)

11. That the lease under which you hold {or your wife holds)

extends for the period for which the debt or liability to be created

by the by-law is to run, and you have {or your wife has) contracted

by the lease to pay all municipal taxes in respect of the land

other than special assessments for local improvements.

Where the voting is on a by-law substitute for the words "at this

election" the words "on the by-law"; and where the voting is on

a question, substitute for the words "at this election" the words "on

the question."

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 9.

Note.—Where the voter is the nominee of a corporation the oath

shall state the fact, and that the voter has not voted before on the

by-law "at this or any other polling place," adding if the munici-

pality is divided into wards "in this ward," and shall also contain

paragraphs 1, 8, 9 and 10.

Paragraph 4 should be eliminated owing to the change in the

law made by 7 Geo. V. c. 4^, which confers on women the same

right to vote as is possessed by man.

The other words referring to "wife" remain because a wife

qualified to vote may authorize her husband to vote in her stead.

7 Geo. V. c. 4S.
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FORM 10.

Declaration of Inability to Read.

I, A. B., of , being nximbered on the voters'

hst, for polling subdivision No. , in the City (or as the case

may be) of , being a legally qualified

elector for the City (or as the case may be) of declare

that I am unable to read (or that I am from physical incapacity

vmable to mark a ballot paper, or that I object on religious grounds

to,mark a ballot paper, as the case may be).

(^.5., His X Mark.)

Dated this day of , 19 .

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 10.

Note.—If the person objects on religious grounds to mark a ballot

paper, the declaration may be Tnade orally and to the above effect.

FORM 11.

Certificate to be Written upon or Annexed to the

Declaration of Inability to Read.

I, C. D., Deputy Returning Officer for polling subdivision

No. for the City (or as the case 'may be) of , hereby

certify that the above (or within) declaration, having been first

read to the above (or within) named A. B., was signed by him in

my presence with his mark. C. D.

Dated this day of , 19 .

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 11.

FORM 12.

Oath of Poll Clerk or Messenger where the Deputy
Returning Officer is Unable to Deliver the Ballot
Box TO the Returning Officer.

I, swear that I am the person to whom
Deputy Returning Officer for Polling Subdivision

No. , of the of
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entrusted the ballot box for the said polling subdivision to be

delivered /to the Clerk; that the ballot box which I delivered to

the Clerk this day is the ballot box I so received; that I have

not opened it and that it has not beeli opened by any other person

since I received it from the Deputy Returning Officer.

Sworn before me at

this

day of 19 .

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 12.

FORM 13.

Oath of Deputy Returning Officer after Closing of the

Poll.

I, A. B., Deputy Returning Officer for Polling Subdivision

No. , of the City {or as the case may be) of

in the County , swear that, to the best of my knowledge

and belief, the poll book kept for the said polling place imder my
direction has been kept correctly, that the total number of votes

polled according to the said poll book is , and that it

contains a true and exact record of the votes given at the said

polling place, as the said votes were taken thereat; that I have

correctly counted the votes given for each candidate, in the

maimer by law provided, and performed all duties required of

,

me by law, and that the statement, voters' list, poll book, packets

containing ballot papers, and other documents required by law

to be returned by me to the Clerk, have been faithfully and truly

prepared and placed in the ballot box, and are contained in the

ballot box returned by me to the Clerk, which was locked and

sealed by me, in accordance with the provisions of The Municipal

Ad, and remained so locked and sealed while in my possession.

Sworn before me at

A.B.in the County of

this day of , 19

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, 'Form 13.
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FORM 14.

Oath of Secrecy.

I, A. B., swear that I will not at this election disclose to any

person the name of any person who has voted, and that I will not

in any way unlawfully attempt to ascertain the candidate or candi-

dates for whom any elector shall vote or has voted, and will not

in any way aid in the unlawful discovery of the same; and that

I will keep secret all knowledge which may come to me of the

person for -whom any elector has voted.

Sworn before me this

day of 19

A.B.

CD.,

J.P., or as the case may be. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 14.

Note.—When the voting is on a by-law or question the Form is

to be adapted to that case.

FORM 15.

Certificate of Clerk as to Election of Reeves and Deputy
Reeves.

I, A. B., of -Clerk of the Corporation

of the town (township or village, as the case may be) of

in the County of do

hereby, under my hand and the seal of the said Corporation, cer-

tify that C. D., of Esquire (or as the

case may be), was duly elected reeve {or first deputy reeve, or

second deputy reeve, or third deputy reeve, as the case may be) of

the said town (township or Arillage, as the case may be), and has

made and subscribed the declaration of office and qualification as

such reeve {or first deputy reeve, or second deputy reeve, or third

deputy reeve, as the case may be). A. B.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 15.
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FORM 16.

Declaration of Office.

I, A. B., do solemnly promise and declare that I will truly,

faithfully and impartially, to the best of my knowledge and ability,

execute the office of (insert name of office, or in the case of a person

who has been appointed to two or more offices which he may law-

fully hold at the same time), that I will truly; faithfully and impar-

tially, to the best of my ktiowledge and ability, execute ^he offices

to which I have been elected {or appointed) in this municipality,

and that I have not received, and I will not receive, any payment

or reward, or promise thereof, for the exercise of any partiality

or malversation or other undue execution of the said office (or

offices), and that I have not by myself or partner, either directly

or indirectly, any interest in any contract with or on behalf of the

said Corporation {where declaration is made by the clerk, treasurer,

collector, engineer, clerk of works or street overseer, add the words

following) save and except that arising out of my office as clerk

{or my office as assessor or collector, or as the case may be).

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 16.

FORM 17.

Declaration of Election Officers.

I, A. B., do solemnly promise and declare that I will truly,

faithfully and impartially, to the best pf my knowledge and

ability, execute the office of {inserting the name of the office) in this

municipality, and that I have not received, and will not receive,

any payment or reward, or promise thereof, for the exercise of any

partiality or malversation or other undue execution of the said

office.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 17.
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FORM 18.

Declaration of Auditor.

I A. B., having been appointed auditor for the municipal cor-

poration of
,
promise and declare

that I will faithfully perform the duties of that office according to

the best of my judgment and ability; and I do solemnly declare

that I had not, directly or indirectly, any share or interest in any

contract or employment (except that of auditor, if reappointed)

with, by or on behalf of such municipal corporation during the

year preceding my appointment, and that I have not any such

contract or employment except that of auditor, for the present

year.

A.B.

Z-A Geo. V. c. 43, Form 18.

FORM 19.

I, the undersigned, A. B., declare that I am an elector in this

municipality, and that I am desirous of promoting {or opposing,

as the case may be) the passing of the by-law to {here insert object

of the by-law), submitted by the Council of this municipality {or

of voting in the affimative, or in the negative, as the case may be),

on the question submitted.

Declared before me this

day of 19 A.B.

3-4 Gep. V. c. 43, Form 19.
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FORM 20

Ballot Paper for Voting on a By-law.

ooooo
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in the lower space if he votes against the passing of the by-law,

or in the negative on the question.

The voter will then fold up the ballot paper so as to shew the

name or initials of the Deputy Returning Officer {or Returning

Officer, as the case may be) signed on the back, and leaving the

compartment will, without showing the front of the paper to any

person, deliver such ballot so folded to the Deputy Returning

Officer {or Returning Officer, as the case may be) and forthwith

quit the polling place.

If the voter inadvertently spoils a ballot paper, he may return

it to the Deputy Returning Officer {or Returning Officer, as the

case mny be), who will, if satisfied of such inadvertence, give him

another ballot paper.

If the voter places on the paper more than one mark, or places

any mark on his ballot paper by which he may be afterwards

identified, or if the ballot paper has been torn, defaced or other-

wise dealt with by the voter so that he can thereby be identified,

it will be void, and will not be counted.

If the voter takes a ballot paper out of the polling place, or

deposits in the ballot box any other paper than the one given to

him by the Deputy Returning Officer {or Returning Officer, as

the case may be), he will be subject to imprisonment for any term

not exceeding six months, with or without hard labour.

In the following form of Ballot Paper, given for illustration, the

Elector has marked his ballot paper in favour of the passing of the

By-law

oo ooo
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FORM 23.

Notice on Peomulga:tion of By-law.

The above is a true copy of a by-law passed by the municipal

council of the of

on the day of , 19 .

And all persons are hereby required to take notice that anyone

desirous of applying to have such by-law, or any part thereof,

quashed, must make his application for that purpose to the

Supreme Court of Ontario, within three months after the first \

publication of this notice in the newspaper called the

, or he will be too late to be heard in that behalf.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 23. 7 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 26. " ",

FORM 24.

Notice of Registration of By-law.

Notice is hereby given that a by-law was passed by the

of on the day of

19
,
providing for the issue of debentures to the amount

of S , for the purpose of , and that such

"by-law was registered in the registry office of

the county of on the day of 19

Any motion to quash or set aside the same or any part thereof

must be made within three months after the first publication of

this notice, and cannot be made thereafter.

Dated the day of 19

Clerk.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 24.
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FORM 25.

Chief Engineer's Certificate.

To the Trustees of the Railway Company
Municipal Trust Account.

I, Chief Engineer of the

Railway Company, do hereby certify that the company has ful-

filled the terms and conditions necessary to be fulfilled imder by-

law number of the municipal council of the

of
,
passed the day of

,

19 , that is to say {set out terms and conditions fulfilled) to

entitle the company to receive from the trustees the sum of

Dated the day of 19

^ Chief Engineer

3-4 Geo. V. c. 43, Form 25.

Forms 26 to 69 inclusive were on 4th April, 1917, approved by The Ontario

Railway and Municipal Board under the authority of Section 536.

FORM 26.

Petition for Erection of Village.

{Section IS {!).)

To THE Municipal Council op the Corporation of the

County {or United Counties) of

The Petition of the Undersigned, freeholders and resident

tenants of the district proposed to be incorporated, as hereinafter

mentioned;

Shewbth :

—

That the names of your petitioners are entered on the last

revised assessment roll of the municipality in which the district

is situate.

That such of your petitioners as are tenants have been resident
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in the district for at least fouf months, that each of your peti-

tioners is a British subject and of the age of 21 years.

That the district has a population exceeding 750.

That your petitioners are desirous that the district comprised

within the following linits, that is to say {describe district),

be erected into a village bearing the name of the Village of

Wherefore your petitioners pray that a by-law may be passed

erecting the said district into a village bearing the name

above mentioned.

Name of

Petitioner.
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by direction of this council that the district has a population

exceeding 750.

(7/ the district comprises parts of more counties than one, add

And whereas the larger {or largest) part of the district is situate

in the county of .)

Be it therefore enacted by the Municipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the County of that

:

1. The said district shall be and the same is hereby erected

into a village.

2. That the village shall bear the name of the village of

3. That the boundaries of the said village shall be as follows:

(Describe boundaries)

Passed the day of 19 .

.

C. D., A. B.,

Clerk. Warden.

SEAL

FORM 28.

By-law Assenting to Annexation (Without Petition).

{Section 23 {!).)

By-law No

To provide for the consent to the annexation of the
' of to the..

of '

Be it enacted by the Municipal Council of the Corporation

of the of ;...

that the consent of this council is hereby given to the annexation
of the said of

to the of
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unconditioimlly {or, if upon terms, "upon the terms following,"

stating them).

Passed this r.day of 19. . .

.

CD., : : A.B.,
;

SEAL
;

Clerk. •

' Mayor (or Reeve).

FORM 29.

Petition for the Annexation of a Town or Village to an
Adjacent Urban Municipality.'

{Section 23 (5).

)

To the Municipal Council of the Corporation at the

Town {or Village) of

The petition of the undersigned electors of the town {or village)

of

Sheweth:—
That your petitioners are desirous that the town (or village)

of be annexed to the

of imconditionally (or, if upon terms, on the

following terms, stating terms).

Your petitioners therefore pray that a by-law for that pur-

pose may be passed and submitted to the electors for their assent.

FORM 30.

By-law for Providing for the An;nexation of a Town or

Village to an Adjacent Urban Municipality (on Petition).

{Section 2S {5) ).

By-law No

To provide for the annexation of the town {or village) of

to the of

47—MTJN. LAW.
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^Whereas a petition signed by upwards of 150 electors of the

said .of.
.

, has been pre-

sented to this council praying that the said town {or village) may
be annexed to the of

unconditionally {or if upon terms on the following terms, stating

terms as in petition).

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the

; of

That the assent of this council is hereby given to the annexa-

tion of the of

to the of in accord-

ance with the prayer of the said petition.

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

CD., ' ' A.B.,
;

SEAL
I

Clerk. • Mayor.
^

FORM 31.

By-law fob Taking Votes of Electors on Annexation.

{Section 23 {1) and {5).

)

By-Law ISTo

For taking the votes of the electors of the

of upon by-law No
Whereas on the day of 19 ...

.

a by-law was passed by this council assenting to the annexation

of the of to the

of

Be it therefore enacted by the Municipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the of

1. That a vote shall be taken for the purpose of ascertaining

whether or not the said by-law is assented to by the
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municipal electors of the said

of

2. That the votes shall be taken on the day

of .....19

3. That the places where the votes shall be taken and the

deputy returning officers to take the same shall be as

follows {here state places and names of deputy returning

officers).

4. That the Clerk shall attend on the.* day

of 19 at the hour

of in 'the noon at

to sum up the number of votes for and against the byr

law.

5. That the day of 19 at the hour

of o'clock in the noon is hereby

appointed as the time and as the

place for the appointment of persons to attend at the

polling places and at the final summing up of the votes

by the clerk on behalf of the persons interested in and

promoting or opposing the by-law.

Passed this day of 19

CD.,

Clferk.

Mayor.

FORM 32.

Petition foe IncobpobKtion of Township.

(Section 21,. {2).)

To His Honour the Judge of the District Court of the

District of

The petition of the undersigned resident freeholders of the

unorganized township of .
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(or of the locality not surveyed into townships hereinafter men-

tioned) sheweth as follows:

—

1. That yom- petitioners are desirous that the inhabitants of

the said township (or of the locality hereinafter mentioned, "that

is to say describing locality)

be incorporated as a township municipality.

2. That the said imorgariized township has a population of

not less than 100 (or the said locality has an area of not more

than 20,000 acres and a population of not less than 100).

Your petitioners therefore pray that the inhabitants of the

said unorganized township {or of the said locality) be incor-

porated as a township mimicipaUty.

FORM 33.

Report of Chairman to Judge.

(Section 24 (4).)

To His Honour the Judge of the District Court of the

District of

The undersigned having been appointed by Your Honour, pur-

suant to section 24 of The Municipal Act, to act as chairman of

the meeting of the inhabitants of the unorganized township

of (or of the locality the

inhabitants of which it is proposed to incorporate as a township

municipality), has the honour to report as follows:

—

1. That at the said meeting the number of votes given for

and against the proposed incorporation were as follows

:

^

For Incorporation

Against Incorporation

2. That the following persons were proposed for reeve and the

number of votes given to each of them is set opposite

his name:

A. B. Number of votes for

C. D. Number of votes for

(or that A. B. only was proposed for reeve).
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3. That the following persons were proposed for councillor and

the number of votes given for each of them is set oppo-

site his name

:

A. B. Number of votes for

C. D. Number of votes for

E. F. Number of votes for

(or that the following persons only were proposed for

coimcillors.

A. B., etc.).

Dated this day of 19 ...

.

X.Y.

Note.—Where there is an equality of votes between two candi-

dates and the chairman has given the casting vote, add

before "dated"; That there being an equality of votes

between and for the office

of I gave the casting vote for

FORM 34.

Oath of Chairman.

(Section 24 (5). )

District of. I of the of

in the District of

make oath and say:

—

1. That I am the Chairman appoiated by the Judge of the

District Court of the District of to

preside at the meeting of the inhabitants for the pur-

poses mentioned in the annexed report.

2. That the statements contained in the said report are true.

Sworn before me at the of

in the District of > A.B.
this day of 19...

.

A Commissioner, etc. {or as the case may be).
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FORM 35.

Objection to Report.

{Section 24 {&).

)

To His Honour the Judge of the District Court of the

District of

I object to the report of as

to the result of (or to the proceedings at) the meeting held on

the day of 19 of the inhabitants

for the purpose of becoming incorporated, called by Your Honour

pursuant to section 24 of The Municipal Act. •

The reasons for my objection are as follows:

. (j^tate reasons).

Dated this day of 19

. A.B.

FORM 36.

Petition for Separation of a Township from a Union of

Townships.

(Section 28).

To the Municipal Council of the Corporation op the

County of

The Petition of the Undersigned, resident freeholders and

tenants of the junior township of

Sheweth:—
That your petitioners are desirous that the said junior town-

ship be separated from the union to which it belongs, viz., the

united townships of and

attached to the adjoining township of

Your Petitioners therefore Pray:—
That a by-law may be t>assed for that purpose.
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FORM 37.

By-law Separating a Juniob Township from a Union of

Townships on Petition.

(Section 28.)

By-law No.

To separate the junior township of from

the union to whiclt it belongs and to annex it to the town-

ship of

Whereas a petition has been presented to this council by two-

thirds of the resident freeholders and tenants of the junior town-

ship of ,
praying that it be

separated from the union to which it belongs.

And whereas this coimcil considers that the interest and con-

venience of the inhabitants of the said junior township would be

promoted thereby.

Be it therefore enacted by the Municipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the County of

1. That the said junior township be and the same is hereby

separated from the united townships of

to which union it belongs.

2. That the said junior township and the adjoining township

of be and they are hereby

erected into a union of townships.

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

CD.,

Clerk.

A.B.,

Warden.
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'„';' Form 39.

FORM 38.

By-law foe Separating a Junior Township from a Union

OF Townships.

{Section SO (1).)

By-law No

To separate the junior township of from

the union to which it belongs.

Whereas the township of , a junior

township of the union of townships bearing the name of the united

townships of '.

., has 100 resident free-

'
'• holders and tenants whose names are entered on the last revised

assessment roll, and it is expedient to separate it from the union.

Be it therefore enacted by the Municipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the County of

That the junior township of be

and the same is hereby separated from the united townships

of

Passed this. . .
.' day of 19. . .

.

CD., l ,^^^ ; A.B.,

Clerk. : Warden.

FORM 39.

Petition foe Separating a Junior Township from a Union

OF Townships.

(Section 30 (S).)

To the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

CouNTT of

The Petition of the Undersigned, resideht freeholders and
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tenants of the junior township of , whose

names are entered on the last revised assessment roll.

Sheweth:—
That the said junior township has 50, but less than 100, resi-

dent freeholders and tenants whose names are entered on the last

revised assessment roll.

That the said junior township is so situated with reference to

natural obstructions that its inhabitants cannot conveniently

remain united with the inhabitants of the other township (or

townships).

YouE Petitionees theeefoee Peay:—
That the said junior township be separated from the township

(or townships) with which it is now united.

FORM 40.

By-law for Separating a Junior Township from a Union
of Townships.

(Section SO (S).)

By-law No

To separate the junior township of from

the union to which it belongs.

Whereas the junior township of has

50, but less than 100, resident freeholders and tenants whose names

are entered on the last revised assessment roll, and two-thirds of

such resident freeholders and tenants have presented a petition

to this council praying that, for the reasons hereina,fter mentioned,

the said junior township be separated from its union with the

township (or townships) of

And whereas this council considers the said junior township

to be so situated with reference to natural obstructions that its

inhabitants cannot conveniently remain united with the inhabi-

tants of the said township (or townships) of
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Be it therefore enacted by the Mionicipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the County of

That the said junior township be and the same is hereby

separated from the said township {or townships) of

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

CD.,
Clerk.

A.B.,

Warden.

FORM 41.

Affidavit in Suppoet of Application for a Recount.

{Section 129.)

In the matter of the municipal

'

election for

the of

held on the day

of 19

I of the of

in the of , ,

make oath and say:
'

1. That I have reason to believe and do believe that at

the mimicipal election held on the day

of 19 for the

of {or

the ward of the

of ) a deputy returning officer at

{state polling place) improperly counted or rejected ballot

papers {or made an incorrect statement of the number

of ballots cast for , a candidate

at the said election, as the case may he).
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2. My reasons for so believing are {state, reasons)

Sworn before me at the

of in the .of

this day of

A Commissioner, etc. {or as the case may be.)

A.B.

FORM 42.

Judge's Appointment for Holding Recount.

{Section 129.)

Whereas application has been made to me to recount the votes

cast at the municipal election for the

of ' held on the day

of 19 {or as the case may he), and it

has been ina,de to appear to me by the affidavit of

that {state the ground alleged for the recount), I do

hereby appoint the day of

19 at the hour of o'clock in the

noon at for recounting the votes at the said election.

Dated the day of 19 ...

.

Judge of the County {or District) Court

of the County {or District) of

Note.—Where the recount has been declared by resolution of the

council to be desirable, the form may be altered accordingly.

FORM 43.

By-law to Declare Seat of a Member of the Council

Vacant.

{Section t52.)

By-law No
For declaring the seat of a member

of the council to be vacant.

Whereas , a member of this
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council, is undergoing imprisonment under sentence for a criminal

offence.

Be it therefore enacted by the Municipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the of

That the seat of the said

as (state office held hy him) and a member of this council be and the

same is hereby declared to be vacant.

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

CD.,
Clerk.

SEAL
A.B.,

(Mayor or Warden

or Reeve).

Note.—This form may be used in any other of the cases men-

tioned in section 162, substituting for the cause mentioned in the

preamble, the cause in respect of which the by-lap is passed.

FORM 44.

Warrant for Holding New, Election.

{Section 156.)

Whereas a vacancy has occurred in the office of member of

the council of the corporation of the ,

of owing to {state cause of

the vacancy), I the head

of the council {or state office held by the person issuing' the warrant

and the reason for the warrant not being issued by the head of the

council), do hereby require you to hold a new election to fill the

vacancy.

And I appoint the day of 19

for the nomination of candidates and the day

of 19 for the polling, if a poll is

required.
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In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand thif

day of 19

To the returning officer and the. deputy

returning officers appointed to hold • A. B.

the next preceding election.

Note.—Where, pursuant to section 166 (4), the warrant is

issued by the head clerk, or a member of the council of the next pre-

ceding year, the form will be altered accordingly.

FORM 45.

Recognizance.

(Section 162.)

Be it remembered that on the day

of one thousand nine hundred

and , before me Chief

Justice of (or a Judge of, or a commissioner for

taking affidavits in) the Supreme Court of Ontario, come

{relator's name) and of and
,

of {names and occupations of sure-

ties), and acknowledge themselves severally and respectively to

owe to our Sovereign Lord the King as follows, that is to say, the

said {relator's name) the sum of two himdred dollars, and the

said ajid (names of sure-

ties) the sum of one hundred dollars each, upon condition tliat if

the said (relator's name) do prosecute with effect the notice of

motion in the nature of a quo warranto, to be served pursuant to

a fiat to be made at the instance and upon the relation of the

said (relator's name) against the said (defendant's or defendants'

namss) to show by what authority he (or they) claims (or claim)

to be (here state the office so claimed), and why he (or they) should

not be removed therefrom (and where so claimed by the relator why
he or the person or persons entitled should not be declared duly

elected, and be admitted to the said office); and if the said

(relator's name) do pay to the said (defendant or defendants)
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against the said (relator) then this recognizance tp be void,

otherwise to remain in full force.

Taken and acknowledged the

'

day ai^d year first above

mentioned before me.

A.B.

FORM 46.

Affidavit of Justification.

{Section 162.)

I {name, residence and occupation), one of the sureties in the

recognizance hereto annexed, make oath and say:

—

1. That I am a freeholder {or as the case may be), residing at

the of

2. That I am worth property to the amount of one hundred

dollars over and above what will pay all my just debts {add if

bail in any other action or proceeding) and for every other sum

for which I am now bail or surety in any action or proceeding,

and that I am not bail or surety in any other action or proceeding

except for at the suit of

in. {name of court) in the sum of

* {or if not bail in any action or proceeding

that I am not bail or surety in any other action or proceeding).

And I . : {name, residence and

occupation), one of the sureties in the recognizance hereto annexed,

make oath and say:

1. That I am a freeholder {as before).

The above named deponents were sworn"

before me, at the

of in the county A: B.

of .this day C. D.

of 19

A Commissioner, etc.
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FORM '47.

Notice of Motion to Set Aside Election, Etc.

(Section 163).

In the Supreme Coubt op Ontabio.

The King on the relation ] Take notice that by leave

of ^. S. of a motion

vs. will be made on behalf of

(name in full)

CD. J of the of

in the county of , (occupation)

the above named relator, who has an interest in the election as

candidate (or as an elector) to the presiding Judge in Chambers

(or the Master in Chambers), at Osgoode Hall, in the City of

Toronto on the day of

19 at o'clock in thef noon or

as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard to set aside the election

held at the of

in the county (or district) of on the day

of .19 at which the above named
defendant was declared to be elected as

(and if the seat is claimed add and declaring that the relator

or was duly elected to the said office and

should have been returned and that he be now admitted thereto).

And take notice that the grounds of objection to the validity

of the election of which the relator complains are as follows

(state spedjieally under distinct heads all the grounds of objection).

(Where the seat is claimed add, further take notice that the groimds

in favour of the election of the relator or of the said

are as follows

—

state specifically under distinct heads all the grounds

in favour of such election).

And also take notice that in support of such motion will be .

read the affidavits of (if viva voce
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evidence is to be used add, and the evidence of

whom I propose to examine for the purposes of this motion).

Dated the day of 19. -.

.

To the above named defendant. A. B.,

Relator (or,

C. D., soUcitor for the relator).

Note.—Where the right of a member of a council to sit is con-

tested, this form may be used, substituting for the words between

"can be heard" and the words "and also take notice that in support"

the following:—
for a delaration that the above named defendant, a member of

the municipal council of the corporation of the

of holding the office of

has no right to sit as such member because he has become dis-

qualified {or has forfeited his seat) since his election.

Also take notice that the grounds upon which the relator will

rely are (state specifically under distinct heads all the grounds).

Where the right of a municipality to a deputy reeve is contested,

the form may be used substituting for w^at is eliminated in the case

last provided for the following:— .

to declare that the of

is not entitled to a deputy reeve {or first deputy reeve or second

deputy reeve or third deputy reeve, as the case may be), and that

the above named defendant is not entitled to sit in the county

council as such {stating whether as deputy reeve or, etc.).

Also take notice that the grounds upon which the relator will

rely are {stating specifically under distinct heads all the grounds).

Note.—Where the proceedings are taken before a Judge of a

County or District Court, this form may be used, but the notice of

motion must be entitled in that Court, and the notice must state that

the application will be made to a Judge of that Court.
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I

FORM 48.

Synopsis of By-law to be Published in Lieu of a Copy of

THE By-law.

Section 263 {7).

1. On the day of 19. ..

a by-law was passed by the municipal council of the corporation

of the of

for {here state object of the by-law, e.g., borrowing on the sinking

fund plan or on the instalment plan) the sum of

for the following purpose (state concisely the purpose)

or, entering into a contract with

for {state concisely the purpose), a draft of which contract may
be seen at the office of the clerk.

2. {Where the by-law is not for borrowing money) . The amount

of the debt or liability to be created is

3. The debt or liability is to be payable according to the terms

of the draft contract, {or in the case of borrowing money) the

amount to be borrowed is to be payable in years

from the date of the issue of the debentures.

4. If the debentures are issued on the sinking fur\,d plan.

The amount required to be raised annually for the payment of the

debt will be dollars, and for the

payment of the interest will be dollars.

or if the debentures are issued on the instalment plan. The

amount to be raised to pay the debt and interest will be as follows.

For the 1st year dollars.

" " 2nd " "

Dated the day of 19 . .

.

Clerk.

48—MUN. IAW
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FORM 49.

Affidavit to Obtain Order foe a Scrutiny of Votes.

(Section 279 (1) ).

I ; ..ofthe of ,

make oath and say:

1. That I desire that a scrutiny be had of the votes polled

at the municipal election held at on

the day of 19 of

alderman (or councillor or as the case may be)

.

2. That the grounds of my application are the following (state

fully the grounds of the application).

Sworn before me at the

of in the county

(or district) of

This day of.. ..19....^

A Commissioner, etc. (or as the case may be.)
•

Note.—Where a scrutiny of the votes upon a by-law or question

submitted to the electors is desired, this form may be adapted to meet

the case.

FORM 50.

Recognizance.

(Section 279).

Be it remembered that on the day of

19 (applicant) and .and

(the sureties) come before me and acknowledge themselves to owe

to His Majesty the King the said (applicant) the sum of one

hundred dollars and the said and

(sureties) each the sum of fifty dollars

upon condition that if the said (applicant) do prosecute with

effect his application for a scrutiny of the votes polled at the

municipal election held at on the
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day of 19

of alderman {or councillor or as the case may he), and if the

said {applicant) do pay to ~

all such costs as may be awarded to upon the

said application then this recognizance to be void, otherwise to

remain in full force.

Taken and acknowledged the '

day and year first above

mentioned before me.

A. B.,

Judge of the County {or District Court

of the County or District of )

Note.—Where a scrutiny of the votes upon a by-law or question

submitted to the electors is desired, this form may he adapted to meet

the case.

The affidavit of justification mxiy be according to Form 1^6.

FORM 51.

Judge's Order for a Scrutiny of Votes.

{Section 279.)

Upon reading the affidavit of I,

Judge of the County {or District) Court of the county {or district)

of do order that a scrutiny be had

6f the votes polled at the municipal election held at

on the day of 19. ....

.

of alderman {or councillor or as the case may he), and I appoint

as the place and the day

of 19 at the hour of

o'clock in the noon as the time when I will proceed

with the recoimt.

A. B.

Note.—Where a scrutiny of the votes upon a by-law or question

submitted to the electors is desired, this form may be adapted to meet

the case.
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FORM 52.

Notice of Scrutiny.

(Section 279.)

Take notice that the Judge of the County {or District) Court

of the county {or district) of has appointed

the day of 19 at the

hour of o'clock in the noon

at to proceed with a

scrutiny of the votes polled at the Municipal Election held

at on the

day of 19 of alderman

{or councillor or as the case may be.)

A. B.

Note.—Where a scrutiny of the votes upon a by-law or question

submitted to the electors is desired, this form may be adapted to meet

the case.

FORM 53.

Notice of Motion to Quash By-law.

{Section 283.)

In the Supbeme Coubt of Ontario.

In the matter of

and the Corporation of the

of

Take notice that the Court will

be moved on behalf of the

above named

on the day of 19

at o'clock in the noon or so soon

thereafter as counsel can be heard for an order quashing by-law

No passed by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the of

on the day of entitled

(or so much of by-

law No passed by the municipal council of the cor-
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poration of the. of

on the day of entitled

or sections of by-

law No passed by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the of

on the day of entitled )

on the following grounds {state grounds of application).

And take notice that in support of the motion will be read

a duly certified copy of the said by-law and the affidavits of

and this day filed.

Dated the day of 19

A. B.,

Solicitor for the Applicant.

To the Corporation of the of

FORM 54.

Money By-law.

{Section 288.)

By-law No
For borrowing the sum of dollars.

Whereas it is expedient to borrow for {here state in brief and

general terms the object for which the debt is to be created) the sum
of and that is the amount

of the debt intended to be created.

And whereas the amount of the whole rateable property of

the municipality according to the last revised assessment roll

{or in the case of a county the last revised and equalized assess-

ment rolls of the local municipalities of which the county is

composed) is dollars.

And whereas the amount of the debenture debt of the

corporation is dollars, no part of the

principal or interest of which is in arrear {or as the case may be).

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the of
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1. For the purpose mentioned in the preamble there shall

be borrowed on the credit of the corporation the sum of

dollars, and debentures shall be issued there-

for on the sinking fund plan (or on the instalment plan) in sums

of not less than $100 each (if coupons are to be attached add which

shall have coupons attached thereto for the payment of the

interest).

2. The debentures shall all bear the same date and shall be

issued within two years after the date on which this by-law is

passed and may bear any date within such two years and shall

be payable, (if on the sinking fund plan) within

years from the date when they shall be issued, and shall bear

interest at the rate of per cent, per

annum, payable yearly (or if on the instalment plan

in annual instalments during the

years next after the date when they shall be issued, and the

respective amounts payable ia each of such years shall be as

follows :

—

Years.
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I

5. {If on the sinking fund plan.) During the currency of the

debentures there shall be raised annually dollars

to form a sinking fund for the payment of the debt and

dollars for the payment of the interest

thereon, making in all dollars to be raised

annually for the payment of the debt and interest.

Or

{If on the instalment plan).

5. During the currency of the debentures there shall be raised

in each year the amoimt of the instalment of principal and interest

payable in that year as set forth in section 2.

6. The debentures may contain any provision for the regis-

tration of them authorized by law.

7. This by-law shall take effect on the day of the passing

thereof, subject to its being assented to by the electors.

Passed this day of 19. . .

.

CD.,
Clerk.

SEAL
A. B.,

Mayor {or Warden or

Reeve).

FORM 55.

Bonus By-law.

{Section 396.) >-

By-law No ->;;

For granting a bonus to

Whereas it is expedient in the interest of the municipality to

grant the bonus hereinafter mentioned for {set out the object as it

is described in section 396, e.g., for the promotion of manufactures

in the municipality or for the estabhshment of a grain elevator

in the municipaKty, or as the case may be)

.

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the of
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1. For the purpose mentioned in the preamble the sum of

shall be given {or

loaned) to by way

of bonus or water shall be supplied to

from the corporation's waterworks system, free of charge {or at

, ^ the following rates, stating them), during the period of

years from the day of 19

or the following property, that is to say {describe property) shall

be exempt from municipal taxation (not including school rates

or taxes) or shall be assessed at not more than the sum of

during the period of

years from the day

of 19 {or as the case may be).

2. That such bonus shall be given upon and subject to the

terms and conditions of the draft agreement hereunto annexed.

^^ Where the bonus is a gift or loan, the by-law must

contain the provisions requisite for a money by-law form 54 and if

it is a loan the by-law may provide that all money received on account

of the loan shall be deposited to a special account in a chartered

bank and that such money or a sufficient part of it shall be applied

in payment of the amount falling due in such year for principal and

interest on account of debentures issued to pay the bonus: s. 396 (/).

Passed the day of. 19. . .

.

A. B.,

C. D., Mayor {or Warden or

Clerk.
^ Reeve).

I

' FORM 56.

Hawkers and Pedlars By-law.

{Section 416, par. 1.)

By-law No respecting hawkers and pedlars.

Be it enacted by the municipal council of the corporation of

the of
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1. "Hawker" shall include the persons mentioned in clause (e)

of paragraph 1 of section 416 of The Municipal Act.

2. No hawker, pedlar or petty chapman or other person carry-

ing on a petty trade or who goes from place to place or to other

men's houses, on foot or with any animal, vehicle, boat, vessel or

other craft bearing or drawing goods, wares or merchandize for

sale or otherwise carrying goods, wares or merchandize for sale,

or goes from place to place or to other men's houses to take orders

for coal oil or other oil, which is to be delivered afterwards from

a tank car moved on a railway line, or goes from place to place or

to a particular place to make sales or deliveries of coal oil or

other oil from such tank car, shall do so or carry on his trade

or business within the municipality unless he shall have obtained

a license so to do.

3. That .the fee to be paid for the license shall be

dollars {or where a lower license fee is to he pay-

able as authorized by clause g of paragraph 1. In the case of a

person who has resided continuously within this municipality

for at least one year prior to the application for the license

dollars.

In the case of other persons dollars)

.

4. That the Treasurer {or Clerk of the County or the clerks

of the municipalities within the county) shall be provided with

licenses to be issued to persons applying for them {if regulations

for the issue of the licenses are to be prescribed add under and sub-

ject to the following regulations and set them out).

5. This by-law shall not extend or apply to the cases in which

by clause a of paragraph 1 a license shall not be required.

6. Every person who is guilty of a contravention of this bylaw

shall incur a penalty not exceeding dollars

exclusive of costs, and in case of non-payment of the fine and

costs the same may be levied by distress and sale of the goods

and chattels of the offender and in case of non-payment of the

fine and costs, and there being no distress found out of which the

same can be levied such offender shall be Uable to be imprisoned
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in the common gaol of the county of with or

without hard labour for any period not exceeding 21 days.

Passed this day of 19 ... .

A. B.,

C. D., :

"""''
: Mayor {or Warden or

Clerk. • Reeve).

FORM 57.

Transient Traders By-law.

{Section 420, pars. 6 and 7.)

By-law No respecting transient traders.

Be it enacted by the municipal council of the corporation of

the of

1. No transient trader as defined by clause h of paragraph 7

of section 420 of The Municipal Act or other person whose name

has not been entered on the last revised assessment roll of this

municipality in respect of income or business assessment for the

then current year shall unless he shall have obtained a Ucense

so to do offer goods, wares or merchandise for sale by auction

conducted by himself or by a licensed auctioneer or otherwise or

offer them for sale in any other manner.

2. Every such transient trader or other person whose name is

not entered on the assessment roll or is entered on it for the first

time in respect of income or business assessment who so offers

goods, wares or merchandise shall pay the license fee hereinafter

mentioned before commencing to trade.

3. The fee to be paid for a license shall be dollars.

4. This by-law shall not apply to the sale of the stock of an

insolvent which is being sold or disposed of within the county

or district in which he carried on .business therewith at the time

of the issue of an attachment or the execution of an assignment.

5. Every person who is guilty of a contravention of this
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by-law shall incur a penalty not exceeding dollars

exclusive of costs, and in case of non-payment of the fine and

costs the same may be levied by distress and sale of the goods

and chattels of the offender and in case of non-payment of the

fine and costs and there being no distress found out of which the

same can be levied such offender shall be liable to be imprisoned

in the common gaol of the county of with or

without hard labour for any period not exceeding 21 days.

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

A. B.,

C. D., :

""""
. Mayor (or Warden or

Clerk. • Reeve).

FORM 58.

Notice of Application to Judge.

(Section 449.)

Take notice that the corporation of the township (or town)

of will apply to the Judge (or the

junior Judge) of the County Court of the County of

at on the day

of 19 at the hour of

o'clock in the noon for an order declaring the bridge

(describing it) to be a county bridge for the reasons mentioned in

section 449 of The Municipal Act.

And take notice that in support of such motion will be read

the affidavits of and such oral evidence

as shall be taken before the said Judge.

Dated this day of 19. .

.

A. B.,

Clerk of the said township (or town).

To the Corporation of \ (or C. D.,

the County of J Solicitor for the AppUcant).
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(describing it)
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FORM 59.

Ohdeb of Judge.

(Section 44^-)

Upon the appUcation of the Cor-

poration of the of

upon hearing read the

affidavits of and upon

hearing the evidence taken before me and what was said by counsel

for the said corporation and for the corporation of the county

of I am of opinion that, for the

reasons mentioned in subsection 1 of section 449 of The Municipal

Act, the bridge (describing it) should be declared to be a county

bridge, and I determine that the expense of maintaining and

repairing it shall be borne as follows (state whether by the county

corporation alone or partly by it and partly by the applicant cor-

poration, and in the latter case in what proportions by each of them),

and I so order.

, (7/ costs are awarded add and I direct that the costs of and

incidental to the application be paid (state how and by whom) ).

Dated this day of 19. . .

.

Judge of the County Court of the

County of

FORM 60.

Resolution of County Council.

(Section 468.)

Whereas application has been made by petition to this council

by the council of the corporation of the township of

to determine, pursuant to section 468 of

The Municipal Act, the character of the work to be done in open-
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ing, maintaining or repairing the boundary line between that town-

ship and the of

(or as to the proportions in which the cost of the work to be done

in opening, maintaining or repairing the boundary line between

that township and the .of )

And whereas, notice has been given to all the corporations

interested and they or such of them as desired to be heard, have

been heard.

Be it resolved by the municipal council of the corporation of

the county of and it is hereby directed:

1. That the following work shall be done (describe work to be

done)

.

Where the dispute is only as to the proportions in which the

cost of the work is to be borne, omit section 1

.

2. That the proportions in which the cost of the work shall

be borne shall be as follows

:

By the township of

By the township of

3. That

shall be commissioners (or a commissioner) to execute and enforce

the direction made by this resolution.

Adopted this day of 19 ...

.

CD., A.B.,

Clerk. ' Warden.

FORM 61.

Notice of Intention to Pass a By-law under Section 472 (1),

Clauses a, b, and c.

{Section 475.)

Take notice that the municipal council of the corporation of

the of will take
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into consideration the passing and if approved will pass at its

meeting to be held on the dayof 19

at the hour of o'clock in the noon at

(place of meeting) a by-law for stopping up (if it is intended also

to sell add and selling) that part of the allowance for road between

the and-. concession of

the township which lies between (insert here description of the part

to be stopped up), and the council will at that time and place hear

in person or by his counsel, solicitor or agent any person who

claims that his land will be prejudicially affected by the byrlaw

and who applies to be heard.

Dated the day of 19. . .

.

A.B.,

Clerk.

NoTE.-^r^is form may be adapted in the framing of a by-law

for any of the purposes mentioned in clauses a, b, or c.

FORM 62.

By-law Respecting Highways.

(Sedion m (1) ).

By-law No For establishing and laying out a highway

in the concession of the

of ...

Whereas it is expedient to lay out and establish a highway as

hereinafter mentioned.

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the of

1. That a public highway shall be and is hereby established

commencing (give description of the land which is to constitute the

highway).

2. That (insert name of officer or person) be and he is hereby

authorized to take such steps as may be necessary to acquire the
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said land by agreement with the owner or by expropriation pro-

ceedings under The Municipal Act.

3. That (insert name of officer or person) be and he is hereby

authorized to cause the said highway to be made fit for travel

and in so doing to expend so much money as may be necessary

and shall have been appropriated for that purpose.

4. That when the said highway shall have been made fit for

travel and a resolution of this council shall have been passed so

declaring, it shall be open for public use.

Passed the day of 19 ...

.

CD.. ^^^^
; A.B.,

Clerk. Reeve (or Mayor).

Note.—This form may be adapted in the framing of any by-law

for the passing of which section 473 provides.

FORM 63.

By-law for Searching foe and Taking Timber, Gravel, etc.

(Section 483, par. 10).

By-law No For entering upon and searching for and

taking timber (or gravel, or stone, or other material, describing

it) required for constructing, maintaining and keeping in repair

the highways and bridges (or highways or bridges).

Whereas timber (or gravel, or stone or other material, describing

it)' is required for constructing, maintaining and repairing the

highways and bridges of this municipality (or the highways or

the bridges of this municipaUty).

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the of

1. That it shall be lawful for the engineer of the corporation
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{or for naming the officer or person to he authorized) to enter upon

any land in this municipality or in any adjacent municipality

whose council shall by by-law or resolution assent thereto, and

to search for such timber (or gravel or stone or other material,

describing it)

.

2. That if the same shall be foimd in such land, it shall be

lawful for the said to take from

such land so much of it as shall be required for the purposes men-

I tioned in the preamble, after the compensation to be paid there-

for shall have been agreed upon or determined by arbitration.

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

c. D., ;

"^^^
A. B.,

Mayor (or Warden or

Clerk. Reeve).

FORM 64.

Petition for Formation of a Police Village.

{Section 502).

To THE Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

County of

The Petition of the Undersigned, freeholders and resident

tenants of the locality proposed to be formed into a police village

as hereinafter mentioned, whose names are entered on the last

revised assessment roll.

Sheweth :

1. That your petitioners are desirous that the locality, the

boundaries of which are as follows {describe locality), be formed

into a police village.
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2. That the locality has a population of not less than 150 and

an area of not more than 500 acres.

Your petitioners therefore,pray that a by-law may be passed

forming the said locality into a police village.

Name of

Petitioner.

Freeholder or
Resident Tenant.

Land owned or
occupied by Petitioner.

FORM 65.

By-law fob- the Formation of a Police Village.

(Section 602.)

By-law No For the^ formation of the poUce village

of

Whereas a petition has been presented to this council praying

that the locality hereinafter described be erected into a police

village.

And whereas the petition is signed by a majority of the free-

holders of the locality whose names are entered on the last revised^

assessment roll and,by a suflScient number of the resident tenants

of the locality whose names are entered on such roll to make up

with such freeholders a majority of the whole number of free-

holders and tenants whose names are so entered.

And whereas the locality has a population of not less than

150 and an area of not more than 500 acres. {Where the locality

comprises parts of more counties than one add and whereas the

larger or largest part of the locaUty is situate in the county

of )

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the county of

49—MUN. LAW.
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1. That the said locality, the boundaries of which are as

follows (describe locality), be and the same is hereby formed into

a police village, which shall bear the name of

2. That the first election of trustees of the said police village

shall take place at on the day

of 19 and

shall be the returning officer to hold the election.

3. That the first meeting of trustees shall take place

at on the day

of 19 at the hour

of o'clock in the noon.

4. That this by-law shall take effect on the. day

of 19 (or from the time of the

passing thereof).

Passed this day of 19

CD.,
Clerk.

A.B.,

Warden.

FORM 66.

Petition fob Annexation of Tereitoby to Police Village.

(Section 603.)

To the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

County of

The Petition of the Undersigned, freeholders and tenants

of the police village of whose names

are entered on the. last revised assessment roll and resident free-

holders and tenants of the territory proposed to be added, to the

police village whose names are entered on the last revised assess-

ment roll of the municipality.

Sheweth:

That your petitioners are desirous that the area of the said
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police village be increased by adding to it the following adjoining

land, that is to say (describe land to be added).

Your petitioners therefore pray that a by-law may be passed

increasing the area of the said police village by adding to it the

territory hereinbefore mentioned.

Fkeeholdebs or Tenants of Police Village.

Name of

Petitioner.
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And whereas the petition is signed by two-thirds of the free-

holders and tenants of the village whose names are entered upon

the last revised assessment roll and by a majority of the resident

freeholders and tenants of the territory proposed to be added.

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of thp county of

That the territory described as follows: {describe by metes and

bounds or otherwise sufficient to identify) shall be and the same

is hereby added to and shair hereafter form part of the said

police village.

Passed this day of . . . .

.' 19. . .

.

CD., : : A. B.,

Clerk.
: :

Warden.

Note.—If any part of the land added is situate in another

county, the by-law should recite the fact that the council of that county

has consented to its being added to the police village.

FORM 68.

General Fobm of By-law.

By-law No To provide for {state object of the by-law).

Whereas {insert here any recitals)

Be it {where there are recitals add therefore) enacted by the

municipal council of the corporation of the

of

1. .{Here follow the enacting clauses, e.g., that after this by-law

takes effect the aldermen shall be elected by general vote).

Passed this. day of 19 ...

.

A. B.,

C. D., : : Mayor {or Warden or

Clerk.
' '

Reeve).
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FORM 69.

By-law fok Entering into Contract.

By-law No For entering into a contract with

.- for (state the purpose, e.g.,

for the purchase of a fire engine).

Whereas it is expedient to enter into a contract with

for the purchase

from of

(or as the case may be).

And whereas the terms of the proposed contract have been

settled and are contained in the draft contract hereunto annexed.

Be it therefore enacted by the municipal council of the cor-

poration of the

1. That the entering into of the proposed contract is hereby

approved and authorized.

2. That the Mayor (or Warden or Reeve) and Clerk be and

they are hereby authorized and directed to sign the engrossment

of the said proposed contract and to affix to it the corporate seal

of the municipahty.

Passed this day of 19. ..

.

A. B.,

C. D., :
"''''''

: Mayor (or Warden or

Clerk. • • Reeve).

'FORM 70.

By-law fob Taking the Votes of the Electors on a

Proposed By-law.

By-law No
A By-law to provide for taking the votes of the electors on

& proposed By-law entitled (here set out the short title of the pro-

posed By-law).

Passed the day of A.D. 19
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Whereas a proposed By-law of the Corporation of the

of entitled (here set out

the short title of the proposed By-law) requires for its vfl,lidity the

assent of the electors, and it is expedient and nacessary to pass

this By-law for the purpose of enabling the eilectors to vote on

the proposed By-law;

Be it therefore enacted by the Municipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the of

as follows :

—

1. The votes of the electors of the Corporation of the

of shall be taken on

the said proposed By-law on the day

of A.D. 19 , between the

hours of nine o'clock in the forenoon and five o'clock in the after-

noon at the following places, and by the following Deputy Return-

ing Officers, namely: (here set out the polling places and the names

of thg Deputy Returning Officers).

2. On the day of A.D. 19. . . .,

at the hour of o'clock in the noon,

the head of the Council of the said Corporation or some member

of said Council appointed for that purpose by resolution shall

attend at in the said municipality

for the jpurpose of appointing, and, if requested so to do, shall

appoint by writing signed by him, two persons to attend at the

final summing up of the votes by the Clerk, and one person to

attend at each polling place on behalf of the persons interested

in and promoting the proposed By-law, and a like number on

behalf of the persons interested in and opposing the proposed

By-law.

3. On the day of A.D. 19
,

at the hour of o'clock in the noon,

at , in the said municipality, the

Clerk of the said municipaUty shall attend and sum up the votes

given for and against the proposed By-law.
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Note.—When a proposed By-law is submitted on the day of the

annual election for the Municipal Council, the following shall be sub-

stituted for Section 1 of the foregoing By-law:—
1. JThe votes of the electors of the Corporation of the

of shall be taken

upon the said proposed By-law at the same time and at the same

places as the annual election for the Municipal Council, and the

'Deputy Returning Officers appointed to hold said election shall

take the vote.

FORM 71.

By-law foe Taking the Votes of the Electors

ON Questions.

By-law No
A By-law to provide for taking the votes of the electors on the

following question: {here state question).

Passed the day of A.D. 19

Whereas it is considered desirable and expedient to obtain the

opinion of the electors on the following question: {here state ques-

tion), and to pass this By-law for the purpose of enabling the

electors to vote on said question;

Be it therefore enacted by the Municipal Council of the Cor-

poration of the of

as follows :

—

1. The votes of the electors of the Corporation of the

of shall be taken on

the said question on the day of

A.D. 19 , between the hours of nine o'clock in the forenoon

and five o'clock in the afternoon at the foUowiiig places, and by

the following Deputy Returning Officers, namely: {here set out

the polling places and the names of the Deputy Returning Officers)

.

2. On the day of A.D. 19... .,

at the hour of o'clock in the noon,

the head of the Council of the said Corporation or some member
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of said Council appointed for that purpose by resolution shall

attend at in the said municipality for the

purpose of appointing, and, if requested so to do, shall appoint

by writing signed by him, two persons to attend at the final

summing up of the votes by the Clerk, and one person to attend

at each polling place on behalf of the persons interested in and

voting in the affirmative on said question, and a like number on

behalf of the persons interested in and voting in the negative on

said question.

3. On the day of A.D. 19
,

at the hour of o'clock in the noon,

at , in the said municipality, the

Clerk of the said municipality shall attend and sum up the votes

given in the affirmative and negative on the question.

Note.—When a question is submitted to obtain the opinion of

the electors on the day of the annual election for the Municipal Coun-

cil, the following shall be substituted for section 1 of the foregoing

By-law:—
1. The votes of the duly qualified electors of the Corporation

of the of

shall be taken on the said question at the same time and at the

same places as the annual election for the Municipal Council, and

the Deputy Returning Officers appointed to hold said election shall

take the vote.

FORM 72.

Notice to be Published with a Copy ob Synopsis of a

Peoposed By-law.

Notice.

^i^Take notice that the foregoing is a true copy or synopsis {as

the case may be) of a proposed By-law of the Corporation of

the of to be sub-

mitted to the votes of the electors on the day
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of A.D. 19 , between the hours of nine

o'clock in the forenoon and five o'clock in the afternoon at the

following places:

{here state the polling places)

.

And that the dayof A.D. 19. . .,

at o'clock in the noon at

in the said municipality has been fixedJor

the appointment of persons to attend at the polUng places, and

at the final summing up of the votes by the Clerk.

And that if the assent of the electors is obtained to the said

proposed By-law it will be taken into consideration by the Muni-

cipal Council of the said Corporation at a meeting thereof to be

held after the expiration of one month from the date of the first

publication of this notice, and that such first publication was

made on the day of A.D. 19. . .

.

Clerk.

Note l.—In the case of a money By-law' the notice shall contain

in addition the following:—
Take notice further that a tenant who desires to vote upon

said proposed By-law must deliver to the Clerk not later than

the tenth day before the day appointed for taking the vote a

declaration under The Canada Evidence Act, that he is a tenant

whose lease extends for the time for which the debt or liability

is to be created, or ia which the money to be raised by the pro-

posed By-law is payable, or for at least twenty-one years, and

that he has by the lease covenanted to pay all municipal taxes

in respect of the property of which he is tenant other than local

improvement rates.

Note 2.—Where the vote is taken on the date of the annual election

for the Municipal Council the first paragraph of the foregoing notice

may read:—
Take notice that the foregoing is a true copy or synopsis (as

the case may be) of a proposed By-law of the Corporation of

the of to be sub-
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>

mitted to the votes of the electors at the same time and at the

same places as the annual election for the Municipal Council, and

the Deputy Returning Officers appointed to hold.the said election

shall take the vote.

FORM 73.

Notice to be Published with a Statement op a

Question Submitted.

Notice.

Take notice that the foregoing is a correct statement of the

question to be submitted to the votes of the electors on the

day of A.D. 19
,

between the hours of nine o'clock in the forenoon and five o'clock

in the afternoon at the following places:

{here state the polling places)

.

And that the day of A.D. 19. ..

at o'clock in the noon, at

, in the said municipality, has

been fixed for- the appointment of persons to attend at the polling

places and at the final summing up of the votes by the Clerk.

CUrk.

Note.—Where the vote is taken on the date of the annual election

for the Municipal Council the first paragraph of the foregoing notice

may read:—
Take notice that the foregoing is a correct statement of the

question to be submitted to the votes of the electors at the same

time and at tho' same places as the annual election for the Muni-

cipal Council, and the Deputy Returning Officers appointed to

hold the said election shall take the vote.

Note.—Forms numbers 70, 71, 72 and 73, were approved by the

Board on 11th September, 1913.
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The following forms have been prescribed by The Ontario Railway and

Municipal Board with respect to the affidavits to be filed in support

of an application to the Board under Section 295.

FORMS A, B, AND C, RELATE TO LOCAL IMPROVEMENT BY-LAWS.

AFFIDAVIT.

The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board.

Form "A"

—

Work; on Petition. ,

In the matter of the Application, under Section 295 of "The
Municipal Act," of the Corporation of

for validation of its By-law No and the deben-

tures thereunder, {$ . . for
^

'••)
I, of the

of in the county of

make oath and say:

—

1. That I am the Municipal Clerk of the said Corporation;

2. That a Petition for

signed by at least two-thirds in number of the owners, representing

at least one-half of the value of the Lots liable to be specially

assessed, was on the day of

19 , lodged with me and found- by me to be sufficient, and

was duly certified as such pn the ~ day

of ,19 , under section 16 of "The

Local Improvement Act," and that a true copy of my certificate

is now shown to me and marked Exhibit "A" hereto;

3. That the Council of the said Corporation did, by By-law

passed on the day of

by a vote of of all the members,

provide that the cost of the work should be apportioned and borne

as follows:

—

and that a copy of such By-lawjs now produced and shown to

me and marked Exhibit "B" hereto;
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4. That the said Council did, by By-law No ,

passed on the day of provide for

the making of the reports, statements, estimates, and special

assessment roll for the' said work;

5. That before passing the By-law for undertaking the work,

the said Council did procure to be made a Report as follows:

—

{Shew that section SO was complied with, giving all details);

6. That before a Special Assessment was imposed the said

Council did procure to be made a Special Assessment Roll in

which were entered {Shew that section SI was strictly complied

with, giving details):

7. That before a Special Assessment was imposed a Sittings

of the Court of Revision for the hearing of complaints against the

proposed Special Assessment was duly held in accordance with

sections 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37 of "The Local Improvement Act,"

that Ten days' Notice of the said Sitting was duly given by

publication in the newspapers published

at

and at least Fifteen days before the day appointed for the Sittings

a Notice was mailed to the Owner of every Lot to be specially

assessed, a true copy of which Notice so mailed is marked Exhibit

"C" hereto, and that thereafter (such corrections having been

made therein as were necessary to give effect to the decisions of

the Court of Revision) I did on the day

of duly certify the Special Assess-

ment Roll in accordance with Section 38 of "The Local Improve-

ment Act," and that a true copy of the said Special Assessment

Roll as so certified by me is now shewn to me and marked Exhibit

"D" hereto:

8. That there was no appeal to a Judge of the County Court

from any decision of the Court of Revision respecting the said

Special Assessment Roll {or as the case may be, setting forth the

facts fully):

9. That now produced and shewn to me and marked Exhibits
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" E," hereto are By-laws

Nos of the said Council, pro-

viding respectively as follows:

—

Exhibit "E"—By-law No to authorize the

construction of

Exhibit "F"—By-law No to provide for

borrowing

Exhibit "G"—By-law (if any) No to con-

solidate . . .
.

,

10. That the following defects or irregularities in, or in the

proceedings taken in connection with, the said Petition, Special

Assessment Roll or By-laws Nos

are submitted to the said Board for consideration:

—

11. That there is no other irregularity or defect in the said

Petition or Special Assessment Roll, or By-laws Nos

or any of them, or in the proceedings

had or taken in connection with the same, or any of them.

12. That no action or proceeding is pending in which the

validity of the said By-laws or any of them is called in question,

or by which it is sought to quash the same, and I have no know-

ledge or notice of any kind of any intended action or procJeediag

of such a nature.

Sworn, before me, at the

of in the

coun y of

this day of

19

Authors' Note.—Where the by-law is for the construction,

enlargement or extension of a sewer on the recommendation of

the Provincial Board of Health or of the Local Board of Health,

the recommendation should be made an Exhibit, and the affidavit

should show that the requirements of Section 10 of the Local

Improvement Act have been complied with.
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I

Form "B"—Woeks without Petition,

Under Sections 5, 9 or 10.

Use foregoing Form "A" so far as applicable; also prove Vote

of Council {Sees. 5, 9, 10); and also prove publication of Notice,

giving dates, name and description of newspaper (Sec. 11), and make

a true copy of the Notice an Exhibit.

Form "C"—On the Initiative Plan.

Useforegoing Form "A " sofar as applicable; also prove publica-

tion of Notice (Sec. IS), giving dates and name and description of

newspaper, prove service of Notice, with full details (Sec. IS), and

make a true copy of the Notice an Exhibit. State whether Petition

filed against the. work, and shew fully how disposed of.

THE ONTARIO RAILWAY AND MUNICIPAL BOARD.

(Application under Section 295 of "The Municipal Act.")

Affidavit re Bonus or Monet By-law.

(See also Sections 260 to 296 and 395-7.)

In the matter of the Application of the Corporation of

under section 295 of "The Muni-

cipal Act," for validation of its By-law No
and the Debentures thereunder (| for

)•

I, of the

on the of

make oath and say:

—
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1. That I am the Municipal Clerk of the said Corporation.

2. That the Municipal Council of the said Corporation did

on the day of

finally pass By-law No a true and certified copy

of which is hereto annexed marked "A," providing for a poll on

said (then proposed) By-law No
>

3. That a copy* of said (then pro-

posed) By-law, together with a Notice, complyiag with section

263 (5) and (6) of the said Act (a true copy of which

and Notice is hereto annexed marked "B") was

published once a week for three successive weeks in the issues

of a newspaper

pubHshed at of the dates following:

—

*(// a Synopsis published; make a true copy of same, and the

Notice published therewith, an Exhibit to Affidavit.)

4. That the requirements of section 264 of "The Municipal

Act," were duly complied with.

5. That the said By-law No .was adopted by
the persons qualified to vote thereon at a poll duly held according

to law on the day of A.D, 19 ...
,

there being , valid votes in favour of

and valid votes against the

said By-law, the total possible valid vote being

6. That after I had (at the time and place provided for in said

By-law No ) summed up the number of votes cast,

I declared the result of the voting and did forthwith certify to

the Council the result of the voting and the total number of persons

entitled to vote upon the By-law, and a true copy of my Certifi-

cate is hereto aimexed marked "C."
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7. That a scrutiny of the votes was not applied for and after

the expiration of two weeks from the declaration of the result

of the voting, and within six weeks after the voting took place,

the Council of the said Corporation duly passed the said By-law

No

8. That the said By-law No with the Noticf

mentioned in section 281 of the said Act was duly promulgated

by pubHcation at least orfce a week for three successive weeks

in the issues of a newspaper

published at of the dates following:

—

and that a true copy of the said By-law and Notice as so published

is hereto annexed marked "D."

9. That within four weeks after the passing of the said By-

law the same was duly registered on the day

of 19 .... , in the proper Registry Office,

being the Registry Office for as Number
in and that a Notice of such regis-

tration (a true copy of which Notice is hereto annexed marked
"E") was immediately after such Registration pubhshed at least

once a week for three successive weeks in the issues of

newspaper, a newspaper pub-

lished at aforesaid, of the dates following:

—

10. That the recitals in the said By-law No are

true and in compUance with section 288 of the said Act, and duly

and correctly set forth :

—

(a) The amount of the debt to be created, namely, $

and in brief and general terms the

object for which it is to be created, namely

(6) The amount of the whole rateable property of the munici-

pality, according to the last revised
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assessment roll, . . .
-.

namely $

(c) The amount of the debenture debt of the Corporation,

namely $ and that

of the principal or interest is in arrear.

and that the said By-law provides for raising in each year, during ':^' ; ..

the currency of the debentures or any of them, a specific sum or

sums sufiicient to pay (give particulars here).

11. That no motion, action or proceeding is pending in which

the validity of the said By-laws or either of them is called in ques-

tion, or by which it is sought to quash the same, and I have no

knowledge or notice of any kind of any intended motion, action

or proceeding of such a nature.

12. That there is no irregularity in, or in connection with, the

the vote or any of the proceedings prior to the passing of either

of the said By-laws or in, or in connection with, the said By-laws

themselves, or either of them, or in, or in connection with, the

passing, promulgation or registration of the said By-law No
except (here set forth specifically and in detail every irregularity for

consideration by the Board)

:

—

13. That the said By-law complies with, and does not in any granteaBonSto

way contravene any of the provisions of section 396 of "The m^"*"""""-

Municipal Act, 1913," and the Bonus granted thereby, together

with bonuses already granted, will not require an annual levy for

the payment of principal and interest exceeding ten per cent,

of the total amount required to b'e raised by taxation for the year

next preceding the passing of the said By-law No

Sworn before me at the

of

in the cotmty of

this day of

19

50—MUN. LAW.
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FORM RE PUBLIC SCHOOL BY-LAW.

(Section 295 of "The Municipal Act.")

The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board.

In the Matter of the Application of the Corporation of the

Township of in the

of for validation of its By-law

No and the debentures thereunder ($

for ).

I, of the Township of

in the of make oath

and say:

—

1. That I am the Clerk of the Council of the Municipality of

the Township of in the of

2. That the Board of Public School Trustees for School Secfon

Number of the Township of ill

the of

make due apphcation, a true copy of which is hereto annexed

marked "A," to the Council of the Municipality of the Township

of under Section 44 o;f the Public

Schools Act for the issue ofdebentures to the amount of

for the purpose of

in the said School Section and proved to the satisfaction of the

Council that the proposal for such loan had been submitted by the

Trustees to and sanctioned at a special meeting of the ratepayers

of the said Section duly called for that purpose.

3. That on the . day of

A.D. 19 , the said By-law No
,
providing for

the issue of the said debentures was duly passed by the said

Council, and was duly signed by the Reeve and Clerk and the

corporate seal was affixed.
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4. That a copy of the said By-law is annexed to this my
affidavit, marked with the letter "B," and that such copy is a

true copy including the signatures thereto.

5. That the said By-law being Number of the

By-laws of the Municipality of the Township of

was duly registered within four weeks of the passing thereof on

the day of A.D. 19
,

as Number in the Registry Office for the

of

at being the Registry Divis'on in which

the Municipality of the Township of

is situate.

6. That notice of the passing of said By-law was immediately

after the registration thereof published in the

, a pubUc newspaper published in the Town

of La the

of being the Town
of the in which the said mun'cipaUty

is situated, in the issues of such newspaper which were pubUshed

on ,

beiQg at least once a week for three successive weeks, and that

a true copy of the said Notice is hereto annexed marked "C."

7. That the said By-law is in full force and effect and has

not been altered or repealed, and no action, motion, or proceeding,

in which the validity of the said By-law has been called in ques-

tion or by which it is sought to quash the same or any part thereof,
,

has been commenced or is pending, and no notice of any such

motion, action or proceeding has been given, and I have no reason

to believe that any such motion, action or proceeding will be made

or taken.

8. That all the recitals in the said By-law are true in sub-

stance and in fact, and comply with Section 288 of "The Muni-

cipal Act, 1913."
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9. That there is no irregularity in, or in connection with, the

said By-law No. , or the proceedings had and taken

in connection therewith, except {ietforth fully and specifically every

irregularity for consideration by the Board):— '

Sworn before me, at the

of in the

of thi^

day of 19...

(If By-law be passed under Section 4S, make necessary changes

' \ in above Affidavit.)
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LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS.

An Act respecting Local Improvements.

R.S.O. C' 19S, as amended by 4 Geo. V. c. 21, ss. 41 43 and

6 Geo. V. c. 85.

Where proviswns of this Act are similar to those of The Municipal Act, the

notes in the IcUter Act are not repeated in the notes to this Act, and the same
observation applies to notes as to the meaning of words used in both Acts.

I I IS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

' * Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts as

follows

:

1. This Act m&y he cited &s The Local Improve'fnent Act. 2 Geo. short title.

V. c. 44, s. 1.

INTERPRETATION.

2. In this Act : interpretation.

(o) "Bridge"shallincludea viaduct, a culvert, a subway and "Bridge.-

an embankment and shall also include a pavement on

a bridge.

(b) "Clerk" shall mean and include the clerk of the munici- "cierk."

pahty and any officer or person authorized or required

by the council to perform any duty which under this

Act is to be or may be performed by the clerk.

(c) "Constructing" and "construction" shall include recon- ;;coii8truoting.;;

structing and reconstruction, wholly or in part, when

the hfetime of the work has expired. 1 Geo. V. c.,*58,

s. 2 (a-c). '
•

(d) "Corporation" shall mean the corporation of a munici- "Corporation."

paUty. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 1 (1).

(e) "Corporation's portion of the cost" shall mean that part j^SlJ^*y,°'°

or proportion of the cost of a work which is not to
'"^•"
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"Council.'

"County.'

"Curbing.'

"Engineer."

"Frontage."

"Judge of the
County Court.'

"Lifetime."

"Lot."

Rev. Stat.
0. 195.

"Municipality.'

be specially assessed, but is payable by the corporation.

1 Geo. V. c. 58, s! (2) (e).

(/) "Council" shall mean the council of the corporation of

a municipality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 1 (2).

(g) "County" shall include "district." 1 Geo. V. c. 58,

s. 2 (g).

(h) "Curbing" shall include a curbing of any material in or

along a street, whether constructed in connection with

or apart from the laying down of a pavement or side-

walk, or with or without a projection for the purpose

of a gutter.

(i) "Engineer" shall include an officer or person authorized

or required by the coimcil to perform any duty which

under this Act is to be or may be performed by an

engineer.

(j) "Frontage," when used in reference to a lot abutting

directly on a work, shall mean that side or limit of the

lot which abuts directly on the work.

(fc) "Judge of the Coimty Court" shall mean and include

the Judge and a junior Judge of a County or District

Court.

(1) "Lifetime," as apphed or apphcable to a work, shall

mean the Hfetime of the work as estimated by the

engineer, or in case of an appeal as finally determined

by the Court of Revision or the Judge, as the case may
be.

(m) "Lot" shall mean a subdivision or a parcel of land which

by The Assessment Act is required to be separately

assessed, and "lots" shall mean more than one lot as

so defined. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 2 (i-n).

(n) "Municipality" shall include a union of townships, a

municipality composed of more than one township, a

township, a city, a town, a village, but not a county.

1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 2 (o) ; 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 1 (4).
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(o) "Owner" and "owners" shall mean respectively the "Owner."
"Owners."

person or persons appearing by the last revised assess-

ment roll of the municipaUty to be the owner or owners

of land, and, except in the case of a township, shall

include a tenant for years, the unexpired term of whose

tenancy including any renewal thereof to which he is

entitled extends for not less than the period during

which the special assessment for the work is to be

made, if by the terms of his tenancy he would be liable

for the payment of the special assessment for the work,

but shall not include a person who is, or is assessed as,

owner, where there is a tenant for years of the land,

who is an owner within the meaning of this clause.

(p) "Owners' portion of the cost" shall mean that part or "Owners' por-

portion of the cost of a work which is to be specially '">^"

assessed upon the land abutting directly on the work

or upon land immediately benefited by the work.

(g) "Pavement" shall include any description of pavement "Pavement."

or roadway.

(r) "Paving" shall include macadamizing, planking, and the "Paving."

laying down or construction of any description of pave-

ment or roadway and the construction of a curbing.

(s) "Pubhcation" and "published" shall mean insertion in '.'S^biication".

. . .... "Published."

a newspaper published in the municipahty, if there is

a newspaper published therein, or, if there is none, then

in a newspaper pubhshed in the county in which the

municipaUty is situate.

(<) "Sewer" shall include a common sewer and a drain. "Sewer."

(m) "Sidewalk" shall include a footway and a street crossing. "Sidewalk."

{v) "Specially assessed" shall mean specially rated for or "Speoiaii_y

charged with part of the cost of a work,

(w) "Street" shall include a lane, an alley, a park, a square, "street."

a public drive, and a pubhc place, or a part of any of

them.
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"Value.-
^2;^ "Value" shall mean assessed value, exclusive of buildings,

according to the last revised assessment roll of the

municipality.
"'^°'^-"

(xj) "Work" shall mean a work or service which may be

undertaken as a local improvement.

taken/™"*"' («) "Work Undertaken" shall mean a work which is under-

taken as a local improvement. 1 Geo. V, c. 58, s. 2

{'p-aa).

WORKS WHICH MAY BE UNDERTAKEN AS LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS.

S^y'be^effMted ^-— (-^) ^ work of any of the characters or descriptions herein-

"ov^™"s. S'fter mentioned may be undertaken by the council of a corpora-

tion as a local improvement, that is to say:

(a) Opening, widening, extending, grading, altering the grade

of, diverting or improving a street;

(b) Opening or establishing a new street;

(c) Constructing a bridge as part of a street;

(d) Constructing, enlargiag, or extending a sewer;

(e) Paving a street;

(/) Constructing a curbing or a sidewalk in, upon or along

a street;

{g) Constructing or maintaining a boulevard where a part

of a street has been set apart for the purposes of a

boulevard;

{h) Sodding any part of and planting, maintaining and caring

for trees, shrubs and plants upon and in a street;

(i) The extension of a system of water, gas, light, heat or

power works owned by the corporation, including all

such works as may be necessary for supplying water,

gas, light, heat or power to the owners of land, for

whose benefit such extension is provided;

(j) Acquiring, estabhshing, laying out and improving a park

or square not having a greater area than two acres, or

a public drive;
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(fc) Constructing, on petition only, retaining walls, dykes or

breakwaters along the banks of rivers, but this clause

shall only apply to a city or town. 1 Geo. V. c. 58,

s. 3 (1).

( ) In the case of cities and towns only, ieonstructing and

erecting on petition only, on any street or part of a

street, equipment, plant and works for the purpose of

supplying electric light or power, including standards

and underground conduits and wires, to the extent to

which the cost of the same exceeds the cost of the

equipment, plant and works which would otherwise be

provided at the expense of the corporation at large.

2 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 2; 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 2.

(m) Constructing a subway under a railway. 5 Geo. V. c. 35,

s. 1.

Where a corporation has passed a local improvement by-law for the con-

struction of a certain class of road, it cannot proceed to construct a different

one, and an action will lie to compel the corporation to carry on the work
in accordance with the by-law or in the alternative for relief from the pay-
ment of any special rates which may be levied in respect of the work: Arbuth-
not V. Victoria (1910), 15 B.C.R. 209.

Where a by-law has besn duly passed for the widening of a street as a

local improvement, the corporation is bound to proceed with the work not-

withstanding that it involves the destruction of sidewalks whjch the cor-

poration is by statute required to keep in repair: Todd v. Victoria (1910),

15 W.L.R. 502 (B.C.).

(la) The power conferred on towns by clause (I) of subsection Commencing of
powers as to

1, shall for all purposes be deemed to have been conferred on the ='"«»' lighting.

16th day of April, 1912. 4 Geo. V. c. 21, s. 41.

(2) Nothing in this section shall extend or apply to a work of

ordinary repair or maintenance. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 3 (2).

4.—(1) Where the work is the construction of a pavement, the works which
may be under-

council, before proceeding with the work, may make all necessary taken m connec-
' ^ <=> 1 J J

tion with a pave-

private drain connections from the main sewer to the street line "^"* '" ^'"^^

on either or both sides, and may also lay all necessary water

mains, service pipes and stop cocks and make all necessary altera-
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To be part of

work of con-
struction.

How to be

Construction
of private drain
connections
without peti-

tion.

tions in the same, and where gas works are owned by the cor-

poration the council may lay all necessary gas mains, service

pipes and stop cocks and make all necessary alterations in the

same, and where the work is the construction of a sewer the

council may make all necessary private branch drains and con-

nections to the street line on either or both sides; but the cost

of a water or gas service pipe or stop cock and any alteration of

the same and the cost of a private branch drain and connection

shall be specially assessed only upon the particular lot to serve

which it was constructed or effected. 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 2.

(2) The works mentioned in subsection 1 shall be deemed part

of the work of construction of the pavement or sewer in all

respects except as to the manner in which the cost of them is to

be specially assessed as provided by that subsection.

(3) The amount to be assessed against each lot in respect of a

private drain connection, water service pipe or gas connection

shall be the cost thereof from the centre of the street to the street

line, whether or not the sewer or water or gas main is laid in the

centre of the street. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 4 (2-3).

5. Where a sewer has been or may hereafter be constructed,

the council, b,y a vote of two-thirds of all the members, thereof

at any general or special meeting, may undertake the construc-

tion of private drain connections from the sewer to the street

line on either or both sides as a local improvement without any

petition therefor, and the cost of each private drain connection

shall be specially assessed upon the particular lot for or in con-

nection with which it is constructed, and the owners of the land

shall not have the right of petition provided for by section 13,

and the provisions of subsection 3 of section 4 shall apply. 1 Geo.

V. c. 58, s. 5.

6. In a township [or town in unorganized territory] where the
Furcliase by
township of

mnstmct^. ^ owners of land have constructed a work which might have been

undertaken as a local improvement, the council, upon the peti-

tion of three-fourths in number of the owners of the land to be
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immediately benefited by the acquisition of the work, repre-

senting at least two-thirds of the value of such land, may acquire

the work at a price agreed upon or to be determined by arbitra-

tion under the provisions of The Municipal Act, and the purchase Rev. stat.

money may be provided by the council, and may be assessed in

like manner as if the work were a work which the council were

undertaking as a local improvement, and all the provisions of this

Act shall apply as if the council were undertaking the work so

acquired as a local improvement. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 6; 5 Geo. V.

c. 35, s. 3.

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 3.

7.—(1) Where the work is the opening, widening, or extension Approval ot

of a street or the construction of a bridge, and the cost of the Municipal, Bd." required m the

work as estimated by the engineer will exceed $50,000, any person ^^j^."'
o^nsan

whose land is to be specially assessed may, within ten days after

notice to him of the intention of the council to undertake the

work, give notice that he objects to the work being imdertaken

upon the ground that it is a work for the general benefit of the

municipality or of a section or district thereof, and if such notice

is given the work shall not be undertaken without the approval

of "The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board."

(2) If the board, after notice to the corporation and to all be wUhheid^'^

persons interested and after hearing such of them as shall request

to be heard, determines that for the reasons mentioned in sub-

section 1, or either of them, it is proper to do so the board may
withhold its approval.

(3) If the board determines that the cost of the work should
ot'^o/t'o"™^*

be borne by the corporation or by the owners of the land situate

within a section or district of the municipality, the board may
make an order so declaring, and in that event the council may,

notwithstanding the provisions of this Act or of any by-law passed

under the authority of this Act, undertake and proceed with the

work at the cost of the corporation or of the section or district

thereof mentioned in the order, as the case may be.
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Or may direct
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(4) The board, instead of making an order under subsection 3,

may direct that if the work is undertaken such part of the cost

of it as the board may deem just shall be charged upon the lots

abutting directly upon the work, in accordance with the pro-

visions of this Act and that the residue of it shall be borne by the

corporation or partly by the corporation and partly by a section

or district of the municipality in such proportions as the board

may direct, and if the council undertakes the work, it shall con-

form with the directions of the order so made.

(5) The special assessment upon the lots shall not be made by

the board, but by the council, in accordance with the provisions

of this Act. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 7.

Methods of
undertaking
works.

One by-law may
include several
works.

PHOCEDUBE FOR UNDERTAKING WORK.

8.—(1) A by-law may be passed for undertaking a work as a

local improvement

(a) On petition, or

(b) Without petition, on the initiative of the council, herein-

after called the initiative plan, except in the case

of a park or square or public drive mentioned in

clause (j) of section 3, or

(c) On sanitary grounds, as mentioned in section 10, or

(d) Without petition in the case mentioned in sections 5

and 9.

(2) Instead of passing separate by-laws for each work the

council may pass one by-law in respect of several works. 1 Geo.

V. c. 58, s. 8.

A member of a council is not disqualified from voting upon a proposed

by-law for the construction of a sewer merely because he owns property

fronting on the street in which it is to be built, and has, therefore, a large

interest in the proposed drainage. The principle that a member of a council

is not disqualified merely because he has an interest in common with the

other ratepayers applies as well to the case of alocal improvement by-law
where the community of interest is only with the ratepayers of a section of

the municipality, as where all the ratepayers will be affected by the pro-

posed by-law: Elliott V. St. Catharines (1908), 18 O.L.R. 57, 12 O.W.R. 653,.

13 O.W.R. 89.
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In this, case In re McLean and Ops (1880), 45 U.C.R. 325,. was discussed

and followed. It was there held that no interest which springs solely from

his being a ratepayer can disqualify a councillor or member of the Court

of Revision "from performing his duty as such": p. 335. The case was one

of a drainage by-law, and a member of the council was alleged to be largely

interested in' the property to be' drained.

In McLean v. Sault Ste. Marie (1910), 2 O.W.N: 41, the defendants were

restrained from constructing a sidewalk as a local improvement untU a by-

law should be passed in accordance with the requirements of The Munieipar

Act authorizing its construction.

In this case a by-law had been passed with the assent of the electors

authorizing the issue of debentures for payment of one-third of the cost of

certain local improvements, viz., 33 sidewalks, of which the sidewalk was
one, but no by-law had been passed for undertaking the work.

9.—(1) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in Consteuotionof1.^. ,1 ^ t ..1. T
certain works on

this or any other Act or m any, by-law of the municipality, where » two-tUrds

the council determines and by by-law, passed at any general or ^^'""'* p°*'-

special meeting by a vote of two-thirds of all the members thereof,

declares that it is desirable that the construction of a curbing,

pavement, sidewalk, sewer or bridge, or the opening, widening,

extending, grading, altering the grade of, diverting or improving

a street or the extension of a system of waterworks, should be

undertaken as a local improvement, the council may undertake

the work without petition, and the owners of the land shall not

have the right of petition provided for by section 13. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 9 (1); 2 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 3; 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 3.

(2) Where the council proceeds with any local improvement ^^^^^os
under subsection 1, a majority of the owners representing at JSJds°vote°ot

least one-half the value of the lots which are to be specially
''°™'"-

assessed therefor, being dissatisfied with such local improvement

or with the manner in which it has been undertaken, may by

petition apply to the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board for

rehef, and the board may thereupon investigate the complaint

and make such order with respect to the local improvement as

may seem proper, and after notice to the clerk of the municipality

of the apphcation and pending its determination by the board,

the council shall not proceed with the local improvement work.
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In determining whether a petition is sufficiently signed, owners of property

exempt from taxation are not to be taken into account although entered on

the assessment roll as owners of it: Macdonell v. Toronto (1902), 4 O.L.R.

315.

No such question can arise now, as it is only the lots liable to be specially

assessed for the work that are to be taken into account.

Buildings must be taken into account in ascertaining the value of the

lots: lb.

An application under this subsection cannot be made after the work has

been actually executed: In re Kemp and Toronto (1915), 7 O.W.N. 704,

21 D.L.R. 833 (a decision' of the Municipal Board).

(3) The sufficiency of such petition shall be determined in the

manner provided by section 16. 4 Geo. V. c. 21, s. 42.

(4) Such petition shall be deposited with the Secretary of the

Ontario Railway and Municipal Board within twenty-one days

after the first publication of notice of the council's intention to

undertake the work. 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 4.

10. Where the council, upon the recommendation of the Pro-

vincial Board of Health or of the Local Board of Health of the

municipality, determines and, by by-law passed at a regular or

special meeting of the council by vote of two-thirds of all the

members thereof, declares that the construction, enlargement or

extension of a sewer as a local improvement is necessary or desir-

able in the public interest on sanitary grounds, the council may
undertake the work without petition, and the owners of the land

shall not have the right of petition, provided for by section 13.

1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 10.

11. Where it is intended to proceed under sections 5, 9 or 10,

the council shall not be deemed to proceed on the initiative plan,

but, before passing the by-law for undertaking the work, shall

cause notice of its intention. Form 1, to be published. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 11.

12. The petition for a wgrk shall be signed by at least two-

thirds in number of the owners representing at least one-half of

the value of the lots liable to be specially assessed. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 12.

See notes to s. 9 (2).
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13.—(1) Where the council proceeds on the initiative plan,
^bUration^d"

notice of the intention of the council to undertake the work, ^"^tehSoS to°'

Form 2, shall be given by publication of the notice and by service
™'^"'°* ™^-

of it upon the owners of the lots liable to be specially assessed;

and unless within one month after the first pubUcation of the

notice a majority of the owners representing at least one-half of

the value of the lots which are liable to be specially assessed

petition the council not to proceed with it the work may be under-

taken as a local improvement.

(2) The notice shall be sufficient if it designates by a general Contents of

description the work to be undertaken and the street or place

whereon or wherein, and the points between which the work is

to be effected, and the number of the instalments by which the

special assessment is to be payable.

(3) The notice may relate to and include any number of different May cover
different works.

works. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 13 (1-3).

A by-law which imposed assessments for a local improvement initiated

by the council was quashed because the work done and the times of payment
for it were different from those set out in the notice of the intention to do

the work: In re Gillespie and Toronto (1892), 19 A.R. 713, affirmed by
Supreme Court of Canada, 1st May, 1893, Cassels' Digest 893; but see s. 38,

since enacted.

Where the notice to the owner did not state the number of years in which

the special assessment was to be payable, it was held to be fatally defective:

In re Hodgins and Toronto (1909), 1 O.W.N. 31, 14 O.W.R. 642; but see

s. 38, since enacted.

service.
(4) The notice may be served upon the owner Manner 'of

(a) Personally, or

(6) By leaving it at his place of business or of residence if

within the municipality, or

(c) By mailing it at a post office addressed to the owner at

his actual place of business or of residence, if known,

or at his place of business or residence as set forth in

the last revised assessment roll of the mimicipality, or

(d) If the place of business and of residence of the owner are

not known, by leaving the notice with a grown-up
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person on the lot of the owner which is liable to be

specially assessed, if there is Bj, grown-up person residing

thereon. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 13 (4) ; 2 Geo. V. c. 44,

s. 5.

(5) If the place of business and of residence of the owner are

unknown, and there is no grown-up person residing on the lot of

the owner which is liable to be specially assessed, service upon the

owner shall not be requisite.

(6) If the place of business or of residence of the owner do not

appear upon the assessment roll, the owner may be treated and

dealt with,as an owner whose place of business and of residence

are unknown.

(7) Publication and service of the notice may be proved by

affidavit or statutory declaration and the affidavit or statutory

declaration, before the passing of the by-law by which the special

assessment is made to defray the cost of the work, shall be prima

fade evidence, and after the passing of the by-law shall be con-

clusive evidence of the matters set forth in the affidavit or statu-

tory declaration. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 13 (5-7).

It was held in In re McCrae and Brussels (1904), S O.L.R. 156, 3 O.W.R.

868, reversing (1904), 7 O.L;R. 146, 3 O.W.R. 233, that the provisions of

s. 669 (la) of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19 as to personal service of the notice was not

directory, but imperative, and the by-law was quashed because two of the

persons who were liable to be specially assessed had not been served with

the notice.

Subsection la required that the notice should be given to the owners by
personal service or by leaving the notice at the places of business or residence

of the owners.

It will be observed that this section contains more complete provisions

as to the mode of service than were contained iji subsection la.

The defect which wa| held in this case to be fatal to the by-law would be

cured by the provisions of s. 38.

14.—(1) Where the council has proceeded on the initiative plan

and has been prevented from undertaking a work by reason of

a petition having been presented under the provisions of section 13,

the council shall not proceed on the initiative plan with regard

to the same work for a period of two years after the presentation
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of the petition; Provided always that in a municipality in which Proviso.

a by-law passed under the provisions of section 52 is in force the

prohibition contained in this section shall not prevent the council

from again proceeding on the initiative plan with regard to' such

work if it is of a different kind or description from or less expen-

sive than that originally proposed to be undertaken.

(2) Nothing in this section shall prevent the council from powers con,

exercising the power conferred by section 9. 1 Geo. V. c. 68, tiOTQnot*"'
^ . afifected.

S. 14.

15. There shall be set out opposite to every signature to the Lot of petitioner

petition for or against a work a description of the lot of which

the petitioner is the owner by its number or such other dfescrip-

tion as will enable the clerk to identify it. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 15.

16.—(1) The sufl&ciency of a petition for or against a ^ork shall cierk to deter-

be determined by the clerk, and his determination shall be evi- of petition,

denced by his certificate and when so evidenced shall be final and

conclusive.

Before the determination of the clerk as to the sufficiency of the petition

was made final and conclusive, it was held that the Court has no power to

interfere except in the case of fraud or mda fides: In re Michie and Toronto

(1862), 11 U.C.C.P. 379.

(2) Where the sufficiency of a petition has been determined by what owners to
be counted.

•the clerk it shall be deemed to have been and to be a sufficient

petition notwithstanding that changes may be made by the Court

of Revision or by the Judge in the lots to be specially assessed

which have the effect of increasing or reducing the number of the

lots.

(3) When it is necessary to determine the value of any lot and Determiniag
^ '

•' •'
value of lots.

the same cannot be ascertained from the proper assessment roll

by reason of the lot not having been separately assessed, or for

any other reason, the clerk shall fix and determine the value of

such lot and the value thereof as so fixed and determined shall

be deemed for the purpose of this Act to be assessed value thereof,

and Ms determination shall be final and conclusive.

51—MUN. LAW.
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(4) Where a person who is, but does not appear by the last

revised assessment roll of the municipaUty to be, the owner of

land is a petitioner, he shall be deemed an owner if his owner-

ship is proved to the satisfaction of the clerk, and if the person

who appears by the assessment roll to be the owner is a peti-

tioner his name shall be disregarded in determining the sufficiency

of the petition.

(5) Where two or more persons are jointly assessed for a lot,

in determining the sufficiency of a petition,

(a) They shall be reckoned as one owner only;

(6) They shall not be entitled to petition unless a majority

of them concur and the signatures of any of them,

imless the petition is signed by the majority, shall be

disregarded in determining the sufficiency of the peti-

tion.

(6) The clerk, for the purpose of any inquiry pending before

him under the provisions of this section, may cause witnesses to

be summoned and to be examined upon oath, and any person

interested in the inquiry may, for the purpose of procuring the

attendance of a witness, cause a subpoena to be issued out of the

County Court of the county of which the municipahty lies.

(7) A witness, if a resident of the municipahty, shall be bound

to attend without payment of any fees or conduct money, and if

not a resident of the municipality shall be entitled to fees and

conduct money according to the County Court scale.

(8) Where any person complains to the clerk that his signature

to the petition was obtained by fraud, misrepresentation or duress

the complaint shall be investigated and determined by a Judge

of the County Court, and the clerk shall delay certifying until

he has received the finding or report of the Judge upon the com-

plaint, and in determining as to the sufficiency of the petition

the clerk shall give effect to such finding or report. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 16.
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17. A petition for or against the undertaking of a work shall
^l''*^"^*";,''®

be lodged with the clerk, and shall be deemed to be presented '''"•^

to the council when it is so lodged. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 17.

18. No person shall have the right to withdraw his name from, withdrawal of

.

" name from peti-

and no name shall be added to, a petition after the clerk has *io»-

certified as to its sufficiency. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 18.

18a. Where a by-law has been heretofore or may hereafter be ^^"^^^^"^

passed for undertaking any work as a local improvement and the ""'' °^^-

council deem it inadvisable or impracticable to complete the work,

the council may by by-law amend such by-law and provide for

the carrying out of part only of the work mentioned therein, but

all the provisions of this Act shall apply to such partial work as

if it had been originally undertaken as one entire work; but such

amending by-law shall take effect only on being approved by the

Ontario Railway and Mimicipal Board. 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 5.

HOW COST OF WORK TO BE BORNE.

19.—(1) Except as in this Act is otherwise expressly provided, frontage rate,

the entire cost of a work undertaken shall be specially assessed

upon the lots abutting directly on the work, according to the

extent of their respective frontages thereon, by an equal special

rate per foot of such frontage sufficient to defray such cost.

In Cradook Simpson v. Westmount (1916), Q.R. 49 S.C. 341, 27 D.L.R.

94, the defendant corporation had statutory authority under 8 Edw. VII.

c. 89, s. 51, as enacted by 4 Geo. V. c. 77, s. 1, to provide that the cost of

making certain improvements and works should be

"Borne and paid by the owners of real estate situate on each side of such

street, road, avenue, boulevard, lane, alley, public way or place, or any
section or sections thereof, or by the owners of real estate situate within a

fixed area or limits specified in such by-law and directly benefitted by such

works and improvements, by means of a special assessment made, laid or

levied upon the said owners of said real estate according to the frontage of

such properties, when such improvements are made, saving, nevertheless,

the right of the council to declare, by resolution passed by two-thirds of the

members of the whole council, that the said fronting properties shall be

assessed only for a certain proportion or percentage of the cost of any such

improvements, in the manner hereinafter set forth.
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"Such frontage rate may be greater or less upon one side of the street,

avenue, boulevard, lane, alley, public way or place, than upon the other

side, and may be imposed either at a uniform or varying rate, and either

upon the properties fronting upon the improved portion or upon the whole

or part of the length of the existing street, avenue or road, or upon the real

estate situate within the fixed area or limits specified in such by-laws, and

directly benefitted by such works and improvements."

A by-law was passed which provided that the cost of the works should

be defrayed at a uniform rate, and the council afterwards, by resolution,

provided that, instead of a uniform rate, the cost should be defrayed by a

varying rate.

' One of the questions was whether the council could by resolution change

the by-law, making the rate a varying instead of a uniform r^te, and it was

held that it could.

Another question was whether separate assessments coiAd be made for

defraying the cost of the land and for defrajdng the cost of the works or

one assessment for both should be made after the works were completed,

and it was held that separate assessments might be made for the cost of the

land without waiting until the works were completed and then making an

assessment for the whole cost of land and works.

Items which
may be included
in cost.

(2) The following may be included in the cost of the work:

(a) Engineering expenses;

(b) Cost of advertising and service of notices;

(c) Interest on temporary loans;

(rf) Compensation for lands taken for the purposes of the

work or injuriously affected by it and the expenses

incurred by the corporation in connection with deter-

mining such compensation;

(e) The estimated cost of the issue and sale of debentures

and any discount allowed to the purchasers of them.

1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 19.

Guarantee of
' worjc.

20. Where a contractor is employed to construct a pavement

or sidewalk, and the council has required him to guarantee that

he will so construct it that it shall, for a period not exceeding

ten years, remain in good condition and suitable for safe and com-

fortable travel, and that he will, when required, make good any

imperfections therein due to materials, workmanship or construc-

tion, in ascertaining the cost of the work no deduction shall^be
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made from the sum paid to the contractor by reason of such

guarantee having been required. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 20.

21. There shall be included in the corporation's portion of the Corporation's
'^ ^ portion of coat.

cost:

—

(a) At least one-third of the cost of a sewer having a sec-

tional area of more than four feet; and

(6) The entire cost of all culverts and other works in con-

nection with a sewer or pavement which are provided

and are required for surface drainage; and

(c) So much of the cost of a work as is incurred at street

intersectiops. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 21.

22.—(1) Where the work is the construction of a sewer the
of''JS'af°™™'

council may, by a vote of three-fourths of all the members, pro-
=^"'»™-

vide that a certain sum per foot frontage shall be specially assessed

upob the land abutting directly on the work and that the remainder
^

of the cost of such sewer shall be borne by the corporation.

(2) The part of the cost to be botne by the corporation shall Part to be borne
^ ^ ^ ^ tr

]jy corporation.

not be less than that which, under section 21, is to be included

in the corporation's portion of the cost. 1 G6o< V. c. 58, s. 22.

23.—(1) The council of the corporation of a mimicipaUty in corporation
may assume

which there is not in force a by-law passed under the provisions part ot cost ot
•' *^ ^ sidewalk or

of section 52 applicable to the work may, by by-law passed at p*™™™'-

any general or special meeting by a vote of three-fourths of all

"the members of the council, provide that such part as to the

council may seem proper of the cost of every granolithic, stone,

cement, asphalt or brick sidewalk, or of every pavement or curbing

constructed as a local improvement which otherwise, would be

chargeable upon the land abutting directly on the work, shall be

paid by the corporation. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 23 (1); 5 Geo. V.

c. 35, s. 6.

The only change made in this subsection by 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 6, was
the substitution of 52 for 51 in the third Une.
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(2) Such by-law shall not be repealed except by vote of three-

fourths of all the members of the council. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s.

23 (2).

24.—(1) In the case of corner lots and triangular or irregularly

shaped lots situate at the junction or intersection of streets a

reduction shall be made in the special assessment which otherwise

would be chargeable thereon sufficient, having regard to the situa-

tion, value and superficial area of such lots as compared with

the other lots, to adjust the assessment on a fair and equitable

Of lots unfit for

building'pur-
poses.

How -reduction
to be made.

Reduction to be
borne by cor-
poration.

Assessment of
cost of sidewalk
or curb.

Assessment of
non-abutting
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certain sewers.

(2) Where a lot is for any reason, wholly or in part, unfit for

building purposes a reduction shall also be made in the special

assessment which otherwise would be chargeable thereon, sufficient

to adjust its assessment as compared with that of the lots fit for

building purposes on a fair and equitable basis.

(3) The reduction shall be made by deducting from the total

frontage of the lot liable to the special assessment so much thereof

as is sufficient to make the proper reduction, but the whole of

the lot shall be charged with the special assessment as so reduced.

(4) The amount of any reduction made in the assessment of

any lot imder the provisions of this section shall not be chargeable

upon the lots liable to be specially assessed, but shall be paid by

the corporation. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 24.

25. Where the work imdertaken is a sidewalk or curbing, only

the land abutting on that side of the street upon which the work

is constructed shall be specially assessed. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 25.

26.—(1) Where the work is a sewer and in order to afford an

outlet for the sewage for any land not abutting directly on the

work or for the drainage of it the sewer is of a larger capacity

than is required for the purpose of the abutting land such other

land may be specially assessed for a fair and just proportion of

the cost of the work.
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(2) In the cases provided for by subsection 1, that part of the Method ot
~ "

^

* assessment.

cost of the work for which the abutting land is to be specially

assessed shall be assessed upon it in the manner provided by

section 19, and that part of the cost for which such other land is

to be specially assessed shall be assessed upon it in the manner

provided by sections 28 and 29. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 26.

27.—(1) Where the work is the construction of a bridge or the Apportioninent
of cost of a

opening, widemng, extending, grading, altering the grade of, ^""J?* " *•>«
_.

diverting or improving a street, and the council is of opinion that a**™*-

for any reason it would be inequitable to charge the cost of the

work on the land abutting directly thereon, the council may pro-

vide for the payment by the corporation of such part of the cost,

as to the council may seem just, and so much of the residue thereof

as may seem just may be specially assessed upon the land abutting

directly on the work, and so much of such residue as may seem

just on such other land as is immediately benefited by the work.

(2) In the cases provided for by subsection 1, that part of the Method of
*^

a^essment.

cost of the work for which the abutting land is to be specially

assessed shall be assessed thereon in the manner provided by

section 19, and that part of the cost for which land not abutting

directly on the work is to be specially assessed shall be assessed

thereon in the maimer provided by sections 28 and 29. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 27.

28. Where land not abutting directly upon a work is to be ^^^jt^"'
specially assessed, if the whole of it is equally benefited, the por-

bemfitod!"""'^

tion of the cost to be bornfi by such land shall be specially assessed

upon the lots according to the extent of their frontage by an equal

special rate per foot of such frontage. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 28.

29. Where land not abutting directly upon a work is to be Assessment of
^ ^ .^ * non-abuttmg '

specially assessed, and the whole of it is not equally benefited, {,^„'^g™
j*"*"^

such land shall be divided into as many districts or sections as

there are different proportions of benefit and so that a district

or section shall embrace all the land which will be benefited in
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the same proportion, and its proper portion of the cost shall be

assigned to each district or section, and the portion of the cost

to be borne by each district or section shall be specially assessed

on the lots therein according to the extent of their frontage by

an equal special rate per foot of such frontage. 1 Geo. V. c. 58,

s. 29.

Where all of

owners' portion

abutting land:

Where part of
owners' portion

non-abutting
land.

PROCEDURE FOE MAKING SPECIAL ASSESSMENT.

30.—(1) Where the owners' portion of the cost is to be specially

assessed upon the lots abutting directly on the work by an equal

special rate per foot frontage, before passing the by-law for under-

taking it, the council shall procure to be made: ,

(a) A report as to the lifetime of the work;

(b) A report as to the reductions, if any, which ought to be

made under the provisions of section 24 in respect of

any lot and the aggregate amount of such reductions;

(c) An estimate of the cost of the work;

(d) A statement of the share or proportion of the cost which

should be borne by the land abutting directly on the

work and by the corporation respectively;

(e) A report as to the number of instalments by which the

special assessment should be made payable.

(2) In the case of a work part of the owners' portion of the

cost of which may be specially assessed on land not abutting

directly on the work, before passing the by-law for undertaking

the work, lq addition to procuring the reports and estimate men-
tioned in subsection 1, the council shall procure to be, made a
further report stating:

(a) Whether it would be inequitable to charge the whole of

the owners' portion of the cost on the land abutting

directly on the work;

(6) If inequitable to do so, what portion of the cost should

be borne by the corporation, what portion thereof

should be specially assessed upon the land abutting

directly on the work and what land not abutting
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directly on the work will be immediately benefited and

should be specially assessed for any part of the cost

and the portion of the cost which should be specially

assessed upon it. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 30.

The failure of the clerk of the municipality to report to the council, at

its first meeting after the receipt of a petition for undertaking a work as a

local improvement, with respect to the value of the properties, the lifetime

of the work and the- number of owners benefited as required by the by-laws

of the council, is only an irregularity, and where what was required to be

reported upon was not reported upon until after the work had been com-

pleted, the assessment is not thereby invalidated: Canada Company v.

Mitchell (1904), 7 O.L.R. 482.

It will be observed that s. 30 requires that the report shall be procured

before passing the by-law for undertaking the work.

Belanger v. Montreal (1898), Q.R. 15 S.C. 43, in which it was held that

where a statute directs that a certain proportion of the cost of enlarging a

street shall be paid by the owners of land abutting on it, it is not necessary

for the commissioners to assess this cost equally dn each side, but they must

take into account the benefit accruing to the owners by the enlargement,

and, if of the opinion that one side has benefited more than the other, they

should increase the proportion to be assessed on that side accordingly.

31. Before a special assessment Is imposed the council shall special aasesa-^ ^ meat roU to be

procure to be made a , special assessment roll in which shall be prepared,

entered

(a) Every lot to be specially assessed in respect of the owners'

portion of the cost, the name of the owner and the

number of feet of its frontage to be so assessed;

(6) Every lot which, but for the provisions of section 48,

would be exempt from the special assessment and the

number of feet of its frontage;

(c) The rate per foot with which each lot is to be so assessed;

(d) The number of instalments by which the special assess-

ment is to be payable. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 31.

32. The coimcil may provide for the making of the reports, ^^^^p^^'^^.'^^

statements, estimates and special assessment roll mentioned in to be made,

sections 30 and 31 in such manner and by such officer of the cor-

poration or person as the council may deem proper, and may do

so by a general by-law appUcable to all works or to any class or
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Holding of

Court of

Revision.

Time and
place of.

classes of theiri or by a by-law applicable to the particular work.

1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 32.

33.—(1) Before a special assessment is imposed a sittings of

the Court of Revision for the hearing of complaints against the

proposed special assessment shall be held.

(2) Ten days' notice of the time and place of the sittings shall

be given by publication, and at least fifteen days before the day

appointed for the sittings a notice. Form 3, shall be mailed to the

owner of every lot which is to be specially assessed. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 33.

Any owner of land specially assessed is entitled to appeal. There is no

special provision as to this and none was necessary. The object of the

sittings of the Court of Revision is to hear complaints against the proposed

special assessment, and it follows that any person aflfected by it may appeal.

ment toftobe ^*" ^^^ Special assessment roll shall be kept open for inspection

ten dfya"
'°'^ ^* *^^ ofSce of the clcrk for at least ten days next before the day

appointed for the sittings of the Court of Revision. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 34.

statement of

cost of work for

Court of
Revision.

Powers of
Court.

36. A statement showing under appropriate heads the actual

cost of the work, verified by the certificate of the Clerk, Assess-

ment Commissioner or Treasurer of the municipality shall be

dehvered to the Chairman of the Court of Revision before the

meeting of the Court. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 35.

36.—(1) The Court of Revision shall have jurisdiction and

power to review the proposed special assessment and to correct

the same as to all or any of the following matters:

(a) Where the owners' portion of the cost is to be specially

assessed against the land abutting directly on the work,

as to the following matters

:

i. The names of the owners of the lots;

ii. The frontage or other measurements of the lots;

iii. The amount of the reduction to be made under the pro-

visions of section 24 in respect of any lot;
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iv. As to the lots which, but for the provisions of section 48,

would be exempt from special assessment;

V. As to the lifetime of the work; and

vi. As to the rate per foot with which any lot is to be specially

assessed.

(b) Where part of the owners' portion of the cost is to be

specially assessed on lanS not abutting directly on the

work, in addition to the matters mentioned in clause

(o), as to the lots other than those abutting directly

on the work which are or will be immediately bene-

fited by it, and as to the special assessment which such

lots should respectively bear.

(c) In all cases as to the actual cost of the work.

(2) The Court of Revision shall not have jurisdiction or autho- No power to
" alter propor-

rity to review or to alter the proportions of the cost of the work *'"'" °' '^'

which the lands to be specially assessed and the corporation are

respectively to bear according to the provisions of the by-law for

undertaking the work. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 36.

See notes to s. 39.

37.—(1) Where it appears to the Court of Revision that any Adjourned
^ ' t-i- J

sittings of Court

lot which has not been specially assessed should be specially j" »=« omission
r ^ -"^ •' to assess certain

assessed, before finally determining the matter the Court shall '°'°-

adjourn its sittings to a future day and shall cause notice, Form

3, to be given to the owner of such lot of the time and place when

the adjourned sittings will be held.

(2) The notice shall be mailed at least six days before the time ^^^^04;^,
fixed for the adjourned sittings.

(3) If the Court of Revision determines that any such lot ought P""." ^ ^^
^ ' ^ a special swwRH.

to be specially assessed, the Court shall have jurisdiction and m™tofiots.

power to fix and determine the amount of the special assessment

thereon. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 37.

38. The clerk shall make such corrections in the special assess- ^^^ »•»<?»'
„'^ assessment roll

ment roll as are necessary to give effect to the. decisions of the *<> be final.-
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Court of Revision, and the roll when so corrected shall be certi-

fied by the clerk, and when so certified, except in so far as it may
be further amended on appeal to the Judge, such assessment roll

and the special assessment shall be valid and binding upon all

persons concerned and upon the land specially assessed, notwith-

standing any defect, error or omission therein or any defect or

error in the by-law for undertaking the work or in any notice

given or proceeding taken or the omission of any proceeding or

thing which ought to have been taken or done before the passing

of the by-law for undertaking the work or thereafter down to

and including the completion of such revision. 1 Geo. V. c. 58,

s. 38.

See notes to s. 13.

Where a local improvement by-law is passed making a general assessment

for the cost of the work, the payment of which is spread over a number of

years, an action by a ratepayer contesting the work or jcoinplaining of its

non-completion must be brought within six months after the cause of action

arose {i.e., the imposition of the assessment): Arbuthnot v. Victoria (1913),

18 B.C.R. 35, 9 D.L.R. 564, 23 W.L.R. 563.

An action does not lie for a declaration that the assessment of land for

a local improvement is invalid and void on account of an alleged insufficient

description of the land in the assessment roll, and the plaintiff's remedy

was to apply to the Court of Revision for an alteration of it: Hislop v. Strat-

ford (1917), 11 O.W.N. 328, affirming (1916), 11 O.W.N. 191.

The Act applicable to this case did not contain any provision similar to

s. 38.

Any defects in a by-law or assessments under The Municipalities Local

Improvement Act (Stats. B.C. 1913, c. 49) are cured by ss. 38 and 44 (2),

and cannot, therefore, be set up: Pelly v. Chilliwack (1916), 30 D.L.R. 651,

35 W.L.R. 208.

Appeal to
County Judge.

Application of
Eev. Stat.
c. 19S.

Powers of
Judge.

39.—(1) The council or the owner of a lot specially assessed

may appeal to the Judge of the County Court from any decision

of the Court of Revision.

(2) The provisions of The Assessment Act as to appeals to the

Judge shall apply to an appeal under the provisions of subsection 1.

(3) The Judge shall have the like jurisdiction and powers as

are conferred on the Court of Revision by section 36, and the pro-
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visions of section 37 shall apply where it appears to the Judge

that any lot not specially assessed ought to be so assessed. 1 Geo.

V. c. 58, s. 39.

Where under the former law the Court of Revision had held that a special

assessment was invalid and refused either to confirm it or to make any assess-

ment under it, it was held that the Judge could properly entertain an appeal

from the Court of Revision at the instance of the corporation and the assistant

assessment commissioner: In re Dundas Street Bridges and In re Hunter

and Toronto (1904), 8 O.L.R. 52, 3 O.W.R. 170, 660.

The Court of Revision has now no power to deal with the question of the

validity of the assessment. Its powers are defined by s. 36.

BORROWING POWERS.

40.-—(1) The council may agree with any bank or person for Temporary
loans.

temporary advances to meet the cost of the work pending the

completion of it. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 40 (1).

(2) The council may, when the work undertaken is completed, issue of deben-

borrow on the credit of the corporation at large such sums ap

may be necessary to [repay such advances and to] defray the cost

of the work undertaken, including the corporation's portion of

the cost, and may issue debentures for the sums so borrowed.

1 Geo.-V. c. 58, s. 40 (2); 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 7.

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 7.

(3) The provisions of The Municipal Act as to by-laws for Application of

creating debts shall apply to by-laws passed under the authority <=• i92.

of subsection 2, except that it shall not be necessary

(a) That the by-law be submitted to or receive the assent

of the electors;

(b) That any rate be imposed for the payment of the principal

of so much of the money borrowed as represents the

owners' portion of the cost or of the interest thereon,

other than the special rate per foot frontage imposed

to meet it;

(c) To comply with the provisions of subsections 5 and 7 of Rev. stat.

section 263 of The Municipal Act.

and except that the debentures save as provided by section 42,

shall be payable within the hfetime of the work.
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Special rates for

owners' portion
to form special

fund.

General rate to
meet- deficiency
in special rate.

Owners* portion
not to be
deemed part of
debenture debt
of corporation.
Rev. Stat.
a. 193.

Corporation's
portion may be
included .in .

yearly esti-

mates.

(4) The special rates imposed for the owners' portion of the

cost shall form a special fimd for the payment of the debentures

issued under the authority of subsection 2 and the interest thereon

and shall not be applicable to or be appUed for any other purpose.

(5) If ia any year the amount reaUzed from the special rate

imposed to provide for the owners' portion of the cost and interest

is insufficient to pay the amount falling due in such year in respect

of so much of the debentiu-es as represent the owners' portion

of the cost the council shall provide for the deficiency in the esti-

mates for the following year and levy and collect the same by

a general rate, but this shall not relieve the land specially assessed

from the special rate thereon.

(6) The amount borrowed under the provisions of subsection 2,

in respect of the owners' portion of the cost, shall not be deemed

to be part of the easting debenture debt of the corporation within

the meaning of section 288 of The Municipal Act.

(7) Instead of borrowing the amount of the corporation's por-

tion of the cost of a work undertaken the council may include

the same in the estimates of the year. 1 Geo. V. o. 58, s. 40 (3-7).

A corporation had power under The Consohdated Municipal Act, 1903,

s. 420 (3), to invest its sinldng funds in its own local improvement deben-

tures: Hislop V. Stratford (1917), 11 O.W.N 328.

Consolidation of
by-lawa.

Recitals.

Rates not to be
imposed by con-
solidating by-
law.

41.—(1) Where two or more works have been constructed and

the by-laws provided for by subsection 2 of section 40 have been

passed, instead of borrowing the separate sums thereby authorized

to be borrowed and issuing debentures therefor, the council by

by-law, hereinafter called the consoUdating by-law, may provide

for borrowing the aggregate of such separate sums and for issuing

one series of debentures therefor.

(2) The consohdating by-law shall show by recitals or other-

wise in respect of what separate by-laws it is passed.

(3) It shall not be necessary that the consoUdating by-law shall

impose any rate to provide for the payment of the debentures

issued under it or the interest thereon, but the rates imposed by
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the separate by-laws shall be levied, collected and appKed for that

purpose. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 41.

41a. Instead of passing a by-law under section 40 in respect of One by-iaw tor

_ _ _
several works.

each individual work, a mimicipal council may pass one by-law

in respect of several local improvement works, giving in such

by-law in respect of each such work substantially the same informa-

tion as would be given in several by-laws respecting such works,

and may provide in such by-law for borrowing the aggregate 6ost

of such several works and for issuing one series of debentures

therefor. 4 Geo. V. c. 21, s. 43.

42.—(1) The council shall impose upon the land liable there- Term of annual
instalments of

for the special assessment with which it is chargeable m respect speoui asseas-

of the owners' portion of the cost, and the same shall be payable

in such annual instalments as the council shall prescribe, but not

so as to extend beyond the lifetime of the work unless the work

is of the class prescribed in clause (j) of section 3, in which case

the annual instalments may extend over a period of not more

than 40 years.

(2) In fixing the amount of the annual instalments a sum interest.

sufBcient to cover the interest shall be added.

(3) The council may also either by general by-law or by a commutation of

by-law applicfible to the particular work prescribe the terms and

conditions upon which persons whose lots are specially assessed

may commute for a payment in cash the special rates imposed

thereon. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 42.

43. The provisions of sections 94 to 97 and the other provisions ^p"!*^™ °'

of The Assessment Act as to the collection and recovery of taxes, ^ ^^^^

and the proceedings which may be taken in default of payment

thereof, shall apply to the special assessments and the special

rates imposed for the payment of them. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 43.

Rates levied on land under The Municipalities Local Improvement Act

(Stats. B.C. Wis, c. 49) are recoverable as a debt, and may be counter-

claimed in an action on an award for land taken under the Act: Pelly v.

Chilliwack (1916), 30 D.L.R. 651, 35 W.L.R. 208.
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Where special
asaesaments
irregular new
assessmenta

. may be made.

Where by-law
quaahed Court
may direct
passing of
new by-.law.

Liabilities in-

curred to be
binding.

Where Court of
its own motion
directs passing
of new by-law.

44.—(1) If a debt has been incurred by the corporation for or

in respect of a work undertaken before the passing of this Act

and after the incurring of the debt, the special assessment for

the work is found or adjudged to be invalid or the by-law for

borrowing money to defray the cost of the work is quashed or

set aside either wholly or in part by reason of any irregularity

of illegality in making such assessment or in passing such by-law,

the council shall cause a new assessment to be made or may pass

a new by-law when and so often as may be necessary to provide

the money required to be raised to discharge the debt so incurred.

(2) In the case of a work undertaken after the passing of this

Act, if the special assessment in respect of it has become con-

firmed under the provisions of section 38, no by-law for borrowing

money to defray the cost of the work or for imposing the special

assessment shall be quashed, set aside or adjudged to be invalid

by reason of its illegality or o,f any defect in it, but the Court

in which any proceeding for quashing, setting aside or declaring

to be invalid the by-law is takep shall on such terms and condi

tioiis as to costs and otherwise as may be deemed proper direct

the council to amend or to repeal such by-law and, where a repeal-

ing by-law is directed to pass a new by-law in proper form in

lieu of the repealed by-law, and it shall be the duty of the council

to pass such by-law or by-laws accordingly.

(3) Every liability or obligation incurred and every debenture

issued by the corporation under the authority of any such defec-

tive or illegal by-law shall be as effectual and as binding as if

the amending or new by-law directed to be passed had been passed

and was in force at the time such liability or obligation was

incurred or such debenture was issued.

(4) Although no proceeding has been taken to quash, set aside

or declare invalid the by-law the council may of its own motion

and if required by any person to whom it has incurred any liability

on the faith of the by-law shall pass such amending or new by-law

as may be necessary to make effectual and binding the liability

so incurred and any debenture issued under the authority of such
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by-law, and the provisions of subsection 3 as to the effect of an

amending or new by-law shall apply to any by-law so passed.

1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 44.

REPAIR OF WORK.

45.—(1) After a work undertaken has been completed, it shall Maintenance
and repair of

during its lifetime be kept in repair by and at the expense of the ™^j^y ""'"'

corporation.

(2) Nothing in this Act shall relieve the corporation from any General duty to

duty or obligation to keep in repair the highways under its juris- afifeoted.

diction to which it is subject either at common law or under the

provisions of The Municipal Act, or otherwise, or impair or preju- Rev, stat.

dicially affect the rights of any person who is damnified by reason

of the failure of the corporation to discharge such duty or obUga-

tion. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 45.

46.—(1) Where, at any time during the lifetime of a work Compelling

, ... corporation to

undertaken, the corporation fails to keep and maintain it in a '^^'

good and sufficient state of repair, and, after one month's notice

in writing by the owner or occupant of any lot specially assessed

requiring the corporation to do so does not put the work in repair,

a Judge of the Supreme Court, or the Judge of the County Court

of the county in which the municipafity lies, upon the application

of any owner or occupant of any land so specially assessed, may
make an order requiring the corporation to put the work in repair.

(2) The Judge may determine what repairs are necessary and Determination

by his order may direct them to be made in such manner within repairs,

such time and under such supervision as he may deem proper.

(3) Where a person under whose supervision the repairs are Remuneration
, 11-1°' person super-

to be made is appointed, the Judge may fix and determine the ™ing. ^

remuneration to be paid to such person and the same shall be

paid by the corporation and payment thereof may be enforced

in like manner and by the same process as a judgment for the

payment of money.

(4) The order shall have the same effect and may be enforced Effect of order.

in like manner as a peremptory mandamus.

52—MUN. LAW.
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Appeal to Divi-
sional Court.

ma™be*Sade ^^^ ^^ *^® Corporation does not comply with the order of the

pajSent thlre-*^
Judgc, in addition to any other remedy to which the appUcant

'"''•

for the order may be entitled, the Judge may authorize the repairs

to be made by the applicant, and if made by him the cost thereof

shall be ascertained and determined by the Judge, and when so

ascertained and determined payment thereof may be enforced in

' hke manner and by the same process as a judgment for the pay-

ment of money.

(6) An appeal shall lie to a Divisional Court from any order

made under the provisions of this section, and the procedure where

the appeal is from an order of a Judge of the Supreme Court

shall be the same as on an appeal from an order made in an action

in the Supreme Court, and if the appeal is from an order of a

Judge of a County Court the same as on an appeal from an appeal-

able order made in an action in the County Court. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 46.

In In re Medland and Toronto (1899), 31 O.R. 243, it was held that the

duty to repair which rests upon the corporation ends when it becomes neces-

sary to reconstruct the work or improvement, and that, whenever it is in

such a condition that practical men would say of it that it is worn out and not

worth repairing, an order for repair could not be made under the provisions

of the section applicable in that case.

The opinion was also expressed that the result would be otherwise if the

necessity for reconstruction had arisen because of the default of the cor-

poration to keep the work in repair.

The legislation under consideration in that case was s. 666 of R.S.O. 1897,

c. 228, and s. 41 of 62 Vict. (2nd session) c. 26.

The duty to repair imposed by s. 666 was not limited, as it is by this

section, to the "lifetime of the work."

As to this see s.. 30 (1), cl. (a), and s. 36 (1), ol. (a), par. 5.

See also King v. Matthews (1903), 5 O.L.R. 228, as to paying out of the

general funds for the reconstruction of a work that should have been under-

taken as a local improvement.

ASSESSMENT OF LAND EXEMPT FROM TAXATION.

Se^'t from^
47. Land on which a church or place of worship is erected or

tob's'spedatiy
which is used in connection therewith, and the land of a uni-

versity, college or seminary of learning, whether vested in a
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trustee or othenvise, which is exempt from taxation under The
J^^j^"*-

Assessment Act, except schools maintained in whole or in part by

a legislative grant or a school tax, shall be liable to be specially

assessed. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 47.

It was held in Upper Canada College v. Toronto (1916), 37 O.L.R. 665,

32 D.L.R. 246, that the provisions of this section are in conflict with the

provision of s. 10 of The Upper Canada College Act, R.S.O. c. 280, which

exempts the property of the college from taxation to the same extent as

property vested in the Crown for the public uses of Ontario, and that the

latter provision must govern according to the general rule that, in the absence

of any indication of intention on the part of the legislature, special Acts are

not repealed by public general Acts.

It was also held that the collection of money for local improvements pur-

suant to The Local Improvement Act is taxation, and that the exemption

from taxation contained in The Upper Canada College Act extends to assess-

ments for local improvements if lands of the Crown are exempt from them
as they are by s. 5 (1) of The Assessment Act, R.S.O. c. 195, and that that

exemption is not abrogated by The Local Improvement Act or otherwise.

It was also held that it was not necessary that petitions for the passing

of local improvement by-laws should be signed by the college, that the college

was not qualified and competent to sign them, and the action, which was

by the college for a declaration that by-laws based on a petition not signed

by the college affecting lands of which the college owned more than one-

half in value, were invalid was dismissed.

Briefly stated, the effect of this decision is that, inasmuch as the exemption

from taxation of the property of Upper Canada College does not depend

upon The Assessment Act, but upon the college's special Act, s. 47 has not

the effect of making it liable to assessment for local improvements.

48. Land exempt from taxation for local improvements under Land exempt

any general or special Act shall nevertheless, for all purposes for looai im-
provements to

except petitioning for or against undertaking a work, be subject ''^°f^^^*"y

to the provisions of this Act and shall be specially assessed; but

the special assessments imposed thereon which fall due while such

land remains exempt shall not be collected or collectable from the

owner thereof but shall be paid by the corporation. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 47.

STREET CLEANING, ETC

49,—(1) The' council may by by-law provide that thereafter cleaning,

the annual cost of cleaning, clearing of snow and ice, watering,
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lighting
streets, etc.

Application to
defined areas.

Special rate.

Duration of
by-law.

Power to con-
struct works on
boundary lines.

Powers and
duties of
initiating

council.

oiling, sweeping, lighting, light supplied in excess of that supplied

at the expense of the corporation at large, cutting grass and weeds

and trimming trees and shrubbery on any street, or any one or

more of such services shall be specially assessed upon the land

abutting directly on such street according to the frontage thereof,

and the foregoing provisions of this Act shall not apply to such

services. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 49 (1); 2 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 6.

(2) Instead of naming the particular street or streets the by-

law may apply to all the streets in a defined section or sections of

the municipality.

(3) Where the council so provides the amount of the special

rate imposed to defray such cost may be entered on the collector's

roll and collected in like maimer as other taxes.

(4) The by-law shall remain in force from year to year until

repealed. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 49 (2-4).

50.—(1) Where a highway forms the boundary between two

or more municipalities although it lies wholly within one or partly

within two or more of them, the corporations of the municipalities

may agree

(a) To undertake in respect of such highway or any part of

it any work or service which may be underaken as a

local improvement under this Act.

(b) As to the council by which the work or service shall be

undertaken;

(c) As to whether the corporations' portion of the cost shall

be provided for by borrowing or shall be included in

the estimates of the year; and

(d) As to the proportions in which the corporations' portion

of the cost shall be borne by such corporations respec-

tively.

(2) The council of the municipality which according to the

agreement is to undertake the work or service, hereinafter called

the initiating council, shall have all the powers and perform all

the duties in respect of it which may be exercised or are to be
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performed by the council of a municipality which undertakes a

work or service as a local improvement under this Act, and the

highway shall, for the purposes of the work or service, be deemed

to lie wholly within and to be under the exclusive jurisdiction

of the initiating council.

(3) The clerk of the initiating council shall forthwith, after the Certified copies
^ ' ° '

of by-law to be

passing of its by-law imposing the special rates to defray the
othOT*^unicu

°'

owners' portion of the cost, deliver or transmit by registered post paii''«s-

to the clerk of any municipality in which is situate any land upon

which a special rate has been imposed a copy of the by-law certi-

fied under his hand and the seal of the corporation to be a true

copy.

(4) The rates required by the by-law to be levied and collected collection ot
^ ' ^ "^ *' rates m other

in any year upon land in any municipality other than that by mimicipauties.

the council of which the by-law is passed shall be collected by

the council of such municipality in like manner as if such rates

had been imposed by that council.

(5) The corporation of each of the municipalities other than Paymeatover
' ^

to inltlatuis

that by the council of which the work or service is undertaken council,

shall pay to the last mentioned corporation the sums which are

to bfe levied and collected in that year under the next preceding

subsection, and such payment shall be made on demand therefor

at any time after the 14th day of December in that year, and

shall be made whether or not such rates have been collected from

the persons liable to pay them.

(6) Such payment shall not reUeve any land specially assessed
^^^^^l^^*'

*"

from the special rate thereon, but it shall remain liable for the '^^e^-

special rate until it is paid.

(7) Where the agreement provides that the corporations' por- Payment over
^ ^ ° ^ where corpora-

tion of the cost shall be included in the estimates of the year,
^^J^J^*"""

the corporation of each of the municipalities, other than that by estimates.

the council of which the work or service is undertaken, shall pay

to that corporation when the amount of the corporations' portion

of the cost is finally determined its share or portion of such cost,

and the amount so paid shall be provided for in the estimates
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Where corpora-
tions' portion
met by issue of

debentures.

Maintenance
and repair.

Construction of

bridge over
ravine sepa-
rating munici-
palities.

Agreement with
other munici-
pality as to pro-
portion of cost
to be borne by
it.

for the then current year of the council of the corporation which

is to pay it.

(8) Where the agreement provides that the amount required

to defray the corporations' portion of the cost is to be borrowed,

the corporation of each of the municipaUties, except that by the

council of which the work or service is undertaken, shall in each

year during the currency of the debentures issued for the money

borrowed pay to that corporation the same proportion of the

principal and the interest payable in that year as under the agree-

ment it is to bear of the corporations' portion of the cost, and

the amount which the by-law for borrowing the money requires

to be raised in that year shall be reduced by the sum so paid.

(9) The corporations shall bear the cost of keeping the work

in repair in the proportions in which the cost of the work is to

be borne by them. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 4.

50o.—(1) Where a ravine separates the lands of adjoining

municipalities and it is deemed desirable to construct a bridge

connecting the lands of such municipalities, the council of either

municipaUty may pass a by-law for undertaking the work of con-

structing the bridge or of constructing the bridge combined with

any other work which may be undertaken as a local improvement

and the provisions of this Act shall apply except that, subject to

the provisions of subsections 2 and 3, no part of the cost of the

work shall be assessed upon lands in the other municipaUty.

(2) Where lands which will be benefited by the work lie within

the limits of any municipaUty other than the initiating munici-

pality, the council of the initiating municipality may agree with

the council of such other municipality as to the proportion of

the cost of the work to be borne by the corporation of that munici-

pality and the lands within it, and such last mentioned council

may pass a by-law for the issue of debentures for the amount of

such proportion, payable within such period not exceeding twenty

years, as the council may determine, and it shall not be necessary

that the by-law be submitted to the vote of the electors.
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(3) The council of such other municipaUty may proceed under Powers of other..... - . .... .
municipality to

this Act for the purpose of assessing the lands within it which specially assess

will be benefited by the work their proper proportion of the

amount which it shall have agreed to contri'-ute to the cost of

the work in the same way as if the work had been undertaken

by such council and the amount to be so contributed were the

cost of the work, and the proceedings shall be in accordance with

the provisions of this Act. 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 8.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS AS TO TOWNSHIPSj VILLAGES, ETC.

51.—(1) The council of a township or village may undertake ^^'^™°'^''^

as a local improvement engines.

(a) The construction of waterworks;

(6) The purchase of fire engines and other appHances for the

purpose of fire protection;

(c) The laying of mains and other appliances to connect with

any existing system of waterworks whether owned by

the corporation or by any other person. 1 Geo. V.

c. 58, s. 50 (1); 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44, s. 5.

(2) The council, by the by-law for undertaldng the work, may Assessment of

•11 1 • 1 owners* part in

provide that the whole cost shall be specially assessed against the land in deaned

land in any defined section or sections of the municipaUty, and

that the annual cost of managing and maintaining the work shall

be assessed against arid levied upon such land, and in the event of

such by-law being passed the amount of reductions provided for

by subsection 4 of section 24, and the amount of the exemptions

provided for by section 48, shall be assessed against the land in

such section or sections hable to be specially assessed, and shall '

not be paid by the corporation. 5 Geo. V. c. 35, s. 9.

(3) In the case of the purchase of fire engines and other Trustees for

managing fire

appUances for the purpose of fire protection the council may, by engines and
Appliances-

by-law, provide for
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Care and con-
trol of fire

engines, etc.

Qualification of

voters for elec-

tion of trustees.

(a) The election of a board of three trustees, and the time

and manner of holding the election-;

(6) The term of office of such trustees;

(c) Filling vacancies in such board;

(d) The election of an auditor;

(e) The appointment of a second auditor by such board; and

(/) The duties of such auditors.

1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 50 (3); 3-4 Geo. V. c. 44. s. 5.

(4) The board of trustees shall have the care, control and

managen;ent of such fire engines and appliances.

(5) No person shall be entitled to vote at the election of such

trustees unless he is the owner of land to be specially assessed

under the provisions of subsection 2 and is also qualified to vote

at municipal elections. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 50 (4-5).

ADOPTION OF LOCAL IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM.

Adoption of

local improve-
ment system.

Rev. Sta.
c. 192.

Repeal of
by-law.

52,—(1) The council of a corporation by by-law passed with

the assent of the municipal el ctors, in accordance with the pro-

visions of The Municipal Act, may provide that all works which

may be undertaken as local improvements, or any one or more

classes or descriptions of such works thereafter, or after a day

named in the by-law, shall be undertaken as local improvements

and not otherwise.

(2) The by-law may be repealed but only by a by-law passed

with the like assent. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 51.

Special rates and
covenant
against incum-
brances.

MISCELLANEOUS.

53. The special assessment and the special rates charged or

chargeable upon land for or in respect of the cost of any work

undertaken, whether upon petition or otherwise, except so much
of them as is in arrear and unpaid, shall not, as between a vendor

and a purchaser, or as respects a covenant against incumbrances.
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or for the right to convey, or for quiet possession free from incum-

brances, be deemed to be an incumbrance upon the land upon

which the special rate is charged or chargeable. 1 Geo. V. c. 58,

s. 52.

In In re Taylor and Martyn (1907), 14 O.L.R. 132, it was held that s. 681

of 3 Edw. VII. c. 19 did not relieve a vendor before conveyance of liability

to remove a charge for local improvement rates where he was bound to con-

vey -fyee from encumbrances, notwithstanding the purchaser's agreement to ,

assume "all taxes and assessments" wherewith the lands may be rated or

charged "from and after the date fixed for completion of the sale."

A material change in the law was made by s. 52 of 1 Geo. V. c. 58, which

is the same as this section, and a case arising under it would be decided

differently, it now being clearly provided that, as between vendor and pur-

chaser, the special assessment and the special rates, except such of them as

may be in arrear, are not to be deemed to be encumbrances upon the land

upon which the special rate is charged or chargeable.

54. Proceedings for undertaking a work begun by one council when work may

may be continued, and the work may be begun, continued and

completed by a succeeding council. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 53.

55. The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board may approve . Municipal
Board may pre-

of forms of by-laws, notices and other proceedmgs to be passed, scribe forms,

given or taken under or in carrying out the provisions of this Act,

and every by-law, notice or other proceeding which is in substan-

tial conformity with the form so approved shall not be open to

objection on the ground that it is not in the form required by the

provisions of this Act applicable thereto; but the use of such

forms shall not be obligatory. 1 Geo. V. c. 58, s. 54.
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FORM 1.

Section 11.

Take notice that

1. The Council of the Corporation of the of

intends to construct as a local improvement {describe the work)

on {or in) street, between {describe the points between

which the work is to be constructed) and intends to specially assess

a part of the cost upon the land abutting directly on the work {in

case other land is to be specially assessed add) and upon the follow-

ing land which is immediately benefited by the work {describe the

land)

.

2. The estimated cost of the work is $ , of which

$ is to be paid by the Corporation. The esti-

mated special rate per foot frontage is . The

special assessment is to be paid in annual

instalments.

3. A petition against the work will not avail to prevent its con-

struction.

Dated Clerk.

Note.— Where that part of the municipality in which the land to

be specially assessed is situate is divided into districts or sec-

tions the form will be altered to show the special rate per foot

frontage in each district or section.

FORM 2.

Section IS.

Take notice that

1. The Council of the Municipal Corporation of the

of intends to construct {describe the work) on {or

in) street between {describe the points between which the

work is to be constructed) as a local improvement and intends to

specially assess a part of the cost upon the land abutting directly

on the work {in case other land is to be specially assessed add)
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and upon the following land which is immediately benefited by the

work {describe the land)

.

2. The estimated cost of the work is $ , of which

$ is to be paid by the Corporation, and the estimated

special rate per foot frontage is . The special

assessment is to be paid in annual instalments.

3. Persons desiring to petition against undertaking the work

must do so on or before the day of 19

Dated

Clerk.

Note.—Where that part of the municipality in which the and to

be specially assessed is situate is divided into districts or sec-

tions the form will be altered to show the special rate per foot

frontage in each district or section.

FORM 3.

Sections 33 {2) and 37.

Take notice that

1. The Council of the Corporation of the > of

has constructed as a local improvement {describe the work) on {or

in) street between {describe the points between

which the work has been constructed).

2. The cost of the work is $ of which $

is to be paid by the Corporation. The Special rate per foot

frontage is . The special assessment is to be

paid in annual instalments.

3. The estimated lifetime of the work is years.

4. A Court of Revision will be held on the day of

19 , at o'clock at the {insert place of

meeting) for the purpose of hearing complaints against the pro-

posed assessments or the accuracy of frontage measurements and

any other complaint which persons interested may desire to make

and which is by law cognizable by the Court.

or {where the Court of Revision proceeds under section 37).
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4. You are served with this notice because the Court of Revi-

sion is of opinion that your lot though not specially assessed should

, be specially assessed in respect of the owner's portion of the cost

of the work and an adjourned sittings of the Court will be held

on the day of 19 , at

o'clock at the {insert place of meeting) when the matter will be

determined by the Court.

Dated Clerk.

Note.—Where that part of the municipality in which the land to

be specially assessed is situate is divided into districts or sec-

tions the form will be altered to show the special rate per foot

frontage in each district or section.

The following Forms have been approved of by The Ontario Railway

and Municipal Board, under the authority of section 54 of the Act.

FORM 4.

Petition for Local Improvement.

To THE Council of the Corporation op the

of

The Petition of the Undersigned, owners of lands abutting

directly on the work hereinafter referred to.

Shbweth as follows:—
Sidewalk. 1. That it is expedient to construct a

sidewalk feet wide or such other width as the Council

may deem best upon the side of

Street from

to

or

Curbing. 1. That it is expedient to construct a curbing upon the

side of Street

from to
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or

1. That it is expedient to construct a sewer on sewer.

Street from

to

(Where the circumstances require, the following may be added):

That such sewer, if deemed advisable, may be constructed of a

larger capacity than is required for the purpose of the abutting

lanJin order to afford an outlet for the sew&ge of lands not abut-

ting direcjtly on the work, subject to the provisions of the Act

as to assessing the non-abutting lands for a fair and just propor-

tion of the cost of the work.

or

1. That it is expedient to pave Street Paving.

with ; .from

to

or

1.—(1) That it is expedient to alter the grade of
^'Ide'of^"'^*

Street from

to

by (describe character of work as cutting and filling, or as the case

may be) so that the same may be reduced to a grade not ex-

ceeding

(Where the circumstances require, the following may be added)

:

—
(2) That your petitioners submit, subject to the opinion of

the Council, that such change in the grade will benefit the Munici-

pality at large, and will specially benefit lands in the vicinity of

the work other than those abutting directly thereon, and it would

therefore be.inequitable to charge all the cost thereof on the lands

abutting directly upon the work.

(Note.—These clauses relating to the changing of the grade of a

street, with such changes as may be necessary, will apply to the

opening, widening, extending, grading, diverting or improving of a

street or the construction of a bridge.)
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2. That such work be constructed as a local improvement

under the provisions of The Local Improvement Act.

Your Petitioners therefore Pray:—
That the said (insert here description of work as sidewalk, or

curbing, etc.) may be constructed as a local

improvement as aforesaid.

Dated this day of 19

Signature ot

Petitioner.

Street, Nunaber of Lot, or
other Description of Land
Owned by Petitioner.

Post Office Address
of Petitioner.

FORM 5.

Clerk's Certificate.

To THE Council of the Corporation of the
of

I, Clerk of

the of

do hereby certify:

—

That the annexed (or within) Petition of

and others praying for the construction of

upon (or in)

Street from to

as a local improvement lodged with me
on the day of

19. . . . is sufficient.

Dated this day of :

'

19. ..

- Clerk.
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FORM 6.

Declaration of Publication.

I, : of the

of '.

, in the County of

, do solemnly declare:

1. A true copy of the notice hereto annexed was pubUshed in

the newspaper pubHshed at ,

on the. day of 19 {If published more than

once insert "and on the days of 19.V . . ")

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing

it to be true, and knowing that it is of the same force and effect

as if made under oath and by virtue of The Canada Evidence Act.

Declared before me at the

of

this day o

19....

A Commissioner, &c.

FORM 7.

Declaration of Service.

I, of the

of , in the County of

DO SOLEMNLY DECLARE

:

1. I served a true copy of the notice hereto annexed on the

owners whose names appear in Column 1 of Schedule 1 on the

dates mentioned in Column 2 and in the manner mentioned in

Column 3.

2. The owners whose names appear in Schedule 2 were not

served for the reasons set opposite their respective names.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing
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it to be true and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as

if made under oath and by virtue of The Canada Evidence Act.

Declared before me at the

of

this day of

19....

A Commissioner, &c.

SCHEDULE 1.

Column 1.
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in the case of a work undertaken as a Local Improvement under

The Local Improvement Act.

Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

of ... ^ enacts as follows :

—

1. In this by-law "the Act" shall mean The Local Improve-

ment Act.

2. The interpretation section of the Act shall apply to this

by-law.

3. A duly qualified engineer, or some officer of this Corpora-

tion or some other person, competent to perform the duties of an

engineer under the Act, hereinafter called the ''Engineer," shall

be appointed to perform all services which under the Act may be

performed by an engineer, and he shall make all reports, state-

ments and estimates and the special assessment roll required in

the case of a work undertaken.

4. The Clerk shall give to the Engineer such information and

assistance as may reasonably be required of him.

5. Upon the Council acquiring power to undertake a work, th«

Engineer shall forthwith make the report, statements and esti-

mates respecting such work required by the Act and deliver the

same to the Clerk, who shall submit them to the Council at the

next meeting thereof.

6. Upon the completion of the work the Engineer shall make

a special assessment roll for the cost of the work, and deUver the

same to the Clerk. He shall also make a statement showing under

appropriate heads the actual cost of the work. The Clerk,

Treasurer and Assessment Commissioner shall assist the Engineer

in making such statement and when it is completed the Treasurer,

or in his absence the Clerk, shall verify the same by his certificate,

and the statement shall be dehvered to the Chairman of the Court

of Revision.

7. Upon receiving the Special Assessment Roll, the Clerk shall

notify the Chairman of the Court of Revision, who shall, without

delay, call sittings of the Court for the hearing of complaints

53—MUN. LAW.
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against the proposed special assessment and shall notify the Clerk

of the time and place at which such sittings T^ill be held.

8. The Clerk shall prepare and serve or cause to be served and

published all notices required by the Act to be served or published,

and shall prepare the aiEdavits and other evidence of the service

and pubUcation thereof, and keep the same on file in his ofiice,

and He shall also prepare all such other certificates, papers and

documents as may be required and shall see that all the require-

ments of the Act respecting the proceedings for or in connection

with the construction of the work are complied with.

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

Mayor {or Reeve).

Clerk.

Seal ot

Corporation

FORM 9.

By-law No
Bt-law to provide for the payment, by the Corporation of

part of the cost of certain works constructed as local improve-

ments otherwise chargeable upon the lands abutting directly upon

the works.

Whereas it is expedient that part of the cost of every work of

any of the classes or descriptions hereinafter mentioned, con-

structed as a local improvement which otherwise would be charge-

able upon lands abutting directly on the work shall be paid by

the Corporation;

And Whereas there is not in force in this municipality any

by-law passed with the assent of the Municipal electors providing

that all works of any of the classes or descriptions hereinafter

mentioned shall be undertaken as local improvememtis and not

otherwise;

Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

of enacts as follows:

—
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1. The interpretation section of The Local Improvement Act

shall apply to th's by-law.

2. The Corporation shall pay per cent, of that part

of the cost of every granolithic, stone, .cement, asphalt or brick

sidewalk; [if pavements and curbings are to be providedfor add"and
of every pavement and curbing constructed as a local improve-

ment which otherwise would be chargeable upon the lands abut-

ting directly on the work."]

3. This by-law shall apply to such works only as are under-

taken after the passing hereof.

Passed by a vote of three-fourths of all the members of the

Council this day of 19 ...

.

Mayor (or Reeve). :

Seal of

Corporation

Clerk.

FORM 10.

CONSTBUCTfON Bt-LAW No
By-law to authprize the construction of

on Street from
'

; to

as a Local Improvement under the provisions of The Local Im-

provement Act.

Whereas and others have petitioned n on Petition

the Council to construct, as a local improvement, the work herein- recital,

after described, and the Clerk has certified that the petition is '

sufficient and it is expedient to grant the prayer of the petition

in manner hereinafter provided.

Or

Whereas notice of the intention of the Council to undertake n on the initia-

, , . (. , 1 1 .
I.

*^^® insert this

the construction as a local improvement of the work hereinafter recital.

described, has been duly given by publication of the notice and
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If on two-thirds
vote of council
insert this
recital.

Where private
drain connec-
tions are to be
constructed as a
separate work,
insert tliis

recital.

If work ia to be
constructed on
sanitary
groundSp
insert this
recital.

General.

by service of it upon tbe owners of the lots liable to be specially

assessed, and the publication and service of such notice has been

proved by a statutory declaration filed with the Clerk, and no

petition against the work signed by a majority of the owners,

representing at least one-half the value of the lots which are liable

to be specially assesed, has been presented.

Or

Whereas it is expedient that the construction of the work

hereinafter described ^ail be undertaken as a local improvement

and notice of the intention of the Council to undertake such work

has been duly published.

Or

Whereas a sewer has been constructed upon

Street from

to and it is

expedient to construct as a local improvement private drain con-

nections from the sewer to the street line on the

side of the street {if connections are to he constructed

on both sides insert "on both sides of the street") connecting the

sewer with the lots abutting thereon specified in, Schedule 1, and

notice of the intention of the Council to undertake the construc-

tion of such private drain connections has been duly given.

Or

Whereas the Provincial Board of Health (or) the Local Board

of Health of this Municipality (as the case may be) has recom-

mended the construction (or the enlargement or the extension)

of a (the) sewer on Street from

to

and it is therefore necessary and desirable in the public interest

on sanitary grounds to construct {or enlarge or extend) such sewer

according to such recommendation as a local improvement.

Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

. .of enacts as follows:

—

1. That a be constructed

on Street from to
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as a local improvement under the provisions of The Local Improve-

ment Act.

Or

1. That a pavement Pavement.

feet wide, be constructed on

Street, from

to as a local improvement

imder the provisions of The Local Improvement Act. ^^s, ?.f.'
^' -

Note.—If the Council determines to construct as part of the work

a water main, a gas main, water or gas service pipes and stop cocks

or alterations in them, private drain connections, or any or either of

such works, set out the additional work to be undertaken, and set out

in a schedule the lots to be specially assessed for such additional

work-

Or

1. That private drain cormections be constructed as a local Private drain
• . - connections aa a
improvement, under the provisions of The Local Improvement Act separate work.

applicable to such a work, from the sewer on

Street from to

to the Street line on both sides (or if on one side only insert "on the

side") of the Street, connecting the sewer with

the lots abutting on that part of the Street specified in Schedule 1.

Or

1. That a sewer (describe kind of sewer and its dimensions) be sewer.

constructed as a local improvement, under the provisions of The

Local Improvement Act, on Street from

to (if the Council so determines add) with

private drain connections to the line of the street connecting such

sewer with the lots specified in Schedule 1.

Or

1.—(1) That it is determined and declared, this by-law being
^^Jlj^of'^^,

passed by a vote of two-thirds of all the members of the Council, JJl^^^i*"
°'

that it is desirable that the construction of a required.

on Street from
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to should be undertaken as a local

improvement under the provisions of The Local Improvement Act.

(2) Thkt as above determined and declared a."

^ be constructed on

Street from to

as a local

improvement vmder the provisions of The Local Improvement Act.

General. 2. The Engineer of the Corporation (or

insert name of person appointed as Engineer of the work) do forth-

with make such plans, profiles and specifications and furnish such

. information as may be necessary for the making o*^ a contract for

the execution of the work.

3. The work shall be carried on and executed under the super-

intendence and according to the directions and orders of such

Engineer.

4. The Maybr (or Reeve) and Clerk are authorized to cause a

contract for the construction of the work to be made and entered

into with some person or persons, firm or corporation, subject to

the approval of this Council to be declared by resolution.

,5. The Treasurer may (subject to the approva' of the Council)

agree with any bank or person for temporary advances of money

to meet the cost of the work pending the completion of it.

6. The special assessment shall be paid by

annual instalments (this period must be

. within the lifetime of the work)

.

7. Tlie debentures to be issued for the loan to be effected to

pay for the cost of the work when completed shall bear interest

at per cent, per annum and be made payable

within : years on the instalment

plan (or if on the sinking fund plan insert "on the sinking fund

plan"), and in settling the sum to be raised annually to pay the

debt the rate of interest on investments shall not be estimated

at more than four per cent, per annum.

8. Any person whose lot is specially assessed may commute

for a payment in cash the special rates imposed thereon, by paying
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the portion of the cost of construction assessed upon such lot,

without the interest, forthwith after the Special Assessment Roll

has been certified by the Clerk, and at any time thereafter by

the payment of such sum as when invested at four per cent, per

annum will provide an annuity sufficient to pay the special rates

for the unexpired portion of the term as they fal due.

Passed this

day of..
, 19. . ..

Mayor {or Reeve)

Clerk.

Seal of

Corporation

FORM 11.

Special Assessment Roll.

For the Cost of a on the .

.

(description of work)

Street, from to

.

constructed as a Local Improvement.

. side of

.

o

I

S .25 .

go a
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Lots abutting on works.

Exempt Lots, the Assessment upon which is payable by Corporation.
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Lots not abutting upon the work.

Form 12.

I Clerk of he

of ." do hereby certify that the foregoing

Special Assessment Roll is correct.

Dated day of 19. . .

.

Clerk.

Note.—For convenience the following may be added after the

signature of the clerk.

Work Undertaken:—
Construction of a (describe work) on the

side of Street from

to

Total cost of work $

The Corporation's portion of the cost is $

The owners' portion of the cost of the work is.$

The part of the owners' portion of the cost

specially assessed upon the lots abutting

directly on the work is $

The part of the owners' portion of the cost

specially assessed upon land not abutting

directly on the work is $

The special assessment is to be paid in instalments.

The debentures are to bear interest at per

cent, per annum.

FORM 12.

Debenture By-law, Sinking Fund Plan.
\

By-law No
By-law to provide for borrowing $

upon debentures to pay for the construction of a
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on Street from

...to

Whereas pursuant to Construction By-law No
passed on the day of

19 • , a has been constructed on

Street from

to

as a local improvement under the provisions of The Local Improve-

ment Act.

And Whereas the total cost of the work is $

of which $ 'is the Corporation's portion of

the cost, and $ is the owners' portion of

the cost, for which a Special Assessment Roll has been duly made
and certified.

And Whereas the estimated lifetime of the work is .......

.

years.

And Whereas it is necessary to borrow the said sum of

$ on the credit of the Corporation and to issue

debentures therefor payable within years from the

time of the issue thereof, and bearing interest at the rate of

per cent, per annum, which is the amount of the debt

intended to be created by this by-law.

And Whereas it will be necessary to raise annually $

for the payment of the debt, and $

for the payment of interest thereon, making in all $

to be raised aimually for the payment of the debt and interest, of

which $ is required to pay the Corporation's por-

tion of the cost and the interest thereon, and $

is required to pay _^the owners' portion of the costand the in-

terest thereon.

And Whereas the amount of the whole rateable property of

the municipahty according to the last revised assessment roll

is$

And Whereas the amount of the existing debenture debt of

the Corporation (exclusive of local improvement debts, secured by
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special rates or assessments) is $ and no

part of the principal or interest is in arrear.

Theeefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

, of enacts as

follows:— .

1. That for the purpose aforesaid there shall be borrowed on

the credit of the Corporation at large the sum of dollars

($. ) and debentures shall be issued therefor in" sums

of not less than $100 each, which shall have coupons attached

thereto for the payment of the interest.

2. The debentures shall all bear the same date and shall be

issued within two years iafter the day on which this By-law is

passed and may bear any date within such two years and shall

be payable within years after the

time when the same are issued.

3. The debentures shall bear interest at the rate of

per cent, per annum payable

yearly, and as to both principal and interest may be expressed in

Canadian Currency or Sterhng money of Great Britain at the rate

of one pound sterling for each four dollars and eighty-six and

two-third cents, and may be payable at any place or places in

Canada or Great Britain. '

4. The Mayor {or Reeve) of the Corporation shall sign and

issue the debentures and interest coupons, and the same shall also

be signed by the Treasurer of the Corporation, and the deben-

tures shall be sealed with the seal of the Corporation.

^S'ln the case of a city it is unnecessary that the coupons be signed

by the Mayor.

5. During years, the currency of the

debentures, $ shall be raised annually to form a

sinking fund for the payment of the debt, and S

shall be raised annually for the payment of the interest thereon,

making in all I to be raised annually for the pay-

ment of the debt and interest, as follows :

—

The sum of $ shall be raised aimually for the
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payment of the Corporation's portion of the cost and' the interest

thereon, and shall be levied and raised annually by a special rate

sufficient therefor over and above all other rates on all the rateable

property in the municipality at the same time and in the same

manner as other rates.

^F° 7/ the rate per foot frontage is the same on all the lots, insert

the following clause:— /

For the payment of the owners' portion of the cost and the

interest thereon, the special assessment set forth in the said special

assessment roll is hereby imposed upon the lands liable therefor

as therein set forth; which said special a-sessment with a sura

sufficient to cover interest thereon at the rate aforesaid shall be

payable in equal annual instalments of $

each, and for that purpose an equal annual special rate of

cents per foot frontage is hereby imposed

upon each lot entered in the said special assessment roll, according

to the assessed frontage thereof, over and above all other rates

and taxes, which said special rate shall be collected annually by

the collector of taxes for the Corporation at the same time and

in the same manner as other rates.

1^° If the rate per foot frontage is not the same on all the lots,

insert the following clause instead of the next preceding one:—
For the payment of the owners' portion of the cost and the

interest thereon, the special assessment set forth in the said special

assessment roll is hereby imposed upon the lands liable therefor

as therein set forth; which said special assessment with a sum

sufficient to cover interest thereon at the rate aforesaid shall be

payable in equal annual instalments of $

each, and for that purpose the special annual rates per foot

frontage set forth in Schedule 1 hereto attached are hereby

imposed upon the lots entered in the said special assessment roll,

according to the assessed frontage thereof, over and above all

other rates and taxes, and the said special rates shall be collected

annually by the collector of taxes for the Corporation at the

same time and in the same manner as other rates.
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6. All money arising from the said special rates or from the

commutation thereof not immediately required for the payment

of interest shall be invested as required by law.

7. The debentures may contain any clause providing for the

registration thereof authorized by any statute relating to muni-

cipal debentures in force at the time of the issue thereof.

8. The amount of the loan authorized by this by-law may be

consolidated with the amount of any loans authorized by other

local improvement by-laws, by including the same with such other

loans in a consohdating by-law authorizing the borrowing of the

aggregate thereof as one loan and the issue of debentures for such

loan in one consecutive issue pursuant to the provisions of the

statute in that behalf.

9. This by-law shall take effect on the day of the final passing

thereof.

Passed this day of , 19 . . . .

Mayor {or Reeve).

Clerk.

Seal of

Corporation

FORM 13.

Debenture By-law. Instalment Plan.

By-law No

By-law to provide for borrowing $ upon

debentures to pay for the construction of a on the

side of Street

from to ,

.

Whereas, pursuant to Construction By-law No
passed on the day of .' 19 ....

,

a has been constructed on Street,

from to as a local improve-

ment under the provisions of The Local Improvement Act;
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And Whereas the total cost of the work is $

of which $ is the Corporation's portion of the

cost, and $ is the owners' portion of the cost,

for which a special assessment roll has been duly made and

certified;

And Whereas the estimated Hfetime of the work is

years;

And Whereas -it is necessary to borrow, the said sum of

$ on the credit of the Corporation and to issue

debentures therefor bearing interest at the rate of

per cent, per annum, which is the amount of the debt intended to

be created by this by-law;

And Whereas it is expedient to make the principal of the said

debt repayable in yearly sums during the period of

years, of such amounts respectively that the aggregate amount

payable for principal and interest in any year shall be equal as

nearly as may be to the amount so payable for principal and

interest in each of the other years;

And Whereas it will be necessary to raise annually the sum of

$ during the period of years to pay

the said yearly sums of principal and interest as they become due,

of which $ is required to pay the Corporation's

portion of the cost and the interest thereon, and$
is required to pay the owners' portion of the cost and the interest

thereon;

And Whereas the amount of the whole rateable property of

the MunicipaUty, according to the last revised assessment roll,

iB$
;

And Whereas the amount of the existing debenture debt of

the Corporation (exclusive of Ibcal improvement debts, secured

by special rates or assessments) is $ and no part

of the principal or interest is in arrear;

Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

of enacts as follows:

—

1. That for the purpose aforesaid there shall be borrowed on
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the credit of the Corporation at large the sum of dollars

($ ), and debentures shall be issued therefor in

sums of not less than $100 each, bearing interest at the rate

of per cent, per annum, and having coupons

attached thereto for the payment of the interest.

2. The debentures shall all bear the same date and shall be

issued within two years after the day on which this By-law is

pasged, and may bear any date within such two years, and shall

be payable in annual instalments during the

years next after the time when the same are

issued, and the respective amounts of principal and interest pay-

able in each of such years shall be as follows:

—

No.
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,
The sum of $ shall be raised amiually for the

payment of the Corporation's portion of the cost and the interest

thereon, and shall be levied and raised annually by a special rate

sufficient therefor, over and above all other f&tes, on all the rate-

able property in the municipality, at the same time and in the

same manner, as other rates.

^^ If the rate per foot frontage is the same on all the lots, insert

the following clause:—
For the payment of the owners' portion of the cost and the

interest thereon, the special assessment set forth in the said

special assessment roll is hereby imposed upon the lands liable

therefor as therein set forth; which said special assessment, with

a sum suflBcient to 'cover interest thereon at the rate aforesaid

shall be payable in equal annual instalments

of $ each, and for that purpose an equal anpual

special rate of cents per foot frontage is hereby

imposed upon each lot entered in- the said special assessment

roll, according to the assessed frontage thereof, over and above

all other rates and taxes, which said special rate shall be collected

annually by the collector of taxes for the Corporation, at the same

time and in the same manner as other rates.

^^ If th^ rate per foot frontage is not the same on all the lots,

insert the following clause instead of the next preceding one:—
For the payment of the owners' portion of the cost and the

interest thereon, the special assessment set forth in the said

special assessment roll is hereby imposed upon the lands Uable

therefor as therein set forth; which said special assessment, with

a siun sufficient to cover interest thereon at the rate aforesaid,

shall be payable in equal annual instalments

of $ each, and for that purpose the special
,

annual rates per foot frontage set forth in Schedule 1 hereto

attached, are hereby imposed upon the lots entered in the said

special assessment roll, according to the assessed frontage thereof,

over and above all other rates and taxes, and the said special rates
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shall be collected annually by the collector of taxes for the Cor-

poration at the same time and in the same manner as other rates.

6. The debentures may contain any clause providing for the

registration thereof, authorized by any statute relating to Muni-

cipal debentures in force at the time of the issue thereof.

7. The amount of the loan authorized by this by-law may be

consoUdated with the amount of any loans authorized by other

local improvement by-laws, by including the same with such other

loans in a consolidating by-law authorizing the borrowing of the

aggregate thereof as one loan, and the issue of debentures for

such loan in one consecutive issue, pursuant to the provisions of

the statute in that behalf. i

8. This by-law shall take effect on the day of the final passing

thereof. .

Passed this day of

.

.19.

Mayor {or Reeve).

Clerk.

Seal 61

Corporation

FORM 14.

SCHEDULE 1.

Attached to Debenture By-law No.

This form is to be used in connection with both forms of debsnture by4aws

if the rate per foot frontage is not the same on all the lots.

Name of

Owner.
Street.
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Exempt Lots, the Assessment upon which is payable by the Corporation.

Lots not abutting upon the work.

FORM 15.

Consolidating By-law. Sinking Fund Plan.

By-law No.

By-law to consolidate the sums authorized to be borrowed by

certain local improvement by-laws into one sum of $ ,

and to borrow the same by the issue of debentures therefor.

Whereas the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

of has passed the by-

laws hereinafter mentioned providing for borrowing moneyby the

issue of debentures to pay for the construction of certain works,

as local improvements, therein -referred to, namely:

—

No. of

By-law.
When
Passed.

Nature of

Work.
Situation of

Work.
Amount
of Loan.

And WkEREAS the aggregate of the sums authorized by the

said by-lawB to be borrowed is the sum of $

and it is desirable to consolidate the said sums into one sum of

54—MUN. LAW.
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$ and to issue debentures therefor in one

consecutive issue, which is the amount of the debt intended to be

created by this by-law.

And Whereas all of the said by-laws provide that the deben-

tures to be issued thereunder shall be payable within

years after the time when the same are issued and shall bear

interest at the rate of per cent, per annum,

payable yearly.

And Whereas the amount of the whole rateable property of

the municipality according to the last revised assessment roll

is$

And Whereas the amount of the existing debenture debt of

the municipality, exclusive of local improvement debts secured

by special rates or assessments, is $ , and no part

of the principal or interest is in arrear.

Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

of enacts as follows :

—

1. The sums authorized by the said by-laws to be borrowed

are hereby consolidated into one sum of $

2. For the purpose aforesaid there shall be borrowed on the

credit of the Corporation at large the sum of $

and debentures shall be issued therefor in one consecutive issue

in sums of not less than $100 each, which shall have coupons

attached thereto for the payment of the interest.

3. The debentures shall all bear the same date and shall be

issued within two years after the day on which the earUest of the

said by-laws was passed, and may bear any date within such two

years and shall be payable within years after the

time when the same are issued.

4. The debentures shall bear interest at the rate of

per cent, per annum, payable yearly, and as to

both principal and interest may be expressed in Canadian currency

or Sterling money of Great Britain at the rate of one pound

Sterling for each four dollars and eighty-six and two-thirds cents,

and may be payable at any place or places in Canada or Great

Britain.
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5. The Mayor (or Reeve) of the Corporation shall sign and
issue the debentures and interest coupons and the same shall also

be signed by the Treasurer of the Corporation, and the debentures

shall be sealed with the seal of the Corporation.

^F° In the case of a city it is unnecessary that the coupons he signed

by the Mayor.

6. The money to be borrowed as aforesaid shall be appor-

tioned, crediting each work with the amount of the loan provided

for by the by-law relating thereto as above set forth.

7. This by-law shall come into force and take effect on the

day of the final passing thereof.

Passed this day of 19 ...

.

Mayor {or Reeve).

Clerk.

FORM 16.

Consolidating By-law—Instalment Plan.

By-law No
By-law to consolidate the sums authorized to be borrowed by

certain local improvement by-laws into one sum of $
,

and to borrow the same by the issue of debentures therefor.

Whereas the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

of has passed the by-

laws hereinafter mentioned providing for borrowing money by the

issue of debentures to pay for the construction of certain works,

as local improvements, therein referred to, namely:

—

No. of

By-law.
When
Passed.

Nature of

Work.
Situation of

Work.
Amount
of Loan.
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And Whereas the aggregate of the sums authorized by the

said by-laws to be borrowed is the sum of

dollars and it is desirable to consolidate the said sxmis into one

sum of $ and to issue debentures therefor in one

consecutive issue, which is the amount of the debt intended to be

created by this by-law.

And Whereas all of the said by-laws provide that the deben-

tures to be issued thereunder shall bear interest at the rate of

per cent, per annum, and that the principal of

the debt shall be repayable in yearly sums during the period

of years, of such amounts respectively that

the aggregate amount payable for principal and interest in any

year shall be equal as nearly as may be to the amount so payable

in each of the other years.

And Whereas the amount of the whole rateable property of

the municipality according to the last revised assessment roll

is $

AND WHEREAS the amount of the existing debenture debt

of the municipality, exclusive of local improvement debts secm'ed

by special rates of assessments, is $ , and no part of

the principal or interest is in arrear.

Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of the

of enacts as follows:

—

1. The sums authorized by the said by-laws to be borrowed

are hereby consolidated into one sum of $

2. For the purpose aforesaid there shall be borrowed^ on the

credit of the Corporation at large the sum of dollars

and debentures shall be issued therefor in one consecutive issue

in sums of not less than $100 each, bearing interest at the rate

of per cent, per annum, and having coupons

attached thereto for the payment of the interest.

3. The debentures shall all bear the same date and shall be

issued within two years after the day on which the earliest of the

said by-laws was passed, and may bear any date within such two

years, and shall be payable in annual instalments
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during the years next after the time when the

same are issued, and the respective amounts of principal and

interest payable in each of such years shall be as follows:

—

No.
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FORM 19.

Debenttjke By-law.

{Approved 3rd February, 1912.)

BY-LAW NO

A By-law to provide for borrowing $ upon

debentures to pay for the construction of certain pavements.

Whereas pursuant to construction By-laws Nos

passed on the day of 19 ,

certain pavements have been constructed on the streets as shewn

in Columns 2, 3 and 4 of the Schedule "A" hereto as local improve-

ments under the provisions of The Local Improvement Act.

And Whereas the total cost of each of such works, the Cor-

poration's portion thereof, and the owners' portion thereof, and

for the owners' portion of the cost of each of which such works

a Special Assessment Roll has been duly made and certified, are

shewn in Columns 5, 6 and 7 respectively of the said Schedule.

And Whereas the estimated lifetime of each of the works

is years, as shewn in Column 8

of the said Schedule.

And Whereas it is necessary to borrow the sum of $

being the total cost of all of the said

works, as shewn in Column 5 of the said Schedule, on the credit

of the Corporation and to issue debentures therefor payable

within years from the time of

the issue thereof, as shewn in Column 9 of said Schedule, and

being interest at the rate of per cent, per

annum, which is the amount of the debt intended to be created

by this by-law.

And Whereas it will be necessary to raise annually for the

payment of the owners' portion of the debt, the sums shewn in

Colmnn 10 of the said Schedule and for the payment of the interest

thereon the sums shewn in Column 11 of said Schedule, making

in all $ to be raised
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annually for the payment of the owners' portion of the debt and

interest, as shewn in Column 12 of said Schedule, and the srnn

specified in Column 13 is required to be raised annually to pay

the Corporation's portion of the cost and the interest thereon,

and the sum shewn in Column 14 is required to pay the total cost

of the said works and the interest thereon.

And Whereas the amount of the whole rateable property of

the municipality according to the last revised assessment roll is

And Whereas the amount of the existing debenture debt of

the Corporation (exclusive of local improvement debts, secured

by special rates or assessments and of the debt incurred for water-

works purposes and for the cost of a plant to distribute electric

power) is $ and no part of

the principal or interest is in arrear.

Therefore the Council of the Corporation of the City of

Toronto enacts as follows :

—

1. That for the purpose aforesaid there shall be borrowed on

the credit of the Corporation at large the said sum of

dollars ($ ".....), as shewn

in Column 5 of said Schedule, and debentures shall be issued there-

for in sums of not less than $100 each, which shall have coupons

attached thereto for the payment 6i the interest.

2. The debentures shall all bear the same date and shall be

issued within two years after the day onwhich this By-law is passed

and may bear any date within such two years and shall be payable

within years after the time when

the same are issued.

3. The debentures shall bear interest at the rate of

per cent, per annum payable yearly, and as

to both principal and interest may be expressed in Canadian

Currency or Sterhng money of Great Britain at the rate of one

pound sterling for each four dollars and eighty-six and two-thirds

cents, and may be payable at any place or places in Canada or

Great Britain.
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4. The Mayor of the Corporation shall sign and issue the

debentures, and the same shall also be signed by- the Treasurer

of the Corporation, and the debentures shall be sealed with the

seal of the Corporation.

5. During years, the currency

of the debentures, as shewn in Column 9 of said Schedule, there

shall be raised annually to form a sinking fund for the payment

of the owners' portion of the debt the sums shewn in Column 10

of said Schedule, and there shall be raised annually for the pay-

ment of the interest thereon the sums shewn in Column 11, making

in all S

.

to be raised annually,

for the payment of the owners' portion of the debt and interest,

as shewn in Column 12 of said, Schedule, and for the payment

of the Corporation's portion of the cost there shall be raised

annually to form a sinking fund and for the payment of the

interest thereon the sum shewn in Column 13 of said Schedule

which shall be levied and raised annually by a special rate suffi-

cient therefor over and above all other rates on all the rateable

property in the municipality at the same time and in the same

manner as other rates, making in all the sum of $
,

as shewn in Column 14 of said Schedule, to be raised annually

for the payment of the said debt and interest.

For the payment of the owners' portion of the cost of each

of the said works and the interest thereon, the special assess-

ment set forth in the said special Assessment Rolls is hereby

imposed upon the lands hable therefor as therein set forth; which

said special assessment with a sum sufficient to cover interest

thereon at the rate aforesaid shall be payable in

equal annual instalments, as shewn in Column 9 of the said

Schedule for the payment of the amounts shewn in Column 12

of said Schedule, and for that purpose the respective special rates

per foot frontage, as shewn in Column 16 of the said Schedule,

are hereby imposed upon each lot entered in the respective special

Assessment Rolls for each of said works, according to the assessed
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frontage thereof, over and above all other rates and taxes, which

said special rates shall be collected annually by the collector of

taxes for the Corporation at the same time and in the same manner

as other rates.

6. If at any time the owner of any of the said properties hereby

assessed, or of any part thereof, shall desire to commute the assess-

ment hereby imposed upon his said property by the payment

of a principal sum in lieu thereof, he may so commute by the

payment to the City Treasurer of such sum as will be required

to realize at the maturity of the debentures to be issued here-

under, a sum equivalent to the then uncollected amount of the

annual special rate hereby authorized to be levied in respect of

the said particular property, such sum, during the first year after

the passing of this By-law, being at the rate per foot shewn in

the 17th Column of the Schedule here'to, and for any subsequent

year at the rate proportionately reduced according to the number

of years during which the annual rate imposed by Section 5 hereof

shall have been then paid in respect of such property.

7. All money arising from the said special rates or from th^

commutation thereof not immediately required for the payment

of interest shall be invested as required by law.

8. The debentures may contain any clause providing for the

registration thereof authorized by any statute relating to Muni-

cipal debentures in force at the time of the issue thereof.

9. The amount of the loan authorized by this by-law may be

consolidated with the amount of any loans authorized by other

local improvement by-laws, by including the same with such other

loans in a consolidating by-law authorizing the borrowing of the

aggregate thereof as one loan and the issue of debentures for such

loan in one consecutive issue pursuant to the provisions of the

statute in that behalf.

10. This By-law shall take effect on the day of the final passing

thereof.

Passed the day of ,19
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;•
;" FORM 20.

; CONSTKUCTION By-law.

(Approved 2nd April, 1917.)

CONSTRUCTION BY-LAW NO

By-law to authorize the construction of

on Street from

to ....'.

as a Local Improvement under the provisions of The Local

Improvement Act. ' > .:

Whekeas .^nd others have peti-

tioned the Council to construct, as a local improvement, the work

hereinafter described, and the Clerk has certified that the petition

is sufficient and it is expedient to grant the prayer of the petition

in manner hereinafter provided.

or , '

Whekeas notice of the intention of the Council to undertake

the construction as a local improvement of the work hereinafter

described, has been duly given by publication of the notice and

by service' of it upon the owners of the lots liable to be specially

assessed, and the publication and service of such notice has been
;

'

proved by a statutory declaration filled with the Clerk, and no

petition against the work signed by a majority of the owners,

representing at least one-half the value of the lots which are liable

to be specially assessed, has been presented.

or

Whereas it is expedient that the construction of the work
; .

hereinafter described shall be imdertaken as a local improvement

and notice of the intention of the Council to undertake such work

has been duly published.

or

Whereas a sewer has been constructed upon

Street from

to and it is expedient to
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construct as a local improvement private drain connections from

the sewer to the street line on the side of the

street {if connections are to be constructed on both sides insert "on

both sides of the street") coimecting the sewer with the lots

abutting thereon specified in Schedule 1, and notice of the inten-

tion of the Council to undertake the construction of such private

drain connections has been duly given.

or

Whereas the Provincial Board of Health (or) the Local Board

of Health of this Municipality (as the case may be) has recom-

mended the construction {or the enlargement or the extension)

of a (the) sewer on Street from

to

and it is therefore necessary and desirable in the public interest

on sanitary grounds to construct {or enlarge or extend) such seWer

according to such recommendation as a local improvement.

Therefore the Municipal Council of the Corporation of

the of

enacts as follows:

1. That a be constructed

on street from

to as a local improvement under

the provisions of The Local Improvement Act.

or

1. That a pavement

feet wide, be constructed on. . Street,

from to

as a local improvement under the provisions of The Local Improve-

ment Act.

Note.—If the Council determines to construct as part of the work

a water main, a gas main, private drain connections, and alterations

or renewals of water service pipes and stopcocks and of gas con-

nections, or any or either of such works, set out the additional work

to be undertaken, and set out in a schedule the lots to be specially

assessed for such additional work.
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or

1. That private drain connections be constructed as a local

improvement, under the provisions of The Local Improvement
Act applicable to such a work, from the sewer on

Street from to

to the street line on both sides {or if on one side only insert "on
the side") of the street, connecting the sewer

with the lots abutting on that part of the street specified in

Schedule 1.

or

1. That a sewer {describe kind of sewer and its dimensions) be

constructed as a local improvement, under the provisions of The
Local Improvement Act, on. ... - Street from

to

{if the Council so determines add) with private drain connections

to the line of the street connecting such sewer with the lots speci-

fied in Schedule 1.

or

1. (1) That it is determined and declared, this by-law being

passed by a vote of two-thirds of all the members of the Council,

that it is desirable that the construction of a

on Street

from to

should be undertaken as a local improvement under the provisions

of The Local Improvement Act.

.

(2) That as above determined and declared a

be constructed on Street

from to

as a local improvement under the provisions of The Local Im-

provement Act.

2. The Engineer of the Corporation do forthwith make such

plans, profiles and specifications and furnish such information as

may be necessary for the making of a contract for the execution

of the work, or for the carrying on and executing of the work by

day labour.

3. The work shall be carried on and executed under the super-
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intendence and according to the directions and orders of such

Engineer.

4. The Mayor and Clerk are authorized to cause a contract

for the construction of the work to be made and entered into

with some person or persons, firm or corporation, subject to the

approval of this Council to be declared by resolution, unless this

Council decides, by resolution, to carry on and execute the work

by day labour, in which event, the work shall be carried on and

executed by day labour.

5. The Treasurer may (subject to the approval of the Council)

agree with any bank or person for temporary advances of money

to meet the cost of the work pending the completion of it.

6. The special assessment shall be paid by annual

instalments (this period must be within the lifetime of the work).

7. The debentures to be issued for the loan to be effected to

pay for the cost of the work when completed shall bear interest

at per cent, per annum and be made

payable within years on the instalment

plan (or if on the sinking fund plan insert "on the sinking fund

plan"), and in settling the sum to be raised annually to pay the

- debt, the rate of interest on investments shall not be estimated

at more than four per cent, per annum.

8. Any person whose lot is specially assessed may comjnute

for a payment in cash the special rates imposed thereon, by paying

the portion of the cost of construction assessed upon such lot,

without the interest, forthwith after the Special Assessment Roll

has been certified by the Clerk, and at any time thereafter by the

payment of such sum as when invested at four per cent, per

ancQum will provide an annuity sufficient to pay the special rates

for the unexpired portion of the term as they fall due.

Passed this day of 19

SEAL Mayor. Clerk.
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ARBITRATION.

An Act Respecting Arbitration and References.

R.S.O. c. 65.

jar" This Act is included because it is referred to in tlie Municipal Act.

It is not annotated, but the annotation of those parts of it which
relate to municipal matters will be found in the notes to Part

XVI. of the Municipal Act.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows:

—

1. This Act may be cited as The Arbitration Act. 9 Edw. VII. short title.

c. 35, s. 1.

2. In this Act, interpretation.

(o) "Court" shall mean the Supreme Court; "Court."

(6) "Judge" shall mean a Judge of the Supreme Court; "judge."

(c) "Rules of court" shall mean the rules of the Supreme "Rules of
^ ^

Court."

Court made under The Judicature Act; Rev. stat. c. se.

{d) "Submission" shall mean a written agreement to submit "Submission."

present or future differences to arbitration, whether or not an

arbitrator is named therein. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 2.

APPLICATION OF ACT.

3. This Act shall apply to an arbitration to which His Majesty To tiie Crown,

is a party. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 3.

4. This Act shall apply to every arbitration under any Act Rrferenoes

passed before or after the commencement of this Act as if the statutory
^ powers.

arbitration were pursuant to a submission, except in so far as

this Act is inconsistent with the Act regulating the arbitration or

with any rules or procedure authorized or recognized by that

Act. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 4.

55 MTJN. LAW.
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Irrevocability
of submission.

Effect.

What sub-
mission
to include.

OfiEicial referee

to act when
applied to.

Staying legal

proceedings
taken after
sub|nission.

Failure to
concur.

REFERENCES BY SUBMISSION.

Generally.

5. A submission, unless a contrary intention is expressed

therein, shall be irrevocable, except by leave of the court, and

shall have the same effect as if it had been made an order of

court. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 5.

6. A submission, unless a contrary intention is expressed

therein, shall be deemed to include the provisions set forth in

Schedule A, so far as they are applicable to the reference. 9

Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 6.

7. Where a submission provides that the reference shall be to

an official referee any official referee to whom application is made

shall hear and determine the matters agreed to be referred.

9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 7.

8. If any party to a submission, or any person claiming through

or under him, commences any legal proceeding in any court

against any other party to the submission, or any person claiming

through or under him, in respect of any matter agreed to be

referred, any party to such legal proceeding may at any time

after appearance and before dehvering any pleading or taking

any other step in the proceeding apply to that court to stay the

proceeding; and that court, or a judge thereof, if satisfied that

there is no sufficient reason why the miatter should not be referred

in accordance with the submission and that the apphcant was at

the time when the proceeding was commenced and still remains

ready and wilhng to do all things necessary to the proper conduct

of the arbitration, may make an order staying the proceeding.

9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 8.

Appointment of Arbitrator or Umpire by Court.

9.—(1) In any of the following cases:

(a) Where a submission provides that the reference shall

be to a single arbitrator and the persons whose
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concurrence is necessary do not, after differences

have arisen, concur in the appointment of an arbi-

trator; or

(6) Where an arbitrator, an umpire or a third arbitrator is to Failure to
apijoint.

be appomted by any person, and such person does

not make the appointment; or

(c) Unless the submission otherwise provides, where an vacancies not

arbitrator, an umpire or a third arbitrator refuses

to act or is incapable of acting or dies, and the vacancy

is not supplied by the person having the right to fill

the vacancy,

any party may serve the other party or the arbitrators, or the Remedy,

person who has the right to make the appointment, as the case

may be, with a written notice to concur in the appointment of

a single arbitrator or to appoint an arbitrator, umpire or third

arbitrator.

(2) If the appointment is not made within seven clear days when court

. p - .
may appoint.

after the service of the notice the Court or a Judge may, on

appHcation by the party who gave the notice, appoint an arbi-

trator, umpire or third arbitrator, who shall have the like powers

to act in the reference and make an award as if he had been f°^i„^'

appointed by consent of all parties. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 9.

Powers of Arbitrators.

10. An arbitrator or umpire acting under a submission shall. Powers of
' ° arbitrators.

imless the submission expresses a contrary intention, have power

(a) to administer oaths to the parties and witnesses;

(&) to state an award as to the whole or part thereof in the

form of a special case for the opinion of the Court;

and

(c) to correct in an award any clerical mistake or error arising

from any accidental sHp or omission. 9 Edw. VII.

c. 35, s. 10.
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Enlarging
time for mak-
ing award.

Remitting tor

reconsideration.

When award
to be made.

11. The time for making an award may from time to time be

enlarged by the Court or a Judge whether or not the time for

making the award has expired. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 11.

12.—(1) The Court may remit the matters referred, or any of

them, to the reconsideration of the arbitrators or umpire.

(2) The arbitrators or umpire shall, unless the order. otherwise

directs, make the award within three months after the date of the

order. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 12.

Removal of
arbitrator.

Setting aside
award.

13.—(1) Where an arbitrator or umpire has misconducted

himself the Court may remove him.

(2) Where an arbitrator or umpire has misconducted himself,

or an arbitration or award has been improperly procured, the

Court may set the award aside. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 13.

Enforcing
award.

14. An award may, by leave of the Court or a Judge, be

enforced in the same maimer as a judgment or order to the same

effect. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 14.

Subpoenaing

Production.

Commission
to examine
witnesses.

Application of
Rev. Stat.
c. 56 ajid Rules.

Witnesses and Evidence.

15. Any party to a submission may sue out of -the Court a

writ of subpoena ad testificandum, or a writ of subpoena duces

tecum, but no person shall be compelled imder any such writ to

produce any document which he would not be compellable to

produce on the trial of an action. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 15.

16.—(1) Where a party to a submission desires to procure

for use upon the reference the evidence of any person to be taken de

belie esse or to be taken out of Ontario an order may be m^de for the

examination of such person or for the issue of a commission in

the like circumstances and with the like effect as a similar order

may be made in an action.

(2) The. provisions of The Judicature Act and Rules of court

shall apply to such order or commission and to the proceedings
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thereon and the evidence taken thereunder. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35,

8. 16.

Appeal from Award.

17.—(1) Where it is agreed by the terms of the submission where sub-

that there may be an appeal from the award the reference shall vides for appeal.

be conducted and an appeal shall he to a Judge of the Supreme

Court and to a Divisional Court in the same manner, and subject

to the same restrictions, as in the case of a reference under an

order of the court.

(2) The evidence of the witnesses examined upon such refer- Tranamiasioii
of evidence.

ence shall be taken down in writing and shall, at the request

of either party, be transmitted by the arbitrator or umpire, as

the case may be, together with the exhibits, to the Central

Office at Osgoode Hall.

(3) Where the arbitrators proceed wholly or partly on a statement of

proceeding on

View or any knowledge or skill possessed by themselves or any a view or

of them they shall also put in writing a statement thereof suffic- ^^t^to„
iently full to enable a judgment to be formed of the weight which

should be attached thereto. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 17.

FEES AND COSTS.

18. In sections 19 to 27,
interpretation.

"Arbitrator" and "arbitrators" shall include an umpire "Arbitrator."

and a referee in the nature of an arbitrator; and

"Award" shall include umpirage and a certificate in the J'Award."

nature of an award. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 18.

19. An arbitrator, who is not by profession a barrister, solicitor,
f^^^JJ*"'"

engineer, architect, or Dominion or Ontario land surveyor, shall ^^t^""^^^'

.

not be entitled to demand or take for his attendance and services

as an arbitrator any greater fees than those mentioned in Schedule

B, except as provided in section 21. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 19.

20. An arbitrator, who is by profession a barrister, solicitor, Fe^toarbi-
' " * trators, being

engineer, architect, or Dominion or Ontario land surveyor, shall
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barriBters,

architects, eto.

Agreement
as to fees to
be ^aid to
arbitrators.

Fees to

Costs of meet*
ing where no
proceedings.

Taxation at
instance of

parties.

not be entitled to demand or take for his attendance and services

as an arbitrator any greater fees than those mentioned in Schedule

C, except as provided in section 21. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 20.

21. The parties to a submission may agree, by writing signed

by them or by making such agreement a part df the submission,

to pay to the arbitrator or to the arbitrators, if more than one,

such fees fpr each day's attendance, or such gross sum for taking

upon themselves the burden of the refererrce and making the

award, as the parties see fit, and in every such case the fees or

sum so agreed upon shall be substituted for those mentioned in

Schedules B and C, and shall be taxed by the taxing ofiScer

accordingly. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 21.

22. No greater fees shall be taxed to a person called as a witness

before an arbitrator than would be taxed to him in an action in

the Supreme Court. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 22.

23. Where, at a meeting of arbitrators of which due notice

has been given, no proceedings are taken in consequence of the

absence of any party, or of a postponement at the request of any

party, the arbitrators shall make up an account of the costs of

the meetiug, including the proper charges for their own attend-

ance and that of any witnesses, and of the counsel or sohcitor

of the party present, and not desiring the postponement, and

unless under the special circumstances of the case they think it

would be unjust so to do, they shall charge the amount thereof,

or of the disbursements, against the party in default or at whose

request the postponement is made, and the last mentioned party

shall pay the same to the other party, whatever may be the event

of the reference, and the arbitrators shall, in the award, make

any direction necessary for that purpose, and the amount so

charged may be set off against, an4 deducted from any amount

awarded in his favour. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 23.

24.—(1) Any party to an arbitration shall be entitled to have

the costs thereof, including the fees of the arbitrators, or such
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fees alone, taxed by one of the taxing officers of the Supreme

Court, at Toronto upon an appointment which may be given

by the taxing officer for that purpose on the filing of an affidavit

setting forth the facts.

(2) A taxation of the fees of the arbitrators may be had At instance of

arbitrators.

upon an appointment given at the instance of the arbitrators or

any of them upon a like affidavit. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 24.

25.—(1) The taxing officer shall.in no case, except as provided Discretion ot

, taxing officer.

in section 21, tax higher fees than are mentioned in Schedules

B and C, but, upon reasonable grounds, he may reduce the

maximum mentioned in the Schedules, but not below the mini-

mum, having always regard to the length of the arbitration, the

value of the matter in dispute, and the difficulty of the questions

to be decided; but he shall not tax more than one counsel fee to

either party for any meeting of the arbitrators.

(2) The taxing officer may tax a reasonable sum for preparing costs of

, 1 ., award.
the award.

(3) An appeal may be had from such taxation in the same Revision of

manner as from a taxing officer's certificate of taxation in an

action. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 25.

26. An arbitrator who, after haying entered upon the reference Penalty tor

arbitrator *

refuses or delays after the expiration of one month from the, attempting to
exact excessive

publication of the award to deliver the same imtil a larger sum 'ees.

is paid to him for his fees thaln is by this Act permitted, or who

receives for his award or for his fees as arbitrator any such larger

sum, shall forfeit and pay to the party who has demanded dehvery

of the award or who has paid to the arbitrator such larger sum

in order to obtain, or as a consideration for having obtained it,

treble the excess so demanded or received by the arbitrator

contrary to the provisions of this Act, to be recovered by action

in a court of competent jurisdiction. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 26.

27. Where an award has been made the arbitrator may maintain ^ hivt action

an action for his fees after the same have been taxed; and in the
'°^'^-
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absence of an express agreement to the contrary he may maintain

such action against all the parties to the reference, jointly or

severally. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 27.

Order to Sher-
iff to produce
prisoner as
witness.

Case stated for

opinion of

Court.

Costs in dis-

cretion of Court.

Dispensing
with filing

original
exhibits.

GENERAL PEOVISIONS.

28. A Judge may order the sheriff, goaler or other officer

having the custody of a prisoner to produce him for examination

before an arbitrator or an umpire. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 28.

29. An arbitrator or an umpire may at any stage of the pro-

ceedings and shall, if so directed by the Court, state in the form

of a special case for the opinion of the Court any question of law

arising in the course of the reference. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 29.

30. An order made under this Act may be made on such terms

as to costs, or otherwise, as the authority making the order

thinks just. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 30.

31. An arbitrator or an umpire, where no special reason appears

to him to exist for filing an original book, paper or document as

an exhibit, as hereinbefore provided, may allow a copy thereof

or of such portion thereof as he may deem material to be sub-

stituted as an exhibit in the place of the original book, paper

or document. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 31.

Production of 32. Upon an appeal from or motion to set aside an award
exhibits on ...
appeal or motion any party may by notice require any other party to produce,
to 96t( &SlCl6

award. and the party so required shall produce upon the hearing of the

appeal or motion any original book, paper or document in his

possession which has been used as an exhibit or given in evidence

upon the reference, and which has not been filed with the deposi-

tions. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 32.

Time for mov-
ing to set aside.

33.—(1) Unless by leave of the Court or a Judge, an application

to set aside an award, otherwise than by way of appeal, shall

not be made after six weeks from the publication of the award.
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(2) Such leave may be granted before or after the expiration
^ijfghlilJvi''

of the six weeks. Saft^f™

(3) In the computation of time for appealing against, or Vaeationanot

applying to set aside an award, the vacations shall not be reckoned.

9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 33.

(4) When an award is set aside the Covirt or a Judge setting . Costs of reter-
ence and

aside the same may give directions as to the costs of the reference a™^ when
•' "^ award set

and award. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 18, s. 16. '^^^

34. Rules of court for the better carrying out of the purposes Powers to

of this Act and regulating the practice thereunder may be made

by any authority to whom is committed power of making rules

of court. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 34.

35. Any Act, enactment or instrument referring to any Act construction

or enactment repealed by the Act passed in the 60th year of the repealed

reign of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, chaptered 16, inituled

An Ad for Amending and Consolidating the enactments respecting

References and Arbitration, or by this Act shall be construed as

referring to this Act. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 35.

enactmonta.

VALUATORS.

36.—(1) The Court or a* Judge shall have power to appoint Appointment
^ ' ^ 01 valuator, et

a valuator, valuer or appraiser, where it is provided by a written

agreement that a valuation or appraisement shall be made by a

valuator, valuer or appraiser.

(2) The power may be exercised in the Uke cases and the
^^™ig^^g'

proceedings shall be the same as provided by section 9, except
p^„^d„„

that the Court or a Judge shall not have power to appoint a

valuator, valuer or appraiser in the place of one who is named

in the agreement and who refuses to act, is incapable of acting or

dies. 9 Edw. VII. c. 35, s. 36.

thereon.

Expected Case.
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SCHEDULE A.

{Section 6.)

Provisions to be implied in Submissions.

(o) If no other mode of reference is provided, the reference

shall be to a single arbitrator.

(6) If the reference is to two arbitrators, the two arbitrators may-

appoint an umpire at any time within the period during which they

have power to make an award.

(c) If any arbitrator or umpire or third arbitrator refuses to act, or

is incapable of acting or dies the party or parties, or the arbitrators

by whom he was appointed, may appoint an arbitrator, umpire or

third arbitrator, as the case may be, in his stead, and this power

may be exercised from time to time as vacancies occur.

(d) The submission shall not be revoked by the death of the

parties or either of them.

(e) The award shall be delivered to any of the parties requiring

the same; and the personal representatives of any party deceased

may require delivery of the award.

(/) The arbitrators shall make their award in writing within

three months after entering on the reference, or after having

been called on to act by notice in writing from any party to the

submission, or on or before any later day to which the arbitrators

by any writing signed by them, may from time to time enlarge

the time for making the award.

{g) If the arbitrators have allowed their time or extended time

to expire without making an award, or have delivered to any
party to the submission, or to the umpire, a nptice in writing,

stating that they cannot agree, the imipire may forthwith enter

on the reference in lieu of the arbitrators.

(A) The umpire shall make his award within one month after

the original or extended time appointed for making the award
of the arbitrators has expired, or on or before any later day to

which the umpire by any writing signed by him may from time

to time enlarge the time for making his award.

(i) The parties to the reference, and all persons claiming

through them respectively, shall, subject to any legal objection,
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submit to be examined by the arbitrators or umpire, on oath

in relation to the matters in dispute, and shall subject as aforesaid,

produce before the arbitrators or umpire all books, deeds, papers,

accounts, writings, documents and things within their possession

or power respectively which may be required or called for, and
do all other things which during the proceedings on the reference

the arbitrators or umpire may require.

(j) The witnesses on the reference shall be examined on oath.

(fc) The award to be made by the arbitrators or by a majority

of them or by the umpire shall be final and binding on all the

parties and the persons claiming under them respectively.

(l) The costs of the reference and award shall be in the dis-

cretion of the arbitrators or umpire, who may direct to and by
whom and in what manner those costs or any part thereof shall

be paid, and may award costs to be paid as between solicitor

and client.

9 Edw. VII. c. 35, Schedule A.

SCHEDULE B.

(Section 19.)

Fees Chabgeablb by Non-peofessional Aebiteatoes.

For every meeting where the reference is not proceeded

with, but a postponement is made at the request of any
party, not less than $2 .00

Nor more than 4 . 00

For every day's sittings, to consist of not less than six

hours, not less than 5.00

Nor more than 10.00

Where a day's sittings consists of more than six hours.

For each additional hour, not less than 1 . 00

Nor more than 1 . 50

For every sittings not extending to six hours (fractional

parts of hours being excluded) where the reference is

actually proceeded with, for each hour occupied.

Not less than 1.00

Nor more than 1 . 50

9 Edw. VII. c. 35, Schedule B.
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SCHEDULE C.

(Section 20.)

Fees Chargeable by Professional Arbitrators.

For every meeting where the reference is not proceeded

with but a postponement is made at the request of

any party, not less than $4 . 00

Nor more than 8 . 00

For every day's sittings, to consist of not less than six

hours, not less than 10.00

Nor more than 20. 00

Where a day's sittings consists of more than six hours,

For each additional hour, not less than ; . . . 2 . 00
Nor more than 3. 00

For every sittings not extending to six hours (fractional

parts of hours being excluded) where the reference is

actually proceeded with, for each hour occupied.

Not less than 2.00

Nor more than 3.00

9 Edw. VII. c. 35, Schedule C.
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MUNICIPAL FRANCHISES.

An Act respecting the Granting of Franchises by
Municipal Councils.

R.S.O. c. 197, as amended by 5 Geo. V. c. 38,s. 1. >
'

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows :

—

1. This Act may be cited as The Municipal Franchises Act. short tHjie.

2 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 1.

2. In this Act, interpretation.

(a) "Franchises" shall include any right or privilege to which "Franchises."

this Act applies;

(6) "Highway" shall include a street and a lane; "Highway."

(c) "Public UtiUty" shall include waterworks, natural and "P"!''^''.,
^ ' ' '

utility."

other gas works, electric light, heat, or power works,

steam heating works, and distributing works of every

kmd. 2 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 2.

3.—(1) The Council of a municipality shall not grant to any Frmchisenot

individual, firm or company, nor shall any individual, firm or '^*^^^

company acquire the right to use or occupy any of the highways -

of the municipahty or to constuct or operate any railway, street

railway, or public utility in the municipality, or to supply to the

corporation, or to the inhabitants of the municipality, or to any

of them, gas, including natural gas, electric hght, heat or power

or steam unless or until a by-law setting forth the terms and con-

ditions upon which and the period for which such right is to be

granted has been assented to by the municipal electors, as pro-

vided by The Municipal Act, with respect to by-laws requiring h«v. stat

the assent of the electors.
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.

SiE'gM° (2) Where the trustees of a police village request the council

of the township in which the village is situate to grant any such

right with respect to the village, or where the board of trustees

of a police village desire to grant such a right it shall be a sufficient

compliance with subsection 1 if the by-law receives the assent of

the municipal electors of the village.

^e^ons""^ (3) This section shall apply to the renewal or extension of an

existing franchise. 2 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 3.

SrtS^'e^ting ^'

—

W Where a by-law granting a franchise or right in respect

ma'^wuhout''^ of ^T^Y oi the works or services mentioned in subsection 1 of
^" *^'

section 3, which has not been assented to by the municipal electors

,as provided by that subsection, was passed before the 16th day

of April, 1912, no extension of or addition to the works or services

constructed, estabhshed or operated under the authority of such

by-law as they existed and were in operation at that date shall

be made except under the authority of a by-law hereafter passed

with the assent of the municipal electors, as provided by subsec-

tion 1 or subsection 2 of section 3, and such consent shall be neces-

sary notwithstanding that such last mentioned by-law is expressly

limited in its operation to a period not exceeding one year.

frJSc&^*° (2) Subsection 1 shall not apply to any franchise or right

feth'Mareh?" granted by or under the authority of any general or special Act

,

• of this Legislature before the 16th day of March, 1909, but no

such franchise or right shall be renewed, nor shall the term thereof

be extended by a municipal corporation except by by-law passed

with the assent of the municipal electors as provided in section 3.

2 Geo. V.'c. 42, s. 4.

It has been held that the assent of the electors is not required for an
extension after 16th March, 1909, of a railway the construction of which was
authorized by a by-law passed before that day, Mitchell v Sandwich, Windsor
and Amherstburg R. Co. (1914), 32 O.L.R. 594, 22 D.L.R. 531.

Exceptions.
5^ Exccpt where otherwise expressly provided this Act shall not

apply to a by-law

—
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(a) Granting the right of passing through the municipaUty ^^tj^in
for the purpose of continuing a Une, work or system mra^ljaiity.

which is intended to be operated in or for the benefit

of another municipality and is not used or operated in

the municipaUty for any other purpose except that of

supplying natural gas or electric light or power in a

township to persons -whose land abuts on a highway

along or across which the same is carried or conveyed;

[or to persons whose land lies within such limits as the

council by by-law passed from time to time determines

should be supplied with any of such services.]

(b) Conferring the right to construct, use and operate works oii, natural ga«
and water-

required for the transmission of oil, natural gas or water works,

not intended for sale or use in the municipaUty;

(c) Which is expressly limited in its operation to a period not Limited to

exceeding one year and is approved by the Ontario Rail-

way and Mimicipal Board;

(d) Of a county or township which is approved by the Lieu- counties and

tenant-Governor in Council. 2 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 5;

5 Geo. V. c. 38, s. 1.

The words in brackets were added by 5 Geo. V. c. 38, s. 1.

6. Where a by-law to which clause (c) of section 5 appUes is Extensions of
one-year fran-

hereafter passed that clause shall not apply to any subsequent by- oWse from year

-law in respect to the same works or any part of them or to an ytited.

extension of or addition to them, although such subsequent by-

law is expressly limited in its operation to a period not exceeding

one year, and no such subsequent by-law shall have any force

or effect unless it is assented to by the municipal electors as pro-

vided by subsection 1 of section 3. 2 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 6.
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MUNICIPAL ARBITRATIONS.

An Act Respecting Municipal Arbitrations.

R.S.O. c. 199, as amended by 7 Geo. V. c. 27, s. &

Short title.

Appointment
of Official

Arbitrator.

Rev. Stat.
c. 192.

Powers, etc.,

of Official

Arbitrator.
Qualilioation.

Powers.
Rev. Stat. c. 56.-

Bev. Stat.
c. 192.

Rev. Stat. c. 65.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the,advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows:

—

1. This Act may be cited as The Municipal Arbitrations Act.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 1.

The cases as to municipal arbitrations are noted under tlie arbitration

sections of tlie Municipal Act, R.S.O. c. 192, Part XVI.

2.—(1) All claims against the corporation of a city having

a population of not less than 100,000, and all claims made jointly

against such corporation and the corporation of an adjoining

municipality for compensation or damages for land expropriated

or injuriously affected under The Municipal Act, and all other

claims and questions arising under any lease or other contract

to which the corporation is a party, and which by law or by the

terms of the lease or contract are to be determined by arbitration,

shall be heard and determined by an official referee appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor in Gouncil and who shall be called

the Official Arbitrator. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49 s. 2(1); 6 Edw. VII.

c. 44, s. 1.

(2) The Official Arbitrator shall

(a) be a barrister of at least ten years' standing at the bar of

Ontario;

(6) have all the powers of an official referee under The Judi-

cature Act and of an arbitrator under The Municipal

Act or under The Arbitration Act;
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(c) be an officer of the Supreme Court; status.

(d) not act as solicitor or counsel for or against the corporation Disabmty.

or for any other municipal corporation;

(e) have all the powers of a Judge of the Supreme Court other powers.

including those relating to the production of books

anjd papers, the amendment of notices for compensa-

tion or damage and of all other notices and proceed-

ings, the rectification of errors or omissions, the time

and place of taking examinations and views, the

assistance of engineers, surveyors or other experts,

and as respects all matters incident to the hearing

and determination of matters before him or proper

for doing complete justice therein between the parties,

including the power of awarding costs. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 49, s. 2.

Where a submission to arbitration under The Municipal Arbitrations Ac
R.S.O. 1897, c. 227, was silent as to costs, s. 2 (6) of the Act applied and
empowered the arbitrator to deal with them: In re Dalton and Toronto

(1906), 12 O.L.R. 582.

8. 2 (6) is now s. 2 (2 cl. (e) ) of this Act and by it express power to award
costs is conferred.

3. If any person interested in any such claim or question Commence-
ment of pro-

desires that the same should be determined by the OflBcial Arbi- ceedings
under Act.

trator he shall give to the clerk of the municipafity and to every

other person interested seven clear days' notice that the same is

so referred, specifying therein the nature of the claim or question

to be determined, and the amount in controversy; and upon such

notice, with proof of the service of it, being filed with him the

Official Arbitrator may proceed to hear and determine the matters

so referred to him. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 3.

4. Where the Official Arbitrator proceeds partly on view or whenarbi-

upon any special knowledge or skill possessed by himself he shall reasoiis in

put in writing as part of his reasons a statement of such matter

sufficiently full to allow the Divisional Court to determine the

weight which should be attached to it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 4.

56—MUN. LAW.

wntmg.
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Filing award.

Extending
notes of
evidence.

5. The award of the Official Arbitrator, with his notes of

evidence and exhibits and the reasons of his decision, shall be filed

in the office of the registrar of the Appellate Division, and notice

of the fihng shall forthwith be given by the Official Arbitrator

to the parties who appeared or were represented upon the reference

or to their solicitors; and upon the request of any of the parties

interested in the inquiry the notes taken by the shorthand writer

if any, shall be extended by him and, upon payment of his proper

fees therefor, shall be filed with the registrar. 3-4 Geo. V. c.

49, s. 5.

Appeal to Divi-
sional Court.

Fees to be paid 6. The award when so' filed shall not be made public until
before award - -^

madepubUo. ^11 the fees payable to the Official Arbitrator have been paid to

him. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 6.

7. The award may be appealed against to a Divisional Court

in the same manner as the decision of a Judge of the Supreme

Court sitting in Court is appealed from, and [subject to section

347 of The Municipal Act.] shall be binding and conclusive upon

all parties to the reference unless appealed from within six weeks

after notice that it has been filed. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 7.

7 Geo. V. c. 27, s. 33 (l).

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 27, s. 33 (1), in order to

remove doubts (probably unfounded) as to the application of s. 347 to Mun-
icipal Corporations to which this act applies but the amendment "shall not

in any way affect or apply to the rights of any person under an award" made
before it was enacted. 7 Geo. V. c. 27, s. 33 (2).

Vacation. 8. The time of any vacation of the Supreme Court shall not

be reckoned in the computation of the time for doing any act or

taking any proceeding in relation to the appeal. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 49, s. 8.

Giving out 9. Where no appeal is taken within the prescribed time, or
exhibits when
no appeal. when an appeal has been disposed of, the exhibits may be delivered

out to the parties entitled to them. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 9.
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10. Where an action has been brought or is pending the Court J^^^'
or a Judge thereof, if of opinion that the relief sought is properly Arbitrator.

the subject of a proceeding under this Act, on the application of

either party or otherwise, may at any stage of the action order

it to be transferred to the Official Arbitrator on such terms as

to costs and otherwise as may be deemed proper; and the Official

Arbitrator shall thereupon give such directions as to the prosecu-

tion of the claim before him as he may deem just and convenient,

and, subject to the provisions, if any, in respect thereto in the

order of transfer, the costs of the action shall be in his discretion.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 10.

11. Costs awarded by the Official Arbitrator shall be taxed gj'^^*"*"

by one of the taxing officers of the Supreme Court, and shall be

taxed upon such scale and be payable to such parties as may be

determined by the Official Arbitrator. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 11.

12.—(I) The Official Arbitrator shall be entitled to be paid
Jf^i^^f*^'

for his services while sitting upon any arbitration at the rate of

$20 per day, or a proportionate part thereof where a sittings upon

any one day occupies less than a whole day; and for a meeting,

at which the reference is not proceeded -with but a postponement

is made at the request of any party, $4.

(2) One-half of such fees shall be payable by each of the parties ^y whom

to the reference if only two parties are interested, and propor-

tionately by all parties interested if a larger number than two are

so interested; but the Official Arbitrator shall have power to

award that any sum so paid or payable may be recoverable by

any one or more of the parties from any other or others of tj^em,

and such fees shall be recoverable as any other costs of the

arbitration.

(3) If the award is not taken up within thirty days after R^^e^y

service upon the parties of the notice of filing thereof the fees
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Idem.

and expenses of the Official Arbitrator shall be recoverable by-

action from any one or more of the parties to the arbitration.

(4) Nothing herein shall prejudicially affect the right of the

arbitrator to recover his fees or expenses in any way in which

they may now be recovered. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 12.

AppointmentApi
ofe

In what
eaees to be
called in.

13.—(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may appoint

for such municipahty an assessor of sound judgment, experience

and knowledge in and as to matters relating to real property

within the municipality to sit with the Official Arbitrator.

(2) The assessor shall be called upon by the Official Arbitrator

—

(a) upon the request of all the parties to an arbitration, and

at any stage of the proceedings; or

(6) Where the Official Arbitrator desires his advice and

assistance, and no party to the proceedings objects

thereto, at the time he is so called upon.

Function of
Aeaessor.

Aflseaaor'a fee.

(3) The assessor shall not make or join in the award, but

shall otherwise give the Official Arbitrator such assistance as he

may require.

(4) The assessor shall be entitled for his services while sitting

on an arbitration to be paid at the rate of $10 per day, or a

proportionate part thereof where a sitting on any one day occupies

less than a whole day; and for a meeting where the reference is

not proceeded with but a postponement is made at the request

of any party, $2.

How Payable. (5) The fecs of the assessor shall be payable by the same parties

and in the same proportion and manner and shall be recoverable

in the same way as those of the arbitrator, and shall be treated

in all respects in the same manner as the fees of the arbitrator
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as to the ultimate payment thereof and as to the maimer of such

payment. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 13.

14.—(1) The Judges of the Supreme Court shall have the same power to make

power to make rules with respect to matters and proceedings Siar.™

under this Act and tariffs of fees as they have in respect to pror Rev. stat.
c. 66>

ceedings under The Judicature Act.

(2) Such rules and tariffs shall be pubhshed in the Ontario Publication of
rules and

Gazette and shall thereupon have the force of law, and the same tariff.

shall be laid before the Assembly forthwith after such publication

if the Assembly is then in session, and if it is not then in session

then within fifteen days after the opening of the next session.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 14.

15.—(1) This Act shall extend and apply to the County of AppUcatiou of

Act.

York and to the Township of York, and to any municipality

the council of which by by-law declares that it is desirable that

the municipality shall be brought within the provisions of this

Act; and in that case this Act shall be read as though it had

been expressly applied to such municipality by the terms thereof.

(2) Where the council of any such municipality has by by-law Ap|'°Jj*^^

so declared, or shall hereafter so declare, an Official Arbitrator

may be appointed for such mu'nicipality by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council ; and he shall have and may exercise within

such municipahty all the powers conferred upon the Official

Arbitrator by this Act.

(3) The council of a municipality which has passed a by-law Repeal of..,.,. by-law

under Subsection 1 may repeal it at any time after the expiration b^^gAct

of six months from the passing of the by-law; and upon such

repeal this Act shall cease to apply or be in force in such munici-

pality. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 49, s. 15.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES.

An Act respecting the Construction and Operation of Works for

supplying Public Utilities by Municipal Corporations and

Companies.

R.S.O. c. 204, as amended by 4 Geo. V. c. 2, Sched. (S4), c. 36;

7 Geo. V. c. 14, s. 13, c. 47, ss. 1,2 and 4.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows:

—

The following provisions of The Power Commission Act, Rev. Stat.,

c- 39, should be read in connection with this Act:

Section 18, as amended by section 6 of The Power Commission Act, 1917,

respecting the application by municipal corporations to the commission for

a supply of power and the entering into a contract with the commission and

the submission of by-laws for that purpose.

The amendment made by section 6 will be found at the end of section 257

of The Municipal Act.

Section 19, as amended by section 7 of The Power Commission Act, 1917,

giving power to trustees of police villages to enter into contracts with the

commission for the supply of power and the submission of by-laws for that

purpose.

The amendment made by section 7 will be found after section 518 of The
Municipal Act.

Section 19a, as enacted by section 8 of The Power Commission Act, 1917,

which will be found set out in full at the end of this Act.

Section 24a, as enacted by section 9 of The Power Commission Act, 1917,

providing that debentures for the extension or improvement of an electric

light, heat or power system are not to be issued without the assent of the

commission.

This section will be found set out in full after par. 3 of section 400 of The
Municipal Act.

Section 20, giving municipal corporations entering into a contract with

the commission all the powers conferred by The Public Utilities Act or The
Municipal Act in respect to light and heat.
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Sections 47 to 51, as enacted by section 15 of The Power Commission

Act, 1915.

Section 47 will be found set out after subsection 5 of section 34 of this

Act.

Section 48 provides that the members of any municipal commission are

not to be interested or hold stock in companies generating or supplying elec-

trical power.

Section. 49 declares the right of municipal corporations to enter on lands

for the purpose of placing overhead or underground wires without the con-

sent of the owner.

Section 50 imposes upon a commission the obligations entered into by

the municipal corporation which it represents.

Section 51 provides for the determination of disputes between a municipal

corporation and the Power Commission and for the bringing of actions by

the commission in respect of breaches of its contract with the commission.

1. This Act may be cited as The Public Utilities Act. 3-4 Geo. short title.

V. c. 41, s. 1.

2. In Parts III., IV., V. and VI. of this Act, "PubHc Utility" interpretation.
"Public

or "Public Utilities" shall mean water, artificial or natural gas, utiiitiea."

electrical power or energy, steam and hot water. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 41, s. 2.

PART I.

MUNICIPAL WATERWORKS.

3.—(1) The corporation of a local municipality may, under and
oj^Jfoj^*^™'

subject to the provisions of this Par|;, acquire, establish, mara- lf^^^*^°^

tain and operate waterworks, and may acquire by purchase or

otherwise and may enter on and expropriate land, waters and

water privileges and the right to divert any lake, river, pond,

spring or stream of water, within or without the municipaUty, as

may be deemed necessary for waterworks purposes, or for pro-

tecting the waterworks or preserving the purity of the water

supply.

(2) No land, water or water privilege which is not situate within ^^^^^^

or within 15 miles of the municipality shall be expropriated under «?«>»"»*«
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Power to
acquire existing

worka.

the powers conferred by subsection 1, and no water shall be taken

from any lake or river except within of within 15 miles of the

municipality, or in either case so as to interfere with the water-

works of any other municipal corporation or the supply of water

therefor then in actual use.

(3) The corporation may purchase the waterworks of any

person situate within or in the neighbourhood of the municipality

and may improve and extend the same, and, for the purpose of

any improvement or extension, may exercise all the powers con-

ferred by this Part. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 3.

Proyiaion as to
paying com-
pensation.
Her. Stat.
c. 192.

4. The provisions of Part 15 of The Municipal Act shall apply

to the exercise by the corporation of any of the powers conferred

by this Part. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 4.

necessary
works.

Construction of 5.—(1) The Corporation may construct and maintain, in and

upon the land acquired by it, such reservoirs, water and other

works, plant and machinery as may be requisite for the under-

taking, and may, by pipes or otherwise, convey the water thereto

and therefrom, in, upon, and through any land lying between the

reservoirs and waterworks and the lake, river, pond, spring or

stream of water from which the water is procured or between

them, or any of them, and the municipality.

Power to enter
on inter-

mediate lands.

Duty of

restoration.

(2) The corporation and its servants may for such purposes

enter and pass upon and over such intermediate land, and may,

if necessary, cut and dig up the same and lay pipes through it,

and in, upon, through, over, and under the highways, lanes and

other pubUc communications within the municipality, or within

the distance limited by subsection 2 of section 3, and in, upon,

through, over, and under the land of any person within the muni-

cipality.

(3)' All such highways, lanes, or other pubUc communications,

and all land, not being the property of the corporation, shall be

restored to their original condition without unnecessary delay.
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(4) The corporation may purchase or expropriate, use and Power to

occupy such part of such intermediate land as it may deem
necessary for the making and maintaining of the works, or for

the opening of new streets required for the same, or for the pro-

tection of the works, or for preserving the purity of the water

supply, or for taking up, removing, altering or repairing the pipes,

and for distributing water to the inhabitants of the municipality,

or for the uses of the corporation, or of the owners or occupants

of the land through or near which the pipes may pass. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 41, s. 5.

6. For the purpose of distributing the water the corporation Power to lay

, , , , . , .
down pipes,

may sink and lay down pipes, tanks, reservoirs, and other con- «*«•

veniences, and may from time to time alter their location or con-

struction as the corporation may deem advisable. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 41, s. 6.

7.—(1) The service pipes shall be laid down from the main pipe Service pipes.

to the line of the highway by the corporation, and the corpora-

tion shall be responsible for keeping the same in repair.

(2) Where a vacant space intervenes between the outer line Laying of , from

of a highway and the wall of a building or other place into which w^Cotmm^.

the water is to be taken, the corporation may, with the consent

of the owner, lay the service pipe across such vacant space to

the interior face of the outer wall and charge the cost thereof

to the owner of the premises, or the owner may himself lay the

service pipe, if it is done to the satisfaction of the corporation.

(3) The expense incidental to the laying and repairiag of ser- Expenses of

vice pipes if laid or repaired by the corporation, except the repair-

ing of the service pipes from the main pipe to the liae of a high-

way, or of superintending the laying or repairiag of the same,

if laid or repaired by any other person, shall be payable by the

owner to the corporation on demand, and if not so paid may be

collected in the same manner as water rates.
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Expenses of (4) The expehse of superintending the laying or repairing of
auperintending.

. . j-^ -v

a service pipe shall not exceed one dollar. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 7.

brmde/cOTtroi
^-—(1) '^^® service pipes from the line of a highway to the

oi corporation,
jnterior face of the outer wall of the building suppKed, together

with all branches, couplings, stopcocks and apparatus placed

therein by the corporation shall be under its control, and if any

damage is done to that portion of the service pipe or its fittings

the owner or occupant of the building shall forthwith repair the

same to the satisfaction of the corporation, and, in default of his

so doing, whether notified or not, the corporation may enter upon

the land where the service pipe is and repair the same, and charge

the cost thereof to the owner or occupant of the premises,, and

the same may be collected in the same manner as water rates.

toSg'sto^ (2) The stopcock placed by the corporation inside the wall of

'^°^- the building shall not be used by the water taker, except in case

of accident, or for the protection of the building or the pipe and

to prevent the flooding of the premises.

bycOT^'ratira"" (^) Persous suppKed wlth water by the corporation may be

required to place only such taps for drawing and shutting off the

water as are approved of by the corporation. 3-4 .Geo. V. c. 41,

s. 8.

Eeguiation of 9. The corporation may regulate the distribution and use of

of rates. the Water in all places where and for all purposes for which it may
be required, and fix the prices for the use thereof, and the times of

payment, and may erect such number of public hydrants and in

such places as it may see fit, and may direct in what manner and

for what purposes the same shall be used, and may fix the rate or

rent to be paid for the use of the water by hydrants, fireplugs,

and pubUc buildings. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 9.

Rates at which 10.—(1) The Corporation of every municipaUty having a system
water to be sup-

i i n i n . nit...
plied to pro- of Waterworks shall supply water at all times to all pubuc mstitu-
vincial institu-

tions, tions situate therein and belonging to or maintained by the
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Province at such rents, rates or prices as may be fixed by by-law

of the corporation, but not exceeding those charged to manufac-

turers.

(2) For every contravention of subsection 1, the corporation Penalty,

shall incur a penalty not exceeding $500, recoverable by action

at the suit of the Crown. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 10.

11. The corporation shall not be liable for damages caused by Non-iiabiiuy

. , .
f"' breakage

the breaking of any service pipe or attachment, or for shuttmg orstoppase.

off of water to repair or to tap mains, if reasonable notice of the

intention to shut off the water is given. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 11.

12. The corporation may supply water upon special terms and
^^r'^o^t|J2*'^f

for such term of years as may be agreed on to owners or occu- mi^cipairty-

pants of land beyond the limits of the municipaUty, and may
exercise all other powers necessary for carr3dng out any agree-

ment for that purpose, and may also make any agreement which

may be deemed expedient for the supply of water for any term

not exceeding five years to any railway company, or manufac- Proviso,

tory, or to builders; but where water is to be supplied for any

of the purposes mentioned in this section in another municipality,

the corporation of which possesses waterworks, no pipes for that

purpose shall be carried in, upon, through, over or under any

highway, lane, or public communication within such other munici-

pality without the consent of the council thereof. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 41, s. 12.

13. The corporation may pass by-laws for regulating the time Power to regu-
late supply and

manner, extent and nature of the supply by the works, the building to prohibit
' X X ./ ./ /

^

« wrongful use

or persons to which and to whom the water shall be furnished, of water,

the price to be paid therefor, and every other matter or thing

related to or connected therewith which it may be necessary or

proper to regulate, in order to secure to the inhabitants of the

municipality a continued and abundant supply of pure and whole-

some water, and to prevent the practising of frauds iipon the

corporation with regard to the water so supplied, and for pro-
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viding that for a contravention of any such by-law the offender

shall incur a penalty not exceeding $20 or may be imprisoned

without the option of a fine for any period not exceeding one

Rev. Stat. mouth, and the provisions of The Ontario Summary Convictions

Act shall apply to a prosecution under this section. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 41, s. 13.

fnSni^. 14- Every person who

(a) Wilfully hinders or interrupts, or causes or procures to be

hindered or interrupted the corporation, or any of its

oflBcers, contractors, agents, servants or workmen, in the

exercise of any of the powers conferred by this Act;

(6) Wilfully lets off or discharges water so that the same runs

waste or useless out of the works;

(c) Being a tenant, occupant, or inmate of any house, building

or other place supplied with water from the waterworks,

lends, sells, or disposes of the water, gives it away, per-

mits it to be taken or carried away, uses or applies it to

the use or benefit of another, or to any use and benefit

other than his own, increases the supply of water agreed

for, or improperly wastes the water;

(d) Without lawful authority wilfully opens or closes any

hydrant, or obstructs the free access to any hydrant,

stopcock, chamber, pipe, or hydrant-chamber, by placing

on it any building material, rubbish, or other obstruction;

(e) Throws or deposits any injurious, noisome or offensive

matter into the water or waterworks, or upon the ice,

if the water is frozen, or in any way fouls the water or

commits any wilful damage, or injury to the works,

pipes, or water, or encourages the same to be done;

(/) Wilfully alters any meter placed upon any service pipe or

connected therewith, within or without any building or

other place, so as to lessen or alter the amount of water

registered;
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(g) Lays or causes to be laid any pipe or main to coniinunicate

with any pipe or main of the waterworks, or in any way
obtains or uses the water without the consent of the cor-

poration; or

(h) Washes or cleanses cloth, wool, leather, skin or animals,

or places any noisome or offensive thing, or conveys

casts, throws, or puts any filth, dirt, dead carcase or

other noisome or offensive thing in any lake, river, pond,

creek, spring, source or fountain, within the distance of

one mile in the case of a town or village, or within three

miles in the case of a city from the source of supply for

such waterworks, or causes, permits, or suffers the water

of any sink, sewer or drain to run or be conveyed into

the same, or causes any other thing to be done whereby

the water therein may be in any way tainted or fouled;

shall for every such offence incur a penalty not exceeding |20

or may be imprisoned, without the option of a fine, for any term

not exceeding one month, and the provisions of The Ontario Sum- ^jj-
s***-

mary Co/Hvictions Act shall apply to a prosecution imder this sec-

tion. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41. s. 14.

15.—(1) For the purpose of assisting in the payment of any
f°^^'i^^^

debentures issued for waterworks purposes, and the interest

thereon, the corporation may impose a special tax in each year,

during the currency of the debentures, not exceeding four mills

in the dollar according to the assessed value thereof, upon the

land fronting or abutting upon any highway, lane or other public

communication in, through or along which the waterworks mains

are laid, as well as all other land distant not more than 300 feet

therefrom, which enjoys the advantage of the use of the water

for the purpose of protection against fire, whether or not the owners

or occupants thereof use the water for general purposes.

(2) The collector of taxes, upon the production by an owner Power to remit

or occupant using the water of the receipt for the payment of
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Construction of
mains, etc., for
benefit of indi-

viduals.

the rate or rent chargeable for the use thereof during the year,

or such proportion thereof as equals such special tax, shall remit

or allow to such owner or occupant the amount so paid as a pay-

ment of or on account of such special tax. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 15.

16. If one or more property owners within a municipaUty ap-

phes to the council for the construction of water mains and other

works necessary to connect their properties with the waterworks

system of the corporation the council may by by-law provide for

the extension of the mains and pipes, and for all other works

necessary to make such connection, and for permitting the appli-

cants to receive the benefit of such waterworks upon such terms

as the council may deem just; and the by-law may further- pro-

vide that the cost of the work shall be charged as an annual

special rate upon the land of the applicants, designated in the

appUcation, and such rate shall be payable, whether or not the

applicants or the owners, for the time being, of the lands con-

tinue to use the water. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 16.

PART II.

MUNICIPAL PUBLIC UTILITY WORKS OTHER THAN WATERWORKS.

Interpretation.

"Public
Utility."

17. In this Part,

"Public Utihty" shall mean artificial and natural gas, elec-

trical power or energy, steam and hot water,

c. 41, s. 17.

3-4 Geo. V.

Powers of cor- 18.—(1) The Corporation of every urban municipality may
porations to pro- ^ ^ ^ '^ f j </

pub?ic*utiS'.^
manufacture, procure, produce and supply for its own use and the

use of the inhabitants of the municipality any public utility for

any purpose for which the same may be used; and for such pur-

poses may purchase, construct, improve, extend, maintain, and

operate any works which may be deemed requisite, and may
acquire any patent or other right for the manufacture or produc-

tion of such public utihty, and may also purchase, supply, sell
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or lease fittings, machines, apparatus, meters, or other things for

any of such purposes.

(2) The corporation may sell and dispose of coke, tar, and every May seii coke,
6tC.

other by-product or residuum obtained in or from its works, and

any surplus coal it may have on hand.

(3) The corporation may purchase or rent such land and build- May rent or
"^ "^ * purcnaae lands.

ings as may be deemed necessary for the purpose of its under-

taking. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 18.

19. The corporation may acquire by purchase, lease or other- ^^^^^^^'
wise, or may expropriate any land in the municipality which may ^°^^-

be required for its works or any extension thereof, and the pro- Bev. stat.

visions of Part 15 of The Municipal Act shall apply to the exercise

by the corporation of the power to expropriate and of the power

conferred by section 22. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 19; 4 Geo. V. c. 2,

sched. (34).

20. The corporation, for the purpose of laying down, taking Corporation
•^ may break up

up, examining, and keeping in repair the pipes, wires and rods streets, .to.

used for the purpose of its undertaking, may break up, dig, and

trench in, upon, and under the highways, lanes, and other public

communications, or, with the consent of the owner, in, upon and

under any private property; or may, upon poles or otherwise,

conduct such wires and rods along, over and across such high-

ways, lanes, and other public communications, or, with the con-

sent of the owner, upon private property. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 20.

21.—(1) The corporation may carry pipes, wires or rods, to Corporation

any part of any building within the municipality parts of which ^^'^^^"^
belong to different owners, or are in possession of different tenants g^\°',^;j^^-

or occupants, passing over the property of any owner, or of any "tter parts.

tenant or occupant, to convey the public utility to the part of

the building to which it is to be conveyed.

(2) Such pipes, wires or rods shall be carried up and attached Method.

to the outside of the building unless consent is obtained to carry

the same in the inside. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 21.
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Sl^^^ei'TOm'^ ^^' "^^^ corporation may also break up and uplift all passages

bJSriig l^^' common to neighbouring owners, tenants, or occupants, and dig
pnetora.

^^ ^^^ treuches therein, for the purpose of laying down pipes,

wires, or rods, or taking up, examining or repairing the same,

doing as little damage as may be in the execution of the powers

hereby conferred, and restoring such passages to their original

condition without unnecessary delay. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 22.

Contracts for
supply of public
utility for ten
years.

23. The corporation may, from time to time and upon such

terms as may be deemed advisable, enter into contracts for the

supply of a public utility to any person for any period not exceed-

ing ten years. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 23.

Poyrei to carry
works into
adjoining
municipalities.

24. A corporation possessing or intending to construct works

under this Act may, under the authority of a by-law of an adjoin-

ing local municipality, exercise the like powers within the adjoining

municipality as it may exercise within its own municipality upon

such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 41, s. 24.

PART III.

Application of
Part.

Power to make
by-laws for
maintenance
and manage-
ment of works.

ALL MUNICIPAL PUBLIC UTILITIES.

25. This Part shall apply to all municipal corporations owning

or operating pubhc utihties. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 25.

26.—(1) The council may pass by-laws for the maintenance

and management of the works and the conduct of the officers

and others employed in connection with them, and for the collec-

tion of the rates or charges for supplying the public utility, and
for the rent of fittings, machines, apparatus, meters or other

things leased to consumers, and for fixing such rates, charges and
rents, and the times and places' when and where the same shall

be payable; and for allowing for prepayment or punctual pay-

ment such discount as may be deemed expedient.
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(2) In fixing the rents, rates or prices to be paid for the supply
^J^'^rat™,'^

of a pubUc utiUty the corporation may use its discretion as to the ehaf^*"
*"

rents, rates or prices to be charged to the various classes of con-

sumers and also as to the rents, rates or prices at which a pubUc

utility shall be supplied for the different purposes for which it

may be supplied or required.

(3) In default of payment the corporation may shut off the Power to shut
off supply.

supply but the rents or rates in default shall, nevertheless, be

recoverable. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 26.

27. The sum payable by the owner or occupant of any building Rates to be lien

_. . T 1 1 . 1 i.
on lot or

or lot for the public utility supplied to him there, or for the use building,

thereof, and all rents, rates, costs and charges by this Act to be

collected in the same manner as rents or rates for the supply of

a public utility, shall be a lien and charge on the building or lot

and may be levied and collected in like manner as municipal rates

and taxes are recoverable. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 27.

28. The officers of the corporation, when acting in the discharge Protection and

of their duties under this Act, shall ex-officio be constables. 3-4 officers.

Geo. V. c. 41, s. 28.

29. No action shall be brought against any person for any thing Limitation of

actions. ^

done in pursuance of this Act, but within six months next after

the act committed, or in case there is a continuation of damage, -

within one year after the original cause of action arose. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 41, s. 29.

30. Materials procured under contract with the corporation. Property
exempt from

and upon which the corporation has made advances in accordance execution.

with such contract, shall be exempt from execution against the

person who supplied or contracted to supply such materials. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 41, s. 30.

31. The public utility works, and the land acquired for the JJ^^Tea
purpose thereof and the property appertaining therto, shall be ^S""

57—MUN. LAW.
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Application of
revenue.

Power^to sell

any property
when no longer
required.

Power to take
security.

specially charged with the repayment of any sum borrowed by

the corporation for the purposes thereof, and for any debentures

issued therefor, and the holders of such debentures shall have

a preferential charge on such works, land and property for securing

the payment of the debentures and the interest thereon. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 41, s. 31.

32. Subject to the provisions of section 39 of The Power Com-

mission Act, and notwithstanding anything in The Municipal Act

contained, revenues arising from supplying any public utility or

from the property connected with any pubhc utility work, after

providing for the expenses and maintenance of the works, shall

be paid over to the treasurer of the municipality to be applied

annually to the reduction or extinguishment of the rates required

to be levied under any by-law for the issue of debentures of the

municipality for the construction, extension or improvement of

the works, and it shall not be necessary to levy any general rate

to provide for sinking fund and interest or other payments on

account of such debentures, except to the extent to which the

revenues on hand are insufficient to meet the annual payments

falling due on account of principal and interest of the debentures.

7 Geo. V. c. 47, s. 1.

33.—(1) The corporation may sell, lease or otherwise dispose

of any property which is no longer required for the purpose of

the undertaking, and any property so sold shall be free from any

charge or lien on account of any debentures issued by the cor-

poration, but the proceeds of the sale shall be added to and form,

part of the fund for the redemption and payment of any deben-

tures constituting a charge thereon, or if there are no such deben-

tures the proceeds shall form part of the general funds of the

corporation.

(2) If credit is given for any part of the purchase money of

real property the corporation may take security by way of mort-

gage to secure the same, and every such mortgage and the pro-
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ceeds thereof shall stand as security for any debentures consti-

tuting a charge on the real property at the time of the sale. 3-4

Geo. V. 0. 41, s. 33.

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION.

34—(1). Subject to the provisions of subsections la to le, the Formation of'^ ' Public Utility

council of a municipal corporation which owns or operates works Commisnonfor

for the production, manufacture or supply of any pubUc utility °'^°^^^

or is about to establish such works, and the council of a town-

ship corporatioii which has entered into a contract with the Hydro-

Electric Power Commission of Ontario for a supply of electrical

power or energy in the township, may, by by-law passed with

the assent of the municipal electors, provide for entrusting the

construction of the works and the control and management of

the same to a commission to be called "The Public Utilities Com-
mission of the (naming the municipality)," or in the case of such

township, "The Hydro-Electric Commission of the Township of

(naming the township)," or to a commission estabUshed under

this P/irt.

(la) Where the corporation of a village has entered into a con- AppUcatjonof
^ ' ^ ^ revenue irom

trapt with the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, under ""'''''' "t^'^y-

The Power Commission Act, for a supply of electrical power or

energy a commission may be estabUshed by by-law of the council

under the provisions of this Part foi the control and management

of the construction, operation and maintenance of all works under-

taken by the corporation for the distribution and supply of such

electrical power or energy, and it shall not be necessary that such

by-law receive the assent of the electors.

(16) Every such commission heretofore estabUshed by the coun- EstabiiBhmeiit

.
of municipal

cil of ^ village shall be deemed to have been lawfully estabUshed, commission.

and the by-law estabUshing such commission shall be deemed to

be and to have been legal, vaUd and binding from the time of the

passing thereof, notwithstanding that such by-law was passed and
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Appointment
of commission
for villase.

Rev. Stat.
0.39.

Village commiB-
sions heretofore
established.

Assent of
electors.

such commission was established without the assent of the electors

first having been obtained.

(Ic) A by-law passed by the council of a village for the estab-

lishment of a commission without the assent of the electors may
be repealed by the council at any time and it shall not be neces-

sary to obtain the assent of the electors to such repeal.

(Id) Where a by-law establishing a commission in a village has

been passed witji the assent of the electors the by-law may be

repealed with the like assent.

(le) Upon the repeal of a by-law estabUshing a commissionBepeal of village
by-law estab-

mSn°°™' under this section, the control and management of the works shall

be vested in the council and the commission shall cease to exist.

7 Geo. V. c. 47, s. 2.

R.S.0. 1897.

GO. 234, 236.

One commission
for several
public utilities.

Name.

(2) A commission estabhshed under The Municipal Water-

works Act, or The Municipal Light and Heat Act, or under a special

Act for the construction or the control and management of works

for the manufacture, production or supply of any public utility

shall, for the purposes of this section, be deemed to be a Com-
mission established under this Part and the provisions of this Part

shall apply to it.

(3) Where a commission has been established under this Part

as to any public utility and the corporation desires to entrust

the control and management of any other public utility works

to a commission, subject to subsection 5, such control and manage-

ment shall be entrusted to the commission so established, or if

there is more than one commission so estabhshed to one of them,

or the by-law may provide for placing under the control and man-

agement of one commission all public utility works owned by the

corporation.

(4) Where the construction of any other public utility works

and the control and management of them is entrusted to any

of the commissions mentioned in subsection 2, such commission
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thereafter shall be called "The Public Utility Commission of the

{naming the municipality)."

(5) Where the corporation, of a city or town has entered into Special pro-
visiona aa to

a contract with The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario ^^^o°„*"°
for the supply of electrical power or energy a commission shall

be established under the provisions of this Part for the control

and management of the construction, operation and maintenance

of all works undertaken by the corporation for the distribution

and supply of such electrical power or energy and for the pur-

poses of this subsection it shall not be necessary that the by-law

receive the assent of the electors; or such control and manage-

ment shall be entrusted to an existing PubUc Utilities Commission,

and, where the commission is not entrusted with the control and

management of any other pubUc utihty, it shall be called "The

Hydro-Electric Commission of the (naming the municipality)."

Section 47 of The Power Commission Act, as enacted by 5 Geo. V. c. 19,

s. 15, provides as follows:

—

47.— (1) Notwithstanding anything in any general or special Act con-

tained, in and for the year 1916 and thereafter subsection 5 of section 34

of The Public Utilities Act shall apply in every city and town which has

entered into a contract with the commission for the supply of electrical power

or energy, and a commission shall be established under the provisions of

Part III. of The Pvblic Utilities Act for the control and management of the

construction, operation and maintenance of all works undertaken by the

corporation for the distribution and supply of electrical power or energy.

(2) In a city having a population of 100,000 or over, according to the

last enumeration of the assessor, the corporation of which has entered into

a contract with the commission under this Act, the commission to be estab-

lished for the control and management of the construction, operation and
maintenance of all works undertaken by the corporation for the distribution

and supply of electrical power or energy, may, if the council of the city by
by-law so declares, consist of three members, one of whom shall be appointed

by the municipal council of the city at its first meeting in each year, one shall

be appointed by the commission and the third of whom shall be the mayor
of the city, and the members so appointed shall hold oflSce for two years

or until their successors are appointed.

(6) Subsection 5 shall be subject to the provisions of any special Special Act
not affected.

Act providing for the control and management of such works.
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Certain by-laws (7) A by-law of the council, for the purposes mentioned in sub-
not to be
repealed. section 4, shall not be repealed without the consent of

'

'The Hydro-

Provision for

management
of sewerage
Byetem.
Eev. Stat.
0. 192.

Electric Power Commission of Ontario."

(8) If no commission has been established under this Part to

which the control and management of a sewerage system, to which

paragraph 11 of section 406 of The Municipal Act applies, may
be entrusted a commission may be established, under this Part,

for the control and management of such sewerage system, and

the provisions of this Part shall apply to it. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41,

s. 34.

Powers of

commission.

Oniceis of cor-
poration to
hold office.

Council to pro-
vide money
required for

,

works.

Number of

commissioners.

Term of office.

35.—(1) Subject to subsection 3, upon the election of the com-

missioners as hereinafter provided, all the powers, rights, authori-

ties, and privileges which are by this Act conferred on the cor-

poration shall, while such by-law remains in force, be exercised

by the commission and not by the council of the corporation.

(2) The officers and employees of the corporation shall be con-

tinued until removed by the commission unless their engagement

sooner terminates.

(3) Nothing contained in this section shall divest the council

of its authority with reference to providing the money required

for such works, and the treasurer of the municipality shall, upon

the certificate of the commission, pay out any money so provided.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 35.

36.—(1) A commission established under this Part sha,ll be a

body corporate and shall consist of three or five members as may
be provided by the by-law, of whom the head of the council shall

ex-officio be one and the others shall be elected at the same time

and place and in the same manner as the head of the council,

and subject to subsection 2 the elected members shall hold office

for two years and until their successors are elected and the new
commission is organized.

(2) One-half of the first elected members shall hold office for

two years and the other one-half for one year, and shall continue
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in office until their successors are elected and the new commission

is organized.

(3) At the first meeting of the commission after the first elec- Term of office

tion the members who are to hold office for two years shall be minldbyfot.

chosen by lot.

(4) Except where otherwise expressly provided the provisions Provisions as to
_ —^

*
- mode of elec-

of Parts 2, 3 and 4 of The Municipal Act which are appUcable
B^'J.°'^t**t'=-

to members of the council of a local municipahty shall apply ''•"^

mutatis mutandis to the commissioners to be elected under the

provisions of this Part. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 36.

See Rex ex rel. Gardhouse v. Irwin, referred to in notes to s. 53 cl. (j)

Municipal Act, ants p. 95.

37.—(1) Where a vacancy in the commission occurs from any Kiiingof
•^ '' vacancies.

cause the council shall immediately appoint a successor who shall

hold office during the remainder of the term for which his pre-

decessor was elected.

(2) A majority of the commissioners shall constitute a quorum Quorum.
,

of the commission. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 37.

38.—(1) The salary, if any, of the commissioners shall from Saiaryof
^ ' ""

'

•'

'

commissioners.

time to time be fixed by the council and no member of the council,

except the head thereof, shall at the same time be a member of

the commission. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 38.

(2>) Where a commission is estabhshed which has the control salaries of
^ ^ municipal com-

and management of works constructed for the distribution of ™prov^"by
''"

electrical power or energy supplied by the Hydro-Electric Power '=°™™'«»"">-

Commission of Ontario, the salary or other remimeration of the

commissioners, so far as the same is chargeable to such works,

shall be subject to the approval of the Hydro-Electric Power

Commission of Ontario. 7 Geo. V. c. 47, s. 3.

39.—(1) The council may, by by-law passed with the assent ^5^.°'

of the municipal electors, repeal any by-law passed under sec-

tion 34.

(2) Where a by-law is repealed the council shall apportion the ^j"^^',^™"*

current year's salary of the commissioners, and any officer or
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employee of the commission shall be continued until removed by

the coimcil unless his engagement sooner terminates. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 41, s. 39.

Book of 40.—(1) Separate books and accounts of the revenues derived
accounts. ^ ' -^

from every public utility under its management shall be kept by

the commission, and such books and accounts shall also be kept

separate from the books and accounts relating to the other

property, funds, or assets connected with such public utility, and

such books and accoimts shall be open to inspection by any person

appointed for that purpose by the council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41,

s. 40 (1).

?stem*if"°' (^) Subsection 1 shall be subject to section 10 of The Bureau of

7 G«^vfc?i4. Municipal Affairs Act. 7 Geo. V. c. 14, s. 13.

Ketonsto 41.—(1) The commission shall, on or before the fifteenth day

of January in each year, or upon such other day as the council

may direct, cause a return to be made to the council containing

a statement of the affairs of each public utility work showing

(a) The amount of the rents, issues, and profits, arising there-

from and the number of persons supplied with each of

the pubhc utilities during the previous calendar year;

(b) The extent and value of the property connected with each

public utility work;

(c) The amount of all outstanding debentures and the interest

thereon, due and unpaid, and the state of the sinking

fund;

(d) The expenses of management, and all other expenses;

(e) The salaries of officers and servants;

(/) The cost of repairs, improvements and alterations;

(g) The price paid for any land acquired for the purpose of

such public utility work and such a statement of revenue

and expenditure as will at all times afford full and com-

plete information of the state of its affairs.
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(2) The commission shall also furnish such information as from J^"™^^™
time to time may be required by the council.

(3) The accounts of the commission shall be audited by the
^"J„*„?3

auditors of the corporation, and the commission and its officers

shall furnish to the auditors such information and assistance as

may be in their power to enable the audit to be made. 3-4 Geo.

V. c. 41, s. 41.

42. A book wherein shall be recorded all the proceedings of the Heoords of
^ " proceedings.

commission shall be kept and shall be open to inspection by any

person appointed for that purpose by the council. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 41, s. 42.

43. The revenues, after deducting disbursements, shall, quar-
^J^"™*"''®

terly or oftener if the council so directs, be paid over to the <=*»' treaaurer.

treasurer of the municipality, and shall be by him placed to the

credit of the account of the pubhc utihty work, and if not required

for the purpose of the work shall form part of the general funds

of the corporation. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 43.

PART IV.

ALL MUNICIPAL AND COMPANY PUBLIC UTILITIES.

44. This Part shall apply to all municipal or other corpora- Application

tions owning or operating pubhc utiHties. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 44.

45.—(1) Any person authorized by the corporation for that inspection of

premises.

purpose shall have free access, at all reasonable times, and upon

reasonable notice given and request made, to all parts of every

building or other premises to which any public utility is supphed

for the purpose of inspecting or repairing, or of altering or dis-

connecting any service pipe, wire or rod, within or without the

building, or for placing meters upon any service pipe or connec-

tion within or without the building as he may deem expedient

and for that purpose or for the purpose of protecting or regu-

lating the use of such meter, may set it or alter the position of
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it, or of any pipe, wire, rod, connection or tap, and may alter or

disconnect any service pipe.

(2) The corporation may fix the price to be paid for the use

of such meter, and the times when and the manner in which the

same shall be payable, and may also recover the expense of such

alterations; and such price, and the expense of such alterations,

may be collected in the same manner as rents or rates for the

supply of a public utility.

(3) Where a consumer discontinues the use of the pubhc utility,

or the corporation lawfully refuses to continue any longer to

supply it, the officers and servants of the corporation may, at all

reasonable times, enter the premises in or upon which such con-

sumer was supplied with the pubhc utility [for the purpose of

cutting off the supply of such utility or of making an inspection

from time to time to determine whether such utility has been or

is being unlawfully used or] for the purpose of removing there-

from any fittings, machines, apparatus, meters, pipes or other

things being the property of the corporation in or upon such

premises, and may remove the same therefrom, doing no unneces-

sary damage. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 45; 7 Geo. V. c. 47, s. 4.

The words in brackets were added by 7 Geo. V. c. 47, s. 4.

Propertj^ of

corporation
exempt from
distress.

46. No property of the corporation used for or in connection

with the supply of any public utility shall be liable to be seized

for rent due to the landlord of any land or building whereon or

wherein the same may be or under execution against the owner

or occupant of the land or building. 3-4 Geo. V. e. 41, s. 46.

Liability of 47. Every person who, by act, default, neglect or omission occa-
peraons doing

_ . . .

damage. sions any loss, damage or injury to any public utility works or to

any plant, machinery, fitting or appurtenances thereof shall be

liable to the corporation therefor. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 47.

mi"tSi*dsfmage *^' Every person who wilfully or maliciously damages or causes

or knowingly suffers to be damaged any meter, lamp, lustre, ser-
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vice pipe, conduit, wire, rod, or fitting belonging to the corpora-
jfiSlfsfeti.

tion, or wilfully impairs or knowingly suffers the same to be

altered or impaired, so that the meter indicates less than the

actual amount of the public utility which passes through it, shall

incur a penalty, to the use of the corporation, ^for every such

offence, of not less than $4 or more than $20, and shall also be

liable for the expenses of repairing or replacing such meter, lamp,

lustre, service pipe, conduit, wire, rod or fitting and double the

value of the surplus public utility so consumed, all of which,

including the penalty, shall be recoverable under The Ontario ^go;^***'

Summary Convictions Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 48.

49. Every person who wilfully extinguishes any public lamp or Penalty for

light, or wilfully removes, destroys, damages, fraudulently alters utility works.

or in any way injures any pipe, conduit, wire, rod, pedestal, post,

plug, lamp or other apparatus or thing belonging to the corpora-

tion shall incur a penalty, to the use of the corporation, of not

less than $4 or more than $20, and shall also be liable for all

damages occasioned thereby, all of which shall be recoverable

under The Ontario Summary Convictions Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41,

s. 49.

50. Where there is a sufficient supply of the public utility the ^„°^P°^ft'>

corporation shall supply all buildings within the municipality SSwLS on'Sie

situate upon land lying along the line of any supply pipe, wire or °eq"I^J?''
°"

rod, upon the request in writing of the owner, occupant or other

person in charge of any such building. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 50.

51.—(1) Main pipes or conduits for carrying or conveying any
^''J'^'';!']*'™^^

pubhc utihty underground in any highway, lane or public com- Sato's
munication shall not be laid down therein by a municipal cor-

J,^*,"'
^'^^^-s

poration or company within the distance of 6 feet of the main

pipes or conduits for carrying or conveying any public utility

underground of any person without the consent of such person,

or the authority of "The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board."

(2) The Board, upon the appUcation of the corporation or com- S^fBoLdTs'

pany, and after notice to such person and hearing any objections '" *'*"*"'*
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which may be made, may authorize the main pipes or conduits

to be laid down within such distance less than six feet as may
be deemed proper, and all main, pipes and conduits laid down

in accordance with such authority shall be deemed to have been

laid down under statutory authority and to be lawfully laid down,

and may be maintained and operated by the corporation or com-

pany without its incurring any liability to such person in respect

of the construction, maintenance or operation of them, except

that provided for by subsection 5, any general or special statute

or law to the contrary notwithstanding.

(3) Such authority may be granted subject to such conditions

as the Board may deem necessary to prevent injury to the main

pipes or conduits of such person, or to such person, his servants

and workmen, in maintaining, repairing and operating them.

(4) The powers conferred by this section may be exercised from

time to time as occasion may require.

(5) If any damage or injury is done to the main pipes or con-

duits of such person, or is occasioned in the maintenance of them,

by reason of the main pipes or conduits of the corporation or

company being laid down at a less distance than six feet from

the main pipes or conduits of such person, no action shall lie in

respect thereof, but the corporation or company doing such dam-

age or injury shall make due compensation therefor, and any

question or dispute as to such damage or injury having been so

done or occasioned, or as to the amount of compensation, shall

be determined by arbitration, and the provisions of The Municipal

Act shall apply mutatis mutandis.

(6) The person claiming damages shall, within one month after

the expiration of any calendar year in which he claims that any

such damage or injury has been so done or occasioned, give notice

in writing to the corporation of his claim and the particulars

thereof, and upon failure to do so the right to compensation in

respect of the damage or injury done or occasioned during that

calendar year shall be forever barred. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 51.
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52. Except where otherwise expressly provided all penalties
^™'iJ5®'^°'

imposed by or under the authority of this Act shall be recover- ^^ stat.

able under The Ontario Summary Convictions Act. 3-4 Geo. V.
"''''

c. 41, s. 52.

PART V.

ALL COMPANY PUBLIC UTILITIES.

63. This Part shall apply to every company heretofore or here- AppUoation

after incorporated for the purpose of supplying any public utility.

3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 53.

54.—(1) The company shall not exercise any of its powers ConditionB

. ... precedent to

Within a municipality unless and imtil a by-law of the council company
•^ carrying on

of the municipality has been passed with the assent of the muni- e^^°i„g
cipal electors where such assent is required by The Municipal J^^istat.

Franchises Act authorizing the company to exercise the same and
"' "''

the company when so authorized may exercise any of the powers

of expropriation conferred on a municipal corporation by Parts

1 and 2, if the power to expropriate is conferred on it by the

letters patent incorporating the company or by supplementary

letters patent.

(2) Subject to subsection 1 a company may conduct any of its Power to carry
pipes through

pipes or carry any of its works through the land of any person h"''^'*''?

lying within ten miles of the municipality for supplying which the municipality.

company was incorporated.

(3) The powers of expropriation conferred on. a company shall
f^j^j^'**-

be exercised under and in accordance with the provisions of The

Ontario Railway Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 54.

55. A company, before supplying any public utility to any powertotake

building or premises or as a condition of its continuing to supply consumer,

the same, may require any consumer to give reasonable security

for the payment of the proper charges of the company therefor,

or for carrying the public utility into such building. 3-4 Geo. V.

c. 41, s. 55.
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56. If any person supplied with any public utility neglects to

pay the rent, rate or charge due to the company at any of the

'times fixed for the payment thereof, the company, or any person

acting under its authority, on giving forty-eight hours' previous

notice, may stop the supply from entering the premises of such

person by cutting off the service pipes, or by such other means

as the company or its officers may deem proper, and the com-

pany may recover the rent or charge due up to that time, together

with the expenses of cutting off the supply, notwithstanding any

contract to furnish it for a longer time. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 56.

57. Where a natural gas company or natural gas transmitting

company produces or transmit gas for export the price or charge

at which the same shall be supplied shall be subject to regulation

by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 57.

58. The provisions of sections 6, 7 and 8, except as to the

manner of recovering charges and expenses, sections 10, 11 and

12 as to making agreements for a supply of water to a railway

company, manufactory or builder, and sections 14, 17, 18, 20,

21, 22 and 23 shall, mutatis mutandis, apply to a company. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 41, s. 58.

PART VI.

Municipalities
may acquire

. works ot com-
pany on pay-
ment therefor.

ACQUIRING WORKS FROM COMPANIES.

59.—(1) Where a by-law of the council of an urban munici-

pality is passed with the assent of the electors entitled to vote

on money by-laws declaring that it is expedient to acquire the

works of a company, incorporated on or after the 10th day of

March, 1882, for the purpose of supplying within such munici-

pality any public utility the corporation may take possession of

the works of the company and all property used in coimection

therewith for the purposes of supplying such pubUc utility,

whether the works and property, or any of them, are within or

without the municipality, and shall pay therefor at a valuation
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to be determmed by arbitration under The Municipal Act, sub- R«^^stat.

ject to the provisions hereinafter mentioned.

(2) The arbitrators, in determining the amount to be paid for
^^^*°Jaiu""

such works and property, shall first determine the actual value

thereof, having regard to w^hat the same woufd cost if the works
should be then constructed, or the property then bought, making
due allowance for deterioration, wear and tear, and all other

proper allowances, and shall increase the amount so ascertained

by ten per centum thereof, which increased sum the arbitrators

shall award as the amount to be paid by the corporation to the

company, with interest from the date of their award.

(3) The amount shall be paid within six months from the date Time within
which amount

of the award, and the council shall take all requisite steps for pro- .*" ^» p^'^-

viding the amount; and it shall not be necessary that a by-law

passed for borrowing the amount shall receive the assent of the

electors.

(4) The council may, without submitting the question to the
^"^"joo^e^n 3

vote of the electors, take the proceedings authorized by sub- ^luf^iSSt
section 1 for determining the amount to be paid for such works ^^^^^
and property, upon notice to the company that the corporation

*""

intends to acquire the works and property by arbitration, under

the provisions of this Act; but in such.case any by-law for raising

money to pay therefor shall require the assent of the electors

and until the by-law is finally passed, the corporation shall not,

unless with the consent of the company, take possession of the

works or property; and in the event of the by-law not being

passed the corporation shall indemnify the company for all costs

it has been put to in and about the arbitration.

(5) The council and the company may agree as to the amount ^^™*e"b^
to be paid for the works and property" or any of them. agreement.

(6) If the amount awarded, or agreed to be paid, to the com-
'^^ri^^a""*

pany is not paid within six months after the time at which it r°™^"''*°

is payable the company may resume possession of its works and
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property, and all its rights in respect thereof shall thereupon

revive.

(7) Any company incorporated before the 10th day of March,

1882, may, by by-law, declare that such company consents to

be bound by the provisions of this section, and upon the passing

of the by-law this section shall apply to the company.

(8) A by-law may be passed under subsection 1, with respect

to a company incorporated before the 10th day of March, 1882,

if an agreement has been made between the company and the

corporation under which the corporation has the right at any

time, or at any time after a date thereby fixed, not being later

than ten years from the date of the agreement, to acquire the

works of the company and all property used in connection there-

with for such purposes, at a valuation to be determined by arbi-

tration under The Municipal Act.

(9) Nothing in this section shall affect the right of a municipal

corporation to acquire the works and property of any public

utility company by agreement with the company, or any right

of acquisition which has been or may be secured by any such

corporation independently of the provisions of this section. 3-4

Geo. V. c. 41, s. 59.

Power to sub-
scribe for
stock, etc.

When the head -

to be a director.

TAKING STOCK, ETC., IN COMPANIES.

60.—(1) Subject to the provisions of The Municipal Act the

corporation of any municipality which has power to construct

such works, and in which the public utility works of a company

are situate, may subscribe for shares or take stock in the com-

pany or may loan money to it on mortgage or otherwise or guaran-

tee payment of money borrowed by it. ,

(2) The head of a municipality, the corporation of which holds

stock in any such company to the extent of one-tenth or more

of the whole of the capital stock, shall be ex officio a director of

the company so long as the corporation continues to hold stock

to that extent. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 60.
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PART VII.

COMMISSION FOB RAILWAYS AND TELEPHONES.

61. The council of a municipal corporation, which owns or Commisaion to
construct and

operates, or is about to establish any of the following works:— manage raii-
^ ' J ^ ways and tele-

(a) A railway, an electric railway, a street railway, or an incline
p'""'™-

railway;

(b) Telephone systems, or lines;

may, by by-law passed with the assent of the municipal electors,

provide for entrusting the construction of the work and the con-

trol and management of it to a commission, to be called The Public

Service Commission of the {naming the municipdlity) or to an

existing PubUc Utilities Commission estabUshed under the author-

ity of this Act; and if such a by-law is passed the provisions of

sections 34 to 43 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the commission

to which the construction, control and management of the work

are entrusted and to the work. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 61.

PART VIII.

MISCELLANEOUS.

62. Nothing in this Act shall affect the provisions of section 38 Certain p™-° visions of

or section 39 of The Power Commission Act, and they shall con- Rev. Stet.
c. 39 not

tinue to apply to the cases to which they now apply. 3-4 Geo. ^Bteud.

V. c. 41, s. 62.

63.—(1) After the same have first been submitted to and ap- Prohibition oi
^ ^ sale, etc., of gas

proved of by the Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil by-laws may °^^^|™'-

be passed by the councils of all municipalities to prohibit the sale hydrogen.

or distribution within the municipahty of natural or manufac-

tured gas containing sulphuretted hydrogen.

(2) If a company contravenes the provisions of any such by-
11^^^^°^

law or after the passing of such by-law neglects or refuses to fur- Xb^lT'""
nish a supply sufficient for all pubhc and private uses of gas not

containing sulphuretted hydrogen any right, privilege or franchise

58—MUN. LAW.
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which it possesses for the sale or distribution of natural or manu-

factured gas within the municipality shall ipso facto come to an

end and be determined.

(3) The corporation may apply to the Ontario Railway and

Municipal Board for a declaration that the company has contra-

vened the provisions of the by-law, or that, after the passing of

such by-law, it has neglected or refused to supply gas not con-

taining sulphuretted hydrogen, as provided by subsection 2, and

the Board on proof to its satisfaction that the company has done

so may make the declaration, and the fact of such contravention

or neglect or refusal shall be thereby conclusively established.

(4) After the passing of such by-law the corporation shall, also

have the right to bring and maintain an action to restrain the

sale or distribution within the municipality of natural or manu-

factured gas containing sulphuretted hydrogen.

(5) Upon application by a municipal corporation to the Ontario

Railway and Municipal Board and upon proof of the sale or dis-

tribution of natural or manufactured gas containing sulphuretted

hydrogen within such municipality after the passing of a by-law

prohibiting the same, an order shall be made for the removal by

the company so selling or distributing, of its conduits, mains,

pipes and works from such municipality, but not including those

used only for the purpose of transportation through the munici-

pality to another municipality, and in default of such removal

within the time limited by such order then for the removal thereof

by the corporation at the expense of the company.

(6) Upon such removal such company shall restore the high-

ways to as good a conditio^ as they were in prior to such removal

and ia default thereof within the time limited by the order of

the Board, the corporation may do so at the expense of the com-

pany, and the expense incurred by the corporation in such removal

and restoration shall be recoverable in any Court of competent

jurisdiction.

(7) This section shall apply to every company incorporated

before or after the passing of this section and whether by special

Act or under the provisions of any general Act.
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(8) No action shall lie or be maintainable by a company against
forf^t^^Jf""

any municipal corporation for or by reason or on accoimt of the '^^<'^^-

forfeiture under the provisions of this section of any right, privi-

lege or franchise of the company in the municipality. 4 Geo. V.

c. 35.

Section 6 of Chapter 37 of the Statutes of Ontario, 1915, provides that

—

Any Public Utility Commission having the management and control of a
public utility as defined by The Public Utilities Act may make grants in aid

of any of the purposes set out in section 1. Such grants may be made out

of any funds under the control of the Commission.

The purposes set out in section 1 will be found on reference to that

Act, which is printed infra.

Section 19o of The Power Commission Act, as enacted by section 8

of The Power Commission Act, 1917, provides as follows:

—

19o.— (1) Notwithstanding anjrthing in The Public Utilities Act or any
other Act contained, the council of a township may pass by-laws:

—

(a) For acquiring lands and real and personal property, and erecting,

constructing and operating works for the development, transmission

and distribution of electrical power or energy in the municipality;

(6) For entering into a contract with the commission with the assent of

the municipal electors of the township quaUfied to vote on money
by-laws, for the supply of electrical power or energy for the use of

the municipality and the inhabitants thereof;

(c) For exercising for the said purposes, any of the powers which may
be exercised by the municipal council of a town under the authority

of The Municipal Act, The Local Improvement Act, The Public Utili-

ties Act or this Act.

(2) The council of a township may by by-law set apart a portion of the

township as to which any of the by-laws passed under subsection! 1 may have

effect, and may submit the by-law for the establishment of such works, or

for entering into such contract, to the municipal electors qualified to vote

on money by-laws in the part of the township so set apart.

(3) Where the council has passed a by-law under subsection 2, the council <

may issue debentures for the purposes set out in subsection 1, and levy the

special rate for the amounts required to be raised on account of sinking

fund and interest for the pajrment of the said debentures, in the district so

set apart.

(4) The council may appoint a commission for the purpose of the con-

struction of the works and the control and management of the same for the

district so set apart in the manner provided by section 34 of The Public

Utilities Act, but the commissioners appointed shall be residents of such

district and it shall not be necessary to obtain the assent of the electors to

the establishment of the commission.
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MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC CONTRACTS.

An Act respecting Contracts for the Supply of Electrical Power

to Municipal Corporations.

R.S.O. c. 205.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows:

—

Short title. 1. TMs Act may be cited as The Municipal Electric Contracts

Act. 3-4 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 1.

Consent of 2. No municipal corporation shall enter into or renew any con-
eIectoi3re- • , i .. i . i
quired for con- tract for the supply of electrical power or energy to the corpora-

chisea for^BUjH^^ tjon or to the inhabitants thereof, or grant any franchise or any
tncai power. renewal of a franchise for the supply and distribution of elec-

trical power or energy within the municipahty, luitil a by-law

setting forth the terms and conditions of such contract or franchise

has been first submitted to, and has received the assent of, the

Rev. Stat. municipal electors in the manner provided by The Municipal Act.
"•
""

3-4 Geo. V. c. 42, s. 2.
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PATRIOTIC GRANTS.

An Act to authorize and confirm Grants by Municipal
Corporations for Patriotic Purposes.

5 Geo. V. c. S7, as amended by 6 Geo. V. c. Jfl and 7 Geo. V. c. 41.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows :

—

1.—(1) Any municipal corporation may pass by-laws for grant- objects which
. . may be aided.

mg aid to

(a) The Canadian Patriotic Fimd, estabUshed by an Act of

the Dominion Parliament passed in the fifth year of the

reign of His Majesty King George the Fifth, chaptered 8.

(6) The Canadian Red Cross Association. 5 Geo. V. c. 37,

s. 1, els. (a-6).

(66) The British Red Cross Fund and The British Sailors'

Relief Fund. 7 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 3.

<c) The Belgian Relief Fund.

(d) Any other fund established for providiag hospital accom-

modation, medical or surgical care or other assistance

of a like nature to persons who have suffered or may
suffer by reason of the present war. 5 Geo. V. c. 37,

s. 1, els. (c-d).

(e) Provide military outfit and equipment for any battalion

the members of which are enlisted for overseas service

during the present war or for the members of any local

body organized for the purpose of home defence and

officially recognized by the Department of Militia and
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(/) Insure the lives for the benefit of parents, widows, children,

sisters or brothers or any person acting in loco parentis

of officers and men, residents of the municipality, who

duriQg the present war may be on active service with the

naval and military forces of the British Empire and

Great Britain's allies. 5 Geo. V. c. 37, s. 1, cl. (/);

7 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 2.

(g) Any fimd established for the assistance in case of need of

the wives, children and dependent relatives of officers

and men, residents of the municipality, who during the

present war may be on active service with the naval and

military forces of the British Empire and Great Britain's

allies.

(h) To purchase and forward supplies of food and clothing

for distribution among those requiring,assistance in Great

Britain, France or Belgium. 5 Geo. V. c. 37, s. 1. els.

(g-h).

(i) Provide, furnish, equip and maintain, improve and alter

buildings (other than armouries or drill sheds) to be used

as quarters or barrack accommodation for officers and

men, members of the Canadian Expeditionary Force,

while in training in the municipality for active service

during the present war with the naval or military forces

of the British Empire and Great Britain's allies;

(j) Assist in obtaining recruits for the said Canadian Expedi-

tionary Force;

(k) Purchase musical instruments and musical equipment for

any band of a battalion formiag part of the said-Canadian

Expeditionary Force;

(Z) Provide machiae gims for the said Canadian Expeditionary

Force. 6 Geo. V. c. 40, s. 1, part.
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(m) Any fund established for providing allowances to widows, ^oi"*'^'"^
children, widowed mothers, parents, persons acting in ^^^"•
loco parentis, or dependents of officers and men, who were

'^«p™'*«'"^' «'"

residents of the mimicipahty six months prior to enhst-

ment, and who have died or may die while on active

service with the naval or military forces of the British

Empire and Great Britain's allies, or while returning

home thereafter. 7 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 4.

(n) Provide for grants to officers and men who have returned Grants to

J.
- ,

.

. . , ,
returned officers

from active service with the naval or military forces of and men.

the British Empire or Great Britain's aUies and who
were residents of the municipality for six months prior

to enlistment. 7 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 5.

(2) Any mvmicipal corporation may expend moneys for the Expenditures
nil. for certain
lollowmg purposes :

—

purposes.

(a) For the purchase of rifles, ammunition and horses;

' b) For the protection of any municipal property;

(c) For pay to soldiers for picket duty and for expenses incurred

in connection with returned soldiers;

(d) For any other expenditures incurred by the municipahty

in carrying out the provisions of this Act and amend-

ments thereto. 7 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 6.

la.—(1) In this Act "rateable property" shall include assess- Rateable

ment for real property, income and business or other assessment what to

made under The Assessment Act, and the amoimt raised under

the authority of this Act shall be raised, levied and collected upon " '^^

all the rateable property in the municipahty by a general rate,

and except as to the exemptions from taxation set out in section 5

of The Assessment Act, no partial or total exemption from assess-

ment or taxation, and no fixed assessment or other special pro-

vision or agreement shall apply to the assessment and collection

of such rate, anything in any general or special Act, or in any

include.

Rev. Stat.
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Deduction of

debt in ascer-

taining limit of

borrowing
powers.

Limit fixed by
Eev. Stat.
0. 192, 8. 297
not to apply.

municipal by-law or resolution, or ia any contract, or other instru-

ment, or ia any order of The Ontario Railway and Municipal

Board, or otherwise, to the contrary notwithstanding.

(2) In calculatiag the amount of the indebtedness of the muni-

cipality for the purpose of ascertaining if the limit of its borrowing

power, as fixed by any general or special Act, has been reached,

any debentures issued under the authority of this Act shall not

be reckoned as part of such indebtedness, but shall be excluded in

computing the same.

(3) In calculating whether or not the limit fixed by section 297

of The Municipal Act has been reached, any rates levied under

the authority of this Act shall be excluded in computing the same.

6 Geo. V. c. 40, s. 2.

Power to
borrow money
on debentures
or promissory
notes.

How promis-
sory notes to
be paid.

2.—(1) For the purposes mentioned in section 1 the municipal

corporation may borrow money by the issue of debentures, pay-

able in not more than twenty years from the date of issue, or on

the security of promissory notes, or may provide for raising the

money in the estimates and levy for the same in the taxes for the

current year. 5 Geo. V. c. 37, s. 2 ^ 1) ; 6 Geo. V. c. 40, s. 3.

(2) If the money is borrowed on promissory notes and the

council decides to extend payment of any of them beyond one

year, the notes shall be so drawn and made that the nimiber and

principal of the notes falling due in- one year shall be equal to

the number and principal of those falling due in each of the other

years of the term fixed by the council, but so that none shall be

for a longer period than five years from the date of the first.

5Geo. V. c. 37, s. 2(2).

Assent of eleo
' tors not
required.

3. It shall not be necessary to obtain the assent of the electors

to any by-law passed under the authority of this Act, or to observe

the formalities in relation thereto prescribed by The Municipal

Act. 5 Geo. V. c. 37, s. 3.
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4. A special rate shall be levied in each year on all the rateable Specui rates.

property in the municipality sufficient to pay the instahnents of

principal and the interest falling due in respect of the debentures

or to pay the interest and provide for a sinking fund to retire

the debentures at their maturity, or to pay the priacipal and

interest falling due on the promissory notes as the case may be.

5 Geo. V. c. 37, s. 4.

6. Any by-law heretofore or hereafter passed for any of the confirmation of

, past grants,

purposes mentioned in section 1, may be approved by the Lieu-

tenant-Governor in Council, and when so approved shall be legal,

valid and binding. 5 Geo. V. c. 37, s. 5.

6. Any Public UtiUty Commission having the management and
p^g"^ Utility

control of a public utility as defined by The Public Utilities Act Commiesion.

may make grants in aid of any of the purposes set out in section 1.

Such grants may be made out of any funds imder the control of

the Commission. 5 Geo. V. c. 37, s. 6.

7. {This 'Section validates certain by-laws.)

8. Moneys appropriated by the council of any mimicipaUty when moneys
-1 11 1 !• 1 1

not liable to

under clauses (/) and (g) of section 1 of this Act. shall not be liable attachment,

to attachment. 7 Geo. V. c. 41, s. 7.

Section 1 (2) of 6 Geo. V. c. 40, confirmed grants for pur-

poses mentioned in the Act made prior to the passing of it and

Section 8 of 7 Geo. V. c. 41 made its provisions retroactive to 4th

of AugV:St, 1914, and confirmed grants made prior to the passing

of it and section 9 of the same Act confirmed certain municipal

by-laws.
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BUREAU OP MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS.

An Act to establish the Bureau of Municipal Affairs.

7 Geo. V. Chap. 14.

Assented to 12th April, 1917.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the adAdce and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows :

—

Short title. 1. This Act may be cited as The Bureau of Municipal Affairs

Act.

Interpretation. 2. In this Act,

"Bureau." (a) "Bureau" shall mean The Bureau of Municipal Affairs

estabUshed under the provisions of this Act.

•Director." (b) "Director" shall mean the Director of the Bureau.

Establishment 3, There is hereby established a branch of the Public Service
of Bureau. "^

of Ontario to be known as " The Bureau of Municipal Affairs."

BureM tojie 4, The Burcau shall be attached to such one of the departments
department.

^f ^j^g PubHc ServicB as ihay be designated by the Lieutenant-

Governor in Coimcil, and shall be under the direction and con-

trol of the Minister in charge of that department.

Director
and officers.

5. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may appoint an officer

to be known as the Director of the Bureau of Municipal Affairs,

and such engineers, inspectors, auditors, officers, clerks and ser-

vants as may be deemed advisable.

Director's rank. 6. The Director for the purposes of The Public Service Act and

The Audit Act shall rank as the deputy head of a department
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and in respect to matters assigned to the Bureau shall exercise Rev. stat.

and perform the powers and duties of the deputy head of a depart-

ment.

7. The Director, acting under the direction of the Minister, Director to
... .J 1 Tk 111 preside over

shall preside over the Bureau and shall perform such other duties Bureau,

as may be assigned to him by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council

or by the Minister.

8. Wherever by any Act of this Legislature an officer engaged officers to° Q o report tom the administration of the law relating to any of the matters director,

assigned to the Bureau by this Act is directed to report to the

Minister, the report shall, unless the Minister otherwise requires,

be made to the Director, and every such officer shall act under

and obey the directions of the Director.

9.—(1) There shall be assigned to the Bureau the adminlstra- Administration

tion oi The Municipal and School Accounts Audit Act. c. 200.

'

(2) The Provincial Municipal Auditor shall be an officer of the ^^j'S'^"
Bureau. Bwem.

(3) All returns required by any Act to be made to the Secre- ^^'^
tary of the Bureau of Industries by any municipal officer shall

hereafter be made to the Director.

10.—(1) The Bureau shall superintend the system of book- Superintendence
of bookkeeping,

keeping and keeping accounts of the assets, liabiUties, revenue
J'j?,;^?^'"'''''''

and expenditure of all public utilities as defined by The Public

Utilities Act which are operated by or under the control of a

municipal corporation or a municipal commission, and may require „. m.
***'

from any such municipal corporation or commission such returns

and statements as to the Bureau may seem proper, and may

extract from such returns and statements such information as,

in the opinion of the Bureau, may be useful for pubhcation, and
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Penaltiea.

Rev. Stat.
c. 90.

may embody such portions of such returns and statements in the

annual report of the Bureau as to it may seem proper.

(2) A municipal corporation or commission which refuses or

neglects to comply with the provisions of this section shall incur

a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars for every week it

may be in. default, recoverable imder The Ontario Summary Con^

vidions Act, and in addition the Bureau nM,y authorize an auditor

to secure such returns and statements at the expense of the muni-

cipal corporation' or commission.

(3) This section shall not apply to a public utility for the.

development or distribution of electrical power or energy operated

or controlled by a municipal corporation or commission.

Duties of
Bureau.

Bulletin.

Statistics.

Inquiry into
laws in force
in other
countries.

Report on pro-
posed changes
in law.

11. It shall be .the duty of the Bureau to

—

(a) Issue from time to time and send to the clerk of every

municipality bulletins dealing with the administration of

each branch of municipal affairs in order to secure uni-

formity, efficiency and economy in such administration;

(&) Collect such statistical aiid other information respecting

the affairs of municipal corporations in Ontario as may

be deemed necessary or expedient from time to time;

(c) Enquire into, consider and report upon the operation of

laws in .force in other provinces of the Dominion and in

Great Britain and in any foreign country having for their

object the more efficient government and. administra-

tion of the affairs of municipal corporations, and

make such recommendations and suggestions thereon

as may be deemed advisable;

(d) Consider and report when requested by the Minister upon

any petition for or suggestion of a change in the laws of

Ontario relating to the powers and duties of municipal

corporations;
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(e) Prepare and teansmit to the Lieutenant-Governor in Annual repon.

Council annually a report upon the work of the Bureau

during the preceding year, together with such statistics

and other information as may have been collected in the

Bureau.

(/) Perform such other duties as may from time to time be o"""' "J"*!"-

assigned to it by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

12. Nothing in this Act shall affect any of the powers conferred
fe?J^|"^rtam

by any Act on The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, SS^Mt
The Ontario Railway and Municipal Board, The Provincial Board

of Health, or any functionary, body or officer, and if any matter

affecting any of such powers comes to the Bureau it shall be trans-

ferred to the proper fimctionary; body or officer to be dealt with.

affected.

13. Subsection 2 of section 40 of The Public Utilities Act is
J^^if^Ji,

repealed and the following substituted therefor:

—

repealed.

(2) Subsection 1 shall be subject to section 10 of The Bureau

of Municipal Affairs Act.
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT.

An Act respecting Surveys and Plans of Land in or Near
Urban Municipalities,

7 Geo. v. c. 44.

Assented to I2th April, 1917.

HIS MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts

as follows:

—

Short title. j^ -pjjjg ^^^ jjjg^y jjg cited as The Planning and Development Act.

Interpretation. 2. In this Act,

"Urban zone."
(„) "Urban Zone" shall mean

In the case of a city the area within five miles of said

city, but exclusive of any part of another city;

In the case of a town the area within three miles of said

town, but exclusive of any part of a city or other town;

In the case of a village the area within three miles of

such village, exclusive of any part of a city or town

or other village.

(6) Where part of a town or village is within the urban zone

of a city, or part of a village is within the urban zone of

a town, the whole of such town or village shall be deemed

to be within the urban zone of such city or town, as the

case may be;

tone.
jointurban

(<.) "Joint Urban zone" shall mean an area included within

the urban zones, as above defined, of two or more munici-

palities;
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(d) "Senior municipality" shall mean as between a city, town "Seniormunici-

or village, the municipality of the higher class, and as

between two mimicipalities of the same class it shall

mean the mimicipality having the larger population,

according to the last revised assessment roll of each;

(e) "Board' shall mean "Ontario Railway and Municipal "Board."

Board."

3. This Act shall apply to lands within cities, towns and villages AppUoation

and the urban zones as above defined surrounding the same.

4-—(1) The council of a city, town or village may procure to Adoption of

. .

u u i general plan.

be made for adoption by it a general plan of such city, town or

village, and the urban zone adjoining it; or of such portion of the

same as such council may deem expedient;

(2) Such plan shall show all existing highways and any widening, what plan

extension or relocation of the same which may be deemed advis-

able, and also all proposed highways, parkways, boulevards, parks,

play grounds and other public grounds or pubhc improvements,

and shall be certified by an Ontario Land Surveyor.

(3) Such plan may be amended from time to time by the council Amendment,

as it may deem expedient.

(4) Such general plan, or plan amending the same, shall be
'^£5"™Board

approved by the Board before being finally adopted by the coimcil

of such city, town or village, and upon the application to the

Board for such approval the council of all municipalities concerned

shall, after notice to them, be entitled to be heard by counsel or

agent.

(5) Upon such application the Board shall have power to order §^'^ ^^

such changes to be made in such plan as it may deem necessary

or proper.

(6) A copy of such general plan, and of any plan amending the FUing of plans

same,_as approved by the Board and adopted by the coimcil, shall
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be filed with the clerk of the city, town or village, and with the

clerk of any municipahty within which is situate such urban zone

or any part thereof, and also with the Board, and in the case of

a joint urban zone a copy of said plan shall also be filed with the

clerk of each of the urban mimicipalities which such joint urban

zone adjoins, and such plans shall be open to inspection without

fee by any person at all reasonable times

.

Plans not to be
registered
until approved.

Proceedings to
be taken b^
persons (desiring

to register plan.

5.—(1) No plan of survey and subdivision of land within a

city, town or village shall be registered imless it has been approved

by the council of such city, town or village, or by the Board;

(2) No plan of survey and subdivision of land within an urban

zone or joint urban zone shall be registered -unless it has been

approved by the council of each mimicipahty within which any

part of such land is situate, and by the council of any city, town

or village which such urban zone or joint urban zone adjoins, or

by the Board;

(3) No plan of survey and subdivision of land abutting on a

highway of a less width than 66 feet, or upon which there is'laid

out a street of a less width than 66 feet, shall be registered unless-

it has been approved by the proper municipal council or councils

and by the Board.

(4) No lot laid down on a plan of survey and subdivision of

land which has not been approved as in this section required,

! hai; be sold or conveyed by a description referring to such plan

or to the lot as laid down on such plan.

6. Where any person is desirous of surveying and subdividing

into lots, with a view to the registration of a plan of survey and

subdivision, a tract of land situate in any city, town or village,

or in any urban zone, the following proceedings shall be had and

taken:

—

(1) Such person shall submit a plan of the proposed survey

and subdivision prepared in accordance with the pro-
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visions of The Registry Act to the councirof the city,

town or village, and also, where the land is situate within

an urban zone, to the council of each municipality within

which any part of the land is situate;

(2) The council of such city, town or village shall forthwith

refer such plan to its engineer or other officer appointed

for the purpose;

(3) Such engineer or other officer shall, without delay, con-

sider such plan, and report in writing to the council

whether in his judgment such plan should be approved

by the council and what, if any, changes should be made
therein.

7. In considering and reporting upon such plan, such engineer
^|*^j^^„o*.

or other officer shall have regard to the following matters :

—

eii'^lntel™
''^

(1) Where the land is situate in a city,.town or village:

(a) The number and width of the highways;

(6) The size and form of the lots;

(c) Making the subdivision conform, as far as prac-

ticable, to any general plan adopted as aforesaid;

or where no such general plan has been adopted,

making it conform as far as practicable and desir-

able to the plan upon which the surroimding or

adjacent lands have been laid out;

(d) What other lands, if any, are related to the land in

such plan within the meaning of section 12;

(2) Where the land is situate within an urban zone

:

(a) The proximity of the land to any city, town or village

adjoining such urban zone;

(6) The probability of the limits of such city, town or

village being extended so as to include it;

59 MTJN. LAW.
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Consideration
pf report of

engineer by
council.

(c) The number and width of the highways shown in

said plan, and the providing of adequate drive-

ways and thoroughfares cormecting such city, town

or village with the urban zone;

(d) Making the subdivision conform, as far as prac-

ticable, to such general plan adopted as aforesaid,

or if no such general plan has been adopted, making

it conform, as far as practicable and desirable, to

the plan on which that part of the city, town or

village nearest to the land is laid out;

(e) The size and form of the lots;

(/) What other lands, if any, are related to the land in

such plan witMn the meaning of section 12.

8.—(1) The council of the city, town or village, upon the receipt

of the report of such engineer or other officer shall, without delay,

consider the same, and may approve, or refuse to approve, the

plan.

(2) In considering such plan with a view to its decision, the

council shall have regard to the matters enumerated in section 7,

and shall set out in writing the grounds of its decision, and file

the same with the clerk of such council.

.

Notice of inten-
tion of council
to consider
report.

9.—(1) Where the land is situate within an urban zone at least

four weeks' notice of the intention of the council of the city, town

or village to consider the report of such engineer or other officer,

shall be given to the clerk of each municipality within which any

part of the land is situate.

(2) Such notice shall be in writing, and may be mailed prepaid

to the clerk of the municipahty, and shall be accompanied by

a copy of the report of the engineer or other officer.

(3) Any municipal corporation so notified shall be entitled to

be heard by counsel or agent before the council, upon the con-

sideration of such report.
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10. In the case of a joint urban zone of two or more munici- •''"Isdiction of

palities, the council of the senior municipaUty shall exercise, in SS^ie"'
respect of such joint urban zone and land situate therein, such

powers as are exercisable by the council of a city, town or village

in respect of the urban zone adjoining it and land situate therein;

but upon the consideration of a plan of land situate in such joint

urban zone by the council of the senior municipality, or by the

Board, the councils of the other municipalities shall be entitled

to notice and to be heard.

11.—(1) If, upon consideration of the report of the engineer or AppUcation to

other officer, the council of a city, town or village fails to approve approval of plan

a plan of land situate within such city, town or village or, in the "o™"'' ^ "i" ^o-

case of a plan of land situate within an urban zone, or joint urban

zone, if the council of either, or any of the municipalities con-

cerned, fails to approve such plan, the person submitting such

plan may apply to the Board for approval of the same;

(2) The Board in determining such application shall have regard

to the matters enumerated in section 7, and may approve or

refuse to approve such plan, and shall have power to order such

changes to be made in such plan as to the Board may seem neces-

sary or proper.

other lands and
notice to

12.—(1) Where the plan submitted is of land which is so related ot'jjj^n^

to other lands hi the vicinity, whether owned by the same or

different owners, that it is expedient that all such lands should

be treated as one entire parcel for the purposes of subdivision

under this Act, the owners of all such lands may be notified to

attend before the council or Board, as the case may be, at the

hearing ofany application for the approval of such plan; and any

agreement in writing or plan for the subdivision of such lands ^,«^^™*

made or adopted by the owners of such lands, or any part of them,

and approved by the councils of the municipalities concerned, or

by the Board, as the case may be, shall be registered in the proper
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Amendment of

agreement
or plan.

Mortgagea
not affected.

Land Titles Office or in the Registry Office for the registration

division in which such lands, or any of them, are situate, and

thereafter no plan of subdivision of such lands, or of any part of

them, shall be registered unless it is in accordance with such

agreement or plan.

(2) Such agreement or plan may be altered from time to time

by the parties thereto, or their representatives or successors in

title, with the approval of the councils concerned, or of the Board,

if the owners of all the lands embraced in the agreement or shown

on the plan assent to such alteration.

(3) No such agreement or plan for the subdivision of lands

shall be bindiag upon any prior mortgagee of such lands, or of

any part of them, except with the consent of such mortgagee.

Certificate
approving
of plan.

13. Approval of a plan by a mimicipal council or by the Board

shall be indicated by a certificate to that effect upon the plan,

signed by the clerk or secretary respectively, and authenticated

by the seal of the municipal corporation or Board, as the case

may be.

Restriction on 14. In the case of a tract of land within a city, town or village,
conveyances of

.//<=»/
hThwa"*i'i83*

"^ °'" ^^ ^^ urban zone; which has not been subdivided according to
than 66 feet. ^ plan approved under this Act, no part of it which abuts upon

a highway of a less width than 66 feet, or which is situate within

a distance of 33 feet from the centre line of such highway, shall

be severed from said tract and sold under a description by metes

and bounds or otherwise without the approval of the Board, and
no deed of conveyance or mortgage in fee of such part of said

tract shall be registered without the approval of the Board. Pro-

vided that this section shall not apply to sales of land according

to a plan of survey and subdivision registered in the proper

Registry Office prior to the coming into force of this Act.

Smty OTiiigh- ^^- Where any plan or agreement prepared or made under this

Act provides for the widening, extension, relocation or other
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alteration, in whole or in part, of a highway under the jurisdic- Zm^^th
tion of a county council, or highway commission, such plan or S™ria"
agreement shall not be adopted or approved by the council of

'*'''*'™'

any city, town or village, or by the Board, until such county

council or highway commission, as the case may be, has had an

opportunity of being heard by counsel or agent after due notice.

16.—(1) The council of a city, town or village may appoint a Constitution of

commission to be known as "The Town Planning Commission CommUeiona.

of the city, town or village {as the case may be) of ."

(2) Such commission shall be a body corporate and shall con-

si^ of the head of the municipality and six persons, being rate-

payers, appointed by the council.

(3) The members of such commission, except the head of the

mimicipality, shall hold office for three years, or until their suc-

cessors have been appointed; provided that on the first appoint-

ment of the members of such commission the council shall desig-

nate two of such members who shall hold office for one year, two

who shall hold office for two years and two who shall hold oflSce

for three years.

(4) Any member of the commission shall be eligible for re-

appointment.

(5) The commission of any city, town or village, upon its

appointment, shall have and exercise all the powers and discharge

all the duties of this Act, vested in and exercisable by the council

of such city, town or village.

(6) The commission shall elect a chairman who shall preside

at all the meetings of the coromission.

(7) Four of the members of the commission present at any

meeting shall constitute a quorimi.

(8) The clerk, engiaeer, and other ofiicers of the city, town or

villag shall, at the request of the commission, do and perform
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all such duties under this Act, as they, or any of them, would do

and perform for the council of such city, town or village in the

hke case, if such commission had not been appointed.

(9) The treasurer of such city, town or village shall pay all

expenses incurred by the commission under this Act, upon presen-

tation of accoimts for the same certified by the chairman.

Rules of

practice and
procedure.

17. The rules of practice and procedure adopted by the Board

shall apply to apphcations under this Act, and all persons and

municipal corporations concerned shall be entitled to be heard,

and may be represented by counsel or agent at the hearing.

Rev. Stat.
c. m
repealed.

18. The City and Suburbs Plans Act, being chapter 194 of The

Revised Statutes of Ontario, is hereby repealed.
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knowledge or skill, proceeding on, 869

taxation of fees of, 871

architect, fees of, as arbitrator, 869, 876

award, appeal from, when to lie, 869 .

arbitrator may state, in form of special case, 867

enforcement of, 868

enlargement of time for making, 868

meaning of in ss. 19 to 27, 869

misconduct of arbitrator, setting aside, for, 868

setting aside, 868

special case, may be made in form of, 867

time within which, to be made, 868
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barrister, fees of, as arbitrator, 869, 870, 876

central office, transmission of evidence to, 869

commission, taking evidence by, 868

costs, directions as to, where award set aside, 873

taxing officer, discretion of, as to, 871

Court, appointment of arbitrator or umpire by, 866, 867

enforcing award by leave of, 868

enlarging of time for making award, by, 868

meaning of, 865

misconduct, power of, to remove arbitrator for, 868

reconsideration, remitting for, by, 868

special case stating award in form of, 867

stating special case for, on question of law, 872

Crown, application of Act to, 865

de bene esse, order for taking evidence, 868

Divisional Court, appeal to, 869

documents, permitting production of copies of, in lieu of originals, 872

production of originals of, on appeal from or motion to set

aside award, 872

engineer, fees of, as arbitrator, 869, 870, 876

errors, powers of arbitrators as to correcting, 867

evidence, order for production of prisoner to give, 872

permitting filing of copies of documents in lieu of originals, 872

production of originals on appeals from or motions to set aside

award, 872

taking of, de bene esse or under commission, 868

transmission of, to central office, 869

exhibits, notice to produce, on appeal from or motion to set aside award,

872, 879

production of, on appeal from or motion to set aside award, 872,

879

transmission of, to central office, 869

use of copies of, in lieu of originals, 872

fees, action for, by arbitrator, 871, 872

agreement as to payment of, 870

appeal from taxing officer as to, 871

discretion of taxing officer as to, 871

non-professional arbitrators, of, 869, 875

penalty for demanding exorbitant, 871

professional arbitrators, of, 869, 870, 876

taxation of, 870, 871

witness, of, what may be taxed, 870

implied provisions in submissions, 866, 874, 875
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Judge, appeal to, 869

meaning of, 865

Judicature Act, application of, and of rules, 868, 869

non-professional arbitrator, fees of, 869, 875

oaths, power of arbitrators to administer, 867

official referee, who to act as, where submission provides for reference

to, 866

penalty, arbitrator attempting to extort excessive fees, for, 871

prisoner, production of, for examination, 872

reconsideration, Court may remit matters for, 868

rules of Court, application of, to order or commission for taking evidence,

868, 869

meaning of, 865

power to make, 873

setting aside award, application for, time for making, 872, 873

computation of time for application for, 873

costs on, direction as to, 873

misconduct of arbitrator, for 868

production of exhibits on motion for, 872

solicitor, fees of, as arbitrator, 869, 870, 876

special case, stating award in form of, 867

stating questions of law for opinion of Court, 872

knowledge or skill, arbitrator proceeding on, 869

stay of proceedings, application for, by party to submission, 866

submission, arbitrator, powers of, under, 867

arbitrator or umpire, appointment of, by Court, 866, 867

implied provisions in, 866, 874, 875

irrevocability of, 866

meaning of, 865

stay of proceedings after, 866

who to act where reference to be to official referee, 866

subpoena, issue of, 868

surveyor, fees of, as arbitrator, 869, 870, 876

taxation, appeal from, 871

discretion of taxing officer on, 871.

fees to be allowed on, 871

umpire, appointment of, by Court, 866, 867

vacancies among arbitrators, 867

vacations not to be reckoned in computing time for appeal or for setting

aside award, 873

valuators, appointment of, by Court or Judge, 873

view, statement as to result of, by arbitrators proceeding on, 869

witness, fees of, what may be taxed, 870

prisoner, order for production of, for examination as, 872
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BUREAU OF MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS ACT—
bulletins, issue of, by bureau 924

bureau, bulletins, issue of, by 924

department, attached to 922

direction of 922

duties of 923, 924, 925

establishment of 922

laws of Ontario, reporting as to changes in 924

foreign, reporting as to 924

Lieutenant-Governor, reporting to 92S

meaning of 922

Provincial Municipal Auditor to be officer of 923

statistical information, etc., collection of, by 924

director, appointment of 922

meaning of 922

powers and duties of 923

rank of 922, 923

reports to 923

returns to 923

functionaries, powers of, not affected 925

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, powers of, not affected 925

laws rf Ontario, report as to changes in, by bureau 924

laws o; other countries, inquiring into, etc., by bureau 924

Ontario Railway Municipal Board, powers of, not affected 925

Provincial Board of Health, powers of, not affected 925

Provincial Municipal Auditor to be officer of bureau 923

public utiUties, superintendency of book-keeping, etc., of, by bureau

923, 924

report to Lieutenant-Governor, by bureau 925

statistical information, etc., collection of 924

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT ACT—
actions, limitation of time for bringing, 812

agreements for construction of bridge over ravine, 822, 823

works on boundary lines, 820, 821, 822
appeals from Court of Revision to County Judge, 812, 813

to Divisional Court as to repair of work, 818
assessment, see special assessment.

Board of Health, construction of sewers on recommendation of, 798
borrowing powers, 813, 814, 815

boulevards, constructing or maintaining, on streets, 792
boundary lines, agreements for constructing works on, 820, 821, 822

by-laws for constructing works on, 821

maintenance and repair of works on, 822
rates for works on, collection of, 821

pajrment of, to initiating corporation, 821, 822

not to relieve lands from special rate, 821
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breakwaters, constructing, in cities and towns, 793

bridge, construction of, approval of Municipal Board when required to, 795

as part of street, 792

on two-thirds vote of council, 797

over ravine, 822, 823

cost of, apportionment and assessment of, 807

what to include, 789

buildings, value of, to be excluded, 792

by-laws, amending, 816, 817

debentures under, application of Municipal Act to, 813

consolidation of, 815

issue of, on completion of work, 813

one series of, for several works, 815

general, adopting local improvement system, 815

as to making of reports, estimates, etc., 809, 810
liability under defective, 816

new, power to pass when first quashed, 816

quashed, not to be, when special assessment confirmed, 816
quashing, for defects in proceedings, 816

several works, for, separate, not necessary, 796

Undertaking works, for, 796

part of work, for, 803

cities and towns, works for protection of river banks in, 793

supplying electric light or power, 792

clerk, certificate of, as to cost of work, 810

meaning of, 789

petition, to delay certifying to, when complaints made as to, 802

determination of sufiiciency of, by, 801

lodging, with, 803

special assessment roll, correction of, by, 811, 812

commutation of special rates, 815

construction includes reconstruction, 789

contractor, guarantee of work by, 804, 805

corner lots, reduction of assessment of, 806

corporation, meaning of, 789

corporation's portion of cost. Court of Revision not to alter, 811

debentures for, 813

meaning of, 789, 790

procedure for ascertaining, 803

reduction in special assessment to be part

of, 805

what, includes, 805

yearly estimates may include, 814
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cost of work, assessment of, by districts, 807, 808

frontage rate, 803

items not to be included in, 805

debentures to meet, 813

estimate 'Of, 808

guarantee by contractor, no reduction from, on account of,

804, 805

items that may be included in, 804

statement of, for Court of Revision, 810

council, commutation of special rates by, 815

construction of certain works on two-thirds vote of, 794, 797

meaning of, 790

new assessment by, when first invalid, 816, 817

reports, estimates, etc., to be procured by, 808, 809

sewers, apportionment of cost of, by, 805

special assessment roll, preparation of, by, 809

imposing, on lands liable, by, 815

county to include district, 790

Court of Revision, adjournment of meetings of, 811

appeals from, to County Judge, 812

to, 810

cost of work, statement of, for, 810

powers of, 810, 811

proportions of cost of work not to be altered by, 811

time and plaofe and notice of meeting of, 810
culverts, cost of, to be paid by corporation, 805

curbing, constructing, on a street, 791

two-thirds vote, on, 797

petition to Municipal Board

against, 797

land to be specially assessed for, 816

meaning of, 790

debentures, see by-laws.

Divisional Court, appeals to, as to repair of work, 818

drain connections, see private drain connections,

dykes, construction of, on rivers in cities and towns, 793
electric light and power equipment, plants and works in cities and towns,

793

extension of works for supply of, 792
engineer, lifetime of work, determination of, by, 790
exemption from taxation not to apply to special assessment, 818, 819

granted by Special Act, 819
fire engines, purchase and management of, by town or village, 823, 824
forms, approval of, by Municipal Board, 825.
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frontage, meaning of, 790

special rate according to, 803, 804
gas, extension of works for supply of, 792
gas ma;ins and service pipes, construction of, in connection with pave-

ment, 793,>;794

assessment of cost of, 794
grass, assessment of annual cost of cutting, on streets 819, 820,

guarantee of work by contractor, 804, 805

no deduction from contract price on

account of, 804, 805

heat, extension of works for supply of, 792

initiative plan, by-laws for undertaking works on, 796

notice of intention to proceed on, 799

service of, 799, 800

petition against, 799

irregularly shaped lots, reduction of assessment of, 806

Judge of the County Court, appeals from Court of Revision to, 812

powers of, on, 812, 813

complaints as to petition, investigation of,

by, 802

lifetime of work, determination of, by, 790

meaning of, 790

repair of work, order of, as to, 817

Judge of the Supreme Court, order of, as to repair of work, 817

lifetime of work. Court of Revision may determine, 810

meaning of, 790

repair during, 817

report as to, 808

special assessment not to extend beyond, 815

exception, 815

light, extension of works for supply of, 792

lighting of streets, assessment of annual cost of, 819, 820

Local Board of Health, construction of sewers on recommendation of, 798

lot, description of, in petition, 801

meaning of, 790

reduction of assessment of corner triangular, etc., 806

maintenance, see repair of work.

Municipal Board, apportionment of cost of certain works, by, 796

approval of, required to by-law for undertaking part of

work, 803

in case of certain works,

795, 796

forms of by-laws, notices, etc., prescribing, by, 825

petition to, against undertaking work, 797

special' assessment not to be made by, 796
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municipality, meaning of, 790

newspaper, in what, publication to be made, 791

notice of intention to undertake works, publication of, 798

service of, on initiative plan, 799
,

oiling streets, assessment of annual cost of, 819, 820

owner, owners, meaning of, 791

owners' portion of cost, meaning of, 791

not to be deemed part of debenture debt, 814

special rates for, to form special fund, 814

parks, establishing or laying out of, 792

special assessment for, term of, 815

streets to include, 791

pavements, construction of certain works in connection with, 793, 794

on two-thirds vote of council,

797

cost of certain, assumption by corporation of part of, 805

meaning of, 791

paving, meaning of, 791

petition, construction of certain works only on, 793

private drain connections without, 794

works generally with or without, 796

effect of, against work, 800

joint owners, by, 802

lodging, with clerk, 803

lots of owners to be described in, 801

Municipal Board, to, against work, 795, 797

names, withdrawal of, from, 803

no right of, against certain works, 797

owner, by, against work, 799

not on assessment roll may, 802

signatures to, number required, 798

determination of complaints as to, 802
sufficiency of, clerk to determine, 801

plants on streets a work undertaken, 792
power, extension of works for supply of, 792
private drain connections, construction of in connection with pavement

or sewer, 793, 794

on two-thirds vote, 794

cost of, how assessed, 794
publication of intention to undertake works, 798, 799
public drives, establishing, etc., of, is a work undertaken, 792

included in word "street," 791

rates, see special rates,

ravine, bridge over, separating municipalities, construction of, 822, 823
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repair, cost of, not to be specially assessed, 793

duty to, compelling performance of, 817, 818

general duty to repair highways not affected by Act, 817

works, duty of corporation to, 817

on boundary lines, duty of corporation to, 822

reports before passing of by-law, 808, 809

eflfect of failure to make, 809

retaining wall, construction of, on rivers in cities and towns, 793

sanitary grounds, construction of sewer on, 798

service of notices, manner of, 799, 800

service pipes, construction of, in connection with pavement or sewer,

793, 794

assessment of cost of, 794

sewers, apportionment of cost of, 805

constructing, enlarging or extending, 792

certain works in connection with, 793, 794

on two-thirds vote, 797

on recommendation of Board of Health, 798

corporation's portion of cost of, what to include, 805

meaning of, 791

non-abutting land, assessment of, for, 807

shrubbery on streets, assessment of annual cost of trimming, 819, 820

planting, etc., a work undertaken, 792

sidewalk a work undertaken, 792

assumption by corporation of part of cost of, 805

construction of, on two-thirds vote, 797

land to be specially assessed for, 806

meaning of, 791

sinking fund, power to invest, in local improvement debentures, 814

snow and ice, assessment of annual cost of clearing, from streets, 819, 820

sodding street a work undertaken, 792

Special Act, exemptions under, 819

special assessment, abutting lands, on, 803 i

action does not lie to declare, invalid, 812

annual instalments of, 815

bridge, opening or widening street, etc., for, 795, 796,

807

complaints against, hearing, 810

corrections in, by Court of Revision, 810, 811

curbing, for, 806

districts, by, 807, 808

encumbrance, when not deemed to be, 824, 825

frontage rate for, 803

land exempt from taxation, of, 818, 819
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special assessment, new, when first irregular, 816, 817

non-abutting lands, on, for cost of certain sewers, 806

procedure for making, 808, 809

reduction of, on corner lots, etc., 806

report as to reduction in, 808, 809

roll, preparation of, 809

sidewalk, for, 806

varying rate of, power to impose (Que.), 803, 804

special rates, collection of, 814, 815

for works on boundary lines, 821

commutation of, 815

deficiencies in, adjustment of, 814

encumbrance, when, not deemed to be, 824, 825

recovery of, by action, 815

square, establishing, etc., a work undertaken, 792

standards for supply of light and power in cities and towns, 793

stop-cooks, construction of, in connection with pavement or sewer, 793,

794

streets, annual cost of cleaning, etc., 819, 820

meaning of, 791

opening, widening, paving etc., 792

apportionment of cost of, 807

approval of Municipal Board

when required for, 795

on two-thirds vote, 797

street intersections, cost of work at, to be borne by corporation, 805

subway, construction of, under railway, 793

temporary loans to meet cost of work, 813

tenant for years, when, to be deemed owner, 791

township, fire engines, purchase of, by, 823

purchase by, of works constructed by private owners, 794, 795

waterworks, construction of, by, 823

trees on streets, assessment of annual cost of trimming, 819, 820

planting, etc., is a work undertaken, 792
triangular lots, reduction of assessment of, 806

two-thirds vote, construction of certain works on, 794, 797

underground conduits, construction of, 793

unorganized territory, purchase by township or town in, of works con-

structed by private owners, 794, 795
value, meaning of^ 792

vendor and purchaser, special rates not an encumbrance as between,

824, 825
village, construction of waterworks by, 823

water mains, construction of, in connection with pavement, 793, 794
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water service pipes, construction of, in connection with pavement, 793, 794

assessment of cost of, 794

watering streets, assessment of annual cost of, 819, 820
waterworks, construction of, on two-thirds vote, 797

petition to Municipal

Board against, 797

by townships and villages, 823

weeds on streets, assessment of annual cost of cutting, 819, 820
work undertaken, meaning of, 792

must be proceeded with, 793

what, may be, 792, 793

works, completion of, by succeeding council, 825

construction of certain, on two-thirds vote, 794, 797

debenture by-laws, one for several, 815

guarantee of, by contractor, 804, 805

meaning of, 792

methods of undertaking, 796, 797

part of, power to undertake, 803

purchase of, when constructed by private owners, 794, 795

what, may be undertaken, 792, 793

MUNICIPAL ACT—
abandonment of highways, see highways

abattoirs, establishing and maintaining public 482

prohibiting, or regulating and inspecting 482

slaughter of animals intended for food except in 482

absence, clerk of 226

head of council, of, from meeting 212

member of council, vacation of seat by 174

accidents, children to, by riding behind vehicles, etc., prevention of 496

coasting, caused by, liability for 496, 497

explosives, by, precautions to be taken to prevent 469

fire, by, securing against in certain buildings 471

highways on, liability for. See highways,

snow and ice falling from roofs, caused by 482 to 489

acclamation, election by 120,124

accounts, clerk, duty of, to keep 224

preserve and file 224

,
debts, separate, of, to be kept 331

interest 331

accounts and investments. See sinking fund,

acquire, power to, includes power to expropriate 5

60—MUN. LAW.
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actions, agreements, to enforce 419

by laws, to restrain infraction of 499

building by-laws, to restrain breech of 692

compensation for land expropriated, recovery of, by 405

default in repairing highways, for 598 to 631. See also repair of

highways,

duties, etc., imposed by statute, to enforce 419, 420, 421

expense incurred in doing what by law required to be done, 692

recovery of, by 692

illegal by-law, for acts done under 419, 420, 421

municipal corporation, against 408, 409, 410

by 410, 411

negligence, for 26 to 39

nuisance, for 26 to 39

ratepayers, by 415 to 419

torts, for 21 to 40

actual occupation, person in, to be deemed owner 5

adjournment, council meetings, of. See Council.

nomination meeting, of, where poll necessary. See nomina-
^

tion.

administration of justice, contribution of cities and separated towns to

cost of 432, 433, 434

arbitration as to 433, 434

advertising devices, defacing of, prohibiting 482

erection of, prohibiting or regulating 482

pulling down of, prohibiting 482

sign painters, licensing, regulating and governing 537

agents of candidates. See candidates,

agricultural exhibitions. See exhibitions,

aisles, public buildings, in, obstruction of 466

aldermen, annual allowance to, payment 556

change in number or mode of election of 82, 83

election of, by general vote 83, 118, 119

wards 82, 118, 119

justices of the peace ex officio, to be 422

nomination of 118,119. See also nomination,

number of 82, 83

oaths, power of, to administer 237

vacancy in office of, how filled 179, 180, 181

amateur athletic and aquatic sports, aid to 455

amusement, places of, egress from, provisions for facilitating 466

fire, accident by, securing against, in 471

license of, revocation of 549, 706

location of, prohibiting the 549, 706

regulating and licensing 549, 706
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animals, carcases of, throwing, on highways, etc. 686

cows, keeping of, prohibition of, 464

regulation of 464

cruelty to, prevention of 464

damages, liability of owners of, impounded for trespassing 479,

480, 481

driving of, on certain highways, prohibiting 509, 510, 706

encumbering, injuring or fouling by, of highways, etc. 685

food, intended for 482

hospitals for 530

impounded or distrained, services with reference to, compensa-

tion for 481

impounding of, for running at large or trespassing 479, 480, 481

infirmaries for 530

keeping of, regulation of the 464

certain, prohibition of 464

pounds for safe keeping of impounded, providing 479, 480, 481

running at large, prohibition or regulation of 479, 480, 481

slaughter of 482

trespassing, prohibition or regulation of 479, 480, 481

unslaughtered, seizure and disposal of 534

wild, destructive of poultry, bounties for destruction of 458

annexation, assent of electors to 64

assets and liabilities, adjustment of, on 72 to 81

by-laws, effect of, on 70, 71, 72

district, of, to village 59

drainage works undertaken, effect of, on 78, 79, 80

jurisdiction of council to continue after 80

local improvements undertaken, effect of, on 78, 79, 80

police village, of territory to 694

qualification of electors in added territory after, and before

new voters' list 117, 118

members of council 92

taxes in added territory after, collection and disposition of

72, 78

township, of part of, to city or town 59, 61

town, of, to urban municipality 64

unorganized territory, of land in, to municipality 59

township in, to county 68

village, comprising parts of more counties than one, of, to

county 58

village of, to urban municipality 64

apartment houses, meaning of term 532

prohibiting or regulating and controlling location or

erection of 532, 533
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arbitration, administration of justice, as to contribution to cost of 433

Act, application of, to 393, 394

arbitrator, appointment of 394, 395, 396

liability, not an admission of 396

more persons than one interested,

in case of 394

notice of 394

fees of, certificate as to, filing of 403

payment of 403

meeting of 397, 398

adjournment of 398

oath by 397

omission to take, efifect of 397

persons disqualified to be 396, 397

resident of municipality not to be, in compensa-

tion cases 396

statement by, of reasons for award 400

third, appointment of 395

view, etc., statement by, of effect of 399, 400

award, appeal from 399 to 403

additional evidence on 401

amount awarded, increase or diminution

of, on 401

modification of award on 401

remitting matters referred on 401

setting aside award on 401

copy of, to be filed with clerk of municipality 398

delivery of, after payment of fees 403

boundary lines, township, as to disputes as to 594, 657, 658,

659

bridges, as to erection and maintenance of 657

. in judicial districts, as to erection and maintenance

of 594

claim, particulars of, delivery of, to corporation 398

filing with arbitrator 398

power of arbitrators to amend 398

compensation for lands expropriated or injuriously affected,

as to 350. See also expropriation,

where claim does not exceed $1,000, determina-

tion of 397

corporation, right of, to refer to 393

costs of 399

payment of 399

taxation of 399
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arbitration, court house and gaol, as to compensation for use of 435

contribution to expense of erect-

ing, etc. 434
site of 434

cumulative evidence, right to refuse to hear 399
driftwood in streams, as to 594

expropriation of lands, as to compensation for 350
highway, access to, as to compensation for interference with

667, 668
establishment of, on township boundary, as to 655

highways, as to disputes as to cost of repairing 655
Anjurious affection of lands, as to compensation for 350
lock-up, as to compensation for use of, by town 436
Municipal Arbitrations Act, application of, to 393
new incorporation, as to adjustment of assets, etc., on 73, 76
prisoners, as to compensation for care and maintenance of 435
procedure in 397 to 407

Registry Act, s. 23, as to contribution for expense under 433
substituted road, as to sufficiency of 667, 668

timber, gravel, etc., as to compensation for 680

passing over land to search for, etc., as

to compensation for 680
areas, charge for permitting 677

collection of 677

highways and sidewalks, under 677

remedy over for damages recovered by reason of 678

repair, want of, resulting from, corporation to be liable for 678

arenas, bonus in aid of 445

vote required for 296, 297

armoury for militia or volunteer corps, acquiring land for 498

art schools, aid to 518

ashes, collection, removal and disposal of. See garbage.

regulating the removal and safe keeping of 502

assent of electors. See voting on by-laws,

assessment commissioners, appointment of, for cities or towns 231

annual, need not be made 23

1

duties of, as to certifying that application

- for by-law sufficiently signed 280

ineligible to be members of council 93

notices as to assessment to be given by 231

office, declaration of, by 236

assessment roll, certificates as to, clerk to furnish 136

give to applicants 136-

form of 136

penalty for not furnishing 136
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assessment roll, voters' list, preparation of, from 135

assessors, appointment of, annual, need not be made 231

assessment commissioner, by 230

local municipalities, for 230

board of, constitution of 230, 231

powers and duties of 231

clerks may not be 230

collectors may be 230

districts may be assigned to 230

duties of, performance of by assessment commissioners in cer-

tain cities and towns 231

regulations as to performance of 230

ineligible to be members of council 93

members of council may not be 230

office, declaration of, by 236

treasurers may not be 230

assets, adjustment of, on new incorporation, etc. 72 to 78

bridges are not 74

court houses and gaol when not to be deemed 76, 77

granolithic sidewalks are 74

re-opening agreement as to 75

school houses are not 74

in annexed territory 77, 350

assumption of highways. See highways,

auctioneers, discretion as to licensing 536, 537

licensing, regulating and governing 536, 537

sales by sheriffs or bailiffs of goods seized, license not required

for 536

of goods distrained for rent, license not required for^536

audit, accounts, of 235

auditor, appointment of 231, 232, 236

for succeeding year 231, 232

assets and liabilities, duties of, as to 234

banks and companies to allow inspection by, of treasurer's deposit

account 234
county, appointment of, by head of council 231

duties of 232, 233, 235

penalty for failure to perform 233

ineligible to be member of council 93

oaths, power of, to administer 232

office, declaration of, by 237

penalties on 233, 235

receipts and expenditures, duties of, as to 232, 233

treasurer's security, duties of, as to 233

vacancy in office of, how filled 232
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avenues, acquiring land for 461, 462

establishing, etc. 461, 462

bagatelle and billiard tables, provisions as to licensing, etc.

personswhokeep547, 548, 706

proprietary clubs which

keep 547, 548, 706
ballot, votes at election to be by 139

voting of members of council by, prohibited 215

warden, election of, by, prohibited 215

ballot box, deputy returning oflBcer to keep exposed 139

locked and sealed 139

show 139

ballot boxes, clerk to procure and deliver to deputy returning officers, 129,

130

cost of, to be paid by treasurer 130

, deputy returning officers to provide, if not supplied 130

election documents, containing, delivery of, to clerk 154, 155

to be placed in 154

lock and key, to be provided with 129

material of which, to be made 129

mode of construction of 129

penalty for failure to provide 130

preservation of, after election 130

return of, after close of polls 130

ballot papers, see also polling places.

' account of, to be kept 152, 153

ballot box, placing, in 143

cancelled 144

clerk to have printed sufficient number of 130

declined 143

delivery of, to deputy returning officers 132

destruction of 165

declaration as to 165

disposition to be made of 154

electors shewing, when marked 160

penalty for 164

forms of, 131, 132

deviations from 131, 132

inducing electors to show 160

penalty for 164

initialing, by deputy returning officer 141

inspection of 165

proceedings to obtain 165, 166

marks on, held to be sufficient 147, 148, 149

not to be sufficient 149 to 152
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ballot papers, objections to, decision as to, by deputy returning officer 152

noting of 152

numbering of 152

offences relating to 161, 162, 163

penalties for 164

packets, to be put into 152

proceedings by voter after receipt of 142, 143, 144

retention of, by clerk 165

sealed packets, containing, delivery of, to clerk 153, 155

separate sets of certain 130, 131

statements as to, to be made by clerk 153

casting up of, by clerk 155, 156

taking out of polling place 143

torn or mutilated 151, 152

void for uncertainty, 151

voters, delivery qf, to 141

voting on by-laws, etc., for, form of 294

bands. See music, bands of 455

banks to allow inspection of accounts of treasurer 234

barns, regulation of erection, location and use of 609

bathing houses, aid in the construction, etc., of 455

illegal or immoral purposes, use of, for 492

inspection of 492

bathing, person, of the, in public waters, prohibiting or regulating 463

beacons, aid in construction of 458

erection and maintenance of 459

beet sugar factories, bonus in aid of 445

vote required for 296, 297

begging, common, prohibiting 492

highways or public places in, prohibiting 492

exposure of deformed,

etc., persons for pur-

pose of, on 492

bells, ringing of, prohibiting or regulating the 474

benefit funds. See superannuation and benefit funds,

benzine, businesses in which, is used, licensing, regulating and governing

544

See dso explosives,

bicycle paths, riding or driving over 678

setting apart, in highways 678

bill distributors, licensing, regulating and governing 537

posters 53?

billiard tables. See bagatelle tables,

birds, destruction of, prevention of 464
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blacksmith shops, location, erection and use of buildings as 530, 531
blasphemous, obscene or grossly insulting language, preventing use of 490
Boards of Commissioners of Police,

by-laws of, authentication of 426

power of, to pass 536 to 555

proof of 426

chairman of, election of 425

cities, in, composition of 423, 424

constables, attendance of, at certain polling places, to

secure 440
counties, by-laws of, constituting, repeal of 425

in, composition of 425

dissolution of 425

license fees under by-law of, fixing of, by council 278

licenses, discretion of, as to granting or refusing 280,

281

meetings of, to be public 426

penalties for infraction of by-laws of, power to enact 690
police force, government of, regulations for, to be made

by 427

members of, appointment of, by 426

must obey lawful orders of 427

. remuneration of, tobe deter-

mined by 427

quorum of 426 I

remuneration of members of 424

towns, by-laws of, constituting, repeal of 424

in, composition of 423

dissolution of 424

witnesses, power of, to summon and examine 425

duty of, to attend before 425

Board of Control, actions, certain of, not to be reversed or varied by
council without two-thirds vote 219

administration of oaths by members of 237

by-laws constituting, repeal of 218

^
cities in 217

composition of 217

salaries of 217

council, vote of, necessary to reverse action of 219, 220

duties of 218, 219, 220, 221

meetings of, presiding officer at 218

members of 218

election of 125, 126, 217

justices of the peace, ex officio, to be 422

nomination of 118, 125
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Board of Control, presiding officer of council to act as member of, in cer-

, tain cases 218

quorum of 218

Toronto, for 217

composition of 217

nomination and election of 125, 126, 217

salaries of 217

two-thirds vote, when necessary to reverse action of

219, 220

vacancies in, how filled 218

Board of Education, members of, ineligible to be members of council 94

nomination and election of 125, 126

Board of Health, liability of corporation for expenses incurred by 13, 14

boarding houses, egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466

fire, accidents by, securing against in 471

boarding stables, establishment of, in defined districts 528, 530

hours of labour in, regulating of 554. See also hours of

labour,

boathouses, inspection of 492

use of, for illegal or immoral purposes 492

boilers, construction of, regulating the 502

removal ol 502

bonus, arenas for aiding. 'See arenas.

beet sugar factories, for aiding. <See beet sugar factories,

breaches of conditions on which, granted 446, 447

company, nominee of, to which, granted not to vote on by-law 447

shareholder in 447

debt, payment or guaranty of, is a 442

for, when to be payable 313

established business, what is an 448, 449

exemption from taxation, is a 443, 444

period for which may be granted

449

expenditure of money is a 444

fixed assessment, granting of a, is a 443, 444

period for which, may be granted 449

gift of money is a 442

grain elevators, for establishment of. See grain elevators

highway, stopping up, etc., of, is a 442, 443

hospitals, for aiding 445. See also hospitals,

industry, removal of, from another municipality, not to be granted

to secure 448, 449

similar, restriction on right to grant, to 447

iron works, for promotion of. See iron works.
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bonus, land, gift of, is a 442

leasing of, at a nominal rent, is a 442
purchase of, is a 442

^ limitation of amount of, 449, 452

power to grant, to established business 448
loan of money is a 442

guaranty of, is a 442

loans, payments on account of, deposit of, in bank 449, 460
manufactures, for promotion of. See manufactures,
person to whom, granted not to vote on by-law 447
prohibition as to granting 447, 448, 449
public place, stopping up, etc., of, is a 442
railways, in aid of. See railway.

by county 450, 451, 452

township 78, 79, 80, 453

railway company, subscribing for shares in ^52
refining or smelting ore, for promotion of works for. <See refining

ore, smelting ore.

rolling mills, for promotion of. See rolling mills.

SanitariumSj for aiding of. See sanitariums,

vote necessary for assent to by-law for granting 296, 297

work or improvement, undertaking of, is a 442, 443

Looms, protecting and regulating 528

bootblacks. See children,

borrowing. See also money borrowed.

electric light works, for extension of, 492.

electric power works 492

electric works 492

expenses incurred in doing what by-law requires to be done,

for 692

food and fuel depots, for establishment of 473

gas works, for extension of 492

money for the purposes of the corporation, 283

debentures for 283

power, debts not to be included, in determining limit of 284

sewage disposal works, for 492

water power developing works, for 492

water works, for 492

boulevards, abutting owners, construction of, by 677

building operations, use of, for 526

fee for 526

establishing and laying out, etc., of 461, 462

highways, setting apart parts of, for 665, 677

land for, acquiring 461
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boulevards, Public Parks Act, exercising powers under, as to 461

regulations as to 665, 677

traffic, not to interfere with 677

bowling alleys, license of, revocation of 549, 706
,

location of, prohibiting 649, 706

regulating and licensing 549, 706

boxing matches, prohibiting of certain, without permission 489

bread, assize of 245, 246

tickets, regulating the use of 505

bribery, acts constituting 201 to 205

disqualification for 196, 203

penalty for 203

when not recoverable 208

sections, posting at polling places 207

bridges, abandonment of, by county council 585, 586

Minister of Public Works 584

aid to other municipal corporations in respect to 675

approaches, certain, to form part of, for purpose of, s. 449, 590

jurisdiction over 583

asset, not an, for the purpose qf adjustbient of assets 74

assumed as county bridges, building and maintaining of 592

assumption of, by county council 585

by-law for, repeal of 585

boundary lines on, maintenance of 592, 593

arbitration as to expense of

657

expense of 657

over rivers, etc., on, agreement as to mainten-

ance of 584

duty to erect and maintain

592, 593

by-laws in respect of 567, 568

cattle, for, over highways 665

companies or individuals, owned by 580

county, to be maintained by, not to be abandoned 586

what are 567, 580, 581

county council, jurisdiction of, over bridges over certain rivers

567, 580, 581

Crown, abandonment of control of 584

culvert, and, difference between 1

deviations, over 595, 596, 597

disputes as to action to be taken where jurisdiction over, joint,

arbitration to determine 657

liability as to, determination of 655
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,

bridges, drain, over 490

driving, etc., on 456, 705

encumbering, injuring or fouling of 685

highways, to be 1, 2

jurisdiction over 580, 581, 682, 583

length of more than 300 feet, of, may be declared to be count y
587 to 591

procedure for declaring 587 to

591

minister of public works, under control of 584

provisional judicial districts, in, jurisdiction over certain 593

maintenance of 593

Quebec cases 565, 566

rebuilding, municipal board may relieve from 647

notice of application for relief from 648

terms and conditions as to 648

repair of. See repair of highways and bridges,

rubbish or refuse, throwing, etc., on 686

specifications for certain, to be built in accordance with 598

villages, in, assumption of 582, 583

watercourse, over 490

bridge company, guaranteeing debentures of 681

lending money to 681

shares in, subscribing for 681

British subject, elector must be a 111

member of council must be a 88

petitioner for erection of village must be a 51

building line. See residential streets.

restrictions, deviations from, in special cases 533

buildings, alteration of, regulation of 499

by-laws as to, convictions for contravention of, quashing

proof of, may be dispensed with by Judge 692

made by leave of Judge 692

construction of, regulation of 499

demolition of, to prevent spread of fire 45, 503, 504

dilapidated, pulling down, repairing or renewing 501

fire, to prevent spread of, demolition of 45, 503, 504

incombustible material, roofing of, requiring to be made of 500

main walls of, regulation of erection or placing of 494, 495, 500,

501

notices, posting of, on, prohibiting or regulating 482

plans of, deposit of 494, 495

ground block, deposit of 496
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buildings, public, construction of, regulation of, as to doors, etc. 466

width of stairs, etc.

466

egress from, regulation of 466

inspection of, when occupied by public assemblage 466

prohibiting and preventing obstruction of halls, etc., in

466

resort or amusement, used for, prevention of fire in 471

pulling down of, authorizing the 501

removal of, regulating the 495

roofing of, regulation as to material of which to be composed 500

spraying of, during removal or wrecking of 495

walls, beams, etc., of, plans of 494, 495

fees for inspection and approval

of 494, 495

regulating the size and strength of 494,

495

wooden, additions to, prohibiting erection of 499, 500

fences, prohibiting removal of into prohibited, areas

499, 500

prohibiting erection of 499, 500

wrecking of, regulation of 495

spraying during 495

bulletin board posters, licensing, regulating and governing 537

bureau of municipal afifairs, returns to, by auditors 233

clerks 226

treasurer 229

debts of corporation, of 336 ,337

failure to make, power of Trea-

surer of Ontario in case of 236

penalties for failure to make 226,

229, 233, 336, 337

butcher shops, location, erection and use of buildings as 530
by-laws, aldermen, for changing principle and mode of election of 82, 83

authentication of 284, 285

building, actions to restrain breaches of 692
certificate of clerk, etc., as to sufficiency of signatures to applica-

tion for 286

conclusive that application sufficiently

signed 286

constitutionality of, cases as to 2*43 to 251

construction of, cases as to 251 to 255

default in doing what required to be done by, remedy of corpora-

tion for 692
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by-laws, delegation of powers of council by, cases as to 265 to 268

discriminating, cases as to 263 to 265

duty of council to pass 299, 300,

evidence by certified copies of 283

expenditure of money, involving, not to be passed after 31st

December 277

expropriating, repeal of 404

extension by Municipal Board of time for passing 300

failure to enact, liability of corporation for 45-

enforce, 36, 37

good faith, passed in, not open to question 274

good government of municipality, for 274 to 276

good in part and bad in part, cases as to 255, 256

illegal, enforcement of, liability for 40

invalid, liability for acts done under 419, 420, 421

money 312 to 328. See also money by-laws,

necessity for, and other cases as to, cases as to 268 to 273

new incorporation, etc., effect of, on 70, 71

repeal of, after 70, 71

passed in breach of agreement, cases as to 260, 261

pits and quarries, as to, injunction to restrain contravention of

501

presumption as to validity of, cases as to 273, 274

promulgation of 301

effect of, if by-law not moved against within

prescribed time 301

public interest, not passed in, cases as to 259, 260

quashing 302 to 311. See also quashing,

repeal and abrogation of, cases as to 255

right to repair and improve highways without, cases as to 256 to

259

rules of procedure, etc., for enacting 274

failure to conform with, as to passing of

276, 277

scrutiny of votes, passing of, to be delayed in case of 300

seal, omission to affix to 285

ultra vires, enforcement of, liability of corporation for 40

unreasonable or oppressive, cases as to 261 to 263

vested rights, interfering with, cases as to 260, 261

village, for erection of 51

police, erection of 693

voting on 287 to 296

cabs. See vehicles.
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cab drivers, hours of labour of 554

licensing 554

licensing, regulating and governing 527

regulating charges of 527

Canada thistles, compelling destruction of 490

prohibiting growth of 490

Canadian Wheelman's Association,

danger signals, guide and mile posts, erection of by 660

injuries to 660

notices on 660

obstruction of highway by
660

penalties as to 660

candidates, see also election, nomination.

agents of, ballot papers, marking of, in presence of 144

non-attendance of, effect of 166

number of 145

paid, not entitled to vote 117

polling place, right of, to remain in 145

secrecy, oath of, must be taken by 160

voting of, duty of, to maintain 159

penalty for violating 164

vote where stationed, right of, to 138

assist agents, may 164

disqualification of, for bribery 196, 203, 204.

corrupt practices 206, 207

duties of agents, may undertake 164

presence of, at place at which agent may be present 164, 165

present, not to be, at marking ballot paper, under s. 109, 165

candy, prohibiting sale of on highways, public parks and places 544

carousals, license fee for 550

penalties for breach of by-laws as to 550

recovery of 550

prohibiting or regulating and licensing 550
carriages. See vehicles,

carters, licensing, regulating and governing 527

regulating charges of 527

casting vote by clerk 117, 294
cattle, bridges over highways for 666

driving on highways and bridges, regulation of 456, 705

sidewalks, driving, etc., of, on, prohibition of 507

subways under highways for 665
celebration of events or matters of national interest or importance, pay-

ments for 557, 558
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cellars. See also drainage.

cleaning and clearing of, regulating and requiring 465

construction of, regulating 465

contents of, regulation of manner of disposing of 465
levels of, furnishing of 496

plaas of, deposit of 496

cemeteries, violation of, prohibiting 473

census of inhabitants 3, 56, 455
certificate to entitle to vote at other than proper polling places

clerk to give 138

voting on production of 138

cesspools. See also drainage.

cleaning and clearing of, regulations for and requiring 465

. disposal of contents of, by corporation 465

recovery of expense of 465

closing or filling up 490

construction of, regulation of 465

contents of, manner of disposing of, regulation of 465

charitable institutions, aid to 455

charivaries, prohibiting of 464
chief constable. See also police force,

appointment of 426

breaches of the peace, authority of, to arrest in cases of

428, 429

drunkenness, release by, of persons charged with 520

member of council, is ineligible to be a 93

office of, may be combined with that of high bailiff 426

police force, to be a member of 426

remuneration of 428

suspension of 429

children, boot blacks^ employed as, regulating *nd controlling 554

despatch messengers 554

express 554

firemen, deceased, of, aid to 498, 499

newspapers, vendors of, employed as, regultiting and controlling

554

platforms of cars, from riding on, prohibiting 496

purchasing or taking pledges from, by junk shops, etc., pro-

hibiting 553, 554

sleighs, from riding behind or getting on, prohibiting 496

small wares, vendors of, employed as, regulating and controlling
*

554

vehicles, from riding behind or getting on, prohibiting 496

waggons 496

61—MUN. LAW.
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chimneys, cleaning of, enforcing the 502

construction of, regulating the 502

churches, facilitating egress from 466

garbage collection, assesment of, for cost of 521, 536

cigars or cigarettes, keepers of stores for sale of by retail, licensing, regu-

lating and governing 547, 706

licenses to, revocation of 547, 706

circus riding, license fee for 550

licensing and regulating or prohibiting 550

penalties for infraction of by-laws as to 550

mode of recovery of

550

city, annexation of township in unorganized territory to a 59

order for, must be registered 59

council, composition of 82, 83, 84

change in 83

petition for 83

procedure for making 83

town, erection of, into a 60, 61

township, annexation of part of, to a 61

wards, division of, into 60, 61

claims. See also expropriation (compensation).

counsel prosecuting or opposing, agfeiinst corporation, ineligible to

be member of council 96, 103, 104

persons having, against corporation 96 to 104

solicitor prosecuting or opposing 96, 103, 104

clergymen exempt from appointment to municipal office or election 110

clerk, absence, etc., of, appointment of substitute for 225

administration of oaths by 237

casting vote on by-laws or questions, not to give 294

at elections, to give 117

declaration of office by 236

deputy returning officers, appointment of, on recommendation of

126

to perform duties of, where no polling sub-

divisions 127

duties of, bonus by-laws, as to 297

elections, at 120, 121, 122, 124, 126 to 129, 130, 158

new, as to 124

general 224

names of candidates reported for bribery, as to entry of,

in book 196

nominations, as to 128

< police villages, as to 695, 696
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clerk, duties of, poll, after the close of 155, 156

publication and distribution of statement of receipts etc.,

as to 234

transmission of auditor's abstracts, etc.,

as to 234

recount, as to 157, 158

registration of money by-laws, as to 327

scrutiny, as to 298

signatures to applications for by-laws, as to 280

villages, erection of, as to 56, 57, 58

voting on by-laws, as to 292 to 296

fees of, for copies of documents 224

services under Ditches and Watercourses Act 238

member of council, ineligible to be 93

penalties on 226, 327

return by 226

returning officer for whole municipality, to be 127

secrecy, oath of, to take 160

vote on by-laws or questions, may 294

at elections, may not 117

clerks of County Courts ineligible to be members of council 96

District Courts 96

Peace, of the 94

closet accommodation for workmen 464

coasting on highways, liability for accidents caused by 37

prohibiting and regulating 496

cold storage, business of, may be carried on 283

collector, appointment of, 230

annual, need not be made 231

for local municipalities 230

assessor may be 230

clerk may not be 230

districts may be assigned to 230

duties of, regulations as to performance of 230

ineligible to be member of council 93

member of council may not be 230

return by, of defaulters in payment of taxes 230

treasurer may not be 230

collegiate institutes, grants in aid of 519

pupils in, expense of attendance of, at universities

and colleges 518, 519

fellowships, etc., for 518

public schools, expense of attendance of, at

518, 519
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colleges, aid to 518

egress from, provisions for facilitating 466

fellowships etc. in, endowing 518

professors, etc., of, exempt from appointment to municipal ofBce

or election 110

pupils of collegiate institutes and high schools, expense of attend-

ance of, at 518, 519

combustible substances. See explosives,

company, shareholders in. See shareholders,

compensation. See expropriation (compensation).

Conmee clauses, not repealed 712

repeal of, by proclamation 712

constables, acts of, liability of corporation for 41, 42

appointment of, by police commissioners 426

for towns and villages 427

townships and counties 427

breaches of peace, authority of, to arrest in cases of 428, 429

drunkenness, persons charged with, release of, by 520

duties of 428

oath by 426

polling places, attendance of, at 440

powers of 428

remuneration of 427

special, appointment of, at elections 129

penalty on, for refusal to be sworn or to serve 129

sworn, to be 160

consumer of public utility not disqualified to be member of council 107

contagious diseases, placarding houses in which, exist 464

postponement of election on account of 158

recording, forms for, providing 464

reporting 464

spread of, prevention of 464

use of building as hospital for 38
contested elections

affidavits, filing of 189

appeal, when it lies and to whom 196

withdrawal of 196

candidates found guilty of bribery, etc., reporting names of 196

costs, execution for 195, 196

returning or deputy returning officer may be ordered to

pay 191, 192

decision and papers, return of 195, 196

to have force Of judgment 195

when final 196
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contested elections

deputy reeve, right to, contestation of 182

disclaimer after contestation 197

form of 197

before contestation 196, 197

form of 197

communication of, to clerk 198

by clerk to council 198

costs, effect of, as to 196

disqualification, contestation in case of 182

election, contestation of 182

proceedings for 182 to 194

documents, production of, by clerk 191

new, order for 194

evidence, oral, to be taken where bribery, etc., charged 193

taking of, orally 191

forfeiture of oflBce, contestation in case of 182, 183

intervention in proceedings, costs in case of 192

right of 191, 192

issue may be directed 192, 193

Judge, decision of, when appealable 196

final 196

limitation of time for contestation 182

motions, several, by whom to be heard 191

summary hearing of 192, 193

notice of motion, fiat allowing 183

service of 189, 190

several contestations, in case of 190

what to be set forth in 188

where seat claimed

188, 190

objections, stated in notice of motion, relator confined to 190

order, amendment of 195

clerk or sheriff, when, to be directed to 194, 195

drawing up 195

effect of 195

election, wljere, avoided 194

mandamus, to have the force of 195

new election, for 194

person elected, for admission of 194

removal from office, when, to provide for 194

practice and procedure 196, 198

rules as to, may be made 198 .

proceedings, entitling 188

quo warranto, contestation by, abrogation of 198, 199, 200
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contested elections

recognizance, allowance of 187

entering into 183, 187

relator, death of, effect of 187

qualification to be 182, 183

recognizance by 183, 184, 185, 187

status of 185, 186, 187

returning officer, etc., may be made party 192

ordered to pay costs 195

rules, authority to make 198

votes, striking oft 193, 194

contractors with corporation ineligible to be members of council 96 to 104

independent, liability of corpoation for acts of 623, 624

contracts. See corporations.

by members with corporation are void 109, 110

Control, Board of. See Board of Control.

coroners are exempt from appointment to municipal office or election 110

corporations, acquiescence, how far, bound by 8, 269, 467

actions against 410, 411

by 408, 409, 410

to enforce agreements, etc. 419

arbitration, right of, to refer to 393

auditor's fees, liability of, for 14

Board of Health, expenditures by, liability of, for 13, 14

by-laws, failure of, to enact, liability of, for 45

enforce 30, 36, 37

illegal, acts done under, liability of, for 419, 420,

421

ultra vires, enforcement of, liability of, for 40

coasting, accidents caused by, liability of, for 37

commissions are statutory agents of 16, 44

compensation for land expropriated, liability of, to pay 352

injuriously aJffected, 352
contract, capacity of, to 6

cases as to liability of, apart from 13, 14, 15

imphed, from holding over by tenant 7, 8

resolution of council accepting offer, does not form

10

contracts, executed, liability of, on 7, 10, 11, 17

fair wage clause, may include, in 9, 10

formalities, statutory ,necessity for compliance

•with, in making 6, 15 to 21

Ontario cases, as to liability on 8, 9, 10

Ditches and Watercourses Act, liabiUty of, for unlawful pro-

ceedings under 41
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corporations, expropriating by-law, repeal of, liability of, in case of 404 to

407

fair wage clause, may include, in contracts 9, 10

fire, demolition of buildings to prevent spread of, liability

of, for 45, 503, 504

highways, liability of, for default in repairing. See repair of

highways and bridges,

hospital, UabiUty to patients in, for negligence 28

independent contractors, liability of, for 623, 624

inhabitants of municipalities, are 6

land, oral contracts of, in respect of, partly performed 7

light, statutory authority of, to contract for supply of 10

lock-up, liability of, to persons imprisoned in, for condition

of 436

militia, expense of calling out, KabiUty of, for 14, 223, 224

names borne by 46

negligence, liabiUty of, for 26 to 39

nominee of. See nominee of corporation,

nuisances, liabiUty of, for 26 to 39

officers and servants of, liability of, for acts of 34, 43

paupers, reUef of, liability of, for 14

physicians, fees of, UabiUty of, for 13, 14
'

poUce constables UabiUty of, for acts of 41, 42

powers of, to be exercised by councils 46

promissory notes, authority of, to make, etc. 340

seal, necessity for use of, in contracting by 6

sewers, cases as to, British Columbia 24, 25

New Brunswick 25

Nova Scotia 25

Ontario 24

Quebec 25, 26

Saskatchewan 26

injury caused by, UabiUty of, for 24 to 26

small-pox patients, UabiUty of, for care of 43

Snow Fences Act, UabiUty of, under 9

soUcitor, employment of, by 11, 12, 18, 19, 20

statutory authority, not Uable to actions for acts done under

22, 23, 24, 34, 39, 354

surface waters, UabiUty of, in respect of 39, 40

trading, contracts by 6

torts, UabiUty of, for 21 to 46

water, statutory authority to contract for. supply of, to

inhabitants 10

water, no statutory obUgation on, to supply, free from sand

41
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corporations, Workmen's Compensation Act, liability of, under 45, 46

corrupt practices, acts constituting 205, 206, 207

disqualification for 196, 206, 207

penalty for 206, 207

when not recoverable 208

sections, posting at polling places 207

council, city, composition of. See city.

county county.

discretion of, not subject to judicial control 46 to 50

meeting, adjournment of 215, 216

ballot, vote at, not to be taken by 215

exclusion of persons from 211

first, business, when, may be proceeded with at 209

place of holding 66, 210, 211

time 66, 209

head to preside at 212

notice of 212, 213, 214

ordinary, to be open 211

organization of 209, 210

presiding officer at 214

special 212, 213, 214

closed, may be 214

notice of 212, 213, 214

place of holding 214

summoning of 212, 213, 214

to be held on 15th December in certain municipalities

234

votes at, to be announced openly 214

jurisdiction of, confined to municipahty 244

new incorporation, what, to act in case of, until new council

organized 80

powers- of 46 to 50, 692

to be exercised by by-law 244, 245

proceedings begun by, completion of, by succeeding 277

quorum of 211, 212

records and documents of, certified copies of, evidence to be 225

feesfor furnishing 224

furnished, to be 224

inspection of 224

security of treasurer, duty to enquire into 226, 227

status of 46 to 50

town, composition of. See town,

township township.

payment for attendance of members of 555, 556

services 557
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council, vacancy in, how caused 173 to 176

fiUed 173 to 181

proceedings to declare 173 to 176

village, composition of. See village.

payment for services of members of 557
councillors, election of, for new township 66
counsel employed in prosecuting or opposing claims ineligible to be mem-

ber of council 96, 103, 104
employment of, to conduct investigation 242, 243

paid by salary, employment of 238

right of corporation to costs, where 238, 239
county, annexation to, of new village 58

townships in unorganized territory 68

council, certificate, filing of, before member takes his seat in 210

composition of 82

junior township, separation of, from union, by 68, 69

members of, payment of, for attendance, etc. 556, 557

services 557

pro-mayor, right of, to sit in (Que.) 82

village, erection of, by 51

what 51

by-law for, duty of, to pass 52

police, erection of, into a village, by 59

by 693

incorporation of trustees of, by 709

hall 210, 430

territory annexed to, not to form part of, for representation in

Legislative Assembly 63, 64

towns, existing, continued 429

court house, buildings for joint use of county and city or separated town,

agreement as to 433, 434

city, care of, to be regulated by council 432

erection, enlargement or improvement of 430

fuel and other supplies for 430

repair of 430

county, arbitration as to contribution by city or separated

town in respect of 433, 434, 435

asset, not to be considered, in adjustment of assets

76, 77

caretakers of, appointment of 431

city and separated town, to be, for 430

contribution by, to erec-

tion, etc., of 432

new arrange-

mentasto435
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court house, county, erection, enlargement and improvement of 430

expenditure for erecting, etc. 432

arbitration as to 433

fuel and other supplies for 430

furniture of, insurable interest in 434

liability to pay for 432

insurable interest in 434

land in city or separated town, acquiring, for 430

Law Association library, accommodation for, in 431

providing and maintaining, by county 429

site for, determination as to, by arbitration 434

sufficient for purposes of city and separated town, to

be 430

use of by city or separated town, compensation for

435

arbitration to

determine 435

Courts of Justice, officers of, accommodation for 431

exemption from appointment to office or

election 110

fuel, light, etc., for 431

furniture for 431

typewriting machines for 431

provincial, accommodation for 431
'

fuel, light, etc., for 431

furniture for 431

Court of Revision, chairman of, additional allowance to 656

cows, keeping of, regulation of 464

prohibiting 464

cranes, construction, regulation and inspection of 459

crimes, rewards for discovery, etc., of 455, 456
Crown Attorney, Toronto, offices, fuel, light, etc., to be, provided for, by

Toronto 432
Crown Attorneys ineligible to be members of council 94
cruelty to animals. See animals,

culvert, bridge and, difference between 1

drains, over 490

toll roads on, repair of 649

watercourses, over 490

what is a 1
"

dance halls, public, location, erection and use of buildings as 531

what are to be deemed to be 531
dangerous places, regulations as to 679

substances. See explosives.
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days, clear computation of 94, 95

what are 94, 95

dealers in second-hand goods, cancelling license of 537, 538
' "dealers in second-hand goods," meaning of

term 538
fee for license of 538

licensing, regulating and governing 537, 538

minors, sale to, by 553, 554

"second-hand goods," meaning of term 538
debentures, application of sinking fund to redemption of 333

approval of, by Municipal Board 324

certificate of, form of 326

proceedings for obtaining

324, 325

approved of, by Municipal Board, to be valid and binding

325, 326
borrowing on, pending sale 339, 340

certificate of ownership of 339 /

endorsement on 339

entry of, in debenture

registry
^

book 339

transfer | of,

after 339
change in mode of issue of 315, 316

coupons on 337

manner of execution of 337

date which, are to bear 316

execution of, manner of 337

extension of time for issue of 316

issue of, under section 500, 692

less than $100, for, not to be made 340, 341

local municipality of, guaranty of, by county 528

money borrowed, for 283

payable how, may be made 338

redemption of, by Provincial Treasurer 334

unimpeachable, when, become 338, 339

validity of, not open to question after approval by Municipal

Board 326

when to be issued 316

payable 313

debts. See also money by-laws.

and liabilities, adjustment of, on new incorporation, etc. 72 to 78

creditors, liability to, in respect of 75

re-opening agreement as to 75
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debts, returns as to 336

penalty for failure to make 337

separate accounts of, to be kept 331

declaration, election, of result of 124, 158

incorporation of township, of 67

office, of, new election on neglect to make 176, 177

penalty for not making 237

recovery of 237

by whom to be made 236

qualification, of, candidates by 122, 123

township councillors by 236

trustees of police village by 236

penalty for not making 237

result of voting on by-law, of, 295

secrecy, of 160

dedication of highways. See highways.

deep waters, regulations as to 679

defaulters' list, certificate that taxes since paid by persons entered on 1 15,

116

to be filed and noted on 116

copies of, to be furnished to applicants 136

payment for 136

deputy returning officers to be furnished with 136

polling subdivision, to be made for each 136

preparation of 135

verification of 135

voters on, not entitled to vote unless taxes since paid

115, 116, 117

deputy reeve. See reeves, deputy.

returning officer, appointment of 126

for taking votes on by-laws, etc.

287

when to be made 126

authority of, to arrest 129

ballot boxes, duty of, to provide 129

conservator of the peace, to be a 129

declaration, to make 236

duties of, ballot boxes, as to 154, 155

after close of poll 145 to 155

at poll 139 to 145

posting bribery sections, as to 207

failure of, to attend at polling place, etc., 128

initial ballot paper, penalty for 163

recovery

of 164
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deputy returning officer, failure of, perform duties, penalty for 163

recovery

of 163

miscounting baUots, etc., by, penalty for 163

recovery

of 164

oath of, after poll 155

secrecy, to take 160

to be taken by, after delivery of ballot

boxes to clerk 154

party to quo warranto proceedings, may be made
191, 192

penalties on 161 to 164

poll clerk to act as, when 128

special constables, appointment of, by 129

violations of secrecy, to report 160

vote, may, at polling place on production of cer-

tificate 138

derricks, erecting and renting and inspection of 459

despatch messengers. See children,

deviations, boundary lines on 595, 596, 597

disputes as to location of 659

necessity for 659

proportions of cost of opening, etc., 659

of highway, in lieu of 659

to be determined by Municipal Board 659

use of existing highway in lieu of 659

unorganized territory, in, plans of, to be made and filed 689

directions to voters, forms of 133, 294

number of, to be delivered to deputy retiu-ning officers

133

placarded in compartments, to be 133

outside polling place, to be 133

voting on by-lajys, etc., for 294

disclaimer. See contested elections,

diseases. See contagious diseases,

disorderly houses, suppression of 464

disqualification, candidates found guilty of bribery, etc., of 203, 204

contractors with corporation ineligible to be members of

council 96 to 104

failure to levy sinking fund, for 332

lessees of corporation property for 21 years not ineligible

to be members of council 105, 106

misapplication of sinking fund, for 332
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disqualification, newspaper proprietors being contractors not ineligible to

be members of council 106, 107

paid commissioners, etc., not ineligible to be members of

council 107

persons having property exempt from taxation not in-

eligible to be members of council 106

other, ineligible to be members of council 93 to

96, 104, 105

public utility, consumer of, not ineligible to be member

I

of council 107

shareholders in company being, not cause of 105

taxes, non-payment of, in respect of 104, 105, 464

distance, how measured 53, 54

distilleries, prohibiting or regulating erection or continuance of 473

distinguished guests, entertainment and reception of 557

district, meaning of term, in part 1, 51

village, annexation of, to 59

erection of, into a 51, 52

adjustment of assets, etc., on 75, 76

district towns, existing, continued 429

disturbances of the peace, prohibiting 464

Ditches and Watercourses Act, corporation, liability of, for defects in pro-

ceedings under 41

fees of clerk under 238

Division Court, bailiffs of, ineligible to be members of council 94

clerks 94

use of court house for sittings of 433

, Dog Tax and Sheep Protection Act, liability to pay compensation under 29

dogs, kennels for, location, erection and use of buildings as 530

licensing of 497'

registration of 497

running at large, killing of 548, 549

prohibiting or regulating 548

seizing agid impounding 548

what to be deemed to be 548, 549

selling of, impounded 548

drainage, cellars, of 465

cesspools, of 465

drains, bridges over, erection and mode of construction of 490

construction and maintenance of 456

culverts crossing erection and mode of construction of

490

obstructions in 490, 504, 505

earth closets, of 465
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drainage, grounds, of 465

land, acquiring for drainage and sewerage purposes 497, 498

private drains, alteration, etc., of 465
privies, of 465

privy vaults, of 465

regulations as to 465

sewage disposal works, borrowing for extension of 492, 493

establishment and maintenance of 456

pipes or conduits for conveyance of, laying in county

highways 528

purification, etc., of, works for 456

sewerage, regulations as to 465

works, borrowing for extension of 492, 493

management of, by commission 524
sewers, construction and repair, etc., of 456, 481

debts for, when to be payable 313

diversion, alteration and' stopping up of 456

extension of, into adjacent municipality 456

obstructions in, removal of 504, 505

outlet for, providing 481

rents for, charging 507

commutation of 507

lien for 507

sinks, of 465

vacant lots, of 465

water closets, of 465

filling up 490

watercourses, bridges over 490

construction and maintenance of 456

culverts crossing 490

diversion, alteration and stopping up of 456

obstruction of 490

wet lands, draining of 535

draymen, licensing, regulating and, governing 527

regulating charges of 527

driftwood in streams, removal of 594

arbitration as to 594

drill shed for militia or volunteer corps, acquiring land for 498

driven acquiring land for 461

establishing and laying out, etc. 461, 462

drunk and disorderly persons found in highway or public places, restrain-

ing and punishing of 490

a public place, committal of, to

industrial farm 437
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drunkards, habitual, committal of, to inebriate asylums 437

drunkenness, preventing 490

release by police constables of persons charged with 520

dry cleaners, licensing, regulating and governing the business of 544

dualin. See explosives.

dwelling houses, construction of, in narrow streets, lanes or alleys 674, 675

erection manner of 674, 675

prohibiting the 674,

675

or occupation of, regulation of 674,

675

narrow streets, lanes or alleys, alteration of buildings in,

to make them 674, 675

vacant land to be attached to, in narrow streets, lanes or

alleys 674, 675

dynamite. See explosives

earth closets. See dso drainage

cleaning and clearing of, regulations for and requiring 465

disposing of contents of, by corporation 465

recovery of expense of

465

construction of, regulation of 465

contents of, manner of disposing of, regulation of 465

use of, requiring 465

easements. See expropriation,

eating houses, license fee for 545

revocation of, for 545

licensing and regulating 545, 546

limiting number of 545

Education, Board of. See Board of Education

election, acclamation, by 120, 124

contagious disease, postponement of, on account of 157

contested. See contested elections,

declaration of result of, by clerk 156, 157

deputy returning officers for, appointment of, for subdivisions

126

documents, destruction, etc., of, penalties for 163

recovery of 163

endorsement on packet containing, evidence of con-

tents 166

production of 166

epidemic disease, postponement of, on account of 157

expenses, payment of 173

invalid, not to be, for certain mistakes, etc., 166 to 173
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election, new, in case of failure to elect requisite number of councillors 124

to fill vacancies 124, 176, 177, 178

where election adjudged invalid 194, 195

ol-der for, to whom to be di-

rected 194, 195

nomination of candidates, at. See nomination,

officers, penalties on, for wilful alteration, etc., of voters' list,

etc., 161

recovery of 161

for contravention of Act 164

place of holding 118, 119, 126

poll clerks for, appointment of, "for subdivisions 126

polling places, at, appointment of, for 126

secrecy, preservation of, at. See secrecy of proceedings,

returning officers for wards, appointment of, for 126

riot, interruption of, by 157, 158

tavern, not to be held in 126

electors, persons disqualified to be 93 to 109. See also disqualification,

qualified to be 87 to 92. See also qualification,

questions, submitting, to 456, 457

voting by, on certificate 138

where and how often 137, 138

electric light works, borrowing for extension of 492

debts for, when payable 313

police villages, powers of, as to 711

electrical workers, examining, licensing and regulating 546

electricity, pipes, etc., for wires, etc., authority to lay down 467

constructing or laying down 476,

477, 478, 479

poles, etc., regulating the erection, etc., of 476

for supporting wires, erection of 477, 478, 479

telegraph poles, etc., authority to erect 467, 476

telephone 467, 476

towers for support of wires, erection of 477, 478, 479

use of corporation's pipes, etc., agreements as to 477, 478, 479

wires and apparatus for transmission of, inspection of 502

regulation of 502

removal of 502

repair of 502

elevators, construction of, regulation of 498

floating, erection and renting 459

licensing 498

operation of, regulation of, the manner of, 498

employees, corporation, ineligible to be members of council 93

62—MUN. LAW.
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engineers, appointment of 525

epidemic, postponement of election on account of 157

estimates, yearly, preparation of 329, 330

evidence, stenographic reporter, taking of, by 4

exemption, bonus granting, from taxation 443, 449

election, from 110

municipal office, from appointment to 110

taxation, from, not cause of disqualification 106

voting by members having 107, 108, 109

exhibitions, agricultural, acquiring land for holding 457

buildings for, erection and maintenance of 457

licenses, restriction as to granting certain,

while, being held 550

leasinglandnot required for immediate usefor457

management of 457

farming, for the promotion or improvement of, associations

for holding 457

land, granting, in aid of 457

money, granting or lending,

in aid of 457

fat stock, association for holding 457

land, granting, in aid of 457

money, granting or lending,

in aid of 457

hire or gain, held for, prohibiting location of 549

regulating and licensing 549

revocation of license of 549

horticultural, acquiring land for holding 457

building for, erection, maintenance and man-
agement of 457

leasing land not required for immediate use for

457

industrial, acquiring land for holding 457

buildings for, erection, maintenance and manage-

ment of 457

leasing land not required for immediate use, for 457
live stock, association for holding 457

land, granting in aid of 457

money, granting or lending in aid

of 457
menageries, of, by-laws for prohibiting or regulating and

licensing 550
license fee for 550

penalties for infraction of by-laws as to and
mode of recovery of them 550
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exhibitions, wax-work, of, by-laws for prohibiting or regulating and
licensing 550

license fee for 550

penalties for infraction of by-laws as to and
mode of recovery of them 550

explosive substances. See explosives

explosives

benzine, regulations as to 469

dualin 467, 468, 469

dynamite 467, 468, 469

gasoline 469

gunpowder 467, 468, 469

magazines for storing certain, erection and maintenance of 468

regulations as to 468, 469

support of, by fees 468, 469

naphtha, regulations as to 468

nitro-glycerine 467, 468, 469

petroleum 468

substances, dangerous or combustible, regulations as to 468

inflammable or explosive 468

express messengers. See children

expropriate, power to acquire includes power to 5

expropriation, by-laws for, repeal of, effect of 404 to 407

liability of corporation in case of 404

to 407

when, deemed to be repealed 404

compensation, access, interference with, for 379 to 384

advantage from contemplated work, deduc-

tion from, for 384, 385

arbitration, to be determined by 352

authorized works, loss arising from user of,

for 370

award for, effect of 386, 387

buildings and erections, for 369

claim for, barring of 389, 392, 673

exception as to claim by infant or

lunatic 389, 392

extension of time for making 392

appeal from orders

aUowing 392

how to be made 389

notice of, to be given 389

unnecessary in case of

easements 389, 390

infant or lunatic 389
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expropriation, compensation, claims to, or incumbrances on land 390

upon, determination of 391

compulsory taking, additional allowance

for 372 to 375

costs of proceedings, by whom to be paid

391

discretion as to 391

damage of temporary character, for 378

remoteness of 379

due, meaning of 356, 357
' fencing, for, to be included in 352

goodwill, for 367, 368

injurious affection, for 352, 353, 354, 375 to

391

determination of, by

arbitration 352

interest in land, nature of, to be compen-

sated for 354 to 356

interest on 372

money paid into court for 390,

391

intrinsic value as basis of 366, 367

land expropriated, for 352, 354 to 375

determination of, by
arbitration 352

taken by mistake in opening road

allowance, for 673

claim to,

when
barred 673

lavatory in highway, construction of, for

385, 386

lessees or tenants, to 370, 371

market value, as basis of 364 to 366

miscellaneous cases as to 388, 389

other premises, expenses for obtaining, for

371, 372

passing over land in obtaining road ma-
terials, for 680

payment into court of 390

effect of 391

vesting order may
issue after 391

reinstatement as basis for 368, 369

removal, expenses of, for 371
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expropriation, compensation, reversionary interests, for 370

severance, damage from, to be allowed 352,

353

cases as to 387, 388

special adaptability, allowance for 359 to

364
value, 357, 358, 359

timber, gravel, stone and road materials

taken, for 679, 680
description of land to be contained in by-law for 351

easement, nature and extent of, to be stated in by-law for

351

entry upon land after by-law for 352

necessity of fixing or paying compensa-

tion before 386
notice of intention to expropriate 392 .

service of 392

owner, appointment of person to act for 390
plans, etc;, may be filed in office of clerk 392 •

powers of 344 to 351

vesting order, issue of 391

factories, egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466

fire, accidents by, securing against in 471

location, erection and use of buildings as 530

fair wage clause, municipal corporation may include in contracts 9, 10

fairs, public, by-law to authorize holding of 638

notice of, to be given 538

petition for 538

regulations for governing, prescribing 538

appointment of person to

see that, carried out 538

farmer's son, qualification of voter as 112

farming, exhibitions for the promotion or improvement of 457. See also

exhibitions,

faro-bank 473. See also gambUng
fat stock exhibitions 457. See also exhibitions

fee for certificate of compliance with regulations regarding any trade, etc.,

may be imposed 281

fellowships, scholarships, exhibitions, etc., endowing 518

fence viewers, appointment of 460

fences. iSee also expropriation

barbed wire, are not necessarily nuisances 470

provisions as to 470

compensation for increased expense of 470
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fences, division, apportioning cost of 470

recovery of cost of 470

highways, on, building and maintaining of 470

prohibiting building or maintaining of, on 685

lawful, prescribing height and description of 470

Line Fences Act to apply to, in absence of by-law as to 470 .

pulling down of dangerous 475, 476, 501

renewing or repairing of 501

snow 9, 470, 528

water gates to be maintained where drains or watercourses crossed

by 471

wooden. See buildings

worm, provisions as to 685, 686

ferry boats, grants for maintenance and operation of 457

finances, commission to enquire into, appointment of 337

expense of 337

fire, accidents by, securing against, in certain buildings 471

arms, prohibiting or regulating discharge of 471

apparatus dangerous in promoting, construction of 502

removal of 502

assistance of persons present at, enforcing the 504

brigade, members of, exempt from appointment to municipal office or

election 110

gratuities to 498, 499

superannuation and benefit fund for, and their

wives and families 524, 525

buckets, inspection of 503

requiring, to be provided 503

companies, members of, exempt from appointment to municipal office

or election 110

promoting, establishing and regulating 498

conduct of persons present at, regulating the 504

demolition of buildings to prevent spread of 503, 504

engines and appliances, purchase of 457, 700

right of way of, on highway 498

engineers, appointment of 498

escapes, requiring, to be provided 471

men, appointment of 498

widows and children of deceased, aid to 498, 499

open air, prescribing precautions to be observed in setting, in 471

times when, may be set in 471

places, construction of, regulating the 502

removal of 502
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fire, prevention of, by-laws for 499 to 504

enforcing 503

officers, entry of, to see if, obeyed 503

powers as to, of township councils 534

provisions for, in police villages 706, 707, 708

property, preservation of, at 504
suppression of, by-laws as to 503, 504
things dangerous in promoting, construction of 502

removal of 502

warden, appointment of 498

works, prohibiting or regulating setting off of 471, 472

flooding, works for prevention of 458

flues, construction of, regulating the 502 »

removal 502

food, animals intended for, slaughter of 482

delivery and exposure for sale of certain articles of, regulation of 472

inspection of certain articles of human 472

inspectors of human, appointment of 472

tainted or unwholesome, seizure and destruction of 472

food and fuel business, borrowing for 473

assent of electors to, not required

473

depots, etc., for buying and storing, establishment of 472

land, acquiring, for business 472

Lieutenant-Governor, approval of by-law for establishing,

business 472

Municipal Board 472

officers and servants for managing, business 472

regulations for carrying out powers as to, business 472

selling, to dealers and residents 472

tickets, etc., use of, by vendors of articles of 505

unslaughtered animals, seizure of, to prevent their use as 534

footpath, riding or driving over 678

setting apart, in highway 678

forges, location, erection and use of buildings as 530

formalities, statute prescribed, necessity for observance of in making con-

tracts 6, 15 to 21

forms, approval of, by Municipal Board 712

use of approved 712

foxes, bounty for destruction of 458

franchise, time for submitting by-law for granting 288

fresh meat, sale of, in less quantity than quarter carcass, fees for licenses

for 546

places for, regulation of 546
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fresh meat, sale of, prohibiting, in less quantity than quarter carcass

by unlicensed persons 546

fruit, prohibiting sale of, on highways and in public parks and places 544

fuel business. See food and fuel business

gambling devices, seizing and destroying 473

houses, suppression of 473

gaol, city, care of, to be regulated by council 432

erection, enlargement or improvement of 430

food, fuel and other supplies for 430

repair of 430

surgeons for, appointment of 539

county, arbitration as to contribution by city or separated town in

respect of 433, 434, 435

asset, not to be considered, in adjustment of assets 76, 77

care of 430

city and separated town, to be for 430

contribution by, to erection, etc.,

of 432

new arrangement

as to 435

erection, enlargement and improvement of 430

expenditure for erecting, etc. 432

arbitration as to 433

food, fuel and. other supplies for 430

furniture of, insurable interest in 434

liability to pay for 432

insurable interest in 434

keeper of, appointment of 430

dismissal of 431

fees, etc., not to be taken by 431

salary of 430

land in city or separated town may be acquired for 430
lock-up, use of, as a 436

officers of, appointment of 430

fees, etc., not to be taken by 431

salaries of 430

prisoners, contribution by city or separated town to cost of

maintenance of 435

arbitration as to 435
providing and maintaining 429

repair of 430

sheriff to have care of 430
site for, to be determined by arbitration 434

sufficient for city and separated town as well as county, to be

430
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gaol, county, sui'geons for, appointment of 539

use of, by city or separated town, compensation for 435

arbitration to determine

435
gaolers, ineligible to be members of council 93
garages, erection, location and use of, regulation of 509

public, license fees for 526

licensing owners of 526

penalties for breaches of by-laws as to 526
prohibiting or regulating and controlling the erection of

532
regulating owners of 526

what included in term 526, 527

garbage, ashes, and other refuse, collection, removal and disposal of 620

contracting for 520

corporation, by 521

expense of, special rate to pay

521

special rate for, collection of,

no land exempt from 521

systems for, establishment of

520

debts for, when
payable 313

works for, erection and main-

tenance of 520

gas pipes or conduits, laying of, under county highways 528

works, prohibiting or regulating erection or continuance of 473

gasoline, businesses in which is used, licensing 544

regulating and governing. See explosives

goats, keeping of, prohibiting 464

regulating 464

goodwill. See expropriation (compensation)

grain elevators, bonus for establishment of 445

vote required for 296, 297

gratuities, fire brigade, to members and officers of 240, 241

gravel, acquiring land to get, from 679

compensation for passing over land to obtain 679, 680

determination of, by arbitration 679, 680

entering on land, to search for 679, 680

searching for and taking 679, 680

graves, violation of, prohibiting 473

grounds, filling up of 465. See also drainage

guaranteeing debentures 314, 342, 628

payment of money borrowed by bridge company 681
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gunpowder 467, 708. See also explosives

habitual drunkards, committal of, to inebriate asylums 437

harbours, aid in construction of 458

dues on vessels, etc., using, imposition and collection of 459

injuring, etc., of, prohibition of 459

preserving 459

removal of obstructions from 459

vessels, etc., in, regulation of 459

wharves, etc., in, erecting and renting 459

hawkers and pedlars, county by-law as to, not in force in town having

by-law 542

covers county boundary line 544

fee for license as 542

discriminating, may be imposed

542

hawkers, persons included in term 541, 542

license not required by, in certain cases 540

licersee to carry 542

exhibit on demand 542, 543

person refusing to exhibit, to be arrested 543

licenses, providing municipal officers with 544

regulations as to issue of, by municipal

officers 544

licensing, regulating and governing 539 to 544

onus of proving that license not required, on whom
to rest 541

head of council, justice of the peace, ex officio, to be 422

powers and duties of 212, 222, 223, 224, 231

presiding officer of council to be 212

remuneration of 223

statement of treasurer under s. 228 delivered to auditors

to be read by 229

vote, may 214

Health, Board of. See Board of Health

heat, contracts for supply of 699

high bailiff, appointment of, for city 426

county 428

duties of 428

member of council, ineligible to be 93

oflBce of, may be combined with that of chief constable 426

powers of 428

remuneration of 428

suspension of 428

high schools. See collegiate institutes
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highways, access, to, interference with, 667, 668

compensation for 667

interfering with, conditions on which by-laws, may
be passed 667, 668

abandonment of, by county council 586, 587

acquiring of, includes acquiring part of 567, 568

adjacent local municipality, in, assumption of by city or town

586

aid to other municipal corporations in respect of 675, 676, 677

allowances for roads to be 568

alterations of certain 665, 666

altering 662, 663

animals, driving of, on certain, prohibition of 509, 510

annexed land, abutting on, forming boundary 583

areas under 677

assumption of, by city or town 586

county 585

includes assumption of part of 567, 568

bands, playing of, in 553

banks of rivers or streams, along or leading to 665

bicycle paths in, setting apart 678

blocking up of 512

boulevards, setting apart part of, for 665, 677

boundary line, jurisdiction over 582

maintenance of 592, 593, 594

agreements as to 584

lines of, marking, settling and surveying 505, 535, 536

bridges on or over. See also bridges

over, permitting landowners to construct, etc., 677.

term, includes certain 2

building operations, restoration of, after 526

use of dviring 526

fee for 526

by-laws respecting, approval of, by Judge 666

confirmation of, by county council 666, 667

by whom to be passed 568

Canadian Wheelman's Association, rights of, as to 660

carriage ways, setting apart part of, for 665

compensation, land taken by mistake in opening road allow-

ances as, for 673

claim to, when barred 673

corporation of adjoining municipality, aid to, in respect of 675,

676, 677

county 676, 677

township 675, 676, 677
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highways, council, sanction of, required for laying out 673

Crown, vested in, not to be interfered with 665

dead horses, hauling of, on, prohibition of 476

dedicated roads to be 568, 571 to 579

deviations of, disputes as to 659

determination of, by Municipal

Board 659

certain roads to be boundary 595, 596, 597

disputes as to, action to be taken where jurisdiction joint 657

arbitration as to 657

deviations 659

liability as to, determination of 655

proportion of cost of keeping in repair, arbitra-

tion to determine 655

work to be done in opening, etc., township

boundary, determination of 657, 658, 659

,
diverting 662, 663

driving, etc., on, regulation of 456

electric light and power poles, etc., erection of, on county 528

encumbering, etc., of 685

establishing 660, 661, 662

allowances for road not reserved on township

boundaries, in case of 655

arbitration in case of dispute as to 656

land, acquiring for 655, 656

procedure for 655, 656

fence, lawful, enclosed by, possession of 669

fences on, prohibiting building or maintaining of 685, 686

fire engines and appliances, right of way of, on 498

firewood, etc., deposit of, on 685

footpaths in, setting apart 678

gas pipes, etc., laying of, under county 528

grade of, alteration of 30 to 34

Indian lands, roads passing through, to be 568, 571

judicial districts, in, powers of Lieutenant-Governor as to 689

jurisdiction over 580, 581, 582

county council, of, over what 580, 581

laying out 660, 661, 662

leasing stopped up 663, 664, 665

lock shoes, regulating use of, on 529

Minister of Public Works, declared not to be under control of

584
mistakes in opening 673

musical instruments, playing of, in 553
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highways, names of, affixing at corners 505, 535, 536
changing 505, 535, 536

procedure for 505, 535, 536
giving, to 505, 535, 536

narrow, d\(relling houses on 674, 675. See also narrow streets,

etc

night sou, hauling of, on, prohibition of 476
notice of intention to exercise powers as to 670, 671
obstructions on 685

removal of 685

occupation of, by buildings through inadvertence 525, 526

privilege to maintain, grant of,

525, 526

fee for and recovery of 526

charge on land, to be 526
offal, hauling of, on, prohibition of 476

offensive matter, hauling of, on, prohibition of 476

Ontario Motor League, rights of, as to 659, 660
Ordnance, laid out by, not to be interfered with 665, 666
parades and processions on, regulation of 555

police villages, powers of, as to 705, 706

projections into or over, removal of 685

public waters, are 679

public works not to be interfered with in opening, etc. 666

Quebec cases as to 559 to 565

racing, etc., on, prohibiting 456

record of, to be kept 506

repair of. See repair of highways and bridges

residential streets, establishing of, as 523, 524, 536

building line, on 523, 524, 536

roads laid out under statutes to be 568, 569

on which public money expended to be 568

rubbish or refuse, throwing, etc., on 686

selling stopped up 663, 664, 665

sewage pipes, etc., laying of, under county 528

shores of lakes or other waters, on 665

side lines in double front concessions, connecting 672, 67.j

sidewalks, setting apart part of, for 665

site of, where substituted roads opened in lieu of them, owner-

ship or disposal of 686, 687, 688

sleighing, season of, keeping open, during 535

putting stone, etc., on during 688

soil and freehold of, in whom vested 579, 580

speedways on, 533, 534. See also speedways

statute labour, roads on which, usually performed, to be 568,

570, 571
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highways, stone, etc., putting on, during period of sleighing 688

stopping up 663,- 664, 665

subways for cattle under 665

telegraph poles, etc., erection of, on county 528

telephone poles, etc., 528

timber on, preserving and selling 678, 679

tires of vehicles used on, regulation as to 509, 510, 529

traction engines, use of, on, prohibiting 509, 510

traffic on, except in one direction, prohibiting 509, 510

regulation of 529

heavy, on, prohibiting '509, 510

trees on, cutting down on either side of 683, 684

planting and preserving 681, 682

preserving and selling 678, 679

unorganized territory, in, openi. g and making 689

water pipes, etc., laying of, under county 528

watering, contracting for 463

widening 662, 663

width of 673, 674

historical societies, aid to 518

hoists, construction and erection of, regulating and inspecting the 474, 498

inspection of 474, 498

inspectors of, appointment of, 474

licensing of 498

operation of, manner of, regulation of the 498

hook and ladder companies, promoting, establishing and regulating of 498

horns, blowing of, prohibiting or regulating the 474

horse thieves, rewards for conviction of 519

horses, hauling of dead, on highways 476

hours of labour of persons employed by owners of 554

kept for hire, keepers of, fares to be charged by, regulation of

527, 528

regulations for en-

forcing payment

of 528

sidewalks, driving, etc., of, on 462, 463, 507

stables for, location, erection and use of buildings as 530, 531

vehicles, not drawn by, regulating use of highway by 520

horticultural exhibitions 457. See also exhibitions

hospitals, aid for erection of 459, 460

animals, for 530

bonus in aid of 445

vote requu-ed for 296, 297

dogs, for 530

egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466
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hospitals, horses, for 530

patients .in, liability to, for negligence 28

private, location, erection and use of buildings as 531
hotels, egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466

fire, accident by, securing against in 471
hours of labour, boarding stables, of persons employed in 554

horses, of persons employed by owners of 554
livery stables, of persons employed in 554
vehicles, of persons employed by owners of 554

House of Commons, members and officers of, exempt from appointment
to municipal office or election 110

householder, meaning of term 67

houses, affixing numbers to 506, 535, 536

disorderly, suppression of 464

ill-fame, of, suppression of 464

numbering of 506, 535, 636

expense of 506, 535, 536

hydrants, purchasing or erecting or renting 463

Hydro-Electric Commission, is statutory agent of corporation 16

ice. See snow and ice

cream, sale of, on highways and i i public parks and places, prohibiting

544
ill-fame, houses of, suppression of 464

immorality, preventing 490

indecency, preventing 490

indecent hand bills, posting up or distributing of 537

pictures 537

exhibition of 476

placards, etc., posting or exhibition of 476

plays, prohibiting the production of 476

stopping of performance of 476

warrant, arrest of performers of, without 476

posters, posting up or distributing of 537

exhibition of 476

public exposure of the person, preventing 490

Indian lands, roads passing through. See highways

indigent persons, aid to 460

security for advances to 460

industrial exhibitions. See exhibitions

farm, committal to, of persons found drunk and disorderly in a

public place 437

schools, aid to 518

industries, commissioner of, appointment of 529, 530

department of, establishment of 529, 530

noxious or unhealthy character, of, prohibiting in defined areas

539
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inebriate asylums, establishment, erection and maintenance of 437

habitual drunkards, committal of, to 437

Private Sanitarium Act, to apply to 437

infimaries, animals, for 530

dogs, for S30

horses, for S30

inflammable substances. See explosives

information as to how voter voted, communicating 160

penalty for 164

insane destitute persons, support of 555

intelligence offices, license to keepers of, fee for 645

revocation of 545

person to keep, licensing and governing 545

regulating 545

intrinsic value. See expropriation (compensation)

iron works, bonus to promote 445

debt for, when to be payable 313

vote required for 296, 297

Judges, County or District, one of the, to be Police Commissioner 425

members of council, ineligible to be 93

junk shops, cancellation of licenses of 537, 538

fees for licenses of, 538

licensing, regulating and governing 5 7, 538

pledges from minors, taking of, by keepers of 553, 554

prohibiting carrying on of, in defined areas 539

justice, administration of, contribution to cost of, by cities and separated

towns 432, 433

arbitration to determine amount of 433

courts of. See courts of justice

Justices of the Peace. See oho police office

aldermen to be ex-officio 422

controllers 422

deputy reeves 422

heads of council 422

members of council, being, not thereby disqualified

422

ratepayer, being, not disqualified, because penalty

goes to corporation 422

reeves to be ex-officio 422

returning and deputy returning officers to have

powers of 129

labour, hours of. See hoiffs of labour

ladders leading to roof 503

land, acquiring 344 to 351

covered by water included in term 2
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land, disposing of 344, 345, 349, 350

discretion as to, not open to question 351, 352
larger quantity of, than required, provisions for acquiring 350, 351

land titles office, included in term registry office 5

laundries, regulation and inspection of 522

women, carried on by, exemption as to 522

laundrymen, licensing, governing and regulating 522

women, exemption in favour of 522
lavatories, construction and maintenance of, in highways or elsewhere

522, 523

expense of, defraying 522

water, supply of, to 522

Law Association, accommodation, fuel, light, etc.,- for 431

Law Society of Upper Canada, members of, exempt from appointment to

municipal office or election 110

Legislative Assembly, members and officers of, exempt from appointment

to municipal office or election IIQ

lender, obhgation of, to see to application of money lent 339, 340

necessity for borrowing 342

libraries, free, aid to 458

assent of electors to by-law for granting, not neces-

sary 458

license commissioners ineligible to be members of council 96

discretion as to granting or refusing 280, 281

revoking 280, 281

fees for, enforcing payment of 278

fixing 278, 279, 280

may be in the nature of a tax 280

refund of, where, revoked 281

fixing time for which, shall be enforced 278

inspectors ineligible to be members of council 96

number of, limiting, to one 282

power to, includes power to prohibit 277, 278

lifeboat associations, aid to 523

light, contract for supply of 699

Line Fences Act. See fences

Liquor License Act, part X., subject to 287

list of defaulters in payment of taxes. See defaulters' list

literary societies, aid to 518

live stock exhibitions. See exhibitions

livery stables, establishment of, in defined districts, prohibition of 528,

530, 631

fares to be charged by keepers of, enforcing payment of 528

regulation of 527, 528

labour, hours of, in. See hours of labour

licensing, regulating and governing keepers of 527, 528, 529

owners of, licensing and regulating 554, 555

63—MUN. LAW.
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Local Board of Health, chairman of, additional allowance to 556

Local Improvement Act, powers of clerk under, clerk, etc., to have under

s. 259, 286

special assessments under, provision as to 78, 79,

80

local masters of titles, ineligible to be members of council 94

registrars 96

municipality, becoming part of local municipality in another county

63, 64

location, meaning of term 532, 533

lock-up house, constable to have charge of 436

remuneration of 436

county town not having, may use county gaol 436

compensation by, for use of county gaol as

436

establishment, maintenance and regulation of 435

prisoners, expense of conveying, to 436, 437

liability for injuries to, in 436

keepers, ineligible to be members of council 93

lock shoes, regulating use of 529

lodging houses, egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466

fire, accidents by, securing against, in 471

lots, numbering of 506, 535, 536

expense of 506, 535, 536

record of numbers of, to be kept 506

machine shops, regulating and controlling location, etc., of 531

malfeasance, etc., investigation of 241, 242, 243

conduct of 241, 242

counsel, emplo ment of, at 242, 243

Judge, fees of, for holding 242

judicial, is not 241

persons whose conduct is affected, right

to be represented at 242, 243

police force, as to 242

witnesses, pa^ ment of, for attendance at

242, 243

mandamus, cases as to 411 to 415

manufactories, fire or light, use of, in, prohibiting or regulating 501

manufactures, bonus to promote 445

vote required for 296, 297

dangerous in causing or spreading fire, prohibiting or regu-

lating 502

nuisance, being or creating, regulating of 474

manure pits, erection, location and use of, regulation of 509

market value. See expropriation (compensation)
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markets, articles exposed for sale in, regulating place and manner of selling

512

weighing

512

butcher's meat distrained for rent of, selling of 514

criers, prohibiting from practicing calling in, or on highways or

vacant lots adjacent to 512, 513

establishing, maintaining and regulating 511, 512

farmers and producers may sell at stores and shops 513

fees, market, when may not be imposed or collected 5 5, 516

sale or lease of 518

scale of, maximum 515

for Belling 612

weighing 512

forestalling, etc., of certain articles usually sold in, prohibiting

513

hucksters, grocers, butchers and runners, purchases by 513

measurement short, penalties for 514

seizure and forfeiture of articles of 514

measuring not compulsory 513 to 515

sale elsewhere than at 51

selling of certain articles, place and manner of 512

vehicles, etc., in which goods brought to 514

vendors of smallwares, prohibiting f om practicing calling in, or

on hi hways or vacant lots adj cent to 612, 513

vendors voluntarily using, may be required to pay fees 616, 617

weighing of certain articles, place and manner of 612

not compulsory 515

fees for, scale of 616

weight, light, penalties for 514

seizure and forfeiture of articles of 514

massage parlours, inspection and regulation of 623

Medical Health Department, enforcing by-law as to

through 523

Police Department 523

massagists, governing, regulating and licensing 623

Medical Healt'^. Department, enforcing by or through, of by-

laws as to 523

Police Department 523

master of titles, ineligible to be member of council 94

mayor, commissioner of police for city or town, to be a 423

justice of the peace, ex officio, to b' 422

police office, attendance of, at 422, 4.3

posse comitatiis may be called out by, of cities and towns 223
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mayor, vacancy in office of, after 1st July, how filled 180, 181

1st November, 181

member, council, of a, qualification to be 87 to 92. See qualification

disqualification to be 93 to 109. See disqualification

exemption from being elected 110. See exemption

interest which disqualifies from voting as 107, 108, 109

resignation by 176

vote on appointment of himself to office, may not 215

members, commissioners for county, village or township councils, not dis-

1 qualified to be 107

county council, of, payment to, for attendance, etc., 5S5, 556

declaration of office by 209, 236

qualification by 209, 236

disqualification of, for failure to le y sinking fund 332

misapplication of 332

to be 93 to 109

liability of, improper investment of school money, for 336

misapplication of sinking fund, for 331, 332

overseers for county, village or township councils, not disquali-

fied to le 107

purchases by, from corporation are void 109, 110

qualification necessary to be 87 to 93. jSee also qualification

sales by, to corporation are void 109, 110

superintendents for county, village, or township councils, not

disqualified to be 107

tenure of office of 125

term of office of, extension of, to two years 126

township council, of, payment to, for attendance, etc., 555, 556

menageries. See exhibitions

mendicants, restraining and punishing 490. See also begging

merry-go-rounds, license fee for 550

penalties for breach of by-laws as to 550

recovery of 550

prohibiting or regulating and licensing 550
militia, calling out of, expense of 14, 223, 224

corps, l3,nd for drill shed or armoury for, acquiring land for 498

active, bands of music of, aid to 455

military outfit or equipment for, providing 462
pay of, adding to 462

milk tickets, etc., regulating use of 505

millers,exempt from appointment to municipal office or election 110

ministers of every denomination exempt from appointment to municipal

office or election 110
money borrowed. See also borrowing
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money borrowed, debentures on, pending sale 339

application of 339, 340

lender not

bound to

see to 339,

340
money by-laws 312 to 328

approval of, by Municipal Board 324 ,

certificate of, form of 324, 325

proceedings for obtaining 324 325,

valid and binding to be, after 325

assent of electors not required in case of certain 319, 320,

321

certificate approving of, by Municipal Board 324, 325

certified copy of, to be sent to Provincial Treasurer 335

penalty for failure to send 335

contracts for supply of public utility 321

assent of electors to,

necessary 321, 322

county council, borrowing by 323

date when, to take effect 316, 317

debentures, approval of by Municipal Board 326

change in the mode of issue of 315, 316

date which, are to bear 316

extension of time for issue of 316

validity of, not open to question after ap-

proval 326

when to be issued 316

debt, estimates not provided for in, not to be incurred

without assent of electors 317, 318, 319

specific sum, to pay 314, 315

debts and debentures, when to be payable 313

equal instalments of principal and interest payable, by
314, 315

with interest on balances

315

interest, advance in rate of, amendment of, in case of 323

oflSoers of corporation, neglecting, etc., to carry into effect

324

penalty for 324

recovery of 324

recitals in 312, 313

register, failure to, does not affect validity of 328

registration of 326

effect of 327, 328
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money by-laws, registration of, notice of, publication of 327

failure to give, effect

of 328

passed under Local

Improvement Act
not necessary 327

passed under Muni-
cipal Drainage
Act, not necessary

327

repeal of 323, 324

repealing, recitals in 324

specific sum, to provide for raising 314, 315

validity of, not open to question after approval by Muni-
cipal Board 326

yearly rates, for levy of 330

monopoly, council may not grant 281, 282

iron waste paper boxes, as to placing, may be granted 283

mortgagee, qualification of, as member of council 91

moving picture shows. See theatres

theatres. See theatres

Municipal Board, city, erection of town into a, by 60

deviations on county boundary lines, powers of, as to

659

extension of time for issue of debentures by 316

passing by-laws, by 300

powers of, as to declaring validity of by-laws 324, 325

debentures 324,325

redemption of debentures 333

town, annexation of, to urban municipality, by 64

,
erection of, into a city by 60

in unorganized territory by 60

village into a, by 60

township, annexation of part of, to urban municipality

by 61

junior, separation of, from union by 69

unorganized territory, land in, annexation of, to town-

ship by 59

unorganized township in, forma-

tion of, into township munici-

pality, by 59

township, annexation of, to city or town

by 59

urban municipality, annexation of town or village to,

by 64
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Municipal Board, village, annexation of district to, by 59

to urban municipality, by 59

erection of, into a town by 60

police, erection of, by 693, 694

wards, division of city or town into, by 60, 81

municipal councils, civil government, are a branch of 47, 48

Courts, assumption by, of control over legislative acts

of 46 to 50

delegation to, of powers of State 46 to 50

discretion of, not subject to judicial control 46 to 50

judicial control, emancipation of, from 46 to 50

legislative authority of, not subject to control by
Courts 46 to 50

municipal corporations, powers of, to be exercised by
46

powers of, delegation of 46, 265 to 268

to be exercised by by-law 244

status of 46 to 50

trustees in ordinary sense, are not 47

are in sense that Sovereign is for the people 47

Municipal Drainage Act, special assessments under, provisions as to 78,

79, 80
music, bands of, establishment or maintenance of, aid to 455. See also

militia

playing of, in parks, etc. 553

music halls, license of, revocation of 549

location of, prohibiting the 549

regulating and licensing 549

securing against accidents by fire in 471

naphtha. See explosives

narrow streets, lanes and alleys. <See dwelling-houses

negligence, gross, definition of 635, 636, 637

liability of corporation for, in case of non-repair 635,

636, 637

liability of corporation for 26 to 39

new incorporation, assets, debts and liabilities, adjustment of, on 72 to 80
agreement as to, reopening

75
arbitration as to 73

by-laws, how affected by 71, 72

"certain, may not be repealed 71, 72

council, existing, to have jurisdiction until new council

organized 80
first meeting of, fixing time and place of 67

creditors, effect of, on rights of 75
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new incorporation, election, first, provisions for liolding 66

returning officer at 66

,
officials and sureties, effect of, on 81

railway bonus, sectional, provisions as to 80

special assessments under Drainage Act 78, 79, 80

Local Improvement Act 78,

79, 80

taxes, collection of and right to, on 72, 78

wards, division of cities and towns into, on 60, 61

newspaper proprietor, certain contracts of, do not disqualify 106, 107

vote, must not, on questions affecting dealings with

corporation 107, 108, 109

reporters, privileges of 225

night soil, hauling of, on highways 476

nitro-glyoerine. See explosives

noises, calculated to distittb inhabitants, prohibiting or regulating of 474

unusual 474

nomination, alderman, of candidates for office of 118, 119, 125

candidates, of, declaration by 122, 123

on behalf of 123

nominated, posting names of 121
• resignation of 121, 122, 124

controller, of candidates for office of 118, 125

councillor 118, 119

deputy reeve 118

mayor 118, 125

meeting, adjournment of 120

declaration of- result of 124

new municipality, in 119, 120

notice of 120

place of holding 118, 119, 126, 127

procedure at 120, 121

production of auditor's statement at 234

reeve, of candidates for office of 118

time of holding 118, 119, 125, 126

nominee of corporation, filing appointment of 292

right of, to vote on money by-law 291

vote, not entitled to, on by-law granting bonus to

corporation 447

when to be appointed 292

notices, defacing of, prohibiting the 482

posting of, on buildings or vacant lots, prohibiting 482
public fairs, of, by-law authorizing holding of 538

pulling down, etc., of, prohibiting 482

nuisances, abating 474, 475
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nuisances corporation by, liability for 26 to 39

manufactures, being or creating, prohibiting or regulating 474
prohibiting 474, 475, 476

trades being or causing, regulating 474

what are, no power except in Quebec, to declare 474, 475
oaths, officers before whom, may be taken 165, 237

by whom, to be taken 236

offal, hauling of on highways 476

offensive matter, hauling of on highways 476

officers, appointment of 460

duties of 239, 240

gratuities to 240, 241

persons who are and who are not 239, 240 460, 461

remuneration of 238, 461

security by 461

tenders for appointment of, invitation to make, prohibited 238

tenure of office of 239

officers and servants of corporation ineligible to be members of council 93

liability of corporation for acts of 43

superannuation and benefit fund for

524, 525

omnibuses. See vehicles

Ontario Motor League, danger signals, erection of, by 659

injuries to 659

notices on 659

guide and mile posts, erection of, by 659

injuries to 659

notices on 659

penalties and recovery of 659, 660

municipal union, corporation may become a member of 461

contribute to expenses of 461

pay expenses of delegates to

461

Railway and Municipal Board. See Municipal Board

opera houses, securing against accident by fire, in 471

ordinaries, license fee for 545

revocation of, of 545

licensing and regulating 545, 546

limiting number of 545

Ordnance, streets, lanes or thoroughfares made or laid out by 665, 666

out houses, erection, location and use of, regulation of 509

out-of-door relief to resident poor 455

ovens, construction of, regulating the 502

removal of 502

owner, actual occupation, person in, to be deemed 5
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owner, vote, who is entitled to, as 113

parades and processions on highways, regulation of, and of traffic during

555

parks, acquiring land for and establishing, etc. 461

bands and musical instruments playing in, regulating or prohibiting

553

military, playing in, by-law not to apply to 553

exercising powers of Boards of park management as to 461

liability of corporation for accidents in 462

maintenance, repair and opening of 461, 462

police protection for, duty to provide 462

villages, acquiring land for, etc., in 703, 704

sale of fruit, etc., in, prohibition of 544

party walls, erection of, enforcing and regulating the 502

pathmaster, appointment, duties and remuneration of 460, 461

is a servant of corporation 460

paupers, relief of 14, 455, 460

peanuts, prohibiting sale of, on highways and in public parks and places

544

ipedlar (see dso hawkers and pedlars)

who is a 540, 541

penalties, by-laws, for contravention of, may be imposed 690

disposal of, when recovered 691, 692

prosecutions for, by whom to be heard and determined 690, 691

personation, rewards for apprehension, etc., of persons guilty of 455, 456

yetitions, insufficiency of 52

withdrawal of names frcm 65

petroleum. See explosives

petty chapmen. See hawkers and pedlars

pipes. See electricity

philanthropic societies, aid to 518

physicians and surgeons exempt from appointment to municipal office or

election 110

fees of, liability of corporation for 13, 14

pits, location of, injunction to restrain the 506

regulating the 506

making of, injunction to restrain the 506

prohibiting the 506

regulations as to 679

plumbers, licensing, regulating and governing 549, 550

plumber shops, location, erection and use of buildings as, regulation of 531

poles. See electricity

police commissioners. See Boards of Commissioners of Police

constables. See constables
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police force, members of, appointment of 426

duties of 428

government of commissioners, to be subject to

427
oath by 426

powers of 428, 429

protection, defence, etc., councils may pay for

427

remuneration of 427

superannuation and benefit fund for 524, 525
suspension of 428

teniire of office of 426

magistrate, attendance of, at police office 422

commissioner of police, to be a 423

officer accommodation, etc., for, to be provided by councils 423

clerk of 423 ,

duties and fees of 423

police magistrate, to be under control of 423

salary, paid by, fees of to belong to corporation 423

establishment of, in cities and towns 422

justices of tiie peace, acting for mayor, at 423

mayor, attendance of, at, in certain cases 422, 423

towns not having police magis-

trates 422

powers of justices of the peace only, to have 423

police magistrate to attend at, daily 422

police village, area of 693

increase of 694

borrowingmoney for certain purposes of 700

assent of electors

to 700

boundaries of 693, 694

by-laws of, assent to, where comprising part of two or more
townships 704, 705

power of trustees of, to pass certain 705, 706

trustees of, authentication of 706

certified copies of, to be sent to township clerk

706

constable for, appointment of 705

remuneration and duties of 705

county council to erect 693

election first, in, fixing time and place for 693, 694

naming returning officer for 693, 694

electors of, qualification of 695, 696

exhibitions, acquiring land for place for, by 703
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police village, fire engines and appliances for, expenditure for, providing

money for 700

purchase of, with consent
" of township council 701,

702

supply of water for 700

use of, by township cor-

poration 702

fire prevention, regulations as to, in force in 706, 707, 708

enforcement

of 709

forming part of two or more townships, proportion of

amount to be raised in each township, provisions for

determining 697, 698, 711

gardens, public, acquiring land for, by 703

gunpowder, regulations as to, in force in 708

enforcement of

709

highways, acquiring land for 703

liability of township corporation for not repair-

ing, in 699

lighting 700

making, etc., in 699

incorporated, by-laws of, authentication and proof of 710

chairman of board of, appointment of 709

default of, in repairing works, etc., remedy

over of township corporation for damages
occasioned by 710

name to be borne by trustees of 709

powers of 711

secretary of board of, appointment of 709

works, etc., undeitaken by, expense of, to be

borne by 710

inspecting trustee of, appointment of 696

land in another county not to be added to, without consent

of council of that county 694

license fees to be fixed by trustees of 706

light, heat and power for, acquiring land for 711

contracts for supply of 699

liquor licenses for premises, money received for, credit of,

to 700

Act, penalties for infractions of, committed

in, credit of, to 700

locality, erection of, into a 693, 694

meeting of trustees, first, time and place for 693, 694
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police village, money borrowed under section 516, debentures for 700

payable on instalment

plan 700

special rate for pay-

ment of 700
Municipal Board, erection of, by 693, 694

name of 693, 694

nuisances, regulations as to, in force in 708

enforcement of 708

parks, public, acquiring land for, by 703

penalties, recovery of 709

petition for erection of, requisites of 693, 694, 695

failure to act on, Municipal Board may erect

the 693, 694

population of 693

powers of trustees of 699, 705, 706

ratepayers of, deduction from township rates of 698

rates to defray expenditure of, levy of 696, 697, 711

limit as to 697

sidewalks, construction of, in 699

liability of township corporation for non-repair

of 699

statute labour, performance of, in, and commutation of 698

territory, annexation of, to 694

petition for 694

township council, requisition on, to levy rates to defray

expenditure of 696, 697

trustees of, capacity of, to sue and be sued 695

election of 695

fire engine and appliances, to have care and

control of 701

incorporation of 709

meeting, first, of 693, 694, 695

name by which to sue and be sued 695

number of 695

orders of, payment of 699

penalties of, for neglect of duties 708, 709

plant for supply of light, heat and power, to

have care and control of 701

proceedings at electioi of, after first election

695, 696

qualification of 695, 696

vacancy in office of, how filled 696

village hall, to have care and control of 701

village, hall, acquiring lands for and erecting 700
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police village, water, light, heat, power and gas works, powers of Board of,

as to 711

poll, closing of, hour of 139

opening of, 139

proceedings after close of 145 to 156

for taking the 139 to 145

poll book, delivery of, to deputy returning officers 136, 137

entries to be made in 140 to 144

clerk, appointment of 126

by, of another poll clerk in his stead 128

of, when to be made in certain cities 126

declaration to be made by 236

deputy returning officer to act as, in certain cases 128

failure of, to attend at polling place 127

perform duties, penalty for 163

recovery of 163

miscounting ballots, etc., by, penalty for 163

recovery of 163

oath by, as to delivery of ballot box 154

counting of votes 154

of secrecy by 160

oaths, administration of, to 236, 237

violations of secrecy, to report 160

vote, may, at polling place 138

polling places, absence of persons appointed to attend at 291

appointment of 127

persons to attend at 288

change of 441

notice in case of 441

compartments for marking ballot papers in 132, 133

constable, attendance of, at 145

directions to voters, placarding at 133

duties of deputy returning officers at 139 to 145

establishment of 438, 439, 440

materials for marking ballot papers, in 132

posting at, bribery and corrupt practices sections 207

public buildings, use of, as 440

school houses, use of, as 440

poUing subdivisions, establishment of 438, 439, 440

municipalities not divided into, clerk to perform

duties of deputy returning officer for 137

poll clerks for, appointment of 126, 127

union of, to, for elections 440
pool tables, licensing, regulating and governing keepers of 547, 548

limiting number of licenses for 282
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portable steam engines, saw or shingle mills, for running, regulations as to

use of 534
pound keepers, appointment, duties and remuneration of 460, 461

pounds, providing 479. See also animak
precipices, regulations as to 679

pressers, licensing, regulating and governing the business of 544

privies and privy vaults. See also drainage

cleaning and clearing of, regulation of and re-

quiring, 465

disposing of contents of by corporation

and recovery of expense of 465

closing or filling up 490.

construction of, regulation of 465

contents of, manner of disposing of, regulating

of 465
privilege of witness, provisions as to 207, 208

prizes, farm front, best, for, in public school sections 685

surroundings 685

roadside, best, for 685

profane swearing, preventing 490

pro-mayor may sit in county council (Que.) 82

promissory notes, authority of corporation to make, etc. 340

promulgation of by-laws 301 ,

proper Ust of voters at elections 133, 134

property saving companies, promoting, establishing and regulating 498

proprietary club. See bagatelle tables

Provincial Treasurer, right of, to withhold money of corporation 236

sinking fund, provisions for payment of, to 333, 334

public conveniences. See lavatories

money, rojids on which, expended. iSee highway

resort or amusement, places of, egress from, provisions for facili-

tating 466

fire, accident by, securing against,

in 471

school money, apportionment of 335, -336

improper investment of, habihty for 336

schools, pupils of, expense of attendance of, at coUegiate institutes

1 and high schools 518, 519

Utility Commissioners, election of, ballot papers for 131

oflBce, declaration of, by 236

consumer or taker of, not disqualified 107

publicity purposes, expenditures for 529, 558

qualification, declaration of. See declaration

elector, of 66, 111 to 118

questions as to, which may be raised 115
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qualification, elector, territory annexed to urban municipality, in 117,

118

member of council, to be 66, 87 to 93

British subject, being a, necessary

for 88

full age of 21 years, being of, neces-

sary for 88

not being disqiJaKfied by any Act,

essential for 88

property, necessary for 88 to 92

residence required for 87, 88, 89

quarries, location of, injunction to restrain 506

regulating the 506

making of, injunction to restrain 506

prohibiting the 506

quashing by-laws 302 to 311

application for 302

by corporation of another municipality

or ratepayer of it 308

security for costs not

required in case of

308

whom may be made 302

intervention in 303

notice of 306

service of 306

bribery or corrupt practices for 307, 308

inquiry as to 308

evidence on,

may be read on motion to

quash 308

inquiry as to, evidence on,

to be returned to Court

308

discretion as to 302, 303

illegality for 302 to 306

necessity for, before action for acts done under 419, 420,

421

promulgated by-law, limitation of time for quashing

309, 310, 311

recognizance, allowance of 307

entering into 306, 307

money, payment of into court, in lieu of

307

paid into court, application of 307
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quashing by-laws, registered by-law, limitation of time for quashing 309,

310, 311

staying proceedings on by-law, in case of motion to

quash 308
convictions for contravention of by-laws

by-law, failure to prove, not ground for 692

may be proved by lease of pledge 692

proof of, may be dispensed with by Judge

692

questions negatived in case of equality of votes 214

submitting to vote of electors 456, 457

quo warranto. <See contested elections

racing, etc., on highways and bridges 456

rafts, dues on, imposition and collection of 459

includes lumber and saw-logs coming into a harbour 459

regulation of 459

railway, bonus in aid of, county, by 451, 452

petition against 451

proceedings on 451,

452

debentures for, delivery of, to company 454

trustees 453

deposit of, by trustees 454

sale of 454

trustees of, appointment of 453,

454

majority of, may act 455

removal of 454

remuneration of 455

trusts upon which, held 454

debt for, when to be payable 313

limitation of amount of 449, 452

section of township, by 80

vote required for 296

company, chief engineer of, certificate of, as to right to deben-

tures 454

penalty on, for giving false certificate

455

subscription for shares of stock, in 453

ratepayers, actions by 415 to 419

rates, yearly, levy of 329

excessive 330

limit of 329

one or several by-laws for 330

shortage in 330

64—MTTN. LAW.
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rates, yearly, levy of when deemed to have been imposed and to be due

330

receipts and expenditures, etc., auditor's statement of 232, 238

nomination meeting, production of, at 234

posting up of 234

printing and distribution of 234

publication of 234

wrongful entries, etc., in 235

penalty for mak-
ing 235

recovery

of 235

records and documents of councils. See councils,

recount, application for 157

costs of 159

enforcing payment of 159

taxation of 159

proceedings on 157, 158, 159

reeve, administration of oaths by 237

election of, for new township 66

town, of, to be ex officio justice of the peace 422

vacancy in office of, after 1st November, how filled 181

reeves, deputy, number of 87

right of municipality to, contestation of 182

town, of, to be ex officio justices of the peace 422

vacancy in office of, after 1st November, how filled 181

refining ores, bonus to promote works for 445

debt for, when to be payable 313

vote required for 296, 297

registrars and deputy registrars of deeds inehgible to be members of

council 94

Registry Act, expenses incurred under s. 23 of, arbitration as to contribu-

tion to be made by city or separated town to 433

contribution by city and separated town to 432,

433

registry office, land titles office included in term 6

regulating, what authorized by power of 540

reinstatement. See expropriation (compensation)

remedy over, actions to recover damages for non-repair, in 650 to 655

areas, in case of 678

procedure where, sought 664-655

repair of highways and bridges 598 to 648

areas under highway, etc., of 678

bridges on which toll is granted, of 678

damages for failure to, limited 645, 646, 647
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repair, damages for failure to, corporations jointly liable for, contribution

between 649

matters to be taken into ac-

count in determining 649

disputes as to action to be taken where jurisdiction joint, arbitra-

tion as to 657

proportions of cost of, arbitration as to 657

duty to 598 to 601

climatic conditions, effect of, on 625 to 627

corporation on which, rests 598 to 601

default in performing, action for 598 to 601

hmitation of time for

bringing 631

to 633

Quebec cases

as to 564

damages for, not confined to acci-

dents 607

liability for 598 to 601

destruction of highway, effect of, on 630, 631

extent of 598 to 607

Quebec cases as to 559 to 564

highways and bridges, certain, no 643, 644

toll roads, sidewalks, etc., on 649

independent contractor, when want of, due to acts of 623, 624

l^ept in, meaning of 608

money, raising, to 678

notice of injury and claim 637 to 641

death, unnecessary in case of 641

defects in, -when excused 641, 642

failure to give, when excused 641, 642

reasonable excuse for not giving 641, 642

obstruction on highway, when want of, due to 620 to 623

runaway horses, accidents in case of 628

snow or ice on sidewalks, injury caused by 635, 636, 637

gross negligence necessary

in case of 635

traction engines, duty to, as respects 624, 625

resident tenants, who are 54, 55

residential streets, building line on, establishment of 523, 524, 536

establishment of 523, 524, 536

fronting on, meaning of term 523, 524, 536

two-thirds vote necessary to pass by-laws as to 523, 536

returning oflBcer, appointment of, for police viUage 693, 694, 695

wards 126, 128
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returning officer, appointment of, when, to be made in certain cities

126

authority of, to arrest 129

clerk to be, for whole municipality 127

where no polHng subdivisions 127

conservator of the peace, to be a 129

declaration by 236

election in new municipaUty, duties of, at 70

nomination meeting, failure of, to attend at 128

penalties on 161, 162, 164

polling place, failure of, to attend at, etc. 128

quo warranto proceedings,maybe made a party to 191, 192

refusal, etc., of, to act 128

secrecy, oath of, to take 160

special constables, appointment of, by 129

returns. See Bureau of Municipal Affairs

reversionary interests. See expropriation (compensation)

rewards, discovery, etc., of persons guilty, etc., of contraventions of s. 138,

for, 455, 456

flagrant crimes, for,

455, 456

personation 455, 456

horse thieves, for conviction of 619

rifle associations, aid to 462

riot, return to clerk to be delayed in case of interruption of election by 155

resxmiption of election after interruption by 157, 158

river, booms on, protection and regulation of 528

driftwood in, removal of 594, 595

arbitration as to 594
injuring, etc., prohibition of 459

obstructions in, removal of 459

preserving 459

road allowance on bank of or leading to 665

timber, saw-logs and staves, booms on, for safe-keeping of 528
what is a 1, 2

roads. See highways

road-making machinery, borrowing money for purchase of 680

debentures to be on instalment plan 680

to be payable within 5 years 313, 686
purchasing or renting 680

road material, acquiring land to get, from 679, 680
compensation for 680

determination of, by arbitration 680
entering on land to search for 679
passing over land to obtain 680
searching for and taking 679
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roller skating rinks, license fee for 550

penalties for breach of by-laws as to 550

recovery of 550

prohibiting or regulating and licensing 550

rolling mills, bonus to promote 445

debt for, when to be payable 313

vote required for 296, 297

rouge et noir. See gambling

roulette tables. See gambling

runiway horses. See repair of highways and bridges

runners, prohibiting 506, 507

sales stables. See stables

sanitariums, bonus in aid of 445

vote required for 296, 297

scaffolds, alteration of dilapidated or unsafe 501

construction and erection of, regulating the 474

inspection of 474

inspector of, appointment of 474

pulling down, renewing and repairing of dilapidated or unsafe

501

schools, professors, masters, teachers, officers and servants of, exempt from

appointment to municipal office or election 110

School Boards, member^ of, ineligible to be members of council 94

resignation of, in order to qualify 94, 109

houses, annexed territory, in, destination of 77

assets, are not, of a municipal corporation 74

egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466

scientific societies, aid to 518

scrutiny. See voting on by-laws

scuttles, roof, in, requiring 503

second-hand goods. See dealers in second-hand goods

secrecy of proceedings, provisions for maintaining 159, 160, 161

violations of. Crown Attorney to enquire as to, and

prosecute for 160

penalty for 164

recovery of 164

report of 160

oath of 160

administration of 165, 237

provision as to taking, directory only 160

seeds, purchase and donation of 481

Senate, members and officers of, exempt from appointment to municipal

office or election 110
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separated town, administration of justice, contribution of, to cost of 432

no general legislation for creating a 4

servants, corporation, of, ineligible to be members of council 93

severance. See expropriation (compensation)

sewerage commission, establishment of 524

works, extension of 492, 493

borrowing money for 492, 493

sewers. See also drainage

injuries caused by, liability for 24 to 26

obstructions in, removal of 504, 505

toll roads on, repair of 649

shall, sometimes not imperative 46

shareholder, bridge company, in, corporation may be 681

by-law, assented to by electors, invalid if carried by vote of

interested 107, 108

company, in, having contract with corporation, not disquali-

fied 105

railway company, in, corporation may be 452

vote, must not, on questions affecting company, 107, 108, 109

sheriffs ineligible to be members of council 93

bailiffs of 93

deputy 93

showmen, exhibitions by, license fee for 550

licensing 550

penalties for infraction of by-laws as to 550

mode of recovery of 550

prohibiting or regulating 550

shows. See exhibitions

sidelights on vehicles 532

sidewalks, areas under 677, 678

horses or cattle, driving, etc., of, on 462, 463, 705

setting apart part of highway for 665

snow or ice on, injuries caused by 635, 636, 637

spitting on 508, 705

toll roads, on, repair of 649

signs, defacing of, prohibiting the 482

erection of, prohibiting or regulating the 482

pulling down of 482

sign posters, licensing, regulating and governing 537

sinking fimd, action by ratepayer to recover 332

appUcation of, in redemption of debentures 333

to pay current expenditures, prohibited 331

disquaUfication for neglect to levy 332
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sinking fund, interest to be allowed on payments of, to Provincial

Treasurer 333
investment of 334, 335

liability for misapplication of 331, 332
misapplication of, disqualification for 332

'

payment of, to Provincial Treasurer, provision may be made
for 333

payments to be made for, when to be' debt to treasurer 334
returns as to 335

penalty for failure to make 336

treasurer to lay before council statements of amount re-

quired for 332
sinks. See also drainage.

cleaning and clearing of, regulation of and requiring 465

construction of, regulation of 465

contents of, manner of disposing of, regulation of 465

sixty years of age, persons of, exempt from appointment to municipal office

or election 110

slaughter houses, animals intended for food, prohibiting slaughter of,

except in 482

establishing and maintaining public 482

prohibiting or regulating and inspecting 482

sleighing, highway, keeping open during season of 535

putting stone, etc., on during season of 688

smallpox patients, care of, Uability of corporation for 43

smelting ores, bonus to promote works for 445

debt for, when to be payable 313

vote required for 296, 297

smoke prevention, by-laws for 507, 508

exemptions from 507, 508

penalties for infraction of 507, 508

Snow Fences Act, corporation, liability of, under 9

powers of county councils as to 528

snow and ice, accidents due to failure to remove, UabiUty for 483 to 489

roofs of buildings, removal of, from, 482, 483, 705

sidewalks, removal of, from 482, 483, 705

adjoining unoccupied buildings, removal of, from

489, 705

vacant lots 489, 705

unoccupied buildings, removal of, from roofs of 489, 705

solicitor. See also claims

employment of 11, 12, 18, 19, 20

fees of, Uability for 11

paid by salary, employment of 238

right of corporation to costs, where 238, 239
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sparring exhibitions, prohibiting of certain, without permission 489

special adaptability. See expropriation (compensation)

Acts, general rule as to, effect of general acts on 5, 6

Municipal Act, not to affect provisions of 5, 6

constables. See constables

examiner, appointment of, where provided for 5

evidence taken before, orally 4

stenographic reporter, taking by 4

value. See expropriation (compensation),

speedways, repeal of by-law setting apart highway for 534

setting apart highways for 533, 534

use of, regulation of 533, 534

spirituous Uquors, persons Ucensed to sell by retail, ineUgible to be mem-
bers of council 95

spitting on sidewalks, etc. 508, 705

stables. iSee oLso boarding stables, horse stables, Uvery stables, sales

stables

erection, location and use of, regulation of 509

fire or Ughts in, prohibiting or regulating use of 501

stairs, roof, leading to 503

standing committees, chairmen of, additional allowance to 556

statistics, tabulated statements of 226, 229

statute, roads laid out, under. See highways

statute labour. See also highways, police village, sleighing

poUce villages, in 698

roads on which, usually performed 568, 570, 571

toll, expenditure of, on 687

steam engines, portable. See portable steam engines

transmission, pipes and conduits for, authority to lay down 489

stenographic reporter, evidence, taking of, by 4

fees of, by whom to be paid 4

to form part of costs of the proceedings 4,. 5

stone. See road materials

storage of builder's plant, buildings used for, location, erection and use of

530, 531

stores, location, erection and use of buildings as 530, 531

stoves, construction of, regulating the 502

removal of S02

street railway company, watering street, contracting with, for 463

superannuation and benefit funds, corporations' ofiBcers and employees,

for 524, 525

fire brigade, members of, for 524, 525

police force 524, 525

wives and families, for 524, 525

sureties, liability of, not affected by new incorporation 81
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surface waters, civil law as to drainage of 40

common law 39

liability in respect of 39, 40

surplus money, application of 331, 335

investment of 335

revenues from public utility, application of 331

swine, keeping of, prohibition of 464

regulation of 464

switchback railways, license fee for 550

penalties for breach of by-laws as to 550

recovery of 550
prohibiting or regulating and licensing 550

tanneries, prohibiting or regulating erection or continuance of, in defined

areas 473
tavern, election not to be held in 128

taxation, exemption from. See exemption

taxes, added territory in, collection of, on new incorporation, etc. 72, 78

arrears of, due by persons, cause of disqualification 104, 105

against land 104, 105

collector of, ineligible to be member of council 93

non-payment of, disqualification of elector for 464

when in arrear 330

teamsters, hcensing, regulating and governing 527

regulating charges of 527

telegraph poles and wires. See electricity

telephone poles and wires. See electricity

tenement houses, piohibiting or regulating and controlUng location or

erection of 532,. 533

theatres, egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466

fire, accidents by, securing against, in 471

licensing and regulating of 549, 706

license of, revocation of 549, 706

location, erection and use of buildings as 530, 531, 706

moving picture, hcensing of 549, 706

location, erection and use of buildings as 530, 531

prohibiting erection of 530, 531, 549

timber. See idso road material

road allowances on, preserving and selhng 678

time, computation of 94, 95, 634, 635

tinsmith shops, location, erection and use of buildings as 530, 531, 706

tires, regulating the width of 509, 529

tobacco, keepers of stores for sale of, by retail, hcensing, regulating and

governing 547, 706

licenses, to revocation

of 547, 706
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tobogganing on highways, prohibiting or regulating 496, 497 ,

toll road, abandonment of, by county council 586, 687

agreement for acquiring, in consideration of expenditures on 681

approaches, etc., upon, keeping in repair 649

by-law for abandonment of, not to be effective until approved

by Municipal Board 586, 587

toUs, raising money by 678

grant of 678

tombs, violation of, prohibiting 473

tombstones 473

torts, corporation, of, liability for 21 to 46

town, area of 58

council of, composition of 84, 85, 86

change in 85, 86

election of, by general vote 84

erection of, into city 60, 61

village into 60, 61

separated. See separated town
township, annexation of part, to 61

unorganized territory, in, annexation of township to 59

area of, in 58

erection of 60

registration of order for 60

urban municipaUty, annexation of, to 64

wards, division of, into 60, 61

township boundary, disputes as to work on, etc., determination of 657,

658, 659

failure to open, etc., appUcation to county council in

case of 657, 658, 659

work to be done on, may be done by commissioners

658

council, apportionment of pubUc school money by 335, 336

composition of 86

improper investment of school money, liability of mem-
bers of, for 336

junior, separation of, from union 68, 69
locality, erection of, into a 65 to 67

union of townships, definition of 67, 68

formation of 68

included in term 4

seniority of townships in 68, 69
united townships, definition of 67, 68

formation of 68

unorganized, annexation of, to city or town 59

order for, must be registered 59
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township, unorganized, formation of, into municipality 59

territory, annexation of land in, to 59

formation of, in 59, 65

meeting to consider 66

chairman of 66

declaration of re-

sult of 67

election of reeve

and councillors

at 66, 67

new, may be

called 67

notice of 66

report of result of

66

objections to 67

voters at 66, 67

when complete 67

petition for 65, 66

requisites of

65, 66

formation of two or more townships in,

into union 68

traction engines, prohibiting use of, on highways 509, 510

trades, dangerous in causing or spreading fire, prohibiting or regu-

lating 502

nuisances, being or creating, prohibiting or regulating, etc., of 473

petty, persons carrying on. See hawkers and pedlars

trading stamps. Dominion legislation as to 248, 249

prohibiting giving, etc., of 248, 249, 509

traffic on highways. See highways

transient traders

assessment roll, persons not entered on, for income or busi-

ness assessment to be licensed

as 550, 551

entered for first time on 552

fees for Mcenses of 552

licensing, regulating and governing 560, 551, 552

persons included in term 552

stock of insolvent, by-laws not to extend to sales of 552

taxes of, crediting sum paid for, hcense on 553

travellers, regulations as to places dangerous to 679

travelling or other expenses, payment for or towards 557, 558

treasurer, appointment of 226

chartered bank, deposit of money in, by 228
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treasurer, death of county 227

treasurer pro tempore, appointment of, in case

of 227

security by 227, 228

defaulters in paying taxes, transmission of list of, by 228, 229

deputy, appointment of 226

security by 226

duties of 228

as to sinking fund 332

ineligible to be member of council 93

money deposited by, to his credit, successor may draw 230

inspection of account of 234

non-liability of, for money paid in accordance with by-law, etc.

228

remuneration of 226

security by 226

sufficiency of, enquiry into by council 226

statements to be furnished by, to council 228

of payments to treasurers of other municipalities, by
229

statistics, etc., to transmit to bureau 229

penalty for failure 229

sureties of, notice to be given to, where, removed or absconds

229

trees, highways passing through woods, on each side of, cutting down 683,

684

highways, etc., planted on, destroying of 682

injury to 682

property in 682

removal of 682, 683

trimming of 682

planting of, on 682

notice of intention to remove 682

recompense for removed 682

removed, not to be, without permission of council 682

road allowances, on, preserving and selling 678

tussock moths, destruction of 532

undertaking establishments, location, erection and use of buildings as 531

union of townships, definition of 67

dissolution of, consequences of 69, 70

formation of, by Lieutenant-Governor 68

on petition 68

junior township, separation of, from a 68, 69

seniority of townsMps forming a 68, 69

separation of townships from a 68, 69
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united counties, county includes 2 f

expenditures in one of several 684, 685

borrowing money for 684

by-law for borrowing

money for 684

debentures for, provisions

as to 684, 685

members representing other

county not to vote on by-

law 684

rates, how to be levied 684

warden to have casting vote

on by-law in case of tie 684

universities, aid to 618

fellowships, etc., in, endowing 518

professors, masterB, teachers, officers and servants of, exempt

from appointment to municipal office or election 110

pupils of collegiate institutes and high schools, expense of

attendance of, at 518, 519

University of Toronto, aid to 518

fellowships, etc., in, endowing 518

pupils of collegiate institutes and high schools,

expense of attendance of , at 518, 519

unslaughtered animals. iSee food

Upper Canada College, aid to 518

fellowships, etc., in, endowing 518

pupils of collegiate institutes and high schools,

expense of attendance of, at 518, 519

urban municipality, annexation of town or village to an 64

urinals, construction and maintenance of, in highways or elsewhere 522,

523

expense of, defraying 522

water, supply of, to 522

vacancy, alderman, in office of, how filled 179, 180, 181

controller, 218

council, in, how caused 124, 173 to 176

filled 173 to 181

proceedings to declare 173 to 176

mayor, in office of, after 1st July, how filled 180, 181

new election to fill 124, 176, 177, 178

pohce village, in office of trustee of, how fiUed 696

reeve or deputy reeve, in office of, after 1st Nov., how filled 181

warden, in office of, how filled 176

vacant lots. See also drainage

criers and vendors of smallwares, practising calling in 512, 513
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vacant lots, enclosure of 511

filling up, etc., of 465

highways, adjacent to, selling in 512, 513

market place, selling in 512, 513

notices, posting of, on, prohibiting or regulating 482

vagrants, restraining and punishing 490

vaults where dead interred, prohibiting violation of 473

vehicles, authorizing and assigning stands for 495, 496

children riding behind or getting on, when in motion 496

hire, used for, drivers of, licensing, regulating and governing 527,

554, 555

regulating charges of 527, 554

keepers of, fares of, enforcing payment of 554

regulation of 527, 554

hours of labour of persons employed by owners of 554

lock shoes on, regulating use of 529

owners of, licensing and regulating 554, 555

sideUghts on 532

stands or booths, covered, for shelter of drivers of, erection of 495

not to be placed on sidewalk 495

wheeled, Ucense fee for 525

licensing 525

penalties for contravention of by-laws as to 525

recovery of 525

vendors of newspapers. See children

smallwares. See children

vice, preventing 490

Victorian Order of Nurses, aid to 463

victualling houses, license fee for 545

revocation of 545

hcensing, regulating and limiting number of 545, 546

viUage, annexation of new, to what county 58

urban municipaUty, to 64

area of 58

,
boundaries of, by-law erecting, to declare 52

coimcil of, compositibn of 86

county council, authority of, to form new 51

duty of, to form new 52

district, annexation of, to, by Municipal Board 59

erection of, into 51 to 58

erection of 51 to 58

by-law for, notice of intention to pass 56, 57

passing of, publication of 58

registration of 57
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village, erection of, by-law for, transmission of certified copy of, to Pro-

vincial Secretary 57

when not subject to attack 57

procedure for 51 to 58

requisites for 51 to 56

name of, by-law to declare 52

new, comprising parts of more counties than one 58

petition for erection of 51 to 56

presented, when to be deemed to be 56

requisites of 55, 56

sufficiency of, how determined 56

withdrawal of names from 65

police village, erection of, into a 59

population of proposed, how to be ascertained 56

urban municipality, annexation of, to 64

vote, casting, by clerk 117

clerk not entitled to, except to give casting 117

elector may, where and how often 137, 138

persons entitled to, at elections 111 to 115. See aiso electors

on money by-laws. See money by-laws

questions. See questions

not entitled to, at elections 115, 116, 117. See also dis-

qualification

paid for services in connection with elections, not entitled

to 117

territory annexed, persons entitled to, in 117, 118

voters. See also elections, secrecy of proceedings

incapacitated by blindness, etc., marking ballot papers of 143, 144

incapacity, declaration of, as to 144

mistake in names of 140

not to be required to state how or for whom they voted 161

oaths to be taken by 141, 142

whom to be administered 142

religious grounds, objecting to mark ballot paper, on 144

declaration as to 144

when deemed to have voted 144

voters' list, assessment roll, preparation of, from 135

attested copies of, to be furnished to deputy returning officers

136

by whom to be prepared 134, 136

persons entered on, entitled to vote 115, 116, 117

entitled to be entered on 1 1 1 to 114

British subjects, must be 111

disqualified, must not be 111

farmers' sons 111, 112, 113
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voters' list, persons entitled to be entered on, full age of twenty-one year

of, must be 111

income voters 111, 112

prohibited from voting, must
not be 111

rating necessary to qualify

111 to 114

residence necessary to qualify

114, 115

proper, to be used at elections 133, 134

substitute for, in new municipality 134

supplementary, in case of new incorporation or annexation of

territory 134, 135

voting on by-laws, etc., for 292, 293

voting on by-laws or questions 287 to 296

annual municipal election, taking votes at, in certain cases 288

assent of electors, proceedings for obtaining 287 to 296

when deemed to be given 295, 296

ballot papers, form of 294

by-law, copy of, publication of 288, 289, 290

clerk not to give casting vote 294

to be entitled to vote if qualified 294

date for taking votes 288

declaration by persons appointed to attend at summing up and
polling places 291

of result of voting, by clerk 295

deputy returning officer, appointment of 287

directions to voters, form of 294

warden, commissioner of police for county, to be a 425

election of 210

equaUty of votes at, who to give casting vote 210

justice of the peace, ex officio, to be 422

resignation of office by 176

vacancy caused by, how filled 176

vacancy in office of, how filled 176

wards, city, new, to be divided into 60

minimum population of 61

new division into 61

number of 61

town, new, to be divided into 60

warehouses, egress from, provisions for facilitating 465, 466

fire, accident by, securing against, in 471

waste-paper boxes, exclusive right to maintain in streets 283

watchmen, night, employing and paying, by-law for 510

petition necessary to authorize employment of 510
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watchmen, night, special rates to be levied to pay expense of 510

tenant Uable for, in absence of agreement

to contrary 611

tenant, if there is a, owner may not petition for 511

water. See also wells, water supply

analysis of, procuring 491

bathing in public, prohibiting or regulating 463

damage caused by, supplied by corporation 41

fouling of 491

gates, erection and maintenance of 471

lavatories, urinals, water closets, etc., for 522

obstructions in, removal of 459

pipes or conduits, laying under county highways 528

public, charges for supplying 491, 492

reservoirs for, fouling of 491

tanks, construction, etc., of, regulation of 511

towers, 511

wasting of 491

waterworks, from, compelling use of 491, 492

well or spring, from, prohibiting use of 491

water commissioners, statutory agents of corporation 16

company, requisites of by-law granting bonus in aid of 296

closets. See also drainage.

cleaning and clearing of, regulations for and requiring 465

and disposing of contents of, by cor-

poration and recovery of expense

of 465

closing or filling up 490

construction of, regulation of 465

and maintenance of, in highways or elsewhere

522, 523

contents of, manner of disposing of, regulation of 465

expense of, defraying 522

water, supply of, to 523

workmen, providing, for 464

supply, contracting for 10, 463, 700

corporation, by, UabiUty of, for defects in 41

watercourses. See also drainage

bridges over 490

culverts 490

obstruction of, prohibition of 490, 635

removal of 535

Quebec cases as to 666, 667

waterworks company, requisites of by-law granting bonus to 296

watering streets, contracting with street railway company for 463

65—MUN. LAW.
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waters, deep, regulations as to 679

waxwork, exhibitions of. See exhibitions

weeds, by-law as to, inspector to enforce, appointment of 490, 491

corporation, liability of, for injury caused by spread of 491

detrimental to husbandry, compelKng destruction of 490, 491

prohibiting growth of 490, 491

weighing machines, erecting and maintaining 535

fees for use of 535

wells, cleaning 491

closing or fiUing up 490

establishing of pubhc 491

filling up of 491

fouhng of, prohibiting 491

protecting 491

regulating 491

wet lands, purchasing and draining 535

wharves, aid in construction of 458

erection and renting of 459

public, making, etc., of 459

removal of obstructions from 459

wheels, regulating the width of 509, 510

witness, privilege of, provisions as to 207, 208

words and phrases

adjacent 59

adjoining 59

arbitration 1

bonus 442

bridge 1

by-law 287, 302

calculate 474

city 2

conveyance 206

county bridge 567

culvert 1

dealers in second-hand goods 538

debt 312

deemed 57

district 51

due 330

electors 2, 287

expropriate 343, 344

expropriating 343, 344

expropriation 343, 344

freeholder 54

full age of 21 years 55, 56

gross negligence 636, 636

hawker 540, 541
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words and phrases

highway 2

in force 71

Judge 182, 287

kept in repair 608

land 2, 343

last revised assessment roU 55

leasehold 92
|

leasehold estate 92

local municipality 2

location 532, 533

Master in Chambers 182

member 2

members 2

money by-law 3

Municipal Board 2

municipal electors 2

municipal enumeration 3

municipality 3

owner 113

pedlar 540, 541

population 3

prescribed 3

proposed by-law 287

proprietary club 547

public dance hall 631

publication 3

published 3

railway 450

railway company 450

rateable property 312

ratepayer 416

reside 54

second-hand goods 538

separated town 4

shall include 4

shall mean 4

sidewalk 637

stores 530

Supreme Court 4

the Judge 343

town 2

township 2, 4

two-thirds vote 4

unorganized territory 4

urban municipality 4

village 2
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workmen, closet accommodation for 464

hoists, etc., protection of, as to 474

Workmen's Compensation Act, liability of corporation under 45, 46

works, undertaking, jointly, by councils of local municipalities in same
county 681

wrecking of buildings. See buildings

yards. See also drainage

filling up 465

yearly rates. See rates

MUNICIPAL ARBITRATIONS ACT—
appeal lies from award, 882

time for bringing, 882

application of Act, 885

assessor, appointment of, to assist arbitrator, 884

fees of, 884, 885 ,

when to be called in, 884

award, appeal from, 882

fiUng of, 882

public, not to be made, until fees paid, 882

compensation, claims for, against cities of over 100,000, 880

costs, power of arbitrator to award, 881

taxation of, 883

exhibits, deKvery out of, 882

expert assistance to arbitrator, 881

Official Arbitrator, appointment of, 880, 885

by-law for appointment of, 885

duties and powers of, 880, 881

fees of, 883

recovery of, 883, 884

notice of reference to, 881

qualification of, 880

reasons for award of, stating, 881

transfer of actions to, 883

rules, maldng and application of, 885

Supreme Court, arbitrator to have certain powers of Judge of, 881

tariffs, making and application of, 885

vacations not to be reckoned in appeal proceedings, 882

MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC CONTRACTS ACT—
electric power, assent of electors required to contracts as to, 916

contracts as to, assent of electors required to 916

franchise, assent of electors required to grant of, 916

granting of, 916

renewal of, assent of electors required to, 916
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MUNICIPAL FRANCHISES ACT—
assent of electors to extension or renewal of franchise, when necessary, 878

grant of franchise, when necessary, 877, 878

not necessary, 878, 879

by-law of county or township, exception in case of, 879

continuous line, etc., limitation of application of Act in case of, 878, 879

electric light, heat or power, right to supply, by-law necessary for granting,

877

assent of electors to,

necessary, 877

exceptions as to application of Act, 878, 879

franchises, extension of, by-law necessary for granting, 878

assent of electors to, necessary, 878

meaning of, 877

operation of which is limited to one year. Act not to apply to,

879

renewal of, by-law necessary for granting, 878

assent of electors to, necessary, 878

gas, right to supply, by-law necessary for granting, 877

assent of electors to, necessary, 877

highway, right to use or occupy, by-law necessary for granting, 877

assent of electors to, necessary,

877

what included in term, 877

Lieutenant-Governor in Council, approval of grant of franchise, by, 879

natural gas not intended for sale or use in municipality. Act not to apply

to, 879

right to supply, by-law necessary for granting, 877

assent of electors to, necessary, 877

oil not intended for sale or use in municipaUty, Act not to apply to, 879

Ontario Railway and Municipal Board, approval of grant of franchise, by,

879

police village, grant of franchise by, 878

pubUc utility, right to construct or operate, by-law necessary for granting,

877

assent of electors to, neces-

sary, 877

what included in term, 877

railways, right to construct or operate, by-law necessary for granting, 877

assent of electors to, neces-

sary, 877

steam, right to supply, by-law necessary for granting, 877

assent of electors to, necessary, 877

street railways, right to construct or operate, by-law^ necessary for granting,

877
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street railways, right to construct or operate, by-law, assent of electors to,

necessary, 877

water not inteaded for sale or use in municipality. Act not to apply to, 879

PATRIOTIC GRANTS ACT—
armouries and drill sheds, buildings other than, aid for providing, 918

attachment, certain grants not liable to, 921

bands etc., providing, aid in, 918

Belgian relief fund, grants to, 917

borrowing for the purposes of the Act, 920

assent of the electors not necessary for, 920

formalities for, dispensed with, 920

British red cross fund, grants to, 917

sailors' relief fund, grants to, 917

by-laws, validation of, 921

Canadian patriotic fund, grants to, 917

Red Cross Association, grants to, 917

expenditures in carrying out the Act, 919

fund for allowances for dependents of officers and men, grants to, 919

assistance of dependents of officers and men on active service, for

918

grants to officers and men returned from active service, providing, 919

validation of, 921

home defence, grants in aid of, 917, 918

hospital accommodation for persons suffering from the war, aid in

providing, 917

insurance of lives of officers and men on active service for benefit of

dependents, 918

machine guns, providing, aid in, 918

medical or surgical care, etc., for persons suffering from the war,t^aid in

providing, 917

military outfit and equipment, aid in providing, 917

money appropriated for certain purposes not liable to attachment, 921

borrowed to be excluded in computing for certain purposes, 920
municipal property, protection of, expenditure for, 919

picket duty, to pay soldiers for, expenditure for, 919
promissory notes, borrowing on, 920

Pubhc Utility Commission, grants by, 921

rateable property, what included in, 919, 920

rates to be levied annually, 921

levied to be excluded in computing for certain purposes, 920

to pay amounts raised, on what to be imposed, 921

recruits, grants to aid in obtaining, 918

retroactive, provisions made, 921
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returned soldiers, expenses in connection with, 919
rifles, ammunition and horses, expenditures for purchase of, 919
supplies of food and clothing, purchasing and forwarding, 918

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT—
Act, application of, 927

board, general plan, amendment of, by, 927

approval of, by, 927

meaning of, 927

plans of subdivisions, approval of, by, 928

practice and procedure of, 934

subdivisions, agreements as to, approval of, by, 931, 932
City and Suburbs Plans Act, repeal of, 934

commission, appointment of, 933

chairman of, 933

composition of, 933

corporation, to be a, 933

expenses incurred by, 934

members of, term of office of, 933

name of, 933

powers of, 933

quorum of, 933

councils, agreements as to subdivisions, approval of, by, 931, 932

approval by, of general plans, 930

plans of subdivisions, of, 931, 932

reasons for action of, to be stated in writing, 930

fiUng of, 930

engineer, duties of, as to plans of subdivisions, 929, 930

matters to be considered by, 929, 930

reference to, of plans of subdivisions, 929

report of, as to plans of subdivisions, 929

general plan, adoption of, 927

amendment of, by board, 927

council, 927

approval of, by board, 927

fiUng of, 927, 928

highways, etc., to be shewn on, 927

notice of appUcation for approval of, 927

Ontario land surveyor, to be certified by, 927

joint urban zone, meaning of, 926

mortgagees, plans of or agreements for subdivisions not binding on, 932

notice, approval of plan of subdivision, of application for, 931

engineer's report, of intention to consider, 930

general plan, of application for approval of, 927
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officers of corporations, performance of duties by, 933, 934

registration, plans of subdivisions, of, 931, 932

sales and conveyances before, of plan, 932

subdivisions, agreements as to, of, 931, 932

rules of practice, etc. of board to apply, 934

senior municipality, meaning of, 927

powers of, 931

subdivisions of lands, agreements as to, 931, 932

plans of, 928 to 932

approval of, by board, 928

council, 928, 932, 933

highway commissions, 932, 933

engineer, duties of, on reference to, of, 929, 930

reference to, of, 929

highways, width of, how to be indicated on, 928

lots, on, sale and conveyance of before approval of,

928

registration

of, 932
registered, not to be, until approved, 932
Registry Act, to conform with, 928, 929

treasurer to pay accounts of commission, 934

urban zone, meaning of, 926

PUBLIC UTILITIES ACT—
accounts, audit of, 905

actions, Hmitation of, 897

apphcation of part 3, 896

part 4, 905

part 5, 909

assent of electors, see commission,

books of account, regulations as to keeping, 904

what, to be kept, 904
builders, supply of water to, 891, 910
buildings along line of supply, duty to supply, 907
by-products, power to sell, 895, 910
coal, power to sell surplus, 895, 910
commission, abolition of, 900, 903

assent of electors to, when required, 900, 903

not required, 900
effect of, 900

Hydro-Power Commission, assent of, to, 902
establishment of, 899, 901, 902, 903, 913, 915
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commission, establishment of, assent of electors to, when required, 899,

901, 913

not required, 899

one, for aU public utilities, 900
ejdsting, 900

name to be borne by, 899, 901, 913

powers of, 902

commissioners, heads of councils to be, 902

members of council, other, not to be, 902

number and election of, 901, 902, 903

powers of, 902

salaries of, 903

approval of, by Hydro-Power Commission, 903

stockholders in certain companies, not to be, 887

tenure of office of, 902, 903

vacancies in office of, filling, 903

companies, guaranty of payment of money by, 912

heads of council to be directors of, in which corporations

hold stock, 912

loans to. 912

powers of, not to be exercised without by-law, 909

stock in, taking, by corporations, 912

compensation for damages caused by laying of pipes within six feet of

existing ones, 908

expropriation, 888

contracts for supply of public utility, 896

councils, authority of, to provide money not divested, 902

commissions to exercise powers of, 902

heads of, to be members of, 902

damages, liability of persons doing, 890, 910

non-liability for, for breaking of service pipes, 891, 911

debentures for waterworks, special rates to pay, 893

power to remit, 893, 894

preferential charge on works, etc., to form, 897, 898

distress, etc., exemption from, 906

electric railways, municipal, management of, by commission, 913

execution, exemption from, 897, 906

existing works, power to acquire, 888

expropriation, compensation for, how to be determined, etc., 888

conditions precedent to exercise of power of, 888

intermediate lands, of, 889

land, water privileges, etc., of, 887

limitation of power of, 897, 898

powers of companies as to, exercise of, 909
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extensions, constructing, in adjoining municipality, 896

terms of making, 896

fittings, removal of, from premises of consumer, 906

gas, see natural gas.

highways, etc., laying pipes, etc.,' in, 888, 895

restoring, 888

hydrants, erection and use of, 890

Hydro-Electric Power Commission, consent of, required for abolition of

commission, 902.

contracts with, 901.

salaries of commissioners subject to approval of, 903

incline railways, municipal, management of, by commission, 913

inspection of premises, 905, 906

intermediate lands, conveying water through, 888

expropriation of, 889

power to enter on and pass over, 888

land, expropriation of, 887, 889

purchase of, 887, 889, 895

renting of, 895

machinery, construction of, 888

main pipes, action does not lie for damages for laying within six feet of

existing ones, 908

compensation for damages for laying within six feet of

existing ones, 908

arbitration as to, 908

claim for, when barred, 908

provision for laying, within six feet of existing ones, 907, 908

mains, construction of, for individuals, 891

manufactories, supply of water to, 891, 910

materials, when, exempt from execution, 897.

meters, price for use of, fixing, 906.

money borrowed to be charged on works, etc., 897, 898

Municipal Board, leave of, when required for laying pipes, etc., 907, 908

natural gas, powers of, as to, 914

natural gas, apphcation of s. 63 as to, 914

pipes, etc., for, removal of, on forfeiture of franchise, 914

no action lies for, 914

price of, where right to export exists, regulation of, 910

sulphuretted hydrogen, containing, by-laws prohibiting

sale, etc., of, 913

contravention

of, consequences of, 913'

sale, etc., of,injunction to restrain,

914
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offences, 891, 892, 893, 906, 907, 910
penalties for, 891, 893, 906, 907, 910

recovery of, 891, 892, 893, 909, 910
oflScers to be ex officio constables, 897

and servants, employment of, 902

salaries of, apportionment of, 903
patent and other rights, acquiring, 894
penalties, discrimination against pubMc institutions, for, 891, 911

extinguishing lamps, for, 907

injuring works, for, 906, 907

offences, for, 892, 893, 906, 907, 910

recovery of, 909

wilful damage, for, 906, 907

pipes,laying down, 888, 889, 909, 910

plant, construction and maintenance of, 888

Power Commission Act, ss. 38, 39, not affected, 913

power not to be exercised until authorized by by-law, 909

property exempt from distress and execution, 905

power to sell, when not required, 898

security for purchase money of, when sold, 898, 899

Provincial Institutions, penalty for exceeding rates as to, 891, 911

rates for supplying, 890, 891, 910, 911

public utility, duty to supply, 907

manufacture of, 894, 895, 910

meaning of, in part 2, 894, 910

parts 3, 4, 5 and 6, 887

railway companies, supply of water to, 891, 910

railways, municipal, management of, by commission, 913

rates for payment of debentures, 893

what may be charged, 893

rates and charges, collection of, 896, 897

discretion of corporation as to, 8B7

fixing of, 890, 891, 896

hydrants, for, 890

lien on lot or building, to be, 897

rent of fittings, etc., for, 896

record of proceedings to be kept, 905

reservoirs, construction of, 888, 910

returns to be made to council, 904

revenues, application of, 898

municipal treasurer, to be paid to, 905

returns of, to be made to council, 904

security, power to require, from consumer, 909

service pipes, control of, 890, 910

expenses of laying, 889, 890, 910
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service pipes, injury to, 890, 910

laying of, 889, 910

repair of, 889, 910

sewerage system, entrusting management of, to commission, 902

Special Acts, provisions of, not affected, 901

rates for payment of waterworks debentures, 893

limit of, 893

remission of, 893, 894

stop-cocks, control of, 890, 910

injury to, 890, 910

prohibition as to using, 890

street railways, municipal, management of, by commission, 913

streets, breaking up, for lajfing down pipes, wires, etc., 888, 895

supply, power to shut off, 897, 910

taps, approval of, 890, 910.

telephone systems or lines, municipal, management of, by commission, 913

townships, appointment of commissions by, 899

electrical power, powers of, as to, 915

establishment of commissions for part of, 915

water, expropriation of, 887

privileges, expropriation of, 887

supply of other municipal corporations not to be interfered with, 888

builders, to, 891, 910

persons beyond limits of municipality, to, 891

purity of, right to acquire or expropriate to preserve, 897,

899

railway companies, to, 891, 910

special agreements as to, 891, 910

use and distribution of, regulation of, 890, 891

preventing wrongful, of 892

works, acquiring, 887, 888

construction of, 887, 888

establishment of, 887

existing, power to acquire, 888, 910, 911

operating, 887

other municipal corporations of, not to be interfered with, 888

wires, rods, etc., breaking up passages for laying down, etc., 896, 910

carrying, through parts of buildings, 895, 910

conducting, along highways, etc., 895

works, by-laws for maintenance and management of, 896

companies of, acquiring, by municipal corporations, 910

assent of electors required for, 910

compensation for, 911

arbitration as to, 911
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works, companies of, compensation for non-payment of, effect of, 911'

912

method of fixing value of, 911

existing, acquiring, 888, 910, 911, 912

villages, by-laws for appointment of commissions for, 899

repeal of, 900

commissions for, abolition of, 899

assent of electors to, when required,

899

not required, 899

establishment of, 899

assent of electors to, not re-

quired, 899
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LOCAL IMPROVEMENT ACT—
by-law, consolidating (instalment plan) 851, 852, 853

(sinking fund plan) 849, 850, 851

construction 835 to 839, 861 to 864

debenture 856 to 860

(instalment plan) 844 to 849

(sinking fund plan) 840 to 844

procedure 832, 833, 834

to provide for payment by corporation of part of cost of work

834, 835

certificate of clerk as to sufficiency of petition 830

debenture (instalment plan without coupon) 854

(instalment or sinking fund plan) 855

declaration as to publication of notice 831

service of notice 831, 832

notice of intention to undertake work (s. 11) 826

(s. 13) 826, 827

sitting of Court of Revision 827, 828

petition for local improvement 828 to 830

special assessment roll 839, 840

MUNICIPAL ACT—
affidavit for validation of bonus or money by-law 782 to 785

local improvement by-laws 779, 780, 781, 782
public school by-law 786, 787, 788

justification (recognizance contested election) 750

(scrutiny) 750, 755

to obtain recount 746, 747

scrutiny of votes 764

ballot paper for cities and towns 715, 716

townships 717, 718

villages 716

voting on by-law 731

question 731

by-law, annexation of town or village to urban municipality (on petition)

737, 738

assenting to annexation (without petition) 736, 737

bonus 759, 760

to declare seat of member vacant 747, 748
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by-law, entering into contract 773

erecting village 735, 736

formation of police village 769, 770

general 772

hawkers and pedlars 760, 761, 762

increasing area of police village 771, 772

money 757, 758, 759
'

respecting highways 766, 767

searching for, etc., timber, gravel, etc., 767, 768

separating junior township from union 744

(on petition) 743

(s. 30 (3) ) 745, 746

for taking votes on annexation 738, 739

proposed by-law 773, 774, 775

questions 775, 776

transient traders 762, 763

certificate as to assessment roll and voters' Ust 722

of clerk as to election of reeves and deputy reeves 728

on declaration of inability to read 726

of Municipal Board as to validity of by-law or debenture, 326

chief engineer's certificate (bonus to railway) 734

debentures, endorsement on to control transfer of 339

declaration of auditor 730

election ofiBcers 729

elector desiring to promote or oppose by-law, etc. 730

inability to read 726

incorporation of township in unorganized territory 713

office 729

qualification by candidate 713, 714, 715

directions to voters (elections) 718, 719, 720

(voting on by-law) 731, 732

disclaimer 197

Judge's appointment for holding recount 747

order declaring bridge to be a county bridge 764

i for scrutiny of votes 755

notice of accident on highway 640

apphcation to Judge to declare bridge a county bridge 763

intention to pass by-law under s. 472 (1), clauses a, b, c 765, 766

motion to quash by-law 756, 757

set aside election 751, 752

notice (promulgation of by-law) 733

to be pubUshed with copy or synopsis of proposed by-law 776, 777,

778

statement of question submitted 778
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notice of registration of by-law 733

scrutiny 756

oath of chairman (incorporation of township) 741

deputy returning officer after close of poll 727

poll clerk or messenger of delivery of ballot box to returning oflEicer

726, 727

secrecy 728

voter 722 to 725

objection to report (incorporation of township) 742

petition for annexation of territory to police village 770, 77

1

town or village to urban municipality 737

erection of village 734, 735

formation of police village 768, 769

incorporation of township 739, 740

separating junior township from union (s. 30 (3) ) 744, 745

separation of township from union 742

poll book 721

recognizance (contested election) 749, 750

(scrutiny of votes) 754, 755

report of chairman to Judge (incorporation of township) 740, 741

resolution of county council under s. 468, 764, 765

synopsis of by-law in lieu of copy of by-law 753

warrant for holding new election 748, 749














